
 

 



 

Part I: Breathe Again 
 

Chapter 1 
 

Golden rays of sunlight streamed through the sheer, billowing curtains, chasing 
away the shadows and filling the room with the light of dawn.  In a large bed in the 
center of the spacious, sunlit room, a man stirred.  He rolled over and sat up slowly, 
pushing a fluffy, white down comforter off of him to expose his tanned, bare chest.  His 
head turned to look down at the woman lying beside him, still fast asleep, the covers 
pulled up to her neck.  He smiled slightly and lowered himself back down.  Propping 
himself up on one elbow, he turned to face her.  He reached out to her, lightly running 
his finger over her face, making a trail down her porcelain cheek, tracing her plump, 
perfect lips. 

At his touch, her eyelids fluttered, and she awoke, those perfect lips curving into a 
perfect smile at the sight of him. 

 “Good morning,” he whispered, his voice low and sultry, and leaned down to kiss 
her.  Her arms rose to encircle his neck, and a moment later, the covers were swept 
aside, and he was on top of her.  “You know what the best thing about morning is?” he 
asked, as he dotted her neck with kisses. 

 “What?” she moaned beneath him. 
He lifted his head to meet her eyes.  “Waking up next to you,” he answered, and 

before she could respond, leaned in closer and caught her mouth in a passionate kiss. 
“I love you,” she whispered, as his lips left hers. 
 “I love you too...” 
 
“What is this crap?” 
The sound of her voice woke him up, or maybe it was the lawnmower.  Whichever 

it was, it was enough to draw Nick Carter out of sleep.  He awoke with a moan and 
blinked a few times as he looked around.  He groaned when he found himself curled up 
in one corner of the couch.  Claire was sitting up at the other end, throwing disdainful 
looks at the TV, which was turned on and probably had been all night. 

“What crap?” he muttered, grimacing at how croaky his voice sounded.  He 
cleared his throat a couple times as she pointed to the TV. 

“This crap,” she replied, making a face. 
“What is it?” Nick asked, as he watched a happy, perfect-looking young couple 

roll around beneath a fluffy comforter in a big bed, their skin glowing bronze and their 
hair shining in the morning sunlight that filled the room. 

 “I dunno, some lame movie.  It was on when I woke up.” 
He wondered how long she’d been awake.  Apparently not long, he decided when 

he took a closer look at her, trying to hide his smile.  She was a sight to see; that was for 
sure.  Lost in one of his old hooded sweatshirts, her light red hair in tangles, her blue 
eyes still bleary with sleep...  

Not that he probably looked any better.  He ran a hand through his cropped 
blonde hair and rubbed his eyes.  When he opened them again, he was met with the 
sight of a cluttered coffee table, hardy visible beneath the grease-stained pizza box, half-



 

 

empty bags of chips, beer cans, and various dishes that had been haphazardly set down 
on it.  He groaned again at the sight of the mess.  Oh well.  He’d take care of it later. 

The loud buzz of the lawnmower next door met his ears again, and he scowled.  
“Who mows their lawn this early on a Saturday morning?” he ranted in annoyance. 

 “Friday,” Claire corrected, “and it’s not morning anymore.  It’s noon.” 
 “Huh?”  Instantly, his head turned toward the clock on his wall.  The stiff 

muscles in his neck protested the movement, making him wince.  Bad idea, falling 
asleep on the couch.  Massaging the crick in his neck, he checked the time and saw that 
it was indeed just a couple minutes past noon.  What a waste.  They’d wasted the night 
away, watching movies and eating junk food, gotten rather wasted themselves, and then 
passed out on the couch and wasted the morning sleeping. 

But Nick didn’t really care.  A night of eating, drinking, and watching movies with 
Claire and then waking up by her side the next morning (okay, afternoon) – that was his 
idea of perfect. 

Well, almost.  He had a headache from the alcohol he’d had the night before, and 
that stupid lawnmower was only making it worse.  Glancing over at Claire, he found her 
rubbing her temples and figured she had to feel about the same way. 

 “Headache?” he asked sympathetically. 
She nodded.  “You too?” 
“Yep.” 
“Ugh, we suck.  You and I gotta work on building up our tolerance again.  I only 

had... how many beers?”   She counted the cans on the coffee table and smiled 
sheepishly.  “Yeah... never mind.” 

He chuckled.  They had both had to give up alcohol at one point or another in the 
last two years because of chemotherapy treatments, and even though he hadn’t had 
chemo since the previous June, he hadn’t drunk much since then either.  A couple beers 
here and there, but rarely more than that.  Gone were the days when he would go out 
clubbing with his friends every weekend he was home and get plastered.  These days, he 
was alienated from most of his friends, besides Claire and the “the guys” – the 
Backstreet Boys.  They were the only ones who understood him and what he had been 
through, the only ones who were not at least slightly weirded out by what had happened 
to him.  His other friends had drifted away, and he had let them.  It only took a near-
death experience to show you what and who was important, so he’d kept those who 
really mattered close, and screw everyone else.  If they wanted to hang out, they could 
call him, but he was sick of trying to make small talk and listening to awkward silences 
on the other end of the line.  He didn’t need that.  He had people who cared about him 
and who accepted him the way he was, and that was all he needed. 

That and a nice big mug of black coffee. 
He stood up slowly and swore under his breath as he remembered something. 
“What?” Claire asked, looking up at him, puzzled. 
He patted his prosthetic leg.  “Fell asleep and forgot to take this thing off and 

charge it,” he said, rather embarrassed.  It was not the first time he’d done that, fallen 
asleep in front of the TV and forgotten to take off the C-Leg, which was battery-powered 
and meant to be plugged into his computer and re-charged every night.  Usually, it was 
not much of a hassle, since he always took the leg off to sleep anyway.  But then there 
were times like these when he would forget and have to charge it in the morning. 

 “How long does the battery last?” Claire asked. 



 

 “It’s supposed to last for I think thirty-six hours,” replied Nick, “but I better go 
charge it up now.  I’ll be right back.” 

His whole body rather stiff from sleeping in an awkward position on the couch, 
he hobbled off to his office, where his computer was, and returned a few minutes later 
on crutches, his prosthesis left charging beside the computer. 

“You want coffee?” he asked Claire. 
“Sure,” she said.  “If you can handle making that, I’ll take care of clean up, okay?” 
 “Sounds like a plan,” he replied with a nod and made his way into the kitchen.  

“Aw, fuck!” he exclaimed when he saw the mess there.  Sitting on the counter beside the 
refrigerator was a caved in container of ice cream.  A sticky puddle of brown liquid that 
had once been chocolate ice cream surrounded it, slowly dripping off of the edge of the 
counter and leaving a trail of chocolate goo all down the cabinet below. 

 “We left the ice cream out all night,” he muttered flatly to Claire, who had come 
to see what his “aw, fuck!” was for.  

She winced when she saw the mess and bit her lip.  “Oops.” 
“Yeah, oops is right.  Ugh.” 
“Don’t worry about it.  I’ll clean that up; you start on the coffee.” 
He shrugged.  “Okay.”  Glad that everything he needed for coffee was stored in 

reach of the coffee maker (since trying to carry a Folgers coffee can and haul himself 
around on crutches at the same time seemed sort of impossible), he propped his 
crutches up against the counter and set to work, while Claire mopped up the melted ice 
cream with a wet dish towel. 

“Just throw that out,” he said when she walked by with the sodden towel, which 
was now the color of mud. 

 “Oh, it doesn’t need to be thrown out; it’ll wash up fine,” she replied, carrying it 
off toward his laundry room. 

“No, seriously, throw it out,” he said again.  “I don’t want it to get my clothes all 
nasty, and it’s gonna be all stained anyway.” 

She shook her head, looking at him in disbelief.  “Rich people... I swear.” 
“What?!” he demanded, raising his eyebrows.  “It’s just a stupid dish towel!  I 

have plenty of ‘em already.” 
“Yeah, but why throw it away?  It’s only chocolate, it’s not like it’s dog shit or 

something.” 
Because throwing it away just seemed easier, he thought with a shrug.  “Fine, put 

it in the laundry,” he muttered, waving her off.  Let her have her way; this was not 
something worth arguing over. 

When the coffee was done, he filled two mugs.  Claire carried them both over to 
his kitchen table, and they sat down together.  He watched in amusement as she 
proceeded to dump several heaping teaspoons of sugar and a liberal amount of creamer 
into her coffee, stirring it until the once-black liquid was a creamy, light brown. 

 “What?” she asked sheepishly, when she saw him grinning at her.  She chuckled.  
“I don’t really like coffee that much,” she admitted.  “I love the smell, but not the taste.  
It’s only good for staying awake... or for hangovers.”  Smirking, she took a sip, making a 
face as she swallowed. 

He laughed and took a sip of his own coffee.  “Yeah, well, after enough years of 
not enough sleep and not enough time, you grow to like coffee.  Even black.”   Yes, 



 

 

between jam-packed schedules, early wake-ups, and late night partying, coffee had 
always been a necessity for the Backstreet Boys, so he’d acquired that taste early on. 

It wasn’t like that anymore though.  Now he could sleep as much as he wanted 
and had all the time in the world.  Whenever he was on the road touring, just one day to 
sleep in would have been a real treat.  But now that he had every day to sleep in, he 
missed his hectic former life, with its jam-packed schedules, early wake-ups, and late 
night partying.  He missed recording and touring and singing... hell, he even missed 
dancing.  He couldn’t look at a folding chair without wanting to pick it up and bust a 
move from the “As Long as You Love Me” choreography.  But he knew that would never 
happen.  There were a lot of things he could still do on his prosthesis – walk, swim, play 
basketball... and hopefully one of these days, even run.  But he would never be able to 
dance again.  And as much as he’d once complained about the cheesy dance routines he 
and the guys had performed over and over again for years and years, he missed them.  
The chair dance, the hat dance, the “Everybody” dance... never again. 

But he was convinced that other things would happen again.  He could still sing, 
and that was all that really mattered.  They could still record, and some day, there would 
be another album.  And, hopefully, a tour.  They hadn’t even toured for their last album 
yet.  After what had happened after the last concert they’d done, Nick wasn’t sure there 
would be a tour anytime soon... but someday there would.  Someday he’d be back on the 
road again. 

For now, he was trying to enjoy his life at home.  And he was.  It was easy to enjoy 
life once you’d faced the fear of having it taken from you, and although life hadn’t 
exactly treated him kindly the last two years, things were all right now.  His health was 
improving, and at home, he had peace and quiet and plenty of free time.  And, of course, 
he had Claire.  So basically, he had everything he wanted. 

Well, almost everything. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 2 
 
Claire Ryan staggered into her apartment and tossed her keys haphazardly 

toward her kitchen table.  They hit the table, skidded straight across the smooth wood, 
and flew off the other end, landing with a jangling clatter on the linoleum floor.  She 
made no move to pick them up.  Instead, she breezed on by, dropping her purse onto 
one of the chairs, and turned the corner, ducking into the first room on her right. 

She flipped on the light and shut the door behind her, turning to survey the tiny 
bathroom.  She grimaced at the sight of it.  She could hardly see the counter of her 
vanity for all the crap that was scattered across it.  Toothbrush, toothpaste, deodorant, 
hair brush and comb, blow dryer, flat iron, various makeup products... all still left there 
from her rush to get ready for work the previous morning.  And it would have to remain 
there for now; she had no desire to straighten up yet.  She needed a shower. 

She started to shed her clothes and realized she was still wearing Nick’s 
sweatshirt.  “Whoops,” she said, pulling the huge thing up and over her head.  She 
tossed it to the floor.  Add that to the collection.  It was not the first sweatshirt of Nick’s 
that had accidentally ended up in her place (and stayed there – she always seemed to 
“accidentally” forget to return them... not like he really noticed; the guy had more 
clothes than any girls she knew, even her friend Dianna), and it would probably not be 
the last.  It wasn’t her fault; he always had the air conditioning cranked in his house, 
making it so she was always freezing. 

She wasn’t freezing anymore though; she was actually quite warm, and it felt 
good to get the sweatshirt off.  “Serves you right for wearing a sweatshirt when it’s the 
end of March and you live in Florida,” she muttered to herself, quickly stripping off the 
rest of her clothes and leaving them in an untidy heap on the floor.  She went over to the 
shower, turned on the water full blast, and climbed in, expelling a sigh as the hot water 
washed over her aching body, which was stiff and sore from sleeping on Nick’s couch all 
night.  Add that to the fact that her head was still pounding from the hangover she’d 
woken up with, and the result was that she felt like crap all-around.  Hopefully a nice 
long shower would help. 

She squirted some shampoo into the palm of her hand and worked it through her 
short red hair, closing her eyes as she massaged her scalp with sudsy fingers.  She had 
always loved washing her hair, especially lately, now that it had grown to a decent length 
again.  Twice in the past five years, all her hair had fallen out, the result of 
chemotherapy treatments for her leukemia.  It was not the worst of the many side-
effects she’d had to endure, but though she’d tried to look on the bright side (“Well, at 
least I won’t have to worry about doing my hair in the morning.  And I can always get a 
wig and totally change hairstyles if I want to”), when it came down to it, the whole thing 
just sucked. 

But that was behind her now.  She’d finished up her last course of chemo after 
her bone marrow transplant a year and a half ago.  All of the short-term side effects were 
gone, her wig (a shoulder-length, raven black piece) was hidden away in her closet 
somewhere, and just by looking at her, one would never know she’d had cancer.  She 
was lucky.  Lucky to be alive, lucky to have sailed through the transplant that saved her 
life, and lucky to have come out of the ordeal fairly unscathed, at least on the outside. 

Nick had not been so lucky.  He was slowly coming to accept what had happened 
to him, but at the same time, she knew he was still bothered by it.  He was still horribly 



 

 

insecure, self-conscious whenever he was not wearing his prosthetic leg and a pair of 
long pants, even in front of her.  He didn’t have to be though; she wasn’t bothered by it.  
She had been at first, though she’d tried her best to hide it from him.  It had been hard 
seeing him those first few days after the amputation.  But now, almost a year later, the 
sight of him with or without the prosthesis had become second nature to her.  That was 
just Nick. 

Her Nick. 
The two of them been “dating” for almost four months now; they had made it 

official on New Year’s Eve.  There had been few dates that first month though, while 
Nick was still recovering from lung surgery.  But things had picked up in February, and 
now that it was nearing April, the initial awkwardness of the change in their relationship 
was gone, and they felt like a real couple.  They were taking things slow though, savoring 
every moment they spent together, not wanting to go too fast and spoil the friendship 
they had. 

But Claire liked it that way.  Finally, she was happy.  Happier than she had been 
in a long time.  She had not been in a relationship that seemed this perfect since she’d 
been with Jamie, her high school sweetheart.  She and Jamie were still friends, but to 
her, he represented her past, the tail end of her childhood, before college, before cancer, 
and before Nick.  It was nice to look back on the past, but now that everything in her life 
seemed to be back in order, she was ready to look to the future. 

Right then, though, she was taken to the present.  With a start, she realized she 
had been spacing out and wondered how long she’d been standing there in the shower, 
wasting water.  She smirked to herself and dipped her head under the spray, rinsing the 
foam from her hair.  She finished washing herself quickly and got out, grabbing a towel 
to dry off. 

Within a few minutes, she had changed into an old t-shirt and baggy pair of 
sweatpants, downed a couple of ibuprofen for her headache, quickly cleaned up her 
bathroom, and was sprawled across the sunken couch in her living room.  She turned on 
the TV and immediately flipped to The Learning Channel, only to find a woman 
screaming in the delivery room on an episode of “A Baby Story.”  Frowning, she 
switched to Comedy Central instead and was pleased to find the movie “Office Space” 
just starting.  Setting down the remote, she lay back to watch.  It felt so nice to have an 
afternoon to herself, with nowhere to be and nothing to do.  She loved having days off.  
She usually ended up spending them with Nick, but after a whole night with him, she 
was ready to go back to her own place, veg on her own couch, and nurse her hangover in 
peace. 

 
*** 

 
At the same time the following Friday, Claire was back at work in the dentist’s 

office where she was employed as a dental hygienist.  Right then, though, she was seated 
at the front desk, filling in for the receptionist while she took a late lunch break.  
Although she liked working on patients better, she didn’t mind working the desk for an 
hour at a time and was usually the one to volunteer for the job.  It was nothing new for 
her; for the first few months after she had come back to work following her bone 
marrow transplant, they had put her at the front desk.  Her immune system had been 
virtually wiped out during the transplant, and because even a simple cold could be very 



 

serious, it had not been a good idea for her to handle patients at first.  Instead, she’d 
become a pro at handling scheduling and phone calls. 

She was on the phone right now, trying to calm down a hysterical-sounding 
mother who had picked up her eight-year-old son from school to find that the child’s 
teeth and gums were black. 

 “Ask him if one of the other kids gave him a piece of gum or something like that 
to eat,” Claire said calmly and waited, listening to the muffled voices on the other end of 
the line. 

 “He says another boy in his class gave him gum.  Is that was caused this?” the 
woman asked. 

 “Probably.  There’s trick gum that will change your mouth black like that; I’m 
sure that’s what it was.  Just an April Fool’s prank,” Claire explained, wondering how 
many other calls like that would come in that day.  She reassured the mother that the 
black mouth was only temporary and that her son would be fine and hung up, only to 
have the phone ring again instantly.  Groaning, she picked it up and answered 
pleasantly, “The office of Dr. Somers and Dr. Pantero, how can I help you?” 

 
*** 

 
For Nick, the day had been a strange one.  He’d woken up fairly early and, unable 

to fall back to sleep, turned on the TV to find Katie Couric and Matt Lauer discussing the 
history of April Fool’s Day on the “Today” show.  And that’s when he remembered.  It 
was the first of April.  Exactly one year ago, he had been on an operating table, under 
anesthesia, undergoing amputation surgery. 

Waking up to that memory had left him fairly subdued, and as he puttered 
around the house, slowly getting ready for the day, he could not help but feel sorry for 
himself.  He tried not to let himself wallow in self-pity too often these days, but he 
figured he was allowed to every once in awhile.  Some days, it was hard not to. 

But by noon, he had managed to pull himself out of that morning’s slump, and as 
he sat gnawing on a piece of cold fried chicken and watching TV, he again remembered 
the date.  It was April Fool’s Day.  And he had not yet fooled anyone. 

He stopped chewing, a slow smile spreading over his face.  In past years, April 
Fool’s Day had been a favorite holiday of his.  He and Brian had always had a great time 
of it in their younger days – the general rule in the Backstreet camp was that when the 
two of them were together on April 1, watch out.  He could think of countless pranks 
they’d pulled on people over the years. 

Unfortunately, the reality was that things had changed.  They both had grown up 
– Brian was thirty now!  Thirty!  (Nick had given him hell on his birthday in February.)  
Not to mention, Brian was also a husband, a father, and a resident of Atlanta, Georgia, 
eight hours away from Nick’s home in Tampa, Florida.  The other guys were spread 
across the country as well.  Kevin and AJ were all the way out in Los Angeles, and even if 
Howie was only in Orlando, they were all still too far away to prank that year. 

But he could still get Claire. 
His smile turned wicked as he pictured her in her bright-colored scrubs, working 

at the dentist’s office.  She got off at two that day.  He vowed he would have something 
planned for her. 

 



 

 

*** 
 

Sitting in his green Durango outside a small gray building with a big sign that 
read Dr. Barry Somers, D.D.S. and Dr. Timothy Pantero, D.D.S., Nick put his 
plan into action.  Reaching into a plastic bag that sat on the seat next to him, he pulled 
out two small packages and opened them up.  Turning down his sun visor so that he 
could see his reflection in the mirror on the back of it, he quickly set to work, blackening 
out his front teeth with the black putty he’d been lucky enough to find at a local costume 
shop and sticking a small capsule in his mouth.  He stored the capsule in one cheek and 
grinned widely into the mirror, examining his work.  He had to laugh; it felt like 
Halloween all of a sudden.  Halloween in April. 

It felt even more like Halloween when he bit down on the capsule in his mouth 
and felt his mouth fill with thick, syrupy liquid.  He let some of the dark red substance 
trickle out of the corners of his mouth, but clamped his lips together, keeping most of it 
in.  Covering his mouth with his right hand, he hurriedly opened the car door with his 
left and climbed carefully out of the SUV.  Steadying himself on the blacktop parking lot, 
he locked the door and shut it, dropping his keys into his pocket.  Then he set off quickly 
for the entrance of the building, opening his mouth a little behind his hand to let some 
of the “blood” run out onto his palm. 

His act began the moment he burst into the dentist’s office and staggered through 
the waiting room, fake blood oozing between his fingers.  He was relieved to see Claire 
sitting behind the window at the receptionist’s desk.  Her eyes were fixed on the 
computer screen in front of her, but when he banged loudly into the room, she looked 
up.  He saw the look of horror cross her face as he took his hand away from his mouth 
and choked, “Claire!” 

Some of the blood from the capsule accidentally spattered onto the floor in front 
of him.  Whoops.  He quickly covered his mouth again, trying to hold it in. 

 “Nick!” Claire gasped, leaping up from her seat so fast she sent the wheelie office 
chair flying.  She darted out from behind her cubicle and hurried across the waiting 
room to him.  “What happened?” she cried, reaching up to pry his hand away from his 
face.  “Let me see!” 

He kept his hand clamped tightly over his mouth, twisting out of her reach.  “My 
teeth!” he moaned, his voice muffled. 

 “Come on, come with me.”  She put her arm around him and hurried him across 
the waiting room, through a door, and into a short hallway lined with rooms.  “Tim!” she 
cried, as she led him into the first room on the left.  “I mean, Dr. Pantero!”  Glancing 
over his shoulder, Nick saw Tim’s head pop out of one of the rooms on the right. 

 “What’s wrong?” he called down the hall. 
 “I need you in here!  Now, please?”  Claire helped Nick into the dental chair that 

sat in the middle of the room.  He tried his best not to smile; this was too funny.  “Nick, 
what happened?  Did you fall?” she asked, as she bustled around the room.  “What did 
you hit?”  She threw a drape over his chest and tucked it quickly under his chin.  “Did 
you knock them all the way out?” 

He nodded wordlessly, still clutching his mouth and trying to look pained, as she 
expertly tugged on a pair of hygienic gloves, the latex snapping at her wrists.  Plopping 
down in a chair, she wheeled over to his side and lowered the chair so that he was lying 
flat, just within her reach.  “Okay, put your hand down,” she said, gently pulling his 



 

hand away and using the drape to wipe the blood from his mouth.  “Open up and let me 
see.” 

It was all he could do not to break down laughing right then and there, as he 
slowly opened his mouth for her.  He studied her face carefully as she leaned over to 
look in... and waited.  She used a tiny sponge to dab at the blood on the inside of his 
mouth so that she could see... and he watched the realization dawn.  Her eyes narrowed, 
her brow creasing in confusion. 

 “Nick!” she cried.  “What is-”  She reached into his mouth, and he could feel her 
gloved fingers against the black gunk he’d smeared over his teeth.  He lost it right then 
and there, breaking down into giggles.  She yanked her fingers out of his mouth, and 
then it was her mouth that dropped open.  “Nick, you ass!” she shrieked, pummeling his 
shoulder.  “I can’t believe you!” 

 “April Fool!”  He grinned up at her with a mouthful of black and red.  “I gotcha!” 
 “I can’t believe you!” she said again.  “God, I thought you-” 
 “Claire?  What’s going on in here?” 
Their heads both flew to the door to see the infamous Tim standing there, a look 

of confusion etched on his face.  “Is there an emergency?” he asked, bewildered, looking 
from Claire down to Nick.  “Oh,” he said when his eyes rested on Nick, “it’s you.  What 
happened, you got a tooth knocked out?” 

 “He’s fine,” Claire said through gritted teeth.  “He’s just a little kid, playing April 
Fool’s pranks.”  She glared at Nick over her shoulder, but he could tell by the way the 
corners of her mouth were twitching that she was trying hard not to smile.  He just kept 
grinning, totally pleased that his practical joke had come off so well. 

 “Oh,” Tim said humorlessly, straightening his white lab coat and looking 
superior.  “Well then, I’ll get back to my real patients.” 

 “Yeah,” Claire said hollowly.  “Sorry for calling you in here.” 
 “Not a problem.”  He turned swiftly and strode back down the hall. 
 “Wow, he looked pissed,” Nick said with a smirk. 
She rolled her eyes.  “Well, yeah, Nick, his work was interrupted.  By you, no 

less.” 
 “You’re not mad, are you?” he asked, as she yanked off her gloves and tossed 

them into the trash, her back to him.  She stood there for a moment, not saying 
anything, and for a moment he was afraid he’d gone too far; maybe she was mad.  But 
then her shoulders started to shake, and by the time she turned back, she was giggling. 

 “You are really something, Nick, you know that?” she said, shaking her head and 
grinning. 

He grinned back.  “I know.  I’m your something.” 
She rolled her eyes again.  “Yeah,” she said, smirking down at him.  “You’re my 

something all right.  Look, I’m off in like ten minutes, so you sit here and get yourself 
cleaned up, and then we’ll go.” 

 “Can I have some water or something to rinse my mouth?” 
She handed him a tiny plastic cup.  “There ya go.” 
He looked down at the empty cup.  “Water?” 
Heaving a sigh, she snatched the cup back from him and slammed it down on the 

water dispenser/sink unit on the other side of the chair.  “Push.  The.  Button.” 



 

 

He smiled sheepishly and hit the button on the side of the sink, watching as a thin 
stream of water slowly filled the cup.  “They do that for me at the dentist I go to!” he 
called, as Claire stalked out of the room. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 3 
 

Nick shifted on the bed and frowned at the TV, where a sweaty Keanu Reeves and 
dirt-stained Sandra Bullock lay in the middle of a derailed subway and made out. 

 
 “I have to warn you, I’ve heard relationships based on intense experiences 

never work.” 
 “Okay.  We’ll have to base it on sex then.” 
 
 “Who the hell thinks about sex after almost getting blown up by a psycho and 

then almost dying in a train crash?” he scoffed. 
Next to him, Claire laughed.  “Hey, you would if Keanu Reeves was the one who 

saved you.” 
Nick looked at her in disgust.  “Well, I wouldn’t, no.  Don’t even tell me you have 

a thing for Keanu.” 
 “What?  He’s hot!” 
“So that’s why you wanted to watch Speed tonight.  Because... ‘he’s hot!’,” he 

mocked her in a high-pitched voice, making a face.  “What do the chicks even see in 
him?  He’s all like, ‘whoa, that is most excellent, dude... my name is Keanu, and I know 
kung fu...’.” 

Claire snickered.  “That was a really bad impression, Nick.  And what can I say – 
I like ‘em tall, dark, and handsome.”  She grinned cheekily, while Nick scowled. 

 “Hey, I’m tall!” he contended. 
 “That you are,” she said with a nod.  “And you’re blonde...”  She reached up and 

played with the ends of his hair, flipping his gelled bangs up.  He grinned and took the 
opportunity to lean over and kiss her gently.  Her hand fell to the back of his neck, and 
her fingertips ran lightly over his skin as she kissed him back.  “Good thing you got all 
that crap out of your mouth earlier,” she said when they broke the kiss, “cause there’s no 
way I’d get anywhere near it if your teeth were still all black and bloody.” 

He smirked.  “Yeah, good thing I did then.”  He wrapped an arm around her, and 
without words, she lay back and snuggled up against him, the way they always lay 
together.  Remembering how sore they’d been the morning after their night on the 
couch, they had opted to watch a movie in Nick’s bedroom that evening, and he had to 
say, it was much more comfortable that way.   

They didn’t stay that way for long though.  Action-packed though it was, Speed 
had left him restless, his attention span maxed out after two hours of lying still and 
watching the movie.  He absently rubbed her back through her shirt, his fingers running 
up and down her spine.  And then somehow, minutes later, his hand was all the way up 
her shirt, and she was all the way in his arms, planting kisses along his jawline as he 
caressed her soft skin.  Her lips traveled down his neck, hitting one of the spots he was 
most ticklish in and causing him to squirm.  She giggled against him and kept going, 
only to be met with the neckline of his t-shirt.  She sat up, pulling him with her.  Her 
hands dropped down to find the hem of his shirt, and she started to pull it up, then 
stopped, looking up at him, silently asking his permission with her eyes.  He gave a short 
nod and lowered his own hands to help her.  Within seconds, the obtrusive material was 
off. 



 

 

She ran her hands up and down his broad chest, stopping at the feet he had 
tattooed there.  “I’ve always liked these little feet,” she said, tracing one of them with her 
finger.  “They’re cute.” 

 “They’re not meant to be cute,” he told her exasperatedly.  “They represent my 
heritage – Blackfoot Indian.” 

 “Oh yeah?  Well, whaddya know - I got a pair of shamrocks tattooed on my boobs 
to represent my heritage.” 

He stared at her.  “Are you serious??” 
 “I dunno... guess you better find out,” she replied with a smirk. 
Was that an invitation?  He took it as one, reaching for the hem of her shirt.  His 

heart hammered in his chest the whole time, and his palms sweat as he guided the t-
shirt up and over her head.  She had a bra on underneath, but even so, he could feel 
himself beginning to grow excited, a feeling he had not experienced in a long time. 

 “No shamrocks,” he said hoarsely, eyes trained on the creamy white swell of her 
breasts as they disappeared beneath the black material of her bra. 

She shook her head.  “No... but I dunno, Tattoo Boy, maybe you can convince 
me...”   Her hand left the foot she’d been tracing and ran up his chest, tracing his collar 
bone and ending up on his left shoulder.  She ran her hand lightly over the ink he had 
there and continued on down his arm, eventually crossing back over to his chest.  Her 
fingers were very close to his scar now, and he drew in a shaky breath.  Too close for 
comfort. 

Hearing his slight gasp, she looked up into his eyes.  “You all right?” 
 “Yeah,” he said quickly, “yeah, I’m fine.” 
She nodded, moving away from the scar, not touching it.  Meanwhile, he stroked 

her back, running his fingers lightly down and up again, touching the ends of her silky 
hair, bringing his hand around front to caress her cheek and then come down, down the 
side of her tender neck, to her freckled shoulder.  He repeated what she’d done earlier, 
running his hand down her arm, tracing her collarbone with his index finger.  Very 
slowly, he continued downward, as she made the same path down his chest, lightly 
trailing her finger over his stomach.  Just when he had reached her bra, he felt her 
fingers slide beneath the waistband of his shorts. 

Jerking in surprise, he looked down.  He saw the tips of her fingers emerge from 
under the material... and just beyond that, he saw the empty left leg of his shorts... and 
something in him snapped. 

 “Stop,” he said abruptly, yanking his hand away from her skin as if he’d been 
burned.  He saw the expression on her face, one of shock and confusion at the sudden 
change in mood, and he rolled away quickly, not wanting to look at her.  He lay with his 
back to her, and his whole body began to tremble, his breath coming in shallow gasps. 

 “Nick?” he heard her say softly. 
Unexpected tears sprang to his eyes, and he sat up quickly, trying to blink them 

away.  Swinging his leg over the side of the bed, he stood up and reached for his 
crutches.  He knew he should say something to her, but his throat felt tight.  He was 
quickly losing it and didn’t want to, not in front of her, so he took off, hobbling as fast as 
he could to the bathroom.  He went inside, closed the door behind him, and locked it.  
And then he collapsed to the ground, pressing his back against the wall, stretching his 
leg out in front of him, and burying his face in his hands, his shoulders heaving with 
each ragged breath he took. 



 

It took a few minutes for him to calm down and regain his composure. 
And then he just felt stupid.  Foolish.  Ridiculous, even. 
What was wrong with him? 
He was mortified.  What the hell had happened?  He had freaked out, that’s what.  

Totally freaked. 
This had never happened to him before, and it scared him.  He’d made out with 

so many girls in his lifetime, some he hardly even knew.  And of course he’d gone much 
further than that with many of them and hardly batted an eye.  And yet, with Claire, 
whom he usually felt more comfortable around than any other woman he’d ever been 
with, he had freaked out at the slightest insinuation of sex. 

His eyes traveled down his body, hating every inch of it.  How could she love him 
and touch him when he was this way?  How could she even stand to look at him?  He 
was ugly, from the long scar that stretched around his left side, to the stump of a leg that 
ended where his knee should have began. 

He sighed.  How was he ever going to go back out there and face her?  What 
would he say?  That Nick Carter, once infamous for making girls of all ages scream with 
his sexy smirk and the occasional pelvic thrust, had balked and run away to cry in the 
bathroom when his own girlfriend made a move on him? 

He was pathetic.  And now Claire would know just how pathetic he was. 
 

*** 
 
Claire knew nothing.  Still sitting on Nick’s bed, her knees tucked to her chest, her 

bottom lip between her teeth, she could only wonder.  Was he all right?  Should she go 
to him or just leave him be?  What had gone wrong anyway? 

That she did know, or at least she had a good idea.  It didn’t take a rocket scientist 
to figure out that he was still very self-conscious about himself.  She knew that before, 
and she should have seen it coming, the way he flinched when she got close to the scar 
from his lung surgery.  She felt horrible, knowing this was her fault.  She’d gone too far, 
too fast, and he had freaked out.  She knew she should have been more careful.  After all, 
she could understand what he had to be feeling right about then. 

It had been the same way for her the previous summer, when she had first started 
dating Tim.  The newly-hired dentist at Dr. Somers’ practice, Tim had apparently taken 
an interest in her instantly.  He had spent his first few weeks there pursuing her, flirting 
with her constantly and feeding her all kinds of cheesy pick-up lines that, nonetheless, 
never failed to make her smile.  At first, she’d blown him off, but after hearing Nick tell 
her that her kiss meant nothing to him, she saw no reason to keep rejecting Tim.  She’d 
agreed to go out with him one Friday night, and from there, it had escalated into a full 
on relationship. 

She still felt a little guilty about it though, knowing part of the reason she’d gone 
out with him so willingly was Nick.  After what he had said to her, she was desperate to 
prove that she was fine without him, that she had a life of her own that did not include 
him.  And if she was being perfectly honest with herself, a part of her had hoped to make 
him jealous by dating another man.  It was pathetic, and she was not proud of stringing 
Tim along for as long as she did, but that was how it was.  Tim was a nice guy and 
handsome, too, but she’d never had more than a friendly crush on him, which had 



 

 

quickly faded after she’d been with him a few weeks.  Still, she had stayed with him, and 
he had moved their relationship along at a fast pace.  Almost too fast for her. 

It had been a long time since she’d been in a relationship, and after all the 
changes she had been through the previous year, she, too, had been self-conscious.  In 
the course of a year, she’d lost all of her hair, while her weight had fluctuated like crazy, 
the result of the various medications she’d been put on.  The bone marrow transplant 
had thrown her entire system out of whack, and it had been a long time before she’d felt 
“normal” again.  By the time Tim came along, she was both looking and feeling better, 
but she was still scarred.  Not on the outside, like Nick, but deep down on the inside.  
She’d already had the love of her life reject her because of her cancer once, and she could 
not bear the thought of another relationship failing because of a man who could not 
handle her problems. 

But Tim was not like Jamie.  She had forced herself to fill him in on the basics at 
the beginning, and he had been very accepting.  Accepting... but not so understanding.  
Not that he didn’t try... but he could never fully empathize with the fact that after all she 
had been through, she wanted to take things slow. 

She had been right in assuming that Nick would be the same way.  In four 
months, they had gone no further than making out.  She had a feeling that two years 
ago, a relationship with Nick Carter would have moved much faster than that.  But 
things were different now.  They had never spoken about it, but she had always 
understood and never pushed the issue.  It was actually nice to be in a relationship 
where there were no expectations, where she was not the one being pressured to go 
places she didn’t want to go.    

But with Nick, she was ready to go there, to take the next step.  Only he wasn’t.  
Then I’ll just wait for him, she thought, reaching for her t-shirt and slowly pulling 

it back on.  She would wait for as long as Nick needed.  And when he was ready, she 
would be there. 

 
*** 

 
Nick splashed cold water on his face and stared at his reflection in the mirror, 

wishing the redness in his eyes would go away.  He didn't want her to know how upset 
he'd gotten.  That would make the situation even worse when he got up the nerve to 
leave the bathroom. 

 If she was even still there. 
 He sighed heavily, knowing that if she was, he'd have to face her sooner or later.  

Might as well get it over with.  Patting his face dry with a towel, he squared his 
shoulders, adjusted his crutches under his arms, and slowly hobbled across the tiled 
floor to the door.  He hesitated a moment, and then opened it, emerging cautiously, like 
a turtle poking its head out of its shell. 

 The first thing he noticed was that she was still there. 
 The second thing he noticed was that her shirt was back on. 
 She lay on his bed, her back propped up against the pillows, her legs stretched 

out in front of her, ankles crossed.  She was watching TV, the remote in her hand.  When 
he had crossed the threshold of the bathroom, she looked over at him, then glanced back 
at the TV.  She hesitated a moment, then clicked a button on the remote.  The television 
shut off instantly, filling the room with an awkward silence.  



 

He knew he should say something, but he didn't know what to say or do, so he 
just stood there.  It was she who made the first move, swinging her legs over the side of 
the bed and standing up.  He waited, stock still, while she walked over to him. 

 She stopped in front of him and looked up at him unsurely for a moment.  He 
shifted his weight uncomfortably and avoided her eyes, trying to think of what to say to 
her. 

 But words were not needed.  Without warning, she reached forward and pulled 
him into a gentle hug.  He stiffened at first, caught off guard.  He could feel her start to 
pull away, and he reacted quickly, letting his crutches fall and wrapping his arms around 
her, bringing her back to him.  Leaning on her for support, he embraced her tightly, 
breathing in the scent of her hair, closing his eyes in relief at the comforting sensation of 
her warm body against his. 

 One of her hands rubbed up and down his back, while the other simply held 
him.  "I'm sorry," he heard her whisper. 

 "It's not you," he replied, sighing.  "It's me." 
 Pulling back so that she could look up into his eyes, she said simply, "It's all 

right." 
 "I'm sorry," he repeated her words, feeling ashamed. 
 She shook her head.  "You don't have to be sorry, Nick.  I understand.  You know 

that, right?" 
 He nodded slightly, touched by her words, but at the same time, thinking, No, I 

don't.  Claire understood a lot of things, but not this.  This she could never understand.  
She was a nice-looking girl with an anatomically correct, complete body.  She was used 
to dating men who were physically perfect, a far cry from Nick.  Sometimes he couldn't 
believe she was still with him.  She deserved more, a man who could give her anything 
she desired, who could love her the way she was meant to be loved.  Not some scarred 
and scathed freak. 

She patted his back and then backed away, bending down to pick up his crutches.  
She rose slowly and handed them back to him.  “I should get going,” she said softly.  “I 
have stuff to do tomorrow, and you probably want to be alone.” 

Again he nodded, while his thoughts contradicted his actions.  No, I don’t want to 
be alone.  I want to be with you.  Only he’d blown his chance to be with her by freaking 
out on her.  Now she would never want to touch him again.  He had shot himself in the 
foot.  And that wasn’t good – he only had one. 

 “Okay,” Claire said.  “Call me tomorrow if you want to hang out.  I need to run 
some errands, but you’re welcome to go with if you want.” 

 “All right,” he said hoarsely. 
She rose onto her tip-toes and placed a feather light kiss on his cheek.  “I love 

you,” she whispered in his ear. 
He managed a smile.  “I love you too.” 
She returned the smile.  “I can let myself out,” she said, starting slowly for the 

door.  “Goodnight, Nick.” 
 “’Night,” he echoed after her and watched her walk away.  He slowly made his 

way back to his bed, discarding his crutches and climbing onto it.  He curled up in the 
center and just lay there, listening the sounds that interrupted the silence.  He heard her 
footsteps slowly fade and the click of the front door as she closed it behind her.  Minutes 



 

 

later, the engine of her old Toyota rumbled to life and gradually died away as she pulled 
out of his long driveway and drove off into the night. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 4 
 

Claire was in the middle of a dream when the phone rang.  It started ringing in 
her dream, and when she awoke and found herself in her own bedroom, it was still 
ringing.  She groaned loudly, asked herself for the millionth time why she had thought it 
a good idea to put a phone beside her bed, and was just about to reach for it, if only to 
rip its cord out of the wall and shut the blasted thing up, when the ringing suddenly 
stopped. 

She could hear the muffled recording of her own voice as the answering machine 
in the living room took the call.  Satisfied, she let her body relax again and buried her 
head in her pillow, closing her eyes and willing her mind to take her back to the dream 
she’d been having.  But by then, the dream was gone, and she could remember nothing 
about it, only that it had been a good one. 

 “Damn,” she muttered groggily.  She hated when that happened.  Damn the 
phone and damn whoever had made it ring. 

It was obviously morning by now, for even the mini-blinds on her single window 
could not keep the Florida sunshine from streaming in between the slats.  Lifting her 
head and squinting at the clock that sat beside the phone, she saw that it was already 
9:30.  She sighed and reluctantly rolled out of bed, knowing that if she did not get up 
now, she would only fall back to sleep and waste a few more hours of her Saturday. 

Remembering the phone call, she left her bedroom and padded out into the living 
room to see if the caller had left a message.  The red light on the machine was flashing, 
and she pressed the play button and sank tiredly down to the couch to listen. 

The machine beeped, and then there was a slight pause before a voice finally 
spoke.  “Uh, hey Ren-”  Nick, Claire thought, smiling at his nickname for her.  
Technically, it was AJ who had given them that, but no one but Nick had actually called 
her that since then.  –“it’s me.  I know you said you were gonna run errands and stuff 
today, but ummm... looks like I already missed you, so... I’ll just talk to you later, I 
guess.  Bye.”  There was the sound of a loud click as he hung up, and then the recording 
stopped.   

Claire giggled to herself, rolling her eyes.  “You’re not too late, Carter, you’re too 
early,” she muttered, picking up the phone and hitting number 4 on her speed dial. 

He picked up on the second ring.  “Hey, guess I didn’t miss you after all.” 
 “Nope, you didn’t.  I’m, uh... just getting ready,” she said, looking down at her 

barefoot, pajama-clad self. 
 “You sound like you just woke up,” he replied, sounding amused. 
Damn him.  “Well, yeah... a while ago...”  A minute ago. 
 “Uh-huh.  So do you still want me to go with you?” 
 “Excuse me?” she choked.  “Who said anything about me wanting you to come 

with me?  If I remember correctly, I said you could come if you wanted to.” 
He paused.  “Same thing.” 
 “Not really, but okay.  So you’re coming then?” 
 “I guess.” 
She smiled.  He wants to.  “Okay.  Pick you up in half an hour?” 
 “Sounds good.” 
 “Alrighty.  See ya.” 
 “Bye.” 



 

 

They hung up, and Claire groaned.  Half an hour?  Why had she said half an 
hour?  She was nowhere near being ready for the day, and by the time she drove all the 
way over to his house, it would be at least forty-five minutes. 

 “Oh well,” she said with a shrug and a carefree smile.  “He’ll just have to wait.” 
 

*** 
 
“Half an hour, Claire.  You said you’d be here in thirty minutes, and it’s been 

fifty,” Nick said, as he climbed into passenger side of her car.  Claire rolled her eyes at 
him, and he grinned.  "But I'm glad you put so much time and effort into looking hot for 
me," he went on. 

 He was kidding.  Her hair was wet, her face bare, and she was dressed very 
casually in a pair of faded jeans and an old University of Tampa t-shirt.   

 "Why, thank you, Nick; I'm glad you noticed," Claire replied sarcastically, 
giving him a look and a smack in the shoulder before she jerked the car into gear and 
pulled away from his house. 

 "You hit the left one," Nick murmured, rubbing his shoulder.  "You always hit me 
on the left side." 

 She gave him another look.  "Oh, puh-lease.  I told you, you can't pull that 'don't 
hit my left shoulder, it's tender!' crap anymore." 

 He stuck his bottom lip out and tried to look pathetic, while struggling to keep a 
straight face.  Finally, he resorted to sticking his tongue out at her instead. 

 "Ah, very mature," she said with an exasperated smile.  He smiled back in relief, 
just glad that things seemed to be normal between them.  After his breakdown the night 
before, he had been nervous about seeing her, afraid there would be tension.  But he had 
called her anyway, knowing he had to see her and make sure things were okay. 

 Luckily, things seemed to be okay.  She was acting like nothing out of the 
ordinary had occurred, and he was glad.  He liked that tactic.  Just pretend like it never 
happened. 

 They lapsed into silence as she turned out of his posh neighborhood, and he 
struggled for something to say to keep the conversation going. 

 "So... UT, huh?" he commented, referring to her shirt.  "That where you went to 
college?" 

It was funny... he had known her for two years, been friends with her for almost 
that long, and been dating her for the past three months... but there was still a lot he 
didn't know about her. 

 "Yeah," she replied, "for two years anyway." 
"Why only two years?  You dropped out?" he asked, arching an eyebrow in 

confusion. 
 Braking to a stop at a red light, she turned to look at him.  "No..." she said slowly, 

"I didn't drop out.  I got cancer." 
 He could feel his face heating him, and he wanted to lean forward and beat his 

head against the dash a few times.  Why was he such an idiot?  "I'm sorry," he 
apologized quickly.  "I... I didn't-” 

 "It's all right," she cut him off.  "We've never really talked about this before; I 
don't expect you to have my life story memorized."  She gave him a crooked smile 
and moved her foot to the gas pedal as the light turned green.  "So yeah, I was diagnosed 



 

near the end of my sophomore year.  I managed to finish out that semester, but when it 
came time to go back in the fall, I just wasn't ready, so I took some time off.  Once I was 
in remission and back on my feet, I transferred to Hillsborough, the community college, 
and took some classes there to get my associate's degree.  That's all you need for dental 
hygiene.  I was originally pre-dentistry when I was at UT, but after all that, it just didn't 
seem worth it.  All those years of school left... and all that money it would cost..."  She 
trailed off. 

 He frowned.  "You never told me all that," he said.  "So you wanted to be an 
actual dentist, not a hygienist?" 

 She shrugged.  "I guess.  I don't know what I wanted.  The dentist thing was just 
kind of... there.  I mean, since my dad is one and all.  But don't get me wrong, I like what 
I do.  And I know I don't make as much money as I would if I were a dentist, but hey, I 
make enough to get by, and that's what matters, right?" 

 "Right," agreed Nick, even though he had never had to worry about 'making 
enough to get by.'  "Well, I'm glad you're not a dentist.  Then you would be 'Dr. Ryan,' 
right?" 

 "Yeah," she said with a smirk.  "It sounds weird, doesn't it?  I don't even like 
being called Ms. Ryan, let alone Dr." 

 He chuckled.  "Yeah, well, the word 'doctor' just freaks me out, so I'm glad you 
aren't called that." 

 "Understandable," she nodded.  "That word is rarely associated with something 
good, at least for us, it seems like.  Hey, speaking of which, I have a check-up two weeks 
from today.  Are you going to come with me?" 

 He grimaced, but nodded.  "Sure, if you want me to." 
 "Okay," she said, smiling at him briefly before turning her eyes back to the road.  

"So, I want to stop at Michaels first and pick up some new scrapbooking stuff, and then I 
need to run to Target.  Sound good?" 

Nick was caught off-guard by the sudden subject change.  "Um, sure," he replied 
with a neutral shrug, as she guided the car into the city. 

 
*** 

 
"Please don't tell me you've never been to a Target before." 
 "Huh?"  Nick blinked, caught off-guard.  "What'd you say?" 
 Claire shot him a look of exasperation.  "You're acting like you've never been to a 

place like this before.  Big celebrity or not, you have to have been to Target or at least 
Wal-mart before.  Where else would you get your deodorant and laundry detergent and 
stuff like that?" 

 Now it was his turn to give her a look.  "'Course I go to Target.  Just not this part 
of Target."  They were standing in one of the makeup aisles. 

 “Oh,” Claire said with a giggle, her eyes sweeping over the shelves and shelves of 
makeup products, some of which Nick wouldn’t have the slightest clue what to do with.  
“What, Leah never took you shopping with her?” 

He shrugged, his stomach clenching at the mere mention of his ex-girlfriend, 
almost ex-fiancée. 

 “Well, come on, this is all I needed here,” Claire said, dropping a small bottle of 
foundation into her cart and moving on.  He grimaced when they came to the aisle 



 

 

containing the “feminine supplies” and almost sighed in relief when they passed on by 
and headed to the clothing section instead.  “I want to buy new jeans,” Claire 
announced, weaving her way between racks of clothes.  “The ones I’m wearing now are 
about to fall apart; I think they’re getting a hole back here.”  She ran her hand over the 
back of her thigh, where the denim had clearly worn away, almost to the point of 
fraying. 

 “I wouldn’t mind that,” he smirked, lightly slapping her just above the spot 
where her hand had been. 

 “Not in public,” she muttered through gritted teeth, shoving him away.  “Here, 
what do you think about these?”  She held up a pair of jeans for his opinion. 

He shrugged.  “Um... they’re okay?”  How was he supposed to decide?  They 
looked just like any other pair of jeans he saw girls wear. 

 “Very helpful, Nick,” she said with a sarcastic smile.  “I’m gonna go try them on.  
You wait by the cart.” 

She disappeared into one of the dressing rooms, and Nick was left standing alone, 
surrounded by women’s clothing and feeling quite awkward.  This feeling only escalated 
when he heard someone say his name.  Turning around, he found a teenage girl 
standing a few feet behind him, looking hesitant.  She broke into a smile and said, “It is 
you.” 

She was obviously a fan, and a typical one at that – about fourteen or fifteen years 
old, braces on her teeth, hair in a ponytail, the works.  He offered her a cautious smile in 
return, inwardly praying she would not proceed to stalk him through the rest of the 
store.  Hoping he could appease her now, he said, “Yep, it’s me.  What’s your name, 
sweetheart?” 

 “Alicia.” 
 “Nice to meet you, Alicia.”  He held out his hand, and she took it eagerly, 

shaking. 
 “I’m a huge fan of you,” she said, grinning up at him in rapture.  Lowing her 

voice, she added, “So is my mom.”  She motioned over her shoulder, and he could see an 
older woman standing out of the way with her cart.  He gave her a little wave and a wink, 
but Alicia quickly snatched his attention away.  “Who’s that girl you’re with?” she asked 
curiously, looking past him toward the dressing rooms.  “Is that your new girlfriend?” 

Nick stifled a groan, wondering what he should say to that.  He never knew how 
to answer those kinds of questions, especially when they involved a girl that was not 
already in the public eye.  He wasn’t ready to surrender Claire to the evil clutches of the 
paparazzi yet, so he tried to dance around the question.  “She’s a friend of mine,” he 
answered, deciding that was a safe response.  And it wasn’t a lie either – she was his 
friend... and more. 

Alicia nodded, accepting this answer.  “Do you come places like this a lot?  It’s so 
weird, seeing Nick Carter in a Target.” 

He chuckled.  “Well, yeah.  I’m just a normal guy, you know.  Where else would I 
get my deodorant and laundry detergent and stuff?” 

She smiled.  “Um... d’you think maybe I could get your autograph?  If you’re not 
too busy?” 

He laughed.  “Sure, I think I can manage that.  Do you have anything to write 
on?” 



 

 “Yeah, hang on.”  She rummaged quickly through her small purse and came up 
with a crinkled sales receipt and a bright purple pen with a big fuzzy thing on the end.  
“Here,” she said, handing them both to him, her cheeks bright red. 

 “This is a cool pen,” he teased, touching the fuzzy part.  “I might have to get one 
of these to sign with from now on.”  Alicia giggled, and he had her turn around so that 
he could use her back for a writing surface.  She spelled out her name for him, and he 
scrawled a quick message on the back of the receipt, signing his name at the bottom.  It 
felt kind of nice to be signing an autograph; it had been a long time since he’d done so.  
He tended not to get bothered a lot when he was in Tampa because many of the people 
in the area were used to seeing him around from time to time, but over the past year, he 
had spent so much time cooped up in his house and avoiding public that he really 
hadn’t had many fan encounters. 

By the time he handed Alicia back her pen and newly-autographed receipt, Claire 
was emerging from the dressing room.  Seeing her coming his way, Nick quickly tried to 
make his getaway from Alicia.  “Well, we’ve got a lot to do today, and I’m sure you and 
your mom need to get back to your own shopping,” he said casually to the girl.  “It was 
nice meeting you.” 

 “You too,” she smiled, clutching the precious receipt tightly and never taking her 
eyes off of him. 

He flashed her a smile in return and then turned to Claire, who had come up 
alongside the cart, looking curious.  “You ready to move on?” he asked, his voice low. 

 “Yeah,” she said, putting her jeans in the cart.  They walked on, and only when 
they were out of earshot of Alicia and her mother did Claire ask, “Fan?” 

 “Yep,” said Nick.  “I signed her an autograph and talked to her for a few 
minutes... hopefully she won’t follow us.”  He glanced quickly over his shoulder; the 
coast was clear.  He sighed in relief, but pulled his baseball cap lower on his head 
anyway, hoping he wouldn’t be approached by anyone else.  One fan per shopping trip 
was fine, but he didn’t want a whole herd of them to come up, and he certainly didn’t 
want to subject Claire to all that. 

They breezed on by the men’s clothes, where Claire picked out a pair of bright red 
boxer shorts with a giant white bulls-eye on the butt and convinced Nick he had to have 
them.  Then they walked through the toy department, where they proceeded to set off 
every talking, singing, and moving toy there was.  They could hear the racket even above 
their own uproarious laughter as they hurried away, Claire convinced she’d come back 
to find her face plastered on a large Wanted posted in the front of the store, Nick 
convinced his would be plastered across the front of the National Enquirer, along with 
security camera photos of himself pressing the hand of Macarena Elmo and a bold 
headline, “Backstreet Boy Gone Wild... in Target.” 

They hid out in the entertainment section, where Nick quickly found the video 
games they had put out for demonstration and played them for a good half hour, until 
Claire finally dragged him away, leaving the line of eleven-year-old boys that had formed 
behind him to race to the machine, fighting over who had gotten there first. 

 “Hey, you dragged me through that craft store for at least five hours and then 
stopped to look at all those little papers and stickers and crap for your scrapbook for like 
two more, so don’t even start,” Nick huffed exaggeratedly as Claire led him up to the 
check-out counters in the front of the store. 



 

 

 “You are a master in the art of hyperbole, Nickolas, I will give you that much,” 
Claire chuckled as she unloaded the cart. 

 “Hey!  I’m not any more hyper than you are!  Whose idea was it to turn on all 
toys again?” Nick retorted defensively. 

 “I didn’t say hyper, Nick; I said-”  She just stopped there and rolled her eyes.  
“Never mind.”  She reached up and patted his cheek.  “You’re too cute.” 

He cocked his head as she put the last of her things onto the counter, wondering 
what that was supposed to mean. 

As the cashier started to ring up their purchases, Claire opened her purse and 
pulled out her checkbook.  As she opened it up and started to make out a check to 
Target, Nick clamped a hand over hers.  “What are you doing?” she asked, pushing his 
hand away. 

 “I got this,” he said, pulling his wallet out of his back pocket and taking out one 
of his credit cards. 

 “What?  No, you’re not paying.  This is my stuff.” 
 “Those are mine,” he said, pointing to the red boxers that the checker was now 

scanning. 
 “So?  We’ll call it a present. 
 “No.  Claire, this is dumb.  Let me get this stuff for you.” 
 “For Christ’s sake, Nick, it’s a pair of jeans and makeup!” Claire hissed angrily, 

continuing to write out her check. 
 “Yeah, it’s just jeans and makeup – what’s the big deal?”  He was lost; usually 

girls liked when he paid for them and bought them things.  But she was totally in a huff 
about it, not even answering.  She hastily signed the check and tore it out, and he 
surrendered, letting her pay for her stuff and his shorts as well. 

Meanwhile, the checker just kept giving them odd looks the whole time, and Nick 
was more than relieved when they were finally out of the store. 

 “Do you think that lady knew who I was?” he asked, struggling to keep up with 
Claire as she stalked through the parking lot, her bag swinging at her side.  “You said my 
name and all... I hope she didn’t connect it.” 

 “Why, because you were being an ass?” 
His mouth dropped open.  “Huh??  How was I being an ass?” 
 “You’re always offering to pay for my stuff, and I’m sick of it, Nick!” Claire cried, 

wrenching her car door open and climbing inside.  “I may not be rich like you, but I’m 
perfectly capable of supporting myself and buying what I need,” she added, as he slid 
into the passenger side. 

 “I know you are!  I just... I thought... well, I was trying to be nice, that’s all.  But 
from now on, forget about it,” Nick muttered, jamming his seatbelt into its buckle as she 
started the car. 

 “I’m sorry,” said Claire, her voice softening.  “I know you were trying to be nice, 
and I appreciate it, but... it’s just not necessary, okay?  It makes me feel inferior.” 

He sighed.  “Well, I never meant to make you feel like that.  Of course you’re not 
inferior.” 

She smiled over at him.  “I know.  Let’s just drop it, okay?  You know how I feel 
now – conversation over.” 

He nodded silently, and she put the car into reverse and backed out of her spot. 



 

They had only been driving for a little while when Nick felt the car start to jerk to 
the left.  He looked over to see Claire struggling to keep it the right lane.  “Shit,” she said, 
“I think I have a flat.”  Clutching the wheel so tightly her knuckles were white, she eased 
the car over to the shoulder of the road and slowed to a stop, throwing it into park.  She 
turned on her hazard lights and climbed out.  Nick opened his door and got out as well, 
coming around to her side of the car to take a look.  Sure enough, the front left tire was 
half-deflated. 

 “I must have run over something,” Claire sighed as she stared down at the tire, 
her hands on her hips. 

 “It’s all right.  I’ve got my cell,” said Nick, taking his tiny silver phone out of one 
of the pockets of his baggy jeans. 

 “Oh, so do I, but it’s okay.  It’ll take less time to just change it,” she replied 
casually, walking back to the trunk. 

 “But...” Nick protested, watching her open up the trunk.  Even if he did know 
how to change a tire – which he didn’t – he knew there was no way he would physically 
be able to do it.  Squatting and kneeling were two things he could not do easily on his 
prosthesis. 

But Claire seemed to have things under control.  Before long, she had the spare 
tire out of its storage space beneath the trunk and was laying out a car jack and a lug 
wrench.  Nick watched in silent awe as she proceeded to take off the hubcap and loosen 
the lug nuts, then jack the car up off the ground.  “Hold these,” she said, taking off the 
lug nuts and handing them to Nick.  He held them in his cupped hand and stared as she 
pulled the flat tire off and replaced it with the spare, struggling to push it in all the way.  
“Lug nuts,” she said, holding out her hand.  Nick carefully dumped the lug nuts he’d 
been holding into her open palm, and she screwed them back on, lowered the car to the 
ground, and tightened everything. 

 “Good as new,” she said, wiping her hands on her pants as she stepped back to 
inspect her work. 

Nick shook his head in amazement.  “Where did you learn how to do that?” he 
asked. 

Claire laughed.  “My dad,” she said.  “He taught me when I was like fifteen and 
had my learner’s permit.  Wouldn’t let me drive on my own till I could change a tire.” 

 “Good idea,” Nick nodded, deciding not to tell her that no one had bothered to 
show him how to change a tire when he started driving.  He felt incompetent around her 
already.  Clearly, he was the one who was inferior.  Not her. 

 “Shall we go?” Claire asked breezily, closing the trunk after she’d put everything 
back into it. 

 “Yeah,” said Nick, walking back around to his side of the car.  “Let’s go.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 5 
 
Nick sucked in a nervous breath as he walked through a door marked "Oncology 

Outpatient Clinic" and set foot inside the small waiting room, a place he knew all too 
well.  His senses were invaded by all the familiarities - the smell of antiseptic, the sounds 
of feet shuffling and magazine pages turning and the occasional ruffle of paper coming 
from the receptionist's desk, and the sight of anxious and sick-looking people slumped 
in chairs.  Some of them were very gaunt, while others looked bloated.  Many were bald. 

 But then there were some that looked perfectly normal, and as he sat down 
beside Claire and glanced over at her, Nick was glad she was among the latter group.  
Her hair had grown long enough to be pulled back into a short ponytail, there was color 
in her naturally fair cheeks, and her body had settled into a healthy medium between the 
two extremes at which he'd seen it.  Someone meeting her for the first time would never 
know how deathly ill she had been less than two years ago. 

 He shuddered inwardly, picturing her how she had looked after her bone marrow 
transplant, when she had been so sick he was afraid he was going to lose her.  He didn't 
like to think of those times, and he hoped he would never have to see her that way 
again.  He wasn't sure he could handle another episode like that. 

 Which was why he was so nervous.  He had accompanied Claire to the hospital 
that day for one of her bi-yearly check-ups, and although he was sure everything was 
fine with her, he couldn't help but feel a little uneasy.  It was probably just the whole 
atmosphere of the place... to him, the oncology floor represented nothing but pain, fear, 
and bad news.  It was a place where you couldn't afford to be "sure" about anything 
because nothing was certain. Even Claire, who had been in remission from her leukemia 
for a year and a half now, was not totally out of the woods yet.  There was always the 
threat of a recurrence of the cancer or an episode of rejection of the bone marrow she 
had received from her older brother, Kyle.  The chances of either of those things 
happening diminished as time went by, but the risk was still there.  Otherwise she would 
have had no reason to be sitting in that waiting room right then. 

 It was she who looked over at him now, concern registering in her eyes.  "Hey, 
are you all right?" she asked quietly, patting his hand.  "Jeez, you look more nervous 
than me.  Your hand is like ice!"  She picked it up and rubbed it between hers, smiling at 
him.  "Don't be nervous; it's just a check-up.  You know I'm fine." 

 It was amazing how well she could read him sometimes.  He returned the smile 
sheepishly and nodded.  "I know," he said.  "I think it's just being in this place... it freaks 
me out." 

 He had sat here himself just over a month ago for a check-up of his own, three 
months after his lung surgery.  He'd been just as freaked out then, worrying about a re-
growth of the tumor that had been taken out of his lung, or a new tumor popping up 
somewhere else in his body.  But all his tests had been clean, and Dr. Kingsbury had 
ushered him out of the clinic with a smile, telling him to take care until she saw him in 
another three months. 

 He just hoped it would be the same for Claire today. 
 "Yeah, it kinda freaks me out too," she was saying now, "but not as much as it 

used to.  I don't worry as much about it anymore.  You shouldn't either.  Especially not 
about me.  I'm fine now."  She flashed him another quick smile and then reached for the 
selection of magazines piled on one of the end tables that separated sections of chairs.  



 

Nick watched as she sorted through the magazines, discarding the pregnancy and 
parenting ones that had been on top of the stack and settling on a copy of People.  She 
handed Nick a crinkled Highlights and smirked as he accepted it. 

 "What?" he asked defensively, as he opened up the children's magazine and 
scanned the table of contents, looking for the hidden pictures and Goofus and Gallant. 

 She only smiled and turned back to her own magazine.  They waited awhile 
longer, until finally she was called back by a nurse that Nick didn’t recognize.  After two 
years of having doctor’s appointments anywhere from every three weeks to every three 
months, and four long hospital stays, Nick had gotten to know the fifth floor staff fairly 
well.  He glanced at the nametag pinned to the young, Hispanic nurse’s scrub top – 
Angela.  He didn’t know an Angela and figured she had to be new.  She looked younger 
than Claire, and he couldn’t imagine she’d been out of college long. 

Angela smiled at them both and led them back to one of the examining rooms.  
Nick waited outside while Claire changed and then went in to sit with her.  It felt strange 
to be sitting there, not as a patient, but as... well, whatever he was.  And it was even 
weirder when the doctor came in, not Dr. Kingsbury, but Claire’s oncologist, Dr. 
Rodrigo.  Nick sat silently and listened to the two of them talk.  He stayed out of the way 
during the examination, and he turned his head when the nurse came back to draw 
blood, not wanting to watch the needle slide into Claire’s arm. 

 “Dr. Rodrigo said she must get a bone marrow sample,” the nurse, Angela, told 
Claire.  “I’ll tell her you’re ready for the aspiration.” 

Claire nodded and glanced over at Nick as Angela left the room.  “Are you having 
fun?” she teased. 

 “Tons,” Nick replied flatly.  “Does your arm hurt?” 
She looked down at the crook of her arm and pressed on the cotton ball that had 

been taped there.  “Nah,” she said, “I’m tough.  My hip’s gonna hurt a lot more in a few 
minutes.” 

He grimaced.  “I hear ya.  Wish you didn’t have to go through that.” 
 “Yeah, me too, but... no such luck.”  She shrugged.  “It’s okay; I’ve had it done so 

many times, I’m used to it by now.” 
He didn’t think he would ever get used to the bone marrow tests, the large needle 

they stuck in your pelvic bone, the horrible pain and pressure you felt as the marrow was 
sucked out of you.  He’d had it done many times himself, and it never got an easier or 
any less painful. 

The doctor and nurse returned a few minutes later to do the procedure.  Angela 
lowered the head of the examining table, and Claire knowingly flipped over and 
stretched out flat on her stomach.  She turned her head to the side on which Nick was 
sitting and motioned him over.  He scooted his chair closer to the table, positioning it 
near the head, out of the way of Angela and Dr. Rodrigo, who were setting up for the 
test.  Wordlessly, he reached out his hand, and Claire, smiling, took hold of it.  She had 
sat with him through two of these and held his hand, and he realized now, he had never 
done it for her before.  That was going to change though.  They were in this together. 

He gave her hand a gentle squeeze, as Dr. Rodrigo parted the back of her hospital 
gown and rubbed her skin with an antiseptic that stained her skin orangey brown. 

 “She’s going to give you the lidocaine now, and then the worst will be over,” 
Angela said, as Dr. Rodrigo prepared a syringe. 



 

 

Claire let out a derisive snort and glanced up at the young nurse.  “Have you ever 
had one of these yourself?” she asked. 

 “No... I haven’t,” replied Angela. 
 “This isn’t the worst.  Trust me.  The worst is when the needle hits the bone.” 
Nick winced, and the nurse bit her lip awkwardly.  “I’m sorry.  Try closing your 

eyes and imagining you are somewhere else.  Sometimes that helps.  My last patient 
pictured herself on the beach in Hawaii.” 

Claire chuckled.  “I went to Hawaii last year.  Spent most of the week with my 
head in the toilet.” 

Nick saw Angela look uncertainly across the table at the doctor.  He gave Claire’s 
hand a firm squeeze and murmured under his breath, “She’s just trying to help.” 

 “I’m sorry,” Claire said, directing the apology to the nurse.  “I don’t mean to be a 
bitch; it’s just that whole ‘imagining you’re somewhere else’ stuff doesn’t work on me.  
Just stick the thing in me.” 

Nick forced himself to look at Claire’s face and not the needle going into her back 
as Dr. Rodrigo pushed the lidocaine to numb her skin.  But watching the pain in her eyes 
was harder than watching the injection.  He squeezed her hand as the doctor pulled out 
the needle.  “Half over,” he said, giving her a grim smile. 

She nodded wordlessly and squeezed his hand back. 
A few minutes passed, and then it was time for the bigger needle that actually 

withdrew the bone marrow.  Had Nick been smart, he would have kept his eyes on 
Claire’s face the entire time and not looked as Dr. Rodrigo prepared the second needle.  
But his curiosity got the better of him, and he couldn’t help but let his eyes wander over 
to the doctor.  In two years, he had had around eight of these, but he had never actually 
seen one done.  When he was lying on his stomach with his head down the whole time, it 
was impossible to see what the doctors were actually doing.  But now he was on the 
other end of things... and he could see everything. 

And when he saw the actual needle for the first time, he wanted to throw up.  
That was what had been put into his hip all those times?!  That was what they were 
going to plunge into Claire’s bone now?!  It was huge!  It didn’t even look like a needle, 
more like a big, long nail that should be hammered into a thick block of wood, not 
drilled through a living person’s flesh and bone! 

He couldn’t watch as Dr. Rodrigo did the procedure; he was afraid he would pass 
out if he did.  Instead, he squeezed Claire’s hand and never tore his gaze from her face.  
Her eyes were closed tightly, her mouth contorted into a grimace of pain, and she 
squeezed his hand back so hard he thought she was going to break all the bones inside it. 

After what seemed like an eternity, Dr. Rodrigo announced, “All done, Claire,” 
and Nick let out a shuddering breath.  Claire still had her eyes squeezed shut.  With his 
free hand, Nick lightly ran his hand over her back, rubbing it in small circles until she 
relaxed a little and opened her eyes.  It hurt him to see that they were brimming with 
tears, which she quickly blinked away. 

 “Are you doing all right?” the nurse, Angela, asked, leaning over Claire. 
Claire nodded weakly and directed the question to Nick.  “Are you all right?  You 

look kinda pale.” 
He smiled crookedly, embarrassed, and nodded.  “I’m fine.  And I bet I’m not as 

white as you are.” 
 “No one will ever be as white as I am.” 



 

He chuckled and patted her back again, as the doctor and nurse bustled around 
the small exam room, cleaning up. 

Half an hour later, Claire and Nick were in the elevator on the way to the ground 
floor, having left with Dr. Rodrigo’s promise to call if anything was off with the results of 
Claire’s tests.  Nick prayed there would be no reason to call. 

The elevator lurched to a stop on the first floor, and the door slid open with a 
ding.  Claire walked out first, her hand on her back, lightly touching the spot where they 
had done the bone marrow test.  Nick knew from experience how sore it was and was 
careful not to bump into her when he came up alongside her and slid his hand into hers.  
They walked out of the hospital together, setting their pace slow. 

When they finally reached Nick’s silver Jaguar (Claire had been especially excited 
when he’d picked her up that morning – the Jag was her favorite of all his vehicles), 
Claire announced, “I think we should go get ice cream.  Your treat.” 

 “My treat?” Nick repeated, trying to sound flabbergasted.  “First you drag me to 
the hospital for your doctor’s appointment when you know there’s a million other things 
I could be doing, and now you’re making me buy you ice cream?” 

Claire snickered.  “If you weren’t here with me now, you’d just be sitting on your 
ass at home playing Nintendo, and you know it, so don’t even start with that.  And of 
course I’m making you buy me ice cream – I’m the one who just had a fifteen gauge 
needle shoved into my back, not you.” 

He blanched and made a face.  “Fine, you win,” he said, turning on the ignition.  
“Ice cream it is.  Where to, milady?” 

She snickered again and replied, “Anywhere with a drive-thru.  I’m not getting 
out of the car.” 

He nodded and headed to the nearest Dairy Queen.  When they had gotten their 
ice cream, Nick parked in a shady corner of the parking lot and rolled down the 
windows.  “You know,” he said, taking a bite of his Blizzard, “we should go to Hawaii.”   
He looked casually over at Claire to find her staring at him, eyebrows raised. 

 “Are you serious?” she asked.  “Or are you just saying-” 
 “I’m serious,” he answered quickly.  The idea had come to him earlier in the 

clinic, when Claire mentioned her less-than-satisfactory trip to Hawaii with Tim the year 
before.  He recalled the promise he’d made to her after she got back from that trip... 

 
“I’ll take you back to Hawaii sometime and make it up to you,” he offered, 

flashing her his famous half-smile. 
She returned the smile.  “Sometime, sure,” she said lightly, blowing him off.  “No 

time soon though.” 
 
Nick wasn’t sure what qualified as ‘soon,’ but surely six months from then didn’t.  

“I said I would take you to Hawaii and make up for the crappy time you had there with 
Tim, didn’t I?” he reminded her.  “So... let me make it up to you.” 

She was still staring at him, her barely-touched sundae slowly beginning to melt 
in the warm spring afternoon.  Slowly, she broke into a smile.  “You’re serious, aren’t 
you?” 

 “Yeah!  I said I was!” Nick exclaimed.  “So do you wanna?” 
 “Well... when?” 



 

 

 “I dunno, whenever you want to.  Next week... the week after that... whatever you 
want.” 

She shook her head.  “I can’t just hop on a plane and go to Hawaii, Nick, it’s not 
that simple.  I’ll have to ask for time off from work.  How long would you want to stay?  
A week?” 

 “However long you want,” he said patiently. 
 
She giggled.  “Well, okay... I’ll talk to my boss at work on Monday and see when I 

can get a week off.  Sound good?” 
Nick smiled.  “Sounds excellent.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 6 
 

“Sounds excellent!  So when are you going?” 
Nick had to smile at AJ’s enthusiasm.  He had called Nick just to talk, for the two 

hadn’t spoken in a few weeks, and right away, Nick found himself telling AJ his plans to 
take Claire vacationing in Hawaii. 

 “Second week in May,” he answered.  “That’s the soonest Claire could get off 
work.  I’m gonna call my travel agent tomorrow and get all the arrangements made.” 

 “Cool, man,” said AJ.  “You know, that’s funny, cause Mary and I were talking 
about maybe going someplace tropical for a week or so.  Just to get away, you know.” 

 “Mary?”  Nick raised an eyebrow and pressed the phone closer to his ear, eager 
to hear more. 

He could practically see AJ grinning on the other end of the line.  “Yeah, Mary... 
I’ve been seeing her for a few weeks now.  She’s a real cool girl; I want you to meet her.” 

 “She living with you yet?” 
 “Moved in last week.” 
Nick snickered.  “Typical Bone.” 
 “What?  You know, I’m surprised you and Claire haven’t shacked up together yet.  

You’ve been together for, what, like four months now?” 
 “Yeah...” 
 “So...?” 
Nick sighed.  “I dunno, J, we haven’t even talked about moving in together.” 
 “Why not?  You think she won’t want to?” 
Nick shook his head, even though he knew AJ could not see it.  “It’s not her,” he 

muttered, “it’s-”  He didn’t finish the sentence, but AJ caught the drift. 
 “It’s you?” he concluded.  “Well, what’s up, Kaos?  You don’t want her moving in 

with you?  Don’t tell me you’re sick of her all ready!  I thought you were crazy about 
her!” 

 “I am!” Nick insisted, agitated by all of AJ’s prying.  Nosy son of a bitch.  “I-I am 
crazy about her.  I just...”  He sighed again and raked a hand through his hair.  “You 
wouldn’t understand.” 

AJ couldn’t understand.  He could never understand Nick’s dilemma... wanting to 
spend his every waking minute with Claire, yet afraid to take their relationship to the 
next level, knowing that having her living with him, sleeping beside him in his bed every 
night, would only lead to situations like the one he’d found himself in two weeks earlier, 
when he’d freaked out and had a breakdown in his bathroom.    

The truth was, he wanted to take the next step with Claire, he really did.  But he 
was so unsure... unsure of his own abilities, unsure of how she would react to him... just 
the thought of it made his palms sweat.  He felt embarrassed even thinking about it, and 
it embarrassed him to be embarrassed of it.  He was twenty-five years old, for God’s 
sake, an adult, not the same thirteen-year-old virgin who had sat on the floor of AJ’s 
bedroom and stared, wide-eyed and red-faced, at the centerfold in a copy of Playboy 
that AJ had somehow gotten a hold of. 

It was AJ’s raspy voice that jarred him out of this thoughts now.  “Nick?  I said, 
what wouldn’t I understand?” 

Nick hadn’t even heard him.  “Butt out, AJ, it’s none of your business,” he said 
irritably. 



 

 

 “Have you fucked her yet?” 
 Nick felt his stomach constrict.  Could AJ be anymore blunt?  “That’s none of 

your goddamn business,” he repeated himself angrily. 
 “So I take it you haven’t.  And let me guess – it’s not her,” said AJ, repeating 

Nick’s earlier words, “it’s you?” 
Nick wasn’t sure which he was feeling more – the humiliation or the frustration.  

How had he let an innocent conversation take such a unpleasant turn?  He felt like he’d 
backed himself into a corner, and the only way out was just to answer.  “Yes,” he 
mumbled ashamedly, waiting for AJ to laugh at him. 

But AJ didn’t even so much as snicker.  In fact, there was dead silence on the 
other end of the line for a few breaths, and just when Nick had begun to wonder if AJ 
had somehow hung up on him without him realizing it, AJ spoke again.  “Look, Nick... I 
know this is probably a touchy subject and not something you really want to talk about... 
and I know I can never fully understand what you’re going through – and what you’ve 
been through – but-” 

 “Damn straight,” Nick interrupted flatly. 
 “Hear me out, kid, would you?” pleaded AJ.  “I’ll I’m trying to say is that I know I 

haven’t been through what you have, and I don’t know what it’s like... but I think I do 
know what’s going on here.  You’re self-conscious – is that it?” 

How could AJ know that, just from talking to him on the phone? Nick wondered.  
Was he that pathetically obvious? 

He didn’t say anything, and AJ went on, “It’s not a crime, Nick.  God, everyone 
has some part of their body that they’re insecure about.  Do you think Claire’s totally 
confident about her body?  I bet she’s not.” 

Nick sighed.  AJ was right – he didn’t know; he didn’t understand.  “Oh come on, 
AJ, it’s not like I have a crooked nose or a weird birthmark or a third nipple or 
something!  I have a stump, where I should have a leg!  And don’t even try to tell me 
that’s not a major turn-off because I know it is!” 

There was a short pause, and then AJ answered.  “It’s not as much of a turn-off as 
a third nipple would be,” he said slyly, and Nick could hear the amusement in his voice.  
He tried to scowl, but the corners of his lips twitched. 

 “It’s not funny,” he huffed, even though it sort of was. 
 “Lighten up, Nick,” AJ said casually.  “You worry too much, you know that?  Do 

you honestly think she’d be dating you if she thought you were some disgusting freak of 
nature?” 

Nick winced at the term.  “I dunno...” 
 “Of course she wouldn’t.  Being friends is one thing, but she’s your girlfriend 

now, Nick.  That means something.  It means a lot.  Give her a chance, dude.  Put some 
moves on her and see what happens.” 

He made it sound so simple, but it wasn’t simple.  It wasn’t simple at all. 
Nick sighed.  “I’ll try,” he said dully. 
 “Good.  You need to get your confidence back, Nicky, along with your sex life.  

You’re young, kid; do it while you can!”  Nick could feel his face heating up.  Why again 
were they having this conversation?  “And if you need any more advice... well, you know 
where to come.  You know Bone Daddy’s here to help,” AJ said and cackled with glee. 

Nick groaned.  “Yeah, whatever, J.” 



 

 “So anyway... Kaos-” AJ said, and Nick relaxed, sensing that AJ was about to 
change the subject.  Thank God.  “- about Hawaii...” 

 
*** 

 
“What about Hawaii?” 
Dianna set down the piece of pretzel she had been about to pop into her mouth 

and gave Claire a look from across the table.  “What about Hawaii?” she repeated.  
“You’re leaving in like two weeks, girl, time to start planning!” 

 “Planning what?” Claire laughed. 
 “Like what clothes you’re going to bring with you, for one!  Why do you think we 

came to the mall today?  Not so you could poke through Suncoast and Spencer’s, I’ll tell 
you that much.”  Dianna shoved the last bit of her pretzel into her mouth, chewed, and 
swallowed.  “Are you ready?” she asked.  “We’ve gone to all your favorites stores already; 
now it’s time to do some real shopping.” 

 “For clothes?” replied Claire, swiping at her mouth with a napkin to hide her 
smile from her best friend.  Dianna was a clothes freak, always had been.  They had been 
friends since high school, and even then, Dianna was the one who looked cute and put 
together in a new ensemble everyday, while Claire usually schlepped around in jeans 
and t-shirts. 

 “Of course!” Dianna chirped brightly, standing up and throwing her trash away 
in the nearest trash bin.  Claire downed the rest of her soda and grudgingly stood up and 
followed Diana away from the food court.  She looked longingly at Hot Topic and 
PacSun as they passed by, but Dianna dragged her on to the more girly clothing stores. 

 “I hate this place cause they rarely carry anything that looks good on me,” 
commented Dianna as she led Claire into Wet Seal, “but you can pull it off.” 

Claire looked around at the clothing displays and wrinkled her nose.  “Dianna... 
number one, I’m not a teenager anymore.  Number two-”  She stopped to finger a tiny, 
white miniskirt.  “-I’m not a whore.” 

 “Oh, come on, it’s not all sixteen-year-old slut stuff.  They have cute things here 
too, and you need some cute clothes to wear on your trip!  Come on, over here.”  Dianna 
grabbed her forearm and pulled her off in the direction of all kinds of brightly-colored 
summer dresses. 

 “And why do I need new clothes just to go to Hawaii?  You didn’t make me come 
shopping with you when I went with Tim last year.” 

Dianna made a face.  “That’s because I didn’t like Tim,” she replied matter-of-
factly. 

Claire raised her eyebrows in surprise.  “You never told me you didn’t like him!” 
 “Well, no, not while you were still with him.  But personally, I always thought he 

was kind of annoying.  And a little clingy too.” 
Claire shrugged.  “I guess.  So I take it Nick meets your standards then?” 
Diana considered this a moment and then nodded.  “Yeah, Nick’s all right.” 
 “Just all right??”  Claire pretended to be offended.  “Why do you care if I look 

cute on the trip then, if he’s just ‘all right’?” 
 “Because AJ’s going,” Dianna said with a wide grin. 
Claire shook her head, looking amused.  “Don’t even tell me you’re crushing on 

AJ now.” 



 

 

 “And don’t you even tell me he’s not totally sexy.” 
Claire shrugged.  “He’s not bad,” she offered.  “But he’s taken.  Don’t forget he’s 

bringing his new girlfriend along on this trip too; I think that’s the whole point.” 
She’d only found out these details Tuesday afternoon.  AJ had apparently called 

Nick Monday night and, somewhere over the course of the conversation, invited himself 
and his new girlfriend along.  Nick had called his travel agent the next day, and now 
instead of just the two of them spending a week together in Hawaii, they’d be spending a 
week with AJ and this Mary in Hawaii. 

 “I hope you don’t mind...”  Nick had been apologetic when he told her the news.  
“He kind of invited himself... you know how Bone is.  And I thought it’d be nice to catch 
up with him.  But don’t worry, I promise we’ll have plenty of time to ourselves too.” 

Honestly, she didn’t really mind.  She liked AJ.  Out of Nick’s Backstreet friends, 
he was her favorite, and she hadn’t seen him in months either.  It would be nice to catch 
up, like Nick said.  Although she was looking forward to some alone time with Nick too.  
Not that they didn’t get enough here, but Tampa just wasn’t quite the magical paradise 
that Hawaii was.  At least she hoped that’s what Hawaii would be this time around, for it 
certainly hadn’t been last time. 

 “Girlfriend shmirlfriend.  If you ask me, he should move back to Florida and get 
a new girlfriend – me.  Then the four of us could go on double dates together... and 
award shows and tours and-”  Her eyes began to glaze over, and Claire just shook her 
head. 

 “Don’t even tell me you’re all starstruck over some Backstreet Boy.” 
 “Hey, I never disliked the Backstreet Boys – that was you!” 
 “Oh, it still is me,” Claire corrected.  “I don’t like the Backstreet Boys.  I like my 

Backstreet Boy.” 
Dianna smiled and opened her mouth to say something, but all that came out was 

an, “Ooh!”  She hurried over to one of the rack and plucked a hanger off of it.  “What do 
you think of this?”  She held up a short, aqua-colored dress dotted with white tropical 
flowers. 

 “It’s cute,” said Claire, nodding her approval.  Famous last words.  Ten minutes 
later, after Dianna had persuaded her to try the dress on, she was walking out of the 
store with a bag in hand and the dress inside it. 

 “You can wear it one of the nights you’re there,” Dianna said as they walked on to 
the next store, “and Nick won’t be able to resist you.” 

 “Oh, I’m not so sure about that,” Claire muttered under her breath, remembering 
how he’d pulled away from her that night.  She had been careful not to go too far with 
him since, not wanting to cause anymore scenes like that one and embarrass him again. 

 “What do you mean?” asked Dianna, and Claire wished she hadn’t let that slip 
out. 

 “Oh, nothing,” she tried to play it off, focusing her attention on the display in the 
nearest store window.  It happened to be Baby Gap, and she looked briefly at the pastel 
spring colors and tiny baseball caps and then turned away. 

 “No, you meant something,” Dianna insisted.  “You had a tone.” 
 “I did not have a tone!” 
 “Trust me, you had a tone!  Are you and Nick having problems?” Dianna pried, 

then gasped suddenly.  “That’s why he’s randomly taking you to Hawaii!” 



 

Claire slapped her forehead in exasperation and shook her head, groaning.  “No!” 
she said quickly, “that is not why he’s taking me to Hawaii.  And no, we’re not having 
problems.  Well, not serious ones anyway.” 

 “Little ones then?  Like what?” 
Claire shook her head again.  It’s none of her business, she told herself, but 

Dianna was giving her that look, that “please tell me; I’m dying to know” look.  Dianna 
was notorious for being way too interested in everyone else’s love life, especially when 
she was not involved with anyone herself.  She was the type who actually kept up on all 
the celebrity gossip – who was dating who in Hollywood and all of that – and her vested 
interest in Claire’s love life had only skyrocketed when Nick came into the picture. 

 “Oh, come on, Claire – you can tell me anything; you know that!  We’re both 
adults; it’s not like I’m going to blab the latest developments in your steamy Backstreet 
romance everywhere.  This is between us.” 

The look in her dark brown eyes was sincere, and Claire trusted her.  Dianna was 
a loudmouth and a gossip when it came to other people, but with Claire, she knew how 
to keep a secret.  Claire sighed and reluctantly guided her friend over to a secluded 
bench.  They sat down, and Dianna instantly turned towards Claire and said, “Spill.” 

Claire smirked.  “There’s not really much to spill,” she said with a shrug.  “It’s 
just... well, let’s just say our ‘Backstreet romance’ isn’t exactly ‘steamy,’ if you know what 
I mean.” 

 “Ahh... I get you,” Dianna nodded seriously.  “You know, I hope this doesn’t 
sound bad of me, but I was kind of wondering about that.” 

Claire closed her eyes briefly and opened them again.  “Di,” she said, straight-
faced, “we need to get you a man.” 

Dianna burst out laughing.  “Oh, whatever, call me pathetic if you want!  But I 
have wondered!”  They both were laughing now, and when they finally stopped, 
Dianna’s face grew serious again.  “So you haven’t, uh... been intimate with him then?” 

Claire shook her head.  “No.” 
Dianna nodded slowly.  “But... you want to?” 
 “Well, yeah... I mean, I love him... and that’s just the natural direction serious 

relationships are supposed to head in, right?” 
 “Right,” agreed Dianna.  “But... well, it’s different with Nick.” 
 “Yeah...”  Claire sighed.  She’d felt a flash of anger at Dianna’s words, “it’s 

different with Nick,” and immediately wanted to jump to Nick’s defense.  But she knew 
Dianna didn’t mean anything bad by it, and to be perfectly honest, she was right.  It was 
different with Nick.  The unspoken “rules” she had established with past boyfriends 
didn’t apply to him.  “I just think he’s self-conscious,” she said.  “Which is 
understandable.  I just wish I knew what to do to make him feel good about himself 
again.” 

Dianna pursed her lips.  “I know...” she said sympathetically.  “That’s tough.  
Maybe you just need to talk to him about it.” 

 “Yeah,” Claire agreed, “you’re probably right.  I just don’t know how to go about 
starting up that conversation.  I mean, what do I say?” 

 “I couldn’t tell you,” Dianna shrugged, “but you’re brave; you’ll come up with 
something.” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “I’m not that brave.” 
 “You are too!  For lots of reasons.  One being the fact that you’re even with him.” 



 

 

 “What does that mean?” Claire frowned. 
Dianna shifted her weight awkwardly.  “Well, nothing... just that... well, it’s kind 

of a turn off.  Wh-what happened to him, I mean.” 
 “You don’t know him like I do,” Claire fumed defensively.  “I don’t love him for 

what he looks like, Di.  Although if you ask me, he’s quite attractive, and I usually don’t 
even go for blondes, so that’s saying a lot!” 

 “Don’t get snippy; I didn’t mean to offend you!  I was just saying... I guess for 
most girls, it would be kind of a turn-off.  But you’re not most girls, and I know you and 
Nick have always had something special.  And you’re right, he is hot.  He’ll always be 
hot.”  Dianna smiled awkwardly, and Claire reluctantly returned the smile, trying to 
keep herself from getting too annoyed with her friend.  Dianna just didn’t understand.  
She tried, but she would never fully understand the bond Claire had with Nick, that 
special bond created from all they had been through together. 

No one could ever understand that.  No one but them. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 7 
 

Hand in hand with Nick, Claire led the way through the beach house, ooh-ing and 
ahh-ing at everything around her.  The house Nick had rented for the two of them to 
stay in with AJ and Mary was amazing.  Located right on a private beach in Maui, it was 
beautifully decorated in earthy shades of beige and white, with tropical accents.  Large 
windows in every room framed picturesque views of the ocean on one side of the house 
and distant mountains on the other.  Claire, used to staying in hotels on vacations, was 
enchanted.  The beach house was more wonderful than even the finest hotel, and she 
knew Nick had to have pulled some strings to get it for a whole week on only three 
weeks’ notice. 

 “Ours?” she asked, leading Nick through the doorway of what she assumed was 
the master bedroom.  They had already been through one of the two bedrooms, and it 
had been very nice, boasting a queen size bed and a bathroom with a large, marble tub.  
But this bedroom was even better.  It had an ocean view, and the bed was a king, draped 
with a fluffy, Hawaiian flower-printed comforter.  Claire ducked into the bathroom and 
squealed when she turned on the light.  “Jacuzzi!  This one’s definitely ours!” 

 “For sure,” Nick agreed with a casual grin.  “We got here first, so we get to pick 
first.” 

She nodded.  “Makes sense to me.  Come on, let’s go check out the beach.” 
 “Okay.  Um... lemme, um, change my leg first.” 
Claire couldn’t help but burst out laughing as she processed that line.  It just 

sounded so... well, funny.  She immediately felt a little bad though and looked at him 
quickly, but he was snickering too.  Phew.  “Make sure you say that again when AJ’s 
here; he’ll get a kick out of it,” she said with a wink in Nick’s direction.  He grinned and 
nodded as he walked over to the foyer, where they had dropped all of their luggage. 

She heard him rustling around and knew he was getting out his other prosthesis, 
the “water leg,” as he called it.  This leg was specially designed to go in the water and on 
the beach, something the C-Leg he normally wore could not do.  He’d found this out the 
hard way a few months ago, when he’d gone for a walk on the beach and gotten sand 
inside the prosthesis, which messed it up and left Nick spending a few days on crutches 
while it was being repaired.  The prosthetist that had fixed his leg suggested investing in 
another leg that he could not only walk on the beach with, but swim with as well.  Nick 
had agreed to be fitted for one, and within a couple of weeks, he’d convinced Claire to 
come swimming with him so he could try out the new prosthesis. 

 “Looking good,” she said to him now as he returned, having swapped his pants 
along with his artificial leg.  He’d worn long khakis on the flight (he always wore long 
pants in public, and she knew he was still uncomfortable letting everyone see the 
prosthesis), but now he was dressed in a baggy pair of tropical print board shorts that 
exposed the water leg.  It was not as advanced as the C-Leg, nor did it look it, but it did 
its job.  He could walk on it (though not as well as on the better prosthesis), and in the 
water, it kept him more balanced than he would have otherwise been. 

Nick rolled his eyes at her comment and just said, “Okay, let’s go.”  They made 
their way outside through a pair of sliding glass doors and ended up on a sunny deck.  
They descended the steps that lead to the beach slowly, Nick’s arm tight around Claire’s 
waist.  He released his grip on her once they had reached the sand, but she kept her arm 
lightly draped around him anyway, not wanting him to fall in the soft sand, uneven in 



 

 

places from the wind.  Not like he’d get hurt, landing in the sand, but she wanted to save 
him the embarrassment. 

 “This is beautiful,” she commented as they neared the water, gazing out at the 
ocean.  It looked so blue compared to the Gulf back home.  She dropped her arm and 
took Nick’s hand instead, turning her head to smile at him.  “Thank you for bringing 
me.” 

 “My pleasure,” he returned with a charming smile.  “Isn’t this way better than 
when you came with Tim?” 

 “Way,” she agreed, her eyes sweeping over the view.  The only other houses in 
sight were in the distance; when Nick had told her the vacation home was on a private 
beach, he meant private.  It was wonderful to think that they had all of this to 
themselves.  She and Tim had stayed in a nice hotel right near a beach on the island of 
Hawaii, but that beach had been packed with people, not at all like this.  Being on a 
crowded beach with Tim had made Hawaii seem a lot less pleasant than it was now, as 
she stood on a secluded strip of beach with Nick, letting the breeze tousle her hair and 
the salty air fill her lungs.  This was what Hawaii was supposed to be like, she decided, a 
cute little beach house with a view of the ocean, not a view of the water in the toilet as 
she knelt on the floor of her hotel room, trying to rid her body of the bad seafood she’d 
already brought up hours ago. 

 “Are you getting hungry?” Nick asked out of the blue, making her stomach churn 
after what she’d just been reminiscing on. 

 “Um... I dunno, are you?”  She knew he hadn’t eaten much on the plane.  Neither 
had she.  He had to be starving, and deep down, she probably was too. 

 “Yeah,” he said, “but we should probably wait for AJ and Mary to get here before 
we go out to eat, huh?” 

 “Yeah, probably,” she replied.  “Maybe we could just run to a convenience store 
and get some snacks?” 

 “Sounds like a plan.  Lemme just go inside and change again.” 
 “I swear, you’re worse than Dianna,” Claire teased as they headed back toward 

the house.  “You don’t see me changing my pants every five minutes.” 
 “I wouldn’t want you to.  Your ass looks cute in these,” Nick said with a grin, and 

she felt his hand grab the back of her loose-fitting capris.  She reached back and pried it 
off (okay, flung it off), inadvertently sending him backpedaling.  He stumbled in the 
sand and fell, landing right on his own ass.  

She tried hard not to laugh, but it was nearly impossible to say “I’m sorry,” 
without giggling.  “Now you’re really going to have to change your pants,” she said, 
reaching her hand out to help him up.  “Your butt’s gonna be all sandy.” 

He retaliated by hurling a handful of sand at her legs.  The grains that didn’t 
make it far up enough to hit her pants stung as they bounced off her shins, but she didn’t 
show it.  With the devilish grin she loved, he said, “Now you’re gonna have to change 
too.” 

Not even bothering to brush off her pants, she bent down and scooped up a large 
handful herself.  He scrambled to get up, but she was too quick for him; before he could 
get too far, she had grabbed him and dumped a small mountain of sand down the front 
of his shirt.  “Truce?” she asked with a pleasant smile as he squirmed and wriggled, 
grabbing at his shirt to try to shake out some the sand. 



 

 “Truce,” he muttered, and she could tell he was trying to sound more annoyed 
than he really was.  She held out her hand again, and he reached for her with his middle 
finger extended, grinning widely before allowing her to help him up.  “I can’t believe you 
did that,” he said, stretching out the hem of his shirt and watching as grains of sand fell 
from beneath it. 

 “Yeah, well, you threw sand on me first – payback’s a bitch, buddy.  And at least 
you don’t have boobs for that stuff to get stuck between.”  As soon as those words left 
her mouth, she wished she hadn’t said them – one look at the wicked gleam in his eyes, 
and she knew she’d end up with a cleavage filled with sand the first time she ventured 
out in her swimsuit. 

They walked leisurely back to the house and went inside, leaving Nick’s shirt 
draped over one of the deck railings to be shaken out properly later. 

 
*** 

 
Nearly an hour later, a bright yellow jeep came trundling up the narrow road that 

led to the beach house.  It lurched to a stop beside the black SUV that was already 
parked in front of the house, and the two small doors opened as Nick and Claire climbed 
out. 

 “They must have gotten here,” Nick said, pointing out the SUV that had not been 
there earlier as he struggled to get down from the jeep without landing flat on his face.  
Maybe a cramped vehicle that was high off the ground wasn’t the most practical choice 
for him, but Claire had fallen in love with the Crayola yellow jeep at the rental place, and 
with its removable top and windows, it had seemed perfect for driving around Hawaii in.  
Definitely more exciting than the plain black SUV AJ had apparently rented. 

As Claire was grabbing the bags of groceries they’d picked up, Nick heard the 
screen door of the house bang shut and looked to see AJ striding across the front porch. 

 “Nick-ay!” AJ called, jogging over to meet him.  “What’s goin’ on, dude?” he 
asked, as he pulled Nick into a brotherly embrace. 

 “Not too much, man,” Nick replied, patting AJ’s back warmly.  “Did you guys just 
get here?” 

 “About twenty minutes ago, yeah,” AJ nodded.  “Where have you two been?  Hey, 
Claire!” 

 “What’s up, AJ?” Claire said with a smile as she appeared at Nick’s side, juggling 
three paper sacks of groceries. 

 “Lemme get those,” AJ said, taking the sacks from her.  “Christ, Nick, you’re 
making your woman carry all your shit?”  He shook his head with exaggerated 
exasperation and promptly set the brown grocery bags on the ground.  “C’mere, girl,” he 
said to Claire, holding out his arms.  She gave him a friendly hug and pulled away just as 
the screen door opened and slammed shut again. 

Nick looked up to see another woman walking slowly across the front porch.  As 
the stranger came up to stand beside AJ, Nick got a better look at her.  She was a nice-
looking woman with a tanned, curvaceous body and long, chestnut colored hair that was 
streaked with golden highlights.  “Hi,” she said to Nick, holding our her hand.  “I’m 
Mary.” 

Nick offered her a half-smile and immediately took her hand.  “Nice to meet you, 
Mary,” he said.  “I’m Nick.” 



 

 

 “I know,” smiled Mary.  “I’ve heard so much about you from AJ.” 
He kept the smile pasted on his face, wondering the whole time what exactly AJ 

might have said about him.  He wished he could say the same to her, but the truth was, 
he knew virtually nothing about her, having only found out she even existed a few weeks 
ago. 

 “And you must be Claire?” asked Mary, now extending her hand to Claire. 
 “Yep,” said Claire, shaking her hand.  “Has AJ been telling you stories about me 

too?” 
Mary smiled.  “Only the good kind.”  She winked.  “At least that’s what he told me 

to tell you.” 
Claire laughed lightly, and Nick relaxed.  Mary seemed cool so far, and he was 

relieved. 
 “Well, whaddya say we go inside and sit down, maybe have a drink?” AJ 

suggested, picking up the grocery bags again.  Nodding, they all followed him inside the 
house. 

 
*** 

 
Exhausted and jet-lagged from their flights, Nick, Claire, AJ, and Mary stayed in 

that night and went to bed early.  Nick couldn’t help but wonder what AJ and Mary were 
up to in the next room as he sat up in bed, his back pressed up against his pillows, the 
covers pulled up to his waist, hiding his stump.  But he could hear nothing from their 
bedroom, only water running and rummaging sounds coming from the master 
bathroom.  After a few minutes though, the noises stopped, and the bathroom door 
swung open.  Shutting off the light, Claire emerged, dressed in a black tank top and 
faded pink sleep shorts.  She padded across the bedroom in her bare feet and came 
around the bed, climbing onto it on Nick’s right side, her usual spot. 

It was sort of weird, Nick thought, having her slide under the covers beside him.  
They had slept in the same bed several times before this, but never really intentionally... 
it was something that just happened, usually because she had fallen asleep there while 
watching a movie.  Never had they actually gone to bed together like this, like they were 
some married couple... or at least a live-in couple. 

But as he, too, lay down, and she snuggled up against him, her head against his 
shoulder, her body nestled in the crook of his arm, he realized there was no reason for 
him to mind – he loved having her there. 

 “You want me to turn off the light?” he asked softly. 
She raised her head so she could see his face and nodded, smiling.  “I’m so 

sleepy,” she said, “and I can’t wait for tomorrow.  It’s going to be wonderful.” 
 “It is,” he agreed.  “I’ll make sure you’ll have the time of your life.” 
 “And I’ll owe it all to you...” she jokingly sang what he thought was part of the 

Dirty Dancing song, but between the fact that she couldn’t sing worth a crap, and the 
fact that he hated that movie, he wasn’t entirely sure.  Still, he chuckled and took her 
soft, freshly-scrubbed face in his hands, turning it up as he leaned down to gently kiss 
her lips.  He could smell her breath, minty sweet from brushing her teeth, and he longed 
to taste her.  But he held back and reluctantly broke the goodnight kiss, leaning over to 
turn off the lamp on his side of the bed. 



 

Darkness enveloped them, and until his eyes adjusted, he could not see her there 
beside him.  But he could feel her.  He tightened his arm around her, bringing her even 
closer to his side, wanting to feel her there all night.  “’Night, baby,” he whispered. 

 “Mm... goodnight,” she murmured, sounding as if she was already half-asleep.  
Smiling to himself, he lightly squeezed her shoulder and ran his hand down her bare 
arm and side and back up again, eventually lulling her to sleep.  When he heard her 
deep, even breathing, he closed his eyes and let sleep wash over him like the warm, 
tropical waves on the beach outside his window. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 8 
 

Claire awoke the next morning feeling perfectly content.  It was light outside, yet 
she could tell it was still early in the morning.  A light, cool breeze drifted in through the 
open windows, billowing the sheer drapes and tickling her face and arms.  Carefully 
untangling her legs from the covers, Claire rolled over slowly in bed and found Nick still 
lying there at her side, sound asleep.  She smiled at his peaceful face, admiring the 
perfect messiness of his hair, the gentle arch of his eyebrows, the way his lips were 
pressed together into almost a pout. 

Thinking of how nice it was to wake up beside him, she realized she could 
probably lie there and watch him sleep for hours.  But they were in Hawaii!  She wasn’t 
about to waste her time doing that.  Now that she was awake, she was ready to get on 
with her day. 

She leaned closer to Nick and lightly touched his cheek.  When that did not cause 
him to stir, she ran her fingers down his face, tracing the outline of his mouth, the 
stubble above his upper lip rough against her fingertips. 

 “Nick,” she whispered in his ear, growing impatient.  “Wake up.” 
Finally, that did it.  A soft sigh escaped his throat, and his eyelashes fluttered.  

She smiled triumphantly as his blue eyes opened and focused on her.  Beneath her 
fingers, his lips curved into a smile, and he reached up and took her hand in his, softly 
kissing her fingertips before drawing her hand down. 

 “’Morning,” he said, his voice low and hoarse from sleep. 
 “’Morning, sleepyhead.”  Claire rolled over onto her stomach, propped herself up 

on her elbows, and looked at him expectantly.  “So,” she said, “what are we going to do 
today?” 

He groaned.  “What time is it?” 
She looked over at the clock on her side of the bed.  “7:30.” 
 “7:30??” he repeated, his eyes bugging.  “Jesus, no wonder I’m still so tired.  

What’d you have to wake me up for?” 
 “Cause we’re in Hawaii, and I don’t want to waste the whole morning sleeping!” 
 “We’re on vacation.  That’s what vacations are for.  Sleeping in,” he murmured 

tiredly, closing his eyes. 
 “No,” she said, poking him in the side until his eyes flew open again.  “That’s 

what weekends are for.  Get up.” 
 “You get up.  I wanna sleep.”  He closed his eyes again and did not move. 
Claire heaved an exaggerated sigh and rolled out of bed, making sure she jostled 

it as much as possible in the process.  Glancing back at him, she could see his lips 
twitching as he tried hard not to laugh, but she didn’t smile.  Lazy spoiled brat.  Forget 
him; she’d go see if AJ or Mary was up yet.  She left the master bedroom, shutting the 
door behind her, and padded out to the main part of the house, only to find that the 
living room and kitchen were deserted.  Okay, so AJ and Mary were still sleeping too. 

She wandered into the quiet kitchen and poured herself a glass of orange juice, 
which she carried out onto the deck with her.  Perching on a deck chair, she took a sip of 
the juice and balanced the small glass on her bare thigh as she looked out toward the 
ocean.  The sun had already risen, and she was disappointed she had missed it, sure that 
it had been spectacular.  Oh well, she’d be sure to catch it later in the week. 



 

Behind her, she was startled to hear the screen door slide open, breaking the 
morning’s silence.  Glancing over her shoulder, she was hoping to see Nick, up and 
ready to join the land of the living, but instead, it was AJ who had come out onto the 
deck. 

She had to smile as she looked at him.  Apparently she had never set eyes on him 
this early in the morning before because the AJ who stood before her now was not the 
put together and perfectly groomed AJ she was used to.  He was shirtless, exposing his 
heavily-tattooed upper body, and wearing only a pair of baggy boxer shorts.  His dark 
hair, which was usually spiked to perfection, was disheveled from sleep, and a layer of 
stubble on his face took away from his carefully manicured goatee. 

 “Morning, Claire,” he greeted her with a groggy smile. 
 “Good morning,” she replied brightly, watching in amusement as he shuffled 

across the deck to the railing and proceeded to light up a cigarette.  He took a long drag 
and closed his eyes, savoring it.  She shook her head, wondering how he could stand it.  
She’d smoked a cigarette only once, in high school.  It wasn’t a pleasant experience, one 
she vowed she’d never repeat. 

Watching him flick ash over the side of the railing and raise the cigarette to his 
lips again, she said casually, “You do know those things could give you cancer.” 

His profile constricted as he scowled and turned to face her, looking all set to 
come back at her with some snide retort.  But then he stopped, and his face slackened, 
as he seemed to realize who he was talking to.  He opened his mouth once, then closed it 
without a word and reluctantly put out the cigarette. 

Inwardly, Claire was glad, but at the same time, she felt kind of guilty.  “I’m 
sorry,” she said.  “I didn’t mean you had to put it out.” 

 “I can take a hint,” he replied gruffly. 
 “You’re an adult, AJ, you can do what you want.  I was just giving you a hard 

time.”  She smiled apologetically, and he smirked, nodding. 
 “Yeah,” he said, coming to take a seat beside her, “but you’re right.  It’s a dumb 

thing to do, I know; I just can’t help it.  I don’t drink anymore, so I smoke instead.  
Somehow it makes it easier.”  He shrugged. 

 “I understand,” she nodded and decided to change the subject before she got 
herself into more trouble.  “So... Mary still sleeping?” 

 “Yeah.  Nick too?” 
 “Uh-huh.” 
 “Well, I can fix that if you want him up.”  A devilish smile crept across his face, 

and his brown eyes sparkled wickedly. 
Claire snickered.  “Oh yeah?  What did you have in mind?” 
He raised a finger to his lips.  “Come with me.” 
 

*** 
 

“Stop giggling!” AJ hissed, as Claire clamped a hand tightly over her mouth, 
trying to stifle back her laughter. 

 “Sorry,” she squeaked breathlessly.  But it was nearly impossible to keep from 
giggling as she looked at the man stretched out on the bed in front of her. 



 

 

Nick had fallen back to sleep and was now out like a light again.  AJ had 
explained that after years of spending the night on moving tour buses, the guys had all 
developed the ability to sleep through practically anything. 

Claire was glad; Nick’s deep sleeping had worked to her advantage this time.  The 
boy had slept on relatively peacefully and totally oblivious, as she and AJ had raided 
Mary’s makeup stash and quickly and carefully applied the products to Nick’s face.  AJ 
had gone overkill with the blush, leaving Nick looking like a doll with two large, bright 
pink circles on his cheeks, while Claire had smeared shimmery purple shadow across his 
eyelids and did her best to add a touch of black mascara to his lashes.  Several coats of 
cherry red lipstick applied to his lips and a large, hot pink Hawaiian flower from the 
bouquet in the living room tucked behind one ear completed the look. 

 “Lemme get my camera,” AJ whispered.  “Be right back.”  He slinked out of the 
bedroom and returned a moment later with a small, silver camera.  “Better get a picture 
before we ruin it,” he said and zoomed in to get a shot of Nick’s face.  “Okay, now... the 
water.” 

Feeling quite evil, Claire ducked into the bathroom just long enough to fill a cup 
with cold water from the faucet and then came back into the bathroom, holding up the 
glass for AJ to see. 

 “Exxxxxcellent...”  AJ rubbed his hands together like Mr. Burns and then held up 
his camera.  “Dump it on him, and I’ll get a picture.” 

Claire nodded and crept up closer to the bed.  She held out the glass, hesitated 
only a moment, and then flung all of the water in it onto her sleeping boyfriend.  She 
jumped out of the way just as Nick jerked up, gasping and sputtering.  Over the sound of 
her own hysterical laughter, she heard a click and saw a flash as AJ, cackling just as 
hard, snapped a photo. 

The laughter was cut short, however, when Nick, totally discombobulated, 
exclaimed “What the fuck?” and leaped out of bed.  He tried to land on the leg that was 
no longer there and went down like a lead balloon, hitting the floor with a massive thud. 

 “Nick!” Claire cried, aghast, and ran around the bed to where he was lying in a 
crumpled heap.  “Oh my God, Nick, I’m so sorry!!  Are you okay??”  He had rolled onto 
his side now, and though his back was to her, she could see his hands clutching the end 
of his stump.  Pains shot through her, and she gasped, “Oh God, Nick, did you land on-
?“  She couldn’t even get the words out; it made her hurt too much to even think about 
it.  Sinking quickly to her knees, she crawled around him so that she was kneeling in 
front of him. 

 “Is he okay?” she heard AJ ask.  She didn’t reply.  Nick was clearly hurting; his 
eyes were squeezed shut, and he was breathing raggedly. 

She put her hand on his shoulder and gripped it firmly.  “Nick, come on, talk to 
me,” she pleaded. 

 “Go away,” he mumbled, his voice sounding strained. 
Claire looked up helplessly at AJ, who only shrugged.  She shook her head.  “Not 

till I know you’re all right.  What did you hit?  D-did you hit your-” 
 “My stump?” Nick spat venomously, his eyes flashing open to glare at her 

through a sheen of moisture.  “Yes, and it hurts like a motherfucker!!” 
Claire bit her lip.  “I’m sorry... what can I do?” 
 “I think you did enough by throwing water on me!” he retorted, making her 

wince again.  He didn’t even know about the makeup yet; the mascara was running in 



 

streaks down his cheeks from the water he’d been doused with, making him look even 
worse.  She felt terrible, and she wanted to just sink through the floor and disappear, but 
she couldn’t leave him, not until she was sure he was all right. 

Vaguely, she heard the door swing open, and then Mary’s voice asked, “What 
happened??” 

 “AJ, get her out,” Nick said miserably through gritted teeth. 
Claire looked up at AJ again and watched as he guiltily followed his girlfriend out 

of the bedroom.  He closed the door behind them and did not return, leaving Claire 
alone on the floor with Nick, who was still curled up on his side, his eyes closed once 
more. 

 “Lemme help you up, Nick,” she said softly.  “Okay?”  She started to slide her 
hands under his arms, prepared to haul him up, but he pushed her away. 

 “I can do it myself,” he snapped. 
Mutely, Claire nodded and scooted back, watching warily as he sat up and then 

rose onto his one knee.  Grabbing the edge of the bed for support, he stood up shakily 
and crawled back into bed.  He stretched out on his back and closed his eyes.  Claire 
hesitated a moment, then perched on the edge of the bed and reached out to grab his 
hand.  She gave it a slight squeeze and said again in a tiny voice, “I’m so sorry, Nick.” 

 
*** 

 
Nick didn’t reply, and Claire went on, “We didn’t mean for you to get hurt... we 

were just having fun.” 
 “Yeah, at my expense,” he mumbled.  “Hope you had your fun cause I sure as hell 

didn’t.” 
He opened his eyes to see Claire shaking her head.  “How’s your leg?” she asked 

after a minute.  “How bad did you hit it?  Do you think it’s okay?” 
To be honest, he didn’t think he’d really banged it too bad.  He’d half caught 

himself with his hands, softening the blow of his stump against the carpeted floor.  But 
he hadn’t been exaggerating earlier; it really had hurt.  The pains shot all the way up and 
down the left side of his body, almost like he’d been shocked.  They were fading away 
now, but his stump was still sore, and he wondered if he’d have a bruise. 

He looked at Claire, prepared to tell her exactly how bad it had felt and how he 
could practically feel the black and blue bump forming at its rounded end, but the look 
on her face made him hesitate.  He’d been too angry and in too much pain earlier to 
notice, but she looked absolutely stricken, her face a mask of guilt and alarm.  He was 
still pissed at her for humiliating him and causing him to hurt himself, but he didn’t 
want to make her feel worse. 

 “I think it’s all right,” he said slowly.  “It’s starting to feel better.” 
 “Do you want some ice for it?  Would that help?” Claire asked. 
 “Um... sure, maybe.”  Nick shrugged. 
Claire nodded.  “I’ll go get some.  Don’t move; I’ll be right back.”   She left the 

room, and he heard her conversing with AJ outside the door, although he could not 
make out what they were saying.  Trying to ignore the muffled voices, Nick sat up and 
carefully peeled off the stretchy “sock” he usually wore over his stump, anxious to see if 
any damage had been done.  The skin looked red where he’d made contact with the 



 

 

floor, but there was no sign of bruising.  Yet when he gingerly prodded the red spot, the 
whole limb twinged, and he winced. 

 “Is it okay?” Claire asked, breezing back into the room.  She was carrying a 
washcloth packed with ice cubes.  “Couldn’t find any plastic bags to put it in,” she said 
apologetically, “so this will have to do.” 

 “That’s fine,” said Nick. 
 “So is it okay?” she asked again and looked carefully at his stump.  “It doesn’t 

look like it’s bruising yet, that’s good.” 
 “Yeah,” he mumbled, uncomfortable with her examining it so closely.  The only 

time he ever showed it uncovered was when they were swimming, and then it was 
hidden beneath the water, not out in the open for her to have to look at. 

 “Here,” she said, “hopefully this will help.”  Very delicately, she draped the 
makeshift ice pack over his thigh.  “Does that feel okay?” 

 “Yeah, it’s fine,” replied Nick.  “Come up here.”  He patted the empty space on 
her side of the bed.  She managed a slight smile and came around to the other side of the 
bed.  She climbed on and sat cross-legged in the middle of the bed, facing him. 

 “I’m sorry,” she said for at least the fourth time, the look of guilt reappearing on 
her face. 

 “It’s okay.  I know you didn’t expect me to be a dumbass and fall out of bed.” 
 “Just like you didn’t expect to have cold water dumped all over you.  I’m sorry.”   

Five times she’d said it now. 
He pulled his drenched t-shirt away from his body and chuckled.  “Nope, 

definitely didn’t see that coming.  But you never paid me back for that April Fool’s 
prank, so I guess I had it coming, huh?”  He expected her to smile, but she was still 
looking guilty.  “Claire,” he said, “whatever I said a few minutes ago, you know I didn’t 
mean – I was in agony, okay, and I was embarrassed.” 

She shook her head.  “It’s not that...” she replied.  “It’s just... well...”  She bit her 
lip.  “You should see your face.” 

 “Wha...?”  Confused, Nick reached up and ran his hands over his face.  It was 
wet, but other than that, it seemed normal.  But when he lowered his hands and looked 
at his fingertips, he was startled to find them dotted with pink, brushed with purple, and 
smeared with black.  “What the-” 

 “It’s makeup,” she whispered, watching him carefully and looking ready to dart 
out of the way at any moment, in case he decided to strike. 

With a sinking feeling, Nick realized how truly idiotic he must have looked a few 
minutes ago... and how utterly pathetic he had to look now.  He felt his face getting hot 
with humiliation, but he tried to hide it (not realizing that the rouge on his cheeks 
already camouflaged his flush quite well).  You deserved it, he told himself, 
remembering all the pranks he’d played on AJ throughout the years and the April Fool 
he’d pulled over on Claire.  But he couldn’t help but feel a little exploited. 

 “I’m so sorry, Nick.”  Six times.  “It was supposed to be funny, but it totally 
backfired.  Shows what I get for trying to prank you.” 

 “Yeah... this should be a lesson to you – never mess with the master.”  He forced 
himself to smile, to let her know he wasn’t angry.  Well... not too angry anyway. 

Claire smiled.  “Well, come here, Master, I wanna kiss those ruby red lips of 
yours.” 



 

Ruby red lips?!  Nick thought in horror, but his thoughts were silenced as she 
leaned forward, wrapped her arms loosely around his neck, and kissed him.  When she 
pulled away, her lips were red too. 

He pointed this out, and she giggled.  “Are they?”  Leaning forward again, she 
pressed her lips to his forehead, and when she pulled back, she grinned widely.  “They 
are!” 

Assuming he now had a big red lip-print on his forehead to go with the rest of his 
makeup job, he grinned and pulled her back to him, leaning forward himself to do the 
same to her.  Moments later, she had a pair of red lips on her own forehead.  “If anyone 
saw you now, they’d have a fun time figuring out that one,” he chuckled. 

She smirked.  “They’d probably think I was a lesbian.” 
 “Or that I was a drag queen.” 
They both laughed. 
 “How’s that ice pack?” asked Claire.  “Is it working?” 
Nick considered this.  The ice pack was definitely getting cold, and it didn’t seem 

to be helping much.  If anything, it was making it worse, for all of a sudden he was aware 
of dull pains shooting up and down his leg... all the way down to his toes.  Phantom 
pains.  He didn’t get them very often anymore, but every once in awhile, they still 
plagued him.  And he was sure it was the ice that was bringing them on this time. 

 “No,” he answered Claire’s question, shifting uncomfortably, “actually, I think 
the cold’s making it worse...” 

 “Oh.  Well, so much for that idea.”  She reached out and carefully scooped up the 
ice-filled washcloth.  Her fingers brushed against his skin as she did so, sending tingles 
through him.  He jerked in surprise at the sensation; his stump had always seemed 
particularly sensitive, but it had been a long time since anyone but he had touched it.  In 
fact, no one had ever touched it, other than his surgeon and the nurses at the hospital. 

 “I’m sorry,” Claire said quickly, probably alarmed by his reaction. 
He shook his head.  “No, you’re fine,” he assured her.  “It’s just sensitive; I wasn’t 

expecting it.” 
 “Did I hurt you?” she asked, biting her lip apprehensively.  “I didn’t mean to 

touch it; I was trying to be gentle.” 
He smiled a little.  “You were,” he said, “and no, you didn’t hurt me.  You can 

touch it if you want to.” 
She met his eyes, and for a moment, she did not move.  Then, slowly, she reached 

out and placed her hand upon his thigh.  Her palm felt so warm compared to the cold ice 
pack that had rested there before, and again, his skin tingled with her touch.  But it was 
a good tingle, and it took the place of the phantom pains, relaxing him.  He let out the 
breath he’d been holding in a soft sigh. 

 “Are you okay with this?” Claire asked, still looking deep into his eyes.  “I don’t 
want to make you uncomfortable.” 

He knew she was thinking of that night at the beginning of April (the same day 
he’d played that prank on her, ironically).  He’d recoiled at the mere idea of her nearing 
that spot, and yet, now she was actually touching him there, and... he was okay with it.  
“Yeah,” he said softly, “it’s fine.  You’re not making me uncomfortable.  It’s... it’s a part 
of my body.  It’s... me.”  He looked down at her hand, still resting motionlessly on the 
remnant of his severed leg, on the ugly stump he detested, and then slowly raised his 
eyes back up to meet yours.  “I just don’t want you to be uncomfortable.” 



 

 

She shook her head, her eyes never leaving his.  “I’m not,” she stated simply.  
“Like you said, it’s just a part of your body.  It’s you.  And I love you, Nick.  Just the way 
you are.” 
 

***



 

Chapter 9 
 
“This sucks,” Nick muttered, tossing his crutches aside and struggling to ease 

himself down onto the beach towel Claire had spread out for him without falling. 
Smoothing her own towel across the sand, Claire sank down next to him.  “Well, 

look on the bright side – at least you can tan your stump.” 
He wrinkled his nose at her and looked down at the aforementioned limb in 

disgust.  “Don’t think that’s gonna happen – it’s gonna be black and blue, not tan.”  He 
could already see the bruise forming, and it was tender to the touch.  He’d already tried 
to put on his prosthesis, and it was very uncomfortable, so he was going without for the 
time being, hopefully he’d be able to wear the leg later.  He was not used to having to 
rely on crutches for long periods of time anymore, and they were a great inconvenience. 

Claire grimaced.  “I’m sorry, Nick.” 
 “Don’t start that again,” he said quickly, offering her a crooked smile.  “It’s not 

like you tripped me.” 
 “No,” she chucked dryly, “only dumped cold water on you in your sleep.” 
 “Oh, don’t worry, I’ll get you back.”  He winked.  “Besides, the pictures were 

kinda funny...”  When he felt it was safe to come back into Nick’s room, AJ had 
apologized sincerely... and then showed Nick and Claire the pictures he had taken in the 
preview window of his camera. 

She giggled.  “They were.  You looked so pretty; too bad I had to ruin it by letting 
your makeup run!”  She reached out and patted his cheek.  “Hopefully it didn’t clog your 
pores.” 

He snorted.  “Yeah, if I end up with a face full of zits tomorrow morning on top of 
everything else, you’re gonna pay.” 

She stuck out her tongue at him and then reached over to pick up her jumbo 
bottle of Sunblock.  “Will you worry about payback later and rub some of this on me 
now?  Or else I’m gonna end up red and spotty too.” 

He laughed and took the bottle from her, opening the cap while she turned so 
that she was sitting with her back to him.  Squirting a heap of the sunscreen into his 
hand, he started slathering the cream across the fair skin of her back and shoulders, 
trying not to get any on her yellow two-piece swimsuit.  “You want me to do the front 
too?” he asked eagerly. 

She turned around and took the bottle away from him, smirking.  “That’s okay, I 
got it.” 

He sighed, watching as she smeared sunscreen onto her neck and collarbone 
area, descending down to her stomach.  When she set to work on her thighs, he asked 
casually, his hand digging into the sand beside him, “How much longer you think J and 
Mary will be gone?”  The two of them had disappeared before noon, going to “do some 
sightseeing, maybe some shopping,” as AJ had said.  It was now getting to be late 
afternoon. 

 “I dunno,” Claire murmured, rubbing the sunscreen in.  “AJ’s a pretty big 
shopper, isn’t he?” 

“Yeah, he is,” Nick said, tightening his fingers around the handful of sand he was 
holding.  “Hey, Claire?” 

 “Wha-?”  She looked up, but he made his move before she had a chance to react, 
grabbing her and pulling her closer to him while he dumped the handful of sand down 



 

 

the top of her bathing suit.  He laughed riotously at the expression of shock on her face 
as she looked down to find her top filled with sand and her chest covered in it, the grains 
sticking to her sunscreen-slathered skin. 

 “Payback,” he smirked. 
 “Ahh, I hate you!  I knew you were gonna do that to me!” she exclaimed, 

pummeling his shoulder.  “Ugh, it’s all gritty!  And it won’t-”  She brushed off her skin 
determinedly, without noticeable results.  “-come off!”  She groaned while Nick laughed, 
and stood up.  “This beach is private, right?  As in, no one can see us?” she asked, 
looking around warily. 

 “Right...” Nick answered, looking up at her in perplexity. 
 “Good,” said Claire and without any further explanation, strode off toward the 

water, walking straight into the waves without a second thought.  Nick just watched as 
she walked out until the water was past her waist.  He squinted, wondering what she was 
doing, but his eyes quickly flew open wide when he realized she was stripping off her 
swimsuit top.  Her back to him, she dipped down into the water and rose back up about 
a minute later to put her top back on.  Then she turned around and back she came, 
wading through the water and trotting back up the sand to him as if nothing had 
happened. 

 “That’s better,” she said with a casual smile as she plopped down next to Nick, 
running a hand over her wet, but sand-free chest. 

He flashed her a half-smile.  “Did you get your top all rinsed out too?  If not, you 
could just take it off again, I don’t mind.” 

 “Ha ha,” she smirked.  “Nice try.  I’m not gonna go topless if you’re not, buddy.”  
She tugged at the strap of his white wifebeater. 

 “So if I take my top off, you’ll take off yours too?  Is that how that works?” Nick 
asked, arching an eyebrow at her. 

She grinned.  “I dunno, maybe... you said this beach was private, right?” 
 “That I did.”  His half smile grew to a full one.  A very wide, full one. 
 “Well, then...” 
With almost barbaric passion, she ripped his shirt from his body, exposing his 

broad, muscled chest.  Beads of sweat glistened tantalizingly on his bronze skin.  She ran 
her hand slowly down his chest, savoring the sensation of his skin against her fingertips.  
His heart beat strong and steady beneath her hand, as his chest rose and fell with heavy, 
fervorous pants of ecstasy.  He pulled her close, half-sliding off her swimsuit top in the 
process, and leaned over her, zealously kissing her lips.  His mouth traveled down her 
body, caressing her neck, then her shoulders.  As she pulled her top off in one fluid 
movement, his kisses grew more intense, rapidly descending downward... 

 “Nick,” she breathed his name; never had it sounded so wonderful to his ears. 
 “Nick...”  Now it sounded almost like... 
 “Nickay!” 
AJ? 
Nick blinked and snapped out of his daydream to find himself still sitting on his 

beach towel, fully-clothed, the wifebeater still hiding the scars on his side, and Claire 
sitting next to him, her attention drawn up to the house, where someone was calling to 
them from the deck.  AJ.  Damn him.  Why did he always seem to come back at the 
worst of times? 

 “Hey, stop spacing out, AJ’s calling you,” Claire said, poking Nick. 



 

 “We’ll be up soon!” he shouted quickly to AJ and then turned to Claire.  “Sorry,” 
he said sheepishly, feeling his cheeks turn slightly pink.  If only she knew the scene he 
had just imagined... 

 “It’s all good.  So much for privacy though, eh?” 
He chuckled.  “Yeah... so much for that.” 
 “That’s all right,” she said with a smile and patted his arm.  “Later.” 
Nick blinked.  Later? 
 

*** 
 

“Are you having fun?” 
Nick looked over at Claire.  “What’d you say?” 
 “I said, are you having fun??” she repeated, raising her voice to be heard about 

the pounding music.   “You don’t look like you’re having much fun!” 
He shrugged and looked down into his tall glass of frothy, amber liquid.  “The 

beer’s good,” he replied vaguely and flashed her a quick half-smile.  He didn’t want to 
ruin the night for her, but she had read him right – he wasn’t having much fun at all. 

A few years ago, he would have felt right at home here – music pulsing, lights 
flashing, drinks flowing, hot bodies dancing.  But the club scene was no longer 
something of which he was a part.  As sat there now at the bar, the blaring music, which 
seemed to shake his body from the inside out as it pounded through the club, was too 
loud.  The lights, whose long neon beams cut through the smoky haze as they flickered 
and twirled over the dance floor, made him dizzy.  The drinks were good, but hardly 
worth the trip into town, and as for the hot bodies on the dance floor... Nick would have 
given anything to join them.  To slip off of his bar stool and stride coolly onto the floor, 
picking up a hottie or two on the way.  To bump and grind between them, their fine, 
scantily-clad bodies pressed up against him, and maybe lean down to steal a kiss 
between songs. 

But instead, he remained cemented to his stool and only watched, disengaged, as 
other men danced with the women.  In the corner he could see AJ and Mary, dancing so 
close it almost seemed they were attached, his hand half up her short skirt, her arms in 
the air.  It had been AJ’s idea to check out the nightlife in the city of Lahaina.  “I’ve 
heard they’ve got some kickin' clubs there,” he’d told Nick enthusiastically and somehow 
convinced Nick to come out with Mary and him that night. 

Nick hadn’t taken much convincing.  After the kind of day he had, he was itching 
to go out and do something, and when AJ had suggested clubbing, it didn’t really even 
occur to him that clubbing now wouldn’t be as much fun as clubbing then had been – 
“then” being before cancer had ravaged his body and led to the loss of his leg. 

It was more than obvious to him by now, as he sat sipping his beer, with nothing 
else to do but that.  Some clubbers they were – AJ went to dance and not to drink, and 
Nick was the exact opposite, much to his chagrin.  Only the two women got the best of 
both worlds, although Mary seemed to be staying fairly sober, for AJ’s benefit, and 
Claire had been sitting at Nick’s side all night.  Looking at her now, he realized she 
probably wasn’t having much fun either. 

 “You know, you can go dance or something if you want to,” he told her.  “Don’t 
feel like you gotta sit here with me all night.” 

She shrugged.  “It’s okay.  I’m not that great of a dancer anyway.” 



 

 

 “It don’t matter how good you are, just that you have fun doing it.  You’re 
probably not having any fun sitting here.” 

 “Eh.... like you said... the beer’s good.”  She smiled, and he gave her a 
sympathetic look, wishing they hadn’t tagged along with AJ and Mary.  He would have 
much rather been back on the beach with her, alone... 

 “Hey, I’ll be right back.  I’m just gonna hit the ladies room.”  She patted his knee 
as she slid off her barstool, and as she started to weave her way through the crowd 
toward the restrooms, he realized it had been the prosthetic one she’d touched.  He 
wondered if she had realized that before she did it, or if it had just been instinct. 

Smiling to himself, he turned back to his drink and took a long swig, enjoying the 
buzz he was getting from the alcohol.  A few more of these, and he would forget he 
wasn’t having a good time. 

Claire came back to the bar with a funny little smile on her face, but he didn’t ask 
what had been so amusing in the bathroom.  He figured he probably didn’t want to 
know. 

 “So... at least the music’s not bad, right?” he commented.  The club had been 
playing mostly Top 40 hits.  “I’d prefer a little more rock, but at least it’s not that techno 
stuff that all sounds the same.” 

Claire laughed.  “Yeah, the music’s okay.” 
Determined to enjoy himself some more, Nick paid more attention to the music 

while he drank.  A good half hour passed, and he nearly spit out a mouthful of beer when 
he could have sworn he heard the familiar strains of “Open Arms” by Journey begin to 
play.  Swallowing quickly, he listened and quickly realized that the song was playing.  
He looked over at Claire, unable to keep himself from smiling.  She met his eyes, her 
smile making hers sparkle in the dim, bluish light. 

 “Let’s dance,” she said, slipping off of her stool and taking both of his hands.  
“Come on.” 

He let her pull him off of his stool and winced slightly as the foot of his prosthetic 
leg made contact with the ground, the bruised stump of his real leg aching as it bumped 
against the socket of the prosthesis.  He quickly hid this from her and followed her 
slowly out onto the dance floor, which had thinned as the groaning hardcore clubbers 
took the slow song as an opportunity to grab a drink at the bar. 

They made their way over to a darkened corner of the floor, and then Claire 
turned, drifting toward him.  He put his arms around her waist, pulling her close, and 
her arms rose to encircle his neck.  Slowly, they rocked back and forth in time to the 
music, gradually circling round and round.  How long had it been since he had slow-
danced this way? Nick wondered.  Too long, he decided.  Bumping and grinding was 
great, but nothing could beat the intimacy of dancing like this, with the woman he loved 
in his arms, her head nestled against his chest.  He was no longer coordinated enough to 
manage fancy, fast dancing, but this... this he could do, no problem.  Swaying back and 
forth, shifting his weight between both feet... that had been the first thing he’d learned 
to do on his prosthetic leg, between a set of parallel bars.  He’d come so far since then. 

 “Now are you having fun?” Claire murmured, smiling up at him as they danced. 
 “Mm-hm,” he nodded, rocking her back and forth. 
The song slowed to a close, and almost instantly, the latest Britney Spears single 

revved up, and the lights brightened.  As herds of people migrated back to the dance 
floor, Nick and Claire walked hand in hand back to the bar. 



 

 “I can’t believe they played that song,” said Nick.  “It seems so... out of place, 
compared to the stuff they’ve been playing.” 

 “It was perfect though, wasn’t it?” 
 “Yeah, it-  Hey, wait a minute...”   Claire was grinning widely, and all of a sudden, 

he realized.  “You did this, didn’t you?  You requested this song.” 
Her smile grew.  “Requested?”  She laughed.  “More like begged.  That DJ did not 

want to play a slow song, let alone one from the 80’s.  I begged, I pleaded, I even flirted, 
and finally I just had to tell the guy who I was with to get him to agree to play the song.” 

 “Tell him who you were with?  You mean-?” 
 “Uh, yeah, I pointed you out to him... you might not want to get too drunk cause 

I kinda promised him you’d take a picture with him or sign something before you left.”  
She smiled sheepishly.  “Sorry.” 

He shrugged.  “It’s okay.  Whatever it takes, right?” 
 “Right,” she smiled.  “And apparently the mere mention of your name is more 

influential than my female powers of seduction.” 
He chuckled and took a swallow of his fresh glass of beer.  “Aww, not with me, 

baby.  You can seduce me anytime you want.” 
Setting her glass down on the counter, Claire giggled.  “I can, huh?  I’ll have to 

remember that.” 
 

*** 
 
“So what are you kids up to for the rest of the night?” AJ asked as he walked into 

the beach house and shut the door behind him.  Nick and Claire exchanged glances, but 
AJ didn’t give them time to answer.  “We’re gonna take a little walk on the beach,” he 
said, grabbing Mary’s hand.  “See ya later.”  He led his girlfriend through the house and 
out the sliding glass door on the other side. 

As soon as they were gone, Nick snickered.  “You know what that means, don’t 
you?” he said to Claire.  “They’re going to have a little sex on the beach.” 

Claire smirked.  “That sounds about right.  Well, I don’t know about you, but I 
need a shower.  I reek like cigarettes and beer.” 

 “Yeah... I probably do too,” Nick agreed, dipping his head to sniff his shirt sleeve.  
The stench of smoke and alcohol clung to the fabric, and he wrinkled his nose.  “Yeah, I 
definitely do.” 

 “So... who wants to go first?” 
 “I dunno... whaddya say we skip the shower and try out that jacuzzi?” 
A slow smile spread over Claire’s face, and she raised her eyebrows.  “I could go 

for that,” she said. 
He nodded and took her hand, leading her through the house and into the master 

bathroom, where the marble jacuzzi awaited them.  Nick sat down on the edge of the 
large tub and turned on the jets, filling the tub with water.  Then he stood back up, 
wincing as he put weight on his left leg. 

Claire apparently noticed this time, for a look of sympathy crossed her face, and 
she asked, “Is it still sore?” 

 “Yeah,” he admitted with a shrug.  “But it’s okay.  It’ll be fine once I take this 
stupid leg off.” 



 

 

She nodded and came closer to him, sliding her arms around his waist.  Rising on 
tiptoe, she tilted her chin up and kissed his lips gently, then backed away.  Eyeing the 
jacuzzi, she said softly, “I think it’s ready.  Are you?” 

He smiled.  “Whenever you are.” 
 “Okay,” she whispered and slowly pulled her shirt over her head, exposing a 

plain black bra.  Taking his turn, Nick unbuttoned his own shirt and tossed it aside, then 
took off the wifebeater he had underneath.  Then he just stood there, looking at her, and 
she looked back.  Each seemed to be wondering who was going to make the next move.  
They had gotten this far before... but not much farther.  Nick had a feeling she was 
waiting to see if he was going to freak out or not. 

But he wasn’t going to.  Not this time.   
This time, he felt looser, more at ease, more comfortable around her.  Maybe her 

actions that day had changed something inside him.  Maybe it was just the buzz from the 
alcohol.  But even if it was, he wasn’t too drunk to know exactly what was going on... 
exactly what was going to happen... exactly what he wanted to happen... 

His hands drifted to the waistband of his pants, his fingers fumbling with the 
button.  He loosened the pants and slid them down his hips, letting them drop to his 
ankles.  He easily stepped out of them with his good leg and then lifted the artificial one 
to slide off the other pant leg.  He discarded the pants and stood before her in nothing 
but his boxers.  He saw her hands move to the button on her pants, and she followed his 
lead, unfastening the button and pulling the stretchy capris down and off, leaving her in 
just her bra and panties. 

Nick sucked in a breath, fully aware of the fact that the next piece of clothing one 
of them removed would expose brand new territory, a place they had never been before.  
He had to admit, he was nervous – it had been well over a year since he had been in this 
position with a woman, and the last time he had, things had been very different. But he 
felt like he was ready.  He wanted to be with Claire, and right then, his devotion to her 
overpowered his lack of confidence in himself. 

 “I’m, uh... I’m gonna take this off now,” he mumbled, touching his prosthesis.  
Somehow, he always felt the need to let her know before he took it off, as if the stump 
concealed inside it was something so gruesome and hideous it would scare her off if he 
didn’t properly warn her first. 

She simply nodded wordlessly and waited while he expertly slid off the metal leg 
and the woolen prosthetic sock that covered his stump.  While he stood balanced on his 
one leg, wondering who was going to be the first to expose themselves, Claire reached 
around to her back and unfastened the clasps on her bra.  She let the satiny material 
loosen and the straps slide down her shoulders until the garment was all the way off.  He 
took a moment to just gaze at her, drinking in the rich sight of a part of her body he’d 
never seen before.  And then he knew it was his turn.  Giving her a quick smirk to mask 
his embarrassment, he dutifully grabbed the elastic waistband of his boxers and slowly 
guided them down.  As he did so, she did the same with her panties, and a moment later, 
all was revealed. 

At first, he was self-conscious, but once they had both climbed into the tub and 
sank down into the steamy, bubbling water, those feelings faded, and he actually began 
to feel quite comfortable.  The jets of hot water massaging his body were relaxing, and 
the sight of her sitting there with him, the water lapping at her shoulders, was gratifying. 



 

 “This is nice,” she sighed, leaning her head back against the tub’s rim.  “This is 
very nice.” 

 “You’ve never been in the one in my bathroom at home,” he murmured. 
She chuckled.  “No... I definitely haven’t.” 
 “We’ll have to go in it sometime then when we get home,” he said lightly and 

leaned over to place a tender kiss on her cheek.  Smiling, she turned and returned the 
kiss, pressing her lips against his while her arms rose out of the water and slid around 
his neck, sending drips of warm water running down his back.  Beneath the water, his 
hands found the small of her back, and he pulled her closer to him, moaning softly as he 
felt her body press up against his. 

 “Nick...” she breathed.  “... are you... are you ready for this?” 
Letting out a shaky breath, he replied without hesitation.  “Yes.” 
 “Here?” 
He considered this for a moment and then said, “No.  Can we get out?” 
 “Yeah,” Claire replied and sat up quickly.  “Yeah, let’s get out.” 
 

*** 
 

Nick was already sitting on the bed, wearing nothing but a towel wrapped around 
his waist, when Claire came back into the bedroom, dressed in a huge t-shirt that he 
recognized as one of his own.  While he was trying to remember when she’d gotten her 
hands on that one, she smiled sheepishly and said, “Sorry, I don’t really have any sexy 
lingerie to put on for you.” 

He grinned.  “Well, that’s a damn shame.  I’ll have to fix that for next time.” 
Giggling, she climbed onto the bed and wasted no time in capturing his mouth in 

a kiss, continuing what they had started in the jacuzzi.  Her tongue slid into his mouth, 
and he massaged it with his, but it was not long before his body was craving more. 

 “Claire,” he said breathlessly, breaking the kiss, “we’ve waited long enough.  I 
don’t think I can wait anymore.” 

She smiled.  “Then let’s go for it.”  
She took hold of his shoulders and started to ease him down against the pillows 

when he said, “Wait.  Do you, um... should we... use some kind of protection?” 
Her eyes met his.  “Are you clean?” 
 “Yeah... but-” 
“Then it’s okay.  I trust you... and you know you can trust me too.” 
 “But, what about-” 
 “It’s okay,” she said again.  “Trust me.” 
He didn’t fully understand, but looking deep into her eyes, he knew he could trust 

her.  He took a breath and nodded. 
 “Okay.” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 10 
 

Nick knew it was morning even before he opened his eyes.  And when he did open 
them, he opened them slowly, hesitantly.  He half-expected to be met with a killer 
headache just as the morning sunlight reached his eyes, but he was pleasantly surprised 
to find that he was not hungover, and the memory of the night before was still vividly 
clear in his mind. 

He was glad.  Last night was an experience he did not want to forget, not quite yet 
anyway.  It had been awkward at best, certainly not his most superlative love-making 
experience, and yet, it had been special.  Special because it was his first time with Claire 
and also his first time since... well, since the previous April.  He felt rejuvenated, as if 
new life had been breathed into his lungs. 

Looking over at Claire, he smiled.  She was lying on her stomach, still sound 
asleep, her body twisted up in the sheets, her head turned away from him.  He reached 
out and lightly stroked her bare back, wishing she would wake up.  After last night, he 
wanted nothing more than to just be with her.  The way she had touched him... the way 
she had loved him... she had made him feel good about himself.  For the first time in 
over a year, he had truly felt like a real, whole man, someone who could be desired, 
someone who was worthy of love.  And she had given him the love and shown him the 
acceptance he needed.  If anything, he loved her more now than he did when he’d woken 
up beside her the previous morning. 

As he thought of the morning before, he devilishly wondered how she’d like to 
wake up to a faceful of icy water, but quickly dismissed the idea.  He wasn’t about to ruin 
the morning.  Instead, he leaned over, planting a soft kiss on her shoulder, then leaving 
a trail of them down her spine.  Just as he was nearing the small of her back, she 
flinched and came awake suddenly, rolling over to meet him face to face. 

 “Morning,” he said with a grin. 
She quickly jerked the sheet up to cover herself and smiled sheepishly at him.  

“Morning,” she echoed, her voice hoarse from sleep.  “How long have you been awake?” 
 “Just a few minutes,” he replied.  “I was just about to get up and fix myself a glass 

of ice water...”  He waggled his eyebrows, and she smirked. 
 “Well, good thing I woke up then, huh?” 
 “Yeah,” he said; he was glad she had too.  “So... how ya feeling?  Hungover at 

all?” 
She scrunched her face up, thinking.  “No...” she said slowly.  “Actually I’m feeling 

pretty good.  Guess we didn’t have that much to drink last night.” 
 “No.  Last night was great.”  He smiled, almost shyly, hoping she felt the same 

way, hoping he hadn’t disappointed her. 
To his relief, she returned the smile.  “Yeah... it was.”  She sighed lightly and 

draped her arm across his bare chest, letting her hand run slowly up and down his torso 
and across his stomach.  He reached down and caught her hand, cupping it between his 
two and raising it to his lips to softly kiss. 

 “You slobbered on it!” she giggled, snatching her hand away and exaggeratedly 
wiping it off on his chest. 

 “I did not!” he cried with indignation. 
 “You did too!” 
 “Did not!” 



 

 “Did too!” 
He huffed and turned away from her, pretending to pout.  But a few seconds 

later, he rolled back over and smiled.  “So,” he asked, “what are we doing today?” 
 “I should be asking you that.  What are we doing today?” 
 “I dunno... whatcha wanna do?” 
She raised an eyebrow.  “Did you plan anything for us to do in advance?” 
He shrugged.  “Yeah, I got us booked for a few things later in the week.  I thought 

we could just hang around here and do whatever for first few days.  You know, relax and 
stuff.” 

 “So basically do what you do at home anyway – sleep and hang around on the 
beach?” 

He grinned.  “Well, when you put it like that... yeah, I guess so.  But this ain’t 
Tampa; this beach is way more pretty, don’t you think?” 

 “Yeah,” she smiled, “it is prettier.  Everything’s beautiful here.” 
 “I know,” he said, reaching out to take a tendril of her light red hair between his 

fingertips.  Twirling the lock of hair around his index finger, he asked again, “So, what 
should we do?” 

Untwisting her hair from his finger and freeing herself from his grasp, she sat up, 
keeping the sheet pulled tightly around her.  “I don’t know about you,” she said, “but I 
need to call my mom.  It’s a reasonable hour in Florida now, right?” 

 “Wait, call your mom?” he repeated, horrified.  Oh, don’t even tell me she’s one of 
those girls that tells her mother everything... like all the details of what we did last 
night...  He had never dated a girl like that before, but he’d heard horror stories from 
friends who had. 

She must have noticed the appalled expression on his face, for she gave him a 
strange look.  “Uh, yeah... today’s Mother’s Day.” 

 “Oh.”  He stopped short.  “It is?”  He tried to think of the date... it was May 
something... the eighth maybe?  He wasn’t sure, but he at least knew it was a Sunday.  
Let’s see... Sunday... early May...  yep, sounded like Mother’s Day to him.  He had 
completely forgotten. 

 “Yeah, it is,” Claire said, an amused smile tugging at the corners of her mouth.  “I 
take it you didn’t remember?” 

He shrugged.  “Wouldn’t be the first time.  I know I didn’t remember last year 
either.”  Last year at this time, he’d still been struggling to learn to walk on his first 
prosthetic leg.  Mother’s Day had been the least of concerns, especially since he had 
kicked his own mother out of his house and sent her packing just over a month before.  
He realized that meant it had been well over a year since he’d even spoken to his 
mother, let alone actually seen her. 

Claire nodded slowly.  “I guess that makes sense.  You and your mom are kind 
of... estranged, right?” 

He snorted.  “That’s a nice way of putting it.  Yeah, the last time I talked to her, I 
still had my leg, and she was trying to convince me not to let them amputate because it 
would ruin my career.” 

She grimaced.  “Wow... yeah, I can see where her priorities lie.” 
 “Uh-huh,” he said dryly, trying to sound casual, as if he didn’t care.  He knew she 

could tell he did; the sympathy in her eyes said it all.  But she chose to say nothing 
verbally, and he was glad.  He didn’t want to talk about it.  The less he thought about 



 

 

Jane, the better.  He would rather just pretend he didn’t have a mother.  Somehow, it 
was just less painful that way. 

 
*** 

 
“Hey, Mom, it’s me,” Claire spoke into the phone.  “Happy Mother’s Day!” 
 “Well, hi, honey!” her mother’s voice greeted her.  “This is a nice surprise – I 

didn’t know if I’d hear from you today or not!” 
Claire knew her mother didn’t mean that in a bad way, but it still made her feel 

sort of guilty for not being there.  In all her twenty-five years, she didn’t think she’d ever 
not seen her mother on Mother’s Day.  Even when her parents had moved from Tampa 
to Gainesville, Florida a few years ago, she had always made a point to drive there to 
visit for the day.  But this year, that was obviously impossible. 

 “Well, of course, Mom, I wanted to at least call!” said Claire emphatically.  
“How’s your day going so far?  Are you doing something with Kyle?” 

 “No, he and Amber are spending the day with her parents, but he wants us to all 
get together the weekend after next, when you’re back and have gotten a chance settle 
in.  Unless you already have plans, of course.” 

 “No, no plans that I know of for that weekend, so that sounds good.  Are we 
coming to your place or Kyle’s house or what?” 

 “We thought you both could drive up here on Saturday.  You’re welcome to stay 
overnight, but if you’d rather just come for the day, that’s fine too.  And bring Nick if you 
want.” 

 “Really?” 
 “Well, Amber’s coming with Kyle, of course, so there’s no reason why you 

shouldn’t bring your ‘significant other’ along too,” her mother said, then added quickly, 
“But don’t make him feel like he’s obligated too – only if he wants to.” 

Claire smiled.  “Well, I’ll talk to him,” she promised.  “I’m sure he’d love to 
though.” 

Maybe ‘love to’ was a stretch, but she didn’t see why he would mind.  Nick had 
met her family before, during her bone marrow transplant, and they had seemed to get 
along well.  She remembered how her mother had been skeptical of him at first, not sure 
what kind of friendship a rich and world-famous pop singer could offer her daughter.  
But that had quickly changed after she had met Nick, and now she practically adored 
him.  Claire was sure it went back to the transplant and how Nick had been there for her 
during that ordeal, visiting her in the hospital, holding her hand when she was hurting, 
singing her to sleep when she was alone and afraid, and even flying all the way from 
New York City to Tampa on a moment’s notice when she needed him.  He had proven 
his loyalty to her then, in her eyes and in the eyes of her mother. 

 “Great,” her mother said.  “Well, you can call me again when you’re back in 
Florida and let me know.  So, how’s Hawaii?  Are you having a wonderful time?” 

Claire smiled, thinking of the night before.  “Ohh yes,” she said, “it’s so 
wonderful.”  As she launched into a description of the house and the beach and ocean 
beyond, Nick popped his head around the corner and grinned at her.  She smiled back 
and stuck out her tongue at him, giggling at the goofy face he made back.  “Sorry, Mom,” 
she said quickly, “Nick just came in, and he’s makin’ me laugh.”  Snapping her fingers at 
Nick, she pointed to the chair across the table from her, motioning for him to sit down.  



 

Be off in a minute, she mouthed, holding up her index finger, as she listened to her mom 
reminisce on her honeymoon in Hawaii. 

 “Well, Claire,” her mother said after a few more minutes, “we should probably 
get off the phone now.  Long distance, you know.  If I don’t talk to you again till you’re 
home, you and Nick enjoy the rest of your trip and have a safe flight back.” 

 “We will, Mom, thanks,” replied Claire.  “Love you.” 
 “Love you too.  Bye, hon.” 
As Claire ended the call and set the phone down, Nick smiled across the table at 

her.  “You guys are close, huh?” he said. 
 “Yeah,” Claire nodded, “we really are.  Didn’t always used to be that way – we 

fought all the time when I was in high school... you know, typical mother/teenage 
daughter stuff.  But things change... people grow up, stuff happens... we’re a lot closer 
than we used to be.”  She smiled ruefully.  “Something like getting cancer will do that to 
you, I guess, bring you closer to people, show you what’s important and who’s 
important.”  She saw his eyes shift downward as she said this and remembered that he 
hadn’t been so lucky... her family had been there for her throughout everything, but his 
had not.  He didn’t like to talk about it a lot, but she knew the basics.  His own mother... 

She cleared her throat and quickly added, “I’m sure it’s the same with you and the 
guys.”  They were practically his family anyway.  She had seen firsthand the way they 
had all watched out for him and supported him in the days, weeks, and months after the 
amputation of his leg.  If that wasn’t love, she didn’t know what was. 

His eyes rose back up to meet hers, and he smiled slightly.  “Yeah,” he said, and 
she relaxed, feeling as if she had corrected the wrong chord she’d struck before it had a 
chance to resonate. 

 “Speaking of the guys,” she spoke up, “where’s AJ?” 
 “Out back with Mary,” replied Nick.  “I think they’re gonna go swimming.” 
 “Cool.  You wanna go swimming too?” 
 “Maybe later,” said Nick and rose from the table, grimacing as he stepped 

forward with his prosthetic leg. 
Noticing his pained expression, she asked, “Hey, how are things down there?” 
Halfway to the refrigerator, he stopped suddenly and turned quickly, his eyes 

flying downward to his crotch.  He looked up at her, red-faced, and she realized what 
she’d said.  Bursting out laughing, she slapped her forehead and cried, “No no no, not 
down there!  I know for a fact that all is very well there.”  She grinned widely and gave 
him an exaggerated wink.  “I meant your leg!” 

 “Ohh...”  He chuckled, his cheeks growing even redder.  “It’s, um... fine.  Getting 
better.” 

 “Liar.  It still hurts; I saw you wince.  You still need some TLC, don’t you?” she 
asked, putting on a face of motherly concern. 

He smirked.  “You know, around this time last year, I believe you were basically 
telling me to get up off my ass and stop feeling sorry for myself, not offering to give me 
‘TLC’.” 

She laughed and stood up.  “True,” she said, as she sauntered up to him and slid 
her arms around his waist.  “But that was before you paid my way for ten days in 
paradise.  I owe ya.” 

 “Hm...” Nick murmured, “that’s right.  I guess you do.  Well, now’s the time to 
pay up, woman.” 



 

 

Looking up, she saw him dip his head, his lips making a beeline for hers.  She 
tipped back her head, turned up her chin, and let him steal a kiss.  Only it wasn’t really 
stealing, for apparently she was just paying her dues.  Fair enough, she thought, as her 
hands rose to run through his sun-bleached hair, and she guided his head down so that 
she could kiss him back. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 11 
 

The view from the cruise ship was breathtaking.  Looking off into the distance, it 
seemed as if the world had been bathed in lavender.  The sun had almost sank beyond 
the water line, leaving a light golden aura shining around it, but above that, the sky 
darkened to soft, yet rich shades of mauve and violet, the low wispy clouds resembling 
tufts of pink and purple cotton candy set against a background of warm pastel colors.  
The gorgeous sunset reflected in the ocean, giving the deep, sapphire blue waters a 
sparkling amethyst cast. 

Taking a few steps back, Claire was able to include Nick in her panoramic view.  
He complimented the pretty picture perfectly, as he stood gazing off into the distance, 
for once seeming totally oblivious to her.  He leaned slightly against the side of the ship, 
one hand resting loosely upon the rail, the other hanging at his side.  Her eyes followed 
it up to his broad shoulders and onward, to his face.  It was hard to make out of his 
features, for the shadows fell over him, blackening his silhouette.  Moving closer to him, 
she again set her eyes upon his face and smiled in admiration.  He looked irresistibly 
sexy right then, the way the dying sunlight played off his face, giving an amber glow to 
his already bronzed skin.  The streaks of gold in his dark blonde hair gleamed, and she 
longed to run her hands through the flaxen strands.  And then to kiss his soft, coral lips, 
which were slightly parted as he stared dreamily into the sunset, appearing deep in 
thought, yet at peace. 

She liked seeing him that way, looking relaxed and content, his smooth forehead 
free of the lines of worry that often creased it.  Although he usually tried to hide it – for 
Nick was a man who tended to keep his feelings bottled up, she had learned – she knew 
he worried a lot.  About his health... about her health... about his career... about his 
image... about his body... about how his body had changed... about his abilities, or how 
some of his abilities had been compromised... about his relationship with her... even 
about her feelings for him. 

She wished he wouldn’t worry about that last bit.  Hadn’t he realized by now that 
she loved him, no matter what, and that she was there to stay?  Despite her attempts to 
show and finally even outright tell him exactly how she felt, she knew he still had 
doubts.  It almost irritated her, the way he was so down on himself sometimes, but she 
understood.  Celebrity or not, he was still a cancer victim and an amputee, and in 
society, both of those things made him physically imperfect - as if anyone is “perfect” to 
begin with, Claire thought with anger.  And unlike her, for him there was no hiding it.  
Even though he could look perfectly normal on the outside, everyone knew his plight 
because he was in the public eye. 

Most of his fans had accepted and supported him, but of course some had turned 
their backs, unable to handle the changes that had befallen their idol.  She knew how it 
was.  Some of her friends had done the same after her initial diagnosis of leukemia.  She, 
too, had felt the sting of rejection, and it had been a painful sting, but in the end, it had 
made her stronger.  Stronger, and more empathetic.  She knew what Nick had been 
going through for the past year or two, for it was similar to what she too had endured, 
only on a much larger scale. 

And yet, when she looked at him, she didn’t see what many of those nameless 
fans must see.  She saw not a Backstreet Boy, nor a cancer survivor, nor an amputee.  It 
had been a year now, and when her eyes glossed over him, they did not even consider 



 

 

the fact that there was not a real flesh and blood limb filling his left pant leg.  They saw 
an ordinary man who was beautiful and perfect, perfect for her.  She saw Nick.  Just 
plain old loveable Nick. 

Maybe having had cancer had done that to her as well – opened her eyes further 
than some and allowed her to see the whole picture, his inside as well as outside.  She 
wasn’t sure she would have accepted him so easily in the days before she got sick (nor 
would she have been caught dead dating a guy who was part of a boyband), but the 
Claire before cancer was not the same Claire as the one who stood there by his side now.  
The disease had changed her, just as it had changed him and probably everyone else 
who faced it.  Many of the changes had been upsetting – it had lost her some of her 
friends, ruined her college plans, permanently altered her body, and stolen away the last 
fraction of her “childhood,” forcing her to finish growing up in as much time as it took to 
say the word “leukemia.” 

But looking back now, she felt she was a better person for having gone through 
with it.  A person who knew what was important in life, and at the same time, knew how 
to live that life to the fullest.  Someone who was more mature, more compassionate, and 
more open-minded.  She knew it had done the same to him, or they probably never 
would have become friends and certainly would not be standing together there now, as a 
couple, drifting along the coastline on the Maui Princess cruise ship. 

The dinner cruise had been part of the “few things” Nick had booked “for later in 
the week.”   After their relaxing first few days on the island, the rest of the week had 
been busy, but unforgettable.  They had flown to Oahu for a day trip to visit Pearl 
Harbor, which pleased Claire - how could you go to Hawaii on vacation and not see 
Pearl Harbor?  Though she had always liked history herself, she had never seen Nick as 
a big history buff.  He had surprised her though, by actually having some knowledge of 
the site.  They had taken a whale-watching trip the next day, and although they had only 
seen dolphins, the day cruise had been fun – especially for Nick, who loved anything on 
the water.  He had surprised her again the day when they went scuba diving. 

She had been unsure about scuba diving – she’d done it once in Florida, the 
summer after her senior year of high school, but it had been awhile since then.  She was 
more worried about him though, wondering if he’d be able to do it.  Swimming with one 
leg was one thing, but scuba diving was quite different.  But he’d proven her wrong.  
Even though he hadn’t been on a dive in over two years, he was still far more 
experienced than her, and he had managed it just fine, except for the slight problem of 
maintaining balance in the water, which he’d quickly learned to compensate for. 

The dive may well have been his favorite out of everything they had done together 
in Hawaii, but as she stood beside him now, watching the last bit of the sun dip below 
the horizon, she decided that this evening cruise was her absolute favorite.  It was 
entirely romantic, and yet not too fancy or extravagant.  The brochure for the cruise ship 
had stated the dress to be casual, although Claire had gone casual dressy, wearing the 
light turquoise, flowered dress she had bought with Dianna.  Nick had put on a pale blue 
Hawaiian shirt printed with faded green palm trees – fairly tame compared to some of 
the shirts she’d seen around – and a loose-fitting pair of khaki cargo pants for the night.  
They had been served a full dinner on the deck of the ship, and now there was live music 
and dancing inside the cabin.  AJ and Mary had ventured in there after dinner, but 
Claire and Nick had chosen to remain outside to watch the sunset. 



 

Now that the sun had set, the last traces of its golden rays still lingering to light 
the purple sky, she reached for his hand.  He looked over at her, drawn out of his 
thoughts, and smiled slightly.  “Pretty, huh?” 

 “Beautiful,” she exhaled, smiling up at him.  “Thank you, Nick.  This whole night 
has been... magical.” 

The corners of his lips twitched as he snickered softly.  “Aw, don’t go getting all 
cheesy on me.” 

 “I’m not being cheesy!” she cried, swatting his chest... and then extending her 
hand further, wrapping her arm around him.  “I’m serious,” she said, pulling him close 
to her, snuggling herself up against him.  “This is so romantic.”  

He grinned, obviously pleased with himself.  “Well, good,” he said sincerely.  “I’m 
glad you’re having a nice time.” 

They usually didn’t do much that qualified as traditionally “romantic,” for neither 
of them were really the type... Nick tried and did manage to come through once in 
awhile – like tonight – but he was not normally particularly suave, or classy, or 
romantic.  Which was fine with her, for she was no girly-girl, never had been, and 
usually didn’t go for the schmaltzy type.  But once in awhile, everyone needed a little 
romance in their lives, and at that very moment, there was no other place she would 
rather be.  Wrapped in Nick’s warm embrace, she wished the night would last forever.  
Especially since by the time the sun set the following day, she and Nick would be on a 
flight home. 

 “I wish we weren’t leaving tomorrow,” she murmured, resting her head against 
his chest.  She could hear the soft beat of his heart and feel its steady pulse beneath her 
cheek, and when he spoke, his voice was amplified as it vibrated at his throat. 

 “Aww, I know... I think I could stay here with you forever-”  She smiled to 
herself, noting the words ‘with you.’  “-but we gotta get home... back to our old lives.  
Back to reality.” 

 “Yeah,” she echoed dully.  “Back to work on Monday.” 
 “And to Gainesville on Saturday to visit your parents,” he added to the following 

week’s itinerary. 
 “Yep,” she said, smiling again.  She was glad he had agreed to coming to her 

parents’ house for the weekend.  She knew the whole “meeting the parents” thing could 
be awkward, but he seemed to be okay with it, and of course, technically he had met her 
family before.  Since Gainesville was a good two hours away, they had decided to stay 
overnight and come back on Sunday, not wanting to spend over four hours in a car on 
one day if they could avoid it.  Claire had to admit, she was looking forward to the visit – 
she hadn’t seen her parents since around her birthday in March, and it had been almost 
as long since she’d hung out with her older brother, Kyle.  She just hoped Nick would 
have a decent time as well. 

 “Looks like we’re turning around,” observed Nick.  “Time to head back to shore.” 
 “Mm...” she murmured, not wanting it to end. 
 “What do you wanna do when we get back?” 
 “Stay in,” she replied.  “Just enjoy the house and the beach for our last night 

here.” 
 “Yeah, me too,” he agreed.  After a short pause, he added, “We’ve already sort of 

dedicated the house... or at least our part of the house... if you know what I mean-”  She 



 

 

smiled, knowing exactly what he meant – “our part of the house” – their bedroom... and 
the bathroom...  “- but we haven’t dedicated the beach yet...” 

She giggled.  “I think AJ and Mary already took care of that for us.”  He snickered 
briefly and then fell silent.  Pulling away to the point where she could look up and see 
his face, she asked, “So you wanna go play on the beach when we get back?”  She raised 
an eyebrow suggestively, watching the sexy little smirk tug on his lips. 

 “I think we should.  It’d be the perfect end to our trip, right?”  Now it was his 
turn to waggle his eyebrows.  “Besides, I’m still working to make up for that first time.”  
He smiled good-naturedly, but she quickly jumped to his defense. 

 “What are you talking about?  It was fine,” she stressed.  Okay, so it had started 
out being just about the most awkward sex of her life, second only to her first time ever.  
But once they had worked out the areas that had proved slightly problematic, such as 
the matter of positioning, he hadn’t left her disappointed.  And the times since had gone 
much better.  He had nothing to make up for, and she hoped he knew that.  Some of his 
insecurities had been buried after that first night, but they still surfaced from time to 
time, and she figured it would probably be that way for him for a long time 

She wrapped her arms around him again and pulled him into a tight hug, lightly 
rubbing his back as she held him.  “I love you, you know that?” she murmured. 

 “I know,” she heard him say and felt his hands slip around her as well.  “I love 
you too.” 

 
*** 

 
These words were repeated hours later, as they lay together in the sand, nestled 

in a spot a ways down the beach from their rented house that they had “dedicated” as 
theirs.  The candles they had brought with them had extinguished, and they had made 
no move to relight them, enjoying the darkness and unwilling to leave each other’s warm 
embrace for even a minute. 

 “So,” Nick’s voice cut through the night, soft and husky, “you ever done it on a 
beach before?” 

Claire smiled in the darkness.  “Once,” she answered, giggling at the memory.  
“Senior prom... there was an after-party hosted by one of the rich kids in our class; he 
had a house on the bay.  Yeah, I think there was a lot of sex on the beach that night.”  
She paused while he snickered and then turned the question back to him.  “So, how 
about you?” 

 “Yeah, I have,” he replied with a chuckle,  “... but never in Hawaii.” 
 “Well, whaddya know,” Claire said with a smile, “I guess we just lost our Hawaii 

beach sex virginity to each other then.” 
 “Guess we did,” agreed Nick, and she could hear the smile in his voice.  She felt 

his hands on her back, lightly caressing her skin.  It felt so good.  She nuzzled closer to 
him, pressing herself up against his bare chest and tilting her chin up to tenderly kiss his 
neck.  He answered by dipping his head to meet her lips, capturing her mouth with his.  
As they kissed slowly, passionately, he pulled her closer and drew the large beach towel 
that half-covered them tighter around their bodies. 

 “I’m so glad we came here,” he whispered. 



 

She didn’t know if ‘here’ meant this part of the beach, on this particular night, or 
Hawaii in general.  She figured maybe it was a little of both.  “I am too,” she replied 
genuinely.  “It’s been good for us.” 

 “Yeah,” he said, and again, she could tell without even looking at him that he was 
smiling.  “I love you, Claire.” 

Her heart swelled; she never tired of hearing those words.  Not since the first 
time she’d heard him say them – in the hospital the previous December, before the very 
risky surgery to remove the part of his lung that cancer had attacked.  The memory of 
that horrible night was enough to bring her to tears if she thought long enough about it, 
and she didn’t want to do that.  Tracing a finger along the slightly-raised scar that 
wrapped around his left side from back to front, she stopped at his chest and rested her 
hand there, content to feel it steadily move up and down with each breath of life he took. 

Bringing her thoughts back to the beach in Maui on which they lay – far, far away 
from that gloomy hospital room in Tampa where she’d faced the prospect of losing her 
love and her best friend – Claire repeated the same words she’d said back then.  “I love 
you too.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 12 
 

The following night, Nick, Claire, AJ, and Mary sat at the airport in Kahului, 
waiting for their flights to be called.  AJ and Mary’s plane was scheduled to depart at 
9:00, Nick and Claire’s fifteen minutes later. 

 “United Airlines Flight 38, Kahului to Los Angeles, now boarding,” an 
announcement echoed through the crowded gate. 

AJ and Mary rose from their seats.  “That’s us,” said AJ.  Nick and Claire stood up 
too.  AJ immediately reached for Claire, pulling her into a big bear hug.  “Have a safe 
flight,” he rasped into her ear.  “And take care of Nicky for me when ya get back.” 

She smiled.  “You know I will.  You have a safe flight too.” 
 “Thanks,” he said.  “Well, I better say bye to Nick quick so we can board and you 

guys can get down to your gate in time.  It was good to see you again, Claire.” 
 “You too, AJ,” she replied and pulled away to talk to Mary while Nick and AJ said 

goodbye. 
 “It was nice to meet you,” Mary said, giving her a friendly hug.  “Maybe you and 

Nick can come visit us in LA sometime.” 
 “That would be fun,” Claire nodded, smiling.  “Well, take care.” 
The two women parted as their boyfriends hugged, slapping each other on the 

back.  Claire couldn’t help but smile as she watched the two men.  They tried to act so 
casual and macho about the whole thing, but it was obvious how much they cared about 
each other.  She knew that even though the guys could drive each other crazy when they 
were together for long periods of time, Nick missed them when they were not around.  
And watching AJ now, she could tell the feeling was mutual. 

 “Well, see ya around, Kaos,” AJ was saying, letting Nick go. 
 “Later, J,” Nick smiled and stepped back, taking Claire’s hand.  AJ reached for 

Mary, and the two of them turned to head toward their plane, while Nick and Claire 
walked in the opposite direction, looking for the gate from which their own flight would 
depart. 

 “We better hurry,” Claire said, checking her watch.  “Don’t wanna miss the 
boarding call.”  She felt bad for making him rush, but they were cutting it close as it was, 
and the last thing she wanted to do was miss their flight and have to wait for a later one. 

Luckily, they made it to their gate in time, and before long, they were seated on 
the plane.  Nick had let Claire have the window seat, and she gazed out the small circular 
window as the plane rolled up the runway, gaining speed.   

 “Well, this is it,” she murmured, as the plane got ready to take off.  “Bye-bye, 
Hawaii.” 

Nick said nothing, and when she turned her head to look at him, she was 
surprised to see him sitting stock-still, his back flattened against his seat, his hands 
gripping the arm rests so tightly his knuckles were turning white. 

 “Are you okay??” she asked, alarmed by his appearance. 
 “I... hate... flying,” he hissed through clenched teeth.  She cocked her head at him 

in disbelief and then burst out laughing.  He gave her a cold look, but above his 
hardened eyes and furrowed brows, a bead of sweat trickled down his forehead.  The boy 
was actually perspiring! 

 “Wow, I knew you didn’t like flying much, but I’ve never seen you like this,” she 
commented, staring at him.  “You were fine when we took off in Tampa!” 



 

“It’s the water,” he said weakly.  “I hate flying over water... especially oceans...” 
She snickered, while he continued to look thoroughly unamused and annoyed 

with her for laughing.  “You’d think you’d be used to it by now,” she said.  “Don’t you 
guys fly all the time, when you tour and stuff?” 

 “Yeah, which only increases my odds of dying in a plane crash!” he exclaimed in 
a heated whisper. 

She shook her head.  “Good lord, Nick... if God wanted to kill you, He’d have done 
it six months ago.  You’re not going to die in a freaking plane crash,” she said, her logic 
mixed with exasperation.  “Just sit back, relax, and enjoy it, okay?” 

 “Easier said than done,” he said, offering her a grim smile. 
She returned the smile with confidence and placed her hand over his, which was 

still clutching the arm rest.  She gave it a single pat and then wove her fingers through 
his, joining their hands.  The plane began to shake as it left the ground, and she 
squeezed his hand, still slightly amused that a seasoned flyer would be this freaked out 
during a takeoff, but wanting to comfort him nevertheless.  With her free hand, she 
reached into her purse and rummaged through it until she felt what she was looking for 
– a pack of gum.  She pulled it out and offered it to him.  “Gum?” she asked.  “To help 
your ears pop?” 

 “Thanks,” he mumbled, taking a stick. 
She clumsily got another stick for herself with her one hand, not taking the other 

off of his, and dropped the rest of the pack into her purse.  She chewed the gum rapidly 
and looked out the window again, watching the buildings below grow smaller and 
smaller as they gained elevation.  Contrary to Nick, her favorite parts of a flight were the 
takeoff and the landing, seeing the ground fade and reappear right before her eyes as the 
plane rose above and dipped below the clouds.  Now she alternated between gazing out 
the window and checking on Nick.  Now that they were off the ground, he had seemed to 
relax a bit... maybe it was just the actual taking off that freaked him out so much.  She 
figured he’d be all right once they stopped ascending, especially once they were over the 
mainland again... not that you could really tell once you were above the clouds. 

She was right. 
After another ten minutes, he seemed perfectly fine, and she was relieved.  For a 

minute there, she was worried he was going to toss his cookies into one of the little barf 
bags peeking out of the pouch on the back of the seat in front of him.  That would sure 
make for an interesting story – Nick Carter puking in the first class section of an 
airplane.  

A thought hit her, and she giggled out loud before she could stop herself. 
Out of the corner of her eye, she saw him look over at her.  “What are you 

laughing at?” he asked, his voice tinged with amusement. 
 “Have you ever gotten airsick?” she asked, turning to him.  “I mean, in recent 

years?” 
She could practically see him thinking.  “No...” he said slowly.  “Not that I 

remember.  Why?” 
 “I was just thinking...”  She lowered her voice, not wanting to be overheard by 

other passengers, and continued, “If you puked on a plane, do you think the flight 
attendant who took your barf bag to throw away would keep it... to try to sell on Ebay or 
something?”  She could barely get through the end of the sentence before she cracked up 



 

 

again, imagining the heading on the Ebay auction page.  Airplane Vomit Bag Used 
By Backstreet Boy By Nick Carter... Not-So-Mint Condition 

Nick wrinkled his nose, looking thoroughly disgusted at the mere idea.  “Oh sick, 
Claire!  You are so gross!” 

 “I’m serious!” she giggled.  “Some of your fans are obsessive freaks, aren’t they?  
It could happen!” 

He snorted and shook his head.  “That the way to win ‘em over, Claire, call them 
‘obsessive freaks.’  If they find that out, they’re never going to accept you as my 
girlfriend.”  

“And why do I care?” she replied.  “I didn’t know I had to ‘win them over.’  They 
can hate me all they want; I’ve won you over, and that’s all that matters to me.” 

He smiled, noticeably pleased by that last part.  “I’m just kidding,” he said.  “You 
were pretty much doomed from the get go, so it’s not like it really makes a difference 
what you say about them.” 

 “Doomed from the get go?” she repeated, laughing.  “What does that mean?” 
 “It means any girlfriend of mine is usually hated by most of them, at least the 

teenyboppers.  Doesn’t matter who you are, what you look like, or how nice you are, to 
me or to them.” 

She snickered a little.  “Well, gee, that’s a nice thought.  So they’re going to hate 
me as much as they probably hated that Leah hooker you were with – the stripper?  Or 
Willa Ford?” 

 “Ooh, they really hated Mandy,” he said, his eyes lighting up maliciously.  “But 
yeah, they probably already do hate you, sweetheart.  No offense.” 

 “None taken,” she replied and went on quickly, slightly perplexed, “But what do 
you mean, ‘they probably already do hate me’?  Do people... do they know who I am?  I 
mean, we haven’t-” 

He shook his head at her in a way that suddenly made her feel like a child.  
“Claire... I don’t know this for a fact, but I’d be willing to bet there’s pictures of us 
online... probably lots of them, from the last few months.  Small, blurry, taken at a 
distance... but they’re out there.  They’ve gotta be.  In this business, you can’t really 
hide... people spot you places, and they recognize you, and they take pictures.  You don’t 
always notice them, but they’re there.  And when one of us is seen with a woman, 
especially a woman they don’t recognize, it spreads pretty quickly, and they all start to 
speculate.  I don’t go look at internet sites about us anymore, but I used to once in 
awhile when I was younger, just to see what was out there... and it really annoyed me.  I 
love our fans, but... man, some of them can be vicious.  I remember Mandy used to cry 
over the hate sites about her that sprung up... that was when I decided it was best to just 
avoid all that shit.” 

Okay, so maybe she was naïve.  The way he was talking about his fans, it made 
them sound like the freaking CIA or something, always spying on him, secretly tracking 
him and the other four guys.  She had always thought of Backstreet Boys fans as 
teenyboppers – obsessive, maybe slightly crazy, but mostly harmless little girls (and the 
occasional middle-aged housewife).  But after hearing that, she wasn’t so sure.  The 
thought of these little girls lurking around corners and behind bushes, waiting to snap 
pictures of her with Nick so that they could post them online, along with hateful 
messages, was unnerving. 



 

There must have been a look on her face, and Nick must have noticed it, for he 
went on quickly, “I’m not trying to scare you or anything.  That’s just kind of how it is.  I 
don’t think they really mean anything bad by it... they’re just trying to look out for me.”  
He shrugged.  “In their eyes, every other woman I date is evil and will only hurt me, and 
of course they are the ones who will treat me right.” 

Claire tapped her chin with her finger, making a big show out of pondering this 
for a moment.  Then she replied, “Well, I gotta say, they do have a point... you are not 
known for dating nice girls with no evil intentions and ulterior motives.  Except me, of 
course.”  She smirked.  “No offense.” 

His eyes narrowed, but he smirked back.  “‘No offense,’” he mocked in a high-
pitched voice.  “You’re a smartass.” 

She smiled.  “I’d call ya a dumbass, but if one of your little devotees heard, they’d 
probably say I was verbally abusing you or something,” she scoffed, and then quickly 
looked around, as if she were expecting to see some twelve-year-old in a Backstreet Boys 
t-shirt holding out a tape recorder to catch whatever she could of their conversation for 
proof of the “abuse.”   How sad, she thought.  Am I going to be paranoid for the rest of 
my life because of this conversation? 

She certainly hoped not, but all of a sudden, she could understand why most 
celebrity relationships didn’t seem to work out.  Was it being in the public eye, 
constantly under the spotlight, that was the problem? 

It doesn’t matter, she told herself.  If being with Nick meant putting up with crap 
from the fans, then she’d do it.  She would do anything for him.  Because when it was all 
said and done, she loved him, and that was what mattered. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 13 
 
It was almost six o’clock on Saturday evening when Nick and Claire were finally 

pulling away from the airport in Tampa, and to Nick, it felt even later.  He hadn’t slept 
well at all on the flight – he rarely could – and was exhausted.  Claire didn’t look like she 
had fared much better.  The drive through the city was quiet; after eighteen hours of 
flying together, they were all talk-ed out. 

When he pulled up in front of her apartment building, he stopped the SUV and 
turned off the engine.  Opening his door, he slid out and walked stiffly around to the 
back.  Opening up the hatchback trunk, he hauled out her suitcase.  “You need help 
carrying this up?” he asked, as she came around, her purse and duffel bag slung over one 
shoulder. 

 “Nah, I can get it,” she replied. 
 “You sure?” 
 “Positive.  C’mere.”  Letting her bags slide off her shoulder and fall to the ground, 

she wrapped her arms around him and pulled him into a hug.  “Thanks for a wonderful 
vacation,” she whispered into his ear, her fingers lightly massaging his neck, which was 
stiff and aching from hours in awkward positions on the plane while he tried to sleep. 

 “It wouldn’t have been the same without you,” he replied, rubbing her back.  “I’ll 
see you tomorrow?” 

 “Maybe.  I might still be unpacking though... and cleaning... and getting groceries 
for the week.  All that good stuff.” 

 “Call me.  We can get groceries together,” he offered.  He hated grocery 
shopping. 

 “Okay.  I’ll talk to you tomorrow then.”  She pulled back, stopping to kiss him on 
the cheek, and then bent to pick up her bags. 

 “I love you,” he said suddenly, as she rose back up, pushing the straps of her 
purse and duffel higher onto her shoulder. 

She smiled.  “I love you too,” she echoed.  “’Night, Nick.” 
He waited outside the car until she had made it inside the building, and then he 

slowly walked back around to the driver’s side and climbed in.  The drive back to his 
own house felt strange, even lonely.  After a whole week of having Claire at his side 
nearly 24/7, being alone suddenly seemed odd.  And it felt even odder when he slid 
beneath the covers of his own bed later that night and lay there, all by himself, with no 
one there to steal the blankets and kick him under the covers as she rolled and thrashed 
around in her sleep. 

He was exhausted, and yet, he lay awake for a long time, contemplating this.  “I 
miss her,” he whispered through the darkness, knowing there was no one there to hear 
his thoughts.  “It’s only been a few hours since I dropped her off, and I already miss 
her.” 

Normally, after a whole week with someone, he was glad to be rid of them.  But 
not her.  Somehow, their week together in paradise had just left him longing for more, 
wishing he could be with her all the time. 

As he thought about this, the obvious answer came to him.  It was time for her to 
move in with him.  Then they could live together, and be with each other as much as 
possible.  Her face could be the last thing he saw when he went to sleep at night, and the 
first thing he saw when he woke up beside her in the morning. 



 

He smiled through the darkness.  That was it.  He was finally ready for the next 
step in their relationship.  Now all he had to do was make sure she was too. 

 
*** 

 
By the time Monday morning rolled around, Claire was ready to go back to work.  

She was practically bombarded by her co-workers the minute she set foot in the office, 
all swarming around her, welcoming her back and asking about her vacation.  She filled 
the other hygienists in on the very basics of the trip as she walked back to her exam 
room to stow away her purse. 

 “... and don’t you love the killer tan I got?” she joked, holding out her arms, 
which were just as white as always.  She hadn’t even gotten a good sunburn. 

Laughing, the other hygienists slowly dispersed, heading off to straighten up their 
own exam rooms before the first patients of the day started arriving.  Claire set her 
purse on the counter in the back of the room and pulled out a small picture frame, which 
she set on one of the shelves extending from the narrow desk in the corner.  Each of the 
hygienists that worked in Dr. Somers’ office had their own exam room to work in, and 
they all were allowed to personalize their rooms with pictures and other knick-knacks. 

Claire’s eyes scanned briefly over the other pictures that decorated the desk.  
There was an old one of her with a group of friends at their high school graduation – she 
was in the middle, her arms around Dianna and Jamie, who, coincidentally, were the 
only two people from high school with whom she was still close. 

Beside it was one of her with her brother, taken at his wedding, at which she’d 
been a bridesmaid.  The picture had turned out cute, even though she hated how she 
looked in it.  Kyle’s wife Amber had picked light pink for her wedding theme, and so all 
of the bridesmaid gowns had been light pink – a color Claire despised and also looked 
horrible in, with her fair skin which looked even more washed out against the pastel 
pink and her red hair which just plain clashed. 

The next picture was more recent – one of her and a cluster of colleagues at an 
office picnic they’d had the previous summer.  This had been during her fling with Tim, 
and she had considered taking the picture home after they had broken up, for she was 
holding his hand in the photo, but, not wanting to hurt his feelings, she’d left it there. 

She liked the new picture much better though.  Her eyes shifted to it now, and she 
smiled.  It was a picture of her and Nick, fresh from a roll of film she’d gotten developed 
just the day before, taken on the cruise their very last night in Hawaii.  They were 
standing against the railing at the side of the ship, arms around each other, the sun just 
beginning to set behind them.  They both looked radiant, just the way she’d felt in the 
moment when the picture had been snapped. 

 “Hey, Claire.” 
The deep voice brought her out of her thoughts, and she quickly looked away 

from the picture, her eyes flying to the doorway, where Tim Pantero leaned casually. 
 “Good morning,” she smiled. 
 “Good to see ya,” he said with a quick smile back, peering at her over the top of 

his glasses.  “How was your vacation?” 
 “Really nice,” she replied. 
 “No food poisoning this time, I hope?”  He smirked, and she shook her head, 

remembering the nightmare trip to Hawaii they’d taken together the previous fall. 



 

 

 “Nope, I stayed away from the seafood this time,” she chuckled good-naturedly. 
 “Good to hear,” he smiled.  “Well, I’ll let you get back to whatever you were 

doing; I just wanted to say hey.” 
She smiled back and nodded, as he walked on down the hall.  Tim was a good 

guy, she had decided.  The perfect ex.  The rare type that was able to be “just friends” 
after a break-up.  She wasn’t sure she would really call Tim her “friend,” for they never 
did anything together anymore, outside of work, but at least he was able to smile and 
joke around with her, instead of avoiding her like the plague.  Awkwardness between the 
two of them would have made work miserable, and she was glad he had realized that 
too. 

A short knock attracted her attention back to the door, and she turned, expecting 
to see Tim there again.  Instead, it was Dr. Somers, the other dentist that worked in the 
office.  He was somewhat of an old family friend – he knew her father anyway – and it 
was he who had given her this job three years ago. 

She smiled.  “Morning, Dr. Somers.” 
 “Good morning, Claire,” the aging dentist replied with a warm smile.  “Welcome 

back.  Did you have a nice vacation?” 
 “Yeah, it was a blast, really nice,” she answered. 
“Well, I know it’s your first day back, but I was wondering if you could do me a 

favor?” 
 “Sure,” said Claire.  “What is it?” 
 “I think I told you before you left that we were hiring a new hygienist?” Dr. 

Somers asked, raising his eyebrows in question.  Claire nodded, remembering him 
mentioning it.  “Well, the new hygienist is coming in today,” continued Dr. Somers, “just 
to observe before she starts her training later in the week.  I was wondering if you could 
take her under your wing for the day, kind of show her the ropes and let her shadow 
you?” 

 “Oh, sure,” Claire replied.  “What time is she coming in?” 
 “Should be here any minute; I told her to come around seven.  Her name’s 

Laureen, Laureen Bincs.” 
Claire nodded, repeating the name in her head a few times before she set back to 

work, pulling up her list of appointments for the day on the computer in the corner of 
the room.  She was just setting up for her first patient when she was interrupted by 
another knock on the door frame.  This time, she looked up to see an unfamiliar face, the 
face of a young woman who appeared to be in her early twenties.  She was about the 
same height as Claire, fairly average, although a little on the short side, and had auburn 
hair. 

 “Hi... are you Claire?” the girl asked uncertainly, her hazel eyes questioning. 
 “Sure am.  And you must be Laureen?” Claire replied. 
The girl nodded.  “Laureen Bincs,” she said, holding out her hand. 
 “Claire Ryan,” Claire introduced herself, and they shook hands.  “Welcome to the 

office,” Claire said with a smile. 
Laureen returned the smile, looking relieved.  “Thanks,” she replied.  “So, I’m 

supposed to observe you today?” 
 “Yep,” said Claire.  “We’ll be in here most of the day – this is ‘my’ exam room; we 

each have our own to see patients in.  These rooms are mostly just used for regular 
dental checks and cleaning; the rooms in the back of the office are the ones for the major 



 

procedures, like cavity filling and root canals and all that.  I can find out if we have any 
of those coming in today, and maybe I can get you back there to observe later.  But for 
this morning, it’s just going to be the boring stuff.  The first patient I’ve got scheduled 
for today is a seven-year-old girl, just coming in for her six-month visit.  I’m setting up 
for her right now.”  She paused, then asked, “So is this your first hygienist job?” 

 “Yeah,” Laureen said with a nervous smile.  “I’m fresh out of college; just 
finished classes and got my associate’s degree a couple of weeks ago.” 

 “Ahh, cool, congratulations,” said Claire sincerely, remembering when she had 
been in Laureen’s place, coming to work for Dr. Somers right after her last semester of 
college.  “Well, looks like I get to show you everything then, huh?” 

She started by showing Laureen how to set up for patients, taking her through 
how to adjust the dentist’s chair and assemble the right equipment on the tray beside 
the chair.  Then it was just a matter of waiting.  Claire perched on a stool in the back of 
the room while Laureen wandered, looking around the room.  She stopped at the 
computer desk and bent down to look at Claire’s pictures.  “High school or college?” she 
asked, holding up the graduation picture. 

 “High school,” replied Claire. 
 “Cool.  What class were you?” 
 “Class of ’98.  How about you?” 
 “’03,” said Laureen, looking at the other pictures.  Her eyes narrowed as she 

studied the newest addition, the picture of Claire and Nick, held within a small frame 
decorated with seashells.  “Is this your boyfriend?” she asked, carefully picking up the 
frame to look more closely at the photograph. 

 “Yes,” Claire said, smiling as she watched Laureen.  She could almost see the 
recognition slowly dawning on the younger woman’s face and was not at all surprised 
when Laureen added, “You know who he looks like?” 

 “Who?” Claire asked innocently, her smirk oblivious to Laureen. 
Laureen giggled.  “Well... he looks kinda like Nick Carter.  You know, the 

Backstreet Boy?”  Claire tried to keep a straight face, but she could feel her smirk 
growing into an even broader smile.  Laureen glanced over at her before she could sober 
herself, and at once, it all clicked.  “Oh my God... that’s not-... is it??” 

Claire laughed.  “It is,” she admitted. 
Laureen’s jaw dropped in cartoon fashion.  “You’re dating Nick Carter?” she 

asked in disbelief, her voice hushed, as if she knew how saying his name too loud could 
cause pandemonium in the right situation. 

 “Yeah...” Claire said carefully, watching Laureen’s face for her reaction.  “Are you 
a fan?”  Sad as it was, after that conversation with Nick on the plane, she was slightly 
wary of his fans. 

 “Yeah, you could say that,” Laureen admitted, her cheeks growing pink.  “I’ve 
liked the Backstreet Boys since I was just a kid.”  She paused, then added quickly, almost 
defensively, “But I’m not some teenybopper!  Just so you know...” 

Claire laughed.  “No, I didn’t think you were... I was just wondering,” she said 
with a reassuring smile. 

 “So... if you don’t mind me asking, how did you meet Nick?” 
 “Um... long story,” Claire said with a chuckle.  “Real long story...” 
 “Really?”  Laureen laughed.  “How long have you been dating him?  I didn’t 

know he was seeing anybody.” 



 

 

 “We’ve been good friends for a couple of years, but we’ve only been ‘together’ 
since New Year’s... so going on five months now.  We’ve kept a pretty low profile 
though... which is fine with me; I’d prefer to just stay out of the limelight,” said Claire.   

Laureen nodded.  “I understand.  So, uh... does he ever drop by the office?”  She 
winked and smiled so adorably Claire couldn’t help but smile back; it was infectious. 

 “Not usually... but he has before.”  She was thinking of April Fool’s Day.  Before 
then, she’d kept quiet about Nick around the office – only the people she was close to 
knew she was even friends with him, let alone dating him.  But after the stunt he’d 
pulled that day, it was no big secret that she and Nick Carter were an item – by April 2nd, 
everyone knew.  Most people had been happy for her and hadn’t given her too much 
crap for keeping it mostly to herself, although they teased her good-naturedly every 
chance they got about her “Backstreet Boy Toy.” 

The Nick conversation was cut short by Carey, the receptionist who was working 
in the office that morning.  “Claire, sorry to interrupt, but your patient just got here – 
Ashley Jones?” 

 “Oh, thanks, Carey,” said Claire.  Turning to Laureen, she added, “Just follow 
me, and we’ll get started.” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 14 
 

Claire was just finishing up with her last patient of the morning when Carey stuck 
her head in again.  “Claire?  When you finish up in here, there’s someone waiting for you 
out in the waiting room.” 

 “What?  But my next patient isn’t supposed to get here till 1:30 – it’s only noon!” 
Carey grinned.  “Oh, it’s not a patient...” 
The look on her face gave it away, but Claire had to see for herself.  She turned to 

her patient and said, “Dr. Pantero will be in to see you in a few minutes.”   Then she 
walked out of the room, beckoning Laureen to follow her.  “Laureen, could you go find 
Dr. Pantero and tell him the patient in 3 is ready to be seen.  Then come out to the 
waiting room.” 

 “Sure,” Laureen nodded and walked in one direction down the hall, while Claire 
walked in the other, following Carey up to the front of the office.  Carey hung a left, 
heading back to the receptionist’s cubicle, but Claire went straight, flinging open the 
door to the waiting room. 

She saw him instantly.  He was hard to miss, standing there awkwardly in the 
center of the room.  He looked up when she opened the door and broke into a smile that 
melted her heart when he saw her. 

 “Hey, there you are,” he grinned. 
 “Nick!”  She fought the urge to throw her arms around him, reminding herself 

that she was at work, and instead grabbed his hand and tugged him out of the waiting 
room and into the hall.  “What are you doing here?” she asked as soon as the door had 
swung closed, delighted that he had surprised her by showing up. 

 “I was hoping we could have lunch together,” Nick said.  “Do you get to take your 
break soon?” 

 “Yep, right now,” she replied.  “You have perfect timing.” 
He grinned again, obviously pleased with himself.  He opened his mouth to say 

something else, but then stopped, his eyes darkening as he looked at something over her 
shoulder.  She heard footsteps coming up the hall and turned to see Tim heading toward 
her room, Laureen walking behind him.  Tim stopped when he saw her and Nick, 
hesitated, and then continued on into her room to examine the patient she’d just left.  
Laureen hung back, and Claire could see her staring at Nick; she’d just recognized him. 

 “Hey, Laureen, c’mere,” she spoke up, motioning the younger girl over.  “Nick, I 
want you to meet Laureen.  She’s starting here new next week and is here observing for 
the day.  Laureen, Nick.” 

 “Nice meeting you,” Nick said kindly, holding out his hand to her. 
Laureen took it, her eyes shining.  “Nice meeting you too,” she said with a grin. 
 “We’re headed to lunch now,” said Claire, “so you can take your lunch break too.  

Just be back before 1:30.” 
 “Okay,” Laureen nodded. 
Claire looked up at Nick.  “I’m going to go get my purse and clock out.  Just wait 

here for me.”   She left him long enough to duck back into her room, where Tim was 
hovered over her patient.  He did not look up when she came in, either so engrossed 
with his work that he did not notice her or ignoring her on purpose.  She didn’t really 
care.  She grabbed her purse and hurried out of the room, stopping to punch the clock in 



 

 

the front of the office, and then met up with Nick again.  “Let’s go,” she smiled at him, 
taking his hand, and together, they walked out of the office. 

 “Ooh, you brought the Jag!” she exclaimed gleefully when she saw his silver 
beauty of a car gleaming in the parking lot. 

 “Yep,” he replied with a grin.  “You wanna drive?”   He held up his keys, jangling 
them between his thumb and forefinger. 

She snatched them eagerly before he could pull them away from her.  “You bet I 
do!” 

 
*** 

 
“So where to?” Claire asked as she guided the Jag onto the highway. 
 “Where’s our favorite place?” Nick shot back from the passenger seat, grinning.  

“I was thinking we could go there, if you want to...” 
 “’Course,” she said, knowing exactly the place he meant.  “You know I’m always 

in the mood for pizza.” 
Ten minutes later, they were pulling into the parking lot of Leonardi’s, the little 

pizza parlor that had become “their place.”  It was a place that held a lot of history for 
Claire.  It had been around since her mother, who had also grown up in Tampa, had 
been a child, and during Claire’s childhood, her family had gone there to eat every 
Friday night – it was tradition.  In high school, it had served as a hangout for her and 
her friends, as well as a good place to get a summer job.  She’d never worked there 
herself, but Dianna had, two summers in a row, and Claire had fond memories of many 
nights spent tucked in a booth with Jamie, sipping milkshakes while Dianna pretended 
to wipe down their table so that she could chat with them for a few minutes. 

But now when she came here, she thought mostly of Nick.  It was she who had 
introduced him to the place, and she remembered being nervous the first time she’d met 
him there, afraid he would find it appalling and wondering if she should have picked 
somewhere more... classy.  But the great thing about Nick was that he was not the 
arrogant snob she’d expected him to be the first time she met him.  He really was just a 
normal guy, a normal guy who also happened to be a rich and famous popstar.  He had 
seen the charm of the shabby little pizza place, and it had become their favorite spot to 
eat. 

When they walked inside the restaurant, they requested their favorite booth, the 
wrap-around one in the back corner.  Within a few minutes, they were sitting there, 
hardly glancing at the menus that had been placed in front of them.  They ordered the 
same thing every time they came – sausage and pepperoni, extra cheese. 

 “So, how’s your day been so far?” Nick asked, as they sat waiting for someone to 
take their order. 

 “Oh, pretty good... same old, same old,” replied Claire.  “How about you?  Been 
up to anything?” 

 “Not really.  Just hanging out around the house,” he said. 
She nodded.  “Have you finished unpacking yet?” 
 “Eh...”  He shrugged, smiling sheepishly.  “I’m workin’ on it.” 
She laughed.  She had been over at his place the day before, after getting 

groceries with him, and found his bedroom to be in a state of disarray, clothes foaming 
out of the two suitcases he’d brought to Hawaii, not to mention scattered all across the 



 

floor, as if he’d been marking a trail with them or something.  He was almost as bad as 
Dianna, who had a bad habit of yanking all of the clothes she owned out of her closet in 
search of something to wear and leaving them haphazardly thrown all over the floor.  
Claire had mastered the art of finding bare spots of carpet to step on when she navigated 
her way through her best friend’s bedroom. 

 “Well, what about you?” Nick shot back.  “Have you unpacked?” 
 “Of course,” answered Claire matter-of-factly.  “The last thing I wanted to do was 

come home from work this afternoon and still have that to do.  I did it yesterday 
morning, before we went grocery shopping.” 

 “Oh,” he said simply, and shut his mouth.  A waitress came up to them then, and 
once they had ordered their pizza, Nick said, “Hey, I have something for you.” 

Claire watched in astonishment as he reached into the pocket of his baggy jeans 
and produced a small, gift-wrapped box.  Wondering how he had managed to stuff that 
in his pants without her noticing, she laughed and said, “A present?  Wasn’t Hawaii 
enough?” 

 “Nothing could ever be enough for you,” he replied, batting his eyelashes sweetly 
at her as he handed her the gift. 

She snorted.  “Oh puh-lease.”    
 “Open it,” he urged her, his eyes twinkling with anticipation.  Thoroughly 

mystified, she obediently tugged at the lopsided bow he had obviously tied himself, and 
took her time folding up the ribbon, much to his annoyance.  “Oh come on, just open it!” 
he insisted, his voice filled with impatience.  Laughing, she tore into the brightly-colored 
wrapping paper and let it fall away to reveal a small box covered in burgundy velvet... 
like a jewelry box... 

Her heart leapt into her throat and started hammering so fast she was sure it 
would pop right out as her mouth fell open in shock.  No way, she thought, staring 
dazedly at the box.  This couldn’t be... he’s not going to... 

She lifted her head slowly, raising her eyes to meet his.  “Nick...” she murmured. 
 “Open it!” he repeated more emphatically than ever, prodding the box in her 

hand.  She was still so stunned, she almost dropped it.  Regaining her hold on it, she 
reached out with trembling fingers, her heart still racing, and pried open the lid.  The 
box opened with a soft pop, and she peered inside to find... 

A key. 
She let her breath out in a soft whoosh, her shoulders slumping, almost in relief.  

A key... it was just a key. 
A key to what? 
She plucked the key out of the satin-lined interior of the box and held it up, 

inspecting it.  Her first thought was that it went to a car, but a closer look told her it was 
not a car key.  It was not nearly long enough. 

 “Nick...” she said again.  “What is this for?” 
In that very instant, she was slightly afraid he was going to reply, “A key to my 

heart,” or something equally cheesy, in which case she probably would have had to 
smack him, because, come on, he knew better than that. 

But instead, he answered, “It’s a house key.  It’s a key to my house.”  She waited, 
and he cleared his throat and went on, “Um... we’ve been dating for, what, like almost 
five months now?  So I thought maybe you should move in with me.” 



 

 

 “Move in with you,” she repeated, looking back down at the silver key in her 
hand.  She pursed her lips and thought for a moment. 

 “You don’t want to?” he asked, sounding slightly hurt.  She looked back up at him 
to find his forehead creased, a puzzled expression on his face.  She sighed. 

 “It’s not that I don’t want to, Nick... I just need to think about it.  I mean, it’s a 
big decision.” 

 “Why is it such a big decision?” he asked, frowning.  “You love me, right?  And 
you hang out at my house all the time... you’ve even slept there!  And we lived together 
in Hawaii for a week, and that was great, wasn’t it?  So why wouldn’t you want to?” 

 “I didn’t say I didn’t want to,” she repeated, more sharply than she had intended.  
“I just... well, it is a big decision, Nick!  You’re asking me to move out of my apartment, 
which has been my home for the last three years, and haul all my crap to your place... 
that in itself is a big thing.  And then-” 

 “Well, you wouldn’t have to haul it; I’d pay someone to do that!” he interrupted. 
She shook her head impatiently.  He didn’t understand.  “It’s not that, Nick,” she 

said.  “It’s just... it’s just the whole idea of it... I’d be losing my home to move into yours, 
and what if... well, what if we broke up?  Then what?  Then I’d have to move out again 
and look for a new place, and it would be really awkward, and-” 

 “Who says we’re gonna break up?” Nick interrupted again, his voice full of 
defiance.  “I love you, Claire.  I don’t want to break up – do you??” 

 “Of course not!” she cried in exasperation, throwing up her hands.  “Jeez, Nick, 
it’s like you’re missing the whole point of what I’m trying to say!  I didn’t say we were 
going to break up, or that I want to break up, but let’s be realistic here – it could happen 
someday.  Right?” 

 “I dunno,” he shrugged, staring at the tabletop. 
 “Well, that’s just it, no one knows.  We don’t know how long we’re going to last, 

Nick... we don’t know what’s going to happen in the future.  All I know is that I don’t 
want to move in with you, only to have to move out again in a few months if something 
happens between us.” 

 “But nothing’s gonna happen between us... we love each other, don’t we?”  He 
looked up at her, his eyes pleading, as if she were in the middle of breaking up with him 
right then and there.  

She felt like screaming, but instead she said calmly, “Yes, of course we do.  But all 
I’m trying to say is that we don’t know if it’s going to last... you thought you loved Leah 
too, didn’t you?” 

His face darkened.  “Don’t bring her up; that’s a totally different story.” 
 “Not really!” Claire insisted.  “You were even going to marry her, and look what 

happened!” 
 “Well, good God, you’re not like her!” 
 “Again, Nick, you’re missing the point.  No, I’m not like her, but that just shows 

how fast a relationship can fall apart.  Come on, you’ve had more relationships than me; 
you know how it is!  When I was eighteen, I thought I was going to marry Jamie Turner, 
and obviously that didn’t happen.  Not because either of us were evil, horrible people 
like that hooker Leah, but because... well, we just didn’t work as a couple.  And we dated 
for over a year before we found that out.  So all I’m saying, Nick, is that you never know 
what’s going to happen, and I don’t know if I’m ready to move in with you.  Do you 
understand that?” 



 

He shrugged, and she thought she might have seen his head bob, but if so, it was 
so slight that it was hardly noticeable.  She rolled her eyes.  Why was he giving her such 
a hard time about this?  Her patience was rapidly wearing thin.  “Okay, so you don’t 
understand,” she snapped.  “Why would you?  You’re used to have women falling at your 
feet all the time, and I’m sure all your old girlfriends-” 

 “That’s not true!” he argued, his eyes flashing with anger.  “You’re all I’ve got, 
Claire!  Women don’t ‘fall at my feet,’ at least not anymore!  I don’t even have two 
fucking feet to fall at!” 

 “Oh no, you are not going to do that!” she fired back instantly.  “Don’t you dare 
try to throw yourself a little pity party here and make me feel bad for you because that is 
not going to happen!  I don’t pity you, Nick, and you’re not going to get me to agree to 
move in with you because I feel sorry for you.  You can feel sorry for yourself all you 
want, but I’m not going to.” 

His nostrils flared, and he took a few audible breaths.  Then... “Fine,” he growled 
in a low voice.  “Then I hope you don’t expect me to feel sorry for you when I leave you 
here.  Enjoy your pizza.”  With that, he slid out of the booth and stalked off across the 
restaurant. 

Is he really leaving? she wondered, watching him carefully.  Is he really going to 
just drive away and leave me stranded here? 

Part of her suspected he was just bluffing, but who knew?  She considered 
jumping up and going after him, knowing she could easily beat him to his car – it wasn’t 
like he could run.  But why give him the satisfaction?  She didn’t want to get in a car with 
him anyway; she’d seen firsthand how he drove when he was angry.  So she forced 
herself to tear her eyes away from him, in case he looked back - which, knowing him, he 
would, wanting to get a reaction from her.  She kept her face as blank as possible and 
played with the little shaker of parmesan cheese instead. 

Finally, when she was sure he had to be to his car by now, she chanced a look out 
the big window at the front of the restaurant.  She was just in time to see the silver Jag 
pulling away, its tires squealing against the pavement. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 15 
 

Claire shook her head slowly as she watched Nick’s car speed away.  So he really 
had left her. 

Much to her own mortification, she felt her eyes began to prickle, as stinging 
tears threatened.  Ohh no you don’t, she thought fiercely, fighting them back.  You are 
not going to cry over this.  What was wrong with her?  She was not known for crying, 
especially over a stupid fight with a boyfriend. 

Thoroughly irritated, both with Nick and now with herself, she reached for her 
purse and yanked her cell phone out of it, punching in the speed dial for Dianna’s cell.  
Please be on lunch break too, she begged silently, as the phone rang. 

 “Hello?” 
“Di,” she said with relief, and the tears began to rise in her eyes again at the 

familiar sound of her best friend’s voice.  “Um, are you... are you on break right now?” 
 “Claire?  Is that you?  Yeah, I’m on break – what’s wrong??” 
Claire let out a laugh through her tears; Dianna knew her so well.  “Well, I’m... 

I’m kind of stranded here... at Leonardi’s.  And I need a ride back to work... d’you think 
you could come get me?” 

Dianna paused.  “Are you crying??” she asked.  Sounding alarmed, she went on, 
“Claire, what happened??  Are you okay??” 

 “I’m fine,” Claire said quickly, clearing her throat.  “I’ll explain when you get 
here... that is, if you can-” 

 “Sure thing, girl, I’ll be there in a few minutes, okay?” 
 “Thanks, Di,” Claire sniffed.  “See you in a few.” 
They hung up, and Claire shook her head, hoping she hadn’t given Dianna too 

much of a scare.  She could just imagine her friend leaping out of her seat and speeding 
over, all because of a silly argument between Claire and Nick. 

It was silly, she thought.  He didn’t have to get so pissy... and he definitely 
didn’t have to go off and leave me, for god’s sake.  But that was just how Nick was... he 
was a big baby sometimes, acting immature like this, going off to pout instead of just 
talking it out with her like an adult.  She let out a shuddering sigh, her anger with him 
returning as her eyes dried. 

The pizza arrived about a minute before Dianna did.  The waitress was just 
setting out two plates when Claire saw Dianna’s Cavalier pulling into the parking lot 
outside the building. 

 “Um, could you bring a box for the pizza?” she asked the waitress quickly.  “I 
think we’re actually going to take this to go...” 

 “Oh, sure,” said the waitress, disappearing to go get a box, just as Dianna hurried 
in.  She looked around, spotted Claire, and rushed over. 

 “Claire!” she exclaimed, her eyes searching Claire’s face.  “Okay, spill – what’s 
going on?  How’d you get stranded here?” 

 “I don’t want to talk in here,” said Claire.  “The waitress is bringing a box for the 
pizza, and then when we can go eat it in your car.” 

 “Okay...” said Dianna slowly.  “As long as you don’t get pizza goo all over my 
seats.” 

Claire rolled her eyes, but didn’t say anything – Dianna was doing her a huge 
favor here; the last thing she wanted to do was make her mad too. 



 

The waitress returned with a box and the check for the pizza.  Claire paid and 
then carried the pizza out behind Dianna, who led the way to her car.  They climbed in 
and rolled down the windows, and then Dianna said, “Okay... now spill.  The story, I 
mean, not the pizza!” 

Claire laughed.  “There’s not really that much to tell,” she said lamely.  “Nick 
surprised me at work, and we came here for lunch, and he had a present for me...”  She 
thought of the velvet box she’d unwrapped and shook her head, chucking ruefully.  “He 
had it in a velvet jewelry box, and I swear to God, Dianna, when I saw the box, I thought 
it was a ring.  I thought he was gonna propose.” 

 “Ooh!”  Dianna’s brown eyes lit up, then darkened.  “But he didn’t?” 
 “No.  Wasn’t a ring.  It was a key, a key to his house.  He asked me to move in 

with him.” 
 “Oh.  What’d you say?” 
 “I guess I didn’t really give him an answer... I just said I needed to think about it.  

And he got the wrong idea and flipped out on me.  It was like everything I said, he totally 
misunderstood.” 

Dianna’s forehead creased.  “What do you mean?  Like what did you say?” 
 “God, I dunno...”  Claire rubbed her temples warily, trying to remember the 

specifics of the whole conversation.  It was all sort of a blur now.  “I was just trying to 
point out that I wasn’t sure if I was ready to just pack up all my stuff and move out of my 
apartment yet... because, who knows, we could break up a few months from now, and I’d 
have to move out again and find a new place to live.  Not that that’s going to happen, but 
you never know – it could.  That’s all I was trying to get him to see, and he took it like I 
wanted to break up with him, which of course I don’t – I love him.  But ahh, I’m so mad 
at him right now!” 

 “So what happened, he got pissed and left?” 
 “Yep.  That’s exactly what happened,” said Claire.  “This is what he does – he 

pouts.  He just runs away and keeps everything to himself instead of sticking around to 
talk it out.”  She sighed, then went on, “But I guess people in glass houses shouldn’t 
throw stones, because it’s not like I’ve never done the same thing.”  She snickered.  “I 
did do the same thing – to him, last year, at this very place.  Got pissed off and walked 
right out on him.  But-” she added defensively, “-he at least had a car so he could get 
home.  I didn’t leave him stranded.” 

Dianna laughed.  “Well, I don’t even need to say anything, you just said it all 
yourself.  But forget what you did last year – that’s ancient history.  It doesn’t make it 
right for him to do it to you.  He’s being an ass.” 

 “Thank you,” said Claire, pleased to hear someone else voice what she had been 
thinking.  Of course, she had expected it from Dianna – Dianna was loyal; she pretty 
much always sided with Claire, as Claire always stood up for her.   

 “He probably doesn’t get it though,” Dianna said after a moment.  “I mean, he’s a 
celebrity – he’s probably used to women moving in with him right away, and then 
different women moving in to take their place when they move out.  And then there’s 
you, who has never lived with one of your boyfriends before.  You guys just have such 
different backgrounds and different lives... you gotta expect arguments like this to come 
up from time to time because of that.” 

Claire nodded.  “I know,” she said.  “I thought the same thing, about how his 
girlfriends probably all just moved in with him without a second thought.  But I’m not 



 

 

like them.  He’s used to sluts who use him for his money and his fame, and of course 
they’re not going to have a problem moving in with him.  But jeez, I’m not like that, and 
he knows that.  I tried to point that out, but that’s when he got all pouty.  He was trying 
to make me feel sorry for him, and I was just like, ‘You know, you can feel sorry for 
yourself all you want, but I’m not going to.’”  She rolled her eyes.  “That’s when he left.” 

Dianna frowned.  “Hm... so you don’t feel sorry for him?” 
Now it was Claire’s turn to frown.  “No,” she answered. 
 “Really?  Well, I do.  God, what happened to him sucks.  I can’t even imagine...” 
Claire sighed.  “I know... it does suck, no one’s denying that.  And I guess I did 

feel sorry for him right after he... lost his leg – cause that’s what this is all going back to.  
But I don’t anymore... and he doesn’t want me to pity him!  He only wants it when he 
wants something else from me – like making me feel sorry for him so I’d say I would 
move in with him.  But most of the time, he doesn’t want anyone to feel sorry for him – 
he just wants to be treated like a normal guy.  He is a normal guy. 

“And see, this is where we’re going to have a different take on things, Dianna... 
because – and I’m not trying to be a bitch here – I understand him, and he understands 
me, in a way that most people – including you – couldn’t.  It’s because we’ve been 
through kind of the same thing... we have a perspective that no one else has.  When I 
was sick, I didn’t want pity... you remember me telling you that.  All I wanted was to be 
treated the same, and you were one of the only ones that could do that.  And Nick is the 
same way.  I think that’s a big reason why we got so close – we went through hell 
together, and we both just understood each other.  You know what I mean?” 

Dianna nodded slowly.  “I get you,” she said.  “Well, I think you just need to give 
him a chance to cool down, and then go talk to him.  If you understand each other so 
well, he’ll come around and see where you’re coming from.” 

 “I hope so,” said Claire.  “That’s the thing, though... we do understand each other 
so well, on one level... but then there are areas where we just don’t get each other.  Like 
you said, we’re just different.” 

 “That’s okay though... opposites attract, right?”  Dianna smiled. 
Claire laughed, returning the smile.  “Right...” 
 “Don’t worry about this, girl, I’m sure it’ll all work out.  Nick’s crazy about you, 

and I know you love him.  You’ll talk it out and be just fine.” 
 “Thanks, Di,” said Claire, and let Dianna pull her into a hug across the armrest 

between their seats. 
 “You’re welcome.  Now, can we dig into this pizza?  Because you interrupted my 

lunch, and I’m starving, not to mention it’s gonna get cold if we keep talking.” 
Claire laughed again and pulled open the greasy pizza box.  “Of course,” she said, 

passing a slice to Dianna.  “After all that drama, I need some pizza.” 
 

*** 
 
Sitting alone in his car, the windows rolled down, the engine turned off, Nick felt 

miserable.  Sweat ran slowly down his back, just between his shoulder blades, and the 
growling of his stomach seemed almost louder than the birds that chirped outside.  
“Way to go, Carter, running out before you get your pizza,” he muttered to himself, 
slamming his hands down on the steering wheel in frustration.  He must have 
accidentally bumped the horn, for it honked loudly, startling him.  He slumped lower in 



 

his seat, hoping he hadn’t attracted too much attention to himself.  He didn’t want 
anyone to know he was there... especially not her. 

How pathetically weak was he?  He had stormed out of the restaurant in a huff, 
too angry and hurt to think clearly.  All he wanted was to get away.  He had climbed into 
the Jag, slammed the door as hard as he could, gunned the engine, and sped off.  But he 
had barely gotten out of the parking lot before the guilt set in.  What kind of boyfriend 
was he, just ditching his girlfriend and leaving her there, without a care? 

Well, the truth was, angry or not, he did care.  He was too stubborn to turn back, 
knowing he’d only look like a fool, so instead he had pulled into the parking lot of the 
Dairy Queen on the other side of the street, two blocks down from Leonardi’s.  He 
decided he’d wait there for awhile, and see what happened.  He assumed she’d call 
someone to come get her, but if no one came, he knew he would go back for her, whether 
he really wanted to or not. 

There had been no sign of Claire the whole time he’d been sitting there, but all at 
once he noticed a bright red Cavalier drive past.  His eyes narrowed; he recognized that 
car.  Sure enough, it slowed and turned into the Leonardi’s lot, and when it had parked, 
the driver’s side door opened, and a dark-haired woman emerged.  He let out a sigh.  
Just as he’d thought, it was Claire’s best friend, Dianna. 

His mind at ease that she would at least have a ride back to work, he jammed his 
key back into the ignition of his car and turned on the engine.  Putting up the windows 
and cranking the air conditioning, he tuned the radio to a rock station, turned up the 
volume, and blasted out of his parking space, wanting to be far away from that area by 
the time Dianna and Claire left. 

His mind was blank the whole way home, but once he’d pulled the Jaguar into his 
long, circling driveway, and shut off the engine, all of his thoughts and feelings began to 
surface.  He climbed slowly out of the car and staggered wearily up to the house.  Once 
inside, he went straight to the living room and collapsed onto the couch.  He picked up 
the remote, then dropped it again without bothering to turn on the TV.  Who needed the 
noise?  He just had to think. 

He felt like such an asshole... and he knew he had been, for walking out on her 
like that.  But besides that, he couldn’t figure out why he felt bad.  He hadn’t done 
anything wrong.  She was the one who had started the argument.  She gave him such a 
hard time about everything.  It would have been so much simpler if she’d just said yes to 
moving in with him.  What was wrong with that idea?  They’d practically been dating 
half a year already... and they loved each other.  Moving in together just seemed like the 
next step.  So why was she so unsure about it? 

His worst fear was that maybe she didn’t really love him, at least not as much as 
he loved her.  All her talk about breaking up scared him.  It scared him because he loved 
her... and also because she, in turn, made him feel loved.  She was the only woman he’d 
gotten close to since cancer had taken his leg and come close to taking his life, and he 
felt complete when he was with her.  If she left him, who would be with him?  If she 
stopped loving him, who would? 

Tormented by the idea of losing her, he decided he needed to talk to her, as soon 
as possible.  Needed to find out what was going through her head, what she was feeling. 
Needed to make up with her, before it was too late. 

He looked up at the clock on the wall.  It was going on 1:30.  She’d be back at 
work by now, and she didn’t get off till three.  An hour and a half to go... 



 

 

 
*** 

 
An hour and a half to go, thought Claire, as she stuck her timecard into the clock 

at work, punching back in for the afternoon.  She couldn’t wait for the day to be over.  It 
had started out a nice one, but quickly dissolved into the day from hell.  All she wanted 
to do now was go home, crank up her loudest, angriest music, and let out her pent-up 
frustration with Nick.  She had done some of that already, ranting to Dianna in the car, 
enough to where she could return to work, dry-eyed and composed enough to finish out 
the day. 

When she got back to her exam room, she found Laureen already sitting there, 
waiting for her. 

 “Hey!” Laureen greeted her brightly.  “How was lunch with Nick?” 
Wincing inwardly at the sound of his name, Claire pasted what she hoped looked 

like a pleasant smile onto her face and replied, “Oh, it was fine...”   She hated to lie, but 
there was no way she was going to let slip what had happened, not to someone she 
barely knew, who also happened to be one of his fans. 

She had two patients left to see for the day, with a break for clean-up and set-up 
in between.  When she had turned over the last of them to Tim to examine, she told 
Laureen goodbye, grabbed her purse, and clocked out for the day, eager to go home and 
be by herself.  But as soon as she had stepped out, blinking, into the bright sunlight and 
scanned the small parking lot, she saw it was not going to be that easy.  For right across 
the lot, there sat a shiny silver Jaguar, sparkling in the afternoon sun. 

She stopped in her tracks, putting her hands on her hips.  Damn him, she 
thought, groaning when she realized he was parked right next to her old Toyota.  Not 
even that, but he had backed into his space, and was so close to her car that there was no 
way she could squeeze into the driver’s seat without brushing her ass up against driver’s 
side door of the Jag.  Ass. 

Knowing he was sitting there right now, watching her every move, she was half-
tempted to just turn around and go back inside.  Would he follow her? 

No... he would probably just sit there and wait.  Wait until she had no choice but 
to come out and go to her car.  It would be a battle of wills then – who could hold out the 
longest, her holed up in the office and him sitting in his car?  It was not a battle she 
wanted to fight – she was stubborn, sure, but so was he.  They’d both be there all night. 

Screw him, she thought, making up her mind and stalking across the lot towards 
her car.  I’m getting in my car and going home, and he can’t stop me.  And if she 
happened to put a nice big dent in the side of his car in the process, it would serve him 
right. 

As soon as she neared the back of her car, he stuck his head out of his window.  
She stopped, glaring at him for a moment before expelling an annoyed sigh.  Putting her 
hands back on her hips, she demanded, “What are you doing here?” 

 
*** 

 
What am I doing here? Nick thought with a sigh as he sat waiting, his eyes 

trained on the door of the dentist’s office, out of which Claire was due to come any 
minute.  It had probably been a mistake to come here and wait for her like this, but he 



 

was desperate to talk to her, to apologize for ditching her earlier if nothing else.  But 
what he was really hoping for was something from her in return – an apology of her 
own, for the things she had said before he walked out, or at least some small sign that 
she still loved him.  That was all he really wanted; that was what he needed to know. 

His heart skipped a beat as the front door of the office swung open, and Claire 
emerged.  He sat still, holding his breath, waiting for her to look up and notice his car.  
He knew she would – he had purposely parked right next to her, and had backed his car 
in so that he was on the same side as where she would get into her car.  Whether she 
spoke to him or not, she’d at least have to walk past him, unless she was going to be 
difficult and crawl across the passenger seat instead... which, now that he thought about 
it, would be a very Claire thing to do.  He hoped she’d just be mature and talk to him 
instead. 

She sees me, he thought, watching as she stopped and put her hands on her hips.   
She stood there for a moment and then started walking toward him, every stride 
bursting with defiance.  When she got close, he stuck his head out the window, 
determined to get a word in before she blew him off, if that’s what she was going to do. 

She stopped again and sighed loudly, her hands returning to her hips.  “What are 
you doing here?” she asked, none-too-kindly. 

Inwardly, he winced, but he kept his expression neutral, refusing to let it show.  “I 
want to talk to you,” he said evenly. 

 “Oh, now you want to talk?” she spouted, her eyebrows raised, voice dripping 
with sarcasm.  “Funny, when I  was trying to talk to you in Leonardi’s, you walked off 
and left me.” 

Okay, so he deserved that one.  Bowing his head guiltily, he acknowledged this.  “I 
know.  I’m sorry... that was a shitty thing to do.” 

 “Damn right it was.  Really shitty.” 
 “Really shitty,” he echoed glumly.  “I wasn’t thinking... I was just mad.  You know 

how it is.  But I’ve had a chance to think now, and I... uh... can we talk?” 
She hesitated, then shook her head.  “I don’t think so, Nick.  Not right now.” 
 “Claire-” 
 “Not.  Now,” she repeated firmly, narrowing her eyes at him.  “I haven’t had a 

chance to think about it yet.  Unlike you, I’ve been working.” 
Was that meant to be a slam?  He chose to brush it aside and instead looked up at 

her pleadingly.  “Claire, please,” he begged. 
But she blew him off.  “Leave me alone," she said, squeezing between the two 

cars, her upper body coming temptingly within his reach as she sidled past his open 
window.  But he kept his hands to himself and looked down at the steering wheel, not 
wanting to piss her off again.  Let her go, he counseled himself.  Give her some time. 

 “Might want to work on your parking skills,” she said loudly, as she unlocked the 
door of her car.  “You’re almost on the white line.  Better watch out, or you just may get 
your precious car dinged, parking so close like this.” 

He craned his neck to look back at her.  “You wouldn’t,” he said in a low voice, his 
palms sweating as she held her door open, just inches away from the side of his Jag. 

She arched an eyebrow.  “Me?  Well, not on purpose... just like I know you didn’t 
park this close on purpose.  But gee, you didn’t give me much room to get in...” 

He looked away.  “God damn it, Claire,” he muttered under his breath and 
glanced back to see her sliding into the driver’s seat of her car, her door open just 



 

 

enough for her to squeeze in.  He breathed a sigh of relief and waited until he heard her 
door slam, then turned the key in his ignition, rousing the Jaguar.  No sooner had he put 
the car into gear than her Toyota revved to life beside him and shot out of its space 
before he had even taken his foot off the brake.  He watched, smirking, as she lurched to 
a stop in the aisle, threw the car into drive, and sped off, leaving him in her dust, so to 
speak.  So like her, trying to show him up and beat him out of the parking lot. 

And god, did he love it. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 16 
 
Days passed, and Claire saw and heard nothing more of Nick.  By the middle of 

the week, her annoyance with him had faded, and she found herself wondering when he 
was going to call her... if he was going to call her, that was.  She had certainly fought the 
urge to pick up the phone and call him first, but her stubborn streak never failed at 
keeping her from dialing all seven digits of his number – she usually got four or five of 
them in and then hung up.  After refusing to talk to him after work on Monday, she 
didn’t want to come crawling back to him; she wanted him to call first.  And she was 
sure he felt the same way about her.  Again, it was a battle of wills – who was going to 
break down and make the first move? 

She thought it should be him – even though he had technically already apologized 
for leaving her at Leonardi’s, it was still he who had started the whole thing, as far as she 
was concerned.  But by the time Thursday rolled around, she decided that if she had 
heard nothing from him by the time she got off work that afternoon, she would call.  If 
nothing else, she had to find out whether or not he was still coming to Gainesville with 
her that weekend to visit her parents.  The way things seemed to be going, it didn’t look 
promising. 

This whole week has sucked, Claire thought, as she hit yet another red light on 
the way home from work.  She slammed on her brakes and laid on her horn at the truck 
in the lane next to her, who sailed through the red without a care in the world.  She 
heard other horns echoing hers from the intersecting street and smiled to herself in 
satisfaction.  Now if only there was a cop around to see that...  But, of course, cops only 
seemed to be around at the most inopportune times, like when she was late to work and 
speeding to get there before she went from late to really late. 

That hadn’t happened to her that morning, luckily, but it was just about the only 
thing that hadn’t.  Over the course of the day, she figured she had to have set some kind 
of new record for highest number of nightmare patients in a matter of hours – a little 
boy who tried to bite her fingers whenever she had them in his mouth; a little girl who 
screamed bloody murder every time her fingers even neared her mouth; a chubby kid 
who managed to swallow his fluoride treatment and then proceeded to vomit it right 
back up, all over himself, the dental chair, and her; and an old man with rotting teeth 
and rancid breath who tried to pinch her ass every time she turned around.  By the time 
she’d finished with the smelly old pervert, she was too fed up to even joke about it, 
although she sure it would make for a good story to tell around lunch the next day. 

For now though, she was still too grossed out to even think about food, and all 
she wanted to do was get home, take a long shower, and try to forget this whole day – 
no, make that week – had ever happened. 

When she reached her apartment building, she parked in her usual spot in the 
small lot and got out of her car.  Slinging her purse over her shoulder, she shuffled 
tiredly up the walkway, which was in need of a good weeding, to the front door.  She 
pushed it open and walked inside, heading straight for the narrow staircase that would 
take her up to her second story apartment.  Stopping at the foot of the stairs, she looked 
down and frowned.  There, lying at her feet, was a single, long-stemmed yellow rose.  
And on the stair above that was another, and above that, yet another.  Her eyes followed 
the banister all the way up the staircase and widened as she saw yellow blossoms 
peeking down at her from every step. 



 

 

Instinctively, she knew exactly what this was, and who had done it.  But she had 
to see for herself.  She knelt down and gingerly picked up the flower at her feet.  There 
was a note tied to its stem with a red satin ribbon, written on a small scrap of plain white 
paper, folded over once.  She unfolded it and recognized Nick’s boyish scrawl.  Feeling 
herself smile, she read the words. 

 
Living without you... 
 
Her smile faded to a frown – what was that supposed to mean?  Perplexed, she 

plucked the rose from the first step and brought it up to her nose, inhaling its scent 
briefly before curiously unfolding the attached note and reading it. 

 
Living alone... 
 
Now her smile returned, as recognition hit her with those two words.  She 

reached for the rose on the next stair and eagerly read its message. 
 
This empty house seems so cold... 
 
Giggling, she climbed up a step and picked up the next rose.  This time, she 

whispered the words even before her eyes recognized them on the scrap of paper. 
 
Wanting to hold you... 
 
“Wanting you near,” she added, leaning down to get the next one.  She smiled as 

she read the note: 
 
Wanting you near... 
 
The next rose’s note said just what she expected. 
 
How much I wanted you home... 
 
“I know you do, Nick,” she sighed softly, with a wistful smile.  “I know.” 
The notes continued on, right in order, each saying just what she thought they 

would.  Yet she enjoyed reading each and every word, penned so endearingly in his own 
hand.   

 
But now that you’ve come back... 
 
Turned night into day... 
 
I need you to stay... 
 
She reached the ninth step, and, tightening her hold on her ever-growing bouquet 

of yellow roses, she stooped to pick up the tenth rose, her heart fluttering when she read 
the familiar words on its note. 



 

 
So now I come to you, with open arms... 
 
And still they continued, as she kept on ascending, a rose for each stair, a note for 

each rose, a lyric for each note: 
 
Nothing to hide... 
 
Believe what I say... 
 
So here I am, with open arms... 
 
Hoping you’ll see... 
 
What your love means to me... 
 
She stopped, holding the last rose, with the last note, in her hand.  She had 

reached the top of the staircase, the second story.  But where-? 
And then she heard footsteps coming up the hall.  She smiled, overcome with 

emotion.  She recognized those footsteps... faintly different from most others, just the 
tiniest bit off, uneven... the footfalls of someone with a slight, almost unnoticeable limp.  
They became louder and louder, closer and closer.  They rounded the corner... 

And then he was there. 
He stood there before her for a minute, arms crossed over his chest, his eyes 

traveling the length of her.  He licked his lips, and she watched them curve into a smile 
as he saw the bouquet in her arms. 

She shook her head in amazement.  And all she could find to say was, “Where’s 
the end?  Hoping you’ll see... what your love means to me...”  She trailed off; it had to 
be continued!  Leaving it like that was like playing seven notes of a scale and never 
resolving it with the that all-important eighth note. 

Nick grinned.  And he finished the scale.  He held out his arms, as if to embrace 
her, and then she saw the white scrap of paper taped to his t-shirt with masking tape, 
right in the middle of his chest, where his arms had been hiding it.  She leaned forward 
to read what it said, as if she didn’t already know. 

It read, very simply: 
 
� (Open Arms) � 
 
With an arrow on each side, pointing to his outstretched arms. 
A giggle escaped her, and she clapped her hand over her mouth, looking up at 

him in absolute adoration.  She didn’t even know what to say.  Then she realized it didn’t 
matter, not quite yet.  All she had to do was fall into his “open arms” and lose herself in 
his warm embrace.  And so she did.  And feeling his arms close around her, holding her 
tight against his broad chest, she knew that no words were needed.  Apologies... 
forgiveness... in that instant, she felt they’d covered all bases without saying a thing. 



 

 

Still clutching her flowers in one fist, she awkwardly wrapped her arms around 
him.  He squirmed.  “Ow... thorns... digging into back...”  He pulled away, wincing, and 
she giggled, letting go of him and pulling the flowers back. 

 “Sorry,” she said quickly, carefully setting the bouquet on the floor next to her.  
“Let’s try that again.”   Reaching for him, she pulled him back into a hug and felt his 
arms return around her.  She sighed happily against his chest and ran one hand up and 
down his back.  She could feel his spine and his muscles through the thin material of his 
t-shirt.  And then-  “Uh, Nick?”   Her fingers had brushed something foreign.  They 
curled around it, gave it a pull...  She laughed.  “What’s this?”  She was holding yet 
another rose, which had apparently been sticking out of the back pocket of his jeans, 
hidden behind his back.  This one was different from the others though – it was red, not 
yellow.  But there was still a note. 

 “Oh,” he laughed, as her fingers fumbled with the note, unfolding it slowly.  “I 
knew I’d mess something up - I was supposed to give you that.” 

Smiling, she read the piece of paper.   All it said was:  P.S.  I’m sorry 
 “I don’t think that’s in the song,” she joked, grinning up at him. 
He grinned back.  “I know.  But I am.” 
 “I am too,” she said.  “If I hurt your feelings, that day in Leonardi’s... I’m sorry.” 
He shrugged.  “It’s all right.  I was just mad.  And I know you were just 

frustrated.”  
She nodded.  “So we’re good now?” 
 “We’re good,” he grinned.  “I love you, Claire.” 
 “And I love you too, Nick.  You know that, right?” 
He nodded.  “I know.” 
“Good,” she said with a smile.  “See that you don’t forget.” 
He chuckled.  “Aw, I dunno... you might have to remind me from time to time.” 
 “Oh yeah?  And how do you suppose I should do that?  Like... this?”  Rising onto 

her toes, she pulled him close and kissed his lips with all the passion that had been 
building up inside her with every stair she’d climbed, every rose she’d smelled, and 
every note she’d read. 

 “Whew,” he gasped breathlessly when the kiss was broken.  “Yeah, I’d say that’s a 
great reminder.” 

 “I’ll have to remember that then,” she said, coyly twisting a lock of hair around 
her finger.  “But if I forget...” 

He grinned roguishly and pulled her back to him.  “Then I’ll just have to remind 
you.”   And he caught her mouth in another fiery kiss. 

As she kissed back, she decided it would not be a good time to tell him she’d been 
puked on by an overweight eight-year-old two hours earlier. 

 
***



 

Chapter 17 
 

“So... we do need to talk, you know.” 
Snuggled up with Claire on her sagging old couch, Nick smiled knowingly.  He 

had expected that.  “Yeah,” he replied.  “I guess we do.” 
Claire pulled herself out of his arms and straightened up, twisting her body 

around so that she was sitting sideways on the couch, facing Nick, one leg tucked under 
her.  He turned so that he was facing her as well, and she reached out and took both of 
his hands.  Playing with them absently in her lap, she said, “I think we need to continue 
the conversation we were trying to have on Monday... just get everything out, but 
calmly, no fighting.  Okay?” 

He nodded.  “No fighting,” he promised.  Smiling crookedly, he added, “I don’t 
wanna fight with you anymore.” 

She smiled back, in a way that made his heart flutter with happiness.  In the days 
since their argument, he had missed seeing that smile.  “I don’t want to fight with you 
anymore either,” she said. 

 “Good.  So...”  He shrugged his shoulders.  “Where do we start?”  He was almost 
afraid to bring up the issue of her moving in with him again, but he knew it was going to 
have to be discussed at some point.  They couldn’t fight about it and then never talk 
about it again.  It had to be resolved, one way or the other. 

 “Well...”  As if she’d been reading his mind, Claire replied, “We need to talk 
about what you asked me on Monday.” 

He nodded solemnly, not saying anything.  He’d let her talk first, see what she 
had to say.  Maybe she’d agree to move in with him right then and there?  Doubtful, but 
a guy could hope.  Certainly what he’d done for her on the stairs had to carry some 
weight.  He had put a lot of work into thinking up that scheme and then actually 
carrying it out, mustering up every ounce of romance he could.  He’d spent all day 
cutting pieces of paper and lengths of ribbon, writing out the song lyrics, tying the notes 
to the long-stemmed roses he’d ordered from the florist.  The actual set-up had been the 
worst – he didn’t know how many times he’d climbed up and down those stupid stairs, 
carefully placing the roses on each step, double-checking to make sure they were all 
perfectly lined up and in the right order.  It was probably a miracle he hadn’t tripped or 
missed a step along the way and ended up in a heap at the bottom of the staircase with a 
broken neck or something.  That could have worked to get her attention too, but it would 
have been a little extreme. 

 “Look, Nick, before I say anything else, I just want you to know this – I love 
you... and it’s not that I don’t want to move in with you.  It’s just a big decision – at least 
to me it is – maybe bigger than you realize.  And the way you asked me on Monday, it 
seemed like you were expecting an answer from me right then and there.  And I couldn’t 
give you an answer then, not without thinking about it first.  Do you understand that?” 

Nick nodded again.  He did understand that, now.  He hadn’t as much on 
Monday, but he’d done some thinking of his own since then.  He’d also talked to AJ on 
the phone, the day after the big fall-out. 

 
 “Did you have an easy time getting Mary to move in with you?” he’d asked, 

wondering what he was doing wrong. 



 

 

 “Yeah... I just kinda brought it up one night, and we both thought it would be 
fun to move in together,” replied AJ.  “Why, are you thinking about finally asking 
Claire to move in?” 

 “Yeah... I already did, actually... only it didn’t go well at all.  We kinda had a 
fight about it... a big fight.” 

 “Aw, sorry, Kaos.  Well, give her some time; maybe she’s just not ready for that 
yet.” 

 “But we’ve been together five months, and you and Mary had only been 
together, what, like two weeks?” 

AJ chuckled.  “Well, you’re talking about two different people here, Nick.  
Claire’s not Mary.  She’s just gonna need some more time, it sounds like.  Claire’s a 
practical girl; she’s got a good head on her shoulders.  Maybe she just needs to think on 
it for awhile.  I say just give her some time, don’t push the issue, and wait for her to 
come around.  And in the meantime, do something romantic for her.  Chicks love that 
stuff.” 

 
Looking back, AJ was so right.  Bone had always been such a ladies man, and now 

Nick knew why.  He wasn’t just some dog who used his charms and his wits to get chicks 
in his bed.  He was a lot more sensitive and intuitive than most people gave him credit 
for.  AJ seemed to actually understand women, more than Nick felt he ever would.  
Maybe that’s why AJ had always been better at finding the good ones.  Not that he 
hadn’t ever been used in the past, but none of the women he’d ever dated were as bad as 
some of the girls Nick had been with. 

I’m getting better though, Nick thought, a faint smile coming to his lips as he 
looked at Claire. 

 “What are you smiling at?” she asked, instead of what she had been planning to 
say next. 

 “Just thinking about how much I love you,” he replied.  He was being sincere, but 
she rolled her eyes. 

 “You’re sweet, Nick, but before you go buttering me up to get me to move in with 
you, hear me out.  There are several reasons why I’m not sure about moving in with you 
yet, and the possibility of us breaking up someday is just one of them.” 

 “What are the other ones?” Nick asked quickly, wanting to avoid the topic of 
them breaking up.  He didn’t want to think about that. 

 “Well... one of them is just the idea of moving out of my home and into yours.  I 
know that this apartment...”  She looked around the small, cluttered room, “.... probably 
doesn’t even qualify as a ‘home’ to you, but I’ve lived here for three years, I pay my own 
rent... it’s mine.” 

He nodded.  “So... this is an independence thing?  You like living on your own, 
taking care of yourself?”   He already knew this about her.  She was the exact opposite of 
Leah when it came to money, never wanting him to spend too much on her, always 
insisting on paying for things herself.  He found it hard to get used to, but at the same 
time, admirable.  

 “Yeah...” Claire said slowly, “I guess so.  But there’s other things to think about 
too.  My parents...” 

He groaned inwardly, but tried not to let it show on the outside.  “What about 
your parents?” 



 

 “Well...”  She made a face, shifting awkwardly.  “I don’t know how well they’d like 
the idea of me moving in with you.” 

 “Why??” he asked immediately, feeling slightly hurt.  She’d told him her parents 
liked him. 

 “It’s not you,” Claire replied quickly.  “It’s just the whole idea of me living with a 
man I’m not married to.  My parents are pretty traditional when it comes to stuff like 
that, and I’m not sure they – my dad especially – would be too happy about it.  My 
brother and his wife didn’t live together until they got married.” 

Nick frowned.  “Well, listen, Claire, I’m not telling you to go against your dad, 
but... well, you’re an adult.  At this point, you can do what you want – you shouldn’t 
have to look for your parents’ approval on everything.” 

 “I don’t!” she insisted.  “But I also don’t want to piss them off by doing 
something I know they’re not going to approve of.” 

Nick sighed.  “So that’s a no then.” 
She shook her head slowly.  “No... not necessarily.  I just need to think about it... 

and maybe talk to my mom this weekend.  You know, bring it up, see what she thinks.  
When it all comes down to it, if I really want to move in with you, Nick, I will.” 

Well, what was that supposed to mean?  Hadn’t she thought about it already?  
How long was it going to take for her to make up her mind?  Confused as he was, he 
decided to just let these questions go unanswered for the time being, not wanting to 
start another argument by asking.    

 “So,” said Claire, “I guess that’s what I would have told you Monday, if you’d 
stuck around long enough.”  She winked, and he blushed, hanging his head guiltily. 

 “I’m sor-” he started to say, but she put her finger to his lips, shushing him. 
 “We already did the apology thing, remember?  And I already said what was on 

my mind – now it’s your turn.” 
My turn? Nick thought.  Hm, well, now was his time to try to persuade her to go 

against everything she’d just said and move in with him anyway.  How exactly he was 
going to do that, he didn’t know, but he figured he’d just start talking, tell her how he 
felt, and hope something convincing came out. 

 “Okay... well...” he began awkwardly, fumbling for words.  Finally, he just went 
for it.  “Listen, Claire, I love you... and you love me... and I know neither of us know 
what’s going to happen in the future, whether we’re always going to be together or not, 
but we are now, and I think now is the time to focus on us... not on what other people 
will think, or what’s happened in the past, or what’s going to happen in the future.  We 
just need to concentrate on the here and now, and us.” 

He paused for a moment to collect his thoughts and then continued, “Moving in 
together could be a risk, yeah, because we don’t know how it will be, or what’s going to 
happen.  But so what?  Life’s all about taking risks – you and I both know that.  Look at 
your bone marrow transplant... that was a risk – 50/50, right?  But you took it, and 
you’re alive and healthy now because of it.  And my lung surgery... the odds were even 
less in my favor there, but I went for it, and if I hadn’t, who knows if I’d be sitting here 
with you right now.  After all of the crap we’ve been through, living together should be a 
piece of cake!” 

He let out a breath, searching her face for some kind of response, his eyes locked 
on the blue of hers.  She gazed back at him for a moment, and he watched her slowly bite 
down on her bottom lip.  Finally, she said, “You have a good point, Nick.  You really do.” 



 

 

 “Yeah?” he asked faintly, pleased with himself. 
Smiling, she nodded.  “Maybe you’re right.  We don’t know how this is all going to 

turn out... but since when have we ever?   I mean, think back two years ago, before we 
really knew each other.  Did you ever think-” 

 “No,” he answered, before she had finished.  He wasn’t even sure exactly what 
she was going to say, but it probably would have been a “no” no matter what.  Two years 
ago, he’d been living in his own private hell, enduring his very first round of 
chemotherapy in secret.  Back then, he could only see as far ahead as the immediate 
future.  He didn’t even know if he’d be alive in two years.  And he certainly never 
thought he would be alive, but missing his leg, and head over heels (okay, heel) in love 
with a girl he’d never given a second thought back then, a girl he’d only seen as someone 
who was sick and happened to be going through almost the same thing as he was. 

She snickered.  “Me neither.” 
 “But everything turned out for the bes-”  He stopped, his eyes instinctively 

lowering to his left leg, and corrected himself, “... well, maybe not for the best, but... 
good, at any rate.  Not everything in my life has gone exactly the way I wanted it to, 
but... I’m happy.  You make me happy, Claire.” 

She squeezed his hands within hers, smiling up at him.  “You make me happy 
too.” 

 “So... let’s move in together.  Then we can make each other happy all the time.”  
He grinned cheekily.  She was never going to buy this... but he had to try, right? 

She giggled.  “Uh-huh...” 
Okay, not sold yet.  One last try:  “I have a jacuzzi, you know.  Upstairs, in the 

master bath.” 
 “Ahh, that’s right...” she said slowly.  “We haven’t been in it together yet.” 
 “We could go in it together every night if you wanted to,” he haggled, raising his 

eyebrows suggestively.  “After we play on the beach out back...” 
She giggled.  "You’re really reaching now, you know.” 
 “I know,” he admitted sheepishly.  “But-” 
 “But it’s working.” 
Nick stopped, astonished.  “It is?” 
 “It is,” she smiled.  “Maybe you’re right.  Maybe I shouldn’t care so much about 

what other people think, or about what’s going to happen to us later on.  Maybe I’ve 
been thinking too much.  Maybe I should just be spontaneous and say ‘screw it all - let’s 
move in together.’” 

He cocked his head at her in surprise.  “Yeah...” he said, a slow smile stretching 
across his face.  “That would work for me...” 

She grinned.  “Fine.  Screw it all - let’s move in together.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 18 
 

Two days later, Nick was still reveling over the fact that he’d actually convinced 
Claire to move in with him, that after all the grief she’d given him over the issue, she had 
finally just up and said she would.  But that was Claire.  Like AJ had said, she was 
practical... but at the same time, she was also spontaneous.  Nick swore she just liked to 
give him a hard time, mess with his mind a little, and then eventually give him what he 
wanted.  It wasn’t the first time she had done so. 

He’d been slightly afraid she was going to change her mind, but she hadn’t 
seemed to yet.  The real test would be getting through the weekend though.  They were 
driving to Gainesville that day to visit Claire’s parents, and Claire had promised to tell 
them Nick’s and her intentions to move in together.  Afraid as he was that her parents 
were going to change her mind about the whole deal, Nick understood.  Unlike him, she 
was close with her family, and he knew she wanted her parents’ blessings before she 
made this move.  It was the same thing he’d been denied of when he’d moved out of his 
own family’s home at the age of eighteen.  That was what had first alienated him from 
his mother, and even though these circumstances were different, he didn’t want to see 
something like that happen to Claire. 

The drive to Gainesville was about two and a half hours, but as they entered the 
city limits, Nick found himself wishing it could have been longer.  He had to admit, he 
was slightly nervous about staying with Claire’s parents for the weekend.  At least it 
wouldn’t be his first time meeting them, but still, it had been over a year and a half since 
he’d seen them, when Claire was in the hospital following her transplant.  A lot had 
changed since then, with him, with her, with their relationship.  He hoped her family 
would still be as nice as he remembered them. 

 “This their neighborhood?” Nick asked, as Claire turned into a nice subdivision 
made up of large and moderate-sized homes that all appeared fairly new. 

 “Yep, this is it,” answered Claire, as Nick looked out the passenger side window, 
watching all of the spacious green lawns melt into each other as the houses passed by.  
“It’s mostly retired people... I keep telling them they’re turning into old farts.” 

Nick snickered.  “I’m sure they appreciate that.” 
Claire hung a right, and then a left, following the curving road a ways until she 

came to a white house sprawled across a well-kept, nicely landscaped lawn.  “This is the 
place,” she said, pulling into the poured concrete driveway.  She parked behind a red 
jeep that was already in the drive and turned off her engine.  She and Nick both climbed 
out of the car, and he fell back, letting her lead the way up a curving footpath to the front 
door. 

The door swung open before Claire had even reached out to press the doorbell, 
and there stood her older brother, Kyle.  He was in his early thirties and had the build of 
a football lineman – broad-shouldered, bulky, and slightly taller than Nick.  He could 
have appeared intimidating, but his family resemblance to Claire made him less so – 
same red hair, just a shade darker; same blue eyes; and same fair skin, although his was 
more freckled from being out in the sun. 

“Heya, Claire-Bear,” he greeted his sister, pulling her in for a big bear hug.  Nick 
hung back, smirking at the nickname, until Kyle let go of Claire and reached out to him.  
“Good to see you again, Nick,” he said. 

“You too, man,” replied Nick, and they casually shook hands. 



 

 

 “Well, come on through the house – Mom, Dad, and Amber are out back,” Kyle 
said, ushering Nick and Claire inside.  “Do you guys have bags you want me to bring in?” 

Claire waved him off.  “Eh, we’ll get them later.  Come on back with us.”  She led 
the way through the interior of the house.  It was very tidy and nicely-decorated, done 
mostly in neutral shades and soft pastels.  The living room led into the kitchen, which 
led to a small, screened-in sun porch that extended off the back of the house.  Claire’s 
parents and Kyle’s wife, whom Nick had met only once before, were sitting on the porch. 

Claire’s parents, Kris and Carrie, rose immediately to meet them, alternating 
between hugging Claire and saying hello to Nick. 

 “Have a seat,” said her father Kris, clapping Nick on the back as he motioned to a 
pair of empty wicker chairs, padded with flowered cushions.  Claire took Nick’s hand, 
and they sat down, while Kyle joined his wife Amber on the matching wicker loveseat.  
Carrie poured them tall glasses of iced tea from a pitcher, and the six of them made 
small talk. 

Listening to Claire and her father swap dentist stories, Nick could see that the 
two of them were close.  He knew she had gone into the dental field mostly because her 
dad was a dentist.  Meanwhile, he learned that Kyle and Amber were both teachers – he 
taught high school history (and coached the football team), and she taught first grade.  
Nick mostly listened rather than talked, as Kyle talked about football camp that 
summer, and Amber shared cute stories about her first graders, who were growing antsy 
with spring fever and the anticipation of summer break.  He found he didn’t have a lot to 
say – after all, he didn’t know what it was like to hold a regular, 9-5 kind of job, and 
there wasn’t much he could say about his own career, which had been at a standstill for 
the last six months. 

After awhile, Claire got up.  “Let’s go bring our stuff in,” she said to Nick as she 
stretched, “and I can show you our room for the night.” 

Nick perked up at the words “our room,” having envisioned himself stuck on a 
sofa bed or something for the night.  “Okay,” he said, following Claire back through the 
house and outside to her car.  She opened up her trunk and hauled out their two bags, 
handing him his to carry inside. 

 “Right this way,” she said, as if she were a tour guide, leading him through the 
living room and turning into a hallway that led to what Nick assumed were the 
bedrooms.  One wall in the hall was filled with family pictures, and he stopped 
momentarily to look at them. 

 “This you?” he asked, smiling at a picture of what had to be her as a little girl... 
red hair in a ponytail on the side of her head, freckles dotting her nose and cheeks, her 
two front teeth missing as she grinned at the camera. 

Claire stopped to look at the picture he was pointing out and snorted.  “Yep, that’s 
me... my first grade school picture.” 

He chuckled and continued slowly down the hall, gazing over all the pictures.  He 
stopped at another one near the end of the line, a professional portrait of a much-older 
Claire.  He could tell it was a few years old, but she looked beautiful in it, dressed 
sophisticatedly and posed perfectly, with just a hint of a smile on her lips and long hair 
falling over her shoulder. 

 “That’s one of my senior pictures, from high school,” she said, glancing back at it. 
 “Your hair was long then,” he commented. 



 

 “Yeah, it was, wasn’t it?  Wow, I haven’t had hair that long in awhile.  That was 
before it all fell out,” she said with a little laugh.  “Come on.”   She led him through an 
open doorway and into a small bedroom with a double bed in the center.  “This is ours 
for the night,” she told him, dropping her bag on the floor in the center of the room. 

 “Cool,” he said, dropping his as well. 
They hung around the house until dinner was ready and then joined the rest of 

Claire’s family around a crowded dining room table.  As dishes were passed, and plates 
were filled, Nick found himself wondering when the last time he’d sat down to a nice 
“family” dinner like this.  He had joined Howie’s family for dinner the previous 
Christmas Eve, but it had been years since his own family had been all together for 
dinner.  In a way, he envied Claire for having a family nearby that she was close to, just 
as a part of him had always envied Brian, Kevin, Howie, and AJ for the same reason. 

Before anyone started eating, Kyle cleared his throat and said, “Um, not to keep 
us from our meal, but Amber and I have an announcement to make.” 

Nick caught the exchange of smiles between Kyle and his wife and smiled himself, 
waiting for their “announcement.” 

Taking Kyle’s hand on top of the table, Amber said, “We just found out a few 
weeks ago... we’re having a baby!” 

Carrie let out a little gasp of excitement, and Kris sort of chuckled, grinning 
broadly at his son. 

 “Ahh, so that means I’m going to be an aunt!” Claire exclaimed, and Nick smiled 
over at her.  He noticed everyone else’s eyes shift to her as well, only without the smiles.  
He could have sworn he saw some of the sparkle of excitement leave Carrie’s eyes as she 
studied her daughter, and Amber suddenly looked nervous, twisting her hands around 
on the table top and just barely biting her bottom lip. 

Nick looked around in confusion, but he didn’t have a chance to ask what had just 
happened, for Kyle chose that moment to say abruptly, “Well, we just wanted to tell you 
while everyone’s here together.  But don’t let the food get cold on account of us – let’s 
eat.”  He plunged his spoon into the heap of mashed potatoes on his plate and took a 
bite.  The others followed suit, starting on their dinner.  Reluctantly, Nick joined in, still 
perplexed by the sudden mood change around the table. 

He didn’t get a chance to question Claire about it until after dinner, when she 
slipped off to use the bathroom.  He hung back in the hallway, waiting for her.  As soon 
as she emerged from the bathroom, he grabbed her arm and pulled her into the guest 
bedroom, flipping on the light and closing the door behind them. 

 “What are you doing?” she asked, looking perplexed, as he led her over to the bed 
to sit down. 

 “What was going on at dinner?” he answered her question with a question of his 
own, sure that he appeared just as confused as she did. 

 “What do you mean?” 
 “Right after Kyle and Amber’s announcement, when you said you were gonna be 

an aunt.  What the heck happened right after that?  Was it just me, or was that really 
awkward?” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “So you noticed it too.  Gotta love their subtlety,” she 
remarked sarcastically. 

 “What do you mean – what were they trying to be subtle about?” he asked, 
furrowing his brow. 



 

 

Claire sighed.  “I probably should have told you this straight out, before we got 
serious, but... I dunno, I guess the right time never really came up, and when it did, it 
was still the wrong time...” 

Huh?  “What are you talking about?” he demanded, still totally confused and 
quite concerned.  What had she been hiding from him? 

She looked him in the eye and said quietly, “I’m sterile, Nick.” 
It took a moment for him to register what this meant, and when it did hit him, all 

he could find to say was, “O-oh.”  Good going, Carter, he thought.  That was lame.  
Desperate for something else to say, he added, “Is it... from the chemo?” 

She nodded solemnly.  “Yeah, they told me before I went back on chemo after I 
relapsed a couple years ago that it would probably make me lose my fertility.  And if that 
didn’t do it for sure, the transplant definitely did.” 

He pursed his lips, studying her for a moment.  “I’m sorry, Claire,” he said.  “I 
didn’t know...” 

 “I didn’t expect you to.  I didn’t tell you,” she replied, looking down at her hands, 
which sat limply in her lap.  “I should have though, before now.  It’s something you 
should have known before we got serious enough to move in together.”  Looking back up 
at him, she added, “If it changes things for you, Nick, I understand.” 

He frowned.  “What do you mean, ‘things’?  You mean like my feelings for you?  
Why would it?” 

She shrugged.  “It could, for some people... I know it would make a big difference 
in some relationships, knowing that one of the people couldn’t have children.” 

 “It doesn’t for me,” he said quickly, shaking his head.  “I love you, Claire.  That’s 
not gonna change, no matter what.” 

She broke into a smile.  “Thanks, Nick... I was hoping that’s what you would say, 
once you knew, but... you never know... I was kinda worried about it.” 

He shook his head again and reached out for her, pulling her in for a warm hug.  
“You shouldn’t have worried about it at all,” he murmured into her ear, running his 
hand up and down her back.  “You of all people should have known it wouldn’t make a 
difference in how I felt about you.  I mean, you fell for me when I was bald and gross-
looking, and you stayed by my side even after I lost my leg... I know a lot of women 
would have freaked out and ran at that point.  But you didn’t.  You stayed...” 

She pulled back from his embrace and looked into his eyes, reaching up to take 
his face in her hands.  “Of course I did,” she said, smiling tenderly.  “Like you said... I 
love you.  And that’s not gonna change, no matter what.”  Leaning forward, she kissed 
him softly on the lips.  “Thanks for understanding,” she whispered as she pulled back. 

 “Thanks for telling me,” he replied, squeezing her upper arm affectionately.  “You 
ready to go back out and join the family?” 

 “Yeah, we better,” she said.  “I hope they don’t think I’m back here pouting or 
something... I swear, my mom and Amber were both looking at me like they thought I 
was about to leap up from the table and run off in tears, out of jealousy or something.”  
She laughed.  “Definitely not the case.  I’m really happy for them... Amber’s gonna make 
a great mom.” 

Nick nodded.  “And you’d make a great mom someday too, Claire... you could 
always adopt a kid, you know.” 

She smiled.  “Oh, I know.  That’s why I don’t look at it like it’s the end of the 
world.  I still have plenty of options...” 



 

He nodded again.  “That’s a good way to look at it.” 
 “Yeah.  It was kind of a blow at first, but I’ve accepted it.  Small price to pay for 

your life, you know?” 
 “Very true,” he agreed. 
She nodded.  “So... that’s that.  Now let’s go back out there.  Maybe they’ll just 

think we came in here for a quickie after dinner.”  She wiggled her eyebrows 
suggestively, and he laughed. 

 “A quickie after dinner?” he repeated, smirking.  “I think I’d call that dessert.” 
 

*** 
 

Their real dessert that night was a raspberry pie that Claire’s mother had baked 
herself.  Nick couldn’t help but wonder if she always baked like that, or if she was just 
trying to make a good impression because he was visiting.  Either way, it was very good, 
better than anything he’d ever remembered his mom cooking when he was young, and 
he thought it was too bad that Claire hadn’t seemed to inherit Carrie’s talent in the 
kitchen. 

 “Oh – Claire,” Kyle said between bites, “I forgot to tell you earlier, but I ran into 
Brad Turner the other day and talked to him for a few minutes.  Did you know Jamie’s 
coming down for a few days to visit?” 

Jamie.  He was one of Claire’s old friends – old boyfriends, to be more specific.  
He lived in Iowa, and Nick had never met him, but he’d certainly heard enough about 
him.  He knew that Claire and Jamie had been friends for many years and dated for two 
years in high school, only to break up later.  He also knew that Jamie had hurt her at one 
point, but that they were back to being friends again now.  And finally, he knew that he 
was not at all pleased to hear that the guy was coming to town. 

Claire, on the other hand, looked very pleased.  “He is?” she asked in surprise.  
“When?  He didn’t tell me he was coming!” 

 “Next weekend, I think,” said Kyle.  “Maybe he was going to surprise you?” 
 “Well, if he was, you just ruined it,” Claire said with a grin.  “I’ll have to call 

him... that’s exciting!” 
Nick tried to not feel left out.  She hadn’t seen Jamie since the previous 

December; of course she was excited.  They were still friends, after all.  Just friends, 
Nick reminded himself.  They’re just friends. 

Still, he couldn’t help but feel slightly put out the rest of the night, knowing he 
would probably have to meet this Jamie when he came. 

 “Are you okay?” Claire asked later, as they were getting ready for bed.  “You’re 
quiet tonight.” 

 “I’m fine,” Nick shrugged.  “Just tired, I guess.” 
She nodded.  “Me too.  Hey, are you still planning on coming to Mass with us 

tomorrow?” 
Nick stifled a groan.  He’d almost forgotten he’d promised Claire he would go to 

church with her family on Sunday morning.  She had brought it up the day before when 
he was packing. 

 
“Just so you know, my parents will probably expect me to come to Mass with 

them on Sunday.  You don’t have to come, of course, but you can if you want to.” 



 

 

 “I will,” Nick said agreeably, wanting to make a good impression on her family. 
 “Okay,” she had smiled.  “Pack something semi-dressy then.” 
 
He almost wished now that he hadn’t agreed to go.  He had nothing against 

church, but he always felt like such a heathen when he sat through a service, for his 
family had rarely attended church when he was growing up. 

Still, it was too late to back out now, so he forced a smile and replied, “Sure I’m 
coming.”   He might have felt like a heathen, but he didn’t want Claire’s parents to think 
he was one.  Dutifully, he pulled out the black slacks and dress shirt he’d brought for the 
occasion, laying them carefully across a chair so that they would not wrinkle in his 
suitcase overnight. 

 “Cool.  The service starts at ten, and we’ll probably leave here around twenty till.  
I’m gonna get up at 8:30,” she said, setting the alarm clock on her side of the bed. 

 “Sounds good,” he mumbled, sitting down on the edge of the bed to take off his 
clothes, while Claire disappeared to the bathroom.  He stripped down to his boxers and 
traded his shirt for a thin, loose-fitting wifebeater.  Last of all, he removed his prosthetic 
leg and plugged it in to charge for the night.  Hopping back over to the bed, he sank 
down on it and slid beneath the covers. 

Claire joined him a few minutes later, wearing nothing but an old t-shirt that was 
several sizes too big for her.  The minute she climbed into bed and snuggled up against 
him, his mood improved.  The double bed was a little smaller than they were used to, 
but he didn’t care.  He liked being this close to her.  Smiling, he rolled onto his side to 
face her and draped an arm around her, lightly rubbing her shoulder.  He could not wait 
for the point when he could lie in bed with her like this every night, falling asleep and 
awakening by her side. 

 “Are you going to talk to your parents tomorrow about us moving in together?” 
he asked her in hushed tones. 

 “Yeah, definitely,” she replied. 
He nodded, not saying anything else.  He was a little nervous about that promised 

conversation, wondering what her parents’ reaction would be and how she would take it.  
Would she change her mind if they were totally against the idea? 

He decided now was not the time to worry about it.  He really was tired, and he 
had to be up fairly early the next day for church.  Leaning forward, he planted a gentle 
kiss on her forehead.  She had just washed her face, and her smooth skin smelled of 
sweet, fragrant soap.  He inhaled deeply and then relaxed back against his pillow.  
“’Night, Claire,” he whispered and listened for her soft reply. 

 “Goodnight, Nick.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 19 
 

Nick shifted his weight uncomfortably in the wooden pew.  He had followed 
Claire and her family into the church like a lost puppy and awkwardly attempted to 
follow Claire’s actions when she genuflected on one knee before entering the seats.  It 
was one of the nearly impossible things for Nick to try and balance his weight on his 
artificial limb while kneeling down on his good one. 

They stood for the entrance hymn and then sat down when a woman approached 
the altar and read two different passages from the Bible.  Once she finished, a small song 
was sung, and they stood up again as the priest took his place behind the lectern. 

Nick leaned over to Claire.  “How many more times do we go from sitting to 
standing?” 

Claire shot Nick a stern look as she placed a finger over her lips.  Then she 
grinned and whispered, “Just wait until we kneel.” 

 
*** 

 
“Okay, so how bad was it?” 
Claire asked the question as soon as Nick had shut the door on the passenger side 

of her car, which was parked in lot of the church.  They had just gotten out of Sunday 
Mass and said goodbye to her parents, who had driven in a separate car. 

Nick shrugged.  “It was fine...” 
 “Be honest,” Claire said, smirking over at him. 
He sighed and gave her a look.  “Well, it wasn’t bad.  I just felt, I dunno, kinda out 

of place.  And all that sitting and standing and kneeling... man...” 
She stifled a giggle and nodded, understanding completely.  She’d been able to 

tell.  It was pretty obvious he was not someone who set foot inside a church often, 
especially a Catholic one, and she almost wished they hadn’t gone.  But her parents went 
every week, and during her youth, she’d gone every week too, so she knew her parents 
had wanted her to come with them this Sunday. 

 “Well, thanks for coming with me,” she told Nick sincerely.  “You didn’t have to, 
but I appreciate it.” 

 “Hey, no problem,” he smiled over at her and added with a shrug, “I feel like a 
better person for going at least.” 

She laughed.  “Me too.  It’s been awhile since I’ve been to church.  I should 
probably go more often, but...”  She trailed off, mimicking his shrug.  She did sometimes 
feel guilty for not attending Mass more often than she did, for she certainly had a lot to 
thank God for.  But as Sunday was one of her only days to sleep in, church just didn’t 
happen for her most weeks. 

Realizing that they’d just been sitting there for a couple of minutes, and that the 
car was quite stuffy inside, she quickly stuck her key into the ignition and turned on the 
engine, blasting the air conditioner.  She put the car into reverse and backed out of her 
space, joining the line of cars trying to get out of the lot. 

 “I think I’m going to talk to my parents as soon as we get back,” Claire said, as 
they sped down the highway.  “I’ll do that while you’re changing clothes... hopefully it 
won’t take long.  I mean, my decision’s pretty much made... I’m just gonna tell them and 
hope they can accept that.”  She bit her lip, hoping with all her might that they would.   



 

 

After talking with Nick the other day, she was ready to let go of her own doubts 
and move in with him, taking their relationship to a new level.  And now that the 
decision was made, she was set on it.  It wasn’t like anyone could forbid her from doing 
it; it had been years since she’d had to follow her parents’ rules.  But at the same time, 
she hated to disappoint them.  She owed them more than that. 

All her life, she’d been “the difficult child” of the family.  Kyle, the oldest, had 
always been mellow, good-natured, responsible, and for the most part, agreeable.  As a 
child, her mother had described him as “well-behaved,” and his teenage years had been 
pretty smooth-sailing, compared to some.  She, on the other hand, had been quite the 
opposite.  She knew she had not been a “bad” kid, but she’d always been stubborn and 
strong-willed, the kind of person who liked to test other people’s limits.  She’d been the 
child who threw horrible temper tantrums and refused to stay in time-out and, years 
later, the teenager who rebelled, getting into screaming fights with her mother, breaking 
the curfew her father had set for her, doing seemingly outrageous things just to get a 
reaction. 

Looking back, she chalked it all up to birth order.  Kyle was the firstborn, and she 
was the baby, and they both had filled the stereotypical roles quite well. 

College had helped a little, for even though she hadn’t gone far from home, she 
had insisted upon living in the dorms on campus, hoping to get some freedom from her 
parents.  That had helped to make her more independent and mature, and once she was 
out from under her parents’ roof, she’d actually gotten closer to both of them.  She’d 
always been more of a “Daddy’s Girl,” but after her first year of college, she found herself 
bonding with her mother, whom she’d constantly battled with throughout most of her 
high school years, as well. 

But the thing that had really transformed her from difficult teenager to sensible 
adult was, of course, the diagnosis of her leukemia.  It was a horrible disease, but she 
had to admit, some good things had come from it.  She had grown up, calmed down, and 
learned what was really important in life.  She’d found out who her true friends were 
and discovered that no one was more important than her family, who had been with her 
through it all. 

It was all past her now (she hoped), but those effects lingered, and after 
everything she’d both intentionally and unintentionally put her parents through, she 
now found herself just wanting to make them happy, to make up for all the grief she’d 
caused them in years past.  But at the same time, she wanted to make Nick happy too... 
and herself; she couldn’t forget her own happiness. 

What had seemed so simple in Nick’s eyes was turning into a confusing mess for 
her.  At this point, all she wanted to do was get home, get the conversation with her 
parents over with, and hope for the best. 

 
*** 
 

As soon as they got back to her parents’ house, Claire slipped out of her black 
skirt and stretchy top, trading the dress clothes for a comfy pair of shorts and a tank top.  
Leaving Nick to change in the bedroom, she walked down the hall to her parents’ room 
and knocked lightly on the door.  After a moment, she heard her father call, “Come on 
in!” 



 

She opened the door and poked her head in.  Her dad was sitting on the bed, 
having already changed out of his church clothes as well, switching his black dress socks 
with the plain old white socks he usually wore.  Her mother came out of the bathroom 
right as Claire came in and smiled when she saw Claire.  “Hey, honey, what’s up?” she 
asked her daughter. 

 “I just wanted to talk to you guys about something,” said Claire, coming into the 
bedroom and closing the door behind her.  She was about to flop down onto the bed, just 
as she had when she was a little girl, to watch in wide-eyed wonderment as her mother 
breezed around the room, getting ready for a night out on the town with her father, or 
maybe just to talk.  But, now an adult, she thought better of it and sank down into an 
armchair across from the bed instead, facing her father.  It just seemed more grown up 
that way; she couldn’t quite imagine them taking her seriously when she announced her 
plans to move in with Nick while sprawled out on her stomach on top of their bed, her 
legs in the air behind her, ankles criss-crossed. 

So she crossed her legs like a lady and waited while her mother perched on the 
edge of the bed, beside her father.  “What do you want to talk about?” she asked, folding 
her hands. 

 “Well...”  Claire hesitated, wondering if there was any certain way she should 
begin this.  Finally, she decided to just get to the point.  “Nick and I want to move in 
together.” 

She watched her parents’ faces closely.  Her father frowned slightly, but her 
mother was slowly nodding.  “You mean you want to move into his place?” 

Claire nodded.  “Yeah.  Into his place.” 
 “So this means you two are pretty serious then?  This is more than just a fling?” 
Claire smiled.  “Yes, Mom... I think it’s always been more than just a ‘fling’.”   The 

word ‘fling’ somehow just didn’t fit with her and Nick... not when they’d met during a 
chemotherapy treatment, exchanged their first “I love you’s” in a hospital room, and 
officially “hooked up” when Nick was still recovering from life-threatening lung surgery.  
And after nearly five months together, there was no doubting it – they were serious. 

 “Well, are ya gonna marry him?”  Her father spoke for the first time, simply 
raising his eyebrows in her direction. 

She smiled again, though awkwardly this time, and shrugged.  “Maybe.  Who 
knows?  Personally, I think it’s a little soon for that, but-” 

Her father nodded vigorously, his head bobbing up and down almost like one of 
those stupid drinking birds.  “I agree – too soon.” 

She put her hand over her mouth to hide a smirk.  Her dad was a very kind man, 
but when it came to his kids, her especially, he could be so overprotective, to the point of 
driving her nuts.  Jamie was the only boyfriend of hers he had ever gotten used to, even 
grown to like after awhile.  She had a sneaking suspicion that the fact that Jamie had 
been a soccer star in high school, leading the school team to second place in their 
division for the state senior year, didn’t hurt – like her brother, her father was a sports 
fanatic.  She’d always tended to avoid jocks though, except for Jamie, who, despite his 
soccer talent, hardly qualified as a “jock” in her eyes.  She preferred... mascots?  Uh, no.  
Then again, she’d never thought much of pop stars either, and look who she was with 
now. 

 “Well, we’re definitely not getting married now,” Claire reassured her father, “but 
we would like to live together.”  She paused, then went on quickly, “If you think about it, 



 

 

it makes so much more sense to do it that way.  I mean, if we were to discuss marriage in 
the future – and we’re not... I mean, that hasn’t come up at all... just being hypothetical 
here – we’d already know exactly what we were getting into, if we’d already lived 
together.” 

 “Your brother and Amber didn’t live together before they were married, and they 
have a wonderful marriage,” her father pointed out. 

Claire gave him a look.  “I’m not Kyle,” she said firmly. 
 “Kris,” her mother stepped in, touching her dad’s arm.  “She has a point, you 

know.  And I really don’t think this is something we have a say in... Claire’s an adult 
now, and this is her decision to make.”  Looking back at Claire, she added, “But thank 
you for coming to us before you made it.” 

Claire nodded, smiling faintly.  She could feel happiness bubbling up inside her – 
her parents hadn’t freaked out; she was going to be moving in with Nick. 

She looked at her father, hoping for an encouraging sign from him.  Her mother 
seemed to be fine with the decision, but she knew he was less than enthusiastic about it. 

 “Dad?” she asked gently. 
He gave her a little smile.  “I guess your mom’s right,” he said.  “If you want to 

move in with him, it’s your decision.  And if you think it’s the right step to take, then I 
trust your judgment.” 

That was all she wanted to hear.  Smiling, she slid off the chair and went over to 
hug him.  “Thanks, Daddy,” she said, patting his back. 

 “I suppose you’ll need help moving all of your stuff out of your apartment and 
into his house?” he asked, when she pulled back. 

 “Um, yeah... probably.” 
He nodded.  “Well, if you do it over a weekend, I can come down and help.  Your 

brother could help too.” 
 “Thanks, that would be great.  I’ll have to talk to Nick and figure out when a good 

time would be to do all this.  I’ll definitely wait till at least the end of the month, so I can 
pay my last month’s rent, but maybe we could do it like the first weekend in June or 
something?” 

He nodded.  “Well, you talk to Nick and let me know, and I’ll plan to drive down 
when you need me.” 

 “I will,” she said.  “Thanks again, Dad.”  Another rush of excitement soaring 
through her at the realization that this was really happening, she gushed, “I’m gonna go 
find Nick,” and scurried out of the room to tell him the good news. 

 
*** 

 
Nick was overjoyed.  After all the drama and worry of the past week, the decision 

had finally been made, and there was no changing her mind now – Claire was moving 
in.  He was anxious to get home and start getting his house ready for her... even though 
she wouldn’t actually be making the move for another two weeks at least.  Still, he 
wanted to be prepared.  He had decided that he was ready to move back into the master 
bedroom upstairs, rather than stay in the guest bedroom downstairs he’d been using for 
the past year, so that he wouldn’t have to go upstairs.  But he could navigate stairs well 
enough by now that it wouldn’t be much of a hassle.  It would be worth it to have the 



 

larger, nicer bedroom upstairs to share with Claire, and he had promised her the use of 
the jacuzzi in the master bath. 

While he stood behind Claire’s car, waiting for her to bring out her suitcase for 
him to load into the open trunk and thinking about what all he could do to the house 
before she moved in,  the front door opened, and Claire’s father appeared on the front 
stoop.  “Nick!” he called, beckoning to Nick.  “Come over here; I want to have a word 
with you.” 

Nick walked over, feeling slightly intimidated as he stepped up to the older man. 
 “I just wanted to tell you... I know Claire likes you a lot, and you seem like a real 

nice kid.  But... you make sure you treat her right, you understand?  If you step out of 
line with my little girl...” 

Nick shook his head quickly, wide-eyed.  “Oh, no, sir,” he interrupted, “I would 
never do anything to hurt Claire!”  He paused for a minute and then added, “I love her.”  
This could have been either the right or the very wrong thing to say, but luckily, Kris 
Ryan’s face relaxed, and he smiled. 

 “Good.”  Stepping forward, he clamped his hand down on Nick’s shoulder and 
gave it a friendly squeeze.  “I figured I wouldn’t need to say that to you, but it’s a ‘dad’ 
thing, you know.  If you ever have a daughter someday, you’ll understand.” 

Nick nodded vaguely, and all of a sudden, he couldn’t help but think of Elaina.  
Leah’s daughter, the baby he’d thought was his up until just over two months before she 
was born.  He’d seen her just once, at a chance meeting with Leah and her fiancée 
(probably husband by now) at a grocery store last year, but he still remembered her face, 
so sweet and angelic, and her features, blonde hair and blue eyes, just like her mother.  
She’d be over a year old by now... 

His thoughts were interrupted when the front door swung open and out came 
Claire, walking lopsidedly with her heavy overnight bag slung over one shoulder. 

 “You want me to get that?” he offered, holding out his hand, but she shook her 
head. 

 “Nah, I got it, thanks,” she replied, carrying it out to her trunk.  When she had 
dumped it in alongside his bag, she came back up to the front stoop to join Nick and 
Kris, and now the rest of the family, who had come out to say goodbye to her and Nick.  
He said goodbye to Kyle and Amber, who would be leaving shortly after they did, while 
Claire hugged her parents, and then stepped back so she could tell her brother goodbye 
as well. 

 “Thanks for having us for the weekend,” he said politely to her parents, shaking 
Kris’s hand and returning the kind smile Carrie gave him. 

 “Oh, we were glad to have you.  Thanks for coming up with Claire, Nick.  It was 
so good to see you again,” replied Carrie, making him feel both welcomed and accepted.  
It was a nice feeling. 

 “I guess I’ll see you again in a couple of weeks, when we get Claire moved in,” 
Kris added, and Nick couldn’t help but notice that although the older man smiled, the 
smile didn’t quite reach his eyes.  It was not hard to figure out that he was not exactly 
thrilled about Claire’s decision to move into Nick’s home.  But Nick tried not to dwell on 
that too much, hoping it was only his paternal overprotective nature and not a personal 
thing.   

Nick nodded.  “Yep, I’ll see you then,” he replied. 



 

 

He couldn’t help but feel slightly relieved when he heard Claire say, “Well, we 
better head off now.  I wanna get on the road and get home before too long.”  They 
walked to the car and got in, waving to the family as Claire backed out of the driveway.  
Only when she had turned off of their street did Claire turn to Nick and ask, “So what 
was my dad talking to you about when I came outside just a few minutes ago?” 

Nick smirked.  “Eh, nothing much.” 
 “Was he giving you crap about me moving in with you?” 
Nick chuckled, wondering what he was supposed to say to that.  In defense of her 

father, he simply replied, “No... he was just being a dad.” 
They left it at that. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 20 
 
Before she went to bed that night, Claire decided to make a phone call.  Sitting 

cross-legged in the center of her bed, she scrolled through the list of contacts on her cell 
phone, stopping near the center of the list when she came to his name.  She punched the 
button to call him and put the phone to her ear, waiting while it rang.  Just when she 
was afraid she was going to get his voicemail, he answered with a deep, “Hey... Claire?” 

She smiled.  It was good to hear his voice.  “Hey, Jamie,” she said. 
 “What’s up?” 
 “Not much... getting ready to go to bed here.  I spent the weekend in Gainesville 

visiting my parents.  How about you?” 
 “Same.  Just catching the sports highlights before I head to bed.” 
 “Cool.”  She paused.  “Cubs win today?” 
He groaned.  “No.  They got their asses kicked.” 
Shaking her head, she had to smile to herself.  Having grown up in the Midwest, 

before moving to Tampa at the beginning of high school, Jamie had always been a die-
hard fan of the Chicago Cubs.  She remembered how frustrated he used to get by the 
lack of Cubs baseball games that were broadcast in Florida – the only games he got to 
see his team play in were the ones against the Florida Marlins or the Tampa Bay Devil 
Rays, which he and she would watch together, each rooting for the opposite team. 

She missed those days, having him live close by.  But his parents had moved back 
to Iowa five years after his father had been transferred to Tampa, and after college, he’d 
moved back too.  She saw him maybe once or twice a year now, but tried to keep in 
touch.  He was one of the only high school friends she did still keep in touch with – him 
and Dianna, of course.  She didn’t want to lose that. 

 “Oh.  Darn,” she said of the Cubs’ loss, attempting to make herself sound at least 
slightly sympathetic.  Then, deciding she had better get to the point before she 
inadvertently spent all night on the phone with him, talking about nothing, she went on, 
“So, James, the reason I’m calling is to address a certain rumor I heard yesterday...” 

 “Which is...?” 
 “According to my brother, your brother said you’re coming down here next 

weekend.  True story?” 
He chuckled.  “Possibly....  Damn him, it was supposed to be a secret!  I was 

hoping I could surprise ya.” 
She grinned.  “That’s what Kyle said!” she exclaimed happily, then quickly added, 

“But I don’t think Brad told him that part.  Just a guess to explain why you hadn’t 
mentioned it to me yet.” 

 “Aw, what, did you think I would fly down there and not meet up with you?” 
 “Well, I would certainly hope not!” she replied with exaggerated outrage at the 

mere idea of it.  Her voice softening, she added, “So, when are you coming?  I can still 
act surprised...” 

He laughed.  “My plane gets in Friday night.  I’ve got a week of vacation from 
work, so I thought I’d head down and hang out for a few days.  It’ll be nice to get away...” 

She heard a trace of melancholy in his voice and frowned.  “How are things up 
there?” she asked.  “How’s your mom doing?”   She knew he’d been having a tough time 
ever since the death of his father the previous December.  His mother, who had been 
uptight and slightly neurotic to begin with, was apparently not handling her husband’s 



 

 

death well.  From what Jamie told Claire, his mom was falling apart, and as he was the 
only of her two sons who lived close by, it was up to him to hold her together.  Claire felt 
bad for him and figured he was right – hopefully a few days hanging out with old friends 
in Florida would do him some good. 

He sighed on the other end of the line.  “She’s... you know... struggling.  But she’s 
hangin’ in there.”  That was all he said, and it was clear he didn’t really want to talk 
about it.  She didn’t blame him, although she wished he’d open up to her more.  Jamie 
was a lot like Nick in that respect... he was the type to hold everything in, bottle up his 
emotions until they burst, and that was never a pleasant scene to witness. 

 “Aw...” Claire sighed softly, wishing she had something better to say.  “Tell her... 
tell her I said hi.” 

 “I will,” Jamie promised, though he would probably forget to.  She supposed it 
didn’t really matter. 

She could tell the conversation was close to dying, so she said, “Well, I better let 
you go so you can finish watching your sports.  I’m gonna go to bed... gotta get up for 
work tomorrow.” 

 “Yep,” he said.  “Me too.” 
 “How’s the job these days?” 
 “Fine.  Little boring.  I’m thinking about maybe looking for a job somewhere 

else.” 
 “You mean doing the same thing somewhere else, or are you talking career 

change?” she asked.  Jamie was an actuary... which, basically, was a “risk management” 
person, someone who evaluated the likelihood of future events, everything from natural 
disasters to financial ones.  She didn’t know much more than that, just that it required a 
lot of math, which he’d always been good at (she’d appreciated having him as a 
boyfriend when she’d struggled her way through a calculus class her senior year of high 
school).  He’d gotten a job right out of college at a corporation based in Des Moines, and 
he’d been there for a few years, but from what she gathered, he was getting sick of it.  He 
spent his days sitting in a cubicle, doing office work, and she knew he wanted a little 
more excitement than that, a job that wasn’t the same from day to day. 

 “No, same career, just different job,” he replied.  “There’s lots of other options...” 
 “You should look into them,” she said encouragingly.  “Find a job you love.” 
 “I think I’m going to,” he agreed.  “But listen, I don’t want to keep you up.  I’ll 

talk to you later in the week, and we can plan a time to get together on Saturday or 
something, okay?” 

 “Sounds good,” she replied.  “Goodnight, Jamie.” 
 “’Night, Clairie.” 
Smiling at the name he used to call her (who else would think ‘Clairie’ sounded 

good?), she ended the call and set her phone down on the nightstand beside her bed, 
plugging it in to charge for the night.  Then she pulled back the bedcovers and slid into 
bed, reaching out to turn off the lamp beside her before she lay down and closed her 
eyes. 

 
*** 

 
Nick adjusted the collar on his Armani shirt and smoothed the thighs of his 

designer jeans before stepping back to scrutinize himself in the full-length mirror.  He 



 

scowled at his reflection for a few seconds before reaching up to half-heartedly twist a 
spiky piece of his gelled blonde hair back into place.  Then he reached into the front 
pocket of his shirt and pulled out a pair of amber-tinted sunglasses.  He slipped them on 
and looked back at his reflection.  Sunglasses on or off?  He certainly didn’t need them; 
the sun had already gone down.  Off.  He let them slide down the bridge of his nose and 
peered at himself over the tops of the rims.  Then again, they did make him look cool.  
On.  He pushed them back into place, nodded once at his mirror image, and then 
removed the glasses again with one quick swipe, tucking them securely back into his 
front pocket. 

He heard his cell phone ringing in the bedroom and quickly ducked out of the 
bathroom, flipping off the light on the way out.  He grabbed his phone off his bed and 
glanced at the caller ID before answering.  It was Claire. 

He quickly tapped the button to answer the call and put the phone to his ear.  
“Hey, baby,” he said in his sexiest voice. 

 “Hey baby yourself,” she replied.  He smiled, knowing she was doing the same on 
the other line.  He could tell by her voice.  “Are you on your way over?” she asked.  “I 
don’t want to make Jamie wait.” 

Nick rolled his eyes, but answered, “Yeah, I’ll be at your place in a few.”  Only if I 
drive like a bat out of hell, he added inwardly, glancing at the clock.  So much for one 
last check in the mirror; this was going to have to do.  Shoving his wallet into the back 
pocket of his jeans and grabbing his keys, he walked out into his sprawling garage, still 
talking to Claire. 

 “Well, I’ll let you drive,” she was saying.  “See you in a few.” 
 “Alright,” he said, as he looked over his selection of cars, wondering which one to 

take that night.  “Bye, baby.”  Ending the call and sliding his miniature silver phone into 
another jeans pocket, he settled on his black BMW, one of his most expensive vehicles.  
Claire preferred the silver Jag, but he didn’t care – tonight, he felt like showing off.    

Tonight, he’d be meeting the infamous Jamie. 
Jamie had apparently flown in that evening, and Claire had wasted no time in 

making plans to meet up with him and Dianna for drinks later that night.  Nick 
supposed he should be glad Claire had invited him along too, but he was not looking 
forward to it at all.  He knew Claire and Jamie were just old friends now, but he couldn’t 
quite let go of the fact that they’d also dated.  He was not just meeting another one of her 
old high school friends; he was meeting her ex.  He wasn’t sure why that bothered him 
so much, but it did, and he couldn’t help but have a bad feeling about the whole thing. 

Still, he knew he couldn’t refuse to go, so he’d grudgingly agreed, and now here 
he was, dressed to impress and sliding into the driver’s seat of his best ride to go pick up 
Claire. 

He tried to drive fast, but “a few” still ended up taking longer than... well, a few.  
When Claire hopped into the passenger’s seat, though, she was all smiles.  She planted a 
kiss on his cheek and then directed him to the bar she’d told Jamie to meet them at, 
leaning slightly forward in anticipation the entire way there. 

 “Have you been here before?” Nick asked, parking the car in the lot of Invidia, a 
new bar that had opened recently. 

 “Just once.  Di and I came here on a Friday night, like the week after it opened,” 
said Claire.  “Probably kind of a mistake, cause the place was packed, but hopefully it’s 
calmed down a little since then.” 



 

 

When they got into the building, Nick was relieved to see that it had apparently 
‘calmed down.’  It was busy, but not too crowded. 

 “Are they here yet?” Nick asked, raising his voice above the loud music and the 
clinking of glasses.  Claire craned her neck, looking around for Dianna or Jamie.  Nick 
took a half-assed glance around the room as well, but didn’t see anyone that resembled 
Dianna.  He realized he’d never seen a picture of Jamie, so he didn’t even know who he 
was looking for there. 

 “Oh!” said Claire suddenly.  “Over there!  C’mon.”  She grabbed his hand and led 
the way over to a booth along one wall, where a dark-haired guy was sitting by himself.  
He looked up when they got within a few feet of him and smiled slightly, holding up his 
hand in a short little wave. 

 “Hey!” Claire said brightly, stopping at the table.  “You beat us here.” 
He nodded.  “I did.”  Breaking into a grin, he slid out of the booth and stood up to 

hug her, inadvertently (or maybe on purpose?) breaking her handhold with Nick in the 
process.  Nick hung back, watching as the two of them hugged each other tightly.  He 
was relieved to see that they hugged about the same as he did with the other guys – just 
as friends, buddies, nothing more. 

When Claire pulled back from the hug, she reached for Nick’s hand again and 
said, “Nick, meet Jamie Turner.  Jamie – Nick.” 

With his free right hand, Nick reached out and shook the other man’s hand, 
sizing him up the entire time.  He was pleased to see that he had a few inches and a good 
thirty pounds or so on Jamie, but he had to admit, by a woman’s standards, Jamie 
would probably be considered ‘attractive.’  His dark brown hair was thick and wavy, 
grown just long enough to form loose curls, and his chin was lined in a layer of dark 
stubble.  His eyes were large and very blue.  Nick wondered if they were really that blue, 
or if he was wearing contacts. 

 “Nice to finally meet you,” Jamie said with a polite nod. 
 “You too, man,” echoed Nick automatically. 
They sat down, Jamie returning to his side of the booth, and Nick immediately 

sitting down on the other side.  Claire slid in next to him and propped her elbows up on 
the table.  “So how was your flight down here?” she asked Jamie, leaning across the 
tabletop to talk to him. 

 “It was fine,” replied Jamie and then smirked, one side of his mouth turning up 
as he added, “No snow delays this time.”  He glanced briefly at Nick before turning his 
eyes back to Claire. 

She laughed.  “Well, it wouldn’t surprise me if there had been – you and your 
crazy weather up North!” 

He snickered.  “Right.  Snow in May.  Even for Iowa, that’s a stretch.” 
 “You would love it though,” Claire teased.  Looking over at Nick, she tipped her 

head in Jamie’s direction and said, “He loves cold weather.  He’s insane.” 
 “Oh, don’t tell me you guys don’t miss seeing snow, living in Florida,” said Jamie.  

“I know I missed it, when I was living down here.” 
 “Can’t miss it if you’ve always been without it,” Claire countered with a shrug and 

a smile.  “Nick and I... we’re both Florida kids, born and bred.  We love the heat.” 
 “Technically I was born in New York,” offered Nick, “but yeah, we love the heat.” 
Claire looked over at him.  “I didn’t know you were born in New York,” she said.  

“I though you’d lived around this area your whole life.” 



 

 “Most of it,” smiled Nick.  “But no, I was born in Jamestown, New York.” 
 “Ya learn something new every day, huh Claire?” spoke up Jamie, his eyes 

twinkling with amusement as they shifted from Nick to her. 
 “Guess so,” shrugged Claire and looked down at the small silver watch on her 

wrist.  “Looks like Dianna’s ‘fashionably late,’ as usual.” 
Jamie chuckled.  “Some things never change, huh?” 
Claire smiled and rolled her eyes good-naturedly.  “That’s for sure.” 
 

*** 
 
It was very late by the time Nick and Claire returned to the black BMW, which 

Nick had parked in the very back of the lot.  He was regretting that now, after stumbling 
across what had seemed like a mile of blacktop just to get to it. 

 “I’ll park closer next time,” he laughed, the black sports car swimming before his 
eyes as he pointed his key ring at it with an unsteady hand, his thumb missing the 
button to unlock the car doors. 

 “Give me that,” Claire said in exasperation when he missed the button a second 
time, instead pushing one that made the horn honk and the lights start flashing.  She 
took the keys from him and pushed the correct button, unlocking the doors with an 
audible click.  “You take shotgun; I’m driving,” she said firmly. 

Nick did not argue.  He knew he was in no condition to drive.  Even though they 
had gone out for drinks, he had planned to go light on the alcohol, knowing he’d be 
responsible for driving Claire (and himself) home later.  Instead, it was Claire, Jamie, 
and Dianna (who had finally arrived – ‘fashionably late,’ as Claire put it) who had gone 
light on the drinks, while Nick had ended up more than a little tipsy.  It was hard not to 
keep ordering drinks when that was really all he had to do – he certainly hadn’t 
contributed much to the other three’s conversations, for even Claire’s attempts at 
including him hadn’t changed the fact that he felt totally out of place with her and her 
old high school friends.  The three of them had been friends since long before Claire had 
met Nick, and he simply was not a part of the history they shared and never would be.  
So he had listened rather than talked, and drank while the others swapped stories and 
old memories that were meaningless to him. 

He climbed awkwardly into the front passenger’s seat while Claire got behind the 
wheel, leaning over to find the ignition.  She stuck his key in and turned on the engine, 
letting out a little giggle of glee when the car sprang to life.  “I should take you out and 
get you drunk more often; this is fun!” she joked, happily shifting the BMW into drive. 

Nick laughed.  “Glad you’re having fun, baby.” 
 “How about you?” Claire asked, pulling forward out of the parking space.  “Did 

you have an okay time?  I hope you didn’t feel left out...” 
 “Nah, ‘s cool,” said Nick, his feelings of not belonging long gone by now.  “I had a 

good time.” 
 “Good,” she said, glancing over at him just long enough to give him a quick smile 

before she pulled out onto the highway.  He fiddled with the radio while she drove, 
singing along to any song he knew.  Every now and then, she would join in, and he 
would laugh – even drunk, his voice was a thousand times more in tune than hers would 
ever be. 



 

 

 “She packed my bags last night, pre-flight... zero hour, nine a.m.... and I’m 
gonna be hiiiiigh as a kite by then,” he warbled at the top of his lungs. 

 “Since when are you into Lite Rock?” Claire asked, laughing at the station he’d 
stopped on. 

 “Elton John’s not lite rock; he’s legend,” Nick stopped singing long enough to 
say.  “And I think it’s gonna be a long, long time till touch down brings me round again 
to find, I’m not the man they think I am at home, oh no no no... I’m a rocket man... 
rocket man, burning out his fuse up here alone...” 

Impulsively, he reached out and swatted the tuner again, landing on a station that 
played 80’s pop songs.  A Michael Jackson song that he remembered from his childhood 
was playing, and he tentatively joined in, singing forgotten lyrics about a beat behind 
Michael.  “I like the feelin’ you’re givin’ me... just hold me baby and I’m in ecstasy... oh 
I’ll be workin’ from nine to five... to buy you things to keep you by my side...” 

Claire giggled.  “You do Jacko very well,” she put in. 
He grinned and did a quick high-pitched “Aaow!”, grabbing his crotch with one 

hand while he thrust the other straight up, accidentally smacking it against the roof of 
the car.  “Ow,” he muttered, rubbing the back of his hand before shrugging and jumping 
back in for the chorus of the song.  “Cause you’re the one for me, the way you make me 
feel (the way you make me feel), you really turn me on (you really turn me on), you 
knock me off of my feet now baby – hee!  My lonely days are gone (my lonely days are 
gone)... 

 “Go on girl!” he echoed as Michael did it in the song.  “Hee-hee!” 
Claire burst out laughing.  “Oh man, this is classic....  I stand by what I said before 

– you’re fun when you’re drunk!” 
 “Aaow!” 
When they made it back to Claire’s apartment, Claire swung Nick’s car into the 

empty spot next to hers and put it in park.  Turning down the radio, she looked over at 
him and said, “I don’t want you to drive home.  You wanna just crash here?” 

He shrugged and then nodded agreeably.  “Okay.”  Sleep alone at home or with 
Claire here?  It wasn’t a hard choice to make, especially in the state he was in. 

 “Great,” Claire said, looking relieved as she unbuckled her seatbelt.  She shut off 
the engine and took his keys out of the ignition, keeping them in her hand as she got out 
of the car and came around to his side, just in time to see him tripping out of his seat.  
Whoops.  Holding onto the car, Nick got his balance on the ground and then shut his 
door.  “Ready?” Claire asked, a hint of a smirk tugging on her lips in amusement at his 
lack of coordination. 

 “Ready,” he said, weaving behind her as she walked up to the front door of her 
apartment building.  He groaned at the sight of the stairs that greeted him forebodingly 
inside. 

Apparently hearing his groan, Claire let out a little chuckle.  “Well now, this could 
be tricky, huh?” she commented, looking up the staircase and then over at him.  “Come 
on, we’ll go slow.”  Slinging an arm around him, she walked him up the stairs, steadying 
him as he swayed drunkenly. 

 “What would I do without ya, Ren?” he muttered in sing-song fashion as they 
reached the top and started down the hall to her apartment. 

 “Probably break your good leg falling down my stairs, Stumpy,” she replied with 
an impish grin. 



 

He laughed.  “That would suck!” 
 “For sure,” she agreed, unlocking the door to her apartment and swinging it 

open.  She let him in first and followed after, turning on lights behind him as he made 
his way into her living room and plopped himself down on her couch, the worn springs 
groaning under him.  She sat down and scooted close to him, making herself 
comfortable in the slight dip in the center of the sunken couch.  “So, Rocket Man, what 
shall we do now?” she asked, looking over at him.  She had this sexy little smile on her 
face, and right then he knew exactly what he wanted to do.  She was irresistible. 

 “Rocket Man thinks we should do a little ‘moonwalkin’,” he replied, waggling his 
eyebrows. 

She looked at him for a moment and shook her head, snickering.  “I think that 
line would have sounded a lot better to me if I was plastered too.  But hey, it was a nice 
tie-in with the songs on the radio, so I’ll give it to ya.” 

 “Hey, whatever works,” he said with a grin, eagerly pulling her in for a kiss.  She 
kissed back with a hunger that surprised him and left him craving more.  “Aaow!”  he 
exclaimed in his high-pitched Michael impression when they broke the kiss, expecting to 
get a laugh. 

She did laugh... and then she said, “Okay seriously... no more of that.  I do not 
want to imagine I’m making out with Michael Jackson here.” 

He shuddered.  “Ew...” 
 “Exactly.  No more Jacko noises.” 
He nodded solemnly.  “No more.” 
 “Good boy.”  She patted him on the head and then slid her arms around his neck, 

bringing her lips back to his. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 21 
 
Nick awoke with a start the next morning, realizing he was not in his room.  A 

quick look around told him he was not even in his house.  But as he pulled back the 
cloud-patterned comforter and sat up, the memory of the previous night came back, 
right along with a splitting headache  Groaning, he lay back down in what he had 
realized was Claire’s bed.  He was in Claire’s room, in Claire’s apartment, and now he 
remembered why.  He closed his eyes briefly, trying to fight away the effects of a 
hangover from last night’s drinking, and then opened them again, turning his head on 
the pillows to look over to the other side of the bed, which Claire had occupied the night 
before.  But it was clearly morning now, and she was not there anymore. 

With a moan, he raised his head, willing his body to sit up again.  He could not lie 
around in her bed all day – she was probably already out in the other room, waiting for 
him to get up.  As he moved, he was distracted by a crinkling sound.  Looking down, he 
was surprised to find a small piece of paper lying on his chest.  On closer inspection, it 
was a note, penned in Claire’s small, round handwriting, and it was actually stuck to his 
chest with a smiley face sticker.  The sticker – and the note – were upside down, he 
noticed.  Reaching down to pick it up, he realized why – she’d put it that way so that he 
could tip the note up and read it without even pulling it off of him.  He had to smile at 
that.  Clever, Claire... real clever.  So he did just that, tipping the piece of paper up from 
its bottom and reading the short note she’d left for him. 

 
Nick~ 
Jamie came by this morning and we walked to the park down the street.  He 

brought donuts over for breakfast too – there’s still a couple left, on the counter in the 
kitchen.  Help yourself.  I’ll see ya later! 

XOXOXO 
Claire 
 
The smile left Nick’s face as he let the small piece of paper drop.  So she was 

already out with Jamie?  Great.  Just wonderful.  He supposed he should be angry with 
himself for sleeping late and completely missing her, but he found himself annoyed with 
Jamie instead, for coming over to get her while he slept, oblivious to it all. 

With a heavy sigh, he sat up, deciding he might as well just go.  He wanted to get 
home, take some aspirin for his headache, and crash in his own bed.  Climbing out of 
Claire’s, he hurriedly put on his artificial leg and then pulled on his rumpled jeans, 
which he’d found laying in a heap with the rest of his clothes on the floor.  Before 
putting his shirt back on, he ripped Claire’s note off his bare chest, wincing as a few 
hairs came off with the sticker, and started to crumple it up, then stopped.  He folded it 
instead and jammed it into his pocket. 

When he had finished getting dressed, he left the bedroom and walked out into 
the main room of the apartment.  In the kitchen, he found his car keys, sitting next to 
the small notepad she’d used to write his note.  Picking up the teal ink pen lying beside 
the notepad, he scrawled a quick message to her. 

 
Claire, 



 

Sorry I missed ya this morning... heading home to sleep now... catch you later I 
hope. 

Love ya, 
Nick 
 
Setting the pen back down, he noticed a white bakery bag lying on the other side 

of the counter and went over to peek.  There were two donuts inside, and he 
remembered Claire’s note.  Help yourself.  Shrugging, he reached in and pulled out a 
jelly-filled one covered in powdered sugar.  He bit into it, stopping to savor its 
sweetness, and then tucked it into a napkin.  Grabbing his keys, he walked out of the 
apartment, shutting the door behind him. 

Taking another bite of his donut, he slowly descended down the stairs and went 
outside, holding his hand up to shield his eyes from the bright morning sunlight.  He 
found his car right where she’d left it the night before, parked next to her Toyota.  He 
pressed a button on his keychain to unlock the doors and then climbed in, tucking his 
half-eaten donut into one of the cup-holders.  He started the car and immediately put 
down his windows to cool the stuffy interior until the air conditioning kicked in.  Then 
he backed slowly out of the parking space, watching over his shoulder to be sure that he 
did not bump one of the other cars in the small, cramped lot. 

When he finally pulled away from the apartment complex, he drove down the 
street slowly, eyes trained on the park that was coming up on his right.  He’d hardly 
noticed it before, but now his eyes poured over the green oasis, tucked so neatly in the 
midst of rows of old houses and small apartment buildings like Claire’s.  Located at the 
intersection of Claire’s street and another, the park stretched across two large lots.  It 
was dotted with tall, leafy trees – good for climbing, Nick thought – and on one end, 
there was a small playground, at which a few children played while watchful mothers sat 
supervising on wooden benches.  On the other side, there was a large grassy field, 
perfect for playing baseball in the spring, football in the fall.  Several clusters of people 
played separately on it now - a trio of children stood in a wide circle, whipping a Frisbee 
between them; a man stooped low, carefully pitching a plastic Whiffle ball to his young 
daughter, who hovered over a tee-ball tee, clutching a big red bat in concentration.  And 
off in one corner, he finally spotted Claire and Jamie, standing a few feet apart and 
facing each other. 

Lurching to a stop at the intersection, Nick sat and watched as Jamie dribbled a 
soccer ball between his feet, kicking it expertly from one foot to the other.  Then he slid 
the toe of his shoe carefully under the ball and lifted it up, balancing it on the end of his 
foot until he brought it high enough to reach down and pick up.  From there, he let it fall 
and caught it on one knee, bouncing it back up again.  Over and over again he bounced it 
off his knee, never missing, never letting it fall. 

 “Fucking show off,” Nick muttered under his breath, his eyes narrowing darkly 
as he saw Jamie give the ball a high bounce and then duck under it, bouncing it off his 
head when it came back down.  He frowned when Claire clapped and trotted over to 
Jamie.  Nick was too far away to hear what they were saying, but the exchange was brief; 
then Jamie repeated the trick and motioned for Claire to go back to her spot.  She jogged 
a few feet away from him and turned to face him again.  He caught the ball in his hands 
and drop-kicked it, sending it in a high arc to her.  Nick watched as she got under it, just 
as Jamie had done, and tried to butt it up again with her head.  Just as the ball went 



 

 

ricocheting crazily off the side of her head, he heard a honk behind him and glanced up 
into his rearview mirror to see that a car had come up behind him.  The driver was 
probably wondering why he’d been stopped at the stop sign for at least a full minute. 

 “Yeah, yeah, I’m going,” said Nick in irritation, releasing his foot from the brake 
and moving it over to the gas.  The car took off slowly, and he focused on the road in 
front of him, refusing to let himself look back at Claire and Jamie, playing in the field 
like a couple of carefree kids.  But he could not miss the unmistakable sound of her 
laugh in the distance, ringing through his open windows as he sulkily drove away. 

 
*** 

 
When Nick got home, he downed a couple of pills for his headache and then 

headed straight to his bedroom.  He stripped back out of his clothes, plugged in his 
prosthetic leg to re-charge for a few hours, and hopped into bed.  He lay awake for 
nearly an hour, trying to chase away the images of Jamie and Claire in the park, before 
he finally fell asleep. 

Even in sleep, he was haunted by Jamie and his stupid soccer ball... he dreamed 
he was standing alone in a soccer field, facing one of the goals, before which Jamie 
stood, guarding.  There was a soccer ball lying at Nick’s feet, and he knew he had to kick 
it, past Jamie and into the goal.  Claire was watching... he could see her sitting on a short 
set of metal bleachers, her hands clasped together in anticipation.  He couldn’t let her 
down.  Moving all of his weight to his artificial leg, he pulled his right leg back to kick 
the ball.  He swung his foot forward, kicking hard, but before he even made contact with 
the ball, his prosthesis fell off, as if it had been effortlessly knocked out from under him, 
and he flew to he ground, landing hard on his ass with a dull thud.  Yards away, in the 
goal box, Jamie laughed hysterically, while in the stands, Claire looked crestfallen. 

Nick awoke feeling ashamed and embarrassed, and it took him a moment to get 
his bearings.  He let out a breath as he pushed back the bedcovers, his body hot and 
damp with perspiration beneath them.  Now he felt stupid.  The dream seemed so silly 
and insignificant, like one a child would have, but Nick could not forget it.  It was not the 
literal dream itself – his leg could not really fall off like that, and when would he ever be 
facing Jamie in a soccer match? – but the feelings that accommodated it... feelings of 
shame and unworthiness. 

His logical side told him that it didn’t matter... Claire had already proven that she 
loved him, exactly the way he was, and she and Jamie had broken up years ago.  She was 
with Nick now, not Jamie.  So why did he doubt both himself and her feelings for him so 
much?  Why, sitting there watching her and Jamie at the park, had he felt such a 
gnawing, sick feeling in the pit of his stomach? 

There was another side of him that knew the answer to that question.  Because, it 
told him, Jamie is physically perfect.  He’s attractive, athletic... he’s got two legs... why 
would a woman want you when she could have him? 

He knew these thoughts were probably ridiculous, but he couldn’t stop them from 
coming.  Seeing Jamie show off for Claire like that had given him a strong desire to 
prove himself.  How, he did not know.  Learn to bounce a soccer ball off the knee of his 
C-Leg?  Right.  He’d once been fairly athletic, but it was hard to play most sports with 
only one real leg.  He could shoot baskets, or throw a football, but he could not pivot 
with the agility he’d once had, or run to catch a pass or dribble down the court. 



 

As that thought passed through his mind, he suddenly froze, focusing on one 
word.  Run.  That was something he could not yet do – he hadn’t run in over a year – 
but, according to his physical therapist Susan, it could be done.  Up until now, he hadn’t 
tried, and even this very moment, he had his doubts.  He could walk on the artificial 
limb almost without thinking by now, but running on it?  That was an entirely different 
story.  Still, filled with sudden motivation, he wanted to try.  Would it be enough to 
contend with Jamie’s soccer talents?  No, but at the very least, it would be a cool trick to 
show Claire and the guys, next time he saw them. 

Physically, he was feeling better – sleep, coupled with the two aspirin he’d taken 
earlier, had cured his hangover – so he moved to the edge of the bed and reached for his 
prosthesis.  He slid it on with practiced ease and gave it an extra pat.  “Let’s see what you 
can do, huh?” he said, rising readily from the bed.  He left his room and went out 
through the garage, stopping to grab his basketball off a dusty shelf before continuing 
out into the backyard.  He let the basketball fall onto the grass and gave it a kick with the 
side of his good foot, just to prove that he could.  It was not nearly as light as a soccer 
ball and not meant for kicking, but nevertheless, it rolled across the yard, and Nick 
remained upright, balancing solely on a foot that was not his own. 

Smiling, he strode off through the grass, selecting a wide expanse where there 
was lots of room to run.  Then he stopped and stood there for a moment, hands traveling 
to his hips as he deliberated on what to do next.  It was weird, the realization that he 
actually had to think about how to run.  Once it had seemed so effortless.  You want to 
run?  Then run.  It was just something he did.  But that was before he’d lost his leg, 
before he’d had to relearn to walk on nothing but a metal pylon where his left leg should 
have been.  Now every move he made that was more complicated than taking a basic 
step required thought and special consideration, and even simply walking had been that 
way at first. 

Running, though... it was basically just like fast walking, with an added bounce, 
right?  He reasoned that he should be able to do it about like he had in the “before” days 
– just start walking, increase speed, and take off running.  It sounded too easy, and he 
knew it would probably be harder than that, but he had to try, and that was the only way 
he knew how to get started. 

Sucking in a determined breath, he set off at a fast walk.  Taking a few swift steps, 
he did a little double bounce on his right foot to get him going and swung forward with 
his artificial leg, kicking his right foot back up as he landed.  It felt awkward – more like 
skipping than running – and he stopped after just a few strides.  Still, what he had been 
doing was more than walking, and he was sure he was on the right track – no pun 
intended.  He took a few steps back to his original spot, ready to try again.  He repeated 
the movements – a few steps, a little hop to get him off the ground, a swing forward, and 
he was going.  Again, it felt awkward, and he was sure he looked foolish doing it, but he 
did not stop.  As he gained speed, the movements began to feel more natural, and 
suddenly, he realized it – he was running.  He was actually running. 

Really it was more like jogging... or half-jogging, half-skipping, if you want to be 
technical about it.  But to him, it was running, and he couldn’t have been more thrilled.  
He slowed down, taking a few steps before he stopped.  He was surprised to find himself 
already winded by the short jog, but he figured that was to be expected – although he 
kept himself in decent shape, swimming and lifting weights, he hadn’t run in a long 
time.  And he knew that it took a lot more energy to move on an artificial leg than it took 



 

 

to move on two real ones.  Add that to the fact that half of his left lung had been taken 
out in December, and it was no wonder he was out of breath. 

He was not going to let that stop him though.  He paused to take a few breaths, 
then set off again in the opposite direction, jogging back to his starting point.  The 
motions were easier that time, and he was sure that, like walking, he would get better at 
this with practice. 

So practice he did. 
For nearly an hour, he was out in the backyard, running in short spurts, stopping 

in between to catch his breath.  He tried circling around the yard and found he could not 
keep running for more than a few minutes at a time before he was completely winded.  
But that, too, would improve with practice.  For it being his first try, he was more than 
satisfied.  He limped back into the air-conditioned house with a flushed face, sweat 
practically pouring off his skin, and an aching stump within the socket of his prosthesis.  
But his heart swelled with a sense of pride and accomplishment that made him overlook 
all of that.  To anyone else, it might have seemed a small feat.  But to him, it was huge. 

Craving a shower to rinse his hot, sweat-streaked body, he headed straight for the 
bathroom.  He shed his sticky clothes and pulled off his artificial leg, setting it aside so 
that he could wash out the inside of the socket later.  He turned on the water in the 
shower, and within minutes, he was standing under a lukewarm spray, lightly grasping 
one of the grab bars that had been installed in the shower for support as he threw his 
head back and let the water wash over him in cooling cascades. 

After his shower, he hopped back to his bedroom for clean clothes and, after 
changing into a t-shirt and shorts, went back into the bathroom, where he rubbed down 
the inside of his prosthesis with warm water and then dried it carefully.  As he put the 
leg back on, the end of his stump throbbed a little, but he ignored it, figuring that was to 
be expected after running on it for the first time.  But when he stepped forward on the 
prosthesis, sharp pains shot through the limb, causing him to wince.  He immediately 
took his weight off of the artificial foot and waited a moment, frowning, before trying 
again.  This time, he was expecting the pain, so it wasn’t quite as sharp or as shocking, 
but it did still hurt. 

 “Fuck,” he muttered through clenched teeth, wondering what he’d done to 
himself now.  How could a little bit of running have caused all this pain?  He considered 
taking the leg off, but although it would be more comfortable that way, he didn’t want 
to.  He felt helpless without it, restricted to either using crutches – which he hated – or 
hopping on one foot – which he could only do for so long – to get around. 

So he decided to grin and bear it, the way he had in Hawaii, and figured it would 
feel better after awhile. 

It didn’t bother him much for the rest of the afternoon, but then again, he didn’t 
do a lot of walking around on it either.  Instead, he sat around, watching a little TV, 
playing a little Nintendo, just relaxing.  After exerting himself so much in the backyard 
earlier, he was worn out.  But when his phone rang that evening, and he jumped up to 
get it, the sudden pain was so severe that he knew he couldn’t take it anymore.  He 
grabbed the phone and immediately sank down into a chair.  He checked the caller ID 
and smiled through his discomfort when he saw that it was Claire.  He punched the Talk 
button to take the call before his answering machine picked up and took a shaky breath 
before putting the phone to his ear and saying, “Hey, Claire.” 

 “Hey, Nick!  What’s going on?” 



 

 “Not much,” he said dully.  “What are you up to?” 
 “Just wanting to see if you wanna do something tonight.” 
 “You mean with Jamie?  Or just you?” 
 “Just me,” she answered quickly.  “Jamie went to hang out with his older brother 

who lives down here.” 
 “Oh, okay,” Nick said in relief, hoping he didn’t sound too happy that Jamie 

wasn’t going to be around.  She always got along well with AJ, Howie, Brian, and Kevin, 
and he didn’t want her to think he didn’t like her friends.  It wasn’t that at all... though 
he to admit, Jamie did make him uncomfortable.  But he figured it was probably more 
his own mind than it was Jamie himself. 

 “So what do you feel like doing?” Claire’s voice interrupted his thoughts. 
 “Uh...”  His eyes traveled down to his artificial leg, which he planned on 

removing as soon as he got off the phone with her.  Yet there was no way in hell he was 
going to leave the house without it on, so he went on hesitantly, “Do you wanna just 
come over here and hang out?  We could order in dinner, watch a movie...”   He waited 
for her response, hoping she’d agree to a night in. 

 “Oh sure, that sounds good,” she replied, and he smiled with relief. 
 “Okay, cool.  Just come over whenever you want to, and we’ll order food when 

you get here.” 
 “Okay.  I’ll be over in a little bit then.  Love you.” 
 “Love you too.” 
They both hung up, and Nick stood up, wincing again as weight was put on the 

troublesome leg.  He limped straight to his bedroom, where he did not hesitate in taking 
the leg off and trading it for his pair of rarely-used crutches, which stood propped up in 
a corner.  He used the crutches to haul himself over to his bed, where he sat down and 
took his stump in his hands.  Lifting it up a little, he leaned forward to look at the end of 
it.  The skin there was quite red, and he was startled to see what looked like an open 
blister there.  He grimaced and sighed aloud.  “Great,” he muttered, “that’s all I need.” 

Knowing he would not be able to put his leg back on that night, he covered the 
blister with a band-aid and then pulled a fresh prosthetic sock over the tender stump.  
Thoroughly discouraged, he hobbled back out to the living room on crutches to wait for 
Claire.  He wondered what to tell her when she got there – he didn’t want to tell her 
what he’d been doing outside; he wanted to show her.  But that obviously wouldn’t be 
happening now. 

He let out another sigh.  Nothing ever seemed to go the way he wanted it to. 
The doorbell rang.  He managed a smile.  It was true – in the past two years, 

almost nothing had gone the way he wanted it to... except for Claire.  She was the one 
thing that made it all seem worth it.  Sometimes he wondered what his life would be like 
if she were not in it.  Would he be happy?  Or would he be miserable? 

Or would he be alive at all? 
He tried not to think about it as he rose from the couch and went to the door as 

quickly as he could on crutches.  At the moment, all he wanted was to see her face, take 
her in his arms, and tell her how much he loved her. 

Just that would be enough to make him forget about the stupid blister and the 
backfiring of his plan and the image of Jamie, bouncing that damn ball off his knee. 

For the time being anyway. 
 



 

 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 22 
 
When Nick’s front door swung open, the first thing Claire noticed was that he was 

not wearing his prosthesis.  Instead, he was leaning on a pair of crutches.  It surprised 
her; she knew he didn’t often go without the artificial leg, usually only when he was 
sleeping, showering, or swimming. 

 “Hey,” she greeted him with a smile and then started to ask him about it, but 
before she could get another word out, he came out onto the front porch and surprised 
her again by pulling her into a hug.  It was awkward, with the crutches tucked under his 
arms, but nevertheless, she returned the embrace, slipping her arms around him and 
holding him as he held her.  She was slightly concerned about him – something didn’t 
seem quite right.  Not that he didn’t hug her like this often, but usually there would be a 
hello before the hug. 

Instead, all he said, his head bent so that his lips brushed the side of her neck 
before coming up to her ear, was “I love you.” 

She pulled away just enough to see his face, her hands never leaving his back, and 
offered him a little smile that she was sure did not mask her apprehension.  “I love you 
too,” she said, her voice higher than normal.  “Are you okay??  Did something happen?”  
Reflexively, her eyes shot back down to his stump, which was covered by one of the sock 
things he usually wore over it when he was not wearing the prosthesis. 

 “Nah,” he said casually.  “I just wanted you to know.” 
Her smile felt more real this time, and she relaxed a little.  “Aww... I do know, 

Nick.  You know that.” 
He nodded, smiling back.  “I know.  I just felt like telling you again.” 
 “Well, you know I love to hear it,” she teased him, as they headed into the house.  

“So,” she asked once inside, “why the crutches?  Just felt like it, or...”  She trailed off, 
shrugging, and watched him, waiting for his response. 

He let out a little snort and gave her a sheepish look.  She swore she could see a 
bit of a blush creeping up his cheeks, and she tipped her head at him questioningly, 
wondering what he’d done.  Had he somehow broken the artificial leg?  Could that 
happen?   “Nick?” she asked, smiling a little despite her best efforts to hold it back.  
“What did you do?” 

 “Eh, it’s nothing,” he muttered, waving his hand as if to blow her off.  “I think I 
just overdid it earlier... got a blister right here,” he said, gingerly touching the spot 
where his left leg ended. 

 “Oh,” she said, frowning.  “That can’t feel too good.  How did you get it?  I mean, 
what were you doing?” 

That same sheepish expression returned on his face, and after a pause, he 
answered her almost reluctantly.  “I was... trying to run.” 

Her eyes widened at him.  “Really?” she asked, and again, she couldn’t help but 
smile.  He didn’t seem to want to talk about it, but she was impressed, proud of him for 
even trying.  She had no idea what it would be like to even walk, let alone run, with some 
computerized artificial leg in place of one of her own, but she knew it had to be hard.  
She couldn’t even imagine... 

 “Yeah,” he mumbled, looking down, and she watched as his lips curled up in the 
corners.  He was trying to hide it, but he was obviously pleased with himself too. 

 “So,” she prodded, “how did it go?” 



 

 

He looked back up, his eyes meeting hers as his smile took full form.  “Well... I 
might of messed myself up a little,” he said, motioning to the stump, “but... I did it.” 

She broke into a wide smile.  “You did it??” she repeated excitedly.  “You were 
running?!” 

He nodded, and she let out a little squeal, impulsively throwing her arms back 
around him and almost knocking him over in the process.  As he clung to her, regaining 
his balance, she cried, “Oh my God, that’s awesome, Nick!  Totally awesome!  I’m proud 
of you!” 

 “Thanks,” he said, looking slightly embarrassed.  “I can’t show you though... not 
yet.  It hurts to even walk on the old peg leg now, so I don’t think I’ll be trying to run on 
it again anytime soon.” 

Her smile never faded.  “That’s okay,” she said encouragingly, her hand on his 
shoulder.  “You can show me when it gets better.” 

He nodded again, as if promising he would, and then said, “C’mon, let’s go sit 
down.  Are you hungry yet?  We could order food...” 

Laughing at his quick subject change, she nodded and followed him into the 
living room. 

 
*** 

 
After dinner, a DVD, and some late night TV, it was after midnight, and Nick was 

getting tired.  Beside him, Claire looked about ready to fall asleep, so they said 
goodnight, and she left.  As he watched her taillights fade into the night, Nick smiled to 
himself.  In a week, there would be no more saying goodbye and sending her home.  In a 
week, this would be her home. 

It was the last week of May, and she would be moving in with him on the fourth 
of June, which was the coming Saturday.  She’d already let her landlord know she’d be 
moving out and paid her last month’s rent, and her father, who would be coming to help, 
along with Kyle, had rented a small U-Haul to bring over her belongings.  Her smaller 
things would be moved into Nick’s house, but they had decided that the furniture would 
go back to Gainesville with her father to be stored. 

As he hobbled back to his bedroom, ready to turn in for the night, Nick hoped his 
leg would be all healed by then.  He didn’t expect it to be a problem though.  It was just a 
blister, right?  In a few days, it would be nothing but a memory. 

 
*** 

 
When Nick awoke the next morning, he saw the crutches propped up beside his 

bed and remembered the blister instantly.  Sitting up and throwing the covers back, he 
carefully peeled the sock off of his stump, eager to see if the blister had healed any 
overnight.  When he wincingly pulled off the band-aid that had covered it, he was 
dismayed to find that the sore looked no better than it had the day before.  Maybe even a 
little worse.  The blister looked sort of like a small crater, round and open, bright red on 
the inside.  The skin around it was red as well, and he hoped it wasn’t getting infected.  
He wondered if he had any cream to put on it; if not, he’d have to have Claire get some 
and bring it over, because there was no way he was leaving the house if he still could not 
put his leg on. 



 

Hobbling into his bathroom, he rummaged through the cabinets until he came up 
with half-empty tube of Neosporin.  He wasn’t sure how old it was, but it would do.  
Sinking down onto the closed toilet seat, he squirted a liberal amount of the antibiotic 
ointment onto his finger and smeared it over the blister, flinching as his fingertip made 
contact with the wound.  Deciding he would need something bigger than a band-aid to 
put over the blister, now gooey with Neosporin, he got back up and did another search 
until he found what he was looking for – gauze bandages.  He took one out of its package 
and taped it awkwardly over the end of his stump.  Then, sighing, he rose again, hauling 
himself back to his bedroom to get dressed. 

The rest of the day was spent much like the previous one – sitting around, lying 
around, bored out of his mind, with nothing to do and nowhere to go... nowhere that he 
felt comfortable going anyway.  He didn’t hear from Claire until that evening and 
wondered what she’d been doing all day.  Hanging out with Jamie again, perhaps?  
When he called her that night, she just said she had been running some errands and 
cleaning her apartment.  “Gotta get things organized so I can start packing,” she’d told 
him cheerfully. 

He wished she would come over and hang out with him again that night, but she 
said she was tired from running around all day and just wanted to stay home for the 
night.  Besides, she’d reminded him, she had work in the morning. 

So he called Howie instead, just to talk.  Howie had offered earlier to come down 
to help Claire get moved in on Saturday, and when he confirmed that he was still 
planning to drive to Tampa that weekend, Nick was glad.  They could use the extra help, 
especially if he was going to still be laid up like this on Saturday.  Not that he was going 
to be.  He was sure it would only take another day or two for this blister thing to clear 
up, and then he’d be back on his feet. 

 
*** 

 
By the time work was over Monday afternoon, Claire was ready to get off her feet.  

The day had been a busy one, with back-to-back appointments all morning and most of 
the afternoon.  She was more than ready to head home and kick back, hopefully get in a 
couple hours of relaxation before she had to think about more organizing and packing.  
It was amazing the amount of junk she could cram into such a small apartment, she had 
realized the day before, as she’d given the place a thorough cleaning and started going 
through her stuff.  She wanted to get a start on packing early in the week, doing a little 
every day after work until Thursday and Friday, which she had taken off.  Then she 
would have a chance to swing by Goodwill and drop off whatever she had decided to get 
rid of – which, based on the looks of things so far, would be a lot – and finish boxing 
things up in preparation for the big move on Saturday. 

As she slid her timecard into the slot on the clock, punching herself out for the 
day, Laureen came up behind her, timecard in hand.  “Have a good night, Claire,” she 
said, smiling, as Claire slung her purse over her shoulder and stepped aside to let 
Laureen clock out as well. 

Claire returned the smile.  “Thanks, you too,” she replied.  Laureen had been 
working there for exactly one week now, and Claire was glad to have her.  The younger 
hygienist made for a pleasant co-worker, always cheerful and smiling.  Perky people like 
her sometimes got on Claire’s nerves, but so far that had not been the case with Laureen; 



 

 

instead, she found her quite likeable.  Her first day or two working at the office, Laureen 
had come to Claire whenever she had a question or needed something, since Claire was 
the one she had observed the week before, and also because their cubicles were right 
across the hall from each other.  They’d been friendly ever since, and it seemed Laureen 
was on her way to becoming one of Claire’s closer friends from work.  They didn’t have 
much in common, as far Claire could tell, but they were two of the youngest in a staff 
mostly made up of married women in their thirties and forties, and that was a good 
enough basis for professional friendship at least. 

Just as Claire was getting ready to leave, car keys in hand, Tim strode in.  “Hey, 
C,” he greeted her briefly, and she returned the acknowledgment, wishing he wouldn’t 
call her ‘C.’  It was a nickname he’d used for her when they were together, and, friend or 
not, it somehow didn’t seem appropriate anymore, especially not at work.  But she said 
nothing and headed for the door.  Just as she was walking out, she overheard him saying 
in a low, suave sort of voice, “So, Laureen... did you have a nice weekend?” 

Slipping out the front door of the office, Claire groaned to herself.  The question 
had sounded innocent enough, but she was wise enough to know otherwise.  Poor 
Laureen had only been there a week, and already Tim was swooping down on her.  She 
supposed it shouldn’t surprise her (and it really didn’t); it had been the same way when 
Tim had first started working there almost a year ago.  One week, and he was already 
flirting with her.  Another week, and they’d gone out together.  A couple more weeks, 
and they were in a relationship.  To her, it had always been casual, and though it made 
her feel guilty to admit it, more of a distraction than anything else.  Tim had asked her 
out at a perfect time – for him, anyway – right after Nick had pushed her away, making 
her think she didn’t mean as much to him as she thought she had.  She’d later found out 
it wasn’t true, but at the time, it had hurt, and she saw a fling with Tim as a great way to 
take her mind off of Nick.  And even though their relationship had lasted several 
months, that’s really all it ever was, to her.  A fling.  Tim was a nice guy, good-looking 
and smart too, but he was not for her.  She’d known their relationship was going 
nowhere long before she had broken it off, but even when she did finally break up with 
him, she couldn’t help but feel bad, feeling that he’d always been a lot more committed 
to it than she. 

She didn’t feel bad anymore.  Tim had been fine on his own, and it had not been 
long before a new woman started coming to the office to meet him for lunch every day.  
That had lasted a few weeks, and then there was another, and then another.  Tim was no 
more ready to get serious and settle down than she was when she had dated him, and 
she figured that if most of the other hygienists weren’t already taken, he’d have dated at 
least half the staff by now. 

As she climbed into the car, Claire wondered if she should give Laureen a 
warning the next day over lunch.  Glancing back at the office as she pulled out of the 
parking lot and drove away, Claire decided against it.  Hopeless flirt or not, Tim was 
harmless, and who knew, maybe he and Laureen would be the perfect match.  Either 
way, it wasn’t really her place to ruin Tim’s chances with the new hygienist. 

As she headed for home, her mind still on Tim and Laureen, Claire suddenly 
remembered she had promised Nick she would come over to his place after work.  It was 
a routine she followed often, but with Jamie in town and an entire apartment filled with 
things to pack, her brain had been elsewhere.  Glad she hadn’t forgotten, she turned in 
the direction she needed to go to get to Nick’s.  She knew he’d be glad to see her; she 



 

hadn’t seen him at all the day before, but he had sounded bored and lonely on the 
phone, and if his leg was still giving him trouble, he’d probably be the same way today. 

She sailed through a yellow light and turned at the next intersection, deciding she 
would just have to relax at Nick’s house instead.  She didn’t mind – cuddling on the 
couch or lounging by the pool with him would beat going home to face the arduous task 
of packing any day. 

 
*** 

 
“Hey, hon,” Claire said when Nick swung open his front door. 
 “Hey you,” he replied, smiling at the sight of her, and stepped back to let her into 

the house. 
As she walked in, she noticed he was still on crutches and asked, “How’s the 

blister?” 
He didn’t really answer, just sort of grunted, but she got the point.  “How was 

work today?” he questioned her automatically, laying his crutches down on the floor as 
they both took a seat on his couch. 

 “It was busy, but okay,” she replied.  “I’m tired though... and my back’s kind of 
sore...”  Arching her back, she stuck a hand behind her and ran it up and down her 
spine, looking at him meaningfully the whole time. 

He smirked.  “You hinting at something, babe?” he teased her.  She gave him 
another look; he knew exactly what she wanted from him.  And he gave it to her, gently 
turning her so that her back was to him and resting his large hands on her shoulders.  
He started there, deeply massaging her shoulders, rubbing her neck, working the tense 
muscles in her upper back.  He descended downward to reach her lower back, staying on 
top of her scrub top at first, and then sliding his hands underneath the crisp, patterned 
material.  She let out a soft moan of pleasure as his fingertips came in contact with her 
flesh, and when she felt his stubby fingernails lightly scratching up and down her spine, 
her skin broke out in goosebumps. 

 “Mmm, that feels so good,” she sighed, once again glad she hadn’t forgotten to 
stop by his place on the way home. 

 “Do me next?” he asked, a note of pleading in his voice.  “It’s hard working 
hauling this body around on crutches all day.” 

 “Aww, poor baby,” she said, but she really did feel his pain – crutches were no 
picnic.  “Sure I’ll do you next.  Not yet though – keep going.” 

 “Sure thing, princess,” he teased, and she felt his lips on the back of her neck.  
She smiled as he kissed her tenderly and then nuzzled around in that area for awhile 
before getting back to the actual massage. 

She let him go on for another five minutes and then said, “Okay, ready to switch?”  
She turned just in time to see his eager nod, and then he turned around too, so that his 
back was to her.  Before she had even laid a hand on him, he pulled his t-shirt up and 
over his head, balling it up in his hands and tossing it to the floor.  Smiling, she placed 
her hands on his broad shoulders and couldn’t help but notice the contrast between her 
fair, white skin and his deep tan.  Damn him for being able to tan.  No, not damn him... 
it made him look even better without a shirt on. 

 “What are you waiting for?” he asked, glancing over his shoulder to see why her 
hands hadn’t started moving yet. 



 

 

 “Hold your horses, boy, I’m going,” she replied, digging into his bronzed flesh 
with the palms of her hands, working his neck and shoulders and then his upper arms.  
She could feel the muscle there and knew it was built up from more than just supporting 
himself on crutches.  He liked to work out, especially lifting weights and doing exercises 
to tone his upper body.  She figured his thinking was that if his lower body couldn’t be 
perfect, at least he could make himself look good from the waist up.  As if that had ever 
been a problem in the first place.  Still, he was looking better than she’d ever seen him, 
the weight he’d lost during his last hospital stay back in the form of muscle. 

She massaged these muscles now; they were tight, probably from all the crutch-
walking over the last few days.  As she worked her way down his back a little, she 
noticed streaks of red disappearing under his arms.  Touching one of the red patches 
gently, she asked, “Does this hurt?  It’s kinda red right here.” 

 “Oh... yeah, from these stupid crutches,” he muttered.  “I hate those things.” 
 “I don’t think you’re supposed to have them all the way up your armpits like that, 

are you?” 
 “Nah, I don’t think so either... you’re supposed to use your arms to carry most of 

the weight, but I get lazy.” 
 “Aw...”  She leaned forward to plant a kiss right on his shoulder blade and then 

asked, “How much longer are gonna be stuck on the crutches, you think?  The blister’s 
gotta be getting better by now, right?” 

 “Eh...”  He trailed off, not really answering her again, and she frowned. 
 “Can I see it?” she asked.  “How bad is it?  I mean, if it’s not starting to feel any 

better by now, maybe you should call your doctor and get some advice on what to do for 
it.” 

He shifted his weight, and she could tell he was uncomfortable.  “Nah...” he said 
hesitantly, “it’s fine.” 

 “Lemme see it,” she persisted.  He had a bad habit of pretending things were 
‘fine’ when they weren’t. 

 “Claire,” he groaned in annoyance.  “Back off, okay?  It’s fine.” 
She took her hands off him.  “Lemme see, or no more backrub,” she negotiated, 

hoping that would get him. 
It did. 
 “Fine,” he grumbled, heaving an exaggerated sigh.  Turning so that he was facing 

forward on the couch again, he pulled off the sock that covered his stump.  His motions 
were jerky and rough, and she did not miss the grimace of pain that crossed his face.  
She bit her lip, hating to see him hurting.  When he had gotten the sock off, she looked 
down to find a large gauze pad covering the rounded end of the limb.  He reached down 
and gingerly peeled off the tape that held the bandage in place.  Then, slowly, he pulled 
back the gauze, exposing the skin underneath a little at a time. 

When the bandage was all the way off, and she got a good look at the wound it 
had been concealing, Claire gasped.  That was not just a blister; if it was, it was definitely 
the worst blister she’d ever seen.  It was large in diameter and looked deeper than she 
had expected.  It was as if something vaguely circular had tried to gouge into his skin.  
Pains shot through her at the very thought.  The inside of it was dark red, and the skin 
around it was puffy and almost the same shade of scarlet. 



 

 “Holy shit, Nick,” she inhaled, tearing widened eyes away from the unsightly sore 
to look up at his face.  “I think you should see someone about that – like, right away.  It 
looks infected...” 

 “I know,” he muttered, making a face as he glanced down at it.  “I’ve been putting 
Neosporin on it...” 

She shook her head.  “Somehow I don’t think Neosporin’s gonna be enough.  Has 
it been this bad the whole time?”  He just shrugged, looking uneasy, and she could tell 
he wasn’t going to give up anymore information.  “Well, I seriously think you should at 
least call someone about that,” she went on firmly, not caring if she sounded bossy or 
not.  This was serious.  “Don’t you have another doctor that takes care of the stuff that 
has to do with your leg?” 

 “Yeah, my prosthetist,” he said.  “I guess maybe I should call him.” 
She nodded.  “I think you should.  It looks infected, and that’s not something you 

wanna take your chances with.” 
He made another face, but she could tell he already knew that.  With a sigh, he 

looked at the clock.  “It’s already five... think anyone will still be there?” 
 “Hopefully.  Try and see.  Do you have the number somewhere?  Want me to get 

it?” 
 “I’ve got it somewhere in my desk... I’ll find it.”  He stood up slowly and picked 

up his crutches, using them to haul himself off towards his office at a snail’s pace.  Claire 
shook her head behind him before following after him; you’d have thought he was 
walking the green mile to his execution or something.  After everything he had been 
through, it was no wonder he wasn’t a big fan of doctors – neither was she – but, come 
on, this was nothing compared to what he’d already suffered through.  An annoyance, 
for sure, but nothing unbearable.  A few doses of antibiotics, and the infection should 
clear right up.   

Claire stood in the doorway of Nick’s small, hardly-used office for a moment, 
watching as he stood in front of his desk, his back to her, and opened a drawer.  As he 
rifled through the contents, she came up behind him and placed a hand on his back. 

 “I know it’s here somewhere,” he mumbled, probably more to himself than to 
her, as he started pulling handfuls of papers and leaflets out of the drawer and piling 
them haphazardly on the desktop.  She couldn’t help but peek over his shoulder at the 
papers he had taken out of the drawer.  Curiously pouring over the titles, she found 
them all to contain medical information.  A pamphlet on Ewing’s Sarcoma... drug fact 
sheets for various medications he’d taken... a guide to coping with the side effects of 
chemotherapy... even an diagram illustrating the proper way to bandage.  He covered 
this with an instruction manual for his C-Leg and then expelled a sigh.  “Finally!” he 
exclaimed, and she saw that he was holding up a business card.  She took it from him 
and read the name on the card.  

 
Ryan Emthrey, Certified Prosthetist (C.P.) 
 
There was also a phone number and office hours – Monday through Friday, 8 

a.m. to 5 p.m.  Of course.  It was after five o’clock by now, but she said, “You should call 
now; someone might still be there.” 

He nodded wordlessly and slumped into the desk chair.  Picking up the phone 
that sat on the desk, he dialed the number on the card.  She stood beside him, her hand 



 

 

on his shoulder, and they both waited.  Finally, he groaned and hung up the phone.  “I 
just got a machine,” he said.  “I’ll call again tomorrow morning.” 

She pursed her lips.  “What do you think he’s going to do for you tomorrow?  He 
can’t write you a scrip for antibiotics, right?  Cause he’s not a doctor?” 

Nick considered this a moment, absently twisting the card in his hands.  “No, I 
guess not.  So what, you think he’d just tell me to go see my doctor for antibiotics?” 

 “I guess so.  I dunno what else he could do for it; if it’s infected, and it’s bacterial, 
antibiotics are usually how you’d treat it.” 

 “So... should I call Dr. Kingsbury?  I don’t really have a family doctor or 
anything.” 

 “Your oncologist?  I dunno... I guess she could write you a scrip, but that’s not 
really her specialty.  What if we just went to the ER?” 

 “The Emergency Room?” he repeated, eyes bugging.  “Are you serious?  It’s not 
an emergency; it’s just a stupid blister!  It’ll probably go away on its own anyway...” 

 “I know it’s not an emergency, but they’ll take a look at it and give you antibiotics 
in the ER.  That’s what they’re there for.”  He didn’t look convinced, so she continued 
patiently, “Come on, I can drive you in right now.  You can get a doctor to look at it, he’ll 
tell you it’s infected and write a prescription for antibiotics and tell you how to take care 
of it, and we’ll be on our way.” 

 “Right now?!” he cried.  “Tonight??” 
 “Hey, the sooner the better.  Why not tonight?  It’ll give me a good excuse not to 

go home and pack,” she said with a snort, as if going to the Emergency Room with him 
would be better than packing.  It really wouldn’t be, but as long as she wasn’t the 
patient, and it wasn’t an emergency, she supposed it wouldn’t be so bad.  At least it 
would put her mind to rest, knowing he was being taken care of.  An infection, even a 
seemingly minor one, was nothing to mess around with, as she’d learned following her 
bone marrow transplant, when her immune system had been too weak to fight off even 
the common cold. 

Nick sighed, looking at her with puppy dog eyes.  She stared right back, her gaze 
firm.  Finally, he relented.  “Okay,” he said grudgingly, “let’s go.  You’re gonna have to 
rub my back for like an hour when we get back though, woman.” 

 “Only if you’re a good little patient,” she cooed, pinching his cheek.  
He made a face, shying away from her.  “Quit it.” 
 “Fine.  Come on.”  Grabbing his hands, she pulled him up from the chair and 

handed him his crutches. 
 “Ugh,” he grumbled, gripping the crutch handles tightly.  “I hate going out 

without my leg on...” 
Looking over at him sympathetically, she tried to be positive.  “I know, but you’ll 

be at the hospital – no one will think anything of it there.  You’ll fit in perfectly.” 
He rolled his eyes and did not reply, but when she started to walk out of the 

room, he followed her.  They stopped long enough to put on shoes and then went out to 
her car, which was parked in his long circular driveway.  He slid his crutches across the 
backseat and climbed into the front, buckling himself into the passenger seat.  She got 
behind the wheel, started the engine, and put the old Toyota into drive.  She paused to 
tune the radio to a rock station they both listened to.  An old Hoobastank song she liked 
was playing, but neither of them sang along.  In fact, the entire drive to the hospital was 
silent.  Nick stared broodingly out the window the whole time, and she stared at the 



 

road, tearing her eyes away just long enough to sneak a glance at him every few seconds.  
Whether he noticed or not, she was not sure.  He never returned the glance. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 23 
 
Nick hated hospitals.  He always had, but now more than ever, and Tampa 

General was no exception.  Other than meeting Claire, nothing good had ever happened 
to him there, and as he hobbled slowly into the Emergency Room, the all-too familiar 
sights and sounds and the smell of antiseptic brought back a whirlwind of bad 
memories.  He thought about how he had been wheeled into this very ER not even seven 
months ago, unable to breathe and coughing up blood from a rapidly growing tumor in 
his lung.  He’d never been more terrified in his life, and even now, he involuntarily 
shuddered at the mere memory of it. 

Claire looked over at him.  “Are you okay?” she asked quietly. 
 “Fine,” he muttered.  “I just hate this place, is all.” 
 “Heh... you’re not alone there,” she said dryly, reaching out to squeeze his 

shoulder.  He gave her a tight-lipped smile and made his way past a packed waiting 
room to the admit desk, where two desk clerks sat half-hidden behind computer screens, 
one typing a mile a minute on his keyboard while the other reached for a ringing phone, 
answering with a curt “ER.” 

Dodging the harassed-looking nurses that bustled back and forth from the desk 
area, Nick stepped up to the clerk that was typing and cleared his throat loudly.  When 
the man did not even look up, he tried again, this time adding an “Um, excuse me?  Sir?” 

The clerk looked up briefly, then back down, and with his eyes fixed on the 
monitor in front of him, said robotically, “Take a seat in the waiting room, and the triage 
nurse will get to you as soon as possible, sir.” 

Picturing the crowded waiting room he had just walked by, Nick sighed and 
threw Claire a look of annoyance.  “Sir,” he tried again, “I’m sorry to bother you, but is 
there anywhere more private we could wait?  See, I’m-” 

The young female clerk on the other side of the man Nick was speaking to 
suddenly slammed down the phone and leapt to her feet, looking at Nick with wide eyes.  
“You’re Nick Carter!” she hissed in a whisper, her hand flying to her mouth.  “Hold on 
just a minute, Mr. Carter, I’m sure we can find a room for you.  Hey, Jen?  Jen!”   Nick 
glanced behind him to see that she was addressing a short, brown-haired nurse, who 
came over quickly.  “Are there any exam rooms open?  Or curtain areas, at the very 
least?” 

 “I think the patient in Exam 4 was just discharged,” replied the nurse, Jen.  
“Want me to check?” 

 “Yes, would you?  Mr. Carter here needs a room as soon as possible,” the clerk 
said, motioning to Nick. 

Nick saw recognition flicker in the eyes of the petite nurse as she looked Nick up 
and down, but she stayed professional, simply nodding and hurrying off to see about the 
room.  She was back in less than two minutes.  “Okay, we have a room ready for you, Mr. 
Carter,” she said, keeping her voice low.  “Come with me.”  

 “Wow,” commented Claire to Nick, as they followed Jen down the hall, “talk 
about service.  I’m impressed.” 

He flashed her a momentary grin.  “Oh you know it, baby – it’s all VIP treatment 
here.  Cause I’m special.” 

 “You’re somethin’ all right...” Claire scoffed, as Jen stopped in the doorway of a 
small examining room and held the door, ushering them in. 



 

 “Go ahead and have a seat on the table there, Ni- Mr. Carter,” said the nurse, 
pointing to the padded exam table in the center of the room, which Nick obediently 
boosted himself onto, handing the crutches off to Claire.  “Now, what seems to be the 
problem?” 

 
*** 

 
After Jen had asked Nick a few questions and looked at the blister, she brought in 

a doctor, another young woman, who, looking slightly tense, introduced herself as Dr. 
Yoder.   “I’m, uh... just going to take a look at your leg here,” she said, pulling up a stool 
and taking a seat.  “Jen?  Could you get his vitals while I’m doing this?” 

Butterflies fluttered nervously in Nick’s stomach as the doctor began to poke and 
prod at his blister, while the nurse took his temperature, pulse, and blood pressure – all 
unnecessary, in his opinion.  It was just a stupid blister.  Still, sitting there in the 
Emergency department of the hospital, he couldn’t help but feel a little nervous.  Too 
many times, he had been behind these walls, thinking there was nothing seriously wrong 
with him, only to find out there was. 

And this young doctor was doing nothing to alleviate his fears.  He noticed that 
her eyes kept wandering from his stump to his face, when she thought he was not 
looking.  Every time their eyes happened to meet, they would both quickly look away – 
her back down, and him over to Claire.  By the second or third time it happened, Claire 
was looking down at the doctor with one eyebrow raised, a look of skepticism pressed 
into her features.  Nick was just wondering if there was any way he could request a 
different doctor without insulting the one he had, who had just snuck another glance at 
him.  Was she always like this with patients, he wondered, or was she just starstruck, 
nervous because of who she was treating? 

He wished she could be like Dr. Kingsbury, the only doctor he really liked (as 
much as you can like a cancer doctor anyway), who was too old to have any interest in 
him that way.  

 “His temp’s a little high, Dr. Yoder, 99.5 degrees.” 
Shaken out of his thoughts, Nick started a bit; he hadn’t even realized he was 

running a fever, if even a slight one.  Dr. Yoder paused her examination to look up at 
him.  “How long have you been running a fever, Mr. Carter?” 

 “I... I, uh, didn’t even know I had one,” Nick fumbled.  “I feel fine, honestly.” 
 “And you told Jen you’ve had this since Saturday, is that right?” 
 “Yes,” answered Nick.  “Um... is there something wrong?”  Now his palms were 

beginning to sweat.  He wanted to reach for Claire’s hand, but he kept his hands folded 
tightly in his lap, not wanting her to know that he was nervous.  She’d made this all 
sound so simple, nothing to worry about. 

 “Well... what you have here is not a blister; it’s an ulcer, or a pressure sore.  It 
was probably caused by overusing your prosthetic leg when you were running on it the 
other day.” 

 “Okay...” Nick said slowly, digesting this information, which was hardly anything 
he didn’t already know.  He didn’t care what the stupid sore was called, and he already 
knew full well what had caused it – now all he wanted to know was how to get rid of it! 



 

 

Going on, the doctor added, “On top of that... it looks like you have an infection.  
It could be cellulitis, which is a deep infection of the skin.  You have the classic signs – 
pain, redness, warmth, and swelling.” 

 “What do you do for that?” Nick asked, a little uneasy.  He glanced quickly at 
Claire and then followed her gaze back to the doctor.  “Antibiotics?” he proposed 
hopefully, remembering what Claire had told him earlier. 

 “Well... antibiotics are the standard course of treatment for a bacterial infection, 
but I don’t know for sure that the cellulitis – if that’s what it is – was caused by bacteria.  
Because your temperature is a little above normal and because of your, uh... medical 
history... I’d like to run some tests before I prescribe anything.” 

Nick’s shoulders slumped at the mention of running ‘tests.’  ‘Tests,’ he had 
learned, were never pleasant and almost always uncomfortable, whether he was being 
poked with a needle or rolled into a loud machine that made him claustrophobic.  “What 
kind of tests?” he asked weakly.  If she said she would need to do a bone marrow to 
figure out what kind of infection he had, he was out of there. 

 “I’ll just need to get a blood sample, and then I’ll have the lab run a few different 
kinds of tests on it,” replied Dr. Yoder.  To the nurse, she added, “Jen, order a CBC and 
blood culture... and... oh, might as well add a BUN and creatinine too.” 

Nick did not miss the way the nurse’s eyebrows raised ever so slightly.  But Jen 
nodded and replied, “Sure, Doctor,” writing down the orders on the chart she’d started 
for Nick. 

 “I’ll let Jen here draw your blood, and I’ll go put a rush on those tests so you 
won’t have to wait long.  I’ll be back to see you later,” promised Dr. Yoder and left 
quickly. 

Nick shook his head after her, and when Jen started to follow her out the door, 
mumbling something about coming back in a few minutes with supplies, he reached out 
and caught her arm.  “Excuse me, miss, I don’t mean to be rude, but...”  He paused and 
checked to make sure the doctor was gone and the door was closed, then went on, 
motioning to the door, “Does she know what she’s doing?” 

Jen flashed him a quick smile.  “Dr. Yoder is one of our best residents,” she 
nodded.  “She’s just being thorough.” 

 “Yeah, but... I dunno, she seemed kind of unsure of herself.”  Realizing he’d 
probably said too much, he shrugged and added quickly, “It was probably just me.  I’m 
sorry.” 

Jen smiled again, awkwardly this time.  “Oh, don’t worry about it.  And don’t 
worry about her competency either – she’s normally a lot more composed around 
patients, but what can I say...”  She rested her hand lightly on his shoulder.  “It’s not 
everyday we get a Backstreet Boy in here.”  She winked, and Nick had to try hard to keep 
from rolling his eyes.  “I’ll be back in a few minutes to do the blood draw, okay?” 

 “Okay,” Nick echoed flatly, watching as she, too, left the room, closing the door 
quietly behind her.  As soon as she was gone, he looked over at Claire.  He didn’t even 
have to say anything; she just knew what he was thinking and immediately started 
snickering.  As she put a hand over her mouth to stifle her laughter, he rolled his eyes 
the way he’d been wanting to a minute earlier.  “Okay, don’t get me wrong here,” he said, 
“I love my fans.  But somehow I don’t really like the idea of my doctor being one.” 

 “I know,” Claire said, still giggling.  “But hey, I guess it could have been worse.” 
 “How?” 



 

 “Well...”  Claire smirked.  “She could have been an ‘N Sync fan.” 
 

*** 
 
Jen returned with a bin of supplies, which she assembled on a small, stainless 

steel tray.  “I’m just going to do a simple blood draw from your arm,” she said to Nick. 
He held out his left arm obediently.  “There’s a good vein here,” he said dully, 

pointing out a visible bit of blue on the inside of his elbow.  That was usually the one 
they drew blood from when they could. 

 “Oh, okay... great,” said Jen, looking momentarily surprised.   
 “He’s used to this,” Claire explained, reaching for Nick’s right hand and giving it 

a squeeze.  He smiled a little and squeezed her hand back. 
The nurse nodded knowingly.  “Well, that’s always a plus for us nurses, not 

having to hunt for a vein.”  She gave Nick a quick smile, although he couldn’t help but 
notice the sympathy in her eyes as she did so.  He returned the smile, tight-lipped, not 
wanting her pity.  It only made him more uncomfortable than he already was. 

Jen swapped the crook of his arm with a cotton ball doused in antiseptic, and the 
strong, unmistakable smell of it filled his nostrils once again, making him feel 
momentarily queasy.  Then she strapped a thick, elastic band around his upper arm, and 
he looked away, waiting while she prepared the syringe she was going to slide into his 
vein.  Even after two years of being stuck with needles in a routine basis, he refused to 
watch.  He looked at Claire instead, and their eyes met.  She gripped his hand, and he 
held her gaze, as he felt the sharp prick of the needle as it poked through the sensitive 
skin on the inside of his elbow.  He winced, but held his arm still until Jen carefully 
retracted the needle.  Then he let out his breath with a soft whoosh, while Jen took the 
elastic tourniquet off of his arm and covered the pinprick site with a cotton ball.  Only 
then did he look, letting go of Claire’s hand so that he could press down on the cotton 
ball until his blood clotted beneath it. 

Jen hung around for a few minutes, cleaning up, and secured a band-aid over the 
cotton ball before she left to take his blood sample to the lab, promising she’d be back to 
check on him soon.  As soon as she was gone, Nick leaned back and rubbed his 
throbbing arm briefly before reaching for Claire’s hand again.  Intertwining his fingers 
with hers, he muttered, “Well, that’s always a pain in the ass.  It better not take too long 
to get the results, or I’m outta here.” 

 “Sorry,” Claire said.  “I didn’t know they were gonna have to draw blood for this.” 
 “It’s not your fault,” he mumbled.  “Probably a good thing you made me come.  I 

guess it was worse than I thought.”  He gave her a wry smile.  “Looks like I fucked myself 
up pretty good, huh?” 

She looked back at him with compassion and said, “Aw, baby... it’s gonna be okay.  
I know this sucks, but once they give you some antibiotics or whatever, it’ll heal, and 
you’ll be back on your feet.  Maybe even back to running, as long as you promise not to 
go try any marathons like you were apparently doing it your backyard the other day.”  
She flashed him a smile that was full of mischief, and he chuckled, half-regretting that 
day, because of what he’d done to himself, but still proud of himself despite that. 

 “Sure,” he agreed.  “Give me a few days to train, and we can race.”  He winked, 
and she let out a snort of laughter. 



 

 

 “Ha, fat chance.  You can race all you want, buddy, but there’s no way you’re 
gonna get me out running around in ninety-degree heat.  I’ll stick to a treadmill inside, 
where it’s air-conditioned.” 

 “You’re a pansy,” he kidded her, and she retorted by sticking her tongue out at 
him.  Ah, how mature they were.  He grinned, but quickly sobered when another 
thought came to him.  “Hey, Claire?” 

 “What?” 
 “What if it’s not healed by Saturday, and I can’t wear my leg?  I’m not gonna be 

much help moving you in...” 
 “Don’t worry about that,” she said quickly.  “My dad and Kyle are coming to help, 

and Howie is too, right?”  Nick nodded.  “Then we should be fine.  The four of us can 
handle it if you’re still stuck on crutches.  You can just help me figure out where to put 
stuff, okay?” 

 “’Kay,” he said, nodding again, but inside, he couldn’t help but feel bad.  She was 
the one giving up her apartment to move into his place, and now he might not even be 
able to help her with the move.  It was hard not to feel worthless sometimes, especially 
in times like these.  Being laid up like this, unable to use the prosthetic leg that had 
become the next best thing to his real one, reminded him that he was “disabled.”  He 
never used that word to describe himself, because he hated thinking of himself that way, 
but... well, technically, it was true, wasn’t it? 

At that thought, he sighed to himself.  Claire immediately looked over.  “Whatcha 
thinking about?” she asked, squeezing his hand. 

 “Nothing... just about how much my life sucks sometimes,” he muttered. 
Claire’s eyebrows furrowed, creases appearing in her smooth forehead as she 

frowned slightly.  “Don’t say that, Nick,” she chided him softly.  “I know it’s hard 
sometimes, but be grateful that you’re here to enjoy all the good things in life.” 

He knew she was right.  He should be lucky to be alive.  And he was, most of the 
time.  But it was hard not to get depressed every now and then, when he thought about 
all the horrible things that had happened to him, and all the things that still could.  Yet, 
when he looked back at her, his eyes absorbing her appearance, seeing her as he had the 
night he’d found out about the lung tumor, when he’d never been so glad to see her face 
- pinched, drawn, and beautiful – he knew that the good eclipsed the bad.  For she was 
the good; she was the reason for living. 

He let himself smile a little.  “I know,” he replied, his voice slightly hoarse, and 
squeezed her hand back before bringing it up to his mouth.  He kissed the back of it 
lightly, savoring the softness of her skin on his dry lips.  “I am grateful.” 

 
*** 

 
“You can get a doctor to look at it, he’ll tell you it’s infected and write a 

prescription for antibiotics and tell you how to take care of it, and we’ll be on our 
way.” 

It had been just after five in the evening when Claire had said those words.  Now 
it was going on nine, according to the clock on the wall of the exam room in which she 
and Nick had been sitting all night. 

He was annoyed.  She was annoyed. 



 

Not with each other, just with the whole situation.  The nurse, Jen, had been back 
a few times to check on him, promising that the results for at least some of the blood 
tests that had been ordered would be back soon, and then the doctor would stop by to 
talk to him. 

Soon. 
 ‘Soon’ didn’t necessarily mean the same thing in the medical world as it did in 

the real world; this Claire had learned after being thrust unwillingly into the former five 
years ago.  Still, she hadn’t expected that she and Nick would be spending their entire 
evening in the ER.  She hoped he didn’t resent her for convincing him to go.  He really 
shouldn’t; after all, she’d been right about one thing – that his “blister” was a little more 
serious than he had made it out to be.  Like it or not, she felt they’d both made a good 
decision by coming. 

 “I can’t believe how long this is taking,” Nick grumbled for at least the third time 
in the last ten minutes.  Claire had given up responding; she simply patted his hand and 
glanced at the clock.  8:57. 

So much for packing tonight, she thought.  They wouldn’t get back to his house 
before 9:30, at the very earliest, and she knew she wasn’t just going to drop him off at 
the door and head home.  After all this, he could use a little pampering.  And by the time 
she did get back to her apartment, it would be time for bed; after all, she had to work in 
the morning.  She could start on the packing tomorrow. 

The door to the room opened with a soft click, and she and Nick both looked up 
expectantly.  She smiled in relief when it was Nick’s doctor who walked into the room. 

 “Hi, Nick,” said Dr. Yoder, smiling briefly, an awkward smile.  “Sorry for the 
wait, but I have some of your bloodwork back.  Your white count is high, which indicates 
an infection.  I won’t know exactly what the infection is until I get the rest of your 
results, which won’t be available for another few days, but assuming it’s bacterial in 
nature, I’m going to prescribe an antibiotic called Keflex.” 

Claire looked over at Nick, thinking, Didn’t I tell you? 
He immediately met her eyes, and she was pretty sure she knew what he was 

thinking too.  Why couldn’t she just have prescribed an antibiotic called Keflex when I 
first got here?  Claire was wondering the same thing, because it certainly didn’t seem as 
if they’d gained any new information from the blood draw, so far anyway.  So his white 
count was high – duh.  That’s what happened when a person had an infection, which 
Nick obviously did, judging from the swollen redness around the sore on his skin.  
Thank you, Doctor Obvious. 

 “You need to be closely monitored while on this antibiotic,” the resident was now 
saying, “so I’d like you to fill the prescription and take it for two days to begin with.  
Then you need to come back here, say... sometime Wednesday or Thursday... Thursday 
morning at the latest... so that I can examine you again and make sure the antibiotic is 
working.  The rest of your bloodwork should be done by then too.” 

Nick was not going to like that.  One look in his direction confirmed Claire’s 
suspicions, when she saw his eyes narrow and his mouth open, as if he were about to 
protest.  Jumping in quickly to head him off, Claire spoke up, “I’m off Thursday and 
Friday, Nick, remember?  So I can bring you in Thursday morning if you want.” 

Nick’s shoulders slumped in defeat, but he nodded.  “Okay,” he agreed 
reluctantly.  Looking at the doctor, he asked, “Thursday morning – that’ll work?” 



 

 

 “That’ll be fine,” replied Dr. Yoder.  “I’ll let the admit desk know you’re coming 
in.” 

Less than ten minutes later, they were on their way out the door, Nick hobbling 
along on his crutches, Claire holding onto a piece of paper containing the prescription 
the doctor had written for him.  According to her notes, he was to take the antibiotic 
twice a day for ten days, unless she told him otherwise when he came back for a check 
on Thursday.  Claire swung by a Walgreen’s to fill the prescription on the way home and 
was just pulling into Nick’s driveway when ten o’clock rolled around. 

 “That sucked,” Nick muttered, letting Claire hold the door for him as he hobbled 
into the house. 

 “I know,” she said – he’d already told her as much at least twice in the car.  “But 
at least you got an antibiotic for it.  That’ll clear it up, and you’ll be back on your feet in 
no time.” 

 “It better,” he replied.  “I didn’t sit in that place for four hours and let them stick 
me for nothing.”  Setting his crutches aside, he sank wearily onto the couch and 
inspected the inside of his elbow.  “Look,” he said, gingerly poking at the band-aid with 
his index finger, “it’s already bruising.” 

Sure enough, when Claire sat down beside him, she could see the skin around the 
band-aid starting to change colors.  “Aww,” she cooed, unable to keep from smiling at 
the sad puppy face he was making.  “You poor baby.  Shall I kiss it and make it better?” 

 “No... but you can kiss me here,” he said, pointing to his smirking lips. 
She smiled; how could she resist?  “Whatever works,” she replied with a shrug, 

sliding her arms around his neck and leaning forward to place a tender kiss on his pouty 
lips.  “That better?” she smiled, as she slowly pulled back. 

He returned the smile.  “A little.  Now, how about that backrub you promised 
me?” 

 
*** 
 

It was late by the time Claire got home on Monday night, and Tuesday morning 
found her exhausted from lack of sleep.  By the time work ended on Tuesday afternoon, 
she wanted nothing more than to crawl into bed and take a nap, but she decided sleep 
would have to wait.  She had to get a start on packing, or she would regret it by the end 
of the week.  She worked steadily for a few hours, stopping only to heat up a TV dinner 
for herself.  Just as she finishing the last of her bland dinner, Nick called. 

 “You wanna come over?” he asked on the phone, and she could hear the 
boredom in his hopeful tone.  Poor thing, he’d been stuck at home all day again; no 
wonder he was bored.  Unfortunately, she was going to have to turn him down.  If she 
went over there now, she knew she’d end up staying for hours, and she had to get to bed 
early that night. 

 “I can’t, Nick,” she said reluctantly.  “I need to do some more work around here, 
and then I’m going to bed.  I’m really tired.” 

 “Aww... c’mon, baby,” he pleaded, the whine starting to come into his voice.  
“You can sleep over here if you want.” 

 “Nick... no,” she repeated.  “You know I’d like to, but I can’t tonight.  You enjoy 
having your bed all to yourself, because in a few days you’ll be stuck sharing it with me.  
And you know I’m a cover-hog.” 



 

He chuckled.  She smiled at the sound.  “I know,” he said.  “You’re also a roller.  
And a kicker.” 

She giggled, knowing he was right.  She would always find herself in the most 
interesting positions when she woke up in the morning.  “Well, could be worse – at least 
I don’t snore.” 

 “Ha, right!  You do that too!” 
Gasping in indignation, she replied, “I do not snore!” 
 “You do too!” he insisted, laughing.  “Lightly, thank God.  But you do.” 
She shook her head, but he was probably right there too.  “Well, enjoy your last 

few nights without my snoring then,” she said.  “Jeez, you’ll probably have kicked me 
out by this time next week... or banished me to one of the guest rooms.” 

 “Never,” he vowed.  She smiled again. 
They talked for a few minutes, and she asked if he’d been taking his prescription 

– he said he had – and then, after a glance at the clock, she told him she had to go.  “I’m 
sorry,” she said sincerely.  “We can do something tomorrow, once I’m caught up on 
sleep, okay?” 

 “Okay,” he replied grudgingly.  “’Night.” 
 “’Night,” she echoed, then added, “Love you.” 
She waited for his response, hoping she hadn’t let him down too much.  After a 

pause, the welcomed words came.  “I love you too.” 
Smiling, she gently replaced the phone receiver and slid down onto one of her 

kitchen chairs, thinking about him.  It took her a minute or two to snap out of her 
reverie and get back up.  She threw away the sorry remainder of her dinner, did a quick 
load of dishes, and headed back into the living room to wrap a few more of her odds and 
ends in tissue paper and pack them neatly into a cardboard box.  When she had filled 
the box up and taped it shut, she decided to call it a night.  Turning out the lights in the 
front of the apartment, she headed back to her tiny bedroom, greatly looking forward to 
scrunching down beneath her covers and falling asleep. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 24 
 

When Claire finished with work the following afternoon, Tim and Laureen were 
flirting by the clock yet again.  Rolling her eyes behind their backs, Claire slipped her 
timecard back into its slot, said a quick goodbye in their general direction, and left 
quickly, wondering how long it would be before Laureen fell victim to his charms and 
went out with him.  Of course, at that point, the next guess would be how long Laureen 
would keep going out with him until his repetitive calling and rambling stories about his 
mascot days in college got to be too much.  Maybe she could start an office pool and take 
bets? 

Giggling to herself, Claire slid behind the wheel of her car and quickly started the 
engine, blasting the air-conditioning.  While she waited for the stifling interior of the car 
to cool down, she pulled her cell phone out of her purse and checked her voicemail.  One 
new message.  She expected it to be from Nick, but the phone number that was read off 
into her ear was not Nick’s.  And when the message began to play, it was not Nick’s voice 
either, but a deeper, almost more-familiar one. 

 
“Hey, it’s Jamie.  I guess you’re working now, but hopefully you’ll get this when 

you get off.  I’m meeting a couple of friends from college and hitting a few bars 
tonight... was wondering if you wanted to come.  I know you’re off tomorrow, but 
you’ll probably be busy the next couple days getting ready to move, and I’m leaving 
Friday morning, so... yeah.  Give me a call back.  Later.” 

 
When the message ended, Claire lowered the phone and just stared at the 

number on its screen, hesitating.  Her first instinct was to turn Jamie down.  After all, 
she had told Nick she would do something with him that night, and why would she want 
to go drinking with a couple of Jamie’s college buddies that she had never met? 

But then she remembered the rest of the message.  “You’ll probably be busy the 
next couple days... and I’m leaving Friday morning...” 

She sighed.  He was right.  He only had two more nights in town, and Thursday 
was no good.  She had to take Nick to the hospital for his check-up in the morning, and 
depending on how long that took, the rest of the day was devoted to running errands 
and working in her apartment.  As for Thursday night?  Who knew.  But she figured 
after a long day of running around and cleaning and packing, she would much rather 
just watch a movie with Nick than go out with Jamie.  But that would mean putting 
Jamie first for tonight.  She owed him that much – actually, she owed him a lot more 
than that – so she reluctantly pressed the button to call his number back.  She hadn’t 
seen him nearly enough this week, and she needed to hang out with him at least once 
more before he flew back up north.  Who knew when he’d be down again? 

Nick would probably be pissed, she thought as the phone rang, but he would just 
have to understand.  She saw him all the time, and Jamie almost never.  Besides, she 
could just hang out with Nick the following night instead. 

 “Hey.”  Claire stifled a giggle as Jamie answered his cell; it never failed to amuse 
her how unenthusiastic he always sounded on the phone. 

 “Hey!” she said brightly, mocking him with her exaggerated perkiness.  
“Whatcha up to?” 

 “Hoping you would call.  Did you get my message?” 



 

She smiled.  “Sure did.  You still want me to come with you tonight?  It’s not a 
‘Guys Night Out’ or anything?” 

 “Nope, you’re more than welcome to come.  Are you going to?” 
 “I think so,” she said.  “I should probably call Nick first... I-” 
 “What, you need his permission?” Jamie interrupted her.  His voice had a 

sardonic edge that she did not like, and she frowned. 
 “No...” she enunciated.  “As I was trying to say before you interrupted, I just 

don’t think he’s gonna be too happy.  I kinda promised him we’d do something tonight.” 
 “But you see him all the time.” 
 “I know.  I’ll remind him of that.  I just hate having to change my plans on him.” 
She heard Jamie expel a short breath on the other end of the line.  There was a 

pause, and then he said, “Well, if it’ll make you want to come with us, you can bring him 
along.” 

She knew there was no way Nick would go for that – he would barely even leave 
his house when he couldn’t wear his leg, and hell would probably freeze over before he 
was caught bar-hopping with her ex-boyfriend and company on crutches, his stump 
bared for the world to see.  But, coolly, she replied, “Okay, maybe I’ll ask him when I talk 
to him.  Can I call you back in a bit?” 

 “Yeah, sure.”  He didn’t sound too happy.  Too bad for him.  Nick would be even 
less happy when he heard her new plans for the night. 

A little annoyed with the whole situation, Claire considered just blowing Jamie 
off right then and there, but she didn’t.  Instead, she said, “Okay, talk to you in a little 
while” and hung up, speed-dialing Nick’s number instead as she decided she should 
probably get out of the parking lot.  She was just pulling out onto the highway when 
Nick answered. 

 “Hey, hon,” she greeted him, accelerating down the road.  “Um, listen... Jamie 
called, and he wants me to do something with him and a few friends tonight.  I know I 
said we could hang out tonight,” she added before he could say anything, “but Jamie’s 
leaving Friday morning, and tomorrow’s gonna be busy, so I thought it might work out 
better if I did something with him tonight and then hung out with you tomorrow.  What 
would you think about that?” 

There was silence on the other line, and just when she was about to ask if he was 
still there, Nick said, “Sure, whatever.  I guess you’d have more fun going out with him 
than just sitting around here.” 

 “Nick,” she sighed.  “It’s probably going to be the exact opposite – the people that 
are going to be with us tonight are his friends from college, and I’ve never met any of 
them, so chances are I’m going to be bored out of my mind.  But I haven’t done a lot 
with him since the weekend, and I can’t let him go home without hanging out with him 
one last time.  You understand, right?” 

 “Yeah,” Nick said dully, “I understand.” 
She sighed again.  “Nick, please... I don’t want you to be upset with me.  You’re 

more than welcome to come with me tonight if you want.” 
 “No,” was his flat response. 
 “I knew you’d say that.  That’s why I didn’t ask earlier,” she said.  “Listen, I know 

you’re probably bored out of your mind being alone at home all day, and I’m really sorry 
I’m doing this to you – you probably think it’s a crappy thing to do, but look at it from 
Jamie’s end – it would be crappy if I blew him off his last couple of days in town.  So I’m 



 

 

going out with them tonight, and I promise I will make it up to you tomorrow night.  
Sound okay?” 

 “Yeah, that works.  You’re gonna owe me tomorrow night though, you do know 
that?” 

She smiled as his tone grew more playful.  “Of course,” she agreed cheerfully.  “I 
owe you, and thanks for understanding.” 

 “No prob.  Have fun, okay?  Will you call me later, when you get home?” 
 “Sure,” she said.  “Love ya.” 
 “Love you too.  Bye.” 
 “Bye, Nick.” 
She hung up, feeling a little better, and decided she would call Jamie back when 

she got home.  She set her phone down and turned on the radio, blasting it loud as she 
drove. 

 
*** 

 
It didn’t take long for Claire to decide that Jamie’s two college buddies – Greg 

and Jerry, or simply “Jerr,” as he told her to call him – were a couple of drunken idiots.  
Jamie had never joined a fraternity in college, and from what she had heard, neither had 
these two, but that was not what she would have guessed.  Slap a few Greek letters on 
them, and they were stereotypical frat boys to a T - cracking dirty jokes, trying to be 
smooth while flirting with the hot bartenders, guzzling beer three times as fast as she 
could.  Oh, they were nice enough (Jerr had tried flirting with her at first, before Jamie 
gave him a warning look that made him back off), but it did not take long for her to get 
annoyed with both – no, make that all three – of them, just as it did not take long for the 
three of them to get totally wasted. 

By ten o’clock, as she sat nursing a beer while the guys laughed raucously at some 
joke she’d not heard, nor cared to hear, she was ready to go home.  Or back to Nick’s, to 
keep her buzz going while cuddling with him on the couch, watching some lame late-
night movie on TV.  She regretted her decision to go out with Jamie that night, because 
Jamie, as she had discovered, was not himself when he was plastered and in the 
presence of these two goofs.  She had not seen much of Jamie during their college years, 
because he had dumped her the summer before freshman year and freaked out the 
spring of sophomore year, after her diagnosis of leukemia.  Things had been tense at 
best between the two of them for the next two years, and she had missed seeing what 
“college Jamie” was like.  But if this was a snapshot, she didn’t miss it at all. 

It wasn’t that she didn’t like to go out and drink and have fun, and hang out with 
guys who liked to do the same.  But Jamie had always been a horrible drunk, and his two 
friends were no better – they got stupider and ruder with every drink they downed.  And 
even with a nice buzz going herself, she couldn’t seem to get in on their fun.  She felt left 
out and wished Jamie had asked Dianna to come along that night too so that at least 
she’d have someone to talk to.  Because Jamie certainly wasn’t doing any of that.  He’d 
gone from trying to be all suave and charming with her at the beginning of the night 
(nothing more than showing off in front of his friends), to basically ignoring her.  She 
wondered why he’d even asked her to come along. 

She was just considering getting Jamie’s attention long enough to tell him she 
was leaving when he turned to her, surprising her.  “Hey, Clairie,” he said loudly, his 



 

words slurring slightly, “you remember senior year of high school, when Randy Curtis 
snuck into the teacher’s lounge and pissed in the coffee pot?  You remember that?” 

She cracked a smile at the memory and nodded, remembering the lecture the 
entire senior class had gotten from the principal the following day, about how they were 
going to “crack down” on senior pranks.  “Any student who is caught participating in 
foolhardy end-of-year practical jokes will not be allowed to attend the graduation 
ceremony!” she barked in an imitation of Principal Johnson’s gruff voice, bringing 
Jamie to laughter. 

 “Yeah!” he cried, slapping his knee.  “Oh man that was funny!” 
 “I got an even better one!  Yo, listen to this,” said Jerr, and launched into another 

senior prank story from his own high school.  Despite having decided she was ready to 
leave, Claire found herself laughing until her eyes watered. 

 “Listen to this one,” she jumped in, after Greg had shared a story too.  “One time, 
my boyfriend’s best friend convinced him to take a crap in a sock...”  By the time she’d 
finished Nick’s “pooping in a sock and hiding it inside the band’s bass drum” story, the 
three guys were cracking up. 

Jamie stopped laughing long enough to ask, “Nick did that?” 
 “He sure did,” she replied with a strange sort of pride, finding it funny that a 

woman could be so proud of her man for crapping into a sock – come on, how gross was 
that?  “Nick’s a funny guy,” she went on, almost defensively.  “I wish you two would get 
to know each other better; you’re more alike than you’d think.” 

Jamie didn’t reply, but Greg cut in with, “Wait, Nick?  Ohh-ho-ho, you’re the one 
who’s dating the Backstreet Gimp, aren’t you?” 

At first Claire wasn’t sure she’d heard him correctly.  He didn’t just say-?  But he 
had, and she knew it.  Her mouth fell open slowly, and she shook her head in disbelief.  
“What did you say?” she demanded. 

 “I said-”  He started to repeat himself, then stopped, realizing she had heard him 
fine the first time – gee, was it her expression that gave her away, or the fact that her 
cheeks were quickly turning red as her whole face grew hot with anger?   “Damn, girl, 
you don’t gotta get touchy about it; I was just sayin’...” 

 “Yeah, I heard you, asshole, you don’t need to repeat yourself,” she spat 
venomously, sliding off her barstool.  She started to stalk away, fully intent on leaving, 
but Jamie intercepted her. 

 “Claire, wait,” he said, grabbing her by the arms and practically tumbling off his 
own stool in his attempt to hold her back.  “He didn’t mean anything bad by it; he was 
just kidding around.” 

 “Did you see me laughing?” she retorted, giving him a hardened glare. 
 “Hey, Clairie...”  Jamie holding onto her had given Greg enough time to get up 

off his ass and sidle up alongside of her – not to mention use a nickname that only 
Jamie got away with calling her.  “Look, sweetheart, I didn’t mean nothin’... you don’t 
gotta run off,” he said slimily, daring to put an arm around her. 

As soon as his hand touched her back, she flipped.  One twist, and she was out of 
Jamie’s grasp and facing Greg.  And when she saw his face, complete with an arrogant 
smirk that repulsed her, she followed through with the urge to hit him, and wipe away 
that silly smirk.  Before she knew what she was doing, she’d drawn her whole arm back, 
made a fist, and launched it forward, stopping only when it had made contact with his 
right cheek.  Greg stumbled back, face in hands, and she stumbled back as well, 



 

 

knuckles throbbing, shocked at what she had just done.  But not shocked enough to hiss, 
“Don’t fucking touch me, and don’t call me ‘sweetheart’ – or ‘Clairie,’ for that matter.”  
With that, she turned and bolted, pushing her way out of the bar before Jamie or anyone 
else could stop her. 

Once outside, she ran a ways down the street and turned the corner before she 
finally stopped, sinking to the ground with her back pressed up against the wall, knees 
tucked to her chest.  First she felt anger, at Greg; then pride, in herself.  But it was not 
long before tears sprang to her eyes.  She blinked rapidly, feeling suddenly humiliated.  
Why was she crying?  Because of what that jackass had said about Nick?  Or because her 
knuckles hurt like a mother.  Or because she was out here all alone, slightly drunk and 
without a ride. 

At least I didn’t forget my purse, she thought, picking up the small handbag she’d 
brought with her.  She fished her cell phone out of it and wondered who to call.  Nick, of 
course, was the first who came to mind, but there was no way in hell she was going to 
call him to come here and get her.  Dianna was the obvious next choice, so Claire found 
her name in her list of contacts and dialed her cell.  No answer.  Deciding that leaving a 
tearful voicemail would only upset Dianna when she heard it, Claire hung up and tried 
her home number instead.  Still no answer. 

 “Damn it, Di, where are you?” she murmured, her voice slightly shrill, and 
wondered who to try next.  She realized with regret that she didn’t have too many other 
close friends in the area.  She thought about her brother, but he lived in St. Petersburg; 
it would take him a good half hour to come and get her.  She quickly nixed that idea and 
started flipping through the other contacts on her cell phone, hoping to see a name she 
hadn’t thought of yet. 

Right below Kyle, there was one – Laureen. 
Claire had just added her phone number the other day, and she didn’t really know 

Laureen that well yet... but Laureen was always so sweet to her, definitely the kind of 
person who would help out a friend in need.  Deciding to give it a try, Claire pushed the 
button to dial her number.  She sagged in relief when she heard Laureen chirp, “Hello?  
Claire?” 

 “Hey, Laureen!” she said breathlessly.  “Listen, I’m so sorry to call you like this, 
but I need a huge favor.” 

 “Oh sure, what is it?  Are you okay?” Laureen asked. 
 “Yes and no,” answered Claire truthfully.  “I won’t go into all the gory details 

now, but I’m sitting out on a sidewalk downtown, and I really need a ride home, and I 
can’t call Nick, and my friend Di’s not answering her phone, and-” 

 “I can come pick you up,” Laureen said before Claire could ramble on any 
further.  “Where are you?” 

Claire told her the nearest intersection and the name of the bar they’d last been at 
and was relieved to hear Laureen say, “Oh, I know where that is!  I’ll be there as soon as 
I can, okay?” 

 “Okay.  Thank you so much, Laureen,” Claire stressed gratefully. 
 “No problem!” 
As soon as their conversation ended, Claire shoved her cell phone back into her 

bag and stood up, brushing off the seat of her pants.  From now on, she was going to 
have to start taking her own car everywhere, because this was the second time in the 
past month that she’d been stranded somewhere and had to bum a ride off one of her 



 

friends.  Then again, even if this hadn’t happened, she figured she would have ridden 
home in a taxi, for she knew she shouldn’t be driving, and Jamie, who had brought her, 
definitely shouldn’t.  Despite the fact that she was angry at him – and even more so at 
his friends – she hoped he would have enough sense to call a cab to take him back to his 
hotel.  Lord knows his stupid cronies probably wouldn’t. 

Her anger returning, she began to pace the sidewalk, up and down, up and down, 
never straying far from the spot where she’d sat down to call Laureen. 

After a few minutes of pacing, she stopped suddenly.  She heard footsteps, 
pounding against the cement, coming her way, ready to turn the corner.  She wanted to 
turn and walk in the opposite direction, to run even, but her feet stayed rooted to the 
sidewalk.  Arms crossed, she waited until he appeared. 

A few short seconds later, there he was. 
Jamie. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 25 
 
Jamie’s body sagged when he saw her, and he immediately trotted over, stopping 

a few feet away from her.  “Thank God you’re still here,” he said.  “I thought you left.” 
 “Waiting on my ride right now,” Claire said coolly, looking off into the distance, 

wishing Laureen’s car would pull up right then. 
 “Claire... will you look at me?”  Reluctantly, she turned her head and met his 

gaze.  Illuminated by the street lamp overhead, his blue eyes shone with remorse.  “I’m 
really sorry,” he told her.  “That was an asshole thing of him to say about Nick, and he 
shouldn’t have touched you.  But honestly, Greg’s not a bad guy.  He just wasn’t 
thinking.  He’s a little wasted... we’re all a little wasted.”  He grinned crookedly. 

 “Yeah, no shit," Claire spat sharply, annoyed at the fact that he was still making 
excuses for his jerk of a friend.  “Here’s a question, Jamie – how does he know about me 
and Nick in the first place?  What have you been telling those guys about me?” 

 “Nothing!” Jamie said quickly.  “All he knows is that you’re dating Nick.  But 
come on, it’s not like it’s that big of a secret – it’s Nick fucking Carter, for God’s sake.” 

Her eyes narrowed.  “Go away, Jamie,” she muttered.  “Go back to your buddies 
and leave me alone; I don’t want to talk to you right now.” 

 “Claire, come on, don’t do that,” Jamie pleaded.  “I don’t want to leave with you 
mad at me.  I just wanted to say sorry and make sure you’re okay.” 

 “Well, you said it, and I’m fine, thanks.”  Crossing her arms even tighter, she 
looked away again, wishing he’d take the hint and leave. 

 “How’s your hand?” he asked.  “That was some punch you gave Greg.” 
She felt a smile tug at the corners of her mouth.  “Did I give him a black eye, you 

think?” she asked. 
 “Mm... maybe not that much... but probably a bruised cheek at least,” Jamie 

offered.  “Either way, he’s pretty humiliated, getting hit by a chick and all.  Where’d you 
learn to punch like that?  Did I teach you that?  Or did Nick?” 

 “Neither,” smiled Claire.  “My big brother taught me.” 
She had gotten her first boyfriend at the age of fifteen, not long after she’d finally 

developed noticeable breasts (yeah, she was a late bloomer), and when Kyle had found 
out, he’d taken her out to the garage, where he kept all his old weight-training 
equipment from his football days, and shown her the proper way to punch on his 
punching bag.  This was the first time she’d actually put the lesson to good use.  Kyle 
would be proud. 

Jamie returned her smile.  “So,” he said, “you have a ride coming?” 
 “Yeah,” she answered.  “You can go back inside; she should be here soon.” 
 “You sure?” 
 “Positive.  Go on; I don’t want them to come looking for you.”  She shooed him 

away with her hand. 
He grinned.  “Alright.  Will I see you again before I leave?” 
She shrugged.  “I dunno... definitely not tomorrow.” 
 “Friday?  Maybe you and Di and I can meet for breakfast?” he suggested.  “Nick 

too, if he wants.” 
 “We’ll see,” she said.  “Call me tomorrow.” 
 “Okay.” 



 

 “And make sure you call a cab or something to take you back to your hotel 
tonight.  You shouldn’t be driving.” 

Smirking, he nodded and saluted her before spinning on his heel and walking 
back up the sidewalk, weaving ever so slightly.  She was amazed he had sobered up just 
enough to have a logical conversation with her.  She hoped he would stay that way long 
enough to remember her warning about the cab. 

Her worries vanished when she saw a familiar car slow and pull up to the curb in 
front of her.  Laureen rolled down the window and stuck her head out.  “Hey!” she 
called.  “Hop in!” 

Relieved, Claire went around the front of the car and climbed in on the 
passenger’s side.  Turning to Laureen, the first thing she said was, “Thank you so much!” 

 “Oh, anytime!  That’s what friends are for, right?” replied Laureen, taking her 
foot off the brake.  “So... if you don’t mind my asking, what happened??” 

As they drove, Claire told Laureen the story, about canceling her plans with Nick 
to hang out with an old friend was in town and how Jamie’s friends were jackasses and 
how Greg had insulted Nick (that one elicited a gasp of horror from Laureen – “he 
didn’t!”) and how she had finally socked Greg and ran out. 

 “Good for you, girl,” Laureen said emphatically.  “He deserved it!” 
 “Thanks,” smiled Claire.  “Thanks for everything.” 
 “Quit thanking me, it’s fine!” Laureen insisted.  “Now, where do you live?” 
Claire opened her mouth to give Laureen directions to her apartment complex 

and then changed her mind.  “Actually, could you take me to Nick’s?” 
 “Sure!”  Laureen’s whole face lit up, and Claire chuckled. 
 “Thanks, Laureen.” 
 “I said, quit thanking me!”  Now they both laughed. 
 

*** 
 

It was not even eleven o’clock yet, but Nick was looking forward to going to bed.  
He’d had another long, boring day and even longer, more boring night, as he sat moping 
around, trying not to be angry at Claire for ditching him for Jamie.  I’ll see her 
tomorrow, he’d told himself, but it hadn’t helped much.  He had wanted to see her 
tonight. 

Now he just wanted to go to bed.  He had just gotten undressed when he heard 
the doorbell rang. 

 “What the-?”  Who would be here this late?  He stood in his bedroom for a few 
seconds, debating this, and finally decided to go to the door, figuring it might be 
important.  When he peeked through the peephole in his front door, he was surprised to 
see Claire standing there.  Quickly, he unlocked the door and yanked it open. 

 “Hey,” Claire said, smiling sheepishly at him.  Before he could even ask what she 
was doing there, she turned and waved, and only then did he notice the car in the 
driveway, its bright headlights preventing him from seeing who was inside. 

 “Who was that?” he asked, as the car pulled away, the taillights fading in the 
distance. 

 “Laureen – you know, my friend from work.  You met her once,” Claire said. 
 “Oh... right,” Nick said, remembering.  “Why did she drive you?  Where’s 

Jamie?” 



 

 

 “Looooong story,” answered Claire, stretching out her words.  Narrowing his 
eyes to squint at her, standing there beneath the porch light, Nick realized two things – 
one, she was drunk; and two, she looked like hell.  Still beautiful to him, but... hellishly 
so?  Her eyes were bloodshot, which meant she had either been crying, or she was high.  
Neither sounded very Claire-like, but judging by her smeary mascara, he guessed she’d 
just been crying.  But why? 

 “Claire, what happened?” he asked, concerned. 
 “Like I said, long story.  Hey, can I come in?  It’s really humid out here.” 
Wordlessly inching back on his crutches, Nick opened the door wider to let her in.  

“Come sit down,” he said, leading her into the living room.  They sat next to each other 
on the couch, and only when Claire dropped her hands into her lap did he notice that the 
back of her right hand was a mess.  Her knuckles looked puffy, and worse, they were 
bleeding. 

 “Claire!” he cried, snatching her hand to inspect it closer.  “What the hell 
happened?” 

 “Oh,” she said, gigging as her eyes fell upon her battered hand.  “I got into my 
first bar fight!” she announced, her eyes shining with pride. 

Nick blinked at her, then looked back down at the coagulating blood on her hand, 
which appeared to be coming from small cuts on her knuckles.  Suddenly, the injury 
made sense.  “Wait, you mean you punched someone?” he asked in disbelief. 

She nodded, her head bobbing up and down exaggeratedly.  “One of Jamie’s 
friends,” she said.  “Greg.  He was a dick.” 

Nick couldn’t help but grin.  His woman had punched a guy?  Dayum.  If only he 
could have been there to see it.  “How was he being a dick?” he wanted to know.  “He 
didn’t try to come onto you, did he?”  Without even realizing it, he clenched his hands 
into fists. 

 “Something like that,” she said vaguely, and he got the impression she was not 
being totally honest with him.  He was about to probe further, then decided against it.  
What did it matter what the guy had done?  Claire had obviously taken care of it; the 
cuts across the back of her hand were evidence of that. 

 “Do you want some ice for that?” he asked, knowing it had to hurt, even if she 
was intoxicated enough not to realize it. 

 “Sure...” 
Dutifully, he got up and hobbled to the kitchen, where he scooped some ice into a 

Ziploc baggie, wrapped a clean dishcloth around it, and carried it awkwardly back to 
her.  “Here, this’ll help with the swelling,” he said, feeling almost like a nurse as he sat 
beside her and helped her hold the makeshift ice pack over her hand.  After half an hour, 
the ice had melted, and Nick said, “Well, you ready to hit the sack?  Don’t forget, we’re 
supposed to go back to the ER tomorrow morning.” 

 “Oh...”  Claire nodded.  “Right.  But um... how’m I s’posed to get home?  I don’t 
have my car...” 

Nick snorted.  “Like I’d let you drive even if you did.  No, hon, you’re stayin’ here 
tonight.” 

 “Here?” 
 “Yeah, here.  Now c’mon, let’s go to bed, shall we?” 
 “Okay,” she nodded amicably and let him pull her up off of the couch.  He led the 

way back to his first floor bedroom, glad he hadn’t moved back upstairs to the master 



 

bedroom yet, for trying to haul himself up the stairs on crutches while keeping an eye on 
her would have been too much. 

She went into the bathroom to wash her face, and when she came back, he was in 
bed, one of his t-shirts lain out on her side.  “Put that on and get in, babe,” he instructed 
her, patting the empty space on the bed. 

She smiled, picking up the t-shirt.  “You’re good to me, Nick, you know that?” she 
murmured, as she slowly stripped off her clothes and pulled on his t-shirt, which hung 
loosely on her slender frame, the bottom hem brushing her knees. 

 “I have to be,” he replied as she climbed into bed beside him, leaning over to take 
her freshly-scrubbed face in his hands and place a soft kiss on her lips.  “I love you.” 

She giggled.  “Aww... I love you too.” 
He smiled.  She was cute when she was drunk; in the past, he’d usually been too 

drunk himself to realize that.  It crossed his mind to take advantage of the fact that he 
had her here in his bed, drunk, while he was perfectly sober.  But he decided against it.  
Come Saturday, she’d be sleeping in his bed every night, and they could make love 
whenever they wanted to.  Whenever they both wanted to. 

With that thought, he turned off the lamp beside his bed and slid down beneath 
the covers, feeling her do the same next to him.  Rolling over to face her, he reached out 
through the darkness and touched her shoulder, running his hand gently down her arm.  
“’Night, Claire,” he whispered. 

 “G’night, Nick.” 
Smiling, he closed his eyes. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 26 
 
Claire awoke to the sound of someone saying her name.  “Claire... Claire?”  A 

masculine voice, soft and gentle... a finger on her cheek, equally soft and gentle... now a 
poke in the shoulder, not so soft and gentle.  Then the voice again.  “Claire?” 

Her eyes flew open, and her head turned in the direction of the voice.  There she 
found Nick, lying on his side, facing her, his mouthed curved into a sexy little smile as he 
watched her.  She didn’t remember falling asleep in his bed, but she found that she 
enjoyed waking up there, even if she did have a slight headache.  Seeing him first thing, 
bare-chested and tousle-headed, the sheet pulled up just to his waist, somehow made up 
for the hangover. 

 “Morning,” she whispered, her voice cracking. 
 “Morning,” he said back, his voice a low rumble.  “How ya feelin’?” 
 “Little hungover,” she smiled, “but otherwise okay.  Was I pretty drunk last 

night?”  She supposed the alcohol had eventually caught up to her; she remembered 
punching Jamie’s friend in the bar and riding in the car with Laureen... but beyond 
that... eh.  It was sort of a blur. 

 “Just a little,” he replied with a wink.  He must have just woken up too; there was 
still sleep in the corners of his blue eyes, and his cheeks looked flushed and rosy.  “Do 
you still feel up to taking me back to the hospital today?” 

Oh yeah, it was Thursday, wasn’t it?  She had the day off – good thing, because 
she was pretty sure she would have been late to work otherwise – and she had promised 
to bring him back to the ER for his follow-up appointment that morning. 

She nodded.  “Mm, yeah... what time do you wanna go?” 
 “Whenever you’re ready.  I’d rather get it over with early,” he replied. 
 “Understandable.  Okay, that sounds good.  Just gotta... get... up...”  She 

struggled to a sitting position, her head pounding as soon as it left the pillow.  Ugh.  
“You got any Advil or Aleve or something around here?” 

He smirked.  “Sure.  You sit tight; I’ll bring you some.”  Sitting up himself, he 
patted her bare leg and swung his own over the side of the bed, stretching his arms 
above his head before he stood up. 

When she saw him reach for his crutches, she said quickly, “No, wait, Nick, I’ll get 
it” and forced herself out of his bed.  She wasn’t going to make him hobble all over the 
house to do something she was fully capable of doing herself.  “Bathroom?” she asked, 
pointing. 

 “Yeah,” he smiled.  “Middle shelf of the cabinet.  Would you mind getting one of 
my pills too while you’re in there?  They’re in the bottle on the counter.” 

 “Sure thing.”  She found a bottle of Aleve and swallowed two of the tablets dry.  
Then she picked up the orange prescription bottle sitting on his counter.  It was for the 
antibiotic he had been prescribed by the resident in the ER, and she checked the label, 
then shook one pill out into her hand.  She brought it back into the bedroom for him and 
watched as he washed it down with a sip of water from the glass on his bedside table.  
“Is that stuff helping?” she asked. 

He shrugged.  Leaning forward, he pulled off his prosthetic sock and then peeled 
back the gauze bandage that covered the ulcer.  He frowned, and so did Claire, when she 
got a good look at it. 

 “It doesn’t look much better, does it?” she observed, noticing how red it still was. 



 

 “Not really,” he mumbled and sighed, raking a hand through his hair. 
 “Well, it’s only been two days... maybe it just takes longer to show any 

improvement,” Claire said hopefully, not wanting him to get discouraged.  “I guess we’ll 
find out more at your appointment.”   He nodded wordlessly.  She studied him for a 
moment, then perched on the edge of the bed beside him.  “I know this sucks, Nick,” she 
murmured, sliding her arm around his waist.  “No use pretending it doesn’t.  But it’ll go 
away eventually, and then everything will get back to normal.” 

He snorted.  “Depends on your definition of ‘normal’.” 
She chose to say nothing back to that.  Instead, she just ran her hand up and 

down his bare back, wishing she knew how to cheer him up.  She hated to see him be so 
down on himself.  It happened less and less now, but there were still days when he got 
depressed, and there was not much she could say or do to change that.  She told herself 
that just being there for him was a start, but sometimes she worried it was not enough.  
He had been scarred by what had happened to him in the past year or so, and she knew 
the scars went much deeper than his skin. 

But scars on the outside faded with time, she thought, as her fingers brushed over 
the end of the long scar that wrapped around his left side.  The ones on the inside would 
fade too.  They already had, to an extent. 

 “You’re warm,” Claire commented, breaking the silence.  Her hand had reached 
the back of his neck, and she could feel heat radiating from his skin there. 

 “I think maybe I’m running a fever again,” he muttered, and her hand 
immediately went around to his face, lightly touching his cheek, then pressing against 
his forehead.  Feeling the warmth against her palm, she nodded. 

 “I think so too,” she said, pursing her lips as she studied him.  “Maybe we should 
get ready and head to the hospital, huh?” 

He nodded reluctantly, but made no move to get up.  “You wanna shower first?” 
he asked. 

 “Why, do I smell?” she teased, elbowing him lightly.  Heck, she probably did, like 
beer and stale cigarette smoke from being in the bars.  The clothes she’d had on last 
night had to smell just lovely as well. 

 “Nah, I was just thinking it would save time if we showered together,” he replied, 
turning to her and waggling his eyebrows a little. 

She grinned.  Now there was her Nick.  “Hey, good point,” she said.  “We wouldn’t 
want to waste time, now would we?” 

 “Course not.  You know how eager I am to get back to the ER.” 
She just laughed. 
They showered together and got dressed, him in a t-shirt and shorts, her in the t-

shirt of his she’d worn to bed and a baggy pair of his sweatpants.  They ate a quick 
breakfast, then left.  On the way to the hospital (he let her drive the Jag), they stopped 
by Claire’s apartment so that she could change clothes and brush her teeth. 

By ten-thirty, Claire was sitting in an exam room at the hospital, nearly identical 
to the one they’d been in on Monday, watching as Dr. Yoder examined Nick. 

 “You’re right,” the young physician was saying, “the antibiotic isn’t working as 
well as it should.  You should have noticed a decrease in the redness and swelling, and 
instead, the red area seems to be even higher on your leg.  That’s a sign that the infection 
is starting to spread.” 



 

 

Claire drew in a breath and looked at Nick, who appeared more annoyed than 
anything else.  She felt bad for him.  He seemed to have horrible luck when it came to 
stuff like this.  He’d done everything the doctor had instructed, and still the infection 
hadn’t gone away.  Now it was spreading.  That didn’t sound good, and she wondered if 
there was worry beneath his mask of annoyance.  She was concerned and wanted to 
know what this resident planned to do for him now. 

 “I’d like to put you on a more powerful antibiotic,” Dr. Yoder went on, without 
either of them having to ask, “but it can only be given intravenously – through an IV – 
which means you will have to be admitted to the hospital.” 

 “What?!” Nick cried, his expression contorting to one of pure outrage.  “You want 
me to stay in the hospital?  For how long??” 

 “Just a few days, and then you can switch back to an oral antibiotic and continue 
the treatment on an outpatient basis.” 

Nick sighed and looked down, covering his hand with his face briefly before 
looking over at Claire.  She bit her lip and looked into his eyes, not saying anything.  He 
shifted his gaze back to the doctor.  “Can this wait till after the weekend?” he asked. 

Dr. Yoder shook her head.  “No,” she said, “that’s not a good idea.” 
 “But...”  Nick sighed again, his frustration evident.  “I can’t be in the hospital for 

the next few days; I have plans on Saturday, and-” 
 “Nick,” Claire cut in, hoping to calm him down, “don’t worry about Saturday, 

okay?  We can talk later; we’ll figure something out.”  Moving was the least of her 
concerns right now; if his infection was serious enough to land him in the hospital, that 
was what they needed to worry about. 

Nick only glanced at her briefly and didn’t reply, focusing back on the doctor 
instead.  “What happens if I don’t do the hospital/IV crap?” he asked, an ounce of 
hostility in his voice. 

 “The infection will continue to spread,” Dr. Yoder answered him forwardly.  
“Cellulitis can spread very rapidly, and once it gets below all the layers of skin, it can get 
into your bloodstream or lymph nodes and spread throughout your body.  If it isn’t 
treated, it could become life-threatening.” 

Her heart skipping a beat, Claire’s eyes immediately flew back to Nick as she 
waited anxiously to hear his reply.  If he was going to be a fool and refuse-  No, take that 
back – she wouldn’t let him be a fool and refuse.  She was fully prepared to use whatever 
tactics she could think of to make sure he did what the doctor said.  This was nothing to 
mess around with. 

Luckily, Nick knew that.  Apparently the word “life-threatening” had done the 
trick because, subdued, he nodded.  “Fine,” he mumbled, hardly audible.  “When do I 
have to check in?” 

Claire practically sighed in relief, and when he looked over at her, she gave him a 
tiny smile and touched his arm.  Thank you. 

 “The sooner, the better,” Dr. Yoder answered Nick’s question.  “I can call upstairs 
and find a room for you now, and we’ll get you admitted and upstairs in the next hour or 
so.”  Nick nodded again, silently agreeing.  “Okay,” said the doctor.  “Stay here, and I’ll 
make the arrangements.  Someone will be back to check on you soon.” 

As soon as she was gone, Nick turned to Claire.  “I’m sorry,” he whispered, and 
the look in his eyes nearly broke her heart.  He looked so sad, so guilty, as if he was 
purposely messing up their plans. 



 

She shook her head.  “There’s nothing to be sorry for,” she said soothingly, taking 
his hand and giving it a squeeze.  “You can’t help this.  If you have to stay in the hospital 
for a few days, then you just do.  It’s not something either of us can change.” 

He sighed.  “But what about Saturday?” he asked. 
 “Well...”  She paused, thinking.  “My dad and Kyle are already planning to drive 

down, and so is Howie... they’ve already rented the moving van for the weekend... and 
my landlord’s counting on my apartment being vacant after Saturday, so... unless you 
want to be there to supervise, I say we go ahead with the move.  Howie’ll be there, and 
he knows your house even better than I do, so he can help me decide where to put stuff 
and everything.  What do you think?” 

Nick nodded.  “Okay.  That works.  I just wish I could help...” 
 “Don’t worry about it.  Like I said before, I’ll have plenty of men helping me; it’ll 

go fine.”  She offered him a reassuring smile.  He didn’t smile back.  Oh well.  Had she 
been in his position, she supposed she wouldn’t have felt like smiling either. 

Nick closed his eyes momentarily, looking weary and feverish.  When he opened 
them, he did not look at her, but instead bowed his head, casting his eyes down.  He 
stayed like that for a few moments, appearing deep in thought.  Finally, after a spell, he 
spoke, his voice so low she had to lean closer to make out his words. 

 “Why does shit like this constantly happen to me?  It’s like no matter what I do, I 
can’t get away from it.  Maybe I never will.  Maybe it’ll be this way for the rest of my life, 
one shitty thing after another, until I finally just die.” 

His last words hit her like blows to the chest.  She’d asked herself the same kind 
of questions, thought the same thoughts...  Why?  Why is this happening?  Why me?  
When will it end?  Will it ever end?   But hearing him say them out loud now frightened 
her, and she squeezed his hand tightly, her fingernails digging into his skin.  “Nick, don’t 
talk like that,” she pleaded, the words coming out more shrilly than she’d expected. 

 “I’m sorry,” he said hollowly, without looking at her. 
 “This isn’t the end of the world, you know,” she added, almost angry with him 

now.  How dare he complain about this, when he’d made it through things that were so 
much worse?  He should be counting his blessings, not his curses.  He was lucky to be 
alive. 

And yet, she was sure he didn’t feel too lucky sometimes.  Neither did she.  They’d 
both beaten the odds... but how could they call themselves lucky, with all that they’d had 
to face? 

Just as quickly as it had come, her anger faded.  How could she be mad at him for 
feeling like that, when she herself had felt the same way from time to time?  It was only 
natural.  

She tried again to talk to him.  “Nick, I’m sorry.  I know how you feel.  This sucks; 
it really does.  It’s a setback for sure... and there might be more setbacks later down the 
road.  But you can’t dwell on them.  You gotta just keep going and concentrating on the 
good stuff.  Like the fact that when you get out of here in a few days, I’ll be all moved in, 
and we’ll be together.”  She paused, then added, “Of course, after about a week, you’ll 
probably be ready to kick me out, but...” 

She looked over, happy to see a smile tugging at the corner of his mouth.  Finally, 
he looked back at her.  “I’d never kick you out.  You’re like the one thing in my life that 
doesn’t suck.” 



 

 

“I’m not the only thing in your life that doesn’t suck, Nick.  But even so, I guess 
I’ll take that as a compliment,” she said with a wry smile.  But beyond the smile, she was 
worried.  He usually kept so much inside... she wondered if he felt this way more often 
than he let on. 

Maybe the scars hadn’t faded so much after all. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 27 
 

Déjà vu. 
That’s exactly what Nick was experiencing, as he sat in a hospital bed, his back 

pressed against the raised head of the bed, a sheet and thin blanket pulled up over his 
lap.  An IV bag hung on a pole beside the bed, dripping powerful antibiotics through a 
thin line that snaked into a vein in his left forearm, and the bedside tray held his 
abandoned dinner, which he’d pushed aside after only a few bland bites.  An episode of 
“The Simpsons” played on the TV, the volume down low, but he was hardly watching. 

Yep, he’d certainly been in this position before.  Too many times, and too 
recently.   It had only been six months since he’d spent over a week in the hospital, 
recuperating from his lung surgery.  Of course, this was nothing compared to that, but it 
was still no picnic.  He hadn’t even been admitted for six hours yet, and already, he was 
bored out of his mind and miserable. 

Claire had hung around for awhile after he’d been moved to a private room 
shortly before lunch, but she’d gone home three hours ago to pack some more.  She had 
promised she would be back later that evening, and he found himself wishing she’d get 
there soon so that he would at least have someone to talk to, someone to take his mind 
off of his discomfort. 

In the meantime, he found himself thinking about the upcoming weekend.  It was 
already Thursday, and the doctor in the ER had said he would probably be here for “a 
few days.”  Which meant he probably wouldn’t be discharged by Saturday.  He hated the 
idea that he wouldn’t even be around to help Claire get moved in, and even worse, that 
he might not even get to spend Saturday night at the house with her.  He had been 
planning to do something nice for her – a romantic dinner, maybe a DVD (something 
she liked – a romantic comedy, perhaps?), a nice long soak in the Jacuzzi upstairs, 
scented candles burning all around, and finally, bed.  Together.  But the whole 
“together” part wouldn’t work if he was still stuck here, unable to do anything for or with 
her. 

He was feeling sorry for himself, and for her too.  The weekend would be ruined 
for both of them, and Claire deserved better than that.  She deserved to be pampered 
and treated like a queen who had just taken the throne in her new palace, not left to fend 
for herself because her “king” was laid up in a hospital bed.  It just wasn’t fair. 

He couldn’t help but be angry.  Angry at himself, for getting into such a 
predicament.  Angry at Jamie, for showing off for Claire and giving Nick the push to 
learn to run again in the first place.  Angry at his C-Leg, for giving him a blister when 
he’d run on it.  Angry at the blister, for turning into an ulcer.  Angry at the ulcer, for 
getting infected.  Angry at the infection, for not going away.  Angry at the antibiotics, for 
not working.  Angry at Dr. Yoder, for making him stay in the hospital.  And on and on it 
went.  At that moment, he was basically pissed off at the world. 

With a derisive snort, he thought about what Howie might say if he could hear 
Nick’s self-pitying thoughts.  Surely he would give Nick a nice long pep talk – that was 
Howie’s way.  He’d given Nick a lot of them over the years, especially recently, and as 
much as Nick hated them, he loved them.  Despite the fact that Brian was his best friend 
and that Kevin was the one he usually came to first for advice, Nick had always been 
glad it was AJ and Howie who had volunteered to live him for those first few months 
after the amputation, when he was still learning how to get around on his own again.  



 

 

AJ, with his casual air and flair for joking his way out of uncomfortable situations, had 
managed to keep him laughing through a period of time when he’d thought he would 
never have anything to smile about again.  And Howie, with his unyielding support and 
compassion, had simply been there with him through everything, from his health 
problems to problems with Claire, offering him a pick-me-up when he needed it, a 
listening ear when he wanted to talk, and a shoulder to cry on when he didn’t.  Claire 
had always been the best person to talk to about anything concerning his illness, but 
Howie had definitely become a close second.  Howie hadn’t been there firsthand, the 
way Claire had, but in a way, he still understood.  That was the good thing about Howie 
– he always seemed to understand. 

And that was why, at that moment, Nick decided to call Howie.  Not only would 
Howie need to know what had happened, since he was driving to Tampa on Saturday to 
help with the move, but right then, Nick really just wanted to talk to him, to hear his 
warm, familiar voice offering words of hope and encouragement.  He needed some of 
Howie’s optimism to counteract the pessimistic, angry thoughts that had been whirling 
through his head. 

Howie answered his cell phone on the second ring, although his “Hello?” was not 
one of recognition. 

Oh duh, thought Nick, realizing he was calling from his hospital room line and 
not his cell.  Of course Howie wouldn’t know who was calling; his name wouldn’t show 
up on the caller ID.  “Hey Howie, it’s Nick,” he said, trying to brighten his voice. 

 “Nicky, hey!”  Howie’s tone had changed instantly to one of warmth and 
friendliness.  “What’s up, man?  Getting geared up for Saturday and stuff like that?” 

As his stomach clenched, Nick smiled weakly.  Howie knew just how excited he 
had been to have Claire move in with him.  He still was... but the excitement of the 
actual move-in day was gone, replaced with the sick realization that all his plans were 
going to be ruined now.  “Well, uh...” he struggled; what was he supposed to say to that?  
“Kinda... but not so much.” 

There was a moment of silence on Howie’s end; then, “Oh no... she changed her 
mind?” 

 “No, she’s still moving in,” Nick replied quickly.  “But I don’t think it’s gonna 
work out quite like how I’d planned.  I, uh... I kinda did something dumb last 
Saturday...” 

 “What did you do?” Howie prompted after another pause. 
 “Well... I decided I was going to learn to run again,” started Nick.  “So I went out 

in the backyard and... well, ran.  Only apparently it wasn’t such a good idea to run 
around the yard for an hour, cause I got a blister on the end of my stump, and it got 
worse, and I found out it was really like a pressure ulcer thingie, and it got infected, and 
I went to the doctor and she gave me some antibiotics, but they didn’t really help, so... 
I’m kind of in the hospital right now.” 

He said this all fairly fast, and it apparently took Howie a moment to absorb all 
the information, for it was after yet another pause when Howie asked, “Wait, you’re in 
the hospital?” 

 “Yeah... the doc made me check in this morning so I could get some more 
powerful IV antibiotics.  It sucks.” 

 “Oh man... that sounds terrible.  Are you okay??  How serious is it?” Howie 
asked, his voice brimming with sympathy and concern. 



 

 “Eh, I’m fine, dude,” Nick assured him casually.  “It’s not that bad, more of a pain 
in the ass than anything else.  The doc said I’d probably have to stay here for a few days 
though.” 

 “Oh no... so, Saturday...?” 
 “Yeah, it’s lookin’ like I might not even be around for the move,” Nick told him 

glumly. 
 “Aw... I’m sorry, Nicky.  So she’s still planning to move in on Saturday then?” 
 “Yeah, we can’t really push it back cause her dad already rented a truck for this 

weekend, and her landlord wants her out of her apartment and stuff.  So we gotta do it 
this Saturday still.” 

 “Well, I’m definitely still coming to help, so don’t worry about a thing, Nick.  I’m 
sure it will go smoothly.” 

 “Yeah,” Nick replied hollowly, then continued, “I’m not really worried about that 
though.  I was more thinking along the lines of Saturday night... I wanted to do 
something special for her, D... you know, her first night in the house and all?  Now I 
won’t be able to.  She’ll be there all alone.” 

 “Well, I could stay the night, if you don’t want her alone...” 
Nick laughed.  “Damn, Howie, like I want you shacking up with my woman while 

I’m not around?” 
 “Well I didn’t mean like that!” Howie exclaimed quickly, sounding flustered.  “I 

just meant-” 
 “I know what you meant, D, I’m just playin’,” Nick replied, laughing some more 

as he imagined the embarrassed look on Howie’s face.  Sobering, he added, “Nah, I’m 
not worried about her staying alone or anything... but I wanted to be with her.  I wanted 
to make it special, and now it just won’t be.” 

 “Aw, I’m sorry, Nick.  She’ll understand though.” 
 “I know she will,” Nick sighed, “but still.” 
 “I know what you mean,” said Howie.  “Well, if there’s anything I can do...” 
As Howie trailed off, Nick thought for a moment, ideas beginning to stream 

through his mind.  “Actually,” he began slowly, “Maybe there is something...” 
 

*** 
 

Nick hung up the phone feeling much better than he had when he had picked it 
up.  His mood improved even more when he heard a rhythmic knock on his door and 
looked up to see Claire’s head poking into the room.  He smiled.  “Hey, get in here!” he 
called, beckoning to her. 

A grin spread instantly over Claire’s face, and she inched in, using her butt to 
nudge the door shut.  Her hands were behind her back, and he knew she had something 
in them, something she was trying to hide. 

 “Whatcha got?” he asked, beaming cheekily at her.  “Somethin’ for me?” 
 “Psh, why would I get something for you?” she asked as she whipped her right 

hand out from behind her back, producing a bouquet of flowers.  Half a dozen yellow 
roses amid delicate bunches of baby’s breath, and, blushing from the center of the sunny 
arrangement, a single red rose. 



 

 

Smiling at the sentiment, Nick took the tissue-wrapped bouquet and cradled it in 
his arms, lightly running a finger over one of the velvety rose petals.  “Thanks, baby,” he 
said, looking back up at her. 

She shrugged.  “I thought they might help brighten this place up a bit.  And since 
I figured you might be lonely without me later tonight, I brought someone to keep you 
company too.”  Moving her other hand out from behind her back, she handed him a 
small stuffed gorilla.  He laughed when he saw it, and she grinned.  “He reminded me of 
King Kong,” she explained with a wink. 

 “Ah... he kinda does look like ol’ Kong,” said Nick, stroking the stuffed animal’s 
soft black fur and poking at one of its dark glass eyes.  “Little small though.” 

 “Yeah, but he’s the perfect size for hugging at night,” she replied with a sweet, 
girlish smile. 

Nick stuck his tongue out.  “I’d rather be hugging you.” 
 “That can be arranged.”  Setting her purse down at the foot of his bed, she came 

up closer and leaned down for a hug, careful not to bump his IV line.  As she pulled 
back, stopping to brush her mouth against his on the way, she asked, “You doin’ okay?”  
Her voice was casual, but he could see the concern in her eyes when they met his. 

He nodded.  “Doin’ okay,” he repeated assuredly.  “I just got off the phone with 
Howie.” 

 “Oh, good,” she smiled, pulling a chair up to the side of his bed to sit down.  “I 
thought one of us better call him and fill him in on what’s going on.” 

Nick nodded.  “Yeah.  He decided he’s gonna come into town tomorrow afternoon 
and get a hotel room for the night.” 

 “Oh, that’s cool,” said Claire.  “Then you guys will have some time to hang out 
too.” 

 “Psh yeah, just around this place,” Nick muttered disdainfully, his nose wrinkling 
as he looked around the insipid hospital room. 

 “Yeah, yeah... well, don’t knock this place too much.  It’s not all bad.  It is where 
we first met, you know.” 

Nick couldn’t help but smile, thinking of the unconventional way in which they’d 
become acquainted.  “True,” he said with a dry chuckle.  “That’ll sure make for a 
romantic story to tell our kids someday.”  He rolled his eyes before looking back at her.  
When he did, she smiled, but it was a weak smile, one that didn’t quite make it to her 
eyes.  He frowned, momentarily perplexed; then it hit him. 

Our kids.  
 “Hypothetically speaking, I mean,” he added quickly, hoping he hadn’t struck a 

nerve in her.  The weekend he’d spent at her parents’ house, when she had told him she 
was infertile, he’d walked on eggshells around her, careful not to say anything that 
might hurt her.  But she had told him then that she had come to accept it, and he had 
quickly seen that she had, or so it seemed.  He could tell she was genuinely thrilled for 
her brother and sister-in-law, who were expecting their first child, and after that 
weekend, the issue had slipped his mind.  Like he’d told her then, it didn’t make a 
difference to him, and so it was not something he had given much more thought.  But he 
should have thought about it before he’d spoken just now; the last thing he wanted to do 
was upset her. 

To his relief, she smiled again, and this time it looked genuine.  “Of course,” she 
said lightly.  “Then we can go on to tell them about our first few ‘dates’ in the cancer 



 

clinic and how the first time you told me you loved me was in the Emergency Room.”  
She slipped her hand into his and gave it a squeeze, along with a wry smile.  “We’re 
something, aren’t we?” 

 “We sure are,” Nick agreed with a chuckle, touched that she remembered that 
terrible, yet wonderful moment in the ER last December as well as he did; that she, too, 
knew it as the first time they had spoken those three words to each other – I love you. 

As the words formed in his mind, their eyes met, and for a few breaths, they 
simply gazed at one another in silence.  It was Claire who broke the silence first, her eyes 
sliding over to his deserted dinner tray.  “How was dinner?” she asked, and the topic of 
conversation was changed instantly as she lifted the cover off one of the dishes on the 
tray and wrinkled her nose at the uneaten contents beneath it.  “Not so good, eh?” 

Nick simply snorted.  She knew just as well as he did that hospital food was not 
exactly fine dining.  It ranked right up there with airplane food in Nick’s book. 

 “Well,” Claire went on, “if you’re hungry, I can at least go on a vending machine 
run, find you something edible to smuggle in.” 

 “Nah, don’t bother, I’m not really hungry anyway,” Nick declined, finding it 
amusing that Cheetos and Twinkies from a vending machine would be considered 
“edible” compared to the full meal provided by the hospital. 

Claire nodded. 
After a lull in the conversation, Nick asked, “So... how’s the packing going?” 
 “Eh, it’s coming along,” replied Claire.  “I’ll do some more when I get home 

tonight, and then I’ll only have a little bit left to do tomorrow.” 
 “Good,” said Nick, feeling bad that she’d had to do it all by herself; if he’d been 

able, he would have spent that day and the next at her apartment, helping her.  Once 
again, he cursed his leg and the ulcer and the infection and the entire situation.  He 
supposed it could have been worse though – at least she hadn’t recruited Jamie to come 
help her instead, since he was in town.  Speaking of which...  “So, Jamie’s flying home 
tomorrow, right?” 

 “Oh yeah... he is,” Claire said, as if that fact had just dawned on her.  “And crap, I 
think he’s expecting me and Di to go out for breakfast with him tomorrow.”  Nick was 
pleased to see that she didn’t exactly looked thrilled about this.  “I don’t know if I’m 
going to though,” Claire went on, looking torn.  “I’ve still got a lot to do, and with you 
being stuck here...” 

Nick tried hard not to smile.  Okay, maybe being in the hospital wasn’t such a bad 
thing, if it meant scoring points with Claire.  Wednesday night, she had ditched him for 
Jamie, with the excuse that Jamie only had a couple of days left in town.  Now she 
seemed to be on the verge of ditching Jamie for him.  He was about to play the sympathy 
card, telling her how much more appealing his breakfast the next morning would seem if 
she were there to critique it with him, but at the last minute, he changed his mind.  “Aw, 
don’t worry about me,” he said.  “Do the breakfast thing with Jamie while he’s still in 
town, and maybe you can smuggle some real food in here for me at lunch.”  What the 
hell did he care if she ate breakfast with Jamie?  Either way, the guy would be gone by 
tomorrow afternoon, and Nick would have her all to himself again. 

Claire hesitated only a moment, then smiled and said, “Okay, that sounds like a 
plan.”  She paused, then added, “Thanks for understanding, Nick,” and leaned over to 
kiss him softly. 



 

 

Now Nick let himself smile – more points scored.  “No problem, babe,” he 
replied, suddenly enjoying the role of the “understanding” boyfriend.  “I know Jamie’s 
your bud.”  Bud, he repeated to himself.  That’s all they were these days.  Buddies.  
Friends who lived over a thousand miles apart. 

As far as he was concerned, there was really no reason to be jealous. 
 

*** 
 

Jamie called as soon as Claire got out to her car later that evening.  She’d had her 
cell phone turned off inside the hospital and had only turned it back on just now – she 
figured he’d been trying to call her for awhile.  Part of her was still angry at him for what 
had happened in the bar the night before – her bruised knuckles had been a painful 
reminder of that all day – but she knew she couldn’t hold that against him for long.  He 
was leaving the next day, and she would have felt bad if she didn’t see him again before 
he left. 

They spoke only briefly on the phone, just long to decide on a place and time to 
meet for breakfast the next morning.  Jamie offered to call Dianna and confirm their 
plans, and Claire used the fact that she was driving home in the dark as an excuse to get 
off the phone with him.  As soon as she’d hung up, she set the phone aside and turned 
up the radio, but her mind immediately wandered, tuning out the song that was playing. 

She could not get over what Nick had said earlier that night.  That’ll sure make 
for a romantic story to tell our kids someday. 

The words played over and over in her mind like a broken record that had begun 
to skip.  Our kids someday... someday... someday... 

The way he’d said it so casually, as if it seemed perfectly natural to him, she could 
only think one thing – Nick was planning a future with her. 

Okay, maybe ‘planning’ wasn’t the right word.  But, clearly, he had at least 
envisioned a future with her.  Or so it seemed.  And that had caught her by surprise. 

It wasn’t like she herself hadn’t envisioned a future with him.  She had... as she 
had with other guys before him.  All her life, she’d dreamed of getting married and 
having a family someday.  She supposed that at some point, she’d wondered of every 
man she’d dated, Could he be the one?  Usually it did not take long for the answer to 
become glaringly obvious – No!  Tim was one of those.  But just once, she’d thought, 
Yes.  That had been when she was with Jamie.  Of course, she was only eighteen then, 
young and idealistic, planning a perfect future for herself.  She and Jamie would date all 
through college, and once they had both graduated, they would get married.  He would 
work, and she would go to dental school, and when the time was right, they would start 
a family together. 

Of course, none of that had happened.  They’d broken up before the summer 
before their first year of college (which had broken her heart in the process), and not 
even two years later, she’d gotten sick.  College had been put on hold, dental school 
forgotten, and eventually, her natural ability to bear children taken away from her. 

For awhile, it seemed like all her dreams had been shattered, her perfectly 
planned-out future reduced to nothing but a big question mark. 

But now she was twenty-five, healthy once again, and back in a serious 
relationship, this time with Nick.  And she had envisioned a future with him, asked 
herself the big question – Could he be the one?  



 

It was certainly possible.  She loved Nick like she had loved no once since Jamie.  
He was not just a boyfriend, but her best friend, and to her, “the one” had to be both.  
But at the same time, they hadn’t even been together six months yet.  It seemed too soon 
to start thinking seriously about more than just a relationship – marriage, children, and 
the like.  And in a way, she was almost afraid to start thinking about all of that.  The 
future was uncertain, and theirs seemed even more uncertain than most – who knew 
where they would be in five years?  Or in two years, or even one?  Just two years ago, she 
didn’t even know if she would be alive now, and even though she’d been in remission for 
almost two years, there were still no guarantees.  It was the same for him. 

But maybe that’s all the more reason to start thinking about it, she thought.  Life 
was precious; there was nothing better than a life-threatening illness to make a person 
realize that.  All the days she’d spent getting sick from chemotherapy treatments had 
made her appreciate the days when she felt well even more, and the fear of death had 
given her the desire to live as much as she could.  And that meant doing things she 
ordinarily wouldn’t have done, taking chances, refusing to be afraid. 

Nick was right in what he’d said to her before she’d agreed to move in with him.  
“I know neither of us know what’s going to happen in the future, whether we’re always 
going to be together or not, but we are now, and I think now is the time to focus on us...  
Life’s all about taking risks – you and I both know that.” 

If he practiced what he preached, it made sense that he would have thought about 
their future together.  He’d said he was just speaking hypothetically, but that had come 
after a pause, during which she was sure she had reacted visibly to his words.  “That’ll 
sure make for a romantic story to tell our kids someday.”  She wasn’t sure it was so 
hypothetical. 

And then another thought came to her.  Maybe it was because he said ‘our kids’... 
maybe he thought I was upset because of that.  It wouldn’t have been the first time it 
had happened – not with Nick, but with other people.  Her family and friends – the 
female ones especially – were always very guarded around her when it came to the topic 
of having children, as if the very mention of being pregnant or having a baby would 
throw her into some emotional upheaval.  This never failed to annoy her – didn’t they 
realize she was stronger than that?  The loss of her fertility had been devastating at first, 
but it was not the end of the world.  She looked at it as a sacrifice, one she’d had to make 
in order to go on living her life.  Nick had made a very different sacrifice for the same 
reason.  Neither were easy, but both were something they had to eventually come to 
terms with, and she had.  She knew she would never be able to get pregnant the way 
most women could, but that didn’t mean she would never have children.  There was 
always adoption, of course, and other options she hadn’t even talked about with Nick 
yet. 

She would, someday, if they became more serious than they were now.  But as far 
as she was concerned, they had a ways to go.  Right now, she was content just to think 
about the next step, living with him.  It was less than two days away, she realized, as she 
pulled into the parking lot outside her apartment complex.  In two days, this place 
wouldn’t be her home anymore.  Nick’s house would be. 

But that’s a good thing, she thought with a smile as she parked her Toyota right 
next to his silver Jag.  The Jaguar had been sitting in the lot ever since she’d come back 
from the hospital earlier, without Nick.  She’d traded it with her own car to drive back 
that evening, not feeling entirely comfortable driving his nice car around without him in 



 

 

it.  As she shut off her ignition and climbed out, she made a mental note to recruit 
Howie to help her get the Jag back to Nick’s house the next day. 

By the time she had walked into the building and plodded up the steep staircase 
Nick hated, her thoughts had come to rest, and her mind was now on the task that lay 
ahead – more packing. 

Oh, the joys. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 28 
 

Claire woke up the next morning feeling like she’d hardly slept at all.  She’d lain 
awake for what seemed like forever the night before, tossing and turning, her mind 
bombarded with thoughts from all directions.  On top of the stress of moving, which 
she’d been battling all week, Nick was in the hospital, and even though she had done her 
best to hide it around him, she couldn’t help but worry.  The infection seemed minor 
compared to everything else he’d been through in the time she’d known him, but she 
knew only too well that little problems could easily escalate into big ones, serious ones.  
She had tried to reassure herself with the knowledge that at least he was in the hospital, 
where he would be taken care of and treated, and eventually, she’d drifted off into a 
restless slumber. 

Now awake, yet still bleary-eyed, Claire sat sleepily at the edge of her bed and 
tried to find the motivation to stand up.  You’re supposed to meet Di and Jamie in an 
hour, she reminded herself, knowing she would hardly have enough time to shower and 
get ready by then.  She’d probably be late for their breakfast.  Oh well; it wouldn’t be the 
first time.  Knowing this about her, Jamie had purposely arranged for them to meet 
early, giving him plenty of time before he had to be at the airport to catch his flight 
home to Iowa.   

Still, she didn’t want to be too late, so she finally forced herself to her feet and 
staggered into the tiny bathroom across the hall.  Last shower in the apartment, she 
thought as she quickly removed her clothes and pulled back the plastic shower curtain, 
turning on the water in the shower.  Then she laughed at herself – why was she being 
nostalgic about the stupid shower, with its walls that always seemed to get streaked with 
soap-scum, despite her best efforts to keep it clean, and its slow drain that was forever 
clogging up on her?   She was trading this tiny old apartment for a huge house filled with 
luxuries, and even so, she knew she’d be doing this all day – last meal in the 
apartment... last time washing dishes in the kitchen sink... last night sleeping in my 
own bed...  She was looking forward to living with Nick, but it was going to be kind of 
hard to leave this place behind – it wasn’t much, but it was her first apartment, and in 
the three years she’d lived there, she’d grown to love it. 

She took too long of a shower, savoring the feel of the hot water pounding against 
her tired body, the softness of her hair when it was lathered thick with shampoo suds, 
and the silkiness of it as she rinsed it free of sweet-smelling conditioner.  By the time she 
reluctantly climbed out, wrapping a large towel around her dripping form, she was 
running very late.  She dried quickly and threw on the first articles of clothing she could 
find in her near-empty closet, then went back into the bathroom to try to make herself 
look presentable.  She dragged a comb through her wet hair and, deciding she would not 
have enough time to blow dry it, opted to slick it back into a short ponytail in the back of 
her head.  She slid a couple of bobby pins in on each side of her head to keep the shorter 
locks of hair from falling loose as they dried, and then haphazardly slapped on some 
makeup – a light coat of powder foundation to even out her complexion, a dusting of 
blush along her cheekbones, and a touch of mascara to darken her eyelashes.  She 
brushed her teeth, smoothed on some lip gloss, and darted out of the bathroom to find 
that she would have just enough time to make it to the restaurant on time.  

She made it with a minute to spare and found Jamie already there, sitting by 
himself at a table set for three.  She nearly groaned; of course Dianna was late – it had 



 

 

always been she who was the least punctual of the three.  Claire was used to it, but she 
couldn’t help being annoyed that morning – couldn’t Dianna have hurried just a little, to 
spare Claire the awkwardness of having to sit there alone with Jamie?  After what had 
happened on Wednesday night, she was almost nervous around him, but of course she 
tried not to let it show, pasting a smile on her face as she said hello and slid into a seat 
directly across the table from him. 

 “Morning,” Jamie greeted her with a quick smile.  “Sleep well?” 
 “Eh,” she muttered vaguely, not wanting to get into why she hadn’t slept well.  

She had already decided not to tell him what was going on with Nick; after what his 
jackass of a friend had called Nick, she didn’t feel like mentioning him or anything that 
had to do with his amputated leg. 

Jamie snickered at her response.  “You never have been much of a morning 
person.” 

 “Yeah, well, who is?” Claire retorted flatly. 
A minute later, Dianna appeared.  She was dressed cutely in a pair of loose-fitting 

white capris that showed off her deep tan and a low-cut top in a bright shade of aqua.  
Her dark hair was dried, curled, and spritzed into place with hairspray – styled to 
perfection, as always.  Her makeup was equally perfect, and as usual, Claire felt very 
plain sitting next to her.  As usual, Claire did not really care. 

 “Morning, y’all,” Dianna chirped, setting her purse (which coordinated with her 
outfit, of course – the girl had as many purses as there were days in the year, or so it 
seemed) down on the floor beside her seat.  “Sorry I’m a couple minutes late.” 

Jamie glanced at his watch and then smirked up at Dianna.  “More like five – but 
hey, that’s not bad at all for you, Dianna.” 

 “Shut up, James,” Dianna snapped sweetly and picked up her menu.  “Do you 
two know what you want yet?  I’m starving.” 

 “I don’t,” Claire replied, realizing she hadn’t even looked at the menu yet.  She 
picked it up and tilted it toward her, flipping it open to read. 

As she started to scan the menu items, Jamie blurted, “Hey, lemme see your 
hand.” 

Her chin lifting sharply as she looked over the top of the menu at him, Claire 
realized he was talking about her right hand, which sported a lovely rainbow of black, 
blue, purple, and green around her slightly-swollen knuckles.  Following Jamie’s gaze, 
Dianna gasped aloud.  “Claire!  What did you do to your hand??” 

Claire smirked across the table at Jamie, and he smirked back, each wondering 
who would be the one to tell their friend that story.  “I punched his friend’s face in at a 
bar the other night,” Claire answered Dianna matter-of-factly, before Jamie had the 
chance. 

Dianna’s jaw dropped.  “Are you serious??” 
 “Uh-huh.” 
 “Wow...”  Dianna grinned, looking momentarily proud before turning serious 

again.  “Why??” 
 “Cause he was an ass,” Claire replied simply. 
 “He kinda dissed her boyfriend,” Jamie clarified.  “Not on purpose though – he 

didn’t mean it in a bad way.”  This last part was directed to Claire, who just shook her 
head. 



 

 “Right,” she muttered sarcastically and left it at that, hoping Jamie would drop 
the issue as well.  She didn’t want to rehash everything that had gone on Wednesday 
night. 

Meanwhile, Dianna kept glancing between the two of them, her eyes wide, and 
finally she said, “Oookay then... forget I asked.”   She offered Claire a small smile and a 
look that said, You can tell me later, when he’s gone.  Claire nodded shortly, offering her 
friend a tight smile back before she returned her attention to the menu in front of her. 

With Dianna there, the tension between Claire and Jamie took a backseat, and 
once they’d ordered their breakfast, the three of them had talked and laughed the way 
they always had.  Jamie was himself again, not the stranger she’d seen in the bar, the 
rude show-off who would do or say anything to get a laugh from his friends.  And when 
it came time for him to leave, she was sad to see him go. 

Standing next to his rental car in the parking lot, she hugged him and felt his 
arms envelop her tightly, the smell of his cologne tickling her nose as he pulled her up 
against his firm chest.  She pulled away after a few moments and took a step back as he 
released her, looking up at him with a weak smile.  “Have a safe flight home,” she said. 

 “Yeah... hope your move goes well,” he replied. 
 “Thanks.” 
They smiled awkwardly at each other, and after a moment of silence, Jamie said, 

“Well, ladies... I better get going.” 
Dianna and Claire both nodded, stepping away from the car to let him get in.  He 

did so, putting down his window once he was inside. 
 “Take care of yourself, Jamie,” Dianna told him through the open window. 
Jamie nodded, smiling slightly.  “You too,” he replied, and then his eyes shifted to 

Claire, giving her a meaningful look.  “Both of you.”  Claire smiled a little and said 
nothing.  “Well... see ya around,” said Jamie, and the engine of the car sprung to life as 
the automatic window went up.  Claire shook her head as he put the car into gear and 
backed out of his parking space, giving them a single wave through the windshield 
before pulling away.  That was Jamie for you – he hated saying goodbye, so he just 
didn’t say it.  It was always something like “see ya around,” then a quick escape, before 
things had a chance to get emotional. 

She and Dianna stood in silence for a moment before Dianna finally turned to 
her.  “So,” she said, “care to give me any more details on what happened Wednesday 
night?” 

Claire shrugged.  “It really wasn’t anything.  His friends were jerks, one of them 
called Nick a rude name, and I kinda flipped out and hit the guy before leaving.  That’s 
all.” 

 “Good for you,” Dianna said with an appreciative smile.  “Think his face looks 
anything like the back of your hand?” 

Claire grinned.  “I hope so.” 
Dianna laughed, then asked, “So, speaking of Nick, how will you two be spending 

your Friday night?  Just getting everything ready for tomorrow, or do you have plans?” 
Sobering, Claire quickly filled Dianna in on what had happened to Nick and how 

he’d probably be stuck in the hospital for most of the weekend. 
 “Oh man, that sucks,” Dianna said sympathetically.  “Well, if you need anything, 

girl, give me a call.  We can do something Saturday night if he’s not gonna be home and 



 

 

you don’t feel like staying in that big house all by yourself.”   She winked, and Claire 
smiled sheepishly, knowing exactly what she was thinking of. 

Claire had been seventeen at the time, and her parents were out of town for the 
weekend.  Jamie had come over to hang out for the evening, and they’d rented the movie 
Scream, which had just come out on video.  Claire had never seen it before, and after 
Jamie left that night, she’d freaked herself out, imagining masked killers lurking the in 
the dark outside, watching her through windows she could not see out of, plotting to 
break into her house.  Every noise made her jump, and her blood ran cold every time the 
phone rang.  She’d nearly been in tears by the time she had called Dianna and 
demanded that her friend drive over to pick her up.  Dianna had faithfully come over to 
calm her down and bring her back to her house to spend the night, but she’d never let 
her live it down.  It had been a joke between the two ever since. 

 “Thanks, Di, but I’ll be fine,” Claire asserted.  “I’m a big girl now.” 
 “Okay,” Dianna smiled.  “Well, I better let you get going; I know you’ve got plenty 

of stuff to do.  Give Nick my best.” 
 “I will,” said Claire, returning the smile.  “Well, I’ll see ya whenever.  You should 

definitely plan on coming over to the house sometime next week or something.” 
 “Oh yeah, for sure!  I can’t wait to see the place,” Dianna replied enthusiastically.  

“Good luck getting all moved in tomorrow.” 
 “Thanks.  I’ll call you if I get bored tomorrow night, but chances are, I’ll be too 

tired to do anything.” 
 “Understandable,” said Dianna.  “Well, catch ya later.” 
With that, the two women parted, walking across the parking lot in opposite 

directions to their cars. 
When Claire had climbed into her Toyota and started the engine, her eyes slid 

over to the digital clock.  It was going on 9:30.  Nick had told her Howie wasn’t 
expecting to get into town until early afternoon, so Claire decided to head straight to the 
hospital.  She could spend a few hours with Nick, then head home to finish up the last of 
the packing and give Howie and Nick a chance to visit. 

Pulling out of the parking lot, she turned in the direction Tampa General. 
 

*** 
 

Within his private room at Tampa General, Nick sat up in bed, picking at his 
breakfast.  It surely wouldn’t compare to the breakfast Claire was eating with her 
friends, but then again, even if he had a heaping pile of homemade pancakes, slathered 
with butter and drowning in maple syrup, sitting on the tray in front of him, he wasn’t 
sure he would have been able to eat much of it.  Somehow, this place just seemed to ruin 
his appetite. 

Still, he had to admit, he was feeling a little better that morning than he had the 
day before.  The fever he’d been running had broken, a sign that the antibiotics were 
doing their job.  The infection, however, was painful.  The nurses had kept the ulcer on 
his leg covered by a sterile dressing, but beneath the large bandage, the whole end of his 
limb burned and throbbed uncomfortably.  It had bothered him the day before, and he’d 
finally complained about it after Claire had left in the evening.  The pain meds they had 
given him helped, but they’d also made him groggy – which was great when he’d been 



 

trying to sleep, but he didn’t want to be in some drug-induced haze when Howie got 
there later that day, so he’d turned down the pain medication that morning. 

He was just beginning to regret that, when a familiar voice called, “Gooood 
morning!” 

He looked up to find Claire leaning into the doorway and smiled, the pain in his 
leg instantly fading from his mind.  “Morning, sunshine,” he replied, as she walked into 
the room, dropping her purse and bending over to kiss him, just as she had done the day 
before. 

 “Not a good morning?” she asked. 
He shrugged.  “Not especially.  Better now that you’re here though.” 
 “Aww, you’re sweet.” 
 “How was breakfast?” 
 “Fine.  And yours?” 
 “Eh.” 
She looked at his tray.  “I see.” 
He pushed the tray aside and scooted over a little to his left, patting the empty 

space on the right side of bed for her.  She sat down and reached out to pat his good 
thigh beneath the thin blanket that covered it.  “So,” she said, “did you sleep okay last 
night?” 

 “Surprisingly, yeah,” he answered.  “They gave me some drugs that helped.” 
 “Ahh... drugs are good.” 
 “Yep.” 
They talked for awhile longer, in between interruptions by the orderly who came 

by to pick up his hardly-touched breakfast and the nurse who breezed in shortly after.  
“Hi, I’m Karyn,” the nurse introduced herself.  “How are you doing this morning, Mr. 
Carter?” 

 “Fine, thanks,” Nick answered mechanically. 
 “Good.  How would you like to get up and take a little stroll around the floor?” 
Nick snorted to himself, amused by the way she phrased the question.  How 

would you like to?   As if he had a choice.  Ha.  He’d been in the hospital enough recently 
to know that was not the case – these people forced your ass out of bed and got you 
walking around whether you wanted to or not.  Something about blood clots forming if 
you laid around for too long and didn’t move. 

He nodded reluctantly.  “Yeah, okay,” he agreed dully. 
 “Great.  Hang on one minute, and I’ll be right back.” 
Karyn left the room, and Nick immediately looked over at Claire.  “I hate this,” he 

told her. 
Claire offered him a sympathetic smile.  “I know,” she replied. 
The nurse returned a few moments later, carrying – Nick nearly died when he 

saw it – a walker. 
 “Ohhh no,” he resisted immediately, “I don’t need that thing.  I’ve got a pair of 

crutches over there.”  He pointed to the far corner, where the crutches he’d come on 
were leaning. 

Karyn shook her head.  “I wouldn’t recommend trying to walk on crutches when 
you’ve got an IV,” she said.  “The walker will be easier to maneuver with and will give 
you more stability as well.” 



 

 

Nick sighed.  Yeah, she was probably right, but he didn’t want to admit it, nor did 
he want to be seen shuffling down the hall with a walker like an old man. 

Karyn didn’t give him much of a choice though.  She made him scoot to the edge 
of the bed and gave him a thin robe to put on over the hospital gown he was wearing 
before setting the walker in front of him and helping him stand up.  Reluctantly gripping 
the sides of the walker, Nick turned his head to look back at Claire.  “No jokes,” he 
warned her. 

Claire let her mouth fall open, pretending to be shocked by his insinuation.  “Aw, 
Stumpy, I’d never make fun of you,” she said with a playful smile.  He couldn’t help but 
smile back, sticking his tongue out her afterward, while the nurse glanced between the 
two of them, looking slightly appalled. 

 “Okay, let’s just get this over with,” Nick said with a sigh.  “Hey Ren, you comin’ 
with?” 

 “Sure,” replied Claire, sliding off the other side of the bed and coming around. 
 “You can wheel his IV pole along next to him if you’d like to help out, Ren,” 

Karyn said kindly to Claire.  Nick inhaled a snort.  She thought Claire’s name was really 
‘Ren.’  Classic. 

 “Okay,” Claire said, winking at Nick as she moved over to the metal IV stand. 
 “Are you ready, Mr. Carter?” Karyn asked.  “We’ll take this as slow as you want 

to.” 
 “Actually, I’m fine,” said Nick, thinking how much of a breeze this was going to 

be compared to the last two times he’d been in the hospital and had been forced to get 
up and walk around.   “We don’t need to go slow.” 

 “All right.  Well, you set the pace then.” 
 ‘The pace’ proved to be slower than Nick would have liked.  It was annoyingly 

time-consuming to move the walker ahead of him and then haul his body forward to 
meet it, while Claire pushed his IV pole along beside him.  Still, it felt good to be out of 
bed, up and moving around again, so he tried not to complain as they slowly made their 
way up the hall. 

At one point, he looked over at Claire and teased, “Think this is a snapshot of how 
it’s gonna be when we’re old and falling apart?”  She just laughed, small creases 
appearing at the corners of her eyes.  He wondered if those creases would turn into 
permanent wrinkles as she aged and surprised himself with the thought.  He’d never 
considered how she would look later on in life, but now he found himself trying to 
picture her as an old woman.  How long would it take for her red hair to fade and turn to 
silver?  Would her naturally slender body pack on pounds as the decades passed, or 
would she simply shrink and shrivel into one of those stooped, frail little old ladies? 

The thoughts were strange ones to be having as he plodded methodically along 
the hallway, but he found them interesting nevertheless.  And perhaps most interesting 
of all was the realization that he wouldn’t mind seeing her grow old, watching as her 
youthful prettiness faded with the passing years.  And the reflection that maybe he 
wouldn’t mind growing old right along with her. 

 “Doing all right?” Karyn asked from behind him, jarring him from his thoughts. 
 “Yup, doing fine,” Nick murmured distractedly, as he moved the walker forward 

and took another step. 
 

*** 



 

 
Later in the day, Nick was back in his room and alone again, as Claire had headed 

home after lunch to finish up all the last-minute things she had to do before tomorrow.  
He was just flipping through the afternoon soaps on TV when he heard a familiar voice 
out in the hall, growing louder as it approached his room.  Sitting up straighter in his 
bed, Nick quickly changed the channel to ESPN and looked up just in time to see his 
doorknob turn.  He smiled as Howie’s familiar face peeked around the door and called, 
“Yo, D!” 

 “Well hello there, Forrest,” was Howie’s greeting as he walked into the room. 
Nick cocked his head to the side as he stared at his friend.  “Forrest?” he 

repeated. 
 “Yeah, Forrest.  Forrest Gu-ump,” Howie said in a horrible Tom Hanks/Forrest 

Gump impression.  “You know... ‘That boy sho’ is a runnin’ fool’.”  He winked. 
 “Oh...”  Nick got it now.  “’Run, Forrest, run!” he added in a high-pitched, thick 

Southern accent and smiled impishly.  Funny, he felt more like Lieutenant Dan. 
Howie laughed and came up to Nick’s bed, leaning over to give him a big hug.  

“It’s good to see ya, Nicky.” 
 “You too, Howie,” Nick returned the sentiments, patting Howie’s back.  “Did you 

just get into town?” 
 “Yeah, about an hour ago,” replied Howie, sinking down into a chair off to the 

side of the bed.  “I got checked into my hotel room, dropped my stuff off, grabbed a bite 
to eat, and here I am.”  He smiled briefly, the smile fading as his eyes left Nick’s face and 
looked over the rest of him, from the IV line taped against his arm to the bulge of his 
injured stump beneath the covers.  “So... you told me what happened on the phone, 
but...”  He trailed off, shrugging, then asked, “How are you?” 

 “Okay,” Nick said.  “Better.  The antibiotics seem to be helping, so hopefully I’ll 
be able to blow this joint sometime over the weekend.”  Oh yeah, that was the other 
thing that had happened while Claire had been there – the new doctor he’d been 
assigned to after moving to his new room, Dr. Robson, had stopped by for a wound 
check.  In all honestly, Nick hadn’t thought the infected ulcer looked any better, but the 
doctor had seemed optimistic, especially after finding that his temperature was almost 
back to normal.  Nick hoped the new antibiotics really were doing their job because he 
wanted to go home as soon as possible. 

 “That’s great,” Howie replied, smiling again.  “So do you have any idea how long 
it will take for it to fully heal?  The ulcer, I mean.” 

 “I don’t know...” Nick said slowly, wishing he did know.  He made a mental note 
to ask Dr. Robson next time he saw him.  “I hope it goes away soon, cause I can’t really 
wear my leg with it there.” 

 “Yeah, that’s what I figured.  It probably hurts, doesn’t it?” 
 “Yeah, it ain’t too comfortable, that’s for sure,” Nick admitted. 
Howie’s large brown eyes were filled with sympathy.  “I’m sorry.  I know this has 

gotta be really hard for you.”  Nick just shrugged and nodded.  “So, stop me if I’m 
bugging you with all the questions, but I didn’t get a chance to ask you on the phone... 
how did the running go?” 

 “Oh,” Nick said, almost caught off-guard – sometimes he forgot that’s what had 
caused all of this in the first place; that hour in the backyard seemed like it had taken 
place years ago, rather than days.  “Well, actually, it went okay.  I mean, other than 



 

 

causing this mess.”  He motioned vaguely down the left side of his body.  “You won’t 
believe it, D, but I was really doing it.  I was really out there running.” 

Howie shook his head in amazement.  “That’s incredible, Nicky!  How did it feel?” 
 “Good... really good,” Nick answered honestly, smiling at the memory of how 

proud he’d felt in that moment when he’d realized he was actually running, for the first 
time in over a year.  “Like, it was so weird at first... cause I really had to think about it, 
you know.  Think about how to run.  It’s such a second-nature thing; you just do it, 
right?  But it’s not that simple for me anymore.  But even so, once I got going, it wasn’t 
really that hard.  I mean, it was... it took a lot more energy than I thought.  But it was 
just... cool.” 

Howie, who had been listening with interest the whole time, nodded slowly.  
“That is cool.  Really cool.”   Grinning, he reached out and playfully punched Nick’s 
shoulder.  “I’m proud of ya, bud,” he said.  “Have you told any of the other guys yet?”  
Nick shook his head no.  “Me neither; haven’t talked to anybody since you called 
yesterday.  But you should give them a call; they’d be thrilled.  Brian especially – he 
probably can’t wait to get back on the court and play some real basketball with you.” 

Nick chuckled.  “Well, I dunno about that happening anytime soon, but we’ll see.  
I guess I should call them though.  The Old Man’ll probably freak out on me when he 
finds out I’ve been in the hospital for two days without him knowing.” 

 “True,” Howie laughed.  “Maybe it’d be better to wait till you get out, or he’ll 
want to fly all the way out here to lecture you in person.”  Now they both laughed at 
Kevin’s expense.  It felt so good to have Howie there, and as they talked about the 
others, Nick found himself missing them too, especially Brian and Kevin, who he’d not 
seen in at least two months.  They had all promised not to let too much time go by 
without getting together, but with five men living different lives with different, busy 
schedules in different parts of the country, that was sometimes easier said than done. 

 “So, what’s been up with you, dude?” Nick asked next, and the conversation 
turned to all the recent happenings in Howie’s life, from what he was doing with the 
Dorough Lupus Foundation, to the women he’d been dating, and everything in between. 

 “Speaking of women,” Howie said finally, “Claire won’t be back up here anytime 
soon, will she?” 

 “Nah, I don’t think so,” replied Nick.  “She was here this morning, but I think she 
was headed back to her place to finish tying up all the loose ends there.” 

 “Good,” Howie said and winked.  Smiling, Nick pulled himself up even straighter 
and twisted to the side a little to face Howie.  They still had lots to talk about. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 29 
 

Claire awoke the next morning with butterflies in her stomach and couldn’t tell if 
they were from nerves or excitement.  Probably a little of both.  She couldn’t wait until 
she was moved in and Nick was home to share the house with her, but she had to admit, 
a part of her had her doubts.  What if it didn’t work out?  What if they tried their new 
living situation for a week and discovered that they drove each other crazy, that they 
couldn’t stand actually living together?  It was a depressing thought, but she had to look 
at it realistically – she knew it was not going to be like some endless honeymoon.  
Whether she was living on her own or in Nick’s luxurious home, they were both still a 
part of the real world. 

 “Stop being so cynical,” she scolded herself as she sat up in bed, running a hand 
through her tangled hair and suddenly wishing for some of the innocence and naivety 
she’d possessed as a teenager, before the realities of the world had jaded her.  She 
couldn’t go into this situation with doubts in her mind; she had to believe it was going to 
work, or it wouldn’t.  And there was really no reason why it shouldn’t.  She loved Nick, 
he loved her, and on top of that, they were best friends.  Friends who had fun together, 
who understood each other, and who were in love with one another. 

As Nick himself had said, living together should be a piece of cake. 
Smiling assuredly to herself, Claire climbed out of bed.  A long day of moving 

loomed ahead of her, and the sight of all the cardboard boxes stacked on the floor of her 
bare apartment was overwhelming.  Stepping around them, she found the clothes she’d 
laid out for herself the night before – the only clothes that she hadn’t crammed into a 
suitcase or box – and dressed quickly, hoping the tank top and cotton workout shorts 
would keep her reasonably cool.  How dumb was she, deciding to move during a Florida 
summer? 

Thank God for air conditioning and Nick’s pool, she thought, pulling a pair of 
white ankle socks over her feet and padding into her bathroom.  The tiny room had been 
stripped of all her belongings, except for the bare necessities for getting ready that 
morning – hairbrush and hair tie, toothbrush and toothpaste, and a half-empty bottle of 
face wash.  She used them all, then scooped them up and carried them out to deposit in 
one of the boxes that was not yet full.  Re-closing the cardboard flaps, she looked 
around.  “That’s it,” she murmured out loud, her eyes searching every nook and cranny 
of her small apartment, which suddenly seemed so much bigger now that it was empty. 

Now all she had to do was wait for her dad and Kyle, who were both due to arrive 
anytime.  They would load all of her belongings in the rented moving van, Kyle’s truck, 
and her car, and drive to Nick’s, where Howie was supposed to meet them.  Howie was 
the only one with a key to Nick’s house; in the chaos of Nick’s unexpected hospital stay, 
he had not had the chance to give her one, and of course she hadn’t kept the one he’d 
offered her when he had first asked her to move in with him. 

A sudden loud knock on her door startled her, but she quickly broke into a smile, 
recognizing the booming knock as her father’s.  Right on time, she thought and hurried 
to open the door. 

 
*** 

 
“So this is the place, huh?” 



 

 

Claire looked over at her father, who had just climbed out of the big moving van 
and come up to stand beside her, his eyes roaming over the large house that stretched 
across merely a portion of Nick’s vast expanse of property.  “Yep,” she answered, her 
own eyes traveling up to the house.  Nick’s house, and a place she could now call home 
as well. 

 “It’s nice,” Kris Ryan commented, nodding in approval, although Claire got the 
impression it made him slightly uncomfortable.  She understood.  Her family had always 
been upper-middle class, well off enough to live comfortably and splurge every now and 
then, but not “rich.”  Nick was rich, and it had taken her awhile to adjust to that and 
realize that despite his money and fame, he was really just a normal guy.  She hoped the 
rest of her family had seen that about him too, but she knew it might take some getting 
used to.  Her father in particular was not crazy about the idea of her getting this serious 
with a celebrity, but she knew that had nothing to do with Nick himself.  He was just 
doing what he’d always done best – trying to protect her, even now that she was an adult 
and had been on her own for years.  She couldn’t be too hard on him for that. 

Kyle came trundling up the long driveway in his pick-up truck as they stood 
looking at the house, and at the same time, another car door opened and closed, and a 
familiar voice called, “Good morning!” 

Claire grinned at Howie; she hadn’t even noticed him waiting in his car for them 
at the other side of the driveway.  He waved and immediately trotted over to meet them.  
“Hey you,” she said when he got there, reaching out to give him a big hug.  “Good to see 
you.” 

 “You too, Claire,” Howie replied, offering her one of his friendly smiles.  “You 
look great.” 

 “Thanks, you do too!  I want you to meet my dad, Kris Ryan.  And my brother, 
Kyle,” she added, as Kyle walked up to join them.  “Guys, this is Howie Dorough.” 

The three men shook hands, and then Claire said, “Well... should we get started?  
I’m anxious to get all this crap moved in and start figuring out where to put it all.” 

Howie chuckled and started to nod, then stopped.  “Oh, wait!” he said, his eyes 
lighting up momentarily.  “I’ve got something for you in my car, Claire.  Hang on while I 
get it.”  He jogged back to his car and returned a few seconds later with a large envelope, 
which he handed to her without a word.  Curious, she opened it. 

Inside was a single sheet of plain white paper, folded carefully into thirds.  She 
unfolded it, expecting a letter, and instead found a picture.  A drawing, more precisely, 
done simply in pencil and carefully filled in and shaded with colored pencils.  It was 
cartoony and comic book-ish, but she quickly realized the two smiling people in the 
picture were meant to be her and Nick.  The man was tall and flaxen-haired, with vivid 
blue eyes, extra-chiseled features, and (Claire couldn’t help but smile) a body that was 
ripped with muscles, as shown by the plain white wifebeater and black shorts he was 
drawn in.  Yet, despite the obvious exaggerations, she noticed that his left leg was 
metallic, drawn in a way that made it look cool, giving him a Terminator/I, Robot sort 
of look. 

And in the illustrated Nick’s muscular arms, being held baby-style, was the 
illustrated version of her.  Her eyes poured over it in wonder, entranced with the beauty 
with which she’d been drawn.  Her red hair was long and flowing (ha, she only wished it 
had that much body) and her blue eyes bright and sparkling.  Her body looked like a 
Barbie doll’s, with a tiny waist and huge boobs (those things had to be at least double 



 

D’s – ha, as if!), right down to the pointed toes that extended from shapely, dangling 
legs, and she was dressed in a top that showed off lots of cleavage and midriff and what 
appeared to be a miniskirt.  But even with the exaggerations and flat-out falsities, Claire 
was downright flattered by the portrayal. 

At the bottom of the paper, below the drawing, was a short, hand-written note. 
 

Claire, 
It’s killing me to not be with you today, but you know I’d be there to carry you 

across the threshold if I could.  Haha, could you picture that?  Well, just look above, 
and now you can! ☺   I just want you to know that I love you, and it’s knowing that 
when I come home, I’ll be coming home to you that’s keeping me from going crazy 
here.  This house is yours too now, and I want you to make yourself at home – make it 
feel like your own.  Here is the key you wouldn’t keep the first time I tried to give it to 
you – but you better keep it this time, woman!  Good luck with the move, and hopefully 
I’ll see you later today. 

Love ya, 
Nick 

 
Reading the note over again, her eyes shooting back up to the drawing between 

sentences, Claire found herself overcome with sudden emotion.  A cartoon and a note – 
such a simple gesture, but she could think of nothing sweeter.  It was homemade and 
personal, and at that moment, she could think of no other gift from a man that had 
touched her so much. 

 “What is it?” Kyle asked finally, and she looked up to find him, her father, and 
Howie all staring at her. 

She smiled and just shook her head, then reached back into the envelope and 
pulled out something she had not noticed earlier – a small, silver key, identical to the 
one Nick had given her weeks ago at Leonardi’s.  “Here’s a key to the house,” she said, 
her voice surprisingly hoarse.  She swallowed hard before adding, “Let’s go inside; I can 
show you guys around a little bit before we start bringing stuff in.” 

She led the way up to Nick’s doorstep and stuck the key into the lock on the front 
door.  She heard a soft click as the door unlocked and turned the knob to let herself in.  
It felt strange to open the door and not see Nick standing there, or at least hear his voice 
calling to her as she walked in.  It felt even stranger to realize that this would soon 
become habit, that in letting herself into his house, she’d be coming home. 

 “Home sweet home, huh?” said Howie, smiling at her. 
 “It will be,” she replied, smiling back.  “It feels like it’s missing something right 

now though.” 
 “Yeah?  Would that something be about 6’2” and blonde?” 
 “That would be it,” Claire said wryly.  Howie winked. 
Leaving the foyer, they both led her father and brother through the rest of the 

house.  It felt weird to be giving them a guided tour when Nick was not even there, but 
Nick had made it clear that she was to start thinking of this house as her home too, so 
she tried to get used to it.  They kept the tour brief, merely popping their heads into 
various rooms in the house, and then went back outside, where all of Claire’s 
possessions were waiting to be brought in. 



 

 

 “Well,” said her father, resting a hand on his daughter’s shoulder, “You ready to 
start hauling stuff in?” 

 “Yes,” replied Claire eagerly.  “The sooner we can get all of this inside, the 
better.” 

With that, the four of them set to work. 
 

*** 
 

The work went as smoothly as Claire could have hoped for, and by noon, 
everything had been brought into the house.  Claire had directed the men on where to 
put the heavy things, and they all had sorted through her labeled boxes, taking each box 
to the room in which Claire thought its contents should belong.  She had already decided 
she would leave most of her stuff, everything but the necessities, boxed up until Nick got 
home – that way, they could go through everything together and decide where it all 
should go. 

With the move itself out of the way, they ordered take-out for lunch and sent Kyle 
to pick it up.  When he returned, they spread the food out across the island in Nick’s 
kitchen and perched on tall stools around it to eat.  Conversation flowed easily 
throughout lunch.  Although Howie didn’t have much in common with Kris and Kyle, 
the three of them got along well.  Claire was not surprised; Howie, she had decided, was 
the kind of person you just couldn’t help but like, and of course she thought the same of 
her father and brother. 

Kris and Kyle left an hour later, after making sure Claire didn’t need them for 
anything else.  She assured them she was plenty capable of unpacking everything herself 
and sent them on their way, which left just her and Howie at the house.   They stood 
together on the porch, watching as her father drove the moving van up the driveway 
after Kyle’s truck, and once both vehicles had disappeared from view, they turned to 
each other. 

 “So...” Howie started, offering a casual shrug.  “What’s on your agenda for the 
rest of the day?  Are you going to start with the unpacking yet, or go see Nick, or what?” 

 “Unpacking, no, probably not.  I’ll just unpack what I need for now and save the 
rest for when Nick’s home – hopefully tomorrow,” Claire answered.  “And speaking of 
Blondie, yeah, I’m definitely gonna go to the hospital at some point.  How about you?  
Got any plans for the rest of the day?” 

 “I’ve got some stuff to do later this evening... just, uh, dinner... with a friend, and 
stuff like that.  But I thought maybe I’d head up to the hospital to see Nicky beforehand.” 

Claire nodded.  “We could go visit him together, if you want.  Or if you’d rather be 
alone-” 

 “No, uh... that would be good,” Howie said, then paused and added after a few 
beats, “or maybe it’d work out better if you went up around dinnertime.  Then he 
wouldn’t get stuck eating alone.” 

 “Good point,” Claire nodded.  “I guess I’ll hang around here for the afternoon 
then and go see Nick tonight.  Hm, maybe I could try to bake something for him... you 
know, cookies or something like that.  To make up for the crappy hospital food.” 

Howie smiled.  “That’s a good idea; he’d love that.  Plus, then you could get used 
to his kitchen.” 



 

She snorted, “Not like I’ll be in it much... I’m not much of a cook.”  She offered a 
shrug and a sheepish grin to go along with it.  “Maybe I should work on that though... do 
you think he’ll expect me to be June Cleaver and cook and clean for him now that he’s 
sharing his house with me?”  She snickered at the mere idea of it.  Her – June Cleaver?  
Ha. 

Howie chuckled too.  “I dunno about that, but it wouldn’t hurt to learn how to 
cook something.  What will you two do, live off of TV dinners and Kraft macaroni and 
cheese?” 

 “Pretty much,” she smiled.  “Anything frozen and microwaveable is right up my 
speed.”  Howie simply shook his head at her, grinning in amusement.  “What?” she 
challenged, “Don’t even tell me you’re some master chef.” 

 “Hey, I know my way around a kitchen,” Howie defended himself.  “I’m a lot 
better than Nick anyway – that kid would starve without fast food and frozen dinners.” 

 “But not you, huh?” Claire asked, a faint smile playing on her lips as she watched 
with intrigue as he shook his head.  A man... a celebrity, in fact... who knew how to cook.  
Imagine that.   Maybe she was a fool to be moving in with Nick – Howie was the one she 
should be living with.  She chuckled to herself, then said, “Well, maybe you could give 
me a few pointers.” 

 “Hey, anytime,” he offered with a friendly smile.  “In fact, if you want any help 
baking today, I’d be glad to stick around.  I really do know my way around Nicky’s 
kitchen, after living here for nine months.” 

 “That could be fun... if you don’t mind,” she said cautiously, not wanting to keep 
him from anything.  “The kitchen here is freaking huge compared to the one in my 
apartment, if you could even call that a kitchen.  It’s no wonder I rarely cooked.”  

Howie laughed and said, “Well, come on, let’s go play chef, and you’ll know where 
everything is in no time.” 

They went into the house, and Howie led the way back to Nick’s spacious, modern 
kitchen.  “So, what do you wanna bake?” he asked. 

 “Cookies would be good,” she said.  Those always seemed simple enough, 
although hers usually came out slightly burnt on the bottom.  She blamed her oven, but 
that excuse would probably not fly here – Nick’s oven had to be state of the art. 

 “Okay,” Howie nodded.  “What kind?” 
She liked sugar cookies, but knew that those took a long time – they had to be 

chilled before they could be baked.  Precisely the reason she rarely made them herself.  
“Well, you’re the head cook here... what do you think?” 

 “Hm... what about oatmeal raisin?” 
Claire couldn’t help but wrinkle her nose.  “Oatmeal raisin?  I was thinking 

something a little more... chocolaty.” 
Howie chuckled.  “Nick would probably say the same thing himself, but I was just 

thinking that since he’s in the hospital and all, maybe we should go for something 
healthier.” 

She smiled.  “This from the guy who was trying to get him to eat McDonald’s two 
days after surgery.”  She remembered that day quite vividly – it was the first time she’d 
met Howie, AJ, and Kevin, although that was not why she remembered it. 

 “Hey, that was AJ’s idea, not mine,” Howie replied, holding up his hands as if to 
ward off any responsibility for sneaking Nick what had to be just about the worst food 
for him. 



 

 

She laughed.  “Well, at any rate, a little chocolate won’t kill him.  I say we go for 
chocolate chip or something like that.  Not too rich, but... better than oatmeal raisin.”  
She grinned, her tongue poking between her teeth. 

 “Hey,” said Howie, “I happen to like oatmeal raisin.  But okay, we’ll go chocolate 
chip.” 

With that decision finally made, they set to work, searching the large kitchen for 
ingredients, which they lined up on one of the counters.  Following the Tollhouse recipe 
off the back of a bag of chocolate chips, they mixed up the dough and glopped it onto a 
cookie sheet in small mounds.  The cookies-to-be didn’t look much different than they 
did when Claire made them herself, but when Howie took them out of the oven later, she 
saw that they were soft and thick and browned to perfection, unlike the thin and crispy, 
stick-to-the-sheet, burnt ones she usually ended up with.  Maybe it was the oven after 
all.  (Or Howie’s careful supervision.) 

After putting another pan into the oven to bake, they lined up the fresh cookies 
on a sheet of wax paper to cool.  While the second pan baked, they grabbed sodas from 
the fridge and sat down at the kitchen table to visit as they waited.  When the cookies 
were done, Howie took them out of the oven and shut it off.  Turning to Claire, he said, 
“Well, now that that’s done... mind if I head up to the hospital?  Then I can keep Nick 
company for a couple of hours before I... before my dinner date tonight.” 

 “Ooh, a date, is it?” Claire teased.  “Thought you said it was just a friend.” 
Howie just shrugged and chuckled nervously, avoiding her eyes.  He never did 

give her an answer, but she let it go.  She’d save the teasing for Nick. 
 

*** 
 

Nick was half-watching an episode of “While You Were Out” on The Learning 
Channel when he heard Claire’s now-familiar knock at the door of his hospital room.  
The door opened a crack, and a lock of her red hair fell into the room before her face 
appeared. 

 “Come on in,” he called, glad to see her.  Howie had been there earlier in the 
afternoon, so he hadn’t been totally bored, but he had been hoping Claire could come to 
visit at some point too, once she was done moving in.  He had heard from Howie that 
the move had gone fine, but he was anxious to hear how she was settling into his house. 

Claire walked in with a Tupperware under her arm, and he looked at it with 
curiosity.  “Whatcha got there?” he asked. 

 “I’ve been busy in my new pad,” she replied, beaming, and as she bent to kiss his 
lips, she set the plastic container in his lap.  He pried open the lid to find it filled to the 
brim with chocolate chip cookies, arranged in neat stacks. 

Sighing blissfully as their heavenly aroma wafted to his nose, he exclaimed, “I 
love you!  You have no idea how good these look right now.”  He hadn’t felt hungry all 
day, but as soon as he smelled those cookies, he was suddenly ravenous. 

 “Oh, I think I do,” she smiled knowingly.  “Try one.” 
He plucked a cookie from the top – it was soft, the chocolate chips still gooey on 

the bottom – and lifted it to his lips.  Then he stopped, holding the cookie in mid-air.  
“Wait,” he said, his eyes narrowing suspiciously, “did you bake these?” 

 “Yes, I did, and they’re excellent,” she boasted with confidence.  “Go ahead, try it; 
I promise you won’t be poisoned.” 



 

 “Are you sure?” he asked uncertainly, making a big show of turning the cookie 
over, inspecting it carefully from all angles.  He loved giving her a hard time about stuff 
like this. 

 “Positive,” she said, then admitted after a pause, “Howie helped, if it makes a 
difference.” 

 “It does,” he replied quickly and bit into the cookie without further hesitation, 
snickering with his mouth full at the feigned look of offense on her face.  She was right 
though – the cookie was excellent, and after two days of bland hospital food, he didn’t 
think he’d ever tasted anything so delicious.  It made him long to get out of the hospital 
even more, so that he could go home and eat “real food.”   “Hey!” he said suddenly, that 
last thought reminding him of something.  “Guess what?” 

 “Chicken butt,” she replied automatically, in typical ten-year-old kid fashion. 
He stopped to roll his eyes briefly before continuing, a smile on his face, “My doc 

was in here earlier, and he said I can be discharged before lunch tomorrow.” 
 “Awesome!  Well, you let me know the time for sure, and I’ll be here to pick you 

up and bring you home.”  She paused, a mischievous smile coming onto her face, and 
then added, “And then I can carry you across the threshold.” 

He burst out laughing at the mental image of her trying to pick him up, and then 
he remembered his drawing, the one he’d given to Howie to pass onto her that morning.  
“So you got my drawing and note, I assume?” he asked. 

 “Yes!  I loved it!” she gushed sincerely.  “The picture was priceless, and your 
note... you are such a sweetheart!”   She leaned forward and planted another kiss on 
him, leaving a smile where her lips had been. 

 “I’m glad you liked it,” he said, feeling himself blush slightly.  He was so not good 
at the romantic stuff, but he’d wanted a semi-creative way to at least let her know he was 
thinking about her that morning.  He’d started doodling the day before to kill time and 
ended up with the drawing he’d had Howie give her – a sort of comic-ized version of the 
two of them together.  The note had actually been harder because he always had a 
difficult time putting his thoughts and feelings into words on paper like that.  But he’d 
tried to write from the heart, and apparently it had worked.  He was relieved. 

 “I loved it,” she said again, smiling.  “I’m gonna miss you tonight, you know that?  
It’ll be weird sleeping at your house without you there.  Speaking of which... where am I 
supposed to sleep?  Your room downstairs, or are we still going to move into the master 
bedroom upstairs, or not until you’re-” 

 “Master bedroom,” he answered her quickly.  “I figure I can handle the stairs on 
crutches for a few days till I can wear my leg again.  It’ll be worth it to be back in my old 
room upstairs; it’s better than the one downstairs.  So you sleep there tonight, and when 
I get home, we can get my crap moved back up there too.” 

 “Okay,” Claire said with a nod. 
As their conversation came to a pause, Nick helped himself to another cookie, 

and another after that.  By the time the orderly brought his dinner tray, he was too full 
to even bother with attempting to eat the dinner, so he simply shifted the food around a 
little to look like he’d at least touched it and then pushed the tray aside. 

Claire stayed for a few hours and left just as it was starting to get dark.  “I’m 
tired,” she confessed. 

 “I’ll bet,” he nodded understandingly.  “Go home and relax; go to bed early.  You 
deserve it.” 



 

 

She smiled and nodded.  “I probably will.”   Standing up, she bent over to kiss 
him and whispered, “’Night, Nick.  I love you.” 

 “I love you too, baby,” he replied.  “Goodnight.” 
She slung her purse over her shoulder and walked out of the room, stopping in 

the doorway to wave and blow him a kiss. 
As soon as she was gone, he picked up the phone. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 30 
 

It was not late when Claire got back to Nick’s house – home, she told herself, it’s 
not just ‘Nick’s house’ anymore – but she could feel the exhaustion creeping up on her 
and decided to follow Nick’s advice and turn in early.  She walked around the house, 
checking to make sure all the windows and doors were locked, and then turned on the 
security system the way Howie had showed her earlier. 

When she was sure the large house was secure, she went into Nick’s bedroom 
downstairs and found the box that contained her toothbrush, toothpaste, and face wash, 
among other things, and picked it up.  She was just about to leave the room when she 
remembered pajamas.  Not sure which box she’d put those in, she put down the box in 
her arms and walked over to Nick’s dresser, rummaging through it until she found one 
of his t-shirt drawers.  She picked a rumpled shirt off the top of the pile and brought it to 
her nose.  She smiled - it smelled like him, a familiar, comforting scent.  She draped it 
over the top of the box and carried it upstairs to the master bedroom. 

She set the box down at the foot of the king-size bed, which seemed to be calling 
to her.  It looked so inviting, with its fluffy beige down comforter and mounds of pillows 
piled against the colossal headboard.  She’d never slept in a bed that big before and was 
looking forward to all the extra room she’d have to sprawl.  She was just about to climb 
onto it and test it out when she noticed a shallow, rectangular box nestled in the folds of 
the comforter.  Cocking her head to the side, she reached for the box and pulled it closer 
to her.  She pulled off the lid to find a piece of paper lying on top of tissue paper.  
Smiling, she picked up the note, tilted it toward the light, and began to read. 

 
Claire, 

Welcome to your new palace.  I hope that doesn’t sound arrogant of me, calling 
it a palace, but now that you’re living here, it is a palace.  Because to me, you’re a 
queen, and you deserve to be treated like one.  I’d be there to pamper you if I could, but 
I’m trapped in this shithole, so I’ll just have to trust you to pamper yourself.  Take a 
nice, relaxing soak in the jacuzzi and then go to bed.  I’ll see you in the morning. 

Sweet dreams.  I love you, 
Nick 

 
Her smile was a mile wide by the time she had reached his signature, and her 

heart had swelled with emotion, bringing about a tingling feeling inside her.  She wasn’t 
sure whether to laugh or cry - laugh because only Nick would use the word ‘shithole’ in a 
love letter; cry because all of a sudden, she missed him.  She’d just come from seeing 
him, and yet... she missed him. 

 “I wish you were here,” she whispered regretfully, slowly setting the note down 
on the bed.  Then she reached for the box, hoping to cheer herself up.  She curiously 
pulled back the flaps of tissue paper and found herself looking at something lavender 
and satiny.  She reached in and gingerly pulled the material out until she found herself 
holding a short, slinky chemise.  She lay it out on the bed in front of her, running her 
fingertips over its luxurious, silky material.  It was not something she would ever 
consider buying for herself, but she had to admit, it was beautiful - simple, with thin 
spaghetti straps, a plunging neckline, and no trim or accents, just plain, opaque lilac 
material. 



 

 

On a whim, she glanced back into the box and was surprised to find another 
garment at the bottom, this one in black.  She pulled the second piece of lingerie out and 
laid it beside the first.  This one was more risqué, lacy and sheer in most parts.  
Grinning, she shook her head and looked back into the box to see if there was anything 
else.  There was – a small note, laying flat on the very bottom of the box.  It said, simply:  
You told me once you didn’t have any sexy lingerie.  I thought it was about time I 
changed that. 

She giggled, looking from his handwritten note to the two pieces of lingerie lying 
on the bed.  “How did he-?“ she began to wonder aloud, but in mid-thought, it hit her.  
Howie.  This had to be Howie’s doing.  What a sweetheart.  They both were. 

The smile felt like it would never leave her face as she slowly folded the tissue 
paper back into the box and put the lid on it.  Leaving the lingerie where it lay, she 
carried the two notes from Nick over to the nightstand on the left side of the bed – “her,” 
side, as it always was when she and Nick slept together, though they’d never slept in this 
bed before.  She was surprised to find a vase sitting there, half-filled with water and 
holding two long-stemmed roses, one red and the other yellow.  Again, she shook her 
head in amazement; she hadn’t even noticed it when she’d come in.  She stopped to sniff 
the roses and then propped up the two notes against the vase, tucking the second one 
behind the first.  As she did, her eyes roamed over his writing once again.  Take a nice, 
relaxing soak in the jacuzzi and then go to bed, he’d instructed. 

That sounds nice, she thought, tempted by both ideas.  I think I will. 
She wandered into the bathroom and found more surprises awaiting her there.  

There was another vase sitting on the bathroom counter, with an identical flower 
arrangement inside – a pair of roses, red and yellow.  Along with the vase, there were 
candles on the counter, and when she glanced over at the large jacuzzi in the corner of 
the spacious bathroom, she saw even more candles.  They were sprinkled evenly around 
the wide rim of the tub, ranging in size and color – all shades of purple, she realized, 
from the lightest of lavenders to the darkest of amethysts.  They were not yet lit, but she 
found a lighter waiting for her on the counter.   Flicking the lighter so that a flame 
sparked, she methodically lit the candles, until each wick held a dancing flame, and the 
room was filled with the sweet scent of lavender and lilac.  She turned off the lights 
overhead and across the top of the mirror and stood in the doorway to simply gaze.  She 
drew in a breath at the sight she was met with – a dim room, illuminated only by the 
soft, intimate light of candle after flickering candle.  It was beautiful. 

She pulled the door closed behind her and locked it, even though she knew no 
one else was home.  Then she crossed the room and turned on the jacuzzi, filling the 
deep tub with hot, bubbly water.  She shed her clothes and folded them neatly in a stack 
on the floor, a surprising deviation from the usual messy pile she left them in at her old 
apartment.  Within a minute, she was sliding down into the hot water, expelling a gusty 
sigh as she landed on the seat, then inhaling deeply, breathing in the warm, flowery 
scents of the candles all around her.  She closed her eyes, leaned her head back against 
the marble rim, and decided that this was surely heaven.  Or close enough anyway.  The 
only thing needed to make it perfect was Nick by her side, rubbing her neck and 
shoulders as she soaked, sprinkling her body with tender kisses, and making love to her 
upon that big, soft bed of his.  But she was used to life being less than perfect, so she 
would have to make do without all that tonight. 



 

After nearly an hour in the jacuzzi, she stepped out feeling totally relaxed, her 
aching muscles thanking her for the long soak.  The warm water and scented candles 
had made her sleepy, and as she drained the tub and blew them all out, one by one, she 
thought about how wonderful it was going to feel to slip into Nick’s bed, lay her head 
down on something soft, and close her eyes.  Sleep would carry her away instantly, she 
felt sure. 

Wrapping a towel around her body, Claire left the now-hazy bathroom and 
walked back into the bedroom.  As soon as she’d crossed the threshold separating the 
two rooms, her ears picked up the strains of soft music playing.  Her heart skipped a 
beat, and she froze to listen, wondering with a slight panic who had turned on the music.  
The panic melted away seconds later, when she realized what she was hearing.  
“Unchained Melody” by the Righteous Brothers.  It was one of her favorite songs. 

 
Oh my love, my darling 
I’ve hungered for your touch 
A long, lonely time... 
 
At first, she looked around the bedroom in confusion, wondering where it was 

coming from.  She quickly traced the music to the alarm clock on Nick’s side of the bed 
and realized instantly that someone had planned this – put the CD into the clock’s disc 
player, set the alarm for it to begin playing at a certain time, when he was sure she’d be 
around.  It had to have been Howie who’d done all the work, but she knew who had been 
at the heart of the plans. 

 
And time goes by so slowly 
And time can do so much 
Are you still mine 
I need your love 
I need your love 
God speed your love to me... 
 
Letting the music play on, she sank down onto the bed to listen.  It was not long 

before tears rose in her eyes, brought on by the familiar lyrics. 
 
Lonely rivers flow to the sea, to the sea 
To the open arms of the sea 
Lonely rivers sigh wait for me, wait for me 
I’ll be coming home, wait for me... 
 
A solitary teardrop slid down one cheek, and she sniffled, feeling silly, yet unable 

to stop the rush of loneliness and desire that had flooded her soul.  Again, she wished 
Nick was home, and not just for her sake, but his as well.  She knew it was killing him 
not to be there with her, and now it was killing her too.  More than anything, she wanted 
to snuggle into his arms and hold him as he embraced her in return.  She reached for a 
pillow instead, hugging it to her chest as another tear fell, leaving a small wet drop on 
the pillow sham. 

 



 

 

Oh my love, my darling 
I’ve hungered, hungered for your touch 
A long, lonely time 
And time goes by so slowly 
And time can do so much 
Are you still mine 
I need your love 
I need your love 
God speed your love to me 
 
A sigh and a small giggle escaped her lips almost at the same time, and she 

reluctantly stood, letting the pillow fall as she rubbed her eyes.  I’m just exhausted, she 
told herself.  That’s why I’m getting so emotional.  I’ll just go to bed, and when I wake 
up, it’ll be morning, and I can bring Nick home. 

As she walked around to the foot of the bed, she realized the song had started to 
play again.  It must have been set to repeat.  She left it playing as she let her bath towel 
fall and reached for the lavender chemise he’d given her.  She carefully pulled the 
lingerie over her head and smoothed down the satiny fabric before turning to step in 
front of the wide mirror above his large dresser.  She eyed her reflection with interest, 
turning her body and craning her neck to view herself from all angles.  The slinky 
lingerie actually fit her well, although it did not do much to hide parts of her body she 
was less than thrilled to expose – cellulite on her thighs, that mole on her back, the 
small scar just below her collarbone where she’d once had a central line placed for 
chemo.  But she supposed a bathing suit showed just as much, and Nick had seen her in 
a lot less.  Nothing to fret over. 

She cleared off the bed, folding the black lingerie with care and placing it back in 
its box, and then went back around to the left side to turn down the sheets.  She did a 
double-take when she pulled down the comforter to find satin sheets in a rich shade of 
dark purple.  She burst out laughing; had Nick actually told Howie to put purple, satin 
sheets on his bed for her?  (And how had they known purple was her favorite color?)  
This is definitely princess treatment, she thought with a grin.  Or I guess I should say 
queen. 

She slid effortlessly beneath the covers, her silky new nightdress slippery against 
the satin sheets.  After adjusting the pillows to her liking, she lay her head down and 
closed her eyes just as she’d fantasized of doing earlier.  Her tired body relaxed against 
the mattress, but sleep did not come as instantly as she had hoped.  For one thing, she’d 
forgotten to turn off the music, and still it played on.   Oh my love, my darling...   With a 
moan, she rolled over, the chemise twisting around her middle, and lifted her head.  The 
clock on the other side of the bed suddenly looked so far away.   She flopped back down 
and closed her eyes again, trying to let the music soothe her to sleep.  I’ve hungered for 
your touch...  When that did not work, she simply tried to block it out.  A long, lonely 
time...  Finally, she hauled herself up, her body protesting the sudden movement, and 
crawled across the wide bed, slapping at Nick’s clock until the music finally stopped. 

But even after she’d crossed back to her own side, readjusted her sleepwear, and 
lain back down, the song played on... in her head. 

 
And time goes by so slowly... 



 

 
She tossed and turned.  Finally she rolled out of bed and stood up, sick of the 

twisting of the lingerie every time she moved.  She stalked to the foot of the bed and 
pulled it off, trading it for the t-shirt of Nick’s she’d originally brought up.  More 
comfortable now, she crawled back into bed and again tried to bring on the sleep she 
craved.  But it did not come.  Still she tossed, still she turned, and still the song lyrics 
flowed melodically through her mind. 

 
I need your love...   
 
She exhaled sharply and inhaled deeply, breathing in the scent of Nick that clung 

to the t-shirt on her body. 
 
I need your love... 
 
She rolled over, stretching her legs out to the side, frowning when her toes 

touched nothing, not the edge of the bed, nor Nick’s leg.  Just empty space. 
 
God speed your love to me... 
 
Finally, she sat up, expelling a huge sigh.  “I can’t do this,” she murmured aloud, 

the sound of her own voice oddly comforting in the silence of the large, empty house.  
She raked a hand through her hair and shook her head.  “I can’t sleep here tonight.”   
Why, she was not exactly sure, but she knew it had something to do with Nick.  She’d 
slept alone for years in her own apartment, but it just felt weird to sleep all alone in a 
bed that was not hers, in a room that was not hers, in a house that was not hers, without 
the man who owned them all, the man who had done all those wonderful, sweet things 
for her that night, the man who belonged right there by her side. 

Without giving it another thought, she got out of bed, and within minutes, was 
downstairs and dressed in a loose-fitting pair of cropped sweatpants and one of her own 
t-shirts.  She fetched her car keys, grabbed her purse, and walked out to her run-down 
old Toyota, which looked so out of place in the driveway of Nick’s sprawling home.  A 
minute later, she was turning onto the road, her hands gripping the wheel tightly with 
determination.  If he could not be there where he belonged, she would go to where she 
belonged – by his side. 

 
*** 

 
Visiting hours were long over when Claire arrived at the hospital, and the halls of 

Nick’s floor were empty and quiet.  She knew many of the nurses would frown on her 
arriving at this hour, but she didn’t care.  She had been in and out of this hospital 
enough to know just the right cards to play, and she also knew that Nick’s celebrity 
status allowed him to pull the strings she alone could not.  Between the two of them, 
she’d get in to see him.  She hadn’t driven this far that late at night to be turned away. 

She walked quickly down the hallway, taking the familiar route to Nick’s room.  
Just when she was beginning to think she’d gotten lucky, she reached then nurse’s 



 

 

station and was immediately stopped by a tall, middle-aged nurse who reminded Claire 
of a buzzard – bony and slightly hunched, with a thick brow and slightly beaked nose. 

 “Excuse me, ma’am, but where do you think you’re going?” the nurse questioned, 
leering down at Claire from behind the counter.  “Visiting hours ended at nine.” 

 “Oh, I’m staying overnight,” said Claire easily, acting as if she’d been there the 
whole time.  Watching the nurse’s sharp eyes drift to her purse, she added, “Just ran 
downstairs for a quick snack.” 

 “The cafeteria’s closed at this time of night.” 
 “Oh... I know.  I meant downstairs and across the street.  I went across the street 

to get something to eat.”  She smiled briefly - a smile of innocence, she hoped.  The 
nurse arched an eyebrow and continued her penetrating stare.  Without giving her a 
chance to ask anymore questions, Claire went on quickly, “Well, I’d better get back to 
my brother’s room.  Have a good night.” 

She hurried away, hoping the nurse would not know she wasn’t Nick’s sister.  She 
wasn’t sure why she’d felt the need to lie about that; somehow, it just seemed more 
acceptable than saying she was his girlfriend. 

A security guard sat half asleep in a chair just down the hall from Nick’s room – 
the hospital had been good about providing security on the off chance someone figured 
out Nick was there – and Claire sucked in a breath, hoping she wouldn’t be grilled even 
more by him.  He would certainly know she hadn’t been there since visiting hours, and 
he could also easily kick her out. 

Luckily, when he looked up, Claire recognized him as a guard who had been on 
duty the day before when she had been up to visit, and he appeared to recognize her as 
well.  He offered her a tired smile and a gruff “’Evenin’.” 

 “Hello,” she replied sweetly and walked past.  He did not stop her. 
At Nick’s door, she let out a breath and raised her hand to knock softly.  She 

waited, leaning her ear closer to the door to listen for a response. 
 “Come in?” she heard him say finally.  He sounded confused.  She smiled 

knowingly; the nurses usually just breezed in and out when they came by for their 
regular vital checks at night.  He would not be expecting her.  She reached for the 
doorknob and turned it with difficulty; her palms were still clammy from her encounter 
with Old Buzz. 

Pushing open the door, she stepped in slowly, letting light from the hall spill into 
his room.  As her eyes adjusted to the dim light, she saw him lying in bed, his head 
raised to see her.  “Hey,” she said softly.  “Did I wake you?” 

 “What are you doing here?” Nick asked, ignoring her question.  “Somethin’ 
wrong?” 

 “Not at all,” she smiled, stepping into the room and closing the door quietly 
behind her.  She blinked in the darkened room and cautiously made her way over to his 
bed, perching on the edge and turning to face him.  “I just wanted to see you, is all,” she 
said, sliding her hand into his so that their fingers intertwined.  “I loved what you did for 
me tonight.  Or what you had Howie do, I should say?” 

Through the darkness, she could just make out his faint smile.  “D’s great to have 
around, ya know,” he said. 

 “I know,” she agreed.  “He’s a good friend.  And you, my dear, are just sweet.”  
Smiling, she leaned over and kissed him on the forehead, letting her lips linger there for 
a few seconds, tasting his skin, breathing in the scent of his hair, relishing in his 



 

presence there before her.  “I did just what you said – lit all the candles, took a nice long 
bath, and went to bed.  I even wore the ‘sexy lingerie’ you got me.”  She grinned, and he 
grinned back. 

 “Howie picked it out,” he admitted.  “But he brought it by yesterday so I could 
approve it.” 

 “Howie tested, Nick approved?” she said, ripping off the Kix cereal slogan. 
Nick wrinkled his nose.  “Well damn, I hope D wasn’t testing those things.” 
She burst out laughing.  “Okay, never mind.  That didn’t come out quite like I’d 

intended.” 
 “Eh, it’s late – I’ll forgive ya.”  He smiled and squeezed her hand twice.  “So, if 

you don’t mind my asking again... what are you doing here?  Didn’t you say you’d gone 
to bed?” 

 “Ah, I did... loved the sheets, by the way.  Also a Howie purchase?” 
 “Yep.  Did he get purple?” 
 “Uh-huh.  Since when do you like purple so much?” she teased. 
 “Ha ha.  I don’t, but I know you do – so does he, actually.  And anyway, it was 

supposed to seem royal.  You know, purple?  Royal color?” 
 “Sure,” she said.  “It was a good choice.  Purple’s my favorite color.”  She smiled. 
 “So,” he pressed, “why aren’t you sleeping like a queen in your purple sheets?  

Not that I don’t like you being here, but... well...” 
She laughed.  “I know,” she said, “why am I at this damn hospital that we both see 

too much of anyway and not at home in your nice bed?  Well, it’s simple enough - I 
couldn’t sleep.” 

 “How come?  Miss me too much?”  He was only kidding, but he’d hit the nail on 
the head. 

 “Actually... kind of, yes,” she confessed with a little laugh.  “Your bed’s huge... I’m 
not used to all that space... I need somebody to share it with me.” 

 “Why, so you can kick me and hog all the covers?” he teased her, but she could 
hear the delight in his voice just as plainly as she could see the smile on his face.  He was 
pleased with knowing that she had missed him, that she had been unable to sleep 
without him there. 

 “Something like that,” she replied with a sheepish grin. 
 “Well, come here, baby,” he said, scooting over to one side of his bed and patting 

the narrow space beside him.  “I won’t let you hog all the covers here, but I will share.” 
 “Can I still kick you then?” she asked.  He just chuckled.  Smiling contentedly, 

she wedged herself in beside him, snuggling up against his chest with her head on his 
shoulder.  It wasn’t exactly the most comfortable place to sleep, but she’d lain with him 
this way before, and it felt as if that was where she belonged.  Not all alone in a big, 
empty bed, but side by side with him. 

 
*** 

 



 

 

Chapter 31 
 

Sometime during the night, a nurse had come in and kicked Claire out of Nick’s 
bed.  The nurse had looked appalled; Claire had simply looked annoyed, as she groggily 
stumbled out of Nick’s bed and into the cot the nurse had brought in for her, muttering 
something about buzzards. 

The next time Nick remembered waking up, it was morning, and a different nurse 
was standing beside his bed, wrapping a blood pressure cuff around his upper arm.  
“Good morning, Mr. Carter,” she said brightly. 

 “Morning,” he mumbled back, rubbing his eyes with his free hand.  When his 
hand left his face, he caught sight of Claire stretched out on the cot behind the nurse.  
He did a double take at first, before the memory of the night before came back to him. 

 “I didn’t know you were having a guest stay the night,” the nurse commented, 
noticing where his eyes had landed, upon the sleeping Claire. 

 “Eh... kind of short notice,” replied Nick, smiling to himself.  “She’s my ride 
home later today – I’m still being discharged, right?”   So help him, if they tried to keep 
him in the hospital another day, he was going to- 

 “I believe so, yes,” the nurse answered with a short nod, as she jotted his blood 
pressure down on his chart.  “Dr. Robson will have to give you the okay first, of course, 
but so far everything looks good.”   She went on to stick a thermometer in his ear, and 
when it beeped, she checked the reading and nodded in confirmation.  “Your temp’s 
down to normal.” 

 “That’s good,” murmured Nick.  “When will the doc come by?” 
 “Probably later this morning, depending on his schedule.  I’ll save your bandage 

change for later, after he’s had a chance to check on the ulcer.”   Nick nodded; that was 
just as well with him.  He hated having people poking at his stump all the time.  It was 
still swollen and sore, and the pain didn’t seem to be going away with the infection, 
much to his annoyance.  He was sick of lying around in bed, and he hated having to rely 
on crutches to get anywhere.  Maybe he’d just get a wheelchair and make Claire push 
him around all day.  Oh, she’d love that.  He smirked to himself at the thought. 

Claire woke just as the nurse was leaving.  Moaning throatily, she inhaled deeply 
into her pillow before lifting her head, her tousled hair falling into her eyes. 

 “Morning,” Nick called to her, as she clumsily pushed her hair out of her face and 
blinked over at him, bleary-eyed. 

 “Morning,” she echoed through a yawn.  “Where-?  Oh.”   She looked around 
briefly and then rolled over, the cot quivering beneath her as she jerkily shifted her 
weight.  “Remind me again why I chose to sleep on a dinky little cot in a hospital room 
instead of in a king size bed with satin sheets in a mansion?” she said, sitting up and 
rubbing the small of her back. 

 “Cause you missed me,” Nick replied with a cheeky grin. 
 “Ugh... what was I thinking?”  Swinging her legs over the side of the cot and 

stretching her arms above her head, she shot a smirk in his direction.  Then she stood up 
and moved over to the chair that sat beside his bed.  Slumping down into it, she asked, 
“So... what time is it?” 

Nick looked up at the small clock on one of the walls.  “Seven-thirty.” 
 “Have you had breakfast yet?” 



 

 “No,” he said.  “A nurse just left a menu though.”  He picked up the slip of paper 
the nurse had left on his bed tray and waved it at her. 

 “Oh fun... what’s on the menu for today?”   They both read over the items listed 
on the menu card.  It contained many of the standard breakfast dishes, but Nick had 
learned to avoid those and go for the cereal.  He circled Rice Krispies, wishing they had 
Lucky Charms or Cocoa Pebbles instead, and set the menu back down on his tray. 

When his breakfast was brought later, he dumped a carton of milk into the bowl 
of Rice Krispies and listened to them “snap, crackle, pop” while Claire picked apart the 
muffin she’d bought in the cafeteria downstairs. 

After breakfast, it was just a matter of waiting.  Nick grew impatient, wishing his 
doctor would hurry up and get there to discharge him. 

Finally, around ten-thirty, Dr. Robson showed up.  Nick held his breath as the 
doctor carefully peeled back the gauze bandages covering the end of his stump.  The 
ulcer there was in no way healed yet, but it did look better than the last time Nick had 
looked at it.  Some of the redness had gone away, and the swelling had definitely gone 
down.  He looked up at the doctor hopefully, waiting for his professional opinion. 

 “This looks good,” Dr. Robson nodded, causing Nick to wince as he poked at the 
skin around the open wound.  “How does it feel?  Are you still in a lot of pain?” 

 “Eh... it’s still pretty sore,” Nick replied honestly, swallowing. 
 “When you go home, you can take ibuprofen for that... Advil, Motrin, something 

like that.  If that doesn’t do the trick, call me, and I can prescribe something stronger.” 
Nick nodded, perking up at the word ‘home.’   “So...” he started cautiously, “can I 

go home today then?” 
 “I see no reason to keep you here any longer.  I’ll write you a scrip for more 

antibiotics that you can take orally.  If you take the pills as prescribed for a course of ten 
days, you should be fine.  I’d like to see you in here for a follow-up after that to make 
sure the infection is gone and the ulcer is healing as it should, and if you have any 
problems, you should come in sooner than that.” 

Nick nodded diligently and paid attention as the doctor gave him instructions for 
dressing the sore and wrote his prescription.  Then, standing up, Dr. Robson said, “Well, 
I’ll have a nurse come in to take out your IV and bring discharge papers for you to sign.  
Be sure to stop by the admit desk on your way out to schedule a follow-up appointment 
for sometime in the next week or two.”   With that, the doctor leaned forward to shake 
Nick’s hand and wish him well, and that was that. 

As soon as he was gone, Claire let out a huge sigh.  “Thank goodness,” she said 
with relief.  “I’m so glad you don’t have to spend another night here.” 

 “Me too,” Nick said emphatically.  “Now you can take me home and treat me like 
a king.” 

She smirked.  “Normally I’d say ‘fat chance’ to that, but I guess you do deserve it.  
Your wish is my command, your majesty.” 

Nick chuckled, rather enjoying those words, even with the sarcastic tone.  “I think 
I could get used to that.” 

 “Eh, don’t get too used to it,” said Claire, playfully nudging his shoulder.  “As 
soon as you’re back on your feet, no more royal treatment.” 

Nick pretended to look wounded, but as much as he liked the sound of “royal 
treatment,” he hoped it would end sooner, rather than later.  This helpless feeling was 
getting old fast. 



 

 

 
*** 

 
At home, Claire set up a makeshift bed on the couch for Nick.  Then she drove to 

a nearby deli to pick up bread, lunch meat, and cheese for sandwiches.  She and Nick ate 
lunch, and once the kitchen had been cleaned up, she turned to him and asked, “Feel 
like giving me a hand?” 

 “Uhh...” Nick hesitated, wondering how much help he’d be, when he could barely 
get around. 

 “You might not have seen yet,” Claire explained, “but I have boxes of my crap 
piled everywhere.  I just need help figuring out where it’s all going to go... I didn’t want 
to start junking up your place yesterday, when you weren’t around.” 

 “Oh,” said Nick, nodding.  “Yeah, ‘course I’ll help.  Where do you wanna start?” 
 “Hm... how about your office?  I know I stuck a lot of stuff in there.” 
 “Okay,” Nick agreed and boosted himself out of his seat.  He reached for his 

crutches, which were propped up against the kitchen table, and adjusted them under his 
arms for the short walk to his office.  The room, which held his desk and computer, as 
well as various files and records, his small book collection, his larger comic collection, 
and his drawing supplies, looked more crowded than he’d ever seen it, with Claire’s 
neatly-labeled boxes piled in the center. 

 “You take a seat and just relax,” Claire said, holding Nick’s large, padded leather 
office chair steady while he sank down onto it.  “I’ll go through all this stuff and put it 
where you tell me to.” 

 “Put it wherever you want,” Nick told her, flicking his wrist with a casual air.  
“Like I said, this is your house too now.  You don’t need to ask me about everything.” 

 “Okay,” replied Claire with a shrug.  “Well, you can just keep me company then, 
as long as you’re up to sitting there.” 

 “I’m fine,” Nick said quickly.  Damn stump hurts just as much when I’m lying 
down as it does when I’m sitting, he added mentally, but he chose not to say that part 
aloud. 

Claire poked through her boxes, checking the labels on each before she selected 
one to open.  “Books,” she said, pulling out several paperbacks.  She turned to eye the 
tall bookshelves that lined his office; there was plenty of space left.  “Any preference 
where they go?” she asked. 

 “Wherever,” he shrugged.  “Like I said...” 
 “I know, I know,” she nodded.  “Just checking.”  She went over to the set of 

shelves that held his own books and rearranged them a little until she had cleared two 
shelves below his collection.  Then she carried her books over in armloads and 
systematically lined them up on the shelves.  She had more than he did, he noticed, as 
he realized she was shelving them two deep in some areas.  He’d never been big on 
reading for pleasure, but apparently she was; most of her books looked like fictions.  He 
was sitting too far away to be able to read their titles, but he found himself wondering 
what kind of books she liked.  It was funny, the little things they still did not know about 
each other. 

Out of another box, she pulled still more books, although these were different.  
“Yearbooks?” Nick asked, catching a glimpse of one.   



 

 “Yep,” said Claire, holding up a stack of six of them.  “Seventh grade through my 
senior year of high school.” 

 “Can I see one?” Nick asked with mild interest.  He’d looked through one of 
Brian’s old high school yearbooks once, years ago, when he should have been in high 
school himself.  He hadn’t known any of the students pictured in it, except Brian, of 
course, but he’d been rather fascinated by it just the same, wondering how his life would 
have been different if he had gone to high school, rather than been tutored in a hotel 
room on the road, as he was through most of his teenage years. 

 “Sure,” said Claire, handing him one from the bottom of the stack.  “This is my 
senior yearbook.” 

He took the large volume and opened it up, briefly scanning each page as he 
leafed through them all.  He found the section with the individual photographs of the 
whole senior class.  Class of 1998, it said across the top.  That would have been his class, 
he realized, had he gone on to high school and graduated with his class.  His eyes sorted 
through the pictures, picking out the faces he recognized – Claire... Dianna... Jamie.  
They all had a list of activities they’d been in during their four years of school, along with 
a quote.  Many of them were the typical inspirational kind about life, and a few were 
movie quotes or song lyrics.  He didn’t bother to read most of them, but he did look at 
the one below Claire’s name. 

 
“Maybe in order to understand mankind, we have to look at that word itself.  

MANKIND.  Basically, it’s made up of two separate words – ‘mank’ and ‘ind’.  What do 
these words mean?  It’s a mystery, and that’s why so is mankind.” 

- Jack Handey 
 
Nick snorted as he finished reading the quote and looked up at Claire in 

amazement.  “They let you use a Deep Thought for your yearbook quote?” he asked 
incredulously, remembering the series of Jack Handey’s “Deep Thoughts” from reruns 
of Saturday Night Live. 

She giggled.  “Yeah, we could use anything, as long as it wasn’t vulgar.”  She 
shrugged and added, “I thought it was funny, but my parents were slightly annoyed 
when they saw it.  They wanted me to put something deep and meaningful.” 

 “Like everyone else?” 
 “Basically.”  She rolled her eyes.  “What’s the fun in that?” 
 “Exactly,” he laughed.  Eighteen-year-old Claire had apparently been no different 

from the Claire he knew now.  He wished he’d known her back then, although at the 
time, he’d been so caught up in his relationship with Mandy that he probably wouldn’t 
have given Claire the time of day, had he met her then.  She’d come into his life at a 
perfect time, five years later.  A horrible, perfect time. 

Nick continued to flip through the yearbook, as Claire filled his bookcases with 
her things.  When he had finished with the yearbook, she was just tearing open another 
box.  “What’s that?” he asked, watching as she lifted out two smaller boxes, one bright 
yellow, the other bright pink. 

 “Scrapbook stuff,” she replied, taking the lid off one of the boxes and tilting it in 
his direction.  Inside, he could see a variety of supplies – scissors, glue sticks, a paper 
cutter, and other tools he did not even recognize, along with brightly colored pens and 
markers, stickers, and stencils. 



 

 

 “Ah,” he said, nodding.  “My drawing stuff is over there, on the bottom shelf,” he 
said, pointing at one of the bookcases.  “Maybe you can put your stuff down there, with 
mine.” 

 “Good plan,” she agreed, carrying the boxes over and wedging them next to his 
large box of art supplies. 

 “I haven’t seen your scrapbook,” he commented, as she went back to unpacking. 
 “This is it,” she said, pulling out a huge album.  “You wanna look at it now?” 
 “Sure,” he replied, curious.  He’d heard her mention her scrapbook before, but 

he’d never actually seen it.  He took the large album from her and immediately almost 
dropped it, surprised by how much it weighed.  He set it down in his lap and winced at 
the pressure it put on his wounded limb.  Quickly snatching the book up again, he 
swiveled around in his chair and placed the album on the desk in front of them.  He 
opened its plum-colored cover and was immediately greeted with a picture of Claire on 
the first page.  His breath caught in his throat as he gazed down at the photograph.  It 
was a beautiful picture, an extreme close-up of her face, developed in black and white.  
Its simplicity was what made it so gorgeous, and he tore his eyes away just long enough 
to turn and ask, “Who took this?” 

Claire looked up from her unpacking and came over to the desk, smiling 
sheepishly when she saw the photo he was pointing to.  “A friend from college, Jenn.  
She was an art major with a focus on photography.  She took this the summer after our 
sophomore year... I’d been on chemo for a few months, and all my hair had fallen out.” 

At her words, Nick looked back at the picture.  He could just see the line of one of 
her bandanas cutting across her forehead, and below that, he realized her eyebrows were 
gone, as well as her lashes.  Her face looked thinner than it was normally, making her 
cheekbones more prominent.   

 “You look beautiful here,” he said softly, sincerely.  “I mean it.” 
 “Thanks,” she said with a little laugh, and he glanced back to find her blushing 

slightly.  “Jenn thought I’d look like Sinead O’Connor... like in that one video of hers, 
where it’s just a close-up of her face as she’s singing.”   Nick nodded, knowing which one 
she was talking about.  “Yeah, but Jenn was the one who looked more like Sinead.  
There’s a picture of her like this somewhere more towards the back... she shaved her 
own head when my hair fell out.” 

 “Really?” Nick asked in surprise.  “AJ did the same thing, for me.  That’s a good 
friend.” 

Claire nodded.  “She was.  I mean, she is.  I just don’t see her much anymore... 
she lives in France now, right outside Paris.” 

 “Oh, France, that’s cool,” said Nick. 
 “Definitely,” Claire agreed.  “I’d love to go over there sometime.” 
 “You ever been overseas?” 
 “Just once.  I went on a school-sponsored trip to the UK during spring break of 

my senior year of high school... toured England, Scotland, and Ireland.  It was 
beautiful.” 

Nick nodded.  “The UK’s nice.  We should go to Europe sometime.  I’ve been 
there lots of times on tour, but usually we’re so busy that we don’t get a lot of time to see 
the sights, so it’d be nice to go on a little vacation over there, travel at our own pace, do 
our own thing.” 



 

 “That would be really cool,” Claire smiled, and as she went back to her 
unpacking, Nick made a mental note to himself to keep such a vacation in mind. 

He turned the page of the scrapbook and found a page with a light yellow 
background that was filled with baby pictures of her.  By herself in her bassinet; in the 
arms of her mother and father, grandparents, even a little boy version of Kyle; on her 
stomach on a blanket on the floor, her head raised to the camera.  Smiling, he turned the 
page and found toddler pictures.  With fiery red hair and a mischievous grin, she looked 
like quite the little terror, he thought. 

The Claire in the pictures grew as he turned the pages, and soon he was finding 
pages devoted to kindergarten graduation, first Communion, and children’s birthday 
parties.  Elementary school friends soon turned to junior high ones, and he smiled at 
pictures of her from those early adolescent years – braces on her teeth, freckles on her 
cheeks, long hair that was crimped and frizzy.  She’d been a pom-pom girl in junior high, 
he discovered, looking at a picture of her with the squad and another of her at a 
basketball game, arm-in-arm with a thirteen-year-old Dianna, who had apparently been 
a cheerleader.  There were lots more pictures of her and Dianna, with numerous other 
friends he did not recognize, in the next few pages, her high school years.  He frowned at 
the many pictures that included Jamie, especially the ones labeled “Prom ’98,” where 
they looked especially close, he in a tuxedo, she in a long, pale blue gown. 

College came next, and after that, he turned to a page with a cheerful blue and 
yellow striped background and several pictures of Claire with a little boy.  He knew 
exactly when and where these pictures had to have been taken, for Claire was gaunt and 
hairless again, her head adorned by a bright yellow bandana with a smiley face on it, and 
the bed she was perched on was unquestionably a hospital bed, in what was 
unmistakably a hospital room.  She wasn’t wearing a hospital gown, just regular clothes, 
but the little boy sitting up in the bed beside her was. 

 “Hey, Claire,” he spoke up, “who is this?”  He pointed out the little boy when 
Claire came over to look. 

 “Oh,” said Claire, “that’s Casey.  I got to know him the first time I was in the 
hospital, right after my diagnosis.  I was taking a walk down the halls one night, and I 
heard him crying... his parents weren’t around, and he was scared... maybe of the dark, 
maybe of the hospital, maybe of everything, I don’t know.  Anyway, I popped my head in 
his doorway just to see if he was all right, and somehow I ended up sitting with him and 
reading a story to him because no one else had to the time to do that.  He calmed down 
for me and fell asleep, and when the nurses found out, they let me come back to do the 
same thing the next night.  His mom had just had a baby, see, and his dad worked night 
shift a lot, so neither of them could stay overnight at the hospital with him.” 

 “So you kept hanging out with him at night,” Nick finished for her knowingly. 
She nodded.  “Yep.  He was a cool little kid.  Only six years old, but he’d been 

through a hell of a lot already.  He had leukemia, like me, and knowing him kind of 
helped me in a way, ‘cause I told myself, if he can make it through all this stuff, then so 
can I.” 

Nick smiled a little.  “So... what happened with him?” he asked, with an air of 
caution.  He knew all too well that the answer may not be a good one. 

 “Last time I heard anything from his family, he was great,” Claire replied with a 
smile.  “He underwent a bone marrow transplant that same year – he was kind of one 
step ahead of me in everything – and he hasn’t had a relapse since.  I haven’t seen him 



 

 

in awhile, but I got a Christmas card from his parents last Christmas, with a picture of 
him and his little sister... he looks really good.  He’s eleven now.” 

 “That’s great,” Nick said, smiling in relief, glad to hear a happy ending to this 
story.  His smile grew as he turned a couple more pages in her scrapbook and found 
pictures of himself with her.  There weren’t many, for as long as they’d known each 
other, but that was his fault more than hers – he was still trying to get over the camera 
shyness that had been brought on by the changes to his appearance.  Still, she had a nice 
bunch from the previous year’s VMA’s, which he’d brought her to, and some nice photos 
from their trip to Hawaii, as well as a few of them just hanging out. 

 “This is really nice, Claire,” Nick said, as he closed the scrapbook with a dull 
thud.  “You must have put a lot of time into this.” 

 “Yeah... I can do this for a couple of hours without even realizing how much time 
has passed,” she said.  “It’s a good hobby.”  With a grin, she added, “I can show you how, 
if you’d like to give it a try sometime.” 

Nick rolled his eyes.  “No thanks,” he said with a chuckle.  “If I want a scrapbook 
of myself, I’ll ask a fan to do it – they’re good at that kind of stuff.” 

Claire laughed and then looked around the room.  Except for a pile of empty 
boxes she’d stacked up near the door, it looked back to normal again, only even better, 
because now the bookshelves were filled, with her things as well as his.  The way it 
should be, Nick thought. 

 “Well,” said Claire, “I think that’s it for this room.  Shall we be moving on?” 
 “Sure,” replied Nick, using the desk to push himself up on his one good leg.  He 

reached for his crutches again and hobbled out of the room behind her, as she led the 
way to the next one. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 32 
 

As soon as she pushed the door open, Claire was blasted with heat.  “Ugh,” she 
groaned, shielding her eyes against the blinding afternoon sunlight as she strode quickly 
across the parking lot.  Even in tennis shoes, she could feel the heat rising from the 
pavement beneath her feet, and the humid air was practically suffocating.  “Nothing like 
a June day in Florida,” she muttered to herself as she climbed into her car, leaving the 
door open while she quickly stuck the key into the ignition and turned the air 
conditioning on full-blast.  She shifted uncomfortably on the hot seat as she waited for 
the car to cool down.  At least the a/c in this old junker still works, she thought with 
relief, holding her hand over one of the vents to feel the refreshing rush of cool air. 

When the interior of the car was tolerable, she shut her door and buckled her 
seatbelt, shifting the car into gear.  She cranked up the radio before backing out of her 
parking space, trying to brighten her mood.  It’s Friday, she told herself, tapping her 
fingers against the wheel in time to the music blaring from her speakers.  Be happy. 

Easier said than done.  As she turned the car in the direction of home – Nick’s 
home, that was – she was anything but happy.  It had been one of those days at work:  
difficult children who refused to open their mouths; patients who appeared to have not 
brushed their teeth in years, let alone flossed; not to mention Tim and Laureen’s 
constant flirting all day long – in the break room, up and down the hall, at the clock 
behind the front desk.  

It had only taken a week after she had speculated about them hooking up for the 
inevitable to happen.  Laureen had pulled her aside Thursday afternoon on her way out 
and, beaming, told her the “good” news – Tim had asked her out on a date for the 
following night.  Big surprise.  Claire had wished her well, and apparently, things had 
gone well, for now, two weeks later, they were still at it – the flirting, the shared smiles, 
suave lines from Tim, and giggling from Laureen.  As likeable as Laureen was – and Tim 
was not a bad guy either – Claire found the whole thing slightly nauseating.  I hope we 
didn’t act that way, she found herself thinking every time she saw Tim, trying to 
remember if she’d gone through that giddy phase at the beginning of their short 
relationship. 

Needless to say, when two o’clock finally rolled around, Claire was ready to get 
away from the office.  If only she felt like going home... 

As much as she hated to admit it to herself, there had been many days in the past 
two weeks when she had not wanted to go home.  The first few days after she’d moved in 
with Nick, she had raced back to his house after work, looking forward to a relaxing 
evening at home with him.  What she had not been looking forward to, nor expecting, 
was spending night after night with a pouty, pitiful version of her boyfriend. 

Nick, to say the least, had had a rough three weeks. 
Sunday, the day she’d brought him home from the hospital, had been fine.  He’d 

pleasantly helped her unpack the rest of her boxes and get things put away, and they’d 
both had a nice visit with Howie, who had stopped by on his way back to Orlando that 
afternoon.  That night, he’d braved the staircase on his crutches, and they slept upstairs 
in his king size bed, purple sheets and all. 

Sunday, it seemed, had been the calm before the storm. 
She’d come home from work Monday afternoon to find him in a downright foul 

mood.  “What’s wrong?” she’d asked cautiously, when she’d found him sitting on the 



 

 

floor of is den, directly in front of his big screen TV, playing Playstation.  He hadn’t even 
looked at her when she’d walked in, let alone say hello.  “Nick?” 

 “Shitty day,” he’d mumbled finally, without tearing his eyes away from the TV. 
 “Why shitty?  What happened?” 
Neither “a lot,” nor “nothing” would have sufficed as an answer, for, as she found 

out, it had been a combination of both.  He’d about killed himself that morning, slipping 
and almost falling in the shower upstairs, which did not have handles on the wall like 
the ones that had been installed in the shower downstairs.  According to him, that had 
been the most interesting part of his day.  He went on to complain – about going up and 
down the stairs on crutches, about how there was no food in the house, about how there 
was nothing to do and how he’d been bored all day. 

The rest of her afternoon and evening were hectic – she’d gotten groceries, 
changed the sheets on the bed downstairs so that they could sleep there as long as he 
was still on crutches, and called about having a safety handle put in the shower upstairs.  
By the time all that was done, she was exhausted.  So much for a relaxing evening. 

The rest of the week – and the two weeks after that – had not been much better.  
Nick was frustrated and angry and taking it out on her, as she was the only one around.  
He refused to leave the house as long as he could not wear his artificial leg, and so 
naturally, he was bored, and the boredom made him moody, and his moodiness made 
him completely unpleasant to be around.  Sometimes she tried to cheer him up, and 
sometimes she succeeded.  Other times, there was nothing she could say or do to bring 
him out of the storm cloud he seemed to be living in, and sometimes she didn’t even feel 
like trying. 

That afternoon felt like it was going to be one of those times.  She parked her car 
in the drive and hurried up the walkway to the front door, anxious to get out of the heat 
and into the house.  The air-conditioning would make it seem welcoming, even if Nick 
wouldn’t.  She unlocked the door and walked inside, quickly pushing it closed behind 
her.  “I’m home!” she called automatically, as she strode through the library and stuck 
her head into the living room.  No Nick.  She wandered through the other rooms 
downstairs, looking for him, and finally found him slumped in his bed, staring glassy-
eyed at the TV. 

 “Hey,” she said simply, offering him a tight smile. 
 “Hey,” he replied, glancing up at her only briefly.  “How was work?” 
 “Eh,” she shrugged, knowing that response was enough to say it all.  He was used 

to hearing the horror stories that came from days like this.  “How was your day?” 
 “Eh,” he mimicked her.  No surprise there. 
She came further into the room and perched on the edge of the bed.  “So,” she 

said, finding his foot beneath the pulled-up covers and giving it a pat, “not-so-great days 
for both of us, huh?  We should make up for it by having a great night tonight.” 

He finally looked at her, giving her a crooked smile.  “What do you wanna do?” 
 “I dunno... maybe go out?” she asked, raising her eyebrows hopefully. 
Immediately, he shook his head, just as she knew he would.  “No.” 
She couldn’t help but sigh.  “Nick... don’t you want to go out?  You’ve been cooped 

up in this house for weeks!”   The only times she could remember him going out in 
public were for doctor’s appointments – a follow-up for the infected ulcer, and his 
regular check-up with Dr. Kingsbury.  Both appointments had gone well.  The 
antibiotics he’d been taking had done their job, and his infection was gone by now, 



 

although the ulcer was still healing, making it impossible for him to wear his prosthesis 
yet.  There had been no unpleasant surprises in the oncology clinic either – all his tests 
had come out normal, and he was still in remission. 

 “Yeah, and do you think I’ve enjoyed that?  That I wanted to spend the entire 
month of June this way?” he retorted sarcastically. 

 “No one’s making you stay at home, Nick,” she argued.  “If you don’t want to 
spend all your time at home, then don’t!  Let’s go out and do something tonight.” 

 “I don’t want to go out like this,” he grumbled, looking away. 
 “Well, not like that.”   He looked like he hadn’t even showered that morning; his 

hair was disheveled and greasy-looking, and he was dressed in a rumpled, ratty old t-
shirt.  She was willing to bet he was only in his boxers beneath the covers, just the way 
he slept.  She wondered if he’d gotten out of bed at all that day, other than to use the 
bathroom and raid the kitchen.  “You’d have to get dressed and comb your hair first.” 

He shook his head, his face contorting into an expression of pure irritation.  
“Damn it, Claire, don’t play dumb.  You know what I mean.” 

 “You mean without your fake leg?  Is that what you mean?  Because I think that’s 
ridiculous.  You can get around fine on crutches, and if you’re worried about what 
people will think... well... don’t be!” 

He looked down, and she followed his eyes to the space on the left side of the bed, 
where his missing leg would have extended.  She waited silently for him to look back up, 
to say something.  When he finally lifted his chin, she saw that his cheeks were slightly 
red, and she could barely make out his words when he mumbled quietly, “It’s not that 
easy.” 

 “I know it’s not easy,” she replied, softening her voice.  “But you have to get over 
this, Nick.  You have to learn to go out in public and be confident in yourself, whether 
you’re wearing your leg or not.  Do you really think it matters that much whether or not 
you have it on?  People are going to stare at you no matter what – because you’re 
famous, because you’re a Backstreet Boy, not because you have one leg.  And I know 
you’ve got to be used to that, because that’s been happening for years.” 

She thought her point was perfectly logical, but he just shook his head.  She 
sighed, her patience wearing thin.  She did not have it in her to keep battling with him 
over this, not tonight.  “Fine,” she said, standing up.  “Stay here then.  I’ll see you later.” 

 “Where you going?” he called as she briskly left the room.  She did not answer.  
She didn’t know where she was going either.  All she knew was that she had to get out of 
the house, or she was going to go crazy. 

She was beginning to worry that he already was. 
 

*** 
 

He heard the front door slam and her car start.  Moments later, she pulled out of 
the drive, her taillights casting a red glow through the window of his darkened room.  As 
soon as the lights faded, he leaned forward and put his face in his hands.  “Good going, 
Carter,” he muttered to himself, raking his fingers through his hair as if they were claws. 

He hadn’t seen Claire all day, and not five minutes after she’d come home from 
work, he’d argued with her.  He hadn’t seen her since she’d stalked out of his room 
hours ago, and now she was gone.  Who knew when she’d be back.  So much for doing 
anything together that night.  He knew he’d blown it; it was his fault she had left. 



 

 

Nick sighed.  The last few weeks had been some of the dullest of his life, nothing 
like he had expected when Claire had finally agreed to move in with him.  It would be 
fun, he had thought, living with her, being able to spend as much time as he wanted with 
her.  But, of course, that was not the way it was.  She worked most weekdays, and he was 
left at home, alone and bored, with nowhere to go.  And when she came home, they 
didn’t hang out nearly as much as he wanted them to. 

 “I’m tired, Nick; I just want to stay inside and relax,” she’d say, when he asked if 
she wanted to get in the pool with him.  “I can’t, Nick; I need to make us something for 
dinner,” she’d sigh, when he suggested they watch a movie.  “Nick... I have errands to 
run,” she’d explain, when he just wanted to talk to her.  “Come with me?” 

 “No.”  It was always a ‘no,’ and by now, she’d stopped asking.  She came and 
went, taking care of things he knew he should be handling himself.  Or at least helping 
her with.  She rarely complained, but he was afraid she was unhappy.  And it was all 
because of him. 

He knew that.  He knew he was being selfish – and ‘ridiculous,’ according to her. 
But she didn’t understand.  She didn’t know it was like to feel like a freak, to look 

like a freak, and to be stuck at home for fear of being treated like a freak.  And that’s 
what would happen, he felt sure, if he went out to normal places like this, his stump 
bared for the world to see.  People would stare at him, their eyes filled with sympathy, or 
worse, disgust.  He couldn’t stand the idea of it. 

Claire’s words returned to him:  “I know you’ve got to be used to that, because 
that’s been happening for years.” 

It’s not the same, he thought.  Sure, he’d attracted attention in public for years, 
but until recently, for a good reason.  People watched him because he was famous, 
because he was talented, because they thought he was good-looking.  Now they would 
only watch him because he was different, because he was diseased, because he was 
disabled.  Admiration would turn to pity, devotion to repulsion. 

As long as he could hide it, he was okay.  There were people who would recognize 
him and remember what had happened to him, but as long as he looked “normal,” it 
didn’t matter as much.  But that was impossible now; he couldn’t hide it until he could 
wear his leg, and that couldn’t happen until the ulcer finished healing. 

As soon as it does, I’ll take her out... I’ll make it up to her, Nick vowed.  I’ll make 
up for everything... 

 
*** 

 
“... I just had to get out; I couldn’t stand the thought of yet another night stuck at 

home, watching him mope around.”  Lifting her head out of her hands, she peered at 
Amber and asked meekly, “Does that make me a bad person?” 

 “Aw, honey...”  Amber offered her a sympathetic smile.  “Of course not.  
Everyone feels that way from time to time.  It’s just part of living with someone.  You 
love ‘em to death, and yet, sometimes, they drive you crazy.  You think I never get sick of 
your brother from time to time?” 

Claire smiled across the table at her sister-in-law, glad she had decided to come 
over.  After her argument with Nick, she’d gone straight to the phone and called Dianna, 
hoping for a nice “girls night” out on the town.  But Dianna had a date that night.  So did 
Laureen, who was going out with Tim again.  Envious of them both, Claire had finally 



 

ended up calling her brother and inviting herself over to his place, desperate to get out 
of Nick’s house.  Now she sat sipping a tall glass of iced tea in the cozy kitchen of Kyle 
and Amber’s home, a small two-bedroom ranch that was perfect for a young, married 
couple. 

 “What, sick of me?  Never,” Kyle denied impishly, sticking his head into the 
kitchen.  “Is this strictly a man-hating conversation, or can I sit down?” 

 “Sit,” Claire said.  “We’re not man-hating; we’re just discussing my man.” 
 “Yeah, so what’s going on with your man anyway?  Troubles in paradise?”  She’d 

been pretty vague on the phone with him... all she remembered saying was something to 
the effect of, ‘I need to get out; can I come over?’   Good big brother that he was, he’d 
simply replied, ‘Sure.  See you in awhile.’  No questions asked... until now. 

 “Kind of,” she answered, a sick feeling entering her stomach as soon as the words 
left her mouth.  “The last few weeks haven’t been at all like what I expected...”   And she 
launched into what she’d just gotten done telling Amber, how Nick was driving her 
crazy, the way he lay around the house all day like a hermit, refusing to go out or do 
anything.  “... And he’s so needy lately.  The first couple of weeks, he would pounce on 
me as soon as I got home from work and want to hang out with me.  Which is great, 
but... I dunno, sometimes I need my ‘me’ time, you know?  Or I have places to go and 
things to do, and he just wants me to stay at home with him.  I know he’s just bored, 
but... it’s like he doesn’t understand that I have a life outside of him, that I have other 
priorities too.  Someone has to run the house, because he sure hasn’t done much of that 
lately.  Frankly, I don’t know how he’d survive if I wasn’t around.  I’m the one who’s 
been getting the mail, buying the groceries, making dinner, cleaning-” 

 “Wait, you’ve actually made him dinner?” Kyle interrupted her, raising his 
eyebrows.  “Well Jesus, no wonder he’s been so down lately.  I would be too, if I was 
stuck with you as a cook.  Are you sure he’s not just sick from whatever you’ve been 
feeding him?” 

 “Oh, shut up,” Claire rolled her eyes.  “I’m not that bad.  And somebody’s gotta 
do it.  If it were up to him, we’d just order take-out every night.” 

 “And what’s wrong with that?  He can afford it.” 
She made a face.  “Take-out every night?  Blech.  And anyway, you’re missing the 

point.” 
 “No, I get the point,” said Kyle.  “And I understand why you’re mad.  But look at 

it from his end – he hasn’t had an easy time of it either.  Do you think he wants to be 
stuck at home all day, not doing anything?” 

Claire looked up at her brother in surprise; he sounded just like Nick.  “He’s not 
stuck,” she said carefully.  “He’s choosing to stay at home.  He’s not an invalid; he could 
go out and do things if he wanted to.” 

 “It’s no picnic trying to get around on crutches,” Kyle pointed out.  “And maybe 
he doesn’t want to go out in public and have people stare at him.” 

She cocked her head to the side; how was he doing this?  It was like he was 
reading Nick’s thoughts.  “Well, of course not, nobody would want that.  But... but...”  
She sighed and shrugged helplessly before finally continuing, “he needs to get used to it.  
Well, not used to it, but... he needs to not let it bother him so much.  He can’t waste a 
month of his life hiding in his house every time something happens and he can’t wear 
his artificial leg.  Because something like this is bound to happen again, at one point or 
another.” 



 

 

 “You have a good point, and if you tell him this later, he’ll probably see that too.  
But it’s not that easy to just ‘get used to it.’  I can’t even imagine what it would be like to 
go through what he has.” 

 “I know... none of us can.”  Claire shook her head.  “But he’s come such a long 
way in the past year, and just when I thought he’d gotten his confidence back, wham, 
this happened.  Now he’s acting worse than he was a year ago, right after it happened.” 

Kyle nodded.  “You may not think it, but in a way, this is probably harder to 
handle now than it was a year ago...” 

 “What are you talking about?” Claire asked incredulously.  This was nothing 
compared to what he’d been going through a little over a year ago. 

 “I mean the whole not-being-able-to-walk thing.  He had to have spent months 
learning to walk again last year, and then, when he was back on his feet and thinking 
that was all behind him, this happened, and for the time being, that ability has been 
taken away.  He’s back to where he was last year.  And trust me, that’s depressing.” 

He was speaking from experience, she realized.  During his sophomore year of 
high school, Kyle had torn his ACL at football practice.  It took arthroscopic knee 
surgery, days on crutches, weeks of physical therapy, and months of rehabilitation 
before he had fully recovered from the injury.  He’d gone back to playing football for the 
last two years of high school and made the college team his freshman year, only to suffer 
the very same injury in the second game of the season.  That had marked the end of his 
football career. 

 “I understand,” she said.  “It’s like you with your knee...”   Or me with my 
leukemia, she realized.  In a way, it had been harder to hear that she had relapsed, than 
to get the diagnosis in the first place.  She had already been through so much... sitting in 
the doctor’s office, hearing that it had all been for nothing and that she would have to go 
through more treatments, had nearly broken her.  Was that what it was like for Nick, not 
being able to use his leg after he’d worked so hard to get used to it? 

Kyle nodded.  “Give him a break, okay.  He may be being difficult now, but he’s 
probably just frustrated.  And you trying to get him to snap out of it and have a better 
attitude probably isn’t going to help things much.  Just give him time and wait it out... 
I’m sure things will change once this is all behind him and he’s back on his feet. 

 “You’re right,” said Claire.  “I’m sure everything will get better soon.”   It has to, 
she added internally.  It just has to. 

 
*** 

 
Claire left Kyle and Amber’s house late that night feeling much better than she 

had when she’d arrived.  Their talk had helped her more than she’d expected it too, 
reassuring her that her feelings were normal, that Nick’s actions were understandable, 
and that everything would work out before too long. 

Nick’s house was dark when she got back, and she crept in quietly, locking the 
door behind her and checking to make sure the security system was turned on before 
she started through the house, flipping on lights on her way.  After circling through the 
empty living room and kitchen, she headed for the front bedroom.  The door was closed, 
and she knocked softly before pushing it open a crack.  All the lights were turned off, as 
well as the TV, but as she opened the door wider, allowing light from the hall to spill in, 



 

she could just make out a large lump beneath the bedcovers.  She tip-toed into the room, 
silently approaching the bed.  There he was, curled on his left side, sound asleep. 

He looked so peaceful when he was sleeping, she thought as she studied his 
features, just barely visible in the dim light.  She was glad, for he had been anything but 
at peace when he was awake.  She bent down, casting shadows over his face, and placed 
a feather-light kiss on his smooth forehead.  “I love you,” she whispered, gently 
smoothing back his hair. 

She left the room briefly to shut off the lights she had turned on all around the 
house and then returned.  Ducking into the bathroom, she washed her face and brushed 
her teeth.  She undressed quickly in the darkness of the bedroom and pulled on one of 
his old t-shirts before climbing carefully into bed beside him.  He did not move, and the 
steady up and down movement of his back and shoulder as he breathed told her he was 
still immersed in sleep.  She snuggled closer to him, spooning him from behind and 
draping her arm lightly around his torso. 

Just give him time and wait it out, Kyle had told her. 
I will, she thought with resolve.  I’ll wait for you, Nick... and you’ll get through 

this.  Things will be better soon. 
With that thought repeating in her head, she closed her eyes and let the 

comforting sound of his slow, deep breathing lull her to sleep. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 33 
 

A cry of surprise escaped his throat as he stumbled.  His arms flailed wildly in 
front of him as he tumbled forward, desperately reaching for something to break his 
fall.  His fingertips felt nothing but air, then liquid, as he landed with a splash, his body 
striking something hard beneath a layer of water. 

In the distance, he could hear laughter.  But he didn’t have time to dwell on it.  
Grunting in pain and discomfort, he lay flat for a moment, feeling the cold liquid 
rapidly soak his clothes and seep into his skin. 

He lifted his head just in time to catch something small and black skirt past him 
out of the corner of his eye.  Flinching, he reached his hands out and, planting his 
palms firmly against the hard surface beneath him, used them to push himself up.  He 
rose awkwardly out of the water, his water-laden shirt weighing him down, and 
struggled to find his balance on one knee. 

Then he looked down... and let out a yelp of fear.  Instantly, he scrambled 
backwards, out of the water.  He toppled over onto the hard pavement and felt the skin 
being scraped from his elbow.  He hardly felt the pain though, too concerned with 
pulling himself off of the ground.  He climbed back to his knee and peered down at the 
large puddle into which he had fallen, his eyes bugging with horror. 

 “1, 2... 3, 4, 5...” he began to count them, his eyes flicking every which way, as 
more of them rose from the swirling depths to float atop the muddy water, their 
stingers arched dangerously over their backs.  “6, 7, 8...”   He shook his head, his body 
trembling as he looked on, awestruck.  “9... 10, 11... 12... 13.” 

He waited a moment, but no more came.  “Thirteen,” he repeated. 
Thirteen scorpions. 
The puddle was filled with them, floating lazily on the surface of the dirty water.  

Narrowing his eyes vigilantly, he could make out smaller creatures darting and 
wriggling through the swirls of upset mud.  Worms, he thought at first.  Then one 
crawled out of the puddle and started to work its way across the faded gray pavement. 

No... centipedes, he realized, drawing back in disgust.  He dragged himself out 
of the way, the hard street skinning his knee as he struggled to move.  Even once he 
was a safe distance from the puddle, which was still teaming with scorpions and 
centipedes, he could feel them crawling on his skin.  A shudder ran through his entire 
body, and he squeezed his eyes shut, trying to get rid of the sensation.  But it only 
increased, a light pinching feeling on his stomach turning sharp and painful.  His eyes 
flying open, he yanked up his shirt and let out a shout. 

A leech... clinging to his skin... 
He tore it off quickly, his skin stinging where it had been attached, his fingertips 

slimy from touching it.  He shuddered again, wiping them on his wet, muddy shirt.   
Desperate to get away from this place, he looked around, searching for his 

crutches.  He spotted them lying a few feet away and dragged himself toward them.  
Gratefully wrapping his fingers around the cold metal, he used one crutch to boost him 
off the ground, then bent down to retrieve the other.  He adjusted them under his arms 
and then looked up.  Where was he? 

He was on a road, he realized, a long stretch of road that went on as far as the 
eye could see, eventually melting into the horizon.  He turned and saw that it was the 
same on the other side, a vast nothingness divided only by this solitary road.  Only 



 

here, there were people.  Lots of people, lined on both sides.  Maybe they could tell him 
which direction to go. 

Gripping the handles of his crutches, he hobbled toward them, carefully 
avoiding the infested puddle he had fallen into earlier. 

 “Hey!” he called to the cluster of people ahead.  “Can you help me?” 
All eyes turned to him, but no one responded.  Instead, they just stared, the 

loathing expressions on their faces becoming clearer as he neared them. 
He felt his heartbeat quicken and his palms begin to sweat.  Tightening his grip 

on the crutches, he hesitantly boosted himself forward, searching the crowd for a 
friendly face.  “P-please,” he stammered unsurely, “I don’t know where I am.  Can 
someone help me?” 

But they only stared. 
He quickened his pace, eager to get past them.  Someone down the line would 

help him... they had to! 
As he passed the strangers by, he saw their heads turn out of the corners of his 

eyes.  And then he heard their whispers. 
“Look...” 
 Look...” 

 “Look at him...” 
 “Look...” 
 “Just look at him...” 
Their voices seemed to echo all around him, a never-ending chorus that 

gradually crescendoed as the words took form. 
 “He’s disgusting...” 

 “I can’t even look at him...” 
 “He used to be so hot...” 

 “And now he’s a freak...” 
 “A freak...” 
“Stop,” he pleaded in a whisper, wishing he could cover his ears.  “Please,” his 

voice rose, “please stop!” 
Desperate to get away, he hurried along at a frantic pace, trying to tune out the 

hiss of their hurtful words.  The anonymous faces began to blend together as he hauled 
himself along, his arms aching.  And then, up ahead of him, one face jumped out at him 
through the crowd.  A familiar face, one he had known for twenty-five years... 

 “Mom?” 
Flooded with relief at the sight of someone he knew, he veered in her direction.  

She would help him; she would get him out of there and take him home. 
Her eyes followed him as he approached, never blinking, never straying from 

his lopsided form as he struggled toward her. 
 “Mom,” he gasped breathlessly.  “Mom, I-” 
 “What have you done to yourself, Nicky?” Jane asked, her voice stony and 

hushed.  She shook her head solemnly, her mouth pressed into a firm line.  “What have 
you done?” 

 “What?  What do you mean?” Nick cried, his voice shrill in his ears.  “What are 
you talking about?” 

 “You’ve ruined yourself,” she said.  “You’re ruined.” 



 

 

Hot tears sprung to his eyes.  Blinking rapidly, he ducked his head and turned 
away, hobbling on down the road, the eyes still following him.  The sea of faces seemed 
endless, but every now and then, he would recognize a face.  But never a friendly one. 

Leah.  “You think I want you now, Nick?  Think again.  No one will ever want 
you now.” 

Lou Pearlman.  “You’ve really lost it, haven’t you, Nick?  What a shame... what a 
shame...” 

He turned away, his face hot, his eyes stinging. 
He couldn’t go on.  He couldn’t take another step.  He couldn’t take anymore of 

this. 
Stopping, he let his crutches fall and sank to the hard, cold ground, tucking his 

leg beneath him.  “Please,” he moaned, bowing his head and pressing his hands firmly 
against his ears as the chorus of voices continued their hateful chants.  “Please stop...” 

Above the muted chanting, one voice rang out clearly.  “Nick!” 
 “Leave me alone,” he pleaded, closing his eyes. 
 “Nick!  Open your eyes, Nick!” 
 
“Nick!” 
His eyes flew open and immediately focused on Claire’s face, which was hovering 

over him, her eyes wide with panic. 
 “Nick... are you awake?” 
 “I’m awake,” he murmured, realizing he was in his own bed.  “I just had a 

dream... a nightmare...” 
 “I heard something.  Something loud – like a crash.  Did you hear it?” 
 “Huh?  A crash?” 
 “It sounded like it was coming from the front hall,” Claire continued, her voice 

hushed.  “What if someone broke in?” 
 “No, no, that’s impossible,” he muttered, still trying to clear his head of the 

images from his dream.  “The security alarm... we’d know.” 
 “But I heard some-” she started and then froze, her body tensing visibly. 
 “What-?” he started to ask, but she shoved her hand over his mouth, silencing 

him. 
 “Shh... listen,” she whispered, her eyes wide.  “Can you hear that?” 
He listened, straining his ears.  And then, he heard it.  Muffled sounds... 

shuffling... footsteps? 
 “I’m gonna go check it out,” Claire said suddenly, dropping her hand from his 

mouth and rolling off her side of the bed. 
 “Claire, wait!” Nick hissed, but she held up a finger, shushing him, and went 

ahead anyway, slowly and silently easing the bedroom door open before he could stop 
her.  “Are you insane?!” he mouthed after her, scrambling out of bed.  He grabbed his 
crutches, tucked them quickly under his arms, and took off after her, nimbly thrusting 
himself forward. 

Then he heard her scream. 
It was a high-pitched, bloodcurdling scream, the kind you only heard in a horror 

movie, and it caused his heart to skip a beat.  Instantly, he froze, unable to move, unable 
to even breathe. 

He’d never heard her make a sound like that before. 



 

His whole body began to shake, and his knee buckled.  If it had not been for the 
crutches he clung to, white-knuckled, he would have collapsed.  For a second, he almost 
did, his weight hanging solely on the crutches, which wobbled beneath him, threatening 
to fly out from under him.  Finally, he regained his senses and steadied himself, letting 
out the breath he’d been holding in a great whoosh. 

She needs me, was the only thing he could think.  I have to get to her. 
Not even considering the horrors might be awaiting him, he flung his crutches 

forward and swung his body after, moving as fast as he could to get to her.  He pushed 
his way through the bedroom door and toward the front hall.  And there, he froze again, 
stricken by the sight with which he was met. 

A man, clothed in solid black, stood in the corner of the hall, near the front door, 
his thick arm around Claire’s neck.  Something gleamed near her ear, and he realized it 
was the tip of a large knife.  The blade was against the side of her neck. 

 “Don’t move, or I’ll cut her throat,” the intruder threatened in a gruff, menacing 
voice. 

Nick wasn’t sure he could have moved if he’d wanted to.  Terror coursed through 
his veins faster than the blood pumped by his racing heart, which pounded erratically 
against his ribcage.  His eyes locked with Claire’s, which were filled with utter dread.  
His mouth opened, but no words came out.  She, however, suddenly let out a shriek. 

 “Nick, watch out!!” 
Out of nowhere, another dark-clad figure darted forward, catching Nick off-

guard.  In an instant, he was hurtling to the side, his hold on his crutches gone.  He hit 
the wall and slid down it, ending up in a heap on the cold, tiled floor.  Just as quickly, he 
boosted himself back up to his one knee and tried to stand, but the second man was 
right there.  He saw a glint of metal, something large and long, but before he had time to 
register or react, the object came smacking into his stomach, delivering him a crushing 
blow.  He collapsed again, his head hitting the wall as he fell backward, clutching his 
middle in agony. 

For a few seconds, he writhed on the floor, momentarily debilitated.  Through the 
sound of blood rushing in his ears, he heard Claire scream again.  No words this time, 
just another bloodcurdling scream.  He lifted his head in a panic, trying to get his 
blurred vision to clear.  It did, just in time to see one of his crutches come flying down at 
him again.  He gasped and choked and listened to Claire scream as he was beaten again 
and again. 

As his body was ravaged, his mind began to race, a voice deep inside him 
screaming, Get up!  Fight back!  Fight for her; she needs you!!   Between the crushing 
blows, he struggled to move, to get up, to defend himself.  He got to his knee, only to be 
knocked back down. 

I can’t, came the wretched realization.  I can’t... 
The man delivered a final blow, and, surrendering, his body collapsed.  Lying flat 

on the floor, he let his head fall.  Darkness was closing in, and he felt himself slipping 
away, unable to focus on what was happening any longer.  The last thing he was aware 
of, as his eyelids drooped, was the sound of Claire screaming. 

 
*** 

 
“Nick?” 



 

 

His whole body was trembling, and every now and then, he would jerk or moan, 
as if he were in pain.  Alarmed, she put her hand on his shoulder and shook him gently, 
trying to bring him back to consciousness. 

 “Nick?  Wake up!  Wake up, Nick!” 
 

*** 
 

He awoke to the sound of his own name and found himself lying on the front hall 
floor, the cold tiles chilling him to the bone.  He sat up quickly, and as the pain hit him, 
remembered what had happened before he lost consciousness.  Quickly forgetting the 
pain, his mind flew instantly to her. 

 “Claire?!” 
He looked around frantically and found her exactly where the man had restrained 

her before, in the corner.  She was alone now, sitting on the floor as he was, her back 
pressed against the wall.  The realization that both of the intruders were gone filled him 
with relief momentarily. 

Then he noticed the blood.  A large circle of it, staining her lavender lingerie a 
sinister shade of scarlet. 

 “Nick...” she croaked, and all of a sudden, he felt as if he were going to be sick. 
 “No,” he choked out.  “God, Claire... no.”   Without a second thought, he put out 

his hands and used all the strength he could muster to drag himself across the smooth 
tiles.  Pain radiated from every inch of his body, intensifying with each movement he 
made, but he ignored it; getting to her was all that mattered now. 

When he reached her side, he saw that she was breathing laboriously, her ashen 
skin covered in perspiration.  “Oh God,” he whispered again, realizing how badly she’d 
been wounded.  How could I have let this happen? he thought.  How could I have let 
him do this to her?   “I’m sorry, Claire... God, I’m so sorry...” 

 “It’s not... your fault...”  She closed her eyes briefly.  When she opened them 
again, he saw how dull they looked, not their usual shade of lustrous blue.  “I’m so 
cold...” 

He shook his head, panic-stricken, not knowing what to do for her.  So he did the 
only thing he could think of.  Very slowly and gently, he eased her down, so that she was 
lying flat, her head in his lap.  He ran his hands up and down her arms, trying to warm 
her up.  He felt her wince, and his eyes shot instantly to the stain on her silken 
nightdress.  It seemed to be growing larger.  Swallowing hard, he reached for the hem of 
the garment.  With trembling fingers, he pulled it slowly up, over her thighs, past her 
waist.  When he lifted it above her stomach, he felt his own stomach turn at the sight. 

 “It’s bad... isn’t it?” she whispered. 
He couldn’t answer.  He lowered the nightgown, and when he pulled his hands 

away, he saw that they were streaked with blood. 
Her blood. 
 “I’m sorry, Claire,” he repeated thickly, tears rising in his eyes once again as he 

stared down at his hands.  “I’m so sorry... I’m so sorry...” 
 

*** 
 

“I’msorry...I’ms-sorry...I’msosorry...” 



 

 “Nick!”  Claire shook him frantically; why wouldn’t he wake up??   She’d awoken 
to find him tossing and turning, moaning in his sleep.  Then he’d started trembling, and 
now he kept mumbling the same thing over and over again.  I’m sorry... I’m sorry...   
“Wake up!” she cried, roughly patting one of his cheeks. 

That did it.  With a gasp, his eyes snapped open, and his body jolted upright.  
Immediately, he looked over at her.  In the light of the bedside lamp she had turned on, 
Claire could see the tears in the corners of his eyes; they had started to trickle down his 
cheeks. 

 “Nick?” she asked, her voice shrill and frightened.  “Are you okay??” 
He took in a deep, shuddering breath and released it slowly before nodding.  

“You’re... you’re all right,” he panted, staring at her with wide eyes. 
 “I’m fine,” she said, confused.  “Just completely freaked out, thanks to you.  Did 

you have a nightmare??”  She didn’t try to hide her concern.  What on earth had he been 
dreaming of that would make him react so severely? 

He nodded again.  “It was horrible,” he admitted hoarsely.  He looked completely 
shaken. 

Gently, she reached out to him and pulled him into a tight hug.  Smoothing back 
his hair, running her hand up and down his back like a mother would to a child, she 
whispered soothingly, “It’s okay now... just a dream.”  She held onto him for a long time 
before finally letting him go.  As they both straightened up, she asked, “Do you want to 
tell me about it?” 

He wiped his eyes, rubbing away the moisture that had formed there.  “There 
were two of them,” he said.  “Kind of a dream within a dream... and the last one, it felt so 
real... I thought it was real.  I thought you were...”  He trailed off, and she leaned 
forward, her eyes widening. 

 “Thought I was what?” 
It took a moment for him to respond, but finally, he did.  “Dying,” he answered in 

a whisper, dropping his eyes. 
Her heart skipped a beat, and she swallowed hard.  “I was dying?” she repeated 

weakly.  “Should I take that as a bad sign, the fact that you’re killing me off in your 
dreams?”  She forced a smile; she’d meant it as a joke, to lighten the situation.  But his 
lips did not even twitch.  He looked utterly miserable.  “I’m just kidding,” she said 
quickly, putting her hand on his shoulder.  With her other hand, she reached out and 
cupped his chin, gently tilting it up so that his eyes met hers.  “It’s okay, Nick,” she 
assured him.  “I’m fine.  Everything’s fine.” 

He looked away and did not reply, and a sick feeling came into the pit of her 
stomach.  “Nick?” she asked hesitantly.  His eyes shifted back to hers.  “Um, just 
wondering... what... what was I dying from?  Was it... cancer?”   She was almost afraid to 
hear his answer.  Don’t be ridiculous, she told herself.  It was just a dream.  It doesn’t 
mean anything. 

He surprised her by suddenly letting out a light chuckle.  “No,” he said.  “It wasn’t 
cancer at all.  You... you got stabbed.” 

 “Oh,” she said, the sick feeling vanishing instantly.  “Is that all??”  She felt a 
million times better.  Stabbed?  Psh. 

 “Is that all??” Nick repeated, giving her an incredulous look.  “It was awful, 
Claire... scared the hell out of me.” 



 

 

 “I know,” she said quickly, offering him a sympathetic smile.  “I’m just saying... 
well, wouldn’t it have been scarier if it was something that was a little more likely to 
happen?”  She laughed.  “What are the chances of me getting stabbed?” 

Finally, he cracked a smile.  “Yeah, good point,” he murmured quietly.  She could 
see the smile slowly fading from his lips.  Something was still bothering him. 

 “Nick?  What else happened?” she probed.  “I mean, besides me getting 
stabbed?”  She flashed him a quick grin.  He didn’t smile back this time.  He only 
shrugged, his shoulders falling limply.  “Don’t do that,” she pleaded with him.  “Don’t 
just shrug.  Talk to me.” 

He let out a soft sigh and lay back against the pillows.  She lay back down beside 
him, curling up against his chest, wishing he’d open up to her.  She felt his arm come 
around her, pulling her even closer, and she smiled a little, enjoying the feeling of being 
held close that way.  She felt warm... safe... loved. 

 “I love you,” she murmured, closing her eyes and taking in all the sensations that 
surrounded her... the softness of his skin against her cheek... the gentle whoosh of 
breath as he inhaled and exhaled, his broad chest expanding against her body.  When he 
spoke, his voice was a low rumble in her ear. 

 “Thank you.” 
She blinked and lifted her head so that she could see his face.  “You’re welcome?” 

she said uncertainly, feeling a smile tug at the corners of her mouth.  “Thank you for 
what?” 

 “For saying that... for loving me,” he replied.  His expression was somber as he 
went on quietly, “If you didn’t... I don’t know what I’d do.  Just be alone, I guess.” 

All of a sudden, she could see where this conversation was going to lead.  “Nick,” 
she sighed, “I’m not the only one who loves you.  There are plenty of people out there 
who care about you just as much as I do.  And if you hadn’t have met me, you’d be with 
some other woman.  What’s happened to you hasn’t changed the fact that there are 
plenty of females out there who are crazy about you.” 

His pillow rustled as he shook his head slowly.  “No.  They all think I’m a freak... a 
disgusting freak.  They couldn’t even look at me.” 

 “Couldn’t even look at you?” she repeated, confused at first by his switching of 
tenses.  Then it dawned on her.  “You mean in your dream?  Your nightmare?” 

That had to have been what had sparked all his doubts this time.  They resurfaced 
occasionally... less often now than during the first few months they had been together, 
but every now and then, he still got this way... self-conscious, down on himself, refusing 
to believe that anyone could find him desirable.  At first, she’d been included in that 
“anyone.”  Now it was “anyone but her,” as if she were the only person in the universe 
who could look past the missing leg and love him for what really mattered.  She 
supposed that was progress, but still, it was hard, witnessing these self-loathing phases 
he went through.  He’d been worse these last few weeks than she’d seen him in awhile. 

He tilted his chin down, a subtle nod.  “I fell... I tripped and fell, into a puddle of 
muddy water that was filled with scorpions and centipedes and leeches.” 

Oh my! she thought, like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz.  But as she felt his body 
shudder against hers, she chose not to say that out loud.  He would think she was 
mocking him, and that was the last thing she wanted. 

 “I could hear them laughing, when I fell,” he continued quietly.  “And when I got 
up, I was on this road... and there were all these people lined up on both sides...” 



 

She listened as he recounted his dream, how he’d had to walk down the road, past 
all these people who stared at him and whispered about him behind his back.  She 
winced as he repeated the words they had said, his voice filled with bitterness.  Her 
heart ached as he listed the people he had seen, people who had once been friends, 
lovers, even his own mother. 

Then he went on to the second part of the dream, and she listened intently, 
curious to find out how exactly it had gone from him walking down this road to her 
getting stabbed.  He explained how he’d woken up within his dream and found himself 
in bed with her, and how she’d gone to investigate the sounds they’d heard. 

That was dumb of me, she thought, but again, she did not speak.  The memories 
of the seemingly vivid dream were still pouring out of him, and she knew better than to 
interrupt.  He needed to get this out; he needed the release. 

 “... So I got up and followed you, as fast as I could... but I was too late.  By the 
time I got out to the front hall, they already had you.  One of them was holding onto you, 
holding you at knifepoint.   Y-you were terrified, and I... I couldn’t do anything...  The 
other guy, he knocked me down, and he grabbed one of my crutches and started beating 
me with it.  And I couldn’t stop him... I couldn’t get up; I couldn’t fight back... I couldn’t 
do anything.”  His voice was thick and filled with shame. 

 “Well, of course you couldn’t,” she jumped to his defense, her hand lightly 
trailing across his chest.  “Who could, with someone beating them like that?” she asked, 
her voice turning shrill as she imagined the horrific scene from his nightmare. 

He swallowed hard.  “I should have been able to... I should have been able to stop 
them... I should have been able to protect you... and I couldn’t.” 

 “It’s not your fault, Nick,” she said softly.  “It was just a dream.  Nothing like that 
is going to happen.  And good lord, if I ever thought I heard someone breaking in, I sure 
as hell wouldn’t go check it out!  I mean, come on, that’s just asking for it!”  He 
chuckled, and she smiled with relief.  “Are you all right?” she asked him. 

 “I guess,” he replied uncertainly.  “I just...”  He trailed off with a heavy sigh. 
 “Keep going,” she urged him gently. 
 “I just... hate being this way.  I hate feeling helpless.”  Back was the bitterness 

and spite in his voice. 
 “You’re not helpless, Nick,” she told him.  “There are a lot of things you can still 

do... and look how far you’ve come since last year.  Yes, you’re always going to have 
limitations, but who doesn’t?  There are tons of things I’ll never be able to do.” 

 “Well, sure... but I’m talking about basic stuff.  Basic, easy stuff.  I can’t even 
fucking walk anymore, not without help.” 

 “You can sing though.  I’ll never be able to sing, even with help.  But to you, 
that’s easy,” she countered.  His pillow rustled again as he moved his head.  She tilted 
her head up to find him scowling down at her, with a look that said, That’s not fair.  She 
shot him an impish grin.  “See?” she said.  “Everybody has strengths and weaknesses, 
whether they’re totally able-bodied or not.  Yes, just about anyone could kick your ass in 
a footrace right now, but you could kick just about anyone’s ass in a race on Nintendo.  
You can shoot baskets better than I can... you’re a better scuba diver than me... hell, you 
might still even be able to swim faster than me, but I’m not giving you that one that 
easy... we’ll have to race and find out sometime.” 

She watched as a smile broke out on his face.  “You’re on,” he challenged, his 
voice slightly hoarse. 



 

 

 “You got it,” she smiled back.  He yawned in response, making her giggle.  
“Ready to go back to sleep?” 

 “Yeah,” he nodded, closing his eyes.  “Thanks, Claire.  For l-” 
 “You don’t have to thank me for loving you,” she interrupted him.  “I don’t do it 

for your gratitude... I don’t do it for anything.  I just... do.  I love you, Nick; I can’t help 
it.”  She paused, then added, “And anyway, that’s a Bon Jovi song.” 

 “What is?” 
 “’Thank You For Loving Me’.” 
 “Thank you-ou-ou... for loooov-ii-ing me,” he warbled in a surprisingly accurate 

Jon Bon Jovi impression and then cut off, smiling sheepishly at her.  “That’s not even 
what I was gonna say, you know.” 

 “Oh really?  What were you going to thank me for then?”  After she asked the 
question, she felt his arm tighten around her again. 

 “For listening.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 34 
 
Claire glanced at the clock, then down at the schedule in front of her.  It was 

almost 1:30, and she had one patient left before she got off at two o’clock.  She smiled 
when she saw that the patient was a baby, only fourteen months old.  They didn’t get a 
lot of babies in the office, even though it was recommended that babies be brought to 
the dentist for the first time between six and twelve months.  At least her last patient of 
the day would be interesting. 

Make that last patient of the week, she thought, remembering that it was Friday 
once again.  And this Friday had to be better than the last one. 

The past week as a whole had been better.  She and Nick’s talk in the middle of 
the night had eased the tension that had been building between them.  Over the course 
of the week, his mood had improved steadily, aided by the fact that his ulcer was finally 
almost healed.  “It’s still tender,” he’d confessed on Tuesday, “but I bet I’ll be able to 
wear my leg again by the end of the week.” 

She hoped he was right, for his sake.  Even though he was less sulky now, he still 
had cabin fever, and she couldn’t wait until it was cured. 

 “Claire?”  Claire looked up to see Carey, who worked the receptionist’s desk, 
standing in the doorway of the break room.  “Just letting you know, your 1:30 
appointment is here.” 

 “Oh okay.  I’ll be out to get her in a minute,” replied Claire.  She looked down at 
her schedule again, checking the patient’s name.  Elaina Hammond.  “Elaina,” she said 
to herself, grabbing the schedule off the table and standing up.  She left the break room 
and walked up the hallway to the small waiting room.  Opening the door, she stepped in 
and called, “Elaina?” 

It was not hard to tell which patient was hers, as there was only one baby in the 
room, an adorable little girl with round, rosy cheeks and light blonde hair that was 
clipped in place with a little red bow.  The baby’s mother, a young, pretty, blonde 
woman, scooped her up and juggled her on one hip as she strode across the room. 

 “Good afternoon,” Claire said to the woman, her smile drifting from the mother 
to the baby.  “Go through this door and to the second room on your left, please.”   Once 
they were in her cubicle, Claire said, “You’re welcome to sit in the dentist chair and hold 
her, if you’d like.  Usually that makes it less scary for the kids, having Mommy hold 
them.” 

 “Okay,” the mother agreed, and Claire put the head of the dental chair up and the 
legs down so that she could sit, the baby in her lap. 

 “I’m Claire, and I’ll be taking a look at Elaina first,” Claire introduced herself as 
she set a tray of instruments out.  “Is this her first visit to the dentist, Mrs. Hammond?” 

 “Yes, it is,” the woman answered.  “My husband heard it was good to start taking 
children to the dentist early, so he had me make her an appointment.  And call me Leah, 
by the way.  ‘Mrs. Hammond’ sounds so... old,” she added, wrinkling her nose.  
“Technically it would be Mrs. Gaylers-Hammond anyway, but I don’t like for people to 
call me that either.  I just got married this past February – Valentine’s Day, I should say 
– and I guess I’m just not used to being a “Mrs.” yet.”   As she talked, she waved her left 
hand around, making sure Claire caught a glimpse of the sparkling rock on her ring 
finger. 



 

 

 “I’m sure that does take awhile to get used to,” Claire said lightly, and before she 
could stop it, the thought came – Claire Carter... Mrs. Claire Carter.   What would that 
sound like?   She felt herself beginning to blush; it was too soon to be thinking of things 
like that, and certainly, this wasn’t the place to be having those thoughts.  Yet she 
couldn’t help it, couldn’t stop the thoughts from coming.  Or what about Mrs. Ryan-
Carter?  Using my maiden name, like she did... 

Looking at the blonde woman in front of her, who was smoothing back a few 
stray wisps of her daughter’s hair, something suddenly dawned on Claire.  “Did you say 
Gaylers-Hammond?” she asked, trying to keep her voice casual while studying the 
woman through narrowed eyes. 

 “Yes,” replied Leah.  “Gaylers is my maiden name.  Why?  Have you heard of me?  
I work in entertainment; I’m trying to get into acting-” 

 “Oh, uh... I’m not sure.  Maybe.  Your name just sounded familiar somehow...” 
Claire trailed off vaguely, struggling to hold back what she really wanted to say.  
Something had clicked, and she knew exactly who this woman was now. 

Leah.  Nick’s ex, Leah.  The conniving vixen who had made Nick believe she was 
carrying his child in order to win his heart, and his money. 

Her eyes dropped to the child sitting on Leah’s lap.  There was the baby... the 
baby he’d once thought of as his, before she was even born.  He had wanted that baby.  
He rarely spoke of it, but from the little she had heard, that much was clear.  He had let 
Leah into his home so that he could take care of her and the baby, once it was born.  He 
had planned for them to become a family... to marry Leah, and to be a father to their 
daughter. 

What Leah had done had been devastating to him. 
Knowing all of that, it was hard to even look at the woman without wanting to 

strangle her.  Be professional, Claire warned herself.  You can’t let your feelings get in 
the way of doing your job.   Taking in a long, calming breath, she steadied herself and 
sank down onto a stool in front of the dental chair.  “Okay,” she said, inhaling deeply.  
“Let’s see if Elaina will open her mouth for me...” 

 
*** 

 
Nick stood in front of the full-length mirror on the back of his bathroom door, 

scrutinizing his reflection.  He turned to the left, then to the right, stopping to pull at the 
left leg of his jeans.  He smoothed the thick denim back over his prosthesis and 
straightened himself, turning back to face the mirror.  He was comforted by the sight of 
himself looking whole and complete, the way he was supposed to look, the way he 
wanted other people to see him.  It was all an illusion, of course – the hunk of titanium 
inside his pant leg would never be flesh and blood – but to him, the illusion was better 
than the reality. 

It had been over a month since his attempt to run on his prosthesis had 
backfired, and finally, he had healed enough to wear the artificial leg again.  He’d been 
trying it on all week, wearing it a little at a time, while Claire was at work.  She didn’t 
know.  Today was the first day he was going to wear it out, and he wanted to surprise 
her. 

It was their six-month anniversary, and he was going to pick her up from work 
and take her out, to make up for last Friday and all the nights before that.  He glanced at 



 

his watch.  It was already 1:30.  She got off at two.  Deciding he had better leave now, to 
make sure he didn’t miss her, he left the bathroom, shutting off the light on the way out, 
and went into the bedroom to find his shoes.  It felt so good to be walking again, 
although a month of not doing it had left him slightly unsteady.  “It’ll get better with 
practice,” he told himself, sinking down on his bed to put on his shoes. 

After pulling his shoelaces tight, he stood up and left the room.  He found the car 
keys for the Jag and, within minutes, was pulling out of his drive, on the way to the 
dentist’s office where Claire worked. 

 
*** 

 
“Dr. Somers will be in to examine Elaina in a few minutes.”   Claire left the room, 

closed the door behind her, and let out a huge sigh as soon as she was out of earshot.  
Forget all the kids that kicked and screamed and tried to bite her fingers.  Forget all the 
people with rotting teeth and rancid breath.  That had to have been the hardest patient 
she’d ever had to deal with.  Well, not the patient... more like the patient’s mother.  The 
baby, Elaina, had been good, as far as babies go; she hadn’t put up too much of a fuss 
when Claire looked at her teeth.  And for what it was worth, Leah had been pleasant 
enough... but Leah, Claire had determined, had no clue who she was.  She wondered 
how she would have been treated if Leah had known she was Nick’s current girlfriend 
and knew all about what Leah had done to him last year. 

Oh well, it didn’t matter.  It was over now, and Claire had determined that next 
time Elaina came for an appointment, she would make sure one of the other hygienists 
saw her.  Being in the same room with Leah and fighting to hold her tongue was an 
experience she did not want to repeat anytime soon. 

She wandered back to the break room and found Laureen sitting there, bent over 
a short stack of paperwork.  “Hey,” she said. 

Laureen looked up and smiled.  “Hey, Claire.  You getting off soon?” 
 “Yep, I’m off at two.  You?” 
 “Same.  Just finishing up this stuff before I go,” answered Laureen, motioning to 

the pile of papers in front of her.  “So, you doing anything fun tonight?” 
 “I dunno... Nick and I’ll probably just hang out at home,” Claire replied slowly, 

knowing he probably wouldn’t want to go anywhere.  They’d do what they always did – 
order a pizza, rent a DVD or two, and spend the night on the couch or in bed together.  It 
wasn’t a bad way to spend the night, but she couldn’t wait till he was back on his feet 
and ready to start going out to places again.  She didn’t mention to Laureen that it was 
also their six-month anniversary... six whole months since they had made their 
relationship official on New Year’s.  In a way, it felt much longer than that.  Granted, 
they had known each other for over two years now, but she could hardly remember a 
time when she had not loved Nick.  And he was so much a part of her life now that the 
years before she’d met him seemed even more distant. 

 “That sounds nice,” Laureen’s voice interrupted her thoughts.  “I’m going over to 
Tim’s place... we’ll probably do the same thing.” 

 “Have fun,” Claire said, hoping she didn’t sound sarcastic.  She was dying to ask 
if Laureen had heard any mascot stories yet, but Carey popped in before she had the 
chance. 

 “Claire?  You’re needed in the waiting room.” 



 

 

 “The waiting room?” Claire repeated, frowning in confusion.  “Okay...”   She 
followed Carey up the hall, hoping this didn’t have anything to do with Leah.  But as she 
walked past her exam room, she caught a glimpse of Leah still sitting in the dental chair, 
holding Elaina while the aging Dr. Somers examined her.  Continuing on quickly, Claire 
pushed through the door that led to the waiting room. 

Her confusion vanished when she spotted Nick slouched in a chair in the far 
corner of the room.  Breaking into a delighted grin, she hurried over to him.  “What are 
you doing here?!” she exclaimed, her surprised voice ringing through the otherwise 
deserted waiting room. 

 “I came to pick you up from work,” he smiled. 
She smiled back, happiness bubbling inside her.  He was here... he was smiling... 

and when she looked down, she saw that he was wearing his prosthetic leg.  Well, that 
explained it all - both the surprise and the smile.  She dropped down into the seat beside 
him and nudged the foot of his prosthesis with her own.  “So... how’s it going?” she 
asked, giving him a meaningful look. 

 “Fine,” he replied with a nod and a meaningful look back. 
She smiled again.  “Good.” 
 “So... are you ready to go?” he asked, shifting in his seat. 
 “Oh... not quite.  I just have to clean up after my patient lea-”  She stopped 

suddenly, struck with the horrible realization that Leah was still there... and now, so was 
he. 

 “What?” he asked, looking confused.  “After your patient what?” 
Claire stood up abruptly.  “You know what, you should come wait in the break 

room; that’ll be better,” she said quickly.  “Come with me; I’ll take you back there, and 
you can hang out while I finish up.  Laureen’s back there; she’d love to talk to you; you 
know she’s a fan...”   She reached for his hands and tugged, trying to pull him up out of 
his seat.  He gave her a bewildered look, but reluctantly stood up. 

 “Okay...” he said, his eyebrows furrowing.  “Whatever you think would be bes-” 
Now it he who stopped suddenly, and Claire didn’t even have to turn around to 

know why.  She had heard the door to the waiting room open and Dr. Somers’ kind, 
gravely voice say, “Have a nice weekend, Mrs. Hammond.  We’ll see you and Elaina back 
here in six months.” 

Claire turned just in time to catch the flirtatious smile Leah shot the older dentist, 
as she said in a sugary voice, “Thank you so much, Dr. Somers.  And like I said, you can 
call me Leah.” 

Feeling sick to her stomach, Claire slowly looked back at Nick.  The blood had 
drained from his face, and he stood stock still, staring over her shoulder, his jaw 
clenched, his eyes hard and cold.  His hands, she saw, lowering her eyes, had been balled 
into fists.  A vein bulged in one of his forearms.  His whole body had tensed. 

She wanted to say something, but she didn’t know what.  He wasn’t looking at her 
anyway; his steely gaze was still fixed on Leah.  Biting her lip, she turned her head again 
and followed it. 

Dr. Somers retreated from the waiting room, closing the door behind him as he 
disappeared.  Boosting her daughter higher on her hip, Leah turned.  She saw them 
instantly; there was no denying the look of shock that flickered across her striking 
features. 



 

Just as quickly, it was gone, replaced by the same artificially sweet smile she’d 
given Dr. Somers.  “Hi, Nick,” she said softly, swaggering across the room toward him 
and Claire.  “Didn’t expect to see you here.  Do you have an appointment this afternoon 
too?” 

 “No,” Nick answered her, his voice low and stoic.  “I’m picking up my girlfriend.”   
He reached for Claire’s hand and pulled her around to his side.  She immediately slid 
her arm around his waist and stood possessively by his side, staring Leah down. 

 “Your girl-?  You mean her?” Leah questioned, looking from him to Claire.  
“You’re dating Nick?”  Her voice was filled with contempt. 

 “I really don’t think my personal life is any of your business,” Claire spoke 
evenly, “but yes, we’re dating.” 

 “We’ve been together six months,” Nick added, and Claire glanced up at him just 
in time to catch the smile he gave her, a brief crack in the stony façade he was 
maintaining.  She returned the smile, then looked back at Leah, whose pouty look 
vanished just as quickly as her shock had earlier. 

Back came the sugary smile, as she said sweetly, “Wow, that’s great.  I’m glad you 
found someone new, Nick.  My honey and I got married earlier this year, in case you 
were wondering.”  She flashed her diamond ring around again.  “We’re very happy 
together.”   The way she said it, it was almost as if she were trying to convince herself, 
and Claire wondered how happy she really was.  She didn’t see how someone like Leah, 
someone who deceived and manipulated other people, could ever be truly happy.  To be 
happy with your life, you first had to be happy with yourself – isn’t that what people 
always said? 

 “Glad to hear it,” Nick said hollowly, his voice completely void of any sincerity. 
Wondering how long this conversation was going to last if the two of them were 

left on their own, Claire decided to step in.  “Well, excuse us,” she said to Leah, “but I 
need to get back to work.  Come on, Nick, I’ll show you to the break room.  It was nice to 
meet you, Mrs. Hammond.  Sorry - Mrs. Gaylers-Hammond.”   Bringing her arm tighter 
around Nick, she guided him across the room, past Leah, and through the waiting room 
door.  Letting the door slam closed behind her, she walked Nick back to the break room. 

Laureen looked up in surprise as the door burst open, and they came in.  Her face 
lit up when she saw Nick.  “Hi!” she squeaked. 

 “Hey,” Nick said weakly and looked at Claire.  
 “Will you wait here for a few minutes?  I won’t take long; I promise.”  I’m sorry, 

she added with her eyes, hoping he would understand.  I’m sorry you had to run into 
her. 

He offered her a tiny smile.  “Sure.  No hurry.”   He sat down at the table and 
smiled across at Laureen.  “Hey, Laureen, wassup?” 

Relieved, Claire backed out of the room and closed the door.  Well, she thought, I 
guess that could have been worse. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 35 
 

“Are you okay?” 
Nick looked over at Claire, who had quietly asked the question as soon as they 

had reached the parking lot of Dr. Somers’ office.  She looked up at him, her expression 
meek, her eyes troubled. 

 “I’m okay,” he answered her with a nod, hoping to alleviate her worries.  
Surprisingly enough, he was being honest.  Seeing Leah had caught him off-guard, that 
was for sure – she was the last person he’d expected to meet up with that afternoon.  But 
he’d come away from their encounter reasonably unscathed, and he felt much better 
than he had the last time he’d seen her, in a grocery store the previous year.  The way 
she had looked at him, the haughty arrogance on her face and in her voice... it had 
bothered him then.  But this time, he’d realized after he’d had a chance to re-compose 
himself, it hadn’t bothered him so much.  If she had been trying to make him jealous, it 
hadn’t worked.  She was “happily” married and had a beautiful child... so what?  He was 
happy too – reasonably happy, most of the time – and he had Claire. 

Claire... she’d been both his weapon and his shield.  Just having her there by his 
side and feeling her arm around him had comforted him and given him confidence.  
Leah was his past, he’d been reminded.  Claire was his present... and his future.  There 
was no need to keep dwelling on the past when he had that kind of a future to look 
forward to. 

Claire reached for his hand and gave it a warm squeeze.  “I’m sorry,” she said as 
they walked to his Jag.  “I was hoping you wouldn’t run into her... I almost forgot she 
was there, until she came out.” 

 “It’s okay,” he assured her.  “You couldn’t help it.  It wasn’t the first time I’ve run 
into her since... well, you know... and I’m sure it won’t be the last time.  We live in the 
same city.” 

Claire nodded.  “As long as you’re okay.”  She paused, then added, “You were 
right, you know.  She is a bitch.  All that fake sweet talk... ugh.” 

Nick chuckled.  “Oh, I know... believe me, I know.”  With the push of a button on 
his keychain, he unlocked the car doors, and he and Claire climbed in. 

 “So,” Claire said, fastening her seatbelt, “where are we headed?” 
 “Home,” answered Nick automatically and waited until she looked over him, 

unable to hide the disappointment on her face.  With a grin, he added, “To change.  
Then we’re going out.” 

Her look of disappointment transformed to one of excitement.  “Really?” 
 “Really,” he promised as he backed out of his parking space.  “I want to make up 

for these last few weeks... I know they sucked for you too, and I’m sor-” 
 “Don’t apologize,” Claire silenced him, touching his arm.  “We’ve already been 

through this.” 
 “I know,” he said sheepishly, “but I still feel bad, and I want to make it up to you 

and treat you right.  So we’re going to go out and live it up fancy tonight.  It’s July 1 – 
we’re gonna put the shitty month of June behind us and start this month off on the right 
foot.” 

 “Sounds great, Nick,” Claire replied, flashing him a broad smile.  A moment 
later, she added wryly, “So speaking of the right foot... or left, I should say... how’s it 
holding up?” 



 

 “Oh!” Nick exclaimed, realizing she was talking about his fake leg.  “Um, good so 
far, actually.” 

 “Good!  I know I don’t have to tell you to make sure you don’t overdo it this time, 
right?” 

 “No, you don’t, Mom.”  Taking his eyes off traffic, Nick glanced over and gave her 
a quick wink.  She didn’t have to tell him, that was for sure.  He wasn’t stupid – there 
was no way in hell he was going to mess things up like that ever again.  He was going to 
wear his leg out that night, but he didn’t have anything strenuous planned – an elegant 
dinner at Tampa’s most extravagant restaurant (after what he’d put her through, Claire 
deserved nothing less than a five-course meal at a five-star restaurant) and after that, 
maybe a walk on the beach.  A simple date, but he thought it was romantic and hoped 
she would like it too. 

 “So where are we going?” Claire asked again once they’d reached home.  “I mean, 
what should I change into?” 

 “Something dressy,” replied Nick.  “We’re goin’ fancy tonight, baby.” 
She raised her eyebrows in surprise, but did not protest.  An hour later, she was 

back in the car beside Nick, looking sophisticated and pretty in a little black dress that 
hugged all the right curves and flattered her figure.  A small aquamarine pendant hung 
on a delicate silver chain around her neck, and in her ears were matching earrings.  
She’d touched up her makeup, adding more than she usually wore, and pinned up her 
hair, leaving little wisps swirling around her face.  Rarely did she dress up this way, and 
though he liked her natural look just fine, he had to admit, he enjoyed seeing her like 
this. 

 “Wow... we are going fancy!” Claire exclaimed as Nick pulled into the parking lot 
of the restaurant. 

 “You ever eaten here before?” Nick asked as he came to a stop and put the car 
into park. 

She laughed.  “Ha, like I could afford this.  Or have ever dated someone who 
could afford this.” 

He smiled awkwardly and adjusted the lapel of his black Armani suit.  “Well, 
there’s a first time for everything, I guess.  You’ll get a kick out of this place; it’s fine 
dining, all the way... I’m talking five-course meals, multiple forks...”   He chattered on 
and on as he came around to her side of the car and offered her his arm, trying to be a 
gentleman.  Smirking, she took it, and together they crossed the parking lot, her heels 
clacking against the pavement.  Their pace was slow, as she appeared to be struggling to 
stay in her strappy shoes, while he struggled to simply walk normally, without an 
obvious limp.  (A month off of his leg had left him out of practice.)  They made quite a 
pair, he was sure. 

 “Monsieur Carter,” the maitre d’ greeted Nick as he escorted Claire into the 
elaborately-decorated entrance area of the restaurant.  “Your table is set, if you would 
just follow me...”   The tuxedoed host led Nick and Claire through an elegant dining 
room to a small, private room in the back.  “Mademoiselle,” he murmured, pulling out 
Claire’s chair for her. 

 “Thank you,” she said, sinking down lightly into the chair.  After the maitre d’ 
had seated Nick as well and left the private room, Claire burst out laughing.  “He called 
me ‘Mademoiselle!’” she cried.  “I’ve never been anywhere where they call you 
‘Mademoiselle’!” 



 

 

 “Well, get used to it, Mademoiselle.  When you’re with me, it’s first class all the 
way,” Nick replied with a smirk and a wink. 

 “Oh right, Monsieur Carter.”  She rolled her eyes and grinned across the table at 
him.  “I have a feeling this place is going to make me feel like some uncultured hick.” 

 “Eh, you won’t be alone there; I always feel that way in places like this,” Nick told 
her truthfully, shrugging.  “But it’s fun once in awhile.  And I wanted to take you 
someplace fancy.  Only zee best for my mademoiselle,” he added in a French accent. 

Claire giggled.  “I’ll say.  Look at all this silverware!”  She eyed the shiny silver 
utensils, neatly lined up on both sides of her plate. 

 “I told you!” Nick exclaimed. 
 “Do you know the etiquette for stuff like this?  Which fork to use first and 

whatnot?” 
Nick shrugged.  “I just start from the outside and work my way in; that’s what 

Kevin told me once.” 
 “Good enough for me,” she said with a laugh.   
A waiter came to take their wine order, and before long, they were both sipping 

on glasses of an expensive, rich wine.  The first course came next, some kind of 
mushroom soup.  Claire was not even halfway through her bowl when the waiter 
brought the next course, a fillet of salmon with red wine. 

 “How is zee fish, Mademoiselle?” asked Nick in the same French accent, as she 
picked up the fork furthest from her plate and took a bite. 

 “Très ex-zee-lent,” she replied in an equally terrible accent, grinning.  “And 
yours, Monsieur?” 

 “Oui oui, très... good.” 
Claire giggled.  The giggling continued through the remaining three courses, 

increasing with each glass of wine she finished.  Nick was not much better.  By the time 
dessert arrived, he was reciting poetry in a Pepe Le Pew voice.  But the only romantic 
poetry he knew was song lyrics, and the only love songs he could think of on the spot 
were Backstreet Boys’ ones, which made Claire laugh even harder. 

 “ ‘Every leetle zing zat you have said and done, feels like eet’s deep within moi... 
doesn’t reelly matter eef you’re on zee run, seems like we’re meant to be...’ ” 

Claire snorted.  “Who wrote those lyrics anyway?  Isn’t that a little creepy, not 
caring who someone is, what they’ve done, whether or not they’re on the run...?” 

 “Hey, don’t be dissing Max Martin; he’s da man,” Nick warned, momentarily 
forgetting the French accent. 

 “My bad.  Continue.”  She took another drink of wine and did a fancy little flip of 
her wrist, motioning him on. 

Nick racked his brain, trying to think of more song lyrics.  He went with the first 
words that popped into his head.  “ ‘I stare at your face, into your eyes... outside zere eez 
so much passing us by... all of zee sounds, all of zee sights... over zee Earth and under 
zee sky...’ ” 

Claire wasn’t laughing this time, but she did smile.  “That’s the song you sang to 
me in the hospital.” 

 “Yeah... it is,” he realized.  He hadn’t even thought of that when he had started 
reciting the lyrics, but as soon as she said it, he remembered.  Maybe that was why it was 
those lyrics that had materialized in his head... they were special to her, even if he had 
not realized it right then. 



 

 “ ‘Too much cold and too much rain... too much heartache to explain...’ ”  Claire 
smiled.  “I like this song a lot better than the creepy ‘I don’t care if you’re a serial killer, 
as long as you love me’ one.” 

Nick smirked.  “Good... at least you like one of them.” 
 “It’s a sweet song.  You sound sweet singing it.” 
He grimaced.  “I probably didn’t that day.”  In his mind, he traveled back to that 

day, to that moment, when Claire, weak, feverish, and in pain, had asked him to sing for 
her.  It was not a moment he liked to think about. 

 “You sounded beautiful, Nick.”  Her smile was sincere, but he didn’t believe her. 
 “You were all doped off at the time, and you’re tone deaf,” he said with a playful 

smirk. 
 “And I thought it was beautiful.  And that’s all that matters, right?”  She flashed 

him a toothy grin. 
Nick chuckled.  “Zat iz true, Mademoiselle.” 
Claire dipped her spoon into the lavish mousse sitting in front of her.  “Mmm,” 

she said, “this is really good.  Best part of the meal.  And I’m gonna eat it all.” 
 “Hungry?” Nick asked, watching as she shoveled another large spoonful of the 

rich dessert into her mouth. 
 “I shouldn’t be, after five courses,” she replied, swallowing, “but yeah.” 
 “The portions here are tiny though,” said Nick – he was still hungry too.  

“Damned skinny French people... don’t know anything about American appetites.”  
Claire giggled again.  “Next time, we’ll go to a steak house and eat till we puke.” 

 “Sounds like a plan,” Claire nodded as she finished the last bite of mousse. 
 “We could pick up a pizza on the way home, if you want.” 
 “Hm... I could go for pizza, if you’re still hungry too.” 
Nick nodded.  “Let’s get pizza.” 
 “Call Leonardi’s now – then it’ll be about ready by the time we leave and drive 

over there.” 
Snickering, Nick dug his cell phone out of the pocket of his dress pants.  Claire sat 

across from him and laughed the whole time, as he called for the number for Leonardi’s 
and then placed their pizza order from the middle of the finest French restaurant in 
Tampa.  “Twenty minutes,” he said with a grin as he shoved his phone back into his 
pocket. 

Half an hour later, they were on their way home, a pizza box filling the car with 
the delicious aroma of bubbling cheese and spicy pepperoni, while a 12-pack of beer slid 
across the leather backseat every time Nick made a turn.   

 “This is more like it,” said Claire, licking pizza sauce off her fingers as they sat 
side by side on Nick’s couch, the open pizza box on the coffee table in front of them. 

Nick took a long swig from his beer and burped loudly.  “You said it, babe.” 
 “Charming,” Claire smirked and let out a low groan.  “I’m stuffed now.” 
 “Me too,” Nick agreed, patting his stomach.  “You wanna shove the rest in the 

fridge?” 
 “Sure.”  Sliding off the couch, Claire scooped up the pizza box and carried it into 

the kitchen.  When she returned, she asked, “So... what now?  Movie?” 
Nick made a face; he’d watched way too many movies over the last month.  “Can 

we just go take a walk or something?” 



 

 

Claire smiled.  “A walk sounds great.”  She held out her hand, and he grabbed it, 
standing up.  Together, they went out onto the deck and down to the beach.  The sun 
was just setting over the water, casting a beautiful reflection of rich purple and orange 
across the rolling waves.  Nick had lived along the beach for years, and he still never got 
over the beauty of the sunset.  A cheesy thought, maybe, but seeing the sun set over the 
gulf was one of those little things that made him glad to be alive.  It was something 
special, something he was glad to be sharing with Claire on their six-month anniversary. 

When they reached the sand, Claire stopped and kicked off her black flip-flops, 
which she’d traded with the heels she’d worn to the restaurant.  She was still in her 
dress, though, and he in his suit (minus the jacket and tie, which had been discarded on 
the living room floor).  He balanced on his prosthesis and held on lightly to her arm as 
he lifted his good leg and reached down to tug off his shiny black dress shoe and black 
sock.  He set his bare foot down and dug his toes into the warm sand.  Then he bent and 
untied the laces of his left shoe before carefully pulling it off.  He slid the sock off as well, 
exposing the plastic foot of his artificial leg, and rolled up the cuffs of his black pants. 

 “Ready?” Claire asked as he straightened up. 
 “Yep.”  He took her hand, letting his fingers slip between hers, and they started 

off down the beach.  They wandered leisurely along the water’s edge, the waves lapping 
at their ankles as they rolled in and out.  Hand in hand, they walked in peaceful silence, 
each lost in thought and simply enjoying the moment.  Every now and then Claire’s 
hand would slip out of his as she darted into the surf, returning with a shell she’d 
scooped up from the water-logged beach.  “You’re like a little kid,” Nick joked the third 
time this happened, remembering how he himself had ran in and out of the tide as a 
little boy, jumping waves as if they were hurdles and picking up interesting shells along 
the way.  He’d had quite a collection of them at one time, but his big glass jars of 
seashells were gone now.  They’d been thrown out, he supposed, during a move or 
something.  Funny, he almost missed them now, though he wasn’t quite sure why.  After 
all, they were just a bunch of old shells... 

 “So what?” Claire asked with a casual shrug.  “It’s fun to be able to act like a kid 
again sometimes.” 

 “Yeah,” Nick said, wistfully thinking of those trips to the beach during his 
childhood again, when he had run like the wind, through the sand and into the sea, 
laughing and playing without a care in the world.  Those were good times... happy 
times... innocent times.  Before life became so complicated.  Sometimes he did wish he 
could go back. 

But then again, this moment in itself was pretty nice.  It felt good to get out of the 
house and do something with Claire, even something as simple as this, a walk down the 
beach at dusk.  Nick enjoyed the exercise, although as Claire let go of his hand again to 
collect another shell, he felt a familiar twinge in his stump.  He stopped, then carefully 
put weight on his left leg, testing it.  Sure enough, pressure turned to slight pain.  
Groaning, he looked back to see how far they’d gone from his house.  Not too far – he 
could still see it, the lights in the windows casting a glow through rapidly darkening 
night – but it was farther than he wanted to walk at the moment, knowing the pain 
would only increase with each step.  He’d pushed himself enough already that night... he 
knew it would stupid to go further and get hurt again. 

 “You ready?”  Claire had returned. 



 

He looked down at her.  “Um... you think we could rest for a minute?  I’m sorry,” 
he apologized quickly, “but-” 

 “No, no, that’s fine!” she interrupted him, smiling as she took hold of his arm.  
“Come on, let’s go sit down where it’s dry.” 

Relieved, Nick let her lead him a few feet away from the water, where the sand lay 
arid and untouched.  He eased himself down and stretched his legs out in front of him; it 
felt good to take a load off.  Claire plopped down beside him, folding her legs to the side 
and smoothing the skirt of her dress over her knees.  “Is it hurting?” she asked 
hesitantly, looking down at his left leg and then back up at him, her expression pained. 

 “Just a little,” he told her.  “I just thought maybe I should stop and take the 
weight off it for a few minutes.” 

She nodded.  “Good idea.  I guess it’ll probably take you a little while to get used 
to walking on it again, won’t it?” 

 “Probably,” he sighed.  “I’m sorry.” 
 “What are you sorry for?  This is nice, sitting out here.  It’s so quiet... and 

peaceful, you know?  It’s a good place to just sit and talk.” 
 “I know,” said Nick, smiling at her.  She smiled back and reached for his hand.  

He let her take it, entwining his fingers with hers once again.  “So...” he murmured, 
running his thumb lightly up and down hers.  “Six months, huh?” 

 “Six months,” she repeated softly, another smile lighting her face. 
 “Can I make a confession?” 
 “What?” 
Nick swallowed back the guilt that had risen in his throat and offered her a 

sheepish grin.  “I don’t have anything for you.  I-I should have gotten you a gift, and... 
well, I...”  He shrugged, showing her an empty hand.  “I’m sorry.” 

Claire snickered and shook her head.  “Nah, don’t be sorry; I don’t have anything 
for you either.  And I have no excuse – I haven’t been stuck at home for the last month.  
I just wasn’t sure what to get... or if we were even doing anniversary presents.  So we’re 
even, okay?  We can just be each other’s gifts.”  She flashed him a cheeky smile. 

He smiled back weakly.  “That’s fine with me, but I think you got the raw end of 
the deal there, my dear.  I’m damaged goods... you might have to return me.” 

The smile left Claire’s face instantly, and she gave him a warning look.  “Nick... 
please, don’t say stuff like that.” 

 “I was just kidding,” he said quickly – and he had been.  But how could she have 
known that?  She’d been dragged to so many of the pity parties he’d thrown himself in 
the last month, she’d probably forgotten he even had a sense of humor.  He sighed.  
“Seriously though, Claire... I know I haven’t been acting like a very good gift lately.” 

 “How exactly does one act like a gift?” she asked, hiding a smirk. 
He stuck his tongue out at her.  “You know what I mean.  I haven’t been acting 

like a very good boyfriend.  I don’t know if I’ve shown it or not, but... even if the last 
month has been kind of shitty, I want you to know that I’m really glad you’re here... that 
you’re living with me.  I know it hasn’t been easy for you, but I promise, it’ll get better.” 

 “I know,” she said, squeezing his hand.  “Why do you think I’m still here?  I know 
the last month has sucked for you, Nick, and I also knew that you’d snap out of your 
pissy little mood once it was over.” 

 “You know me too well,” he said, grateful, as always, for her compassion.  He’d 
never been with a girl that understood him as well as Claire did.  His past girlfriends had 



 

 

put up with him, for his money, or his fame.  But he knew she wasn’t like the others; she 
wasn’t in this to get rich and famous off of him.  She was still with him because she truly 
loved him – there was no other explanation.  Any other woman would have left him by 
now, he felt certain.  But not Claire.  She’d been with him for six whole months, and by 
his side as a friend for much longer than that.  It added up to only a little over two years, 
but to Nick, it seemed like so much more than that.  He felt like he’d known her forever.  
And he hoped that he would know her forever, that their six months would turn to 
years... years and years together.  Never had he thought about being with one woman for 
that long.  He’d loved Leah, enough to propose marriage, but deep down, he had known 
their relationship would not last forever.  But he and Claire... they had been through so 
much together already... “forever” didn’t seem like such a hard goal to achieve. 

 “Whatcha thinking about?” asked Claire, and, realizing he had slipped away for a 
moment, Nick looked up to find her gazing at him, a hint of a smile curving her lips. 

 “You,” he replied honestly.  “How you’re the only person I’ve ever felt this way 
about.” 

Her smile grew.  “What way?” she asked, a playful gleam in her eyes. 
 “Like...”  He paused, struggling to put his thoughts into words.  “Like I want to be 

with you... for... for a long time.  I’ve never been very good at making long-term 
commitments with people... and when I try, I end up getting burned, because I find out 
that the girls I’m with... they don’t want to be with me.  They’re in love with my name, 
my face, my bank account.  But you’re different, Claire.  I love you... like I’ve never loved 
anyone before... and I know that you love me too.” 

 “I do,” she whispered, tightening her grip on his hand as she looked into his eyes, 
her face showing the honesty in her words. 

He nodded and swallowed.  “That’s what keeps me going sometimes... knowing 
that you’re there for me, that someone still cares about me the way you do.  I have to 
remind myself of that sometimes... on mornings when I wake up and see this goddamn 
stump under my covers and don’t feel like even getting out of bed.  I think of you, and I 
remind myself that I have to get up and get dressed and put on my leg, for you... because 
I never want to disappoint you.” 

 “Nick... I... I guess I’m flattered in a way, but... honey, you should be doing those 
things for you, not for me.  You shouldn’t worry about disappointing me... you could 
never disappoint me.”  Leaning forward, she put her arms around him and pulled him 
into a hug.  “I love you,” she whispered into his ear.  “Even when you lie in bed all day, 
moping.”  She brought her lips to the side of his neck, placing a tender kiss there.  He 
squirmed and instinctively burrowed his head into his shoulder to get her away from the 
ticklish spot.  She drew back, giggling softly.  “Ticklish much?” 

 “Shut up,” he retorted with a sheepish grin, rubbing the spot where she had 
kissed him. 

She laughed, and then without warning, slapped one of her shins.  “Mosquito,” 
she said, when Nick gave her a look of bewilderment.  “Damn things are always trying to 
eat me alive.” 

 “Oh...”  Nick looked around, hoping there weren’t more.  “Maybe we should head 
back.” 

 “Only when you’re ready.” 
 “I wouldn’t want you to get a West Nile or some shit like that.” 



 

Claire snickered.  “Oh man, that would sure be the kicker, wouldn’t it?  Survive 
leukemia; die of West Nile Virus?  What are the chances?” 

It wasn’t really funny, but Nick smiled a little.  He loved her attitude; she wasn’t 
afraid of anything.  Well, she was – and he knew it – but she hid it well.  He knew that 
too.  “Come on,” he said and struggled to his feet, always a difficult task. 

 “Are you sure?” asked Claire, who hadn’t moved.  She looked up at him, 
moderate concern on her face. 

 “Wouldn’t have gotten up if I wasn’t sure,” replied Nick.  “Too much of a hassle.” 
She offered a sympathetic smile and stood up as well, brushing sand off the back 

of her dress.  “I think we could use a trip to the dry cleaner’s tomorrow,” she 
commented, making a face.  “My butt’s all sandy.  So is yours.”  He giggled as she gave 
his ass a swat, wiping loose grains of sand off of his pants.  “There, that’s better,” she 
said.  “Let’s go.  I’m ready to get out of this dress and into some PJs.” 

 “I’m ready for another beer,” said Nick. 
 “That too.”  Claire reached for his hand again, and they started slowly back up 

the beach, toward the house.  Nick didn’t realize how much he was limping until Claire 
stopped and looked over at him.  “You’re hurting, aren’t you?” she asked. 

Nick shrugged.  The rest had made his stump feel better, but walking brought 
back the discomfort.  It wasn’t unbearable – no worse than the strain he’d felt in it when 
he’d first learned to walk on the artificial leg – but he couldn’t deny that it did hurt a 
little.  “Not bad,” he told her, “but yeah... a little.” 

 “Do you wanna sit down again?” 
 “No,” Nick said quickly.  “No, let’s just keep going.  I can make it.” 
 “I don’t want you to get another ulcer...” 
 “I haven’t overdone it that much,” Nick said assuredly.  “It’s just like when your 

feet get tired after walking around all day... that’s all it is.” 
Claire bit her lip, looking uncertain, but finally, she nodded.  “Okay, come on.  

But here, put your arm around my shoulders...”  She guided his left arm over her 
shoulders and slid her right arm around his waist, offering him some support.  “Will that 
help, if you lean on me a little?” 

He hated having to rely on someone like this, but he had to admit, it did help, 
having her to take some of the weight off his left leg.  “Yeah,” he admitted, “this is 
better.”    

They walked like that the rest of the way, close together, their arms around each 
other.  By the time they reached the house, Nick was exhausted.  He collapsed onto the 
bed in his room as soon as they walked in and lay there, while Claire walked back and 
forth through the room, changing out of her dress and into an old t-shirt and cotton 
pajama shorts, washing the makeup off her face, and trading her fancy up-do for a 
messy ponytail. 

 “I have mosquito bites, look,” she said when she emerged from the bathroom, 
climbing onto the bed beside Nick.  She held out her arm, and he could see several bites.  
“I think there’s some on my back too.” 

 “Aww... I’m sorry.” 
She shrugged.  “Not your fault.  You didn’t bite me.” 
Propping himself up on his elbows, Nick waggled his eyebrows suggestively.  “I 

could...” he said. 



 

 

Claire gave him a look.  “No thanks, Dracula.  I’m gonna go get the Calamine 
lotion; you can put that on.”  With an impish grin, she rolled off the bed and left the 
room.  Rolling his eyes, Nick wearily sat up and moved to the edge of the bed.  Standing 
up, he undressed quickly, changing into a worn t-shirt and a pair of basketball shorts.  
He was just pulling off his artificial leg when Claire came back, a large pink bottle of 
Calamine lotion in her hand.  “How is everything?” she asked, as he bent over his stump, 
checking for blisters. 

 “Fine,” he replied; the skin was a little red, but not broken.  Relieved, he turned 
down the covers on his side of the bed and scooted backwards until his back was pressed 
against the pillows.  He pulled the top sheet and thin blanket over his lap and patted the 
empty space on the other side of the bed.  “You comin’ in?” 

“Of course.”  Claire bounced onto the bed beside him and held out the bottle of 
Calamine and a handful of cotton balls.  “Please?” she asked, sticking out her bottom lip 
pleadingly. 

“What am I, your private nurse?” Nick asked with mock irritation, taking the 
supplies from her hands. 

“No, you’re my boyfriend.  Now get to it; they itch.”  Shooting him a grin, she 
pulled her shirt over her head and turned so that her back was within his reach.  He 
could see a few puffy white blotches dotting her skin in the places her dress had not 
covered.  He tipped the bottle of Calamine against a cotton ball, saturating the cotton 
with pink lotion.  Setting the bottle aside, he placed the cotton ball against a bite in the 
middle of her back.  Claire shivered, her back and shoulders shuddering.  “Cold!” she 
gasped. 

“Sorry,” apologized Nick, lightly rubbing the cotton over her skin until the bite 
was covered with lotion.  Then he sought out the next bite and continued.  By the time 
he was done, she looked like a leopard, her back dotted with half dollar-sized pink 
circles.  “Man, they really were trying to eat you alive,” he observed, raising his eyebrows 
at the sight. 

“What can I say?  No one can resist me.”  She flashed him a cheeky smile over her 
shoulder. 

He smiled back and put his hands on her shoulders, gently easing her back until 
she was resting against him.  “I sure can’t,” he said, bringing his lips down to meet hers.   

She ended the kiss giggling and rolled off of him.  “I’m gonna grab another beer,” 
she said, getting up.  “You want one?” 

“Sure.” 
She left the room and returned with two cans of beer.  She handed him one as she 

climbed back onto the bed and settled herself by his side, her body leaning against his 
slightly.  As they cracked open their drinks, Claire asked, “So, is there anything on TV?” 

Nick swallowed and wiped his mouth with the back of his hand.  “I dunno, why 
don’t you turn it on and look?” he replied with a smirk. 

“Why don’t you hand me the remote then?” she shot back, and he grudgingly 
picked up the TV remote from his night table and gave it to her.  She turned on the TV 
and started flipping channels.  There wasn’t much on, but finally they settled on the Sci-
fi channel, which was playing some cheesy 70’s horror movie.  They watched as they 
drank, laughing and making fun of it the whole time. 



 

By the time the “climactic ending” was over, Nick had laughed so hard he was 
afraid all the pizza and beer in his stomach was going to come back up.  But it felt good, 
laughing like that.  He’d laughed a lot that night, more than he had in weeks, it seemed. 

Tonight had been a good night.  And forget the fancy French restaurant.  This, he 
decided as he looked over at Claire, was the perfect way to spend their six-month 
anniversary.  Just lying in bed together, laughing, enjoying each other’s presence.  No 
need for flowers or expensive gifts; no need for classy, romantic nights out.  He didn’t 
feel the need to impress her, and she didn’t need to be impressed.  This was enough.  
This was perfect. 

He felt her body shift against his, and he smiled unconsciously.  He loved the feel 
of her up against him, the comfort she gave him just by being there.  He’d been 
searching for this for so long, for a woman who could make him feel the way he did then, 
without saying a word.  He thought back to what he’d told her earlier. 

“I want to be with you... for a long time.  I love you... like I’ve never loved 
anyone before... and I know that you love me too.” 

“I do,” she whispered. 
In that instant, he realized what he’d known for over a year.  He’d found her.  And 

he was never going to find another woman like her. 
 “Claire?” 
She turned her head, looking up at him, her questioning eyes illuminated by the 

flickering light of the television.  His mind raced, but not with thoughts he could 
comprehend.  At that moment, all he could understand was the feeling burning deep 
down within him, warming him from the inside out.  Love.  It was love, love for the one 
person who made him feel complete, the woman he wanted to spend the rest of his life 
with. 

He reached for her hand, tucking it within his own.  The words had already 
formed on his tongue.  Without hesitation, he opened his mouth and let them out. 

“Marry me.” 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 36 
 
Claire blinked.  Had he just said what she thought he said?  Had he just said... 
Marry him? 
As the words sunk in, her mind began to race.  Was he serious?  Was he really 

asking her to marry him?  For real?  She wanted to ask, but she only stared, unable to 
find her voice at first.  When she finally did, she uttered one single word, the only one 
that came to mind. 

“Yes.” 
Now Nick blinked.  He stared at her for a moment, looking just like she had 

probably looked a moment ago.  Then his face broke into a wavering smile, and his 
eyebrows lifted, carving creases across his forehead.  “Yes?” he asked, his voice high, as 
if he could scarcely believe her reply. 

She felt a slow smile spreading across her face as a fluttering sensation rose in her 
chest.  “Yes!” she repeated.  “Nick...” 

“Claire...” 
They both stopped and shook their heads, still staring at each other.  Neither of 

them knew quite what to say.  A million thoughts were still tumbling through Claire’s 
mind as adrenaline pumped through her veins, and the reality of the situation was still 
sinking in.  Nick had just proposed to her... and she’d said yes.  That meant... 

“We’re engaged?” she said weakly, her voice sounding higher than usual too.  
Tears sprung to her eyes with the unexpected rush of emotion that hit her.  Engaged... 
she was engaged! 

Nick grinned and pulled her close to him, kissing her forehead.  “We’re engaged,” 
he repeated in a whisper, bringing his head down so that their noses and foreheads 
touched.  “I love you,” he murmured, lowering his lips to meet hers. 

She kissed him back with fervor.  “I love you too,” she whispered, her lips moving 
against his.  She felt his hands caressing her cheeks, and they remained there even as he 
pulled back, cupping her face. 

“I don’t have a ring,” he confessed.  “This was... totally unplanned.”  He offered 
her a sheepish smile. 

“And totally unexpected,” she added with a grin.  “That might win the award for 
most random proposal ever, Nick.” 

He laughed.  “Well, since we have no ring, how about a toast?”  Turning away 
from her momentarily, he grabbed his beer can off the nightstand on his side of the bed 
and waited while she did the same.  “To us,” he said seriously, holding out his can. 

“To us,” she repeated, clinking her mostly-empty can against his.  She burst out 
laughing as the beer sloshed against the aluminum on the inside of her can.  This was 
the tackiest proposal ever – and she loved it.  She was laughing too hard to take a drink, 
and so was he.  As far as she remembered, neither of them ever did drink their toast; 
instead, they laughed till their stomachs hurt, set their beer cans aside, and finally 
collapsed against each other, out of breath. 

The last thing Claire recalled before falling asleep was how wonderful she felt as 
she snuggled against Nick, warm from the heat of his body, tipsy from the alcohol in her 
system, and blissfully happy from the events of a night she would remember for the rest 
of her life. 

 



 

*** 
 
Nick awoke to the sound of rain pelting against the windows of his bedroom.  

Normally he hated rainy days, but that morning, he didn’t mind.  He was warm and dry 
in his bed, and Claire was still nestled against him, her arm draped limply across his 
chest as she slept.  Turning his head to look at her, he smiled.  He’d gone to sleep slightly 
buzzed from all the beer he’d drunk, but the events of the night before were still crystal 
clear to him.  Somehow, he had found it in him to propose to her.  And she’d said yes.  In 
an instant, his girlfriend of six months had become his fiancée. 

His fiancée.  Now that was weird.  He’d never had one of those before.  In fact, 
the only woman he’d even thought seriously about marrying was Leah, and as he 
reminded himself now, he’d been conned into that.  He’d felt obligated to propose to 
Leah.  He loved Claire.  Funny though, he had always thought that proposing to 
someone would be one of the most nerve-wracking experiences of his life.  And oddly 
enough... it wasn’t.  He had felt totally comfortable.  No stressing out over it, no 
rehearsing some big speech... he had just said it, and that’s all there was to it. 

That’s because she’s the one, he thought, his heart fluttering.  There was no doubt 
about it in his mind.  Claire was it. 

Dipping his chin slightly, he planted a soft kiss on the top of her head.  He heard 
a rush of breath as she inhaled deeply and exhaled in a soft sigh, her head turning to the 
side as her body stirred.  She lifted her head and rolled over so that she was stretched 
out on her stomach, facing him.  “Morning,” she greeted him with a drowsy smile. 

“Good morning,” he replied, reaching out to gently brush a lock of hair away from 
her eyes.  “Sleep well?” 

“Perfect.  Is it raining?” 
“Yeah, it is.” 
“Mm... what time is it?” 
Nick turned his head to check the clock, but it was hidden behind a wall of empty 

beer cans.  “Dunno,” he answered.  “Who cares?  We don’t gotta be anywhere today, do 
we?” 

“Nope.” 
“We can stay in bed together all day if we want.” 
She smiled at him and then lifted her left hand in front of her face, extending her 

fingers.  She gazed at them for a moment and then dropped her hand, her eyes meeting 
his again.  “Was this part of my dream, or did we really get engaged last night?” 

Nick felt a grin tug on the corners of his mouth.  “You weren’t dreaming.  We got 
engaged last night.” 

She giggled.  “This is crazy!  You’re my fiancée... god, that sounds so weird!” 
“I know,” he laughed, remembering his identical thought earlier.  “Wait till the 

guys hear... they’re never gonna believe it.  Little Nicky... married??”  He could hear 
Howie’s incredulous voice saying it now. 

“Wait till I tell my parents... they’re gonna flip!” 
Nick’s elation was momentarily curbed.  “Flip??” he repeated worriedly. 
“In a good way,” Claire added quickly.  “I’m the only daughter... my mom is 

gonna be so excited to get to plan a wedding!” 
Wedding... wow.  That word made it all so real.  It was really going to happen.  

Yesterday, all he could think about was wearing his leg for the first time in a month and 



 

 

taking Claire out for a nice sixth-month anniversary date.  It had been less than eighteen 
hours since they’d been goofing off in that restaurant, and now, today, they were 
engaged.  Yesterday seemed like a month ago, and last night felt more like last week.  A 
total of three words exchanged between the two of them had changed everything. 

It was, as she had said, crazy. 
But in a good way. 
A weird gurgling noise interrupted Nick’s thoughts, and he looked at Claire.  

“Was that you?” 
“My stomach,” she giggled.  “Wanna get up long enough to grab some breakfast?”   

She started to sit up, but he stretched his arm across her middle, holding her back. 
“I’ll get it,” he said.  “You lie here.”   Easing her back against the pillows next to 

him, he rolled away from her and sat up on the edge of the bed. 
“Shouldn’t it be the other way around?” she questioned, looking up at him in 

amusement.  “I’m the woman, and you’re-” 
“The gimp?  Yeah, I know, but I can still bring you breakfast.” 
Claire gave him a look.  “I was going to say ‘incompetent in the kitchen,’ but 

okay.” 
Nick snorted.  “I’m incompetent in the kitchen?  You should talk.”  He winked, 

and she blushed, knowing he was right. 
“Fine, you win.  Make me breakfast.” 
He nodded.  “I will.”   He stood up and put on his artificial leg, then shambled out 

to the kitchen.  He opened the fridge, then all the cupboards, trying to decide what to 
make.  He assembled the ingredients for French toast, and while it was baking, he poked 
through the various kinds of cereal in one of the cupboards.  He finally pulled down a 
box of Cracklin’ Oat Bran and inspected it for a moment, wondering when on Earth he’d 
bought that (must have been a Claire purchase, he decided), before setting it down on 
the counter.  He smiled briefly in satisfaction and went to check on the French toast. 

Half an hour later, he walked back into the bedroom, carrying a tray with two 
plates of French toast and two glasses of juice.  He set the tray down across Claire’s lap 
and got back into bed beside her, stretching his legs out on top of the covers. 

“Aww, Nick, you’re such a sweetheart... believe it or not, this looks great,” said 
Claire, smiling down at the breakfast in front of her.  She picked up the small glass of 
orange juice and took a sip, then started cutting her French toast. 

“Try the egg,” said Nick, pointing to the hard-boiled egg he’d placed carefully in 
the corner of her plate. 

She looked over at him suspiciously.  “Why?” 
Nick shrugged.  “I know you like eggs?”  She narrowed her eyes at him, but 

shrugged and reached for the egg.  “Careful,” Nick blurted as she touched it, causing her 
to look over at him again. 

“Nick... what did you do to the egg?” she asked in a patronizing voice, sounding 
like a mother who had just caught her little boy with his hand in the cookie jar.  “It has 
to be hard-boiled... you took the shell off,” she observed, giving the egg a poke.  The 
white jiggled against her fingertip. 

Nick chuckled.  “What, did you think I would give you a raw one and wait for you 
to crack it and have it run everywhere?” 

“Yes,” she smirked. 
He stuck his tongue out at her.  “Just open it.” 



 

“Open it?” 
“I mean, eat it... just eat it.” 
Narrowing her eyes again, she gave him another mystified look, but obediently 

reached for the egg again.  She picked it up carefully and brought it closer to inspect.  
Seeing the crack in the white where he had so carefully cut around the middle, she 
gingerly pulled the top of the egg up.  It swung back like a door on a hinge and tore away 
from its bottom, landing with a plop on her tray.  She looked down at it and giggled.  
Nick smiled, then looked back at the bottom half of the egg in her hand, waiting for her 
to notice... 

A second later, she did.  She gasped at first, and then she burst out laughing.  
“Nick!” she cried breathlessly, laughing uncontrollably.  Nick only smiled sheepishly and 
admired his own creativity.  He’d sliced the egg three-quarters of the way through its 
middle, hollowed out the powdery yellow-gray yolk, and in its place, set a single piece of 
Cracklin’ Oat Bran.  As her laughter died, Claire plucked the square-shaped cereal loop 
out of its egg encasement and held it up.  It sort of resembled a ring, only thick and 
square-ish... and made of bran...  But she got the point.  Smiling, she set down the 
bottom of the egg “box” and slipped the cereal onto the ring finger of her left hand.  It 
only went halfway before getting stuck, and she giggled again. 

“Sorry,” Nick said, offering her a shrug. 
“No... no, it’s... it’s perfect,” she replied, grinning over at him.  “You are so cute!” 
He flashed her a toothy Crest smile.  “Nah, I’m just cheesy.  I wanted you to have 

a ring.” 
“And now I do.  And what a beautiful, crackling, oat-branny ring it is.”  She held 

her left hand up and turned it this way and that, as if the ring were sparkling in the light. 
“Just wait till you get your real ring.  I promise, it’ll be even more beautiful,” Nick 

vowed. 
She smiled over at him.  “And when will that be?” 
“Today, if you want.  I know a great jeweler in town.  We can go pay him a visit 

later if you want to pick it out.” 
She nodded.  “That sounds great.” 
“Good,” he smiled.  “Now dig in, my Oat Bran Queen.  Your French toast is 

getting cold.”  Claire giggled and stabbed her fork into a piece of French toast, raising 
the powdered bread to her lips.  “How is it?” he asked, as she swallowed. 

“Quite tasty, actually.  You were right; you’re not incompetent in the kitchen.” 
“Like you ever had a doubt,” Nick replied with a smirk and took a bite himself.  

“Hey, not bad.  Our score for the morning – Carter, 2... Kitchen, zip.” 
Claire giggled and shook her head.  “Cute, Carter... so cute...” 
Watching as she looked down at the cereal ring jammed halfway onto her finger 

again, Nick just smiled.  A low roll of thunder sounded in the distance, and the pattering 
of rain against the window was relentless, yet his mood could hardly be dampened.  As 
far as he was concerned, the storm was finally over, and the sun was starting to shine 
again. 
 

*** 



 

 

Chapter 37 
 
Claire sat with her hand raised in front of her, absently twisting her wrist back 

and forth and admiring the way the diamond on her left hand sparkled in the sunlight 
that streamed through the tiny window.  She nearly jumped when a large hand clamped 
over hers, pulling it gently across her body and up to a pair of soft lips.  She turned her 
head to the right, where Nick sat smirking. 

“You wanna quit flashing that rock everywhere?” he asked in a playful tone.  
“People are gonna start to wonder what you’re doing, and then they’ll see the ring, and 
they’ll see me, and by the time the entertainment news airs tonight, everyone will know-
” 

“Sorry,” she replied with a sheepish giggle.  “I didn’t realize I was doing it.  I can’t 
help it; it’s still so new and... beautiful.”   When Nick let her have her hand back, she 
brought it up to admire the engagement ring once more before dropping her hand to her 
lap, determined not to look at it again. 

It was hard though... the ring was beautiful.  She’d never dreamed of owning a 
piece of jewelry so fine.  Nick had just picked it up for her a few days earlier, nearly a 
month after they’d placed the order for the custom-made ring with Nick’s jeweler. 

“I just want something simple,” she’d insisted that day in the jewelry shop, while 
the jeweler, a friend of Nick’s, showed her various selections, each as elegant as the next.  
“Small and simple.”  

Of course, Nick had argued with her.  “Don’t worry about the price,” he’d told her; 
he wanted her engagement ring to be nothing short of dazzling.  The sweet little half-
carat diamonds solitaires she was admiring just wouldn’t do; he thought she deserved 
more. 

In the end, they had compromised.  The stone she’d chosen was one-and-one-half 
carats, half the size of the three-carat rock Nick had wanted to place on her finger.  It 
was oval-shaped, colorless, and flawless, set in a platinum milgrain band that was 
encrusted with one-fifth-carat canary yellow diamonds.  The canary yellow had been 
Nick’s idea – they were rare, he said, and he wanted her to have something special and 
unique.  She’d finally agreed on it, though she couldn’t help but wince when she thought 
of the fortune it had to be costing him.  She never did find out the final cost of the ring – 
he refused to tell her.  All she knew was that she loved it.  Nick had good taste, and 
astonishing as it was, he knew what he was talking about when it came to jewelry.  The 
ring had turned out absolutely gorgeous, and even now, after days of wearing it, she 
couldn’t stop looking at it. 

She placed her right hand over it so that she could not look, knowing Nick was 
right.  They were sitting in the first class section of an airplane; someone was bound to 
notice if she kept flipping her hand around, and Nick wasn’t ready for that yet.  He’d 
kept their engagement tightly under wraps, not wanting the press to get wind of it yet.  
She was fine with that; the thought of being thrust into the spotlight just for being Nick 
Carter’s fiancée made her nervous.  She’d kept it to herself too, for the most part.  Her 
family knew, and so did Dianna, but her co-workers and other friends, even Jamie, were 
still in the dark.  She didn’t feel too bad though, for no one on Nick’s side knew a thing.  
Not even Brian, AJ, Howie, and Kevin. 

“I’m saving it for the trip,” he’d told her.  “I want it to be a surprise.” 
 



 

The guys would get their surprise that afternoon, when she and Nick landed in 
Los Angeles.  The five of them were reuniting for five days, during which they would 
meet with their manager and record label to discuss a new Backstreet Boys album.  It 
had been a year and a half since the last one had been released, and there was no point 
in planning a tour for that album now.  Over the phone, the five guys had decided it was 
time to just get back in the studio and start fresh.  The meetings that week would 
determine exactly when and how that would happen. 

Claire was just along for the ride, but she couldn’t have been more excited.  
Except for Howie, she hadn’t seen any of the guys in months, and she’d only been to 
California once, with her family.  It would be a lot different going there with Nick, no 
doubt. 

As it turned out, she was right. 
When the plane landed, they were met by a couple of bodyguards and taken to a 

large, silver Escalade.  Claire climbed into the backseat of the luxury SUV with Nick and 
watched out the tinted windows in awe as they drove away from the bustling LAX.  
Freeways that swarmed with honking cars eventually turned to quiet suburban streets 
lined on both sides with sprawling mansions.   

“This is Kevin’s place?” Claire asked, when the SUV stopped at one of the houses. 
“This is it,” replied Nick, throwing his door open.  Claire could tell he was excited; 

he’d missed the guys more than he had let on.  She opened her door as well and climbed 
out, meeting up with Nick at the front of the Escalade.  He gave her a quick smile and 
reached for her hand before walking the rest of the way to the front door.   The door 
swung open before either one of them had a chance to knock, and they were greeted not 
by Kevin, but-  “Baylee!  Hey, bud!” Nick exclaimed in surprise, looking down at the 
two-and-a-half-year-old, who had managed to get the door open himself. 

Instantly, Brian appeared behind his son.  “Hey guys!” he said with a Kentucky 
drawl and a wide smile.  “We guessed right, Bay – it’s Nick and Claire!  Remember 
them?” 

Baylee nodded obediently, no sign of recognition on his innocent face, which bore 
a striking resemblance to Brian. 

 
“Gosh, I can’t believe how big he’s gotten,” Claire said, shaking her head.  It was 

amazing how fast kids grew, especially at that age. 
 
“Oh, don’t I know it,” replied Brian with the proud grin of a father.  “Well, don’t 

y’all just stand out there, come on inside.”  He stepped back and moved Baylee out of the 
way so that they could enter the house.  Brian gave Nick a big brotherly hug, slapping his 
back warmly, and then hugged Claire as well.  “You both look great,” he said as he led 
them further into the foyer.  “Come on this way, the rest of the fellas are hanging out in 
the living room.  Howie got here about half an hour before you did, and J’s here, and 
Kev-” 

Just as he said the name, Kevin appeared in the doorway that led to what Claire 
supposed was the living room.  “Hey, there y’all are,” he said with a smile and came over 
to hug them both, as Brian had.  “I’m glad you could come out with Nick,” he said to 
Claire as he hugged her lightly. 

“Hey, me too.  I appreciate the invite,” she replied.  “Your house is beautiful, by 
the way.” 



 

 

“Thank you.  I’ll give ya the grand tour in a little bit, if you want.  The rest of the 
gang’s in here, so come on in.”  He led the way into the living room, which was already 
crowded with people.  Baylee had run back into the room and was now sitting on a large 
couch beside his mother, Leighanne.  AJ and his girlfriend Mary occupied the loveseat, 
and Howie and Kevin’s wife Kristin sat in armchairs.  Hugs and hellos were circulated, 
while Kevin, suddenly realizing there were not enough places for everyone to sit, 
scrambled for more chairs. 

“Nick, take a seat,” directed Kevin, pointing to one of the lush recliners as he sat 
down on one of the hard-backed chairs he’d dragged in from the kitchen.  Claire saw 
Nick glance from Kevin to the recliner, which Kevin must have been sitting in before.  
She recognized the expression on his face as he realized Kevin was giving up his seat for 
him and expected him to protest.  His mouth opened as he started to say something, but 
then he stopped, shrugged, and walked over to the recliner. 

Kristin, who was sitting in a matching upholstered chair, sprang up instantly and 
said, “Claire, sit here.” 

“Oh, I’m fine over-” Claire started to say, but Kristin had already walked over to 
sit next to her husband on the other kitchen chair.  Claire sank down into the 
upholstered chair beside Nick.  As she straightened her shirt and reached up to tuck a 
stray lock of hair behind her left ear, Leighanne gasped. 

“What’s on your hand?” she demanded, sliding off the sofa and slinking over for a 
closer look.  Unable to conceal her grin, Claire held out her left hand, the diamond on 
her ring sparkling as it caught the light.  She heard the gasps of surprise go around the 
room, and then all eyes shifted to Nick, who sat with a big goofy grin on his face. 

“Wow... congratulations!” Brian was the first to say.  “Nick – when’d you pop the 
question?” 

“On our six month anniversary,” Nick answered, an adorable blush tinting his 
cheeks.  “July 1.” 

Brian’s mouth fell open comically.  “A month ago??  And you didn’t tell us??”  He 
pretended to look hurt. 

Nick chuckled and exchanged glances with Claire.  “We wanted to surprise you,” 
he explained. 

“Well, you definitely did, Nicky!  Congratulations, you two,” said Howie with a 
bright smile.  The others echoed him, and of course Kristin and Mary had to come up 
alongside Leighanne to admire Claire’s ring. 

“It’s beautiful,” Leighanne said.  “I love the yellow.”   She held out her left hand to 
show Claire her own canary yellow diamond ring. 

“Our boys have good taste,” Claire agreed, shooting Nick a smile.  “Nick certainly 
knows his stuff.”  Nick smiled back, looking pleased. 

“Oh, Kaos knows a lot about the ice,” said AJ.  “But if you want a real jewelry 
expert... you know who to come to, baby.”  He winked, and Claire smirked. 

“Thanks, J, I’ll keep that in mind.” 
Conversation flowed easily as everyone caught up with each other.  AJ and Mary 

had spent the summer traveling, while Kevin and Kristin had stayed in the area, doing 
various home improvement projects.  Howie had been writing songs and working for his 
charity, and Brian and Leighanne had had their hands full with Baylee. 

“He’s cute, ain’t he?” Nick asked later that night, as he and Claire were driving to 
their hotel. 



 

“Who?” 
“Baylee.  He’s a cute kid.” 
“Yeah, he is,” Claire agreed with a smile.  Brian’s son had entertained them all at 

Kevin’s house earlier.  Once he warmed up to people, he was just like Brian – a goofball, 
and a little ham, ready to steal the show with his antics.  He was adorable. 

“Bri and Leigh are lucky,” Nick said, after a moment’s silence.  Claire didn’t 
answer right away.  Instead, she looked over at him.  His expression was unreadable in 
the dark interior of the car, but she was sure there had been a wistful tone to his voice. 

“Yes, they are,” she replied softly, as her mind raced.  What had he meant by 
that?  ‘Bri and Leigh are lucky’ – just that?  Or ‘Bri and Leigh are lucky’ – I’m jealous?  
‘Bri and Leigh are lucky’ – because they can have children, and we can’t?   Maybe she 
was reading too much into a simple statement.  Or maybe she wasn’t. 

They’d only really talked about having children once... the time she had told him 
she couldn’t have children.  He had seemed okay with it then, but they were engaged 
now, and things were different.  Maybe having children – or not having them - hadn’t 
been an issue two months ago, but now that they were getting married, it was.  It had to 
be.  They would have to talk about it again, and soon.  If, deep down, he’d always had his 
heart set on having children of his own, she needed to know. 

He needs to know too, she told herself.  He needs to know the whole story.   She 
cleared her throat.  “Hey, Nick?  Can we talk, when we get checked into our room?” 

Now it was his turn to look over at her.  “That doesn’t sound good,” he said with a 
nervous chuckle. 

“I’m sorry,” she apologized with a quick laugh, realizing she’d asked that question 
way too gravely.  “It’s nothing bad.  There’s just something I think we should talk about, 
when you feel like it.  If you don’t want to tonight, we-” 

“No, no, we can talk tonight,” Nick assured her quickly.  “I wanna hear what’s on 
your mind.” 

Claire nodded and smiled slightly in relief.  Good, she thought.  I want to hear 
what’s on your mind too. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 38 
 
Nick perched on the edge of the large hotel bed, waiting for Claire to get done 

exploring their suite and come back into the bedroom to talk to him.  He had to admit, 
he was a little nervous.  It’s nothing bad, she’d assured him, but she had sounded 
serious when she’d asked if they could talk. 

“This place is amazing,” Claire said, coming into the bedroom with a look of awe 
on her face. 

Nick patted an empty spot next to him on the bed.  “C’mere.  Let’s talk.” 
Claire nodded and sat down beside him.  “Okay.  Look... when we were talking 

about Baylee in the car, and how lucky Brian and Leighanne are, it made me think.  
We’re getting married, Nick.  We need to talk about the ‘having kids’ thing again.  And 
we need to be perfectly honest with each other, lay everything out on the table.” 

Nick almost laughed at the seriousness in her eyes.  She looked so worried... as if 
he was suddenly going to tell her he just couldn’t marry her because she couldn’t give 
him children.  The very notion of that was ridiculous.  “Claire,” he started, “I already told 
you how I feel about that.  Having kids is not the most important thing to me.  You are.” 

A hint of a smile appeared on her lips.  “I know that’s what you told me before,” 
she said, “but in the car, you sounded... I don’t know... almost sad, I guess.  Like you 
wished you could be like Brian and have a son of our own.  And we both know I can’t 
give that to you...”   She trailed off, her eyes shifting downward. 

“Hey, hey,” he said, taking hold of her chin and gently lifting it towards him so 
that he could see her eyes again.  “I know.  And it doesn’t matter, okay?  It doesn’t 
matter if you can’t get pregnant; we can always adopt if we want kids down the line.  All 
I want right now is you.”  He was still cupping her chin, so he leaned in and guided her 
face towards his for a kiss.  He recoiled in surprise when she wrenched her face out of 
his grasp.  Ouch.  “What’s wrong?” he asked her, hurt. 

Claire bit her lip, something she always did when she was nervous or upset.  “I’m 
sorry... but there’s something else I need to tell you.” 

Nick frowned.  “Okay... what is it?” 
“When I first told you I was sterile, there’s something I left out.  I’m never going 

to be able to get pregnant naturally... but that doesn’t necessarily mean I can’t get 
pregnant.” 

Nick raised his eyebrows, and it seemed like everything else inside him lifted with 
them.  “You mean you could get pregnant?” he asked, his voice high with hope.  “How?  
You mean with some kind of fertility drugs or that u-vitro fertilization thing or-” 

“In-vitro fertilization, yeah,” she answered.  “That’s when they implant fertilized 
eggs back into your body, and if it works, you get pregnant.” 

“Right...”  Nick nodded; that sounded simple enough.  “So what’s the catch?”   
There had to be a catch; otherwise she would sound happy, right?  After all, this was a 
good thing, wasn’t it? 

Claire sighed.  “Before my leukemia relapsed, I was still fertile.  But when that 
happened, my oncologist told me that more chemo would probably make me sterile.  
She referred me to an OB/GYN, who explained all about the option of in-vitro 
fertilization, how they could harvest my eggs, freeze them, and store them so that I could 
use them to get pregnant later.” 



 

Nick nodded his understanding.  “So you have eggs frozen somewhere that you 
can use someday?” 

“Yes,” said Claire, “but here’s the thing - they only like to freeze fertilized eggs 
because they’ve been shown to work a lot better, as far as getting pregnant goes, so...” 

“So your frozen eggs are already fertilized?” finished Nick, thinking for a 
moment.  “You mean with-?” 

“Donor sperm.” 
Nick didn’t even notice that they were finishing each other’s sentences.  He was 

too busy staring at Claire, as the reality of her words sunk in.  “So you’re telling me you 
can get pregnant... but not by me.” 

Claire nodded slowly.  “Basically.” 
“Oh.”  Nick wasn’t sure why he felt so disappointed... the fact that this option 

existed was a good thing, wasn’t it?  It meant that there was a chance Claire could have 
children of her own after all.  But not his children.  Someone else’s children.  “So do you 
know who the donor is?” he asked.  “Just wondering.” 

Claire got a funny look on her face.  “Yeah... about that...” she started slowly, 
twisting her hands in her lap.  Frowning, he waited for her to continue.  “Most single 
women that have this done choose an anonymous sperm donor... which is what I was 
going to do, but... one of my guy friends offered to donate.  And I let him.” 

“One of your guy friends?” Nick repeated, narrowing his eyes as a sneaking 
suspicion came over him.  “Anyone I know?” 

Claire closed her eyes and took a breath.  “Jamie.” 
Nick’s shoulders slumped as he heard the worst possibility confirmed.  Jamie.  He 

began to grow angry as he heard the name echoing in his head; it was a name that never 
failed to invoke feelings of inferiority and resentment within him, though he wasn’t 
quite sure why.  He was engaged to Claire, not Jamie, and yet... 

How could she?? 
“So let me get this straight,” he muttered through clenched teeth.  “You had your 

ex-boyfriend donate his sperm to you.” 
“I told you, he offered,” Claire replied immediately.  “What was I supposed to do?  

Say, ‘No thanks, Jamie, your sperm’s not good enough, I’d rather get it from some 
random guy I don’t know’?” 

“How about ‘no thanks, Jamie, it would be too weird because you’re my ex-
boyfriend’?  Did you think of that one??” 

Claire sighed.  “I know, Nick.  I did think of that... but... I dunno, I guess I 
thought it would be okay... ex-boyfriend or not, he’s still my friend.” 

“Yeah, and someday he might be the father of your children, even when you’re 
married to someone else – me!  You don’t think that’s a little weird?” 

“He won’t be though...  We talked about it, Nick; we had to sign an agreement.  
He did this for me with no strings attached.  We weren’t together when it happened; we 
hadn’t been for five years.  He wanted to do this for me because he’s my friend, and he 
felt bad.  He understands just as well as I do that if I ever use the eggs to get pregnant, 
he won’t have any responsibility toward the children.” 

Nick shook his head.  “And you expect him to be able to look at a child of yours, 
knowing full well that he’s its father, and not feel anything?” he asked, his voice laden 
with skepticism. 

“Ours, Nick... it would be ours.  Yours and mine.  Not Jamie’s.” 



 

 

“But-” 
“The biology of it doesn’t matter,” Claire interrupted.  “If we adopted a child, it 

wouldn’t be biologically yours either, Nick.  Would that bother you too?” 
Nick sighed.  This wasn’t fair.  She was tiptoeing around the point here.  “No,” he 

answered firmly, “but that’s different.  I probably wouldn’t know the father.  And even if 
I did, he sure as hell wouldn’t be one of your ex-boyfriends.” 

“Could you stop calling him my ex-boyfriend?  That was in high school, alright?  
We were friends before we dated, and we’ve been friends since we broke up seven years 
ago.  He’s not just my ex-boyfriend.  He’s one of my best friends, and it bothers me that 
you don’t like him.” 

“I hardly know him, Claire,” Nick replied irritably, annoyed at the fact that she 
could tell he didn’t like Jamie.  “And this isn’t about him personally.  It’s about you 
letting your old boyfriend give you his sperm.” 

 
“Yeah, I get it, okay?  It was probably a stupid thing to do, but I had my reasons,” 

Claire muttered, looking away from him.  “Somehow I knew you weren’t going to take 
this well, and that’s why I didn’t tell you this before.  But it doesn’t matter now... it’s just 
an option, and we definitely don’t have to use it.  I just wanted you to know.” 

Nick shook his head; what was he supposed to say?  Thanks?  “Well, I guess I’m 
glad you told me,” he said flatly and sighed again, unable to hide his annoyance with 
her. 

She didn’t say anything else, and neither did he.  For what seemed like a long 
time, they just sat in silence, side by side, yet isolated by the distance between them.  
They stared into space in opposite directions, each lost in their own tumultuous 
thoughts. 

Finally, she spoke.  “I’m sorry,” she murmured, her voice small and meek. 
He only gave a short nod in reply, his worries not yet put to rest by her hushed 

words.  The bed jostled beneath him as she stood up, and he watched as she walked into 
the bathroom and shut the door with a click.  He heard the sounds of her rustling 
around inside the room and water running and figured she was getting ready for bed.  
He stood as well and walked out of the bedroom, letting the door shut softly behind him.  
Wandering into the main room of the suite, he sank down onto the couch and picked up 
the remote.  No use trying to go to bed now.  He knew he wouldn’t sleep. 

It was going to be a long night. 
 

*** 
 

As she lay flat on her back in bed, staring up at the ceiling above her, Claire let 
out a long sigh.  It’s going to be a long night, she thought. 

She’d been lying there for half an hour already, but sleep seemed hours away.  
There was no way she could sleep now, upset as she was by the conversation she’d just 
had with Nick.  Truthfully, she wasn’t surprised by his reaction – in a way, she had 
expected it.  But that didn’t stop it from hurting. 

She rolled onto her side and clutched a fistful of pillow, squeezing hard. 
Sure, she had hoped he would take the news well, that he would see things from 

her perspective and be glad that she still had the option to carry a child someday.  But 
she wasn’t naïve.  She knew that Nick wasn’t a big fan of Jamie, and she figured he 



 

wouldn’t exactly celebrate when he found out Jamie had volunteered to be her sperm 
donor.  That was why she had waited so long to tell him. 

And really, who could blame him?  As much as she hated having him upset with 
her, she certainly understood why he was.  But there was nothing she could do to fix it 
now.  There was no going back... although if she could, maybe she would. 

I get it, okay?  It was probably a stupid thing to do, but I had my reasons, she 
heard herself saying. 

I had my reasons... 
In her mind, she traveled back to that time, almost three years ago.  She could 

still recall vividly sitting in the kitchen of Dianna’s apartment, sipping cocoa and tugging 
at her hair, hair that she knew would probably be gone in a matter of months, as she 
mulled over the decision she had to make. 

 
“I think you should just go with it, Claire,” she remembered Dianna saying.  

“Jamie wants to do this for you.  Why not let him?  He’s been one of your best friends 
since we were in high school.” 

“I know... but I don’t want him to do this because he feels sorry for me.  And I 
don’t want things to get weird between us... weirder than they already have been since 
we broke up.” 

“It’s not that he feels sorry for you.  Personally, I think he’s mad at himself, for 
not being there for you the first time.  But that’s only part of it.  He cares about you, 
Claire; he wouldn’t have offered to do this if he didn’t.” 

“Well, I care about him too.  You know I still love him... but not the way I used 
to.  That’s why I’m so unsure about this.” 

“What’s love got to do with it?  It’s not like you two are going to have a baby 
together, Claire.  He would just be giving you the means to have a baby someday, 
when you’re ready.  By then you’ll have some guy you do love to be that baby’s daddy.  
It won’t be Jamie.  Using him would be just like using any other sperm donor... only 
with him, you know what you’re getting.  And that’s a good thing, if you ask me.  
Jamie’s smart, he’s athletic, he’s a nice guy... and he’s attractive too, if you don’t mind 
me saying so.  The curly hair... those blue eyes...  Good genes, Claire.  Think about it.  
You’d be doing your baby a favor.” 

They’d both laughed.  And Claire had thought about it, long and hard.  And in the 
end, she’d taken Dianna’s advice and used Jamie’s sperm.  It had seemed like a good 
decision at the time.  It made her happy, to have been given a “Plan B,” something to fall 
back on, a way to bear a child later on if the upcoming cancer treatments made her 
infertile, as her oncologist said they probably would.  It had made Jamie happy too, to 
be able to give her that option. 

But now she was not so sure.  Because it certainly hadn’t made Nick very happy, 
and he was the one who mattered most to her now.  Maybe she should have just gone 
with a random donor.  Then there would be no argument.  She would have done what 
she had to do, given the circumstances.  It wouldn’t change the fact that she and Nick 
could never conceive a child together.  But it would change the possibility of having a 
child that was biologically Jamie’s. 

She supposed she could have just kept the whole thing from Nick.  Or lied and 
said she had used an anonymous donor.  But neither would have felt right.  She was glad 
she had told him... he had a right to know.  Even if he was mad at her for what she had 



 

 

done, she didn’t regret telling him.  She just hoped that when morning came and he’d 
had a chance to think, he would come around.  They had been through too much to let 
this come between them. 

 
*** 

 
Nick woke up with a horrible crick in his neck and found himself stretched out in 

an awkward position on the couch, where he’d evidently fallen asleep the night before.  
No pillow, no blanket, but at least he’d taken his leg off and plugged it into its charger 
for the night.  As he sat up, massaging the side of his neck, he heard the bedroom door 
open.  A moment later, Claire appeared.  She had clearly just woken up too – she was 
still bleary-eyed, and her hair was sticking up and out in funny angles. 

 
“Morning,” she greeted him in a low voice, wrapping her arms around herself and 

looking uncomfortable. 
“Morning,” he echoed, his voice deep and gravelly from sleep.  He cleared his 

throat and tried again.  “Sleep okay?” 
She shrugged.  “I guess.  How about you?  Did you sleep there?” 
He nodded.  “Wasn’t too comfortable,” he confessed, rubbing his neck again. 
“Doesn’t look like it,” she said, shaking her head.  “Weren’t you cold?  The air is 

cranked in here.  I’m freezing.”   She hugged herself tighter and shifted her weight, 
crossing one leg behind the other. 

Nick just shrugged. 
“Well, I’m getting back into bed, where it’s warm,” she said after a moment.  “Are 

you coming?” 
He met her eyes and realized she wanted him too.  She wanted to make up.  

Though he was still not thrilled about the bombshell she’d dropped on him the night 
before, he had to admit, so did he.  He hated fighting with her.  Nodding, he twisted his 
body around and got up from the couch.  He caught his balance on one leg and hopped 
after her as she led the way back into the bedroom of the hotel suite.  They collapsed 
into bed together, burrowing beneath the warm layer of covers. 

“This is so much more comfortable,” he sighed as his head landed on a soft 
pillow.  “That damn couch did a number on my neck.” 

“I’m really sorry, Nick.”  Nick wasn’t really sure what she was sorry for – that he 
had slept on the couch?  Or that she had let Jamie donate sperm to her?  The way she 
sounded, maybe she was apologizing for it all. 

He sighed.  “You don’t have to be sorry, Claire.  What’s done is done.” 
“You’re not mad at me?”  There was a note of uncertainty in her voice that 

matched the uncertainty inside him.  Was he mad at her?  No.  He still wasn’t happy 
about what he had found out... but he wasn’t mad at her. 

“No,” he told her honestly.  “I’m not mad at you, Claire.  I’m just...”  He sighed in 
frustration, searching for the right words to express what he was feeling.  “I don’t 
know... disappointed, I guess.  Not in you though... I just hate this whole situation.” 

“I know.  I hate it too.  I wish we could be like other couples – get married, have 
kids, simple as that.  But it’s not gonna be that easy for us.” 

Nick snorted.  “Since when has anything been easy for us?” 



 

Claire didn’t answer, and at least a minute passed without either of them 
speaking.  Finally, Claire said, “Listen, I didn’t mean for us to start the day off with some 
deep, serious conversation.  We don’t need to talk about this now – the children thing, I 
mean.  We can bring it up again later, when the time’s right.  I just want you to know 
though – if we ever do decide we want to become parents, we’ll choose whatever option 
will work best for both of us.  I don’t want to make you uncomfortable or to have you 
resent me for the choices I’ve made.  I just wanted to tell you about that.  It seemed 
wrong not to.” 

Nick nodded.  “I understand.  And Claire... I don’t resent you for any choices 
you’ve made.  You did what felt right to you at the time, and I can’t blame you for that.  I 
was just upset last night, but I shouldn’t have gone off on you like that.” 

Claire shook her head.  “No... I understand.  Believe me, I understand.  I can’t 
blame you for being upset either.  Like we said before, this whole situation just sucks.” 

Nodding again, Nick let out another sigh.  There was really only one culprit they 
could blame for all this grief, and that was the disease they had been battling together 
for over two years.  Even though the cancer had been driven out of their bodies, 
remnants of it would always remain - in the scars on their skin... the stump of Nick’s 
missing leg... and their inability to conceive a child.  They were like veterans of a war 
now, and try as they might to escape it, their battle wounds would never fully heal. 

Nick had realized this before, and as his hand drifted down to touch the taut skin 
of his stump beneath the covers, it became clear to him once again.  He was going to 
have to accept this, just like he had come to accept the amputation... just like Claire had 
accepted it.  They both had suffered at the hand of cancer; the disease had taken things 
from both of them that they could never get back.  But through it all, they had found 
each other.  And as far as Nick was concerned, there was nothing that could separate 
them now. 

Not even Jamie Turner. 
 

*** 
 

There were other things on Nick’s mind by the time lunch rolled around.  He’d 
left Claire at the hotel for the afternoon with the promise to take her sight-seeing later 
while he’d gone to join his bandmates, their manager, and several big-wigs from their 
record label for a lunch meeting.  Sitting around a large table in one of the VIP rooms of 
an upscale LA restaurant, Nick had found his thoughts shifting from his future with 
Claire to his future with the Backstreet Boys.  The group was unanimous on wanting to 
record another album.  Now they were discussing the specifics – mainly when they 
would start recording and what they would record. 

 “There have been some major changes since your last album was released,” one 
of the label execs was saying.  “Music has changed, for one thing.  The ‘boy band’ era has 
been over for years.  Your 2004 release put up some good numbers, but it didn’t do 
nearly as well as Black and Blue or Millennium.  If you want this new album to succeed 
on the charts, you’re going to have to continue to reinvent yourselves and try to 
incorporate some of the new sounds and styles that are out there right now.” 

They’d heard this speech time and time again.  Nick knew it made some of the 
others nervous, but he personally didn’t care.  Boybands were out – rock on.  He’d be 
glad to leave behind the poppy love ballads they’d become famous for and explore other 



 

 

genres of music, like rock.  Standing behind a mic stand with his guitar or beating the 
hell out of his drums sounded a lot more feasible now than busting a move from the 
“Everybody” dance anyway. 

“And of course, you all have grown and changed since the last album as well,” the 
exec continued, and Nick noticed the flickering of eyes as everyone glanced at him.  Self-
conscious, he felt a warm blush began to creep up his neck just as he heard his name.  
“Nick – you might consider using this album as a chance to reflect on what you’ve been 
through in the past couple of years and express your feelings on that by writing some 
songs.  I’m sure the fans will expect your ordeal to manifest itself in the music on this 
new album.” 

Nick nodded in agreement, wondering how on earth he was going to be expected 
to write songs about having cancer and losing his leg that people would actually enjoy 
listening to. 

“So let’s try to plan out a tentative time frame.  When would you like to start work 
on the album?” 

Nick listened as months and dates were thrown around.  After some discussion, 
they decided to get together again in October, two months from then, to start working 
on material for the album.  They’d do some writing, individually and as a group, and 
meet with other songwriters.  Once they had something to go off of, they would get back 
into the studio.  If all went well, the album could be out as early as the following 
summer. 

It seemed a long way off, but Nick knew he’d have plenty to keep him busy.  He 
and Claire hadn’t even discussed wedding dates yet, but he had a feeling he was in for a 
year of wedding planning, in addition to working on the album.  He had no complaints 
though.  He’d be surrounded by his two greatest loves – music and Claire.  If all went as 
planned, the next year would be a good one. 

It was funny, though, how things rarely worked out the way he’d planned. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 39 
 
The following night, Kevin and Kristin invited everyone over to their house for 

dinner.  Kevin worked the grill while the women chatted and AJ, Howie, and Brian hung 
out in the luminescent in-ground pool.  “Are you comin’ in, Nick?” asked Brian, who was 
sliding a pair of inflatable water wings onto Baylee so he could get in the pool too. 

Nick looked up from his spot at the edge of the pool, where he sat sideways, one 
leg dangling in the water while his artificial one stretched out in front of him.  “Nah, I 
don’t think so,” he answered Brian.  He didn’t really feel like wearing swim trunks, not 
with everyone around.  As much as he didn’t like to admit it, he was still somewhat self-
conscious about his body... the ugly scar that wrapped around the left side of his chest, 
and of course, his leg.  Some of them – especially Claire, AJ, and Howie – were used to 
seeing it, but he still felt awkward and slightly uncomfortable around the others. 

“Okay,” Brian said, and for awhile, Nick thought he would let it drop.  But after 
dinner, when the women were inside cleaning up, and AJ, Howie, and Kevin had gotten 
back into the pool, Brian pulled Nick aside.  “Hey, I wanted to ask you... you’re not 
embarrassed to go swimming in front of everyone or anything, are you?” 

Nick felt himself starting to blush as he realized Brian had hit the nail on the 
head.  Knowing his best friend could read him like a book in situations like this, Nick 
had no choice but to shrug and grudgingly admit, “I dunno... maybe a little.” 

Shaking his head, Brian put a hand on Nick’s shoulder and gave it a squeeze.  “I 
figured as much.  I’m not tryin’ to lecture you, but... you know you really shouldn’t be, 
bro, not in front of us.  No one here cares about your leg.” 

“I know,” Nick said with a nod, “but...”  He shrugged.  “I still feel kind of awkward 
sometimes.  I know it’s stupid, but-” 

“It’s not stupid,” Brian interrupted him.  “I understand.  Believe me, I do.  I felt 
kind of self-conscious about this thing at first too.”  He ran a finger down the thin scar in 
the center of his bare chest, a souvenir of his open-heart surgery. 

 
Nick looked at him in surprise.  “Really?  I don’t even notice your scar anymore, 

B.” 
“There, you just proved my point,” said Brian with a grin.  “We don’t notice your 

leg is missing anymore either.  We’re all used to seeing you the way you are.  So don’t 
worry about what any of us are going to think.  You should get in the pool if you want to; 
I don’t want you to be left out.  Did you bring trunks, or-” 

“They’re in the car,” Nick answered, looking away sheepishly.  Kevin had told 
them all to bring swimsuits, and his was packed in a bag with Claire’s, lying on the 
backseat of their rental. 

“Go get ‘em then.  And tell those women to get theirs too.  Talk about being self-
conscious - Leigh still complains that she has leftover baby weight.  You’re not the only 
one who doesn’t want to be seen in a bathing suit.”  Brian flashed him a quick wink. 

Nick chuckled.  “Okay.”   As he passed through the kitchen, he leaned into Claire 
and said, “I’m getting our swimsuits from the car, and you’re coming in the pool with 
me.” 

“Oh, am I?” replied Claire as she turned around, one eyebrow raised. 



 

 

“Yes.”  He kept walking, not giving her a chance to argue.  He got the bag with 
their suits and changed into his trunks in one of the bathrooms, leaving his prosthesis 
on until he got out to the pool. 

“You comin’ in, Nick?” called Kevin as Nick sat down at the edge of the pool. 
“Yeah, in a minute,” Nick replied, pushing up the left leg of his swim trunks so 

that he could take off his artificial leg. 
“Hey, Nick?” a voice yelled, and Nick stopped and looked up to see Claire leaning 

out the sliding glass door.  “Where did you put my suit?” 
“Oh, sorry, it’s in the foyer.” 
“Thanks.”  She ducked back inside, and a moment later, Leighanne appeared, 

Baylee at her side. 
“Are you gonna swim, honey?” Brian bellowed from the pool when he saw his 

wife. 
“I guess so.  Will you watch him while I change?” Leighanne called back, laying a 

hand on her son’s head. 
“Sure!”  Brian climbed out of the pool and walked past Nick to get Baylee. 
“Go simming?” Nick heard the toddler ask. 
“Sure you can go swimming again.  We just gotta put your water wings on first, 

little man,” Brian replied, taking Baylee’s hand.  “Nick’s gonna come swimming with us 
too,” he added, as he led Baylee past Nick to where they had left his water wings earlier. 

“You gonna show me some cool tricks in the water, kiddo?” Nick asked as Baylee 
walked past.  Baylee just stared at him for a moment before shaking his head.  Nick 
chuckled, knowing better than to take it personally by now.  Little kids were just funny 
like that. 

He went back to work on his leg, releasing the valve that kept it suctioned to his 
stump and pulling it off.  Setting the prosthesis aside, he stood up and got his balance 
before bending down to pick up the artificial leg so that he could move it away from the 
water.  He was startled when Baylee suddenly burst into tears.  Whipping his head in the 
direction of the screaming sobs, Nick found Baylee red-faced and wailing... and looking 
right at him.  Immediately, the toddler’s sobs elevated, and he turned away, twisting his 
whole body around so that his back was to Nick, much to the exasperation of Brian, who 
was trying to cram on his second water wing. 

Nick was bewildered at first.  Then he glanced down, at the robotic-looking leg in 
his hands and the empty pant leg in his swim shorts, and felt his own face turning red as 
he realized.  Baylee was just scared.  Scared of him. 

Looking over his shoulder at Nick, Brian must have figured it out at the exact 
same time.  All of a sudden, his expression turned stricken.  He opened his mouth as if 
he were about to say something to Nick, then reached for his son’s shoulder, trying to 
get him to turn around.  Baylee just kept sobbing, and Brian looked completely 
flustered. 

Nick had had enough.  Mortified, he hastily jammed the artificial leg back on and 
limped into the house as fast as he could, desperate to get away from the sound of 
Baylee’s screaming.  He nearly barreled into Claire, who was dressed in her bathing suit 
and on her way outside. 

“What’s wrong??” she asked at once, grabbing his shoulder.  He tried to push past 
her, but she held onto him.  “What happened??” she demanded, her eyes wide and 
worried.  “Is that Baylee crying?  Is he all right??” 



 

“He’s fine,” Nick muttered quickly.  “Just scared.” 
“Of what?” 
Nick clenched his jaw and looked away.  “Of me!”   With that, he twisted out of 

her grip and stormed out of the kitchen.  He heard Kristin and Leighanne’s voices 
coming down the stairs and hurried to get away from them.  Ducking into the small half-
bath, he closed the door and started to lock it when it was thrust back open, almost 
hitting him in the face.  Without hesitation, Claire breezed in and shut the door again 
behind her. 

“Sit,” she said, pushing him down onto the closed toilet seat.  “Now what do you 
mean, he’s scared of you?” 

Nick took a shaky breath, his face burning hot.  “I was taking off my leg to get in 
the pool, and he freaked out.  I think I scared him,” he explained miserably. 

“Oh...”  Her face fell, much as Brian’s had outside.  “I’m sorry, Nick... I didn’t 
think of that.  You know it’s not you though... he’s just a kid; he doesn’t know any better.  
He doesn’t understand.  I’m sure Brian’s trying to explain to him right now.  You should 
go back out there.” 

“Yeah, and make him start crying again,” Nick mumbled. 
“Just go show him.  If you show him your leg and let him know that it’s okay, that 

it’s nothing to be afraid of, I’m sure he’ll be fine,” Claire insisted. 
Nick was just about to protest when there was a light knock on the door.  “Nick, is 

that you in there?” came Brian’s voice.  
Claire opened the door.  “Hey,” she said quietly, standing back so Brian could 

come in. 
“Hey, Nick... I’m so sorry about what happened out there,” said Brian, shaking his 

head apologetically. 
“Is he okay?” 
“Oh sure, he’s fine!  Leigh’s out there talking to him now.  Look, I really am 

sorry... I didn’t expect this.  I guess we should have talked to him about you before now, 
but he’s not even three yet; I didn’t know if he’d understand...” 

 
“It’s okay,” said Nick.  “He’s just a little kid; I wouldn’t expect him to understand 

either.  I’m just gonna change back into my clothes... maybe if I’m wearing long pants, 
and he can’t see it, I won’t freak him out.” 

“No, no, you don’t have to do that.  Come back out the way you are.  I want him to 
see that it’s okay.” 

Nick shook his head uncertainly.  “Nah, I don’t want to make him cry again.” 
“You’re his godfather, Nick.  I want him to get used to this so that he’ll feel 

comfortable around you.  And I don’t want you to have to hide your leg around him.  
Will you come back outside with me, please?” 

Nick sighed, but reluctantly stood up.  He followed Brian and Claire back outside, 
where Leighanne sat in one of the deck chairs, holding Baylee in her lap.  The little boy’s 
cheeks were still tear-stained, but he was perfectly calm again. 

Nick sucked in a deep breath.  Here goes nothing, he thought as Brian led him 
over to Baylee. 

“Hey, Bay, look,” said Brian.  “Here’s Nick.  See, he’s fine.” 
This time, Baylee did not cry or turn away when he saw Nick.  Instead, he 

whimpered a little and stared, his eyes fixed on Nick’s prosthesis.  Nick stood 



 

 

awkwardly, not knowing exactly what to do or say.  “Hey kiddo... sorry if I scared ya,” he 
offered unsurely and looked from Brian to Leighanne, silently asking them what he 
should do next. 

Much to his relief, Leighanne took over.  “Look, sweetheart... this is what I was 
telling you about.  Nicky’s other leg was sick, and so he uses this one now so that he can 
walk.  That’s all it is.  It looks different, but it’s nothing to be afraid of.” 

Baylee just kept staring and didn’t say anything.  Nick slowly took a step back and 
sank down into another deck chair.  “Do you wanna see?” he asked Baylee, lightly 
patting the knee of his prosthesis.  “Come here... you can look at if you want.”  Baylee 
hesitated for a moment, then climbed down from Leighanne’s lap and shyly crept 
towards Nick.  “There,” said Nick in relief when Baylee was standing about a foot away.  
“See, I don’t bite... and neither does my leg.”  He offered a smile.  The smile was not 
returned, but Baylee showed no signs of crying either.  Still, Nick was cautious.  “Do you 
wanna touch it?” he asked.  “You can touch it if you want.  It doesn’t hurt, see?”  He 
reached down and drummed the shin of the prosthesis a few times to demonstrate.  “Try 
it.” 

Gingerly, Baylee reached out and tapped the same spot Nick had touched.  He 
drew his hand back quickly, waited a moment, and then touched it again, looking more 
at ease. 

“See?  Neat, huh?” Nick asked, feeling better.  “It’s not like your leg... I can take 
this one off if I want to, like if I want to go swimming.”  He spoke as if having the ability 
to pop off your leg at will was an advantage. 

“Why you take off?” Baylee asked, speaking for the first time. 
“It’s not supposed to go in the water... it doesn’t like getting wet, so I have to keep 

it dry,” Nick explained.  “So I take it off to go swimming, just like you take off your 
shirt.” 

“Go simming?”  Baylee looked from Nick up to Brian, who smiled. 
“Can Nick come swimming with us this time?” Brian asked, and Baylee nodded.  

Brian winked at Nick over the top of his head.  “Problem solved, I think.  Let’s try this 
again.” 

Nick waited until Brian had Baylee preoccupied to remove the artificial leg again 
and then jumped into the pool as quickly as he could.  AJ, who had been watched the 
whole scene play out from the other side of the pool with Howie and Kevin, slid back 
into the water and swam over to meet Nick.  “Well, that was interesting,” he remarked in 
a low voice, giving Nick a smirk.  “You okay, dude?” 

“I’m fine,” said Nick sincerely; he was fine now that he knew he hadn’t scarred 
his godson for life. 

“You haven’t been popping that leg off and chasing the kid around with it while 
we weren’t looking, have you?” 

Nick laughed.  “And how exactly would I chase him without it on?” 
AJ smirked again.  “Eh, you got me.  I guess not.  But hey, when he’s a little older, 

you oughta tell him you’re part droid or something – the kid’ll idolize you for the rest of 
his life.” 

“Part droid?” Nick snickered.  He could always count on AJ to lighten up the 
tough situations with comments like that. 

Out of nowhere, a huge splash catapulted buckets of water at them, drenching 
them both.  Nick spun around to see Claire surfacing from beneath the water, a gleeful 



 

smile on her face.  “Hey,” she said innocently, swimming up behind him and placing a 
light kiss on his wet shoulder.  “You handled that very well,” she whispered in his ear 
before circling around to meet AJ and Howie and Kevin, who had just swam across from 
the other side. 

“You know not to take stuff like that personally, right Nick?” asked Kevin, his 
eyebrows furrowed in concern. 

Nick nodded.  “I know.  He’s a little kid.” 
“Just making sure.”  Kevin hit Nick lightly on the back beneath the water.  “I 

know that couldn’t have felt good.” 
“Kev does know,” AJ piped up, a wicked grin spreading over his face.  “Baylee 

screamed bloody murder the first time he got a good look at Train’s caterpillars – I 
mean, eyebrows – too.” 

Everyone laughed while Kevin smacked water into AJ’s face and dunked him 
beneath the surface.  AJ came up sputtering, but with a look of victory on his dripping 
face.   

After a few minutes, Brian carried Baylee over, and Leighanne and Kristin joined 
them.  They swam off their dinner without any further incidents, and by the time 
Leighanne dried off a sleepy Baylee and took him into the house, Nick was exhausted.  
He boosted himself onto the side of the pool to rest while the others stayed in the water.  
It was not long before Brian drifted over and climbed up to sit next to him. 

“I’m really sorry about Baylee,” he said again. 
“Hey, don’t worry about it,” Nick replied, smiling to let Brian know he was okay.  

“Everything’s fine now.” 
Brian nodded.  “I really appreciate you being open with him... I mean, letting him 

touch your leg and everything.  You’re really good with him, you know.” 
“I am?”  Nick felt a smile creep across his face.  “Thanks.” 
“I mean it.  I’ve said it before, and I’ll say it again - you’re gonna make a great 

daddy someday, Nick.” 
The smile faded as Nick thought about his conversation with Claire the other 

night, but he tried not to let it show.  Now was not the time or place to be discussing that 
with Brian.  “Thanks, Frick,” he said.  “That means a lot.” 

“You’re welcome... Frack,” replied Brian, and Nick realized how long it had been 
since they’d used those nicknames for each other.  The duo shared an amused grin 
before falling into a peaceful silence. 

After a few minutes, Brian asked casually, “So, while we’re on the topic of 
family... any plans to visit yours while you’re out here?” 

Nick couldn’t keep from groaning.  His family had certainly crossed his mind... 
his parents had a house in the Los Angeles area where they stayed most of the time, but 
according to Aaron, whom he talked to on the phone from time to time, it was like a war 
zone there... Mom and Dad fighting constantly.  “I think they’re gonna get a divorce,” 
Aaron had confessed over the phone one night.  He had sounded upset, but Nick found 
himself not caring too much.  If his parents did divorce, it would at least make it easier 
to see his father and sisters and Aaron.  They always asked him to come visit whenever 
they spoke to him, but he always refused.  He hadn’t seen his mother in over a year, and 
he preferred to keep it that way.  “She misses you,” his father would say whenever they 
talked – which was not often – but Nick couldn’t find much sympathy for her.  As far as 
he was concerned, Jane Carter only missed him when she wanted something or when 



 

 

she was on a guilt trip and feeling bad about all the things she had said and done to him.  
He didn’t miss her back; he only missed the woman she had once been – his mother. 

“I’ll take that as a no?” asked Brian, his lips curving into a sad smile.  Nick 
returned the grim smile, knowing Brian felt sorry for him.  Brian was a family man, tried 
and true – he’d come from a great family, and now he had a family of his own.  Nick had 
not been lucky enough to have the former, but he hoped someday he could have the 
latter, one way or another. 

“I don’t think so,” he replied.  “I’d love to see AC and the girls, but as long as 
Mom’s around, I really don’t feel like dropping by the house.  I’ll just have to wait till 
Aaron goes on tour again or something and catch one of his shows.  I don’t think she 
wants him to fly out to see me.” 

“So you aren’t going to take Claire to meet any of them, let them know you two 
are engaged?” 

“Eh... I’m sure they’ll see it on MTV at some point,” Nick shrugged.  “I don’t really 
care, Rok... I’ve told you before, you and the guys and Claire are more like my family 
than they are.  You’re the ones I want at our wedding.” 

Brian smiled and nodded.  “Of course we’ll be there.” 
“I know.  You’ve been there through everything.” 
Brian flashed Nick a cheesy grin.  “What can I say?  We love ya, Carter.” 
Nick smiled back, thinking how great it was going to be to get back in the studio 

with these guys in the fall.  He enjoyed having time off to live his own life and spend 
time with other people, he thought as his eyes rested on Claire, who was still messing 
around in the pool with the others.  But when it all came down to it, he missed his work.  
And more than anything... he missed his brothers. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 40 
 

“Wow, this is old-school,” Nick commented, turning up the volume on the radio 
until Eminem’s “Cleaning Out My Closet” blared from the Escalade’s speakers. 

Claire giggled.  “I love how three years ago is ‘old-school’ now.” 
“Only three years?  Wow...”   Nick shook his head; it seemed like so much longer.  

Then again, he supposed anything from three years ago would seem like ancient history, 
for that was the “before” time – before he got cancer... before he lost his leg... before 
Claire was in his life.  Though it had only been two-and-a-half years, he could hardly 
remember a time when he had not worried about his health, living in fear that the 
cancer would come back... when he had been able to hop right out of bed in the morning 
and run effortlessly down the stairs... when he had not loved Claire.  These last two years 
had seemed like an eternity and the time before that, a distant past life. 

Nick shook his head again, forcing himself to focus on the road in front of him 
and the music in his ears.  “I’m sorry Mama,” he sang along under his breath, “I never 
meant to hurt you... I never meant to make you cry, but tonight I’m cleaning out my 
closet...”   Suddenly, he stopped, reminded of something.  “Brian asked if I was going to 
take you to meet my family while we were out here,” he said, adding a mirthless chuckle, 
as if the idea were preposterous. 

“Oh, that’s right, your family lives around here, don’t they?” asked Claire. 
“Yeah.” 
“Well... so are you?” 
“No,” was Nick’s flat reply. 
Claire was quiet for a moment.  Then she said, “I’d like to meet them sometime.  I 

mean, we are getting married...” 
“So?” 
“So... they’re your family, Nick.  They’ll be my in-laws.  Aren’t you going to invite 

them to the wedding?” 
Nick just shrugged.  He didn’t expect her to understand.  Claire came from a good 

family – she had nice parents and a brother who would do anything for her, and she was 
very close to all three of them.  There was no way she could understand.  Deep down, he 
loved his family, he really did... but fame had ruined the Carters.  His parents were still 
together, but his family had been broken for years – the music business had torn them 
apart.  He hardly ever saw his siblings anymore, he rarely got to talk to his father, and 
his mother... well, he hadn’t seen nor spoken to her in almost a year and a half.  There 
was no way he wanted her at his wedding. 

“I’m sorry,” Claire said softly, when she realized he wasn’t going to answer.  “I 
know about you and your mom.  I just thought maybe you’d want to see the others.  
Your dad and your sisters... and Aaron, I didn’t get to meet him when he was in Tampa 
last year, remember.” 

Nick sighed.  “I know...” 
“What if you called first, and we went over when your mom wasn’t there?” 
Nick shrugged, the wheels in his mind slowly turning.  It could work... tomorrow 

was Sunday, and there were no meetings or anything scheduled, nowhere he had to be.  
His parents’ house wasn’t too far of a drive from their hotel.  If he could just assure that 
his mother wasn’t going to be there, he could drop by, have a quick visit with the rest of 
the family, and leave without having to confront her.  Hell, he could even pick up the 



 

 

kids and take them out somewhere for awhile... Jane would never even know until it was 
too late. 

“Nick?” 
Nick blinked.  “Uh... well... yeah, I guess that’s a possibility.  You want to?” 
“Sure.  But only if you do.  I don’t want to put you in an uncomfortable situation, 

so if you think it’s going to be too awkward-” 
“Oh, it’ll be awkward alright,” said Nick, “but don’t worry about me.  I’m more 

worried about you.” 
Claire laughed, a nervous chuckle.  “About me?  Why?” 
Nick shook his head.  “You don’t know my family.” 
 

*** 
 

Claire nervously smoothed the denim of her jean skirt and checked to make sure 
it hadn’t twisted the wrong way on her hips.  She hated wearing skirts, but she’d wanted 
to look nice when she met Nick’s family for the first time.  He’d assured her there was no 
need, but she’d insisted on the skirt anyway, pairing it with a simple, fitted, light green 
top and brown leather sandals.  She tapped her toes against the soles of her sandals as 
Nick reached out and pushed the doorbell.  She heard the muffled bell ring inside the 
large, showy house and looked over at Nick, sucking in a deep breath.  Why am I so 
nervous? she wondered.   It was not like her to be this apprehensive about  meeting new 
people, but she supposed this was different.  Anyone would be nervous about meeting 
their future in-laws for the first time, she reasoned.  And the way Nick spoke about his 
family didn’t make things any easier. 

At least his mom won’t be here, she thought with relief.  Nick had called his 
brother Aaron earlier that morning from the hotel to find out that Jane had taken his 
sister Leslie shopping. 

“Knowing them, they’ll be gone all day,” Nick had repeated Aaron’s words. 
Claire was sorry she wouldn’t be meeting Leslie this time, but she couldn’t help 

but feel glad that they could drop by without running into Nick’s mother.  She’d met 
Jane Carter once, briefly, over two years ago, when Nick was in the hospital with 
pneumonia.  All she really remembered about the woman was the look she’d received 
from her – a look of disapproval; that was the only word for it.  It was a look that had 
made her feel awkward and unworthy, as if this woman did not consider her fit to be 
friends with her son.  Who knew what she would think now, two years later, when she 
found out they were engaged.  

According to Nick, it didn’t matter, and that thought brought her some comfort, 
though she couldn’t help but feel sorry that he and his mom were so estranged.  She’d 
always thought it was horrible that he’d gone through so much on his own, without the 
support of his family.  Then again, their situation was complicated, and even she did not 
fully understand it.  Nick didn’t like to talk about it.  She was actually surprised she’d 
gotten him to agree to this visit. 

Even he seemed a little edgy, she realized, noticing the way he kept licking his lips 
and running his hand over his hair as they waited for someone to come to the door.  She 
didn’t really blame him, considering he hadn’t seen much of his family in the past year. 

 



 

Impatient, Nick reached out and punched the doorbell again, then dropped his 
hand to his side, jamming his fingers through the hammer loop on the side of his cargo 
shorts.  The shorts were an interesting choice, Claire thought.  Nick wore shorts all the 
time around the house, but never in public, not even in the sticky Florida heat.  These 
shorts were baggy and long, but did not hide his artificial leg.  She wondered if he’d 
worn them on purpose, for that very reason, but she hadn’t asked.  Maybe he wanted to 
be upfront with his family about it; maybe he just didn’t care anymore.  Either way, it 
wasn’t really her business. 

They heard footsteps inside the house at the same time, and Nick reached for her 
hand just as the front door flew open.  There stood a lanky, blonde teenager she 
recognized as Aaron Carter.  She’d seen pictures and video clips of him before, both at 
Nick’s house and on TV, but he was a lot taller and more mature-looking than she’d 
expected.  A wide grin stretched across his thin face, lighting up a pair of large, dark 
brown eyes, and he exclaimed a short, “Hey!” before practically pouncing on Nick, 
pulling his older brother into a big hug.  Nick’s hand was torn out of Claire’s, but she 
simply smiled and stepped back, letting the two brothers have their moment.  It was 
obvious Aaron had missed Nick, and she knew Nick had missed Aaron too.  Seeing them 
hug like that made her glad she and Nick had come. 

“How’s it goin’, bro?” Aaron asked as he pulled his face out of Nick’s neck and 
stepped back. 

“It’s goin’ good,” Nick responded with a nod and a smile in Claire’s direction.  
“Aaron, I want you to meet Claire Ryan.  Claire, my little brother Aaron.” 

“Good to meet ya,” said Aaron in a friendly voice, offering Claire his hand and a 
smile.  He didn’t look that much like Nick, although you could tell they were brothers.  
But when he spoke, his voice sounded just like Nick’s, and he had all the same 
mannerisms too. 

Cute, she thought, returning his smile.  “You too,” she replied with sincerity and 
shook his hand warmly.  “I was out of town last time you visited Nick in Florida, so I’m 
glad I get to finally meet you.” 

Aaron nodded and stepped back inside, holding the door open for them to come 
in.  “Angel’s in her room, probably doing her hair or something, and dad’s out back 
cleaning the pool,” Aaron explained as he followed them into a large foyer, closing the 
door behind him. 

“Did you tell them we were coming?” asked Nick, while Claire looked around.  
The interior of the house was richly-decorated, although slightly cluttered.  You could 
tell a family lived there – shoes were heaped in a pile near the door, a stray t-shirt had 
been draped over the back of a chair, and the tiled floor seemed to be strewn with a fine 
layer of sand that gritted beneath Claire’s sandals.  Strains of muffled rock music drifted 
from the back of the house, and the familiar smell of dog permeated the air. 

“Yeah, they know.  Probably just no one heard the doorbell.  I’ll go get ‘em.”  He 
trotted off, leaving Nick and Claire standing alone in the foyer. 

“Come on, let’s go sit down,” said Nick, taking Claire’s hand once again and 
leading her into the living room.  “Sorry for the mess,” he added apologetically, making a 
face as he looked around the room.  Claire followed his line of sight and noticed the 
disorderly spread of magazines and tabloids on the coffee table, the empty glasses and 
soda cans that occupied nearly every surface, the dog hair clinging to the furniture... 

“Not your mess,” she replied with a shrug. 



 

 

“Guess their cleaning lady hasn’t been by in awhile.”   She could tell he was 
embarrassed and thought it was sort of funny.  After the way he’d gone on about how 
awkward this visit was going to be and how she didn’t know his family – making it 
sound as if she didn’t want to know his family – he seemed to be more concerned about 
the dirty house than his family members themselves. 

“It’s okay,” she said with a chuckle.  She wasn’t the neatest person in the world 
either – and ironically enough, neither was he.  Nothing to be worried about; a little 
mess wasn’t going to scare her away.  “Aaron sounds just like you, you know,” she 
commented as she took a seat on the sofa, trying to change to subject.  “Does he sound 
like you when he sings too?” 

Nick smiled in a proud big brother sort of way.  “Yeah, he’s starting to, now that 
his voice has changed.  The kid’s got talent.” 

“You’ll have to play some of his stuff for me when we get home,” she said, 
realizing she didn’t really know any Aaron Carter songs.  She vaguely remembered 
flipping past some of his music videos on Nickelodeon or Disney, one of those channels, 
but she’d never actually listened to any of his music.  Cheesy bubblegum pop or not, she 
supposed she should give it a chance, now that he was going to be her brother-in-law... 

Aaron returned with his father and sister in tow, and Claire sat up straighter, 
anxious to meet them.  Mr. Carter was tall, with bleached blonde hair and tan, 
weathered skin.  He only glanced at Claire briefly before shifting his eyes to Nick.  
“Nick... hi,” he said, looking as if he wanted to say so much more. 

“Hey, Dad,” replied Nick and stood up.  He crossed the living room to meet his 
father, and the two men hugged tightly.  When Bob Carter released his son, he looked 
him up and down, his eyes lingering on Nick’s silver prosthetic leg.  He opened his 
mouth, closed it again, looked up, and then asked, “How are you doing, son?”  Standard 
small talk, but Claire knew it meant so much more than that. 

“Good,” was all Nick said, but the meaningful nod that accompanied his response 
made that one word give Bob all the answers he was looking for.  

“I’m glad you decided to drop by.  We have a lot to catch up on.” 
Nick nodded again and glanced at Claire.  “Dad, this is my girlfriend, Claire 

Ryan.” 
Claire rose to her feet and accepted Bob’s outstretched hand.  “Bob Carter,” he 

introduced himself as he shook her hand.  “Nice to meet you.” 
“Nice to meet you too,” Claire echoed.  Then she looked past Bob and Nick to the 

girl she had assumed to be Angel, who hung back in the threshold of the room with 
Aaron. 

“Hey, Ang,” Nick said simply, holding out his arms in anticipation of a hug.  
Seeming almost reluctant, Angel finally came forward and hugged Nick gingerly.  He 
pulled her close to him, wrapping her slender frame into a tight, brotherly hug.  “It’s 
been awhile, huh kid?” he said as he let her go. 

Angel smiled wryly.  “You can say that again,” she replied, her eyes taking the 
familiar plunge to his artificial leg.  It was sort of amusing, the way everyone did that 
when they saw Nick for the first time since the amputation.  Claire had noticed it, and no 
doubt Nick had too.  She wondered if it annoyed him.  Probably a little, but she figured 
he was used to it by now.  After all, it was human nature. 

Nick introduced Claire and Angel, and the two of them exchanged the standard 
“hello”s and “nice to meet you”s.  Nick’s youngest sister was beautiful, with a model’s 



 

figure and a long mane of shiny, dark hair that distinguished her from her blonde 
brothers.  She had the same brown eyes as Aaron, but while Aaron’s were filled with joy 
at seeing his brother, Angel’s looked troubled. 

“So how ya been?” Nick asked his sister. 
Angel hesitated before answering and then shook her head.  “Can we not do this, 

please?” she demanded. 
“Do what?” 
The teenager rolled her eyes.  “Make stupid small talk.  Pretend it hasn’t been, 

like, a year since we’ve seen each other.  Pretend nothing major has happened in that 
year.   I mean, seriously!” 

Well said, thought Claire, smiling in her direction.  But Angel’s dark eyes were 
fixed on her older brother, her forehead creased with frown lines, her jaw set. 

Nick chuckled.  “Yeah... sorry.  You’re right.  There’s no point in pretending.” 
An awkward silence fell over the estranged family, and suddenly, Claire felt very 

out of place, as if she did not belong there.  What had she been thinking, coming with 
Nick to visit his family?  She knew he hadn’t seen most of them since his last falling out 
with his mother, in the few days right before he lost his leg.  They had a lot to talk about, 
a lot to come to terms with.  Nick’s fiancée or not, this was none of her business. 

“Come on, kids, let’s, uh... let’s all sit down, okay?” Bob spoke up, taking a seat in 
an overstuffed chair.   Angel reluctantly took another chair, while Aaron simply plopped 
down on the lush carpet, stretching his long legs out in front of him.  Nick returned to 
the couch, bringing Claire with him. 

“I don’t know if I should be here,” she whispered to him as they sat down side by 
side. 

“You’re fine,” he murmured quickly, covering her hand with his and lacing his 
fingers through hers. 

Once everyone was situated, the silence returned.  The tension that had filled the 
room felt thick enough to cut with a knife, and it seemed no one knew quite what to say 
or do.  It was driving Claire nuts, but she kept her mouth shut and waited for someone 
else to speak first.  She was staying out of this one. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 41 
 

Say something, Nick chided himself, but truthfully, he didn’t know what to say.  
He hated feeling so uncomfortable in front of his family, but this situation was just 
awkward, no getting around it.  It was his fault just as much as theirs, and he was sure 
they were even more uneasy than he was.  No one was saying a word, not even Angel, 
who had fallen silent after her brief outburst.  He figured it was up to him to make the 
first move, to start the unavoidable talk. 

“Look...”  He held out his hands and hesitated, still at a loss for words.  Shaking 
his head, he went on, “I... I know things are really weird right now, and I don’t want 
them to be.  We’re family.  And... I know that I haven’t really shown it in the past year or 
two, but... I love you guys.  I’ve missed you.  I just...”   He shrugged.  “Things have just 
been complicated.” 

Heads bobbed as Angel, Aaron, and their father all nodded silently, unanimous in 
their agreement.  Okay, so things were complicated – they could all attest to that.  Now 
how, Nick wondered, did they go about un-complicating it?  Could things ever be fixed 
in their broken family? 

“I was actually pissed at you for awhile, Nick,” Angel spoke up, looking down at 
her lap, “for pushing us away last year.  But forget about that for now.  I just wanna 
know...”  She lifted her chin slowly, meeting his eyes with an expression of deep concern 
in her own.  “Are you okay, Nick?” 

Nick wanted to scoff, thinking of all the times when he had not been ‘okay’ in the 
past fourteen months.  But he swallowed back the urge.  He saw the look on his little 
sister’s face and knew that she had worried about him.  She hadn’t called or written, to 
ask if he was ‘okay’ earlier... but then again, he’d never done anything to ease her fears 
either.  I was actually pissed at you for awhile, Nick, for pushing us away last year.   
What did that mean?   Maybe he hadn’t kept in touch, but he certainly hadn’t tried to- 

Just answer her, he interrupted his own thoughts, noticing the way Angel was 
still staring at him, her bottom lip between her teeth.  That doesn’t matter right now.  
All she wants to know is if I’m all right. 

“I’m okay,” he said finally, and he said it with sincerity.  Angel’s pinched face 
relaxed a little, as he continued, “I won’t lie to you and say that the past year has been 
the best of my life, but... things are okay now.  I’m all recovered, I’m healthy... I’m back 
to doing most of the stuff I used to do.  The guys and I have been in meetings the last 
few days, and we’re gonna start working on a new album later in the year.  So things are 
slowly going back to normal.  I’m still your same dumb older brother.” 

Angel cracked a smile and nodded.  “Good,” she said in a whisper.  She cleared 
her throat and glanced over at her twin.  “Aaron said you seemed okay when he went out 
there last summer... better than we thought you’d be, actually.  But you know... I didn’t 
know...” 

“I know,” Nick nodded, then shrugged.  “You could have come with him, you 
know.  Seen for yourself how I was doing.” 

Angel arched an eyebrow as an unusually frosty expression hardened her 
features.  “I didn’t know if you’d want me to.” 

Nick frowned.  “What is that supposed to mean?  Why wouldn’t I want you to 
come?” 



 

Bob Carter spoke up for the first time in several minutes.  “Oh, it was made very 
clear to us that you didn’t need or want us around, Nickolas,” he said, the rare severity 
in his voice startling Nick. 

“What do you mean?” he questioned, confused.  “Why would you think-?”   
Suddenly, it dawned on him.  “It was Mom, wasn’t it?  What did she tell you??” he 
demanded, feeling the anger begin to simmer inside him. 

“If I remember correctly, she said that you told her to get out of your house, that 
you couldn’t deal with her, that you never wanted to see her again no matter what, that 
you didn’t need any of us, all you needed was Brian, AJ, Howie, and Kevin,” Bob rattled 
off, as smoothly as if he were naming Santa’s reindeer.  “Are you going to tell me it’s not 
true?” 

Nick didn’t respond at first, though his thoughts were racing.  The day his father 
was talking about was hazy in his mind, and all he could remember vividly was the 
whirlwind of emotions he’d felt... anger, fear, desperation, all intermixed with a 
numbing emptiness.  Yet, thinking back, he began to recall bits and pieces of the 
conversation... 
 

“Mom... get out of my house.  You’ve made this all that much worse, and I can’t 
fucking deal with you on top of everything else.  Get out, and don’t you ever show up 
on my doorstep again, no matter what Brian or anyone tells you!” 

“Nick-” 
“I don’t need you and your bullshit!  I need my real family.  My brothers...” 
 
“No,” he answered his father finally, feeling like an ass.  “I guess I did say that.”   

Swallowing hard, he bowed his head, flattening his hair with his hand, and sighed.  
“Look, maybe I was a little hard on her,” he admitted, speaking more to his lap than to 
them.  “But you have no idea what I was going through...” 

“No one’s blaming you, Nick,” said Angel, her expression softening.  “We all know 
how Mom can be sometimes, and of course you were going through a lot.  I guess I can’t 
speak for everyone, but I’m not angry.  Just... sad.”  She shrugged, leaving it at that. 

Nick nodded in understanding, struck by the maturity with which his youngest 
sister spoke.  In the months they’d been apart, Angel – and Aaron too – had grown up.  
The twins were not little kids anymore, nor silly teenagers, but young adults, both of 
whom were looking at him with regret in their dark eyes. 

“I’m sorry,” he said.  “Don’t be sad.  Everything’s gonna be okay.  I’m fine... and I 
promise, I’m going to do a better job at keeping in touch from now on.”  He paused long 
enough to glance over at Claire, who had been sitting silently at his side the whole time, 
and then added to Aaron and Angel, “I guess I’m gonna have to, cause Claire and I want 
you two to be in our wedding.” 

Angel was the first to react to the subtle announcement.  She gasped loudly and 
clapped both hands over her mouth in surprise.  When she dropped her hands, they 
revealed a huge smile.  “You’re getting married?!” she squealed, jumping up from her 
chair.  She ran over to Nick and threw her arms around his neck.  “Aww, Nick, that’s so 
cool!” 

Nick smiled, glad for her excitement.  Over her shoulder, he glanced at his 
brother and father, trying to read their reactions.  Aaron hadn’t moved from the floor, 
but he was smiling.  Bob looked surprised, but not displeased.  “Well, congratulations, 



 

 

both of you,” he said when Angel pulled away from Nick, and Aaron echoed similar 
sentiments. 

“Thank you,” Claire said graciously, and Nick nodded.  Immediately they were 
pelted with questions, most of them coming from Angel, who had seemed to transform 
from a serious young women to a giddy teenage girl faster than you could say ‘wedding.’  
When had they gotten engaged?  How had Nick proposed?  Did they have a date set for 
the wedding yet?  Could she see the ring? 

Nick was relieved when the attention turned away from him to his fiancée, and he 
sat back gratefully, letting Claire show off her glittering engagement ring and tell Angel 
the details of the engagement. 

“That’s how you asked her, Nick?  No roses or pretty music or champagne or 
anything?  You just said ‘marry me’ in the middle of a movie?” 

“It was the end of the movie,” Nick corrected, “but yeah...”  Claire left out the fact 
that we were both a little drunk at the time, he thought with a smirk. 

Angel wrinkled her nose.  “No offense, but that’s pretty unromantic.” 
Nick just chuckled and shrugged, but Claire quickly rose up to defend him.  “No, 

it was perfect,” she said.  “Nick knows I’m a low-key girl... I don’t go for all the clichéd 
romantic stuff that’s so overused.  I’m all about simplicity.  The way he asked me, so 
simply, so spur-of-the-moment like that... it was perfect.”  She smiled over at Nick, 
running her fingers softly over the back of his hand.  “I wouldn’t have had it any other 
way.” 

Nick returned her devoted smile, momentarily forgetting about every other 
person and thing around him.  He did not even hear the slam of the car door outside; it 
was Aaron’s soft curse that finally pulled his attention away from Claire. 

“What?” he asked, looking from her to his brother, who had risen to peer out the 
front picture window. 

Aaron had a panicked look on his face, but it wasn’t until Nick heard the sound of 
keys jiggling in the front door that he registered why. 

“Shit,” he echoed Aaron through a groan, feeling his heart sink.  “Don’t even tell 
me...” 

“... really think you should consider applying, Les; it would be such a good 
opportunity for you,” Jane Carter’s syrupy voice echoed loudly through the foyer, 
muffled by the crunch of shopping bags. 

The front door slammed, and Nick heard his sister Leslie answer sharply, “I’m 
not talking to you about this anymore.  I don’t want to be a plus-size model; I just 
wanna stay in college and be like any other kid my age!  You’re not gonna change my 
mind by buying me-”  Her sentence was cut short as she rounded the corner into the 
living room and gasped, her shopping bags falling from both hands.  “Nick!” 

“Hey, Les,” Nick said with a weak smile.  He was happy to see his sister, but he 
knew that right behind her would be Jane. 

Sure enough, he heard his mother exclaim, “What?!” and a moment later, she 
appeared in the doorway, peering into the living room over Leslie’s shoulder.  “Nick!” 
she cried and pushed Leslie aside as she barreled into the room.  “What are you-?  I 
didn’t know you-  Why-?”  She stopped and shook her head, looking as if she couldn’t 
quite believe he was really sitting there in front of her.  Blinking, her eyes swept over 
him, up and down, as if she were examining a piece of furniture for scratches and 
imperfections. 



 

He fought the urge to squirm under her scrutiny and did not move or speak.  He 
simply gazed back up at her, an expression of cool defiance on his face. 

“Nick’s in town for meetings with the Backstreet Boys,” Bob informed his wife, 
who didn’t even look at him.  “He decided to stop by for a quick visit.” 

“While I was out of the house – how convenient,” said Jane curtly, looking hurt.  
Nick felt his cheeks growing warm - she’d guessed exactly what his intentions had been.  
“How long are we going to keep doing this?” she asked, her eyes filling with tears.  
“Going on with our day-to-day lives, pretending the other doesn’t exist?  I miss you, 
Nick... honey.  You have no idea how much I’ve thought about you and worried about 
you this past year.  Not a day has gone by when you haven’t entered my mind.  But you 
told me you didn’t want me around, so I’ve made myself stay away.  It’s about killed 
me... but I’ve done what you asked.”  She sniffled loudly, and Nick tried hard not to roll 
his eyes.  Could she be any more melodramatic? 

Yet no one could deny that the tears streaming down her lined face were real, and 
as he watched his mother break down and cry in front of him, Nick felt his heart soften 
as guilt began to overtake him.  He sighed.  “I’m sorry, Mom,” he mumbled grudgingly.  
“I said some things to you that I shouldn’t have.  I know you were just trying to help.” 

Jane nodded tearfully.  “I only wanted what was best for you.  That’s all I’ve ever 
wanted – to see you succeed and be happy.” 

“I am happy,” Nick said resolutely, giving Claire’s hand a squeeze.  “And whether 
you agree with me or not, I made the right decision last year.”  He rested his hand on his 
left thigh, feeling the hard socket that encased it, and gave his mother a pointed look.  
“I’m alive, I’m healthy again... I got no regrets.” 

Lowering her watery eyes to his artificial leg, Jane let out a little whimper and 
covered her mouth with her hand.  Then she nodded.  “Good,” she said softly.  “Y-you 
look good.  I’m glad things are going okay.” 

Nick offered a crooked smile, feeling slightly awkward.  He wasn’t sure he was 
ready for forgive her yet for all the wrongs she’d done him... but in a way, he was glad he 
had at least apologized, rather than blown up at her.  Misguided as she was, Jane Carter 
was his mother, and that was never going to change. 

Jane returned his smile cautiously, looking rather ill at ease herself.  She started 
to take a step toward him, then stopped, letting her hands swing limply at her sides.  
Knowing what she wanted, Nick climbed to his feet and went to her instead, opening his 
arms slightly to offer a hug.  Letting out another sniffle, Jane pulled him into a motherly 
embrace.  He tensed at first, but felt his body relaxing as she ran her hand up and down 
his back, just as she had when he was a child.  He could smell her perfume, the same 
scent she’d used for years and years, and he closed his eyes, breathing in the sweet, 
familiar aroma.  It brought him a strange sense of comfort he’d not realized he needed. 

“I’m sorry, Nick,” she whispered into his ear.  “I’m so sorry...” 
Nick swallowed and dutifully patted her back.  “It’s okay, Mom.” 

 
*** 

 
It was late afternoon by the time Nick and Claire left the Carter home.  As soon as 

they had pulled out of the driveway, Claire reached over to turn down the radio and 
commented, “That wasn’t so bad.  A little awkward at times, maybe, but overall... I’d say 
it went pretty well.  What do you think?” 



 

 

“I guess so,” Nick replied with a shrug.  He wasn’t really sure what to think, but 
he was pleased to find that he actually felt pretty good.  The visit hadn’t miraculously 
fixed all the problems in his family, but it was a start.  He and his mother were at least 
back on speaking terms, and she’d behaved herself in front of Claire, even after he 
introduced her as his fiancée.  There was no point in imagining they were ever going to 
have the perfect mother/son relationship like some of the other guys had with their 
moms, but this had to be healthier than a year of ‘pretending the other didn’t exist,’ as 
Jane had put it.  “So the future in-laws didn’t scare you away?” 

“Not at all,” said Claire, squeezing his knee.  “I’m glad you brought me to meet 
them.” 

Nick hesitated only a moment before giving a decisive nod of agreement.  “I’m 
glad too.” 

They fell into silence, watching the scenery pass by as Nick drove back to their 
hotel.  Nick turned the volume on the radio back up, drumming his fingers against the 
steering wheel in time to the punk rock song that was playing. 

“That was Sum41’s latest, off their 2004 release Chuck,” said the radio DJ as the 
song faded out.  “And now some sad news for all you guys out there – it was reported 
earlier today that socialite-turned-porn-star-turned-reality-TV-star Paris Hilton was 
killed in a freak accident yesterday evening.  According to a press release, the heiress 
was in the middle of filming the fourth season of her Fox reality show ‘The Simple Life.’   
Paris and her cohort Nicole Ritchie were reportedly working at a carnival in a small 
town in Illinois during one of their stops for the show.  Eyewitnesses said that Paris had 
boarded ‘The Scrambler’ ride and was thrown from her car when she stood up to flash 
the ride operator.  She was rushed to the closest hospital and was pronounced dead-” 

“Man, that sucks; that girl was fine,” said Nick. 
Claire shrugged.  “Yeah, it does suck... but hey, that’s what you get for being a 

stupid whore.  I never saw what the big deal was about her - I always thought she looked 
kind of like a giraffe.” 

Nick laughed; he supposed she sort of did.  “Mind if I change the station?” 
“No, go ahead; find us some music.” 
Nick hit the seek button until he found another rock station.  “Off their 1987 

album Hysteria, here’s Def Leppard with ‘Pour Some Sugar On Me’,” said the DJ, 
launching into the classic rock anthem. 

“This okay?” Nick asked, bobbing his head to the driving beat of the familiar 
song. 

“Am I not a child of the 80’s?  It’s perfect.” 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Chapter 42 
 
Nick didn’t realize he was jiggling his foot until he felt a firm hand on his 

bouncing knee and Claire’s hushed voice in his ear.  “You’re gonna pull something if you 
don’t quit that... Thumper,” she added impishly. 

Nick smirked, his face growing warm.  “Sorry,” he murmured, pressing his heel 
against the tiled floor.  “It’s just this place – it gets me all...”  He searched for the right 
word.  “... jittery.” 

“You’re not alone there,” replied Claire, patting his knee again.  “But you have no 
reason to be nervous... right?”  She questioned him with her eyes, a meaningful 
expression on her face. 

Nick’s stomach did a familiar flip-flop.  He knew what she meant – You’ve been 
feeling fine, right?  You haven’t been hiding anything from me? 

He had been feeling fine... great, in fact, ever since they’d come back from 
California a month ago.  His reunion with his family had lifted a weight from his 
shoulders that had been there for over a year, and the plans for the next Backstreet 
album left him with something to look forward to.  He and Claire’s relationship had 
never been better – there were the occasional spats, of course, mostly over stupid little 
things, but he supposed that came with the territory.  They’d finally started discussing 
wedding dates, and although they hadn’t settled on anything yet, he’d already caught her 
looking at white dresses on the internet.  In fact, the magazine she had opened in her lap 
was a bridal one, turned to a spread on bridesmaids’ gowns for all shapes, sizes, and 
complexions. 

With all of that going on, it didn’t seem that his doctor’s appointment that day 
should be anything to worry about.  For once, his life seemed in order, and he felt both 
healthy and happy – it had been a long time since that had been the case.  But the few 
years had left him far too cynical to believe that nothing would rain on his parade and 
ruin all of that.  The dark cloud of cancer always threatened, tarnishing a blue sky that 
would otherwise seem endless.  It could burst at anytime, even when he was least 
expecting it, and drown his happiness with misery. 

He’d been feeling perfectly fine though, and after two-and-a-half years of battling 
this disease, he felt he should at least be able to know when something wasn’t right.  
He’d hidden suspicious symptoms before, denied them even to himself, but he’d always 
known, deep down, that they were there.  There was nothing this time though, no 
indications of another relapse. 

And yet, as he sat in the waiting room of the oncology clinic next to Claire, he still 
felt tense and edgy.  It was just a regular check-up, he tried to tell himself, the same kind 
he had every three months.  But there was no use.  The queasy sensation of butterflies 
that had settled in his stomach was there to stay, and he knew it would not go away until 
he got a clean bill of health from Dr. Kingsbury. 

“Nick?  Right??” 
With a jolt, Nick realized he’d never answered her question, and now she was 

looking at him with alarm in her eyes.  “Oh - right,” he answered quickly, mentally 
cursing himself for scaring her like that.  “Seriously,” he added, noticing her look of 
skepticism.  “I’m sorry, I was just spacing – but yes, I’ve been feeling good.”  He flashed 
her a quick smile, hoping it would mask his nervousness, yet knowing it wouldn’t.  
Claire could see right through him in times like these, but he didn’t care – she knew 



 

 

because she’d been here, more times than he had, and having someone with him who 
could understand his feelings perfectly made it a little easier.  At least he didn’t have to 
play Tough Guy in front of her.  She’d be there to hold his hand when they shoved a 
needle into his hip to get a bone marrow sample, and she wouldn’t think any less of him 
if his eyes watered from the pain. 

“Good,” she said softly, offering him a reassuring smile in return.  “Then I’m sure 
everything will be fine.”  Her eyes dropped back to her magazine, but her hand reached 
over and took his, giving it a gentle squeeze as she turned the page with her other.  They 
sat in silence until a nurse came to call him back. 

Half an hour later, they were sitting in silence again, this time in a small 
examining room, as they waited for Dr. Kingsbury to come in.  Nick tried not to fidget; 
the roll of paper between him and the leather-padded examining table crinkled noisily 
every time he moved even the slightest amount, but he couldn’t help but be restless.  
Excluding bone marrow aspirations, the waiting was the worst part of his doctor’s 
appointments, as far as he was concerned. 

Luckily, Dr. Kingsbury didn’t keep them waiting for too long.  With a brief knock 
on the door, she strode into the room, looking professional as always in her crisp, 
tailored white coat.  “Good morning, Nick, Claire,” she greeted them each with warm 
smiles.  “It’s a beautiful day out, isn’t it?  I just ran to my car to pick up some paperwork 
that I forgot, and I can’t get over how cool it is.” 

It was a nice day – clear blue skies, temperatures in the upper seventies 
(unseasonably cool for a Florida September), a slight breeze, and not too much 
humidity.  It was perfect weather for boating, but Nick knew he wouldn’t feel much like 
taking his boat out once Dr. Kingsbury got done with him.  Still, he smiled and replied, 
“Yeah, it’s nice.” 

Claire chimed in with, “I know; I can’t believe this weather.  I have a friend in 
Iowa, and he said it’s still in the nineties up there.  It’s crazy.” 

Jamie?  When had she talked to him?  Nick cast her a questioning look, but her 
eyes were on Dr. Kingsbury, who at that moment clasped her hands together and said, 
“Well, I know you hate to be stuck inside this place when it’s so nice outside, but I’ll try 
to have you out of here before too long.  So let’s get down to business – Nick, how have 
you been feeling?  Any complaints?” 

“None,” he said, shaking his head, glad he could say so honestly. 
“Great to hear.  I trust your stump is fully healed by now?” 
Nick grimaced; he’d forgotten his last appointment had been the week after he’d 

landed himself in the hospital with the infected stump ulcer.  “Yeah,” he answered 
quickly, “it’s all good now.” 

“Good.  Well, then, let’s get this over with.” 
With a grim smile, Nick nodded, the paper crinkling beneath him as he shifted 

his weight once more. 
 

*** 
 

“Well, you glad that’s over with?” Claire asked, tightening her arm around Nick’s 
torso. 

Nick shot her a look.  “Do you even need to ask?”  She just laughed and shook her 
head, knowing just how glad he was.  Walking out of the oncology clinic was usually a 



 

great feeling (unless you’d gotten bad news, which, thank God, he had not).  The utter 
relief at knowing that the appointment was over and that you would not have to endure 
another one for months was strong enough to overshadow even the pain of a bone 
marrow aspiration, which he’d had done in his hip.  Claire could tell he was sore and 
that it hurt him to walk, but he’d stubbornly refused a wheelchair.  That was no surprise; 
he always did, and so she had done what she always did – throw his arm across her 
shoulders, slide her arm around his back, and help him shuffle along. 

Noticing a bench pressed up against the wall in the hallway in front of them, she 
spoke up, “Hey, I hate to do this to you, but... I gotta pee.”  With an apologetic look, she 
added, “Can you sit on that bench for a minute and wait for me?” 

“Sure,” Nick replied, and she guided him to the bench and helped him sit without 
bumping his tender side too much. 

Offering him a sheepish smile, she said, “Thanks.  I’ll be right back.”  She scurried 
off, hoping there wouldn’t be a line in the ladies room.  She hated to leave him sitting all 
alone in the middle of a hallway when he was hurting and probably wanting to go home, 
but damn, she’d been holding it through most of his appointment. 

She found the women’s restroom and went inside, relieved to find it deserted.   
She did her business, and as she stood at the sink, quickly washing her hands, the 
bathroom door opened.  Claire glanced into the mirror briefly as a woman dressed in 
scrubs walked in, the soles of her tennis shoes squeaking against the tiled floor.  Claire’s 
eyes lowered, then shot back up again as she did a double take, realizing she recognized 
the nurse.  “Shauna?” 

The older woman stopped abruptly, doing a similar double take.  “Oh my 
goodness!  Claire??” 

Claire smiled into the mirror and turned around to face her.  Shauna had been 
her day nurse during her bone marrow transplant two years ago, taking care of her for 
the entire five weeks she had stayed in the hospital.  Claire was glad to run into her, but 
she couldn’t deny that the sight of her face brought back a lot of bad memories from 
those five weeks, when she’d lain in total isolation, fighting for her life against the 
complications of the transplant.  Still, it was good to see Shauna now and know that all 
that was behind her. 

“You look great!” Shauna said enthusiastically.  “How are you doing?” 
“Great,” Claire replied with a smile.  Then, unable to hold back, she thrust out her 

left hand and, beaming, added, “I got engaged.” 
Shauna gasped comically and snatched her hand for a closer look at the ring.  

“Oh, it’s beautiful,” she inhaled and then looked back up at Claire, her eyes flashing 
eagerly.  “So,” she probed, “who’s the lucky guy?” 

“His name’s Nick,” answered Claire, unsure if Shauna would recognize the name 
or not. 

“Nick...” Shauna repeated slowly, as if she were tossing his name around in her 
head.  “Not the Backstreet Boy...?” 

Claire grinned.  “That’s the one.” 
“Ah...”  Shauna nodded knowingly, a broad smile stretching across her face.  “Of 

course.  I remember him coming to visit you.  He seemed very nice.  How’s he doing?  I 
heard he had a rough year.”  Her lively eyes clouded with sympathy. 

Claire nodded.  “He did.  But he’s doing fine.  Things are good for both of us.” 



 

 

“I’m glad to hear that, hon,” Shauna said with sincerity.  “So what are you doing 
here today?  Appointment, or did you come to see Casey?” 

“Nick had an appointment; I just came with-”  She paused, cocking her head to 
the side.  “Wait, did you say... Casey’s here??”   In her mind’s eye, she saw the toothy 
grin of the little boy she’d gotten to know during her first stay in the hospital, right after 
she was diagnosed with leukemia.  Casey had also had leukemia, and in fact, Shauna had 
also been his nurse when he’d undergone a bone marrow transplant that same year.  
After seeing how sweet she was around the child, Claire had remembered her three 
years later, when it came time for her own transplant. 

Shauna’s cheeks darkened, and her eyes shifted.  “Yes... he’s been here for a few 
days,” she answered slowly, seeming to realize she’d let something slip. 

Claire felt her heartbeat accelerate, and she swallowed with difficulty.  “A few 
days?  Wh-what happened?”  She feared the worst – that his transplant had failed, or 
that his leukemia had come back.  But no... it had been five years since his transplant... 
surely he couldn’t have relapsed? 

“I’m afraid I can’t tell you much else.”  Shauna shrugged apologetically.  “You 
know about the patient confidentiality.  I shouldn’t have mentioned him at all.  I just 
thought maybe... well, I remember how attached he got to you when he was little.” 

Claire nodded slowly, Shauna’s words echoing in her head.  When he was little... 
Casey was eleven years old now.  Still a child, but no longer the little six-year-old she 
remembered.  “I haven’t seen him in years,” she admitted, somewhat regrettably.  “I 
hear from his mom maybe once or twice a year, but other than that...”  She stopped and 
shrugged.  “I didn’t know he was here.  Did his transplant-?”  She stopped herself from 
finishing the question, knowing Shauna wouldn’t be able to answer it.  “Can he have 
visitors?” she asked instead.  “Maybe I’ll pop by and see him...”  She suddenly 
remembered poor Nick, waiting for her in the hall, and added hastily, “sometime.” 

Shauna nodded.  “Yes, I’m sure he’d love to see you, Claire.  He’s in room 518.” 
“Thanks, Shauna,” Claire said.  “I should probably get going... Nick’s waiting for 

me.” 
“Sure, hon.  It was great to see you,” Shauna replied, touching her arm warmly.  

“Don’t be a stranger.” 
“I won’t.  Good to see you too,” Claire returned the sentiments.  When she left the 

bathroom a moment later, she walked as fast as she could up the hall and around the 
corner to where she had left Nick.  He was still there, slumped on the bench with his 
body slightly twisted to the left to take the weight off his right side, from which they’d 
extracted the bone marrow.  He straightened slightly when he saw her coming and 
smirked up at her. 

“Didja fall in or something?” he teased.  He was smiling playfully, but she thought 
he looked pale.  Just when she was regretting leaving him there for so long, the smile 
vanished from his face, and he asked in concern, “Claire?  Are you okay, babe?  You look 
kinda pale.” 

Claire broke into a smile; funny how she had just been thinking that about him.  
“I’m always pale; you know that,” she joked lightly.  Seeing that he wasn’t placated, she 
assured him, “I’m fine.  I just ran into Shauna, my transplant nurse.  Do you remember 
her?”  She described Shauna quickly, and he nodded vaguely.  “I’m sorry for making you 
wait this long; we just started talking and getting caught up, and-”  She thought of Casey 
and felt her heart flip-flop with worry. 



 

“And what?” asked Nick, apparently noticing. 
“You remember that little boy Casey I told you about?  I have a few pictures of 

him in my scrapbook – the one I met in the hospital when-” 
“Yeah, I remember,” Nick interjected.  “Has something happened to him?” 
“Shauna told me he’s back in the hospital, but she couldn’t say why – 

confidentiality, you know.”  Claire rolled her eyes to show her annoyance at the policy.  
“I want to go visit him.  God, I hope it’s not...”  Trailing off, she shook her head, sure that 
Nick could figure out what she hoped it was not. 

“Now?” 
“No... let’s get you home first.  Maybe I’ll come back up later.  Or tomorrow.” 
“Well, we’re here now... I’ll walk down with you if you want to at least go check 

things out, see how he is,” Nick offered. 
Touched, Claire smiled, but shook her head.  “No, I won’t make you do that.  You 

need to be sitting down, not following me around the oncology ward.” 
“Babe, sitting down isn’t that comfortable either,” said Nick with a crooked smile, 

shifting his weight to his left side again.  “I’d rather be lying across this bench on my 
stomach right now, but I’d probably get looks if I did that.” 

Claire smiled and touched his shoulder gently.  “True.  Well, it’s up to you, but 
don’t feel like you have to be all tough and do this with me right now.  I think we should 
go home, but-” 

“But first we’re going to go see what’s up with Casey,” Nick interrupted her 
firmly.  “I’m fine, and I can tell you’re worried about him.  Let’s go find out where his 
room is and see what the deal is.” 

“518,” Claire said with a tiny smile.  “Are you sure, Nick?” 
“Jesus, I’m not gonna drop dead on you, Ren,” said Nick with a smirk.  “You’ve 

had more bone marrows than I have – the pain’s not that bad.  I’ll live.” 
“Smartass,” she smirked back.  She was more concerned about his ability to walk 

than the amount of pain he was in – he tried to play it off, but she knew it was harder for 
him to walk on his prosthesis when his hip was stiff and sore.  He knew his limits 
though, and if he said he felt up to sticking around while she went to see Casey, she’d let 
him.  She was too concerned about what was wrong with Casey to argue with him.  
“Alright, Stumpy, haul your ass up then.”  She offered him her hand, and he took it, 
boosting himself up off the bench with the other while she helped pull him to his feet.  
She waited until he had found his balance and then looped her arm around him again as 
they set off down the hall. 

“518?” Nick asked. 
Claire nodded.  “Yep.  518.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 43 
 
There was a woman coming out of room 518 when Nick and Claire reached it, and 

instantly, Claire recognized her as Meredith Brenner, Casey’s mother.  “Mrs. Brenner?” 
she asked cautiously.  Looking up, Mrs. Brenner simply stared at Claire for a moment – 
probably trying to figure out how she knows me, Claire thought.  She knew she looked 
a lot different now than she had when she had first gotten to know Casey and his family.  
Not only had she aged five years, but now she looked... well, normal again.  When she 
had visited Casey in the hospital before, she’d been losing weight and hair from chemo 
treatments, and it had changed her appearance a lot.  Yet as soon as she opened her 
mouth to say who she was, she saw the recognition come into Mrs. Brenner’s eyes. 

“Claire!” the older woman exclaimed, her voice filled with warmth.  “I almost 
didn’t recognize you!” 

Claire smiled and shrugged.  “It’s been awhile,” she said. 
“It certainly has.  How have you been?  You look wonderful, by the way!” 
“Thanks.  It’s nice to have hair again,” Claire said with a little laugh, her fingers 

drifting subconsciously up to touch the ends of her red hair.  “I’m fine – in remission 
still.”  She didn’t add anything else – she knew the Brenners were aware of her relapse 
and subsequent bone marrow transplant two years ago because they’d kept in touch 
through annual cards at Christmas, and she didn’t want to go on about her good health 
in case Casey... well, it just didn’t seem fair. 

“I’m glad to hear it,” replied Mrs. Brenner with an encouraging nod.  “And who is 
this?”   Her eyes shifted from Claire over to Nick. 

Claire smiled briefly and gave Nick’s hand a pat.  “This is my fiancée, Nick,” she 
introduced him, thinking how fun it was to be able to call him that. 

“Fiancée?”  Mrs. Brenner’s eyes went round.  “Congratulations!  I’m happy for 
you.” 

Claire nodded her appreciation.  She wanted to ask how she had been in return, 
but she didn’t have to – one close look at the woman, and she could tell things weren’t 
going well.  Mrs. Brenner, who, when Claire had first met her, had been an attractive 
woman in her early thirties, had aged considerably in the last five years.  She wasn’t yet 
forty, but she looked even older.  Her face had taken on a drawn, haggard appearance, 
and lines had formed around her brown eyes, which had lost their luster.  Claire could 
see a few strands of gray in her dark hair and knew that something had been taking its 
toll on this woman. 

“I was here for an appointment in the clinic and was told Casey was here,” she 
said, not wanting to waste any more time on the small talk. 

Mrs. Brenner nodded solemnly.  “He was admitted for testing last week.  He’d 
been having symptoms, and we found out a few days ago that his cancer is back.” 

Claire stifled a gasp with her hand, feeing her heart sink to her stomach.  “He 
relapsed??” she whispered, aghast.  She supposed it shouldn’t have been a total shock – 
she’d already thought of that possibility, hadn’t she, as the worst case scenario?   And 
yet, hearing the words made it so much more real.  It was unbelievable.  She knew a 
bone marrow transplant could fail, that it wasn’t a surefire cure... but after five years in 
remission, Casey should have been in the clear.  It didn’t make sense.  It wasn’t fair. 

Mrs. Brenner pressed her lips together and nodded again.  “I think we’re all still 
in a state of shock,” she confessed.  “Casey’s taking it pretty hard, I’m afraid.  The first 



 

time around, he was so young, he didn’t fully understand what was happening to him.  
Now that’s he’s older, he understands better... he doesn’t remember everything from 
when he was six, but he remembers the pain and getting sick all the time.  He thought – 
we all did, really – that that was behind him, just a part of his childhood he could 
eventually forget.  Needless to say, he’s not looking forward to going through it again.”   
She sighed, looking worried and weary. 

Claire’s heart went out to her; it had to be horrible having to watch your child go 
through something like that.  She’d seen the same expression on her own mother’s face.  
But more than anything, she hurt for poor Casey.  She was more than twice his age, and 
he’d been through even more than she had.  This would be his third bout with leukemia, 
and he was only eleven years old.  The same thought returned to her – it’s not fair.   
Why was someone so young being put through so much pain and misery?  Then again, 
why had any of them been put through it?  Casey?  Nick?  Her?  None of it was fair, and 
though she’d realized that time and time again, it still made her angry. 

“So they’re putting him on chemo again?” she asked, knowing that complaining 
about the injustice of the situation wouldn’t change a thing. 

“That’s the plan for now,” answered Mrs. Brenner.  “They’re going to try some 
newer, experimental drugs and see if those do anything.”  Claire nodded and did not say 
anything in reply.  “Would you like to go in and see him?” Casey’s mother asked. 

“Only if you think he’d be up to it,” said Claire. 
Mrs. Brenner smiled.  “I’m sure he’ll be glad to see you.  It’s been a long time – in 

the eyes of a child anyway – but he remembers you.  He still has the elephant you gave 
him.” 

Now Claire smiled, feeling a gentle fluttering of warmth in her chest.  When 
Casey was little, his favorite movie had been Disney’s Dumbo, mostly due to one of the 
songs in it – “Casey Junior.”  He had had the VHS tape in his hospital room, and she 
remembered him always wanting to rewind it to the part with the circus train so that he 
could hear that song – and hear his own name in it, of course.  She’d bought him a 
small, stuffed Dumbo, and he’d kept it at his bedside constantly.  Months later, after he 
was out of the hospital and on his way to being well again, he’d given her a present in 
return – a large, black crow’s feather he’d found outside.  He’d sent it to her in the mail 
with a note, explaining in oversized, lopsided, six-year-old printing that it was a “magic 
feather,” like Dumbo the elephant had in the movie to help him fly.  She still had that 
feather somewhere, packed carefully with the accompanying letter in a box of keepsakes. 

“Okay,” she said.  “I’ll pop in for a quick visit then.” 
“Go right ahead.  I was just about to leave to grab some lunch and then pick up 

Catherine from a birthday party.  Casey will be glad to have someone else visit for a little 
while.” 

Claire smiled and watched as Mrs. Brenner left.  Then she took a deep breath, 
trying to mentally prepare herself to go inside the room. 

“How about I let you go in first?” offered Nick.  “I mean, he doesn’t know me at 
all; maybe it’d be better if I just waited out here for now.” 

Claire nodded.  “Okay.  I’ll go in for a few minutes and see how he’s doing and if 
he’s up for more visitors.  You won’t mind waiting?” 

“Nah, it’s fine.  I’ll just find somewhere to sit,” Nick replied, glancing down the 
hall.  Claire could see a few chairs pushed up against the wall.  He headed towards them 



 

 

at a snail’s pace, walking slightly hunched over from the pain in his lower back, while 
she continued on to Casey’s room. 

The door to room 518 was slightly ajar, but she knocked softly before peeking in.  
She heard a faint “Come in?” and pushed the door open wider, taking a step into the 
room.  It was a double room, but only one bed was occupied, and propped up in that bed 
was Casey.  He was bigger and older-looking than the six-year-old she’d known, with a 
head full of thick, dark hair he hadn’t had when she’d met him, but she was sure that 
even if she hadn’t seen a recent picture of him in the card his mother sent last 
Christmas, she would have recognized him.  His eyes, the same large, luminous brown 
ones his mother had, gave him away. 

The question was, would he recognize her?  She was pretty sure she’d never 
included a picture of herself in her Christmas cards, and as far as she could remember, 
he hadn’t seen her in person since he was around seven.  Sure enough, he was looking at 
her with nothing but an expectant expression that seemed to ask, Who are you and 
what are you going to do to me? 

“Hi, Casey,” she said gently, offering a smile.  “You probably don’t even recognize 
me, but... it’s me, Claire.”  She waited tentatively, hoping his mother wasn’t lying about 
him remembering her. 

To her relief, he broke into a rather awestruck smile.  “Claire?” he repeated, 
blinking in surprise.  “What are you doin’ here?” 

“Well, what do you think I’m doing?   I came to see you, kiddo,” she said lightly.  
“Look at you – you’re all grown up.” 

Casey smiled shyly and replied, “I know.  I’m eleven now.”  He said it with such 
pride that she couldn’t help but grin. 

“Into the double digits now, huh?  That’s a milestone.  So let’s see, what grade 
would that make you?  Sixth?” 

“Fifth,” he corrected, adding, “I repeated kindergarten.” 
“Oh, right – I knew that,” she said quickly, feeling herself blush slightly.  Of 

course he had repeated kindergarten – he’d missed most of it the first time around 
because of his treatments.  “So how’s fifth grade treating you?”   She was trying to keep 
up the small talk and not mention the reason he was in the hospital – if he wanted to 
talk about it, she’d wait for him to bring it up. 

“Eh, it’s okay so far I guess,” answered Casey with a shrug.  “Not too hard.” 
“That’s good.  I liked fifth grade a lot; I had a really nice teacher that year.” 
“My teacher’s okay.  So are you out of college now?” 
“Yeah.  I got enough credits to get my associate’s degree a few years ago, and now 

I’m done with school and working as a dental hygienist.” 
“A dental hygienist?” Casey repeated, his nose wrinkling.  “Why would you wanna 

do that?  I hate the dentist.” 
Claire laughed at his bluntness and replied, “It’s not a bad job.  My dad’s a 

dentist, so I guess it’s kind of engrained in me.” 
“I wanna be a pilot when I grow up,” said Casey.  “That’d be cool.” 
“That would be cool,” Claire agreed.  “I bet you’d make a good pilot.” 
“I rule at Star Fox – that’s a video game.  I’ve beat it twice.” 
“Wow, twice?  Awesome.  I think my boyfriend Nick has that game,” replied 

Claire – it sounded familiar anyway.  Then again, Nick had so many different games for 



 

so many different systems, there was no way she could keep them all straight.  “He 
wouldn’t like being a pilot in real life though – he hates flying.” 

Casey blinked up at her.  “You have a boyfriend?” 
“Yes.  Believe it or not, I met him here.” 
Casey raised his eyebrows, looking skeptical.  “At the hospital?” 
Claire nodded, smiling.  “Yep.  He had cancer too, see... I met him when we were 

both getting chemo.  Romantic, huh?” she asked sarcastically, poking her tongue 
between her teeth. 

Casey wrinkled his nose again.  “No...” 
She laughed.  “Yeah, I know.  Actually, he’s here with me today if you want to 

meet him.  You don’t have to,” she added quickly, not wanting to put him on the spot 
just because Nick was waiting, “... but I think you’d like him.  He’s really nice, and he 
loves video games too.  I’m sure he’d love to play with you sometime.” 

Casey shrugged, then said, “Okay.” 
“Alright, cool.  Hang on a minute, and I’ll go get him.”  She left Casey’s room long 

enough to fetch Nick from the hall and returned with him at her side.  “Nick, meet Casey 
Brenner.  Casey, this is Nick.” 

“Hey, Casey,” said Nick.  “I’ve heard a lot about you from Claire.  It’s good to 
finally meet one of her old friends.” 

Casey smiled and replied with a timid “Hi.” 
“Casey and I were talking about video games earlier,” spoke up Claire, addressing 

Nick.  “You have the Star Fox game, don’t you?” 
“I’ve got all the Star Fox games,” answered Nick, then looked at Casey.  “You like 

Star Fox?” 
Casey nodded.  “I beat Star Fox 64 twice,” he told Nick. 
“Really?  Dang... it took me forever to beat that one.”   Whether he was telling the 

truth or exaggerating to give Casey’s ego a boost, Claire did not know, but she wished 
she had a camera to catch the proud smile that crossed Casey’s face at that moment.  
“Do you have the Star Fox for Gamecube yet?” Nick went on.  “It’s a lot harder than the 
one for N64, but the graphics are awesome.” 

“Nah, I don’t have a Gamecube.  My mom says they’re too expensive.” 
“I’ve got one; maybe I can bring it for you to play sometime.” 
“Ooh can you?  That would be so cool!” Casey exclaimed, his eyes lighting up.  

“My friend Jordan has a Gamecube, but he doesn’t have that game, so I’ve never gotten 
to play it.  How many levels are there?  What are the bosses like?” 

Smiling to herself, Claire sat back and half-listened as the two ‘boys’ chattered 
back and forth about Nintendo games.  She was glad they were hitting it off so well.  
Casey was just as sweet of a kid as he’d been at age six, and Nick was great with kids.  
She wasn’t sure if he knew that about himself or not, but he really was.  He was always a 
sweetheart around his younger fans, and he was good with Brian’s son Baylee too.  He’d 
make a great dad someday, if they decided to become parents. 

After awhile, Casey started to look like he was getting tired, and she noticed Nick 
rubbing his right hip as he talked.  Knowing full well how much chemo wore you out and 
how sore a bone marrow aspiration could make you, she empathized with both of them 
and decided it was time for the visit to end.  “Well, Case,” she said, “Nick and I should 
probably head home in a minute.” 



 

 

“Aw,” Casey groaned, looking disappointed despite his noticeable weariness.  
“Will you come back?”  His eyebrows raised hopefully as he asked the question. 

“Maybe tomorrow?” said Claire, giving Nick a sidelong glance.  He nodded 
quickly, and she confirmed, “Tomorrow.  We can both come if you want us to.” 

Casey nodded.  “Yeah, come.  Bring your Gamecube if you can,” he added to Nick. 
“I’ll see what I can do,” replied Nick with a little grin and stood up painfully, 

putting his hand on Claire’s shoulder for support as he got his balance.  
Standing up after him, Claire said, “It was great to see you again, kiddo.  We’ll be 

back up sometime tomorrow, okay?” 
“’Kay,” replied Casey, looking pleased.  “See ya tomorrow.” 
Claire left feeling much better than she had before she’d first gone into Casey’s 

room.  Though Casey hadn’t appeared to have all the energy in the world, he was still full 
of life and personality, not unlike the six-year-old she’d gotten so attached to.  His 
mother had said he was taking his relapse hard... but Casey was tough.  She knew he 
wouldn’t go down without a fight. 

“He’s a cool kid,” commented Nick, as they walked slowly down the hall, heading 
for the elevators. 

“I know.  I’m glad you guys got along so well,” she replied.  “So you really don’t 
mind coming back tomorrow?” 

“No, I want to.” 
Claire smiled.  “Thanks, Nick.  Thank you for visiting him with me today.” 
“Hey, it’s not like I had anywhere better to be,” said Nick with a shrug. 
“Home, that would be better.  That’s where I’m taking you now, so you can 

change into some sweats and relax,” Claire said, pressing the down button for the 
elevator. 

“Sounds good,” Nick replied, gingerly rubbing his hip again as they waited.  “But 
we’ll have to take a little detour on the way home.” 

“Why?” 
“I wanna stop somewhere and buy a Gamecube, for Casey.” 
Claire turned to him in surprise, her eyebrows raised.  “Are you sure?  Aren’t 

those pretty expensive?” 
“Nah, you can get one for a hundred bucks these days,” Nick answered with a 

casual wave of his hand.  “It’s no big deal.  The kid needs something to do if he’s gonna 
be stuck here for awhile.” 

As much as Claire agreed with him there, it blew her mind how someone could 
just shell out one hundred dollars like that without batting an eye.  Of course, he wasn’t 
like a lot of other people their age, working to pay bills and rent and student loans while 
saving up to buy decent cars and first homes.  He was a filthy rich celebrity; a hundred 
dollars was nothing to him.  Still, it amazed her.  But it certainly wasn’t a bad thing.  She 
knew she could never afford to just go out and randomly buy a Nintendo Gamecube for 
Casey, but it was awesome that he was willing to.  Casey would be in heaven tomorrow 
when he brought it in. 

“You’re a sweetheart,” she told Nick.  “Casey’s gonna love you for this.” 
Nick just shrugged, blushing slightly.  “It’s really not a big deal,” he repeated. 
Claire laughed.  “I know.  I know it’s not, for you.  But I promise, it’ll mean the 

world to him.” 
Nick nodded.  “That’s why I want to do it.” 



 

The elevator arrived finally, and the doors slid open with a soft ding, revealing an 
empty car.  They stepped inside, and Claire punched the button for the main floor.  “I 
love you,” she said, as the doors slid closed again, and the elevator began to descend.  
Reflected in the shiny stainless steel doors, she could just make out Nick’s pleased smile. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 44 
 

Claire had been dead on when she said Casey would be in heaven when he saw his 
new Gamecube the next day.  The moment the boy saw the Nintendo logo on the box 
peeking out of its plastic shopping bag, his eyes lit up like Christmas lights.  As soon as 
he’d pulled the large box out of its bag, he tore open the flaps, determined to get the 
video game system out of its packaging as soon as possible.  With an astounding burst of 
energy, he ripped through layers of plastic and styrofoam, uttering exclamations like 
“Sweet!” and “Awesome!!” the whole time.  Nick simply sat back and watched, a smile 
tugging on the corners of his mouth as he saw how happy he’d made Casey. 

Finally, expelling a triumphant rush of air, Casey set the box-shaped Gamecube 
on his lap.  His hands roamed its smooth surface admiringly, like a man with a shiny 
new Ferrari, and then he looked up, his eyes still shining.  “Thank you, Nick,” he said 
again, and Nick couldn’t keep from grinning. 

“You’re welcome, kiddo.  Hey, check the bottom of the bag, would you?  I think 
you missed something...” 

His eyes widening, Casey snatched the shopping bag again and thrust his hand in.  
“Sweet!!” he cried again when he found himself holding two new Nintendo games.  One 
of them was the Star Fox game they’d talked about the day before; the other was the 
newest version of Mario Kart. 

“You can thank Claire for the Mario Kart; she picked that one out,” put in Nick. 
“I love Mario Kart,” explained Claire with a grin.  “I’ll play you if you want... but I 

call Luigi.” 
Nick smirked; Claire always wanted to be Luigi when they played the Mario 

games.  He was more of a Wario guy himself. 
“Luigi sucks!” said Casey.  “I like Yoshi.” 
“Suit yourself.” 
Nick got the Gamecube hooked up to the TV in the room, and they played a few 

rounds of Mario Kart.  When it was time to leave, Casey asked, “Are you guys coming 
tomorrow?” 

Nick and Claire exchanged glances.  “Well, I have to work most of the day, Case, 
but-” Claire started to say. 

Casey interrupted her with a groan.  “Yeah, so does my mom.  She’s always stuck 
working.  It’s okay though,” he added quickly.  “I understand...” 

He was clearly used to his mother having to leave him alone while she went to 
work, and Nick could tell he was trying to be mature about it, but he wasn’t doing a great 
job at hiding his disappointment.  Feeling sorry for the kid, Nick spoke up, “I don’t have 
to work tomorrow.  I could come hang out during the day.” 

Casey brightened.  “Really?  Awesome!  We can play Star Fox!” 
“Cool.  Then maybe Claire can stop by for awhile when she gets off work, and we 

can whoop her butt at Mario Kart again,” said Nick, glancing over at Claire, whose smile 
of gratitude quickly turned to a feigned look of insult. 

“Hey, I resent that!” she exclaimed, crossing her arms over her chest.  “I didn’t 
play that bad, did I?” 

“It wasn’t really you,” Casey said kindly, with the air of a big brother defending 
his much-younger sister, despite the fact that Claire was more than twice his age.  “I told 
you, Luigi sucks.” 



 

Nick never thought in a million years he would feel this way, but as he left Tampa 
General with Claire that day, he realized he was actually sort of looking forward to 
coming back the next day.  Sad as it sounded, he got bored and sort of lonely on days 
when Claire worked and he stayed home.  Spending the day playing Nintendo with an 
eleven-year-old would be better than hanging out alone, even if it meant going back to 
the hospital. 

And so, shortly after noon the following day, he found himself trekking through 
the familiar halls of the oncology ward.  When he got to Casey’s room, he found Casey 
propped up in bed, his lunch tray pushed to the side. 

“Hey, Casey,” said Nick, glancing at the uneaten food on the lunch tray.  “Typical 
hospital lunch, it looks like.  No wonder you didn’t eat much of it.” 

Casey shrugged.  “I wasn’t hungry,” he replied, sounding almost apologetic.  
“Nah, I don’t blame ya.  I’m never hungry when I’m here either.” 
“They started my new chemo today,” said Casey, gingerly touching an IV line that 

disappeared down the front of his hospital gown.  Nick assumed he had a central line 
implanted there; he himself had had the same thing when he was on chemo the first 
time. 

“Aww man, that stinks,” he empathized.  “How is it so far?” 
Casey made a face.  “I threw up earlier,” he confessed and looked over at an 

emesis basin that had been perched handily off to one side of his bed, just within his 
reach.  Nick blanched at the sight of it, his stomach turning just at the memory of the 
horrible nausea the chemo had given him most of the time. 

“I puked a lot when I was on chemo too,” Nick told him.  “Not much fun, huh?” 
Casey didn’t reply at first, just gazed at him for a few seconds.  Then he asked, “So 

you really did have cancer too?” 
Nick knew that Claire had told Casey how she’d met him, so this question caught 

him off guard.  What, did he think Claire was just kidding or something?  “Yeah,” he 
answered with mild surprise.  “I had a kind of bone cancer.” 

Casey tipped his head to the side, still studying him.  “You can’t tell,” he said 
finally.  “You look normal.” 

That, too, caught Nick by surprise, and he couldn’t help but chuckle.  Normal?  
Yeah right.  He knew he’d never look ‘normal’ again, not really.  And yet... it made him 
feel sort of good when he realized that Casey hadn’t noticed about his leg – he really 
couldn’t tell. 

“Well, you look ‘normal’ too,” Nick pointed out.  “So does Claire.” 
“She didn’t used to.  She used to be bald.” 
“I know.  I used to be bald too.” 
“Oh,” said Casey.  “Well, you look normal now.” 
Nick shrugged.  “Maybe at first glance.  But trust me, you can tell with me.”   He 

paused to take a deep breath, then continued, “My cancer was in my leg... and to keep it 
from spreading, they had to amputate my leg.” 

Casey’s eyes grew huge, and his mouth fell open slightly as he stared at Nick.  
“You only have one leg??” he asked, sounding shocked.  Nick nodded.  “So you have a 
fake leg?”  Nick saw Casey’s gaze drop to his lap and descend downward. 

“Yeah,” said Nick.  “You wanna see?”  Casey nodded, not even bothering to 
conceal his curiosity.  Obediently, Nick lifted his left leg and propped it up on Casey’s 
bed.  Rolling up the bottom of his pants, he exposed the prosthesis for Casey to see. 



 

 

“Cool...” Casey whispered, inspecting the artificial leg through narrowed eyes.  
Looking back up, he said, “In fourth grade, a soldier came to my school to talk to us, and 
he had a fake leg too.  He got his real leg blown off in the Iraq war.”  He frowned.  “That 
must have hurt a lot...” 

Nick nodded as he lowered his leg to the floor again; he’d seen plenty of amputees 
from the war on TV in the last year, and hearing their stories always made him thankful 
he’d at least lost his leg under anesthesia.  He couldn’t even imagine...   “I was asleep 
when they cut off mine,” he said.  “So I couldn’t feel it.” 

Casey looked relieved at that. 
Hoping to get away from the heavier topics, Nick proposed, “So hey, how about 

some Star Fox?  Feel up to it?” 
Casey grinned.  “Yeah, let’s play!” 
Nick untangled the Gamecube controllers and handed him one.  Before long, they 

were immersed in a space battle.  Nick was going easy on the kid, letting him stay 
slightly ahead, but Casey really wasn’t bad, for an amateur.   So when he found himself 
beating him, despite his best efforts to lose, Nick looked over in confusion.  “Hey, you 
fallin’ asleep over there, kid?” he joked.  His stomach jolted at what he saw. 

Casey was white as a sheet, with a slight greenish cast, and a fine sheen of 
perspiration had broken out on his face.  Just as Nick started to ask if he was okay – a 
stupid question, for it was obvious he wasn’t – Casey dropped his controller and made a 
mad grab for his emesis basin.  He pulled it in front of his face just in time; seconds 
later, he began to vomit. 

Cringing at the horrible retching sounds, Nick watched helplessly for a moment, 
not knowing what to do.  All of a sudden, he didn’t want to be there anymore.  He 
wished Claire was there with him; she would know what to do.  She had that motherly 
side to her... he remembered how she’d rubbed the back of his neck and soothed him the 
last time he’d been that sick from chemo.  He wasn’t good at stuff like that. 

He waited until Casey had stopped, then asked uncertainly, “Should we call one 
of the nurses in?” 

“No,” said Casey, wiping his mouth with the back of his hand.  “I’ll be okay.” 
Nick nodded and looked at the basin Casey had set aside.  “Um... do you want me 

to rinse that out?”  His stomach rolled at the thought, but he knew he had to be an adult 
about it.  Casey nodded wanly, and he dutifully got up and carefully carried the basin 
into the small bathroom.  He dumped its contents into the toilet, flushed, and rinsed it 
out in the sink.  With a newfound respect for all nurses and for the guys, who had done 
this for him when he was sick at home, he swallowed hard and returned the basin to 
Casey. 

“Thanks,” Casey muttered, his greenish tint replaced by a slight flush.  He looked 
rather humiliated, and Nick’s heart went out to him, remembering how he’d felt the 
same way. 

“You don’t have to be embarrassed, you know,” he said gently.  “I’ve been through 
this too... I know how it is.  You can’t help it any more than I could.” 

Casey offered him a weak smile of gratitude, which Nick returned, briefly resting 
his hand on Casey’s bony shoulder. 

After another minute, they went back to playing their video game.  But Nick could 
tell Casey’s heart wasn’t into it anymore; he clearly didn’t feel well, and it wasn’t long 
before he was getting sick in the basin again.  Nick eventually called for a nurse, who 



 

gave Casey a dose of medicine that was supposed to help with the nausea.  It did help, 
but the chemo and its unpleasant side effects had drained Casey of his energy.  By the 
time Claire got there after work, he’d drifted off into a restless sleep. 

 
*** 

 
The first day of October was a Saturday, and Claire was looking forward to a night 

out with Nick.  For the last month, the two of them had spent a great deal of their free 
time at the hospital with Casey.  She felt sorry for him, and she knew Nick did too; after 
all, the eleven-year-old had no one else to be with him during the day, for his little sister 
was in school, and his mother worked long hours, struggling to support her family and 
pay the bills.  Casey’s father, they had learned, had left his mother at the beginning of 
the year; he was now living in New York, and a divorce was pending.  Both of them 
knowing how lonely it could get at the hospital and how miserable it was to go through 
cancer treatments alone, Nick and Claire taken it upon themselves to keep Casey 
company when his family could not.  Nick usually went up to the hospital for a few 
hours during the day, and Claire came for another hour or two when she got off work, 
staying until Casey’s mother could leave work herself, pick up his sister Catherine from 
daycare, and come back to the hospital for the evening. 

Casey was still holding his own, although the weeks of chemo had taken their toll 
on him.  All of his dark hair had fallen out, and pounds had dropped rapidly from his 
already-thin body, making him look much more like the frail little boy Claire had grown 
so attached to years ago.  She was still very fond of him, the bond they had formed five 
years ago intact, and it pained her to see him going through all of this again.  He was 
handling it well though, as well as an eleven-year-old could be expected to handle it 
anyway.  He complained occasionally – not that Claire blamed him for it; he had a lot to 
complain about – but he always had a smile for her and Nick when they visited.  
Sometimes, when he felt up to it, they played video games; his mother had bought him 
another game for his Gamecube, a Harry Potter game, that he liked a lot.  More often 
lately, though, he didn’t feel well enough for Nintendo, and then they just watched TV or 
read.  Claire had bought the first Harry Potter book for him, to go along with his new 
video game, and she had started reading it aloud to him when he was too sick and tired 
for anything else.  She had learned that kids were never too old to enjoy being read to, 
and Casey liked hearing the adventures of the boy wizard the same age as him.  Only she 
read them though – apparently he’d gotten to Nick to read a chapter once before she got 
there, “but according to Casey, I always say the spells wrong, and I don’t do the different 
voices as well as you,” Nick had explained later with a look of annoyance.  She’d just 
laughed, knowing he didn’t really mind; Nick hated reading out loud. 

She enjoyed reading to Casey, but even so, she was very glad to be escaping Harry 
Potter and hospitals for the night.  She’d read in the paper that morning that the 
Empress Cinema, an old movie theater that had been built in the 30s and restored to 
look as it had then, was kicking off its month-long lineup of classic horror movies, in 
honor of Halloween, by showing a double feature that night.  When she’d seen King 
Kong listed as the second movie, she’d told Nick, “Come on, we have to go!”   They had 
shared their first kiss during the end credits of King Kong last summer, in that same 
theater, during what she supposed could classify as their first ‘date,’ although they 
hadn’t called it that then.  Nick had shot her a cute little smirk across the kitchen table 



 

 

and agreed to dinner and a double feature that night.  It was certainly nothing 
extravagant, but she was excited nevertheless; they needed a night out together, just the 
two of them. 

In just ten days (she couldn’t believe how fast the last month had flown by 
whenever she thought of it), Nick would be leaving, flying to Los Angeles to meet up 
with the other Backstreet Boys and start work on their next album.  He’d wanted her to 
come with him; she’d had to tell him no.  “Nick, I can’t just take off work for weeks to go 
to California with you; I just can’t,” she’d told him regretfully.  She wished she could – 
she knew how much she was going to miss him while they were apart – but there was no 
way.  Dr. Somers had always been wonderful when she’d needed time away from work 
before and after her bone marrow transplant; he’d promised her she could – and should 
– take off as much time as she needed and that her job would be waiting for her when 
she was ready to come back.  But she knew it would be wrong to try to take advantage of 
his leniency and kindness and ask for time off to hang out in LA with her boyfriend.  
She’d already used her vacation time to go to first Hawaii and then LA with Nick over 
the summer. 

Needless to say, Nick hadn’t been happy.  They’d had a huge argument about it 
one night, and he’d nearly pitched a fit.  “Why do you have to keep working anyway?” 
he’d demanded angrily.  “You live with me now; we’re getting married... you know I 
can support you just fine without you working.” 

“That’s not the point, Nick!  I like working; it gives me something to do and 
makes me feel like I’m serving a purpose.  Besides, I like making my own money.  I 
don’t want to just live off your income; then I’d feel like I was using you like a regular 
gold-digger.” 

“Damn it, Claire, you know I would never think that about you.  I want to 
support you; I don’t want you to have to work.” 

“Well then, I won’t be working because I have to; I’ll be doing it because I want 
to.  I’m not quitting my job, Nick.” 

She’d gone to bed that night wondering if she was being selfish for insisting that 
she keep working when he clearly didn’t want her to.  She knew he didn’t like the fact 
that she worked most weekdays instead of hanging out with him, but she’d always felt 
that he could just deal with it; like it or not, she was a regular person, and regular people 
worked regular jobs.  In a way, she was beginning to dislike his job too.  He was going to 
be out of town – maybe even out of the country – a lot over the next few months, while 
he and the guys worked on their album, and she knew that when the album was done, 
he’d be gone again, traveling everywhere to promote it.  Then there would probably be a 
tour, and that would mean months on the road, away from home and away from her.  
She didn’t even want to think about that now.  I’ll think about it later, she’d decided, 
feeling very much like Scarlett O’Hara.  She had come to one conclusion though – he 
had no more right to ask her to leave her job than she had to ask him to quit his.  And 
she would never dream of doing such a thing, for that would truly be selfish. 

The horrid stench of burning something distracted her from her thoughts, and at 
once, Claire realized she’d been holding her flatiron against her hair for way too long.  
Letting out a little gasp at the sight of wisps of smoke curling from the flatiron, she 
unclamped it and quickly set it down on the bathroom counter before leaning across the 
sink to inspect the damage up close in the mirror.  Grimacing, she gingerly touched the 



 

fried ends of her hair and brought them to her nose; the nasty smell of scorched hair 
filled her nostrils. 

“Damn it,” she groaned, letting the burnt hair fall.  The ends were actually 
blackened; how dumb was she?  And people thought Nick was bad about letting his 
mind wander. 

“Yo, Claire!” 
Speaking of Nick... 
He appeared in the bathroom doorway and held out her cell phone, which was 

ringing.  “Phone,” he said, handing it to her. 
She smirked briefly as she took the phone from him; she’d found a ring tone of 

“Quit Playing Games” and set her phone on that, just to annoy him.  He’d told her once 
he hated that song these days because he and the guys had been singing it at pretty 
much all of their concerts in the last decade.  “And the music video for it is downright 
embarrassing,”  he’d added with a look of disgust.  She’d downloaded it from the 
internet after that to watch it; now she knew why. 

She checked the caller ID on the phone and saw that it was Jamie.  Remembering 
her hair, she said, “I’ll call him back in a minute.”  He would get a kick out of what she 
had just managed to do to herself.  Setting the phone back down just as her voicemail 
kicked in, she turned back to Nick and said flatly, “Look,” pointing to her singed hair. 

Nick’s eyes widened.  “What happened??” 
“Apparently if you start daydreaming and forget you’ve got a hunk of hair in a hot 

flatiron, it can burn,” she replied with a smirk.  After looking momentarily horrified, 
Nick cracked up.  She let him laugh, knowing she had it coming.  Then she said, “Go get 
me a pair of scissors, would you?” 

His eyes widened again.  “You’re gonna cut it??” 
“I have to; it smells disgusting.  You won’t want to sit by me in the movie theater.” 
Laughing, Nick obediently went to find a pair of scissors.  When he returned, he 

stood and watched, amused, as she cut off the burnt part.  When she was finished, that 
lock of hair was noticeably shorter than the rest.  She frowned at her reflection.  
“Remind me to call my hairdresser tomorrow morning,” she said and walked into the 
bedroom.  She rummaged through her half of the huge walk-in closet until she found her 
large collection of hats, scarves, and bandanas, remnants of her days on chemotherapy.  
She selected a black bandana patterned with spiderwebs; it would match her black top 
and be perfect for the occasion, she decided.  Returning to the bathroom, she expertly 
tied the bandana around her head and surveyed her reflection in the mirror.  It was odd 
to see hair hanging beneath the edges of the bandana, she thought, but it did the trick – 
the too-short part was no longer noticeable. 

“Got any black lipstick?” Nick asked as he watched her in the mirror.  “I could put 
some on, and then we’d both look goth.” 

“Ha ha,” she smirked into the mirror.  “It’s Halloween; lots of black is 
acceptable.” 

“In thirty days.” 
“You can add; good for you,” she teased, sticking out her tongue at him.  “Watch 

out, or I’ll dye your hair black in your sleep.” 
“Do it, and my fans will probably murder you in yours,” he shot back, running a 

hand through his freshly-highlighted locks.  “They like it blonde; it’s my trademark.” 



 

 

As she laughed, her phone beeped, reminding her she had a voicemail.  
Remembering Jamie, she snatched the phone to play the message. 

“Hey Clairie, it’s me.  I s’pose you’re already out partying at some wild and 
crazy Backstreet Boy bash-”  Claire smirked at the sarcasm.  “-but I just wanted to call 
and give you a heads up – I’m gonna be in town next week for a job interview; maybe 
we could hang out.  Call me.”   The message ended with that, and she pressed the button 
to save it, making a mental note to call him back tomorrow.  So he was finally leaving his 
job, it sounded like.  She wasn’t surprised; he’d been complaining about it for awhile 
now.  But looking for a job here?  Now that was unexpected.  She thought he liked being 
in Iowa, closer to his family. 

“Was that Jamie?” Nick asked, his voice monotone. 
“Yeah.  I’ll call him back tomorrow though,” replied Claire.  She checked the time 

on her phone; it was already five o’clock.  “Are you about ready to go?  We should 
probably head out soon if we want to get dinner in and make it to the movie by seven.” 

Nick nodded.  “Yeah, whenever you are, oh Crispette, Princess of Darkness.” 
She giggled.  “You’re such a dork.” 
“Wait, who burnt her hair off with that thing?” he asked, pointing to the flatiron.  

“And I’m the dork?” 
“Takes one to know one,” she fired back. 
“Oh-ho, good one.”  He rolled his eyes teasingly, and she flashed him an impish 

grin. 
“Come on, then, let’s go.  I’m getting hungry.” 
“The smell of burnt hair got your appetite going, huh?” 
She smacked him playfully as they walked out of the bathroom.  “I’m never gonna 

live this one down, am I?” 
He flashed her the classic Carter smirk, his eyes dancing with wickedness.  “Nope.  

Not as long as you’re with me.” 
Smiling, she shook her head.  “Like I said... never.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 45 
 

The following Saturday, Claire awoke with a pounding headache.  She opened her 
eyes blearily and immediately closed them again to shut out the bright sunlight that was 
streaming through the windows, directly into her face.  Rolling away from the offending 
light, she tentatively opened her eyes again and raised her head to look at the bedside 
clock.  It was already ten o’clock, and Nick had apparently gotten up; his side of the bed 
was empty, the covers pulled up and tucked around her. 

I should get up too, she thought with a groan.  But staying in bed was so 
tempting.  She was slightly hungover from last night, when she’d gone out with Nick, 
Dianna, and Jamie.  Jamie had been in town since Tuesday for his interview with a local 
insurance company, where he was hoping to get a job, but she’d been so busy all week, 
she hadn’t gotten a chance to see him until Friday night.  By then, she’d needed a night 
out and a few drinks. 

The past week had not been a good one.  She’d worked every day, and when she 
had not been working, she had spent time at the hospital with poor Casey.  He had 
developed an infection earlier in the week, and with his immune system weakened from 
the chemo, they’d had to move him into a sterile isolation room to protect him from 
more germs and put him on a heavy regimen of antibiotics to get rid of the infection.  
He’d been miserable all week, and seeing him that way brought back bad memories of 
the complications she’d had after her bone marrow transplant.  She knew it was not easy 
for Nick to see him that way either, but he’d loyally accompanied her to the hospital 
every day that week.  She wondered if that was part of the reason he had come along 
with her and her friends the night before – he had needed a night out as well. 

They’d had a nice time, and it had been good to catch up with both Jamie and 
Dianna, whom she hadn’t seen in weeks.  She’d drank a little too much, and so had 
Jamie, if she remembered correctly – she recalled him pulling her onto the dance floor 
of the club they’d gone to at one point while Nick and Dianna stayed at their table.  Nick 
hadn’t seemed too happy about that, but even this morning, she didn’t care.  She 
thought he’d been sort of possessive of her all night, and it annoyed her – she knew he 
had only acted like that because Jamie was around.  It seemed Jamie was always going 
to be The Ex-Boyfriend or The Sperm Donor in Nick’s eyes, not what she considered him 
– a friend.  And to Jamie, Nick would always be The Backstreet Boy – that’s what he’d 
started calling him on the phone, and Claire had a feeling it went further than him 
simply giving her a hard time for getting engaged to a popstar.  Falling asleep last night, 
she’d come to the conclusion that they were jealous of each other – Jamie of Nick’s fame 
and fortune, and Nick of Jamie’s past roles in Claire’s life.  She found both sides to be 
ridiculous, but maybe she was naïve for thinking they would eventually get over it. 

Ah well, she thought, no use thinking about that now.  I’ve got more important 
things to do.   She forced herself to sit up, remembering how she and Nick had promised 
Casey they would be back up to visit this morning.  Just as she was about to roll out of 
bed, Nick walked in, carrying a glass of water. 

“Morning, babe,” he greeted her with a slight smile.  “Feel okay?” 
She cocked her head to the side.  “Was I really that drunk last night?” 
“You were pretty tipsy,” Nick smirked.  “Headache?”  He held out his closed fist 

and opened it to reveal two Excedrin tablets. 



 

 

“Thanks, Nick,” she said with a sheepish smile, taking the pills gratefully and 
washing them down with a sip of water.  “Hopefully those will help.  I need to get going.  
We should head up to the hospital before long.” 

Nick shrugged.  “We don’t have to go right now.  Or you don’t anyway.  I can run 
up for awhile, and you can come join me later.  I’ll just tell Casey you have a headache.” 

She considered this a moment, then nodded her throbbing head.  “Alright...  
Thanks, Nick,” she added again as he walked out of the bedroom.  When he had closed 
the door behind him, she lay back down, buried her face in the pillows, and pulled the 
covers over her head. 

She was awoken in what seemed like only minutes by her cell phone.  Discovering 
that trying to drown out her repetitive, high-pitched “Quit Playing Games” ringer was 
more torturous than actually getting up to answer the phone would be, she rolled out of 
bed with a groan and stumbled over to her dresser to grab her phone.  She poked the 
green button on its front just to get to shut up; then when she saw Dianna’s name on the 
screen, she raised the phone to her ear. 

“Hello?” she answered croakily. 
“Hey, woman, I’ve been trying to call you for, like, twenty minutes!  Did you just 

wake up or something?”  Dianna’s voice was loud in her ear, and Claire pulled the phone 
away, wincing. 

“Yeah... I did,” she mumbled. 
“Oh, I’m sorry!  It’s already going on 11:30... I thought you’d be up.  Guess not.  

You sound terrible – are you sick, or just hungover?” 
“How about C) I just woke up?” answered Claire, squinting at the clock.  So it was 

almost 11:30... apparently she’d gone back to sleep for longer than a few minutes. 
“I said I was sorry.  You’re usually not a late sleeper.” 
“No, I know... I’m sorry; I didn’t mean to snap,” said Claire, realizing how cranky 

she was acting.  “I am kinda hungover.” 
Dianna giggled.  “I knew it.  Claire, you’re such a lightweight!  Jamie drank more 

than you, and he sounds fine.” 
 
“Well, he also has a good fifty pounds on me,” Claire pointed out.  “So you already 

gave him a wake-up call too?” 
“Yeah... well, I was just hoping the three of us could do something today.  If you 

feel up to it, that is.” 
“What do you wanna do?” 
“Well... I don’t think I mentioned it last night, but my parents just bought a new 

speedboat for their anniversary last month.  I thought maybe we could take it out, 
maybe do a little water-skiing?  We haven’t done that in forever.  Jamie’s in if you are.  
But we should probably get going soon if we’re going to go.  We could stop by the store 
and get some food to bring with, have lunch on the boat?” 

“Yeah... that sounds like fun,” Claire said slowly, thinking it would do her well to 
go out in the fresh air.  Her head felt better now that she’d had a chance to wake up; the 
Excedrin must have done its job.  “Can I bring Nick along?  He loves going out on the 
water.” 

“Sure, that’s fine.  What’s the soonest you guys can be ready?” 



 

“Uh...”  Claire looked around and remembered that Nick had gone to the hospital 
to visit Casey.  “Well, give me half an hour, and I’ll be good to go, but Nick’s... Nick’s 
visiting a friend right now.  He’ll probably want to change before we go, so-” 

“Well, why don’t you just come then?  He won’t care, will he?  I mean, he’s got his 
own boat if he wants to go out... and he can’t really water-ski anyway, can he?” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “If you don’t want him to come, just say it, Di,” she said 
flatly. 

“It’s not that I don’t want him to come!” Dianna insisted.  “I’m just anxious to 
leave soon so we can get in a full afternoon.  And since when are you two Siamese twins?  
I know you’re engaged, Claire, but that doesn’t mean you can’t have a little fun with your 
own friends without him.” 

Claire felt a flicker of anger inside her.  “It’s not like that at all,” she replied 
darkly. 

“I dunno, he was acting pretty clingy with you last night,” Dianna observed. 
Claire rolled her eyes again, but she couldn’t deny the truth in that.  “He’s usually 

not like that,” she said.  “It’s just cause Jamie was there.  I get the feeling he’s not a big 
fan of Jamie.” 

“Why?  Cause you and Jamie-” 
“Cause we dated in high school; cause he donated his sperm to me – take your 

pick,” Claire replied with a sigh. 
“Ohh... well... why would he want to come with us then?  If he doesn’t like Jamie, 

I mean.” 
Claire shook her head, wishing she could end this conversation right now.  “I 

don’t know, Di.  Look, never mind.  I’ll get dressed and be over at your apartment in half 
an hour, and Nick can just come with us another time if he wants to.  See you in a bit.” 

“Okay.  Bye.” 
As soon as she’d hung up, Claire speed dialed Nick’s cell and was immediately 

taken to his voicemail.  He must still be visiting Casey, she thought, figuring he’d turned 
his phone off inside the hospital.  She left him a quick message, telling him where she 
was going, that she’d probably be back by evening, and to tell Casey she was sorry she 
couldn’t come that day.  She hung up feeling slightly guilty, but brushed the feeling 
aside.  There’s nothing wrong with going out with my friends today, she told herself.  
Casey was too sick for long visits anyway; he wouldn’t be too disappointed if she didn’t 
stop by one day.  And Dianna was right – she and Nick weren’t connected at the hip, and 
she didn’t have to ask him to come along, especially if Jamie was going to be there. 

She changed quickly into a bathing suit and shorts and pulled a t-shirt on over 
her swimsuit top.  She stopped in the bathroom to freshen herself up and pull her 
newly-cut hair into a short ponytail, then threw some items into a beach tote, shoved on 
a pair of flip-flops, and headed for her car.  Nick had been letting her drive his Jag, 
which she adored, but she didn’t like taking it without asking him first, so she hopped 
into her beater Toyota instead for the drive to Dianna’s apartment. 

 
*** 

 
Nick rose from his chair quietly, not wanting to disturb the young patient in the 

bed in front of him.  Casey had been drifting in and out all morning – probably a side 
effect of the medications he was on, Nick figured – but he’d been sleeping soundly for 



 

 

awhile now, and Nick decided he might as well leave.  He walked slowly toward the 
door, trying to avoid letting his eyes wander to the various pieces of medical equipment 
that lined the walls.  He wished he had not spent so much time in hospitals in the last 
two and a half years because he knew what most of those devices were for and wished he 
didn’t.  There was a respirator, in case Casey got so sick he could no longer breathe on 
his own... a crash cart, in case his heart stopped...  Nick shook his head, trying not to 
think about it.  All of this freaked him out, and a part of him wondered why he was even 
there.  Why had he kept coming to the hospital and putting himself in uncomfortable 
situations like this? 

Because I care, he thought grudgingly.  Claire adored this little boy, and he’d 
become awfully fond of him as well.  Casey was sort of like another little brother to him 
now... a younger version of Aaron, someone who looked up to him.  It made him feel 
good.  But it also scared him.  Casey was very sick, and even once he got over this 
infection, he would still be fighting cancer.  For the third time.  He didn’t have to be a 
doctor to know that the odds couldn’t be good there. 

He stepped out of the hospital room and pulled the surgical mask off of his mouth 
and nose, letting it hang limply around his neck while he sucked in a few deep breaths.  
The worst part about Casey being in an isolated room was the fact that he had to ‘gown 
up’ every time he set foot inside it to avoid passing germs on to Casey.  Not only did he 
feel like a clown wearing the oversized surgical gown, cap, and ‘booties’ that were 
required, but the get-up brought back bad memories, memories of when Claire was in 
isolation after her transplant.  She’d been very sick like this too, and there was a time 
when he had feared she was going to die. 

But she didn’t, Nick told himself stubbornly.  Claire had gotten better, and she 
was fine now.  Casey could recover and go back into remission too.  But as he started to 
compare the two in his head, another thought occurred to him.  But Casey was fine 
after his bone marrow transplant too.  And now he’s sick again.  He swallowed hard, 
suddenly feeling sick to his stomach.  This could happen to Claire too... 

He tried to force that thought out of his head as soon as it had formed; it was too 
frightening to dwell on.  If Claire ever relapsed, he didn’t know what he would do.  He 
didn’t think he could handle seeing her that sick again.  It had been hard enough the 
first time, but was before he’d fallen in love with her.  If something happened to her 
now... 

He shook his head, trying to clear his mind and think of something else.  He 
looked up and noticed a clock mounted high on the wall; it was going on noon.  
Wondering if Claire was up yet and if she was still planning on coming to see Casey, he 
jammed his hand into his pocket and pulled out his cell phone.  He wandered down the 
hall to a small waiting area before turning on the phone to call her.  1 new voicemail, 
flashed the screen on the phone when it came on.  He punched a button and put the 
phone to his ear to listen to the message.  It was from Claire. 

“Hey, hon... it’s about 11:30, and I just woke up to a call from Dianna.  She and 
Jamie want to go out water-skiing with her parents’ new speedboat, so I’m gonna 
head out with them for the afternoon.  They want to leave soon so that we can be back 
before too late, so I should be home early in the evening.  It looks like I’m not gonna get 
up to the hospital today, so don’t wait around for me.  Tell Casey I’m sorry I can’t come 
today and that I’ll stop by tomorrow for sure.  Love you, bye.” 



 

Nick felt an odd sinking feeling as he lowered the phone and pressed another 
button to stop the message.  Well, so much for his day.  There was no point in sticking 
around the hospital alone, with Casey so out of it.  And it looked like he wouldn’t be 
doing anything with Claire either, not until much later anyway. 

I need to make some friends of my own, he thought, wondering what Brent and 
his old buddies were up to these days.  He hadn’t really talked to any of them in awhile.  
It was funny how getting cancer and losing a leg made you realize who your true friends 
were.  The only other person he knew who could really relate to that was Claire, but of 
course, she was spending the day with her own ‘true friends.’ 

With a sigh, he left the waiting area and wandered down the hall towards the 
elevators.  He wished Brian lived nearby; a basketball game or Nintendo tournament 
with his old friend sounded great right about now.  Oh well, he thought.  In a few days, 
I’ll be in LA with all five of them, and I can play basketball with Bri anytime I want. 

And in the meantime, he decided as he began to flip through the contacts stored 
in his phone, he could always call Brian and complain about how lame his life had 
become. 

 
*** 

 
“This is the life,” murmured Claire contentedly as she stretched out across one of 

the bright white seats in Dianna’s parents’ new boat, adjusting her sunglasses on the 
bridge of her nose.  “I hadn’t been water-skiing in a long time.” 

“Neither had I, actually,” Dianna replied with a thoughtful look.  “We didn’t look 
too bad out there though, you and I, Claire.  Now, Jamie, on the other hand...” 

“Oh, Jamie’s always sucked at water-skiing; you know that,” Claire said quickly, 
with a teasing grin in Jamie’s direction.   

He shot her a dark look.  “Well, can you blame me?  I’m a Yankee boy at heart; 
not too many places to water-ski in Iowa,” he defended himself with a shrug. 

Dianna giggled.  Claire, noticing how hot her face was starting to feel, turned her 
head and said, “Di, can you toss that ghetto Sunblock of yours over here?” 

“You and your Sunblock,” said Dianna, pitching her the half-flattened bottle of 
sunscreen they’d found at the back of Dianna’s bathroom cabinet.  In her haste to leave 
that morning, Claire had foolishly forgotten her own, and of course Dianna, who always 
tanned beautifully, had nothing but a half-empty bottle of the store-brand kind – that 
had expired three years ago, nonetheless – in her apartment.  But it still smelled and 
looked like Sunblock, just slightly runny, so Claire had slathered it on anyway, hoping it 
would still work.  Her light skin had always burned easily, and cancer treatments had 
made her even more sensitive to sunlight, so she had to protect herself.  Sitting up, she 
tipped the bottle into her palm and squeezed until a large dollop squirted out, then 
spread it all over her skin. 

“Can someone put a second coat on my back?” she asked, knowing her back 
would end up looking like a pink-spotted leopard if she tried to do it herself; she always 
ended up missing spots. 

“Give it here,” said Jamie, coming over to sit beside her.  She handed him the 
bottle and let him rub the lotion across her back and shoulders.  As his fingers traveled 
across her right shoulder, he playfully plucked the strap of her damp swimsuit and gave 
it a snap.  Rolling her eyes, she turned and took the bottle out of his hand. 



 

 

“That’s good.  Thanks.” 
He flashed her a brief smile.  “Anytime,” he said and returned to his old seat.  

Claire pulled her t-shirt over her head and smoothed it down over her swimsuit.  Then 
she eased herself back down on her own padded boat seat. 

 
*** 

 
It was just after six in the evening when Claire returned home.  She parked her 

Toyota in the large garage and went into the house.  “Nick!” she called.  No answer.  She 
went upstairs to drop off her bag, and when she could not find him there, she went back 
down and wandered the main level, looking for him.  She finally opened the door to the 
small music studio he’d setup in one of the rooms and found him there.  He didn’t notice 
her at first; a large pair of headphones covered his ears, and he was nodding his head 
gently in time to whatever was coming out of them.  Not wanting to disturb him, she 
started to close the door, but all of a sudden he glanced up and saw her.  She stopped 
and let the door swing back open, and he eased the headphones off his ears, looking at 
her expectantly. 

“Hey,” she said.  “Just wanted to let you know I’m home.” 
“Did you have fun?” he asked shortly. 
She nodded. 
“Good.”  With that, he slipped his headphones back over his ears and turned 

away.  Conversation over, or so it seemed. 
With a frown, she closed the door and walked away.  That guilty feeling had 

returned; she got the impression he was annoyed with her.  She wondered if it was 
because she had spent the day with Jamie and Dianna or because she had not invited 
him along. 

Well, if it’s either of those things, he can just grow up, she thought crossly as she 
trudged upstairs, her tired muscles revolting against the climb.  I’m allowed to have my 
own friends and do things with them without inviting him. 

Drained and grubby from being out in the sun and sea all afternoon, she headed 
straight for the bathroom, craving a long, warm shower.  As she peeled off her damp, 
sticky clothes, her thoughts returned to Nick.  She couldn’t decide whether she was more 
annoyed with him for being so short with her or upset with herself for making him act 
that way.  Of course, maybe it wasn’t her at all; maybe he was just frustrated with 
whatever he was working on downstairs.  But she worried that she’d made him feel left 
out or neglected that somehow, and even if she could defend her actions, she couldn’t 
help but feel bad. 

Ah well, she thought, we still have the rest of the night to spend together, just the 
two of us.  When I get out of the shower, I’ll go back down and talk to him.  He’ll get 
over it. 

Reassured, she kicked her clothes into a pile in the middle of the floor and turned 
towards the mirror while she tugged at the ponytail holder in her hair.  All of a sudden, 
she stopped, her hand falling to her chest.  She gaped into the mirror for a moment, her 
heart beginning to thump rapidly against her ribs, then turned and darted to the door, 
on which a full-length mirror was mounted.  She stood only a foot away and stared at 
her reflection, her eyes widening with mounting horror. 



 

Her skin, from her neck down to her breasts, across her chest and halfway down 
her arms, was covered in a bright red, blotchy rash.  “Oh my God,” she whispered, 
unable to take her eyes off the rough scarlet patches.  Her heart began to race; her 
breathing came in short, shallow gasps as she struggled to control her panic. 

A skin rash was one of the first symptoms of Graft Versus Host Disease.  In 
simpler terms, transplant rejection. 

She went light-headed as the very words formed in her mind, words she had lived 
in fear of for two years, and her knees buckled.  She grabbed the doorknob for support, 
then slid slowly down to the cool tiles of the bathroom floor.  Scooting against the wall, 
she tucked her knees to her chest and wrapped her arms around them tightly.  She could 
feel her whole body shaking. 

Her mouth had become as dry as cotton.  She tried to swallow, but her throat felt 
tight.  Tears prickled suddenly in her eyes, and with difficulty, she cleared her throat, 
struggling to find her voice.  “Nick!” she cried, but it came out shaky and weak.  Clearing 
her throat again, she took a shuddering, deep breath and shouted his name for a second 
time. 

“NICK!” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 46 
 
“Nick!  Nick!” 
Startled, Nick looked up to see Claire standing in the doorway of his music studio, 

looking utterly panic-stricken.  She was naked, covered only by a bath towel she had 
thrown around herself and was clutching tightly, and her face was ashen.  A wave of 
terror ripping through him, he tore off his headphones and threw them down.  His chair 
went flying back as he leaped out of it and hurried, stumbling, towards her. 

“What happened?” he demanded.  “What’s wrong??”   His first thought was of 
Casey; had he not heard the phone ring? 

“Look... look at this,” Claire said shakily, her free hand swiping across her chest, 
from shoulder to shoulder.  Nick’s eyes widened as he noticed that her skin there was 
bright red.  At first he thought it was just sunburned, but that didn’t look like any 
sunburn he’d ever seen.  “It’s a rash,” she whispered.  “I just noticed it when I went 
upstairs to shower; it wasn’t like this earlier.” 

“Does it hurt?” he asked, frowning.  His mind was racing with questions and 
confusion.  She looked petrified, and he wasn’t sure why.  A rash wasn’t that serious, 
was it? 

She shook her head quickly and swallowed hard.  “No, but... but...”   She looked 
up at him, and he felt his heart skip a beat when he saw tears in her eyes.  “This could be 
bad, Nick,” she said, her voice hoarse.  “It’s a sign that I might be rejecting my bone 
marrow.” 

Nick’s heart began to race, and he let out his breath slowly, trying to calm it 
down.  “H-how bad is that?” he heard himself ask in a hushed voice. 

She bit her bottom lip.  “If I am rejecting, and they can’t stop it...”  Trailing off, 
she shook her head.  “It could be really bad, Nick.” 

Nick took another shuddering breath and looked down, his hand drifting to the 
top of his head, flattening his hair.  His thoughts suddenly returned to Casey, lying there 
in that sterile hospital room, with all that equipment lined up... just in case...   In his 
mind’s eye, Casey’s still, sleeping form became Claire, looking as she had when he’d 
hopped a flight from New York to Tampa to be with her at the hospital – pale, in pain, 
and at times, almost lifeless.  He never wanted to see her that way again. 

And now... 
“It could be really bad, Nick.” 
He forced himself to look back up, although it pained him to see the tears in her 

eyes.  It took a lot to make her cry, so it always shook him when she did.  He was as 
scared as she looked, but he knew he had to be the strong one and calm her down.  
“Baby,” he whispered, reaching out to her.  “Come here.”   He pulled her into his arms, 
wrapping her tightly in a hug, and held her close against his chest.  She was shaking like 
a leaf.  He ran his hand up and down her back, feeling the contrast between the 
roughness of her rash-covered skin and the soft terrycloth of her towel. 

“Come on, let’s go sit down,” he whispered into her ear after a few moments.  
Keeping his arm firmly around her, he guided her out of the studio and led her into the 
living room.  He sat her down on the couch, and she laid her head on his shoulder, still 
trembling slightly. 



 

“I’m so scared,” she whispered, speaking for the first time in minutes.  “I knew 
this could happen, I’ve dreaded it, but it’s been two years, and everything’s been fine.  
And now this...” 

A chill ran down his spine at her words; they made him think of Casey – almost 
five years in the clear, and then a relapse.  A queasy sensation settled in his stomach at 
the thought.  “You don’t know that’s what this is,” he said, wondering if he was trying to 
reassure himself as much as he was her.  “It’s only a rash – it could be anything!”  He 
racked his brain, trying to come up with examples of what ‘anything’ could be.  “It could 
be some kind of skin infection,” he added, remembering his cellulitis, “... or an allergic 
reaction... or... or smallpox...” 

She actually laughed a little, and he instantly felt a tiny bit better.  “Smallpox?” 
she repeated with a tearful giggle.  “Thanks, Nick, that makes me feel better about the 
situation.” 

He smiled at her sarcasm.  “Hey, I’m just saying... don’t freak out yet, cause you 
don’t know for sure.”  It sounded like good advice; too bad he couldn’t follow it himself. 

She sighed.  “I know, I know, you’re right.  It’s just hard not to start imagining the 
worst...”  She trailed off, and he felt her shudder against him. 

“I know,” he murmured; boy, was she right about that.  “So what do we do?  Call 
your doctor?” 

“Yeah, I guess so... I’m gonna go find her number.”  Claire slid out of his arms 
and off the couch.  She walked out of the living room as if she were in a trance, and after 
a moment, he got up and followed her.  She went into his office and dug her address 
book out of one of the desk drawers while he paced back and forth, a bundle of nerves.  
Sitting down in the desk chair and pulling her towel tighter around herself, she flipped 
through the address book, then set it down on the desk in front of her and dialed a 
number out it.  She waited a few moments, frowning into the phone.  Then, looking 
disappointed, she cupped her hand over the mouthpiece and told Nick in a low voice, 
“Looks like she’s not on call right now... I’m getting her voicemail.  Do you think I 
should leave her a message?” 

Nick looked up from pacing the office and shrugged.  “Yeah, I guess so.” 
Claire left a rushed message, briefly explaining the rash she’d found, and then 

hung up with a sigh.  “Well, I assume she’ll call me back when she gets the message... 
might not be till tomorrow morning though.  So it looks like for right now, we just wait.”  
She sighed again, apparently not looking forward to a whole night of nervous waiting.  
Nick didn’t blame her – neither was he.  Waiting like this was the worst – if they were 
going to get bad news, he’d almost rather they just get it over with tonight, as soon as 
possible.  Then again, he was terrified of what bad news could mean.  Maybe waiting 
was not the worst part... at least now they could still hope for the best, that this rash was 
not what Claire thought it was. 

Leaning forward, Claire put her hands in her hair and raked her fingers through 
it, apparently not realizing half of it was still pulled into a short ponytail on the top of 
her head.  She pulled out the hair tie holding it up and looked at briefly before tossing it 
onto the desk.  “I think I’m going to go take my shower now,” she said, but her body 
slumped against the chair, making no effort to get up. 

Nick nodded.  “That’s probably a good idea... it’ll calm you down, clear your head 
a little...”   He could use the same thing, he realized, as he went back to aimlessly 



 

 

wandering around the room.  “While you’re in the shower, I think I’m gonna run out for 
bit.  I need to clear my head a little too.  I’ll be back though.” 

She gave him a curious look, but nodded after a moment.  “Alright.”   She finally 
rose, holding her towel up against her, and they left the room together.  They split at the 
stairs, her trudging slowly up them, while he walked past to fetch his keys.  Just as he 
heard the shower start upstairs, he left the house, keys in hand. 

He, too, needed to calm down.  But he didn’t want a clear head, through which 
terrifying thoughts and worst case scenarios could swim.  He didn’t want to think about 
what was going on and what could happen to Claire.  All he wanted was a drink. 

 
*** 

 
Hours later, Claire couldn’t decide whether she was more worried or pissed at 

Nick.  Claire had gotten out of the shower to an empty house.  Remembering Nick said 
he was going to go out for a bit, she hunkered down in front of the TV to wait for him.  
Claire didn’t expect him to be gone long.  

When a few hours went by and he still hadn’t shown up, she began to worry and 
became upset.  She knew he was a little upset when he left, but then again, so was she, 
and he should have been there for her, right?  

Claire finally caved in and decided to try calling Nick’s cell.  
 

*** 
 
“It could be really bad, Nick.” 
The words uttered by Claire haunted Nick.  They had both been doing so well.  

They had been making plans for the future, but now they were being haunted by the 
past.  Nick was scared, and he hated to admit it.  Why did this have to happen to him?  
That was the question Nick seemed to always be asking.  Why?  He knew it was selfish of 
him, but he got angry at Claire.  Why was her body rejecting the transplant?  Why did it 
choose to do so now, when he was getting ready to marry her?  Wasn’t there something 
Claire could have done to help prevent this?  He just didn’t know how he could handle 
this, or if he could handle it at all.  He had images of Claire in Casey’s position and 
thought to himself that he was barely able to handle seeing Casey like that, let alone 
someone he loved.  He didn’t even question whether or not the rash could be anything 
other than Graft Versus Host Disease.  He assumed with his luck, it would be. 

Nick had lost count of his drinks after about six or so.  After leaving the house, he 
had driven to the first bar he remembered and started ordering shots.  However, the 
initial alcohol buzz had left, and instead he felt angry and alone.  He was just about to 
leave when he heard “May I join you?” 

Turning to the right, Nick was surprised to see a pretty young woman asking his 
permission to sit at the empty bar stool.  Nick looked around to make sure she was 
talking to him and finally responded with a slurred “sure.” 

“What’s your name, honey?” 
“Nick,” he responded, pleasantly surprised she didn’t recognize him.  Then again, 

it had been a while since he and the boys had put out an album.  
“Well, I’m Diana, and you looked like you could use a little company,” the 

increasingly good-looking brunette said.  Nick loved her eyes.  So blue, just like Claire’s.  



 

Shaking his head to clear away thoughts of Claire, Nick smiled, indicating he was happy 
for the company.  

Diana kept their drinks filled, but Nick was too far gone to realize.  She gradually 
moved her stool closer until she was brushing Nick’s leg every time she moved.  It had 
been a long time since a woman had hit on him without knowing who he was, and Nick 
loved it.  So much so that he didn’t hear his cell phone ringing until Diana mentioned it.  

Reluctantly, he answered.  “’Lo.” 
“Nick!  Where are you?”  
“Who dis?” Nick asked while Diana giggled at his side.  
“Who dis?!  Who do you think it is?  It’s Claire!” Claire declared angrily into the 

phone.  She couldn’t believe him.  He was drunk as a skunk!  She was worried about 
him, and he was out getting drunk.  It was then that Claire heard the feminine giggle.  
“Who are you with?” she asked in a deathly calm voice.  

“Oh, hey Claire.  This is Diana.  Diana, say hi to Claire.”  Claire could hear the 
phone being passed around, and then a sultry voice came on the phone.  

“Hello, Claire.  Why don’t you come down and join us?  Nick and I have been 
having so much fun,” Diana taunted.  

Before Claire could respond, Nick quickly snatched the phone back from Diana 
and explained, “Claire doesn’t like to hang out with me.  She won’t invite me out with 
her friends.  Instead she stands me up at the hospital, and she goes out boating, my 
favorite activity.  Right Claire?” he said into the phone.  

For a minute, Claire was silent.  What did she say to that?  She knew he must 
have really felt that way because he didn’t lie when he was drunk, and that made her 
even more angry.  If he had such a problem with it, he should have said something 
earlier.  Plus, she felt she hadn’t done anything wrong really.  

“You know, Nick, I don’t need to deal with this right now.  You have fun with your 
little slut.  Maybe she can give you all the attention you seem to need.”  

Nick snapped the phone shut as he heard the dial tone.  He was right, wasn’t he?  
She had ditched him.  She knew he loved boating, but couldn’t seem to wait enough time 
for him to come home from visiting a very sick little boy she was supposed to be visiting 
too.  Instead, she was off with Jamie.  

“Hey now.  Don’t let the little missus bring you down,” Diana said, signaling to 
the waiter for another round of shots.  Once the shots arrived, Nick quickly downed his, 
but Diana shyly looked at Nick.  “Do you think you could help me out with mine, Nick?”  

“Sure, baby.” 
“Do you think you could help me do a body shot?”  
“Sure,” Nick replied as she grabbed the salt shaker.  She licked her lips as she 

tilted his head, put salt on his neck and a lime between his lips.  Slowly she leaned down 
to lick the salt off his neck.  Nick knew there was something he shouldn’t be doing, but 
as Diana downed the shot and went to take the lime, he couldn’t think of a reason to 
stop.  Suddenly, the lime had disappeared, but Diana’s lips were still upon his, now 
caressing them.  Nick found himself slowly responding, but when her tongue tried to 
invade his mouth, Claire’s face flashed in his head, and he pushed Diana away.  Sure he 
was mad at Claire for not inviting him out, but really he was just scared of losing her, 
either her heart to Jamie or her body.  If he lost her, he was not going to do it because of 
some woman he met at a bar. 



 

 

Mumbling an apology to Diana, Nick threw some cash on the bar and unsteadily 
made his way out to the waiting taxis.  He needed to talk to Claire  

 
*** 

 
Claire needed to talk to someone, too.  She was pissed off with Nick for going out 

to drink when she needed him.  She was also scared.  She should have figured he 
wouldn’t be mature enough to handle this and be there to support her. 

Quickly, Claire called Dianna.  She needed to vent and maybe find somewhere 
else to stay for the night.  By the time Dianna picked up, Claire was already grabbing a 
bag and throwing some clothes in.  

“Hey Claire, what’s up.”  
“Dianna, I need a place to stay for the night.” 
“Uh, sure.  What happened with Nick?” 
“He’s at some bar with some Diana chick, probably with his tongue down her 

throat,” Claire spit out in one breath.  
“Nick went out to a bar?  With who?!” 
“Well, he was all upset and so he said he’d go out for a little.  That was hours ago.  

When I called his cell, he was at some bar, and some girl named Diana was with him,” 
Claire explained, trying to control her rambling.  

“Why was Nick upset?  What happened between you guys?” 
Letting out a slow sigh, Claire uttered the words that she knew she never wanted 

to say.  “My body might be rejecting the transplant.” 
Dianna’s gasp was the only indication Claire had from the other end of the line 

for a few minutes before her friend finally uttered, “Why do you think that? Do you 
know for sure?” 

“No, but I have a rash.” 
“You have a rash.  That’s why you think your transplant is rejecting?  A rash?” 
“It’s one of the first signs of Graft Versus Host Disease.  In simpler terms, a 

transplant rejection.”  
“Yes, but it’s still just a rash.  Claire, I get rashes.  Doesn’t mean I’m having 

transplant rejection.  Have you talked to your doctor?” 
“I left her a message, but she’s not on call tonight.” 
“Well, maybe you should go to the emergency room and get this rash checked out.  

You could be freaking out over nothing.  I could pick you up after Jamie returns from 
Blockbuster, and then I can take you.  Afterwards you can come stay at my place.  Then 
we’ll talk about Nick and his bar slut.” 

“Yeah, okay.  Maybe I am just freakin’ out over nothing.  Come on over with 
Jamie.”  

Twenty minutes later, Dianna pulled into Nick’s driveway with Jamie.  
Dianna explained to Claire how they would go to the hospital and Jamie would 

follow.  “You’re going to come with me, and Jamie here is going to follow us in your car 
to the hospital because you are in no state to drive and we don’t want to have to come 
back here tomorrow for your car,” Dianna explained as Jamie got out and grabbed 
Claire in a huge hug.  Claire thought he held her longer than normal, but she reasoned 
he was worried about her. 



 

“When I heard, I was so worried.  I had to come and help.  You guys go ahead, 
and I’ll be there right behind you,” Jamie said as he directed Claire to the passenger side 
of Dianna’s car and grabbed her keys.   

Claire and Diana pulled out of the driveway while Jamie fiddled with Claire’s car.  
Just as he was starting to pull out, a taxi pulled into the driveway, and Nick stumbled 
out. Nick was pretty confused as to why Jamie was getting out of Claire’s car.  

“What the fuck are you doing here?” he yelled as he walked up the driveway 
towards Jamie. 

“I was here helping out your girlfriend.  You know, the one you abandoned when 
she thought she might be really sick,” Jamie spat. 

“She’s my fiancée!  And I was there for her.  I was there for her when she had 
cancer last time, and I’ll be there for her again.  I just needed a drink!” Nick yelled back, 
defending himself.  He was so angry with Jamie.  Every time he turned around, Jamie 
seemed to be there.  

“Yeah, well, you might want to rub that lipstick off.  It’s not really your color, 
pretty boy,” Jamie sneered back.  “Plus, she won’t be your fiancée for long if I have 
anything to say about it.” 

“You saying she’s going to go back to you?  She’s already dumped you once!” Nick 
said as he got in Jamie’s face.  

“Claire never dumped me.  It was her that was heartbroken when we broke up.  
And it’s me that she’s always wanted.  Why do you think I’m moving down here?  Claire 
wants me here,” Jamie smirked at Nick, taunting him.  

“That’s bullshit!” Nick said right before he lunged at Jamie.  However, Jamie was 
prepared for the attack and easily side stepped.  With a swift shove to Nick’s back from 
Jamie, he went crashing to the pavement, unable to keep his balance. 

“You’re pathetic.  Claire doesn’t need a gimp like you when she has me back,” 
Jamie spit out as he got in Claire’s car and pulled away, leaving Nick sprawled out on his 
driveway, probably scraped and bruised.  Jamie had been waiting for Nick to screw up 
like this.  If he had his way, Claire would be leaving that washed out popstar for him any 
day now.  Jamie could provide what Claire really needed, normalcy.  

Slowly and awkwardly Nick made his way into the house.  He dragged himself to 
the sofa and collapsed.  Jamie was right.  Claire wouldn’t want someone like him.  He 
couldn’t deal with her cancer, and he was a washed up popstar.  Obviously, Claire 
wanted Jamie.  She had fertilized her eggs with his sperm, for heaven’s sake!  Plus, they 
had history together.  Jamie knew more about Claire than he could ever hope to know. 

Realizing the hopelessness of his situation, Nick closed his eyes and mercifully 
passed out.  

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 47 
 

To Claire’s relief, the Tampa General Emergency Room was surprisingly un-
crowded for a Friday night.  She had expected it to be busier, with people going out and 
doing stupid things (at this thought, her mind turned to Nick, picturing him hanging all 
over “Diana,” who, in her mind's eye, was gorgeous), but she was called from the waiting 
room and ushered into a curtained examining area in a relatively short amount of time. 

Once there, however, things slowed down.  A nurse asked her questions and took 
her medical history, then left, promising that a doctor would come by to examine her 
soon.  But the minutes ticked by slowly, and no doctor came.  Neither did Jamie. 

“Where the hell is Jamie?” Claire muttered irritably, more to herself than to 
anyone else. 

She didn’t really expect an answer, but Dianna, who was sitting in a chair a few 
feet away from the examining table, piped up, “Don’t worry, hon, he’ll be here.  Maybe 
he just needed some extra time...  You know he’s not a fan of hospitals.” 

“Who is?” Claire asked through gritted teeth, thinking she had far more reason to 
hate hospitals than Jamie did. 

Dianna cast her a wary sidelong glance, and Claire shut her mouth.  She didn’t 
mean to be snippy, but she was distressed and upset by everything that had happened 
that night.  A range of emotions were running through her, and none of them were good.  
She was scared... terrified, in fact, that she might be facing a serious illness once again.  
If this rash turned out to be what she feared it was, it would be a huge setback.  She 
could get sick... very sick, sick enough to die even, depending on how bad it got.  Minor 
episodes of rejection weren’t uncommon shortly after a bone marrow transplant, but 
after two years, she had thought she was out of the woods.  Every check-up she’d had 
showed that her bone marrow was working fine, and by now her immune system, which 
had been weakened by the transplant, was almost back to normal.  Overall, she’d had a 
fairly easy time with the transplant, compared to some of the horror stories she’d heard 
anyway.  She had been lucky, until now.  Stupidly, perhaps, she’d assumed that her luck 
would last, that there would be no unexpected complications this long after the 
transplant.  But now it seemed her luck had run out. 

That was not the only thing on her mind now though.  Nick, damn him, had made 
the whole night a thousand times worse, and at the moment, that was somehow even 
more upsetting to her.  If Nick had been there with her at the hospital, talking to her and 
holding her hand, she felt she could have handled this a lot better.  It was frightening no 
matter who was with her, but in the two and a half years she had known Nick, she had 
always been especially comforted by his presence.  He was like a kindred spirit... he 
knew what it was like to have cancer and to go through everything that went hand-in-
hand with it - painful tests and treatments with miserable side effects, low self-esteem, 
rejection from friends, the fear of relapsing or dying even...  It was the thing that had 
connected them, and they had seen each other through hell.  She’d been by his side after 
he lost his leg, and he’d been there for her during her transplant.  When she’d run 
downstairs screaming his name that evening, terrified by the rash she’d found, she’d 
never doubted that he would be there for her again.  She’d come to him for comfort and 
support... and he’d abandoned her. 

In some ways, that realization terrified her more than the rash on her body.  
Where was the Nick who had loyally sat by her side and held her hand while she was 



 

fighting an infection in isolation after her transplant, the one who had flown all the way 
from New York when she’d gotten worse and who’d sung to her when she wanted to hear 
his voice?  There was no sign of him in the Nick she’d talked to last... the crude, drunken 
Nick who had gone out to get wasted while she sat at home worrying and waiting for 
him.  And for all she knew, he was cheating on her too.  He’d definitely had another 
woman with him; she didn’t even want to imagine what they were doing at that bar.  But 
of course, she had her suspicions, each of which made her increasingly more nauseous. 

She tried not to think of Nick, but at soon as she stopped picturing his face in her 
mind, envisioning him flirting with a beautiful seductress at the bar, she saw the rash all 
over her chest and arms instead, and that made her even more nauseous. 

With a rattle, the curtain surrounding her examining area was pulled aside just a 
tad.  Claire looked up, grateful for the distraction and expecting to see Jamie, but 
instead it was the face of the nurse who had brought her back that peeked around it.  
“Sorry to keep you waiting, Miss Ryan,” the nurse said apologetically.  “We just had a 
large trauma come in, so all of our doctors are very busy at the moment.” 

Claire nodded her understanding, vaguely wondering what had happened.  Car 
accident, was her first thought.  Probably drinking involved... again, stupid people out 
on a Friday night, doing stupid things.  And again, this made her thoughts turn back to 
Nick. 

It was a vicious cycle she could not escape, for what else was there to think of 
other than the rash and Nick?  There were certainly no happy thoughts she could muster 
up, for right now it seemed her life was on the verge of falling apart.  The bone marrow 
transplant, which was the only reason she was even still alive, might be failing, and the 
man she was planning to marry was at a bar with another woman when he should be at 
the hospital with her.  It was unbelievable to realize that this had all happened in the last 
few hours. 

But it had.  Earlier in the day, while out boating with Dianna and Jamie, she’d 
been perfectly happy.  And now this.  Life was cruel. 

Wistfully, she remembered the boat, the loud, rumbling roar of its motor and the 
way it had bounced rapidly across the waves, sending up sea spray that hit her face like a 
cool mist and left a taste of salt on her tongue.  The water had been cold, the sun hot, the 
day beautiful and perfect.  She had enjoyed it immensely, but even thinking of that did 
not comfort her or distract her in any way.  For again, she thought of Nick and his 
slurred words over the phone. 

“Claire doesn’t like to hang out with me.  She won’t invite me out with her 
friends.  Instead she stands me up at the hospital, and she goes out boating, my 
favorite activity.  Right Claire?” 

She closed her eyes, pained by the sound of those words echoing in her memory.  
Nick had clearly been drunk when he’d said them; she could hear it in his voice.  But 
that didn’t mean they weren’t true.  On the contrary, they probably were true.  He 
probably did feel that way, for as she’d thought before, Nick didn’t lie when he was 
drunk.  He’d spilled something he’d probably been keeping to himself earlier, when 
she’d come home and found him in his studio.  No wonder he’d been so short with her. 

Angry as she was with him, a wave of guilt rushed through her.  Boating was one 
of Nick’s favorite pastimes; he loved being out on the ocean.  Maybe she should have 
made her friends wait so he could come with them.  But as she chewed over that thought 
for a moment, her guilt was quickly drowned with a flood of annoyance.  Her friends... 



 

 

Dianna and Jamie were her friends.  Sure she wanted Nick to get to know them and like 
them the way she had grown to like his bandmates, but that didn’t mean she had to 
bring him along to everything they did together.  She certainly didn’t expect him to bring 
her to every Backstreet function; surely, some things were meant to be just for the five of 
them.  Couldn’t he see that? 

Dianna was right, she decided.  Nick and I are not attached at the hip, we don’t 
have to go everywhere together, and he shouldn’t be so bent out of shape that I did 
something with my own set of friends and didn’t invite him.   As far as she was 
concerned, she hadn’t done anything wrong.  And if she had, it certainly hadn’t been as 
wrong as what he was doing to her now.  Maybe this was his form of payback.  Maybe he 
was trying to get back at her for making him feel left out.  If that was the case...  She 
shook her head as a wide range of names to call him flashed in her mind, everything 
from ‘big baby’ to ‘huge asshole.’ 

Dianna’s voice interrupted her tormented thoughts.  “Are you okay?” 
Claire clenched her jaw and fought hard to keep from snapping again, reminding 

herself that Dianna was the one acting like a true friend tonight, dropping everything to 
be there for her.  She was only trying to help.  But ‘are you okay?’   Oh, how she hated 
that question, especially in times like these.  Dianna didn’t understand though.  “I’m 
fine,” she mumbled, thinking of how not fine she was.  She wasn’t okay, in any context.  
Emotionally, she was a wreck, and physically, she might be headed that way too. 

 
The curtain rattled as it was drawn back again, and her nurse appeared once 

more.  But this time, she was accompanied by the familiar face of a tall, dark-haired 
man.  “Claire,” he said when he saw her, and she saw his adam’s apple bob as he 
swallowed hard. 

“Hey, Jamie,” replied Claire dully, motioning him in.  “Come on in; sit down.” 
The nurse left as Jamie pulled the remaining empty chair up to Dianna’s and sat 

down next to her.  “Did I miss anything?” he asked, looking between the two women. 
Dianna spoke up, and Claire was grateful; she didn’t feel like talking much.  

“Nothing yet.  We’re just waiting for a doctor to take a look at Claire.  The nurse said it 
might be awhile cause the doctors are busy with a trauma.” 

Jamie nodded briefly and didn’t say anything.  He looked pale and uneasy.  Now 
that he was here, Claire realized she was actually kind of surprised.  She’d expected him 
to show up because he’d said he would, but she knew Dianna had had a point when she 
said Jamie was no fan of hospitals.  He didn’t handle sickness well.  Not that many 
people did... but most people found ways to cope when they had to.  Jamie’s only way of 
coping was to avoid it altogether as long as he could.  He was that way with every 
uncomfortable situation he had to deal with.  He didn’t like to have serious 
conversations and talk about things that were bothering him; instead, he kept them 
inside and let the tension mount until he exploded into a torrent of emotion. 

When she’d first been diagnosed with leukemia during her second year of college, 
Jamie had distanced himself from her.  It had hurt her a lot.  He’d been off at a different 
school for the last year and a half, making new friends, living a totally different life, but 
they’d always kept in touch and stayed friends, even after their relationship ended.  His 
rejection stung, and she’d been angry at him for a long time because of that, thinking he 
was abandoning her for his new set of friends and party-boy college life, that he was too 



 

concerned about having fun to be there for a sick friend.  Later she’d realized he was 
only scared and didn’t know how to deal with it. 

Through a flood of tears and a huge hug, he’d apologized to her months later, and 
since then, he’d been a lot better.  When she relapsed, he was living in Iowa, but he’d 
come back to Florida to see her as soon as he could.  It was during that visit that he’d 
gotten wind of her need for a sperm donor and begged her to let him be it as 
reconciliation for hurting her before.  Perhaps stupidly, she’d let him, and he had loyally 
gone through with it.  They had been there for each other ever since, in spirit if not 
actually in person because of the miles that separated them.  And she was grateful to see 
that this trend was holding up.  For, as visibly uncomfortable as he was, sitting with her 
in a hospital room, Jamie was still there.  And that was all that mattered. 

“Sorry I took so long getting here,” Jamie spoke up, clearing his throat.  “I would 
have been here sooner, but, uh... I ran into your boyfriend.” 

His eyes were on Claire, who immediately felt nauseous again.  “You saw Nick?” 
she asked in a low voice. 

“Uh-huh.  He got home just as I was about to leave.  Had to call a cab to get him 
there apparently – the guy was plastered, Claire.” 

Claire nodded briefly; no surprise there.  “So did he see you?  Did you talk to 
him?”   Forget about Nick; you don’t want to know, instinct told her, but she was dying 
for information. 

“Yeah.  He was really pissed off.  First he cursed at me... and then he attacked 
me.” 

Claire’s eyes widened.  “He attacked you?  What does that mean?  What did he 
do??” 

“He tried to knock me down.  Lucky for me, he was totally wasted and ended up 
falling over himself.” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “Okay, so he didn’t ‘attack’ you, Jamie.” 
“Well, he tried to!” Jamie insisted.  “I’m serious, you should have seen the look on 

his face.  He was ready to beat the shit out of me.” 
Somehow Claire didn’t doubt that.  Nick had never liked Jamie, and if he was 

drunk and had come home to find him there...  She swallowed hard.  “So what did you 
do?” 

“I left,” Jamie replied matter-of-factly, as if it were the obvious answer.  “I drove 
away and came here.  What, did you think I would stick around to beat up on your 
drunken, one-legged fiancée just because I could?  You know me better than that.” 

Claire leaned over, wearily resting her forehead against the heel of her hand.  She 
hated the way Jamie and Nick talked about each other.  It was like they were jealous of 
each other for some reason, though it made no sense why.  So she’d dated Jamie once... 
seven years ago.  Big deal.  She was marrying Nick; he had no reason to see Jamie as 
some kind of competition because it simply wasn’t like that.  And Jamie... he didn’t love 
her anymore, not as anything more than a friend anyway, so why did he seem to resent 
Nick so much? 

“Thanks for being the bigger man, Jamie,” she mumbled flatly, without looking 
up.  “I’m sorry Nick tried to beat you up.”  She wondered if he could hear the sarcasm in 
her voice. 

“Hey, you don’t need to apologize,” Jamie said in a gentler voice, and she felt a 
hand on her back, rubbing it in small circles.  “It’s not your fault.  He ditched you to go 



 

 

out and drink, remember?  He’s the one who came home shit-faced and tried to pick a 
fight with me.  You had nothing to do with that.” 

Claire didn’t reply.  Instead, she just sat there, head in her hand, letting Jamie 
rub her back as she wondered what Nick was doing now. 

 
*** 

 
At precisely the moment Claire wondered what he was doing, Nick was still 

passed out on the couch.  Wasted, he slept for hours, and by the time he awoke, the sun 
had already risen.  “Shit,” he cursed and tried to scramble up.  He managed only to roll 
right off the couch and hit the coffee table in front of it with a dull thud.  As he sat in a 
heap on the floor, rubbing the throbbing shoulder that had broken his fall, the past 
night’s events began to return to him in bits and pieces, triggered by the effects of the 
hangover he was starting to feel. 

Slowly and painfully, he pulled himself up and returned to the couch, where he 
sat, his aching head in his hands, trying to think.  He had screwed up royally the night 
before; that much was clear.  He didn’t remember everything, but a few events stood out 
as he tried to backtrack in his mind:  Jamie knocking him down (he was sure he had 
some bruises as a souvenir of that)... the kiss with the girl at the bar (Diana?)... and 
hadn’t he talked to Claire on the phone at one point? 

Claire... where was she? 
As he realized he didn’t have a clue, Nick tried again to stand up.  This time he 

succeeded, and after getting his balance, he made his way through his house as quickly 
as he could, calling her name, searching for her.  He was not particularly surprised to 
discover that she was not there.  But where had she gone?  Was she okay? 

Digging his cell phone out of his pocket, Nick speed-dialed her cell.  It didn’t ring, 
but went straight to her voicemail.  Her phone must be turned off, he thought as he 
listened to the voicemail message.  He debated over leaving a message, and when it 
came time, he realized he didn’t have a clue what to say.  He ended the call without 
saying a word, knowing he had to talk to her in person.  That is, if he could find her. 

He remembered Jamie and wondered if Claire was him.  Even if she wasn’t, 
Jamie would surely know where she was.  He’d been over here last night anyway, and if 
Nick remembered correctly, he’d driven away in Claire’s car.  The problem was, he had 
no idea how to get in touch with Jamie. 

He stood in the doorway of the living room, scratching his head and trying to 
think.  All of a sudden, he remembered Claire leafing through the pages of her address 
book in search of her doctor’s phone number.  She’d have Jamie’s cell phone number in 
there too, wouldn’t she? 

Nick hurried to his office and found the address book still lying on his desk, open 
to the R section.  Turner, he thought.  His last name’s Turner, isn’t it?  He flipped to the 
Ts and quickly scanned the first page.  Sure enough, there was Jamie’s name at the 
bottom, complete with an Iowa address, home phone, and cell phone number too.  He 
dreaded the thought of actually calling that number, but he had to know where Claire 
was. 

He had just picked up the phone when something else caught his eye.  Dianna 
Treborn.  Her name was written in Claire’s neat, rounded handwriting right above 
Jamie’s.  Her cell phone number was jotted there too, and with a sigh of relief, Nick 



 

quickly dialed that instead, wondering why he hadn’t thought of Dianna first.  She was 
Claire’s closest girlfriend, and if Jamie knew where she was, Dianna probably would too.  
And he would rather talk to Dianna any day. 

Dianna answered her phone with a rather suspicious-sounding “Hello?” 
“Hey, Dianna?  Um, this is Nick... Carter.  I was just wondering if Claire was with 

you?” 
There was a long pause, and finally Dianna answered in a cold, abrupt voice.  

“No.  She’s not.” 
“Well, do you know where she is?”  Please, please don’t say she’s with Jamie, he 

pleaded mentally, his blood pressure rising as he imagined Claire spending the night in 
Jamie’s hotel room. 

“Where do you think she is?  She’s in the hospital, you dumbass!” Dianna cried 
scathingly.  Nick had hardly had a chance to process this information when she 
continued, “How many brain cells did you kill off last night?!  Are you too hungover to 
remember that your fiancée might be really sick??  What were you thinking last night?!  
How could you do that to her?!  She needed your support, and you left her!  You left her 
to go get drunk with another woman!!” 

Nick closed his eyes and held the phone slightly away from his ear, wishing he 
could block out her loud, almost hysterical shouting.  If he had felt bad before, it was 
nothing compared to how horrible he felt now.  As much as he hated to admit it, Dianna 
was right.  He wished he could yell right back at her, but what was he going to say?  He 
had nothing with which to defend himself, no good excuses to explain his actions.  He’d 
freaked out, plain and simple.  Pulled an AJ and turned to alcohol to escape from all his 
worries and fears.  Drank more than he had intended, and... well, it had all gone 
downhill from there.  That was the truth, but it didn’t excuse what he had done to Claire, 
and he knew it.  He was sorry... but somehow he also knew an “I’m sorry” wasn’t going 
to cut it for Dianna. 

Still, he had to try, because he had to find out what was going on with Claire.  He 
took a few deep breaths, trying to keep himself calm.  “Look, Dianna,” he started slowly, 
choosing his words carefully.  “You’re right.  I know what I did last night was... was 
horrible, and I’m sorry... I-I’m really sorry.  I need to talk to Claire though.  I need to tell 
her that.” 

“You’re gonna have to do more than say ‘I’m sorry,’ Nick,” Dianna snapped – but 
at least she had stopped shouting.  “You completely shattered her trust in you.  It’s 
gonna take a lot to fix that.” 

“I-I know...” he whispered thickly, his throat closing up. 
“You asked her to marry you!  Doesn’t that mean anything to you?  Wedding vows 

– haven’t you heard of those?  ‘For better, for worse... in sickness or in health...’  Do you 
think she wants a husband who’s going to walk out on her if she gets sick again??” 

Nick swallowed with difficulty, trying to keep his composure.  He got the feeling 
Dianna was trying her hardest to make him feel like shit.  It was working. 

“Claire’s been hurt like this before by people she thought were her friends.  But I 
never expected you to be one of those people.  And neither did she.  You’re the one 
person – well, besides me – she thinks she can count on to be there for her when she 
needs a friend, especially because she’s always been there for you.  And this is how you 
repay her?  By bailing the minute you think she might be sick again?” 



 

 

Finally, Nick found his voice.  “I-I didn’t bail on her!” he cried hoarsely.  “I would 
never bail on her.  I love her, no matter what.  I was just... scared.  And I needed a drink 
to calm my nerves.  I planned on coming right back, but... things just got out of hand, 
and I...”  He trailed off, not wanting to admit that he’d totally lost control of the 
situation.  He figured Dianna already had a good idea of what had happened anyway. 

“Whatever, Nick.  Bad decision.  Really bad decision.” 
“Yeah, thanks,” Nick muttered irritably.  “You don’t have to keep lecturing me; I 

already know.  I just want to find out where Claire is.” 
“I already told you, she’s at the hospital.  I took her there last night so she could 

get that rash checked out.” 
Nick felt sick to his stomach, imaging her laid up in a hospital room identical to 

Casey’s.  “H-how is she?  I mean... do they know if-?”  If she was rejecting her 
transplant?  If she was really sick?  If she was going to die?  That was what he wanted to 
know, but he couldn’t bring himself to say the words. 

“Not yet,” Dianna said shortly.  “They ran some tests late last night and then 
admitted her for the night while they waited on results.” 

Nick let out a shaky breath.  “What room is she in?” he asked. 
“I don’t think it would be a good idea for you to go see her now,” replied Dianna 

in an icy tone.  “She’s under a lot of stress already – I don’t want her to get even more 
upset.” 

“Well, it’s not really up to you, is it?” Nick retorted, thoroughly annoyed now.  
“You’re not her mom.  Either tell me what room she’s in, or I’ll go and find it myself.  I 
have connections at that place, you know.” 

“Oh right - you’re Mr. Hot Shit Backstreet Boy.  You do what you want, Nick.  I’m 
warning you though, don’t you dare go upsetting Claire again.  She is my best friend, 
and I can’t stand seeing her hurt.” 

Nick felt a flash of anger.  “She’s my best friend too, damn it.  I love her.  I don’t 
want to hurt her anymore than you do.” 

“Then why did you, Nick?  Why did you?” 
Nick clenched his jaw.  Fuck you, Dianna, he thought, but he knew it wouldn’t be 

a good move to say that.  Instead, as calmly as he could, he said, “I don’t want to get into 
this with you again.  It’s Claire I need to apologize to.  Thanks for the info, Dianna.”  And 
he hung up. 

He went upstairs long enough to change his clothes, which reeked of cigarette 
smoke and alcohol fumes, brush his teeth, splash a little water on his face, and rake his 
fingers through his hair.  Then he walked back downstairs, grabbed his car keys, and left 
for the hospital. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 48 
 

Claire lay in bed, listlessly flipping channels on the small TV that was mounted 
high on the wall of her hospital room.  When she realized there was nothing on TV that 
was going to take her mind off things, she set the remote down and rolled onto her side, 
balling herself into the fetal position beneath the thin bedcovers.  I probably look pitiful 
like this, she realized as she toyed with her engagement ring, spinning it round and 
round her finger.  But she didn’t care.  She had every right to act angsty at the moment. 

It was early in the morning, but she’d been awake for what seemed like hours.  
She supposed she’d never really slept, not for long anyway.  She’d waited in the ER with 
Dianna and Jamie for hours the night before.  A resident had finally examined her and 
ordered some tests; it was late by the time he’d decided to admit her for the night.  She’d 
told Dianna and Jamie to go home, but after they left, she sort of wished she hadn’t.  It 
was lonely with only the troubled thoughts in her head to keep her company.  They’d 
been her constant companion all night, bothering her as she tossed and turned in bed, 
interrupting what little sleep she did manage to get. 

She was glad to see the first light of day streaming through the window of her 
fifth floor room, but as the sky outside grew lighter, her mood grew darker.  She was 
tired and anxious and wished her doctor would come in soon.  She was sick of this 
nervous waiting; she wanted answers to the questions that had kept her up all night.  
What was wrong with her?  Would she even find out today, or would they want to run 
more tests?  Was she rejecting?  If she was, what would happen next? 

A soft knock rattled her door, and she glanced over her shoulder, hoping to see 
Dr. Rodrigo, but figuring it was probably just a nurse coming to check on her or an 
orderly bringing breakfast.  But when the door inched open wider, she found herself 
looking at the one person she had not expected to see. 

Nick. 
She turned her head away from him and didn’t move out of the little ball she’d 

curled herself into, her back to the door.   Closing her eyes, she waited for him to say or 
do something.  She heard his shuffling, uneven footsteps as he entered the room; she 
could sense his hesitance as he came closer.  Still, she did not roll over to face him. 

He was silent for what seemed like an eternity to Claire, and if she had not been 
aware of the sound of his feet against the tiled floor, she might have thought he’d left.  
But though he did not speak, she knew he was still there, watching her.  It made her 
uncomfortable, and half of her wanted to tell him to get the hell out.  But the other half 
was too curious – she wanted to hear what he had to say.  Was he going to try to justify 
his behavior last night?  Or had he come to apologize?  She held her breath and didn’t 
move, waiting uneasily for him to say something. 

Finally, he did. 
“Claire?” 
She let out her breath quietly at the sound of her name rumbling hoarsely from 

his throat, but did not reply.  Not just yet. 
“I know you probably don’t wanna see me right now.  But I just came to say that 

I’m sorry.” 
Claire lay still, silently thinking.  Okay, so he’d come to apologize.  Still... I’m 

sorry?  Were two words really enough to make up for what he’d done last night? 



 

 

“Okay, well... I’ll... I’ll just let you be now.  If you need anything though... or if you 
wanna talk... call me.  I promise I’ll come.” 

As she heard his footsteps slowly retreat, Claire realized that despite her anger, 
she didn’t want him to go.  “Nick, wait,” she called weakly, rolling over and sitting up to 
face him.  His slump-shouldered figure hesitated in the doorway, then turned back.  He 
stood, his arms hanging limply at his sides, and stared at her.  Sucking in a breath, she 
lifted her hand and beckoned him back in, and after a moment, he came, pushing the 
door closed behind him. 

“I know you came to talk, so... let’s talk,” she said quietly as he approached her 
bed.  “Sit down.” 

Obediently, he lowered himself into the nearest visitor’s chair and looked at her 
expectantly.  She supposed now that she had asked him to come back, it was her turn to 
say something.  “How did you know I was here?” she asked; she was not ready to talk 
about last night yet. 

“I, uh... called Dianna,” replied Nick, and his cheeks reddened. 
Claire raised her eyebrows.  “Oh yeah?  What’d she have to say to you?” 
“Nothing too nice,” Nick muttered.  “Nothing I didn’t deserve though, I guess.”  

He offered her a guilty smirk. 
Claire hid a smile with her hand, imagining Dianna ripping Nick a new one over 

the phone.  It was not hard to believe; Dianna could be a bitch when she wanted to be, a 
trait she took great pride in.  Claire’s smile vanished when another thought occurred to 
her.  “So did she put you up to coming here and apologizing?” she asked suspiciously. 

Nick frowned, looking offended.  “No.  She wouldn’t even tell me what your 
fucking room number was, Claire; she didn’t want me to come.  But I came anyway 
because I had to see you.” 

“You had to see me, huh?” Claire remarked.  “That’s funny... you sure didn’t seem 
to want to see me last night.” 

Nick closed his eyes briefly.  “Claire... it wasn’t you, okay?  I love you so much... I 
never meant to hurt you.  I was just freaked out, and I thought it might help to take a 
drive, get some air, get a drink... you know, calm down.” 

“Well, why didn’t you wait for me?  I could have used all of those things last night 
too,” Claire said in a small voice. 

Nick scowled and opened his mouth, as if to retort.  But then he looked away and 
closed it again, apparently changing his mind.  After a moment, he said quietly, “I just 
needed to get away for awhile, Claire.  I didn’t plan on being gone all night; I was going 
to come right back.  But... I dunno...”  Looking down at his lap, he sighed and raked a 
hand through his hair.  “Things just got way out of hand.” 

“Out of hand how?” she demanded, trying hard to keep her voice steady.  What 
exactly had he done with that girl at the bar last night?  Nick didn’t answer right away, 
and after a few moments of silence, she decided to just ask him directly.  She had to 
know.  Her voice trembled as she forced the words out.  “Just tell me honestly, Nick... 
did you cheat on me with her?” 

She felt sick as she watched him, waiting for his answer.  He didn’t look up at 
first, and when he did, his eyes looked oddly bright.  “I... she... she kissed me.  And I... 
Jesus... I started to kiss her back.  I was so hammered by that point, Claire, it was like I... 
I didn’t even realize what I was doing until it was too late!  But then I saw your face, in 
my head, and I stopped.  And then I took a cab home.  That’s all that happened, honest 



 

to God, and it meant nothing, I swear!”  His eyes were filled with tears now, his flushed 
face stricken. 

Claire lowered her head to her hands, pressing the heels of them into her 
forehead.  She could feel her body shaking and didn’t how to react.  Was she supposed to 
yell at him?  Slap him?  Cry?   She certainly felt like crying, but she held the tears back.  
She stared down at her lap, keeping her eyes open until they stung.  She was afraid that 
if she blinked, the tears would start to well up inside them.  She’d been stubbornly 
fighting them back for the past twelve hours; she wasn’t going to let them fall now. 

“Claire, baby... please.”  She startled when she felt Nick’s hand on her back and 
his soft voice in her ear.  When had he moved?  “Please believe me... I never meant to 
hurt you.  I’d give anything to go back to last night and change everything.” 

“You can’t, Nick,” she murmured and twisted her body away from him.  “Please 
don’t touch me... not right now.” 

He moved his hand to the top of his head, flattening his hair, and nodded.  “I’m 
sorry.” 

“Good,” said Claire, shifting her weight in the bed.  “But sorry can’t fix 
everything.”  She pulled her blankets tighter around herself. 

“I-I know that,” Nick stammered, and she saw his eyes travel up and down her 
body.  “If you want me to leave now, I will.  I don’t want to make you any more upset – I 
think Dianna will kick my ass if I do.  But if you don’t mind, I’d like to stay.  I wanna be 
with you when-” 

He stopped abruptly, and she finished for him, “When I find out if my life’s going 
down the shitter or not?  Yeah, I guess you might as well stick around then, cause if my 
life’s taking a turn for the crappy, yours probably will too - if you plan on staying with 
me, that is.” 

Nick swallowed hard.  “Of course I am!  I would never leave you, Claire, not for 
real anyway.”  He reached out and seized her left hand, pulling it towards him.  “I 
bought you this ring for a reason, you know,” he said, straightening her engagement ring 
on her finger.  “I’ve made a lot of mistakes in my life, but this wasn’t one of them.  I love 
you, and I’ll be there for you for the rest of my life – for better, for worse, in sickness, 
and in health.  No matter what kind of news you get today, that’s not going to change.” 

The tears threatened again, but this time, they were good tears.  Not exactly tears 
of joy... but not tears of misery either.  She wasn’t ready to forgive Nick yet; she knew it 
would take some time to get to that point.  But her anger was beginning to fade, and she 
had to admit, she felt a little better. 

She knew, however, that her doctor’s words later that day would have the power 
to change all that.  

 
*** 

 
Nick massaged his temples wearily, wishing he had thought to take some pain 

relievers before leaving the house earlier.  He was still hungover, and it sucked.  But 
really, that was the least of his concerns, just a minor inconvenience that made itself 
known whenever conversation died or the thoughts in his head paused. 

The whole morning had been tense for both him and Claire.  They made awkward 
small talk to cover up the distance between them and the cloud of worry that hung over 
the room, but it didn’t really help.  It was impossible for Nick to perch on the edge of her 



 

 

hospital bed and hold her hand and not be reminded of why he – and more importantly, 
why she – was there. 

He hated walking into a hospital room and finding her there, as a patient and not 
a visitor.  It brought back bad memories from the past and made him scared to death of 
the future.  What was going to happen to her?  To them? 

He wished her doctor would hurry up and get there so they could find out, and he 
knew she felt the same.  Her responses to him had grown short and distant, and he knew 
she was not watching whatever was on TV – neither was he.  He kept watching her, as 
she stared into space, looking lost in her own private thoughts.  But every time a set of 
footsteps were heard in the hall outside, her eyes flew to the door.  But the footsteps 
continued on and eventually faded, and with a soft sigh, she looked away, turning her 
head towards him again.  He always offered a sympathetic smile, which was returned 
half-heartedly, and then they both returned to their own thoughts. 

Her head jerked towards the door again as a particularly loud pair of footsteps 
smacked against the tiled floor outside her room.  Nick followed her gaze and frowned, 
straining to listen.  Not the squeaky footsteps of a nurse in white tennis shoes... nor the 
clacking of a professional in heels.  These sounded more like someone in flip-flops – a 
visitor, no doubt.  Not her doctor.  Let down again, his eyes left the door.  He was taken 
by surprise when, a moment later, someone knocked on it. 

He and Claire exchanged glances.  She gave him a look that was unreadable and 
bit her bottom lip before turning back to the door.  “Come in?” she called hesitantly, and 
the door swung open.  Nick felt a sick feeling rock his stomach when he saw Dianna 
standing in the doorway.  And even worse, Jamie’s head appeared over her shoulder a 
moment later. 

Nick found himself wishing he could sink into the floor and disappear.  But he 
was caught.  They had already seen him sitting there with Claire; they were both looking 
right at him with narrowed, hardened eyes.   If looks could kill... 

“Come in, guys,” Claire said quietly, half-heartedly beckoning them in.  With the 
same lack of enthusiasm, Dianna and Jamie reluctantly trudged into the room and 
stopped a few feet away from Claire’s bed.  Jamie kept glaring at Nick, but Dianna 
suddenly would not look at him at all, focusing her eyes on Claire instead. 

“Do you know anything yet?” she asked, the usual liveliness in her voice 
completely absent.  Nick had never seen Dianna so subdued and solemn. 

Claire shook her head.  “No.  I’ve been waiting all morning for my doctor to get 
here.” 

Dianna checked her watch.  “It’s still pretty early.  I’m sure she’ll be here soon.  
How long have you been up?”  As she asked the question, her eyes flicked to Nick briefly, 
and he knew what she really wanted to ask.  How long has he been here? 

Claire gave a rueful chuckle.  “Hours.  I don’t think I ever really slept.” 
“I didn’t get much sleep either,” Dianna confessed. 
“Yeah, I heard you were up pretty early this morning too,” said Claire, a hint of 

amusement in her voice. 
Dianna figured out what she meant as soon as Nick did, and again, their eyes 

met.  Nick felt his cheeks growing warm.  Damn it, Claire, he thought.  Why’d you have 
to bring that up? 

“Yes, I heard about your conversation this morning.  No details, just the general 
idea.  I don’t want to know anymore than that.  I just want to say this – Dianna, thank 



 

you; I know you were just being a good friend and looking out for me.  But just so we’re 
all clear, Nick and I have already had a chance to talk this morning, and things are okay.  
Not perfect, but... that’s for the two of us to work out.  So it would mean a lot to me if we 
could all just get past last night and try to be friendly... or at least civil,” Claire said 
evenly, looking from Dianna to Jamie. 

Remembering Jamie’s words to him the night before, Nick couldn’t resist 
shooting him a victorious smile when Claire’s head was turned.  You think it’s you she’s 
always wanted?  Think again, asshole, he thought triumphantly, much more confident 
now that it seemed he had gotten Claire back.  Jamie was nothing but a prick. 

He felt a rush of satisfaction when Jamie’s cool blue eyes flickered, his lips 
twitching ever so slightly.  He couldn’t even scowl because he was in Claire’s line of 
sight.  Nick felt like laughing, but all at once, Claire’s head swung around to look at him, 
and she said, “That includes you too.”  Raising an eyebrow and giving him a little smirk, 
she added, “I heard about what happened when you got home last night too.” 

She didn’t seem angry; she actually looked amused by it.  But that just made him 
feel stupid for picking a fight with Jamie.  What was he, ten? 

No, he was drunk.  But he hated Jamie Turner even without alcohol in his system, 
especially after last night. 

“Nothing happened,” he muttered, avoiding her eyes.  He longed to tell her that 
Jamie had knocked him down in the driveway, that he had the scrapes and bruises from 
the concrete to prove it.  Maybe he could get some sympathy out of her that way.  But he 
decided not to, for that would mean admitting that he’d been the instigator of the fight, 
and he’d prefer to just drop it.  She wouldn’t get mad at Jamie for shoving him if she 
knew he’d taken a swing at Jamie first. 

Jamie smirked at him behind her back – a cruel smirk, not a playful one like 
Claire’s - and Nick wished he could take another swing right then.  Now that he was 
sober, he’d have much better aim.  He longed to punch Jamie’s smug face in and wipe 
that smirk off with his fist. 

He balled his hand up, but settled for picturing himself kicking Jamie’s ass in his 
head instead.  Claire wouldn’t be too happy with him if he attacked Jamie in the middle 
of her hospital room, and he was walking on thin ice with her right now anyway.  It 
wasn’t worth it to mess up again so soon after apologizing to her. 

Claire turned back to face Jamie and Dianna and continued, “Nick and I are still 
planning to get married, and I want both of you to be at the wedding.  And Di, you’re 
supposed to be my maid of honor.  So please...” 

“Don’t worry about it, Claire,” Dianna spoke up quickly, offering Claire a smile.  
“Of course I’m still going to be your maid of honor.  And Nick-”  She looked past Claire 
to Nick and offered a shrug.  “You fucked up last night, buddy... but if Claire’s going to 
forgive you, I guess I’ll have to forgive you too.  Any friend of hers is a friend of mine.  
No hard feelings.” 

Nick nodded and forced an apologetic smile, knowing he had better play nice.  
“Ditto,” he replied, purposefully looking at only Dianna and not Jamie.  Claire’s friend or 
not, that dude would never be a friend of his. 

Jamie never got a chance to talk, for at that moment, a light knock sounded 
against the open door, and Nick looked up to see Claire’s oncologist, Dr. Rodrigo, 
standing in the doorway.  Just like when he’d looked up and seen Dianna and Jamie, he 
felt sick to his stomach.  Only this was a different kind of sick.  And it was far worse. 



 

 

Dr. Rodrigo smiled as she came into the room.  “Good morning, Claire,” she said 
in professional manner and looked around the room, her eyes resting upon Nick, Jamie, 
and Dianna. 

Jamie cleared his throat.  “Um, maybe we should go take a walk... or something,” 
he muttered, shifting his weight from foot to foot.  He looked over at Dianna, who 
looked from him to Claire. 

Claire nodded.  “Sure,” she said, her voice sounding oddly high-pitched.  “Yeah, 
why don’t you guys go get some coffee or some fresh air or something?” 

Nick watched through narrowed eyes as the two of them left Claire’s room, 
closing the door behind them.  Now it was just him and Claire, facing her doctor.  
Swallowing hard, he reached for her hand again and gave it a squeeze.  It felt cold and 
clammy. 

“Claire, I know you’re worried,” Dr. Rodrigo said, “so I won’t delay this any 
longer.  Your bloodwork came out normal, you aren’t showing any other symptoms of 
GHVD, and your bone marrow seems to be working just fine.  The rash you found must 
have been caused by something else.  It might simply be a reaction to some kind of 
irritant.  What products have you used on the affected area in the last few days?  
Anything that you haven’t used before, or something that has gone bad?” 

It was just beginning to dawn on Nick that this meant Claire wasn’t rejecting after 
all, when he looked at her and noticed that her cheeks had grown very red. 

“Sunscreen,” she said lightly and then a chuckle escaped her.  “I used my friend 
Dianna’s sunscreen yesterday because I forgot my own – it was expired, but I didn’t 
think...”   She started to shake her head and then laughed again, the shrill laugh of 
someone who was very tired and under a great deal of stress.  “So all this time I’ve been 
freaking out about nothing?” 

Dr. Rodrigo smiled patiently.  “It’s understandable.  You were right to come in 
and have the rash looked at.  But if it’s only a reaction to bad sunscreen, it should clear 
up in a few days.  I’ll send you home with some cream to put on it.” 

Claire nodded, still looking slightly bemused, as if reality hadn’t quite set in yet.  
It had for Nick though, and as soon as Dr. Rodrigo had left with the promise of sending 
a nurse with her cream and discharge papers, he pulled her into a tight hug.  “You’re 
fine!” he exclaimed gleefully, squeezing her against his chest.  “Everything’s okay, 
Claire!” 

He would later realize that everything wasn’t okay, that even though she was fine 
physically, they would both still have to deal with the events of the day before and the 
damage it had caused to their relationship.  But at that moment, he didn’t care about 
that.  All he cared about was her and her health.  She was all right... she wasn’t sick 
again after all.  He felt like a huge weight had been lifted from his shoulders. 

“I hope Dianna gets back soon,” Claire said when Nick released her and grinned, 
a spark of mischief alighting her tired eyes.  “I can’t wait to tell her we went through all 
this drama just because of her nasty old generic Sunblock.” 

Nick snickered.  “Don’t be too hard on her – she’s a good friend to you.” 
“Oh, I know,” Claire smiled.  “I’m just kidding.  It’s not her fault she was blessed 

with beautiful, tan skin that doesn’t even need sunscreen.” 
Nick chuckled.  “Aww, baby... you know I love your pasty white skin.” 



 

With a playful smirk, Claire flipped up her middle finger, but Nick quickly 
covered her hand with his and pulled her close to him again, silencing her comeback 
with a kiss. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 49 
 

“Hey, Claire!  How was your weekend?” Laureen asked when Claire came into 
work the next morning. 

Claire fought the urge to laugh.  “It was, um... interesting,” she answered, and 
when Laureen gave her a curious look, she added, “Kind of a long story... I don’t really 
wanna get into it now.”  She shrugged apologetically, but Laureen just smiled and 
nodded. 

“I understand.  I hope everything’s okay?” 
Claire nodded, forcing herself to return the smile.  “Everything’s fine.” 
But was it?  She had gone to bed the night before thinking it was.  It should have 

been anyway - the rash had turned out to be nothing and would go away in a few days’ 
time with the cream she’d been sent home with, and Jamie was back in Iowa, safe and 
sound; he’d called to let her know earlier that evening, when his flight had landed.  
Everything was back to normal. 

But it wasn’t.  And as Nick slept soundly beside her, she’d tossed and turned, her 
mind ablaze with rampant thoughts.  Thoughts of him.  He was leaving first thing 
Tuesday morning to fly out to California and start work on the next Backstreet album.  
Neither of them knew when he would be back.  He’d already offered to delay the trip... a 
few days, even a few weeks... to be with her.  She’d told him no... partly because he’d 
made a commitment to the guys months ago to do this, and partly because... well... 
maybe it would be better to be apart from him for awhile.  It would give her a chance to 
spend some time alone and think... really think.  About him... about their relationship... 
about everything. 

And yet, she knew she would miss him.  In the ten months they’d been a couple, 
they’d never gone more than a few days without seeing each other.  This was going to be 
something new.  It felt weird to think that after Monday, she’d be sleeping in this huge 
bed and living in this huge house all alone.  She wasn’t looking forward to it at all. 

“Are you sure?”  Laureen’s voice jarred her out of her thoughts, and she looked up 
to see a concerned expression on her friend’s face.  “You look... distracted.” 

“I’m sorry, I’m spacing,” Claire said with an apologetic smile.  “Seriously, I’m 
fine; I just didn’t get a lot of sleep last night.”  Lowering her voice a little, she added 
sheepishly, “Nick’s leaving for LA tomorrow morning to meet up with the guys and get 
to work on their next album.” 

Laureen’s reaction was priceless - an undeniable flicker of excitement (over the 
mention of the new album, no doubt), quickly replaced by a look of sympathy.  “Aww... 
I’m sorry.  That’s gotta be rough on you, having him gone like that.” 

Claire nodded, wishing that was the only thing bothering her.  It would certainly 
be harder to let him go if he hadn’t kissed another woman on Friday... but at least she 
would have been able to do it with peace of mind, knowing that their relationship was 
solid and strong, that nothing but physical miles would come between them while they 
were apart.  She didn’t have that sense of security now. 

There was no doubt in her mind that Nick loved her.  He’d told her hundreds of 
time and showed it a million times over.  What had happened that past weekend hadn’t 
been intentional.  He’d made a mistake.  She understood that.  But that didn’t make it 
any easier to get over.  She could forgive... but she would not forget, not anytime soon.  
That phone conversation, the sound of that woman’s voice in her ear, taunting her, 



 

would continue to haunt her, lingering in her memory like a bad smell in a small room.  
Nick’s indiscretion was a blemish on their relationship... not big enough to ruin 
everything, but enough to mar the near perfection of what they’d had.  With time, 
though, blemishes disappeared.  Unless, of course, they scarred.  Scars... those never 
went away. 

“Claire?” 
Claire looked up, realizing she was doing it again.  “Sorry,” she apologized quickly 

to Laureen.  “Yeah, it’ll definitely be weird, having him gone...” 
“I know.  Well, if you need someone to help you take your mind off things when 

you start missing him, give me a call anytime,” offered Laureen with a friendly smile. 
Claire returned the smile appreciatively.  “Thanks.”  Forcing herself to stop 

thinking of Nick, she asked, “So how was your weekend?” 
“It was pretty good.  Tim and I just hung out.  We went to a movie on Friday night 

and caught the FSU football game on TV on Saturday.” 
“Sounds like a nice weekend.  What movie did you see?” 
“He took me to this old theater called The Empress, and we saw ‘The Birds.’  You 

know, that old movie about... well, birds?”  Laureen giggled.  “Anyway, it was cool.  Have 
you been to that theater before?  It’s really neat on the inside.” 

Claire chuckled weakly – so much for not thinking of Nick.  “Yeah... I’ve been 
there.  I love that place.  So, ‘The Birds,’ huh?  Bet Tim enjoyed that one.” 

Laureen gave her a questioning smile.  “Yeah, he did... why?” 
Claire shrugged, fighting hard to keep a straight face.  “I just know Tim likes 

birds,” she said.  Looking away so that Laureen would not see her smirk, she glanced up 
at the clock and realized her first appointment was scheduled to arrive in ten minutes.  
“Well, I should probably get to work.” 

“Yeah, me too,” said Laureen.  “See you later!” 
“See ya, Laureen.” 
They left the break room together and parted in the hallway, each heading to 

their own workspaces.  Glad for something to keep her busy and take her mind off of 
Nick, Claire started setting up for her first patient. 

 
*** 

 
Half-heartedly, Nick tossed a pair of socks in the general direction of his suitcase, 

frowning when they bounced off the bed and rolled across the floor.  He wandered 
around to the other side of the bed and bent down, grunting, to retrieve them.  He 
tucked them neatly alongside a pile of boxers inside the suitcase and then sat down on 
his bed, sighing to himself.  He didn’t want to be doing this now; he hated packing.  He 
wanted to get it done early though, for he was planning to drop by the hospital to visit 
Casey for awhile that afternoon, and once Claire got home from work, he intended to 
spend the rest of the day with her, making the most of his last night in town. 

It was going to be hard leaving her tomorrow morning, that was for sure.  He was 
looking forward to getting back to the career he loved; he’d been away from it for too 
long.  But he hated to leave Claire behind, especially after this past weekend.  He’d been 
so afraid of losing her... in more ways than one.  And even though he knew she was all 
right, health-wise, he wasn’t sure if their relationship was.  They’d kissed and made up 



 

 

the day before, sure, but that wasn’t a fix-all.  Tension lingered whenever they were in 
the same room, and their conversations were strained and oddly formal. 

It was agonizing for Nick.  Usually being with Claire put him at ease; he’d always 
felt so comfortable around her, knowing he didn’t have to be a certain person or act a 
certain way in her presence.  But for the past twenty-four hours, he’d been walking on 
eggshells around her, terrified of making the wrong move and putting another crack in 
their precariously mended relationship.  Maybe it would be good to get away for 
awhile... it would give her time to think and heal, him to clear his head and escape.   

He felt sort of like escaping now, he realized, as he glanced at his half-packed 
suitcase.  Maybe he’d take a break and head up to the hospital now.  He wanted to check 
up on Casey and stop in to say goodbye to the kid if he was well enough for a visit.  
Hanging around at the hospital wasn’t any big treat, especially with Casey as sick as he 
had been all last week.  But Nick felt obligated to go, and he might as well get it over 
with.  Sliding off the bed, he looked around for his shoes and sat down again to put them 
on. 

Half an hour later, the soles of his shoes squeaked against the off-white floor tiles 
in the oncology ward.  As he made the familiar trek through the hallways, he realized he 
probably knew every inch of this floor of the hospital by now:  the outpatient clinic, the 
private suites he’d occupied during his stays there, the ICU he’d fought pneumonia 
inside, the isolation unit where Claire had undergone her bone marrow transplant, and 
now – he slowed down, swallowing hard as the bland walls turned bright with painted 
designs in bold, primary colors – the pediatric unit. 

He stopped at the small nurses’ station and recognized one of the nurses, Erica.  
She worked there most afternoons when he came to see Casey, so they were on a first-
name basis by now.  “Good morning, Nick,” she smiled up at him from over a computer 
screen.  “You’re early today.” 

Nick shrugged.  “Yeah, I’m leaving town tomorrow and got sick of packing.” 
“Ooh, vacation?” 
“I wish,” Nick laughed.  “Nah, it’s a... business trip.”  He smirked; he got a kick 

out of calling it that.  Technically, it was a business trip – he was going to LA to work, 
after all – but he’d always associated the term ‘business trip’ with the image of a stiff 
middle-aged man wearing a crisp suit and carrying a leather briefcase.  Somehow he 
couldn’t see himself ever quite fitting that bill. 

“Ahh,” said Erica with a knowing smile.  She was fairly young, probably around 
thirty or so – she knew who he was and what he did for a living.  “Well, good luck with 
that, and have a safe trip.” 

“Thanks,” Nick smiled.  “So, how’s Casey doing today?” 
“A lot better, actually,” the nurse replied.  “His fever’s down, and it looks like the 

infection is going away.  He’s been awake and talking most of the morning, so I’m sure 
he’ll be glad for a visit.” 

Nick smiled again, this time in relief.  “Good,” he said, grateful for the 
encouraging news. 

Erica ushered him into the isolation unit, which was separated from the regular 
pedes rooms by sliding doors that required a code to get through.  He washed his hands 
and quickly got ‘gowned up,’ throwing a green surgical gown over his clothes and 
putting on the cap, mask, and shoe-covers like a pro.  When he was ready, Erica let him 
go into Casey’s room. 



 

Casey still looked frail beneath his bedcovers, but the head of his bed was raised 
most of the way today, propping him up, and his smile when he saw Nick brightened his 
otherwise sallow face, making him look a hundred times better.  “Hey, Nick!” he said.  
His voice was still weak and slightly hoarse, but Nick could hear the trace of excitement 
in it and felt himself automatically smile back. 

“Hey, Case, what’s up?” Nick replied, taking a seat beside Casey’s bed. 
Casey shrugged.  “Not much.  There’s nothing to do here.” 
Nick smiled at that and nodded in empathy.  “Oh, don’t I know it.  They need to 

install an arcade in this place... and a movie theater too... maybe an auditorium or 
something, you know, for concerts?  Get some bands to come and entertain y’all.” 

“Like who, you?” Casey asked, and Nick was surprised to see a playful smirk on 
his face.  The kid was being sarcastic – he had just gotten dissed by an eleven-year-old 
boy. 

“‘Like who, you?’” Nick mocked good-naturedly, rolling his eyes at Casey as if he 
were offended.  “And what would be wrong with that?” 

“You’re in the Backstreet Boys.  Only girls like them.” 
Nick arched an eyebrow.  “Well, that’s all the more reason to go to a Backstreet 

show – lots and lots of girls there.  You won’t have much competition, cause most of us 
have girlfriends.  Except Howie, but no one likes him anyway.”  He winked and smiled 
devilishly, suddenly wishing Howie were there – there was nothing more fun than 
ripping on poor D. 

Casey wrinkled his nose.  “Girls suck,” he muttered. 
Nick chuckled.  “Why’s that?  Cooties?” he asked, amused. 
Now Casey rolled his eyes, as if to say, Duh, I’m eleven, I don’t believe in cooties 

anymore.  “No... they just suck.” 
“I guess some of them do,” Nick nodded, “but not all girls suck.  Claire’s a girl... 

and she doesn’t suck, does she?” 
Casey shook his head impatiently.  “Claire’s a woman,” he corrected, and Nick 

fought the urge to laugh at the way he stressed the word ‘woman.’ 
“Yeah, I guess that’s true.  She acts like a kid sometimes though,” Nick said with 

another wink.  “So you like women then, huh?” 
At that, Casey blushed, his whole face turning bright red.  It was quite comical.  

“No... I just don’t like girls,” he repeated, obviously flustered and a little embarrassed.  
Nick backed off, remembering what it was like to be eleven, right between cooties and 
crushes. 

“So I take it you’re a free man then – no girlfriend at school?  That’s the way to do 
it, dude, don’t get tied down,” he kidded lightly. 

“I did have a girlfriend, but she dumped me,” Casey admitted, flushing another 
shade of scarlet.  Seeing how dejected he looked suddenly, Nick realized he was being 
serious and quit the teasing banter. 

“Aw, that’s rough,” he offered.  “I’m sorry.  What happened?”   It suddenly felt 
ridiculous to be having this conversation with a fifth-grader – he didn’t remember kids 
having girlfriends or boyfriends when he was in fifth grade, but then again, he’d always 
been sort of a misfit at school, so maybe they did and he just wasn’t aware of it... 

“When she found out I was in the hospital, she had her mom bring her here to see 
me.  She didn’t stay for long, and then the next day at school I guess she went around 
and told everyone I was dying – that’s what my friend Tyler told me – and then her best 



 

 

friend Katie IMed Tyler and told him that she didn’t wanna go out with me anymore.  I 
guess she couldn’t handle this,” said Casey, looking around the room. 

There seemed to be an aura of maturity surrounding the eleven-year-old at that 
moment, and Nick was struck by it, and also by how much he could relate.  He knew 
exactly what ‘this’ encompassed, and he nodded his empathy.  “That really sucks,” he 
said with sincerity.  “Some girls really can’t handle it... you just gotta wait for the right 
one to come along, someone who understands.”  Like Claire, he thought, realizing again 
how lucky he was to have someone like her in his life.  “But don’t worry,” he added.  
“The good news is, you’re young, and so is she.  Girls can be silly and mean when they’re 
your age, but eventually they grow up, and they turn out all right.”  All of a sudden, 
Leah’s face flashed in his mind, and he added quickly, “Well, most of them do anyway.” 

Casey nodded and shrugged.  “It’s okay.  I’m over her now anyway.” 
Nick tried to hide his smile.  “Good for you.  Any girl who has her best friend 

dump you over IM isn’t worth your time.  So do you get to talk to your other friends 
from school a lot?” 

Casey shrugged again, then shook his head.  “Not really... Tyler came to visit me a 
few times, but then he stopped.  And my class sent me a big get-well card that everybody 
signed, but I know it’s only cause my teacher made them.” 

Nick wished he hadn’t asked that last question.  “You know what it is, don’t you?  
They’re probably just scared.  Not of you, but of the hospital and of being sick.  It’s tough 
to have to see your friend sick and hurting, you know?”  Casey nodded silently, and Nick 
added, “’Course, it’s tough to be the one sick and hurting too.  I know how it feels.  Some 
of my friends got kind of weird about it too, and we don’t hang out that much anymore.  
But you know what?  It’s okay, cause I have other friends.  And I’ve made some new 
friends – Claire and you.” 

“Me?”  Casey looked slightly happier, which made Nick feel better. 
“Yeah, you,” he repeated.  “We’re friends, aren’t we?” 
Casey nodded, smiling.  The smile sent a wave of guilt crashing over Nick as he 

realized he was leaving town the very next day.  How was he going to tell Casey he was 
going to California and didn’t know when he’d be back?  With the kid as sick as he’d 
been the whole last week, Nick hadn’t had a chance to warn him earlier.  Now it seemed 
much too short of notice, especially after the conversation they’d just had. 

He cleared his throat, deciding he better just go ahead and tell him now, rather 
than later.  The sooner the better, right?  “Um, so... that reminds me, I got something to 
tell you,” he began.  “The other... the other Backstreet Boys and I, we’re getting together 
this week to start working on songs for our next CD.” 

“Oh,” Casey said, nodding with slight interest in his eyes, despite his earlier 
comment about ‘the Backstreet Boys.” 

“Yeah, it’s cool; I’m excited about it,” Nick went on.  “The only thing is – we’re 
going to Los Angeles to do it.” 

“You’re going to California?” Casey asked, eyes widening.  “When?” 
“Um... tomorrow.” 
“Tomorrow?”  Casey’s face fell, and Nick’s heart sank right along with it. 
“Yeah, buddy... I’m sorry this is such short notice, but I didn’t get a chance to tell 

you last week.” 
“How long will you be there?” Casey wondered. 



 

“I’m not sure yet,” Nick confessed.  “But we can still talk – I’ll call you if you 
want; how would that be?” 

Casey shrugged.  “Okay.” 
“I’m sorry; I know that’s not really the same thing,” apologized Nick.  “Part of me 

doesn’t really want to go... but I have to.  This is my job, you know?  And I love what I 
do.  It’s just hard to have to travel and be away from home sometimes.” 

“I understand,” Casey nodded.  “My mom says that about her job too.  She 
doesn’t have to go all the way to California... but she doesn’t like having to go to work 
while I’m here.  She has to though, to make money.” 

“It’s tough work being an adult sometimes, you know that?” Nick said with a wry 
smile.  “Enjoy being a kid while you can.” 

As soon as he said it, the advice sounded dumb to him.  How was Casey supposed 
to enjoy being a kid when he was trapped in the hospital, being pumped full of toxic 
drugs that made him sick while he fought his third battle against cancer?  He’d been at 
war with this for over half of his young life.  The realization made Nick feel sick to his 
stomach. 

“Hey, would it be alright if I called you tomorrow morning while I’m on my flight 
to Cali?” he asked quickly, determined to change the subject.  “It’s a long plane ride, and 
I don’t really like flying.” 

“Really, you don’t?  I love it!  I wanna be a pilot when I grow up.  This one time, 
my dad took me to see the Blue Angels, and it was sooo awesome!  I wanna learn to fly 
and do tricks and stuff like that.” 

The very thought of doing flips and barrel rolls in one of those little planes made 
Nick want to hurl, but he forced a smile and said, “That would rock.  If Star Fox is any 
indicator, I bet you’d kick butt at it.” 

Casey beamed with pride, looking perfectly happy again.  “Thanks.  And sure you 
can call me from the plane.  If you’re not using the barf bag, anyway.”  Casey’s dark eyes 
flashed devilishly, and Nick couldn’t help but smile.  He was no different from any other 
eleven-year-old boy – nothing funnier than a barf bag on an airplane.  Nick didn’t find 
them quite so amusing anymore; in a decade of flying all over the world, he’d had the 
misfortune of using quite a few of them. 

“Well, hopefully you’ll be able to talk to me, if you’re not using that thing,” he 
shot back playfully, pointing to the nearby emesis basin.  Casey wrinkled his nose at the 
sight of it, but grinned, ready for the challenge.  Nick knew he’d be able to take the 
teasing; he was a tough kid.  Claire had always said he was, and it was true.  He’d never 
understood how she could stand being around children with cancer – it seemed so 
depressing.  But now he did.  Kids like Casey needed someone to talk to, someone who 
understood what they were going through when few others did.  And from Nick’s 
standpoint, it was kind of refreshing to hang out with the kid.  Casey had such a mix of 
innocence and wisdom beyond his years; it intrigued him. 

And as he made a mental note to get the phone number for Casey’s hospital room 
before he left that day, Nick realized something else – not only was he going to miss 
Claire; he was going to miss Casey too. 

 
*** 

 



 

 

Chapter 50 
 
“Honey, I’m ho-ome!” Claire sang as she walked into the house after work. 
She wasn’t expecting an answer; she wasn’t even expecting Nick to be home.  So it 

surprised her when she heard his voice floating downstairs, “Honey, I’m up he-ere!” 
Smiling, she dropped her purse and the bag of groceries she’d picked up at the 

store and sprinted up the stairs to the master bedroom, where she found him sitting on 
the bed amid a pile of rumpled t-shirts, folding them neatly and piling them into his 
open suitcase, one by one.  “Hey,” she said as she came into the room and glanced into 
the suitcase.  Nick wasn’t the neatest person, especially when it came to keeping his 
clothes organized inside his huge closet, but the guy could pack a bag surprisingly well.  
Years of practice, she supposed.  “I figured you’d be hanging out at the hospital with 
Casey.” 

“Already did,” replied Nick, dropping another folded t-shirt into his suitcase.  “I 
went up late this morning and stayed for a couple hours.” 

“How’s he doing?” asked Claire and listened while Nick filled her in on his visit 
with Casey.  She was relieved to hear he was doing better and decided she’d stop by for a 
nice long visit tomorrow after work, if he was feeling up to it.  With everything that had 
been going on, she hadn’t been to see him since Friday, and he’d been pretty out of it 
then. 

“So, how was work?” Nick asked as he kept packing. 
“Eh, same old.  Oh, we got invitations for our staff Halloween party,” Claire said 

with a smirk.  Dr. Somers and his wife always held a costume party for the staff the 
weekend before Halloween.  She’d gone to it in past years, even making an appearance 
at the one two years ago – she’d come as a doctor so that the surgical mask she had to 
wear to protect her from germs would look like just a part of her costume.  Last year she 
hadn’t gone because Tim had wanted her to dress up as a swan (she’d ended up in 
Georgia with Nick instead), and this year wasn’t looking too promising either.  The 
thought of going to that party alone when everyone else would be there with their 
husbands and boyfriends was just sort of depressing.  

“Staff Halloween party, huh?” Nick chuckled.  “Sounds like a blast.  Maybe you 
could all go as dentists.  Or teeth.” 

“I’ll probably go as a canker sore,” Claire joked.  “If I go at all.” 
“You should come to Cali for Halloween.  I’ll find us a rocking party to go to, and I 

guarantee it’ll be better than some dentist costume party.” 
Claire couldn’t tell if he was being serious or not, but she played along.  “Only if 

we dress up.  I didn’t get to dress up last year.” 
“Oh yeah?” Nick raised an eyebrow.  “What would you wanna dress up as?” he 

asked warily. 
Amused at the fact that he seemed to be taking her seriously, she thought quickly, 

trying to come up with the most ridiculous costume theme ever, something he’d never 
go along with.  “Hm... how about... ooh, I know!  Peter Pan!  Peter Pan and Tinkerbelle!” 
she chirped brightly, making her eyes widen with excitement. 

If only she’d had a camera ready at that moment – the look on Nick’s face was 
priceless.  He half-gaped, half-glared at her incredulously, as if it to say, ‘Are you 
kidding me?’ 



 

She was, of course, but she wasn’t about to let him know that and spoil her fun.  
“I’ll get myself some fairy wings and a cute little green dress and go as Tinkerbell,” she 
went on, arching her back and shaking her ass a little, “and you can be Peter Pan!” 

“One-legged Peter Pan; that’ll be nice,” Nick said flatly, looking thoroughly 
annoyed. 

“Don’t be silly; you’ll be adorable!  We’ll get you some green spandex,” she said, 
slapping his thigh lightly, “and a cute little hat with a feather-”  She paused to ruffle his 
hair.  “-and maybe we can even find you a panpipe to carry!  Wouldn’t that be sweet?” 

Nick gave her a very forced smile.  “Claire, darling... if you want to get yourself a 
little green dress and strut your stuff as Tinkerbell, that would be more than fine with 
me.  But as far as me dressing up like Peter Pan?  Hell no!  No fucking way.” 

Claire couldn’t hold it back any longer; she burst out laughing.  “I’m kidding!” she 
exclaimed breathlessly.  “Did you really think I’d try to make you dress up like Peter 
Pan?  Or even worse, did you think I would really cram my ass into a green miniskirt 
and go out in public?” 

Nick smiled weakly, looking utterly relieved.  “No... thank God!” he sighed, then 
added quickly, “Not about you in a miniskirt!  Just about me in green tights.” 

Claire smirked.  “Don’t worry.  No Peter Pan and Tinkerbell.  Are you serious 
about Halloween though?” 

“What about it?  You coming to LA?  Damn straight I’m serious.  Will you come?” 
Claire thought out loud.  “Halloween’s a Monday, isn’t it?  Three weeks from 

today...  I could try to get that Monday and Tuesday off from work... fly out for a long 
weekend and come back Tuesday...” 

“Yeah!” Nick urged, his eyes brightening.  “That sounds perfect.  Whaddya say?” 
Claire smiled.  “I’ll talk to Dr. Somers tomorrow and see, okay?” 
Nick grinned back.  “Awesome.  I’m dead serious – I’ll take you to a real party, 

and we’ll have a blast, okay?” 
“Sounds good,” said Claire, “but make sure it’s a costume-only party.  Cause now 

I’m being serious too – we gotta dress up!” 
Nick didn’t look quite as enthused about that, but he nodded anyway.  “Okay.  

Costume party it is.  As long as I don’t have to wear tights, I’m in.” 
“Don’t worry,” Claire promised, leaning in for a quick kiss, “I won’t make you 

wear tights.” 
 

*** 
 

Leaving Nick to finish packing, Claire wandered back downstairs awhile later and 
carried her groceries into the kitchen.  She wanted Nick’s last night in town to be special, 
so she’d decided to cook a real dinner – it wasn’t something she did often, for cooking 
was not her forte.  She could prepare simple dishes, enough to live on, but she wanted to 
make him a real meal, something special.  She’d decided on lasagna – with extra cheese, 
of course, because that was how he liked it.  She’d gotten her grandmother’s recipe and 
figured if hers turned out half as good as her grandma’s, she could call it a success. 

Unpacking her groceries, she quickly set to work, cooking the noodles, browning 
the ground beef.  She was just adding spaghetti sauce and seasonings when Nick 
wandered in. 

“Whatcha cookin’?” 



 

 

Claire turned around, her back to the stove.  “You’ll see,” she said with a smile 
and a wink, shooing him away with her hand.  “Go away; I’ll call you when it’s ready.” 

“How long will that be?  I’m starving,” complained Nick, rubbing his stomach and 
giving her plaintive looks. 

She shook her head, smiling; he was just like a little kid.  “I dunno, probably 
another forty-five minutes.  Get a snack if you’re hungry.  Don’t ruin your appetite 
though, cause this is going to be amazing,” she exaggerated with a grin. 

Nick raised one eyebrow cartoonishly and stuck his tongue out at her, leaving the 
kitchen with a crinkled bag of Cheetos in hand. 

When she had the lasagna in the oven, Claire went upstairs to their bedroom.  
The clothes that had been strewn across the bed earlier were gone now, and Nick’s 
suitcase was fastened and standing neatly in one corner of the room with a few smaller 
bags, out of the way.  A lump rose in Claire’s throat at the sight of the luggage, but she 
forcefully swallowed it away and strode to the closet.  She debated putting on something 
nice-looking, but, after spotting her favorite sweatpants on the floor, decided against it.  
She pulled on the sweats and a tank top, tossed her work scrubs into the laundry 
hamper, and trotted back downstairs to check on their dinner. 

Nothing was burning yet, so she wandered on into the living room, where she 
found Nick sprawled across the couch, one hand crammed inside his Cheetos bag, the 
other holding the remote.  “Do you miss this when you’re traveling and working?” Claire 
asked with a laugh, dropping into one of the chairs and bringing her legs up in front of 
her.  “Just stuff like vegging in front of the TV?” 

Nick grinned, orange powder staining his front teeth.  “I used to... but if I ever 
bitch to you about having to work too hard and missing my TV, feel free to slap me.  I’m 
sick of just laying around and watching TV; I’ve had enough of that shit in the last year 
and a half.” 

Claire smiled knowingly and nodded.  It was obvious that he was just itching to 
get back to his work, his music.  And as much as she was going to hate being here 
without him, she was happy for him.  He needed this. 

“So whatcha doin’?  Is dinner ready?” asked Nick, looking hopeful. 
“I told you, forty-five minutes.  It’s been like... fifteen, if even that,” Claire 

answered, laughing. 
“Then come sit with me,” said Nick, sitting up straighter and scooting to one side 

of the couch.  Claire obediently slid out of her chair and plopped down next to him, 
moving the bag of Cheetos out of the way so she could curl up at his side.  “So, are you 
gonna miss me?” asked Nick, licking the powered cheese off his fingers before loosely 
draping his arm around her. 

She looked up at him, meeting his eyes.  “Of course I am,” she replied sincerely. 
“I’m gonna miss you too.” 
“I know that.” 
“I wish you were coming with me...” 
Claire sighed and shook her head, looking away.  “Nick... please.  Don’t make this 

any harder than it’s already going to be,” she pleaded softly.  “I’m going to be lucky if I 
even get to come for Halloween.”  Determined to change the subject before an argument 
arose out of their very different careers, she went on, “Besides, I’m sure you’ll be really 
busy; you wouldn’t have down time to spend with me even if I was there.  And I’ll have 
plenty to keep me busy here.  Don’t forget we have a wedding to plan.” 



 

“You still getting together with your mom this weekend to talk about wedding 
stuff?” 

“Yep,” answered Claire with a smile.  She couldn’t believe they’d been engaged for 
three months already; the time had flown.  But she had decided that now would be the 
perfect time to really get moving on the wedding planning.  It was going to be a lot of 
work, but she welcomed it – it would be something to occupy her free time and fill the 
void after Nick left. 

“Cool,” murmured Nick, and she felt his arm tighten around her.  Lowering her 
head to his shoulder, she relaxed against him for a few minutes, feeling totally content 
for the first time all day. 

He loves me, she thought, smiling again to herself.  Even when he didn’t tell her, 
she could see it.  It was in his eyes when he looked at her.  Never could she remember 
any man looking at her like that, and never did she tire of it.  When the moment was 
right, it still gave her chills... those eyes of his - full of blue, full of love.  Even when he 
messed up, it was hard not to forgive him when he looked at her like that. 

As they sat in tranquil silence, Claire’s senses picked up the aroma of her baking 
lasagna wafting from the kitchen.  Pleased to find that it actually smelled good, she 
murmured, “I’ll be right back,” and rose from the couch to go check the oven again. 

Twenty minutes later, she was slicing hot garlic bread while Nick loaded a 
generous helping of lasagna onto his plate.  Tucking a slice of garlic bread alongside the 
piece of lasagna on his plate, Claire sat down across from him and filled her own plate.  
“How is it?” she asked nervously as Nick stuffed a forkful into his mouth. 

Swallowing thickly, Nick gave her the double thumbs up.  “Excellent,” he said, 
wiping a speck of sauce from the corner of his mouth with a finger. 

“Are you being serious?” Claire asked, delighted. 
“Dead serious; it’s awesome,” replied Nick, cutting off another bite. 
Relieved, Claire dug into her own piece and gave it a taste.  She didn’t think it was 

quite as “awesome” as he did – the noodles were sort of undercooked and gummy, the 
sauce was too runny, and the whole thing basically fell apart the moment she cut into it.  
But for her first attempt, it wasn’t bad, and Nick seemed to enjoy it – he’d polished off 
two large servings before dinner was over.  Realizing he probably didn’t get home 
cooking like this very often, she decided she ought to get a hold of some of her 
grandma’s old cookbooks and practice some more recipes while he was gone. 

“So, what now?” she asked as she bent over to load the dishwasher. 
“Hm...” Nick murmured as he rose from the table with his plate and silverware.  

Giving her ass a light swat on his way to the counter, he asked, “You wanna take the boat 
out?” 

“Sure,” replied Claire, adding his dishes to the dishwasher.  She loved going out 
on the boat at night or very early in the morning, when the sun was low in the sky and 
the temperature still cool.  It would probably be downright chilly out there tonight, but 
she didn’t mind. 

Dressed in sweatshirts, they made their way down to the sprawling docks awhile 
later.  The night was cloudless and cool, and once they got away from the lights of the 
city, Claire knew they’d have a great view of the stars. 

She climbed onto the boat and watched as Nick expertly readied it to launch.  He 
loved this boat – going out onto the water in it was not just a hobby for him; it was his 
way of escaping.  She smiled as she heard him start to hum to himself as he worked, but 



 

 

all at once, his voice sprang into her memory, drowning out the quiet humming.  “Claire 
doesn’t like to hang out with me.  She won’t invite me out with her friends.  Instead she 
stands me up at the hospital, and she goes out boating, my favorite activity.  Right 
Claire?” 

Claire’s stomach jolted, and she swallowed hard.  “Hey, Nick?” she called timidly. 
Nick quit humming and looked over.  “Yeah?” 
“I’m really sorry for not inviting you to go water-skiing on Saturday.” 
Nick gave her a funny look.  “Why are you saying that now?” he asked after a 

pause. 
Claire shrugged apologetically.  “I just thought of it... you said something on the 

phone to me that night, and it made me realize I should have waited to see if you wanted 
to go with us that day.  I’m sorry; I didn’t mean to make you feel left out.” 

Nick hesitated again, cocking his head to the side and narrowing his eyes, as if 
thinking carefully.  Probably wondering what the heck he said to me that night, Claire 
thought in amusement. 

“It’s okay,” he said finally, shrugging.  “Whatever, I’m over it now.  They’re your 
friends anyway.” 

It doesn’t have to be that way, she thought, but she kept her mouth shut.  After 
the past weekend, she’d finally come to the conclusion that the ‘Any friend of Claire’s is a 
friend of mine’ principle was not going to apply between Nick, Jamie, and Dianna 
anytime soon.  It was time to give it a rest. 

It was quite dark by the time Nick guided the boat away from the coast, and as 
they got further out into the water, it grew darker and colder.  Feeling the chill seep 
through her sweatshirt, Claire hugged her arms to her chest and shivered for a few 
minutes before finally reaching for the blanket she’d wisely brought along.  She unfolded 
the large blanket and wrapped it around her like a cocoon, feeling warmer almost 
instantly. 

When they were a few miles out, Nick killed the engine and came to join her, 
letting the boat drift.  Claire loosened the blanket from around her body and held one 
end out towards him, allowing him to snuggle in next to her and pull the blanket around 
them both.  Sliding down in her seat, she leaned against his warm body, resting her head 
against his chest.  She felt his hand come down to stroke her head, his fingers lightly 
playing with her hair, and she smiled, her cheek brushing against the soft, cozy material 
of his sweatshirt.  She breathed in deeply, his soothingly familiar scent filling her 
nostrils, and exhaled with a relaxed sigh.  His chest swelled and contracted beneath her 
cheek as he did the same, and the whoosh of breath in his lungs momentarily 
crescendoed over the slow, steady cadence of his heart in her ear. 

For a long time, neither of them spoke, but the silence seemed anything but 
awkward.  To Claire, it was peaceful.  Conversation was not needed as the two of them 
sat nestled together inside the blanket, feeling the boat rock gently underneath their 
feet, gazing up at the starry night sky, listening to each other’s relaxed breathing and the 
lap of the water against the boat’s hull. 

For a moment, Claire held her breath and wished that time could stand still, 
stretching the perfect evening into an endless night.  She felt she could stay this way 
forever.  But Nick’s heart drummed on in her ear like the tick of a clock, reminding her 
that they didn’t have forever; they only had tonight.  She breathed again, a rush of cool 
air expanding her lungs.  Seconds later, she released it with a sigh. 



 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Part II: Walk Away 
 

Chapter 51 
 

Morning sunlight streamed through the kitchen windows, nearly blinding Nick as 
he staggered in.  Too early, he thought, groaning as he spotted the time on the 
microwave clock.  It was only six, but he could not afford to sleep much later – he would 
have just enough time to eat breakfast and shower before he had to leave for the airport.  
His flight to Los Angeles wasn’t scheduled to depart until nine a.m., but the airports 
were so slow these days, with all the security to get through, that he wanted to get there 
extra early. 

“Waffle?” asked Claire, dropping one onto a plate and holding it out for him. 
Speaking of early...  she’d been up for at least half an hour already, cooking 

breakfast and looking far too lively for this time of day.  Still, he wasn’t complaining.  He 
accepted the plate with a croaky “Thanks” and slumped down at the kitchen table.  He 
slathered his waffle with margarine and doused it in maple syrup, hoping the sugar rush 
would help wake him up.  “Did you make coffee?” he asked – caffeine would surely help 
too. 

“How else would I have had the motivation to make breakfast?” replied Claire 
with a smile as she set a steaming mug down next to his plate.  Taking a seat across the 
table from him, she took a sip from her own coffee cup and then said, “I have something 
else for you too.” 

“Oh yeah?” Nick asked, raising his eyebrow.  He was beginning to feel more 
awake now that the first few bites of waffle had slid down his throat. 

“Yep,” said Claire with a secretive sort of smile.  Rising halfway out of her chair, 
she put her hand into the pocket of the sweatpants she was wearing and brought it out 
close-fisted.  She held it out to him, stretching her arm across the table, and slowly 
unfurled her fingers. 

After all the anticipation, Nick burst out laughing when he saw what was lying in 
her open palm.  It was a single square of Cracklin’ Oat Bran cereal, strung onto a chain 
of braided yellow and red yarn.  He plucked it out of her hand and held it up, letting the 
cereal “ring” dangle from its homemade necklace.  “Is this the one I gave you?” he asked 
incredulously; he didn’t know she’d actually kept it, the makeshift “engagement ring” 
he’d offered her the morning after proposing marriage. 

“No...” Claire said slowly, and she pulled an identical necklace out from beneath 
her t-shirt, letting it hang from her neck on the outside of the shirt.  “This is.  I covered it 
with mod-podge to preserve it, and then I decided to make you one too.  Do you like it?” 
she asked, giggling as she fingered her kindergarten-esque art project. 

“I love it,” Nick replied with a grin, dropping the knotted yarn over his head so 
that the cereal ring clunked against his chest.  “I’m sure the guys will be jealous when 
they see it.  Maybe we can make more and go into business selling them – before long, 
they’ll be a hot fashion trend.” 

“Oh, definitely,” agreed Claire, and they laughed together. 
After breakfast, Nick showered and dressed quickly.  He did the customary once-

over of his bedroom, checking to make sure he’d remembered to pack everything he 
wanted to take to LA with him, and then started lugging his bags precariously down the 



 

stairs.  Claire hurried to help him, and in no time, they had everything tucked neatly into 
the back of his Durango. 

A light rain fell as they drove to the airport, bringing with it a misty fog.  “Do you 
think they’ll delay your flight if this keeps up?” asked Claire, raising her voice to be 
heard over the gentle splatter of raindrops against the windshield and the dull drone of 
the morning DJs on the radio. 

Nick groaned in response and flicked the windshield wipers up a notch, sending 
them sliding across the wet glass in front of him with increasing speed.  He felt his 
heartbeat quicken as well at the thought of sitting on a plane in this weather.  He was no 
fan of flying even on sunny days, but with the fog and spitting rain, he would be even 
more freaked out than normal.  Great. 

When they got to the airport, they found that the flight had not been delayed, and 
so, somewhat grudgingly, Nick went ahead with all the procedures – meeting up with 
the bodyguard that had been hired to accompany him to LA, checking in, and checking 
his luggage.  Claire tagged along until they reached the security checkpoints that 
separated him from his gate, and then he turned to her and said, “I think this if the 
furthest you can go, babe.” 

Claire nodded and offered him a tiny smile.  “Well, come here and let me hug you 
before you go then,” she said, opening her arms.  Returning her smile, he moved closer 
and hugged her, feeling her arms wrap around his waist.  He bowed his head, planting a 
soft kiss on the top of hers.  Her hair was still slightly damp; she’d let it air dry after her 
shower that morning.  The sweet smell of her shampoo filled his nostrils, and he inhaled 
deeply, knowing he’d miss that scent. 

When he finally looked up again, a flash of light went off in his face, accompanied 
by the unmistakable click of a camera.  Blinking away the stars that danced before his 
eyes, Nick saw a man with a large, professional-grade camera standing just a few feet 
away, the camera centered right on him.  The word ‘paparazzi’ had just entered his mind 
when two more of them appeared, a man and a woman, both with cameras.  The second 
man even had a video camera. 

“Nick!” the woman called his name, as more cameras snapped, sending flashes of 
light into his eyes. 

At this, Claire glanced over her shoulder in confusion.  Her hands dropped from 
his back instantly as she caught sight of the paparazzi behind her, and her head snapped 
back around, her eyes shooting up to Nick’s face. 

“I don’t know what they’re doing here,” he muttered under his breath before she 
could even ask; he could see the questions written all across her face, and the faintest 
trace of panic in her eyes.  “Don’t worry though, they’re harmless.  All they want is a few 
pictures; they can’t harass us too much with all this airport security around.” 

“That’s comforting,” Claire replied sarcastically, not looking at all comforted.  She 
stole another glance over her shoulder as more flashes went off and then looked back up 
at Nick.  “I don’t like them taking random pictures of us...” 

“You think I do?” Nick asked with a dry laugh, protectively pulling her a little 
closer to him.  With his bodyguard right there, he knew they weren’t in any danger, but 
she was clearly unnerved.  “This is just what they do; you learn to get used to it.”   He’d 
been able to shelter her from the media fairly well so far, but he’d always figured that 
wouldn’t last.  He had been out of the public eye all year, but now that a new Backstreet 
album was in the works, he guessed he was back in demand in the eyes of the paparazzi.  



 

 

And once it became common knowledge that he was engaged, they’d really be clamoring 
for pictures of him and Claire together. 

“Nick, over here!” 
“Nick!  Nick, where are you flying?” 
“Nick, is this your new girlfriend?” 
Nick ignored their questions, wishing they’d go away, yet knowing they wouldn’t.  

They’d continue to stalk him whether he acknowledged their presence or not. 
One actually dared to come close, even with the massive bodyguard there.  “Nick, 

can I get a quick interview?  Just five minutes?” 
“Sorry,” Nick answered, flashing what he hoped was an apologetic smile.  “I got a 

flight to catch; I need to get through security.” 
Claire grabbed his upper arm and he glanced down to find her looking up at him 

with wide, fearful eyes.  “What am I supposed to do?” she hissed through gritted teeth, 
glancing back at the paparazzi every few seconds.  “What if they follow me after you go 
through?” 

“Don’t worry,” Nick assured her again; his bodyguard was already flagging over 
uniformed airport security guards.  “You’ll be fine.” 

“But-” 
“Shh...”  Nick hugged her close again, running his hand over her back.  “Seriously, 

hon, there’s nothing to worry about.  But I do need to get going... these people are like 
ants – more of them will come crawling out of the woodwork once word gets out that 
I’m here.”  He rolled his eyes, hating them for shortening his goodbye to Claire. 

“We’ll escort you out, ma’am,” one of the security guards told Claire with a 
resolute nod. 

“Thanks,” she mumbled shakily and looked back up at Nick. 
“I love you,” he said to her and dipped his head, taking her chin between his 

fingers as he kissed her deeply.  The paparazzi would love the PDA.  He didn’t really care 
- if he wanted to kiss his fiancée goodbye, he would. 

“I love you too,” she whispered.  “Call me when you get there, okay?” 
“I will,” he promised, then added in a low voice, “I’m sorry about all this.” 
She shrugged, casting another nervous look in the photographers’ direction.  “It’s 

okay... you can’t help it.” 
He nodded regrettably.  “Alright... I’ll call you later,” he said again and reluctantly 

let go of her, hitching the straps of his backpack higher on his shoulders.  “Bye, babe.” 
“Bye, Nick...” 
He put his hand on her shoulder, giving it a little pat, and then forced himself to 

walk toward the security checkpoint ahead of him. 
 

*** 
 

Claire felt a sinking feeling as she watched Nick walk away, escorted by his 
towering bodyguard.  She glanced between the two security guards that remained 
behind with her and then looked past them to the paparazzi, who were staring at her 
beadily.  She shuddered involuntarily, thrown into a state of paranoia by their presence.  
Maybe they weren’t a big deal to Nick; he used to them.  But she was not, and the idea of 
total strangers taking pictures of her hugging and kissing her boyfriend goodbye creeped 
her out.  Nick said they were harmless, but she wasn’t convinced.  She remembered 



 

watching the news on the night Princess Diana died, seeing the wreckage of the fatal car 
crash that had been caused by paparazzi.  She’d seen ditzy Jessica Simpson get chased 
around by crazed photographers on MTV too.  What if these people tried to follow her?  
She’d be on her own once she got to her car; what if they chased her all the way home? 

Calm down, she told herself.  It’s Nick they’re interested in, not you.  They’ll go 
away once they realize they can’t follow him past security. 

Her eyes flashed back to the security checkpoint.  Nick was still there, hitching up 
his left pant leg to show the security guards his prosthesis.  The thing set off metal 
detectors whenever he went through them; she remembered it happening when they 
had flown to New York City together for the Video Music Awards last year.  Even after 
he’d shown the guards his metal leg, they’d all but strip-searched him, patting him 
down, checking his bags, the works.  It had been an annoying, embarrassing hassle for 
him at the time, but looking back, it was sort of funny.  Now he made a point to show 
them the leg before he passed through the metal detector; they got less suspicious that 
way. 

“Are you ready to go, ma’am?” one of the guards asked Claire, interrupting the 
memory. 

“Oh, sure,” she replied, and as she did, she noticed that the small cluster of 
paparazzi seemed to have grown bigger.  Nick was right - they were like ants. 

Apparently they’d noticed her look their way, for it was then that the colony 
decided to collectively approach her.  “Excuse me, but would you grant a quick 
interview?” asked the same man who had demanded an interview from Nick not five 
minutes earlier.  He had a small video camera in his hand; she could see the red light on 
it flashing. 

“No, I’m sorry, I-I have to be at work soon,” she stammered, awkwardly backing 
away from the wannabe interviewer.  It was not a total lie – she was working that day, 
just not until noon. 

“It’ll just be a minute, I promise.  Where do you work?” 
Claire ignored this question and started walking, praying the airport security 

guards would follow her.  To her relief, they did, flanking her on both sides.  She 
quickened her pace, but the mass of stalkerazzi followed her, a few darting close enough 
to bombard her with questions. 

“What’s your name?” 
“What’s your relationship with Nick Carter?” 
“How long have you two been seeing each other?” 
“How’s Nick’s health?  Can you comment on the rumor that his cancer has 

relapsed?” 
That one caused Claire to pause, and she stopped to look at the woman who had 

asked, not knowing there was such a rumor.  “It’s not true.  Nick’s in great health; he’s 
been feeling fine,” she offered quickly, knowing Nick wouldn’t want his fans to speculate 
and worry when he was doing fine.  But as for the relationship stuff?  She wasn’t going 
there.  It was too personal, and she sure as hell didn’t want her business spelled out 
across the pages of some supermarket tabloid. 

But when the same woman spotted the ring on her finger, she was caught.  
“What’s that on your finger?  Is that an engagement ring?  Are you and Nick engaged??” 
the woman asked rapidly, each sentence shooting out of her mouth faster than the one 
before it, while the others swarmed in, focusing their camera lenses on Claire’s left hand. 



 

 

Instinctively, Claire clapped her right hand over her left, but it was too late; 
they’d already seen the ring.  “Yes,” she heard herself answer, just wanting to get them 
away from her. 

A buzz rose from the swarm of paparazzi, making them seem more like bees now. 
“Yes?!  For how long?  When did he propose?” 
“How did he propose?” 
“Have you set a date?” 
Oh for god’s sake, Claire thought wildly, what do I say?  She and Nick hadn’t 

talked about this; the news of their engagement hadn’t gone public yet, but she didn’t 
know if that was because he didn’t want it public or if it was just because people hadn’t 
found out yet.  She didn’t see what the big deal was with admitting they were engaged, 
but she wasn’t about to spill the beans on something he’d prefer to keep private.  “We... 
uh... n-not yet,” she stammered an answer to the last question and picked up the pace 
again, walking so fast she was practically jogging now. 

She didn’t notice one of the guards radio for help, but within a few seconds, more 
security appeared, and the paparazzi was held back while she was led quickly away.  The 
guards escorted her all the way out to Nick’s Durango, and after a brief, yet sincere 
thank you, she scrambled into the vehicle and smacked the power lock button, instantly 
locking herself in. 

She felt too shaken to drive right, but she wanted to get out of the parking lot 
right away, terrified of being followed and run off the road.  Fumbling for her set of keys, 
she jammed the key into the ignition and revved the engine to life.  She drove like a bat 
out of hell away from the airport, made a few turns to assure herself she wasn’t being 
followed, and finally pulled into the parking lot a McDonald’s a safe distance away from 
the airport.  There, she threw the SUV into park and lowered her head onto the steering 
wheel, taking a few tremulous breaths.  She could still feel her body quivering. 

Nick would probably laugh when she told him later, but she’d been petrified.  
Everyone has an irrational fear, and this was hers – the fear of being watched, or 
stalked, or chased.  It was the same fear that had made the movie Scream so scary to her 
as a teenager, the same fear that had turned her into a paranoid basket case the night 
she’d first seen it, when her parents were away for the weekend, and she was all alone... 

These days, she kept that fear in check most of the time.  She had other fears to 
deal with now, fears that were much more warranted.  Rejection of her bone marrow 
transplant, for one.  Or a relapse of her cancer.  Or Nick’s cancer.  Those were rational 
concerns, much more so than the possibility of being gutted by a psycho in a cheap Grim 
Reaper costume. 

Yet sometimes that primal fear still got the best of her, and now was one of those 
times.  Those people in the airport may just as well have been wearing Scream masks 
and thrusting knives at her instead of questions; the panic she’d felt inside was the 
same. 

How does Nick do it? she wondered as she sat up straight again, feeling sweat run 
between her shoulder blades as her heart slowed to its normal rate.  How could he stand 
dealing with all those people, dodging all their nosy questions and escaping their 
persistent probing? 

Easy, she realized after a moment, smirking to herself at the irony of the 
situation.  Nick wasn’t afraid of stalker paparazzi.  Nick’s irrational fear?  Flying, of 
course. 



 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 52 
 

The best part of flying, Nick thought, as he followed the narrow aisle to the front 
of the plane, was landing.  No, not the actual landing itself – he hated landings almost 
as much as he hated take-offs – but the end of the flight and the consoling feel of the 
ground beneath his feet as he stepped off the plane.  He couldn’t wait to experience that 
feeling, but the passengers in front of him were taking their own sweet time getting to 
the exit of the plane.  He couldn’t be too annoyed – they were an older couple, and with 
them was a little girl who couldn’t have been older than seven or eight. 

“Look, sweetheart, there’s the pilot,” said the old man to the little girl, pointing 
up ahead of him.  The little girl stood on her tip-toes to look; Nick, having the advantage 
of height, simply craned his neck a little to see past the short line of people in front of 
him.  Sure enough, a man in a crisp, navy blue uniform and large pilot’s hat stood with a 
couple of the flight attendants just before the exit. 

“I can’t see, Grandpa,” the child complained, but fortunately for her, it didn’t take 
long for the line to move ahead.  Unfortunately for Nick, Gran, Gramps, and Girl 
blocked the whole aisle when they stopped to speak to the pilot, and there was no 
dodging them in such a narrow space.  Fighting the urge to clear his throat loudly, he 
took a steadying breath and told himself to hold his horses; he didn’t have anywhere to 
be just then. 

He watched with mild impatience as the pilot bent to shake the little girl’s hand, 
then pulled something small and white out of his pocket and offered it to her.  A set of 
pilot’s wings, Nick saw.  Cute.  He vaguely remembered owning a pair as a child, a 
souvenir from his first airplane trip.  He’d whimpered and whined for half the flight, his 
ears aching from the change in elevation, and spent the other half puking into the 
airsickness bags his mother had so valiantly held open for him.  He couldn’t remember 
what had happened to the little plastic wings he’d received at the end of the flight, but he 
knew he’d never spent much time with them pinned to his t-shirt, pretending to be a 
pilot.  Needless to say, that had never been one of his childhood career ambitions. 

Yet as he watched Gramps kneel down to pin the plastic wings to the front of his 
granddaughter’s chest, he thought of Casey, whose dream was to become the human 
version of Star Fox himself, and when the trio in front of him had finally moseyed off the 
plane, he nodded to the pilot and asked, “Hey, you got any more of those little wing 
pins?” 

“Sure,” replied the pilot, fishing in his pocket again.  He placed another set of 
wings in Nick’s hand with a genial smile. 

“Thanks,” Nick smiled back and pocketed the wings as he made his way off of the 
plane. 

 
*** 

 
“Nick called me from his plane,” were the first words out of Casey’s mouth when 

Claire came to visit him after work that afternoon.  Never mind the fact that she hadn’t 
been to see him in four days; never mind the fact that the last time she had visited, he’d 
been too ill to carry on a lucid conversation.  Forget catching up; Nick’s phone call was 
top priority. 



 

Knowing how a kid’s mind worked, she was not offended.  She was glad Nick and 
Casey had bonded the way they had.  It was adorable, for one, and probably good for 
both of them.  With only a mother and a sister around now, Casey could use a older male 
role model.  And she suspected that Nick, who still didn’t get to see his younger siblings 
as much as he would like (although at least he was keeping in touch with his family 
now), had begun to think of Casey as another little brother.  She was glad he’d 
remembered to call Casey the way he’d promised. 

“He did, did he?” she said, pretending to be surprised.  “Wow, shows how I rate – 
he didn’t call me till he was leaving the airport in Los Angeles.”  She’d found a voicemail 
from him on her cell phone when she’d gotten out of work, saying he had landed safely 
and was on his way to Howie’s place.  Howie had a house in the area and was letting 
Nick shack up with him while they were both there to work on the album.  She was glad 
he was staying with one of the guys; she’d envisioned him living alone in a hotel room 
for weeks on end, and no matter how nice of a suite he could afford, that image was sort 
of depressing. 

Casey laughed.  He was looking a lot better than he had the last time she’d seen 
him, although his skin was still too pale.  His big brown eyes were still full of life though, 
and when he smiled, his whole face lit up.  The kid had a great smile; someday he’d have 
the girls clamoring for that smile, she thought with a little smile of her own behind the 
green surgical mask she wore. 

“So, you look like you’re feeling a little better,” she said, then added rather 
guiltily, “I’m sorry I haven’t been up to see you the last few days.  I had some stuff going 
on, but it’s all over with now.” 

“It’s okay,” Casey shrugged.  “You haven’t missed much.  Oh, except I got to the 
next level of Harry Potter last night!”   His eyes flashed with excitement as he motioned 
to the Gamecube, which apparently held his new Harry Potter video game. 

“Oh, cool!  I guess if there’s anything good about being stuck in the hospital like 
this, it’s that you get tons of time to play Nintendo.  And no school, that’s always nice.” 

Casey shrugged again.  “My teacher’s been sending my homework so I can keep 
up with my class.  My mom’s got it; she hasn’t made me do any of it lately though.” 

Claire nodded, figuring that was because he’d been so sick for the last week or so.  
It was horrible to imagine the poor kid trying to solve math problems while he was 
burning up with fever and puking every ten minutes from the chemo; no one should 
have to put up with all that torture at once.  She remembered having to bullshit her way 
through a couple of papers while she was going through treatments so that she could get 
credit for the college classes she was taking, but Casey was only eleven, far too young to 
have so much on his plate at once. 

“Do you miss school?” she asked quietly. 
“Kind of, I guess,” Casey answered after a slight hesitation.  The answer was 

vague, but she could tell he did.  Probably more than anything, he missed his old life, his 
normal routine, his friends.  She understood. 

“I know I did, when I was sick,” she said.  “I had to leave all my friends at college; 
it was really hard.” 

Casey nodded, frowning, and they fell into silence, Claire struggling to find 
something to say that would cheer him up without... well, without sounding overly 
optimistic.  The last thing a kid like Casey needed was false hope.  He was fighting third 
battle against this disease, and as much as she hated to think about it, the odds were not 



 

 

in his favor.  She didn’t know if Casey understood exactly how bad it was, and she didn’t 
think he needed to.  Not yet anyway.  He was fighting hard; try as it might, the cancer 
wasn’t beating him yet.  Still, it also wasn’t right to talk as if he were going to 
miraculously get better and be back in school by next week.  They both knew that wasn’t 
going to happen. 

She finally gave up and decided to change the subject.  Noticing a book wedged 
between the mattress and side rail of Casey’s bed, she said, “Hey, you feel up to hearing 
some more Harry Potter?”  If reality gets you down, try fantasy, she thought. 

Casey perked up a little.  “Sure,” he replied and pulled out the book.  “We’re 
gettin’ close to the end,” he remarked as he handed it to her, and she saw that their 
bookmark was indeed much closer to the back cover than it was to the front. 

“Wow, we are, aren’t we?  I’ll have to pick up the second one next time I’m out.  
So refresh my memory – what happened to Harry and his buddies last?” 

“You forgot already??”  Casey gave her a patronizing look, then, with the air of a 
teacher who has just been asked to repeat a set of directions for the fourth or fifth time, 
explained, “They went into the Forbidden Forest, and they met the centaurs, remember?  
And they saw that thing that was drinking the unicorn’s blood... and they think it might 
be You-Know-Who.  You think it was?” 

“Ooh... I dunno,” said Claire, opening the book to the marked page.  “Let’s find 
out.  Chapter Sixteen: Through the Trapdoor...” 

Casey listened in rapt interest as she read, but by the time Harry, Ron, and 
Hermione actually made it through the trapdoor, a good fifteen pages into the chapter, 
he’d drifted off to sleep.  Noticing this, she paused, waiting to see if he would wake up 
when she stopped reading.  He didn’t stir.  She could tell by his deep, steady breathing 
that he was sound asleep.  “We’re just now getting to the big climax of the book, and you 
zonk out on me?” she muttered, smiling sadly at the sleeping child as she marked her 
place and let the book fall closed. 

She glanced at the clock; it was going on five, and she was starting to get hungry.  
She supposed she had better head home for dinner.  Home to an empty house, she 
thought with a trace of melancholy, then mentally scolded herself for it.  Before moving 
in with Nick, she’d lived alone, and she’d eaten alone plenty of times.  Coming home to 
an empty house – or apartment, in her case then – was an everyday thing.  So why did it 
seem so much harder now? 

She answered her own question.  Because there was no Nick in your life then.  
You didn’t know what you were missing. 

Smiling a little, she stood and set the Harry Potter book down on the stand next 
to Casey’s bed.  “Sleep well, Case,” she whispered as she tiptoed around his bed, 
reaching for her purse.  “I’ll be back tomorrow.” 

As she stood waiting for the elevator, she tried to imagine what was going to 
happen to Harry and his friends next, rather than wonder what Nick was doing at that 
very moment.  Maybe I should just go buy myself a set of those books and take up 
reading for fun again, she thought with a smirk, remembering how it had once been a 
nightly ritual of hers to read before bed.  She hadn’t done much of that since moving in 
with Nick; there were just too many other temptations. 

Well, she jested herself, if I can’t go to bed with a Backstreet Boy, I might as well 
fall asleep with a wizard by my side. 

 



 

*** 
 

“Rok, go long!” Nick yelled as he drew his arm back, his fingers firmly cupped 
around the laces of the football.  Snapping his arm forward, he let go and watched as the 
ball spiraled in a high arc towards Brian. 

“Hey, nice pass,” said Kevin, watching the ball hurtle through the air as AJ chased 
after Brian. 

“Learned it from the best,” Nick replied with a quick grin in Kevin’s direction; he 
was the one who had taught Nick how to throw a spiral back when Nick was just a 
scrawny kid who would rather sing than play football.  To this day, Kevin was the only 
one who had any real skill at the sport; yet, here they all were, playing in a park just 
down the street from the gated community in which Howie’s LA home sat. 

Nick let out a whoop as Brian turned and clumsily caught the football.  Tucking it 
under one arm, Brian sprinted towards the spot they’d designated as the goal line, 
dodging AJ’s half-hearted attempt to tag him.  “TOUCHDOWN!” he bellowed, slamming 
the football down triumphantly and raising his arms above his head before breaking into 
an exaggeratedly silly victory dance. 

“21-28, we’re catchin’ up, guys,” said Howie, clapping his hands together as Brian 
jogged over.  Nick smirked; Howie reminded him of a Little League coach giving his 
team a pep talk or something.  Oh well, at least he was enthusiastic, which was more 
than anyone could say for AJ, who was only playing because the rest of the guys were.  
AJ didn’t like football, or any other popular American sport except for golf, probably 
because he sucked at them all. 

“I think the game’s almost over,” AJ said, looking at his watch, but Kevin shook 
his head. 

“Nah, don’t go wussin’ out on me now, man – we just got possession of the ball 
again!” the older man insisted.  “Let’s let ‘em kick off.” 

“Don’t take off my hand now,” Howie warned, as he knelt in the grass, holding 
the football upright with his fingertip while Brian stepped back a few paces, gearing up 
to kick it to Kevin and AJ. 

“How-ard!” Brian said patronizingly.  “You always say that!  I haven’t taken your 
hand off yet, have I?  Have a little faith in me, bro.” 

“For real, D; it could be worse!” yelled AJ from where he was standing.  “Could be 
Nick doing the kick-off!” 

Nick flashed Howie a dangerous smirk and swung his fake leg into the air.  “Solid 
titanium, baby!” he called. 

“Fine, Brian, just kick it!” exclaimed Howie, and next to Nick, Brian broke into a 
run and sent the football bouncing towards Kevin and AJ.  Kevin scooped it up and 
started running, but was easily blocked by Brian, Howie, and Nick.  Brian tagged him 
quickly, and Kevin tossed the ball to AJ, who had jogged up to meet them, and they 
positioned themselves to hike the ball. 

“Hike!” Kevin barked, and AJ snapped him the ball through his legs.  It was a 
crooked pass, but Kevin caught it anyway and yelled, “Go, AJ, run!” 

“I hate this stupid sport,” AJ huffed as he jogged towards Nick, who hurried to 
cover him while Brian and Howie went after Kevin. 

Kevin drew his arm back and sent the ball shooting in a high arc towards AJ, just 
as Brian was about to touch him.  AJ stopped running and raised his arms, waiting for 



 

 

the ball to drop into his hands.  But Nick, being taller, lunged in front of him and caught 
the pass himself at the last minute. 

“Interception, ha!” gloated Nick as he hop-skipped out of AJ’s way before AJ 
could tag him.  Tucking the ball under his right arm, he bounced off on his right leg and 
set off at an awkward jog, leaving a surprised AJ behind. 

“Nick, I’m open!” called Brian, waving his arm from side to side as he sprinted 
away from Kevin. 

“I got it; just give me a good block, man!” Nick yelled back as he jogged in Brian’s 
direction, amused at how seriously they were taking this game. 

Brian and Howie had no trouble keeping Kevin away from Nick; the older man, 
who was usually very competitive when it came to football, was just standing there, 
watching as Nick ran past him untouched.  They let Nick take the ball all the way to the 
imaginary goal line, and once he had scored and slammed the ball down with a vigorous 
“Boo-yah!” he turned back to find all four of them standing in a little cluster, watching 
him. 

Smirking, he bent and scooped up the ball, tossing it casually from hand to hand 
as he walked back to them.  Beneath his casual smugness, he was paying careful 
attention to the way his stump felt within the socket of his artificial leg, remembering 
what had happened the last time he ran on it.  But this time, there was no pain or 
discomfort; he was winded, but he felt awesome. 

“Well,” he said breathlessly, grinning at the guys.  “We’re tied.” 
“Whoo-hoo!” Brian whooped and slapped Nick on the back.  “D and I should’ve 

had you running the ball all along.” 
Nick shrugged.  “It helps that no one bothered to chase me,” he said, sticking his 

tongue out good-naturedly.  He saw the four guys exchange glances and added quickly, 
“It’s okay.  But you can try to tag me next time; you don’t gotta go easy on me.” 

“We weren’t going easy on you, Nick; I think we were just too surprised to chase 
you,” Kevin replied with a smile.  “I was, at least.” 

“Yeah, you know how slow the Old Man’s reaction time is,” AJ chimed in with a 
cackle. 

Nick smiled.  “It’s cool.  You guys wanna call it a game?” 
“On a tie?” Brian asked in surprise, just as AJ exclaimed a gusty, “Yes!”  
Looking between the two of them, Howie laughed.  “Yeah, let’s call it a game.  We 

can’t fight and accuse each other of cheating if we end it on a tie.” 
“You guys cheated,” AJ said automatically.  “No one knew you had a secret 

weapon.  We call Carter next time.” 
Nick rolled his eyes, but no one could deny he was quite pleased with himself.  

Things really are getting back to normal, he thought as he and the others cut across the 
grass to their cars.  And at that moment, he couldn’t have been happier. 

 
*** 

 
The ringing of the phone made Claire jump.  Laughing at herself, she scrambled 

off the couch and grabbed the cordless out of its charger.  “Hello?” 
“Hey, babe,” Nick’s voice rumbled in her ear. 
“Hey!” she exclaimed, smiling into the phone.  “I wasn’t expecting to hear from 

you again already.  Thanks for the voicemail earlier, by the way.” 



 

“I told you I’d call,” replied Nick.  His voice sounded thick, like he was lying 
down. 

“So what are you up to?” she asked, meandering around the living room as she 
talked.  “Are you in bed already??”   It was nine o’clock her time, but that meant it was 
only six in California. 

He laughed.  “How did you know I was in bed?” 
“You sound like you’re lying down,” she pointed out, smiling.  He sounded 

awfully sexy that way too, just like he did when he first woke up in this morning. 
Chuckling again, Nick said, “Yeah, I’m just layin’ here.  I’m tired, man.  Jet lag 

from the plane still, ya know, and me and the guys were out playin’ football earlier.” 
“Oh, that sounds fun.  Who won?” 
“Eh, we tied.  But guess who scored the tying touchdown for me and Bri and 

Howie’s team?” 
“Who?”  You? she thought, but she waited for him to tell her. 
“Me!” 
Claire smiled at the pride in his voice.  “Awesome!  You gotta give me the play-by-

play,” she said and then listened as Nick described exactly how he’d ended the game.  He 
sounded almost like a little boy who had just smacked his first homerun; it was cute.  He 
was obviously pleased with himself, and he had every right to be.  He had come such a 
long way, and seemingly little things such as running a football across one end of a park 
meant a lot to him.  And listening to him share it with her meant a lot to her as well. 

“That’s so great, Nick,” she said sincerely when he was done.  “You didn’t overdo 
it this time, did you?”   God, I sound like my mother, she thought as soon as the words 
left her mouth.  But she didn’t care; she wanted to make sure Nick was okay.  His last 
attempt to run on his leg had earned him a month of misery, and she didn’t want him to 
have to go through that again.  Not to mention Nick was notorious for trying to keep it to 
himself when he was hurting, no matter what the consequences. 

“No,” Nick replied grudgingly.  “I’m fine.” 
“Good,” she smiled.  “So what’s on your agenda for tomorrow?” 
“We got a meeting with management and some of the execs from our record 

company in the afternoon, and me and the guys are gonna get together at AJ’s house 
beforehand to mess around in his studio for awhile.” 

Claire smiled, imagining the five of them harmonizing together, Nick plucking 
chords on his guitar while Kevin tinkered on the keyboard...  The mental image brought 
her a jolt of surprise, as she realized she’d only seen them sing live together once, at last 
year’s VMA’s.  Pretty low number, for being Nick Carter’s girlfriend.  That would have to 
change. 

She and Nick talked for almost an hour, until she yawned and said reluctantly, 
“Well... I should probably start getting ready for bed.  Work tomorrow.” 

“Okay.  I should probably go downstairs and hang out with Howie so he don’t 
think I’m ignoring him.  Talk to you tomorrow?” 

“Definitely,” said Claire, getting up from the couch.  “Just call when you can; you 
know my schedule,” she added, as she walked to the front door to check the security 
system.  She’d made sure to turn it on when she came home from visiting Casey, but she 
knew she’d be paranoid if she didn’t make sure it was still on before she went to bed.   

“Okay, sounds good,” Nick replied. 



 

 

She stretched out their goodbyes, goodnights, and I love you’s, keeping him on 
the phone with her as she walked upstairs to their bedroom.  It was pitch black inside, 
and she flipped on the light quickly, hoping it would bring some warmth and cheer to 
the room.  It didn’t help much.  The room felt just as lonely and looked even emptier 
with the light on.  The furniture was all there, but something was missing.  Nick’s voice 
in her ear reminded her of what.  He sounded as if he were right on the other side of the 
wall, about ready to poke his head through the doorway, but she knew otherwise.  Two 
thousand miles separated them tonight. 

“I’ll talk to you tomorrow,” she said again, more to stop herself from dwelling on 
the situation than anything else. 

“Okay, baby.  ‘Night; I love ya.” 
“Love you too.  Goodnight, Nick,” she heard her own voice echo, and then she 

hung up before she could draw it out any longer.  The silence that followed made the 
bedroom seem even lonelier, so she tossed in a CD and let it play softly as she got ready 
for bed. 

A few minutes later, she slid between the sheets on her side of the large bed.  She 
stopped the CD, letting the silence take over again, and set her alarm clock for morning.  
Then she shut off the bedside lamp and lay down, turning away from the empty space on 
the other side of the bed. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 53 
 
Claire was glad to go to work the next morning, knowing that staying busy would 

help keep her from missing Nick.  She did just that, working a full day and then going to 
see Casey, and it worked – she hardly thought of him until she set foot inside his house 
at the end of the day.  The loneliness hit her the moment she walked through the door, 
and as she made her way through the foyer, past the sweeping staircase and into the 
large kitchen, she missed her old apartment almost as much as she missed Nick.  His 
house was beautiful, but it seemed too big and too empty without him in it, and she 
didn’t like living in it alone.  Her apartment had been cramped and run down, but she’d 
always felt comfortable there.  It was homey. 

This house, without Nick, did not feel like home. 
Nevertheless, she tossed her car keys down on the counter and opened the 

refrigerator to figure out what she was going to have for dinner.  She spotted the leftover 
lasagna from Sunday night and pulled it out, sticking it in the microwave to heat up.  
Just as she was sitting down with a plate of it, she heard her cell phone ringing from 
inside her purse.  Her first instinct was to ignore it – it was after seven; she was hungry, 
damn it – but, realizing it might be Nick, she jumped up and made a mad dash to 
answer it. 

Digging it out of her purse, she glanced at the screen briefly, and her excitement 
instantly faded.  It was only Dianna.  She almost dropped the phone back into her purse 
without answering – Dianna was such a talker; she’d never be able to eat – but thought 
better of it and pressed the talk button.  “Hello?” 

“Claire!  Turn on E!!” 
“Huh?” 
“E!  The E! Channel!  Turn it on, right now!!” Dianna’s voice screeched in her ear. 
“Okay...”  Confused, Claire obediently hurried into the living room and turned on 

the TV, flipping to E! just in time to see a red graphic that said “E! Flash” appear on the 
screen.  “What exactly am I supposed to be-?” 

“Just watch!” Dianna hissed. 
Claire watched a quick segment about the Olsen twins, knowing that couldn’t be 

what Dianna wanted her to see.  She had a feeling it was something about Nick, and the 
feeling wasn’t a good one.  Nothing could have happened to him, right?  If it had, she’d 
know by now, wouldn’t she?  Someone would have called her... Dianna at least would 
have said something... she wouldn’t be finding about it on E! News... 

She gasped out loud and dropped the phone as a picture flashed onto her TV 
screen.  It was Nick... and her.  There they both were, plain as day, wrapped in each 
other’s embrace.  They were in the airport, she realized; this was one of the photographs 
snapped by the paparazzi who had stalked them there yesterday morning.  As she stared 
at it, open-mouthed and indignant, she heard a voice over reporting, “Before hopping a 
flight to Los Angeles Monday morning, Backstreet Boy Nick Carter was seen cuddling 
with his girlfriend, who is reportedly now his fiancée.”  Claire gaped as the picture 
changed to one of her alone, walking out with the security guards, and then zoomed into 
a blurred close-up of what she realized was her left hand.  Pixilated and fuzzy though the 
picture was, the ring on her finger was pretty obvious.  “E! News was unable to contact 
Nick’s publicist for confirmation on the engagement.” 



 

 

As the picture changed to one of Nicky Hilton and the voice-over started 
gossiping about her next, Claire reached down with a shaky hand and picked up her 
phone.  “Did I just really see myself on the freaking E! Channel?” she mumbled. 

“Can you believe it?!” Dianna cried incredulously.  “I don’t know whether that’s 
really cool or really freaky!” 

“Me neither,” Claire laughed, still shocked by it.  “It’s just... weird.  I wonder if 
Nick knows.  I should call him...” 

“Call him!  I’ll let you go; I just wanted you to see it!  I almost spit out my Coke 
when I saw the teaser for that!” 

Claire laughed again.  “Well, thanks for calling me.  I think I am gonna try Nick’s 
cell... I’ll talk to you later, okay?” 

“Okay, girl.  Later!” 
The phone went dead, but Claire, forgetting all about her dinner, immediately 

punched in the speed dial for Nick and hoped that he would pick up. 
 

*** 
 

Another sign that things were getting back to normal in Nick’s life was the 
annoyed glare Kevin gave him when his cell phone started ringing in the middle of their 
meeting.  If looks could kill, Nick definitely would have been dead; Kevin’s eyes could be 
awfully piercing.  In a strange way though, Nick welcomed that familiar look.  A year or 
two ago, none of the guys would have looked at him like that; they’d probably have 
expected him to drop dead for real.  It was nice to have them treating him like the same 
dumb old Nick who forgot to put his phone on silent during meetings again. 

“Sorry,” he mumbled sheepishly, pulling his phone out of his pocket to shut it off.  
Before he did that, though, he couldn’t help but glance at the screen to see who was 
calling.  His heart swelled when he saw Claire’s name.  Making a split-second decision, 
he said, “Sorry, I need to take this call.  I’ll be right back; keep goin’ without me.”  He 
made his exit as quickly as he could, hoping she wouldn’t hang up.  On his way out the 
door, he impulsively pressed the green button to answer his phone and said loudly, 
“Hey, Juliette, what’s up? 

“Good evening, Romeo,” Claire replied, sounding slightly puzzled.  “Wherefore 
art thou?” 

“I’m in the hall,” Nick said in a loud whisper, once he was actually in the safety of 
the hallway.  “Sorry, I was in a meeting.  Juliette’s my publicist; I had to pretend it was 
an important call.”  He smirked, pleased with himself, as he crept down the hall, away 
from the conference room. 

“I’m not important??” Claire gasped in mock offense. 
Ducking around a corner, Nick chuckled.  “’Course you are.  You know what I 

meant.  Hey, but it’s not anything important, is it?  You’re okay?  The house is okay?” 
“Yeah, everything’s fine.  I’m really sorry for interrupting your meeting; I wasn’t 

thinking.  It can wait if you need to go.” 
“Nah, it’s fine.  So what’s up?  Just couldn’t go another minute without hearing 

my sexy voice?” he asked, dropping his voice half an octave. 
She giggled.  “Not quite.  But since you mentioned your publicist... you haven’t 

heard anything from her, have you?” 
“Uh...”  Nick thought.  “About what?” 



 

“About... us?” 
“Us?”  He was drawing a blank. 
“I just saw myself on E! News, Nick.  There were pictures of us from the airport 

yesterday!” 
“Aww...”  Nick groaned, dragging a hand over his face.  He hated paparazzi.  He 

was used to them by now, but Claire wasn’t, and he could tell she was a little freaked out 
at seeing her picture on the entertainment news.  “I’m sorry, babe.  What’d they say 
about us?” 

“That we were reportedly engaged and that they couldn’t get a hold of your 
publicist to get a statement.  But the thing is, Nick, those people at the airport yesterday 
already saw my ring, and they asked if we were, and I said yes... I’m sorry; they just 
caught me off-guard, and I couldn’t lie; I mean, it’s not like they would have believed me 
anyway; it’s obviously an engagement ring-” 

She was talking very fast, obviously upset.  He cut her off by laughing.  “Claire, 
don’t worry about it!  You think they weren’t gonna find out?  I’m actually surprised it 
took this long to get out.  It’s no big deal; we got nothin’ to hide.  I’ll call Juliette later 
and have her put out a statement confirming it, and that’s that.” 

“Really, that’s it?  So they’re not gonna make a big deal out of it?”  Her voice rose 
with relief. 

“Nah, they shouldn’t... I’m only the third Backstreet Boy to get married; it’s 
nothing new.  It’d only be big news if I were marrying J.Lo or something.” 

She laughed.  “Okay... well, that makes me feel better.” 
He smiled.  “Good.  Well listen, I should probably get back before they send a 

search party, but I’ll call you back later, aight?” 
“Okay.  Sorry again for calling in the middle of your meeting.” 
“No prob; it was boring anyway.”  Laughing, he added, “I love you.” 
“I love you too.  Bye.” 
“Later, babe.” 
Nick ended the call and was just setting his phone on silence when a familiar 

voice said, “So, you and Juliette are pretty close these days, huh?” 
Spinning around, Nick found Brian’s elfin face smirking around the corner at 

him.  “Eavesdropping on my conversation, were you?” he shot back, pretending to be 
angry even though he wasn’t.  He knew Brian didn’t care who he had snuck out of the 
meeting to talk to; Brian couldn’t resist taking phone calls from Leighanne either. 

“I love you... Later, babe,” Brian mocked in a lisping voice, batting his eyelashes.  
“I wonder what Claire would think if she caught you talking to your publicist like that?”   
He winked, and Nick rolled his eyes. 

“Yeah, yeah, it was Claire, but if you must know, we were talking business.  
Apparently the paparazzi finally figured out the two of us are getting married.” 

Brian chuckled.  “Only took them twice as long as it did for them to find out that 
Leigh and I were engaged.” 

“Yeah, those paparazzi... they been slackin’, man,” Nick said, shaking his head.  
They shared a laugh.  “Well, come on, we better get our butts back in there, or Kev’s 
gonna kick mine.” 

“He’ll probably kick your butt anyway for forgetting to turn off your phone.  Very 
unprofessional, Nickolas,” scolded Brian playfully, wagging a finger in Nick’s face. 



 

 

Nick laughed; Kevin would probably use those very words too.  “Well, I better go 
face the music then.  Come on, Rok.”  He slung his arm around Brian’s shoulders, and 
together, they walked back to the conference room. 

 
*** 

 
For Claire, the rest of the week continued in much the same fashion.  Every day, 

she worked and then went to the hospital to sit with Casey for a couple of hours before 
heading home.  Every night, she made herself dinner, watched a little TV, read a chapter 
or two, and talked to Nick on the phone until she went to bed.  The routine was 
monotonous, but it could have been worse.  At least her life was predictable for a 
change.  She welcomed the normalcy. 

Friday after work, she met up with Dianna, and they hit Happy Hour at one of the 
local bars, then went back to Dianna’s apartment for a girls’ night in.  Watching movies 
and sipping margaritas late into the night kept Claire’s mind off of Nick, and it didn’t 
bother her at all that he didn’t call. 

On Saturday, her mom drove down from Gainesville to spend the day and discuss 
wedding plans with Claire.  They met Kyle’s wife Amber, who was very eager to help out 
with the planning, at a small café near the beach for lunch. 

“So do you two have a date yet?” Amber asked, as she unfolded her napkin and 
draped it over what little lap she still had left – she was seven months pregnant now and 
looked every bit of it.  “Or at least a month?” 

“We were thinking May...” Claire said slowly, waiting for their reactions.  The 
date she and Nick wanted was only seven months away, and she knew they’d be cutting 
it close.  There was so much to do before then.  Her mother and Amber exchanged 
glances, but before either of them could say anything, she continued quickly, “I know it’s 
only seven months away, but I think we can do it.  We want to get married on the 
fourteenth, which is a Sunday – that’ll make it easier to book.” 

“May fourteenth?” her mother repeated, nodding slowly.  “Well, I’ll call Father 
Saunders tonight and find out if that’s possible.  I’m not sure how he feels about 
performing wedding services on Sundays; usually people are married on Saturdays or 
weekdays...” 

Claire cleared her throat loudly.  “Um, Mom?  Actually, I’m not sure we want to 
get married at your church.” 

Her mother paused.  “Oh.  Sorry, honey, I just assumed – well, never mind.  
Would you rather have the ceremony at one of the churches here in town?  Maybe the 
one we used to go to when you were younger?  Or did you mean.. not in a church at all?” 

Claire hesitated just a second before answering, “Not in a church at all.”   She 
knew her mom had been envisioning a traditional Catholic wedding ceremony for her, 
and she had nothing against that idea, but...  “It’s just that Nick’s not Catholic, and I 
think it would be more comfortable for both of us if we got away from the whole strict 
church atmosphere,” she explained. 

“Alright... well, where would you like to get married?” 
“On the ocean.  We thought we could rent a yacht, one of the big luxury kind, big 

enough for everyone want to invite, and take a private cruise.  A wedding on the deck of 
a boat, at sunset... wouldn’t that beautiful?” Claire gushed. 



 

“That sounds gorgeous, Claire,” agreed Amber, her face lighting up with 
enthusiasm at the idea. 

Claire smiled at her, glad to have an immediate ally.  Turning back to her mother, 
she added, “And I know it sounds expensive, but Nick wants to help cover the cost.” 

“Oh honey... the bride’s family traditionally pays for the wedding,” her mother 
insisted and then smiled.  “If this is what you want, we’ll make it work.” 

Claire nodded.  “This is what we want.  And I promise, the ceremony itself will be 
traditional, but as far as other stuff goes, like where we get married and who pays for it... 
well, Nick and I haven’t had the most conventional relationship anyway, so it just fits 
that we break from tradition just a little,” she said with a smile of her own.   

The three women discussed a few more details before their waiter brought out 
their orders, and then the wedding talk waned, as they all dug into their lunch.  Claire 
was quiet as she ate, hardly tasting a bite of the food in front of her.  Her mind was miles 
away, aboard a lavishly decorated ship deck.  There she stood in a gown of white, her 
back to the setting sun, the long train of her dress blanketing the deck behind her.  
Beyond the rails of the deck, she could see nothing but ocean all around, its navy ripples 
sparkling dimly in the dying sunlight.  And by her side stood Nick, tall and handsome in 
his black tuxedo, hand in hand with her. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 54 
 

“That sounds so romantic, Claire!” Laureen gushed and then sighed.  “I would 
love to get married on the ocean.” 

Claire smiled.  “Thanks.  I’m getting so excited!  I know the next seven months 
are gonna fly; there’s going to be so much to do... but right now it seems so far away.  I 
wish we could just get married now.” 

“You could always fly out to LA and elope,” Lauren suggested with a teasing grin. 
“So tempting,” Claire laughed, “but I have a feeling my mom would kill me.  She’s 

really into planning this big wedding with me.”   Claire had been describing the details 
they’d decided on so far to Laureen as the two women stood at the deli of the grocery 
store down the street from their work, waiting on their lunch orders.  She’d found that 
thinking about the wedding helped when she started missing Nick; it kept her occupied 
and gave her something to look forward to.  Sometimes it really was tempting to think 
about just hopping on a plane and marrying him right then and there, but she never 
acted on those impulses, determined that if they were going to get married, they were 
going to do it right – in a real ceremony with their families and friends present, the kind 
of wedding she’d dreamed about since she was a little girl.  It was finally going to 
happen... she just had to wait a little longer. 

“Aww, that’s cool,” said Laureen, smiling again as she reached for her sandwich 
across the deli counter.  “So, how is Nick?” she asked, as she and Claire carried their 
lunches up to the checkout lanes at the front of the store. 

“He’s great,” answered Claire.  “He sounds really happy to be working on new 
music and all that again.  It’s what he loves.” 

Laureen grinned.  “I know.  God, I’m so glad it’s happening – a new BSB album, I 
mean.  We weren’t really sure, you know, what was going to happen...” 

When she said ‘we,’ Claire knew she was talking about the Backstreet Boys fans.  
What a different perspective they must have had these last few years.  She’d been 
around to watch Nick suffer through all that he had in that time, while they’d been kept 
largely in the dark about what was going on with him.  She knew they were aware of the 
basics – she recalled the guys doing press conferences and interviews concerning Nick 
and his health last year – but for the most part, Nick had been keeping a pretty low 
profile.  She’d seen him through all the ups and downs of the last year, while his fans 
hadn’t really seen him at all.  It had to have been hard for them, not really knowing how 
he was doing or what he was up to, nor what was going to become of the Backstreet 
Boys.  Then again, she supposed no one had really known that.   

She returned Laureen’s smile.  “I’m glad it’s happening too,” she agreed.  She 
didn’t care so much about the album itself, and she certainly didn’t care for Nick being 
away from home, but he was off doing what made him happy, and for that, she was glad.  
He deserved to be happy. 

They filed into the fast checkout lane and stood in line behind an elderly woman 
who was slowly taking her groceries out of her shopping basket and setting them on the 
counter one by one.  Claire turned to the magazine rack while they waited, immediately 
stooping to check out the headlines on the most outrageous of the tabloid newspapers at 
the bottom.  She was just about to get Laureen’s attention to point out a picture of The 
Amazing Crab Person (half-man, half-crab), which graced one of the covers, when she 
heard Laureen gasp. 



 

“Claire!” she hissed in a loud whisper.  “Oh my god, look!” 
Claire rose quickly and followed Laureen’s finger to a small picture in the corner 

of the cover of Star magazine.  She was hit first with shock, then déjà vu, as she realized 
the picture was another one of Nick and her at the airport from the week before, 
captioned by the headline, Nuptials for Nick?   Shaking her head, she sighed and 
muttered dazedly, “I can’t believe this...” 

“Neither can I!  You’re on the cover of Star!  That is so... gosh, I dunno whether to 
say it’s cool or creepy!  What do you think?” 

“I’m beginning to think creepy,” replied Claire, grimacing at her picture. 
“Well, c’mon, we gotta see what it says!” cried Laureen, snatching a copy as the 

lady in front of them finished counting out her change to pay the cashier.  Claire 
chuckled and shook her head, secretly dying to find out what the tabloid had printed 
about Nick and her. 

As soon as they had made it into Claire’s car, they abandoned their sandwiches 
and tore into the magazine instead, flipping through the pages until the found the article 
about Nick. 

“Nuptials for Nick?” Laureen read out loud, holding the tabloid out so Claire 
could see the article too.  “By the time the next Backstreet Boys album hits the shelves, 
the boyband’s youngest member, Nick Carter, might not be a Backstreet Boy, but a 
married man.  After speculation over photos taken of Carter and his girlfriend early 
last week, in which what appeared to be an engagement ring was clearly visible, 
Carter released a statement via his publicist that confirmed his engagement. 

“The said girlfriend is a dental hygienist named Claire, of Tampa, Florida, 
Nick’s hometown-” 

“How do they know my name?!” Claire cried in surprise.  She’d seen the 
statement Nick had had his publicist put out last week regarding their engagement, and 
it had not included her name.  “And what I do for a living??” 

Laureen bit her lip and shrugged.  “I don’t know... I guess they have ways of 
finding out.  At least they don’t know your full name, or didn’t print it anyway.” 

“Yeah...”  Claire swallowed, uncomfortable with the idea of national tabloid 
reporters somehow digging up information about her.  “Oh well, keep reading.” 

Clearing her throat, Laureen continued, “The couple has kept a low profile, but 
Star investigators tell us they have been together for at least one year.  In fact, Nick 
brought his now-fiancée to last year’s MTV Video Music Awards, at which the 
Backstreet Boys made a rare surprise appearance, following the amputation of Nick’s 
left leg due to a form of bone cancer. 

“We weren’t actually dating then,” Claire interjected automatically, studying the 
picture the tabloid had printed of her and Nick at the VMA’s. 

“Unlike many of his fellow pop stars, such as musical rival Justin Timberlake, 
who has been dating Cameron Diaz since 2003, after breaking up with Britney Spears, 
Nick has been known to date women who are outside the entertainment business.  In 
2003, he was paired with a local exotic dancer.  The two were also rumored to have 
been engaged for a time, but have since parted ways. 

“God, they do know their stuff.  Leah...”  Claire trailed off, making a face as she 
remembered her encounter with Nick’s ex at work.  There was even a small picture of 
her and Nick together in the bottom corner of the page. 



 

 

“Yeah, I kinda remember her,” Laureen stopped to say.  “The fans weren’t too 
happy about that relationship.  One of these tabloids printed a story about Nick and her 
a couple years ago, but then we didn’t hear too much more about her.  The only 
relationships that get a lot of press are the ones with two celebrities.  It’s not as exciting 
when a celeb just dates a regular person... well, unless it’s Britney, I guess.” 

Claire laughed.  “Well, that’s good to know... I don’t want press about me; it 
freaks me out!  I guess I should have thought about that more when I started dating a 
Backstreet Boy, but I didn’t really realize.” 

“I don’t blame you!  I think it would be kind of freaky too!” Laureen agreed.  “I 
wouldn’t worry about it though... no offense, but I don’t think they’ll keep on talking 
about you like they did with ‘Bennifer,’ just cause you’re not famous.  If Nick was with 
J.Lo or Paris Hilton or somebody like that, then it would be big news.” 

“Didn’t she die?  Paris Hilton?” 
“Yeah - bad example.  But I meant, like, if she were still alive... someone like her.” 
“I get you,” replied Claire.  “Sorry for interrupting; you can keep going.” 
“If Nick and Claire’s engagement lasts all the way to the altar, Nick will become 

the third Backstreet Boy to tie the knot.  Bandmates Kevin Richardson and Brian 
Littrell each married in 2000. 

“The Backstreet Boys have just begun work on their next studio album, which is 
tentatively scheduled for release sometime next year.” 

Laureen finished the article and turned to Claire, looking at her expectantly.  
“That wasn’t too bad, for a tabloid,” said Claire with a shrug.  “Could’ve been a lot 
worse.”   Listen to me, rating my own press, she thought and laughed at herself.  This 
was just the oddest thing, seeing her name printed in a national tabloid.  Obviously, the 
focus on Nick, not her, but still... it was weird.  She wondered if he knew about this 
article yet.  “Hey, would you mind if I took that home so I can read part of it to Nick?  I’ll 
give it back to you at work tomorrow.” 

“Nah, just keep it,” Laureen said, handing her the magazine.  “You should save 
that article for a scrapbook or something.” 

Claire laughed.  “Yeah, maybe I’ll buy a new scrapbook just to keep my press 
clippings in,” she joked, and they both had a good laugh before finally getting around to 
eating lunch. 
 

*** 
 

Smack. 
“Dude, have you seen this yet?” 
Blinking, Nick’s eyes shifted up from the copy of Star magazine that had just 

landed on the table in front of him, nearly upsetting his can of Mountain Dew, to the 
person who had dropped it there.  AJ. 

“Yeah.  Well, I heard about it anyway,” answered Nick, glancing briefly at the 
picture of him and Claire in the corner of the tabloid’s cover.  “Claire told me all about it 
on Monday; she was kinda freaked out.” 

“It does take some getting used to,” AJ said with a shrug.  “So, you got any plans 
for tonight?  Up for doing anything after we get done here?” 

It was a Friday evening, and the five guys had been together all afternoon, 
listening to demos of songs that other people had written and choosing some for 



 

potential tracks of their own.  Nick always enjoyed hearing new music, but after awhile, 
it got a little tedious.  All of the songs had started to sound alike to him, and he was 
ready to call it a day and do something else.  Just what, he did not yet know. 

“Nah, I don’t got anything planned,” he told AJ.  “What’d you have in mind?” 
“Well, Mary was talking about wanting to hit some clubs, so I thought maybe if 

you and D wanted to come along...” 
“Have you asked Howie yet?” Nick wanted to know.  He wasn’t about to agree to 

clubbing with just AJ and his girlfriend and end up being the third wheel all night. 
“Yeah, he said he’s up for it if you are.” 
Nick thought for a second and then nodded.  “Cool, count me in then.  You and 

Mary, me and Howie – it’s a double date.”  He grinned cheekily up at AJ, who smirked 
back at him. 

“Awesome.  Any particular spot you wanna hit?” 
Nick shrugged.  “Somewhere kinda low-key?” 
“Sure, bro, sounds good.  I know some places,” said AJ with a nod.  “Well, I guess 

we better get back in there.  I think we have a few more tracks left to listen to before we 
can blow this joint.” 

Nodding, Nick downed the rest of his soda and rose from the table, following AJ 
in to rejoin the others. 

 
*** 

 
Clubbing just wasn’t what it used to be, Nick thought as sat at the bar, nursing a 

beer.  The nightclub AJ had picked had the perfect atmosphere and was packed with the 
kind of people who could care less who they were.  There was good music and enough 
hot women to go around, but Nick was too insecure to attempt to dance to the music and 
too engaged to flirt with the women. 

He’d settled for getting shitfaced instead, knowing his friends would take care of 
him.  Howie, who was sitting to his left, talking to a sexy Asian woman, was drinking as 
well, but didn’t appear to be getting too smashed.  AJ, who usually occupied the seat to 
his right, was not drinking at all.  He and Mary had spent most of the night on the dance 
floor.  Craning his neck, Nick turned and tried to pick them out of the lively crowd.  He 
spotted them near the back corner, grinding against each other in time with the pulsing 
music.  They looked like they were having fun, as always.  AJ had finally learned that it 
was possible to go out and have fun without getting plastered. 

I haven’t quite learned that one yet, thought Nick, taking a deep swallow of beer.  
As the bitter liquid tumbled down his throat, he glanced up at the menu behind the bar, 
contemplating ordering a shot of something more potent. 

“Whatever you’re ordering... make it two,” said a voice in his ear, almost startling 
him.  He turned to see a young woman shimmy onto AJ’s bar stool next to him.  She 
leaned forward, resting her elbows on the bar, and peered over at him with a seductive 
sort of smirk on her face. 

Acting on instinct, he gave her the once-over, sizing her up.  He could tell she was 
an attractive girl, beneath all the makeup she wore, but she was packed into an outfit 
that looked about three sizes too small, making her appear heavier than she probably 
was. 



 

 

Noticing him checking her out, she turned towards him, exposing ample cleavage, 
and smiled.  “I’m Larissa,” she introduced herself, offering him her hand.  He took it 
reluctantly and shook. 

“Nick,” he said. 
Her smile grew.  “Carter, right?  I knew that was you.” 
He offered a tight smile in return.  “Yep.  That’s me.” 
“It’s so nice to meet you,” she said with a flirtatious giggle, twisting coyly on her 

stool.  All an act, he was sure – there was nothing shy about this girl.  Remembering 
Diana, the girl he’d kissed in the bar back home, he was about to tell Larissa he was 
engaged and wasn’t interested when she added, “So, aren’t you going to buy me a 
drink?” 

Nope, definitely nothing shy about this one. 
He gave into her request and doubled his drink order.  Seeing as he wasn’t at all 

interested in this girl, he figured it wouldn’t hurt to have a drink with her – at least it 
would give him someone to talk to. 

They made small talk as they sipped on their drinks, but the motive behind 
Larissa’s flirting quickly became clear when she said, “Hey, here comes my mom – 
would you mind taking a pic with us?  She’s a big fan.” 

“You brought your mom clubbing?” Nick asked incredulously, but Larissa didn’t 
hear him.  Shifting on his stool, he followed her gaze to an older woman who was 
squeezing through the crowd to get to them.  She had to be pushing fifty, but she was 
obviously trying to look much younger, squeezed into a tight miniskirt and girlish top 
that showed off too much of her leathery, tanned skin.  He fought the urge to make a 
face and forced a polite smile instead as Larissa introduced him to the older woman. 

The mother/daughter duo flirted almost competitively with him for almost five 
minutes before he finally squeezed between them for a quick picture and then excused 
himself to the restroom, anxious for an escape.  He took his time, and by the time he’d 
returned, both women were gone.  Howie was still there, totally engrossed in a 
conversation with the woman he’d been drinking with all night, but he was oblivious to 
Nick. 

With a sigh, Nick climbed back onto his stool and slid his glass across the bar to 
the bartender for a refill.    

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 55 
 

The following night, Claire padded down the stairs in a comfy pair of pajama 
pants and the same scruffy leopard-print slippers she’d had for years, having resigned 
herself to a quiet Saturday night in, for lack of anything better to do.  Dianna, who was 
usually up for a ‘girls night,’ had a date with some guy she’d met through work, so Claire 
figured she’d hear all the details about that over the phone later. 

For now, she sank down onto the couch in front of the TV and picked up the TV 
guide that lay on the coffee table in front of her.  Leafing through it, she scanned the 
night’s television offerings.  Lots of scary movies on, she noticed – Halloween was just 
over a week away.  Which reminded her, she’d get to see Nick in a week.  He was flying 
her out to LA on Friday for a long weekend and had promised to take her to a Halloween 
party she’d never forget. 

Smiling at the thought, she turned on the TV and started flipping through the 
channels, waiting until something caught her eye.  A movie was starting on HBO, so she 
left that channel on.  She supposed she should have changed the channel when she 
realized what it was – a horror movie called Saw that she vaguely remembered coming 
out in theaters the year before – but after watching for a few minutes, she was too 
caught up in it to turn away. 

By an hour into it, she was too disgusted to pop herself some popcorn and so on 
edge that when her cell phone rang, she jumped, her heart skipping a beat.  Letting her 
breath out in a shuddering gasp, she steadied herself, trying to calm her racing heart, 
and reached for the phone.  She checked the caller ID and was relieved to see Laureen’s 
name and number appear – there was no way she would have answered it if it had been 
a number she didn’t recognize. 

“Hello?” she said faintly, turning down the volume on the TV. 
“Hey, Claire!” came Laureen’s chipper voice.  “What’s up?” 
“Oh, not much, just scaring the crap out of myself,” answered Claire, casting a 

dark look at the television screen.  “How about you?” 
Laureen laughed.  “Uhh, not too much.  Just calling to see if you wanted to go to a 

movie or something.  Tim and I were supposed to go, but he’s not feeling well, so...” 
“Yeah, sure!” said Claire, brightening.  “Can we maybe see something light?  A 

comedy or something?” 
“Sure, sounds good.  You want me to come pick you up?” 
“Yeah, that sounds fine.  You remember where I live, right?” asked Claire 

teasingly. 
Laureen giggled.  “I sure do.  I’ll be there in half an hour, and we can catch a 9:00 

show, okay?” 
“Cool.  See ya in a bit,” said Claire and hung up.  Tossing the phone aside, she 

looked down at her frumpy, pajama-clad self and groaned.  Aww man, I have to get 
dressed again? 

 
*** 

 
“Thanks for calling me, Laureen; I needed to get out of that house for a couple of 

hours,” said Claire as Laureen navigated the familiar streets back to Nick’s house.  The 
two had gone to see a new comedy that had just opened in theaters the day before, and 



 

 

Claire had enjoyed it immensely.  She liked movies that made her laugh much more than 
ones that left her freaked out and paranoid.  Being scared could be fun, but not when 
she was facing a whole night alone in a gigantic house that was still new to her. 

Speaking of which... she thought, as Laureen turned into the long driveway that 
led up to Nick’s house.  The lights outside the mansion blazed brightly, but it still looked 
somewhat ominous to Claire as she thought back to the movie she’d been watching 
before.  Don’t be ridiculous, she scolded herself, but she couldn’t keep her mind from 
conjuring up the frightening image of the freakish, oversized clown mask worn by the 
killer in the movie.  In Saw, he’d lurked in the darkness of people’s closets, waiting to 
abduct them and subject them to his twisted games.  Despite all rational thoughts, she 
couldn’t help but shudder. 

As Laureen pulled her car around the circle at the bottom of the driveway and 
lurched to a stop in front of the house, Claire turned to her impulsively and asked, “Hey, 
you wanna come in for a drink or something?” 

Even in the dim light, Claire could see Laureen’s whole face brighten.  “Yeah, 
sure!” 

Claire had the suspicion that Laureen was more excited about getting to go inside 
Nick’s house than she was about having drinks with her, but she didn’t care one bit; she 
was glad for the company. 

They got out of the car and walked up to the front door, which Claire unlocked 
and then held open as she ushered Laureen in.  “Wow,” breathed Laureen as she 
stepped into the foyer. 

Claire giggled as she shut the door behind them, locking it again.  “Want the 
grand tour?” 

“You bet I do!” 
Claire took her all through the house, walking her through some rooms, giving 

her peeks into others.  They ended in the kitchen, where Claire put her hands on her 
hips and said thoughtfully, “So... what do you want to drink?  I could make margaritas, 
or we have beer, of course, and I think a few different bottles of wine... or we could run 
to the store and grab some ‘bitch drinks’ or something.” 

“A margarita would be good, if you don’t mind,” said Laureen. 
“No, sounds good.  My friend Dianna and I make ‘em all the time, cause she 

doesn’t like beer,” Claire chattered on, as she got out the blender and the tequila and 
started mixing the ingredients.  “Hey, would you open that cupboard and get down a 
couple of margarita glasses?” she asked over the hum of the blender.  “They’re lime 
green – yeah, there you go,” she added, as Laureen brought a couple of thin-stemmed 
glasses down from the middle shelf of one of the cupboards.  “Thanks,” she said, 
shutting off the blender and eyeing her concoction. 

“No problem,” chirped Laureen.  She reached up to close the cupboard door 
again, then paused.  “That’s a lot of medicine,” she commented. 

Claire glanced up, realizing she’d had Laureen open the cupboard that contained, 
among other things such as the margarita glasses, the prescription bottles containing all 
of the medications she had to take.  A few chemotherapy drugs, which were much milder 
than the IV kind she had used to take, as well as immunosuppressant drugs that kept 
her from rejecting her brother’s bone marrow.  She swallowed a small handful of pills 
morning and night, but it was nothing compared to the amount of medication she’d 



 

taken before and immediately after the bone marrow transplant.  Still, she knew the 
sight of all those bottles could be intimidating. 

“I know,” she said wryly, making a face.  “That shelf actually looks kind of sparse; 
usually there’s a few bottles of Nick’s stuff there too.”  Seeing Laureen pale, she added, 
“Don’t worry... I know it looks like a lot, but it’s pretty standard.  We’ll both have to take 
this stuff for at least a few more years, just as a precaution, you know.” 

Laureen nodded.  “I figured.  Just... wow.” 
Claire gave her a tight-lipped smile.  “Yeah... well, now that I’ve probably gone 

and depressed you... margarita?”  She offered Laureen the glass she’d just filled with the 
light yellow mix.  Laureen laughed, easing any awkwardness that had risen, and took the 
glass, immediately raising it to her lips. 

“Mm, you know how to make them,” she said, swallowing a sip. 
“Thanks,” smiled Claire, pouring her own.  They took the drinks out onto the back 

deck.  The October heat had fallen with the sun, and it was quite pleasant outside.  
Conversation flowed easily between the two of them.  Claire was still getting to know 
Laureen, but she was really friendly and easy to talk to. 

“So how are you and Tim doing?” Claire asked after awhile, curious to know what 
Laureen thought of Tim now that she’d been dating him for a few months. 

Laureen smiled.  “Good.  He’s a really sweet guy.” 
“Yeah, he’s nice,” Claire agreed.  “Are you two getting pretty serious then, or...?” 
“I dunno,” Laureen replied with a shrug.  “I wouldn’t go so far as to say I think 

he’s, like, ‘the one’ or anything... but we’re having fun together.” 
“That’s good; I’m glad,” Claire said, and she genuinely meant it. 
Laureen smiled again.  “Thanks.  I’m really happy for you and Nick too.  I’ve 

always thought you’re the luckiest person in the world, getting to be with him, but he’s 
pretty lucky to have you too, you know.  I mean, he’s been through so much... I’m glad 
he’s found someone who makes him happy.” 

Claire returned the smile, touched by that comment.  “Thank you; that means a 
lot to me,” she said.  “I wish the rest of his fans would feel the same way, but I dunno - 
they probably all hate me for marrying him.”  She rolled her eyes, remembering what 
Nick had once said: “In their eyes, every other woman I date is evil and will only hurt 
me, and of course they are the ones who will treat me right.” 

“We’re not all like that, you know,” Laureen spoke up after a moment.  
“Backstreet Boys fans, I mean.” 

“Well, I didn’t mean you,” Claire replied quickly, hoping she hadn’t offended her.  
“I know you’re not like that!” 

“No, I know.  I’m just saying... most of the other fans out there are like me.  We 
like the guys for their music first and foremost... looks are only secondary.  Maybe some 
of us do crush on them and fantasize about them, but it’s just that – a fantasy.  And we 
can separate that from reality.  We know we’re not going to marry any of them or 
anything like that.  I know there’s still some crazy fans out there that are like that, but 
most of us aren’t!” Laureen insisted. 

“I-I’m sorry,” apologized Claire, caught off-guard.  “I didn’t mean-” 
“No, no, I’m sorry,” Laureen cut her off quickly and rather grudgingly.  “I didn’t 

mean to go off on you.  It’s just... I dunno, that whole teenybopper thing is such a 
stereotype.  Whatever negative stuff you’ve heard about BSB fans probably comes from 
the few psychos who give us a bad name.  Any crazy fan stories from Nick and the guys – 



 

 

again, probably just isolated incidents.  And most of those kinds of girls have grown up 
and moved on by now anyway.  It’s just not like that.  That whole stereotype of the rabid 
teenybopper is what gives Backstreet Boys fans a bad wrap, and it’s really annoying to 
the majority of us, who are actually sane.  I don’t even tell a lot of people I’m a BSB fan 
because there’s such a stigma attached to it!” 

Claire nodded slowly, still surprised by this outburst.  She’d never heard Laureen 
sound anything but cheerful, and she felt bad for saying whatever she had said in the 
first place.  “I see what you’re saying,” she said.  “Honestly, I just... didn’t know.  I don’t 
really know any other fans besides you, and I guess most of what I’ve seen and heard 
about is what you were describing – the teenybopper stuff.  I’m glad you’re not all like 
that though... those kinds of people scare me.” 

“Trust me, we’re not,” said Laureen firmly.  “And the fans don’t hate you.  They 
don’t know enough about you to decide what they think of you.” 

“Oh.”  That was a good thing... wasn’t it?  Maybe not.  “Just wondering, how do 
you know all that?  Do you have a lot of friends who are fans?” 

“Nah, not really, but I see stuff online.  Websites and message boards where 
people post and stuff.” 

“Really?”  Claire was suddenly curious.  It had never really crossed her mind to 
search for stuff about herself on the internet.  “Fans talk about me online?” 

“Well, now they do, ever since everyone found out Nick was engaged.” 
“What do they say??” 
Laureen laughed.  “You wanna see?” 
“Well... yeah!” 
They went back inside and, after refilling their drinks, parked themselves in front 

of Claire’s computer.  Claire sat off to the side, watching as Laureen typed a URL into 
the address box on her internet browser, which brought up an online Backstreet Boys 
forum.  She surfed through tons of links to different threads before clicking on one, 
opening up what appeared to be a discussion about Nick’s engagement. 

“There ya go,” said Laureen, scooting aside and letting Claire sit directly in front 
of the computer monitor. 

“Thanks,” Claire murmured absently, her eyes already flying across the screen.  
She was both surprised and relieved to find that, just as Laureen had said, most of the 
comments were pretty positive.  Some people wanted to find out more about her; others 
didn’t care who she was, as long as Nick was happy with her.  Most of their posts were 
much more centered on Nick than her, which was how it should be. 

There were also some negative posts, many of them coming from the same user, 
ParisHiltoNTampaBayFan, who kept calling her ugly, calling Nick stupid, and 
saying that if Paris Hilton were still alive, she would be a much better match for him. 

“Don’t mind that girl,” said Laureen, pointing to the girl’s screen name.  “She’s 
one of the crazies.” 

Claire chuckled.  “Good to know.” 
“But see, except for her, it’s not so bad.  And once they get to know you, they’ll 

have nothing but nice things to say about you.  Just be friendly when you’re on tour with 
Nick,” Laureen advised with an encouraging smile. 

Claire returned her smile, but inside, she did not feel as confident.  On tour with 
Nick...  Of course they would tour after their album was released, assuming things went 
well.  That meant Nick would be on the road and away from home for weeks, maybe 



 

even months.  And what about me? she wondered.  What would she do?  Neglect her job 
and spend a few months riding around the country on a tour bus, living out of a suitcase 
and sleeping in hotel room after hotel room?  Or stay at home by herself and just miss 
him, the way she was now? 

Neither choice sounded particularly appealing.  Of course she would want to be 
with Nick, and she liked traveling to an extent, but she also liked her job and didn’t want 
to lose it.  And she was such a homebody... everything she knew and everyone she loved 
was here.  Everyone but him.  There was a reason she’d never moved far from the area in 
which she’d grown up.  It was her home.  Then again, this hardly felt like home without 
him.  She’d miss him like crazy if he went off on tour without her.  How did the other 
Backstreet wives do it?? 

She took a deep swallow of her margarita, letting the strong, icy cocktail numb 
her mind.  She didn’t want to think anymore tonight... not about touring with Nick, nor 
how his fans felt about her.  And she certainly didn’t want to think about the freaky 
clown-headed guy from that movie. 

She still had a decent buzz going by the time Laureen went home and she went to 
bed, but that didn’t stop her from dreaming as she slept.  She awoke bathed in sweat and 
trembling from a nightmare about the Saw killer bursting out of the deep walk-in closet 
in her and Nick’s bedroom and grabbing her, just as he had the little girl in the movie. 

Not fully awake yet, she instinctively reached over to Nick’s side of the bed and 
groped around, searching for him.  But her hand was only met with empty space.   

As she sat up and pulled the covers around her shaky body, she felt just like that 
scared little girl.  Even half-asleep and still a little tipsy, she knew that no masked 
psycho was going to jump out of the closet and attack her, just as she’d known deep 
down that there was no monster living in the closet of her bedroom in the house she’d 
grown up in.  Still, she longed for the comfort of Nick’s warm, safe embrace, just as she’d 
wanted nothing more than a hug from her daddy when she was little and afraid of the 
dark. 

Scooting to the very center of the bed, she drew her knees to her chest and 
hugged them instead. 

 
*** 

 
Two thousand miles away, Nick woke to find himself trembling as well, his stump 

twinging with phantom pains that had surely been brought on by the dream he’d just 
had.  No, not just a dream – a nightmare.  His worst nightmare, in fact – a dream about 
the recurrence of his cancer.  He’d been having them every so often for a long time now, 
especially after his lung surgery the previous December, but they had become more 
frequent lately.  Maybe it was because of Casey, whose leukemia had relapsed after 
almost five years of remission.  Maybe it was because things in his life were looking so 
good at the moment – maybe he was destined for another downfall.  He’d sure had 
enough of them in recent years. 

He tried not to let the dreams worry him because physically, he felt great, better 
than he had in years.  Yet he would be lying to himself if he did not admit that the 
nightmares left him upset and nervous.  No matter how good he felt or how clean his 
tests looked now, the cancer could always come back.  It had for Casey, and it could 



 

 

happen to him too.  He had to get through four more years before they would call him 
cured, and even then, was it a guarantee?  Nothing was truly guaranteed. 

Though he’d been drinking earlier that night, he was wide awake now and too 
agitated to go back to sleep right away.  He stretched his leg out beneath the covers, 
crossing over onto what should have been Claire’s side of the bed.  He wished she were 
there.  She would have rubbed his back and bugged him about the bad dream until he 
had no choice but to tell all.  Sometimes – a lot of the time, actually – he hated revealing 
his innermost feelings and fears like that, even to her.  But this... this was something he 
would have had no problem talking to her about.  Especially her, for he knew without a 
doubt that she would understand.  Surely she had the same worries from time to time. 

But Claire was practically on the other side of the country and probably sound 
asleep at this hour.  His eyes spotted his cell phone, plugged into its charger on the 
nightstand, but he resisted the urge to pick it up and call her.  Instead, he got up and 
fumbled around for his crutches, then shuffled into Howie’s kitchen to find something to 
eat, unaware of the fact that back at his own house in Tampa, Claire, too, was wide 
awake and yearning to hear his voice just as much as he needed to hear hers. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 56 
 

Nick shifted his weight from real foot to fake, impatiently watching and waiting 
as passengers began to stream out of open doors just a few feet away from where he was 
standing.  Any minute now, he told himself.  She was sitting in first class... she had to 
be one of the first ones off the plane.  He craned his neck, hoping to catch a glimpse of 
her red hair over the heads of the other people. 

Finally, he saw her.  She was walking towards him, but looking all around – she 
hadn’t spotted him yet.  He watched in anticipation as she paused to hitch the strap of 
her carry-on bag higher on her shoulder, and then finally, her eyes fell upon him.  He 
felt his breath catch in his throat as her gaze locked with his and she smiled.  He smiled 
back and started towards her; he couldn’t wait to get his arms around her. 

“Hey, you!” Claire cried cheerfully, letting her bag slide off her shoulder and fall 
to the floor next to her as she threw her arms open wide for a hug.  Grinning, he pulled 
her in, holding her close and savoring the feel of her body against his.  It hadn’t even 
been three weeks since he’d last seen her, but god, he had missed her. 

“I missed you so much,” he whispered those words into her ear, resisting the urge 
to nuzzle her neck a little.  They were standing in a crowded terminal at LAX, and he 
knew there were paparazzi lurking.  Not wanting to give them too much PDA to 
photograph, he settled for a quick kiss on her forehead instead, inhaling the comforting 
scent of her shampoo as his lips touched her skin. 

“I missed you too,” she echoed, running a hand up and down his back. 
“How was the flight?” he asked as he eased back, letting her pick up her bag 

before he took hold of her hand. 
“Very nice.  That first class thing never gets old for me,” she replied with a smile, 

as they headed in the direction of the baggage claim.  One of the two bodyguards who 
escorted them stopped to wait for Claire’s luggage while the other led Nick and her 
straight out to his rental car. 

He didn’t let go of her hand as he drove them back to Howie’s house.  “Isn’t it nice 
out here?” he commented as he steered the car one-handed along the winding streets of 
Howie’s gated community.  “I wanted to get a place of my own in the LA area a few years 
ago, but I never did.  It would be convenient though, considering I’m out here all the 
time when we’re working.  The other guys all have houses here.” 

“Mm-hm,” murmured Claire.  “Do you mean a second house?  Or are you talking 
about moving out here permanently?” 

“Second house,” Nick replied quickly and glanced over at her.  “You wouldn’t 
want to move, would you?” 

“All the way to California?  No, not really,” was her response.  He wasn’t at all 
surprised by it, knowing he would have one hell of a time trying to persuade her to leave 
her job and family and friends in Florida to move to California.  It didn’t bother him 
though.  He liked Los Angeles, but he was perfectly content living in Florida, where he’d 
grown up.  It was home. 

“So anyway, where’s this Halloween party you’re taking me to tomorrow night?” 
Claire asked, interrupting Nick’s silence.  He cackled slyly as he turned onto Howie’s 
street. 



 

 

“Oh, you’ll see,” he told her mysteriously, grinning to himself.  He’d promised her 
a good costume party, and he wasn’t about to let her down.  Claire was in for a 
Halloween she’d never forget. 

 
*** 

 
“The Playboy Mansion??  You brought me to a Halloween party at the Playboy 

Mansion?!” Claire cried in disbelief as she gaped up at the extravagant mansion. 
Nick’s mischievous grin gleamed beneath the jutting brim of his three-corner hat.  

“Told ya this would be a Halloween you’d never forget.” 
“Wow, you weren’t kidding, were you?” mumbled Claire, shaking her head in 

awe.  She couldn’t believe she was standing in front of Hugh Hefner’s infamous Playboy 
mansion, dressed in the most elaborate Halloween costume she’d ever worn.  It was a 
colonial-style gown, complete with corset and hoop skirt.  It wasn’t the most 
comfortable dress in the world – in fact, it was incredibly uncomfortable - but she felt 
very elegant in it, like Keira Knightley in Pirates of the Caribbean.  And she 
complimented Nick perfectly. 

He was the Captain Jack Sparrow to her Elizabeth, dressed in a pirate costume 
that rivaled Johnny Depp’s.  He’d paired a baggy, ruffled white blouse and vest with a 
pair of black breeches that went just past the knee.  On his good leg, he wore a white 
stocking; on the fake leg, nothing.  “My peg leg,” he called it, and for once, he seemed 
unembarrassed to show it in public.  He was treating it as if it were simply a part of the 
costume. 

After joking about pirates for as long as they had, it seemed only natural to go as 
Pirates of the Caribbean characters.  Nick had rented the ornate costumes weeks ago, 
but they’d still spent the better part of the afternoon and evening getting ready.  AJ’s 
girlfriend Mary had taken Claire on an emergency shopping trip to find a pushup bra 
that would help her fill out the top of the low-cut dress.  She’d also pinned Claire’s hair 
up into an elegant twist on top of her head, while AJ had worked on Nick’s “facial hair,” 
gluing a scraggly, black goatee to his chin and filling in the rest with black mascara.  
Claire had taken care of his eye makeup, lining his eyes with a thick layer of black 
eyeliner and darkening his lashes and brows.  The makeup brought out his eyes, making 
their cerulean hue even more striking. 

The deep, blood red bandana he wore underneath his captain’s hat and the fake 
sword swinging at his hip completed Nick’s costume and made him look, in her opinion, 
roguishly handsome.  Of course he’d just blushed and rolled his eyes when she told him 
that.  “I don’t know about me,” he’d said, “but you really do look beautiful.” 

Looking down at herself now, Claire certainly felt prettier than she usually did – 
it was hard not to, in a dress like that – but compared to the other women she saw 
streaming into the mansion before her, she felt almost frumpy and not at all beautiful.  
She didn’t recognize most of them at first glance, but they were all gorgeous and dressed 
in skimpy, revealing costumes that showed off their statuesque bodies. 

“I can’t believe I’m here,” she whispered, clutching Nick’s arm tightly as she 
looked around, taking in everything – the mansion, the grounds, the guests, their 
rides....  It was all surreal. 

“You can thank Bone,” replied Nick, nodding to AJ and Mary, who had walked 
ahead of them and were already mingling with other guests as they made their way 



 

towards the entrance of the mansion.  They had gone with a medieval theme for their 
costumes – kind of.  AJ was dressed as a sort of knight, but he’d based his costume more 
on the one Leonardo DiCaprio had worn in the modernized version of “Romeo and 
Juliet” than the awkward, clanking, all-metal sort of knight Claire had pictured.  He was 
wearing all gray, with silver chainmail and a silver mask that was currently strapped to 
the top of his head rather than his face.  Mary, meanwhile, looked like a sexed up 
version of a medieval princess, in a rather revealing crushed velvet gown and a 
bejeweled, gold tiara, both of which were stunning on her.  Together, she and AJ looked 
amazing.  “He’s the one who got us the invite,” Nick explained.  “He’s got good 
connections.” 

He winked, and Claire laughed; somehow that didn’t surprise her.   It was 
probably the only thing that didn’t surprise her all night.  Everything else was simply 
astonishing.  First there was the lavishly decorated interior of the “haunted” mansion, 
which was bustling with famous guests, pulsing music, an extravagant spread of food, 
and a never-ending supply of drinks.  Then there were all the other activities on the 
grounds outside, from a haunted cemetery to a ghost walk through the woods, which 
were teaming with hired actors dressed up as all sorts of creepy creatures.   

Even more incredible, every time she turned around, she found herself face to 
face with another celebrity.  She supposed it must be true that celebrities were like 
members of an elite club, for Nick seemed to know them all and always made a point to 
introduce her as they exchanged hellos.  Before the night had ended, she’d had 
encounters with everyone from Leonardo DiCaprio and Gisele Bundchen, to Justin 
Timberlake and Cameron Diaz, to Marc Anthony and Jennifer Lopez, as well as all kinds 
of barely-dressed Playboy Playmates she didn’t know. 

It was stuffy inside the house, with all the bodies and artificial smoke from smoke 
machines billowing about, and Claire could feel sweat starting to run between her 
shoulder blades, beneath the heavy material of her gown.  She left Nick’s side for a 
minute to grab a bottled water, and when she came back, she found him talking to none 
other than Tommy Lee, of Motley Crue fame.  It was unbelievable. 

“You know the one good thing about being a celebrity and having gone through 
all the shit I have?” Nick muttered to Claire later, as they walked from one room to 
another.  “Other celebrities who used to think I was a talentless little pussy – and 
probably still do – are suddenly real friendly to my face.  Gotta love the sympathy card.” 

Claire laughed, knowing exactly what he was talking about.  “Yeah, well, you 
know what’s good about being a nobody and getting to go to a huge celebrity party like 
this?” she returned.  “I run into celebrities I don’t even like, and I still get floored over 
meeting them.  Gotta love being starstruck.” 

Now it was Nick’s turn to laugh.  “Aww... but you weren’t starstruck when you 
met me, were you?” 

“That was different,” replied Claire.  “I thought you were a talentless little pussy.” 
“Hey!” cried Nick, pretending to be offended as he swatted her lightly on the arm. 
“Kidding, kidding,” she grinned, leaning into him.  “Ahh, I can’t wait to get out of 

this dress!” she moaned.  The corset was so tight, it felt like it was crushing her ribs. 
“I can’t wait to get you out of that dress either,” replied Nick without missing a 

beat, waggling his blackened eyebrows suggestively. 
Tilting her chin up, she offered him a flirtatious smile.  “Whenever you’re ready.” 
“Seriously?  Are you ready to go?” 



 

 

Looking around, she shrugged.  They’d seen the sights, mingled with the guests, 
partaken in the food... they’d done it all.  It had been incredible, and yet, she felt out of 
place.  All this glamour and extravagance was not for her.  Back in Tampa, her co-
workers were gathered at Dr. Somers’s home for their annual staff Halloween party, 
where they’d eat cheese and crackers off paper plates decorated with spiderwebs and 
drink apple cider out of orange plastic cups.  They’d bob for apples and listen to “The 
Monster Mash,” and it would be entirely cheesy and lame compared to this, but if she 
and Nick had been there instead of here, it would have been perfect anyway. 

“Only if you are,” she told him.  “No rush.” 
Nick offered a shrug as well and replied, “I don’t care if we stay.  I’ve had my 

tricks – now I’m ready for my treat.”  He flashed her another seductive smile and licked 
his lips slowly, his tongue lingering outside his mouth. 

She grinned and hooked her arm through his.  “Well, come on then, Captain 
Sparrow.  Let’s walk the plank.” 

He laughed and agreed, “Aye, m’dear, just lemme find AJ and let him know we’re 
leavin’ and that he can take the car.  I dunno about you, but I shouldn’t be driving – we 
can take a cab.” 

Claire nodded.  “Sounds good to me,” she said, and together, they wove their way 
through the maze of guests in search of Sir Alexander and his lady. 

 
*** 

 
“I don’t wanna go back to Florida,” Claire mumbled as she lay in Nick’s arms 

hours later, her heavy gown and constricting corset long gone. 
“Then don’t,” Nick replied simply.  “I don’t want you to go back either.  Not until I 

do.” 
“Mm...” Claire groaned and rolled over onto her stomach, draping herself across 

his bare chest.  “I wish.  You know I can’t do that.” 
Nick didn’t reply, but in his head, he was thinking, Yeah, I know.  Your job.   He 

couldn’t understand why she liked it as much as she did, but she would never leave it, 
even though his income was more than enough to offer them both a life of luxury 
without her contribution.  She didn’t need to keep working, but she insisted on it, as if 
she couldn’t quite put her full trust in his commitment to her.  I’d never leave you, 
Claire, he thought, silently stroking her back, feeling the grooves where the stays of her 
corset had dug into her skin.  I’ll always be here to support you, the way you’ve been 
here for me. 

“Nick?” she asked, and he froze, wondering if he’d been mumbling out loud 
instead of just thinking those things.  “You got quiet.” 

“Oh.”  His hand began to move over her back again.  “Sorry.  Just thinking.” 
“About what?” 
“You.” 
She lifted her head and met his eyes, a smile tugging on her lips.  “Me?” 
“Uh-huh.”  He smiled back.  “I love you, you know that?” 
She giggled.  “I know that, Nick.  I love you too.” 
His chest swelled beneath her warm hands as a contented sigh escaped his throat.  

He never tired of hearing those words, of being reassured of her love.  There was no 
longer a doubt in his mind that she loved him, but it had taken him a long time to get to 



 

that point, not because of her, but because of him.  He’d found it hard to believe that any 
woman, even Claire, would desire him the way cancer had left him.  But she did, and it 
was her love that had driven away his insecurities and brought back his confidence in 
himself.  A year ago, he never would have showed up at a Hollywood party – or 
anywhere, for that matter – with his artificial leg exposed for everyone to see.  But it had 
been a year and a half since he’d lost his leg now, and he’d decided it was time to show 
that he was okay with it, that he could even laugh at himself.  As far as he could tell, his 
pirate costume had been a hit. 

“You have raccoon eyes,” said Claire with a smirk. 
“Huh?” 
“Raccoon eyes.  Your eye makeup’s smudged all over the place,” she laughed, 

reaching up and rubbing her fingertips across the top of his cheekbones. 
He chuckled, imagining how ridiculous he had to look.  “Yeah, guess I should 

have washed that shit off before we got all sweaty, huh?” he smirked back. 
“Hey, doesn’t bother me any – you look hot, Cap’n Carter.” 
“As do you, Miss Ryan,” he replied, reaching up to stroke her hair, which had 

fallen out of its up-do.  “Jeez, in a few months it’ll be Mrs. Carter, won’t it?  Or will it?  
Are you taking my name?” 

“Of course,” she grinned.  “Claire Carter... I think it sounds cute, don’t you?” 
“Claire Carter...” he repeated slowly, a smile spreading across his face as the 

name rolled off his tongue.  “Yeah, I think it sounds perfect.”   He reached down and 
picked up her left hand, which was still resting on his chest.  Bringing it up to his face, 
he gently kissed each knuckle, his lips bumping against her engagement ring.  
“Beautiful,” he whispered, his eyes traveling from the ring to her smiling face.  He loved 
seeing her smile like that.  He hadn’t always thought her beautiful, but she’d always had 
a nice smile.  When it was a genuine one, like now, it lit up her light blue eyes, making 
them sparkle almost like the diamonds in her ring. 

“Do you hear that?” Claire asked suddenly, rolling off of him and rising to her 
knees on the bed. 

“What?” he asked, but as soon as the word left his mouth, he heard the muffled 
strains of “Quit Playing Games” coming from her purse.   

“My cell,” she said, eyeing her purse.  She hesitated for a moment, then gave him 
an apologetic shrug and climbed off the bed. 

“Damn, baby, when you gonna change that ringer of yours?” Nick asked playfully 
as she darted over to check her phone.  She didn’t answer, her eyes narrowing as she 
pulled the phone out of her purse and looked at the screen.  Again, she seemed to 
hesitate a second, and then she answered. 

“Hello?”  She sounded slightly puzzled, or maybe just surprised.  He wondered 
who was calling.  “I’m fine.  How are you?...  That’s good...  Uh, not much - how about 
you?...  Hang out??  Jamie, where are you??” 

At the name Jamie, Nick shot up into a sitting position and stared at Claire 
through narrowed eyes.  Jamie?  What the hell was he doing calling her at this hour?  It 
was even later in Iowa, or wherever the hell he lived. 

“What are you doing in Tampa?!” Claire cried, turning away from Nick so that he 
found himself glaring at her back.  “Ohh... why didn’t I know that?...   Well, yeah, that’s 
true, I guess.  So why are you calling me now?  Do you have any idea what time it is?...  



 

 

You’ve been drinking, haven’t you?...  Jamie, do you know where I am??  Not in 
Tampa...  No, I’m in Los Angeles!  With Nick!” 

Damn right you are, Nick thought with satisfaction.  So Jamie was in Tampa?  
Again?  What was he doing back already?  Not that it mattered... Claire was here, not 
there.  He smiled; funny how that had worked out. 

“Yeah, we went to a Halloween party earlier.  You’ll never guess where.”  Claire 
turned back around, smiling at Nick.  “No, listen, I’ll tell you later, okay?  I need to go.  
It’s late.  It’s, like, really late for you.  Go to bed, okay?”  There was a long pause, and 
then she said, “Monday...  I dunno, Jamie, maybe, okay?  I can’t promise you anything...  
Okay...  Alright...  Talk to ya later.  Night.”  She ended the call with the press of a button 
and stuffed her phone back into her purse before turning back to Nick. 

“What was that all about?” he demanded instantly.  “Jamie’s in Florida again?” 
“Yeah, he got called back for a second interview with one of the companies he 

interviewed with before.  It’s on Monday, but he flew in a few days early to meet up with 
his buddies over the weekend, it sounds like.  He had probably just gotten in from 
partying all night; he sounded trashed.” 

“And he called you.  Great,” muttered Nick, rolling his eyes.  What if she had been 
in Tampa that weekend, alone, and he had called her after a night of drinking and 
wanted to ‘hang out?’  Would she have gone?  What would they have done together? 

“He has no judgment when he’s drunk.  Like anybody really does.  Sorry, I just 
wanted to make sure everything was all right.  You never know... you know, when you 
get calls this late at night.”  She shrugged apologetically and crawled back into bed with 
Nick.  She curled up next to him, nuzzling into his side, but he was no longer in the 
mood for cuddling. 

“Are you going to hang out with him when you get back on Monday?” he asked 
stonily. 

“I don’t know.  Probably not.  He asked, but I’m sure I’ll be tired from flying and 
everything.  Besides, with everything that went down last time he was here...”  She 
sighed. “You don’t want me to hang out with him, do you?” 

“Well, not particularly, no,” said Nick, none too kindly.  “He’s your ex!” 
“He’s my friend,” she countered firmly. 
“Yeah, and he’d be more than happy to be more than friends with you again if he 

had the chance,” muttered Nick. 
“What?!” Claire cried, yanking herself into a sitting position.  Glaring down at 

Nick, she continued rather venomously, “That’s ridiculous, Nick.  We have been through 
this!  Jamie and I have been apart for seven years, and we are not getting back together!  
I’m marrying you.  I love you.  Not him.  He’s just a friend!” 

“Claire, the guy basically told me he wanted you back!” Nick insisted, 
remembering bits and pieces of his exchange with Jamie in his driveway the night he’d 
cheated on Claire.  You’re pathetic.  Claire doesn’t need a gimp like you when she has 
me back.  “Maybe you don’t see it, but I do.  He still has feelings for you.” 

Claire gaped at him for a second, her lips slightly parted, and then shook her 
head, refusing to believe it.  “Oh yeah?  When did he tell you that?  I didn’t know the two 
of you had had so many one-on-one talks,” she said, her voice dripping with sarcasm. 

“Just one,” he muttered through gritted teeth.  “In the middle of my driveway, the 
night... the night you had your scare.” 



 

“Oh, the night you kissed that girl in that bar, you mean?  That night?” she asked 
coolly. 

Damn her; he knew she hadn’t let that go yet.  “Yes, that night,” he glowered, 
feeling his cheeks redden. 

“And you had been drinking that night, correct?  You drank so much you forgot 
you were engaged and didn’t realize you had some girl’s lips all over yours until it was 
too late, right?  If you were that far gone, how would you remember anything Jamie said 
to you?” 

“I swear, he did!” 
“Or maybe you just wish he had.  It’s like you want him to have feelings for me so 

that you’ll have a reason to hate him,” she accused.  “Well, let me tell you something, 
Nick; I don’t give a fuck anymore if you like him or hate him, but you have no reason to 
be jealous of him.  No matter how he feels about me, I am long over him.  I’m with you 
now, and hanging out with an old high school buddy isn’t going to change that.” 

Nick fumed silently, refusing to reply.  She didn’t believe him.  For some reason, 
she couldn’t fathom the idea of Jamie wanting to be with her after all these years.  Well, 
he sure could.  He loved her; he wanted to be with her.  Why wouldn’t Jamie?  Claire was 
an amazing woman, when she was not acting like a bitch.  Jamie was an idiot for letting 
her go all those years ago, and maybe he’d realized that. 

Claire sighed loudly and lowered her face to her hands.  She stayed in that 
position for a moment, not moving, and then she looked up.  “Look, I’m sorry,” she said 
to Nick, her tone softening.  “I came all this way to be with you this weekend; I don’t 
want us to fight.  Clearly Jamie is a touchy subject, and I do understand why... honestly, 
I do.  I just wish that you would trust me.  But if you don’t want me to hang out with him 
next week, I won’t.” 

“Claire... it’s not you I don’t trust,” Nick murmured, closing his eyes wearily.  “It’s 
him.” 

“Then what’s the problem?  You think I don’t have any willpower around him or 
something?  It takes two to tango, Nick – if Jamie and I wanted to do anything together, 
I would be in on it just as much as him.  So as long as you trust me to be faithful, you 
have nothing to worry about.” 

“I do trust you,” he said softly.  And he did, didn’t he?  If there was any cause for 
mistrust between the two of them, it was him, not her.  He was the one who had slipped 
up and let another woman kiss him.  He had no reason to believe that she’d ever been 
unfaithful to him. 

“Thank you,” she whispered solemnly, lying back down next to him.  This time, 
though, she did not snuggle up against him, but kept a few inches of space between their 
bodies.  “It’s late...  We should get some sleep.” 

“Yeah,” was his hollow reply. 
She leaned over and kissed his cheek.  It was more of a peck than a kiss, and he 

had no chance to return the gesture because a second later, she leaned the other way 
and shut off the lamp on her side of the bed.  He sighed and did the same, blackening 
the bedroom.  “Goodnight,” he said dully. 

“’Night, Nick,” she replied, and he felt her hand pat his leg beneath the covers, a 
sign that she was not really mad.  But then she rolled over onto her right side, so that 
her back was to him.  Frowning, he crossed his arms over his chest and stared up at the 
ceiling, wishing he could actually see something through the darkness.  He lay that way 



 

 

for a long time, all too aware of every move she made - every rustle of the covers as she 
drew them tighter around her shoulders... every jostle of the mattress as she shifted her 
weight... and every gentle whoosh of air as she breathed.  He could tell by her breathing 
whether she was asleep or not; he knew she was not. 

Though he eventually closed his eyes, he also knew it would be a long time before 
he fell asleep himself. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 57 
 
Claire felt drained by the time she got home Monday evening.  It was Halloween, 

but she didn’t feel like doing anything except curling up in front of the TV with a blanket 
and a bowl of popcorn and catching a movie before going to bed. 

It had been a long couple of days.  On Sunday morning, the morning after their 
argument over Jamie, she and Nick had gotten up and joined Howie for breakfast, then 
gone on with the rest of their day as if nothing had happened the night before.  They 
went over to Brian and Leighanne’s LA home for dinner with the whole gang and then 
spent a quiet night together.  Things seemed perfectly normal again, and yet... not.  
Saying goodbye to Nick at the airport that morning had been hard, and not just for the 
normal reasons.  He’d hugged her and kissed her and told her that he loved her, and 
she’d done the same, but something still felt... off.  She didn’t understand.  How could a 
silly little argument, over Jamie of all things, throw them out of whack with each other 
as much as it had seemed to? 

It wasn’t just about Jamie.  It was about trust.  He doesn’t trust me.   
This was the thought that had clouded her mind on the plane ride home.  It was 

the very thing that had been bothering her all that day and the day before.  Nick swore 
he trusted her, but he wasn’t acting like he did, and it stung. 

She tried not to think about it as she sluggishly unpacked her things and then 
went back downstairs.  She got her blanket and her popcorn and sat down in front of the 
TV, just as she’d planned, surfing through the channels until she found one that was 
showing a marathon of the Halloween movies.  What was Halloween without cheesy, 
seventies slasher flicks?  Wrapping the blanket around herself to ward off the chill of the 
air conditioning, she hunkered down to watch. 

After a couple of movies, she was about to fall asleep.  It was getting late, and she 
had to work in the morning, so she turned off the TV and took her empty popcorn bowl 
into the kitchen.  She walked around the first floor of the house, turning off the lights 
and double-checking the security system, before trudging upstairs to bed. 

She got ready quickly, washing her face, brushing her teeth, and throwing on an 
old t-shirt of Nick’s and a pair of boxers before climbing into bed.  Once again, the bed 
felt too big and too empty.  The bed in the guest bedroom at Howie’s house had been 
smaller than this one, and she’d had Nick on the other side to help fill it.  Now she was 
all alone again. 

Pulling the covers around herself, she lay her head against her pillow and closed 
her eyes.  Surprisingly, it didn’t take long for her to fall asleep. 

 
*** 

 
She was startled awake in the middle of the night by a loud, shrill beeping noise.  

Her first, hazy thought was, Smoke alarm... fire!! 
Jerking upright, she was instantly alert.  She leaped out of bed and instinctively 

ran to the bedroom door, but something stopped her halfway.  She stood stock still in 
the center of the room for a moment, her heart hammering so loudly in her chest that 
she could barely think.  But it didn’t take more than a few seconds for the realization to 
hit.  There’s no fire... that’s not the smoke alarm. 



 

 

She’d set Nick’s smoke alarm off before with her cooking.  It didn’t sound like 
that.  This noise, though just as piercing as the smoke alarm, was different.  She’d never 
heard it before, but with mounting terror, she quickly realized what it had to be.  It’s the 
security system... the burglar alarm! 

Her mind began to race, and her pounding heart felt as if it were about to burst 
out of her chest and take flight.  Someone was trying to break in... someone could be in 
the house right now...  Oh god, what do I do?? 

She ran to the bedroom door and locked it.  If someone had broken into the 
house, she wanted nothing more than to get out, but there was no way in hell she was 
opening that door.  What if the intruder was already upstairs? 

Hide... I have to hide. 
She looked around wildly, wondering where the best place to hide would be.  She 

started for the closet, then changed her mind and darted into the bathroom instead.  
This door locked as well; the intruder would have to break through two locked doors to 
get to her now.  She shut the door and was about to turn the lock when the phone rang.  
She held her breath for a moment, listening, debating over what to do.  After three rings, 
she finally burst back out of the bathroom and dove for the cordless phone on the 
nightstand.  Snatching it out of its charger, she turned it on and answered in a shaky 
whisper, “Hello?” 

As she carried the phone back into the bathroom and locked the door behind her, 
the woman on the other end of the line informed her in a calm, efficient voice that she 
was from the security company.  “Our system is showing that the alarm has been 
activated at your residence,” she said. 

“Yes!  I-I think someone’s trying to break in!” Claire hissed, clutching the phone 
to her ear. 

“I’ll have police dispatched right away, ma’am.  How many other people are in the 
house with you?” 

“It’s just me,” answered Claire meekly, and even after the woman had assured her 
that the police were on their way and hung up, her own words kept echoing through her 
head.  It’s just me... it’s just me... I’m all alone.  There was no one to hold her and tell her 
not to worry; the police would be there soon.  No one to protect her if the intruders 
found her hiding place.  She was on her own. 

But she could take care of herself.  She ducked into the shower and quietly pulled 
the beveled glass doors shut before sinking down to the cold shower bottom and 
hugging her knees to her chest.  The alarm had stopped sounding – she figured the 
security company had a way to shut it off at their headquarters – and all she heard now 
was her own ragged breathing.  She was glad, in a way, for now maybe she could pick 
out other sounds in the house, like someone creeping up the stairs... 

But mostly, the silence was just eerie. 
Please get here soon, she begged of the police, straining her ears in hopes of 

picking up the faint sound of sirens.  But the minutes ticked by slowly, and she heard 
nothing.  For what seemed like an eternity, she sat perfectly still, too apprehensive to 
even notice how cold the porcelain bottom of the shower was, the phone clutched tightly 
in her hand, and scenes from every slasher movie she’d ever seen replaying in her head.  
The girl never gets out of it just by hiding, she thought.  The killer always finds her and 
bloodies her up a little.  If she’s the main character, she still lives, only to be 
traumatized and paranoid for the rest of the sequels.  But if she’s not... 



 

She shuddered involuntarily. 
When at last she heard the muffled sound of sirens approaching, she felt like 

crying with relief.  She started to get up, then hesitated.  Just wait... let them come for 
you, she coached herself, sitting back down.  She closed her eyes, trying to keep herself 
calm as she waited.  The few minutes that passed seemed like forever, but finally, she 
heard someone knocking loudly on the bedroom door. 

“Police!” a woman’s voice called. 
Jumping up, Claire threw back the shower doors, nearly tripping as she hurried 

out of the shower and across the bathroom to unlock the door.  She raced to the 
bedroom door and unlocked it, then opened it just a crack, peeking out into the hallway 
before she opened it further.  Sure enough, there were two uniformed police officers 
standing there, a woman and a man.  With a huge sigh of relief, Claire let the door swing 
open the rest of the way.  “Thank God,” she mumbled. 

“Are you all right, ma’am?” the woman asked, giving her a once-over. 
Claire nodded.  “I’m fine,” she said.  “Just a little freaked out.” 
“We’ve done a quick search of the premises, and we have two other officers 

searching the house more thoroughly right now,” the male officer spoke up.  “We haven’t 
found anyone on your property yet.  Did you see an intruder, ma’am?” 

“No, I didn’t see anything,” answered Claire, shaking her head.  “The alarm was 
going off when I woke up, and I was too afraid to leave the room.  So you’re saying no 
one really broke in, or do you think they already ran off?” 

“We didn’t see any signs of a break in – no broken windows, busted locks, or 
anything like that.  There could have been someone trespassing on the property who 
triggered the alarm – maybe just kids, considering it’s Halloween.  Or the security 
system could just be faulty and went off for no reason.”  The man drew his hand across 
his forehead, looking weary.  Claire wondered how long he’d been on duty; Halloween 
had to be a busy night for cops. 

“Well, what should I do?” she asked. 
“For now, come downstairs with us.  We’d like to get a statement from you while 

the rest of our officers finish their search,” said the female cop.  Nodding, Claire slid on a 
pair of flip-flops and followed them down the stairs, eager to get out of the house.  
Outside, the two officers ushered her over to their squad car and asked her a few 
questions.  She didn’t think she was very helpful in answering them, considering she 
hadn’t seen or heard a thing, but maybe that’s all they needed to hear. 

Before too long, they were joined by two other officers carrying flashlights, who 
reported that they had found traces of footsteps in the wet grass, but no other evidence 
of an attempted break-in. 

“This is the home of Nick Carter, isn’t it?  The Backstreet Boy?” the female officer 
asked. 

“Yes; I’m his fiancée,” replied Claire. 
The woman glanced at her male counterparts before looking back at Claire.  “It 

looks like someone might have been on the property, but chances are, it was just a 
couple of teenagers who managed to climb the fence.  When the security alarm went off, 
they bolted.  Incidents like this happen all the time on Halloween.”  Claire nodded, 
feeling a little more at ease.  “Still, to be on the safe side, I think it would be wise if you 
slept somewhere else tonight.  Do you have a friend you could stay with?” 



 

 

“Sure,” said Claire.  She liked that idea, knowing there was no way she would get 
back to sleep in Nick’s house that night. 

One of the officers escorted her back into the house so that she could pack an 
overnight bag and grab her purse.  She waited until she was back outside in the well-lit 
driveway before going through the contacts on her cell phone, wondering who she 
should call.  Dianna was the first person that came to mind, so Claire called her first. 

“Hey, it’s Dianna!  I don’t seem to have my phone handy right now, so... leave a 
message!” Dianna’s perky voice crackled in her ear.  Groaning, Claire ended the call 
without leaving a voicemail and continued to search her contacts list, wondering who to 
try next. 

Jamie was the next close friend to come up, but she went on right by him, 
thinking dismissively, He’s in Iowa. 

No, he’s not, she realized, her thumb hesitating on the down button on her phone.  
He’s in town...   She thought about it for a second, then continued down the list.  Nick 
would kill her if he found out she’d spent the night with Jamie.  She’d call him only as a 
last resort. 

Her brother Kyle’s name came up next, but again, she hesitated.  He and Amber 
were both teachers; they’d have to be up even earlier than her in the morning.  Besides, 
Amber was pregnant and needed all the rest she could get.  Claire couldn’t bring herself 
to wake them up in the middle of the night, so she went on down the list. 

Laureen’s name was next, and Claire reluctantly called her.  She already owed 
Laureen for taking her home from the bar that night she’d gone out drinking with Jamie 
and his asshole college friends, and for staying to keep her company after they went to 
the movies last weekend, but she was running out of people to call, and she knew 
Laureen would understand.  But her phone rang and rang, and finally, her voicemail 
picked up too. 

Claire hung up with a sigh, starting to feel desperate.  Everyone was sound asleep 
at this hour – who was she going to get a hold of?  She supposed she could just get a 
hotel room, but she really didn’t feel like staying alone, even in a hotel. 

“Can you reach anyone?” asked one of the male police officers, who had been 
watching her. 

“Hang on... I’m gonna try one more person,” Claire replied and resignedly moved 
her thumb to the up button, scrolling back up her list of contacts until she got to Jamie’s 
name.  Please be awake, she pleaded silently as her phone dialed his number.  And 
please, for the love of God, be sober. 

“Hello?”  Jamie’s voice sounded hazy – he’d either just woken up, or he was 
drunk again.  “Claire?” 

“Hey, Jamie, did I wake you up?” 
“Yeah, you did... but that’s okay.  What’s going on?” 
“Payback for the other night,” Claire teased.  She heard him chuckle on the other 

end of the line, and thankfully, he didn’t sound like he’d been drinking.  As far as she 
could tell, he really had just woken up. 

“Ahh, I see.  So you’re okay then?” 
“Yeah, I’m fine.  But, um... actually, I kinda need a place to stay for the night, and 

I can’t get a hold of anybody,” Claire explained awkwardly, already feeling guilty for 
calling him.  Nick was never going to let this go... 



 

“Well, I’m staying in a hotel, but you’re welcome to come here.  There’s an extra 
bed,” said Jamie.  “Why, did you and Backstreet have a fight or something?” 

“No, Nick is still in LA.  The burglar alarm at his house went off, and the cops are 
here, and they don’t think anybody broke in, but it looks like someone’s been on the 
property, so they think I should stay somewhere else tonight.” 

“Yes... you should,” Jamie said firmly.  “Do you want me to come and get you?” 
“No, I’ll drive over.  Where are you staying?” 
He told her the name of the hotel and his room number.  “I’ll be waiting for you.” 
“Thanks, Jamie,” Claire sighed gratefully.  “I’ll be over in a little bit.” 
She stayed just long enough to thank the police and then took her bag, climbed 

into her old Toyota, and left. 
 

*** 
 

“Thank you so much for letting me stay here tonight,” Claire said the moment the 
door to Jamie’s hotel room clicked open. 

“Hello to you too,” Jamie said, stepping back so she could come in.  He raked a 
hand through his dark curls, looking tired.  “It’s no problem, really,” he added, and 
opened his arms.  “C’mere.”   She hesitated, then let him pull her in for a big, warm, bear 
hug.  “You all right, Claire?” he asked, running his hand over her back. 

She smiled.  “I’m all right.  I was just a little freaked out.” 
Jamie let her go and smiled knowingly.  “I figured you would be.  Remember that 

time I made you watch Scream, that weekend that your parents were out of town, and-” 
“Yeah, I remember,” Claire interrupted with a dry chuckle.  “But this time 

someone was really there... something set off the alarm, and the cops found footprints 
on the lawn.” 

“Hey, I’m not doubting you,” Jamie said quickly.  “I don’t think you should have 
stayed alone there either.  Big house like that... it’s just asking for someone to break in 
and rob it.” 

Claire swallowed hard.  “I don’t really wanna talk about it anymore tonight, if you 
don’t mind.  I need to get to bed... I have work in the morning.” 

“Oh, sure,” Jamie nodded and led her further into the hotel room.  “Well, here’s 
your bed.  I took the one closer to the window.” 

“That’s fine,” said Claire, setting her small bag down next to the double bed that 
was closest to the door.  She turned down the covers, kicked off her flip-flops, and 
climbed into the bed.  The mattress felt hard and lumpy, and the sheets were ice cold 
from the air conditioning.  As she slid between them, shivering, she instantly missed 
Nick’s bed. 

She watched as Jamie walked around to his own rumpled bed and sat down, 
pulling his t-shirt over his head and tossing it over the foot of the bed.  This is so weird, 
she couldn’t help but think.  She’d only spent the night with Jamie once in the thirteen 
years they’d known each other, and that was the night of their senior prom, over seven 
years ago.  Despite the fact that he was more like a brother to her now, this just felt... 
weird.  And though what they were doing was completely innocent, she still felt guilty, 
for she had a feeling Nick wouldn’t see it that way. 

“You don’t mind if I sleep naked, do you?”  Jamie’s voice jerked her out of her 
thoughts. 



 

 

“What??” 
“If I sleep naked?  You don’t mind, right?” 
Claire stared at him in mild shock.  She had no idea how to respond to that.  Just 

as she felt her cheeks start to heat up, Jamie smirked and started to laugh. 
“Just kidding.  Man, I wish I had a camera.  The look on your face...”   He pointed 

two fingers at her, a look of smug triumph on his face, and flashed her a dimpled smile.  
“I’m telling ya, Clairie,” he sighed as he flopped down on his back, joining his hands 
behind his head, “I dunno what you’re still doing with that Backstreet Boy.” 

Claire sucked in a deep breath, determined not to lose her patience with him 
when he had given her a place to sleep for the night.  “Oh yeah?  And why is that, Jamie?  
What’s so bad about Nick?” 

“Well, nothin’... I mean, he seems like an okay dude, when he’s not off cheating 
on you, but I just don’t see him as your type.  And you’ve never struck me as the groupie 
type either.” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “I’m not his fucking groupie.  And tell me, what is my 
type?  Cause I’ve only been in two serious relationships in my life; I don’t think I have a 
type.” 

“Okay, okay... all I’m saying is, if you did have a type, I don’t think he’d be it.” 
“Well, who would be then?  You?”  She snorted and shook her head.  “You had 

your chance, Jamie.  Clearly I wasn’t your type.” 
“Hey, don’t get all riled up.  I’m just giving you a hard time,” Jamie said with an 

apologetic smile.  “You’re awfully serious tonight.” 
“Gee, I wonder why!” she snapped. 
“I’m sorry.  I was just trying to lighten the mood.  We haven’t really talked a lot 

lately.” 
“Yeah, well, I’m sorry about that, but I don’t think 3 a.m. is a good time to catch 

up,” she grumbled irritably.  “We can talk in the morning.” 
“Okay,” he agreed and fell silent.  She had just rolled over and closed her eyes 

when his voice floated over again.  “I miss the old Claire.  You used to like joking around, 
teasing each other.  We don’t have as much fun together as we used to.” 

Her eyes shot open as a surge of anger shot through her, but she kept it at bay, 
refusing to let him get to her.  “Times have changed, Jamie,” she said flatly.  “I still like 
to joke around and have fun, but not all the time.  Life isn’t all fun.  Sometimes you have 
to be serious and face that fact... rather than just avoid it and come back when things are 
good again.”  That was Jamie’s game, alright.  Avoidance. 

Jamie was silent for a few seconds.  Then he replied, “You’re right.  3 a.m. isn’t a 
good time to catch up.”  She rolled her eyes.  “I do miss you though.  If I get this job and 
move back to town, I hope we can see more of each other.” 

“I’m sure we will,” she mumbled, closing her eyes again.  “Goodnight, Jamie.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 58 
 
She looked up into his eyes, which were bright in the pale moonlight, the only 

part of his face that stood out.  Normally, they were light blue, the same color as the 
dress she’d worn that night.  The rumpled gown was lying in a heap in the sand now, 
just as she was, only she was no longer in it.  And though his eyes shone down upon 
her, she could not make out their color through the sheath of darkness that had 
enveloped them. 

He rolled off of her and collapsed next to her in the sand, his chest heaving.  She 
lay panting beside him, just as breathless, just as gratified.  For a few minutes, neither 
of them spoke, but instead listened to the harmony of their ragged breathing, which 
eventually evened out and slowed. 

“This whole night has been amazing,” she said softly, her voice hoarse.  “I can’t 
believe the year’s almost over.  You realize we graduate in less than a month?” 

“I know,” his low voice joined hers.  “I can’t wait.  This summer’s gonna be the 
bomb.” 

“Yeah... but that means only three months until everybody leaves.  You’ll be at 
FSU... I’ll be at UT... and our friends will be spread out all across the state.  I can’t wait 
to move out and be on my own, but it’s gonna be so weird, not seeing you and Di and 
the whole gang everyday.” 

“You’ll make new friends.  That’s half the point of going away to college.” 
“Oh, I know... but...”  She sighed, biting her lip, and reached out to touch his 

arm.  “I’m gonna miss you, Jamie.” 
“Well, I’m gonna miss you too, Clairie.” 
She smiled sadly.  “It’s going to be hard, not seeing each other every day.  Do 

you think... I mean, do you think it’ll work?” 
He took a moment to answer.  “I don’t know...  Do you?” 
“I think so,” she said slowly.  “If we make it work.  It’ll take some effort, sure, but 

we love each other, and that’s the most important thing.  If we’re meant to be together, 
then we will be.”  She looked over at him, hoping for a sign of confirmation that he 
agreed with her and was willing to work through a long-distance relationship.  But his 
face was impossible to read in the dark.  “Right?” 

“Sure,” was his nonchalant reply.  She hated how he did that.  One minute he 
was talkative, and the next, totally silent, except for his one-word responses.  There 
were times when she felt she was always on the same page as him, but sometimes she 
just didn’t understand the boy.  She supposed she should just shut up.  Guys didn’t like 
to talk after sex – wasn’t that the rule? 

She settled for quiet cuddling instead, letting a tranquil silence fall over them.  
Lying there, her body cushioned by the soft sand beneath her and sheltered by his 
arms, she wished the moment would last forever.  She wished this whole night would 
never end.  It was magical and... just perfect, the way senior prom night was meant to 
be.  No worries... no curfew (a rare exception that she was prepared to take full 
advantage of)... and by now, no people, no one but her and Jamie.  There were other 
couples around, scattered along the beach, she was sure.  But she couldn’t see or hear 
them, so as far as she was concerned, it was just the two of them.  Together.  Perfect. 

After some time, they finally decided to leave their secluded spot and walk back 
up to the house, where there were sure to still be people partying.  She shook the sand 



 

 

out of her dress and put it back on, hoping it didn’t look like a mess.  Her mom would 
be pissed if she ruined that dress, even though it wasn’t like she’d be wearing it again.  
Jamie did the same with his tux, all except the jacket, and they walked back up to the 
house, hand in hand. 

Hey, this is Nick’s house, she realized as they got closer.  Funny, she didn’t recall 
Nick hosting the after-prom party.  But it was his house alright.  She was just hitching 
up her dress to climb the wooden steps that led to the sprawling deck in the back when 
she heard Jamie shout.  She looked up just in time to see a dark figure dart out of the 
shadowy hideout beneath the stairs.  She jumped and let out a shriek and was just 
about to go off on the person for lurking under the stairs and acting creepy when he 
turned around.  And then – she couldn’t help it – she screamed. 

It was the Grim Reaper.  Or rather, someone dressed as the Grim Reaper, in one 
of those stupid Scream costumes.  She’d seen them everywhere for the past couple of 
Halloweens, ever since that stupid movie came out, but they still freaked her out. 

“Real mature!” she snapped sarcastically at the masked figure, putting her 
hands on her hips.  “It’s prom, not Halloween.  Get a life!” 

Annoyed at whoever it was for scaring her and embarrassing her, she stalked 
over to the guy in the costume and reached up to pull his mask off when she heard 
Jamie cry out, “Claire, no!”  Confused, she glanced over her shoulder at him, and when 
she turned back, the Scream guy had a knife raised. 

“Oh, very fun-” she started to say, but when she saw the flash of metal in the 
moonlight, she realized it was no fake knife.  Letting out a strangled scream, she 
turned and practically dove out of the way, just as the knife came down, missing her 
lower back by inches.  “Jamie!” she screamed, running towards him, her dress slowing 
her down.  But before she could get there, he’d leapt off the steps and taken off in the 
other direction, running away from the guy with the knife and away from her.  “Wait!” 
she screamed frantically, struggling to pull up her skirt so that she could run properly.  
“Jamie!!!” 

The knifeman was gaining on her; she could hear his footsteps and muffled 
panting behind her.  Don’t trip and fall, she begged herself as she struggled through the 
uneven sand.  The girls in the movies always trip and fall at this point, and then the 
killer gets them. 

She let out another shriek of terror as she felt the spray of sand hitting the back 
of her dress – he was right behind her!  She threw herself to the side, hoping to at least 
dodge him, and cried out when she bumped against something.  Or rather, someone.  
She screamed again and scrambled to get away when the person she’d ran into 
grabbed her shoulder and whispered into her ear, “I’m here, babe.  I got you.” 

“Nick!” she cried breathlessly.  “Nick, watch out, he’s got a knife!” 
“I can handle it,” he said, and she saw that he was dressed in his Pirates of the 

Caribbean costume.  She heard the graze of metal as he withdrew a sword from the 
long scabbard swinging at his hip and watched as he closed in on the guy in the 
Scream costume, his sword pointed and ready to strike.  The killer raised his knife 
menacingly and took a step toward Nick. 

“God, be careful, Nick,” Claire whimpered behind him, her heart racing in her 
chest.  She felt powerless to do anything but watch nervously as the two advanced on 
each other, each of their blades aimed directly at the other’s heart.  The Grim Reaper 



 

struck first, thrusting his knife towards Nick, who quickly blocked it with the blade of 
his sword and then jabbed back. 

Claire watched in awe as the two dueled.  The Grim Reaper was quick with his 
knife, but Nick was even quicker.  He moved with the grace of an experienced 
swordfighter, spry and nimble, even on his fake leg.  He had the larger weapon and the 
better footwork – surely he was going to take this guy down. 

But to her horror, the Scream killer suddenly dodged Nick’s sword and, catching 
him off-guard, plunged his knife into the left side of Nick’s chest. 

“NO!!!” she screamed, but Nick had not yet fallen.  He stayed on his feet, and 
with lightning speed, slashed his sword across the masked knifeman’s neck, 
decapitating him in one clean swoop.  The hooded white face fell from its black cloaked 
body and rolled across the sand.  There was no blood, and before Claire could get over 
her shock enough to take the mask off the severed head, the masked head and the body 
vanished. 

Claire gaped at the spot where the two halves of the Scream costume had lain 
not five seconds ago and closed her eyes, hoping that when she opened them, this 
whole scene would make more sense. 

 
When she did open them, however, all she saw was Jamie’s face.  Gasping in 

surprise, she did a quick survey of her surroundings and realized that she was lying in 
bed.  Jamie was standing next to the bed, leaning over her. 

“Hey,” he said, smiling broadly.  “Good morning.” 
She let out a slow breath, still getting her bearings.  “Morning,” she echoed.  The 

memory of her dream quickly faded, as the events of last night came back to her.  Now 
she remembered what she was doing sleeping in a hotel room with Jamie. 

“What time do you work?” he asked. 
“Seven...  What time is it now?” 
“Six-thirty.” 
“Shit,” she said with a groan, wearily drawing a hand across her face.  She felt like 

she hadn’t slept at all.  But she had to get up now, or she was going to be very late.  
Grudgingly, she dragged herself out of bed.  “Mind if I use the bathroom?” she asked, as 
she knelt beside her overnight bag. 

“Go right ahead,” said Jamie. 
In the privacy of the bathroom, she dressed quickly, putting on a pair of her 

brightly-colored hygienist scrubs, and got cleaned up, brushing her teeth, washing her 
face, and pulling her hair back into a low ponytail.  When she came out of the bathroom, 
Jamie handed her a bowl of Corn Pops, complete with milk.  “You should eat something 
before you go,” he said. 

She laughed, taking the cereal from him.  “Thanks, Jamie.” 
“No problem.  Breakfast is the most important meal of the day, you know.” 
“I know,” she said with a smirk, digging her spoon into the cereal.  She downed 

the bowl quickly and then said, “I’m sorry to rush out on you, but I really need to go; I 
can’t afford to be late.” 

“I understand,” he replied with a nod. 
“What are you doing later?” she asked as she pulled on the white tennis shoes she 

always wore at work.  “Maybe you and Di and I could go do something.” 
“My plane leaves at eleven,” he answered. 



 

 

“Oh.”  She looked up at him apologetically.  “I’m really sorry.  We’ll hang out next 
time you’re here, okay?  I promise.” 

He nodded.  “Sounds good.” 
She stood up and gave him a quick hug goodbye.  “Thanks again for letting me 

sleep here.” 
“Not a problem,” he replied casually.  “It was good to see you – for a few minutes, 

anyway.” 
“I’m sorry,” she said again as she walked to the door.  “Next time, I promise.  

Have a safe flight home.” 
“Thanks.  Have a good day at work.”   Following her to his door, he asked, “Do 

you have a place to stay tonight?” 
“I dunno... if I don’t feel like sleeping at Nick’s, I’ll call Dianna or my friend 

Laureen or someone.  Don’t worry, I’ll find somewhere to stay if I need to.”  She smiled 
and reached for the doorknob.  “Bye, Jamie.” 

“See ya, Claire.” 
 

*** 
 

Claire made it to work with only a couple of minutes to spare, and it wasn’t until 
lunch that she had a chance to fill Laureen in on the previous night’s excitement. 

“Oh jeez... I would have been so freaked out!” Laureen gasped, gazing across the 
table at Claire through wide eyes as Claire narrated the story. 

Claire laughed and dug her fork into her fruit salad, spearing a piece of wedge of 
pineapple.  “I was, believe me.” 

“I’m really sorry I didn’t answer my phone.  I guess I slept right through it,” 
Laureen went on guiltily. 

“No, no problem.  It was really late; I figured you were asleep.  I’m a pretty heavy 
sleeper myself.” 

“Well, I’m just glad you got a hold of somebody,” Laureen emphasized, and Claire 
nodded vigorously in agreement.  No way would she have gotten back to sleep last night, 
had she stayed in the house.  “So do you think Nick’s gonna be mad when he finds out 
you stayed with your ex-boyfriend?” Laureen asked nervously. 

Claire bit her lip, feeling her stomach flip-flop.  “He’s not gonna be too happy, I’m 
sure,” she said dryly.  She hesitated a moment, then added, “I was thinking of maybe 
just not telling him.  I could say I spent the night with you or my friend Dianna instead.  
He’d believe that, and then he wouldn’t start freaking out, thinking Jamie and I are up 
to something while he’s gone.”  She rolled her eyes.  “It’d be such a stupid thing to lie 
about, but I know that’s what he would think, so maybe it’s better that he just doesn’t 
know.” 

Laureen nodded slowly.  “Yeah, I guess so.  I mean, I can see why he’d think that 
though... not that you were doing anything – I know you wouldn’t – but Jamie is your 
ex, you know what I mean?” 

“I know,” Claire sighed.  “See, that’s why I’m thinking maybe I should just not tell 
him...  I dunno, what do you think?” 

Laureen hesitated before answering, absently stirring the contents of her salad 
around with her fork.  Finally, she shrugged and replied, “Well, you know what they say 
– what he doesn’t know won’t hurt him.  If you think it’ll just make him worry, I guess it 



 

might be better to tell a white lie.  Just make sure he doesn’t find out the truth, or then 
he’ll really be suspicious.” 

Claire chuckled nervously.  “Oh, I know... I know he would.  But I don’t see how 
he’d find out.  I’ll tell him I called Dianna first, and she didn’t answer her phone, so I 
stayed at your place – that’s a half-truth anyway.” 

Laureen smiled and nodded.  “Yep.  So, anyway, where are you staying tonight?  
Are you going back there, or... you’re not staying with that Jamie again, are you?” 

“Oh, no, no,” Claire said rather forcefully, then added, “He’s gone anyway – on a 
plane back up to Iowa as we speak.  I haven’t decided what I’m going to do yet though.  
I’m sure the house is fine... but-” 

“I don’t know if I’d be ready to sleep there yet,” Laureen confessed 
empathetically.  “You know, if you want to stay someplace else, you’re welcome to stay at 
my apartment.  It’s a two-bedroom, so I have an extra room.” 

“Really?” Claire asked, grateful for the offer.  She was sure Dianna would let her 
sleep over too, but she hadn’t talked to Dianna yet.  “I just might take you up on that, 
Laureen, if you’re sure you don’t mind.” 

“No, not at all,” Laureen replied, waving her off casually.  “You can stay all week if 
you want, until you feel comfortable sleeping at Nick’s house again.” 

Claire smiled.  “That’s really sweet of you.  Thanks a lot!” 
“Hey, no problem,” Laureen smiled back, then glanced at her watch.  “Wow, that 

went fast.  We better eat and get back to work.” 
Claire glanced at her own watch and saw that their lunch break was indeed 

almost over.  She nodded and took a large bite of her sandwich, hoping it would give her 
some much-needed energy.  She couldn’t wait for this day to be over so that she could go 
home – or back to Laureen’s – and sleep, for few hours she’d spent in Jamie’s hotel 
room had hardly been restful. 

But for now, it was back to work. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 59 
 

It was back to work for Nick as well – he and the rest of the group had a long 
afternoon ahead, and it was only Day 2 in what was going to be a very busy week.  They 
had scheduled meetings with different producers and booked sessions in the recording 
studio to lay down demos of a few of the songs they were interested in recording.  They 
also hoped to reserve some time to do some songwriting themselves.  Nick, especially, 
was itching to do this.  He’d only discovered a love for writing while working on Now or 
Never, and even if the album hadn’t done as well as he’d wished it had, there had been a 
thrill in seeing a few of his own songs make the final cut and getting to perform them for 
his fans. 

But that was three years ago, and the days of his solo project seemed like part of 
another lifetime.  So much had happened since then, and he’d changed in so many ways.  
He hadn’t really sat down and tried to write since early on in the process of recording 
their last album, and the feelings he’d had inside him then hadn’t been ready to come 
out yet.  But now they were... those feelings and all the emotions and experiences he’d 
cycled through since.  He was ready to get them out and let them go through his music.  
He was just waiting for the right moment, that burst of inspiration he needed to get 
started. 

“He shoots!  He-”  Nick looked up just in time to see a Nerf basketball whizzing at 
his face.  Instinctively, he tried to duck, but his reflexes were not quick enough, as the 
ball smacked him right in the middle of the forehead.  That was not quite the “burst of 
inspiration” he’d been hoping for. 

“Oops,” giggled a guilty Brian, covering his mouth with his hand as Nick’s hand 
rose to rub his forehead.  “Sorry, buddy.  You okay?” 

He looked genuinely concerned, which amused Nick – it was only a Nerf ball, 
after all – so he couldn’t resist putting on an act to mess with Brian’s mind a little.  “Shit, 
Bri!” he moaned, contorting his face into a pained expression.  “That really hurt!  I’m 
gonna have a bruise there!  Maybe even a concussion!” 

“Aw, come on, Nick, it was only a Nerf ball...” Brian said slowly, his tone not quite 
matching the confidence in his words. 

Nick rolled his eyes.  “I know that, Rok; I was just playin’ with ya.  I’m fine, 
dude.” 

“Are you sure?”  Great, now Brian really thought he’d hurt him. 
“Yes!  Damn!” 
Brian smiled sheepishly.  “Sorry.  Just making sure.  I didn’t mean to whack you 

in the head.” 
Nick snorted and turned to glance over his shoulder.  The small, plastic 

basketball hoop that went with the Nerf ball was mounted on the wall behind him, above 
and at least a foot to the right of where his head had been.  “Damn, what happened to 
your aim?  You’re losin’ your skills with age, Old Man!” 

“Won’t be long, and you’ll be hitting thirty too, Nicky,” Brian retorted, sticking his 
tongue out playfully.  “It comes up on you pretty quick.” 

Nick only smiled.  Thirty didn’t sound so bad.  Sure, it was practically “over the 
hill” (or at least it had seemed like it to him at Kevin’s thirtieth birthday party a few 
years ago), but he’d much rather be over the hill than six feet under it.  And if he was 



 

still cancer-free by the time he turned thirty, he’d be considered cured.  No more 
worries. 

No, thirty didn’t sound bad at all. 
“Are you kidding?” AJ’s voice came out of nowhere.  “Nicky and I will never join 

the ranks of you thirty-and-over folk.  We’re gonna stay young forever.” 
“Not if you keep smoking those,” Brian pointed out with a disapproving glance at 

the pack of cigarettes AJ was sliding out of his pocket. 
“Fuck you,” AJ shot back without missing a beat, grinning as he strode out of the 

room – off for a smoke outside, no doubt.  No one was a big fan of AJ’s smoking habit, 
but except for the occasional heckling, they usually left him alone about it.  As long as he 
wasn’t back to drinking or snorting coke, they were happy.  And anyway, he kept saying 
he was going to quit... 

“Baylee!  Quit that, honey – you’re going to put a dent in the wall!” 
Recognizing Leighanne’s voice from out in the hall, Nick looked up just in time to 

see Brian’s blonde wife drag his equally blonde son into the lounge they had taken over 
on their break.  In the hand that was not being clutched by his mother’s, little Baylee 
held a small action figure.  A smile spread across Nick’s face as he realized it was one of 
the Backstreet Boys action figures Burger King had sold as Kid’s Meal toys – Brian, of 
course.  He was just about to comment on it when Baylee reached out and whacked it 
against the door frame.  Nick blinked in surprise and glanced over at Brian, only to see 
Brian throw his own light body into the nearest wall, hitting it with a dull thud and a 
loud “Oomph!” 

“Ouch, buddy!” exclaimed Brian, rubbing his side exaggeratedly.  “It hurts Daddy 
when you smack him against the wall!”  But Baylee, far from concerned, only shrieked 
with high-pitched laughter. 

Leighanne sighed and shook her head.  “You’re only encouraging him,” she told 
her husband disapprovingly and knelt down in front of her son, gently tipping his chin 
towards her face.  “Baylee, what did I tell you?” she asked sternly.  “Do not hit the wall 
with your toys.  You play nice with Daddy.” 

“I make Daddy jump!” Baylee exclaimed, waving the action figure around wildly. 
Nick couldn’t hold in his laughter any longer.  The kid was too cute.  And having 

an action figure of your dad?  Well, that was just weird... but funny. 
“Hey, Bay, that’s a pretty sweet toy!” he called to Baylee, who immediately looked 

over at him in interest.  “I got one kinda like that too.  He don’t look much like your 
daddy, but he does jump like him.”  He shot Brian a devilish grin – they were all well-
aware of the fact that Action Figure Brian always fell flat on his face when you tried to 
make him jump off the launch pad that came with him, unless you punched it really 
hard, and then he flew through the air... only to end up landing flat on his face anyway. 

“Daddy jumps hiiiiigh!” Baylee cried, jumping himself as he thrust the toy Brian 
up over his head. 

Nick chuckled again.  “You got any more of those guys?” he asked, wondering if 
Baylee played with the action figure of him too.  If he had one of his daddy, he should 
have one of his god-daddy... 

“Baylee?” Leighanne prompted when Baylee did not answer.  “Answer Nicky’s 
question.  What other guys do you have?” 

“Um...”  Baylee rocked from side to side, looking at the ceiling as he started to 
answer, “Kev-in... How-ie... AJ... and NICK!”  On Nick’s name, he went charging across 



 

 

the room towards Nick, almost head-butting him, but Nick caught him under the arms 
just in time and hoisted him onto his lap, surprised and pleased by the change in Baylee.  
Gone was the shy toddler he’d scared with his fake leg over the summer.  He couldn’t 
believe how quickly kids changed, especially when they were this little.  Then again, it 
was also hard to believe that Brian’s son would be three years old in less than a month. 

“Look at this kid’s hair,” he commented, playfully running a hand over Baylee’s 
head of wild blonde curls. 

Leighanne smiled fondly.  “He needs a haircut.” 
“Eh, who needs a haircut, right, Bay?” he asked, leaning over to look Baylee in the 

face and running a hand through his own hair, which was getting pretty shaggy.  Then, 
straightening up, he looked over Baylee’s head at Brian and added impishly, “Just don’t 
let it get too crazy, or he’ll start to have a Timberlake ‘fro.” 

Brian’s eyes widened comically.  “Don’t ever compare my son to Justin 
Timberlake, Carter,” he growled with feigned fierceness, his nostrils flaring. 

Baylee looked over at his father.  “Who dat?” he asked innocently. 
Nick couldn’t help but laugh.  “See, he’s even starting to sound like ol’ Justin!” 
Brian just shook his head in exasperation.  “Come on, you two,” he said, glancing 

from Baylee to Leighanne.  “Let’s go grab some lunch.  Nick, you wanna join us?” 
“Naw, I’ll wait for D,” Nick replied, not wanting to impose on Littrell family 

lunchtime.  Howie would be along soon anyway, or at least he hoped - he was still in the 
studio with Kevin, playing back some audios they’d recorded late that morning.  Nick 
had already listened to the tracks and thought they sounded pretty good, but Kevin was 
ever the perfectionist. 

Brian shrugged.  “Okay.  I’ll be back in awhile then,” he said, then added, “C’mon, 
Bay, you ready to go eat some lunch, buddy?”  Baylee immediately scrambled off Nick’s 
lap and hurried over to his daddy.  Patting his head, Brian grinned at Nick, that 
unmistakable proud father grin, and gave him a quick wave.  “See ya!” he called as he led 
his family out the door. 

Nick watched them go, the smile fading slowly from his lips.  He was happy for 
Brian... he had the perfect little family, and he deserved it more than anyone.  But 
watching them, Nick couldn’t help but wonder, would he ever have such a thing? 

Sure we will, he thought determinedly.  Soon he would have a wife, a woman who 
loved him and supported him, just as Leigh did Brian.  And with any luck, they’d be able 
to adopt their own son or daughter.  Maybe the child wouldn’t be a perfect clone of one 
of them, the way Baylee was of Brian, but he knew they’d love him or her just as much as 
they’d love a child of their own flesh and blood.  What did it matter anyway?  Claire 
would make a great mom, and he thought he had it in him to be a pretty good dad. 

The smile returned to his face as he pictured his dream family in his head.  His 
focus soon went to Claire, the one thing that was real in that fantasy.  She wasn’t his wife 
yet... but she would be soon.  Not soon enough though, he thought.  God, he missed her.  
It had barely been a full day since he’d last seen her, but somehow, spending the 
weekend with her had almost made their separation harder to handle, for it seemed that 
just when she had arrived, she was flying home again.  He didn’t know when he’d see her 
next.  Maybe not until Thanksgiving, and that was still over three weeks away. 

He hoped that once they were married, things would be different.  That she would 
slide effortlessly into the role of the Backstreet wife, accompanying him on tours, 
coming to his concerts, dropping by the recording studio to take him out to lunch...   He 



 

knew she wasn’t ready to give up her own life for his quite yet, but once they were 
married, it wouldn’t be about “her life” or “his life” – they’d build a new life together:  
their life.  They’d both have to give up a little something and compromise to make it 
work, but he wasn’t concerned.  It had worked for Brian and Leighanne, and Kevin and 
Kristin, too.  Why wouldn’t it work for him and Claire? 

They’d already been through the tough stuff.  She’d been by his side through 
everything; he had no reason to doubt her devotion to him.  He thought of all the times 
she’d stuck by him, even before they were a couple.  Even when she was just his friend, 
her loyalty had never wavered.  She’d always been there, supportive and understanding, 
patient, yet stubborn, refusing to let him spend too much time pitying himself, keeping 
him from throwing in the towel and giving up on himself, even when he wanted to.  And 
Lord knew there were times when Nick had wanted to.  It would have been so easy to 
give in to the pain of everything he’d been through... but Claire had always had a way of 
motivating him to carry on.  He owed her for that. 

As he mulled over these thoughts, inspiration struck like a flash of lightning in his 
head, and without stopping to think, he reached for a sheet of paper from the stack that 
sat on the table in front of him.  Pulling the sheet closer, he picked up a nearby pencil 
and let his hand travel across the paper, scrawling quickly. 

It would have been so easy to give in to the pain, he wrote, then paused, reading 
over the words, mumbling them to himself under his breath.  What next?  He thought 
for a moment, his mind traveling back to the weeks following his amputation surgery, 
when his own self-pity and insecurity had threatened to tear him apart.  Claire hadn’t let 
him lie around and mope; she had been the first to make him get up and fight to get his 
life back.  She’d broken through that woeful wall he’d tried to put up. 

Wall... that was good.  Poising his pencil over the paper again, he continued on a 
new line, Let the walls close in around me...  He paused, then added an ‘and.’   This line 
needed to be longer. 

Again, he read over what he’d written. 
 

It would have been so easy to give in to the pain 
Let the walls close in around me and 

 
“And what?” he asked out loud.  What rhymed with pain? 
He kept writing, line by line, and turned down Howie and Kevin’s lunch 

invitation when they finally emerged from the recording booth.  “I’ll grab something on 
my own later,” he waved them off absently, lost in thought.  He thought he heard Kevin 
say something about how he needed to eat, but finally, they both left, giving him the 
silence and privacy he needed to continue. 

By the time Brian came back forty-five minutes later, Nick was staring down at a 
full set of song lyrics. 

 
I thought I had reached my breaking point 
Every ounce of my strength gone 
But when I felt I couldn’t walk any further 
You’re the one that helped me carry on 

 
It would have been so easy 



 

 

To give in to the pain 
Let the walls close in around me 
And forfeit the game 

 
I just wanted to give up; I just wanted it all to end 
Who knew that in my darkest hour I would finally see the light again? 

 
Chorus: 
You opened my eyes to everything I could be 
And I would do it all again 
If I knew when it was over you would be the first person I would see 
Through all the lies that I’ve been told you’re the only thing in my life that stayed true 
And when I didn’t want to live for me 
You made me live for you 

 
So the least I can do is return your favor 
Know that I’ll always be by your side 
The world can turn against us 
But together we’ll be all right 

 
[Repeat Chorus]* 
 

“Nick?  Didn’t you go get lunch?” Brian asked, looking down at him in confusion, 
apparently having realized Nick was in the exact same spot he’d left him in. 

“Not yet,” Nick murmured, folding the piece of paper into fourths with care and 
standing up to cram it into his pocket. 

“How come?”  Brian looked at him with concern in his eyes.  “Are you feeling 
okay?” 

“Sure, I’m fine,” Nick smiled.  “Just wasn’t hungry.” 
Brian looked skeptical.  “Not hungry?  But you feel okay?” 
“Trust me, Rok, I feel great,” said Nick, patting Brian’s shoulder reassuringly as 

he walked across the room.  The pangs of hunger had begun to attack his stomach by 
now, but he was surprisingly satisfied.  He hummed the tune of his new song quietly as 
he strode down the hall to the vending machines. 

 
*** 

 
* “Live For You” lyrics by Shauna Castle, © 2005 

 
 



 

Chapter 60 
 
Nick was just finishing off the crumbs in the bottom of his bag of chips and 

waiting for Kevin, Howie, and AJ to get back from lunch when his cell phone rang.  He 
smiled when he looked at the screen and saw Claire’s name.  “Hey, baby,” he answered 
the phone.  “I was just thinking about you.” 

He heard Claire laugh on the other end of the line.  “You were?  Does that mean 
you’re not doing anything important right now?” 

“Nope, we’re still on a lunch break,” replied Nick.  “What’s up?  Did you just get 
off work?” 

“Yes, thank God.” 
“Bad day?” Nick asked sympathetically.  She sounded a little frazzled. 
“Eh, it could’ve been worse.  It just seemed long cause I’m so tired.” 
“Tired?” Nick repeated, and immediately, he was concerned.  “Why ya so tired, 

babe?” 
“Oh-ho, that’s quite a story,” began Claire, and he listened as she told him all 

about how the alarm on his home security system had gone off in the middle of the 
night, waking her up and scaring her half to death.  Hearing the story sent cold chills 
down his spine, for it reminded him of the horrible dream he’d had over the summer, 
the nightmare in which Claire had been stabbed by a masked intruder.  In the dream, 
he’d been helpless, unable to protect her.  And now, in real life, he was no better off.  At 
least in the dream, he’d been there, though he’d been powerless to fight off the attackers.  
Now he was two thousand miles away.  And if something had happened to her at his 
home while he was gone, he’d have never forgiven himself. 

“God, I’m sorry, Claire,” he said when she was done telling him about how she’d 
spent the night at Laureen’s apartment after the police had come.  “It’s never given me 
any trouble, so I’m betting the police were right – someone set it off.”  He tried to keep 
his words and his tone of voice nonchalant, not wanting her to know how shaken he was 
by this news.  She’d laughed off her bloody fate in his nightmare four months ago, but he 
certainly didn’t want to remind her of it now – maybe she wouldn’t think it was so 
preposterous.  She’d had enough of a scare the night before. 

“That’s what I was afraid of,” she sighed.  “They said it was probably just some 
kids, being that it was Halloween and all, but I dunno, now I really don’t like the idea of 
being there alone at night and not knowing who could be prowling around on the 
property.  I think I’m going to spend the night at Laureen’s tonight, for my own sanity.” 

Nick nodded vigorously, although she could not see him.  “Yeah, that sounds like 
a good idea,” he agreed.  “Listen, you stay with Laureen as long as you need to, and I’ll 
fly home this weekend and talk to the security company and the police and make sure 
things get taken care of.” 

“Are you sure?” she asked.  Her voice rose in pitch, but he could hear the happy 
note in it.  She secretly wanted him to come home just as much as he was secretly glad 
for an excuse to fly back and see her again so soon. 

“Positive.  I just want to make sure you’re safe – and I want you to feel safe in our 
house.  I don’t need to be here for anything over the weekend anyway, so it’s no problem 
flying back.  Unless...”  He paused.  “Unless you’d rather just fly back out here.” 



 

 

Claire sighed again.  “I’d love to, but you know I can’t, Nick.  You fly home if you 
can... but if you can’t, I’ll be okay.  I don’t want to go all ‘damsel in distress’ on you – I 
just wanted you to know what happened.” 

“Nah, I know; I’m glad you called.  I don’t want people messing around on my 
property either, so I’m gonna come back and make sure everything’s been taken care of.  
Sound good?” 

“Sounds great.  Let me know when you book your flight so I can be at the airport 
to pick you up.” 

“Alright,” replied Nick, just as Kevin, Howie, and AJ paraded into the room.  
Glancing up, he said, “Listen, I gotta get back to work, so I’m gonna let you go now.  You 
gonna be okay?” 

“I’m fine, Nick,” Claire laughed. 
“Alright, just checking.  Call me back if you need anything.” 
“I’ll be fine.  Laureen and I are at the house now, and I’m just gonna pack some 

stuff and then follow her back to her place.” 
“Okay.  I’ll talk to ya later then.  Bye, baby.” 
“Bye, Nick.” 
 

*** 
 

Claire sighed as she ended the call on her cell phone, turning around to face 
Laureen.  “He’s too sweet – he sounded all worried about me,” she said, touched that he 
was.  She’d almost expected him to tell her she was being silly, that the burglar alarm 
went off for no reason all the time, and that the house was perfectly safe.  But no, he’d 
seemed concerned enough.  Enough not to mind that she’d slept in Jamie’s hotel room?  
Well, maybe not that concerned.  She supposed she’d never know – she had told him 
she’d stayed with Laureen, and he had believed her, no questions asked. 

Lying to him like that made her feel guilty, as if she really had done something 
wrong that she was trying to cover up.  But she hadn’t, had she?  She’d had no other 
choice that night.  He wouldn’t have seen it that way though – he was already suspicious 
of Jamie.  But if he ever found out she’d lied to him about staying with Jamie that night, 
she knew she’d have hell to pay.  As Laureen had said, the suspicion would never end 
then. 

“So was he okay with you staying with me?” Laureen asked, interrupting her 
thoughts. 

“Oh, sure,” Claire answered.  “He agreed that maybe I should stay someplace else 
until he can make sure everything’s safe.  He’s planning on coming back this weekend to 
make sure this gets taken care of.” 

Laureen smiled.  “What a sweetheart.  You’re so lucky to have a guy like that in 
your life, you know what I mean?  A guy who loves you and watches out for you like 
that.” 

“I know,” Claire replied softly, returning Laureen’s smile.  But beneath her smile 
was a sense of shame, which Laureen was unconsciously intensifying.  She’d only told a 
“white lie,” as Laureen had called it, but a lie was a lie, and this was her fiancée – if she 
couldn’t be honest with him for fear of what he would think of the truth, then... 

She wasn’t sure how to finish that sentence. 



 

All she knew was that she felt bad about lying to him, but it was too late now.  
Sighing, she said to Laureen, “Okay, I’m just gonna pack a few things real quick, and 
then we can go.” 

She led Laureen upstairs to the master bedroom, where she emptied the 
overnight bag she’d brought to Jamie’s hotel the night before and repacked it with 
enough clothes and toiletries to last her a few days.  Laureen perched on Nick’s side of 
the bed, chatting with Claire as she bustled around the room and delighting in the fact 
that she was sitting on Nick Carter’s bed. 

When she was ready, Claire got into her beat-up Toyota and followed Laureen’s 
burgundy Saturn back to her apartment complex.  Like Claire’s former home, it was an 
older building, but the apartments were decent-sized and well-maintained.  “This is it,” 
Laureen said, as she ushered Claire through the door of her second-story flat.  “Doesn’t 
quite compare to what you’re used to,” she added with a slightly nervous-sounding 
giggle, “but I like it.” 

Claire smiled; she could practically hear herself telling Nick the same thing the 
first time she’d invited him back to her old apartment.  “Oh, don’t worry, living with 
Nick for five months hasn’t turned me into some high-class snob,” she told Laureen 
quickly.  “The apartment I lived in before I moved in with him was just like this one.  I 
think it’s really cute.” 

“Thanks!” Laureen replied brightly. 
In fact, as Claire looked around, she realized that the interior of Laureen’s 

apartment reminded her very much of her own.  Lots of color, especially green, and 
knick-knacks and decorations everywhere.  She admired a beautiful watercolor of the 
ocean on an overcast day, painted in soft shades of green and gray, which hung over the 
couch in the living room.  “Did you paint this?” she asked, pointing to it. 

Laureen laughed.  “No.  I saw it at a flea market and just thought it was so pretty.  
I really like the ocean – and I grew up near Chicago, so it’s awesome to be living down 
here.” 

“Wow, I bet!  Chicago, huh?  Why’d you move all the way to Tampa?” 
“Duh, there’s no ocean near Chicago,” Laureen replied, then laughed and added 

quickly, “Nah, really I just felt like getting away from home, you know what I mean?  I 
lived my whole life in Illinois, and I wanted to move someplace new and different.” 

Claire nodded.  “You’re brave,” she said.  “I don’t know if I could move that far 
away from Florida.  I’ve grown up here, and my family’s still in the area... I’m such a 
homebody, I know, but I can’t imagine just up and moving to a place where I didn’t 
know anybody.” 

“It was definitely scary,” Laureen conceded with a smile, “but I’m glad I did it.  I 
love being on my own, and my family is just kind of overwhelming at times.  I love them, 
you know, but I have two brothers and two half-siblings and a couple of step-brothers 
too, so it was easy to get lost in the crowd.  It’s weird though, being this far away from 
them, cause I’m not used to being alone, you know what I mean?” 

Claire nodded.  “I see what you mean.  Lots of brothers, huh?  I only have one, 
but my family’s pretty close, even stifling sometimes, so I know how it can be.” 

Laureen smiled knowingly.  “Yep,” she said and reached for a picture frame that 
was sitting on one of her end tables.  “These are my two brothers,” she said, handing 
Claire the frame.  It held a photograph of a younger Laureen flanked by two boys who 
appeared close to her in age.  They both had Laureen’s auburn hair and green eyes.  



 

 

“We’re triplets,” Laureen added, and Claire felt her eyes widen as she glanced up from 
the photo. 

“Triplets, wow!  That must have been interesting.” 
Laureen smirked.  “Yeah, and imagine being the only girl of the three of us.  It 

was ‘interesting’ alright.  But I love my brothers.” 
They kept talking about their families and childhoods as Laureen showed Claire 

the rest of the two-bedroom apartment.  “I just use this one as my music room,” she said 
as she opened the door to the spare bedroom, “but it should be fine once I move my stuff 
out of the way.”   Peering into the bedroom, Claire could see a large keyboard set up in 
front of the window, and different sized instrument cases were spread across the twin 
bed, which had been pushed into the corner of the room. 

“Wow, what all do you play?” she asked, her eyes traveling from the instruments 
to a small set of bookcases which was full of what appeared to be sheet music and other 
music books. 

“Piano, guitar, flute, and clarinet,” Laureen answered, pointing out each in turn. 
“Wow... you rock!” Claire exclaimed with a laugh.  “I played the trombone for like 

two years in middle school, until I quit.  I kinda sucked.” 
“Trombone?” Laureen repeated, joining in her laughter.  “There weren’t too many 

girl trombone players in my junior high band.” 
“I was the only one in mine,” Claire admitted.  “And my arms weren’t quite long 

enough to move the slide far enough to hit some notes.  I probably should have learned 
to play the clarinet or something like my mom wanted me to, but I thought trombones 
were cool.” 

“Hey, they are cool!  If you rounded up your trombone and your fiancée, we could 
almost have a full-on band!” Laureen exclaimed jokingly. 

“Hey, yeah!” Claire chimed in, playing along.  “I’m sure Nick could get us some 
gigs too – maybe we could open for the Backstreet Boys!” 

They both laughed, as Laureen started moving the cases off the bed, clearing a 
spot for Claire to set her stuff down. 

It wasn’t long until Claire was sound asleep in that bed.  Exhausted from her 
restless sleep the night before, she’d gone to bed early and found that she had no trouble 
drifting off in the coziness of the tiny bedroom.  She slept the whole night through and 
didn’t wake up until Laureen knocked on her door the next morning to get her up in 
time for her shift at the dentist’s office. 

 
*** 

 
Claire’s and Laureen’s work schedules were identical that week.  They drove to 

work separately though, for every afternoon when she got off, Claire dropped by the 
hospital to visit Casey.  She gave him the pilot wings Nick had gotten for him and told 
him about her and Nick’s Halloween, leaving out the fact that the party they’d gone to 
had been at the Playboy Mansion. 

Casey seemed no better than he had the last time she’d seen him, but no worse 
either.  She supposed that was a good thing, but she couldn’t help but worry.  No one 
knew if the new chemo he was on was helping, and that was the worst part – waiting to 
see if the treatments were going to work, unsure of what the future held.  It had been the 
same for Nick’s lung surgery and her own bone marrow transplant.  Things had looked 



 

pretty grim for both of them, yet they’d survived and recovered and were now on their 
way to being cured of cancer forever.  Casey was young, and he was a fighter; he could 
do the same.  At least that’s what she kept telling herself at night, when she prayed. 

One evening, she came back to Laureen’s apartment after a visit with Casey and 
found Laureen at her computer, looking at the Backstreet Boys message board she’d 
shown Claire the night she’d come over for drinks.  “Anything interesting on there 
today?” asked Claire, coming up beside her. 

“There’s some pictures of Nick, AJ, and Howie clubbing that someone posted,” 
said Laureen, turning her monitor towards Claire so that she could see the images on 
the screen.  Claire leaned closer, studying the pictures.  There was a blurry picture of the 
three of them outside the club; Claire could see AJ’s girlfriend Mary in the background.  
Posted below it were a few pictures of the guys inside.  There was one of Howie and a 
pretty Asian woman and, below it, one of Nick smiling in between a curvy young woman 
in revealing, too-tight clothes and an older woman who appeared to be trying to look 
twenty years younger (it wasn’t working). 

“Who are these women?” she asked, pointing to the latter picture. 
Laureen shrugged.  “Probably just fans.  There’s pictures like that posted here all 

the time.”  She clicked through a few other threads and showed Claire a number of 
pictures of Nick with his arm around various women.  In some of the pictures, he was 
smiling; in others, he looked tired, drunk, or simply annoyed.  She was astonished that 
in the short time he’d been in Los Angeles, so many of his fans had already met up with 
him and gotten pictures.  He must have been going out a lot more than he had in Tampa, 
probably with some pushing from AJ and Howie.  She hoped he was enjoying himself.  
The attention from the fans had to make him feel good – surely it helped his self-
confidence to know that so many young women obviously still admired him. 

Still, the pictures were reminders of how different his real life was from hers.  She 
couldn’t imagine what it must be like to be idolized that way, to constantly have people 
come up to her in public and ask her for pictures or autographs.  She’d had her share of 
celebrity crushes when she was younger, but the movie stars and rock stars she’d 
drooled over had always seemed untouchable and out of reach to her.  Nick was the first 
big celebrity she’d actually gotten to know, but it had been all too easy for her to forget 
how famous he was, after she’d realized he was just a regular guy who was in a situation 
not unlike her own, dealing with cancer. 

She’d seen glimpses of his Backstreet Boy life in the spotlight since then – she’d 
watched him on TV, she’d accompanied him to last year’s MTV Video Music Awards, 
and of course, she’d been his date to the Playboy Mansion Halloween bash.  Yet, as her 
relationship with him had grown over the past year, she’d lost touch of what his career 
really entailed.  Being a Backstreet Boy meant spending months out of the year 
recording, touring, and promoting all over the world.  It meant countless weeks away 
from home and loved ones, endless days on the road, sleepless nights in concert halls 
and clubs, in the midst of thousands of adoring females. 

Nick’s celebrity lifestyle was no longer such an enigma to her, now that he was 
finally back to living his life much the way he had before cancer had gotten in the way.  
But one question still remained:  Where was her place in that life? 

 
*** 



 

 

Chapter 61 
 

Nick sighed in contentment as he stepped off the plane and made his way into the 
familiar Tampa airport.  After spending half of his life traveling around the world, he’d 
come to feel comfortable in a variety of places, but no city would ever feel like home to 
him as much as this one did.  It was the place in which he’d grown up.  His life was  
there... his memories... his love. 

Claire was among the cluster of people waiting near his flight’s gate; he spotted 
her instantly.  She was like a beacon, her soft red hair and fair complexion setting her 
apart from the other tanned, bleached-blonde Florida girls around her.  As soon as she 
saw him coming towards her, she veered away from the rest of the crowd, meeting him 
in a spot some distance from everyone else. 

“Hey, baby,” he said softly as he pulled her into his arms, pausing to kiss her 
forehead before he hugged her to him.  Her arms wrapped around his back, giving him 
an affectionate squeeze. 

“How are you?” she asked, smiling up at him as she pulled back.  “Flight okay?” 
“Fine, to both,” he returned her smile.  “I’m just glad to see you.” 
“Me too.” 
Nick hadn’t checked any bags, since he was only staying for the weekend, so they 

made it out of the airport in little time.  In the privacy of Claire’s car, they filled each 
other in on their weeks and talked about the house and their plans for the weekend. 

“If it’s okay with you, we’re going out to dinner with Laureen and Tim tonight,” 
Claire mentioned as she drove. 

“Dentist Tim?” Nick asked, feeling his lip curl up in distaste. 
“Yeah, that Tim.  He’s dating Laureen now, remember?  I’m not too excited about 

that part either, but I owe Laureen for letting me stay all week, and you know she’s a fan 
of you, so I thought it’d be nice if we all did something together.  What do you say?” 

Nick shrugged.  “Sure, whatever, that sounds cool.”  Tim was a dork, but at least 
he wasn’t with Claire anymore; Nick could tolerate him for an evening.  He’d only met 
Laureen a couple of times, but she seemed sweet, and he did appreciate her letting 
Claire stay at her apartment. 

“Okay, great.  Let’s stop by the house so we can change clothes, and I’ll call 
Laureen,” said Claire, turning the car in the direction of home. 

 
*** 

 
Nick made dinner reservations at a trendy seafood place downtown, booking one 

of the restaurant’s private VIP rooms for Tim, Laureen, Claire, and himself to dine in.  
He and Claire arrived first and were ushered into the private room, which was located 
near the back of the restaurant, off of one of the larger dining rooms, without causing 
much of a commotion.  They left the door of their room open while they waited for Tim 
and Laureen to show up, and thankfully, no one came to bother them. 

Grateful for a few extra minutes alone with just Claire, Nick nevertheless kept 
glancing up at the doorway, always expecting to see a couple of teenage girls with pens 
and paper poised in hopes of getting his autograph.  But no one paid any attention to the 
small room – that was, until Nick looked up and saw Tim and Laureen standing on the 
other side of the dining room, just past the entrance of the restaurant.  Tim must have 



 

had sharp eyes behind his wire-rimmed glasses, for he spotted Nick as well and started 
to wave, his hand high above his head. 

What a dork, Nick thought, as he watched the guy flail his arm around from all 
the way across the room.  The other diners must have thought so too, because people 
started to turn and watch Tim.  Their eyes followed him even as a host escorted Laureen 
and him through the dining room and into the VIP room in which Nick and Claire were 
sitting.  So much for privacy, thought Nick, flashing an uncomfortable smile to the 
patrons who were now gawking in at them.  He was glad when the host had seated Tim 
and Laureen across the table from Claire and him and left, closing the door to the room 
behind him. 

Claire was already greeting Tim and Laureen, so Nick jumped in with a couple of 
“Hey, how are you?”s.  Laureen answered with a blushing smile, and Tim rose to give 
him an energetic handshake across the table. 

“I believe the last time I saw you, you had blacked out teeth and a mouthful of 
blood,” Tim said to Nick with a cock-eyed grin. 

Nick nodded, smirking at the memory of his April Fool’s prank on Claire.  “That’s 
right,” he said.  “Took me forever to get my teeth white again.” 

Laureen glanced between Nick and her boyfriend in confusion.  “What?” she 
asked curiously.  “What happened?” 

“Ah, that was right before you got hired,” replied Claire and, laughing, told her 
the story.  Laureen giggled and grinned at Nick again, her eyes shining with amusement. 

“Thank god you didn’t do that on my first day of working or anything,” she said.  
“I would have freaked out!” 

Claire chuckled.  “Wouldn’t that make a great initiation though?” she asked, 
looking from Laureen to Tim.  “Next time we get a new hygienist, we should have him 
come in like that again,” she proposed with a snicker, nudging Nick in the side.  He just 
grinned, pleased with himself. 

“So, what’s good here?” asked Tim, flipping open his menu and studying the 
selections.  “Anyone?” he added, peering over the top of the menu at everyone else. 

“Never been here,” Laureen answered him first, without looking up from her own 
menu.  “But I think I’m gonna get some kind of chicken... 

“Their shrimp’s good,” commented Claire, skimming over the options on the 
menu. 

“Yeah, so is their lobster,” Nick added, his mouth watering at the picture of the 
lobster dinner inside the menu.  Maybe that’s what he’d get.  Lobster, with lots of 
butter... 

“Hm... I can’t decide,” Tim murmured, cocking his head from side to side as he 
poured over the menu.  “Do I want fish or chicken?  Ooh, that shellfish stew looks good.  
What do you think, L?  Do you think that would be good?” 

Laureen wrinkled her nose as she read the description he pointed out in his 
menu.  “Not particularly.” 

“C?  Ever had the shellfish stew here?” 
“Can’t say that I have,” answered Claire without looking up. 
“I’ve heard it’s awesome,” Nick spoke up quickly, before Tim had a chance to 

address him as “N.” 
“Oh yeah?” 



 

 

“Oh yeah... world-renowned,” Nick added, lying through his teeth.  He had no 
idea what the shellfish stew was like, but he hoped it would help Tim make up his mind 
and shut up.  “Give it a try... T.” 

“I think I will,” said Tim, with a toothy smile that made his eyes go all squinty 
behind his glasses.  “Thanks, bud.” 

“No prob,” muttered Nick.  But when the waiter came to take their orders a few 
minutes later, Tim still spent at least five more minutes trying to decide between the 
shellfish stew and some gross-sounding pasta dish.  Oh god, thought Nick, gritting his 
teeth as he listened to Tim ask the waiter question after question about the two dishes.  
If this keeps up, it’s gonna be a looong night... 

 
*** 

 
Halfway into the meal, Claire decided that this was going to rank as one of the 

most interesting dinners she’d been to in a long time.  Across from her, Tim had been 
talking nonstop all evening, about everything from the University of Delaware’s 1996-97 
football season (“My first year as a mascot,” he’d declared proudly, beaming around the 
table at everyone, as if he expected them to applaud) to the abscess he’d once had 
drained from his back. 

“... I landed right on my tailbone when I fell, you see, and at first I was worried 
that I’d broken a bone down there, which probably would have taken me out for the rest 
of the season, but luckily nothing was broken.  After a day or so, though, I found a big 
swollen bump back there, and when it didn’t go away, I went to the student health 
services office on campus and had a doctor look at it, and they did an x-ray and found 
that it was filled with fluid...” 

As Tim rambled on and on, Claire watched Nick poke at his lobster.  He’d been 
pretty quiet all night - annoyed with Tim, no doubt.  He kept kicking her underneath the 
table every time Tim opened his mouth, as if to say, Haha, you actually dated this guy! 

Only because you wouldn’t let me date you, she thought, kicking him back. 
She glanced over at Laureen, who was nibbling at her chicken sandwich and 

looking quite uncomfortable, maybe because of Tim and his gross table stories, or 
maybe because Nick was sitting right across from her.  Poor Laureen - she’d seemed 
nervous all night.  She kept fumbling with her napkin and dropping her silverware, and 
she’d spilled her glass of water twice.  The food on her plate looked virtually untouched, 
and her cheeks seemed to have taken on a permanent pinkish tint, for she blushed every 
time Nick opened his mouth.  Claire thought it was hysterical, but she couldn’t help but 
feel bad for her friend. 

“... So the doctor then wanted to do a biopsy on the cells inside,” Tim continued 
with his story.  “Luckily, they turned out to be benign, and I had it drained and was back 
in my Blue Hen suit by the next week.” 

Nick stabbed his lobster with his fork, sending melted butter oozing out of it.  
Watching it spread across his plate, Claire felt her stomach roll at the thought of Tim 
having a fluid-filled protuberance on his ass drained.  She looked away, wondering if 
she’d ever be able to eat lobster again. 

“This one time,” Nick spoke up as he twirled his fork around in the pool of butter 
on his plate, “I fractured my shin on the side of the bathtub, and when I went to the 
doctor, they did an x-ray and a biopsy too, and it turned out to be bone cancer.” 



 

He said it with the air of a child telling his teacher that he’d lost his first tooth, 
but the table instantly went dead silent.  Claire fought the urge to giggle, sort of amused 
by how easily Nick had shushed Tim into a very awkward silence, but then she glanced 
over at Laureen, who looked absolutely stricken.  The blush – and all the rest of the 
color – had vanished from her face, which was now very white. 

Way to go, Nick, she thought sarcastically, suddenly annoyed with him for saying 
that.  There were just some things you didn’t talk about at the dinner table, especially 
with people you didn’t know very well present.  Cancer was one of them.  The whole 
situation reminded her of one of those “Debbie Downer” sketches on Saturday Night 
Live, which made her want to giggle again, but instead she cleared her throat and broke 
the silence by saying, “Excuse me, I’m gonna go to the restroom.  Laureen, wanna come 
with?” 

“Sure,” Laureen said hoarsely, standing up so quickly she almost knocked her 
chair over.  Claire grabbed her by the arm as she came around the table to meet her, and 
together, they walked quickly out of their private room and across the public dining 
room to the restrooms on the other side of the building. 

“I’m so sorry,” she said as soon as they’d made it to the deserted ladies room.  
“Don’t mind Nick – he was just trying to get a reaction.”  Laureen laughed shakily, but 
didn’t say anything.  Claire sighed and shook her head.  “This isn’t going very well, is it?” 

“No,” Laureen admitted with a sheepish smile.  “Jeez, I’m sorry, Claire.  Tim’s out 
there babbling like an idiot, and I’ve been a total klutz all night.  Nick probably thinks 
there’s something wrong with me, I’ve been dropping so much stuff.  I hope I didn’t get 
water all over him that time...” 

“You didn’t – most of it went on the floor,” Claire replied with a quick smile.  
“And don’t worry about it – you think Nick hasn’t seen girls get all nervous around him 
before?  Think of all those people who come up and scream in his face and cry and pass 
out – at least you’re not acting like that.”  She winked, and Laureen smiled. 

“True.  I feel like such a spaz though... I mean, I’ve met him before, and I still 
can’t keep my act together around him.  It’s pathetic, but I can’t help it!  I mean – and 
don’t take this the wrong way, cause I know he’s your fiancée and I’d never try to make a 
move on him or anything; I’m really happy for you guys, I swear! – but man, he’s so 
gorgeous, and when he’s sitting there right across from me, I can’t even think straight!  
Isn’t that silly?” 

Claire laughed and shrugged.  “Don’t be too hard on yourself.  I guess I’ll just 
have to start inviting you over more often when Nick’s around so that you’ll get used to 
him.” 

Laureen giggled, the blush returning to her cheeks.  “That would be really cool,” 
she said.  “But don’t feel like you have to – I don’t want you to think I’m using you to get 
closer to him, you know what I mean?” 

“Oh, psh, I don’t think that,” Claire blew her off with a dismissive wave of her 
hand.  “You’re welcome to come over any time you want.  Nick’s not really gonna be 
around much for the next few weeks, but I’m sure he’ll have some time off for the 
holidays, so we can plan to get together then.” 

Laureen smiled.  “Okay.” 
With another sigh, Claire squared her shoulders and said, “Well, I guess we 

should probably get back out there.  Our guys are probably swapping stories about 
enemas and puke by now.” 



 

 

Laureen made a face.  “I’m really sorry about Tim,” she said again, before they 
left the bathroom.  “He’s one of those TMI people – gives you Too Much Information, 
you know what I mean?” 

Claire laughed knowingly.  “Oh yes, I know what you mean.  I went out with him 
too, don’t forget.” 

Laureen shook her head.  “Well, I wish I wasn’t...  Not to be mean, but he’s 
starting to get on my nerves.  I’m ready to break it off with him, but I haven’t worked up 
the guts to do it yet.  I hate doing that... I never know what to say, and I don’t want to 
hurt his feelings, cause, you know, he really is a ni-” 

“Nice guy,” Claire finished with her in unison, nodding.  “Yeah, exactly.  He is 
nice; he’s just... annoying.  And a little strange.  But if you want to break up with him, 
you should just do it soon and get it over with, cause you know how clingy he is.  The 
longer you wait, the harder it will be.  And he’ll get over it.  You see how he is with me – 
I don’t think there’s any hard feelings between us or anything.  We were never very 
serious or anything, but you two haven’t been going out very long either, so I can’t 
imagine...” 

Laureen shook her head.  “We’re not that serious either.  At least I don’t think we 
are...  I dunno, I guess you’re right.  I just need to get it over with, before he starts to 
think we are serious.” 

Claire gave her a tight smile.  “It’s never easy, breaking up with someone you care 
about, but sometimes you just have to do it.  It’s probably for the best.” 

“Yeah, you’re right,” Laureen agreed with a nod and a sigh.  “Well, come on, we 
can head back now.  Thanks for the break; I needed that.” 

“No problem,” Claire laughed, as they walked out of the restroom together, 
hoping the awkwardness that had filled their private dining room when they’d left it 
would be gone by the time they returned. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 62 
 

Claire had expected to spend the night in Nick’s house for the first time in over a 
week that night, but instead she found herself wrapped in his arms beneath a thick 
blanket and an open sky.  It was a beautiful night – there was no moon, but the inky 
black sky was clear and sprinkled with stars that glittered like diamonds against a 
background of lush velvet.  Nick had been itching to go out in his boat, he’d told her, so 
they had decided to take it out for the night and sleep under the stars. 

With no moon out, it had gotten very dark after the sun had set and they’d drifted 
away from the city lights on the shore.  She could barely make out Nick’s features 
through the darkness, but she didn’t mind.  She could hear his voice and feel the 
vibration in his chest as he spoke... the warmth of his arms around her... the gentle rush 
of his breath in her hair... and all of it made her feel safe and protected and loved.  This 
was what she longed for every night she had to go to bed alone. 

“So could you tell Laureen was really nervous around you tonight?” asked Claire, 
her voice cutting through the quietness of the night. 

Nick’s laughter tumbled over to her.  “Yeah, I kinda noticed that.  Hopefully I 
didn’t scare her off with the cancer story.” 

“Oh yeah, Debbie Downer!” Claire exclaimed, hitting his shoulder playfully.  “The 
look on Tim’s face was worth it, but you sure upset Laureen, understandably.” 

He laughed again.  “Well, tell her I’m sorry next time you talk to her then.  I only 
said it to make that guy stop tellin’ his nasty-ass stories.  Did he talk about shit like that 
when he took you out on dates?” 

Claire giggled.  “Not quite that bad, but of course he told the mascot stories – you 
remember that.” 

“Yeah, I heard some of them even back then,” Nick replied with a snort.  “You 
have no taste in men, you know that?” 

“Oh, says my fiancée.  What does that say about you then, huh?” Claire kidded, 
poking his chest. 

“Hey, I dunno what you’re doing with me.  But I’m glad you are.” 
Claire rolled her eyes.  “Your self-pity turns me on,” she quipped sarcastically.  

“What do you think I’m doing with you, Nick?” 
“I know what we could do,” came his suggestive reply, and though she could 

barely see his face, she imagined him waggling his eyebrows the way he always did. 
She smiled and ran her hand across his chest, remembering how insecure and 

reluctant he’d been to make love to her even just six months ago.  He’d come a long way 
in a short time, just as their relationship had progressed as rapidly as it had.  Had they 
really only been together for ten months?  It seemed so much longer than that, but it 
hadn’t even been a full year.  And they were already engaged.  Her own parents had 
dated for close to three years before getting married.  It had crossed her mind before 
that maybe she and Nick were trying to move too quickly, that she’d accepted his 
marriage proposal with just as much haste as he’d made it with, but it felt so right.  And 
even when she had her doubts, Nick’s embrace was enough to reassure her that he was 
the man she loved, the man she wanted to spend the rest of her life with. 

He turned his head and caught her lips with his, pulling her into a passionate 
kiss.  She closed her eyes, savoring the taste of his kiss and the feel of his hands in her 



 

 

hair.  “Mm,” she mumbled, her voice muffled by his mouth.  “I miss you so much... I 
miss this...” 

“You don’t have to miss me now,” he murmured in response, his voice low and 
thick with mounting desire.  “I’m right here, babe... all yours... all night.” 

She wanted more than just a night with him, but for now, this would have to do.  
Trying to simply enjoy the moment and not think of him leaving again the morning after 
next, she boosted herself up so that she was leaning on one elbow, her other arm free to 
touch him.  She trailed her fingers down his torso again, pausing to unbutton each of the 
buttons on his shirtfront.  She parted the lightweight material, exposing the thin, white 
wifebeater he had on beneath it.  He sat up just far enough to shake the unbuttoned shirt 
off of him and let her slide the wifebeater up and over his head.  “Much better,” she said 
as she eased him back down onto the blankets and leaned over him, bringing her lips 
down to kiss his bare chest.  He sighed with pleasure as she left a trail of kisses down the 
center of his chest and across his stomach, giggling as her tongue dipped into his belly 
button. 

“Ticklish?” she asked with a teasing smile, moving up to the spot she knew he 
definitely was ticklish in – his neck.  She lightly kissed the side of it, breaking the kiss to 
laugh as he involuntarily shrugged his shoulder and tipped his head towards it, as if 
trying to get her pesky lips away from the sensitive spot.  She moved up to his jawline, 
starting just below his earlobe and slowly working her way back to his lips, which she 
drew back into another lingering kiss. 

As they kissed, she felt his hands run down her sides, stopping at her hips.  Using 
them as handles, he guided her body up and over so that she was draped over him, her 
lips still locked with his.  She pulled away to get a breath in, but a few seconds later, she 
was drowning in his kiss again, as his hands moved to the small of her back and found 
the hem of her shirt, pushing the material up and out of the way.  The blankets had 
fallen away from their bodies, and she flinched as the cool night air met her exposed 
skin, causing the fine hairs on her back to prickle as goosebumps rose.  His hands 
shifted to the area her shirt had covered, warming her again as they massaged her lower 
back, his fingers working her muscles and sending delightful shivers shooting up her 
spine. 

Breaking the kiss again, she let her head fall to his shoulder as her body went 
limp against him.  She lay still, enjoying the sensation of his hands on her back and the 
way her body moved up and down with the steady rise and fall of his broad chest.  
Closing her eyes again, she buried her face in his neck and concentrated on their 
breathing until her shallow breaths matched his perfectly.  Inhale... exhale...  As the air 
flowed in an out of her lungs, she could practically feel the blood rushing to every part of 
her body, which was stimulated and alive with an almost electric sort of tingling. 

Meanwhile, Nick had made progress, sliding the shirt up to the center of the back.  
His fingers fumbled with the clasp of her bra, eventually undoing it and letting the 
elastic fall away from her skin.  She sighed freely and sat up, allowing Nick to finish his 
job of taking her shirt off by helping him guide it over her head.  She shimmied out of 
her loose bra and tossed it aside, leaving herself fully exposed.  Her nipples rose and 
hardened as the cold air hit them, but again, his hands rose to cover them, sending 
shockwaves of warmth and pleasure through her.  Holding onto his shoulders as he 
tenderly kneaded her breasts, she tossed back her head and let a moan escape her 
throat. 



 

“That feels so good,” she murmured breathlessly, as he dragged his warm hands 
down her sides and over her stomach, his fingers sliding beneath the waistband of her 
pants.  He eased them over her hips and down her thighs, pulling her panties with them.  
She took a shuddering breath and leaned over him, planting another kiss on his lips 
before she rolled off of him just long enough to tug her pants the rest of the way down 
and kick them off of her. 

Now fully unclothed, she threw a knee over him and straddled his hips, her 
fingers moving to undo the button on the waistband of his jeans.  She unzipped the fly 
and pulled the pants away from his waist, her fingers latching on to the elastic of his 
boxers as her heart began to race with desire. 

God, she wanted him, wanted to touch him and feel him inside her.  There was 
nothing more intimate than that sensation, that moment when their two bodies joined,  
as if becoming one, physically matching the way they felt about each other emotionally.  
She a part of him, he a part of her.  The dance they did then was special, meant for them 
only, bringing them closer like never before.  She’d experienced it with others, and so 
had he, but together, it was something new and different for both of them. 

Raising herself up onto her knees, she moved back and started sliding both 
garments down.  He lifted his hips as she slipped them down his thighs.  The left leg was 
freed quickly, allowing her to whisk the pants down the length of his right leg with ease.  
He kicked the last of his clothing off of his ankle as she repositioned herself over him. 

She ran her hands over his stomach and hips, purposely avoiding his hardening 
length until the time was right.  He moaned as she let her hands roam to his thighs, 
squeezing his flesh with her fingers.  “You ready?” she asked him, her fingers creeping 
up the insides of his thighs. 

"Whenever you are," he answered through shallow breaths.  Taking hold of her 
hips again, he helped guide her to just the right spot, and she lowered herself onto him, 
gasping as he slid into her. 

With the rush of physical sensation came a rush of emotions.  God, how she’d 
missed this, missed the connection, the space only he could fill. It had never been like 
this with anyone else, never this right.  The sensations, the feelings, only he could evoke.  
He knew all the right places to touch, to caress; he knew her body unlike any other. 

They easily fell into rhythm with one another, Claire gripping Nick’s arms while 
he clenched the blankets beneath them in his fists, his eyes closed, face all scrunched up.  
Claire watched him... the look of ecstasy on his face - she knew it well, for she felt it too.  
The heightening of the moment, the rush of blood through her veins... there’d never be 
another feeling like it, and it was theirs. 

She murmured his name through her erratic breathing, and he cried out hers 
when he came, filling her with searing, satisfying warmth. 

Collapsing against him as he slid out of her, she buried her face in his neck once 
again and kissed him softly, tasting the beads of his sweat on her tongue.  His chest 
heaved beneath her, and she rolled off of him, curling up at his side instead and 
snuggling against him.  His arm came around her, bringing their flushed, moist bodies 
closer together, and he drew the blanket back up and over them.  Claire sighed, never 
wanting to leave the warm, soft cocoon he’d created for her. 

Gradually, their rampant breathing decrescendoed into a soft, steady harmony 
once again.  Hooking a leg around his, Claire ran her fingers lightly over his chest as she 
gazed up at the starlit sky, enjoying the peaceful quietness of the night, broken only by 



 

 

the soothing lapping of the ocean waves against the hull of the yacht and the soft hiss of 
their breath.  With the same gentleness, he caressed her back and arm as she lay in his 
embrace.  The chill of the air that managed to seep under the blanket coupled with her 
heightened sense of touch made the warmth of his hand on her skin feel extra nice. 

“I see Orion,” she said randomly, noticing the familiar pattern of stars twinkling 
down at her from a patch of ebony sky. 

“Huh?” Nick croaked. 
“The constellation.  Right up there,” she said, pointing.  “Can you see it?” 
“Uh... which one is it?” 
“You see those three little stars, all in a row?” 
“Oh – yeah?” 
“That’s Orion’s belt.  Then there’s four stars around it in kind of a lopsided 

rectangle – two on top and two on bottom – and those are supposed to be his arms and 
legs.” 

“Ohh... I see it!  You’re good,” said Nick with a chuckle.  “Only star I know is the 
Death Star.” 

She laughed, patting his chest.  God, she had missed him.  And when he left town 
again on Sunday, she’d miss him again, probably even more.  He was like an addiction - 
the longer she went without seeing him, the more she was able to settle into her own 
routine and keep herself from missing him, but as soon as she did see him, it was that 
much harder to let him go again.  He was beer to an alcoholic, chocolate to a sweet tooth 
– comfortable and irresistible.  It was hard enough not to think of him all the time when 
he was not around, but nearly impossible not to want more of him when she’d been 
given a taste.  This weekend with him, just like last weekend, was going to make the 
coming week without him even harder. 

Don’t think about it, she told herself firmly, trying to cast aside the issues that 
had been putting pressure on their relationship.  She didn’t want to worry about any of 
that now.  Just enjoy the moment.  Enjoy tonight. 

Tipping her head back to plant a soft kiss on his neck, she snuggled deeper into 
his arms and decided to do just that. 

 
*** 

 
Nick awoke the next morning feeling perfectly content.  Lying there, stretched out 

on the pile of blankets they’d spread across the deck of his boat, with Claire fast asleep in 
his arms, he decided that nothing could beat waking up like this.  Everything he loved 
was right there with him. 

There was a slight chill in the air that morning, probably because they were far 
out in the water.  He pulled the blankets tighter around himself and Claire to ward it off, 
not quite ready to get up and hunt for the shirt he’d thrown off of himself last night.  No, 
he’d be quite happy to stay just like this while he could. 

It felt nice to be back in Florida for the weekend, away from the busy schedule he 
had in LA.  He and the guys had been working hard, and he’d had to get up early every 
day that week, whether he was hungover from a night of clubbing with Howie and AJ or 
not – and often, he was.  It was nice to be able to relax – no pressure from his 
management or the record company or even the other guys, no front he had to put up 
when he went out clubbing or encountered fans.  There on the boat with Claire, he was 



 

far away from all of that.  He could do what he wanted to and just be himself because 
that was the man she’d fallen in love with – the real Nick Carter, flaws and all. 

He intended to drop by the Tampa police headquarters and call his home security 
company later that day to get some more details about what had happened on 
Halloween and find out what was being done to assure that it wouldn’t happen again.  
But that could wait.  The sun had just barely risen past the waterline on the horizon, and 
he knew it was still early.  He could stay here with Claire for a few more hours, resting... 
drifting... loving.  He’d discovered the value in simplicities like this – a night on his boat, 
sleeping under the stars, holding his girl.  Maybe it had taken a near-death experience to 
really make him appreciate the simple things in life, or perhaps it just came with age and 
growing maturity. 

Either way, as he bent his head to place a gentle kiss on the sleeping Claire’s 
head, Nick felt he wouldn’t trade this moment for anything. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 63 
 

As promised, later that day Nick spoke to the Tampa police department and the 
home security company, both of whom told him the same things Claire had – they didn’t 
know who or what had set off the alarm, and at this rate, they probably never would 
know.  Nothing had been stolen or damaged, and it seemed no crime had been 
committed, other than trespassing.  The police had found no evidence that could be used 
to help them find out who had been on the property, and the house had been perfectly 
secure ever since.  The non-existent case was as good as closed. 

Nick’s mind was hardly put to rest though.  He had wanted definitive answers, 
and no one seemed to have any for him.  He figured the police were probably right – 
being Halloween, it probably was just some punk kids messing around after trick-or-
treating hours had ended – but he wanted some assurance before he took off for 
California again and left Claire all alone in his house.  To make sure that she would be 
protected and to ease his own fears, he arranged for two security guards to come and 
patrol the property at night, just to watch out for potential intruders. 

“They won’t let anyone in,” he promised Claire that evening, the night before he 
had to fly back, as they lounged upstairs in bed, hardly watching the DVD they’d put in.  
He ran his hand through her fine, silky hair, pausing to twirl a lock of it around his index 
finger.  “You have nothing to worry about.” 

She smiled, her nostrils flaring as she inhaled deeply.  “I know,” she replied.  “I’ll 
be fine.” 

Returning her smile in relief, Nick rubbed her shoulder reassuringly as he turned 
his attention back to the TV and the movie that was playing.  They watched in silence for 
a few minutes, until Claire sat up beside him.  “I’ll be right back,” she said as she rolled 
out of bed and padded into the bathroom, turning on the light and closing the door 
behind her. 

Not even a minute later, her cell phone started to ring.  Pausing the movie, Nick 
listened to the annoyingly high-pitched “Quit Playing Games” ringtone for a few seconds 
before scooting across to her side of the bed and snatching the phone off of her bedside 
table.  He glanced at the screen and scowled, his eyes narrowing as they saw the caller’s 
name.  Jamie-cell. 

Not again, he thought with a groan.  His first instinct was, of course, to ignore the 
call, but a split-second later, he changed his mind and, smirking, pressed the button to 
answer and raised the phone to his ear.  “Hello,” he said in a low voice. 

There was a moment of silence, and then Jamie’s voice replied curtly, “Hey.  
Nick?” 

“Yep.” 
“Oh.  Hey.  You had me confused for a second; I didn’t know you were gonna be 

with Claire this weekend.  She around?” 
With a delightful rush of wickedness, Nick smirked and replied, “Well, she’s 

writhing under me as we speak, but she don’t wanna talk to you right this minute, man.  
Can I have her call you back when she’s caught her breath?” 

There was another pause, and then Jamie said, “Uh-huh... I see.  Well, yeah, have 
her call me back when she can.” 



 

Nick could hear the amusement in his voice and knew that he didn’t believe him.  
Not that he really expected him to.  Oh well.  He still couldn’t help throwing in a loud, 
throaty moan and a few heavy pants before answering breathlessly, “Sure thing.  Later.” 

He was about to hang up when Jamie said, “Oh, by the way.  Nick?” 
“What?” Nick asked, annoyed. 
“You’re welcome.” 
“Huh?” 
“For taking care of your girl while you were gone.  You’re welcome,” Jamie 

repeated. 
Nick’s heart skipped a beat.  “What is that supposed to mean?” he asked 

guardedly. 
“You don’t know?  Your burglar alarm went off Monday night and scared the shit 

out of her, so I let her sleep in my hotel room.  Good thing she had someone in town to 
take care of her, cause she was pretty freaked out, man.  She’s always had this paranoia 
about people breaking in and attacking her, you know.” 

Nick let out a breath he hadn’t realized he’d been holding and tried in vain to 
steady his racing heart and shaking hands.  “Well I’m so glad you were there to watch 
out for her,” he managed to say through gritted teeth, his voice absent of any sincerity. 

“Hey, anytime,” Jamie responded cheerfully.  “You two kids have fun.  Later.” 
The line went dead before Nick had a chance to do anything.  With a trembling 

finger, he shut off Claire’s phone and stared at the blank screen for a few seconds as his 
heart slowly sank.  If Jamie was telling the truth, it meant she had been with him that 
night... not Laureen, as she had told him.  She lied to me, he realized, his stunned 
disbelief turning to devastation.  She lied... 

Claire emerged from the bathroom just as he was putting her phone back on her 
nightstand and stood in the doorway, her hands on her hips.  “Who were you talking 
to??” she asked, arching an eyebrow curiously. 

“Jamie,” he answered without hesitation, raising his own brow in a silent 
challenge.  He dared her to try to lie her way out of this one.  Normally he wouldn’t trust 
Jamie farther than he could throw him, but something told him Jamie wasn’t just lying 
to stir up trouble.  If he was, Claire would call him on it right away; she wouldn’t put up 
with that shit, even from him.  No, there had to be more to it than that.  And the only 
way to know for sure was to confront Claire about it.  “You know, he said something 
pretty interesting...” 

Claire’s face had already started to turn red, and he knew without even asking 
that he’d caught her in a lie.  The realization made him feel sick to his stomach, but he 
had to get her side of it.  He wouldn’t accept it until she’d told him it was true.  “... He 
said that you stayed with him the night the alarm went off,” he continued, his voice 
surprisingly even and calm compared to the turbulence that rocked his insides.  “Which 
is funny, cause I could have sworn you said you stayed with Laureen.” 

Claire bit her lip, shifting her weight against the doorframe.  “Not the night it 
happened,” she said quietly.  “I couldn’t get a hold of Laureen or Dianna or anyone, so I 
called Jamie, and he let me stay with him.” 

Nick inhaled and exhaled slowly, trying to keep his composure.  “In his hotel 
room?” he asked, his voice starting to rise. 



 

 

“Yes,” she replied evenly.  “In his hotel room... with separate beds.  I got there at 
three in the morning, and I left before seven for work, and the time in between, I was 
sleeping in my bed, and he was sleeping in his.  Nothing happened.” 

“Then why did you lie to me?” Nick fired back instantaneously. 
She pressed her lips together, and he could tell she was starting to lose her 

composure as well.  “Because I knew you would get suspicious and make something out 
of nothing... like you are now.” 

“Like I am now?” Nick repeated doubtfully.  “What the hell is that supposed to 
mean?  All I’m trying to find out is the truth.” 

“‘In his hotel room?’ ” Claire mimicked his earlier words.  “I know what you think, 
Nick, and it’s not true.  Not a damn thing happened, but I knew you wouldn’t trust me if 
you knew, so I just didn’t tell you.” 

“Well, here’s the thing, Claire,” Nick shot back.  “You might as well have just kept 
right on lying to me because if you had stood there and told me that Jamie was the one 
lying to cause problems between us, I would have given you the benefit of the doubt.  I 
would have trusted you because I thought that we could be honest with each other.  God 
damn, maybe I should have lied to you about that girl in the bar – then you wouldn’t 
have that to throw back into my face every time we argue.  But I didn’t.  I fucked up, but 
at least I was honest about it.  I don’t see why you’d feel the need to lie to me if you 
weren’t trying to cover something up. 

Claire sighed.  “You’re right; I shouldn’t have lied about it.  But I swear to you, 
there was nothing to cover up because nothing happened.  I knew that wouldn’t be 
enough for you though – you would have freaked out at the mere mention of the words 
‘Jamie’ and ‘hotel room’ in a sentence together.” 

“Well, gee, maybe that’s because I don’t expect my fiancée to go around sleeping 
in other guys’ hotel rooms!  And if you knew I’d feel that way, why did you do it??” 

“Nick, I had nowhere else to go!” she insisted.  “I tried my girl friends first, but it 
was the middle of the night, and everyone was asleep.  Jamie was my last resort.” 

Nick rolled his eyes.  “Well, how convenient that your ex-boyfriend, who just 
happened to be in town that night, was the only one to answer his phone.” 

“Oh, right, this is all just part of a huge conspiracy against you, Nick.  Jamie flies 
down every weekend so he and I can fuck each other behind your back,” Claire hissed, 
her voice packed with biting sarcasm.  “Do you see why I didn’t tell you in the first 
place?  Do you hear yourself?  You turn into a jealous, suspicious asshole every time his 
name comes up, so I’d rather just not mention him!” 

“Maybe that’s because he used to be the goddamn love of your life!  You told me 
so!  And he basically told me that he still has feelings for you.  So what am I supposed to 
think??” 

“Does this ring you put on my finger mean anything to you??” Claire asked, 
thrusting her left ring finger towards him.  “Because to me, it means that we’re 
committed to each other, and each other only.  So I would expect you to think – no, to 
know – that you’re the love of my life and I would never be unfaithful to you, no matter 
how anyone else feels about me.  This isn’t about Jamie and his feelings; it’s about you 
and me and our love for each other. 

“You know, I see pictures of you with other women all the time,” she continued.  
“Fans of yours who post their photos online.  I know that they want in your pants, but 



 

you don’t see me getting all upset about it because I trust in your love for me.  Maybe I 
shouldn’t because you cheated on me once, but I do.” 

“Oh there you go, bringing up that night again,” Nick groaned, rolling his eyes 
and cursing himself yet again for that kiss in the bar.  “You can keep up the innocent act, 
but I know you don’t fully trust me, not anymore.  If you did, you wouldn’t keep rubbing 
that in my face.  And how am I supposed to trust you now that you’ve lied to me?” 

“I don’t know, Nick; you’re gonna have to figure that one out on your own.  I’m 
sorry for lying to you, I shouldn’t have done it, and I don’t blame you for not trusting 
me, but it’s out of my hands now.  I can’t take it back, so you’re just going to have to 
decide whether or not to forgive me for it and trust me when I say that there’s nothing 
going on between me and Jamie or any other guy.  As far as I’m concerned, we’re even 
now, and we can either forgive each other and move on or be constantly paranoid that 
the other is off cheating on us while we’re stuck on opposite sides of the country.  And 
personally, I don’t think the latter’s going to work.  It’s hard enough to keep a long 
distance relationship going as it is.” 

“Don’t I know it,” Nick sighed, raking a hand through his hair.  “God, Claire, what 
are we doing?  I’m leaving again in the morning; I don’t wanna fight with you.”  All he’d 
wanted was another nice night with her, their last night together before they had to be 
apart for a few more weeks.  And now it was ruined. 

“Me neither,” she said quietly, taking a step towards him.  He scooted to the edge 
of the bed and patted a spot next to him.  Reluctantly, she came over and perched beside 
him.  He cautiously put his arm around her and felt her body stiffen, then slowly relax 
against him. 

He released a sigh.  “I miss you,” he murmured, rubbing her upper arm as he held 
her.  “It’s just so hard being that far away from you...  It’s not that I don’t trust you, but 
it’s easy to get jealous when I think of you alone here with other guys who might be 
interested in you.” 

“One could say the same about you – you’re out in California with all kinds of hot 
young women who would give anything to be with a celebrity,” she replied.  Her tone 
was not accusatory, but simply matter-of-fact.  He was not as convinced that any of 
those hot young women actually wanted to be with him, but he kept that to himself. 

“Well, maybe that’s the problem,” he said.  “I’ve tried to have long distance 
relationships before, Claire, and they’re really hard to maintain.  They take work... a lot 
of compromises and even sacrifices.” 

He heard Claire sigh against him.  “If you’re leading back to the ‘quit your job and 
come to California with me’ thing again, don’t even go there.  We’ve talked about that 
before; I’m not ready to quit my job,” she said flatly. 

“I know, I know,” Nick replied quickly, trying to hide his disappointment.  It 
wasn’t like he’d really expected her to say that she would – like she’d said, they’d been 
over it before, and she’d made herself very clear.  Still, he sort of wished she would.  It 
would be so much easier if they could just be together, and it wasn’t like he could turn 
his back on his career.  He had four other guys counting on him, and besides, music was 
what he loved.  Claire loved her job too, or so she said, but it just wasn’t the same.  She 
cleaned teeth for a living – how could she possibly be as passionate about that as he was 
about singing? 



 

 

“Well... what if you just took, like, a leave of absence?” he asked before he could 
stop himself, not taking the time to think about what he was saying.  “You said your boss 
is pretty understanding; maybe he’d-” 

He was cut off when Claire suddenly pushed away from him and jumped to her 
feet again, her hands instantly going back to her hips.  “Stop!” she cried.  “You just don’t 
get it, do you?!  You’ve never had to work a regular job; you don’t know how it is!  People 
can’t just do that!  Not without a good reason anyway – medical leave, maternity leave, 
that’s all fine, but I can’t just ditch my job for a few months to go gallivanting across the 
country with my boyfriend and expect to find it waiting for me when I come back!” 

“Let’s have a baby then, so you can call it a maternity leave,” he replied with a 
smile.  He was only joking, in an attempt to calm her down, but she just got even more 
riled up. 

“Baby?!” she repeated, her eyebrows shooting upwards.  “What baby, Nick?  We 
can’t have a baby, unless it’s genetically Jamie’s, and I got the impression you wouldn’t 
want that.” 

“Relax, I was just kidding,” Nick said soothingly, reaching up to touch her arm, 
but she shoved his hand away. 

“Don’t,” she snapped, and he looked up to see angry tears in her eyes. 
“Claire,” he started softly, stricken, but she interrupted him. 
“Maybe we’ve got this all wrong, Nick,” she murmured, looking away as she 

fumbled with her engagement ring, twisting it around and around her finger. 
“What?!” Nick cried, his heart beginning to race with panic.  “What do you mean, 

wrong?  What does that mean??” 
She looked back up at him, her eyes still shining with moisture.  “We’re so 

different, Nick...” 
“No we’re not!” he argued.  “This sounds cheesy, but you’re like my other half, 

Claire!  You understand me better than anyone!  We understand each other!  We’ve been 
through the same goddamn shit together – how can you say we’re too different??” 

“That’s just it...  We went through hell together, and when it was all over, we 
threw ourselves into this relationship and thought we’d live happily after...  But 
honestly, having cancer is what brought us together - it was the basis for our friendship, 
and it was something we could both relate to.  But now that we’re hopefully past all of 
that... what else is left?  As people, we’re just different.  Our lives are different.  You’re a 
superstar, and I don’t want anything to do with that kind of fame.  I’m just an average 
person with an average life and an average job that I happen to love, while you’re never 
going to be Mr. 9 to 5.  It seems like one of us is going to have to give up everything we 
know to make this work... but I won’t let you give up everything you’ve worked for just 
for me, and I’m not ready to give up my life yet either.  I’m only twenty-five... I don’t 
know if I’m ready to settle down and make this kind of a commitment yet.” 

“What are you saying??” he cried again, apprehension rising within him like bile 
in his throat.  “You mean you don’t want to get married??” 

“I don’t know,” she confessed quietly, and a tear finally spilled from her eye.  He 
watched its path down her cheek as she took a shaky breath and continued, “I just feel 
like maybe we rushed into this and had no idea what we were getting ourselves into.” 

“I did!” Nick insisted, jumping up from the bed so that he was standing as well.  
Balancing on his one leg, he took her by the shoulders and looked down into her tearful 
eyes.  “I love you, and I want to marry you!  I’m the same goddamn age as you are, and 



 

I’m ready to settle down and get on with the rest of my life.  I don’t want to wait, Claire... 
you never know what could happen, to either of us.  Life’s too short to wait.” 

Unexpectedly, she wrapped her arms around him, pulling him into a tight hug 
and burying her face in his chest.  “I love you too, Nick,” she murmured, her voice 
muffled by his t-shirt.  “I do.  I’m just not sure if I’m ready yet.  There’s so many things 
we haven’t thought about, so many things we need to work out before we commit to a 
marriage.” 

“Well, come on, let’s talk then, let’s get this stuff worked out,” urged Nick, 
hugging her close to him, almost afraid to let her go.  She was terrifying him. 

“I need some time to think,” she said, pulling away from him.  She took his hand 
and gave it a squeeze.  “I’m gonna go take a drive or something... I just need to get away 
and clear my head.  I’ll be back.” 

She dropped his hand and turned to walk away.  “Wait!” he cried as she headed 
for their bedroom door.  “Claire, don’t leave, please.  Let’s talk about it together.” 

“I want to be alone,” she insisted, kindly, yet firmly.  “Don’t follow me.  I promise 
I’ll be back later.  And Jamie’s back in Iowa, so you don’t have to worry about me 
sneaking off to him.” 

A flicker of anger ignited within him, but he quickly extinguished it before he 
could explode at her.  “I wasn’t worried about that,” he said, clenching his jaw.  “Just 
please, don’t walk away.  Let’s talk.” 

She glanced over her shoulder at him.  “We’ve said enough as it is, Nick.  I need to 
think about all of that... and I don’t want us to fight anymore tonight.”  She reached for 
the doorknob. 

In desperation, he started to hop after her on one leg. 
“Don’t,” she warned as she pulled the door open.  “I don’t want to have to run you 

to the ER when you fall down the stairs and crack your head open.” 
“Then get back here!” he demanded. 
“We’ll just fight, Nick – look, we’re already starting again!  We both need to cool 

down.  I’ll be back later.” 
She strode quickly out the door and shut it behind her, cutting him off from her.  

He kept hopping to the door, breathing hard with the exertion, but instead of trying to 
go after her, he slammed his hands against the door with a loud thud and a strangled 
cry.  Turning around, he bent his knee and slid slowly to the floor, his back pressed 
against the door.  Hugging his good leg to his chest, he lowered his forehead to his knee 
and closed his eyes to soothe the burning of the tears that had risen in them. 

He was so confused and, more than anything, afraid.  He feared he was losing 
her, and he felt so helpless.  He’d been powerless to stop her from leaving tonight... what 
if she decided to walk out of his life forever?  He didn’t know what to do, and it was 
killing him.  The thought of being alone again scared him – if Claire couldn’t handle a 
relationship with him, who could? 

Please come back, he begged her.  Please don’t leave me.  I don’t think I could 
handle it... 

 
*** 

 
Eventually, Nick got up and put his prosthetic leg on solely for the purpose of 

pacing around the house.  He went downstairs and discovered that Claire’s car was gone, 



 

 

so for hours, he meandered around the front half of the house, waiting and hoping to see 
the headlights of her car pulling back into the driveway.  But they never came. 

It was well past midnight when he finally crawled back upstairs to bed.  His 
stomach was in knots from all the waiting and worrying he had done, so he took a 
sleeping pill to keep him from lying awake for another few hours and hoped that when 
he woke up, she would be back.  The effects of the pill took hold of him quickly, and he 
let his eyes shut, giving into his emotional exhaustion and the drug-induced sleep. 

And just as he had hoped, when he opened his eyes the next morning, she was 
there, sleeping soundly on her side of the bed as if nothing had happened.  He exhaled a 
slow sigh of relief, instantly feeling much better than he’d felt the night before.  She was 
back and in bed with him.  Surely that was a good sign.  At least it meant that their 
relationship wasn’t over. 

He wanted to wake her up, but he held back, telling himself that she’d had a long 
night too.  It was still early, and he didn’t have to be at the airport to catch his flight back 
to Los Angeles for a few more hours.  He could let her sleep for a little longer. 

Careful not to jostle the mattress too much, he scooted closer to her and 
smoothed her hair off of her face.  She sighed in her sleep, but didn’t wake up.  Knowing 
what a deep sleeper she was, he lowered his lips to her warm cheek and kissed her 
tenderly.  He’d never been so glad to see her face. 

“I love you,” he whispered ever so softly into her ear before lowering his head 
back to his pillow, content to lie there and watch her sleep for as long as he could.  Yet 
he was glad when she opened her eyes not half an hour later.  “Hey,” he said cautiously 
as she sat up and looked around, bleary-eyed. 

“Hey,” she replied through a yawn and offered him a tiny smile.  “Told you I’d be 
back.  I’m really sorry about last night... I just really needed to clear my head.  Are you 
alright?” 

“Yeah.  Are we alright?”  That was the only thing he wanted to know.  He didn’t 
care where she’d been last night, as long as she’d done her thinking and decided that she 
still wanted to marry him.  He didn’t think he could take hearing anything other than 
that. 

She nodded and smiled again.  “I love you, Nick.” 
“I love you too,” he sighed, pulling her in for a hug.  “I was so afraid I was going to 

lose you.” 
“You’ll never lose me, Nick,” Claire said softly, playing with the hair at the nape of 

his neck.  “No matter what happens, I’ll always be there for you.” 
For some reason, her words sent chills down his spine, but he played them off, 

concentrating on the warmth of her body against his as he held her.  “Same here, baby.  I 
know you have your doubts, but we’re gonna make this work.  We love each other, and 
that’s the most important thing, right?” 

“Mm-hm,” she murmured in his ear, leaving a soft kiss on the side of his neck as 
she slowly pulled away.  He let her out of his embrace, but kept his hands on her upper 
arms as he looked at her face.  Something still didn’t seem quite right to him, but it must 
just have been awkwardness because of their fight the night before.  Determined to wash 
away the awkwardness, he pulled her back to him and kissed her soundly on the lips.  
Their kiss felt no different; it sent tingles through his limbs like every kiss before it, 
reassuring him that nothing had really changed between them. 



 

“I love you,” he whispered again as he gently released her, gazing into her large 
blue eyes, the eyes that had watched him go through the worst moments of his life and 
still loved him anyway. 

He knew that they would make it.  They’d already been through too much 
together not to. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 64 
 
Claire was not a big fan of cooking, nor was she very good at it.  But as she stood 

at the kitchen stove, making Nick breakfast that morning, she decided that she would 
gladly cook three meals a day, every day, if only her soon-to-be husband could be there 
to enjoy them (or at least tolerate them) every day too. 

Her mother had always been an excellent cook.  She hadn’t worked during 
Claire’s childhood and had instead become the perfect stay-at-home mom, the kind who 
cleaned the house till it was sparkling while her kids were at school, drove them around 
to all of their practices and lessons after school, and still managed to provide three full 
meals a day for her family.  The Ryan family had always eaten dinner together during 
Claire’s youth; it was a nightly ritual.  Dinnertime grew later and later as she and her 
brother grew older, when evening football practices and basketball games kept them out 
till after dark; yet she and Kyle were always expected to come home and sit down with 
the family for supper when they were done doing whatever else they had to do. 

As a teenager, she’d hated it.  None of her friends’ families were as old-fashioned 
as hers – half of them had divorced parents, and even those whose parents were 
together didn’t have to go home and eat dinner with them every night; no, they got to go 
out for burgers or pizza while she was stuck at home eating meatloaf and listening to her 
dad’s lame stories from work and the equally lame gossip her mom had heard at the 
beauty shop or the grocery store. 

It was not until adulthood that she really came to appreciate the close-knit family 
in which she’d been raised.  The rebellious teenager who had butted heads with the 
mother she found suffocating grew into a young woman who respected her mom and the 
way she had always put her family first.  Claire wanted to be that kind of wife – and, God 
willing, mother.  She didn’t strive to be exactly like her own mom – she was a modern 
woman; she wanted to hold down a job and help provide for her family, in addition to 
physically taking care of them.  But her fantasy of her own perfect little family was not 
unlike the one she had grown up in.  She pictured herself in the kitchen, making dinner 
after work while the kids did their homework and waited for their daddy to come home 
from his own job.  When he did, they’d jump all over him, and he would laugh, swinging 
them around and letting them tell him all about their day before he came to her, sliding 
his arms around her waist and kissing her sweetly before asking how her day had been. 

The fantasy was idealistic, but not impossible.  Real families like that still existed; 
hers was living proof.  Yet as she stood there, flipping pancakes and listening to Nick’s 
footsteps over her head as he puttered around upstairs, packing his bag back up, she 
realized it was not to be.  Not for her and Nick.  His schedule would keep him on the 
road, away from home for weeks at a time, while she’d keep coming home to an empty 
house and making dinner for one. 

If they ever did adopt children, being unable to have their own, she would be the 
one at home taking care of them while he was away.  She would be the one to tuck them 
in at night and tell them, “Daddy will be home soon,” when, to her, “soon” seemed an 
eternity away.  She would be the one to get up in the middle of the night and care for 
them when they got sick or comfort them when they had bad dreams.  She would be the 
one responsible for explaining where their daddy was and why he couldn’t come home 
to check for monsters under their beds before they went back to sleep.  Instead of 
Daddy, she would be the one crawling around on her hands and knees, assuring them 



 

again and again that there really was nothing under there and listening as their 
stubborn voices insisted, “Daddy does it better.  Only Daddy can make the monsters go 
away.” 

The scenario was a lonely one to Claire; yet, she was not naïve enough to think it 
would be any different once she and Nick were married.  She knew he would make a 
wonderful husband and father, when he was around.  But his career did not allow him to 
be around as much as she wished he could be.  At the same time, she thought she could 
be a good wife to him and a good mother to his children, but how could she be both at 
once?  A good wife was always there for her husband, supporting him in everything he 
did, yet a good mother could not drag her children on a whirlwind tour around the 
world when they should be going to school and just being kids.  If she and Nick married 
and started a family, she knew she would spend the next few years – maybe even the 
next decade, or longer – making these kinds of decisions.  Keep her job and her own life, 
or follow Nick on tour?  Raise her children at home, without their father, or take the kids 
away from home and bring the whole family on the road?  She didn’t know quite how 
Leighanne Littrell did it – for all its perks, being a Backstreet wife was going to be tough. 

She’d been thinking about her future with Nick a lot lately and realizing so many 
things she’d hardly considered in the giddy, carefree weeks they’d enjoyed together 
following their spur-of-the-moment engagement.  So many issues that could come 
between them and interfere with their love for one another.  All you need is love, love... 
love is all you need, the Beatles sang, and there had been a time when Claire had 
believed those words with all her heart.  She still wanted to believe that, but the real 
world had stripped her of her naivety long ago.  Love was certainly powerful... but it 
wasn’t a cure for everything. 

It really was good medicine though.  Perhaps that was why she’d come back last 
night and slid into bed beside Nick as if the argument they’d had hours earlier had never 
taken place.  She wasn’t really mad at him, and she didn’t want him to leave the next 
morning angry at her either.  It was their last night together for awhile, and they owed 
each other more than that.  She’d barely mentioned the argument that morning, and 
though she knew they needed to talk about it, she wasn’t ready.  She just wanted to 
enjoy her time with him while she could, and she knew that he wouldn’t push the issue.  
If anything, it was usually her pushing him to talk, not the other way around. 

She needed more time to think and sort things out in her head before she talked 
to him, for despite the fact that she’d driven aimlessly for hours the night before, 
reflecting on the direction her life was headed in, she’d come up with no answers to the 
problems that had surfaced as they fought that evening. 

You need to talk to him, a little voice in the back of her head told her.  You need 
to figure this out together. 

But the thought of getting into the same old argument again (“You cheated on 
me!” “Well, you lied to me about Jamie!  How do I know you’re not cheating on me 
with him?” “I’m not!  Maybe you should be around more so you’d know for sure!” “Oh 
yeah?  Maybe you should quit your job and come to LA with me!”) just made her weary. 

I don’t want to bring it up again this morning; there’s not enough time for us to 
figure anything out, she decided as she flipped off the burner on the stove.  Right now, 
she just wanted to eat pancakes. 

“Nick!  Breakfast!” 
 



 

 

*** 
 

“Your pancakes actually weren’t burnt this morning,” Nick commented as Claire 
zipped his Jag into a parking space at the airport. 

Jerking the car into park, she shot him a nasty look that just ended up making 
him laugh.  “Cute.  I’ll have you know, I haven’t burnt them in quite a while!” 

“Well, whaddya know,” replied Nick with an impish smirk.  “You’re getting better, 
baby.” 

“Ass,” she teased, playfully slugging him in the shoulder before reaching down to 
unfasten her seatbelt.  “Just be glad I fed you.” 

“I am, I am!” he insisted, holding up his hands in innocent defense.  “You know I 
love your cooking, baby,” he added, leaning over to place a sweet kiss on her cheek. 

She smiled, glad they weren’t fighting.  But... 
But they also hadn’t resolved anything, not even the things they’d fought about 

the night before.  Not really.  Even though she’d made the decision not to bring it up that 
morning, it troubled her.  She didn’t like leaving things unresolved.  If only he didn’t 
have to leave again so soon.  But he had a big meeting with the record company big-wigs 
first thing Monday morning, so she knew he didn’t have a choice in the matter. 

“Well, come on; we should get inside,” Claire said reluctantly, her fingers 
brushing the door handle. 

“Yeah,” Nick agreed with just about the same level of enthusiasm.   
After a few seconds, they finally opened their doors and got out of the car, Nick 

slinging his backpack over his shoulders.  Hand in hand, they made their way into the 
airport and checked in.  Claire followed Nick until they reached the security checkpoints 
she could not go past.  With a sigh, he turned and took her other hand, holding them 
both between his. 

“Less than three weeks, and I’ll be back again for Thanksgiving,” he promised 
with a crooked smile.  “And then Christmas... and then New Year’s...” 

“Our one-year anniversary,” she smiled back, a lump rising in her throat. 
His smile grew broader.  “That’s right.  And we’ll make it perfect.  I won’t be 

recouping from surgery this year – we can go party.” 
“You better not be,” she said, rising onto her tip-toes to kiss his lips.  “Take care 

of yourself, okay?” 
He dropped her hands and wrapped his arms around her instead, pulling her into 

a tight hug.  “Back at ya,” he replied as he squeezed her.  “I love you, baby.” 
“I love you too.”  This was the third time in a month that she’d uttered those 

words as she’d hugged him goodbye in the middle of an airport, and it was no easier 
than the first two times.  Would it ever get any easier?  She didn’t see how it could, but 
she told herself she’d better get used to it, because from this point on, she’d be doing it 
often. 

They were just about to say goodbye for real when they heard a timid voice ask, 
“Nick?” 

They both turned to find a pair of teenage girls standing just a few feet away.  
Claire blinked in surprise; she had not even noticed them come up. 

“Um, sorry for interrupting,” said the one who had spoken first, twisting her feet 
nervously while her companion fidgeted with the strap of her backpack, looking equally 
mortified.  “Me and my friend Maggie are big BSB fans though, and we were wondering 



 

if we could get a picture with you or something.”  She held up a small camera and smiled 
hopefully. 

“Sure, I got a minute,” agreed Nick, smiling back ever so patiently.  “Give your 
camera to Claire here; she’ll snap a pic of us.”   He flashed Claire the kind of grin that 
said please, thank you, and I’m sorry all in one.  She winked and turned to the girl, 
offering her a smile as she handed over her camera. 

“Thank you so much!” the fan gushed brightly, as she and her friend darted over 
to Nick, taking places on either side of him.  He draped an arm around each of them and 
smiled good-naturedly as Claire counted off and took a picture. 

“Can you get one with mine?” pleaded the other girl, speaking for the first time as 
she ducked out from Nick’s arm just long enough to shimmy out of her backpack and 
pull another camera out of it. 

“Sure,” said Claire, taking the camera and snapping another photo of the two 
starstruck teens with Nick.  Both girls were practically glowing as they hung on to him, 
their eyes shining above million-watt smiles.  And he loves it, she thought, smiling as 
she watched Nick through the camera’s lens.  He may have acted like fans were a hassle 
sometimes, but he clearly loved them and the attention he received from them. 

“Thank you so much!” both girls said again, as Claire handed the second camera 
back. 

“No problem,” she smiled.  She couldn’t help but be a little surprised that they 
were even acknowledging her, even if it was just a “thanks” for taking their pictures. 

But the real shock came when they asked, “Can we get a picture with you too?” 
Blinking, Claire repeated, “With me?” 
“Yeah!  You’re Claire, right?  Nick’s fiancée?”  The two girls looked between her 

and Nick, grinning from ear to ear. 
She couldn’t help but smile.  “Yes, I am,” she answered, feeling that little rush of 

euphoria shoot through her.  Nick’s fiancée... 
“Well, will you take a picture?” 
“Well, sure,” she said, still surprised that they would care about being in a picture 

with her.  But they handed their cameras to Nick and crowded around her this time, 
slinging arms around her as if they were old friends.  This is the weirdest thing, she 
thought as she smiled for the camera, wondering if Nick had felt the same way when he 
and the Backstreet Boys were first starting out. 

“Thank you guys so much!  And congratulations too – we’re really happy for you!” 
the first girl said as her friend nodded eagerly beside her. 

“Thank you,” chirped Nick, pulling Claire back towards him and sliding his arm 
around her.  “Listen, I gotta go in a minute so I don’t miss my flight, but do you ladies 
have something you want me to sign before I go?” 

Both sets of eyes lit up, and the girls nodded eagerly, immediately diving for their 
bags to find something for him to autograph.  To Claire’s shock, both emerged with 
Backstreet Boys CDs - different ones, at that.  The first girl handed him a copy of 
Millennium, and her friend offered a copy of their latest release from the year before.  
Claire smiled; she had that one at home.  She and Nick hadn’t even really been in touch 
when it came out – he’d been dating Leah, a relationship she’d never thought much of, 
and they’d had words – but she hadn’t been able to resist buying it.  And although she 
liked to give Nick a hard time, it really wasn’t bad.  Not her favorite kind of music, but 
the guys were definitely talented; no one could deny that. 



 

 

 
“Wow, you guys come prepared,” Nick joked as he signed both album jackets. 
“We’re flying to Denver to visit my aunt and uncle.  Long flight – gotta have our 

BSB music,” the first girl explained in a matter-of-fact voice, smiling broadly.  Then she 
offered her Millennium jacket to Claire.  “Claire, could you sign too?” 

“Are you sure?” Claire asked, her eyes widening as she looked at the open booklet.  
The girl – Erinn; she’d spelled out her name for Nick – had turned it to one of Nick’s 
individual pictures, a photo of him sitting in water, hugging one knee while his other leg 
was stretched out in front him.  He’d scribbled a short message to her in the top left 
corner and signed beneath it.  It didn’t seem right for her to write her name there too – 
this was his album, his picture... she hadn’t even known him when he was this young 
and baby-faced. 

But Erinn and Maggie both nodded eagerly, and so she found herself reluctantly 
penning her signature below Nick’s on each of the CD jackets.  Claire Ryan.  It looked so 
plain to her, the same boring name she jotted when she was signing receipts and writing 
checks at the grocery store.  She added a few XOXOs above it to spruce it up, but she still 
couldn’t see why they wanted it.  “Here you go,” she said, handing the last booklet back.  
Then she laughed and confessed, “I’ve never signed an autograph before – this is so 
weird!” 

“Yay, we’re your first!” exclaimed Erinn, shooting Maggie a wide grin.  “Thank 
you!” 

“No problem.  Thank you for your support,” Claire returned with a smile, then 
mentally berated herself for it.  Thanks for your support?  How lame is that?  But she 
didn’t know what else to say.  She was still sort of thrown off by this whole situation. 

So this is being a Backstreet wife... 
 

*** 
 

Nick was highly amused by the situation that had taken place at the airport.  
Claire looked so discombobulated by the requests to take pictures and sign autographs 
for the two fans; she’d never experienced anything like it before.  He was glad she’d met 
up with supportive fans and not jealous, delusional ones – there were less of those now 
that he and the guys were older, for the fans had grown up too, but he still encountered 
them every once in awhile. 

These two girls were nothing but sweet though, and when he finally told them 
that he really did have to get to his gate, they giggled and replied, “So do we!” 

“My mom will kill me if we miss our flight!” added the one who had done most of 
the talking, her eyes flashing melodramatically. 

He laughed and let them go ahead of him through the security check, giving 
himself an opportunity for a private goodbye to Claire.  “Thanks for being cool about 
that,” he told her before pulling her back into his arms and planting a kiss on her 
forehead. 

“No problem,” she smiled.  “That was kind of cool... in a weird way.”  She 
laughed.  “I guess I’ll get more of that if I come on tour with you, huh?” 

“Probably so,” he answered, but he couldn’t help but notice the way she’d worded 
it.  If I come on tour with you.  If... not when.  Come on, Claire, he pleaded internally.  
How could they call themselves married when he’d be out on the road all the time and 



 

she back home, too absorbed in her own routine to come along with him?  They’d be 
apart more than they’d be together.  It would drive him crazy, not seeing her. 

And wouldn’t she miss him too?  Wouldn’t she wonder what he was doing, alone 
on the road without her, being fawned over by infatuated female fans on a nightly basis?  
Wouldn’t she worry, the way he couldn’t keep himself from worrying about what she 
was doing every time Jamie came back to town?  And he’d been coming back a lot lately, 
Nick had noticed.  Job interviews, supposedly.  What if he got one of the jobs?  Then 
what?  He’d move back; he and Claire would see a lot more of each other... 

And Nick would be touring. 
He released her slowly, wishing he could hold onto her forever, in every sense of 

the phrase.  Looking deeply into her eyes, he said, “I love you” and waited for her to say 
it back, which of course, she did.  And he had no reason to doubt it, did he?  She had 
always been there for him, which was more than he could say about himself.  And she 
always would be, wouldn’t she?  Even if she wasn’t there physically... 

He picked up her hand and gave it a squeeze.  It shouldn’t matter, as long as he 
knew she loved him, but god, he loved that physical contact.  Not even sex or just 
making out either.  It was simply her presence that put him at ease and made him 
happy.  Her hand in his... her arms around him...  He missed that when he was away 
from her.  Even when he was in Los Angeles, a city he loved, doing what he loved, a part 
of him wished he could just be back at home, lying in bed beside her and laughing at one 
of the cheesy movies they liked to watch late at night.  They laughed over the phone 
together nearly every night... but it wasn’t the same. 

It wasn’t the same... 
“You okay?” Claire’s soft voice interrupted his thoughts.  “You’re spacin’ out on 

me,” she teased gently as she reached up to touch his cheek, the heat from her palm 
radiating through his skin. 

“Just thinking about how much I’m gonna miss you,” he confessed with a sad 
smile. 

“I know,” she sighed, her face taking on the same melancholy expression.  “I’m 
gonna miss you too.  I always do.” 

Then come with me! he thought, but he didn’t say it.  She’d only sigh again and 
tell him she couldn’t.  But when will you be able to?   Now it was his turn to sigh.  “I 
really should go,” he said reluctantly.  “Don’t wanna mess around with finding another 
flight if I miss this one, and you know how the security people like to give me hell.”  He 
patted his fake leg beneath his jeans and shot her a grin. 

She smiled back.  “I know.  Go on.  I’ll see you in a few weeks.” 
“Absolutely.”  He leaned in for one last kiss and then forced himself to walk away 

from her, her voice echoing in his mind.  Her laughter... her I love you’s... 
Her words from last night... 
 
Oh, right, this is all just part of a huge conspiracy against you, Nick.  Jamie flies 

down every weekend so he and I can fuck each other behind your back. 
 
You know, I see pictures of you with other women all the time. 
 
You’re a superstar, and I don’t want anything to do with that kind of fame. 

 



 

 

I know you don’t, baby, he thought.  But this is my life.  Take it or leave it.  That 
was certainly how he felt sometimes.  But when it came down to it, he cared about her 
too much to give her some kind of ultimatum regarding her priorities.  That was selfish 
and not at all fair to her.  Their lives were different, but one was not more important 
than the other.  They just had different careers, different interests, different priorities. 

 
As people, we’re just different. 

 
We’re not that different, he thought fiercely.  We can make this work.  Somehow, 

we’ve always made it. 
By the time he boarded his flight, he was alone, but she had not left his thoughts.  

For better or for worse, she never would. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 65 
 

Once Nick was gone, Claire settled back into her old routine again.  On weekdays 
she worked and went to visit Casey before coming home to an empty house to make 
herself dinner, watch some TV, talk to Nick on the phone, and read before going to bed.  
The security guards Nick had hired to watch over the house had started their job 
immediately, and their presence did help ease Claire’s mind when she was trying to fall 
asleep at night, although for the first few nights, every little sound still made her sit bolt 
upright, her heart rate jumping, her ears straining to hear.  But of course, nothing ever 
happened, and eventually she was able to let up her guard again and relax enough to 
sleep. 

Weekends were the loneliest days for Claire because they were the least busy.  
She hung out with Dianna or Laureen when she could, but because both of them had 
boyfriends (Dianna was head over heels with this guy from work she’d been seeing, and 
Laureen still hadn’t worked up the nerve to call things off with Tim), they were usually 
busy on Friday or Saturday nights.  For something else to do, she had started driving 
over to St. Petersburg on Friday nights to watch the high school football games – her 
brother Kyle was the football coach.  Amber never missed a game, despite being eight 
months pregnant, so Claire sat with her in the stands to watch the games, and 
afterwards, they went out for pizza while they waited for Kyle to get done with his post-
game spiel and come home. 

She didn’t mind hanging out with her brother and his wife – she and Kyle had 
always gotten along well, but had been especially close ever since his bone marrow 
donation had saved her life.  And Amber had always been nothing but sweet to her.  Yet 
she had to admit, it got kind of old hanging out with a married couple.  At times, she felt 
like the third wheel, even though Kyle and Amber always assured her that she was 
welcome anytime.  It was the same when she was around Laureen and Tim or Dianna 
and her new boy toy Todd, and she couldn’t help but wish Nick were home so that they 
could do more “couples” things together.  It was almost like being single, only she 
wasn’t.  One glance down at her engagement ring reminded that she had a man too... he 
just wasn’t there. 

 
*** 

 
Nick struggled with the separation as well.  Being with the other guys in Los 

Angeles meant he saw a lot of Brian and Leighanne, Kevin and Kristin, and AJ and 
Mary.  He liked all of the guys’ significant others, even Leighanne (although she had 
taken the longest for him to get used to), but hanging out with them made him feel like 
the third wheel and caused him to miss Claire even more than he already did.   

He and Howie had started hanging out more, just the two of them.  They often hit 
the clubs at night, and Nick drank while Howie flirted with the ladies.  To Nick, it felt 
almost like being single, only he wasn’t.  All he had to do was picture Claire to remind 
himself that he had a lady of his own... she just wasn’t there. 

As he sat nursing a beer and attempting to keep his eyes from wandering to the 
scantily clad women who frequented the clubs, his thoughts constantly turned to Claire.  
What was she doing right then? he always wondered.  On weeknights, he knew she’d be 
asleep – she usually had to get up early in the morning for work.  On weekends, he had 



 

 

no idea.  Part of him hoped she missed him as much as she missed her, but he also 
didn’t want her to be miserable pining for him.  Not that she seemed like the miserable, 
pining type, but everyone got lonely, and he didn’t want her to be. 

He called her every night, and they usually talked for about an hour before she 
hung up to get ready for bed and he to get ready for another night out.  He looked 
forward to the nightly phone conversations, but they really were not enough.  He loved 
hearing her voice, but he missed seeing her face, touching her body, smelling the 
shampoo she used in her hair and the scented lotion she always put on.  When he came 
back from a weekend with her, he could still smell that familiar aroma if he closed his 
eyes and imagined it.  But after long enough, the conjured scent would fade, and try as 
he might, he couldn’t remember exactly how it smelled.  And that worried him. 

After a late night in the clubs, he’d stumble into Howie’s guestroom and fall into 
bed, hugging a pillow to his chest instead of her and smelling nothing but the stale 
cigarette smoke and alcohol fumes that clung to his body.  As he drifted into an alcohol-
induced sleep, the last images that swam in his hazy mind, before darkness drowned 
them out, were of her. 

 
*** 

 
Claire’s dream that night was nothing but a series of vague images, yet when she 

awoke, it left her restless and unsettled.  Within seconds, most of the dream had slipped 
her mind, but she remembered a few bits and pieces. 

Nick.  Nick had been in it.  She dreamed of him often when he was away and 
usually awoke feeling wistful, yet peaceful, the way you were supposed to feel when you 
were in love with a man who loved you equally in return.  But this dream left her with a 
much different feeling, for in it, Nick had not been loving her, but another woman.  The 
mystery woman’s face was a blur, but she had radiated a sense of beauty no one could 
deny, lest not Claire.  In the dream, they had all been in a posh, intimately-lit bar, she, 
Nick, and the woman.  She had sat alone at a small table in the corner of the hazy room, 
watching as Nick and the woman drank together at the bar.  They had moved quickly 
from drinking to flirting to touching, and before she knew it, they were on top of the bar, 
making love the way couples in movies did.  And to Claire, who had been unable to rise 
from her private table and stop them, it had been like watching a movie... a horror 
movie she could not escape by covering her eyes. 

Waking up had been her escape, but even once she had realized it was just a silly 
dream, she did not feel much better than she had in the nightmare.  Logic told her 
exactly what had sparked such a dream on that particular night – it was a Saturday 
night, and when she’d talked to Nick earlier in the evening, he’d mentioned hitting the 
bars with some of the guys, as she got the impression he did often.  The faceless beauty 
in the dream was, of course, her mind’s interpretation of the woman he’d kissed the 
night of her rejection scare.  There was no reason to be paranoid, she told herself, but 
even rationalization would not dissolve the knot that had formed in her stomach. 

She slid out of bed, knowing she would not be getting back to sleep right away, 
and crept downstairs.  Wandering into the kitchen, she opened the fridge and stood in 
front of it, feeling the cool blast seeping into her skin as she contemplated what she 
wanted.  She pulled out the carton of milk and poured herself a glass – wasn’t milk 
supposed to help you sleep?  Warm milk was, but... ick. 



 

She put the carton back on the top shelf and closed the fridge, only to open it 
again a few seconds later as she realized she wanted something to go with her milk.  She 
eyed the fruit bin in the bottom of the fridge, but impulsively snatched a jar of dill 
pickles from one of the shelves on the door instead.  For some reason, she’d always liked 
eating pickles late at night.  Maybe it was the salt, or maybe she was just weird (probably 
the latter).  In any case, she helped herself to one and crunched down on it, savoring its 
distinct taste.  She downed the rest of her milk when she was finished, gagging as she 
realized what a horrible combination milk and pickles were, and set her empty glass 
down next to the sink. 

Still restless and awake, she meandered through the rest of the first story, turning 
on lights until the entire downstairs was blazing.  That certainly didn’t help her to feel 
any sleepier, but she didn’t like wandering around Nick’s house in the dark.  It was too 
big... too many shadowy corners to hide in. 

She sighed at that thought, wondering how long she was going to be paranoid like 
this.  It was sort of ridiculous, and she knew it, but she couldn’t help it, no more than she 
could help being disturbed by the dream she’d just had.  What was Nick doing right 
now? she wondered.  It was only midnight in California; he probably was in a bar or a 
nightclub.  Not screwing a woman on top of the bar though; that was absurd.  Nick had 
messed up once, but he’d sworn it would never happen again, and she trusted him.  
Didn’t she? 

She did, but at the same time, she realized how easy it would be for him to be 
unfaithful if he felt the urge to.  Just as easy as it would have been for her to cheat on 
him with Jamie when he was in town.  But of course she hadn’t, and he wouldn’t either.  
She knew that, she believed that, but it still didn’t keep the possibility from crossing her 
mind from time to time. 

Long distance relationships sucked. 
She knew now what Jamie had been thinking when he’d dumped her the summer 

before they started college.  His excuse had been the long distance factor, which she’d 
vehemently argued at the time.  “I thought we loved each other!” she could still recall 
herself screaming at him, impassioned tears stinging her eyes.  “As long as we love each 
other and stay true to each other, distance can’t hurt us!  What are you so afraid of, 
Jamie?” 

But now she knew.  She had loved Jamie, just as she loved Nick now, and she was 
convinced that he really had loved her then too, but he knew that being in a new place, 
away from each other and surrounded by new people and new temptations, would 
threaten their relationship.  They’d be tied down, yet itching to break free, at a time 
when they were supposed to test the waters, live and learn.  It had taken her a long time 
to accept it, but now she felt Jamie had been right to insist they break up.  If it was 
meant to be, they would have gotten back together.  But they hadn’t. 

And now she was engaged to Nick and feeling a lot like Jamie must have felt that 
summer.  She wanted things between her and Nick to stay as they had always been, but 
she knew they couldn’t.  The real world had changed everything, just as it had for her 
and Jamie.  They’d had to leave the familiarity of high school for the great unknown of 
college, and inevitably, she and Nick had drifted back to the very different lives they had 
always known, after facing a shared hell that had brought them together. 

It was funny... when she’d first gotten to know Nick, she had constantly marveled 
over how alike they were.  She’d never expected herself to have anything in common 



 

 

with Nick Carter, the Backstreet Boy, but amazingly, they had hit it off right from the 
start.  They’d always understood each other so well, and for whatever reason, she’d 
always felt very comfortable around him.  That was why she’d fallen for him, and she 
hadn’t stopped loving him since. 

Now all she could think about was how different they were and how it taken her 
so long to realize it.  Things had changed. 

She hated change. 
But life was full of change, and after twenty-five year of it, she knew it was 

inevitable.  All she could do was go with the flow... or move on, in the other direction. 
Move on... 
It was hard to move on, but that was another part of life.  Sometimes you had to 

let go.  That had never been an easy thing for her to do; she had always clung to the past, 
afraid to let things change too much.  It was the reason she still lived in the town she’d 
grown up in and hung out with her friends from high school.  She cherished the past, 
documenting all of it in her scrapbook in hopes of preserving it forever.  She loved 
looking back on the good old days, the people, places, and memories of her past. 

The future, on the other hand, had not been known to treat her kindly.  She hated 
the uncontrollable nature of it.  She knew that was the fun of it for some people, not 
knowing what hand they would be dealt next, but she’d been dealt bad hands too many 
times.  She liked to make her own decisions; she liked to be in control.  She hated just 
waiting to see what would happen, how the future would play out. 

Fittingly, she looked up to find herself in Nick’s office, where she kept all of her 
scrapbooking supplies.  Lost in her own thoughts, she hadn’t even realized where she’d 
been wandering, but now she crossed the room with purpose and pulled her thick, heavy 
scrapbook from the bookshelves.  She carried the large album to Nick’s desk and set it 
down with a thud.  Sinking into his large, padded desk chair, she opened the dusky 
purple cover and started turning slowly through the pages, studying each of the pictures 
she’d carefully pasted in, reading each of the captions she’d written.  A trip down 
memory lane was always a good way to take her mind off of things or cheer her up.  
She’d poured over this scrapbook often in the days before her bone marrow transplant 
two years ago, cementing the faces of her family and friends in her mind, just in case... 

Now she looked at old pictures of her parents, taken during her childhood, and 
thought of her own impending marriage and the perfect little family she might never 
have.  She flipped through the pages representing her high school years and couldn’t 
help but smile at the photos of her and her friends as teenagers.  How carefree they had 
been.  And how idealistic, she added internally as her senior prom picture with Jamie 
caught her eye, remembering that night.  She’d dreamed about it recently, which was 
sort of odd. 

When she got to the first pictures of her and Nick, her thoughts returned to the 
dream she’d had just that night, and the knot in her stomach tightened once more.  She 
studied his face – the blueness of his eyes, the playful smirk curving his lips, the light 
smattering of freckles on his nose – and smiled sadly.  She missed him so much, and the 
longing for him filled her with pangs of loneliness. 

Eventually, she reached the end of the album and shut it, shoving it back onto its 
shelf before she circled around the downstairs, turning off lights on her way back up to 
bed.  She was just burrowing beneath the covers on her side of the bed, hoping sleep 
would come to her quickly, when she heard a high-pitched beep.  At first she was 



 

confused; then she realized it was her cell phone, signaling she had voicemail.  
Perplexed, she sat back up and reached over to grab her phone from the bedside table.  
She pressed the button to dial her voicemail and put the phone to her ear. 

She was a little surprised to hear the automated voice read off Nick’s phone 
number – usually he didn’t try to call her this late.  Then again, who else would call at 
this hour?  She hoped nothing was wrong and waited anxiously for his message to play. 

“Hey, baby,” came his voice, and she relaxed instantly.  “I just thought I’d call... 
cause I miss you.  You should be here right now, babe; we’re havin’ an awwwesome 
time.”  Frowning, she rolled her eyes – he was slurring horribly and was obviously 
plastered.  She could hear muffled music in the background and figured he was calling 
from outside a club.  “I wish you could be here... I miss you, Claire,” he repeated 
himself.  There was a pause, and she could just barely make out a female voice saying 
something in the background.  Then Nick’s voice came back on the line.  “Yeah, so, we’re 
gonna go hit this other place...  You should come with us.  Just hop a flight; you know I 
can pay for it.”  He giggled drunkenly.  “Well, I guess I’ll just talk to you later.  Love 
you, baby.” 

The message ended, and she deleted it, feeling somewhat dismayed.  Though she 
tried to stop herself from doing it, she couldn’t help but wonder what he was doing, 
where he was going, who he was with.  He’d said “we” several times, so maybe he was 
with a big group.  Maybe he was just with the guys and their girlfriends – for all she 
knew, the woman in the background could have been Mary.  She hadn’t been able to 
recognize the voice at all; she only knew that it was female. 

Still, the knot in her stomach felt doubly tight as she turned her phone off and set 
it back on the nightstand.  The last time he’d called her like this, he’d been in a bar with 
another woman.  She tried not to make assumptions about this time, but she couldn’t 
stop the rampant thoughts from coming, the worry from gnawing away at her insides. 

She sighed, remembering a time when she’d had more serious things to worry 
about... like whether or not Nick was going to be okay.  Okay, in every sense of the word 
– physically, emotionally... her worry encompassed all.  And she’d worried through it all, 
though she’d always tried to keep a brave face in front of him. 

She’d been so afraid of losing him then... and lately, that fear had started to 
return, in a different form.  She felt like things had changed between them, just in the 
last two months.  It was the separation... it had changed everything. 

She hated change.  But she knew things would never be quite the same, and she 
had to figure out what to do about it.  Go with it... or move on. 

She lay awake for a long time that night, thinking, worrying.  It was getting light 
out when she finally drifted back to sleep and back into her dreams.  Again, she dreamed 
of Nick, but it was a much different dream.  In her resting mind’s eye, she saw him as 
she had in the hospital, the day she’d found out about his amputation.  On that day, 
she’d made a promise to herself that she would never leave him, that she would never 
walk out on him again. 

Things changed. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 66 
 

Claire had only been asleep for an hour when she was awoken again by the 
ringing of her cell phone.  Too groggy to be surprised that she’d even woken up for the 
phone – normally she was a deep sleeper – or wonder why it was still quite dark outside 
her window, she automatically reached for the phone and punched the button to answer 
without even stopping to check who was calling. 

“Hello?” she mumbled, her voice scratchy from sleep. 
“Claire?  Honey, it’s Mom.”  Her mother’s unusually brusque voice jarred her into 

alertness.  “I’m sorry to wake you up at this hour, but it’s important.” 
“What?”  Claire blinked, her disorientation and confusion rapidly melting into 

panic and fear.  “What’s going on, what happened?” she demanded. 
“I’m calling from the hospital,” said her mother, and her next words made Claire 

want to vomit.  “They think your dad had a heart attack this morning.” 
Her mother’s voice had grown oddly high-pitched; Claire could hear the tears in 

it and knew she had been crying.  She gagged and clapped a hand over her mouth, and 
for a moment, she could not breathe.  She sat frozen, clutching the phone to her ear with 
one hand, covering her mouth with the other, her lungs screaming as they fought for 
oxygen.  Her chest felt as if there were a huge block of cement pressing down on it, until 
she finally released her breath in a shuddering sigh and sucked in more air. 

“O-oh my God,” was all she could choke out, her throat tightening as frightened 
tears filled her eyes.  Her mind raced with questions, but she could not bear to ask, 
afraid of the answers. 

“He’s stable,” her mother added quickly, answering the most important question 
first.  “They’re taking him for tests now to find out what happened exactly and what 
needs to be done next.” 

“Oh, Mom...” Claire whispered, struggling to keep her tears at bay.  If she lost it 
on the phone, her poor mother would lose it too, and she couldn’t let that happen.  
“What hospital?  I’ll throw some clothes on and be there as soon as I can; we can talk 
more then.” 

“North Florida Regional, in Gainesville,” her mother’s shaky voice replied. 
“I’m on my way.” 
“Alright; drive careful, honey.” 
“I will,” Claire replied automatically and hung up, throwing herself out of bed 

before she had a chance to start thinking too much and darting around the room in 
search of clothes.  Three minutes later, dressed in the rumpled t-shirt and jeans she’d 
worn the day before (they had been the first articles of clothing she’d spotted lying on 
the floor), she screeched out of the driveway, adrenaline pumping through her veins 
faster than her wheels on the road as she set off like a bat out of hell for the two-hour 
drive to Gainesville. 

 
*** 

 
Bursting through the doors at the main entrance of the hospital, Claire was hit 

with a sudden sense of déjà vu.  She’d sprinted through a similar-looking lobby before, 
sleep-deprived and frantic, almost a year ago, after receiving a chilling voicemail from 
AJ that told her Nick had been rushed to the hospital... 



 

Please, God, she begged silently as she stood impatiently waiting for an elevator 
to take her up to the right floor.  Please do what You did for Nick... Please let Daddy be 
all right... 

Even as she stepped into the cardiology wing of the hospital, she couldn’t believe 
why she was there.  Her dad... a heart attack?  It seemed implausible; her father had 
always been active, athletic, full of life and spunk.  He was fifty-six, but he looked and 
acted much younger.  How could this have happened? 

Her mother had no more answers than she did.  Usually the calm one in the 
family, she pulled Claire into a quivering hug and cried on her shoulder when they met 
in a small waiting room.  “I’m glad you’re here,” she confessed in a whisper that made 
Claire feel as if the mother/daughter roles had been reversed; she’d never seen her mom 
seem quite so lost.  She knew her mother had had a hard time dealing with her 
leukemia, but even then, she’d stayed strong for Claire’s sake.  Now she was leaning on 
her. 

“I-I don’t know what to do with myself,” Carrie whimpered.  “This all just 
happened so fast, it’s a blur...” 

“What happened, Mom?” Claire couldn’t help but ask, though she knew she 
probably didn’t want to hear the details. 

Her mother took a shuddering breath to compose herself.  “I woke up... 
something woke me up, that is – once you have a family of your own, you’ll find that 
when something goes wrong, you just know... you sense it.  Somehow, I sensed it, and I 
woke up to find your dad... sitting on the edge of the bed...”  She trailed in and out, 
struggling to keep her composure.  “I could tell his breathing was off, and he was 
holding his chest, and he turned and looked at me and said...”  Her voice squeaked, and 
she swallowed hard.  “He said, ‘Carrie, I think I’m having a heart attack.’” 

Her voice rose on the last two words as fresh tears filled her eyes, and Claire 
shook her head, not wanting to hear anymore.  “Where is he now?” she asked as gently 
as she could, trying to keep the panic out of her voice.  “You said he was having tests 
done?” 

“Yes,” Carrie nodded.  “They gave him medication in the ER, and the doctor I 
talked to down there said the heart attack was over, but that now he’s been handed over 
to a cardiologist, and they’re going to find out how much damage was done and decide 
what to do next.” 

Claire nodded silently, wondering what that would be.  Would they operate?  
Heart surgery?  The very thought made her shudder with fear; she didn’t want her father 
to have to go under the knife.  That always scared her so much... 

She chewed absently on her fingernails as she sat anxiously beside her mother 
and didn’t even realize she was doing it until Carrie wordlessly reached over, took her 
hand, and brought it down to her lap, resting her own on top of it.  Claire looked down at 
her mother’s hand on her own and then offered Carrie a sheepish smile.  Carrie patted 
her hand.  “Don’t tell me you’ve picked that habit up again,” she remarked, returning the 
tight smile. 

Claire let out a dry chuckle, remembering how she’d bitten her nails relentlessly 
during her youth.  “No,” she murmured.  “I just hate this waiting... it’s the worst.” 

“Don’t I know it,” agreed her mother, and Claire nodded sadly, knowing her mom 
had done a lot of waiting and worrying during her own illness.  The last thing she 



 

 

deserved was to have another member of her family sick.  Claire knew she shouldn’t 
complain, or question, but... hadn’t they been through enough? 

“Did you call Kyle?” she asked suddenly, thinking of her brother. 
Carrie nodded.  “Yes.  He should be here any minute; he said he was leaving right 

away too.  Maybe I shouldn’t have called when I did... I don’t like him leaving Amber 
alone in the middle of the night... but I didn’t think I should wait too long either...” 

“I’m glad you called us when you did,” Claire assured her.  “And it’s not the 
middle of the night anymore – the sun’s coming up.” 

“Is it?” her mother asked vaguely, looking especially weary. 
Claire glanced around the small waiting room and found a small clock mounted 

high on one of the walls.  It was close to six-thirty; she’d made it to Gainesville in record 
time.  Automatically, she subtracted three hours in her head – it was only three-thirty 
a.m. in Los Angeles.  Much too early to call Nick, who was hopefully sleeping off the 
large quantity of liquor he’d had that night, if his phone call had been any indication.  
She wanted to talk to him, to tell him what had happened and hear his reassuring voice 
on the other end of the line, but she would just have to wait a few hours. 

More waiting... 
She fought the compulsion to regress back to biting her nails and settled for 

chewing on her bottom lip instead.  It was not long before Kyle arrived, providing a 
temporary distraction.  Her brother, who was visibly worried, hugged them both, and 
they filled him in on what they knew, which was still very little. 

Luckily, shortly after Kyle’s appearance, a woman in a white coat materialized in 
the doorway.  She rapped her knuckles against the doorframe twice before striding into 
the room, hand outstretched.  “Mrs. Ryan?” she addressed Claire’s mother, shaking her 
hand.  “I’m Dr. Corwin; I’m your husband’s cardiologist.” 

Carrie nodded and quickly introduced herself, then her son and daughter.  All 
three of them laid questioning eyes upon the physician, waiting to hear what she had to 
say.  Claire’s palms were clammy with sweat; she wiped them nervously on the thighs of 
her jeans as Dr. Corwin pulled a chair over and sat down right in front of their little 
cluster. 

“Let me tell you first of all that Kris is stable and resting comfortably,” she began, 
and Claire appreciated the compassion in her voice.  She’d met enough doctors to know 
which kinds she liked and which she didn’t – and she liked the ones who cared about 
their patients and the patients’ families.  “The tests show that he has suffered a minor 
heart attack, but the damage doesn’t appear to be anything too serious.  We’ll have to 
monitor him for longer to be sure, but things are looking good right now.” 

Claire felt her shoulders sink as she sighed with relief.  Her mother’s own sigh 
was audible, and she felt her brother squeeze her hand.  Thank you, Lord, was all she 
could think.  Relief overpowered her as she listened to Dr. Corwin go on.  Her father’s 
coronary arteries had been nearly blocked with cholesterol, and although the medication 
they had given him in the Emergency Room had opened the arteries back up, they would 
need to do angioplasty to remove the cholesterol deposits as soon as possible.  As she 
listened to the vaguely familiar medical terms she’d heard in school and on the news, a 
part of Claire still couldn’t believe they were talking about her father.  But the other part 
of her was just plain relieved.  He was okay... or at least, he would be.  



 

“Would you like to see him for a few minutes before we take him in for the 
angioplasty?” asked Dr. Corwin, after she’d answered all of their questions.  She didn’t 
have to ask twice – immediately, they all nodded and stood. 

 
*** 

 
It was weird seeing her father lying in a hospital bed, Claire realized as she sat 

perched at the end of it, feeling as if the roles should be reversed.  She was used to being 
the one in the bed, while her daddy sat up with her for hours, keeping her company and 
making her laugh. 

This wasn’t right. 
When she’d first walked into the hospital room and seen him lying there, she’d 

been caught off-guard just by the change in his appearance.  His normally ruddy face 
was pale, almost ashy, in color, and there were dark bags beneath his half-closed eyes, a 
sign of the stress his body had been under.  He’d greeted her and the rest of the family 
with a crooked smile that was missing its usual sparkle – the nurse who had led them 
down the hall to his room had warned them that he had been given painkillers and 
sedatives that would make him a little out of it, and it was obvious how tired and weak 
he was. 

Claire had hugged him gingerly, skipping the “How are you feeling?” sort of 
questions – her mother had already covered all of those anyway – and simply 
whispering, “I love you,” into his ear instead.  As she pulled back, she couldn’t help but 
marvel at how gray his formerly reddish-brown hair was getting, and how the small 
crinkles that had always appeared around his eyes when he smiled had become more 
pronounced and permanent wrinkles.  Somehow, she’d never noticed before. 

“Love you too, sweetheart,” her father slurred, offering her another smile that 
seemed only an imitation of his own.  He reached up and touched her upper arm, giving 
it a weak squeeze.  “Don’t you worry about me, okay?  Where do you think you got the 
genes that made you so strong?”  He winked, and she smiled, nodding.  Her dad was 
strong.  She’d considered him nothing short of a superhero when she was a little girl.  He 
was still her hero now. 

He’d get through this.  He had to. 
Still, she couldn’t help but feel nervous when the nurse returned to ask them to 

leave, since they were going to be taking him in for the angioplasty soon.  As she 
reluctantly followed her mom and brother back to the room they’d waited in earlier, she 
wondered what time it was.  She pulled her cell phone out of her purse and saw that it 
was just after eight a.m.  Still too early to call Nick – it was only five in California, and he 
would most definitely be sound asleep now. 

She wanted to talk to someone though – she needed to, to keep her sane while 
she waited – and it only took a few seconds for the most obvious choice, besides her 
fiancée, to come to mind. 

She glanced down at the screen of her cell phone again; the time glowed up at 
her.  Subtract an hour - it was after seven in the Midwest.  And it was a Sunday... he’d be 
getting ready for church. 

“I’m gonna make a phone call,” she told the rest of her family once they had 
reached the waiting room.  Carrie and Kyle both nodded without question and trudged 
back into the room while Claire walked on past, looking for another private area to sit. 



 

 

She found a quiet nook down the hall where there were chairs, vending machines, and a 
pay phone.  Not surprised to find it deserted – who felt like Snickers and Coke at eight in 
the morning? – she sank down into one of the chairs and pulled Jamie Turner’s name 
up on the contact list of her cell phone. 

Truth be told, she’d been rather upset with Jamie ever since he’d called the house 
and spilled the beans to Nick about the night she’d crashed in his hotel room.  She’d 
been meaning to let him know it too, but he hadn’t called since, and it had seemed a 
stupid idea to call and bitch at him for it.  The fight she and Nick had had that night was 
her fault, not his.  She was the one who had lied; he’d been perfectly honest, even in his 
attempt to stir up trouble, which, in her anger, is what she had suspected. 

It didn’t matter now though.  All of that seemed petty and unimportant compared 
to what she was going through now – it was incredible how quickly things could 
change... and ironic, how she’d had that same thought only hours ago, before any of this 
had happened.  Jamie could relate though.  He’d been through this himself... and he’d 
called her after his own father had suffered a heart attack not quite a year ago.  She 
knew he, of all people, would understand what she was going through. 

When he answered the phone, his familiar voice was like a flash of light in the 
dark, a glimmer of hope that temporarily soothed the rampant butterflies in her 
stomach. 

“Jamie?” she squeaked, surprised at how little girl-ish her own voice sounded in 
her ears.  “It’s me.” 

“Hey,” he said, sounding surprised.  “What’s goin’ on?” 
“My dad had a heart attack this morning,” she told him, not wanting to mess 

around with small talk.  “They think he’s going to be okay, but he’s having angioplasty 
done right now, and I’m at the hospital waiting.  I just really needed to talk.” 

“Oh no, Claire... I’m so sorry,” Jamie’s voice crackled over the line.  “I’m... I’m 
glad you called me.  Is there anything I can do?” 

“Just talk to me,” she pleaded.  That was all he could do, from Iowa.  “I mean, if 
you can,” she added as an afterthought.  “I don’t want to make you late for Mass or 
anything.” 

“No, no, don’t worry about that,” Jamie assured her quickly.  “I’m not going 
anywhere.  Let’s talk.” 

But as soon as he’d said the words, silence fell.  She knew she should start the 
talking, but she didn’t know quite what to say, and neither, apparently, did he.  A part of 
her wished he were here in person instead of on the phone.  She was often comforted 
more by the mere presence of someone than by words.  A touch on the shoulder... a 
hug... gestures sometimes meant more than words.  When she’d flown to Iowa to be with 
him before and after his father’s death the year before, there had been many times 
where they’d simply sat together in silence.  At the time, she felt she wasn’t doing much 
to help him, yet now she knew her being there had meant a lot to him. 

“I’m worried,” she finally confessed quietly.  “The cardiologist talked like this was 
all routine and that my dad would be fine, but... things can happen, you know?  I just 
hate this waiting part.” 

“I know,” replied Jamie.  “But it sounds like your dad is a lot better off than mine.  
They sent my dad in for bypass surgery... not even knowing if he’d make it out again.” 



 

She felt a lump rise in her throat, remembering...  She’d arrived in Iowa while his 
father was still in surgery.  He had made it out of the surgery, but had died hours later in 
the ICU.  She shuddered involuntarily just thinking of it.  What if...? 

“I’m sure he’s gonna pull through just fine,” Jamie added gently, after a pause.  
“This isn’t like what happened to my dad.”  His voice held a mournful tone, and she felt 
tears begin to prickle in the corners of her eyes. 

“I’m sorry, Jamie,” she whispered.  “I’m sorry for making you relive all that.  I 
just didn’t know who else to call... and I knew you would understand.” 

“It’s okay.  Is your family there with you?” 
“Oh yeah, of course.  Mom’s a basket case... not that I blame her.  Kyle’s with her 

right now.” 
“How about Nick?” 
“Still in LA.  He doesn’t know yet... it’s still too early there to call.” 
“Ah,” Jamie murmured vaguely.  After a moment of silence, he added, “I just 

don’t want you to be alone.  You shouldn’t have to be alone, you know?  It’s good to have 
people around you during times like these. 

“I know,” she said, smiling slightly.  “Don’t worry; I’m not alone.  But thank you.” 
“Of course... anytime, Claire – I mean that,” Jamie replied, a firmness in his tone.  

“I know I haven’t always been there for you... but things are different now.  I’m here, 
anytime you need me.” 

“Thanks, Jamie,” she whispered. 
She didn’t keep him on the phone much longer.  There was only so much they 

could say to one another, and besides, she was anxious to get back to her mother and 
Kyle... but just hearing his voice and knowing that he cared and empathized had helped.  
“Pray for him, will you?” she’d asked before getting off the phone with him, knowing 
he’d be off to pick up his mother for Mass before long.  He always had been a more 
devout Catholic than she. 

“I will,” he promised.  “Keep me updated, alright?” 
“I will,” she echoed the vow.  “Thanks.  I’ll talk to you later.” 
Feeling calmer than she had before, she hung up and walked slowly back to the 

waiting room where her mother and brother sat, hoping they would know more soon. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 67 
 

Nick normally liked The Killers’ song he had set as the ringtone on his cell phone, 
but when it woke him up that morning, it only aggravated his already pounding 
headache.  It literally was a killer, he thought – so much, in fact, that his own semi-
clever pun did not even make him smile.  Instead, he groaned in discomfort, as he 
struggled to roll over in bed and groped around for his phone. 

His fingers curled around the tiny, silver flip-phone and dragged it off of the 
bedside table.  Blinking rapidly, both to get rid of the crusty gunk that clogged his eyes 
and to avoid the intrusive sunlight, he flipped open the phone and squinted at the caller 
ID.  Claire? he wondered, surprised that she would call him so early.  According to the 
clock on his phone, it was only seven in the morning.  Hell, he’d only been asleep for a 
few hours.  And damn was he hungover. 

Still, he couldn’t ignore her call, so he cleared his throat and tapped the button to 
answer.  “’Lo?” he rasped as he hoisted the phone to his ear. 

“Hey, Nick.”  Her voice was grim.  Instantly, he sat up, despite the fact that it 
made his head pound with twice the intensity.  “I’m so sorry to wake you up; I just 
couldn’t wait any longer to hear your voice.” 

“Why, what’s going on?” Nick pressed worriedly.  “Somethin’ happen?  Are you 
okay?”  His thoughts went first to his house, remembering the burglar alarm incident, 
then to her leukemia and the rejection scare she’d had not quite two months ago.  Oh my 
god, no... please, nothing like that... 

“My dad had a heart attack this morning.” 
As horrible as it was, a part of him was instantly relieved to hear that nothing bad 

had happened to her.  But the reality of the situation hit him less than a second later.  
Something bad had happened to her father, whom she was very close to.  Physically, she 
may have been fine, but emotionally, she had to be a wreck. 

“Oh shit, baby, I’m so sorry,” he responded quickly, his own heart aching for her.  
“Is... is he...-?”  He was afraid to ask. 

“He’s doing all right,” she answered.  “He’s in the CCU, recovering from 
angioplasty.” 

“What’s that?” asked Nick immediately, feeling ignorant.  The term sounded 
vaguely familiar, but the only medical shit he really knew anything about was the 
medical shit he had been put through. 

“It’s a procedure to clear clogged arteries, basically,” Claire answered concisely.  
“Minor surgery.  The doctors are hopeful, but we’re all still pretty worried.” 

“No kidding; I would be too!” Nick sympathized, shuddering as he wondered 
what he would do if something like that happened to his own father.  Maybe they 
weren’t very close anymore, but he still loved his dad... 

“What can I do, baby?” he asked.  “Do you want me to come back and be with 
you?  I’m sure I could move up my flight a few days...”   He was scheduled to fly home 
Wednesday morning, since Thanksgiving was on Thursday, but what was a few extra 
days?  The guys would understand – hell, this would give them all a chance to fly home 
early and be with their families. 

“No, you don’t have to do that,” she said.  “I don’t want to mess up your work 
schedule.  I just... I’m going crazy here, and I needed to hear your voice.” 



 

“It doesn’t sound very nice at the moment,” he croaked with a hoarse chuckle, his 
voice cracking appropriately. 

“Yeah, I can hear that,” she replied, and he could tell she was smiling, at least a 
little bit.  Despite his worry for her and the all around ugh-ness that accompanied his 
hangover, the thought made him smile too.  “You a little hungover, are ya, baby?” she 
teased him lightly. 

His smile turned sheepish.  “How could you tell?” he groaned. 
“I know you too well.  Not to mention, you called me last night, drunk off your 

ass, and left me a voicemail,” she replied, sounding almost amused.  Before he could 
respond, she added maternally, “Now drink some water, take some aspirin, and go back 
to bed.  We can talk later, okay?” 

“No, no, you don’t gotta hang up,” Nick insisted, pressing the phone closer to his 
throbbing temple.  (Did I really call her last night? he wondered.  Somehow he didn’t 
remember doing that.)  “I’ll be fine.  I’m more worried about you right now.”  (A 
voicemail?  What the hell did I say??) 

“Don’t worry about me... worry about my dad.  As long he’s going to be okay, I’ll 
be okay too.” 

“I’m sendin’ good vibes his way,” Nick assured her, casting the alleged voicemail 
aside.  That didn’t matter now anyway.  “You sure you don’t want me to fly out today?  I 
don’t want you to have to go through this alone.” 

“I’m not alone; my mom and brother are here.” 
She was putting up a brave front, as she often did, but he sensed that she secretly 

did want him there with her... she wouldn’t have called him so early if she didn’t.  So as 
soon as he got off the phone with her a short while later, he forgot all about the water, 
the aspirin, and his bed, and moved to his laptop to buy an airplane ticket. 

 
*** 

 
It had been a very long day for Claire.  Her lack of sleep the night before, coupled 

with the emotional turmoil of the day, had left her drained, and by eight o’clock that 
evening, she wanted nothing more than to curl up in bed and sleep.  Well, that wasn’t 
true... the only thing she wanted more than to sleep was to be with her father, and so she 
remained with her mother, Kyle, and Amber (who had arrived later that morning, 
around the time she’d finally called Nick) at the hospital. 

At least things were looking up.  Her dad was still in the intensive care, where 
they would monitor him closely overnight, but aside from being sapped of strength and 
energy, he both looked and felt better (or so he said).  Dr. Corwin had hinted that if his 
condition continued to improve, she would release him Tuesday or Wednesday.  He 
would have a period of recuperation and rehabilitation ahead of him after that, of 
course... but at least he would be home for Thanksgiving. 

Thanksgiving...  She sighed as she thought about the looming holiday.  It was 
normally one of her favorite holidays – family and food, what could be better? – and she 
had been looking forward to it.  Nick would be home, and they had planned on going to 
her parents’ house, as she always did.  Her grandparents, whom she rarely saw, were 
even flying down from Baltimore.  But now, with her dad sick, she wasn’t sure what the 
plan was.  Her mom was great at multitasking, but she’d never be able to take care of 
him and still get everything ready for Thanksgiving dinner. 



 

 

Maybe it’s my turn to take over, she thought, absently drumming her fingers 
against the armrest of the stiff-backed chair she’d been sitting in for a large part of the 
day. 

Kyle and Amber’s baby was due in a matter of weeks; there was no way Amber 
could handle the Thanksgiving preparations.  And besides, she was the only daughter... 
if anyone had to take over for her mother, the duty would rest on her shoulders.  She 
made a mental note to ask her mom for all her traditional Thanksgiving recipes when 
she came back from sitting with her father in the cardiac care unit.  Surely it couldn’t be 
that hard, as long as she had recipes to follow... 

As she sat gazing blankly down at the thin, patterned carpet on the waiting room 
floor, Claire was lost in thought.  So lost, in fact, that she did not hear the familiar set of 
slightly uneven footsteps coming down the hallway.  Nor did she hear them stop. 

 
*** 

 
The day had been a long one for Nick as well.  Going on only a few hours of sleep 

and hungover after a night of clubbing with Howie, AJ, and Mary, he had nevertheless 
packed his bags and had Howie drive him to the airport to catch his flight back to 
Florida. 

The guys had been very understanding when he’d explained what had happened.  
“She’s lucky to have you, Nick,” Kevin had even told him over the phone when he’d 
called to let him know he was leaving. 

“She’d do the same for me,” Nick had replied with a shrug, remembering how 
she’d flown to Iowa to be with Jamie after his own father’s heart attack a year ago... and 
then flown right back to Florida when she found out he was sick.  Still, Kevin’s comment 
secretly pleased him – respect from his oldest brother had always meant a lot to him. 

The direct flight into Tampa had been hell.  He hadn’t been able to get a first class 
seat because he had booked the flight on such short notice, so he’d been forced to travel 
coach, which he hadn’t done in many years, not since the early days of the Backstreet 
Boys, when he was still small enough to actually fit in coach.  You’ve gotta be kidding 
me! he’d thought in horror when he’d squeezed his way down the narrow aisle of the 
plane to find his seat, which looked to be about two inches behind the seat in front of it.  
And on top of that, it was a window seat.  He hated window seats; they always made him 
feel claustrophobic and nauseous. 

A middle-aged businessman type had been sitting in the aisle seat, reading a 
magazine.  He didn’t even look up when Nick stopped beside him, and Nick had to clear 
his throat quite loudly to get his attention.  “Excuse me, sir?” Nick had asked, trying to 
be polite.  “Sorry, but is there any way we could trade seats?”  The man had just blinked 
up at him, and when he did not get the response he’d hoped for, Nick sighed and added, 
“It’s just that I usually get airsick when I’m by the window.  This one time, I went 
through like five barf bags...” 

That had done it.  Without a word, the man had risen from his seat and moved 
over one, allowing Nick to take the aisle seat.  It had still been quite cramped, but at 
least he could stretch his long leg out into the aisle.  Still, the changing altitudes and the 
constant roar of the plane’s engine had made his headache worse, and he’d found it 
impossible to sleep.  He envied the businessman, who had shut his magazine and closed 



 

his eyes before the plane had even taken off, somehow managing to doze the entire 
flight. 

Stiff and lethargic, Nick had stumbled off of the plane in Tampa and taken a cab 
back to his house.  After sitting on a plane for nearly five hours, the last thing he felt like 
doing was driving another two hours to Gainesville, but he’d dutifully dropped off his 
bags, splashed some cold water on his face, and climbed into his Jaguar. 

His cruise control set on eighty for most of the way, Nick made it to Gainesville in 
less than two hours and found the hospital Claire had mentioned on the phone – he’d 
called her while waiting for his boarding call at LAX and had managed to casually get it 
out of her without letting her know that he was coming.  Surprising her would be a good 
way to cheer her up. 

He just hoped she would still be there.  It was almost eight o’clock, Florida time, 
and already dark by the time he was making his way into the brightly-lit hospital.  The 
woman at the front desk told him how to get to the cardiology wing, and he followed the 
signs in the curving hallways until he found the correct ward.  “Excuse me,” he said, 
stopping to address an older woman at the nurses station.  “I’m looking for the family of 
a patient... Kris Ryan?  Well, really just his daughter, Claire.  Do you know-?” 

“Are you family, sir?” the nurse interrupted him. 
“Yeah, I’m Claire’s husband,” he answered with ease.  Noticing the woman’s 

sharp eyes drift down to his left hand, he realized he’d been caught in a white lie and 
added quickly, “-to-be.  She’s my fiancée.  Her dad – my father-in-law... to-be – had a 
heart attack this morning.” 

Finally, the nurse nodded.  “Walk down this hall and hang a right.  There will be a 
family waiting room on your left, about halfway down the hall.  The last time I saw the 
family, they were there.” 

“Thank you,” Nick replied with a grateful smile and set off quickly, anxious to get 
to Claire.  He turned the corner and started down the hallway, looking for the waiting 
room.  His eyes traveled upwards to read the sign overhead, pointing the directions of 
different areas of the hospital, and when he glanced back down, his gaze locked onto a 
familiar figure striding up the hall in the opposite direction. 

Instantly, he came to a halt, as recognition dawned.  No... he thought warily, 
frowning at the approaching person.  No way...  I did not spend all day flying back to 
find him here. 

But sure enough... 
“You have got to be kidding me,” thought Nick, as Jamie Turner stopped a few 

feet in front of him.  Only too late did he realize he’d actually muttered that out loud. 
“Surprise, surprise,” Jamie said slowly, looking Nick up and down.  “I thought 

you were still in Los Angeles.” 
“And I thought you lived in Iowa,” Nick returned, gazing levelly at Jamie. 
“Claire came to Iowa when my dad was sick last year,” Jamie replied with a shrug.  

“So I came to Florida for her.  She sounded like she needed a friend when she called me 
this morning.” 

Well, she’s got me now, Nick wanted to say.  I’m her friend.  I’m more than her 
friend!  Go back home; she doesn’t need you! 

But of course, he didn’t say that.  Even if he’d had the nerve, he wouldn’t have 
had the chance, for at that moment, Claire stepped out into the hall. 



 

 

Nick held his breath, watching her closely, waiting for her reaction.  How long 
had Jamie been here?  Did she know he was here? 

It quickly became apparent that she didn’t, for her mouth dropped open in 
surprise, her head shooting back and forth between the two of them.  “You guys!” she 
finally exclaimed.  “What are you both doing here?!” 

“What do you think?” Nick replied quickly, stepping forward and pulling her in 
for a tight hug before Jamie could make a move.  As he held Claire against his chest, 
rubbing her back with one hand, he peered at Jamie over her shoulder and couldn’t help 
but feel a pleasant rush of satisfaction at the frown on his face.  “I’ve been thinking 
about you all day, baby,” he murmured into her ear.  “How are things?” 

“Better,” she replied with a smile as she slowly pulled away.  She turned to smile 
at Jamie too and added, “Much better now that you’re both here.” 

Jamie flashed her a smile in return and asked, before Nick had the chance, “But 
how’s your dad?” 

“He’s doing okay,” said Claire, nodding.  “They’re going to keep him overnight 
and probably tomorrow night too... but then if everything looks good, he might be 
released on Tuesday.” 

“That’s awesome news,” Nick jumped in.  “Thank God, huh?” 
Claire nodded emphatically, glancing between the two of them.  “Wow,” she said, 

“I can’t believe you’re both really here!  What, did you guys plan this or something?”  
She winked at Nick; she knew full well they had done no such thing. 

“Well, you know what they say,” Jamie shrugged.  “Great minds think alike.”   He 
smiled at Nick, a smile that did not quite reach his ice blue eyes, and Nick forced one 
back, though it probably ended up looking more like a smirk. 

Claire laughed.  “Yeah, I guess so.  How were your flights?”  She kept looking 
between them whenever she said anything, as if she were afraid to give one more 
attention than the other.  The whole situation reminded Nick of a basketball game, of 
which she was refereeing. 

“Honestly?  Awful,” he answered her question first.  “I got stuck in coach,” he 
added before he could stop himself, sticking his tongue out. 

“Coach, huh?  That must have been terrible,” Jamie interjected dryly, rolling his 
eyes.  When Claire laughed, Nick immediately regretted saying it.  “Well, my flight was 
fine,” Jamie continued before Nick could recover.  “Coach is coach, you know; what can 
I say?  I’m here, and that’s all that matters.” 

Slam dunk for Jamie.  Nick scowled. 
Claire, on the other hand, smiled.  Again.  “Thank you for coming,” she said 

sincerely, reaching out to touch Jamie’s shoulder.  “It means a lot to me.” 
“That’s what friends are for, aren’t they?” Nick put in before Jamie could, 

slipping an arm around Claire’s waist as he stressed the word ‘friends.’  Leaning closer to 
her, he added in a low voice, “And fiancées too.”  And then he gently took her chin and 
placed a tender kiss on her mouth.  Ha, he thought, noticing the way her lips curved up 
as he drew his away from them.  Carter’s back in the game. 

Jamie smiled in a very forced-looking way and nodded wordlessly, bobbing up 
and down on the balls of his feet with his hands clasped behind his back.  He looked 
uncomfortable, and Nick was glad.  He wanted him to get the point, stop living in the 
past, and move on. 



 

Claire looked from Nick to Jamie and back again; she appeared a little 
uncomfortable too.  Nevertheless, she said, “Come on, let’s go sit down,” and ushered 
them both into the waiting room from which she had emerged. 

Nick alternated between listening to Claire as she described the day’s events and 
casting furtive looks in Jamie’s direction.  Jamie kept nodding as if he were listening 
intently, his eyes oozing with sympathy, eyebrows cocked perfectly.  Nick wondered if he 
really cared as much as he appeared to, or if it was all an act to get closer to Claire.  That 
was a mean thing to think, he knew, but he didn’t trust Jamie farther than he could 
throw him and was not above questioning his motives. 

He realized he had momentarily spaced out when he heard Jamie saying, “I 
prayed for him in Mass this morning.  I couldn’t stop thinking about you and your 
family and what you all must be going through, and I was so worried.  You know your 
dad’s always been like a second father to me.” 

Are you serious?? Nick thought, staring at Jamie incredulously.  What a chump!  
The guy was feeding Claire such bullshit... 

“I know,” Claire said softly and patted his hand.  “Thanks, Jamie; that means a lot 
to me.” 

...And she was eating it up! 
Nick thought desperately for something to say, but he was drawing a blank.  

Claire’s dad was a nice guy, and Nick had been worried too, but it wasn’t as if they were 
close yet.  He’d only met the man a few times; future father-in-law or not, there was no 
way he could get away with saying Kris was like his second dad.  (Besides, Kevin had 
that one covered.) 

His silence allowed Jamie the opportunity to keep talking, and Nick nearly 
choked when he heard him continue, “I know it’s kind of after the fact, but... do you 
want pray together now?” 

Nick’s eyes immediately shot over to Claire, who did not look as surprised as he 
thought she would.  Instead, she nodded and replied, “Sure, that would be nice.” 

Jamie offered her a smile and his hand, and she took it, lacing her fingers 
through his.  “Nick?” asked Jamie, extending his other hand towards Nick. 

Swallowing hard, Nick reluctantly dragged his chair in front of Claire and Jamie 
so that they were sitting in a small circle.  He took Claire’s free hand, gripping it tightly, 
and then let Jamie grab his other, the whole time thinking, You hypocrite.  Don’t even 
tell me you’re some Jesus freak.  You can’t be.  Not after all the shit you’ve said and 
done. 

But if Jamie was putting up an act, it was a very convincing one.  “Heavenly 
Father,” he began, his eyes closed – Nick immediately followed suit, dropping his head – 
“Thank You for being with Dr. Ryan today.  We pray that You will watch over him and 
walk with him on his road to recovery.  Please give him the strength he needs to get 
better, and bless the doctors and nurses who are taking care of him.  In Your name, we 
pray... Amen.” 

“Amen,” Nick muttered and looked up.  Claire and Jamie both looked very 
serene, and he realized they had a connection he was not a part of.  Claire was not 
incredibly religious, but he knew she had been raised Catholic, as had Jamie, from what 
he had gathered.  He, on the other hand, had probably learned more about Christianity 
from Brian than anyone else; his family had not gone to church since he was a young 



 

 

child, and though he believed there was a God who looked out for him, religion had 
never been a huge part of his life. 

As he dropped Jamie’s hand, he felt Claire squeeze his.  He glanced over to see 
her smiling at him, as if to say, ‘I know that made you uncomfortable... but thank you.’ 

He returned the smile and the hand squeeze, wishing he knew what else to do to 
comfort her, as Jamie had. 

 
*** 

 
Claire thought for sure she would fall asleep as soon as her head hit her pillow 

that night, but instead she lay awake in the guest room of her parents’ house, watching 
shadows dance in the warm golden light of the streetlamp outside, listening to Nick’s 
steady breathing (exhausted, he really had fallen asleep almost as soon as he’d crawled 
into bed next to her), and thinking about the events of the day. 

The day.  One day.  She could not believe that was all it had been.  It had been 
such a long one, and so many things had happened.  She shuddered as she thought of 
the terrifying phone call she’d awoken to.  Had that really been less than twenty-four 
hours ago?  At the time, she’d had no idea what was going to happen, whether or not her 
father was going to be all right.  But he was.  He would need time to recuperate, as well 
as some lifestyle changes, according to his doctor... but it looked like he was going to be 
all right.  She couldn’t have been more relieved, or grateful. 

And then Nick... and Jamie... both of them.  She hadn’t excepted either of them to 
drop everything and fly to Florida to be with her, and she’d certainly never fathomed 
that both of them would, arriving virtually at the same time.  What at awkward situation 
that had been, but still, she couldn’t have been happier to see them.  Besides her father 
and her brother, they were her two favorite guys in the world, and she knew now that 
she could depend on them anytime.  Nick had almost always been there for her anyway, 
and as for Jamie... 

Jamie had grown up.  Listening to him pray aloud for her dad that evening had 
made her realize that like never before.  He was no longer the immature kid who balked 
in the face of a crisis; this time, he had really come through for her.  It was the second 
time in recent years that he had helped her in a big way, and she wouldn’t forget it. 

Yawning as a wave of fatigue washed over her again, she rolled over so that she 
was facing Nick.  He was curled up on his side, his back to her, and she gently slipped 
her arm around him, spooning him from behind.  “Thank you for being here,” she 
whispered through the darkness.  Her only answer was his deep, even breathing. 

She smiled, closing her eyes as she snuggled closer to him.  That night, she 
needed something to hold on to. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 68 
 

The morning sun was low in the sky when Claire awoke the next day.  Nick was 
still sound asleep beside her, so she climbed carefully out of bed, trying not to jostle the 
mattress and wake him up.  She tiptoed out of the guest bedroom and into the hall, 
wondering if she was the first one up.  The house was very quiet.  Creeping to the back of 
the house, she found the door to her parents’ bedroom halfway open.  She stuck her 
head in to peek and saw that the bed was unmade, but her mother was not in it.  Just as 
she was wondering if her mom had come back to sleep at all, Claire padded into the 
kitchen and found a short note from her. 

 
Kyle & Claire, 

Already gone back to the hospital.  Don’t worry; I called ahead, and your dad is 
doing fine.  Take your time getting up here, and make sure Amber and Nick get 
breakfast. 
 Love, 
 Mom 

 
Claire smiled.  So typical of her mother – she was always concerned for everyone 

else.  Deciding to take her advice, Claire started hauling ingredients out of the cupboards 
and fridge and assembled them on the counter.  If she couldn’t go to the hospital yet 
(because she wasn’t going to leave Nick behind, and she didn’t want to awaken him 
either), she could at least make sure she had breakfast ready for Nick, Amber, and Kyle 
when they got up. 

The bacon was almost done frying and she’d just finished scrambling the eggs 
when Amber waddled in, dressed in fuzzy slippers and a long nightshirt that stretched 
tightly across her very pregnant stomach.  “Mmm, something smells good,” she 
commented, running a hand over her round belly. 

“Morning,” Claire greeted her with a smile.  “Yeah, I decided to make breakfast 
while I waited for everybody else to get up.  Mom already went back up to the hospital, 
but she said Dad’s fine.” 

“Oh good,” said Amber, returning the smile.  “And thanks for making breakfast!  
I’m sooo hungry... this baby’s gonna be a little chowhound, I can already tell!  This 
eating for two thing is tough stuff – I feel like such a pig lately.”  She grunted as she 
lowered herself into one of the kitchen chairs, and Claire laughed. 

“Hey, look on the bright side – at least you have an excuse to pig out.” 
“Ugh, not for much longer I don’t,” Amber replied, sticking out her tongue.  “I’ve 

gained so much baby weight, I’ll probably never lose it all...” 
“Well, if you wanna try aerobics or Tae-Bo or something once you’re feeling up to 

it, lemme know; I’ll do it with you,” Claire offered.  “I could definitely stand to get 
toned.”  She flexed her right arm and made a face at her puny bicep.  She’d never been 
particularly ripped, but months of lying around, weak from cancer treatments, had 
robbed her of the muscle mass she’d once had, and she still hadn’t built it back up yet.  
Though she felt pretty good these days, she didn’t have the stamina she’d had before 
either.  It wouldn’t hurt to start working out regularly and try to get herself back into the 
kind of shape she’d been in in college, before leukemia had ravaged her body. 

 



 

 

Amber smiled.  “I just might take you up on that, Claire.  Thanks!” 
“No problem.  Want some breakfast now?” 
Just as Amber opened her mouth to say “yes,” another voice cried, 

“NOOOOOO!!!”  Claire looked up as Kyle leapt melodramatically into the kitchen and 
practically threw himself between his wife and the plate Claire was loading with food.  
“You can’t eat that!” he sputtered to a startled Amber and then rounded on Claire.  “And 
you... what do you think you’re doing, trying to poison my wife and child?!” 

Claire rolled her eyes and set the plate down, picking up a spatula instead and 
brandishing it threateningly at her older brother.  “Are you making fun of my cooking?” 
she demanded, raising her eyebrows in an attempt to look serious.  “Cause so help me, if 
you are...” 

“He’s not,” a second male voice interjected, and Claire glanced over in surprise to 
see Nick wander nonchalantly into the room.  Although he’d dressed in a t-shirt and 
shorts, he looked as if he’d just woken up – his hair was sticking up in odd places, and 
his cheeks were rosy from sleep.  “Cause if he was,” Nick continued, his eyes shifting to 
Kyle, “he’d have to answer to me.”  Raising his eyebrows, he puffed his chest out and 
tried to look menacing, but only cracked himself up instead.  “Just playing, dude; you 
could totally take me.” 

Amused at Nick’s unexpected playfulness, Claire smiled.  Her brother did too, 
replying, “Maybe, but I’d be too afraid to – I’m sure you have bodyguards who could 
kick my ass.” 

Nick laughed along with him before telling Amber good morning and then 
crossing the kitchen to Claire.  “I think your breakfast looks awesome,” he told her, 
pulling her in for a quick good morning kiss.  His arms lingering around her waist, he 
added, “It’s good to see you guys playing around.  I take it the word on your dad is 
good?” 

Claire nodded thankfully and told him what her mom’s note had said.  “I want to 
get ready and run up to the hospital when we’re done eating, but she said to take our 
time; there’s no hurry.” 

Nick nodded too.  “That’s cool.  We’ll eat, and then I’ll go up with you... if you 
want me to, that is.” 

“Of course I do,” she replied with a smile, “as long as you don’t mind.” 
He shook his head.  “Wouldn’t have flown back three days early if I minded.” 
Her smile was brief, as his words reminded her of why he was supposed to fly 

back that week anyway.  “Hey, guys?” she asked, turning to address Kyle and Amber, as 
well as Nick.  “What are we gonna do about Thanksgiving?  Mom’s not gonna want 
everyone here if she has to take care of Dad, but Grandma and Grandpa Ryan are flying 
in on Wednesday...” 

“Well, she won’t have to do anything; we can take care of the cooking and 
cleaning and everything,” Amber offered immediately, giving the most obvious solution. 

“I don’t know... you know how Mom gets,” said Kyle, speaking more to Claire 
than his wife.  “She’s pretty anal about the house being perfectly spotless and all that, 
especially when Dad’s parents are coming.  You know she’ll probably try to clean 
everything all over again, even if we do it first.” 

“That’s true.  Maybe we shouldn’t have it here,” Claire replied, without stopping 
to think of a good alternative. 



 

“Where then?  I guess we could try it at our house... but I don’t know if everyone 
will fit.  Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, you, Nick, Amber, me...”  He ticked off the 
numbers on his fingers and cast his wife a doubtful look.  She shrugged helplessly, her 
brow furrowed.  Their starter home was the perfect size for them and a new baby, but 
simply too small to house the whole family for the holidays.  Claire doubted they would 
all even be able to squeeze around the small, round table to eat. 

And then Nick spoke up.  “What about my place?”  When all heads turned to him, 
he inclined his head towards Claire and amended, “Our place.  I mean, it’s big enough...” 

Claire could have kissed him, but she held back, watching her brother’s 
expression as he raised his eyebrows in surprise, tipped his head in consideration, then 
nodded slowly.  “Hey, that would be cool,” he said, then added, “If you’re sure.” 

Claire glanced up at Nick, who looked back down at her and smiled before 
turning back to Kyle.  “Sure, no problem.  We’re almost family, right?  It’ll be great.”  His 
tone was casual – he was playing it cool, as if it were no big deal either way – but Claire 
thought she could pick out a hint of excitement in his voice.  Sure, it probably made him 
feel good to be able to offer up his spacious house for the holiday, but she suspected it 
was more than that.  As long as she’d known him, he had never (as far as she knew) 
hosted any kind of big family gathering for the holidays.  He’d spent last Thanksgiving 
with AJ and his mother, and Christmas at Howie’s parents’ house; from what she 
gathered, he’d been spending holidays with his surrogate brothers’ families, rather than 
his own, for years.  After the stories she’d heard, she couldn’t say she really blamed him, 
but she still felt sorry for him, for her family was such a big part of her life; she couldn’t 
imagine going months without talking to them the way he did.  She was glad, therefore, 
that he was beginning to feel like a part of her family, and the more the idea of hosting 
Thanksgiving at his beautiful house sank in, the more she liked it. 

“It will be great!” she echoed Nick with a burst of enthusiasm.  “There’s enough 
extra rooms to have Mom and Dad and Grandma and Grandpa stay – even for you two 
to stay, if you want to.  And the dining room is huge, so we won’t have a problem seating 
everyone for dinner.  Speaking of dinner, I was thinking of getting Mom’s recipes and 
doing the cooking myself...”   Her voice tapered off on that last suggestion, as she braced 
herself for more of Kyle’s teasing about her cooking. 

Just as she’d suspected, he instantly clutched his throat and feigned that he was 
choking, until Amber smacked him and shot him the sort of disapproving look only a 
wife could give, which got him to stop.  “That sounds perfect,” Amber said, “and I can 
come over on Wednesday and help you with the cooking.” 

“Only if you feel like it,” replied Claire.  “I’m sure I can handle it.  I gotta start 
sometime, right?  Might as well be this year.”  She smiled with confidence, and at that 
moment, with everything falling into place, it really didn’t sound like too large a feat to 
accomplish. 

 
*** 

 
By Wednesday, however, Claire was a basket case, and Nick was afraid if he 

stayed in the house with her for too much longer, he’d go insane himself.  He’d hired his 
cleaning lady to come early and give the house a thorough cleaning, but just an hour 
after she’d left, Claire was running around the house, checking to make sure that the 
bedspreads in the guest rooms were unwrinkled and that there was no hair in the drains. 



 

 

“You haven’t met my grandmother!” she told him almost hysterically, after he 
had laughed at her.  “She’s so anal about this kind of stuff!  I think I’d die of shock if I 
ever found a speck of dust in her house.  This place has got to be spotless.” 

In between running rampant with a Swiffer cloth to get rid of the inevitable 
specks of dust that lurked in his house, she was also buzzing around the kitchen, 
littering the counters with pots, pans, and all kinds of ingredients in her frenzied 
attempt to put together the dishes she’d stick in the oven in the morning to cook for 
their Thanksgiving dinner the following afternoon.  The last time he had popped in, the 
room looked as if a tornado had just roared through it, so he’d sought shelter in his 
studio, where he sat now, scrutinizing a very rough cut of the song he’d written for her, 
which he’d recorded by himself in LA the week before as a demo. 

“And when I didn’t want to live for me, you made me live for you,” his own voice 
crooned in his ears.  “So the least I can do is return your favor... know that I’ll always 
be by your side...” 

A knock on the door interrupted the second chorus, and he tore his headphones 
off.  “Come in!” he called and watched as the door swung open. 

Claire’s face appeared, looking sheepish.  “Hey,” she said.  “Any chance you’d 
want to run to the store for me and pick up a bag of cranberries?  I didn’t buy any 
because Amber’s making the cranberry sauce, but I forgot Grandma’s stuffing recipe 
calls for them too, and I just don’t know if I have time to-” 

“I’ll go,” he volunteered dutifully, standing up.  She’d already had to run back to 
the grocery store at least twice that morning to pick up ingredients she’d forgotten; he 
figured it was his turn anyway.  “Just cranberries?” 

She paused, thinking.  “I think so.  I’ll call you if I think if anything else, ‘kay?”  
Flashing him a toothy grin, she chirped, “Thanks!” and darted in to kiss him on the 
cheek before scurrying back to the kitchen.  Shaking his head in amusement, Nick 
swiped his demo CD and followed her, grabbing his keys on the way out of the house. 

He popped his demo CD into his car’s player and automatically joined in to his 
own singing as he whipped the car around his circular driveway.  He hoped this song 
would make the final tracklisting for the album.  Raw as the demo was, he liked it 
(although maybe he was biased, having written it).  When he’d shown the guys his lyrics 
and sang a few bars of his intended melody, they had liked it too; in fact, it was Kevin 
who had helped him put together a piano arrangement for the tune he’d come up with, 
and Kevin’s light piano playing could be heard beneath Nick’s voice on the track.  The 
ultimate question was, would Claire like it? 

She will, he thought assuredly, switching to the radio as the song came to an 
abrupt end.  After all, what girl could resist a guy writing a song for her? 

He continued to think of his fiancée as he navigated the car to the grocery store.  
Though he couldn’t help but chuckle at the image of her running around like a headless 
chicken, trying to make sure everything was in order for her grandparents’ arrival for 
the holiday later that afternoon, he was also a little worried about her.  She’d been under 
a huge amount of stress this week, what with her father and now all these Thanksgiving 
preparations that she’d somehow ended up in charge of. 

He knew she could handle it, but at the same time, he wished he could be more 
helpful.  Offering up his house for her family’s Thanksgiving was about the best he could 
do, considering she’d hinted that he was better off staying out of the way when it came 



 

to the cooking and cleaning, and when it came to her dad, Jamie pretty much had the 
consoling part down pat. 

He frowned as he thought of Claire’s high school sweetheart.  There was no need 
to worry about Jamie for the time being – he’d left for home early that morning, to go 
back to his own family for the holiday.  Still, the fact that he’d even been there pissed 
Nick off.  Deep down, he understood why Claire had called him too.  He remembered 
last December, when she’d abruptly booked a flight to Iowa to be with Jamie after his 
own father’s heart attack.  When the situation had reversed itself, of course she would 
want support from him – she’d known he would understand. 

I did too though, he thought somewhat forlornly.  I understood...   But when it 
came to comforting her, Jamie had sort of left him in his dust. 

He sighed, hoping the whole situation had been left in the dust by now.  Jamie 
was gone, Claire’s dad was on the mend, and tomorrow he’d join her family – his soon-
to-be in-laws – for a nice Thanksgiving dinner that would hopefully lift everyone’s 
spirits.  He was looking forward to it – meeting her grandparents, sharing dinner with 
her family, almost as if they were his own.  He couldn’t remember the last time he had 
been with his own family for Thanksgiving; it was just kind of a given now that he would 
spend it with Brian and Kevin’s family, or the Doroughs, or AJ and his mom.  At least 
this year he would feel more like he was meant to be there, as Claire’s fiancée, not just 
the unfortunate friend with the dysfunctional family he wished to avoid on the holidays. 

His mother had actually called him earlier in the week to invite him over for 
Thanksgiving; she’d sounded rather upset when he had told her he was already back in 
Florida and would be spending the holiday with Claire’s family.  He was expecting a 
repeat of the fight they’d had before Christmas a good seven years earlier, when he had 
chosen to be with his girlfriend Mandy’s family instead of his own.  But her next words 
had surprised him. 

“Well, how about Christmas then?” she’d pressed him eagerly.  “You could always 
bring her too, if you want.  And I’d love to meet her parents, considering you are 
marrying her.  Maybe we can all get together for the holidays!  Then I could help her and 
her mom with the wedding plans...” 

Nick thought that sounded like a terrible idea, but he’d vaguely told her he would 
talk to Claire about it.  He hadn’t, of course – there was no way he would subject her 
nice, normal family to his crazy one, and he’d whisk Claire off to Tahiti to elope before 
he’d let his mother interfere with their wedding. 

Still, he supposed he should be glad he and Jane were back on speaking terms 
and that she’d finally warmed to the idea of him loving another woman.  Or maybe that 
wasn’t it at all; maybe she just felt guilty and missed him.  He figured it didn’t really 
matter; he’d already decided that this kind of relationship was the best he was ever 
going to have with his mother – a phone call now and then, the occasional sniveling 
message on his answering machine or voicemail, and maybe, once in a great while, a 
visit.  He regretted the situation, for his estrangement from his mother had separated 
him from the rest of his family too.  But someday, things would be better.  The kids 
would grow up, move out, and break free from her clutches.  Maybe his dad would 
someday too.  But for now, he’d resigned himself to spending another holiday without 
seeing them. 



 

 

He jerked the steering wheel suddenly, sharply making the turn into the 
supermarket parking lot he’d nearly missed.  Pausing his thoughts to concentrate on his 
driving, he drove up and down the aisles, looking for a parking spot. 

 
*** 

 
Hours later, Nick was pulling out of an entirely different parking lot – that of the 

Tampa International Airport.  He had accompanied Claire there to pick up her 
grandparents, who had flown in from their home state of Maryland and were now sitting 
in the backseat of his Durango.  He drove carefully, making sure to stay at the speed 
limit, for he wanted to make a good impression on them. 

After all of Claire’s panic over the way the house looked and how well the food 
was going to turn out, he had expected Arthur and Sonja Ryan to be fussy and strict, but 
so far they had been nothing but pleasant.  Nick was relieved; he wanted to like Claire’s 
family and have them like him in return, for they were going to be his in-laws, and he 
knew it was them with whom he’d be spending most of his holidays from here on out.  
He had no desire to show Claire what Christmas with the Carter Clan could be like. 

He listened in silent amusement as Claire caught up with her grandparents, 
resolvedly enduring her grandmother’s critique of her appearance (“Your hair looks 
lovely, dear.  Oh, I am glad it’s grown out again,” she commented, then pulled a 180 and 
added, “But you know, you do look awfully thin, sweetheart; are you sure you’re eating 
right?”) and her grandfather’s continual, “What?  What was that?” to which Sonja would 
snip, “Oh, Arthur, turn up your hearing aid!” 

But once they’d arrived home and were seated around Nick’s living room, the 
conversation turned to Nick.  They asked him all the standard questions, including ones 
about his “band,” as Claire’s grandpa Arthur called it.  Nick quickly realized that 
although they had been told what he did for a living, neither of them had the slightest 
clue who he was.  That was just as well with him; he found it refreshing. 

“Well actually, no, I usually don’t play any instrument; see, it’s more of a vocal 
group really – we sing,” he explained patiently.  “You know, like five part harmony?” 

“Ohh, like the old barbershop quartets!” Sonja exclaimed, joining her hands 
delightedly.  “Remember, Arthur, how we used to ride into town to see that one group 
perform?  Oh, what were they called?” 

“What was that?” asked Claire’s grandpa, cupping his hand behind his ear. 
“Yeah, we’re, uh... something like that,” Nick replied with an awkward chuckle. 
“Oh, I just love singing groups!” beamed Sonja.  “Now what part do you sing, 

dear?  Wait, let me guess – bass?  You’re so broad-shouldered; men who are broad 
always seem to sing bass.” 

Nick glanced over at Claire, who was hiding a playful grin, clearly enjoying this.  
Turning back to her grandmother, he smiled and answered, “Actually, no; I’m more of a 
tenor.” 

“Oh, a tenor!  Now that takes talent!  I’m sure you have a lovely voice.  We’d just 
love to come and see one of your performances, wouldn’t we, Arthur?” 

“Say again?” 
“I said, we’d love to-” 
Nick’s thoughts wandered as Sonja repeated her sentence; he suppressed a smirk 

as he pictured Claire’s eighty-year-old grandparents surrounded by masses of shrieking 



 

teenagers at a Backstreet Boys concert.  “Well, uh... yeah, if you want to, I’m sure I could 
work something out with the guys,” he said noncommittally. 

“Oh, that would be lovely!” 
 

*** 
 

“Your grandparents are a riot,” Nick said to Claire that night, as they lay in bed, 
waiting for The Daily Show to come back from its commercial break. 

Claire smiled, glad he had gotten along so well with them.  “They’re something, 
aren’t they?” she replied with a laugh.  “I love ‘em to death.”’ 

She had been so worried about what they would think of everything – Nick, his 
house, her cooking (although tomorrow would be the real test for that) – especially her 
grandmother, who, though she meant well, could be incredibly nitpicky.  But it was her 
grandma who had pulled her aside when Nick was out of earshot and whispered what a 
nice young man he seemed to be. 

“And very handsome too,” she’d added, an almost girlish smile alighting her 
wrinkled face.  “Such a shame, though, about his leg.  Sometimes I just don’t 
understand why the good Lord puts young people through such ordeals.” 

Her eyes, dulled by sorrow, focused on Claire, who smiled tightly and replied, 
“Sometimes I don’t either... but everything happens for a reason, you know.  I think 
maybe in our case, the reason was so Nick and I would find each other.” 

Her grandmother beamed at her and squeezed her arm affectionately.  “You’re 
a good girl for being there for him.  Some women wouldn’t, you know.  An old 
classmate of mine fell in love with a young Marine.  Oh, they were absolutely smitten 
with each other... she’d write to him while he was stationed far away, and he would 
come home to visit her whenever he had leave, even if it was only for a few days.  But 
then he was badly wounded in the War... lost both of his arms, poor soul.  And Patsy... 
well, the poor girl, she just couldn’t cope.” 

Claire shook her head slowly.  “That’s terrible,” she declared.  “I’d never dream 
of leaving Nick just because of his leg.  I loved him before, I loved him after, and I 
always will love him.  It hasn’t changed anything.” 

The memory of their earlier conversation caused Claire to look over at Nick again.  
He’d returned his attention to the commercials on TV; a small chuckle escaped his 
slightly-parted lips as the flickering light cast from the television played off his face, 
seeming to tint his skin different hues.  Smiling, she reached beneath the sheets and 
patted his thigh, thinking of how nice it was to have him there. 

She’d had trouble sleeping lately, what with the burglar scare, doubts about their 
relationship, and worry over her dad; not to mention, she’d been plagued with bad 
dreams, which left her flushed and drenched in sweat, her heart racing as if she’d just 
sprinted a mile.  But tonight, she was sure she’d have no problem falling asleep, for Nick 
was there... and besides, she was exhausted. 

She yawned just before Nick rolled towards her, having interpreted her touch in a 
different way.  His hand found her hip under the covers and trailed down across her 
bottom before working its way back around to the front.  She reached down and 
intercepted it as it was sliding up her shirt, his fingers light on her stomach.  “Mm, 
Nick,” she murmured, dragging his hand out from under her shirt and pushing it down 
upon the mattress.  “Not tonight.” 



 

 

“No?” he asked with a questioning frown. 
“I’m really tired,” she replied apologetically.  “And hot,” she added as an 

afterthought, kicking her legs up and out from under her half of the covers.  The room 
seemed stuffy all of a sudden; she felt as if she were burning up. 

“Yeah you are,” Nick said, his tone sexual, his eyes panning up her body from toe 
to head, lingering on a few select areas. 

She groaned.  “Nick... my grandparents are right down the hall!” 
“We can be quiet.” 
She shook her head.  “No.  Not tonight.  I’m sorry, I just don’t feel like it,” she 

said, then added quickly when she saw his face fall, “It’s not you, it’s me.” 
He frowned, but nodded and rolled back over onto his back, pulling the covers 

tighter around his chest.  He didn’t speak for the rest of the TV show, not even during 
the final block of commercials.  When she realized he wasn’t going to, Claire heaved a 
sigh of annoyance and rolled out of bed.  She was tired and hot, and the combination 
was making her cranky.  Nick’s pouting was not something she could take right then. 

In the comforting silence of the dark kitchen, Claire poured herself a glass of ice 
water and drank it quickly, savoring the icy trail it left on the way down her throat.  She 
paused to take a peek into the fridge at the arrangement of dishes she’d prepared for 
tomorrow’s feast, dishes which she’d just have to put in the oven, along with the turkey, 
in the morning.  Pleased with herself, for everything had seemed to come together very 
nicely so far, she let the refrigerator door shut and set her empty glass on the counter.  
Then, yawning, she wandered back up to bed. 

Nick was lying in his classic sleeping pose when she came into the bedroom – flat 
on his back, his arms across his chest, his eyes closed.  He always looked so cute that 
way that she could not stay frustrated with him, and she smiled despite herself.  As she 
climbed back into bed beside him, the thought hit her that he might be faking – another 
way of pouting – but she supposed it didn’t really matter.  If he was, she’d play along. 

“Night, Nick,” she whispered and placed a feather-light kiss on his cheek before 
rolling in the opposite direction and wearily closing her eyes. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 69 
 
Claire’s eyes flew back open at six-thirty the following morning, when her alarm 

clock awoke her.  Slapping the alarm clock hastily, she managed to turn it off, but not 
before Nick stirred next to her. 

“Mm... what time is it?” he asked groggily, rubbing his eyes with his fists before 
blinking up at her. 

“Only six-thirty,” she told him.  “Go back to sleep.” 
“You need any help?” 
“Nope, not right now.  I’ve just gotta go put the turkey in,” she replied, leaning 

over to plant a kiss on his lips before she scrambled out of bed and made her way to the 
kitchen downstairs. 

She was only a little surprised to find both of her grandparents already in the 
kitchen when she walked in.  They were sitting at the kitchen table, sipping coffee, her 
grandpa reading the morning paper while her grandma spread strawberry jam over a 
piece of toast. 

“Morning,” she greeted them both, giving them each a kiss on the cheek and 
asking how they had slept before she set about getting the turkey ready to put in the 
oven, stealing glances at the cookbook her mom had let her borrow when she thought 
her grandmother was not looking. 

Before long, the turkey was safely in the oven, and she was feeling pretty good 
about it.  She smiled as she took her morning pills with a glass of orange juice, picturing 
the look on her brother’s face when he sat down to a picturesque Thanksgiving feast, 
perfectly prepared by her. 

 
*** 

 
Like Kyle, Nick had had his doubts, but he had to admit, by noon that day, it 

appeared that Claire was actually pulling it off.  In the oven, the browning turkey had 
been joined by its counterparts: stuffing, mashed potatoes, green bean casserole, 
candied yams, rolls...  Nick’s mouth had started to water every time he entered the 
kitchen just from the smell of it all. 

Claire, on the other hand, kept shooing him out.  Despite the fact that things 
appeared to be going smoothly – to Nick, at least – she was completely frazzled and 
apparently didn’t like having people in the kitchen when she was trying to work. 

“It’s not you,” she told him apologetically after she’d slapped his hand away from 
the casserole she’d pulled out of the oven to check.  “It’s my grandma,” she added in a 
hushed whisper.  “I love her to death, but she’s driving me crazy!  She keeps coming in 
here and changing the temperature on the oven, telling me what I’m doing wrong and 
what I should be doing differently... I’m gonna scream!” 

“Well, don’t do that,” said Nick, placing a kiss on her lips to stifle any scream that 
wanted to escape them.  “You must be doing somethin’ right, cause this all smells 
awesome.” 

“Thank you!” Claire beamed. 
“No problem.  Anything I can do?” 
“Hm... you could start setting the table,” offered Claire.  “If you don’t know the 

right place for everything, ask Grandma; she’ll be more than happy to tell you.” 



 

 

Nick laughed.  “Okay.”  He opened the cupboards where he kept his nicest dishes 
and started pulling them out, carefully stacking them on the only free bit of counter 
space he could find. 

As he carried a load of them out of the kitchen, he passed Claire’s grandmother 
on her way in.  Even as he continued on into the dining room, he could hear her telling 
Claire, “Now, dear, you’ll want to turn that oven up just a tad; you don’t want the meat 
to be undercooked – it’s not sanitary.” 

Chuckling to himself, Nick set to work assembling the dishes on the table, setting 
eight places for himself and Claire and her family.  He had no idea which order the 
silverware were supposed to be in or on what side of the plate the glasses and napkins 
went, but he set them the first way that came to mind and figured Claire’s grandma 
would correct him if he was wrong. 

He was just finishing when the doorbell rang; abandoning the last napkin he’d 
been trying to fold in half, he clambered around the dining room table as fast he could 
and went to answer the door. 

“Kris, Carrie... come on in!  Happy Thanksgiving,” he said, standing back to hold 
the door as he ushered Claire’s parents in. 

“Well, thanks, Nick; Happy Thanksgiving to you too,” Claire’s mother Carrie 
chirped back politely, looking around his foyer as she slipped off her shoes, setting them 
carefully off to the side of the front door.  “It was so sweet of you to offer up your home 
for the holiday.  It’s such a beautiful place.” 

“Thanks,” Nick grinned.  “You guys are welcome to come over anytime, you know.  
So how are you feeling, Kris?” he asked, watching Claire’s father lean on her mother’s 
shoulder as he slowly and painfully bent to remove his shoes.  Nick hated the ‘how are 
you feeling?’ question himself, but in Kris Ryan’s case, he felt it was warranted – the 
man had only been out of the hospital a couple of days. 

“Better every day, thanks,” Kris returned with a smile that was not quite as jovial 
as Nick remembered it. 

Nick nodded, cautiously returning the smile.  “The recouping part is the hardest, 
you know,” he offered casually, hoping he wasn’t being too forward.  He’d certainly 
never been through a heart attack himself – God willing, he never would – but with the 
medical hell he had been through, he felt he was allowed to say such a thing.  And it had 
been true, with every setback, every procedure, he’d had to endure.  “It does get easier 
though.” 

Now Kris nodded.  “That’s what I’ve heard,” he said.  “For now, I’m just taking 
things one day at a time.  Been sticking to the strict diet the doc put me on, although if 
Claire’s cooking turns out as well as her mother’s, I think I’m gonna have to cheat.”  He 
laughed, winking at Carrie, who shot him the loving sort of frown only a wife could give.  
Like mother, like daughter – Nick had seen the same look on Claire’s face before. 

“Daddy?”   At the sound of Claire’s voice, they all glanced up to see her scurrying 
down the stairs.  Nick hadn’t even realized she had left the kitchen, but apparently she’d 
gone up to change her clothes.  She had traded the sweatpants and raggy old t-shirt 
she’d worn all morning for a pair of avocado green chinos and a lightweight, apricot-
colored sweater that made her hair look even redder.  The flush had left her cheeks, and 
she looked much calmer than she had all day as she smiled brightly and jumped the last 
step.  “I thought I heard you come in,” she said, hugging both of her parents.  “Dinner 



 

should be ready in a little while; I think the turkey’s almost done.  Nick, you wouldn’t 
wanna go check on it, would you, while I show them into the living room?” 

She gave him a hopeful look, and he smiled dutifully.  “Sure thing,” he said and 
meandered into the kitchen.  He pulled open the oven door, and as soon as he glanced 
in, he gasped, leaping back as searing flames shot out at him, nearly missing his hand. 

“Holy shit!” he cried, slamming the door shut again to imprison the fire.  Then he 
looked around the kitchen wildly, wondering what to do.  His eyes landed on the sink, 
and he hurried over, grabbing a used mixing bowl off the counter and thrusting it under 
the faucet.  He filled it with water, then crept back to the oven and cautiously cracked 
the door.  Immediately, he felt the heat from within surging towards him, and he didn’t 
hesitate.  Acting on impulse, he jerked the door open wider and practically tossed the 
bowl of water in.  The flames receded with a sizzle as clouds of steam billowed from the 
oven. 

Coughing, Nick quickly turned away from the heat just in time to see Claire 
walked in.  As her eyes came to rest on the scene before her, her mouth dropped open, 
and she gasped, “Oh my God, what happened??” 

“Fire!” Nick choked.  “I opened the oven, and it was like a freaking inferno!” 
Claire clapped her hand over her mouth, her eyes wide with shock.  “Are you 

serious??  Oh no!”   She hurried over to inspect the damage.  The steam was beginning 
to clear, and as soon as she got a good look at what was inside the oven, Nick saw her 
face crumple.  “Oh my God, this is a nightmare,” she moaned, her hands going helplessly 
to her head. 

Nick peered over her shoulder and saw with dismay that their Thanksgiving 
dinner was ruined.  The candied yams had overflowed, swelling and spilling out of their 
pan until there were bits of burnt, black marshmallow all over the bottom of the oven.  
In fact, the entire top of the dish was coal black, and Nick suspected it was this that had 
first caught fire.  The other dishes were scorched and now drenched in water, and even 
the turkey looked sooty. 

“It’s ruined,” Claire whimpered, shaking her head in disbelief.  “I can’t serve any 
of this... it’s all ruined.” 

Nick didn’t know what to say.  She’d worked so hard on this, slaved over it for 
practically two days, and now... 

“I’m sorry,” he offered helplessly. 
She turned to him.  “What are we gonna do??  What am I gonna do?  There’s no 

time to make it all over again...  Do you think the inside of the turkey might still taste 
okay?  It might be dry, but maybe with – no, the stuffing’s burnt too.  Well, there’s still 
the gravy; I hadn’t put that in yet, so-” 

She was starting to ramble very rapidly now, something she did when she was 
upset.  He reached out, putting his hands on her shoulders in an attempt to calm her 
down, and interrupted, “Baby, don’t worry about it.  I’m gonna take care of it, okay?” 

She blinked and looked up at him skeptically.  “How are you-?  You can’t 
possibly-  There’s no time to-” 

“I know a great catering place, and I’m one of their favorite customers.  We’ll 
have food on the table in no time,” Nick assured her calmly and strode off to his office to 
find the right phone number while Claire remained in the kitchen to salvage or scrap the 
burnt remnants of their home-cooked Thanksgiving dinner. 



 

 

When he came back, smiling over the caterer’s promise that he’d have a full 
turkey dinner delivered within the hour, he found her slumped in one of the kitchen 
chairs, crying.  “Claire?” he asked in disbelief, startled by the sight of the tears 
streaming down her flushed cheeks.  “Baby, what’s wrong??”  His eyes shooting over to 
the oven, he realized it was a stupid question as soon as he asked it.  But that wasn’t 
what he meant. 

“Why are you crying??”  That was what he wanted to know.  Claire rarely cried, 
only when there was a damn good reason to.  Her dad’s sudden heart attack... his own 
risky lung surgery... her complicated bone marrow transplant... all perfectly legitimate 
reasons to cry.  But burnt Thanksgiving dinner?  For a woman like Claire, not so much. 

When she just shook her head and didn’t answer, he pulled a chair up beside her 
and sat down, slinging his arm around her shoulders.  “Babe,” he said soothingly, “This 
isn’t something to cry over; it’s gonna be okay.  I called the caterer, and our dinner is on 
its way.” 

“Thank you, Nick,” she murmured tremulously. 
“Is that why you’re crying?  Or is there something else?”  He was very concerned; 

this couldn’t really be all it was, could it?  She’d been acting so ‘off’ lately... and not just 
in the last few days either – more like the last few weeks.  Things had seemed different 
ever since he had started working in LA, and as much as he didn’t want to admit it, he 
feared the distance was starting to hurt their relationship.  But could that be why she 
was crying?  Why now; what had set her off?  It made no sense.  Women as a whole 
didn’t make sense to Nick a lot of the time, but most of the time, he and Claire just got 
each other.  Now he was totally bewildered by her behavior. 

She shook her head again.  “I don’t know,” she whispered.  “I’m just... I can’t 
explain it.” 

“It’s not something I did, is it?” he asked, racking his brain as he tried to figure 
out what he possibly could have done to make her cry. 

“No, no, it’s not you,” she replied, giving him déjà vu of the night before.  “It’s not 
you, it’s me,” she had said. 

“Well, what is it then?  What’s going on with you?” he pressed gently. 
“I don’t know, Nick, okay?” her voice rose.  “I feel like an idiot, sitting here crying 

over practically nothing, but I can’t help it; it just kinda came on!  God, I feel like a 
pregnant woman or something, all hormonal; it’s like when I used to get PMS.” 

She paused to sniffle and wiped her eyes, and in her silence, Nick asked the first 
question that popped into his head.  “You don’t think... you aren’t pregnant, are you?” 

“You know I can’t be!” she snapped, glowering at him briefly before her features 
softened and fell once again.  “I’m sorry,” she whispered and wrapped her arms around 
him, pulling him close to her.  “I’m acting like a total spaz, aren’t I?” she muttered, her 
voice muffled by his shoulder. 

“No,” he said firmly, running his hand over her back.  ‘Spaz’ wasn’t the exact 
word that had formed in his head, although he was still wondering what the hell was up 
with her.  “You’ve just been under a lot of stress this week.  You need to relax, eat a good 
meal and get a good night’s sleep in,” he told her, deciding himself that that must be 
what it was. 

Slowly pulling back from him, she nodded and sheepishly swiped at her blotchy 
cheeks.  “Great, now I probably look like a mess,” she said with a huge sigh.  “Are my 
eyes all red?” 



 

“Kinda,” Nick answered truthfully.  When Claire grimaced, he added, “But don’t 
worry – I’ll cover for ya.  How about you run upstairs and wash your face or whatever 
you need to do, and I’ll go break the news to everybody else.” 

Claire swallowed and nodded again.  “Thank you,” she whispered gratefully, her 
arm lingering around his waist briefly before she backed away and ducked out of the 
kitchen, no doubt hurrying upstairs before her family could get a glimpse of her 
tearstained face. 

Nick remained in the kitchen for a few moments, still slightly bewildered by the 
scene that had just taken place.  Then he dutifully stepped into the living room. 

 
*** 

 
True to Nick’s word, a hot, gourmet Thanksgiving dinner was delivered to his 

doorstep just under an hour later.  Though even Nick had to admit it was not quite the 
same as a genuine homecooked meal, the food was very good, and there were no 
complaints.  Claire’s brother, of course, couldn’t resist teasing her a little, but it didn’t 
take long for everyone to realize the yam disaster had not been entirely her fault – 
Grandma had confessed to turning up the oven while Nick was setting the table.  That 
made Claire feel better, and by the time night had fallen and her grandparents had gone 
to bed, she and Nick were able to have a good laugh over it before they collapsed into 
bed themselves. 

Beneath the comfort of the covers, Nick slipped his arm around Claire and eased 
her closer to him, glad that she seemed to be back to her old self.  Resting her head 
against his shoulder, she sighed.  “Wow... I’m pooped.” 

“I’ll bet,” Nick replied, forcing a chuckle to hide his disappointment.  He’d known 
she would be tired, probably too tired to make love.  Again.  After what had happened 
last night, he didn’t push the issue tonight.  He caressed her upper arm as she lay 
snuggled against him, his fingers sliding underneath the strap of her camisole, and when 
she did not react to his touch, he knew he had guessed right. 

He couldn’t exactly blame her – she had been up and running around the house 
since the wee hours of the morning, after all – but the knowledge didn’t do much to ease 
his desire for her or the dull sting of rejection that accompanied his failure to fulfill that 
desire.  Though he kept telling himself that there had been perfectly legitimate reasons – 
her father’s heart attack, the stressful holiday – the truth was that they hadn’t made love 
in weeks, not since the night before their last fight.  Yeah, he’d been gone for most of 
those few weeks, but for him, their separation made him crave her all the more.  When 
they were together, he longed for the intimacy he missed when they were apart.  Yet all 
week, she had seemed so distant, so disinterested... 

Again, he reminded himself what she’d been through that week, trying to 
reassure himself that, as she’d said, it had nothing to do with him.  She was tired, she 
was stressed out – perfectly understandable.  Yet a little part of him, the ugly voice that 
had set up shop in the back of his mind around the time he had lost his leg, wondered if 
it was something else.  What if he just didn’t satisfy her anymore?  The thought made 
him frown, and as he changed positions, rolling inward towards her, he was 
uncomfortably aware of the stump on the left side of his body, which made such motions 
difficult.  He ran his hand over the top of the covers, feeling the lopsided half of his 



 

 

body, and his stomach gave a jerk as an even worse thought occurred to him.  What if he 
never had satisfied her? 

He tried to tell himself that he was worrying over nothing.  Claire loved him, and 
if she didn’t want to be with him, she would have bailed a long time ago.  But she hadn’t.  
She was still by his side even now, and when she kissed him goodnight, her kiss was no 
different.  They said their “I love you”s as always, leaving Nick with no tangible evidence 
of any problems between them.  Still, as the tryptophan from the leftover turkey lulled 
him to sleep, he couldn’t keep his imagination from running wild with other 
explanations for her behavior, each more upsetting than the last. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 70 
 

Saturday, two days after Thanksgiving, was the first day Nick and Claire had 
really had to themselves all week.  After they’d driven her grandparents to the airport 
and seen them off early in the morning, they came back to find they had Nick’s house to 
themselves again, and it mattered to no one how much of a mess they left it.  They ate a 
lunch of cold turkey sandwiches down on the beach, and after playing by the water, they 
tracked sand through the house without a care.   

Claire felt better, happier, than she had all week, much to her own relief.  She 
knew how moody she had been acting, and the crying episode on Thanksgiving, when 
she’d broken down into tears over something as silly as burnt food (well, maybe that was 
an understatement), still bothered her.  She was not prone to crying, especially not over 
something that insignificant, in the grand scheme of things.  Her own reaction had both 
surprised and, in a way, frightened her, for it had come out of nowhere, and she’d had 
no control over it. 

She wondered if it could be attributed to hormones.  She’d wondered it that 
morning, as she’d swallowed her usual handful of pills.  Among the various medications 
was a small, round, white pill containing a drug called ethinyl estradiol.  Common name, 
birth control.  She’d been taking the pills ever since her bone marrow transplant, not for 
their intended purpose (for the medical profession was certain she would never get 
pregnant on her own), but to balance her hormones, which had been thrown out of 
whack by the chemo and radiation she’d had during the transplant process.  They’d 
always seemed to work well for her, but now she wondered if she needed a change of 
dose or a different kind of pill altogether.  She made a mental note to call her OB/gyn 
next week. 

But first she had other phone calls to make.  Her father and her boss, Dr. Somers, 
had both left her voicemails while she’d been outside with Nick, and she sat down to call 
them back while Nick wandered into the living room to turn on the Bucs game.  She had 
just said goodbye to Dr. Somers when her phone rang in her hand, startling her.  She 
glanced down at the caller ID to find Jamie’s name on it.  Glad that Nick was not in the 
room, for she could imagine the look he would have given her, she punched a button and 
answered, “Hello?” 

Jamie was his usual low-key self on the phone.  He asked how her dad was doing 
and how her Thanksgiving had been; she asked the same, and any trace of happiness in 
his voice temporarily faded as he answered that it had been okay – “as good as it could 
be, I guess, given... you know...” 

Claire knew.  It was his first Thanksgiving without his father, and she couldn’t 
imagine how hard it had to have been for him and his family.  As her family had said 
their blessings before dinner, she’d glanced towards the head of the table at her father 
and seen exactly what she was thankful for that year.  Jamie had not been so fortunate. 

“Yeah, definitely not your best Thanksgiving, huh?” she replied quietly, her heart 
aching for him.  “This will probably be the hardest one... that’s what I’ve heard, at least.” 

“Yeah, probably.  I guess it’ll get easier from here.  Once Christmas is over, at 
least.  It’s just, getting through this month will be hard... you know, cause of the holidays 
and the... the anniversary of... yeah.  But I’ll be okay.  Truth be told, I’m more worried 
about my mom than anything.  She just hasn’t been the same since it happened.  I 
thought she was starting to come around, but the holidays have hit her pretty hard so 



 

 

far.  Brad came back up for Thanksgiving, and he’ll be back for Christmas, so that will 
help, but still...” 

Again, her heart burned with sympathy.  His dad had died just weeks before 
Christmas last year; the anniversary of his death was lodged right between the two 
holidays.   “I’m so sorry, Jamie,” she said softly, wishing she could think of something 
less generic to tell him.  “I know that’s going to be rough.  If there’s anything I can do... 
or my family, too – you know you’ve always been like another son to my dad...” 

“Thanks, Clairie,” Jamie replied quietly.  “We’ll be okay though.  My mom and my 
brother and I have still got each other, and I guess that’s what matters.” 

“True,” she agreed in almost a whisper, taken by how freely he was talking about 
this.  Like many guys, Jamie had never been very open about his emotions, not even 
around her.  Nick was the same way, but she could crack the walls he built around 
himself if she really wanted to.  Jamie was a different story.  She knew him intimately, 
but when he closed himself off from her, there was no getting in.  He only opened up 
when he wanted to.  But when he did, it was like opening the floodgates; the words, the 
emotions, poured from him.  She supposed maybe this was one of those times; maybe 
he’d needed to talk about this for awhile now, and she was the only one he felt like 
talking to. 

But just when he’d started, he stopped again, abruptly closing himself back up.  
“Hey, I’m sorry; I didn’t mean to get you all depressed talking about my dad.  That’s not 
why I called.” 

“Oh, Jamie, it’s no problem!” she replied quickly.  “You know I-” 
“No really, I called for a different reason.  I’ve got some news,” he said. 
Claire fell silent, mystified.  “What kind of news?” she asked curiously.  “Good 

news or bad news?”   She tried to figure it out from his voice, but she couldn’t interpret it 
in his neutral tone.  She waited for him to answer. 

“Good – I think.”  He paused for suspense, then burst, “I got the job!” 
What job? was Claire’s initial reaction, and then she remembered.  “The job!” she 

exclaimed after missing just a beat.  “The one in Tampa??” 
“That’s the one,” Jamie replied with a note of glee in his voice.  “I’m moving down 

right after Christmas, assuming I can find a place to live, and I start January 2.  So I’ll be 
there for New Year’s... we should party.” 

She laughed, ignoring his last comment because New Year’s would mark one year 
together for Nick and her, and said, “That’s great!  Congratulations!” 

“Thanks.  It’ll be good to get back.  There’s too many memories here anymore.  I 
have memories in Tampa too, of course... but different ones.  Good ones.”  The way he 
said it, Claire knew that if she’d been standing in the same room as him, he would be 
staring right at her.  She was glad he was just on the phone. 

“Well, good.  It’ll be nice to have you back,” she said automatically, and though a 
part of her meant it, the rest of her couldn’t help but think how awkward it was going to 
be, having him back... having to deal with his snide little comments about Nick, and 
Nick’s reciprocal jealousy...  

She fought the urge to sigh, feeling suddenly overwhelmed.  The feeling got worse 
when she swiveled around in Nick’s desk chair and found him standing in the doorway, 
his featured hardened into an ugly scowl. 

She frowned, and for just a split second, she felt guilt wash over her.  But just as 
quickly as it had come, the guilt receded, as she realized she had nothing to feel guilty 



 

about.  She was only talking on the phone – no crime in that.  Besides, Jamie had called 
her, not vice versa.  Returning Nick’s cold stare, she spoke clearly into the phone, “Hey 
Jamie, I’m really sorry, but I’ve gotta get going now.  Nick and I are supposed to go visit 
a friend.” 

It wasn’t a lie; they had planned to go to the hospital to see Casey, for Claire 
hadn’t been to visit him all week, and Nick hadn’t visited since he’d gone to LA.  
Somehow, though, she knew Nick wasn’t glaring at her because he was in a hurry to 
leave. 

“Oh, gotcha,”  said Jamie.  “I’ll talk to you later then, alright?” 
“Okay.  Thanks for calling; I’ll talk to you later.”  Once she had hung up, Claire 

tossed her cell phone down onto Nick’s desk and stood up, her fists instantly going to 
her hips.  “Are you trying to creep me out?  What are you doing just standing there?  
And what’s with the look?” she demanded of Nick, as if she didn’t already know the 
answer. 

“I thought you were calling your dad and your boss,” he replied, sounding very 
accusatory. 

“I did.  Jamie called right after I got off the phone with Dr. Somers.” 
Nick opened his mouth to retort, but nothing came out.  She could tell he couldn’t 

think of anything sensible to come back with, yet he clearly didn’t believe her either.  
Annoyed, she filled in the gap by continuing, “What, did you think I lied to you and then 
snuck in here to call him behind your back?”  Before he could answer, she went on, her 
blood beginning to boil, “Well of course that’s what you think!  Cause in your mind, 
Jamie and I have been having some torrid affair for months now!  I could show you my 
list of recent calls to prove that I did call who I said I was going to, but why bother?  
You’ll still think I was in here having phone sex with him or something.” 

Nick cringed visibly, making a face.  “Don’t put words in my mouth; I didn’t say 
that,” he spat darkly. 

“No, but you were probably thinking it.  This whole jealous/suspicious thing 
you’ve got going on, Nick, it’s pissing me off!  I can’t take it anymore!  You turn into a 
possessive asshole at the mere mention of anything having to do with Jamie, and I’m 
sick of it!!”  Again, his jaw dropped as he started to sputter a comeback, but she was on a 
roll now.  “You know, you never had a problem with me having male friends when I was 
dating Tim last year – and come to think of it, neither did he.  I was friends with you and 
Jamie when I was with him, and he never acted like a jealous bastard.” 

“Maybe that’s cause Tim’s an idiot!” snapped Nick, finally getting a word in.  
“Maybe he would have been jealous if he’d realized what was really going on.  You never 
loved him!  He was just a fling for you, some stupid fling to make me jealous!  You used 
him to get to me!  And funny, you didn’t care if I was jealous then – you wanted me to 
be jealous!  Don’t deny it,” he warned, when she opened her mouth to reply. 

And she couldn’t deny it, for though it sounded harsh when he worded it like that, 
it was pretty much true.  She hadn’t dove into her relationship with Tim for the sole 
purpose of getting to Nick, but she had to admit, she let the fling go on much longer than 
it should have because she knew it bothered him.  Nick had pushed her away, and she 
was hurt; she’d wanted to make him jealous; she’d wanted him to fight for her. 

“Maybe, but that’s totally different,” she started to argue, but he cut her off. 
“Yeah?  How is it that much different?  You dated him while you were friends 

with me, and yet, we both know you and I were more than friends at that point.  How do 



 

 

I know you’re not doing the same fucking thing to me now?  Dating me to make Jamie 
jealous because you’ve decided you still love him and want him back?” 

Claire’s mouth fell open; she couldn’t believe he was accusing her of this.  “Gee, 
that’s pretty extreme, dating someone for a year and getting engaged to them just to 
make another guy jealous!” she cried rather shrilly.  “But I guess you think I’m just 
shifty enough to do that!  If you have me all figured out, Nick, what are you doing still 
with me?  If you think Tim was such an idiot for dating me for so long, why don’t you 
leave me?!”   She ended on a scream, and as her last angry words rang about the room, 
they both stopped and stared at each other.  Nick’s eyes were wide, and his mouth was 
open as if he were about to scream something back, but he didn’t.  An eerie silence fell, 
and it seemed neither of them knew what to say.  Claire certainly didn’t.  Her words had 
been heavy with sarcasm (he knew that, didn’t he?), but she wasn’t ready to apologize 
for them yet.  She waited to see what he was going to say. 

When he finally spoke, his voice was lifeless.  “Is that what you want?” 
For a long time, she didn’t answer.  (Why didn’t she answer??)  She wanted to, 

but the words just wouldn’t come.  (Why couldn’t she speak??)   Finally, she asked, 
“What do you think, Nick?” 

She expected him to realize that she was being sarcastic, that she thought this 
whole situation was preposterous, that of course she loved him and wanted to be with 
him (didn’t she?).  “I think you love me,” he would say, flashing that sexy Carter smirk 
that had always oozed such confidence and charmed her so.  He’d whip her into her 
arms so fast she could not push him away and kiss her until she was dizzy, unable to 
think clearly enough to keep fighting with him.  Then they’d laugh over how ridiculous 
this all was and make up, like they always did.  They didn’t always resolve their 
problems, ultimately... but they always made up.  Somehow, they always kept going. 

But that was not what happened.  When Nick finally answered her, all he said 
was, “I don’t know.” 

Caught off-guard by this response, she didn’t speak.  She didn’t know what to say. 
For moment, it seemed, neither did he.  But then he continued, as if to explain 

himself, “I don’t know anymore, Claire.  I don’t get you; I don’t know what you want.  
You say you love me; you say I’m the one you want, but then you act like you don’t want 
to be with me.  We haven’t made love in weeks because you’re hot and cold, all over the 
place!” 

She opened her mouth to protest, but he didn’t give her the chance. 
“I know this week’s been stressful for you, so we’ll forget that, but there’s been 

other things too.  Like why did you call Jamie before you called me when you found out 
about your dad’s heart attack?  How is it he was the only one you could think of to call 
the night the burglar alarm went off?  And why did you lie about it?” 

“We’ve already been through that, Nick!” Claire cried desperately.  “I’m sorry you 
don’t trust me, but I already apologized!  There’s nothing else I can say!” 

“Oh, but you can taunt me about you and Jamie being together – you seemed to 
have a lot to say there!” he roared. 

“I was kidding!  You don’t really believe that, do you??” 
“I don’t know!  I don’t know what to believe!” Nick exclaimed, throwing his hands 

wildly into the air.  “I don’t know about anything anymore – Jamie, you... us...” 
Why she didn’t take that opportunity to reassure him of ‘them’ – that there would 

always be a them, that she loved him, that Jamie meant nothing, not like that – she did 



 

not know.  But in her silence, he let his hands fall, stood staring at her for a few seconds, 
then turned and walked out the door.  For nearly a minute, she could only stand and 
stare after him. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 71 
 

Claire never knew where Nick went, but when she had finally regained her 
composure and left the room, he was gone.  The urge to cry swelled within her, but, 
remembering her breakdown on Thanksgiving, she forced herself to contain it.  Calmly, 
she retrieved her car keys and strode to the door, hopping into her Toyota and cranking 
the engine.  Then off she drove to the hospital, to visit Casey as they had planned.  Keep 
Casey company and keep herself from thinking of Nick all at the same time?  She could 
think of nothing better to do. 

The oncology ward at Tampa General was just the same as always.  It never 
changed, not for weekends, holidays, or the feared collapse of Claire Ryan’s engagement 
to Nick Carter.  Pushing all thoughts of the latter from her mind, Claire held her head 
high as she walked briskly down the familiar hallways, winding her way to the pediatric 
unit. 

Casey’s mother had just come out of his room when Claire reached it.  “Hi, Mrs. 
Brenner,” she greeted the older woman with a hesitant smile, afraid to sound too 
cheerful before she asked how Casey was doing that day.  She hadn’t been to see him all 
week because of her father, and she knew from experience that a lot could change in a 
week.  Besides, she didn’t feel too cheerful herself anyway. 

Meredith Brenner offered her a thin smile in return, the forced smile of a weary 
mother watching her child go through hell.  “Oh, hi, Claire,” she said.  “How are you?” 

“I’m okay, thanks, and you?” 
Mrs. Brenner just sort of shrugged.  “It’s been a rough few days,” she admitted.  

“Casey’s been so ill... he hasn’t been able to keep anything down all week.  A neighbor of 
ours made us a Thanksgiving dinner, so I brought some turkey and stuff up to the 
hospital for him, but he was too sick to eat any of it.”  She rubbed her eye as she spoke; 
Claire couldn’t tell if she was wiping away a tear or just plain exhausted.  “They’re 
pumping him full of fluids to keep him from getting too dehydrated,” she continued, 
“and if he’s not any better by tomorrow, they’re probably going to have to put in a 
feeding tube.”   

Blanching at the mention of a feeding tube, Claire shook her head slowly.  “I’m so 
sorry,” she said in a low voice.  “That’s terrible... for him, and for you, having to watch 
him go through it.” 

Mrs. Brenner nodded, and this time, Claire was quite sure she saw tears sparkling 
in her dark eyes.  “It’s been very hard on all of us... and sometimes, I wonder if it’s all 
worth it.  The treatments, I mean.  This new chemo they’re trying on him... it’s made 
him so sick, and no one knows yet if it’s really helping him at all.  He’s been such a 
trooper, but I don’t know how much more of it he can take.” 

When she walked into his room a few minutes later and saw him lying there in 
bed, curled into a ball beneath the sheets, Claire didn’t know either.  With his pale, bald 
head and papery skin stretched across his small, gaunt frame, he looked almost like a 
very frail old man.  But the stuffed animals tucked around him, the model airplane 
hanging from one of his IV stands, the bouquet of balloons in the corner of the room, the 
short stack of Nintendo games piled atop his Gamecube... all reminded her that he was 
only a child.  A child who had been battling this illness for over half his short life. 

She really didn’t know how he did it. 



 

It was one of the things about Casey that had always intrigued her and practically 
broken her heart at the same time – his strength, and his resolve, and his optimism.  
She’d met him when he was just six years old and facing his second bout of leukemia; 
though he had undoubtedly been scared, of the hospital and the medicines and the 
needles, he had also come to accept these things as a part of his life, necessary evils he 
would have to endure in order to get better.  And there had never been in a doubt in his 
mind that he would, in fact, get better.  Of course, he was six then, and death was still a 
vague concept.  At eleven, he was now much more aware of what was happening to him, 
yet he still showed all the same qualities he’d had at six.  He still talked about going back 
to school next year and wanting to be a pilot when he grew up.  He had all sorts of plans 
for the future, and clearly, dying was not a part of them. 

I hope you get to do it all, Casey, she thought, as she sat down beside his bed.  He 
had fallen asleep, maybe just since his mother had left, and did not stir.  She watched 
him sleep for a few minutes, and in her mind, she heard his mother’s words.  
“Sometimes, I wonder if it’s all worth it...  I don’t know how much more of it he can 
take.”   Her eyes began to prickle, and again, she tried to hold the tears back, afraid 
Casey would wake up and see her crying.  It was a hard thing to do though, for all of a 
sudden, she had a very bad feeling. 

The feeling lasted all the way home. 
 

*** 
 

On the deck of his boat, Nick raked a hand through his wind-blown hair.  He’d 
been drifting for hours, and he felt just as lost as he had when he’d set out.  He was 
losing her... he knew it.  He could feel her slipping away, like water through his fingers, 
into Jamie’s arms.  Claire had sworn time and time again that there was nothing 
between them... but he knew Jamie still had feelings for her, and he was beginning to 
wonder if the same weren’t true for her.  She’d been acting funny lately, and he had a 
reason to be suspicious.  She’d lied to him once... and as much as he wanted to trust her, 
he knew she could do it again.  Maybe she was just trying to protect him, afraid of 
hurting his feelings.  That was why she was still with him. 

Though he still had no answers (What had he done wrong?  Why had she fallen 
out of love with him?  Why now?) when he finally turned the boat back towards the 
distant coast, he had decided on one thing – he was going to go home, walk into his 
house, and confront her once and for all.  But not an angry confrontation, like before.  
No... this time, all he was going to do was calmly tell her that if she wasn’t happy being 
with him, it was okay to leave him.  That he would understand.  That he wouldn’t curl up 
and die without her (although he wasn’t quite sure that was true.)  If you love someone, 
let them go.  He’d heard that quote before, and he’d followed it once.  He’d pushed 
Claire away last year, when he thought he was tying her down.  If they love you, they’ll 
come back.  Claire had come back that time.  Maybe she would come back again, once 
she’d found whatever it was she was looking for, whatever it was that was pulling her 
away from him. 

Then again, maybe not. 
He wanted Claire to be happy... but, selfish as it seemed, he wanted her to be 

happy with him.  He couldn’t bear the thought of losing her and being alone again.  And 
that was why, when he did get home, he abandoned his plan and said nothing.  She was 



 

 

there and didn’t say much of anything either, other than that she’d been to see Casey.  
He asked how Casey was, she told him not so good, and that was about it.  He went into 
his studio and took his frustration out on his drumset for awhile, and when he finally 
emerged, he found her slumped in front of the TV, a heaping bowl of chocolate ice cream 
in her lap, watching Thelma and Louise. 

Leaving her to it, he went into another room to play video games, the kind that 
involved big guns and blowing things up.  He played until his eyes were practically 
crossed, and then he went to bed.  He was surprised to find her there in his bed, already 
sound asleep, or so it seemed.  “Claire?” he couldn’t keep himself from whispering as he 
stood at the edge of the bed, staring over her, wondering if she was faking.  When she 
did not stir, he shrugged and started to undress.  He pulled off his clothes and his leg 
and climbed into bed beside her. 

Settling down, he rested his head on the pillow so that it was turned to face her.  
For a few minutes he just watched her, her relaxed features barely visible in the sliver of 
moonlight that streamed through their bedroom window.  God, I love you, he thought 
longingly.  Girl, you frustrate the hell out of me sometimes... but I love you. 

As a soft sigh escaped his throat, he turned his head and stared up at the ceiling 
for a long time before his eyes closed in sleep. 

 
*** 

 
The next time he opened his eyes, Nick found himself staring at Claire’s face 

again.  Only this time, she was leaning over him and wide awake. 
“Nick?” she was saying.  “You gotta get up now, or you’re going to miss your 

flight.” 
His flight... shit.  Realizing that he was scheduled to fly back to LA later that 

morning, Nick sat bolt upright.  “What time is it??” 
“Quarter till nine.  Your flight leaves at eleven; we gotta get going if you want to 

make check-in,” Claire said briskly.  “I’m sorry we overslept; I guess I forgot to set the 
alarm when I went to bed last night.” 

“No, no problem,” Nick replied vaguely.  “I should have set it; I’m the one who 
had to get up.” 

Claire shrugged.  “Oh well, doesn’t matter now.  You get ready; I’ll start packing 
your bag.” 

“You don’t have to-” he started to say, but she had already dragged out his 
suitcase and started piling his clothes onto the unmade bed to fold.  Shrugging, he 
resignedly tossed back the covers and maneuvered to the edge of the bed.  He stood up 
slowly and stretched his arms above his head, yawning, wishing he didn’t have to leave 
so soon.  There was so much they had left to talk about, so much they needed to say.  
Somehow he knew they wouldn’t get the chance, not this morning, not face to face, the 
way they needed to be. 

Sure enough, after a chaotic half hour of getting ready in the house, they were in 
Nick’s Jaguar, on the way to the airport.  The car ride was awkwardly quiet; with the 
morning scramble to leave over with, the tension from yesterday had kicked back in, and 
neither of them knew what to say.  They drove in silence, the dreary gray sky outside 
complimenting their moods perfectly. 



 

It wasn’t until they were standing in front of the security checkpoint in the 
airport, Nick dreading the awkward goodbye he knew he could not avoid, that Claire 
finally leaned into him and said in a low voice, “Look, I know this isn’t the best time, but 
I didn’t get to tell you last night...” 

“Tell me what?” Nick asked anxiously, his curiosity tainted with suspicion. 
She took his arm and pulled him over to a less crowded spot in the vast terminal.  

“Just so you know... I’m going to start working part-time in my dad’s office.  In 
Gainesville.  It’s just a temporary thing – it’s a busy time of year for dentists, what with 
all the cavities kids get from Halloween candy and all the parents trying to schedule 
appointments to get their kids’ cavities filled during their holiday breaks... you know.  
My dad’s not going to be able to go back to work for a few weeks, and even though he 
has a colleague, they’re going to swamped; they need all the help they can get.  And you 
know, more hygienists means less work for the dentists, so I’m gonna take extra hours 
as a temp there.” 

“But... Gainesville?  That’s two hours away!  What about your job here?” Nick 
asked. 

“I’ll still be working here too, three days a week; the rest of the time, I’ll be in 
Gainesville.  Dr. Somers is fine with it; he’s the one who suggested it, actually, after 
talking to my dad – they’re old buddies.  I’ll just be working more hours and commuting 
between here and there a couple times a week.  I just wanted to let you know what was 
up, so if you call the house and I’m not there...” 

“Are you sure you should be doing that?” asked Nick, frowning.  “I don’t want you 
to work too many hours... you’ve been under enough stress lately as it is.” 

Claire gave a casual wave, as if to blow him off.  “Nah, I’ll be fine.  This is 
something I need to do.  I wanna help out my dad... and... and just be there for him, you 
know?  This way, I’ll be able to spend some time at home and help out while he’s 
recovering.  Besides, what else am I gonna do?  Who else am I gonna spend time with?  
It’s not like you’ll be here.”  Nick shifted uncomfortably at the hint of resentment in her 
voice.  “Di and this new boyfriend of hers are practically Siamese twins lately,” she 
continued, “and I guess hanging out with Jamie is strictly forbidden – besides, he’s not 
moving back to town for another month.” 

“Now there’s something to look forward to,” Nick muttered, rolling his eyes. 
“Yeah, I thought you could be in charge of planning his ‘Welcome Back’ party,” 

Claire shot back with the same sarcasm, sticking her tongue out at him. 
Smiling sheepishly, he reached out and touched her arm.  “I love you, Claire,” he 

said sincerely, looking into her eyes. 
Her smile faltered, but slowly returned.  “I love you too, Nick,” she replied softly, 

lightly draping an arm around him.  “I always will.  Don’t forget that.” 
He frowned, slightly perplexed by this rare elaboration, but he nodded.  Pulling 

her close, he gave her a hug, closing his eyes as he squeezed her tightly, inhaling her 
sweetly familiar scent for the last time before he released her.  “I’ll see you in a couple 
weeks,” he said reluctantly, remembering the regular check-up with his oncologist he 
would have to return for then. 

“Have a safe flight.  Call me when you get there.” 
“Always do,” he replied with a quick smile.  Giving her an affectionate nudge in 

the shoulder, he forced himself to turn away.  Adjusting his backpack on his shoulders, 
he schlepped slowly towards the security check, glancing over his shoulder just once 



 

 

before she disappeared from view.  She raised her hand to give him a little wave, but all 
he noticed was the saddened look on her face. 

By the time he boarded his plane an hour later, a light rain had begun to fall. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 72 
 
“So how was your Thanksgiving?”  AJ asked on the first night Nick was back in 

Los Angeles.  Howie had just flown back from Florida too, and AJ had invited them both 
over to his place.  None of them felt like going out that night, so they’d opted to stay in, 
playing poker and just hanging out. 

“Eh, honestly...?” said Nick, screwing up his face as he considered the week he’d 
had.  “...Not so great.”  He told AJ and Howie about the fiasco with the food and how 
upset Claire had been.  “She’s kinda freaking me out lately, but whatever.  How was you 
guys’ holiday?” 

Howie talked about going home to Orlando for the usual Dorough festivities, 
which Nick often joined in on to avoid his own family.  AJ, on the other hand, had spent 
the holiday in LA with Mary’s family; his mom, whom he always spent the holidays with, 
had flown out to join them too.  Nick had a hard time holding back his surprise – to him, 
that meant that AJ and Mary were getting pretty serious.  AJ hadn’t been serious about a 
woman in a long time, not since Sarah, and a part of Nick wondered if they wouldn’t 
have another engagement on their hands before too long.  Brian and Kevin had both 
gotten married in the same year; why couldn’t he and AJ? 

“So, Nick, what’s up with Claire anyway?” AJ asked, turning Nick’s thoughts 
about AJ’s relationship back to his own. 

“You got me; I dunno.  I think it’s stress.  She’s just acting weird, not herself, you 
know?  I just hope it ain’t something I did.” 

AJ laughed.  “Well, think, Nick, have you done something to piss her off recently?  
Haven’t been mackin’ on the hot honeys in the clubs behind her back again, have you?” 

Nick shot him a dark look.  “That was one girl, one time, AJ, and I fucked up so 
bad there, I’ll never do it again.  She still hasn’t quite forgiven me for it, you know.” 

“Is that why she’s acting weird, you think?” Howie spoke up. 
Nick shrugged, then shook his head.  “I don’t think so.  It’s come up, but that 

can’t be the only reason.  We’ve been arguing a lot lately, about a lot of things... but not 
just shit I did either.” 

AJ raised his eyebrows at the way he said it.  “Not just shit you did?  Well, what’s 
she done?” 

Nick scowled, thinking of Jamie.  “Nothing really... I don’t think anyway.  But she 
has that friend Jamie, right, the one that lives in Iowa?” 

“The one that was at the hospital when you flew back Monday cause of her dad?” 
“Yeah, that one,” Nick muttered grudgingly.  “He’s always finding ways to 

interfere with us lately.  He calls her at the worst times, and he’s been flying down to 
Tampa every couple of weeks for job interviews, so he’s been around when I’m not there, 
and I know Claire hangs out with him when he is.  And it gets worse, cause he ended up 
getting a job there, so he’s moving back into town.” 

Howie frowned.  “Well, what’s the big deal about that?  You think she’s cheating 
on you with him?  I thought they were just friends.” 

“What does that mean anyway, ‘just friends’?” Nick huffed.  “Claire and I were 
‘just friends’ too, and now look at us.  Besides, they have a history – they dated in high 
school, remember?” 

“That was a long time ago though... it doesn’t necessarily mean anything.  Do you 
really think she’d cheat on you?” Howie pressed. 



 

 

 
Nick held out his hands helplessly and shrugged.  “I don’t know.  I don’t think 

so... I’d like to believe she wouldn’t... but I don’t know.  We had a huge-ass fight on 
Saturday cause she thinks I don’t trust her.  Jamie’s the one I don’t trust, not her...  I 
don’t trust that dude further than I could kick him... which isn’t far,” he added, patting 
his fake leg. 

AJ chuckled.  “Well, forget him; if she still wanted to be with him, I’m sure she 
wouldn’t be engaged to you.  She loves you, kid; you got nothin’ to worry about.” 

Howie smiled and nodded his agreement.  Nick smiled back, but inside, he was 
still plagued by doubt. 

 
“How do I know you’re not doing the same fucking thing to me now?  Dating me 

to make Jamie jealous because you’ve decided you still love him and want him back?” 
“If you have me all figured out, Nick, what are you doing still with me?  If you 

think Tim was such an idiot for dating me for so long, why don’t you leave me?!” 
“Is that what you want?” 

 
Remembering the bitter argument they’d never really had a chance to resolve that 

morning, Nick slumped back against the cushions of AJ’s couch and pretended to study 
his hand of cards, hoping the guys were right.  Tomorrow they would all get back into 
the studio to begin a stretch of two more weeks of work before they broke for Christmas 
and New Year’s, and the last thing Nick needed to do was worry about Claire. 

 
*** 

 
As Nick settled back into his busy old routine back out in Los Angeles, Claire 

adjusted to her busy new schedule at home.  She was working more hours than ever 
before, driving between her parents’ home in Gainesville and Nick’s house in Tampa two 
times a week, and still attempting to squeeze in time to visit Casey and hang out with 
Dianna and Laureen when she could.  All in all, it was crazy and tiring, but in a way, she 
liked that.  Working so much and filling her free time with friends and her family made 
those nights alone in Nick’s mansion less lonely and kept her from missing him or 
worrying about their relationship as much as she had been lately. 

She knew, deep down, that staying busy was only a distraction from her problems 
and wasn’t going to do a thing to solve them, but for now, it worked.  She simply didn’t 
have the energy to worry about her and Nick at the moment; there were too many other 
things to worry about.  Her dad was not completely out of the woods yet, her mom was a 
frazzled bundle of nerves, Amber was reaching the end of her pregnancy, Casey was 
getting sicker, and all of this stress was taking its toll on her as well.  She was moody 
without realizing it (and even when she did realize it, she could hardly control it), and 
she’d been having trouble sleeping.  Nearly every night, she would wake up in the early 
hours of the morning, practically drenched in sweat from nightmares she could barely 
remember.  The details and images left her mind as soon as she woke up, but the bad 
feelings lingered as evidence.  Feelings of anger, annoyance, sadness, helplessness. 

She hated feeling that way and attributed it all to stress and worry.  Too many 
bad things had happened lately, and it was all starting to catch up to her.  She should 
have known.  For nine months or so, she had been so happy, for the most part.  She and 



 

Nick had had their share of problems along the way, but for the most part, their 
relationship had been pleasant, easy, almost perfect.  She should have known real life 
would get in the way.  It always did, for her it seemed.  It was such a cynical way of 
looking at things, and she hated being so negative, but in her experience, it was true. 

I need a break, she thought as she drove down the interstate one evening, on her 
way back from Gainesville.  Ahead of her, a large green road sign loomed; she squinted 
at it, waiting for it to come into focus.  The stark white words on the sign clouded before 
her eyes – either the windshield was dusty, or a fog was setting in, she decided – but she 
read the notice that her exit for Tampa was coming up in another five miles.  Below that, 
several other cities were listed.  Bradenton... Sarasota... Fort Myers. 

As the Tampa exit neared, she actually considered just passing on by and 
continuing on down the Floridian peninsula, driving until she felt like stopping, far away 
from all the issues plaguing her here. 

But she didn’t do that.  It was stupid and pointless.  She’d only make people 
worry, not to mention get herself in trouble at her job, and for what?  She’d be solving 
nothing. 

Still, as she reluctantly took the familiar Tampa exit, she couldn’t help but think, I 
can’t keep doing this...  Something needs to change. 

 
*** 

 
The change she needed came two days later, when she traded a box perched on 

the bottom step of Nick’s staircase for a single piece of paper. 
She carried the box out to the rusty old Toyota parked in the driveway, closing 

and locking the front door behind her.  Into the front seat the box went, resting on the 
ripped upholstery beside her as she jammed her key into the ignition and revved the 
sputtering engine to life.  She glanced up at the sprawling house through the windshield 
and felt a lump rise in her throat.  Swallowing it with difficulty, she jerked the car into 
drive and moved her foot to the accelerator, slowly rounding the circular drive. 

Her dominating thought as she gazed into the rearview mirror and watched the 
house fade behind her was, I’m a horrible person. 

 
*** 

 
The very next day, a bright yellow cab came trundling up the very same driveway, 

rounding the circle drive and parking in front of the same house.  The back door opened, 
and Nick stepped out, finding his balance before he reached back in and pulled out his 
backpack and duffel bag, slinging one over each shoulder.  “Thanks again,” he called to 
the cab driver, giving him a brief wave as he walked up to his front door.  He heard the 
taxi pull away behind him as he reached for the doorknob.  It did not turn, and for a split 
second, he was surprised to find it locked. 

Then he remembered – of course.  Claire wasn’t home; she was in Gainesville.  
She’d called him yesterday to tell him she wouldn’t be there when he got back that 
morning – he assumed there had been some kind of scheduling mishap, leaving her 
stuck in Gainesville when she should have had the day off to spend in Tampa.  But no 
worry.  He’d assured her he would get himself home from the airport and be waiting for 
her when she got back. 



 

 

He couldn’t wait to see her, of course, but a part of him was apprehensive.  She 
had seemed distant on the phone, which had been happening a lot lately.  He knew she 
had a lot on her mind, what with her dad and work and planning their wedding, but he 
wondered why she didn’t open up to him more about all that.  That was what he was 
there for, wasn’t he?  He should have been anyway; he was her fiancée. 

Maybe, he thought to himself as he fished out his house keys, the problem is that 
you haven’t been here for her. 

He sighed as he unlocked the door and walked inside; if that was the problem, 
what was he going to do?  Give up his career, the thing that kept him apart from her?  
But he loved his career. 

Then again, he loved Claire too. 
How could he choose? 
He tried not to think about it as he trudged across the foyer, the sound of his 

irregular footsteps magnified against the marble tiled floor.  He didn’t want to have to 
choose.  It wasn’t fair. 

Standing at the base of the staircase, he paused and adjusted the weight of his 
bags, preparing himself for the trek up the stairs.  He longed for the days when he could 
sprint up a flight of stairs without a second though, taking the steps two at a time in his 
carefree haste.  It was not so simple anymore; even now, after well over a year of 
practice walking on his prosthetic leg, climbing stairs was still a small feat. 

He had just raised his good leg to the first step when something near his foot 
caught his eye.  Letting his duffel bag slide to the floor, he bent and picked up a folded 
piece of paper from the stair beneath his foot.  His first thought was that it was just 
something Claire had dropped on her way up or down the stairs, but when he saw his 
name scrawled on the outside in her handwriting, he frowned.  Instinctively, he dropped 
his backpack as well and lowered himself to sit on the stairs before he slowly unfolded 
the note.   

His eyes roamed over her handwritten words, penned neatly in her familiar, 
rounded manuscript. 
 
Nick, 

I don’t know where to begin... then again, I don’t even know if you’ll ever read 
this, and in the long run, I guess it doesn’t really matter where I begin.  The point is the 
same.  Basically, that is this:  I need a break.  I think we need to take a break.  A lot of 
stuff has been happening lately, both in and outside of our relationship, and I just can’t 
handle it all right now.  Something’s gotta give, you know? 

As you should know by now, I’m not here.  What you need to know is that I’m 
not coming back... not for now anyway.  I’m staying at my parents’ place in 
Gainesville for right now – that’s where I need to be.  My dad needs me, and I need to 
get away for awhile, to think.  I know I should have had plenty of time to think while 
you were gone, but I’m just really confused right now.  I don’t know what I want, and I 
need some time by myself to figure that out before I rush into anything... like a 
marriage. 

I know you’re probably confused as hell if you’re reading this, and I don’t blame 
you.  So am I.  I just don’t know what else to do, Nick.  I’ve been questioning so many 
things lately... including you and me, as much as I hate to admit it.  I love you so much, 
Nick; I hope you know that.  But we have issues that go beyond just loving each other.  



 

We have two very different lives that just aren’t always very compatible with each 
other.  You have your career and I have mine, and I don’t think either of us is ready to 
give that up yet.  Not that I want you to, so don’t even think about it.  Maybe someday 
I’ll feel differently about mine – that’s one of the things I need to think about.  But for 
now, I’m just not ready.  And I don’t think we can keep going the way we have been, 
not seeing each other, not knowing what the other one is up to... 

I don’t want to sound like I’m blaming you here, because I’m not trying to, 
honestly.  I knew what you did for a living when I fell in love with you, I knew when 
we started dating,, I knew when I accepted your proposal.  This should not have come 
as a surprise to me, and yet, I didn’t expect it to be this hard.  But it’s not your fault.  
It’s me, not you. 

So it’s come back to this – I want to take a break.  I want to concentrate on 
spending time with my family and working for now, and I need to think long and hard 
about my priorities, about what I really want in my life.  I think you should do the 
same thing. 

I really don’t know what else to say.  This is so hard.  I don’t even know if I’m 
doing the right thing by leaving you this note, but I don’t think I could say this to your 
face.   The last thing I want to do is hurt you, but that might be unavoidable because I 
know this is going to come as a shock.  I’m so sorry, Nick.  I hope that you can forgive 
me for doing this to you.  Even if things change between us, I want you to know that I 
love you, and I always will.  The friendship we have is special, and I don’t want to lose 
that.  I just need some time.  Please understand. 

Give me a call if you want to talk. 
Claire 

 
He had to read the letter twice before the reality of it sunk in. 
Claire was gone. 
Not just out of the house, but gone... out of his life gone.  She had left him! 
No! his mind screamed.  She couldn’t have!  Claire wouldn’t do that to me! 
This had to be a joke, some sick prank. Yeah, real funny, Claire.  Gripping the 

banister, he pulled himself up and climbed the stairs as fast as he could.  He hurried into 
his bedroom, frantically praying he would find her there waiting for him, sprawled out 
in the center of his bed in the satin lingerie he’d given her over the summer, a smirk on 
her face. 

But the bed stood empty and perfectly made, its comforter smoothed flat over the 
sheets.  She had certainly not been lying there. 

He turned to the closet; the door was shut.  He flung it open, holding back in case 
she came bursting out, giggling wildly as she launched herself into his arms.  He may 
have been mad, but he knew he would forgive her then.  How could he not? 

But the closet was dark and still, and when he flipped on the light, all he saw were 
his clothes and shoes. 

His clothes and shoes, lined neatly on one side of the spacious closet.  The other 
side, which had once housed her belongings, was bare. 

His heart skipped a beat at the sight of the empty hangers on the clothes bar, the 
shelves with nothing on them.  He swallowed hard, afraid he was going to vomit. 

No, he thought desperately, she wouldn’t... 



 

 

He slammed the closet shut and limped to the bathroom, flinging open the 
cupboards and throwing back the shower doors.  All of her toiletries, that sweet-smelling 
shampoo she always used and her girlie brands of body wash and even her jumbo-size 
bottle of sunscreen, were gone. 

He raced back downstairs, his heart thudding in his ears as loudly as his feet 
pounding down the steps, and burst into his office.  His stinging, watering eyes panned 
the bookshelves wildly, noticing all the empty spaces her novels had once occupied.  
Even her large scrapbook and the box of supplies she’d stored with it on the bottom 
shelf had been removed. 

Oh God, he thought, his good knee trembling beneath his weight.  She’s really 
gone... 

Feeling light-headed, he sunk to the floor and buried his face in his hands, his 
fingernails clawing at his scalp as he put his hands in his hair.  With heaving, 
shuddering gasps, he lost it then, and the flood of emotions that had been rising the 
minute he’d begun reading her letter came pouring out in broken sobs until he felt 
empty inside. 

When he’d had his release, he slumped backwards until he was lying in a heap in 
the middle of the floor, too drained and distraught to care how pathetic he looked.  He 
lay that way for a long time, not thinking because he couldn’t, not feeling because he had 
gone numb. 

Eventually, thought and feeling returned to him, though both were a whirling 
mass of confusion that he hardly had the energy to process right then.  Why? he 
wondered vaguely.  Why did she leave me?  

Oh sure, she’d explained her reasons in the letter, but he didn’t understand.  
What was the real reason?  Jamie?  His blood pulsed with anger as the name popped 
into his head.  He could barely think straight, didn’t have any logical reason for blaming 
Jamie, but he was the most convenient one to blame, so he blamed him just the same.  

Somewhere deep inside him, there was anger at Claire too, but more than 
anything, he was just hurt.  The hurt shadowed everything else, even his anger, and in 
the midst of his jumbled thoughts, the only clear notion was the one that he was really 
and truly alone. 

He didn’t want to be. 
Not moving from the floor, he crammed his cold hand into a pocket on his pants, 

his icy fingers fumbling with his cell phone.  Holding the phone in front of his face, he 
pressed a button without hardly looking at it and moved the phone to his ear.  Moments 
later, a deep voice rasped, “Bonedaddy at your service.  ‘Sup, Nicky, you back?” 

“J?” Nick’s voice cracked hoarsely. 
“Yeah, Nick?” AJ asked, his voice instantly turning serious.  “You okay??” 
“No,” Nick choked out with difficulty, his throat feeling tight.  “She left me, AJ...  

She’s gone.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 73 
 

“What!?” AJ cried, his voice sharp in Nick’s ear.  “Are you shittin’ me, Carter??  
You mean... Claire??  She... she what?!” 

Nick cleared his throat.  “You heard me,” he managed to say.  “She left.  She 
moved all of her stuff out and left a note... a fucking note!” 

“No... no fucking way!” exclaimed AJ.  “Why would she do that??  She loves you!” 
“Funny, she says that too... but if she loved me so goddamn much, why’d she 

fucking leave?!” Nick cried, his voice rising. 
“She didn’t give a reason??” 
“I... I dunno...  She said she was confused, that she wasn’t ready to get married, 

that she needed some time to herself to think things through,” Nick said, his voice 
dropping to a low mumble as he mentally rehashed Claire’s letter. 

“So this isn’t a permanent thing.” 
“I don’t know, AJ – she moved all of her stuff out!  No warning or anything... it’s 

just gone!  It’s like she was never here...” 
“Why would she do that?” AJ asked again, incredulous.  “Why would she do it like 

that?  Not even tell you in person... or, or at least over the phone, since you weren’t 
there...” 

“Don’t ask me, I don’t have a fucking clue!” Nick ranted.  “I told you she’d been 
acting weird lately!  Didn’t I tell you that a couple weeks ago??  God, maybe I should 
have seen this coming... we’d been having problems... but still, I didn’t think...”  He 
trailed off, shaking his head in confusion. 

“So you haven’t talked to her?” 
“No!  I just got home and found out!  I... I haven’t even had a chance to think...” 
AJ was silent for a moment, before he responded quietly, “I’m sorry, Nick.  Is... is 

there anything I can do, dude?” 
“No,” Nick sighed.  “I guess it’s between her and me.  I should probably call her.  

She said to call if... if I wanted to talk.” 
“If you wanna talk, give me a call...” AJ sang softly. 
Nick frowned.  “What??” 
“Sorry... just thought it’d make a good song lyric,” AJ chuckled and then cut 

himself off sharply.  “Sorry,” he apologized again. 
“I don’t exactly feel like singing now, AJ,” Nick stewed, his frown deepening.  “My 

fiancée just left me.” 
“I know, Nick... I’m sorry, really.  I think calling her is a good idea though, 

especially if she mentioned it.  She’s probably expecting it.  Maybe she just wanted to 
give you time to process everything first, and that’s why she wrote it in a letter.  But who 
knows – even I don’t understand how chicks think half the time.  They’re crazy 
sometimes, man; you know that.” 

“I know, but Claire’s not like other women,” Nick protested, aware of the 
desperation creeping back into his voice.  “She’s not like Leah or Mandy or any of them!  
At least I thought she wasn’t.  I thought she was different... special.  I thought I’d finally 
found the one.” 

“Give her a chance to explain herself,” AJ said patiently.  “Maybe she is the one, 
and you just need to wait awhile longer for her.” 



 

 

“I don’t want to wait!” Nick exploded.  “Life’s too short to wait!  I think I know 
that better than any of you!  And Claire knows it too, damn it!  What’s she thinking?!  
We were supposed to get married!” 

“Nick, man, you gotta calm down.  You’re not gonna get her back talking like that 
– show some sensitivity.  Something made her do this; she had to have had a reason.  
Call her up and find out what’s going through her head,” AJ advised wisely. 

Nick sighed.  “I will.  I’m going to.  I... I’m just afraid of what she’s gonna say.” 
“Can’t be much worse than what she put in a letter basically telling you she was 

leaving you,” scoffed AJ.  “Talk to her, dude.  Call me back when you have and let me 
know what’s up.  I’m here for you anytime, bro, you know that, right?” 

“Sure.  Thanks, J,” Nick murmured gratefully.  “I’m gonna call her now.” 
“Good luck, Nick.” 
Nick sucked in a deep breath.  “Thanks, AJ.” 
 

*** 
 

Claire felt like throwing up the moment she heard her cell phone ring.  The “Quit 
Playing Games” ringtone was still on it, and in her head, she could hear Nick’s voice 
singing, “I live my life... the way... to keep you coming back to me.  Everything I do... is 
for you...” 

“God,” she whispered, holding her breath as she picked up her phone with 
trembling fingers and checked the caller ID.  Releasing the breath in a lengthy, 
shuddering whoosh, she punched a button and put the phone to her ear.  “Hey.” 

“Hey, girl.”  Dianna’s normally perky voice was significantly sedated with 
sympathy.  “How’s it going?” 

Claire sighed.  “Same.  I’m just sitting here, waiting to see if he’s gonna call, 
wondering how much he’s gonna hate me... you know.  He had to have made it home by 
now and seen...”  She trailed off, then moaned, “God, I’m such a horrible person, Di.” 

“Oh sweetie, no you’re not,” Dianna assured her kindly, although Claire didn’t 
believe her for an instant.  She knew what she had done was truly terrible.  She had 
packed up all of her things and moved out of her fiancee’s house, without warning.  And 
she’d let him know it in a note... a note! 

She knew it was a lame, cowardly thing to do, but she couldn’t fathom doing the 
alternatives.  Calling him and telling him over the phone that she was leaving?  Yeah, 
right.  She could only imagine how that conversation would go.  “Hi, Nick?  Yeah, it’s 
me.  I’m fine, thanks, but there’s something I need to tell you.  Are you listening?  Yeah, 
well... I’m leaving you.” 

Or how about waiting to tell him on person?  Yeah, maybe she should have been 
sitting outside his front door that morning, ready to hop up and greet him when he 
pulled into the driveway.  “Hi, honey, welcome home!  Well, to your home anyway... it’s 
not my home anymore, because I moved out two nights ago.”  She wouldn’t have 
worded it so harshly, of course, but still... the look on his face...  She couldn’t bear 
thinking of it. 

Though she knew it wasn’t the best way to go about doing it, the note had seemed 
the least painful option at the time.  He’d be able to read it in private and have time to 
brood over it, she reasoned.  Wasn’t that what she had been looking for, time alone to 
think?  Maybe he could use it too. 



 

But she realized, deep down, that the real reason she’d opted for writing a letter 
was more selfish in nature.  With a note, she could detach herself from the situation.  
She wouldn’t have to tell him in person and see his face when he realized what she was 
saying, or hear his tears as he broke down over the phone. 

Maybe it won’t be that bad, she kept thinking.  Maybe he’ll understand 
perfectly; maybe he’s been thinking the same thing all along. 

But she knew it wasn’t so.  Nick was going to be devastated, and she hated herself 
for causing him to be.  He deserves better than that, she scolded herself fiercely.  He 
deserves better than you.  Nick needed a woman who could be one hundred percent 
committed to him and his life, his career.  She could not be that woman, not right now 
anyway.  She loved Nick dearly, so dearly that her heart felt as if it were being ripped out 
of her chest whenever she thought of the pain she was going to cause him.  He was one 
of her best friends, and she loved him as much more than that too.  But she knew she 
could no longer be more than that to him, at least not for now.  Their lives were just too 
different, and she wasn’t ready to sacrifice hers.  Marriage was about compromise, and 
she just couldn’t.  Not now.  There were too many other things going on in her life, and it 
wasn’t fair to Nick. 

“Claire?” Dianna’s voice jarred her thoughts.  “You still there, babe?” 
“I’m here,” Claire answered miserably. 
“Aww, Claire...  I dunno, maybe it wasn’t the best way to go about doing it, but 

you can’t keep beating yourself up over it.  You did it, it’s done, it’s over.  What’s the 
worst that could happen now?  He might be pissed off at you... but so?  He probably 
would have been anyway; I mean, you did break up with him.” 

Claire sighed, squeezing her eyes shut.  She didn’t like to think of it that way, that 
she’d dumped him.  She preferred to think they were taking a break, not breaking up.  It 
wasn’t that she wanted their relationship to be over; she loved Nick, and she always 
would.  She just wasn’t ready to marry him, to live the life of a Backstreet wife. 

“Do you think I’m being selfish, Di?” she asked, that last point bringing this 
thought to her mind.  “Because I won’t compromise... because I won’t give up my career 
to be with him, but I won’t sit around his house and wait for him anymore either?  Is 
that selfish of me?” 

“I don’t think so,” Dianna said firmly.  “Your needs are important too.  You can’t 
be the only one to compromise; he can’t expect that of you.  He should be trying to 
compromise too.” 

“Well, that’s the thing... his job isn’t exactly made for compromise.  He’s a 
Backstreet Boy; he has to travel to record his music, he has to travel to promote his 
music, and he has to travel to tour.  He’s going to be gone a lot, like it or not, and if I 
married him, it would be up to me to either come with him or get used to being without 
him.  I’m not ready to uproot yet, but I hate that whole being with him, but without him 
thing... so I... I guess I’m just... not going to be with him...”  She trailed off, her logic 
sounding rather shaky in her own head.  Did that make sense? 

“I know what you mean, girl,” said Dianna – okay, so hopefully it did make some 
sense.  “Although if it were me, I’d ditch my lame-ass job in a heartbeat to go on tour 
with those guys.” 

“I know,” Claire sighed.  “Any girl would, right?  Maybe Nick just needs to find 
one who will.” 

“You want him to find someone else?” Dianna asked incredulously. 



 

 

“I dunno,” muttered Claire.  “I did just dump him, according to you, so why not?  
I don’t know what’s going to happen between us, but... if this is it, I do want him to find 
someone else, someone who will love him and give him what he needs.  He deserves 
that.  He deserves to be happy.  And I don’t know if he would have been happy with me... 
if we would have been happy together.  We were... but things change.  Maybe we just 
weren’t right for each other.” 

“You are pretty different from each other,” admitted Dianna.  “You know I never 
saw you dating some pop star.  And no offense, girl, but he’s used to dating these elite, 
beautiful, perfect women, and you... well, you’re a regular gal, like me.  You’re used to 
regular guys, like Jamie and Tim – although I’m not sure I’d call Tim ‘regular’...” 

Claire chuckled.  “I know what you mean.  When I first met him, I never would 
have guessed we’d end up together, not in my wildest dreams.”   She gave a rueful laugh, 
remembering how she’d expected him to be a stuck-up, obnoxious, arrogant prick.  In 
fact, she’d talked to him that day in the chemo room mostly to get a feel for him, find out 
if he was or not.  She’d been awed to discover that he wasn’t, which was perhaps what 
had attracted her to him in the first place.  That and the fact that he was gorgeous.  She 
didn’t normally go for blondes, but his eyes... oh, god, those eyes.  She’d always had a 
weakness for blue ones. 

Tears sprung unexpectedly to her own eyes as she thought wistfully of Nick and 
all the memories she had with him.  All the good times, hanging out in the waiting room 
of the cancer clinic, or each other’s hospital rooms...  She closed her eyes and laughed 
despite herself; my, they’d had an interesting run, hadn’t they? 

“It was the cancer, you know,” she contemplated aloud.  “Weird as that is, it’s 
what put us on the same level, gave us something in common.  Isn’t that messed up?” 

“A little,” Dianna confessed with an awkward giggle.  “I guess it makes sense 
though... I mean, you guys were there for each other, right?” 

“Yeah...” murmured Claire.  “Yeah, we were.” 
There was a pause.  Then Dianna asked, “... What do you think he’s gonna do now 

that you’re not?” 
Claire frowned, and a pang shot through her heart.  But she never got the chance 

to answer, for at that moment, her cell phone beeped in her ear, signaling that she had 
another call.  Her stomach flip-flopping, she pulled the phone away to check the screen 
– Nick’s name was flashing.  “Oh God!” she exclaimed, jerking the phone back to her 
ear.  “I gotta go, Di, he’s calling!” 

“Good lu-”  Dianna’s voice was cut off when Claire punched a button, switching 
lines to answer Nick’s call. 

Cupping her hand over the phone, she cleared her throat and tied to compose 
herself before she hesitantly lowered her hand and answered, “... Hello?” 
 

*** 
 

Nick’s heart plunked right down into his stomach when he heard Claire’s voice on 
the other line, and all the words he’d prepared for her fled his mind.  His mouth fell 
open, but for at least thirty seconds, he stood blankly, holding his breath, not knowing 
what to say. 

“...Nick?” she asked after some time.  “Are you there?” 



 

“Y-yeah,” he exhaled finally.  “I, uh... I got your note.”  She didn’t reply.  “So... so 
this is it, huh?  Just like that?” 

“It doesn’t have to be ‘it’.  I just need some time, Nick,” Claire said quietly. 
“How much time?” 
“I don’t know.” 
“Days?  Weeks?  Months?  Years??” 
“I don’t know, Nick.” 
“Well, you don’t know much of anything, do you?” Nick asked sarcastically, 

beginning to grow annoyed.  “I mean, what the fuck, Claire?  I come home and find a 
note??  And all your stuff’s just gone?  Like that?  Do you realize how fucking lame that 
is, that you couldn’t even tell me to my face that you wanted out?!” 

“I... I know... Nick,” she answered falteringly.  “I should have waited; we should 
have talked about it, in person.” 

“Gee, ya think?” he snapped and smiled with satisfaction at the dead silence that 
fell on her end.  She’d hurt him; he didn’t mind causing her a bit of pain too. 

“I’m sorry, Nick,” Claire finally whispered.  “I know I wasn’t right in doing it the 
way I did... but I just hope you can understand and... and give me some time.” 

But how much time? Nick wondered again.  He didn’t ask this time though.  
“Okay,” he said, because it was the only thing he could think of to say.  Other than “No, 
bitch, it’s over,” which... wasn’t going to happen.  He was upset with her, true, but part 
of him still clung to the hope that she would come back to him.  He wanted her back.  
He loved her, for God’s sake.  He wasn’t going to be the one to end things. 

“Okay?” she repeated, her voice lifting slightly. 
“Well, yeah,” he said, as if it were obvious.  “What choice do I have?  You piss me 

off, Claire, but I love you, god damn it.  I don’t want to lose you.” 
“I love you too,” she whispered, so softly he could just barely hear her.  “I’m 

sorry.” 
Nick scowled and rolled his eyes.  “Right.  Call me when you know what you 

want.”   Before she could reply, he tore the phone away from his ear and flipped it shut, 
ending the call.  He tossed the phone down, letting it skid across the floor, and lay back 
down beside it, his hands tugging at his hair as he let out a shuddering breath. 

He could not see the tears that were streaming down Claire’s face as she sat on 
her bed, clutching her phone, a hundred and fifty miles away. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 74 
 

That night, Nick did the only thing he knew of to make the pain he was feeling go 
away – get rip-roaring drunk.  By midnight, he was blissfully numb and actually 
enjoying himself, as he chatted with a very young, very hot Latina woman – Angelique, 
he thought she’d said her name was.  Like an angel.  A suitable name for such a beautiful 
girl.  She had chocolate eyes, caramel skin, and glossy black hair that brushed her back, 
swaying gently as she tipped her head this way and that, talking animatedly in a dialect 
that was distinctly Southern Californian, with just a hint of Spanish influence and a 
slight slur from the tequila shots she’d been downing all night.  She was three sheets to 
the wind and had been talking to Nick for half an hour without the remotest sign of 
recognition, which suited him perfectly.  He didn’t want to be recognized.  He wanted to 
escape. 

“So you said you’re from LA?” he asked her, raising his voice to be heard above 
the pounding music of the club. 

“That’s right!  Orange County, baby, the OC!” she exclaimed, pumping her fist in 
the air and bobbing her head.  “I’m just here visiting some friends, but I’m flying back to 
Cali in a week for the holidays.  Christmas is coming; I’m so excited!” 

He smiled wryly at the way she pronounced the ‘g’ at the end of her words.  
Visting-guh, flying-guh, coming-guh... 

“Are you excited?  For the holidays?” she asked, smiling as she leaned closer to 
him across the table. 

“Nah, not really,” he answered, then elaborated, “My girlfriend left me.  This 
morning.” 

Angelique’s dark eyes widened with sympathy.  “Oh no, I’m so sorry!” she gushed, 
touching his arm.  She leaned even closer, peering up at him, her full, crimson lips 
drawn into a frown.  “Come on, do a shot with me!” she urged him, as if that would make 
it all better. 

Nick wasn’t disagreeing.  He got up from his seat when she did, put his hand in 
hers, and followed her as she led the way to the bar, pushing past the crowds of people 
like a seasoned pro, despite the fact that she was at least a foot shorter than him and 
couldn’t have weighed more than a hundred and ten.  She ordered them each a shot of 
tequila and handed him as he squeezed into a spot next to her at the bar. 

“Ready?!” she called above the music, raising her glass. 
“Ready!” he shouted back with a nod, and they clinked glasses before downing 

the shots in one synchronized swallow, chasing them with salt and limes.  Nick wiped 
his mouth with the back of his hand, his throat burning from the tequila, and offered 
Angelique a crooked smile. 

She smiled back, batting her mascara-heavy eyelashes flirtatiously... and then she 
pounced.  Before he knew it, her arms were around his neck, pulling him downward, 
and her lips were pressed against his.  The kiss was fiery; her tongue forced its way into 
his mouth, and he could taste the alcohol and hint of lime as he caressed it with his, 
blindly wrapping his arms around her so that his hands were on her firm back and in 
her silken hair. 

By the time she broke the kiss, he was breathless.  He sucked in great gulps of air, 
slightly thunderstruck by what had just happened.  Angelique, on the other hand, did 



 

not seem fazed.  “Let’s dance!” she exclaimed brightly, grabbing his hand again and 
trying to pull him onto the dance floor. 

“No,” he tried to protest, uncomfortably aware of his clumsy prosthetic leg as he 
stumbled along behind her.  Her grip unrelenting, she dragged him through circles of 
people until they reached an empty spot at the edge of the crowded dance floor.  
Immediately, she found the beat of the music and began to move, shaking her hips like 
Shakira and throwing her hands above her bobbing head. 

“Come on!” she cried when she noticed that he was not dancing, pulling him 
closer and grinding seductively against him, wasted and totally oblivious to the fact that 
he wore a stiff, artificial leg on the other side of his body.  A few years ago, he would 
have been right there with her, his body pressed up against hers, rocking out to the 
pulsing rhythms.  But now he just felt awkward and inept.  He felt his cheeks grow 
warm, imagining everyone else on the dance floor staring at him. 

“Hey!” he called, grabbing Angelique by the shoulder and leaning down to say 
into her ear, “I’m kinda hot!  You wanna get out of here?” 

“Sure!” she replied, nodding.  Relieved, Nick made a quick escape from the dance 
floor, pulling her with him.  They made their way outside into the cool night air, a 
welcomed reprieve from the stuffy, smoky club.  “You are hot,” she giggled, putting her 
hands on his chest to catch herself as she stumbled against him.  “I was getting hot too 
though; I’m always hot.  My friends call me a hot tamale!”  She giggled again, then 
stopped abruptly and, looking up at him, asked, “Hey, wanna walk back to my hotel?  
It’s right down the street.” 

“Okay,” Nick found himself answering, and before he knew it, he was standing in 
the center of a bargain hotel room, locked in her arms once again as they kissed long 
and hard. 

“Mmm,” Angelique murmured as she broke the kiss, swaying slightly.  “I gotta lie 
down... come on.”  Dragging him with her, she weaved across the room to one of the 
beds and climbed up onto it, nearly toppling right off before she found her center of 
balance and slid backwards across the bedspread. 

Bad idea, bad idea! Nick’s conscience screamed, but when his eyes drank in the 
sight of her, stretched out on the bed like that, the thin straps of her midriff-revealing 
top falling off of her shoulders, her long hair fanning out behind her, his body told him 
otherwise.  His mind a blur, he stole around to the side of the bed and slid onto it next to 
her.  She rolled into his arms and returned to kissing him immediately, her hands 
exploring his back as his trailed her sleek mane of hair. 

Soon her fingers latched onto the hem of his shirt and started tugging it upwards.  
He lifted his upper body to help her pull the shirt over his head, and then his hands 
moved to hers, easing it off of her to reveal more of her toned upper body and ample 
bust.  She wasted no time in reaching around behind her and undoing the clasps of her 
bra; within a few seconds, the satiny material had fallen from her chest, causing Nick’s 
breath to catch in his throat as he took in the sight of her.  She grabbed his hands, 
moving them to the places her bra had covered, and fell back against the pillows.  
Leaning over her, he squeezed a handful of her breast, kneading the firm, plump flesh 
slowly as she closed her eyes and sighed with pleasure. 

Her lips eventually found their way back to his, but before long, she was done 
kissing.  After easing him off of her, her hands went to her waist, undoing the fly of her 
low-rise jeans and sliding them down her hips to reveal red thong panties.  She kicked 



 

 

the tight jeans off of her ankles and then rolled towards him again, her fingers shooting 
immediately for the waistband of his own jeans. 

“Angel-Angelique,” he murmured, becoming aware of the fact that she was 
heading for dangerous territory.  “Hang on a minute... just...” 

But his words fell on deaf ears; she’d already pulled open his fly and was 
struggling to get his pants down his waist.  “Here,” he said, covering her hands with his 
to stop her.  “Let me.”  Sucking in a breath, he slowly raised his hips just enough to 
lower his pants; he watched her face as he eased the jeans down, inevitably exposing the 
socket of his prosthesis. 

He saw her eyes widen at first, then heard her gasp as he sat up and pushed the 
denim down to reveal the rest of the artificial leg.  When he glanced back at her, her lips 
were curled back in what was unmistakably revulsion. 

“Oh my God!” she exclaimed, her gaze flitting briefly from his leg to his eyes, then 
right back again.  “Y-you... your leg,” she stammered uncomfortably, scooting away from 
him.  “Wh-why didn’t you tell me?” 

“You didn’t give me the chance,” he answered quietly, sobered by her reaction.  “I 
lost it a year and a half ago, to cancer,” he explained, figuring it was best to be honest 
about it.  “But I’m okay now.  It’s okay.”  He held out his hand, reaching for her, but she 
scrambled backwards and fell right off the bed, hitting the floor on the other side with 
an ungraceful thud. 

“Are you okay??” Nick asked, trying to scoot over to see if she was alright.  She 
reappeared quickly, but swayed, off-centered, on her feet.  Nick patted the bed.  “C’mon, 
you should lie down,” he said, but she shook her head and reached out towards the wall, 
using it to brace herself. 

She stood that way for a few seconds, her eyes closed.  Then all of a sudden, she 
opened her eyes wide, looked at Nick, and gasped, “I’m gonna be sick!”  Clapping a hand 
over her mouth, she staggered around the bed and into the bathroom, slamming the 
door behind her.  Through the cheap, fake wood, he could hear the muffled sounds of 
her gagging and retching. 

For a moment he wondered if he should go in and help her, but he quickly 
decided against it.  He knew she didn’t want to see him now. 

His cheeks burning with humiliation and shame, he slowly reached for his 
rumpled jeans and eased his lower half over the side of the bed to pull them back on.  
His shirt came next, followed by his shoes, and then he stood.  Angelique was still 
throwing up in the bathroom when he walked out. 

His embarrassment only grew as he left the hotel and trudged back to the club, 
mentally berating himself the whole way.  Why did you let it go so far?!  You knew what 
was going to happen!  How did you think she was going to react?  A hot girl like that... 
she’s not out looking to get some from a gimp! 

He knew he was in no condition to drive, but when he found his car, he climbed 
in anyway, slamming the door as hard as he could before dropping his forehead to the 
steering wheel.  He banged it there a few times, until the horn sounded and startled him.  
Then he just sat, slumped over the wheel in defeat. 

So this is how it’s gonna be, he thought miserably.  If Claire leaves me for good... 
then that’s it.  I’ll be single and alone for the rest of my life.  No other woman will ever 
want to be with me, unless she’s just after my money.  And I don’t want another 
fucking gold digger.   He knew what he wanted.  I want Claire... 



 

She was the only woman who understood him, the only one who knew him and 
loved him the way he was, even now.  She could look at him and touch him and 
somehow find him desirable, because she was different.  She was special. 

God, he missed her already. 
Despite his anger, he wanted nothing more than to go home, climb into bed with 

her, and feel her arms around him, erasing his humiliation with her warm hug.  But he 
knew it was not to be.  Claire was gone.  And he was alone. 

He thought he was alone anyway, until a light knock on the driver’s side window 
startled him, causing him to jerk upright.  His head flew to the window where he saw, 
his heart skipping a beat, a woman’s face. 

“Nick?” he heard her voice through the closed window, and as he squinted 
through the glass in bewilderment, he realized he recognized her.  He reached for the 
door handle and opened the door, climbing quickly out of the car. 

“Laureen?” he said, and sure enough, now that he could see her in the glow of the 
lights overhead, it was Laureen Bincs, Claire’s coworker. 

“I thought that was you!” exclaimed Laureen, smiling brightly.  “What’s up?  Did 
you just get back from Los Angeles?” 

At first, Nick frowned in confusion, wondering how she could possibly speak to 
him so cheerfully.  Then he realized... she didn’t know. 

“Yeah,” he answered her dully.  “Just got back this morning.” 
“That’s cool.  So what are you up to, just having a guys’ night, since Claire’s out of 

town and all?  It’s girls’ night out for me,” she rushed ahead without giving him a chance 
to answer, “but... I dunno.  I’m not really big on clubs,” she confessed.  “I don’t really 
dance... no good at it.  My friends always think I’ll dance if they get me drunk enough, 
but I’ve had a few drinks and...”  She shrugged and shook her head.  “... not happening.”  
She paused and glanced around the parking lot.  “So where are your friends?” she asked. 

“Not here.  I came alone,” Nick said, then, figuring he might as well tell her, 
added, “Claire left me.” 

It took Laureen a minute for him to process what he had said, and when she did, 
she gasped out loud.  “What?!” she cried.  “What do you mean, left you?” 

“I mean she left... literally.  She moved out of my place without even telling me; I 
came back this morning and found a note from her.” 

“What?!” Laureen gasped again.  “You’re kidding!” 
Nick let out a humorless chuckle.  “I wish.” 
Laureen gaped up at him, her eyes wide with shock.  “Oh my gosh...” she 

whispered, shaking her head.  “Nick... I can’t believe it!  A-are you okay?  Oh, what am I 
saying, that’s a stupid question – of course you’re not okay!  Oh, Nick!” 

He smiled crookedly, surprised to find that he was genuinely comforted by her 
concern for him.  At least someone cared about him.  “Nah... not really,” he admitted, 
holding his hands out limply in defeat. 

“Do... do you wanna talk about it?” Laureen offered, coyly shifting her feet as she 
peered up at him.  “We could go somewhere else and... get some food or something, 
maybe?” 

“Oh, I dunno...” Nick hesitated.  “You’re here with your friends; I don’t want to-” 
“Oh no, I was just about to take off!” Laureen interjected.  “I told you, I wasn’t 

having much fun.  I’ve already called a taxi and everything, so we can just take that and 
go somewhere, wherever you wanna go.” 



 

 

Nick thought for a moment and then nodded.  “Okay,” he accepted.  “I guess I 
shouldn’t really be driving anyway.” 

Laureen smiled knowingly.  “Me neither,” she said.  “This way, we’ll both be safe.  
Come on.”   She motioned for him to follow her, and after locking his car and pocketing 
his keys, he did, walking with her back around to the front of the club, where they waited 
together for the cab. 

 
*** 

 
Thank God for 24 hour restaurants, Nick thought, as he sat across from Laureen 

at a table in the private room typically reserved for parties at a nearby Denny’s.  He 
stuck his finger into his hot chocolate to test the temperature, then stirred it around 
lazily, bringing his finger up to his mouth to suck off a glob of whipped cream. 

He was stalling on the whole talking thing because, frankly, now that they were 
here and his buzz was wearing off, he felt sort of awkward.  He barely knew Laureen; the 
only time he’d really even talked to her before was the night he and Claire had gone out 
to dinner with her and Tim, and she’d hardly talked then.  She was much more talkative 
around him tonight, with alcohol in her system, but still, it wasn’t as if they were old 
friends. 

“I can’t believe Claire left,” Laureen finally spoke first, and Nick glanced up to see 
her looking across the table at him, her brow furrowed with sympathy.  “I had no idea.  
The last time I saw her was at work yesterday.  She seemed kind of stressed out, but then 
again, she’s been like that for weeks.  I thought it was just because of her dad and 
working overtime, you know?” 

Nick nodded.  “Apparently it was me too.  We’d been having arguments, about... 
all kinds of things... but I didn’t think...”  He trailed off inarticulately, offering her a 
shrug. 

“Have you talked to her?” asked Laureen. 
“Yeah,” said Nick and told her in brief what Claire had said on the phone. 
“I’m sorry,” Laureen replied sympathetically when he was done.  “I don’t really 

know what else to say...  But I can talk to her, if you want; we’re both scheduled to work 
on Monday, so I should see her then.” 

Nick shook his head.  “Nah, don’t.  I don’t think there’s anything left to say at this 
point.  She’s gonna have to figure out things on her own, and I’ll... I’ll just have to wait, I 
guess.” 

Laureen offered him a slight smile and took a slow sip of her cocoa.  For a few 
minutes, neither of them spoke; she was sobering up too and, at the same time, 
clamming up in his presence. 

“So...” he said slowly, trying to think of something to say to break the awkward 
silence and perhaps change the subject at the same time.  “You don’t go to clubs much 
then?” 

“Not a lot,” Laureen confessed with a shrug.  “Like I said, usually I get dragged 
along with my friends.  I’m just not really that type of girl though; I’d rather just... you 
know... hang out, watch a movie, have a few drinks at a friend’s house, that kind of 
thing.  Not very exciting, I know,” she added, her cheeks turning pink as she met his eye, 
then averted her gaze. 



 

“Nah, that’s cool,” Nick replied quickly, smiling at her.  “I like just being able to 
hang out too.  I used to be all about the club scene, but... not anymore.” 

Again, she glanced up at him, catching his eye; again, she blushed and looked 
away.  Realizing he was making her uncomfortable, he wracked his brain for something 
else to say to put her at ease. 

“I met this girl there tonight, right, and she was... gorgeous.  I probably shouldn’t 
be saying that, considering I was engaged as of this morning, but she was... yeah, she 
was fine,” he let himself ramble.  “And I was talkin’ to her, and you know, she seemed 
pretty cool, pretty crazy.  She was from LA, and she was all, ‘I like clubbing-guh and 
dancing-guh and drink-ing-guh’,” he imitated Angelique in a high-pitched Valley Girl 
accent.  “And she was like, gone, wasted, had no fucking clue who I was... which was 
nice, you know, cause usually I get recognized going to places like that.” 

Laureen nodded, studying him intently over her mug of hot chocolate, a cute 
smile tugging on the corners of her mouth. 

“So she’s like, ‘Let’s dance!’ and pulls me over to the dance floor and starts, you 
know, bumping and grinding against me.  And I... well, I used to be an okay dancer, I 
think-”  Laureen nodded emphatically behind her cocoa, then flushed bright red again 
when he paused to smirk at her.  “-but these days... eh, not so much.  Kinda takes some 
of the fun out of clubbing, huh?  Is that why you don’t like clubs, cause you don’t 
dance?” 

Laureen laughed nervously.  “Yeah, I guess so.  I just always think I’m gonna look 
like a spaz, you know?  I don’t want people watching me.” 

Nick smiled and nodded.  “I know how that goes.  Well if you ever get the urge to 
hit a club just for a drink or something and need someone to not-dance with you...”  He 
paused and flashed her a cheeky grin.  “... I’m your man.” 

Laureen’s eyes widened as a huge smile spread over her face.  “Really?  Okay!” 
she said, not bothering to hide her eagerness. 

He smiled again, wondering, I didn’t just ask her out... did I?  I hope she doesn’t 
think that...  Nothing against Laureen, but he barely knew her; he wasn’t interested in 
anything outside of friendship right now.  Not to mention she was Claire’s friend, and he 
had just broken up with Claire (or whatever she wanted to call it) that morning.  (The 
thought caused icy fingers to wrap around his heart, squeezing it until he felt sick to his 
stomach.  Claire...) 

Still, Laureen had been there for him that night (he thought, as he swallowed 
hard and attempted to push Claire’s face out of his mind), and he wasn’t against the idea 
of getting to know her better.  “Yeah, lemme give you my number,” he said.  “You won’t 
give it out to anyone, will you?  Especially not any of your friends that might be 
Backstreet fans?”  Get the point? he added internally, raising his eyebrows at her. 

Laureen shook her head quickly.  “No, I definitely won’t, I swear!  Most of my 
friends aren’t fans anyway,” she said and immediately turned red again, looking 
mortified.  “Sorry!” 

Nick laughed.  “That’s okay, it’s cool.  I just don’t want it to get out, you know, 
cause then everyone would know, and I’d have to change my number again...  It’s kind of 
a hassle.” 

She nodded emphatically.  “I understand.  I promise, I won’t give it out.” 
“Cool.  You wanna write it down, or do you have a cell phone?” 



 

 

“I’ve got my phone, hang on.”  She tore into her purse and brought out her phone, 
hurriedly punching buttons on it.  “Okay, ready,” she said after a moment, looking up.  
He recited the digits of his cell phone number, hoping he wasn’t making a mistake by 
trusting her, and waited as she stored it in her contacts. 

“Um, do you want mine too?” she asked timidly when she had finished. 
“Sure,” said Nick, and did the same as she rattled off her number to him, adding 

her name to the lengthy list of contacts that he desperately needed to weed down.  He no 
longer kept in touch with half these people anymore anyway.  “Cool,” he said when he 
was done, smiling at her as he flipped his phone shut. 

By the time he’d drained the last of his cocoa, he had to admit, he felt slightly 
better than he had earlier.  His buzz was all but gone, but at least he wasn’t alone. 

Setting his empty mug down on the table with a clunk, he smiled across the table 
at Laureen and said, “We should do this again sometime.  Denny’s, man... good stuff.” 

She laughed.  “Anytime!  I mean that – if you wanna talk or anything, feel free to 
call.” 

Her words were very reminiscent of the end of Claire’s letter, and again he felt his 
heart compress painfully.  “Thanks,” he said, forcing a smile.  “You ready to take off?” 

As he and Laureen stood to leave, Nick couldn't help but wonder just how long 
the thought of Claire would cause him such pain.  It didn’t take much for him to answer 
his own question. 

If she doesn’t come back?  Probably a long, long time. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Chapter 75 
 

Claire lingered over breakfast early the next morning.  She was always up early 
these days, either because she had to work or because the previous night’s sleep had 
been so restless.  Sometimes it was both; today, it was the latter.  She wasn’t scheduled 
to work because she was supposed to be at home in Tampa, with Nick; yet here she was, 
sitting at her mother’s kitchen table in her parents’ house in Gainesville. 

“Eat up,” her mother said as she passed the table, giving Claire a light swat on the 
shoulder.  “Breakfast is the most important meal of the day, you know.” 

“Ugh, Mom, please,” Claire groaned.  Though she normally had no problem 
eating, she hadn’t had an appetite in days.  Breaking off one’s engagement would do that 
to a person, she supposed. 

“What?  It is!  And you need to eat.  You haven’t had any energy lately.” 
Claire rolled her eyes.  “Gee, Mom, maybe that’s because I’ve been working two 

jobs and just broke up with my boyfriend yesterday,” she snapped. 
Her mother stopped and offered her a sympathetic smile.  “I know, honey,” she 

said.  “I just want to make sure you’re staying healthy.  You have been feeling alright, 
haven’t you?  Physically, I mean.” 

Clenching her teeth to keep from growling, Claire nodded stiffly.  She knew her 
mother meant well and was just being a mom, concerned for her daughter, but the 
overprotective thing had been going on for years and years, and it was getting old.  Let 
her worry about her dad’s health indeed for once.  She was twenty-five now and well-
aware of what symptoms to look for, should something relating to her leukemia flare up 
again. 

That reminded her, Nick had his quarterly check-up that morning.  It was the 
reason he had flown home from LA early.  She felt a pang of guilt as she thought of him 
going in alone; for the last year or so, they had always accompanied each other to 
doctor’s appointments. 

She sighed to herself, wondering just how long the thought of Nick was going to 
cause her to ache the way she did.  If they didn’t get back together?  Probably a long, 
long time.  She realized she was inflicting this pain upon herself (and probably on him 
too), but she’d done what she felt she needed to do.  Still, it didn’t make it hurt any less... 

“Don’t sigh at me,” her mother scolded gently.  “You know I can’t help but be 
concerned once in awhile.  You’ve gone through a lot lately...  I worry.” 

Claire managed a smile.  “I know, Mom.  And I wasn’t sighing at you.  I was just 
thinking about Nick.  He has a doctor’s appointment today... and I’m not there.  No 
one’s there for him.” 

Her mother’s expression grew sympathetic once again.  “Oh, Claire... are you sure 
you couldn’t have worked it out any other way?  I know things were complicated 
between you two, but I also know how much you care for him, and I can tell how much 
he loves you too.  He’s always been there for you.” 

Almost always, she thought, but she didn’t say it.  Her mom did not know about 
the night he’d run out on her and kissed another woman when the thing she’d needed 
most was simply his comfort... and she didn’t plan to tell her.  That was between her and 
Nick... well, and Dianna and Jamie.  No one else needed to know. 

“When you were in the hospital two years ago...” 



 

 

“I know, Mom,” she mumbled, her cheeks growing warm.  Her mother had loved 
Nick from the day he’d hopped a flight from New York to come back to Tampa and be 
with her after her bone marrow transplant, when no one knew if she’d make it or not.  “I 
love him, very much, but... like you said, it’s complicated.”  She’d already poured her 
heart out to her mother the night she’d moved out of his house, explaining her reasoning 
through her tears, hoping for some reassurance that she hadn’t just made a horrible 
mistake. 

Her mother nodded in understanding and opened her mouth to reply, but never 
got the chance.  The phone rang, and she said, “Oh, let me get that,” and hurried over to 
pick up the wall phone.  Claire turned back to her barely touched eggs, which were 
starting to turn rubbery.  She gave them a poke with her fork, feeling rather like a picky 
six-year-old, and nearly jumped out of her chair when she heard her mother exclaim, 
“Oh!!”  Claire looked up in surprise.  “Oh my gosh!  We’re on our way!  Be there in a 
couple hours!” her mother spouted excitedly and hung up the phone. 

Just as she did, it dawned on Claire what was going on.  “Oh my God, was that 
Kyle?!” she asked, jumping up from her seat. 

Her mother’s face was radiant.  “Yes!  Amber’s in labor; they’re at Tampa General 
right now!” 

A rush of the kind of happiness Claire had not felt in weeks bubbled inside her, 
and she bounced eagerly on the balls of her feet, feeling like a kid on Christmas 
morning.  Her brother and sister-in-law were having their baby; in a matter of hours, 
she’d be an aunt!  “I’ll go get Dad!” she burst and hurried off to find him and tell him the 
good news. 

 
*** 

 
Claire’s family was on its way to Tampa, their spirits high, when Nick awoke, his 

spirits very low.  The events from the previous day, from Claire’s “Dear John” (Dear 
Nick?) letter to the girl from the club’s rejection, came pouring back to him all at once, 
like a vat of boiling water dumped right over his head.  As if his head wasn’t hurting 
enough as it was.  He didn’t think he’d had that much to drink last night – at least he’d 
felt pretty sober by the time he had driven himself home – but the effects of a mild 
hangover were unmistakable.  He felt like shit, in every possible way. 

Yesterday had been one of the worst days of his life (topped only by the day he’d 
lost his leg, the day he’d been diagnosed with cancer, the day AJ had gone to rehab, the 
day... well, come to think of it, he’d had a lot of pretty shitty days, but this was definitely 
one of them.)  And today wasn’t starting out any better.  One look at the date and time 
on his clock reminded them that he had an appointment in the oncology clinic that 
morning... which he’d forgotten about and was currently missing. 

“Fuck,” he swore as he sat up, his shoulders slumping as he realized he was never 
going to get there in time.  Not like he really wanted to, but he didn’t have a choice.  His 
last missed appointment had resulted in him being rushed to the hospital for life-
threatening lung surgery to remove a tumor that could have been caught months earlier.  
He wasn’t about to make that mistake again. 

Dragging his hands down his face, he sighed in frustration.  “I’ll just have to 
reschedule it,” he muttered and reached for his cell phone, knowing Kevin would be first 
in line to smack him if he let this one go. 



 

 
*** 

 
Even as she sat playing the waiting game on the maternity floor of Tampa 

General Hospital, filled with anticipation at the thought of Kyle’s son or daughter being 
born right down the hall, Claire’s thoughts inevitably drifted back to Nick.  He was 
probably there right now, in the same hospital, just three floors up, having his check-up.  
She hoped he was okay. 

Nick’s tough, she assured herself.  He’ll be fine. 
Still, a part of her wanted to go upstairs and find out if he was there, maybe see 

him when he got out, just to make sure it was alright.  It wasn’t like she would miss 
anything down here; from the way things sounded, it would still be hours before the 
baby was born.  Quickly, though, she decided against it.  It just wasn’t a good idea.  If 
Nick was hurting, her showing up unexpectedly wasn’t going to make things any easier 
for him.  He probably wouldn’t want to see her anyway. 

She frowned; this was going to be tough.  She still wanted a friendship with Nick, 
but she knew he wouldn’t go for that, at least not right away.  He wouldn’t want her as 
his friend; he’d want his girlfriend back.  And she wasn’t ready to go back to him, not 
like that.  But you do miss him, she had to admit to herself.  And it’s only been a day. 

She sighed to herself; yes, this was going to be tough alright.  But there was no 
turning back, no changing her mind, no going back to him – at least not for now.  If she 
did, they’d be facing the same problems they had before she left, only it would be even 
worse because his trust in her would be completely shattered.  It probably already had 
been.  No, she couldn’t go back. 

But you can still be a friend to him, she thought, whether he likes it or not. 
“You okay, kiddo?” her dad asked suddenly, squeezing her knee. 
Jarred from her thoughts, she turned to him and smiled.  “Yeah, I’m fine,” she 

said.  “I just hate waiting; you know me.” 
Her father smiled back.  “I know.  You always were impatient.  Just think of what 

Kyle’s going through back there... I can’t even begin to tell you how nervous and antsy I 
was waiting for him to born – and it was the same way with you.” 

She forced herself to laugh.  “Yeah, I’m sure he’s wearing a hole in the floor 
pacing Amber’s room.”   That’s what he’d been doing the whole time Claire was in the 
room at least, darting around the room like a hyperactive child.  She was excited for him 
though; it was great to see her brother so pumped.  He was going to make a great dad to 
this baby. 

Her dad chuckled as well.  “And I imagine your mom’s doing the same thing.”  
She had stayed behind while Claire and her dad retreated to a waiting room; she and 
Amber’s mother were both going to be there to witness the birth of their first grandchild. 

“Probably so,” agreed Claire, not blaming her.  She felt a little like pacing 
herself... right on up to the oncology floor.  You can’t, she warned herself, but then she 
had a better idea.  Digging a quarter out of her wallet, she stood and said, “I’ll be right 
back, Dad; I’m just gonna go make a phone call.” 

She left the waiting room and walked around the corner, looking for the nearest 
pay phone.  When she found one, she deposited her quarter and dialed Nick’s home 
number.  The phone rang four times before his answering machine picked up; a lump 
rose in her throat as she listened to his familiar voice on the recording.  She cleared it 



 

 

away just as the machine beeped and tried to keep her voice nonchalant as she left her 
message.  “Um, hey, Nick, it’s me.  I’m just calling cause I know you had an appointment 
this morning, and I wanted to make sure everything went well.  Um... if I don’t hear 
from you, I’ll assume that everything is fine.”  She paused, wondering what else she 
should say.  Kyle and Amber’s baby came to mind, but maybe he wouldn’t want to hear 
about it.  Maybe he wouldn’t want to hear from her at all. 

After a long pause, she finally just finished, “Well, um... I guess that’s all.  I’ll see 
ya.”  Reluctantly ending the call, she dropped her phone back into her purse and leaned 
against the wall, biting her bottom lip.  That was so awkward, she lamented inwardly, 
and the thought bothered her, for she had always felt comfortable around Nick. 

It’s your fault though, she reminded herself.  You did this.  You made this choice. 
She just hoped she wouldn’t live to regret it. 
 

*** 
 

It took a lot for Nick to drag himself out of bed that morning, but finally, he did.  
Not even bothering to get dressed, he simply put on his prosthesis and wandered 
downstairs.  He headed straight for the kitchen out of habit, only to realize he was not 
hungry halfway there.  Changing his mind, he turned and headed into his office, 
intending to immerse himself in computer games and forget his real life existed. 

He had just sat down at his desk and opened his laptop when the flashing light on 
his answering machine caught his eye, signaling that he had new messages.  
Automatically, he slapped at the button to play them and leaned back in his chair to 
listen.  “You have... 4 new messages,” the automated answering machine voice told him 
and read off the time the first one had been left.  It was from yesterday evening; Nick 
supposed he had been out already. 

“Hey Nick, it’s Kev,” Kevin’s deep, mellow voice resonated from the machine.  “I 
just heard about you and Claire and wanted to see if you were okay.  We should talk, 
bro, so please call me when you get this, alright?”   The message was short and simple, 
but Kevin’s tone of voice made it clear that he was concerned about his younger brother.  
Nick smiled a little, comforted by that thought, just as he had been talking to Laureen 
last night.  It was nice to know everyone hadn’t abandoned him, the way Claire had. 

“Nick, man, it’s Brian,” began the next message, and again, Nick smiled, 
recognizing Brian’s unmistakable drawl.  “AJ told me what happened... I’m so sorry, 
bro.  If there’s anything I can do or if you wanna talk or get together, give me a call, 
okay?  I’m here for ya.  Listen, I’ll try you again tomorrow if I don’t hear back from 
you tonight; I wanna hear how your doctor’s appointment went anyway.  Talk to you 
later, bud.” 

Nick cringed as the message ended, knowing Brian wasn’t going to be too happy 
to hear that he’d missed the appointment that morning.  But oh well; he’d rescheduled it 
for the Monday after next, the earliest he could get in, so they couldn’t lecture him too 
much. 

“Hey Nicky, it’s D,” Howie’s voice kicked in next, and Nick stifled a laugh; this 
was getting all too predictable.  “Sorry I’m so late in calling, but I just found out what 
happened with Claire.  I can’t believe this, man... I’m at a loss.  I’ll be back in Orlando 
on Sunday, so we should definitely get together and hang out.  If you wanna talk or 



 

anything before then, call me anytime.  I’ll try you back before I leave town; hang in 
there, okay?  Later, man.” 

Nick heard the click of the phone as Howie hung up; then the message cut off.  
When the beep before the next message sounded, Nick figured he would hear AJ’s raspy 
voice next.  He’d already talked to AJ twice the day before, but it only made sense.  
Anyway, who else would be calling? 

His heart nearly stopped when he heard her voice. 
“Um, hey, Nick, it’s me.  I’m just calling cause I know you had an appointment 

this morning, and I wanted to make sure everything went well.  Um... if I don’t hear 
from you, I’ll assume that everything is fine.  ... Well, um... I guess that’s all.  I’ll see 
ya.” 

The machine beeped one last time as the message ended.  Swallowing hard, Nick 
hesitated only a second, then jammed his finger into the button next to the flashing one. 

“Message deleted.” 
 

*** 
 
Hours had passed, and Claire was growing more and more restless by the minute.  

She had been in and out of Amber’s hospital room all day and had watched her sister-in-
law go from elated to downright cranky, as her labor progressed and the pain of 
contractions increased.  It wouldn’t be long now... 

Sitting in the waiting room with her father once again, Claire was bored out of her 
mind and had considered more than once going up to see Casey, but knowing her luck, 
they would decide it was time and rush Amber into the delivery room the minute she set 
foot on the elevator.  There was no use chancing it at this point. 

Just when she thought she couldn’t stand waiting any longer, her mother burst 
into the waiting room and announced, “This is it!  They’re taking her down to delivery 
now!”  Claire jumped from her seat, her breath catching in her throat.  “I’m going with; 
I’ll be back as soon as we know,” her mom promised and ducked back out the door.   

Behind her, Claire saw several orderlies wheel Amber past on a gurney.  Kyle was 
right at her side, clutching her hand; he glanced up just as they passed the doorway and 
flashed Claire a quick thumbs up.  She glimpsed the thousand-watt smile on his shining 
face, and then they were gone, the faint click-clack of the gurney wheels against the tiled 
floor fading as Amber was taken on down the hallway. 

She turned to her father, her heart fluttering with excitement.  “So,” she 
prompted, “Last chance to guess, Grandpa – what do you think it’s gonna be?  Grandson 
or granddaughter?”   

“Well... for Kyle and Amber’s sake, I’m hoping for a grandson.  You girls sure 
know how to put your parents through hell, you know that?” he teased with a ribbing 
smile. 

Claire rolled her eyes and elbowed him.  “Jeez, you should talk, Dad.  You know 
how to put a daughter through hell too,” she said, meeting his eyes. 

One side of his mouth curled upward in a crooked smile, and he nodded, 
chuckling softly.  Putting an arm around her, he pulled her near and placed a kiss on the 
top of her head.  “Like father, like daughter,” he whispered gruffly into her ear. 



 

 

Smiling, Claire leaned against him slightly, sighing deeply as she breathed in the 
comforting scent of his aftershave.  A man set in his ways, he’d used the same brand ever 
since she was a kid.  At least twenty years, maybe longer. 

That would be Kyle someday, she realized.  In another twenty years, he would be 
approaching her dad’s age, and this baby would be all grown up.  He would be the 
father, putting his son or daughter through school, or at the very least, giving him or her 
advice as he/she entered the real world.  It was weird to think about, her brother being a 
dad, being middle-aged.  It made her feel... old. 

She mentioned this to her dad, and he just laughed.  “It makes you feel old?  
Think about me, kiddo, how old do you think it makes me feel?  I’m gonna be a grandpa, 
for god’s sake – now that’s old!”  Claire giggled, and he hugged her close again.  “You’re 
still young, honey.  Don’t feel like you’re stuck in some race against time to get things 
done; you don’t need to rush into anything.  You’ve got decades to get through before 
you can call yourself old.” 

Claire smiled and breathed in slowly.  He was right, she reasoned.  She was only 
twenty-five, and though she’d seen the face of death, she still had a lot of life left in her.  
There was no reason to believe she wouldn’t have a family of her own in twenty years, 
but she didn’t need to rush it.  If it was meant to be, it would happen... when the time 
was right.  And maybe, she thought, an image of Nick surfacing in her mind, that time 
just isn’t now. 

That thought was still echoing in her head when her father grabbed her arm and 
scooted to the edge of his seat, perched as if ready to leap up at anytime.  Perking up, 
Claire became aware of the sound of footsteps hurrying up the hall.  She leaned forward 
in anticipation, then slowly stood up, waiting. 

Seconds later, her mother glided through the doorway and held out her arms.  
“It’s a boy!!” she cried. 

Claire felt a wide smile stretch across her face; a boy! she thought in excitement.  
She turned to her father, who was beaming.  “You guessed right, Grandpa,” she told him 
with a wink. 

He grinned at her, then turned his attention back to her mother.  “So how’d she 
do, Grandma?” he asked her with a wink.  “And what’d they name the little guy?” 

“Kamden Michael,” answered a new voice, and Claire looked up eagerly to see her 
brother walk in, holding a tiny bundle in his arms.  Gasping, she rushed over, tenderly 
peering into the powder blue receiving blanket to set eyes upon her newborn nephew. 

He was red and funny-looking, with wrinkled skin and wisps of fine hair that 
clung to his scalp, still damp.  But at the same time, he was beautiful, especially in the 
arms of her brother, who kept looking down at him as if he could scarcely believe his 
eyes.  “He’s perfect,” she breathed and looked up, meeting Kyle’s eyes, which shone with 
pride. 

“Thanks,” he replied huskily.  “You wanna hold him, sis?” 
He carefully passed the sleeping infant into Claire’s arms, and as she stood 

cradling the warm, cuddly bundle to her chest, she could only wonder, would she ever 
experience the joy of holding her own newborn this way, as a mother?  Smiling wistfully, 
she admired Kamden’s pink face for a few moments before glancing up at Kyle, who was 
still standing next to her, looking down at his son with the same proud, doting, amazed 
expression. 



 

For just an instant, as she set eyes upon her tall, broad-shouldered brother, she 
saw Nick. 

Then she looked away, knowing it could never be. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 76 
 

“Claire!  We’ve gotta talk!” were the first words out of Laureen’s mouth when 
Claire came into work Monday morning. 

Caught off-guard, she gave Laureen an odd look, but nodded nonetheless.  
“Okay... now?” 

“Lunch would be better.  You don’t already have plans, do you?” 
“No... lunch sounds fine,” Claire replied slowly, still slightly bothered by the way 

Laureen was acting.  But as she got to work, she had enough to do and enough to think 
about that Laureen’s behavior slipped her mind until it was time for her lunch break. 

“So, what’s up?” she asked her friend, as the two of them walked across the street 
to pick up their usual, lunch from the supermarket deli. 

“I should ask you the same thing!” Laureen exclaimed, grabbing her arm and 
pulling her around so that the two of them were face to face.  “You broke up with Nick?!” 

Claire’s eyes went wide; how did Laureen know??  She hadn’t told anyone except 
her own family and Dianna, of course... and surely Nick had told the guys, but they 
wouldn’t have... 

A sickening thought entered her mind, and she leaned closer to Laureen.  “Where 
did you find out??” she asked, keeping her voice low.  “It’s... it’s not in the press, is it??”  
No, it can’t be, she thought; Di would have seen it by now; she would have warned me. 

“No, I heard it from Nick!” replied Laureen. 
Claire’s mouth fell in open in surprise; she had not expected that answer.  “When 

did you see Nick?” she asked softly. 
Laureen took her arm again.  “Come on, let’s walk,” she said, leading Claire away 

from the busy grocery store entrance.  They walked across the parking lot, stopping in 
the far corner, where no cars were parked and no people were around to overhear them. 

“So when did you see Nick?” Claire asked again, sinking down onto a curb beside 
Laureen. 

“Friday night.  I went out clubbing with some of my friends and ran into him in 
the parking lot.” 

“Of a club?”  Claire frowned; she didn’t like hearing that.  The fact that Nick had 
gone out to the club less than twelve hours after finding her letter could only mean one 
of two things:  1) he’d gone and gotten himself wasted in a pitiful attempt to escape his 
troubles, or 2) he’d gone looking for another woman to fuck in place of her. 

“Yeah,” Laureen said shortly, “and I’m glad I did, cause he was about to drive 
himself home... and let me tell you, he was in no condition to drive.  I caught him when 
he was already in the car.” 

Claire felt the blood drain from her face.  “Really?” she asked in a whisper.  Oh 
Nick, she thought, aghast.  How could he act that stupid?  And over her, nonetheless!  
She wasn’t worth it! 

“Yeah!  I’m not telling you this to rat him out, Claire, but I thought you should 
know.  He just looked so lost; it almost broke my heart,” Laureen lamented anxiously.  
“We went to Denny’s and talked for awhile, and he’s just really confused.  As am I, I 
should add.  What happened, Claire??  I thought you guys were happy together!” 

Claire sighed.  “I love him, Laureen.  I really do, and I didn’t want to hurt him like 
this.  But the truth is, we weren’t happy.  Not really.  A lot of things had been building up 
for a long time, and we’d been having stupid arguments every time he came home, and it 



 

just... wasn’t healthy.  We have a lot of issues that we’d need to work out before we could 
even think about getting married.  And the truth is, I just don’t think I’m ready for that 
right now.” 

Laureen nodded solemnly, deep creases appearing in her forehead as she listened 
to Claire.  “So then... are you guys broken up officially?  Or just... up in the air?” 

Claire shrugged, and her eyes dropped to rest upon her engagement ring, which 
still sparkled brightly on her finger.  She played with it nervously, sliding it up and down 
her finger as she thought about what her answer should be.  Finally, she confessed the 
truth. 

“Honestly?  I don’t know.” 
 

*** 
 

“Claire, babe, you need to make up your mind,” Dianna scolded her over the 
phone as she left work that afternoon.  “You can’t leave Nick hanging like that, 
wondering if you’re gonna come back or not.  I mean, ‘taking a break’?  Come on, that is 
so Ross and Rachel!  You’re either with him or you’re not; there can’t be an in between.” 

Claire sighed; she knew Dianna was probably right, but she didn’t know what to 
say. 

“Don’t just sigh; you know I’m right!” Dianna went on, as if reading her mind 
(well, they hadn’t been best friends for ten years for nothing).  “You’re never gonna get 
anywhere if you don’t decide one way or another – either go back to him or leave him.  
That way you can both move on.” 

“I know,” Claire finally admitted.  “You are right, Di.” 
That was why, after driving around for over an hour, Claire finally found herself 

parked in front of the house she’d left four days ago.  Killing her engine, she sucked in a 
deep breath and did her best to compose herself before stepping out of the car.  Slowly, 
she made her way up to the front door. 

 
*** 

 
Hearing the car pull up outside his house, Nick drew back the curtains an inch 

and peeked out.  He nearly gasped at what he saw, and for a moment, he was sure his 
heart had stopped beating.  The door of the familiar Toyota opened, and a moment later, 
Claire’s ginger head appeared.  Holding his breath, he watched as she pushed the door 
shut and walked around the car, coming up to the house. 

Panicking just a little, he stood up and quickly ran his hands over his head, trying 
to flatten his unruly hair.  He tugged on his wrinkled, holey t-shirt and smoothed down 
his baggy shorts, wishing he looked a little more presentable.  He hadn’t even showered 
that morning.  Why bother? he’d thought upon waking up.  He didn’t feel like going 
anywhere or seeing anyone.  He’d never expected her to show up. 

As the doorbell rang, it suddenly occurred to him that he was being an idiot.  
Dude, it’s Claire, he reminded himself.  She didn’t care what he looked like. 

He hurried to the door, but stopped just before he opened it, knowing Claire was 
just on the other side.  What’s she doing here? he wondered.  What is she going to say?   

“I’m so sorry, Nick; leaving you like that was the biggest mistake I’ve ever 
made.  Take me back, please?” 



 

 

That was what he wanted her to say, but he was terrified that it was going to be 
something more along the lines of, “I’m so sorry, Nick, but I’m here to tell you I’m 
leaving you for good.” 

The thought made him want to vomit, but he knew he couldn’t stand there 
worrying about it forever.  There’s only one way to know, he decided.  Taking a calming 
breath, he squared his shoulders, unlocked the deadbolt, and pulled the door open, 
trying to brace himself for whatever she had to say. 

“Hey,” she greeted him softly, without even the ghost of a smile.  And that was 
when he knew. 

He knew, even before she said it, that it was over. 
“Nick...” she began, when he did not reply.  “I’m really sorry, but... I can’t do this 

anymore.”  She held out her hands helplessly and shook her head.  “I don’t want to drag 
this out or make you wonder... I just wanna get it over with so you... so I... so we can 
both move on.” 

As he stood like a statue, just staring at her, she reached down and slid her 
engagement ring, the beautiful white and canary diamond masterpiece they had 
designed together, off of her slender finger.  “Here,” she whispered, holding it out to 
him.  “I can’t keep this.” 

Nick felt his nostrils flare as he sucked in a breath.  “Keep it,” he growled.  “It’s 
yours.  I bought it for you.” 

She shook her head, looking down so that he could not see her eyes.  “I can’t.  I 
can’t.  You spent a lot of money on it, and... I want you to have it back.  I don’t deserve to 
keep it.” 

When Nick still made no move to take the ring, she knelt down and placed it 
carefully on the smooth, cement stoop in front of him.  Rising back up, she finally met 
his eye and offered him a sad, wavering smile.  “I care about you, Nick,” she said, her 
voice strengthening.  “That’s not going to change.  I know things are going to be... 
weird... between us, but I still want to be your friend.  I just... I can’t be your wife.” 

Her voice had tapered off to a hoarse whisper by the end, but Nick heard every 
word, loud and clear.  He did not reply.  He did not even move, or acknowledge that she 
had spoken.  He did, however, notice the tears that sprung to her eyes, making them 
sparkle like the diamonds she’d laid to rest at his feet. 

“You don’t have to say anything right now,” she managed to say, though her 
words seemed forced.  “I know how painful this is... it’s painful for me too.  But please... 
take care of yourself, Nick, okay?  That’s all I ask.  I know I don’t have room to ask you 
for any favors right now, but if you could do one thing, please, take care of yourself... if 
not for me, then at least for you.  Will you do that?” 

Even as he looked at the ground, he could feel her eyes boring into him, pleading 
with him. 

“Nick?  Please?” 
“I’m not gonna go drown myself, if that’s what you think,” he muttered finally, his 

voice raspy with the stinging emotion that was slowly building up inside him, drowning 
everything out.  He hoped she would leave before the floodgates burst again; he did not 
want her to see him break down. 

He glanced up to see a shadow of a smile flicker on her lips.  “Good,” her voice 
cracked.  “I... I guess I should go then.”  But she hesitated, making no move to leave. 

Clearing his throat, he replied flatly, “Yeah... you probably should.” 



 

He saw her throat move as she swallowed hard; then, slowly, she nodded.  
Without another word, without meeting his eyes again, she turned around and walked 
back to her car, her pace quickening as she grew farther from him. 

He stood, frozen in place once again, just watching her as she climbed back into 
her car.  Within a few seconds, the old engine sputtered to life, and her car peeled 
around the circle and up the driveway, disappearing beyond the palm trees at the edge 
of his property. 

Swallowing the lump that had risen in his throat, he took a steadying breath and 
stooped with difficulty to pick up the ring from the cement.  Wiping a smudge from its 
platinum band, he took it between his thumb and forefinger and held it up, letting the 
diamonds catch the sunlight. 

A sparkling aura seemed to appear around the ring as his vision grew blurry with 
tears.  Swallowing again, he slowly lowered it and dropped it into the dark depths of his 
pocket.  Feeling the tiny, hard bulge dig into his thigh as he gave the material a pat, he 
glanced up the driveway one more time, as if somehow hoping to see her car rumbling 
back towards him.  But the drive was empty, the air around him silent. 

As he stood there alone, all he could hear was the sound of his own ragged 
breathing, as he struggled not to break. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 77 
 
The next few days passed in a blur for Nick.  He slept, he ate, he drank (a lot).  He 

talked to the guys on the phone when they called, concerned about him, and one day he 
drove to Orlando to hang out with Howie.  But most of the time, he just sat around his 
house, bored, depressed, and alone. 

That weekend, when he knew Claire would be in Gainesville, he went up to the 
hospital to see Casey.  Though it made him feel guilty to admit it, he didn’t really want to 
– in fact, sitting around the oncology ward at the hospital was about the last thing he felt 
like doing.  But he had an obligation to.  Nick was not going to abandon Casey, the way 
Claire had walked out on Nick. 

Ugh, why does everything have to remind me of her? he thought miserably as he 
navigated the familiar hallways that led to Casey’s room.  But the fact was, this whole 
place reminded him of her.  For a long time, her face was the only memory here that 
wasn’t painful; now thinking of her caused him just as much as pain as anything else. 

Stopping outside Casey’s room, he took a deep breath and pushed all thoughts of 
Claire out of his head.  It was about Casey now.  The door to the room was partway open, 
so he knocked lightly and then peeked in.  The lights were off, and the room was dim, 
illuminated only by the lights of the hallway and the faint rays of sunlight poking 
through the blinds on the single window.  Casey was lying down, the head of his bed just 
barely propped up.  Unable to tell if he was sleeping or not, Nick took a few hesitant 
steps into the room. 

His stomach constricted when he got a good look at Casey.  He hadn’t seen him in 
almost two months, and those couple months had certainly taken their toll on the kid.  
At first, Nick wasn’t even sure he had the right room... but the chart in the slot on the 
wall outside had said Brenner, Casey, and the name on the chart at the foot of the bed 
matched.  But... that couldn’t be him, could it?  The child in the bed was skin and bones, 
his complexion almost as white as the pillowcase on which his perfectly bald head 
rested.  Casey had been thin and losing his hair when Nick had left, but... not like this. 

Even more alarming was the addition of various pieces of medical equipment, 
almost all of which, sad to say, Nick recognized.  Heart monitor, oxygen, more IV bags 
than he could count, and a thin tube that snaked out of one of Casey’s nostrils and was 
taped to his cheek.  Nick couldn’t be sure, but he had a sinking feeling that that was a 
feeding tube. 

Studying Casey’s still form, he swallowed with difficulty; his throat felt like it was 
closing up, making it harder to breathe.  He had known all along that Casey was very 
sick, and Claire had warned him that he was getting worse.  Still, he had come in 
expecting to find Casey sitting up and talking, playing the video games he’d bought for 
him.  Weakened, no doubt, but still very much alive. 

Nothing had prepared him for this. 
Still in shock, Nick took a step backwards.  Casey was sleeping, and perhaps that 

was a blessing – Nick wasn’t sure he could handle being in this room much longer.  He 
could remember seeing Claire in the hospital, looking not much better than this when 
she was fighting an infection she’d gotten after her transplant.  And hell, he was sure 
even he had looked about this grim at the times when he was the sickest. 



 

But seeing Casey this way was much harder to accept.  He was a kid, for God’s 
sake, still two years shy of being a teenager.  And although Nick had been visiting sick 
children in hospitals for years, he had never seen any of them in such bad shape. 

Despite his best efforts to keep it hidden away in the depths of his mind, a dark 
thought surfaced.  He’s not going to get any better than this. 

Nick took a shaky breath, hearing the air rattling in and out of his lungs, and 
stepped backwards again.  All at once, Casey jerked, and as Nick froze in panic, he saw 
the child’s dark eyes flutter open.  “Nick?” he called weakly.  And Nick knew he wasn’t 
going anywhere. 

He cleared his throat as he shuffled forward again, coming around to one side of 
Casey’s bed.  “Hey, Case,” he said rather hoarsely, forcing a big smile.  “It’s good to see 
ya, kid.  Sorry I haven’t been by in so long.” 

“It’s okay,” Casey replied, and he smiled back, causing Nick to relax just a little.  
“How was California?  Is your CD done?” 

“Not yet,” Nick told him, relieved to be talking about anything other than the 
hospital and cancer.  “You’d be amazed how long it takes to make a CD.  We record lots 
and lots of songs, see, and then we pick which ones we want to put on the album.  It’s a 
big process.  But it’s fun; it’s what I like to do.  And California’s cool.  I’m heading back 
out there after Christmas so we can finish up the CD.” 

“Cool.  I wish I could go to California.  But I’ll probably be stuck in this place for 
Christmas,” sighed Casey, his eyes clouding. 

Nick shifted his weight awkwardly and reached to pull a chair up for himself, 
hoping the movement would break up the uncomfortable situation.  But even once he 
was sitting at Casey’s bedside, he knew he still had to say something.  “That’s no fun,” he 
replied sympathetically, making a face.  “I think Santa still hits the hospitals though... in 
fact, I heard they’re his favorite places to go, cause he can just drop his sleigh right down 
on those helicopter landing pad things on the roof – no trying to squeeze his fat butt 
down a chimney.” 

Casey cracked a smile, but it was accompanied by a begrudging look.  “I don’t 
believe in Santa anymore,” he said flatly. 

Nick flashed him a look of mock offense.  “Why not??” he demanded, as if he 
considered doubting Santa Claus’s existence absurd.  “You gotta believe in stuff like that 
– otherwise, where’s the fun in it?” 

Casey just gave him a skeptical look and did not reply. 
“Okay, fine, don’t believe in Santa.  See if he leaves you anything, you good for 

nothing kid,” Nick teased him gently, hoping to get another smile out of him.  But 
Casey’s expression had turned very solemn. 

“Nick?” he asked, after a long pause.  “Can I ask you something?” 
“’Course,” said Nick, sobering as he looked at Casey.  “What is it?” 
Casey’s dark, serious eyes bored into his.  “When you were sick... did you ever 

think you were gonna die?” 
The question caught Nick off-guard, and his stomach gave an uncomfortable jerk.  

He didn’t want to answer that question, but he knew he couldn’t avoid it.  Licking his 
lips nervously, he thought for a moment, his mind taking him back a year, when he’d 
lain in this very hospital, waiting to find out what was wrong with him after he’d 
collapsed backstage at the charity concert... 

 



 

 

No news was good news, as far as he was concerned.  Because eventually, he 
knew, there would be news, and most likely, it would be bad.  Something was wrong.  
Twenty-four-year-old men didn’t cough up blood, hyperventilate, and pass out for no 
reason. 

Twenty-five, he thought.  I’m almost a twenty-five-year-old man. 
Yeah, in like two months.  What if he didn’t make it that long?  What if he didn’t 

live to see his twenty-fifth birthday? 
Stop it, he scolded himself.  It’s not like you’re dying.  You may be sick again, but 

you’re not dying.  
But what if he was?  He’d coughed up blood.  He couldn’t breathe.  That was 

serious.  That was more than a few pains in his leg, some unexplained weight loss, and 
all the other minor symptoms he’d overlooked before his initial diagnosis. 

What if it was back again?  What if, this time, there was nothing that could be 
done?  

What if he really was dying? 
 
He’d made it to twenty-five alright... but for as long as he lived, Nick would never 

forget the terror of thinking – no, knowing – that there was a very real chance he 
wouldn’t. 

His eyes had drifted downward as the flashback had taken over his mind, but now 
he looked back up to find Casey still staring at him, waiting for his answer.  He took a 
deep breath and looked Casey in the eye.  “Yeah... I did,” he told the eleven-year-old.  
After hesitating a moment, he added, “The last time I relapsed, the cancer came back in 
my lung... I had a tumor growing there.”  He placed his hand on the left side of his chest, 
picturing the scar that remained there, an ugly remnant of the surgery he’d had to cut 
the tumor out.  “The doctors basically told me I needed surgery to take it out, because 
chemo and radiation probably wouldn’t work.  If I didn’t have the operation, I would 
probably die... but the operation could kill me too.  It didn’t, obviously... but it could 
have.” 

“Were you scared?”  Casey’s voice was but a whisper. 
Nick nodded slowly.  “I was really scared.” 
Casey was silent for a moment.  Then he asked, “Do you think an operation would 

make me better too?” 
Nick felt his face heat up as he struggled to think.  Casey had leukemia, like 

Claire... he knew leukemia was a cancer of the blood... it wasn’t like the kind of cancer 
he’d had, which had formed tumors in his bones and in his lung, tumors that could be 
gotten rid of.  “I... I dunno, Case,” he faltered, twisting his hands around in his lap.  “I’m 
not a doctor, so I really can’t say.  You could ask your doctor though.” 

Casey turned his head on the pillow, looking away from Nick.  After a few 
seconds, Nick heard him mumble, “I don’t really want to have an operation.  But I don’t 
want anymore chemo either.” 

Nick swallowed hard.  “I hated chemo too,” he said, “but you have to think, even 
though it makes you feel crummy, it’s really helping you.” 

Turning his head back the other way, Casey surveyed Nick for a few seconds 
before saying, “That’s what they say too.  My mom and my doctor.  But... I don’t think 
it’s helping anymore.” 

Nick’s stomach lurched, as Casey’s voice fell to a grave whisper. 



 

“I don’t think I’m gonna get better.” 
The positive thing to say formed automatically on Nick’s tongue – Don’t say that; 

of course you will!   But would he?  Hadn’t Nick just thought the very same thing, not 
half an hour ago?  That Casey wasn’t going to get better.  It was a horrific thought... but 
Nick wasn’t naïve, or stupid.  And neither was Casey.  It wasn’t right to feed him a bunch 
of sugar-coated bullshit.  He may have been a kid in years, but his illness had forced him 
to grow up way before his time.  He was searching Nick’s eyes for the truth, and he 
deserved to have it. 

“Listen...” he said quietly, forcing the words to come out.  “I think you should talk 
to your mom about this.  Or your doctor.  Either one.  Tell them what you just told me 
and see what they say.  I can’t give you medical advice; I had a different kind of cancer, 
and it was... just... different.”  He faltered; was he saying the right things??  He had no 
idea how to handle this situation, how to talk to this poor kid, who thought he was, and 
very well could be, dying. 

Casey gave him a miserable look.  “I tried to tell my mom I hated chemo, but she 
always says, ‘Always try to look on the bright side.’  I don’t wanna make her sad.  She’s 
sad enough already.”  Nick raised his eyebrows questioningly, and Casey added, “She 
cries a lot, when she thinks I’m asleep.” 

A lump rose in Nick’s already-tight throat; he swallowed thickly, trying to get rid 
of it, trying to stay strong in front of Casey.  “That isn’t your fault, Casey,” he managed to 
say.  “You can’t help what’s happening any more than your mom can, and you’re not 
going to disappoint her if you tell her what you just told me.  And if it helps, Case,” he 
added, remembering something, “I quit my chemo.” 

Casey’s eyes widened. 
“Yeah,” Nick said, swallowing, “The second time I was on it, it was making me 

miserable and sick, and I hated it.  So I went off it.  I’m not sure if it was the right 
decision to make or not... but at least I felt better.” 

“That’s what I want,” replied Casey.  “I don’t wanna feel sick anymore.” 
Nick nodded.  “Try talking to your mom again.  And if she won’t listen, just talk to 

your doctor.  Okay?” 
“Okay,” Casey whispered, looking appeased and, yet, terrified.  Nick reached out 

and gave his bony shoulder a gentle squeeze, forcing himself to smile in what he hoped 
was a reassuring way.  He felt his face tighten as his lips curved upwards... but on the 
inside, he wanted to cry. 

When he left Casey’s room awhile later, he noticed a vaguely familiar-looking, 
dark-haired woman coming towards him from the opposite direction.  As she grew 
closer, he realized who she was. 

It was Casey’s mother. 
He hesitated just a second, and then reached his hand out.  “Excuse me,” he said, 

“Mrs. Brenner?” 
She stopped, startled, and blinked up at him.  She could see the recognition 

slowly dawn on her face.  “Oh... Nick!” 
Nick smiled grimly.  “Yeah.  Hi.  Um, I was just in there hanging out with Casey... 

I hope you don’t mind.” 
She smiled a tight smile.  “No, not at all.  He talks a lot about you, you know, 

about how you’re in California, working on a CD...  He admires you a lot.”  Nick blushed, 
but before he could reply, she continued quickly, “And I hope you know how much I 



 

 

appreciate you and Claire taking the time to visit.  I’ve cut my hours at work significantly 
so I can spend more time with him, but with his father out of the picture, I have to do 
everything on my own, and it’s just next to impossible to be with him as much as I want 
to... which is every second of the day,” she added, as if he wouldn’t believe her. 

“I understand,” Nick replied softly.  “Listen, I won’t keep you from getting in 
there to see him, but I wanted to tell you something.  I... I know you don’t know me very 
well, so maybe it’s not my place to say this at all, but...”  He hesitated on the brink of 
saying what he wanted to say, wondering if he was right to do so.  Then, throwing all 
caution to the wind, he forged ahead anyway.  “Casey and I were talking, and he told me 
that he doesn’t think the chemo is helping him.  He wants to stop it, but he doesn’t want 
to let you down.” 

He watched Mrs. Brenner’s face as her eyes widened, her brows creasing 
together.  She raised a hand to her lips, slowly, and blinked; a sheen of moisture had 
appeared in her eyes.  “Oh my... h-how could he think that?  That he would... let me 
down?  He could never let me down.”  She shook her head, the tears beginning to fall.  
“Never.” 

Nick swallowed, very uncomfortable by now.  “I know.  I just thought you should 
know that... so you can talk to him.” 

She nodded tearfully.  “I will... I will.  Th-thank you.” 
He gave a short nod, anxious to leave.  The hallway felt as if it were getting 

narrower, closing in around him.  He needed to get of there; he didn’t think he could 
handle it another minute.  “Good luck,” he whispered, touching her briefly on the arm as 
he slowly moved past her. 

He started down the hall, glancing back over his shoulder once to find her still 
standing there, wiping her eyes as she tried to compose herself.  Feeling as if he had 
interfered enough, he kept walking, quickening his pace until he reached the refuge of 
the elevators. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 78 
 

Two days later, Nick was back on the oncology floor, but to see Dr. Kingsbury, not 
Casey.  He’d forced himself to get up and go to his rescheduled doctor’s appointment, 
even though he dreaded it.  Sitting within the walls of the clinic always gave him a bad 
feeling, as if he were waiting to hear his death sentence.  Maybe it was because he’d 
heard so much bad news within those walls before.  Even though he’d been feeling 
perfectly fine, physically, he was always nervous before and during his appointments.  
What if his doctor was going to find something he hadn’t noticed? 

Dr. Kingsbury made the usual small talk as she began her examination, asking 
him how he had been feeling and what he had been up to.  He told her briefly about 
working in Los Angeles and avoided mentioning Claire, for that was a topic too painful 
to talk about with anyone but his closest friends.  If she noticed Claire’s absence (for 
Claire had accompanied him to all of his appointments that year), Dr. Kingsbury did not 
ask about it. 

“Hey, Dr. K?” he asked as he lay on his stomach on the cot, waiting while she and 
a nurse named Nehal set up for his bone marrow aspiration.  “There’s not, like, an 
operation to help people with leukemia, is there?”  Glancing up over his shoulder at her, 
he watched as she pursed her lips. 

“Is this about your girlfriend?” she asked, concern filling her eyes.  “She had 
leukemia, didn’t she?  Did she have another relapse?” 

“No, she’s fine,” replied Nick quickly.  “Actually, it’s about another friend.  He’s 
relapsed a couple times and had a bone marrow transplant a few years ago, but the 
cancer came back again, and he doesn’t the chemo’s helping anymore.  There’s... there’s 
not really anything else you guys can do for him, is there?” 

“Well...”  Dr. Kingsbury hesitated, then sighed and explained, “Without knowing 
his specific case, I couldn’t really say, but in general, most leukemia patients who 
relapse after chemotherapy and a BMT do not survive.  Once the standard treatments 
have failed, there just aren’t many options left.  There are always holistic approaches, of 
course, but those usually only have success when combined with regular medical 
treatments.” 

Nick nodded, feeling his heart sink.  “That’s what I thought,” he muttered sadly. 
“I’m sorry,” the physician offered with a sympathetic look.  “I wish I had a better 

answer for you.” 
“Nah, it’s not your fault,” Nick replied quietly.   
She patted his shoulder.  “Ready to get this thing over with?” she asked, referring 

to the bone marrow test. 
He gave a grim laugh.  “Let’s get it on.”   He lowered his head, resting his chin on 

the padding at the head of the cot, and clutched the top of the cot as if he were hanging 
on for dear life, trying to steel himself for the pain and pressure that was about to come. 

He wished he had Claire to hang on to instead; usually, she was there to sit with 
him and let him squeeze her hand through the worst of it.  But today, he was alone, and 
he would just have to get used to it, because he would probably be stuck facing these 
alone from here on out. 

“Everything looks good from what I can tell, Nick,” Dr. Kingsbury told him at the 
end of the appointment, as he lay curled on his left side, his right hip throbbing from 



 

 

where the syringe had penetrated it to suck out a sample of his marrow.  “I’ll call you if 
anything abnormal shows up in the rest of your test results – you know the drill.” 

Nick nodded and smiled in an effort to mask the anxiety those words “if anything 
abnormal shows up” invoked in him.  He almost always left the clinic with the fear of 
getting such a phone call residing in the back of his mind.  But so far, no phone call.  
He’d been in remission for a full year now, and God willing, he would never have to hear 
Dr. Kingsbury give him bad news again. 

“I shouldn’t need to see you back for another six months this time, so you can 
schedule your next appointment for sometime in June,” added the doctor. 

Nick did a double take.  “Wait, really?  Not till June?” he repeated, surprised.  
Next June seemed an eternity away from this side of Christmas.  And as much as he 
hated coming to the clinic for tests, he couldn’t help but think that if his cancer did come 
back, God forbid, six months was a long time to let a tumor grow before it was caught.  
That thought sent chills down his spine. 

Dr. Kingsbury offered him a reassuring smile.  “If you have any problems or 
notice anything out of the ordinary before then, of course, you should call and come in 
to get it checked out.  But as long as you continue to feel good... I’ll see you back here in 
six months.” 

“Wow... okay,” Nick said, shrugging as he tried to assure himself that Dr. 
Kingsbury knew what she was talking about.  “See you in June then.  Thanks!” 

He walked out of the clinic feeling almost proud, as if he’d accomplished 
something great.  He had, in fact, reached a milestone, but he knew he couldn’t take it 
for granted.  It was the longest time he had stayed in remission, but there was no 
guarantee it would last.  Casey, he recalled gravely, had been in remission almost five 
years, the point when most people were considered cured, and had still relapsed. 

There were never any guarantees. 
As he crossed through the waiting room on his way out, slowed up by his 

throbbing hip, he couldn’t avoid a brief scan of the room.  The sight of the people sitting 
there, many of them pale and gaunt, some with bloated moon faces or bald scalps from 
their medications, sobered him.  A shudder ran through him, as he realized that that had 
once been him.  God, he never wanted to go through it again. 

And yet, as he reached for the knob on the door that led to his freedom, his 
escape from the clinic and the world of cancer, he couldn’t help but feel guilty.  Guilty 
because he was well (although he’d sure lost a lot in the process), and they weren’t.  Just 
as Casey wasn’t.  What made him any different from them, from Casey?  Hadn’t they all 
fought hard, made sacrifices, lost part of their lives that they could never get back 
because of this disease?  And yet, he was well, and they were ill, and some of them would 
die before ever achieving remission. 

It wasn’t fair. 
That was the thought on his mind as he walked away, refusing to look back. 
He thought about stopping by to see Casey, but he couldn’t bring himself to.  Not 

right then.  It would be too hard, looking down at that poor little boy, who was so sick, 
and knowing that he had just been given a clean bill of health again (or close enough to 
it).  Besides, his hip was killing him.  I’ll go home and rest, he thought, and I’ll come 
back later today or tomorrow. 

He made his way towards the elevators, but just before he reached them, he 
stopped dead in his tracks.  There was already someone standing there, waiting.  She 



 

was facing the bank of elevators and wearing a baseball cap, but he recognized her 
instantly.  The shock of red hair poking through the back of her cap was not even the 
first giveaway.  This was the woman he had touched and held and made love to; he could 
recognize Claire from anywhere. 

His first, gut reaction was to turn and duck away before she saw him, but it was 
too late.  His footsteps had given him away.  He stood frozen in place as he watched her 
head slowly turn to glance over her shoulder.  When she caught sight of him, she whirled 
around, and he saw the mix of surprise and guilt on her face.  Then he noticed the tears. 

“Nick!” she cried, her voice higher-pitched than normal.  “Wh-what are you doing 
here?” 

“Doctor’s appointment,” he replied vaguely, not taking his eyes off her face.  
Moving closer to her, he peered beneath the brim of her hat and realized that her face 
was indeed red and tearstained.  “Why are you crying??” he asked, fear gnawing a hole 
in his stomach.  He knew, before she answered, who she was crying over.  And it wasn’t 
him. 

“It’s Casey,” she said, and he could hear the emotion in her voice.  She had been 
crying hard. 

His stomach felt as if a lead weight had been dropped through the hole. 
Claire looked around and then asked, “C-can we... can we go somewhere more 

private, and talk about this?” 
“Yeah, of course,” Nick replied quickly, momentarily forgetting that he was mad 

at her, forgetting that he was upset and hurt and lost because she’d left him.  Too 
concerned over Casey to think of anything else, he followed her back up the hall he had 
come down and into a small room marked Chapel. 

“I was just in here,” Claire said in a hushed voice, as she held the door for him to 
go in.  “It’s private.” 

Nick nodded and walked into the chapel.  It was a small, intimate room, with just 
a few rows of pews.  Nick slid into the very back pew and waited for Claire to sit down 
beside him.  She did, pulling off her Devil Rays cap and turning to face him. 

“I ran into Casey’s mom,” she began shakily, in a low voice, “on my way to visit 
him, and she told me that... they’ve decided to stop Casey’s chemo.  Altogether.  I-it 
wasn’t really helping much, and it was only making him miserable.  He asked to be 
taken off of it.” 

Nick nodded slowly, not ready to tell her about the role he’d played in Casey’s 
request.  He didn’t think he’d be able to speak anyway; his mouth had gone as dry as 
cotton. 

“Do you know what this means though?  There’s nothing else they can do for him 
now.  There’s nothing else they’re going to do for him, other than keep his pain under 
control.  Nick, Casey’s going to die.”  Claire’s voice wavered on the last word, and he saw 
that her eyes had filled with fresh tears.  The sight, combined with her words, made his 
own eyes start to burn. 

“H-how long?” he asked hoarsely. 
She shook her head sadly.  “Probably not long.” 
Her words hung in the air for a few moments; neither of them knew what to say.  

Nick hung his head, trying to keep his emotions check.  A part of him felt like hitting the 
pew in front of him as hard as he could, splintering the wood (or the bones in his hand, 
more likely); the rest of him just wanted to cry.  Claire was visibly upset, and he had to 



 

 

fight the urge to pull her into his arms and cry over her shoulder as she cried on his.  He 
wanted to... but he didn’t touch her. 

“Mrs. Brenner did say that maybe this way, without the chemo, he’ll at least be 
feeling a little better by Christmas.  She’s hoping he’ll be able to spend it at home,” 
Claire said with difficulty.  Nick could tell she was struggling just as hard as he was to 
hold herself together. 

“Why wouldn’t he be able to go home?” he asked, realizing that talking helped 
keep the tears at bay, at least for now.  “I mean, what does it really matter anymore?  If 
they’re not going to do anything else for him here...” 

“Well, it’s not that simple,” Claire murmured, shaking her head.  “He’s going to 
need a lot of care before... well, you know... near the end.  They’d need to hire a home 
nurse or something for him, and I’m sure Mrs. Brenner can’t afford that.  He’ll have to 
be in the hospital, so their insurance will cover the costs.” 

Nick swallowed hard.  “That sucks.  That’s not right.  The kid should at least be 
able to spend his time at home.” 

Claire nodded.  “I agree.  I just wish there was a way.” 
Maybe there is a way... Nick thought, but for now, he didn’t reply.  An 

uncomfortable silence fell, during which they both just sat, side by side on the pew, each 
lost in their own reflection.  Nick stole a glance at Claire to find that her head was 
lowered, her baseball cap clutched firmly in her lap.  She looked like she might be 
praying. 

Eventually, she lifted her head and looked over at him.  He returned the gaze, and 
then looked away, for it was too awkward.  Neither of them knew what to say, these two 
fragments of a shattered love. 

It was Nick who finally spoke first.  “D-do you... do you wanna... maybe... go get 
a... a cup of coffee... or something?” he stammered hesitantly, shaking his head slightly 
as he said it, as if he already knew what her answer would be. 

“You know I don’t like coffee,” she said, one corner of her mouth turning up in a 
wry smile. 

He returned the gesture, feeling absurd because neither of them had a reason to 
smile.  “Right,” he replied, “You just like the smell... not the taste.  How about hot 
chocolate then?  Tea?  Milkshakes?” 

“I can’t,” she said regrettably and then hurried to add, “I-it’s not cause of you or 
anything.  I just have somewhere else to be.”  He raised an eyebrow, and after some 
reluctance, she added, “I’m looking at apartments.  I-I had the day off, so I made 
appointments to check a few places out.”   Before he could react, she glanced down 
quickly, checking her watch – or pretending to at least.  “In fact, the first one’s in like 
half an hour, so I really should go.”  She got up quickly and started to squeeze out of the 
pew. 

“Wait,” he said, reaching up to catch her arm.  When she stopped and looked 
back at him, her cheeks flushed, he went on, “If you need anything or if you just wanna 
talk, call me, alright?” 

She hesitated, biting her bottom lip the way she always did, and then nodded.  
“Thanks, Nick,” she replied softly.  He grunted in acknowledgment.  She started to leave 
again, and then she stopped.  “Is everything okay, Nick?” she asked, turning back.  “I-I 
mean... with you?” 



 

Nick cocked his head at her, wondering how she could possibly expect everything 
to be “okay” with him when she had just broken off their engagement.  Yeah, 
everything’s just fucking peachy, he thought, but he didn’t say it.  She went on before he 
had the chance. 

“I, uh... I thought you just had a checkup last weekend.  Why... why were you in 
again today?” 

“Oh.  I didn’t make it to the first one... had to reschedule it.” 
“Ah...” she murmured with a short nod, but she didn’t ask anything else.  “But 

you’re okay then?” 
“Healthwise, yeah,” he said dryly.  “I’m great.”  He knew she would be able to 

infer that by that, he meant he was not great in other ways.  And sure enough, he saw 
the awkward look reappear on her face. 

“I should go,” she whispered for the second time.  “I... I’ll see ya.” 
She darted out before he could stop her again – not that he was going to.  Sooner 

or later, he had to let her go. 
He just wished it was as easy to do emotionally. 
Hell, sometimes he wished he didn’t have emotions; life would be so much less 

painful that way.  But that was not the case, and it was with great pain that he sat alone 
in the chapel that day, his emotions getting the better of him as he finally allowed the 
tears to spill. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 79 
 
The Christmas season was one of Claire’s favorite times of year, and with the 

holiday itself only a few days away, Christmas cheer was at its peak.  Yet even as her eyes 
traveled from the massive Christmas tree twinkling in the corner of her parents’ living 
room to the window, through which shone the colorful lights that outlined the rooftops 
of the houses across the street, Claire did not feel cheerful.  It was the first time in her 
quarter-century of existence that she did not remember being excited for Christmas. 

Even in years when the Christmas family photos showed her sporting a 
snowflake-patterned bandana or Santa hat because she was bald from chemo, Claire had 
looked forward to Christmas.  The holiday had always brought her happiness and hope, 
especially when she’d needed it the most.  But this year, it felt like a lost cause.  Casey 
was dying, and she and Nick were over.  With all that hanging over her, she found it next 
to impossible to get into the Christmas spirit. 

She felt more like the Grinch than one of the Whos down in Who-ville, as she sat 
dutifully watching the old Dr. Seuss “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” cartoon in TV (in 
twenty-five years, she’d never missed that special).  Just as the show cut to a commercial 
break, she heard her cell phone ring.  She’d finally taken the “Quit Playing Games” 
ringtone off; now the opening motif to Metallica’s “Enter Sandman” blared from her 
phone. 

Hurrying to answer it, she saw Jamie’s name on the ID seconds before she picked 
up.  “Hello?” 

“Hey.” 
“Hey, Jamie.  What’s up?” 
“Eh, not much.  What are you doing?” 
“Watching ‘The Grinch’ on TV.” 
“Heh.  I remember watching that at your house, back in high school,” he said with 

a laugh.  “Don’t think I’ve watched it since.” 
“That’s a disgrace, Jamie.  I never miss it.  It’s a classic!  You gotta turn it on.” 
Jamie gave another short laugh.  “Truth be told, I don’t really feel like watching 

Christmas specials.  It’s a hard time of year, ya know?  Hard to get into the spirit.” 
She knew he was referring to his father, but it was as if he had struck just the 

right chord in her – she felt a certain harmony with him instantly.  “I know exactly what 
you mean,”  she replied empathetically. 

Before she could continue, he said, “I heard about you and Nick.  I’m sorry.” 
He sounded sincere enough, but Claire wondered if he was secretly smirking on 

the other line, ‘I told you so!’ scrolling through his head.  He’d always thought she and 
“The Backstreet Boy,” as he called Nick, made an odd couple, one that had little chance 
of lasting.  They were too different, from opposite ends of the spectrum. 

But we did make a good pair, she thought regrettably, a lump rising in her 
throat.  She cleared it away quickly and told Jamie, “Thanks.” 

“If you don’t mind my asking... what happened?” 
Claire sighed.  “I dunno... it’s complicated.  Nothing actually went down; I just... I 

realized that maybe this wasn’t what I wanted.  Marrying this superstar who’s never 
going to be around because he’s always working and touring and stuff.  I don’t think it 
ever hit me until Nick went back to work what his career actually entailed.  And once I 
knew... I just started doubting everything.  I still love him, you know, but our lives aren’t 



 

really compatible.  And maybe this sounds really selfish, but I wasn’t ready to give up my 
life for his.  I mean, I still want to be in his life, but not...”  She trailed off, wishing she 
knew how to explain exactly how she felt. 

“Not ‘Backstreet Wife’,” Jamie finished for her.  “You love him, but you’re not 
ready to handle all the baggage that goes along with being the bride of Nick Carter.”  He 
said it as if he were talking about the bride of Frankenstein; nevertheless, he had her 
pegged. 

“Yeah, exactly!” she replied emphatically.  “If I marry him, I’m going to either 
have to drop everything in my life and tag across the country with him – eventually, 
even the world.  And I know that probably doesn’t sound like a bad thing, and it would 
be awesome to get to see all these places I’ve never been... but at the same time, I 
couldn’t handle that being my life.  I like to travel, but not all the time.  Not for months 
on end.  I need a place to call home.  And someday, I’m gonna want children... and I’m 
gonna want them to have a home too.  A stable home, where they can grow up and go to 
school and be regular kids.  And with Nick, that’s just not gonna happen.  Not now 
anyway.” 

“I understand,” said Jamie.  “I’d be the same way.  I want my kids to have the 
same kind of life we had... you know, you grow up in your standard middle-class 
neighborhood, you go to school, you vacation at Disney World, you get a job at the Dairy 
Queen, you drive the old beater car your parents give you in high school, you go to 
college, and you enter the real world a normal, functional adult.  It’s nothing that 
special, but look at us... we turned out alright, didn’t we?” 

Claire laughed, and all of a sudden, she felt much happier for some reason.  
“Yeah!  See, that’s what I’m talking about.  That’s what I want too.” 

“Well then, between you and me, I think you were right to end things with Nick.  
Believe me, I know how hard it is to break up with someone you love, but sometimes you 
have to.  Better to find out now that it isn’t working than wait until after you’re married.  
Divorce isn’t pretty.” 

“I know,” she sighed.  “I just keep second-guessing myself, about everything.  The 
last few weeks, I’d been wondering if I was right to stay with Nick; now I keep 
wondering if I was right to leave him.  You have a good point, but I just worry that I 
made a mistake... a mistake I can’t take back.  And it scares me, because I just keep 
thinking... what if he was the one?  What if Nick really was who I was supposed to be 
with, and I just walked out on him?” 

She cut herself off, letting the question linger in the air; she couldn’t believe she 
was telling Jamie these things.  This was the kind of heart-to-heart she usually had with 
her mom, or Dianna, but never Jamie.  It was still too weird to talk in detail about her 
love life to him. 

Jamie was silent for a few seconds, and just when she was getting ready to 
apologize for going on about Nick, he said quietly, “I’ve wondered that myself.” 

Something about the way he said it made her blush, and she couldn’t help but 
wonder... 

No.  No, he was just being Jamie... vague, mysterious, forever leaving her to guess 
what the heck was going on inside his head. 

“Well, it... it just...” she fumbled, still blushing, “it makes me nervous because 
life’s too short, you know.  I don’t want to spend the rest of it waiting for the right one to 
come along... and always wondering if he already came and I passed him up.  I can’t 



 

 

afford to do that.  I may only be twenty-five, but who knows what else life has in store 
for me.  I want to have children, and if I’m going to try to have my own, it could take 
awhile... I don’t want to wait too long.  But at the same time, I want my children to have 
a daddy.”  She broke off again and sighed.  “I’m sorry, I keep going on and on... this is 
what it sounds like in my head when I question myself about Nick.”  She laughed 
awkwardly, hoping she hadn’t just talked him into a stupor. 

But apparently she hadn’t, for he answered her promptly.  "Nah, that’s okay.  I 
know what you’re saying.  Life is too short; I realized that last year, when my dad died.” 

“I know how hard that has to be, going through another Christmas without him,” 
she said in a low voice.  “It doesn’t get much easier, does it?” 

“Not really,” he confessed.  “I guess it’s a little better this Christmas; last year at 
this time, I think we were all still sort of in a state of shock.  It didn’t feel real.  But this 
year, it really feels like he’s gone.” 

Filled with sympathy for what Jamie was going through, Claire listened as he 
slowly opened up to her about his father again, about how much he missed him, how he 
worried about his mother, who still seemed so lost without his father, and how afraid he 
was that she was going to fall apart again when he moved back to Tampa after New 
Year’s. 

“The Grinch” ended, and they kept talking.  Eventually, Claire found herself 
telling Jamie about Casey.  “Nick’s being so great,” she said after awhile.  “He’s giving 
Casey’s family the money to pay for a private nurse to come to his house so they can take 
him home.” 

This news had come two days earlier, just a day after she’d run into Nick at the 
hospital.  When Mrs. Brenner had told her what Nick was going to do for them, Claire 
had been overcome with emotion, most of it directed at Nick.  He was so sweet, so 
generous, such a good person.  If she’d seen him then, she wouldn’t have been able to 
resist throwing her arms around him and hugging him in gratitude.  But she hadn’t seen 
him, and he hadn’t answered his phone when she’d tried to call.  Still, she hoped he 
knew how much what he doing meant to Casey and his family.  Casey would be able to 
spend Christmas at home... and, when the time came, die at home, rather than in an 
unfamiliar hospital room.  At this point, when nothing more could be done to save his 
life, seemingly small alternatives like this made all the difference in the world. 

“That’s really cool of him,” replied Jamie.  “Must be nice to have the money to be 
able to do things like that for people without thinking twice about it.” 

“Yeah.  Nick’s a good guy, Jamie, he really is.  I wish you two had hit it off better.  
You might have actually liked each other; he’s like you in a lot of ways, you know.” 

Jamie chuckled doubtfully.  All he said in response was, “I hope I didn’t give him 
too hard of a time.  I was just trying to look out for ya, Clairie.  You’ve been hurt before – 
by me, admittedly – and nowadays I just sort feel obligated to make sure it doesn’t 
happen again.  You’re my girl, you know?” 

Claire felt herself blushing again.  “Well, thanks, Jamie.  That’s... admirable of 
you,” she said awkwardly.  “But Nick was never out to hurt me.  He loved me.  He might 
still love me.  And that’s why, truthfully, I’m a lot more worried that I hurt him...” 

 
*** 

 



 

It was “the most wonderful time of the year” to everyone else.  To Nick, December 
25 marked the culmination of what had been, literally, the worst month of his entire 
year.  Casey had gone home to die... Claire had gone home to get away from Nick... and 
Nick had gone home with Brian and Kevin, to spend Christmas with their families in 
Kentucky, because his own family was too dysfunctional to tolerate. 

His mother had called to invite him for the holiday, of course... and Aaron had 
called him back when he’d refused the first time... but he’d lied and convinced them he 
had other plans.  They thought he was spending Christmas with Claire’s family, his 
future in-laws.  They didn’t know he and Claire weren’t getting married.  They’d find out 
soon enough, once the press found out.  Another failed celebrity marriage – over before 
it had even begun. 

Gazing across the festively-decorated living room of Harold and Jackie’s 
Lexington home, Nick watched enviously as Brian and Leighanne knelt on the rug with 
Baylee, helping him put together a new puzzle his grandparents had given him.  Just a 
few feet away, Kevin and Kristin sat cozily snuggled together in front of the fire.  How 
did they do it? Nick wondered.  He kept pondering the question as he drained his glass 
of eggnog with a grimace.  Brian and Kevin had both managed to find women who loved  
them, who were devoted to them, who understood what their careers required, and who 
stayed with them anyway.  Why couldn’t he do that? 

It ain’t gonna be any easier to do now, he thought as he rose with difficulty, 
wobbling a bit on his artificial leg as he took off for the kitchen to refill his glass.  He 
didn’t even like eggnog, but it was the only alcohol the Littrells were serving, and he 
desperately needed the buzz.  He usually enjoyed spending Christmas with Brian and 
Kevin’s relatives and feeling like he was part of a big, close-knit, normal family, but this 
year, being around all of these happily-married couples was sort of a downer.   

In the kitchen, he found Brian’s parents standing side by side at the counter, 
rinsing off the dishes from Christmas dinner.  Great... old married couple, he thought, 
swallowing hard.  They were almost harder to face, but only because they had what he 
had hoped to have with Claire. 

“Can I get you somethin’, Nick darlin’?” Jackie Littrell asked in her sweet 
Southern lilt, smiling over her shoulder at him as she reached to shut off the faucet. 

Nick smiled back.  “No thanks, Jackie, I got this,” he replied, ladling more of the 
thick, foamy eggnog into his glass.  “This is great, by the way; have I told you that?”   He 
took a long swallow and wiped the froth from his lips.  “Excellent.” 

“You did tell me, hon, but thank you – again.  The cook never tires of being 
complimented,” Jackie smiled pleasantly.  Nick missed the worry in her eyes as she 
exchanged glances with her husband. 

“Well, you’re welcome, Jackie.  You’re an awesome cook.  The best,” Nick stressed 
as he took his drink and meandered back into the living room, stumbling a bit on the 
threshold. 

“Nick!  Nick, look!” a tiny voice shouted as Nick came into the living room, and he 
looked over to see his godson pointing at his finished puzzle, a proud grin on his face. 

“Heeey, you finished it!” Nick exclaimed, making his way over to Baylee.  He 
leaned down to inspect the puzzle, not noticing the uncertain look Leighanne shot Brian 
over his head.  “Looks good, kiddo,” said Nick, ruffling Baylee’s head of blonde curls.  
“Looks real good.” 



 

 

“What we gonna do now?” asked Baylee, bouncing restlessly, his wide blue eyes 
shining up at Nick. 

“Well, what do you say we take that new jeep Santa gave you out for a spin?” 
suggested Nick, remembering Baylee’s most exciting gift from that morning – the shiny 
new battery-powered Hot Wheels jeep “Santa Claus” had left in the driveway with a big 
red bow on top.  He’d always wanted one of those things when he was a kid, but his 
parents had never had enough money. 

Baylee’s eyes lit up at the mention of the jeep.  “I wanna dwive!” he shouted, 
jumping up and racing to the front door. 

“Baylee, wait a minute!” Brian called, but Nick interrupted him. 
“Hey, don’t worry, I’ll go out with him,” he said, motioning for Brian to stay 

where he was as he hurried after Baylee.  Living vicariously through his best friend’s 
three-year-old son?  Now that was the way to do it. 

As soon as he saw Nick coming, Baylee tore open the front door and leapt out, 
running at top-speed to his jeep.  Nick followed, helping Baylee get the tiny door open 
and  climb in.  He was just leaning over to attempt to figure out how to turn the thing on 
when Brian’s voice called, “Baylee!”  Nick turned to find Brian standing on the front 
porch, holding Baylee’s winter coat out.  “Come put on your coat, buddy!  It’s cold out 
here!”   Baylee obediently jumped back out of the jeep and scrambled up to meet his 
daddy, who was cocking his head at Nick as if to say, ‘Hello?  You let him go outside in 
the middle of winter without a coat?’ 

Nick shrugged sheepishly; funny, he hadn’t even noticed the cold.  In fact, he felt 
sort of hot; the Littrells’ house was a little stuffy. 

Brian followed Baylee back to the jeep.  As his son climbed back in and bounced 
excitedly in the driver’s seat, he leaned close to Nick.  “Exactly how much eggnog have 
you had?” he asked in a low voice, raising his eyebrow as he frowned at Nick. 

Nick scowled.  “What are you talking about, man?  It’s freaking eggnog!” he 
hissed back. 

“I know.  And you must have really been knocking ‘em back, cause I know a 
drunk Nick when I see one.” 

Brian offered him a tight smile, but Nick could tell he wasn’t amused.  He rolled 
his eyes, but swallowed the retort on his tongue.  This was Brian’s parents’ house, he 
reminded himself, Brian and Kevin’s family Christmas.  He didn’t really want to make 
them regret including him in it.  “Sorry,” he muttered, feeling his cheeks redden in 
embarrassment.  “I’m done, I promise.  I... I’m just gonna go back inside; it is kinda cold 
out here,” he added as an afterthought, though it was a lie. 

“Nick, wait-” Brian started as Nick hurried past him, heading for the door. 
But it was Kevin who corralled him on the porch.  “Let’s sit down a minute,” he 

muttered in Nick’s ear, sinking down to the top step and patting the bare concrete 
beside him.  Nick reluctantly lowered himself down beside Kevin, his cheeks heating up 
even more.  Why did he get the feeling he was in for a Kevin lecture? 

“Kevin, Nick, do you see me??” Baylee yelled, waving from his jeep. 
Kevin and Nick both smiled and waved back; “Lookin’ good, kiddo!” Kevin called 

back.  Then he turned to Nick.  “Aunt Jackie sure makes good eggnog, huh?” he asked, 
raising one of his monstrous eyebrows as a mischievous little smirk crossed his face. 

Nick shot him a nasty look.  “Yeah, yeah, I knew that was coming.  Look, I’m not 
drunk; I’m just a little... tipsy?” 



 

Kevin clamped a hand down on Nick’s shoulder, giving it a firm squeeze.  “And 
how often have you been getting ‘just a little tipsy’ since Claire left?” he asked bluntly. 

Nick’s stomach lurched; he glowered at Kevin for making it do that.  And for 
asking a perfectly legitimate question that he did not want to answer.  “I dunno,” he 
muttered dumbly, knowing that was the wrong thing to say. 

Sure enough, Kevin sighed.  Oh yeah, a Kevin lecture was coming.  “Nick... I know 
you’ve been goin’ through a real tough time these last couple of weeks, and I know the 
holidays have probably just made it harder, but... don’t resort to alcohol to make 
yourself feel better.  It’s not gonna solve anything, and in the end, it’ll just make it 
worse.” 

“What are you talking about?” Nick scoffed.  “It’s Christmas, dude!  I’m not 
allowed to have a little eggnog to celebrate Christmas?” 

Kevin gave him a stern look.  “I know you, Nick.  I know what your drinking 
habits are like.  You drink when you want to escape.  It’s something a lot of people do, 
and it’s not good.  Don’t forget AJ.” 

Nick frowned; like he could ever forget what had happened to AJ, that horrible 
night when Kevin had beaten his door down and told him he was dead to him because of 
his out of control drinking and drug use.  “What are you saying, Kevin?  You think I’m a 
drunk??  I’m not gonna turn out like AJ did; I’m not stupid enough to repeat his 
mistakes!!” 

“I know you’re not,” Kevin replied quickly.  “And thank you for saying that.  Look, 
I don’t wanna lecture you; we’re just worried about you.  Brian and I... well, all of us 
really.  I know how much Claire meant to you... I know how devastated you are.  It’s 
gonna take some time to move on from this; all I’m saying is, don’t resort to drinking to 
help you do that, cause it won’t work.” 

Nick sighed, his anger fading as he realized Kevin was just being honest.  “I know 
that, Kev.  It’s just... this time of the year – it’s just hard.” 

Kevin slung an arm around him and nodded.  “I know it is.  I always miss my dad 
more around the holidays... and it’s been fourteen years now.  I know it’s not the same; 
Claire’s not gone in that way, but... you see what I’m saying, right?  The pain is still 
fresh... of course you’re going to have a hard time.” 

Nick nodded despondently.  “It’s not just her,” he confessed after a moment.  
“There’s also this kid I know... his name’s Casey; I met him through Claire.  He’s only 
eleven, Kev, and he’s... dying.  Of cancer.” 

For a moment, Kevin looked stricken.  His face whitened, and he shook his head 
slowly.  “Oh, Nick... I’m sorry,” he murmured.  “Is there anything we can do?” 

Nick shook his head.  “No,” was his dull reply. 
“I’m sorry,” Kevin said again.  He was silent for a moment after that... and then 

he blurted, “I hate this.  I hate this... disease.  It took my father... it’s taking your friend... 
it almost took you...”  He looked over at Nick, and Nick saw that his nostrils were flared 
with anger.  “I’ll never forget the fear I felt around this time last year, when you were in 
the hospital, Nick... or how horrible it was watching you go through chemo... and 
rehabilitation... all of that.  I look at you today, and I’m grateful because you’re alive and 
healthy again.  And I’m so proud of you for coming as far as you have.  You’ve overcome 
so much, Nick... you’ve worked so hard to get your life back together.  Please, promise 
me you’ll take care of yourself.” 



 

 

Nick blinked, momentarily stunned by Kevin’s heartfelt honesty.  “I-I will,” he 
stammered, almost guiltily; after hearing that, how could he not promise to take care of 
himself?  “Of course I will.” 

Kevin gave him a tight-lipped smile, looking almost misty-eyed.  “You better.  
You’ve put us through enough worry already, kid.”  Nick smiled awkwardly, and Kevin 
squeezed his shoulder.  “And as far as Claire goes... remember this:  The love of my life 
once broke up with me too... and six years later, I married her.”  He grinned widely now, 
love for his wife Kristin brightening his sad eyes.  “If it’s meant to be, it’ll happen.  If 
she’s the one... she’ll come back.” 

Nick managed a smile.  “Thanks, Kev,” he whispered. 
Though his Christmas buzz faded, just as the batteries in Baylee’s new jeep 

quickly drained, his older brother’s words that afternoon never left Nick.  He would 
remember them months, even years, from then... whenever Claire entered his mind. 

“If she’s the one... she’ll come back.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 80 
 
“So, you had a nice Christmas then?” Jamie asked, looking over at Claire as he 

dropped the cardboard box he was carrying onto the bare kitchen counter. 
Claire set her box down next to his and immediately started pulling back the flaps 

on the top to open it.  “Yeah, it actually turned out to be a pretty good one,” she replied 
as she set to work unpacking the box, pulling out Jamie’s mismatched collection of 
silverware and cooking utensils and lining them up on the counter in front of her.  “Kyle 
and Amber came over after they did stuff with her family, and it was fun having the baby 
there.”  Little Kamden had spent Christmas Day being passed from her arms to her 
mother’s, to her father’s, and back to her again.  He was the only distraction from a 
holiday that was otherwise quite dismal, for her at least. 

“Aw, sure, I bet,” Jamie said with a smile.  “So do you have pictures of the little 
rugrat yet?” 

“Pictures!” cried Dianna’s voice, as she burst into the small kitchen, struggling 
under the weight of another box, which she lowered to the floor with a dramatic 
“oomph!”   Straightening up, she chirped, “I wanna see baby pictures!” 

“Well, you’re in luck,” Claire replied, grinning broadly.  She found her purse and 
retrieved her billfold, which she’d just loaded with the pictures of her newborn nephew 
that Amber had given her at Christmas.  “Here,” she said, handing it to Dianna, who 
cooed over each one of them. 

“Red hair,” Jamie observed when he finally got a look.  “He’s a Ryan alright.” 
Claire smiled and nodded.  “Yep.  Although it’s sort of strawberry blonde, so we’re 

wondering if it will lighten when he gets older.” 
“Hasn’t happened to any of you yet,” said Jamie, tugging playfully on a lock of her 

undeniably red hair. 
She eased away from him, returning to her box.  “So, how do you want your 

cupboards and drawers organized?” she asked, waving a spatula around at the storage 
space in Jamie’s kitchen. 

Jamie shrugged.  “Just throw stuff wherever,” he replied. 
“You can’t just do that; how will you ever find anything??” she demanded.  

Meeting Dianna’s eyes across the room, she shook her head and muttered, “Men.  Be 
thankful you have a couple of females to help you out, Jamie.  Di and I will get it 
organized, but you have to keep it that way.” 

“Be my guest,” Jamie said, pushing his box towards her with a smirk.  “I’m gonna 
go bring some more stuff in.” 

“Boys – they’re hopeless,” said Dianna as she came over to help Claire finish 
unpacking the boxes. 

Jamie had followed his older brother Brad all the way from Iowa to Florida the 
day after Christmas with a small U-haul loaded with his belongings.  Now he’d recruited 
Claire and Dianna to help him move it all from his brother’s house to his new 
apartment. 

“You know, you’re gonna have to help me do this in another week,” Claire 
mentioned when Jamie walked in with the next load. 

“Really?  You signed a lease on a place?” 
“Yep.”  Her search for a new apartment in Tampa had gone surprisingly well – 

she’d found an affordable one-bedroom in a newer building that was nicer than the last 



 

 

one she’d lived in.  The rent was more than she’d been paying before, but she’d saved up 
enough from months of not paying rent while she lived with Nick and the extra income 
she’d been making by working at two different offices all month that it wouldn’t be a 
problem.  She was excited about moving back into her own place, after weeks of living 
with her parents in Gainesville and staying at Dianna’s when she was in Tampa for 
work.  She loved them all, but it would be nice to be on her own again.  “I can move in 
anytime after New Year’s, so whenever you guys are available...” 

“You got it,” Jamie replied with a smile.  “I can make time any weekend; just say 
the word.” 

“Same here,” Dianna chimed in. 
“Awesome.  Thank you, guys.” 
“Anytime,” said Jamie.  “Hey, speaking of New Year’s – you ladies have plans 

yet?” 
Claire shrugged, and Dianna did the same.  “Todd and I will probably spend it 

together, but we don’t know what we’re doing yet,” Dianna elaborated.  “Why, you 
wanna do something?” 

“Yeah, I was thinking of having a little get-together over here... housewarming-
slash-New Year’s party kind of thing, you know?” Jamie replied casually. 

“Well, would you mind if I brought Todd?” 
“Not at all.” 
“Okay.  I’ll talk to him and see what he wants to do,” said Dianna. 
“Cool.”  Jamie’s eyes shifted to Claire.  “Clairie?  What about you?” 
Claire hesitated.  “Who else are you inviting?” she asked. 
His answer was just what she had suspected.  “Just a few of the guys... I think 

you’ve met some of them.  You remember Greg and Jerr?” 
She remembered all right.  “Ohh-ho-ho, you’re the one who’s dating the 

Backstreet Gimp, aren’t you?”  
“How could I forget?” she muttered.  “Did Greg’s black eye heal up okay?” 
Jamie smirked.  “Eventually.  You’re not gonna hold a grudge against him forever 

for saying whatever he said about Nick, are you?  I mean, you’re not even with Nick 
anymore, so... ancient history.  Right?” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “This isn’t about Nick.  What that guy said was mean and 
rude, and it says a lot about the type of person he is.  I’d rather not ring in the new year 
with a couple of jerks.” 

Jamie’s eyes widened.  “Ouch... okay then.  Well, if it helps, there are a couple of 
other people coming that you haven’t met, so it won’t just be-” 

“No, really, I don’t think I can come anyway, Jamie,” Claire interrupted.  “Kyle 
and Amber are thinking of getting together with some of their friends, cause they 
haven’t gone out and done anything since Kamden was born, so I offered to baby-sit.”  It 
wasn’t a lie – although nothing was set in stone yet, she had offered to baby-sit if her 
brother and sister-in-law wanted to go out.  She’d known she wouldn’t feel like doing 
anything else; New Year’s was going to be tough, for it would have been the one-year 
mark for her and Nick’s relationship.  Now it was just going to be a reminder of what 
she’d given up on. 

“Oh.  Well, okay then...” Jamie trailed off sadly, heaving a dramatic sigh.  He gave 
her the puppy dog face, complete with his bottom lip turned all the way down in a pout 



 

– a look he had perfected over the years – and added, “If Kyle and Amber’s plans fall 
through though, you should come over.” 

She smiled wryly.  “Thanks.  I’ll keep that in mind.” 
 

*** 
 

“So, I have a question,” said Dianna later that day, popping a fry into her mouth.  
The two women had stopped for fast food on the way back from Jamie’s apartment; 
hours of helping him unpack and organize his stuff had left them both tired and 
starving. 

Claire didn’t like the singsong-y quality of Dianna’s voice; it only meant she was 
going to tease her about something.  “What?” she asked flatly. 

Dianna swallowed and took a sip of her drink before continuing.  “When,” she 
started finally, “are you going to give Jamie a second chance?” 

Claire blinked.  “Excuse me?” 
“Don’t play dumb.  You’ve had to have noticed the way he flirts with you.” 
“What?!  Flirts with me?  Dianna, he’s Jamie – he talks like that to all women.  

You know he’s always liked to think of himself as some ladies man... psh,” she snorted 
derisively.  “This is nothing new.” 

“Well, you’re right with that last part – it’s nothing new; he’s been doing it for 
months.  Every time he’s been down here in the last year, I’ve noticed it.  And maybe 
Jamie is a flirt, but he sure doesn’t talk to me that way.  Or look at me that way either, 
for that matter,” Dianna said bluntly. 

“Look at you?  What are you talking about?  How does he look at me?” 
“The same way he used to look at you when we were in high school.  When he was 

in love with you.” 
Claire shook her head.  “No,” she said firmly.  “Jamie broke up with me in high 

school.  He dumped me.  You can’t tell me he’s still... ‘in love’ with me, or something – 
that’s ridiculous.” 

“Oh, like you’ve never made a mistake... or changed your mind about something.  
It can happen, Claire.  He still has feelings for you!” 

“Has he told you that?” Claire asked incredulously.  She didn’t want to believe it.  
Jamie couldn’t still have feelings for her.  That would mean Nick had been right all 
along... 

“No, but he doesn’t have to.  I told you, I can see it.  He’s always felt differently 
about you than any of his other female friends, and it’s always showed.  I had you guys 
pegged as a couple months before you actually became one in high school... remember?” 

Claire groaned.  “This isn’t high school, Di.  We’re so past that.  He and I broke up 
like eight years ago!” 

“Well, maybe he regrets that!  Maybe he’s finally grown up and realized how 
stupid he was to let you go back then, and now he wants you back.” 

Claire squirmed in her seat as she felt herself start to blush.  Oh God, Nick had 
said that too!  “Claire, the guy basically told me he wanted you back!” she could hear 
him shouting in her head.  “Di...” she moaned, putting her flaming face in her hands.  
“Why are you telling me this now?” 



 

 

“Cause you’re single now,” Dianna replied, as if it were obvious.  “I wasn’t gonna 
say anything while you were all head over heels with Nick, but now that you’re not... I 
just thought I’d get your take on it.” 

“Well, I don’t want to think about it,” Claire mumbled.  “I can’t think about 
pursuing a relationship with anybody right now... especially Jamie.  That’s just... weird.  
I need to be alone right now anyway.” 

“I know, girl.  I wasn’t saying you had to do anything right now.  It’s just, after 
four hours of listening to him beg you to come to his New Year’s party and watching him 
play with your hair and somehow manage to touch you every time he got near you... I 
had to say something.” 

Oh God... he had done all of those things, hadn’t he? 
She shook her head vigorously.  “Please, let’s stop talking about this.  It’s just too 

awkward right now, with Jamie... and Nick... and...”  She trailed off, feeling totally 
overwhelmed.  Her emotions were pulling her every which way, and she didn’t know 
whether to smile or scream, laugh or cry. 

Finally, sensing her frustration, Dianna let up.  “Okay.  I’m sorry, girl; I 
understand.  You’re right – it’s too soon to be talking about any of this.”  She popped the 
last of her fries into her mouth and smiled.  “Let’s go back up and get dessert.” 

 
*** 

 
“You know something?  Men are confusing.  Don’t ever grow up to be like that,” 

Claire murmured to the sleeping infant in her arms.  She gently stroked Kamden’s soft, 
smooth cheek as she rocked slowly back and forth in Amber’s rocking chair. 

It was New Year’s Eve, and she was spending it just as she’d told Jamie she was – 
at her brother’s house, enjoying a quiet night of babysitting.  She had urged Kyle to take 
Amber out for the night; she’d wanted something to do, to take her mind off of Nick, but 
she wasn’t about to go to Jamie’s party.  She didn’t want him on her mind either. 

Okay, so it wasn’t really working.  There was only so much you could do with a 
three-week-old baby – hold him, feed him, burp him, and change his diapers  – and 
she’d done it all.  As she sat rocking him, hardly watching the annual Dick Clark special 
that she’d muted on the TV across the room, her mind had inevitably wandered back to 
both men. 

Jamie was easy enough to push out of her thoughts, but Nick was much harder.  
She couldn’t help but miss him that night.  If she had not left, they would have been 
spending New Year’s together, celebrating a mostly-wonderful year together and looking 
forward to 2006, the year they would be married.  Every anniversary they would have 
celebrated after this one would be a marriage anniversary. 

But it was not to be. 
Sighing wistfully, she carefully readjusted the sleeping bundle in her arms and 

glanced up at the television.  She did a double-take, startled to see the lanky, blonde, 
miniature version of Nick on the screen, dancing around the stage in Rockefeller Plaza, 
microphone in hand.  Aaron Carter; his name was captioned in bold at the bottom of 
the picture.  Reaching for the remote, she turned the volume up a few notches so that 
she could hear him singing.  She swallowed hard; he sounded so much like Nick. 



 

So there’s Aaron... she thought, and her mind then made the unavoidable turn... 
Where’s Nick?  She wondered what he was doing right at that moment... and if he was 
having a good time... and if he was being safe... and if he was thinking of her too. 

 
*** 

 
Nick had planned to be home in Florida through the first week of January, but he 

had gone back to Los Angeles early.  Now he stood in the midst of a crowded Hollywood 
party, holding an empty glass, his head already light from the alcohol he’d had, despite 
the fact that it was only ten o’clock. 

Vaguely, he was aware of someone tapping him on the shoulder and a hand 
pointing across the room.  He glanced up to see the ball in Times Square dropping 
slowly on a giant TV screen mounted high on the wall.  It was almost midnight on the 
east coast... midnight at home in Tampa.  He should have been there, watching the ball 
drop with Claire in his arms, ready to kiss her on the stroke of midnight and celebrate a 
year’s worth of love. 

But instead he was here, being bumped and jostled as people danced and 
celebrated around him, chanting the seconds till midnight in New York along with the 
crowd on TV.  He stared at the screen without really seeing it.  His eyes followed the 
shimmering globe’s steady descent, but behind them, all he could see was Claire’s face. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 81 
 

Several days into the new year, Claire’s car rumbled to a stop on the curb in front 
of a small, green house.  This house had seen its better days, Claire couldn’t help but 
think as she walked up the cracked sidewalk leading to the now-familiar home.  It was 
an older home, but until recently, it had probably been well-maintained.  Now the first 
signs of neglect were starting to show:  the grass was long overdue for a mowing, weeds 
had begun to overtake the flowerbeds in the front yard, and the olive-colored paint had 
started to chip off of the wooden siding. 

Various toys had been left out – a tiny purple bicycle stood on training wheels in 
the driveway, a brightly-colored ball was barely visible on the overgrown lawn, and 
Claire had to step over several pieces of a child’s play gardening set as she climbed to the 
front porch.  But she didn’t mind.  It was nice to see toys out, signs that someone still 
played in this house. 

She rang the doorbell and sucked in a deep breath as she stood waiting for 
someone to answer the front door.  These visits got harder and harder with passing 
time, and she’d found that she had to mentally prepare herself more and more every 
time.  But she could not turn away or stop coming.  She couldn’t do that to Casey.  His 
mother always told her how much he looked forward to her coming, and even if he 
wasn’t always aware of her presence, she would keep on coming, until the end. 

The sudden pounding of feet from inside the house could be heard, and seconds 
later, the front door was yanked open.  There stood Casey’s little sister, Catherine, 
dressed in the outfit she’d probably worn to school that day, a cute little red dress with 
ABC  stitched on the front. 

“Hi, Catherine,” she smiled down at the kindergartner.  “Is your mom with 
Casey?” 

“Yeah, she said ‘come in’,” Catherine replied, stepping back to Claire could enter 
the house. 

“How was school today?” she asked, making the usual small talk while she waited 
for Mrs. Brenner to come out. 

“Fine.  We’re learning letter P this week,” Catherine announced.  “Both my 
favorite colors start with ‘p’ – ‘puh-ink’ and ‘puh-urple’,” she added, emphasizing the ‘p’ 
sound in each word. 

“That’s right.  ‘Purple’ even has two ‘p’s,” said Claire.  “It’s my favorite color too.” 
Catherine beamed.  “Wanna play with my Barbies?” she asked.  When Claire had 

come over to visit shortly after Christmas, Catherine had gotten to show off the new 
Barbie doll Santa Claus had brought her; now she asked Claire to play every time she 
stopped by.  Claire wished she had more time to do so, but she was still putting in hours 
at her dad’s office in Gainesville, as well as here in Tampa, not to mention getting ready 
to move into her new apartment, so her schedule had been busy.  She tried to drop by 
the Brenners’ on the days she was in Tampa though, and she usually set a few minutes 
aside to play with Catherine before she left.  She felt sorry for the child; with her big 
brother so sick, their mom was preoccupied and simply couldn’t give her as much 
attention as she craved.  And Catherine was still too young to understand the full impact 
of what was happening to Casey. 



 

Before she could reply, Mrs. Brenner appeared and answered for her.  “Catherine, 
sweetie, Claire’s here to sit with Casey for a little bit.  Why don’t you bring your Barbies 
into the kitchen and help me fix dinner?” 

“O-kay,” Catherine sighed grudgingly and stomped off to her room to get her 
dolls. 

Mrs. Brenner gave Claire a weary look, which Claire returned with a tight smile.  
“How’s Casey doing today?” she asked hesitantly, always afraid of hearing the answer. 

His mother sighed.  “Not good.  He’s on the verge of a coma.  He’s been pretty out 
of it for days because of the pain meds he’s on, but until yesterday, he still had periods of 
alertness.  He was awake to see the ball drop on New Year’s.  But now...”  She trailed off, 
and Claire could tell she was having difficulty finishing her thought.  “I-I think he still 
senses what’s going on though.  He knows when I’m in the room; he can hear me talking 
to him.  I’ve been playing his favorite music and movies in the background... maybe I’m 
just being silly, but I’d like to think they help comfort him.” 

Claire swallowed the lump in her throat and forced a smile.  “I’m sure they do 
help,” she replied softly. 

Mrs. Brenner nodded.  “I think it’s helping him just to be able to be here at home, 
in his own room, his own bed.  Having the home nurse come has been such a godsend; if 
you hear from Nick, please, tell him thank you from me again.” 

“I will,” Claire promised, although she didn’t know when that would be.  She 
hadn’t talked to Nick since that day she’d run into him at the hospital, before Christmas.  
“Has Nick visited since Casey got out of the hospital?” 

“Yes, he came over a couple of times around Christmas, but I think he’s back in 
Los Angeles now.  I have his phone number though... he said he wanted to know if... 
something happens,” said Mrs. Brenner, faltering at the end. 

Claire simply nodded, hiding her surprise at the fact that Nick was already back 
in LA.  She quickly changed the subject.  “So... so it’s still okay if I go and sit with him for 
awhile?”  The last thing she wanted to do was impose. 

But Mrs. Brenner always seemed grateful for her presence.  “Oh, of course.  I 
appreciate you coming by like this... it’s so sweet of you.  I’m sure Casey will know you’re 
here too, even if he can’t respond.” 

Nodding, Claire slowly walked down the hall to Casey’s bedroom as his mother 
turned to go into the kitchen.  The bedroom door was ajar; Claire stopped just before it 
and leaned against the wall in the hallway, trying to steel herself before she went inside.  
Taking a deep breath, she finally rounded the corner and entered the bedroom. 

At first glance, Casey’s room looked like a typical eleven-year-old boy’s room.  
The carpet was dark blue, and the medium blue of the walls was interrupted here and 
there by posters – Pudge Rodriguez, Casey’s favorite baseball player, taking a swing in 
his Florida Marlins uniform... the planes of the Navy’s Blue Angels flight team in 
formation... Lindsay Lohan... (that one had prompted some teasing the first time Claire 
had seen it; Casey had blushed as red as Lindsay’s hair).  From the ceiling hung various 
model planes that Casey had put together.   The bottom half of his bookshelves were 
stacked with “Captain Underpants,” Matt Christopher sports novels, and the 
“Goosebumps” series; the top with everything from baseball cards and comic book 
figurines to school awards and sports trophies.  A few stuffed animals were tucked here 
and there; Claire had been touched to find the plush Dumbo she’d once given Casey 
among them. 



 

 

Upon a closer look around the room, it was easy to see that all was not as it 
should be.  Casey’s bed, adorned with a boyish blue and green plaid spread, was flanked 
by IV stands and oxygen tanks, and the top of his dresser was barely visible beneath all 
of the medicine bottles and medical supplies that had been set upon it.  Claire tried to 
ignore all of that and focus on just Casey. 

He was lying in bed, looking frail and almost lifeless.  He didn’t move when she 
sat down in the chair that was always pulled up next to his bed, but for a moment, she 
could have sworn she saw his eyelids flutter.  She quickly realized it was just shadows 
from the TV flickering on his pale face in the dim room.  Glancing over her shoulder, she 
saw the opening scenes of Dumbo playing on the small television set in the corner.  She 
smiled nostalgically; Casey had loved that movie when he was little.  Mrs. Brenner must 
have just put it on for him. 

“You may be a big-shot eleven-year-old nowadays, but you’re never too old for 
Disney movies,” Claire murmured, squeezing Casey’s bony hand.  Spotting the TV 
remote on his nightstand, she picked it up and used it to turn up the volume a little just 
as the song “Casey Junior” started to play.  She couldn’t help but smile, remembering as 
plain as day the way little Casey’s eyes used to light up every time he heard his name in 
the song. 

She glanced over at him, almost expecting to see his eyes open now.  But they 
remained inertly closed.  Her smile faded. 

She sat with Casey for at least half of the movie, holding his hand, talking softly to 
him now and then.  After she’d been in the room for half an hour or so, Mrs. Brenner 
popped in to check on them.  As Claire watched her pause to tuck the blankets in around 
Casey and kiss his forehead, her heart ached for this woman, who was on the verge of 
losing her son. 

Claire felt like crying by the time Mrs. Brenner slipped back out of the room, her 
shoulder slumped with weariness, but she kept her composure as long as she could, 
knowing she had to stay strong for Casey.  She was afraid he would sense it if she let it 
show how hard this was for her.  But when the time came for Dumbo to visit his mother 
in the movie, and the bittersweet notes of the lullaby “Baby Mine” floated out of the TV, 
Claire’s eyes prickled with tears.  All of the emotions that had been building up inside 
her came pouring out as her tears began to fall, trailing slowly down her cheeks. 

Why? she thought, lifting her leaking eyes towards the ceiling.  Why are You 
taking this little boy away from his mom... from his family and his friends... from the 
world? 

She knew it was wrong to question, but she couldn’t understand.  Casey was 
going to die... what good could come out of that? 

 
*** 

 
Five days and two thousand miles from that time and place, Nick looked down at 

his ringing cell phone and saw Claire’s name flashing up at him.  A feeling of dread 
lodged itself into the bottom of his stomach even before he answered.  He knew Claire 
had no reason to call him, unless... 

“Nick?” came her voice, thick with tears, once he’d said hello.  “I just heard from 
Mrs. Brenner.  Casey... Casey passed away early this morning.”  Her voice wavered and 
broke as she added meekly, “I thought you would want to know.” 



 

“Thanks,” Nick whispered, his throat so dry that he could barely swallow.  Later, 
he would not remember what else he and Claire said to each other over the phone that 
day.  His only memory of the day Casey Brenner died was the empty feeling of defeat 
that shrouded him after he hung up. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 82 
 

The last funeral Claire had attended had been for Jamie’s father, and the thing 
that she remembered most about it was the weather.  It had been typical of an Iowa 
winter – bitterly cold, the sky overcast and dreary, the dead brown grass frozen beneath 
patches of muddy snow.  The heavy gray clouds had spit sleet as they’d laid Mr. Turner 
to rest, and Claire recalled thinking how appropriately the atmosphere outside matched 
their moods within. 

Today couldn’t have been more different.  The sun was shining brightly through 
the leafy green trees; there was hardly a cloud in the cerulean sky.  Birds sang cheerfully 
from the tree branches as several children cut across the freshly-trimmed grass beneath 
them, hand in hand with their parents.  Had it not been for the headstones lined up 
neatly among the trees, Claire might have mistaken the cemetery for a park, just a nice 
place to take the kids on such a beautiful day. 

But despite its outward appearance, this day was not a beautiful one, and these 
kids weren’t here to play.  They were unmistakably Casey’s classmates, and they, like 
Claire, were here to pay their last respects and bury a friend far before his time. 

Sighing, Claire reluctantly turned off her car’s engine and pulled her key from the 
ignition.  Leaning back against her seat, she closed her eyes, taking a moment to collect 
herself.  Today will be the worst part, she told herself.  All you have to do is get through 
this. 

Knowing she could not delay the inevitable any longer, she unfastened her seat 
belt and opened her door.  She climbed out of the car, her heels clicking as they hit the 
street, and walked around to the curb at which she had parked.  She smoothed out her 
black skirt and took a deep breath before starting across the grass, cutting the same path 
she’d seen the kids and their parents take.  Halfway to her destination, she found a 
paved walkway and followed it to the spot where rows and rows of black folding chairs 
had been set up, facing a flower-adorned altar behind which a dark mahogany casket 
was displayed. 

A lump rose in her throat at the sight of the small casket.  She’d already seen it at 
the visitation two days earlier; the top half of it had been open then, showing Casey from 
the waist up.  With the rosyness restored to his once-pale cheeks and a black Marlins 
cap hiding his bald head, he didn’t look sick anymore.  He looked like a sleeping boy 
who could wake up at any minute, tear off the tie that had been knotted neatly around 
the stiff collar of his dress shirt, and run outside to play baseball.  Claire hoped that the 
moment his body on Earth had finally failed him, his lively spirit had awoken in Heaven 
and done just that. 

The thought made her smile through the tears that had already started to blur her 
vision.  Casey had been sick for so long, spent so many months in a bed, too ill to go out 
and play.  Now he was free from the disease that had brought him such pain and 
confinement.  If there was any blessing in disguise hiding amidst what would otherwise 
be considered a tragedy, she’d found it. 

Still, as she sat down and surveyed the other black-clad guests that mingled 
solemnly, speaking to each other in hushed tones, she could not avoid the heavy feeling 
of melancholy that descended upon her.  Most of the funeral guests were young, many 
not much older than her, some far younger.  In the front rows were the relatives; she 
spotted Mrs. Brenner being hugged by another woman who had the same dark hair – 



 

her sister, perhaps, one of Casey’s aunts.  Most of the children present were seated near 
the back, along with their parents.  In front of them was a row filled solely of women, 
their ages varied.  Claire couldn’t be sure, but she wondered if they were teachers, from 
Casey’s school. 

She didn’t expect to see anyone she knew, other than Casey’s immediate family, 
but she spotted a few nurses from the oncology ward at the hospital a couple of rows 
behind her.  Shauna, the transplant nurse she and Casey had shared, was among them.  
Her eyes locked with Claire’s, and she raised her hand in a limp wave.  Claire nodded at 
her in return, offering a grim smile before she turned to face forward again, blinking 
back tears. 

Her head was down when he approached; she never saw him coming.  But all at 
once she heard his voice ask quietly, “Is this seat taken?” 

Her eyes shot up and widened.  “Nick!” she cried.  It took her a few seconds to get 
over her shock at seeing him there; when she’d called to tell him that Casey was gone, he 
hadn’t mentioned coming back for the funeral. 

Nick offered her a wan smile.  “So can I sit?” he asked, motioning to the empty 
chair beside her.  “Or-” 

“Yeah, sit down,” she replied quickly, turning towards him as he sank down at her 
side.  “I didn’t know you were coming!” 

He shrugged.  “I wanted to be here.  I got a flight back Wednesday night.  Guess I 
missed you at the visitation.” 

“I guess we went at different times,” she said softly, still stunned at the 
knowledge that he had been in town for three days already.  But she supposed that was 
just how it was going to be from here on out.  They weren’t together anymore, and if 
hadn’t been for Casey, they wouldn’t have been in touch at all this past month.  He had 
no reason to let her know his plans. 

“I’m glad you came back for this,” she offered, breaking the uncomfortable silence 
that had already fallen between them. 

Nick nodded vaguely and muttered in a low voice, “I’m glad you’re here too.  I-I 
don’t think I could get through this alone.”  Dropping his voice to a mere whisper, he 
added, “I hate funerals.” 

She glanced over to see him tugging at the collar of his shirt as if it were choking 
him; he looked very uncomfortable.  Smiling sadly, she lay her hand on top of his free 
one, giving it a pat.  “Same here.  But we’ll get through,” she murmured, and all of a 
sudden, she was very glad to have him there by her side as well.  She’d come to the 
funeral alone because no one in her family and none of her friends had known Casey the 
way she had.  Nick was the only one who understood what she was going through... and 
so they’d go through it together, as they always had. 

She left her hand on his as the service began, and it stayed there throughout the 
entire thing, as they listened to the minister read passages from the Bible and speak 
about Casey’s brief life and the good memories he would leave behind.  It was a nice 
service, as nice and as positive as a funeral could be, but it was still sad.  No matter how 
much the minister stressed that Casey was a child of God, a child so special that the Lord 
wanted to bring him back to Heaven now, Claire could only think of how Casey had only 
been eleven years old.  He should have had so many years of life left ahead of him, so 
many more milestones to reach, so much left to do.  He’d always wanted to be a pilot 
when he grew up... but now he wouldn’t get to.  He wouldn’t get to finish out fifth grade, 



 

 

or go on to sixth either.  Hell, he wouldn’t even be able to get through the rest of the 
Harry Potter books she’d been reading to him. 

It was these little things, the simple things she’d always taken for granted when 
she was his age, that brought the tears to her eyes.  She tried to fight them, but in the 
end, they spilled over, running slowly down her cheeks and making the minister’s image 
swim before her as she blinked and tried to focus. 

In the midst of it all, she felt a warm hand on top of her own and glanced down to 
see that Nick had put his free hand over the top of hers, sandwiching her hand between 
his two.  Catching her looking at him, he offered her a tiny smile.  She did not try to hide 
her tears, but managed a sad smile back in spite of them.  As they both turned back to 
face the altar again, she felt Nick’s thumb lightly running over her knuckles.  The 
compassionate gesture brought more tears to her eyes. 

The service ended with a prayer, and when Claire unclasped her hands and lifted 
her head at last, she found Nick looking at her in sympathy.  “You okay?” he asked 
softly, rubbing her shoulder. 

She nodded.  “I will be.  Why, do I look like a mess?”  She rubbed at her eyes; they 
felt sticky with tears, and she was sure they were probably nicely puffed up and 
bloodshot by now. 

Nick shrugged.  “You look like someone who cared a lot about Casey,” was his 
answer. 

She smiled; he was so sweet...  “Thanks, Nick.” 
Together, they made their way up to the front to pay their respects to Casey’s 

family.  Mrs. Brenner was misty-eyed, yet miraculously calm.  She hugged them both 
tightly and thanked them for being there for Casey, “when he needed his friends the 
most.” 

“That was hard,” murmured Nick as they slowly walked away from the gravesite.  
Claire nodded her agreement.  Nick cleared his throat.  “I dunno about you,” he 
continued, “but after that, I don’t really feel like just going home.  Do you wanna 
maybe... I dunno, get some food or something, and just... talk?” 

She noticed the sense of hesitancy in his voice and hated herself for putting it 
there.  “Sure,” she replied.  “You can pick where we go... I’m not very hungry.” 

“Eh, me neither, but it’s something to do.  Well, if you don’t have a preference, 
how about the old standard – pizza and shakes at Leonardi’s?” 

She had to smile at that.  It seemed so inappropriate to go out for pizza after a 
funeral, but she knew Casey would have more than approved.  “Sure,” she agreed.  
Leonardi’s really was the old standard for she and Nick; it was their place, through the 
good and the bad.  Dinner dates, birthdays, and successful physical therapy sessions 
were grouped with evil girlfriends and canker sores from chemo as perfectly legitimate 
reasons to go to the homey old pizza parlor.  And now, the death of a mutual friend. 

As they walked back across the cemetery to get to their cars, Claire spotted 
something black lying in the grass.  “Hold up a minute,” she told Nick, darting over to 
inspect it.  Bending down, she realized it was just what she thought it was – a sleek, 
black crow’s feather.  She picked it up, gingerly running it through her fingers and 
picturing in her head a similar feather, which sat in a box of keepsakes she’d just moved 
into her new apartment the previous weekend.  It was her magic feather, like the one 
Dumbo used to fly, given to her by Casey five years ago.  The one she held in her hand 
now looked almost identical to it. 



 

“What’s that?” Nick asked, coming up behind her.  “A feather?” 
“It’s a magic feather,” she whispered, fresh tears springing to her eyes.  

Straightening, she said, “I need to go back, Nick... it’ll just take a minute.  You can go 
ahead; I’ll meet you at the restaurant.” 

“Are you sure?” he asked, looking at her in concern.  “I can walk back with you.” 
“No, it’s okay.  Go ahead; I’ll be there in a little bit, I promise.  There’s just one 

last thing I need to do.” 
Perhaps sensing that she would rather go back alone, Nick finally nodded.  “Okay.  

See you in a few,” he said, and turned away, continuing to his car while she turned and 
hurried back to the gravesite, walking as fast as she could in her skirt and heels. 

Most people had left by the time Claire made her way up to the small mahogany 
casket, which was now heaped with flowers.  Standing next to it, she reached out and 
rested her hand lightly on the smooth, rounded lid.  Bowing her head, she murmured a 
quiet prayer and crossed herself.  Then she tucked the black feather in among the 
colorful flower blossoms. 

“I know you’re probably up there laughing at what a cheeseball I am, Case... but I 
want you to have a magic feather of your own.  Use it to fly,” she whispered and then 
hurried away, tears pouring down her cheeks once again. 

 
*** 

 
In the parking lot of Leonardi’s, Claire pulled her car into the empty spot right 

next to Nick’s black BMW and shut off the ignition.  Flipping down her sun visor, she 
adjusted the mirror on the back so that she could see her reflection.  She still looked like 
a wreck, her face red and swollen from crying.  Good thing she hadn’t worn any mascara 
– she had known better.  She’d been bawling at the drop of a hat lately anyway, and 
today... well, she’d always known she would never get through this without tears. 

She had tried to take her time driving over – it was hard trying to see the road 
through watery eyes, not to mention the fact that her vision had been sort of cloudy 
lately anyway, for reasons she hadn’t had time to think about.  But she couldn’t dawdle 
too much – Nick would think she’d stood him up.  After what she’d done to him already, 
she couldn’t have him thinking she would abandon him the day of Casey’s funeral. 

Sighing, she reluctantly opened her car door and climbed out.  She kept her head 
down as she hurried across the parking lot and into the restaurant.  Only then did she 
look up, just briefly enough to scan the room for Nick.  Her heart did a flip-flop when 
she spotted him just where she’d suspected he would be – in the wraparound booth in 
the very back corner.  Their booth. 

Out of the corner of her eye, she saw a waitress coming over to seat her.  “I’m 
with the guy over there,” she muttered quickly, gesturing vaguely to Nick in the corner 
before hurrying back to join him.  “Hey,” she said as she slid into the booth.  Normally, 
the two of them sat close to each other in the very center of the curving booth, but today, 
Claire kept her distance.  She would have liked to lean against him, have him put his 
arm around her and pull her into a close, comforting embrace... but she resisted, 
knowing she couldn’t.  It was too soon... too weird.  She knew she couldn’t play hot/cold 
with him like that; it wasn’t fair to him. 

“Hey,” he replied quietly, giving her a brief once-over.  “You look like hell.”  He 
offered her a gentle smile. 



 

 

She forced one in return, doubtful that it actually looked convincing.  “As do you,” 
she shot back dully.  He looked more composed than she did, on the outside anyway, but 
she could tell he had taken this hard too.  He had a definite disheveled look, and she 
could tell he’d raked his hand through his hair more than a few times – it was sticking 
out in all sorts of funny places by now.  If the mood hadn’t been so solemn, she would 
have laughed... but there was no laughter inside her today. 

“What should we get?” Nick asked, scanning the menu. 
She could tell from the way he asked that he didn’t really care.  Neither did she.  

She was afraid she’d throw up if she ate anything, but she shrugged and answered 
anyway.  “How about the usual?” 

He glanced up.  “I thought you weren’t hungry.” 
“I’m not.” 
“Me neither.”  He shrugged and slid the menu aside; it wasn’t as if they needed it 

anyway.  “How about we just get a couple of chocolate shakes?  Chocolate always helps.” 
She nodded apathetically.  When their waitress came, she let him order while she 

stared down at the table, absently counting the red squares on the checkered plastic 
tablecloth.  She nearly jumped when she felt a hand on her shoulder.  Turning her head, 
she realized that the waitress had already left their table and that Nick was looking at 
her in concern... oh, and touching her shoulder. 

“Claire, I just wanna say... I’m sorry.  This is hard enough for me, but I know it’s 
gotta be killing you.  You were closer to him than I was; you knew him longer.”  He 
paused, and she watched his Adam’s apple bob as he swallowed with difficulty.  Licking 
his lips, his throat apparently dry, he added falteringly, “This is... what happened is... 
horrible.” 

Tears pooled in her eyes again, unexpectedly.  After the last few days – and 
especially after this morning – she didn’t think she’d have any tears left.  But they just 
kept coming.  Blinking rapidly, she looked down and murmured, her voice catching on 
every word, “I just can’t believe it.  I-I’ve known this day was coming, but still... I wasn’t 
prepared...” 

“How can you really prepare for something like this?” Nick asked quietly. 
She didn’t answer.  But she kept talking, letting the thoughts that had been in her 

head for days... no, weeks... maybe even months... come pouring out.  “I just can’t stop 
asking, ‘why?’  Why him?  He was so close to cure point, to five years in remission, Nick.  
He’d been fighting it longer than either of us... he thought he’d beat it.  Why, out of all 
three of us, was he the one to... to-”  She could barely get the word out.  “-die from it?” 

 
*** 

 
Nick swallowed hard again and cleared his throat, unable to get rid of the lump 

that had been in it all day.  It was a good question Claire posed.  Hadn’t he wondered the 
same thing himself?  Why did it have to happen to Casey, this cool eleven-year-old kid 
who had beaten cancer in the past and had his whole future still ahead of him?  Why had 
he, a guy who had already seen the world and lived his life’s dream, managed to cheat 
death, yet Casey could not?  None of it made sense.  Was it all random, or was this God’s 
“plan,” as people liked to say? 

If it was God’s plan, then God sucked at planning, in Nick’s opinion. 



 

Perhaps the scariest thought was that the way Claire had worded the question 
(“Why, out of all three of us, was he the one...?”) was not even the way God... or fate... or 
whatever... worked.  Cancer had taken Casey’s life; it could still take either of theirs.  The 
possibility frightened him, especially when he thought of it happening to Claire, but he 
could not deny that it existed.  What was to keep her leukemia from coming back, even 
despite her bone marrow transplant, like Casey’s had?  Or what was to prevent another 
freak tumor that had been hiding out for the last year from popping up somewhere else 
in Nick’s body?  These were the questions that still haunted his nightmares some nights; 
he wondered if the fears would ever leave him.  Even that hallowed five-year mark didn’t 
seem so sacred or certain anymore. 

“I don’t know,” he mumbled, finally answering Claire’s question... which was 
probably one of those questions that wasn’t meant to be answered, but that was beside 
the point.  “Maybe it should have been me, huh?” 

Claire stared at him, her eyes widening slightly.  She swallowed, and then, 
blinking, said, “I-I didn’t mean it that way...” 

Nick frowned; the old Claire just would have smacked him and snapped, “Oh, 
shut up, you know that’s not what I meant!”   The Claire sitting next to him now just 
looked incredibly uncomfortable... and way too serious.  He understood, under the 
circumstances... but God, in a month’s time, had things really become that awkward 
between them?  Well, of course they had... she’d left a ‘Dear John’ letter on his staircase.  
It was her fault things were awkward; it was her fault she was uncomfortable now. 

He was struck by a flash of anger towards her, but before he could act on it, he 
quickly reminded himself that it was not the time.  She’d been through something 
horrible.  They both had.  And it was something that no one but the two of them could 
understand... not their other friends anyway.  The guys had been sympathetic when he’d 
heard the news from Claire and explained why he had to go home for a few days.  And 
sure, they’d all suffered losses, so they could relate.  But they hadn’t known Casey.  It 
wasn’t the same.  Claire was the only person he could talk to about this, and for her, as 
far as he knew, it was vice versa.  They had to stick together through this. 

He flashed her a quick, reassuring smile.  “I know you didn’t.  You’re right though 
– it doesn’t make any sense.  That’s all I meant.  Why him?  Why not us?  Don’t get me 
wrong – I’m glad to be alive, and I’m definitely glad you are, but... you know.”  He shook 
his head.  “Nothing makes sense...” he muttered. 

She managed a tiny, wry smile.  “Thanks for saying you’re glad I’m alive.  So does 
that mean you don’t hate my guts for... for doing what I did?” 

Nick studied her for a moment and finally offered a tiny, close-lipped smile in 
return.  “I could never hate you, Claire,” he answered quietly.  “I don’t know where I’d be 
right now if it weren’t for you.  Maybe wherever Casey is... except I wouldn’t have known 
Casey, so what good would that do?” 

Making a noise that sounded like half a laugh and half a sob, she closed her eyes 
briefly.  When she opened them again, they were bright with tears.  “God, have you ever 
seen me cry this much in one day?” she asked, gesturing to her flooding eyes.  When he 
just gave her a sympathetic smile in return, she shook her head.  “Nick, I’m so sorry... 
I’m a mess lately.  I don’t know what’s wrong with me, but everything is getting me all 
emotional, and it makes me overreact.  What I did to you... the way I did it... was wrong.  
I-I don’t know what I was thinking.  There’s just been so much shit going on... all this 
stress... I-I just felt like I needed out, right then.  I know I hurt you, and I’m sor-” 



 

 

“Claire,” he stopped her before she could keep on babbling; he could barely 
understand her as it was, with how fast she was talking.  “Don’t apologize.  We’ve been 
through it already; you’re just digging up shit I’ve already tried to bury.” 

She bit her lip, looking at him with her wide, tear-filled eyes.  “I’m sor-” she 
started to say again and then shook her head, cutting herself off.  Changing directions, 
she asked, “You’d probably be better off right now if it weren’t for me, you know.  You’d 
still be in LA, doing what you love, not sitting here, in pain because of me and a kid I got 
you attached to, listening to me ramble and watching me cry.” 

Nick let out a dry chuckle and scoffed, “You don’t know that.  How can you even 
say that?  Would you say that about yourself with Casey?  If you could go back to the day 
you first met him, knowing what you know now, knowing that this day would come, 
would you have avoided him?  Never gotten to know him, so you wouldn’t have to be sad 
today?” 

Claire sniffled, yet smiled sadly through her tears; she knew where he was going 
with this.  “No, of course not.  I’m glad I knew him.” 

“Me too.  And I’m glad I met you too.  We’ve been through a lot of shit together, 
and a lot of pain... and yeah, you’ve caused some of it, but then again, I’ve caused you 
some too.  But we’ve also had a lot of good times together... and I wouldn’t trade those 
for the world,” Nick confessed honestly.  “Claire, I just hope that one day, we can go 
back to being friends... if nothing more.” 

She nodded tearfully.  “Of course we can.  You’ll always be my friend.”  She 
reached over and took his hand, and he gave her a tiny smile.  He didn’t just want to be 
her friend; he wanted to be her husband.  But he also wanted her in his life, and so for 
now, this would suffice. 

Their waitress finally returned with their milkshakes, piled high with whipped 
cream, a red cherry dotting the top of each.  When she’d set one down in front of each of 
them and turned away, Nick looked over at Claire.  “So,” he said, clearing his throat as 
he reached for his milkshake glass, “As a little send off, I think we should toast or 
something.”  He held the glass up, and beside him, Claire did the same, her eyes shining 
with tears above her mound of whipped cream. 

“To Casey,” Nick proclaimed the obvious, and they clinked their glasses together, 
toasting the life of Casey Brenner with chocolate milkshakes.  

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 83 
 

The month that followed Casey’s burial was a difficult one for Nick.  Despite their 
vows to call each other if they “needed to talk,” he and Claire hardly kept in touch after 
he flew back to Los Angeles the day after the funeral.  In a month’s time, he only heard 
from her once, when she called on the 28th to wish him a happy birthday.  The call didn’t 
last long; it was mostly awkward small talk, as was the case when his mother called for 
the same reason.  She’d asked if he wanted to do anything special, but he’d turned her 
down, promising to get over to her house to see his brother and sisters the following 
week.  He’d spent his twenty-sixth birthday with his true family – Brian, AJ, Howie, and 
Kevin.   

They were still hard at work in the studio, recording song after song for possible 
tracks on the new album.  The album was about the only thing in Nick’s life that seemed 
to be going right, the only thing he looked forward to.  He liked the new material – it 
was more mature than anything they’d done before.  The songs were mostly ballads and 
mid-tempos, having to do with everything in the spectrum of love, loss, and life.  As he 
sat in a small recording booth, laying down his solos and harmonies, he envisioned 
himself belting them out on stage instead, bathed in the soft rays of a single spotlight, 
surrounded by an intimate crowd of fans whose glowing faces smiled up at him from the 
first few rows of the house in total adoration. 

God, he missed touring.  The last tour he’d done had been for his solo record, 
over three years ago, and he hadn’t toured properly with the group since Black & Blue.  
They hadn’t been able to do a tour for their last album, but by God, they would for this 
one.  Nick needed it.  He needed to be back on stage, back in touch with the fans who 
had supported him through a tough three years, waiting with commendable patience for 
his return.  But most of all, he needed to get away. 

He’d been glad to leave Tampa – there were too many memories there, of Claire 
and now Casey.  But LA wasn’t much better.  He was fine when he was with the guys, 
working in the studio or just hanging out and goofing off.  But when he was by himself, 
the loneliness set in, and he missed Claire more than ever.  He missed just being able to 
pick up the phone and call her when he was bored, without feeling awkward.  He missed 
looking forward to traveling home for a weekend to be with her, or flying her out to meet 
him.  He missed her jokes and her hugs, her mere presence and the way he felt when he 
was in it. 

Nights were the worst, for it was then that he was haunted by images of her face 
and disturbing dreams.  His nightmares lately had been recurrent ones about his cancer 
coming back (or worse, Claire’s) or flashbacks to all his worst memories from the last 
three years – seeing her in the hospital... losing his leg... being taken in for his lung 
surgery....  He always awoke bathed in a cold sweat, his chest tight and his phantom leg 
throbbing as it had before the amputation.  It always took him a few moments to get his 
bearings and remember.  He was okay now... Claire was gone, but otherwise fine too... 
and oh yeah, half his leg wasn’t there anymore. 

But the hardest day yet, by far, was today.  It was exactly one month after Casey’s 
funeral, one month since he had last seen Claire.  It was February 14. 

Valentine’s Day. 
Nick’s opinion of Hallmark’s and Hershey’s favorite holiday seemed to alternate 

each year.  Last year, he’d been all about the Valentine’s Day – he’d taken Claire out for 



 

 

a catered dinner on his boat, then brought her back to his place for a late night 
marathon of cheesy romantic comedies that they could make fun of together.  Two years 
previously, he’d done the fancy dinner thing with Leah.  But the Valentine’s Day in 
between those two had been the night Claire stormed out of Leonardi’s after he so 
ineloquently told her he had feelings for her.  And this year, she was out of his life for 
good... oh, except for that call on his birthday.  Because they were still friends, weren’t 
they? 

Yeah right, Nick thought bitterly.  He wanted to be Claire’s friend, but things 
were still too awkward.  How could they be expected to just slide right back into “just 
friends” mode when not even three months ago, they’d been making love and planning 
to marry each other?  Never mind the fact that Nick still wanted to make love to her and 
marry her.  Friends were great, but he’d loved Claire as more than a friend for two full 
years now.  Vivid as many of his memories were, he could barely remember what it was 
like to feel nothing but friendship towards her.  And he was well aware of the fact that he 
was still too hung up on her to even think about moving on to someone else yet, so he’d 
resigned himself to spending Valentine’s Day 2006 alone. 

The guys had been as supportive as they could all day, although it was difficult for 
them.  Brian and Kevin both had good marriages, and AJ and Mary showed no signs of a 
split anytime soon.  Howie was the only other single one, but unlike Nick, he had not 
just come out of a serious relationship and was all for going out on the town that night.  
“There’ll be lots of singles out at the clubs and bars; we should go check them out,” he’d 
told Nick with enthusiasm (after Nick had flat out refused going to any celebrity events 
in Hollywood).  “You never know, Nicky; you just might meet someone special.” 

“I’m not ready to meet anyone,” Nick had muttered in response, blowing him off 
again.  “Women are crazy, man.  I just wanna be alone.”   But of course he didn’t.  He 
wanted to be with Claire, be with her the way he used to be. 

The guys, of course, all knew this, and Howie had given up on the begging 
surprisingly early.  Their women appeared to take pity on Nick; over the course of the 
day, they all stopped by the studio with food for all five of the guys.  Kristin dropped by 
in the morning with donuts (Nick may have been down on Valentine’s Day this year, but 
he had no problem sinking his teeth into a long john with pink frosting and red heart-
shaped sprinkles), and around lunchtime, Mary brought over a pile of gourmet 
sandwiches from the deli at which she worked in Hollywood. 

“So how are you, Nick?” she asked, plopping down beside him after her lips had 
finished greeting AJ. 

“Eh,” Nick muttered vaguely, shrugging as he picked up his sandwich and took a 
huge bite.  He chewed slowly and thickly, thinking maybe a full mouth would get him 
out of having to talk about how much his Valentine’s Day was going to suck. 

Mary rested her hand lightly on his shoulder.  “I know today has to be hard for 
you.  I’ve suffered through the post-breakup Valentine’s Day before... it sucks.” 

Still chewing, Nick nodded in agreement. 
“I don’t know if it’s my place to tell you this, but I think I’ve known you long 

enough now that I can be honest with you, so that’s what I’m going to do.”  Mary cleared 
her throat, while Nick looked over at her, waiting guardedly to hear what she had to say.  
“Honestly, Nick?  I think you’re better off without her.  Don’t get me wrong; I liked 
Claire.  But I definitely saw her in a different light.  To me, she seemed like a strong 
woman, someone who had used her own hardships to make her stronger and been there 



 

for you during yours.  From the moment I met you both, I always admired her for that.  
But once I heard what she did to you, I saw that my impression of her was all wrong.  
Claire’s a weenie!  Just moving out of your house without any warning and leaving you a 
note like that?  That is so lame!!” Mary exclaimed heatedly.  “She could have at least had 
the guts to talk to you about it in person first.” 

Nick had taken another bite of his sandwich and was chewing it as thoroughly as 
he could to avoid having to reply.  Though he secretly agreed with most of what Mary 
had just said, he couldn’t badmouth Claire to her.  He was hurt by what she’d done to 
him, but Claire... she’d had a lot going on.  He remembered what she’d told him the day 
of Casey’s funeral. 

“... I’m a mess lately.  I don’t know what’s wrong with me, but everything is 
getting me all emotional, and it makes me overreact.  What I did to you... the way I did 
it... was wrong.  I-I don’t know what I was thinking.  There’s just been so much shit 
going on... all this stress... I-I just felt like I needed out, right then.  I know I hurt you, 
and I’m sor-” 

“I’m sorry,” Mary said quickly, when Nick didn’t respond to her.  “I hope I didn’t 
offend you or anything.  I’ve just never been a fan of wimpy women, so what Claire did 
to you has been grating me around the edges.  I just had to get it out.”   She offered him 
an awkward smile, which he returned, after swallowing, hoping he didn’t have lettuce in 
his teeth. 

“It’s okay,” he said quietly.  “You didn’t offend me.  I’d just rather not talk about 
it, honestly.  It’s... it’s complicated.” 

It was complicated because Mary was right – the way Claire had ended their 
relationship wasn’t in character.  Leaving a “Dear John” note just wasn’t her style.  The 
Claire he’d known, the Claire he’d fallen in love with, the strong woman Mary had 
described, would not have broken up with him in a letter.  She would have just talked to 
him, openly, about what was going on in her head – they’d always been able to talk 
about anything together. 

But things had been different the last few weeks they were together.  Lying about 
spending the night in Jamie’s hotel room... claiming she was too tired to make love to 
him... crying over burnt turkey – none of that was ‘Claire.’  This “wimpy” version of her 
both confused and concerned him.  She’d been under a lot of stress, sure, and it had 
inevitably taken its toll on her, but he wondered if there was something more than that, 
something going on with her that he didn’t know about.  Even now, he worried about 
her, but he’d stayed out of her business, trying to give her space and time.  That was 
something they both needed. 

 
*** 

 
When Mary left to go back to work, the guys finished their lunch and returned to 

the recording booths.  They were interrupted a couple of hours later when Leighanne 
turned up, Baylee in tow, with milkshakes for all of them.  “I was out shopping with 
Baylee, and we decided to stop and get ice cream,” she explained in her melodic Georgia 
drawl, handing out the melting shakes.  “Thought you boys could use something sweet 
this afternoon.”  She gave Nick an extra smile along with his cup, which he dutifully 
returned, knowing she just felt sorry for him, yet appreciating the gesture anyway. 

“So Nick, do you have any plans for tonight?” Leighanne asked. 



 

 

Howie looked up hopefully, but Nick shook his head.  “Nah, I’m not doing 
anything.” 

“Well, in that case... I know of a curly-haired, blonde cutie who would love to 
spend the evening with you...” 

God, Leigh, you are not trying to set me up with someone, Nick thought, and 
then he saw her eyes shift to Baylee, who was sitting with Brian, happily making a mess 
of his little dish of ice cream.  Curly-haired?  Check.  Blonde?  Check.  Cutie?  Absolutely.  
Oh.  Nick got it now. 

“Our sitter for tonight cancelled,” Leighanne explained quickly.  “Any chance 
you’d want to stay with Baylee for a few hours while Bri and I go out?  You don’t have to 
if you don’t want to, of course; I just thought maybe-” 

“Nah, it’s cool.  I’ll do it,” Nick replied, flashing her a brief smile before looking 
over at Baylee.  “We’ll have a guys night in, right kiddo?  D, you wanna join us?” 

For some reason, Howie didn’t look too excited by the idea of a “guys’ night” with 
Nick and a three-year-old.  “Eh, thanks, Nicky, but I’ll pass tonight.  I’m sure you and 
Bay will have plenty of fun with just the two of you.”  He winked at Nick, who stuck his 
tongue out in return. 

Out of the corner of his eye, he saw Brian and Leighanne exchange glances, which 
made him wonder if they hadn’t planned this.  Pretend they were in a jam and get Nick 
to agree to watch their kid for the night?  That would keep him from swinging by a 
liquor store on the way back to Howie’s and spend the night drinking alone as he 
wallowed in self-pity... which very well may have been what he would have done.  But he 
didn’t mind babysitting Baylee.  He could put in a frozen pizza, pop some popcorn, stick 
in a cartoon movie, and they’d be set for the night.  If Baylee was his usual energetic self, 
the movie probably wouldn’t get watched, but at least Nick would be too busy chasing 
the toddler around the house to think about Claire. 

Not a bad plan at all. 
 

*** 
 

“And here are the emergency numbers...” Leighanne was saying, showing Nick a 
long, neatly-typed list that hung on the refrigerator.  “... my cell, Brian’s cell, our 
neighbors’ home phones, my parents’ number – they’re in Georgia, so don’t call them if 
you need someone close by, Brian’s parents – ditto, the L.A.P.D., poison control, the 
pediatrician, the home security company...” 

“Baby,” said Brian, trying not to laugh as he walked into the kitchen, his tie 
draped loosely around his neck.  “I think Nick’s got it.”  He flashed Nick a long-suffering 
look behind Leighanne’s back.  Nick’s smirk quickly turned into what he hoped was an 
attentive smile when Leighanne turned to look at him. 

“Your list is really organized; I should have no problems,” he said, telling her 
what she wanted to hear. 

She smiled.  “I know you won’t.  This is just in case.  And of course, it something 
major does happen, God forbid, you should just dial 9-1-1 first.” 

Nick nodded, trying to keep that smirk from coming back.  What, did she think he 
was three himself?  “Right.  Thanks, Leigh.” 

“We shouldn’t be out too late,” Leighanne continued her spiel as she walked up to 
Brian to tie his tie.  “We’ll probably be back by ten or so, don’t you think, baby?” 



 

“Something like that,” Brian replied, shrugging at Nick. 
“It’s fine, whenever,” said Nick. 
“Baylee should go to bed around nine.  And don’t let him have too many of those 

Valentine cookies on the counter, or you’ll never get him to sleep.” 
Nick nodded, eyeing the cookies himself.  “Okay.  Bed at nine... not too many 

cookies.  Got it.” 
“And I think that about covers it!”  Leighanne smiled.  “Any questions?” 
“Um... I don’t think so.” 
“Great.  We’ll see you later then.  Call if you need anything.  I’m just going to go 

kiss Baylee goodbye, and then we’ll take off.”  As Leighanne wandered into the living 
room to find Baylee, Brian clapped Nick on the shoulder. 

“Thanks again for helping us out, man,” he said. 
Nick smiled wryly.  “No prob, Bri.  Glad to do it.” 
But when he followed Brian into the living room and found Baylee in a fit of 

screaming sobs, crying “Don’t go, Mama!” as he wrapped himself around Leighanne’s 
legs in a desperate attempt to keep her from walking away, Nick wondered if he’d 
spoken too soon. 

 
*** 

 
“Shhh, it’s okay... don’t cry, baby... it’s okay...”  Claire spoke soothingly to 

Kamden as she rocked him gently back and forth, but still the infant in her arms 
screamed.  She sighed to herself.  She’d been babysitting all night – she had drips of 
formula on the front of her shirt, spit-up stains down the back, and she smelled like 
baby powder.  This was some way to spend Valentine’s Day. 

And she had chosen it.  Just like on New Year’s Eve, she’d volunteered to stay 
with her two-month-old nephew while her brother took his wife out.  “Are you sure, 
Claire?” Kyle had asked her over and over.  “I don’t want to cramp your style.  We can 
find a babysitter, you know; there’s a couple of high school girls down the street that 
might-” 

“-Have a date for Valentine’s Day?” Claire had finished for him, laughing.  “Come 
on, Kyle, high school girls?  They live for Valentine’s Day.  And if they don’t have dates, 
I’m sure they’re planning to go out with their girlfriends and bitch about not having 
dates.  I’ll come watch Kam – no problem.  I don’t have plans.” 

“Not even plans to go out and bitch with your girlfriends?” Kyle teased her. 
“Nope, cause all my girlfriends have boyfriends and therefore have plans.”   

Bitter?  No... no way.  Well, maybe a little.  She’d never been the type to stress out about 
whether or not she was going to have a date for Valentine’s Day, not even in high school.  
But after the romantic one Nick had taken her on last year, she had to admit, the 
upcoming holiday seemed a little depressing this year.  (Your fault, she reminded 
herself yet again.) 

It didn’t help matters that Dianna had been gushing all week about the mystery 
date her boyfriend Todd had supposedly been planning for her, or that doofus Dr. Tim 
had actually called her after work the week before to ask what she thought Laureen 
might like.  She’d played the role of the helpful female friend well, suggesting to him that 
since Laureen loved music, maybe he should take her to a concert.  Laureen had come 
bouncing up to her at lunch that day with two symphony tickets in her hand.  “I know 



 

 

he’s Tim,” she’d sighed, “but come on, the symphony?  On Valentine’s Day?  How classy 
and romantic and sweet is that?  I can’t break his heart.”  So whereas Laureen thought 
Claire had broken up with Nick too soon, she still hadn’t worked up the nerve to break 
up with Tim. 

As it turned out, even Jamie had a date that night, with some woman named 
Sarah.  That actually relieved her more than upset her, for even though it meant she was 
now the only one among her group of friends doomed to be home alone on Valentine’s 
Day, it also meant she and Jamie had no excuse to hang out together that night, for lack 
of anything better to do.  If he’d been dateless that night too, she was sure he would have 
suggested it, and she probably would have accepted.  Why not?  If they were the only 
two single people in their overlapping social circles, they might as well keep each other 
company that night.  Logically, it made sense.  Emotionally... eh.  Spending Valentine’s 
Day with Jamie would have just been too weird, under the circumstances.  Former 
flames... her recently single... him a huge flirt?  It just... didn’t feel right.   

Luckily, she didn’t have to worry about it.  Jamie already had plans, and she had 
none, except... babysitting. 

“Well fine, if you’re that desperate to be with a guy on Valentine’s Day, looks like 
Kam’s your man,” her brother had said.  “Be over here at six?” 

And so, she’d been at Kyle’s since six, watching Kamden.  She’d given the baby his 
bottle, burped him, and changed his diaper.  And now, she figured he must be getting 
sleepy.  “Come on, buddy.  How about a change of scenery?”  Cradling her nephew to her 
chest, she walked him slowly down the hall and into his room. 

Kyle and Amber had decorated the nursery in soft shades of cream and ivory, 
with accents of powder blue.  Claire walked across it, heading straight for the wooden 
rocking chair under the window, next to a small set of bookshelves.  Easing down into 
the rocking chair, Claire adjusted Kamden, whose sobs had died down into soft hiccups, 
in her lap so that his head was in the crook of her arm. 

With her free hand, she reached for the book that was lying on top of the shelves.  
She opened it and set it in her lap, tilting it so that the pictures were in the baby’s line of 
sight.  The she realized she could barely make out the words with the book that far away.  
They seemed to blur and fade right into the pictures in the backdrop, and even when she 
squinted, she could not make the letters clear.  Sighing, she brought the book closer; one 
of these days, she was going to have to make an appointment with an eye doctor. 

Holding the book up so that both she and Kamden could see it, she began to read 
softly.  “In the great green room... there was a telephone... and a red balloon... and a 
picture of... the cow jumping over the moon...” 

Kamden stopped hiccupping as she read on, accenting all of the rhyming words, 
and soon she felt his warm little body relax against her.  “Goodnight room... goodnight 
moon... goodnight cow jumping over the moon...” she murmured.   

By the time she reached the last few lines, she could hear the baby’s soft, steady 
breathing – he was sound asleep.  “Goodnight stars,” she whispered, “goodnight air... 
goodnight noises everywhere.” 

Careful not to jostle Kamden, she let the picture book fall shut and set it down on 
the top of the bookcase.  Then she rose, slowly, and carried the sleeping infant over to 
his wooden crib.  She lowered him carefully down into it, placing him on his back on the 
soft crib bedding, which was printed with old-fashioned teddy bears.  She ran her hand 



 

over his back and caressed his head, letting his silky strands of wispy, strawberry blonde 
hair slide through her fingers. 

“Night, baby,” she whispered, as she reached up to turn on his teddy bear mobile.  
As a soft melody tinkled out of the gently spinning mobile, she backed away.  At the 
doorway, she hit the light switch, leaving the room dark, except for the soft glow of the 
nightlight on one wall.  Pausing to make sure the baby was still asleep, she then eased 
out of the room, closing the door partway behind her, and tiptoed back up the hall. 

She sat in the living room, lights blazing, TV turned on low to keep her company, 
until the welcoming sight of a pair of headlights turning into the driveway flooded her 
eyes.  She heard the garage door go up and a set of keys jangling against the lock on the 
back door.  Moments later, her brother’s heavy footsteps accompanied Amber’s clicking 
heels across the linoleum kitchen floor. 

“Claire?” Kyle called, and moments later, his head poked into the living room.  He 
smiled when he saw her on the couch.  “Hey!  How’d it go?” 

She grinned back as she rose from the couch.  “Just fine,” she answered.  “He 
went down without any trouble... fell asleep while I was reading ‘Goodnight Moon’ to 
him.” 

“Oh, good,” said Amber, smiling as she came up alongside Kyle, sliding her arm 
around his waist. 

“How was your night?” Claire asked, looking between the two of them. 
“Wonderful,” sighed Amber, beaming up at Kyle.  Claire watched them together 

as Amber rehashed all the romantic places Kyle had taken her... it was plain to see how 
in love they were.  They had been this way ever since college, when they had met.  Claire 
had never seen her brother so whipped over a girl, and it was obvious that Amber was 
just as much in love with him as he was with her.  Looking at the two of them, Claire was 
wistful... had she given up on that kind of love for herself? 

 
*** 

 
The question haunted her as she walked out to her car a few minutes later and 

climbed inside, but Claire tried her best to push Nick’s face out of her mind as she 
backed out of the driveway and pulled onto the road.  Everything looked sort of hazy out 
the windshield, and she knew she was going to have to concentrate in order to drive.  
The streets appeared unusually dark, the headlights of the oncoming cars unusually 
bright. 

She turned on the radio, surprised to hear one of her favorite Linkin Park songs, 
“Crawling,” screaming out of her speakers.  Crawling in my skin... these wounds, they 
will not heal...  She instantly joined in on the opening chorus, singing loudly; after such 
a quiet night, she welcomed the noise.  “Fear is how I fall, confusing what is real...” 

She slowed to a stop at an intersection; crimson halos seemed to float around the 
red lights on the row of traffic signals hanging ahead of her.  “There’s something inside 
me that pulls beneath the surface... consuming... confusing...” she sang as she waited 
for the light to change.  “This lack of self-control I fear is never-ending... controlling... I 
can’t seem... to find myself again, my walls are closing in – without a sense of 
confidence, I’m convinced that there’s just too much pressure to take – I’ve felt this way 
before... so insecure...” 



 

 

Green halos shot out of the traffic lights as the signal changed; Claire took her 
foot off the brake and moved it to the accelerator.  “... These wounds, they will not 
heal...”  She eased the pedal to the floor, urging her rumbling old Toyota forward on the 
uphill stretch of highway.  “Fear is how I fall, confusing what is real...  Discomfort 
endlessly has pulled itself upon me... distracting... reacting...” 

The moment she reached the crest of the hill, she was struck by the bright white 
beams of light coming from the string of cars coming up the hill towards her.  The 
headlights were blinding; they made her eyes sear as if they’d been pierced with white-
hot knives, and for a few seconds, she could see nothing, nothing but the ultra-bright 
light. 

It took her longer to recover than it should have.  She kept driving, blindly, and 
missed the stop sign altogether.  Just as the supernova caused by the headlights 
dimmed, leaving cloudy spots dancing before her eyes in its wake, her peripheral vision 
registered another pair of lights coming at her from the side. 

There was no time to react.  She realized what was going to happen just as it 
happened – the headlights enveloped her as the car plowed directly into her passenger’s 
side door. 

She heard the crunch of metal and glass and felt herself being thrown against her 
door as said metal crumpled inward and said glass showered across the front seat.  Even 
before she registered the pain, she squeezed her eyes shut in terror, subconsciously 
aware of what was happening and the fact that she couldn’t stop it.  Her car had gone 
into a spin; she could feel it whipping around, the inertia pinning her against her door.  
Time slowed; seconds felt like centuries, yet she could not react. 

Then there was another impact, another crunch, another jerk.  Her head struck 
something hard, and this time, there was no supernova, but a black hole.  It sucked her 
into its depths before she knew what was happening, and the blinding light turned to 
overpowering darkness. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 84 
 

“So how was Brian’s Mini Me last night?” AJ asked the following morning, as he 
took a deep drag from his freshly-lit cigarette.  He exhaled, then slid down the 
cinderblock wall to the sidewalk, stretching his legs out in front of him. 

Nick sank down beside him and leaned his head back against the hard wall.  
They’d only been at the studio for two hours so far, but it seemed like an eternity to him.  
Even though he’d gotten back from Brian and Leighanne’s by 10:30 the night before, he 
hadn’t slept well at all.  He’d started thinking of Claire again and hadn’t been able to get 
his mind off of her.  What had she done that night?  Had she gone out with anyone? 

He knew he shouldn’t care, he knew he should try to forget her and move on, but 
he couldn’t help it.  He couldn’t stop thinking of her, let alone forget her, and he would 
always care, because he loved her. 

Love hurt. 
“Baylee was fine,” he answered AJ’s question, trying to focus.  Baylee had 

screamed and cried for a full five minutes after Brian and Leighanne left, but after that, 
he’d been perfectly fine.  He and Nick had watched cartoons, played with toy cars, eaten 
pizza, and had a grand old time.  Babysitting really had helped take his mind off of 
Claire... too bad it couldn’t have lasted.  He’d still ended up swinging by the liquor store 
on his way home from Brian’s to pick up a six-pack of beer.  The alcohol hadn’t worked 
to drown Claire out of his brain, but at least it had given him a nice buzz. 

He was sort of regretting that buzz by now though, for he hadn’t been able to 
sleep it off, and now he had a headache.  That hurt too.  Ugh.  This day sucked. 

“Just fine?” AJ repeated with a raspy chuckle and looked over at him.  “You really 
look like hell, dude.” 

“I told you, I didn’t get much sleep last night.” 
“And you’re hungover,” AJ added without missing a beat.  When Nick scowled at 

him, he gave him a knowing smile and went on, “I, of all people, can recognize a 
hangover when I see one.  So how much did you drink?” 

Nick rolled his eyes.  “Not that much, dude.  I was buzzed, not trashed.  Howie 
was home by midnight anyway; he wouldn’t have let me get shitfaced.”  On that note, I 
really need to get my own place out here again, he thought.  He’d had a house in LA 
once, but he’d sold it when it became clear that he was going to need to stay based in 
Tampa, what with his doctor and his women being there.  But things were different now.  
Leah was out of the picture, he and Claire were through, and he only needed to see Dr. 
Kingsbury every six months.  There was no reason why he couldn’t move back to LA 
permanently.  Maybe it would do him good to get out of Florida. 

AJ laughed and exhaled a cloud of smoke.  “Not unless he was shitfaced himself.  
Was he?”   Now they shared a laugh – nothing was funnier than a drunk Howie. 

“Nah, he was fine,” Nick muttered vaguely and eyed the cigarette dangling 
between AJ’s fingers.  He hadn’t smoked in several years, but he remembered how the 
occasional cigarette had been a good pick-me-up back in the day.  “Hey, can I have a 
drag of that?” he asked, thinking it might help make him feel better. 

AJ eyed him skeptically.  “This?” he asked, giving the cigarette a flick.  “I don’t 
think so, Nicky.” 

Nick scowled at his patronizing tone.  “Oh, shut up and give it here.”  He reached 
for the cigarette and, reluctantly, AJ handed it to him.  Raising it to his lips, Nick took a 



 

 

cautious puff, then a second, deep inhale.  He coughed slightly as the smoke filled his 
lungs and handed the cigarette back to AJ, closing his eyes as he exhaled.  He did feel a 
little better – warm and relaxed, yet more awake.  Too bad his headache was still there. 

AJ put out his cigarette and stood up abruptly, wiping his hands on his baggy 
pants.  “Do me a favor – don’t smoke, Nick.  Try coffee instead.” 

Grunting, Nick struggled to his feet.  He was just about to follow AJ back into the 
recording studio when he felt his cell phone vibrate against his thigh.  Reaching into his 
pocket, he pulled out the silver phone and glanced at the screen on the front of it.  
Laureen? he wondered, surprised to see Claire’s friend’s name flashing there.  Why 
would she be calling him? 

“I’ll be inside in a minute,” he muttered to AJ, waving him ahead as he flipped 
open the phone and raised it to his ear.  “Hello?” 

There was a few seconds’ pause before Laureen’s voice quivered, “Hey... Nick?” 
“Yeah, hey... is this Laureen?” 
“Um, y-yeah.  I was just calling because... um, well, I wasn’t sure if you’d heard... 

about Claire?” 
Nick frowned, his stomach clenching tightly.  “What?  What about her?” he asked 

quickly. 
“Um... well, she... she got in a car accident last night.” 
Laureen’s words seemed to suck all the air out of his lungs, for a moment, he 

could not breathe.  Light-headed, he felt his knee buckle beneath him, and had it not 
been for the stability of his prosthetic leg, he might have fallen.  He reached out for the 
wall to steady himself and tried to breathe.  Shakily, he asked in trepidation, “How bad-
... I mean, i-is she okay?” 

 
*** 

 
“I’m fine,” Claire said, offering him a reassuring smile.  “Broken arm and a bump 

on the head.”  She shrugged, lifting her left arm out of the sling around her neck to show 
him her cast.  It went all the way past her elbow... but hey, it was purple.  She was trying 
to look on the bright side. 

Jamie smiled back.  “I’m glad you’re okay,” he said quietly.  “I was worried.”   He 
scooted closer to her, her bed creaking beneath his weight, and gingerly reached up to 
touch the gauze bandage on the left side of her forehead, hiding the nasty abrasion she’d 
gotten when her head cracked against her window the second time.  His roaming fingers 
moved to her hair, narrowly missing the goose-egg on the side of her head.  That one 
was probably from the first time her head was thrown against the window, during the 
initial impact of the other car hitting hers, or so the doctors told her. 

“Thanks,” she said, touched by his concern.  Her mom had driven her home from 
the hospital not two hours ago, and he’d already shown up at her apartment.  She 
guessed he had come straight from work; Dianna must have called him. 

“So... what exactly happened anyway?” asked Jamie, his brow creasing as he 
surveyed her.  “Di was pretty vague on the phone this morning.  She said you got T-
boned, but she didn’t know much more.  Did somebody run a red light or something?” 

Claire grimaced, feeling her face heat up.  She didn’t remember the crash itself, 
only the ambulance ride that had followed it.  She’d been knocked unconscious for at 
least ten minutes – a concussion, the head CT at the hospital had shown later – and 



 

woke up to find herself strapped to a gurney and surrounded by concerned-looking 
EMTs.  She was totally disoriented at first, and it wasn’t until the police had questioned 
her in the Emergency Room much later that she was able to piece back together what 
had happened. 

She remembered leaving Kyle and Amber’s and driving, but from there, it was a 
mystery.  The police had helped her fill in the gaps.  According to witnesses, she had 
plowed right through a two-way stop and been T-boned on the passenger side in the 
middle of the intersection.  Her car had ricocheted across the intersection, right into a 
guardrail dividing the lanes, and she was very lucky, according to the police officer, not 
to have hit any other cars.  As it was, her car was totaled, the car that had hit her was 
totaled, and the other driver had whiplash and a concussion as well.  The stern-faced 
officer had said she was also very lucky that he wasn’t any worse off, because no one 
could deny that the wreck had been her fault.  The other guy might have been driving 
too fast... but she was the one who had ran the stop sign. 

How could I have run a stop sign? she remembered wondering in total 
bewilderment, thinking these so-called “witnesses” must have gotten it mixed up.  She 
was a safe driver!  In ten years, she hadn’t been in a single accident.  Maybe she did floor 
it through the occasional “orange” light, but she would never just blow through a stop 
sign doing forty like they said she had! 

Sensing her indignation, the police officer had asked her if it was possible she had 
fallen asleep at the wheel.  But that possibility had seemed almost as far-fetched to her.  
It hadn’t been that late at night, and besides, she always had the radio cranked, 
especially if she was tired.  That was when she had started remembering.  She had been 
listening to the radio, singing along to Linkin Park, in fact.  And as the lyrics to the song 
came back to her, so did the memory of what the road had looked like.  Dark.  And the 
lights?  Unusually bright.  Almost blinding. 

It hadn’t been too hard to put it all together from there.  The police officer had 
suggested she get her vision checked.  That was no problem – the ER physician already 
wanted to admit her for observation because of her concussion (and, she supposed, 
because they’d seen her medical history and didn’t want to overlook anything – but no 
one was actually saying that), so they’d sent her to the hospital’s ophthalmology 
department that morning for an eye exam.  And the results?  Oh, this one was good.. 

Cataracts.  In both eyes. 
It basically meant that the lenses of her eyes were permanently clouded – which 

explained why everything had looked so cloudy lately, why she had trouble seeing 
people’s teeth in the little mirror she used when cleaning teeth at work, why she had to 
squint to decipher the words on the pages of books, why all the lights had blurry halos 
around them, and why she hadn’t seen the stop sign – or anything – when the 
headlights had blinded her. 

It was a common occurrence in bone marrow transplant recipients, due to the 
radiation and steroids she’d had during the transplant process.  She’d always known her 
eyesight could go, so it came as no surprise; in fact, she’d known in the back of her head 
for months that there was a problem.  She cursed herself for not getting it checked out 
sooner; how stupid of her.  Cataracts... they seemed like such a minor problem 
compared to all the shit she’d already been through, more of an inconvenience than 
anything else, but now her car was totaled, she was going to be ticketed and fined, and 



 

 

her insurance premiums were going to skyrocket.  Her insurance company probably 
hated her already, for all of her medical bills.  They weren’t going to like this. 

She sighed and remembered that she hadn’t even answered Jamie’s question.  “It 
was a stop sign,” she said, “and yeah.  I ran it.” 

Jamie blinked in surprise.  “Really?  You?  Why?” 
Reluctantly, she told him the whole story she’d just rehashed in her mind, ending 

on the fact that her eyes were screwed. 
“Cataracts?” Jamie repeated incredulously, gawking at her.  “What are you, 

seventy?” 
She forced a big smile, pretending his insensitivity didn’t sting.  “Seventy-one 

next month, sonny,” she quipped in a wavering old woman’s voice.  “Now can you go 
and find Granny’s box of Depends in the bathroom?  Granny doesn’t move so well 
anymore... these old bones...”  She rubbed the small of her arched back with her free 
hand, and Jamie cracked a smile. 

Too bad she was hardly kidding.  After looking at her medical history and the x-
rays of her fractured arm, the attending physician in the ER had also ordered a bone 
density test, a special x-ray typically reserved for older women who were at risk for 
osteoporosis.  Though she was a month shy of twenty-six, Claire fell into this category 
too, thanks to the cancer treatments that had destroyed her ovaries.  Medically, she was 
basically like a postmenopausal old woman.  And she’d been acting the part lately too – 
the mood swings, tiredness, trouble sleeping... suddenly, it all made sense.  After seeing 
the results of the bone density test, the ER physician had advised her to make an 
appointment with her OB/gyn to discuss changing the drugs she was on for hormones.  
Apparently The Pill wasn’t working so well anymore. 

Luckily, she got out of having to tell Jamie that one; he was still hung up on the 
cataracts.  “Don’t joke about it, Claire,” he said, and she rolled her eyes. 

Yeah, after you smile at my joke, she thought.  “Why not?” she said innocently.  
“I have to joke about it; otherwise, life would suck a lot more than it already does.”  She 
flashed him a sweet smile.  He seemed to pale. 

“So... so... what do they do for those?  Cataracts?  I mean, they’re fixable, right?”  
The expression on his face gave away his worry, and she softened. 

“Yeah, they’re fixable, by surgery.  The eye doctor said usually people try glasses 
first, but they don’t actually fix anything, just make it easier to see.  I’m skipping the 
glasses part and going for the surgery though.” 

Jamie’s blue eyes widened, and he paled another shade.  “You’re having eye 
surgery?” 

She nodded, trying to appear calm about it.  “Yeah,” she said nonchalantly.  “I 
figure I might as well get it over with; I’m gonna need it at some point anyway.  They’re 
already bad enough that they’re affecting my night driving... I can hardly read a book to 
my nephew without holding it right under my face... and I don’t wanna have to stick my 
nose in people’s mouths just to get close enough to see when I clean their teeth – I 
mean, talk about bad breath.  Ugh.” 

Jamie chuckled weakly.  “Good point.  So, uh... when’s this surgery then?” 
“Doing the first one in two weeks... second one a month later.” 
“Can’t you just have them both done at once?” Jamie asked. 
Claire smiled; she’d asked the eye doctor the same thing.  “No, they like to do 

them separately... in case they mess up and I go blind.  This way, I’ll only be blind in one 



 

eye if that happens.”  She flashed him a wide grin.  He went even paler.  She wondered 
how much blood could drain from his face before he’d faint.  That would make an 
interesting experiment; she’d keep it in mind for the next time he annoyed her. 

Jamie didn’t stay long after that.  He made up some excuse about having to go 
home to feed his cat... to which Claire demanded, “What cat??” 

“Oh, I didn’t tell you?  I adopted a cat.  This past weekend.” 
Claire stared at him skeptically.  “You adopted a cat.” 
“Well, yeah.  Figured I could use some company in the new apartment,” replied 

Jamie with a smile.  Then he shrugged and admitted, “It was sort of an impulse thing.” 
“I see,” Claire said, nodding slowly.  She guessed he was probably telling the 

truth.  He had owned a cat in high school, after all. 
“Her name’s Bright.  You should come meet her.” 
Claire laughed.  “Sure, I’ll get right on that... cat lover that I am.”   She was being 

sarcastic.  She hated cats, and he knew it. 
He gave her a smirk.  “I’ll convert you yet, Clairie.  She’s a sweet kitty; you’ll love 

her.” 
“I’m sure.” 
Jamie laughed.  “Well, listen, I really do need to get back and make sure she 

hasn’t destroyed the place while I was gone.  Can I do anything for ya before I take off?” 
“Nah, I’m fine,” replied Claire.  “My mom got me all set up with groceries and 

stuff before she took off, so I should be good to go.” 
“Okay.  Well, call if you need a hand... and I mean that literally,” he added, gently 

patting what he could reach of her left hand through the plaster of her cast. 
She smiled.  “Thanks, Jamie.” 
She didn’t feel like hauling her ass out of bed – her head hurt, and her useless 

arm felt heavy and bulky – so he let himself out.  Only later, when she stumbled out to 
the kitchen to take her nightly round of pills, did she discover that he had taken her 
garbage out on his way. 

She smiled at the fresh, empty garbage bag he’d so neatly folded over the edges of 
her trash can and shook her head.  Sometimes she forgot what a sweetheart Jamie could 
be. 

Opening one of her cupboards, she eyed the row of orange prescription bottles 
lined neatly across the bottom shelf and remembered a time when Jamie had not been 
so sweet to her.  The memory of him coming to see her after she’d gotten out of the 
hospital, fresh off her first round of cancer treatments, was still vivid in her mind.  The 
visit had been awkward for both of them.  She’d been self-conscious of the way she 
looked – her hair was already starting to thin, her face was puffy from the drugs, and her 
arms and legs still sported the nasty-looking bruises that had been one of the first 
warning signs of a serious problem.  He had done nothing to make her feel more 
comfortable.  The whole half an hour he’d stayed, he had barely looked at her.  And 
when he’d left, after thirty minutes of awkward small talk and avoidance, he hadn’t been 
back. 

Every weekend from then on, Jamie had found a reason to stay in Tallahassee, 
where he went to college.  He suddenly had lots of homework.  He had to study... finals 
were coming up.  Or... he’d already committed himself to doing some volunteer work, to 
put on his resume.  Or... he’d sprained his right ankle playing soccer on the Quad, and 
he couldn’t drive.  Always, there was an excuse.  Granted, it was a four-hour drive to 



 

 

Tampa, and she didn’t expect him to make it down every weekend, or even every other 
weekend.  But he never came at all.  When school let out for the summer, he got a job 
and an apartment in Tallahassee and stayed there.  His parents had just moved back to 
Iowa because of his father’s job, so Jamie had no reason to come back to Tampa.  Except 
for Claire, who was having the most miserable summer of her life, struggling through 
chemotherapy.  But apparently she wasn’t a good enough reason... or at least that’s what 
she’d thought at the time.  She’d desperately needed support from her friends, and he 
hadn’t been there for her. 

She knew now that Jamie just hadn’t been able to cope, and she’d forgiven him 
for it years ago.  He’d been immature, selfish, and cowardly... but he had grown up a lot 
since then.  They both had.  She’d let go of her bitterness towards him and come to 
accept the flaws that had upset her so much back then.  But at the same time, she’d 
trained herself not to expect much from him.  History had taught her that when the 
going got tough, Jamie got going.  If she anticipated it, maybe she wouldn’t be so hurt 
the next time it happened. 

But it hadn’t happened.  Never again.  Ever since then, Jamie had stayed 
supportive of everything she had gone through, no matter how hard it must have been 
on him.  He really had turned over a new leaf.  Still, she was afraid to put too much trust 
in him yet.  There was always the chance he would flake out on her again. 

Reaching into her cupboard, she pulled down her lime green pill case, which held 
a week’s worth of her medications, sorted into morning and nightly doses.  She shook 
the Wednesday evening dose out onto the counter and filled a glass with water, moving 
slowly because she only had one hand to work with.  As she let the tap water run, her 
ears picked up the sound of her cell phone ringing from her bedroom. 

“Ahh, hold on a minute,” she mumbled, as she set her glass on the counter and 
moved to shut off the faucet.  She hurried back to her room without jogging, for the 
bouncing made her head and arm throb, and picked up her phone.  She smiled when she 
saw the name on the caller ID.  The one person she could count on not to flake. 

She sank down onto her bed as she raised the phone to her ear.  “Hello?” 
 

*** 
 
Nick immediately felt relieved when he heard her voice.  Laureen had told him 

that Claire was okay, other than a broken arm, which was supposedly going to keep her 
out of work for at least a month.  Still, he was concerned and had been trying to call her 
on all of his breaks at the studio, if only to let her know that he was thinking about her. 

“Hey!” he said.  “Claire!  Um... I heard what happened.  Are you... are you okay?  I 
mean, Laureen told me you were... lucky... but... Claire, are you okay?” 

Smooth, Carter, he thought, annoyed at how that had come out.  This whole I-
know-we’re-not-getting-married-but-let’s-be-friends thing was hard work; he didn’t 
want to sound clingy or overly concerned, but... damn it, he was concerned.  And he 
wanted to be there for her. 

“I’m... so-so,” Claire answered.  “Laureen’s right; I am lucky.  I mean, a broken 
arm and a concussion... to look at my car, it seems like it should have been worse.” 

“Ah... so the ol’ beater’s finally beat, huh?” 
“Looks like it,” she sighed.  “At least I’ll have a month or so to get some money 

together for a new one, since I can’t drive right now.” 



 

“Eh, you could drive one-handed if you wanted to.  I drive one-legged,” he 
replied, smirking to himself.  “Why don’t you borrow the Jag?” 

The phone crackled with static in his ear as she expelled a whoosh of air on the 
other line.  “Nick... I can’t take your car.” 

Nick rolled his eyes.  “Aw, Claire, give it a rest.  You said you wanted to be friends, 
so here’s me, being a friend.  I want you to take the Jag... or whichever car you want.  
How about the Durango?  I know it pales in comparison to the Jag, but it is bigger.  
You’d be safer, ‘s long as you don’t go flippin’ it.  Maybe-” 

“Nick, stop,” Claire interrupted.  “I appreciate the offer, really, but I can’t.  I can’t 
drive right now.” 

“Cause of the arm?” 
“The arm... and cause I found out I have cataracts.” 
“What??” Nick asked incredulously.  Cataracts? he thought, frowning.  Weren’t 

those, like, some kind of eye problem?  That old people got? 
“Yep.  Cataracts.  Lovely, huh?  It’s from the steroids I was on during my BMT.  

It’s actually pretty common.” 
She sounded nonchalant as usual, but he knew better.  He’d seen her break down 

over her issues with her health before and knew this was bigger than she was making it 
out to be.  Why was she back to pulling out this card?  Had the last three months really 
hurt them that much, that she felt she couldn’t open up to him like she used to? 

“Well jeez, Claire, that sounds kinda serious.  What do they do for cataracts?” he 
probed, realizing this was something he knew nothing about.  He thought maybe his 
grandma had had them, or something, but...?  He was at a loss. 

“I’m having surgery, on my left eye in two weeks... right eye a month after that.” 
Unseen by her, Nick shuddered, trying to shake the unsettling image of someone 

cutting into her beautiful blue eyes out of his head.  “Oh man... that sounds terrible.  
That’s the only way to fix them??” 

“Yeah.  There are things that can help them, but this is the only way to get rid of 
them.  And I want them gone.” 

Nick had to smile at that; she could be so stubborn.  And so brave.  “I 
understand,” he said.  “Are you scared?  Shit, you know I would be.” 

“A little, yeah...”  Claire trailed off and then added, “Okay, I’m terrified.  Would 
you believe that even with all the medical shit I’ve been through, I’ve never been under 
the knife?  It is scary.” 

“Tell me about it,” Nick replied dryly.  “It’s no picnic, that’s for sure.  But look at 
it this way – you’re gonna come out of it better off.  Not mutilated and missing pieces.” 

She let out what sounded like a giggle, and he smiled.  Only the two of them could 
joke about the hell they’d been through.  “Yeah, unless I go blind,” she shot back. 

“Then you have my word... I will be your personal guide-Nick.” 
Claire giggled, louder this time.  “My guide-Nick?” 
“Yeah, definitely.  We’ll get me a special harness and everything.” 
“Well, good, that makes me feel better.  At least I know I’ll be taken care of.”  Her 

tone was teasing. 
“You have nothing to worry about,” said Nick, totally serious now.  “I’ll be there, 

if you need me.” 
Sensing his sincerity, she sobered as well.  “You’re sweet, Nick... thanks.  I’m sure 

it’ll be fine though... you know I’m just kidding around.” 



 

 

“I know.  Okay, so let’s be serious again – sounds like you’re gonna be out of 
commission for awhile, with the arm and the eyes, so is there anything I can do for you?” 
he offered, determined to uphold his end of the friendship deal.  That was the only way 
he was going to get her to come back to him. 

“Nick, you’re in LA.” 
Yes, he was, damn it.  “I... I know,” he said helplessly, “But you know I can fly 

back anytime if you need m-... anything.”  He was about to say ‘me’, but had changed his 
mind.  She didn’t need him.  She’d made that pretty clear. 

“Oh Nick... thank you, but... I’m okay.  Really.  I’ve got plenty of people around to 
take care of me.  Dianna’s driving me to my appointment on Saturday, and my brother’s 
close by, and I’ve got Laureen and... and... well... Jamie...” 

Nick tried not to groan, remembering that Jamie had gotten a job in Tampa and 
moved back.  Ass.  But he held his tongue.  Jamie Turner had come between them as a 
couple; he wasn’t going to shatter their already fragile friendship too.  “Good point,” he 
said, trying to sound supportive.  “Well, if you ever do need anything and don’t have 
anyone there, you know who to call.” 

“Nick Car-ter!” she sang softly, doing it like the “Ghostbusters” song. 
He chuckled.  “Remember that; it’s my new guide-Nick theme song.  ‘Who you 

gonna call?’” 
“Nick Car-ter!” 
He laughed again; he could get used to that.  Then, sobering, he asked, “So what’s 

your appointment for?  Arm follow-up?” 
“I wish,” Claire answered flatly.  “Nah, it’s with my OB/gyn... cause on top of 

everything else, I think my hormones are all screwed up, which is causing other 
problems, like making my bones brittle enough to break when I get thrown up against 
the door of my car.”  She sighed.  “I’m kind of a mess, Nick.” 

Nick frowned in sympathy towards her.  She sounded dejected... and Claire was 
usually pretty upbeat.  “I’m sorry,” he said.  “That’s a lot of shit to have to deal with all at 
once.  I’m sure your doctor will get the hormone thing all sorted out, and that will help 
things, right?” 

“God, I hope so,” she replied tiredly.  “I didn’t realize how bad it had gotten, but 
now that I think about it, I’ve been having symptoms for months now that I’ve kind of 
brushed aside.  I know that was stupid of me, but compared to the kind of problems I 
could be having, mood swings and hot flashes seem like nothing.  And I’ve just been so 
busy lately...” 

Nick listened as she talked about work and her new apartment and spending time 
with Kyle and Amber’s new baby, Kamden.  He, in turn, told her what was going on in 
the other guys’ lives, what they’d been up to in the studio, and how the new album was 
coming along so far.  As it turned out, they had a lot to catch up on, and it was sort of 
nice, just talking to her about everyday things, like friends would. 

After awhile, Claire finally said, hesitantly, “Well... I should probably get going.  
I’m supposed to be putting ice on my arm every twenty minutes, and I think we’ve been 
on the phone a lot longer than that.” 

“Yeah, I think we have,” Nick admitted.  “I’ll let you go then.  I’m glad you weren’t 
hurt any worse than you were... I was really worried.” 

“Thanks, Nick.  I’m sorry for making you worry.” 



 

“Nah, it’s okay, it’s fine now.  Take care of yourself, okay?  And if you need 
anything, anything at all, that I can help you with... gimme a call.  ‘Kay?” 

Claire took her time in replying.  “Okay,” she said finally, reluctance in her voice.  
“Thanks...” 

“Anytime,” replied Nick. 
By the time he hung up the phone, he felt pretty good about things, better than he 

had all day.  He could make this whole “friends” thing work, at least for the time being.  
It wasn’t ideal... but it was acceptable.  And maybe, just maybe, once she got her life 
sorted out again, she would realize what a mistake she had made by leaving him... and 
come back. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 85 
 

“So, what’s the verdict?” Dianna asked Saturday morning, as she and Claire 
walked out of the Hillsborough Fertility and Gynecology Clinic.  Claire took a breath of 
fresh air before answering, relieved to be out of the doctor’s office.  She had gotten used 
to submitting her body to a physician’s examination, but being poked and prodded... 
well, down there... was always uncomfortable. 

“About what we all thought – The Pill’s doing a shitty-ass job at boosting my 
hormones the way it’s supposed to, so they’re all out of whack, and my body hasn’t been 
making enough estrogen, so I’ve been cranky and weepy and impulsive, and my bones 
are wearing down, but now I’m going to start a more powerful hormone replacement 
therapy and take more calcium, so I should be good to go,” Claire summarized what her 
doctor had spent the last half an hour talking to her about in fifteen seconds and flashed 
her best friend a smile. 

Dianna blinked.  “Okay, half of that just went over my head, Claire, but I’ll take 
your word for it,” she said with a laugh as she unlocked her car so that the two of them 
could get in.  “Well, since you’re ‘good to go,’ how about we hit Starbucks on the way 
home?  I was craving a mocha the whole time I was sitting in that waiting room!” 

Claire offered her a sympathetic face.  “I’m sorry for making you sit and wait so 
long for me,” she said apologetically, but Dianna quickly waved her off. 

“Oh no, don’t worry about it, girl!  That’s what friends are for, right?  I didn’t 
mind... but I will mind not getting my mocha, so...” 

“To Starbucks we go,” Claire concluded with a smile. 
Triumphantly, Dianna started the engine, then paused and glanced over at Claire.  

“Unless you’d rather get home.  I mean, if your arm’s hurting, or... well, god knows what 
they did to you in there.  Are you up to going?  Cause I can always stop and get myself a 
mocha after I drop you off...” 

“No, it’s fine, Di!” Claire insisted, laughing at her friend’s concern.  “Seriously, 
I’m fine, and a mocha sounds good to me too.  Now come on, put that car into reverse 
before you faint from lack of caffeine.” 

Dianna grinned widely and threw the car into gear, guiding it in the direction of 
the nearest Starbucks. 

“Not too busy... good,” Dianna observed, nodding her approval as she and Claire 
strolled into the small coffee shop a few minutes later. 

Claire glanced at the clock on the wall.  “Eh, it’s mid-morning... guess we’re past 
the morning rush and too early for the after-lunchers.  Perfect timing.” 

“Definitely.”  Dianna led the way to the counter, where she lingered over the 
menu, carefully studying her choices.  “Ooh, look,” she said, pointing out a sign.  
“They’ve got a mint white chocolate mocha... for St. Patty’s Day.  Isn’t that still like a 
month away?” 

“Yeah, but what other holiday comes between Valentine’s Day and St. Patty’s that 
they can make a coffee for?  Nada.  Besides, I like St. Patrick’s Day,” Claire remarked. 

Dianna laughed.  “Don’t I know it.  You and Jamie... ye wee Irish folk.  Don’t 
think I’ve forgotten how the two of you pinched me all day that one year I didn’t wear 
green to school on St. Patty’s.” 

“You deserved every pinch you got!  Not wearing green on St. Patty’s Day... for 
shame, Dianna!” Claire gasped, acting appalled by the memory. 



 

“Hmph,” Dianna sniffed.  “Green wasn’t in that season.  It’s not my color 
anyway.” 

“Green’s always in on St. Patrick’s Day, dipshit,” retorted Claire, giving her a 
playful smack with her good arm. 

“Excuse me, can I take your order?” came a droning voice.  Both women looked 
over to see the college-age kid behind the counter staring at them, a long-suffering 
expression etched upon his face. 

Dianna stepped forward at once.  “I haven’t decided yet,” she chirped brightly to 
the bored-looking barista, “but I think she’s getting your new mint mocha thing.” 

She pointed to Claire, who promptly made a face and told the kid instead, “No, I’ll 
have a tall caramel latte, please.  Not a big fan of the mint,” she added to Dianna.  “Nick 
would have gotten it though.”  The words tumbled out of her mouth before she even 
realized what she was saying, and when she saw the surprised look on Dianna’s face, she 
felt her own cheeks heating up. 

Dianna didn’t say anything right then, turning back to the menu instead, but a 
few minutes after she and Claire had sat down with their drinks, she arched her 
perfectly-sculpted eyebrows and said, “So... Nick, huh?  Talked to him at all lately?” 

Claire blushed again.  “The other day,” she answered.  “He called when he heard 
about the accident... just to make sure I was okay and all.” 

“Yeah?”  Dianna was clearly fishing for more.  “Was that it, or did you two talk?” 
“Sure, we talked.  Not about ‘us’ though.  Just about... well, you know... what’s 

been going on in each other’s lives.  He’s easy to talk to.  It was nice to get caught up.” 
“Nice?  You mean it wasn’t weird?” 
“Well, yeah, of course it was weird,” Claire replied, shifting uncomfortably.  “I 

mean... of course.  I broke up with him.  I walked out on him.  It’s bound to be weird for 
awhile.  But I’m glad he called, and I’m glad we talked.  I still care about him, and I don’t 
want to cut him out of my life.  I...” 

I love him, the words formed in her mind, but she did not say them, choosing to 
let the sentence trail off instead. 

“The two of you are something else,” said Dianna, shaking her head.  “How you 
can dump a guy and then be friends with him amazes me.  And Nick... no offense, girl, 
but the fact that he’s even still civil to you amazes me too.  If someone broke up with me 
in a letter, I’d never speak to him again.  Likewise, if a guy gave me a reason to break up 
with him in a letter, I’d probably never speak to him again.” 

“That’s cause you’re a vengeful bitch,” Claire inserted with a teasing smile. 
Dianna considered this a moment.  “True,” she conceded quickly.  “But you 

two...” 
“We were engaged, Di,” Claire said quietly.  “It’s different.  It’s harder to let go of 

someone who you thought you were going to marry.”  Feeling awkward, she took a sip of 
her drink.  But as soon as the coffee hit her stomach, she felt nauseous.  “I don’t even 
know if I was right to break things off with him in the first place,” she confessed in a 
rush, unable stop herself.  “I mean, what you said about a guy giving you a reason to 
break up with him in a letter... that’s the thing – Nick didn’t give me a reason.  I had my 
reasons, sure, but it wasn’t like there was one major thing he did that caused it.  I-it was 
me... I caused it.  I was doubting ‘us’ then, and now I’m doubting my decision to end 
‘us’.” 



 

 

“Well, that’s normal,” replied Dianna.  “Who doesn’t wonder things like that after 
a break-up?  Especially one as big as this.  But you can’t blame yourself for everything.  
Sure, you were the one who actually did the dumping, but maybe it was one of those 
things that needed to happen.  Someone needed to do it, before you ended up in a 
marriage you weren’t happy in.” 

“There were a lot of reasons I wasn’t happy though,” Claire murmured, swirling 
her coffee around in its cup.  “My dad had had a heart attack... Casey was dying... and 
now I find out I wasn’t exactly well either.  I saw the signs of the whole hormone thing, 
and I ignored them because I just didn’t want to deal with that on top of everything else.  
But in the meantime, I pushed Nick away...” 

“Maybe so, but Nick’s no saint either.  You can’t talk about him like he was totally 
innocent in all of this, because don’t forget, he walked out on you once too.  And he 
didn’t even leave a note,” Dianna defended her sharply. 

Claire knew she should have appreciated her best friend trying to help her justify 
her actions, but she only groaned, feeling worse.  God, the note.  What the hell had she 
been thinking when she wrote it?  She was not in her right frame of mind; that was for 
sure.  But once he’d read it, there was no taking it back. 

“I know, but that was different,” she argued dully.  “He needed to get away that 
night because he was afraid... afraid for me.  I walked out on him because I needed to get 
away too... but I was just thinking about myself.  And besides, Nick came back.  But I... I 
left that fucking note on the steps and drove away, and I didn’t come back.  Not until it 
was pretty obvious that it was over anyway.”  She set her drink down roughly, almost 
upending it, and shook her head regretfully.  “What a shitty thing to do.  All I can think 
is that I took the easy way out... and ran over his poor heart in the process.” 

“Oh, don’t be melodramatic – that’s my thing,” Dianna snapped, giving her a 
cross look.  “Look, maybe the whole note thing wasn’t such a nice way to do it, but did 
you ever stop to think that staying with him would have been taking the easy way out?” 

“What are you talking about?” 
“Look at it this way, Claire,” Dianna said and leaned across the table towards her.  

Lowering her voice, she continued, “You were engaged to Nick Carter.  Do you know 
how many girls would have killed to be you last year?  Nick is rich... he’s famous... he 
could have given you anything.  Anything.  You could have married him and never had 
to work again.  You could have toured the world with him and been the envy of women 
everywhere.  You could have gone to all the Hollywood parties and red carpet events on 
his arm, wearing dresses that cost more than my college education, and been treated like 
a princess.  And you know you would have been.  That boy loved you.  I know I never got 
to know him that well, but even I could see that.  The way he looked at you, Claire... I 
wish a guy would look at me like that, and not just my boobs.” 

“If you’re trying to make me feel better, Di, it’s not working,” Claire muttered.  “I 
know most women think they would want that kind of life and would say I’m a total idiot 
for giving it up.  But the thing is, I’ve never wanted any of those things!  I loved Nick... 
but that was the stuff I didn’t love.  I didn’t want to spend the next decade of my life 
being herded up and down a red carpet in a tight dress and shoes that hurt my feet, 
having cameras go off in my face and then being referred to only as “Nick Carter’s wife,” 
like I’m just some appendage.  I want a normal life and a family I can actually spend 
time with at home.  And if that means working and not being able to drive around in a 
hot little Jaguar, fine by me.” 



 

“I know!  See, you’re just proving my point for me.  I know these things about 
you, Claire,” said Dianna, smiling.  “I know you’re a homebody who likes the simple life, 
and even if I do think you’re crazy sometimes, I love you for that.  You know who you are 
and what you want, and the life you would have had with Nick wasn’t the kind of life you 
wanted.  You were smart to realize that and brave to back out of it before you got in over 
your head.  Staying with him would have been the easy thing to do... no drama, and he 
wouldn’t have gotten hurt... but from the sound of things, you wouldn’t have been 
happy.  What if you’d married him and then spent the rest of your marriage wondering if 
things might have been different? You know, like maybe there was someone else you 
might have met, someone who could take your breath away and offer you the kind of 
future you’ve always wanted.  Now you don’t have to wonder.  You can just wait and see 
who comes along next.” 

Who comes along next?  Claire hadn’t even thought of a “next” yet.  First there 
had been Nick, and now there was no one... but she was okay with that.  She wasn’t 
ready to move on to someone new yet.  She wasn’t even sure she was ready to get over 
Nick. 

Skeptical though she was, Claire had to admit, she felt a little better.  Dianna did 
have a point.... maybe she was right.  And maybe – hopefully – someone would come 
along, when the time was right.  She would do as Dianna said.  She would just wait and 
see. 

 
*** 

 
The next weekend, Aaron Carter could do little but wait.  He hopped back and 

forth from foot to foot, waiting impatiently while Nick dribbled a basketball, purposely 
taking his time as he prepared to shoot.  When he finally took a shot, Aaron practically 
pounced on the ball as soon as it bounced off the rim and ricocheted back to the 
driveway.  Acting casual, he backed up, dribbling the ball leisurely at his side as he shot 
Nick a smug smile, as if to say, See?  I can make you wait too. 

Cute, thought Nick sarcastically, but he said nothing, waiting with his hands on 
his hips while the little game continued. 

“So bro, whatcha been up to lately?”  On the word ‘up,’ Aaron finally tossed his 
basketball in a high arc towards the hoop in the driveway.  It dropped into the net 
effortlessly, falling through with a swish, and Aaron pumped his fist in the air, doing a 
little victory dance, before returning his attention his brother. 

“Oh, same old, same old,” answered Nick, reaching out for the ball as it bounced 
in his direction. 

He was glad he had taken advantage of his free Saturday and come over to hang 
out with his brother, even if it did mean he’d had to brave his mother’s usual inquest 
first.  He had put up with the awkward small talk with her, but luckily, she had left the 
house to go shopping in Beverly Hills, leaving him blissfully free to play basketball with 
Aaron. 

Finally getting a hand on the ball, Nick scooped it towards himself and worked it 
back into a steady dribble.  Aaron asked, “Yeah?  You guys still in the studio then?  
How’s the record comin’?” 

Nick took a shot before answering.  “Good; we’re really happy with how it’s 
turning out,” he replied.  “I think we’re almost done recording... we got a ton of songs by 



 

 

now; we just gotta sit down with the Jive execs and figure out which ones are going on 
the album.” 

Aaron had grabbed the stray ball and jogged back over.  “Cool.  When do you 
think it’ll be released?” 

“Late spring, early summer, hopefully.  Then I’m assuming we’ll tour in the 
summer or fall.  Man, I can’t wait,” said Nick, raking a hand through his sweaty hair. 

Surveying him closely, his younger brother nodded.  “That’s awesome, man,” he 
replied.  “I’m happy for ya.” 

“So how about you?  How’s the new material working out?” Nick asked Aaron.  
His younger brother had been experimenting in the studio on and off since December; 
he’d probably be releasing another album later in the year too. 

“Awesome; I’m lovin’ it so far.  I should play some of the new stuff for you.” 
“Yeah, I’d love to hear it,” said Nick.  “You got anything here?” 
“Yeah sure, come on in.”  Nick followed his brother into his family’s sprawling 

home, the home the Carter sons’ money had paid for.  “You know, I got a gig next 
weekend too, a charity thing,” Aaron mentioned as they walked inside.  “I’m singin’ 
mostly old shit, but I was gonna do a new song or two too, if you wanted to come...” 

It was a pretty obvious hint, and were it any other weekend, Nick would have 
taken it gladly and shown.  But, as it was...  “Aww, sorry, bud, I can’t.  I’m gonna be in 
Tampa next weekend.”  When he caught sight of Aaron’s crestfallen expression, Nick 
explained quickly, “It’s just, Claire’s having surgery on her eyes next week, and I need to 
go back and make sure she’s okay, see if she needs anything... you know.” 

But Aaron did not know, or understand.  His disappointed face contorted into an 
angry scowl as he exclaimed, “What??  Why?!” 

“She has cataracts; they-” 
“No, fuck that,” Aaron snapped, cutting him off as he waved him aside; “I meant, 

why the hell are you flying all the way back to Florida for her?  She left you, Nick!  She 
doesn’t deserve your fucking pity!  She doesn’t deserve anything from you!” 

Nick was momentarily surprised by his brother’s sudden outburst, but he tried 
not to show it.  “It’s not like that,” he mumbled in what he hoped was a calm voice, 
though his pulse had quickened.  “We’re still friends... I need to be her friend.”  Aaron 
scoffed and shook his head, and Nick could tell his brother thought he was being a huge 
pussy, but wasn’t going to say it.  “Look, I know that sounds lame, but you don’t 
understand.  I still love her... so what’s the point in acting hateful, like I don’t care?  I do 
care, and I’m gonna be there for her.  She was there for me.” 

“What, when she moved out of your house without telling you?  Yeah, dude, she 
was really there for you,” Aaron retorted sarcastically. 

The words were like a punch to Nick’s gut.  Hurt, he narrowed his eyes and let the 
words slip out before he could stop them.  “Yeah, like you were there for me after my 
surgery?” 

All the blood drained from his younger brother’s face as his dark eyes grew wide 
and stricken.  He opened his mouth; it moved wordlessly at first, and no sound came 
out.  Then, as if he’d finally found his voice, Aaron choked, “Nick... I’m sorry!  I-I wanted 
to be there, but Mom wouldn’t let any of us go!  Sh-she said you didn’t want us around!  
Remember??”   There was a note of desperation in his voice, and his eyes begged Nick to 
remember, and to forgive him. 



 

Nick immediately felt bad for saying what he had said.  Aaron didn’t deserve it; 
he’d only been sixteen at the time and still very much under their mother’s control.  “I 
know, AC,” he said quietly.  “I’m sorry... forget I said that.  It just... came out.  You 
know... diarrhea of the mouth.”  He offered his brother a thin smile. 

Aaron did not smile back.  “No, I’m sorry,” he replied emphatically, his voice 
cracking.  “I should have been there for you, like Claire was, and I wasn’t.  No wonder 
you’re still clinging to her...” 

“Hey!” Nick said sharply.  “I’ll have you know, your brother does not cling.”   He 
offered Aaron a playful smirk and added, “But... yes, she was there for me before we ever 
dated; I’ve gotta step up and be there for her after.  You understand?” 

“I guess, man,” Aaron replied, looking unconvinced, but he didn’t push the issue 
further.  Nick was glad.  The last thing he wanted was love advice from his teenaged 
brother.  What did an eighteen-year-old know about love?  At eighteen, Nick had been 
getting slapped around by Mandy.  And hadn’t Claire been that age when she was with 
that lame-ass prick Jamie?  Ugh.  There was no accounting for a teenager’s taste. 

Unless it was in music, that was.  Nick spent the rest of the visit up in Aaron’s 
room, listening to some of the new demo tracks he had cut for his next album.  They 
were actually pretty good.  His brother had grown up, and his music had finally matured 
along with him.  He was learning to play the guitar now too.  He showed off some guitar 
riffs he’d been learning and let Nick mess around with the expensive new guitar he’d 
gotten for his birthday. 

When the clock blinked 4:00 and Jane Carter’s arrival home was imminent, Nick 
rose and pulled Aaron into a rough hug that ended with the still-lanky teen in a 
headlock.  Jamming his fist into Aaron’s head for a quick noogie, Nick said, “I gotta get 
going, Airhead.” 

Aaron squirmed out of his grasp and scurried over to his mirror to fix his hair.  
When he turned back around, his eyes were downcast.  “Can’t you stay a little longer?” 

“Nah, I gotta jet.  But listen, we’ll hang out again soon, okay?” 
“You always say that, and it hardly ever happens,” Aaron replied glumly. 
“I know... I suck.  It’s hard when we’re both busy and I’m living on the opposite 

coast,” Nick said, knowing that really wasn’t the best excuse.  Hopefully this next piece 
of news would make it better.  “But guess what?” 

Aaron’s eyes seemed to brighten hopefully.  “What?” 
“I’m looking into getting myself a place out here again.  Already found a realtor, 

and she’s checking out some options for me.” 
“Really?”  Now Aaron’s eyes really had lit up.  “You’re gonna move back to LA?  

That’s awesome!” 
Nick smiled, glad to see him happy.  “Yeah... I figured, why not?  There’s not 

much left for me in Florida now; you’re all here, and the guys have places here.  I’m not 
gonna sell my house in Tampa, but I thought it wouldn’t hurt to have a place to hang my 
hat when I’m working out here.” 

“Hang your hat?” Aaron snorted.  “You been hanging around Brian too long, 
man?  That sounds like a Littrell-ism.” 

“A Littrell-ism?” Nick laughed.  “It’s a real phrase!” 
“A real cheesy phrase... that sounds like something Littrell would say.”  Aaron 

flashed him an impish grin.  “God, you are getting old.  How does it feel to be on the 



 

 

other side of twenty-five?  That much closer to thirty, dude... that much closer.”  Aaron 
held his thumb and forefinger close together, clearly enjoying teasing Nick. 

“Ha ha,” Nick laughed dryly, narrowing his eyes at his brother as if he were 
offended.  He wasn’t though, not at all.  Honestly, being “that much closer to thirty” felt 
pretty damn good. 

He hugged his brother once more before he left, receiving a hug instead of a pout 
in return this time, and drove back to Howie’s house.  Once there, he got on his laptop 
and booked his seat on a flight to Tampa for the following week. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 86 
 
The following week came sooner than Claire would have liked.  She was more 

nervous about the cataract surgery than she was letting on to anyone.  The doctor had 
made it out to be a simple procedure, nothing to worry about.  She wouldn’t even be put 
under anesthesia, he had told her; she would be awake the whole time.  That had 
actually worried her more.  Who wanted to be awake while someone cut into their eye?? 

The thought made her shudder every time it crossed her mind, but she’d tried not 
to show her fear in front of anyone else.  All of her friends and even her brother had 
been visibly squeamish when she’d told them what she was having done, and in an 
instant, she’d found herself reassuring them, rather than vice versa, that it was no big 
deal.  She’d been through much worse before... this was nothing to be afraid of. 

What a joke.  They’d all bought it, and even now, the day before the surgery, no 
one was acting particularly concerned.  Now one knew how she nervous she really was.  
Well, that wasn’t exactly true – Nick knew.  But Nick was in LA, and she couldn’t exactly 
go running to him for a shoulder to lean on and a comforting hug anymore, could she? 

So, she ran to Dianna instead.  Or rather, ran to the phone to call Dianna.  “What 
are you doing tonight?” she asked, as soon as her friend answered. 

“Tonight?  Um, well, actually... Todd and I were gonna do something...” 
“On a Tuesday night?” Claire interjected.  Wow, they really were getting serious. 
“Yeah... but I don’t know what yet though.  Why, did you wanna-  Oh!  It is 

Tuesday, isn’t it?  That means your eye thing is tomorrow morning, right?” 
Claire’s stomach lurched as she replied, “Yeah.” 
“Oh my gosh, I almost forgot!” Dianna exclaimed.  “Well, did you want to do 

something tonight?  Get your mind off it?” 
Claire smiled, grateful for that sixth sense only a close friend possessed.  “Well...”  

She hesitated; that was what she wanted, but she didn’t want to interfere with Dianna 
and her boyfriend.  “That was kind of what I was hoping for, yeah, but if you and Todd 
have plans, don’t worry about it.  I can call Laureen or something.” 

“No, no, we’ll do something!” Dianna insisted.  “We were probably just gonna hit 
a movie or something; I’m too tired for anything else tonight.  Come with us – it’ll be 
fun!” 

Claire blinked.  Come with us?   Ohhh no...  “Di, I know you didn’t just ask me to 
be the third wheel on your date,” she said dryly. 

“What?  Ohh, no!” Dianna laughed.  “You won’t be the third wheel!  I’ll call Jamie 
to come too – it’ll just be a group thing!  Just like in high school.” 

“Except Todd didn’t go to high school with us.  Won’t he feel left out?” Claire 
asked, trying to squeeze a hint of innocence into her voice.  She didn’t really like the idea 
of a “group thing” with her, Jamie, Dianna, and Todd either – then she would still be the 
third wheel, Jamie would be the fourth, and it would all feel way too much like a double 
date, only she and Jamie weren’t dating. 

“Cla-aire,” Dianna sing-songed in a patronizing tone.  “You brought Nick to hang 
out with Jamie and me when you were with him, and we never complained!  I wanna 
hang out with you, girl, but I don’t wanna ditch Todd...” 

Claire wanted to remind Dianna of the time she’d basically told Claire not to 
bring Nick water-skiing with her and Jamie, but then she remembered how much she 
had wanted to and how bad she’d felt when she’d ditched him for her two friends and 



 

 

knew Dianna had a point.  “Alright, alright.  Are you sure you don’t mind us coming 
along?” 

“Of course not!” 
“And Todd won’t mind?” 
“No way.  If he minds, he doesn’t have to come... then it really will be just the old 

trio.” 
“Fair enough.  Why don’t you call Todd and make sure, decide what time you 

wanna go and all that, and then call me back.  I can call Jamie.” 
“’Kay, sounds good.  I’ll talk to ya in a few.” 
They hung up, and Claire sighed, wondering if she just should have called 

Laureen instead.  She hadn’t seen Laureen much lately because her broken arm was 
keeping her away from work, so it would have been nice to hang out.  But it was too late 
now; Dianna was probably calling her boyfriend to change their plans right that minute. 

This had the potential to be an interesting night... 
 

*** 
 

“Hey, how about The Empress?” Dianna suggested two hours later, twisting 
around in the passenger seat to glance back at Claire and Jamie, who rode together in 
the backseat of Todd’s car.  “I haven’t been there in forever!” 

“Is that that one really old theater?” asked Todd flatly from the driver’s seat, 
glancing briefly into his rearview mirror.  He sounded bored and not at all thrilled to be 
sharing his date with two other people. 

Poo on him, thought Claire; he could have Dianna all to himself any old time he 
wanted.  Tonight, she needed her friends.  She was glad that Jamie had agreed to come 
along too.  Even though it was an odd arrangement – Todd and Dianna, Jamie and her – 
she was grateful for someone to make faces at across the backseat whenever Todd and 
Dianna started flirting in the front.  It had happened plenty of times already, and they’d 
only been in the car five minutes. 

It was going to be a long night.  But not as long as it would have been if Claire had 
spent it sitting at home, fretting over the cataract surgery the next morning, so she 
couldn’t complain. 

“Yeah, that’s the one.  We used to go there in high school all the time cause it’s 
cheap!  Wanna go?” 

“What’s playing there tonight?” piped up Jamie. 
“I dunno.  Let’s drive by and see.  We can always go somewhere else if we don’t 

wanna see whatever they’re showing.  Sound good?” 
“Sure,” Todd and Jamie both replied with about an equal lack of enthusiasm. 
“Claire?” 
“That’s fine,” answered Claire, secretly torn over the idea.  She loved the old 

theater, but the last time she had been there was with Nick.  It now held not only 
memories of nights out with her high school crowd, but memories of him... 

When Todd slowed the car in front of The Empress, Dianna leaned eagerly across 
the front seat to read the brightly-lit marquee.  Claire didn’t even bother – too blurry.  
The only good thing about having this surgery tomorrow was that she’d be able to see 
properly again – out of one eye, at least. 



 

Dianna let out a squeal at the exact same time Todd groaned.  “What??” Claire 
asked. 

“The Notebook is playing,” Jamie replied for both of them, with his usual lack of 
enthusiasm. 

“The Notebook?” Claire repeated, frowning.  “Hasn’t that been out on DVD for, 
like, a year?” 

“Yeah, I have it!  It’s the greatest love story ever!” Dianna gushed excitedly.  “I 
didn’t know they were showing it here tonight!  But it makes sense... they’ve been 
showing romance classics all month, for Valentine’s Day.  It’s the last day of the month, 
so might as well end it with the greatest love story ever!” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “Are you kidding?  Have you ever seen Gone With the 
Wind?  Casablanca?  Those are classic romances... not the freakin’ Notebook.” 

“Don’t knock it till you’ve seen it, Claire,” Dianna said sharply, craning her neck 
to glare back at Claire, who was sitting directly behind her.  “It’s sooo good – trust me!  I 
promise, it will melt even your cynical heart.” 

Claire rolled her eyes again and looked to Jamie for back-up, expecting him to 
protest against the chick-flick.  She nearly choked when he said instead, “I haven’t seen 
it either, Dianna.” 

Dianna’s eyes lit up.  “You haven’t?  How about you, Todd?” 
“No,” came Todd’s grunt. 
“Ahh, perfect!  Notebook virgins!  You all need to see it – come on!  We’re going!” 
Todd didn’t seem thrilled, but he obediently turned the car into the parking lot, 

while Claire sat looking between the two men, still shocked that neither of them had put 
up a fight.  Dianna may have had Todd too whipped to know any better, but Jamie?  
Come on!  Since when did Jamie like sappy love movies? 

She still couldn’t believe it as she trudged through the parking lot with the other 
four and reluctantly bought her ticket from the old-fashioned kiosk at the front.  The 
theater was uncrowded, and there was no line for popcorn.  Claire splurged on a large 
popcorn, realizing she was not supposed to eat breakfast the next morning before her 
surgery.  Might as well pack in the calories tonight, she thought happily, balancing the 
large bucket on her cast as she followed the others into the theater. 

They had just found seats in the middle section when the lights dimmed, and the 
heavy, velvet curtains in front of the screen swept back grandly.  Claire shoved a handful 
of popcorn into her mouth as the screen crackled and popped before the New Line 
Pictures logo appeared. 

The movie opened with a beautiful sunrise over the dark maroon waters of a calm 
lake or river.  In the middle of the water, she could barely make out the dark silhouette 
of a solitary figure in a rowboat.  Her breath caught in her throat as she pictured a 
similar sunrise, reflecting on the shores of Tampa Bay... a sunrise she had watched from 
the deck of a boat, much larger than the one in the movie, in the arms of her love. 

Watching the man on the screen slowly row across the still waters, while 
melancholy piano music tinkled in the background, she was reminded of him.  Nick... 

 
*** 

 
Nick threw his suitcase down on his bed and heaved a sigh of exhaustion.  It was 

eight o’clock in the evening, and he’d finally made it home to Tampa.  A snowstorm in 



 

 

Salt Lake City had delayed his connecting flight by several hours, leaving him stiff, tired, 
and annoyed from having to sit and wait so much longer than he’d anticipated. 

But it was over now, and he was glad to be home, if only for a few days.  He’d 
make a point to take his boat out at least once while he was here; he hadn’t been out on 
the water in awhile.  But the real purpose of his visit was Claire, and she came first.  
He’d knew that her surgery was sometime in the morning, but he wasn’t sure what time.  
Figuring she’d need a ride, he pulled out his cell phone to call her and find out.  She’d be 
in for a surprise – she didn’t even know he was in town... 

He still had her on speed dial, so he held in the right number and waited as the 
phone started to dial her cell.  Putting the phone to his ear, he listened as it rang a few 
times before connecting to her voicemail.  He hesitated before leaving a message.  
“Hey... it’s Nick.  Give me a call back as soon as you get this, okay?  Later.” 

He ended the call and glanced at her name on the screen of his phone for a 
moment before flipping it shut.  He wondered what she was doing right then and why 
she wasn’t answering her phone. 

 
*** 

 
Claire sat with tears in her eyes as she watched Noah and Allie break up onscreen 

and knew that this time, it had nothing to do with her hormones.  This was all too 
reminiscent of a break-up of her own.  Not with Nick... but with Jamie. 

 
“Are you breaking up with me?” 
 
“I don’t see how it’s gonna work...” 
 
She could feel Allie’s pain as she watched Rachel McAdams’ character break 

down, looking pitiful as Noah drove away.  Meanwhile, Jamie, she realized, was sitting 
right next to her.  She marveled over how odd it was that, after all their history, they 
could enjoy a relationship that was purely platonic now. 

Blinking furiously to clear the tears from her eyes (for some reason, she was 
embarrassed to be crying over this, even though she was quite aware of Dianna sniffling 
on her other side), she chanced a look over at Jamie.  She was startled to find him 
looking back at her.  As his piercing blue eyes met with hers, her heart skipped a beat.  
Quickly, she jerked her head back towards the screen, but she stared without really 
seeing the movie being projected onto it.  She was glad it was dark inside the theater, so 
that he would not see her cheeks flushing pink.  What just happened? she wondered, 
completely flustered by her reaction just then.  She was practically trembling inside... 

She began to settle down again as the movie continued and the similarities 
waned.  Yet when they came to a scene with Allie working as a nurse, caring for the 
“broken me” who had fought in World War II, her stomach jolted again, and this time, 
she couldn’t help but think of Nick.  She watched Allie help a man in a body cast sit up 
and remembered how hard it had been, seeing Nick in pain and despair following the 
loss of his leg.  She’d had to fight hard to hide how much it hurt her to see him hurting 
then.  Was he hurting still, because of her? 



 

As the movie progressed, she found herself plagued with memories of them both.  
Nick and Jamie... Jamie and Nick.  Her poor memory felt almost as torn as Allie was in 
the movie, torn between her high school sweetheart and her charming, wealthy fiancée. 

Noah, Claire thought emphatically, trying to focus on the characters in the movie 
and not on her own life.  She has to end up with Noah...  He was her first love.  It just 
seemed right. 

By the time the movie ended, she could no longer contain her tears; she walked 
out of the theater with wet trails of them down her cheeks, her eyes red and swollen 
from crying.  “I knew you would love it!” Dianna gloated before whipping a makeup 
compact out of her purse in a vain attempt to clean up her own tearstained face. 

“You got me... it was good,” Claire admitted, fumbling with her purse as well in 
search of a kleenex. 

“Here,” said a voice, and she glanced up to see Jamie holding out a tissue that he 
had seemingly conjured out of nowhere. 

Caught off-guard, she accepted the tissue and looked back up at him as she 
blotted at her eyes.  She could have sworn even his eyes seemed a little red-rimmed, but 
maybe it was just the lights of the theater.  By the time they made it out to the parking 
lot, it was too dark to tell. 

The car ride home was fairly quiet; the movie had left everyone subdued.  Todd 
dropped Claire off at her new apartment complex first, and she told everyone goodnight, 
thanking Dianna and Jamie for taking her out that night, and went inside.  Her stomach 
knotted as she walked up the stairs to her floor, realizing she would be leaving again in 
about nine hours’ time for the hospital.  The movie had done a good job at distracting 
her, but now that she was back home and alone, her nerves flared up again. 

She took a couple of Tylenol PMs with her nightly regime of pills, hoping they 
would help her get to sleep easier.  Only when she finally walked back to her bedroom 
and went to plug her cell phone into its charger for the night did she notice the missed 
call and voicemail from Nick. 

 
*** 

 
The droning of the TV had nearly lulled Nick to sleep when his cell phone jarred 

him awake.  Blinking in momentary confusion, he realized where the sound was coming 
from and plucked his phone off of the coffee table.  “’Lo?” he answered without 
bothering to check the caller ID.  He was hoping it was Claire. 

“Hey, Nick.” 
Nick smiled.  “Hey, Claire.  How’s it going?” 
“Eh, it’s going,” she replied with a weak laugh.  “How are you?” 
“Fine...” Nick said slowly, then paused and added, with an air of mischief, 

“Here...” 
“Here...?  What do you mean, here?” asked Claire. 
Nick smiled.  “I’m here.  In Tampa.” 
“You are??”  Her voice rose.  “What are you doing back?” 
“What time’s your surgery tomorrow?” Nick answered her question with one of 

his own. 
He heard her hesitate.  “Um... eight a.m.  I need to be at the hospital by seven-

thirty.  Why...?” 



 

 

“Cause I’m gonna pick you up.  You’ll need a ride, right?” 
“Oh, yeah, but that’s okay, Nick.  My mom’s already planning to come down for 

the day and take me,” said Claire. 
“No, seriously, Claire, that’s what I’m here for.  I don’t mind; I want to.  Your 

mom shouldn’t have to drive all that way... I mean, unless you want her there with you.  
I guess you’re probably pretty nervous about it, huh?”   Nick hadn’t really thought about 
her family.  Funny, he’d made his mother go away before his amputation surgery... and 
no one had bothered to call her when he’d had his lung surgery.  But then again, his 
mother certainly wasn’t like Claire’s. 

“Well, yeah... but, I mean, if you really don’t mind taking me... I could call her...” 
He could hear the hesitancy in her voice and jumped on it.  “No, ‘course I don’t 

mind.  I’ll pick you up at seven tomorrow morning?” 
“O-okay... um, sounds good.  Thanks, Nick!” 
“No problem,” Nick said, smiling, glad she’d agreed. 
“Um... do you know where I live?” she asked awkwardly. 
Huh? Nick thought at first, and then he remembered – she’d moved.  Duh.  He let 

her give him directions to her new apartment complex and talked to her for a few more 
minutes before they decided to hang up.  She had taken some sleeping pills, she told 
him, and wanted to get to bed.  He let her go, telling her that he’d see her bright and 
early in the morning. 

Better get to bed myself, he thought when he got off the phone.  The last thing he 
wanted to do was oversleep and make her late. 

 
*** 

 
“That was... weird,” Claire muttered to herself as she plugged her cell phone in 

and turned down the covers on her bed.  Yet she couldn’t help but smile.  Nick had been 
so adamant about wanting to be there for her tomorrow.  It was so sweet of him, but it 
made her feel guilty.  She told herself that if he was facing something like this, she would 
be there for him too – that’s what friends were for, after all.  But after all they’d been 
through, after what she’d done to him, it wasn’t that simple.  She couldn’t expect 
anything like this from him.  And yet, he was still there for her. 

In a way, she was sort of glad.  Despite the tension she had caused between the 
two of them, Nick had always had a way of putting her at ease.  Whereas her mother 
unknowingly just stressed her out.  She meant well, but she worried too much.  She 
would probably have been an absolute basket case tomorrow, more nervous about the 
eye surgery than even Claire herself.  Yet she had been the only one available to drive 
Claire to and from the hospital.  Her dad, Kyle, Dianna, Jamie, and Laureen all worked, 
and Amber was at home with a new baby.  Her mother was happy to do it, but Claire was 
happier to have Nick there. 

Oh shit, I need to call her and let her know, Claire remembered and reached for 
her phone again, hoping her mom hadn’t gone to bed already.  Luckily, she was still up 
and picked up on the second ring. 

“Hi, honey!” she answered.  “Are we all set for tomorrow?  I’ve already got my 
alarm set for four o’clock, and I’m planning to be on the road by quarter to five.  I’ll be at 
your place by seven at the very latest.” 



 

Claire smiled ruefully; her mom always sounded so hyperactive when she was 
stressed out.  “Hey, Mom.  Actually, that’s what I was calling about – um, Nick called 
today, and he’s back in town, so... he offered to take me tomorrow, so that you don’t 
have to get up so early and drive all that way.” 

“Oh, sweetheart, you know I don’t mind.  I want to make sure you’re in good 
hands.  Wait, did you say Nick’s back?” 

“Uh-huh.” 
“Oh... well, isn’t that a little... awkward, for the two of you?” her mom asked 

hesitantly. 
“A little... yeah.  But we’re still friends, Mom.  He’s just... being a friend.” 
“Well, okay...”  The older woman sounded unsure.  “Are you sure you’re okay with 

this, Claire?  I have no problem driving down there; I want to be there for you.” 
“I know, Mom, but it’s okay.  It’s a simple procedure, and I’ll be fine.  All I really 

need is a ride there and back, and Nick’s perfectly capable of taking care of that,” Claire 
replied calmly.   She always felt the need to play down her nervousness in front of her 
mother, just to keep her from freaking out. 

Her mom finally agreed to let Nick give her a ride the next morning and made her 
promise to call as soon as she felt up to it after the procedure.  Once they’d said their I 
love you’s and hung up, Claire set her phone back on her nightstand and slid beneath 
the covers, reaching over to shut off the lamp next to her bed. 

As darkness filled the room, she lay down and closed her eyes.  The Tylenol she’d 
taken earlier had relaxed her, calming her nerves so that she could slip off to sleep with 
surprising ease. 

 
*** 

 
“Okay, Claire, I’m going to start now.  I need you to hold perfectly still,” said Dr. 

Dumagan. 
Claire could barely see her face through the hole in the heavy blue drape that had 

been put over the left side of her face.  “Okay,” she said, her voice high and small.  She 
could feel her heart racing, and her palms had begun to sweat.  Why, oh why, did she 
have to stay awake for this? 

The nurse that was assisting on the surgery put more saline drops in her eye, and 
instinctively, she tried to blink, but couldn’t.  This was torture. 

She was aware of the doctor probing in her eye, but she couldn’t feel a thing, 
thankfully.  The only sensation she was aware of was a tickling in the back of her nose, 
like she was about to... 

Oh no... 
Before she could react, she let out a mighty sneeze and felt her head jerk. 
At that very moment, everything went black. 
She cried out in terror.  And then she heard her doctor’s voice, stripped of its 

former professionalism. 
“Oh shit.” 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 87 
 

Claire’s eyes flew open as she jerked awake, her heart racing.  She realized it was 
a dream as soon as she realized she could still see the glow of her alarm clock out of both 
eyes.  Thank God, she thought, still trembling from the nightmare.  She squinted at the 
clock, trying to make out the blurry numbers.  Only 4:30.  She could sleep for another 
two hours.  That is, if she could actually get back to sleep.  After that dream, she wasn’t 
sure.  Her nervousness had returned; in three hours, she would be on her way to the 
hospital for the real surgery. 

Her stomach jolted at the thought, making her feel nauseous.  She lay back down 
and tried to let herself drift off to sleep again, but it didn’t happen.  She was wide awake 
now.  Sighing, she gave up on sleep and rolled out of bed.  Padding through the dark 
apartment, she made her way into the living room and turned on the TV, hoping she 
could distract herself until it was time to get ready and wait for Nick. 

 
*** 

 
Pulling into the parking lot of the small apartment complex, Nick shut off his 

engine and surveyed the building through his windshield.  So this was Claire’s new 
home.  It didn’t look bad from the outside; it was newer than the last complex she’d 
lived in anyway.  Opening his door, he climbed out of the car and started across the 
parking lot.  He only got halfway when the main door of the building opened, and Claire 
appeared. 

“Hey!” Nick called in surprise, as she came towards him.  “I was gonna come up.” 
“No need,” said Claire, offering him a wan smile.  “I’ve been up since 4:30.” 
“Dang, girl,” he remarked and took a second to look her over.  She was dressed 

comfortably, in a t-shirt and a pair of workout pants that were just fitted enough to show 
off the gentle curves of her hips.  Her left arm was wrapped in a bright purple cast and 
cradled at chest-level in a blue sling, a reminder of the trauma she’d been through since 
Nick had seen her.  In the corner of her forehead was the remnants of a cut.  It looked 
almost healed, but Nick could tell it was going to leave a small scar.  “You look good,” he 
told her, because, despite the wear and tear, she did. 

She stuck her tongue out and snorted.  “Right.  This is hot, isn’t it?” she asked 
sarcastically, lifting her broken arm, sling and all. 

“Oh, totally.  The cripple look is the fashion trend of 2006 – hadn’t you heard?” 
Nick played along.  “You and me... they should put us on the magazine covers, yo.  We’re 
hot.” 

Claire giggled and gave him an appreciative smile.  “How are ya, Nick?” she 
asked, as he turned to walk her the rest of the way to his car.  He’d brought the silver 
Jaguar because he knew it was her favorite. 

“I’m alright,” he shrugged, opening her door for her.  Walking around the back of 
the car to get to the driver’s side, he climbed in and added, “How about you?” 

“I’ll be much better in a couple of hours, I’m sure,” she said, flashing him a tight 
smile. 

He smiled back and put his hand on her thigh without a second thought, giving it 
a reassuring squeeze.  “You will be,” he replied.  “Just don’t sneeze during the surgery.”  



 

He was only joking, trying to help her relax, but her eyes widened in horror.  “I’m just 
kid-” he started to say, but she interrupted him. 

“I had a nightmare, and that’s exactly what happened!” she gasped.  “I-I had to 
sneeze, and I couldn’t help it, and everything went black!  I was totally freaked out when 
I woke up...” 

Nick looked at her sympathetically.  “I’m sorry; I was just kidding,” he said, 
feeling guilty.  “I’m sure that won’t happen though... they gotta have some kind of 
procedure for if you have to sneeze or something; otherwise people would be going blind 
right and left.  I’ve heard it’s a pretty easy surgery though.”   He’d looked it up on the 
internet a few days ago, anxious to find out exactly what she’d be going through.  It 
didn’t sound as bad as he thought it would be – only a ten minute procedure, and she’d 
be awake the whole time.  The thought of that had freaked him out, but he figured there 
were probably less risks without the general anesthesia. 

“I know; that’s what they told me too.  I’m sure it’ll be fine; I’m just a big baby,” 
Claire replied sheepishly. 

Nick chuckled.  “Well, don’t worry, baby; Daddy Nick is here.”  He gave her a pat 
on the head, smiling paternally. 

She rolled her eyes.  “You’re weird,” she said, trying not to smile. 
He laughed and turned on the ignition, bringing the Jag to life.  “Takes one to 

know one,” he replied, as he twisted around in his seat and backed the car out of its 
space. 
 

*** 
 

Two hours later, Nick sat in a waiting room in Tampa General’s ophthalmology 
department, flipping absently through a two-year-old copy of Entertainment Weekly 
that he’d found at the back of the rack and wondering when Claire would be done. 

Hey! he thought in surprise, as something in the magazine caught his eye.  He did 
a double-take and found himself staring down at a promotional picture of him and the 
guys, one of the many they had taken for their last album release.  It accompanied a 
review of the album and a brief article, which he skimmed out of curiosity (and sheer 
boredom). 

“... The ‘Boys’ – who now range in age from 24 (Carter) to 32 (Richardson) – 
show a deeper side on this album than they have on previous releases.  It’s 
understandable.  Besides the fact that they’ve undeniably matured into Backstreet 
‘Men,’ members of the pop quintet have been through some tough stuff these last few 
years.  In 2001, McLean completed a stint in rehab for alcoholism, drug abuse, and 
depression.  More recently, Carter shocked fans across the globe last summer when he 
announced that he was battling a rare form of bone cancer.  After undergoing a course 
of chemotherapy, Carter went into remission in August 2003 and has been disease-free 
ever since...” 

Ha, thought Nick, his eyes drawn to his own image on the glossy page.  The 
picture featured him standing in the middle, Brian, Kevin, AJ, and Howie posed 
strategically around him.  His gaze lingered on his left leg, and he marveled over the 
realization that the cancer had been spreading inside it even when this photo shoot took 
place.  A month after this review had been published, his leg was gone altogether.  He 



 

 

swallowed hard, the memory making him feel slight sick to his stomach even now, 
nearly two years later. 

“Nick?” 
Nick’s head shot up at the sound of his name, and he was startled to find Claire 

standing in front of him.  He blinked in surprise; when had she come up?  He had been 
so engrossed in his own press, he hadn’t even noticed her. 

“Hey!” he cried, eyes flying to her face.  “You look like a pirate!” 
She grinned, her cheeks tinting light pink beneath the stark black shield that 

covered her left eye.  “Arrr, matey,” she growled good-naturedly. 
Nick smiled in return.  “So how’d it go?  I take it you didn’t sneeze and make 

yourself blind under that thing?” 
Claire laughed.  “Nope.  They had my head strapped down so I couldn’t move, 

and the doc told me to tell him I was going to cough or sneeze, just in case.  But 
everything went fine, and I can see perfectly again!  It was so cool – what they did was 
take the clouded lens of my eye out and replace it with an artificial lens, and I knew as 
soon as they took the old lens out because everything went totally dark... only it was 
supposed to, not like in my dream.  And I thought, ‘This must be what it’s like to be 
blind.’  It was kind of scary, but cool at the same time!” 

Nick’s eyes widened as he watched her in awe.  “That must have been weird...” he 
breathed. 

“It was!  But yay, one eye down, one to go,” she replied cheerfully. 
Nick smiled, glad to have her in better spirits than she had been that morning.  “I 

say that calls for a celebration.  You up for pizza and shakes?”  Okay, so it was only ten in 
the morning... but there was never a wrong time for pizza and ice cream in Nick’s world. 

“Are you kidding?  I’m starving!  They wouldn’t let me eat breakfast this 
morning.” 

“Well, there you have it – pizza and milkshakes, the perfect breakfast 
combination,” Nick joked, standing up. 

Claire laughed.  “Sounds great.  You won’t be embarrassed by my scurvy eye 
patch?” she teased, as they walked out of the waiting room together. 

“Nah... if you want, I can roll my pants up and show off my peg leg.  Then I’ll look 
like a pirate too, and you can be my pirate wench.” 

They laughed all the way down the hall, teasing each other back and forth with 
ease, and to Nick, it felt almost like old times.  The times before they had ever dated, 
when things were difficult and complicated, and yet, so much more simple.  When they 
were just friends, friends who understood each other and were always there for one 
another. 

Nick hoped it could be that way again, without the tension that had existed 
between them ever since Claire had backed out of their engagement.  The pain she had 
caused Nick still existed, as a dull ache in the depths of his soul, but he feared the pain of 
losing her altogether would be even worse.  He didn’t want to experience that kind of 
pain.  It was better to be her friend and ache because he wanted to be more, than to be 
nothing to her at all. 

As they stood gasping for breath as they waited for an elevator, Claire suddenly 
let go of her side, which she’d been holding as she laughed, and reached out to touch 
Nick’s arm.  “Thanks for coming with me today, Nick,” she said softly, offering him a 
smile of humble gratitude. 



 

Nick returned the smile and caught her hand as it slid down his arm.  Giving it a 
squeeze, he replied, “Anytime, Claire.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 88 
 

Nick swung his Jaguar into a parking space in the lot outside Claire’s apartment 
complex and killed the engine.  The radio instantly cut off, filling the car with an 
awkward silence.  In the front seat, Nick and Claire exchanged glances.  What now? 
Nick wondered, and she seemed to be thinking the same thing.  Should he walk her up 
to her apartment, maybe stay and hang out a while?  Or was that no longer appropriate?  
Maybe she was just expecting him to drop her off and leave? 

Nick sighed inwardly in frustration.  This day had gone surprisingly well up until 
then – they had talked and joked around together, just like old times, acting as if their 
broken engagement had never happened.  But now, even though neither of them had 
brought it up, it seemed to have wedged itself between their seats, making the car seem 
cramped and stuffy.  Nick could feel it, and he was sure Claire could too, seeing as how 
she wasn’t moving or speaking either.  Why did this have to be so difficult?  Why had she 
made it so difficult? 

A soft click broke the silence as Claire finally unbuckled her seatbelt, and Nick 
thought he had his answer.  She was going to turn and thank him for the ride and lunch, 
then reach for the door handle and climb out of his car.  She’d wave goodbye, then walk 
into her building without a backwards glance, and that would be it.  He probably 
wouldn’t see her the rest of the week, and he’d fly back to LA and stay until he found 
another excuse to come home to see her. 

But Claire surprised him.  Instead, she turned and asked, “You wanna come and 
see my new ‘crib’?”  She made quotation marks with her fingers, offering him a playful 
smirk. 

Nick smiled, relieved to feel the tension melting away again.  “Yeah, sure,” he 
replied.  “In fact, I was just gonna offer to walk you up... I don’t want you to trip on the 
stairs or anything; I mean, your depth perception’s probably funky with that patch 
covering your eye, right?” 

Claire giggled.  “How thoughtful of you,” she said, giving him a friendly punch in 
the shoulder.  “Come on then, let’s go up.”  She reached for the door handle while Nick 
swiped his keys from the ignition and unfastened his own seatbelt.  He came around to 
meet Claire, and together, they crossed the lot to her building.   

“What floor you on?” asked Nick as they walked inside. 
“Three.” 
“Ah... movin’ on up in the world, huh?” Nick teased.  Her last apartment had been 

on the second floor. 
She snorted.  “That’s one way to put it.  I guess there is a better view from the 

third floor... but that means one more flight of stairs to climb.”  She made a face at the 
staircase.  “There is an elevator... but I’ve been warned not to use it.  Apparently it’s old 
and shitty and gets stuck a lot.” 

Nick eyed the single elevator in the corner of the small lobby area and shook his 
head.  “Well, that’s nice.  How considerate of your landlord to make this place so 
handicapped accessible,” he remarked with heavy sarcasm. 

“Yeah, for real,” snorted Claire.  Then, all of a sudden, she cast him an anxious 
look and bit her lip.  “Ohh... are you gonna be okay, going up two flights of stairs?” 

Nick smiled.  “You underestimate me, Ren.  I’ve gotten a lot better, you know,” he 
boasted and hooked his arm around her unbroken one.  “Come on.” 



 

Claire smiled back, and up the stairs they went, slowly because her depth 
perception was indeed a little off, and he... well, he always had to take stairs slow these 
days.  Even so, he was out of breath by the time they reached the third floor.  But then 
again, she was panting a little too. 

“Once this arm heals, I gotta start working out more,” she laughed breathily as 
they walked down the hallway.  “Amber and I were going to start taking aerobics or 
something after the baby was born, but that hasn’t happened yet.  Hell, not that I blame 
her – if it were me, I’d be taking full advantage of an excuse to get all fat ‘n’ sassy for 
awhile.  I’m sure the extra weight will come off eventually, once Kamden’s mobile and 
she has to start chasing him everywhere.” 

Nick smiled at the fondness in her voice as she spoke about her nephew; it 
reminded of the way he felt about his godson.  Suddenly thinking of Baylee, he opened 
his mouth to tell her the latest cute Baylee story from the past week – Leighanne was 
always bringing him by the studio to see Brian when they were working, so they’d racked 
up quite a few cute Baylee stories – when Claire added, “You’re still working out though, 
aren’t you?”  She touched his bicep and smiled.  “I can tell.  You look great, Nick.” 

The way she said it was sincere, not flirtatiously fake, in the way someone like 
Leah might have said it.  He smiled and flexed exaggeratedly, striking a muscleman 
pose.  “Thanks.” 

“No problem,” she shrugged.  “I mean it.” 
She stopped outside a closed door near the end of the hall, number 306.  

Balancing her purse on her splinted arm, she dug through it until she found her keys 
and then crammed them into the lock.  “Here we are,” she said as she opened the door 
and ushered Nick in.  “My new home.” 

Nick looked around as he entered the apartment.  It had a beachy feel, decorated 
in soft shades of green, teal, and coral, with beige carpeting and blonde wood cabinetry 
that matched Claire’s old kitchen table.  He was struck by its smallness, but at least it 
was clean and fairly new.  “It’s nice,” he commented, running a hand absently over one 
of the smooth countertops. 

“Thanks.  I like it,” she replied with another shrug, not meeting his eye.  Quickly 
changing the subject, she asked, “Want anything to drink?” as she flung open her 
refrigerator. 

“Whatcha got?”  Nick peered in over her shoulder and frowned at the sparse 
selection.  The only beverage he saw was a near-empty half-gallon of milk.  “Not much, 
huh?” he answered his own question with a chuckle. 

She grimaced.  “Sorry.  I haven’t really been grocery shopping.” 
“Well, how can you, with a busted arm and no wheels?  How come no one’s taken 

you?  You should have mentioned it earlier; we could have stopped at the store on the 
way back here.” 

“Oh, don’t worry about it.  I think Kyle and I are going to run some errands 
together over the weekend.  He calls just about every day to check up on me.” 

“That’s good,” said Nick, nodding slowly, secretly glad she hadn’t mentioned that 
prick Jamie.  He wanted Claire to be taken care of... but not by him. 

“I think I have some juice concentrate in the freezer.  If you’ll help me get the can 
open, I’ll make that,” said Claire with a sheepish smile, closing the fridge and opening 
the freezer instead.  “This whole one-handed business kinda sucks.” 



 

 

Nick laughed.  “Sure thing,” he agreed, taking the frozen can of raspberry 
lemonade she handed him and opening it.  He dumped the concentrate into the pitcher 
she handed him and filled it with water, stirring it around until the frozen part had 
dissolved, staining the water dark pink.  Claire set two glasses of ice on the counter next 
to him, and he poured.  They took the drinks into the small living room and sat down on 
Claire’s slip-covered, sagging couch. 

“So how are you feeling?” Nick asked her.  “No funky side effects from this 
morning?” 

Claire shook her head.  “No, I feel fine.  Tired, from not sleeping last night, but 
that’s all.” 

“You want me to turn on the TV or anything?” Nick asked, gesturing to the black 
screen of Claire’s television. 

She made a face.  “Nah... I have to keep this patch on for twenty-four hours, and 
my other eye’s still shit, remember?  Watching TV isn’t much fun lately; everything’s all 
blurry.” 

“Aw... I’m sorry,” Nick apologized with a frown, regretting the suggestion.  He 
should have known better. 

But Claire just smiled.  “It’s okay.  By tomorrow, it should be a lot better.  I can 
live without TV.  Let’s just talk.”  She turned so that she was facing him and scooted 
back to prop herself against one of the arms of the couch.  Pulling her legs up with her, 
she hugged her knees to her chest and rested her chin upon them, looking at him 
expectantly. 

Nick swallowed and forced himself to smile.  Okay, talking was good... but so 
awkward, once they got past the small talk bit, which they’d already done.  It wasn’t as 
easy to just talk to her now, not when he alternated between imagining his arms around 
her, his lips on hers, and remembering the note she’d left on his stairs.  I think we need 
to take a break..., she’d written.  I’m not coming back... 

Even now, though he’d tried to accept it and move on, it still stung.  And as much 
as he wanted to be around her, it was painful.  It hurt to sit with her on the couch like 
this, so close, yet so far.  He couldn’t touch her... he couldn’t hold her... he couldn’t kiss 
her.  It wouldn’t be right.  He didn’t want it to be so, but they were over. 

Did she hurt like this too? he wondered.  Was there a part of her that regretted 
leaving him?  Or was she really 100% comfortable going back to a solely platonic 
relationship?  How could she be??  Their relationship hadn’t been platonic for years, not 
since she’d whispered that she thought she was falling in love with him, the day before 
she went into isolation for her transplant.  At the time, he’d been surprised, confused, 
and guilty, because he didn’t share her feelings.  But eventually, he fell for her too.  And 
to this day, he’d never stopped loving her, wanting to be with her. 

But for some reason, she had.  And he still couldn’t put his finger on exactly why 
or how.  Sure, she’d cited her reasons, but it just didn’t make sense to him.  She said she 
still loved him, but she didn’t want to be with him.  Yet she didn’t mind him being here, 
just talking to her. 

“You’re not talking,” Claire said, her voice teasing, a playful smile etched across 
her face.  The expression faded when he did not smile back.  “You’re frowning.  What’s 
wrong?” 

He looked away, staring down at his hands, which were resting in his lap.  He 
twisted them together with uncertainty and finally planted them firmly on the tops of 



 

thighs with a sigh.  “What are we doing, Claire?  I mean, you and me... this situation we 
got going on here... can you honestly sit there and tell me you’re totally okay with it?” 

Claire gave him an anguished look.  “This is weird, isn’t it?” 
“Yeah,” Nick answered flatly.  “It is.” 
“We were okay earlier though... weren’t we?  At Leonardi’s... everything seemed 

almost like normal.” 
“What’s ‘normal,’ Claire?” Nick came back at her quickly.  “For almost a year, 

‘normal’ for us meant being together, in love.” 
“But before that, for longer than a year, we were just friends... and that was 

normal.  I wish we could be like that again.” 
Nick rolled his eyes.  “What is it with you and always wanting things to go back to 

the way they were?  Is that why you put up with that jackass Jamie, cause you secretly 
wish you could be like you were with him again?  Things change, Claire; people change; 
feelings change.  I don’t want us to go back to the way we used to be, because I still love 
you!” 

The words rang out louder than he’d expected, seeming to echo through the 
otherwise silent apartment.  For a few seconds, Nick forgot to breathe. 
 

*** 
 

At Nick’s confession, Claire looked away, not wanting him to see the indecision in 
her eyes.  He was so right... how could she expect them to go back to being friends, after 
they’d been lovers?  And the truth was, she did often want things to go back to the way 
they were, to better, happier times.  But who didn’t?  Was it so wrong? 

“...I still love you too, Nick,” she replied softly, after a long pause.  “I told you, I 
always will.  But... but you’re right.  Things do change.  I changed my mind about what I 
wanted... and I’m not ready to change it again.  I said I wanted a break, and I meant it.  
I’m sorry.”   She looked down at her hands; she could feel them trembling ever so 
slightly.  She stared at them, not ready to look up and see his face. 

“Well, answer me this then,” Nick said stonily; his voice was calm, but she could 
hear the frustration and hurt in it.  “Do you think...”  He paused, and she glanced up to 
see him lick his lips before trying again.  “...Is there a chance... that we’ll ever get back 
together?  I mean, when you said we’re over... did you mean forever?  Or...?” 

Now Claire did raise her eye to meet his.  “There’s always a chance,” she spoke 
with conviction, leaning towards him slightly.  “Anything can happen, Nick; I don’t 
know.  Sure there’s a chance, but... don’t wait for me, okay?  You should get back out 
there and meet new people, date again.  I want you to be happy.  And if you’re meant to 
be happy with me, and me with you... then I think it will work out.  If not... it won’t.  But 
either way, can’t we still be friends?” 

As she gave him a pleading look, she realized how like Jamie she sounded.  He’d 
told her the same kind of things the summer before they parted ways for college.  “I 
know you believe in fate,” he’d told her gently, as she sat across from him, his face 
blurring before her tear-filled eyes.  “Well, so do I.  It’s time to test our fate.  This doesn’t 
have to be the end.  If we’re meant to be together, fate will bring us back together, 
when the time is right.” 

Ironically, that was the day Claire, eighteen and heartbroken, stopped believing 
in fate. 



 

 

Only Nick had made her believe again... and even now, she still believed fate had 
brought them together... as friends, if nothing more.  He had come into her life at one of 
its lowest points, the relapse of her leukemia, and helped her through.  She, in turn, had 
helped him through the lowest point in his life.  The bond they had was unique and 
special, one that she shared with no one else.  Casey was the only other person she’d 
befriended who could truly understand, firsthand, the kind of experiences and feelings 
she’d had.  But for all his maturity, Casey was only a child.  And now he was gone.  She 
didn’t want Nick to go too... in any way.  She still needed him; she still cared about him, 
though everything had been said and done. 

“Nick?” she asked again hesitantly, waiting for his response. 
 

*** 
 

Nick had just opened his mouth to reply when there was a loud knock at the door.  
He hesitated, startled, and closed his mouth.  He and Claire exchanged glances, and for 
a moment, neither of them moved.  Then the knocking sounded again, even louder this 
time, and Claire groaned. 

“I better see who it is,” she mumbled, sliding off the couch.  “Just a minute.” 
He watched her walk away, padding through the kitchen to the door.  The 

refrigerator blocked his view as she reached to open the door, but he heard her say, 
“Oh... hi!” 

Curious, he leaned forward on the couch, but he still could not see who was there.  
It was only as he started to rise that he heard the sickeningly familiar male voice reply, 
“Hey you.  How you doing?” 

“Um... fine!  Fine...  Yeah, the surgery went well,” Claire replied rather shrilly; 
Nick could tell she was flustered.  She took a step backwards, coming back into his eye 
line, and glanced over her shoulder, catching his eye.  He narrowed his eyes at her, 
balling his hands into fists, just as Jamie set foot inside the apartment. 

It was unbelievable.  Did this guy have some kind of sixth sense for always 
detecting the worst moments during which to interfere?   It was as if he was always 
there, calling or showing up to rock the boat whenever Nick and Claire were already in 
stormy waters.  Kick him the fuck out, he urged Claire silently.  We were having a 
conversation, damn it. 

“What are you doing here at this time of day?” Claire asked Jamie.  “I wasn’t 
expecting you for at least another few hours; I thought you had to work.” 

“Lunch break,” Jamie replied with that sickening smirk of his, the kind that made 
Nick want to mangle his face so bad he’d never be able to smile again... and if he could, 
once they fused his jaw back together, he wouldn’t want to because of the lack of teeth.  
“I’ve got till one, so I thought I’d swing by and see how you were doing.  I was hoping 
you’d be done by now.  I picked us up some sandwiches, see,” he said, holding up a white 
paper bag sporting the logo of a popular Italian joint. 

Nick clenched his jaw just as much as his fists and flexed his punching arm.  God, 
he couldn’t take this today... especially now.  He really couldn’t... 

“Oh, thanks, Jamie, that’s really sweet of you...” Claire said.  Casting another look 
in Nick’s direction, she added, “But... now’s not really a good time...” 

For the first time, Jamie turned his head to follow Claire’s gaze and noticed Nick 
standing there in the living room.  His eyes widened momentarily, but he hid his 



 

surprise pretty well.  “Oh,” he said.  “I didn’t know you had company.”  He gave Nick the 
visual once over, scrutinizing him through his ice-blue eyes.  Nick stared back, his gaze 
just as cold.  “You didn’t tell me Nick was back in town.” 

“Yeah... he took me to my appointment this morning,” replied Claire. 
Nick smiled in satisfaction as Jamie’s eyes seemed to ice over even further.  “Oh... 

I thought you said your mom was going to take you.” 
“She was.  Nick here called last night to let me know he was in town and offered 

to take me.  This way, Mom didn’t have to drive all the way down.” 
Jamie frowned.  “If you didn’t want your mom to drive down, you could have 

asked me.  I could have asked for the day off.” 
“Don’t be silly, Jamie; you just started a new job.  You can’t be asking for days off 

already,” Claire said reasonably, flashing him a pleasant smile.  A few feet away, Nick 
smiled too – and he made sure that Jamie saw it. 

Jamie’s frown twisted into a scowl.  “Good point, Claire,” he replied loudly.  “I 
almost forgot – Carter here doesn’t have to bother with petty matters like a boss and a 
nine to five, Monday to Friday work week.”  Jamie’s voice was dripping with sarcasm as 
he went on, “He just gets to sing and dance for a living!”  He wiggled his hands around 
in the air, doing a flamboyant “jazz hands” motion, and stretched his mouth into a wide, 
cheesy grin.  “Must be nice.” 

“Shut up, Jamie,” Claire snapped and looked to Nick, who was already starting 
towards Jamie, his jaw set.  “Nick-” 

But Nick ignored her, sidling past her to get to Jamie.  Jamie held up his hands in 
cautious defense, but Nick thrust them aside and grabbed the shorter man by the shirt 
collar, throwing him up against the door so that it slammed shut.  Nick stumbled with 
the momentum, nearly falling into Jamie.  Momentarily thrown off, he nevertheless 
regained his balance quickly and returned his steely glare to Jamie’s face.  Jamie, 
though pinned to the door, looked only minorly phased.  He gazed back at Nick smugly, 
as if to say, I dare you to hit me in front of Claire. 

That just made Nick want to hit him more. 
But Claire was tugging on his elbow with her one good hand now, urging him 

back.  “Nick!  Nick!” she shouted, “What the hell are you doing?  Let him go!” 
“It must suck to be so fucking jealous of me,” Nick spat, throwing Jamie’s words 

back into his face.  “I’ll tell you, it is nice to make a career out of doing what I love.  I 
wish you could do the same, but I guess you can’t make a career out of being a prick, can 
you?  That’s your problem though, buddy, not mine.  Just like your guilt over the way 
you’ve treated Claire – that’s your demon to face; don’t try to fucking peg it on me.  You 
abandoned her way before I even knew her; you let her go.  Now you need to let go, 
man.” 

“You should talk!” hissed Jamie.  “Claire left you.  You need to let go... of her and 
of me!”  On the last word, he gave Nick a forceful shove, sending him backpedaling.  He 
felt the heel of his prosthesis catch the floor right as he stumbled, and he fell helplessly 
backwards, sure that he was going to crack his head on Claire’s kitchen counter on the 
way down. 

He heard her shriek just as he fell against something... soft? 
Claire groaned beneath his weight and squeezed out between Nick and the 

counter as soon as he’d regained his balance.  “Fuck,” she moaned painfully, running her 
hand over her cast. 



 

 

 
Nick turned to look at her, his eyes widening as he realized what had just 

happened.  “Are you okay??” he demanded fearfully, realizing she’d basically just caught 
him from falling into the counter, using her own body as a cushion. 

Jamie rushed forward to her other side.  “Did he fall into your arm??” 
“You mean did you push me into her arm?” Nick corrected him with a venomous 

glare, feeling his face heat up with a mix of anger and embarrassment.  He was pissed as 
hell, just as much at himself as at Jamie, for not being able to withstand the force of a 
simple shove.  It was the second time Jamie had gotten the better of him, and he cursed 
the fact that a few years ago, he could have kicked his ass, no doubt about it.  He was 
bigger, after all.  The leg issue, though, caused a slight disadvantage that he quite 
resented. 

“Don’t forget you shoved me against the door first, asswipe... it wasn’t a hard 
push anyway; I was just trying to get away,” Jamie muttered, his voice growing lower 
with each word.  It sounded like he was trying to convince himself of this more than 
Nick. 

“Will you two STOP IT?!” Claire screamed, causing both men to return their 
attention to her.  She was still cradling her broken arm, but her face was livid, two bright 
splotches of red appearing high on her cheeks. 

“Listen, I’m so sorry, Claire; are you okay?” Nick asked again, reaching out to her, 
but she let go of her cast just long enough to smack his hand away. 

“I’m fine,” she snipped.  “But if you two are going to fight, get the fuck out of my 
kitchen; I don’t want to see it!” 

Jamie turned to Nick and held out his arms.  “You wanna take this to the parking 
lot, Backstreet?” he asked invitingly, his voice snide and sarcastic.  “I don’t think you’ll 
get very far, but if you wanna try and take me, I’ll play along.” 

But to Nick’s delight, before Jamie could do anything, Claire grabbed him by the 
shirt with her good hand, spun him towards her, and slapped him across the face.  “Get 
out of here, Jamie, and leave him alone!” 

“But-” 
“No!  Go!  I don’t wanna talk to you anymore today!” Claire shouted, not giving 

him a chance to protest, and strode over to the door.  In a flash, she’d opened it and 
nudged Jamie out.  “Goodbye,” she said none-too-kindly and slammed the door. 

“Nice,” Nick complimented her with a gleeful grin. 
But Claire immediately rounded on him.  “And you!  You started this!  What the 

hell were you thinking?!  You feel the need to have a fistfight in the middle of my 
kitchen, like a grade school bully on the playground?  Grow up, Nick!” 

“Hey, I didn’t say a damn thing to him; he’s the one who started dissing me the 
minute he saw me,” Nick retorted angrily. 

“Oh, like you’ve never gotten dissed by a guy before for being a Backstreet Boy?  
Puh-lease.  If that affects you so much, you need to learn some self-control,” she growled 
in annoyance.  Turning on her heel, she stalked back into the living rooms and went to 
the window, flipping up one of the slats on her mini-blinds.  Nick watched in confusion, 
afraid to follow her.  She was pissed.   “He’s gone,” she said after a moment, and he 
realized she was watching the parking lot. 

“Good,” replied Nick with a relieved smile.  “So-” 



 

“So now you can go too,” Claire interrupted sharply.  “I mean it, Nick; leave.  I’ve 
had enough of both of you today.  I’m gonna go lie down.” 

Nick knew not to push her and reluctantly nodded.  “Alright.  Look, I’m sorry... 
for almost having a fight in your apartment.  God, it felt good though; I’m not gonna 
deny it.” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “Yeah, I know you’ve been wanting to take him down for 
months.  Next time you might as well pop him one in the jaw – just make sure I’m not 
there when you do, because I will not take sides, Nick, is that clear?”   She stared at him, 
her uncovered eye round and serious. 

He gave a short nod.  “Yeah, I got it.  I’m sorry,” he said again.  “Listen, call if you 
need anything, okay?  I’ll... I guess I’ll see you around.” 

“See ya,” Claire echoed hollowly, as Nick shambled dejectedly out the door. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 89 
 

Nick didn’t see Claire for the rest of the week.  He’d told her to call if she needed 
anything, but she didn’t call, so he didn’t drop by again.  He figured if she wanted to see 
him, she would let him know.  Clearly, she didn’t. 

His weekend at home was altogether depressing then, for the realization had 
struck him that Claire was the only true friend he had left in Florida... and things would 
never be the same between her and him. 

It was raining in Tampa on Sunday morning, as he boarded the plane to take him 
back to LA.  So appropriate, he thought as he stared out the tiny plane window, 
watching the raindrops bead on the other side of the thick glass.  The weather was as 
shitty as his mood. 

As the plane turned onto the runway in preparation for take-off, Nick curled his 
fingers around the end of his armrest, gripping it tightly, and closed his eyes.  Why do I 
put myself through this? he wondered.  I should have just stayed in LA.  Then I 
wouldn’t be sitting on this deathtrap right now.  Why had he even come back to 
Tampa?  Claire didn’t need him.  She had her family and her girlfriends... and Jamie.  
Goddamned Jamie. 

Nick’s foul mood lasted all the way back to the west coast.  Only when he got off 
the plane at LAX did a bit of good news brighten it, as he turned on his cell phone to find 
a voicemail waiting for him.  Punching a few buttons, he soon heard his realtor’s chipper 
voice on the recording. 

“Hello, Nick; it’s Therese Lester.  Good news!  I think I’ve found a house for 
you...”  

 
*** 

 
A week passed, a very boring week in Claire’s life.  She spent most of the week at 

home, with her bum arm and bad eye, and didn’t hear from either Nick or Jamie.  The 
most interesting thing that happened all week was that a giddy Laureen called to 
announce that she’d finally broken up with Tim.  That called for a celebration, and the 
two of them got together for a spontaneous “girls’ night out” that Wednesday, since 
Laureen was off on Thursday.  They pigged out on the most fattening pancake combos 
they could order at the IHOP and then headed back to Laureen’s apartment for drinks 
and movies. 

For Claire, it was great to hang out with Laureen and catch up with what had 
been going on at work in her absence.  She laughed at all of the interesting patient 
stories Laureen had collected over the last couple of weeks, and though she wasn’t 
exactly looking forward to the bad breath and bitten fingers, she couldn’t wait to get 
back to work.  With her new hormone replacement therapy going well, her arm on the 
mend, and one eye practically good as new, she was feeling much better and more in 
control of her life than she had before the car accident that had put her out of 
commission.  Once she was back at work, she hoped things would truly feel like normal 
for the first time in months. 

The next day, a knock came on her door just as she was opening up a boxed 
dinner to throw together for her supper.  Wondering who could be there, Claire set the 
box down on the counter and went to get the door.  She pulled it open to find Jamie 



 

standing there, a small Wal-Mart bouquet of flowers in his hand and a sheepish smile on 
his face. 

Claire tried to hide her surprise at seeing him.  “What, did you lose my phone 
number or something?  Or did you just forget it’s a nice gesture to call before you just 
show up at someone’s door?” she asked indignantly. 

“Claire...” said Jamie, his voice patronizing.  “Come on.  Give me a break.  I came 
over to apologize.” 

“For...?” Claire prompted.  She refused to let him get off that easy. 
“For last week?  For insulting Nick?  And pushing him?  I’m sorry.” 
Claire raised her eyebrows, impressed that he’d included all of these things 

without being prompted further.  And he didn’t even sound sarcastic.  Unenthusiastic, 
yes.  But sarcastic?  Surprisingly, no.  “Good,” she said.  “You should be.  You acted like 
an asshole.” 

Jamie nodded, holding up his free hand in defense.  “I agree,” he replied easily.  
“That’s why I came to apologize.  I... I was just surprised to find him here and 
disappointed that I wasn’t gonna get you all to myself for lunch, and I took it out on him.  
I’m sorry.” 

When Claire gave him a skeptical look, he held out the flowers.  “I wanna make it 
up to you, Clairie.” 

“With a cheap bouquet?  Since when do I fall for stuff like that?” Claire asked 
derisively, cocking her eyebrow higher.  She was having fun giving him a hard time; after 
the way he had treated Nick the other day, she was going to make him work. 

“Oh no, not with this,” said Jamie, tossing the flowers aside.  “Forget those.  
Those were just the beginning.  I really just wanted to know if I could bring you back to 
my place, for dinner.” 

“Dinner?” 
“Yeah, why not?  You know I can cook better than you.  I’m grilling steaks... 

baked potatoes... salad... garlic bread...  Whaddya say?” 
Claire’s mouth was already watering, but she wasn’t about to cave that easily.  

“Steaks, huh?  New job must be treating you well then?” 
Jamie smiled.  “You know it.  Come on, I already bought two of them, they’re 

thawing on the counter right now, and I’m not gonna eat both of them.  Are you gonna 
make me waste my money?” 

Claire put her hand on her hip and rolled her eyes.  “Okay, fine,” she gave in with 
a tiny smile.  “Wait here while I grab my purse.” 

 
*** 

 
A short while later, Claire was following Jamie into his apartment.  “Make 

yourself at home,” he told her, as he walked her through the kitchen and into the living 
room, motioning towards the couch.  “I’m just gonna throw the steaks on the grill.” 

Claire nodded, settling down on the couch while Jamie walked back and forth 
between the kitchen and his small balcony, where his grill was set up, getting everything 
ready.  Spotting the remote control sitting on the small coffee table in front of her, she 
picked it up and flipped on the TV.  It was nice to be able to enjoy watching TV again, 
now that her eye had healed.  The improvement in her vision was dramatic; she hadn’t 
realized how crappy it had become until she got the cataract removed.  She couldn’t wait 



 

 

to get the other one fixed too, but her second surgery wasn’t scheduled for another three 
weeks. 

Glancing from the evening news on TV to the sliding glass door that led out to 
Jamie’s small private balcony, Claire watched with a tiny smile on her face as he 
carefully flipped the steaks on his grill.  Her attention diverted, she all of a sudden felt 
something touch her ankle.  Startled, she jumped and reflexively pulled her leg up onto 
the couch.  As she did so, her ears picked up the smallest of hisses, and she looked down 
to see a tiny gray furball staring up at her through wide, blue-green eyes. 

“Oh,” she heard Jamie say, as the door slid open and he walked in.  “I see you met 
Bright.” 

Claire glanced from the kitten to Jamie and then back again.  The little thing 
looked terrified, its fluffy fur standing on end, its tail puffed out and fat.  “Yeah... I think 
I scared the shit out of Bright.” 

“Why did you do that?” 
Claire shrugged.  “She scared me first.” 
Jamie shook his head and clicked his tongue, an exasperated expression on his 

face.  “Only you, Claire,” he sighed patronizingly.  “She’s a kitten!” 
“She came up and brushed against my leg!  I didn’t see her.  You know how I hate 

to be startled,” Claire replied.  She was just giving him a hard time.  He also knew how 
she didn’t like cats. 

“Aww, she didn’t mean to scare you.  She’s just a baby!” Jamie cooed and bent to 
pick up the frightened cat.  Cradling her like an infant, he brought her close to his face 
and planted a big smoochy kiss on the top of her head. 

Claire watched in disbelief.  “Are you turning into a crazy cat lady on me, James?” 
she teased him, totally amused by this show of affection. 

“Eh, I’d need a few more of them to count as that, I think,” he replied seriously, 
scratching Bright behind her fuzzy gray ears. 

“I’m sure your landlord would love that.  I’m surprised you’re even allowed to 
have pets.  We’re not in my complex.” 

“Well, my landlord’s a crazy cat lady herself,” said Jamie with a grin.  “We’re 
allowed to have cats and anything smaller... just no dogs.” 

Claire scoffed.  “That’s discrimination.  Dogs are way better.” 
“No they’re not.  They smell... they drool... you can’t litter box train them...” 
“They’re good companions though... friendly... loyal... obedient.  Have you taught 

Bright to fetch yet, Jamie?  How about to shake?” 
“She’s friendly.  She can shake,” Jamie insisted and picked up one of the kitten’s 

front paws, waggling it around limply.  “See?” 
Claire made a face.  “Pathetic,” she shot back with a wide, teasing grin.  The ‘dogs 

versus cats’ debate was an old one with them; they’d been having it since they’d become 
friends in high school, back when Claire still had a dog, the dog she’d grown up with, 
and Jamie’s family owned two mean old cats.  It was just a big joke between them now. 

“I’m gonna check the steaks,” said Jamie.  “Here, hold her.”  Before Claire could 
protest, he plopped the kitten down in her lap and strode back outside.  Claire aimed her 
middle finger at his back before looking down at the gray fuzzball who was currently 
digging its tiny, razor-sharp claws into her thighs. 

“Ouch,” she muttered and slipped her hand underneath the cat’s little body, 
gently prying it off her lap and lifting it into a more comfortable position – the crook of 



 

her broken arm, its body the perfect size to be cradled by her bent cast.  Bright made 
herself comfy there, curling up and nestling in...  She was actually pretty cute, thought 
Claire, even if she was full of dander and destined to turn into a temperamental brat of a 
cat.  Smiling a little, she gingerly rubbed the top of the kitten’s head.  Her dark gray fur 
was fluffy and incredibly soft. 

By the time Jamie came back in, carrying two large steaks on a plate, Bright was 
sound asleep in Claire’s arms.  She cast a sheepish look up at Jamie, who shot her a 
triumphant smile in return.  “Aww, ain’t that cute,” he remarked.  “I need to get a 
picture of this, as proof... Dianna will have to see it to believe it.” 

Claire just shook her head, but Jamie was serious.  He had dropped the steaks off 
in the kitchen and gone to his bedroom to get his camera before Claire got around to 
getting the cat off of her.  “Smi-ile,” he sing-songed as he raised the digital camera, a 
smug grin spreading across his face as he studied the viewfinder on the back of it.  Claire 
put on a cheesy, sarcastic smile as the camera flashed, leaving bright spots dancing 
before her eyes. 

The flash of light caused the kitten to open her eyes and look around, 
discombobulated.  She stretched out her paws, clawing Claire’s shirtsleeve, and hopped 
down a moment later.  “Lemme see,” Claire demanded, leaning forward as she reached 
out for Jamie’s camera.  He handed it to her, and she played with the buttons until she 
got the image of her holding the cat to come up on the tiny screen.  “Cute,” she said 
dryly, grimacing as she gave the camera back to him.  “Can we eat now?” 

“Ah ah ah, wait just a minute,” Jamie replied, wagging his finger at her.  “I’ll 
come get you when it’s all ready.”   He hurried back into the kitchen, where she heard 
him rummaging around, opening and closing cupboards, clinking dishware and utensils 
together. 

A minute passed... several, in fact, before Jamie finally came back into the living 
room.  “Dinner is served,” he announced grandly, making a sweeping gesture towards 
the kitchen.  Laughing, Claire got up and followed him into the other room.  There she 
found the kitchen table all set for two, both plates filled with steaming hot food that 
made her mouth water.  Juicy steak... baked potatoes... crisp salad... and garlic bread 
that looked almost dripping with butter and garlic... it all looked heavenly. 

“Wow, Jamie,” she said, sinking down into the chair he pulled out for her.  “This 
looks great!  I forgot you could cook!” 

“Mom taught me well,” he replied with a smirk and then motioned to her plate.  
“I hope you don’t mind that I cut your steak for you... I just thought it might be tricky, 
with your arm...” 

She smiled down at the steak, perfectly cut into bite-sized cubes, then up at 
home.  “No, that was really thoughtful.  I’m impressed!” 

Looking pleased with himself, Jamie sat down across from her.  “Dig in,” he 
urged her.  “Let me know how it is.” 

Claire slopped a small puddle of steak sauce onto her plate and stabbed a piece of 
meat with her fork, dragging it through the sauce.  Lifting it to her lips, she put it in her 
mouth and closed her eyes as she bit into it, savoring the taste.  It was just as good as it 
looked and smelled, juicy and grilled to perfection, still tender but not too rare.  She 
opened her eyes and smiled.  “Perfect,” she gave her review. 

They chewed more than talked for the next few minutes, enjoying the dinner.  It 
was a good homecooked sort of meal, the kind Claire only ate when she was at her 



 

 

parents’ house.  It seemed futile to try to prepare this sort of meal just for herself at 
night, and she would probably find a way to mess it up anyway.  Jamie, though... he had 
it down.  Mrs. Turner really had taught him well. 

“So, Clairie,” Jamie said after awhile, raising his eyes to meet hers.  “I have a 
proposition for you.” 

“Oh?  You’re propositioning me?” she asked, arching an eyebrow playfully. 
He smirked.  “Hear me out.  What would you say to dinner with me again on 

Friday?  Dinner out.  With a couple of other people.” 
Claire narrowed her eyes at him suspiciously.  “And who would these other 

people be?  Not Greg and Jerr, would they?” 
“No, no, not them,” Jamie replied, shaking his head quickly.  “I’d never subject 

them to that again – Greg’s afraid of you.”  Claire laughed, remembering with 
satisfaction the way she’d punched him in the face for calling Nick a gimp.  “No, these 
are people from work.” 

He still sounded vague, and she knew he was up to something.  “O-kay... so why 
do you want me there, if it’s a work thing?” 

With a shit-eating grin, Jamie replied, “Well... so one of them is this chick... she’s 
a secretary for the company, and she’s really, really hot.” 

Claire automatically rolled her eyes and immediately knew she was being roped 
into a scheme to help him score with this woman.  Sure enough... 

“So anyway, one of the guys I work with, this guy named Stew... he knows her and 
apparently has some pull with her, so he said he’d hook me up on a date with her... but 
only if I set him up with somebody too.” 

Claire’s eyebrows shot up.  “Whoa, stop right there!” she interjected, holding up 
her hand.  “Would that ‘somebody’ be me?”  A guilty smile started to slide across his 
face, but before he could even answer, she went on, “Jamie, I’m not ready to start dating 
again.  It’s only been a few months since I... left Nick.”  She averted her eyes on this last 
part, still ashamed of it. 

“Hey, don’t freak out, okay?” Jamie replied quickly.  “I’m not setting you up to 
start dating this guy seriously.  All I’m asking for is one date... a group date, with me and 
this hot secretary... her name’s Sarah.” 

“Why can’t you just ask her out yourself?  Why do you have to go through this 
other guy?” demanded Claire. 

“I dunno, I don’t know her that well... I don’t wanna freak her out.  Stew knows 
her, she thinks he’s harmless; he said he’d get her to agree to a group thing so she and I 
could get to know each other, and he did.  Friday night.  The only thing is, now I need to 
hook him up with a date for the night too, and... you’re the only single woman I know 
down here.”  He shot her a cheeky grin. 

“So basically, you’re just using me to get a woman?” she asked, eyebrows cocked.  
“You want me to go on a blind double date with you and some random guy I probably 
have nothing in common with, just so-” 

“He’s really nice,” interrupted Jamie.  “I promise, I wouldn’t set you up with a 
creep.  Please, Claire?  It’s just one night... just a few hours.  Dinner... maybe drinks?  
That’s all, I promise.  Nothing romantic; it’ll just be a casual thing, a fun thing.  And 
after that, you never have to see him again if you don’t want to.” 

Claire gave him a long-suffering look, and he retaliated with puppy eyes, sticking 
his bottom lip out in a perfect pout.  He’d perfected this look; he’d been using it since 



 

high school to get what he wanted.  And usually he got it.  She knew she was falling into 
his trap, but he was just so damn cute when he did that!  She sighed, hating him for it.  
“Fine,” she snapped.  “One night, one ‘date,’ if you’re even going to call it that.  But that’s 
it.  And you’re gonna owe me...” 

“Anything; you got it,” Jamie replied with a wide grin.  “Thanks, Clairie.  You’re 
the best, you know that?” 

She shot him a sarcastic smile and joked, “Yes I am, and don’t you forget it.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 90 
 

At six-thirty on Friday evening, Claire stood in front of the full-length mirror 
she’d hung on the back of her bathroom door, scrutinizing her reflection.  Why she even 
cared what she looked like, she did not know.  This wasn’t a real “date,” per se, at least 
not in her mind.  She was only doing this as a favor to Jamie... although why, she did not 
know either.  He didn’t really deserve any favors from her, after the conflict he’d caused 
when Nick had been in town the week before, but nonetheless, here she was, dressed up 
and ready to go. 

Their reservations were at a sports bar and grill type restaurant, so she’d dressed 
casually nice, in a pair of fitted jeans and a simple wrap top.  Of course, the bright purple 
cast immobilized across her front was an attractive touch.  She rolled her eyes at it, but 
decided it could have been worse.  Much worse.  Again, she wondered why it even 
mattered, because she wasn’t looking to hook up with anyone.  Still, she knew little 
about Jamie’s coworker, this Stew guy, and figured she had better at least try to make 
herself look presentable, just in case.  After all, you never knew when you were going to 
meet someone.  She’d met Nick in the chemotherapy room at the hospital, for crying out 
loud. 

After putting a stray piece of hair back into place, Claire decided she was good to 
go and left the bathroom, shutting the light off on her way out.  Jamie was due to pick 
her up in ten minutes for their seven o’clock reservations.  They’d be meeting their 
“dates,” Sarah and Stew, at the restaurant. 

Flopping down onto her couch, she turned on her TV and waited for Jamie to get 
there. 

 
*** 

 
Rock music and TVs were blaring as the hostess led Jamie and Claire through the 

crowded restaurant to their booth.  Claire saw that two people were already sitting there, 
on opposite sides of the table.  One was a willowy brunette with a deep tan, a waterfall of 
long, shiny hair cascading down her bare back, and large, coffee-colored eyes that were 
framed by thick, mascara-lacquered lashes.  In her presence, Claire felt very plain. 

The other was a skinny guy that looked like he weighed less than her, his boney 
shoulders and elbows protruding through his rust-colored polo shirt, the collar of which 
was buttoned to the very top.  He had short, medium brown hair in a non-descript cut, 
and his thin face was clean-shaven and shaped by delicate features, yet sort of 
handsome in a way. 

“Hey, Sarah,” she heard Jamie greeting the brunette silkily.  Then she felt his 
hand circle her waist.  “Stew, I’d like you to meet my friend, Claire Ryan.  Claire, this is-” 

“Stewart Grose,” chimed in the guy in a deep, loud voice, extending his hand up 
to her. 

His last name is Gross?  That’s unfortunate, was the first thing she thought, 
stifling a giggle as she put on a genial smile and took his hand.  Shaking it amiably, she 
replied, “Nice to meet you... Stewart?  Or do you go by Stew?” 

“Stew is fine,” said Stew, in the same loud, sort of monotonic voice. 
Nodding, she slipped into the spot next to him.  Jamie, she saw, had sidled into 

the booth next to Sarah and was already chattering away to her, the smirk he always got 



 

when he was flirting fixed upon his face.  Clearing her throat, she attracted Sarah’s 
attention and offered the girl a pleasant smile.  “Jamie forgot to introduce us,” she said 
and held her hand out across the table.  “I’m Claire.” 

“Sarah,” the brunette smiled back, shaking her hand lightly before turning back 
towards Jamie. 

Even before a waitress came to take their drink orders, Claire could tell that there 
was not going to be much conversation going on between the four of them.  Jamie and 
Sarah already seemed totally engrossed with each other, leaving her to make small talk 
with Stew.  She shot daggers across the table at Jamie with her eyes, furious with him 
for putting her in this awkward situation, before dutifully turning to her ‘blind date.’  
“So...” she began slowly, “Are you an actuary too?” 

“Yes,” Stew answered and immediately launched into an explanation of his job 
title, detailing exactly what he did for the company for which he and Jamie both worked.  
Claire had heard the condensed version of this job description from Jamie himself, but 
Stew managed to turn it into a five-minute speech.  She tried to keep an interested 
expression on her face, nodding every few seconds at what he was saying, but behind her 
glazed eyes, she wasn’t processing a word of it.  Instead, she was contemplating ways to 
kill Jamie. 

“So, what do you do?” Stew asked her finally. 
Blinking out of her stupor, Claire focused on his face once again and replied, “Oh, 

I’m a dental hygienist.”  She figured there was no explanation needed along with her job 
title, so she left it at that. 

“Oh,” said Stew flatly, looking like he had just caught a whiff of something nasty. 
Claire frowned.  “I like it,” she added.  “Good hours, good money... comfy work 

clothes...”  She forced a smile, which was not returned.  Unnerved, she shifted her eyes 
to one of the many TVs mounted high on the walls.  They were all tuned to various 
sports stations and games, although most were showing the pre-game coverage of the 
Miami Heat basketball game.  “Do you watch a lot of basketball?” she asked Stew, 
gesturing at the TV screen. 

“No.  I don’t really like sports,” Stew responded dryly. 
“Oh.”  -my God, she added internally, rolling her eyes as she looked away.  Be 

nice, she warned herself and turned back to him.  “So what kind of stuff do you like?” 
“Oh... I don’t know... I like history.” 
“History buff, huh?  That’s cool.  Do you watch the History Channel?  They’ve got 

some really cool shows on there... I love Histories Mysteries and Modern Marvels...”  
She babbled on, trying to get him engaged in some kind of conversation, but everything 
she said seemed to lead to a dead-end. 

“No.  I don’t really watch much TV.  Just MSNBC usually.” 
Claire blinked.  “Oh.  So you’re a current events guy?” 
“Yes.” 
“Well, that’s good.  Nice to know what’s going on in the world.” 
“Yes.” 
Claire blinked again.  He reminded her of a robot.  A very, very boring robot.  She 

looked over at Jamie, who was still flirting with Sarah, completely oblivious to her 
fizzling across from him.  At least they seemed to be hitting it off well.  She wished they 
had just gone on a date by themselves and spared her the misery of trying to make small 
talk with a cyborg. 



 

 

When their waitress finally brought their drinks and wrote down their dinner 
orders, Claire realized with dread that the night was just beginning.  This place was 
packed tonight; it was going to take forever to get their food.  Dear God, she thought 
with desperation.  Someone shoot me now. 

After she’d placed her order, she raised her eyes back to the TV screen, thankful it 
was there.  If things didn’t perk up with Stew soon, at least she could be mildly 
entertained by the basketball game. 

This was ruined for her when Stew said, “Excuse me, waitress?  Could you change 
our TV to MSNBC please?” 

Claire looked slowly over at him, thinking he had to be joking.  Too bad he 
seemed to have no sense of humor.  The waitress didn’t react at first, probably thinking 
he was kidding too, but when she saw that he wasn’t, she obediently flipped through the 
channels until she came to the twenty-four hour news station.  Claire sighed softly and 
stole another look at Stew.  She sort of felt like wrapping her hands around his scrawny 
neck and strangling him.  This was torture.  She wanted to say something, but she didn’t 
want to be rude.  Instead, she muttered, “Excuse me; I’m gonna go to the restroom” and 
slid out of the booth before Stew could even reply. 

In the privacy of the ladies’ room, she slipped into an empty stall and dug her cell 
phone out of her purse.  Scrolling through the contacts she had stored on the phone, she 
punched a button and lifted the phone to her ear as it dialed.  Moments later, Laureen’s 
cheerful voice answered, “Hey, Claire!” 

“Ahh, Laureen, thank God you’re there,” Claire exclaimed through a huge sigh.  
“It’s not a bad time or anything, is it?  I just need to rant for a minute.” 

“No, no, it’s fine!  What’s wrong??” 
“Nothing serious.  I’m just sitting in a bathroom stall, hiding out from the most 

god-awful blind date in the history of blind dates,” she agonized exaggeratedly. 
“I didn’t know you were going on a blind date tonight!” said Laureen with obvious 

surprise.  “I didn’t even know you were looking to start dating again.” 
“I’m not,” replied Claire flatly.  “It’s not even really a date... more like a double 

date, but the ‘date’ part is really my friend Jamie and this girl he works with.  He didn’t 
think she’d go out with him unless it was a group thing with this mutual friend they have 
at work, so he dragged me along with him to be this other guy’s ‘date’ just so he could 
get to know this chick.” 

“That sucks!  It sounds like he’s just using you.” 
“He is,” admitted Claire.  “He totally is, and I knew it from the moment he asked 

me.  But I’m just doing it as a favor to him, and he already knows he’s gonna owe me big 
time for this.  He just doesn’t know how much... cause I had no idea it was going to be 
this bad!  As soon as I get a minute alone with him, I’m going to kill him for this.” 

Laureen laughed.  “Why is it so bad?  What’s wrong with the guy?” 
“You know Tim?  Imagine Tim, but void of all personality and interesting 

qualities.  Like Cyborg Tim.” 
“Oh God!” gasped Laureen, sounding horrified.  “That bad??” 
“That bad.  He just made our waitress change the channel on the TV from the 

Heat game to frickin’ MSNBC,” ranted Claire.  “I had to get away... and we’ve only been 
here ten minutes.” 



 

“Oh God!” Laureen cried again.  “Do you need me to save you?  I can call you 
back in a few minutes and pretend to be your mom or something, make up some kind of 
emergency?” 

She sounded so eager that Claire had to smile, but she reluctantly answered, 
“Nah, that’s okay... I should probably just go back out there and suck it up.  It’s only one 
night.  And then I can make Jamie pay.” 

Laureen laughed.  “Okay.  Well, if you change your mind, you can always text me 
under the table.  I’ll have my phone with me.” 

“Thanks, Laureen, you’re the best,” Claire replied.  “I’ll talk to you later, okay?” 
“Alrighty.  Good luck!” 
“Thanks,” Claire laughed.  Feeling better for having vented, she dropped her 

phone back into her purse and unlocked the stall.  She stepped out and found a woman 
standing at the sinks, leaning into the mirror as she applied a generous coat of bright 
magenta lipstick.  Startling, Claire immediately felt her cheeks growing pink; she 
thought she’d been alone in the bathroom.  She started to hurry out when the woman 
spoke up. 

“Honey, take it from me – you need to dump that zero and get yo’self a hero,” the 
woman said emphatically, her eyes on Claire’s reflection in the mirror. 

Claire giggled, and the woman quickly joined in.  “I’m serious now!” she added.  
“If you want me to create a diversion or somethin’ while you scoot on outta here, you 
just say the word, and I got your back.” 

“Thanks,” said Claire, still laughing at the absurdity of this whole situation.  “I 
think I’m gonna stick it out though.  Then I’m gonna kick my friend’s ass for roping me 
into this.” 

“Go on, woman,” the elder urged, grinning at her over her shoulder. 
Grinning back, Claire walked out of the bathroom, trying to keep a straight face 

as she reluctantly made her way back to their table.  Jamie and Sarah were still deep in 
conversation, with all the body language of heavy flirting going on, and Stew was 
engrossed in the report on MSNBC.  He didn’t appear to even notice her when she 
flopped back into the booth next to him, but after a few seconds, he looked over and 
asked, “You okay?” 

Claire forced a cheeky smile onto her face and replied cheerfully, “Fine.  Just had 
to free up some room before I ate, you know?  Hey, speaking of which, you wouldn’t 
happen to have any Beano on you, would you?  The food here gets me a little gassy.” 

Score! she thought triumphantly, trying not to laugh out loud at the revolted 
expression that came over Stew’s face, distorting his refined features.  She’d come out of 
the restroom feeling empowered.  If I’m going to stick it out, why not have a little fun 
with him? she decided. 

“Uh... no,” Stew answered quickly, averting his eyes. 
“That’s okay,” Claire managed to say, then quickly turned her head so that he 

would not see the smile tugging on her lips.  When she’d composed herself, she looked 
back at him and smiled sweetly.  He made sort of a grimace in return. 

“So... uh... what happened to your arm?” he asked after a few minutes of awkward 
silence, seeming desperate to move to a new topic. 

“I was in a car accident, a little over three weeks ago,” she replied. 
“Oh.  Was it your fault?” 



 

 

Claire was caught off-guard by that question.  Some nerve, she thought, but she 
wasn’t going to lie.  Smiling tightly, she replied, “Well, technically... yeah, I guess you 
could say it was my fault.” 

Stew shook his head, looking smugly amused.  “Women... terrible drivers,” he 
scoffed. 

Her eyes widened.  Did he really just say that??  She couldn’t believe it – he was 
not only a total cyborg; he was an asshole too!  “Ex-cuse me?” she spouted indignantly. 

Out of the corner of her eye, she noticed Jamie and Sarah stop talking and look at 
her.  She glanced briefly at Jamie, then back at Stew.  “I see why you have a hard time 
finding women who will go out with you,” she told him matter-of-factly.  “No respectable 
woman wants to date some lame-ass, chauvinistic bore.  And that includes me.” 

Grabbing her purse, she scooted out of the booth and stood up.  Turning to 
Jamie, she said, “I can’t take this guy; I’m sorry.  Have fun with Sarah.”  Then she turned 
on her heel and stalked away. 

Jamie caught up with her just outside the restaurant.  “I hate you!” she exclaimed 
as she rounded on him, giving him a shove.  “That Stew guy is a total dick!!  I thought 
you said he was nice!” 

“He is nice!  At work he is, anyway,” insisted Jamie. 
“And is he as interesting and exciting and personable at work too?” she shot back 

sarcastically.  “Good God!  Are you sure he’s not some machine from the future sent 
back to terminate me?” 

Jamie snorted.  “I love you, Claire.  You’re so funny when you get all riled up like 
this; I like you bitchy.  You shoulda hit him – that woulda been awesome!” 

“Oh, shut up,” she snapped.  “I’m going home.  Enjoy your night with Sarah.” 
“How you gettin’ home?  You want my keys?” Jamie asked, dangling them in 

front of her.  Only then did she remember that he’d driven her that night.  God, she felt 
stupid. 

Feeling herself blush, she replied, “Thanks,” and snatched them out of his hand. 
“You okay to drive?  Or you want me to take you home?” 
“Don’t be stupid.  You’re on a date.  Go back inside; I’ll be fine.  I can drive one-

handed,” she assured him, then added, on sudden inspiration, “Unless you think I 
can’t... ‘cause I’m a woman.” 

Jamie rolled his eyes.  “You know I don’t think that.  I don’t know why he said 
that, but I apologize.  I really thought this would go better.” 

“Whatever.  It was all just about you and Sarah anyway, so I hope that part goes 
well for you.  See ya later,” said Claire and turned away again, heading across the 
parking lot to his car.  He didn’t follow her this time, but when she glanced back, he was 
still standing on the sidewalk in front of the entrance.  She wasn’t really mad at him; 
she’d known the whole time that she was just a pawn in his game to hook up with Sarah.  
She just hadn’t expected to be coupled with such a jackass. 

But what did you expect? she asked herself silently, as she walked along.  To find 
a new boyfriend tonight?  Yeah, right.   She didn’t want to get involved with anyone else 
right now anyway.  The only thing she’d lost tonight was dinner. 

As she unlocked Jamie’s car and climbed into the driver’s seat, chuckling at the 
complete audacity of Stew, the woman in the bathroom’s words returned to her.  Honey, 
take it from me – you need to dump that zero and get yo’self a hero. 

I had a hero, she realized regretfully.  And I dumped him. 



 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 91 
 

The sun was shining in Los Angeles the following morning, and Nick raised his 
hand to his brow to shield his eyes from it as he looked up at the impressive Italian 
Mediterranean style mansion. 

“What do you think?” asked his realtor eagerly, leaning in closer to him.  He tore 
his eyes away from the house to look at her briefly.  Therese Lester certainly fit the 
realtor mold to a T.  An attractive woman in her late thirties, she wore a tapered 
charcoal gray suit with a skirt that swished around her calves, drove a polished luxury 
sedan, and sported a smile that was just as sparkling against the backdrop of her 
smooth, makeup-masked face.  A smile that clearly said, I want to sell you this house! 

“Beautiful,” replied Nick, his gaze returning to the sprawling property.  “It’s... 
big.”  He’d told her he wasn’t looking for anything too grand for his second home.  He’d 
gone that route before and found that all the space and luxuries in the world didn’t 
really make his life that much better.  Something nice, something classy, something 
simple.  That was what he’d had in mind when he’d hired Therese to scope out real 
estate for him. 

“It is, but let me assure you, you will appreciate all the space and special features 
it has to offer.  Let’s go inside for a look, and I’ll tell you all about them.”  Taking his 
forearm, Therese guided him up the front walk to the wide porch.  Taking a set of keys 
out of her bag, she unlocked the colossal front door and pushed it open, ushering Nick in 
first. 

Finding himself in a spacious entryway, Nick nodded his approval as he looked 
around, impressed by his surroundings.  “Really nice,” he murmured. 

“It was custom-built by a Hollywood producer who has a physical disability 
himself, so I think you’ll find it very accessible.  All of the halls and entryways are wider 
than the standard, and the rooms are very open, allowing you to arrange your furniture 
in a way that makes it easy to navigate,” Therese explained.  “You see there’s a staircase 
right here that leads up to the second story, but right here...”  She walked over to a wide, 
gold-trimmed door on the other side of the foyer and placed her index finger on a small, 
raised button nearly camouflaged against the wall next to the door.  “... you’ll find-”  She 
pushed the button, and the door slid open, revealing, “-an elevator.” 

Looking pleased at this trick, the realtor smiled brightly at Nick, who raised his 
eyebrows and came closer to look into the small elevator.  “Wow.” 

“Very convenient, if I do say so myself.  I know you said you don’t mind stairs, but 
this would make navigating between floors even more effortless, wouldn’t you say?  I 
wish I had one in my house.”  She laughed airily. 

As she led him through the rest of the house, Therese kept up a running 
commentary, pointing out all of the usual features and emphasizing the accessibilities.  
At first, Nick was turned off; he hated thinking of himself as ‘handicapped’ and needing 
special accommodations because, frankly, most of the time, he did just fine in normal 
surroundings.  His prosthesis allowed him to climb stairs, and the only times he relied 
on crutches were early in the morning, before he put his leg on, and late at night, after 
he’d taken it off. 

Even so, he had to admit that the house was filled with conveniences.  The master 
bedroom was huge and contained an incredible bathroom that had a walk-in shower 
with handles and a seat built into the wall and a huge, marble whirlpool tub.  All of the 



 

floors were hardwood or granite – no plush carpet to trip over or slick tiles to slip on.  
And he had to admit, that elevator was pretty sweet. 

Once he saw the backyard, with its sprawling patio, gorgeous in-ground pool, and 
postcard view of the ocean, he was sold.  Pulling his gaze away from the stunningly 
turquoise water, he turned to Therese, smiled, and said, “I’ll take it.” 

 
*** 

 
“Will you take it already?” Claire asked through gritted teeth, keeping the cheesy 

smile pasted on her face. 
“Cool your jets; I’m working on it,” insisted her father, squinting at the back of his 

digital camera.  The camera had been a Christmas present from her and her brother; 
now Claire was regretting the technological gift, as she sat waiting to blow out the 
twenty-six blazing candles on the birthday cake in front of her while her dad tried to 
figure out how to take a picture on it.  At this rate, her parents’ house would burn down 
before this happened. 

“Here, Dad,” Kyle said, jumping up and sprinting over to their father.  “Right 
there... there, now just look into this screen and push the button on top... yeah, that one.  
Got it?”  Flashing Claire a thumbs up along with an exasperated smile, Kyle darted back 
to his seat at the table. 

“Alright, ready, Claire?  On three.  One... two...” 
Claire heaved in a deep breath and exhaled on ‘three,’ leaning over the cake as she 

struggled to blow out all of the candles.  It took her two breaths to do it – jeez, she felt 
old.  And yet, her dad still insisted on getting a picture of her blowing out her candles, as 
if she were still a little girl.  She wasn’t complaining though.  God knew she was glad he 
was around to take pictures for her birthday. 

The day had been an okay one so far, not her worst birthday to date, but certainly 
not her best either.  Dianna had taken her out for a birthday breakfast early that 
morning, before her friend had to go to work.  Laureen had called during her lunch 
break to wish her a happy birthday, and Jamie had called in the afternoon, not only to 
wish her a happy birthday, but to make plans with her for Friday. 

Friday was St. Patrick’s Day, both she and Jamie were Irish, and so now that they 
lived in the same city again, it practically went unsaid that they were going to party 
together.  “It’ll just be you and me,” Jamie had promised.  “Unless you want to invite 
anyone else along, that is.  But I know you haven’t had the greatest of experiences with 
any of my friends, so I thought I’d leave them out of this one.”  That was just as well with 
Claire.  Except for Dianna, people Jamie considered ‘friends’ – Greg... Jerr... Stew... – 
weren’t high on her list of favorite people. 

Claire had made her weekend plans with Jamie as she rode with Kyle, Amber, 
and the baby to Gainesville for her birthday dinner at her parents’ house.  It was a usual 
Ryan family tradition; they always gathered for dinner on birthdays.  Yet as her mother 
had hugged her and asked her how her day had been, Claire had felt a pang of longing. 

Last year, she’d spent her birthday with Nick.  And it had been wonderful.  He’d 
woken her up before dawn and taken her out on his boat, where he had a picnic 
breakfast all ready for her.  They’d watched the sunrise together, in each other’s arms.  
They’d been so happy then, both feeling as if, for once, things were going right for them.  



 

 

Nick had recovered from life-threatening lung surgery and was back in remission, as 
was she.  And they were still at the dawn of their relationship. 

What happened to us? she wondered sadly.  Why couldn’t we have stayed that 
way?   At times like these, she missed him so much.  His hugs.  His laugh.  His 
sweetness. 

She had not heard from Nick yet that day and wondered if she was going to.  He 
might still be angry about what had happened with Jamie the last time he’d been home.  
She hadn’t seen him the rest of that week, and he’d left without saying goodbye.  She 
didn’t blame him for being annoyed at her; she’d kicked him out of her apartment, after 
all.  But she’d been annoyed with him too, for practically starting a fight with Jamie.  
Sure, Jamie had deserved it; Jamie had been acting like an asshole.  But Nick didn’t 
have to act like an asshole too.  She’d been exasperated at both of them.  Stupid boys. 

“Claire?”  Her mother’s voice snapped her out of her thoughts, and she looked up.  
“Want me to cut the cake?” her mom asked, holding up a large knife. 

Flexing the fingers on her otherwise useless broken arm, Claire nodded.  “Sure.  
Thanks.”  She watched as her mother sliced proficiently into the large chocolate cake, 
which she’d baked herself, and dole out pieces.  Plopping an extra dollop of frosting on 
Claire’s piece, she slid the plate in front of her with a motherly smile and that doting 
look in her eyes.  It was a look Claire had received often in the months she had spent 
living at her parents’ house while she recuperated from her bone marrow transplant. 

“I can’t believe my little girl’s twenty-six,” she murmured, rubbing Claire’s 
shoulder affectionately.  “Goodness, time flies.  I feel so old.” 

So do I, thought Claire.  Twenty-six.  Jeez.  Twenty-five hadn’t seemed so bad, but 
now that she was on the other side of it, she was struck by a sudden sense of urgency.  
Time was flying, and her life, which had seemed to stand still for months at a time 
during her bouts with leukemia, was steaming full ahead again.  Or at least, it should 
have been.  It was, in the sense that the days were chugging by, but she didn’t feel as if 
she were going anywhere. 

Last year, she had been.  Maybe that was why turning twenty-five had been no 
sweat.  She’d been head over heels in love with Nick, just a few months away from being 
engaged.  A year ago, she never would have guessed that their life together would end 
before it ever really had a chance to begin.  And she certainly couldn’t have fathomed 
being the one who ended it. 

But she had, and now she seemed to be going nowhere again.  She was back to 
living alone in a modest apartment building, with no significant other, and no hope of 
starting a family anytime soon.  It was a little depressing.  Her mother had married 
before she left college and was three years younger than Claire was now when she’d 
gotten pregnant with Kyle.  Of course, times were a little different then, but still... Claire 
had always hoped to be a wife and a mother by the time she turned thirty.  Now that 
milestone was only four years away, and four years wasn’t that long.  She’d spent the last 
three years developing a relationship with Nick, only to have it end in failure.  They 
could still be friends, but eventually, she wanted more than another friend.  She wanted 
a man she could spend the rest of her life with.  But as her engagement to Nick had 
attested, finding the perfect one for her was easier said than done. 

She couldn’t stop thinking about it as she rode home with her brother and his 
wife that night.  Sitting in the back with Kamden, who was sound asleep in his car seat, 
she listened to Kyle and Amber talking in the front.  Occasionally, her brother would 



 

reach over and put his hand on top of Amber’s or gently massage the back of her neck, 
his fingers toying with her hair.  Later, she would do the same, rubbing his shoulder or 
resting her hand on his thigh.  Watching their sweet, subtle gestures of love towards 
each other, Claire was struck with a sudden wistfulness.  As much as her independent 
nature didn’t want her to admit it, she missed the companionship and affection that 
went along with having a significant other. 

But that, she realized, was exactly what had been missing from her relationship 
with Nick right before she ended it.  She’d missed his touch and his company even 
before she’d left him, because he’d left her.  She wanted someone who was going to be 
around... and he hadn’t been. 

Still, now she had no one, and she wasn’t sure it was much of an improvement.  
She didn’t need a man in her life... but she couldn’t deny that she was starting to want 
one again.  Yet the thought of actually being with anyone other than Nick made her 
uncomfortable.  It still felt too soon. 

“Want me to walk you upstairs?” Kyle offered as he pulled his SUV into the 
parking lot of her apartment complex a while later. 

“Nah, you don’t have to.  You guys should get home... it’s getting late, and it’s a 
school night,” Claire replied, flashing a teasing smile at her brother, who taught history 
at one of the local high schools. 

“Yeah, tell me about it,” Kyle groaned and yawned exaggeratedly.  “I’m not used 
to being out this late anymore.” 

“Ya old fart,” Claire jested him. 
Amber laughed, and Kyle turned around in his seat, smiling back at her good-

naturedly.  “Yeah, yeah, you say that now... all I can say is enjoy the rest of your 
twenties, sis, cause once you hit thirty, it all goes downhill from there,” he said with a 
chuckle.  “So go out, have fun, have a life while you still can.” 

“I am.  Jamie and I are gonna hit the bars on Friday, for St. Patty’s Day.” 
“Ah, yeah?  Well, have fun then.  Be careful.  Don’t do anything I wouldn’t do.”  

Kyle winked, but she knew he was only half-kidding.  It didn’t matter how old she got; 
he would still play the protective big brother role. 

“Yeah, yeah,” Claire grumbled with a grin.  As she reached for her door handle, 
she added, “Thanks for the ride to Mom and Dad’s.” 

Kyle laughed.  “You’re the whole reason we went.  Happy birthday, Claire-Bear.” 
Grimacing at the nickname, Claire told them goodbye and got out of the car.  She 

waved once with her good arm as she walked up to her building and then went inside.  
As she trudged up the stairs, her cell phone started to ring, its ringtone muffled from 
inside her purse.  She stopped on the landing to dig it out and glanced briefly at the 
front to see who was calling.  Her stomach gave a little jerk as she saw his name, but she 
answered quickly.  “Hello?” 

“Hey, it’s the birthday girl!” sang Nick’s voice, sounding surprisingly jovial.  She 
was relieved; apparently he’d gotten over his annoyance with her. 

“Hey, Nick!” she replied. 
“Hey yourself – happy birthday!” 
“Thanks!” 
“How’s it been going?” 
“Fine.  Just got back from Gainesville – we had dinner over at my parents’ 

house.” 



 

 

“Yum.  How was that?” 
“Good.  Nothin’ too fancy, but it was nice,” she said, as she finally reached her 

floor.  “So how’s your week been?” 
“Pretty good.  Me and the fellas finished laying down some tracks for a few new 

songs we been workin’ on... I bought a house...” 
Claire came to a halt in the middle of the empty hallway.  She forced a cough and 

said, “Wait, you what?”  He bought a house??  Where?! 
Nick chuckled, and she could tell he was smiling when he repeated, “I bought a 

house.  It’s right near the coast – perfect view of the ocean.” 
“Wait, what ocean?  You mean the Pacific Ocean?” 
“No, the Arctic Ocean.  Yeah the Pacific Ocean,” he laughed, as if it should have 

been obvious. 
“So you’re moving to LA?” she asked, trying to keep the emotion out of her voice.  

Inside, she was reeling.  He bought a place in California?  He’s just going to stay there?  
When will I ever see him if he’s living clear on the other side of the country? 

“Well... sort of.  I mean, I’ve been living here the last few months anyway, so the 
only ‘moving’ I’m really doing is out of D’s house and into my own place.” 

“You mean you’re not selling your house here?”  Her voice rose with hope on the 
last few words; she didn’t want him to leave Tampa for good. 

“Nah... I gotta have a place to live in Florida.  Cali’s great, but the Sunshine 
State’s my home.  With all the work we still have left to do on the album and then 
hopefully a tour, though, I’m gonna have to be spending a lot of time in LA anyway, so I 
just figured it’d be a good idea to get my own place out here, so I don’t have to impose 
on Howie anymore.  He and Bri have houses on both coasts, so it makes sense, you 
know?” 

“Sure,” she said lightly, awed by how casual he was about owning two homes, just 
like that.  She didn’t even own one!  And knowing him, his new house in LA was every 
bit as nice as the one in Tampa.  “So, the house – what’s it look like?”  She wanted to 
know. 

“Oh, it’s awesome... it’s more than I was looking for, honestly, but it was so nice, I 
couldn’t pass it up.  D, like, freaked out on me when I came home and told him I got the 
place on the same day I walked through it, but even he had to agree with me when he 
saw the place.”  Claire could hear the excitement in Nick’s voice as he described the 
house to her; he sounded like a little kid on Christmas.  “I gotta fly you out to see it 
sometime, Claire.” 

“I’d love to, sometime,” she replied, but she knew that wouldn’t be happening any 
time soon.  She’d be back at work by the time he moved in, and after missing so many 
days because her broken arm and eye surgeries, there was no way she could ask for 
vacation time... especially not go see her ex-fiancée. 

“Well, anytime – you just say the word, and I’ll hook you up,” Nick promised. 
On the other end of the line, Claire smiled.  A sad smile.  Nick was moving on 

with his life, and she was happy for him.  She just wished she could settle on a path for 
her own life to take and move on as well. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 92 
 

O’Connelly’s pub on Jefferson was trimmed in green and teaming with a loud, 
rowdy, inebriated crowd who were all claiming to be “Irish” on this particular Friday.  A 
short Asian man walked by with a huge “Kiss Me, I’m Irish” pin blinking like a beacon 
on his chest, and, noticing him, Claire couldn’t help but giggle.  She elbowed Jamie in 
the ribs to point him out and laughed harder as Jamie stumbled uncoordinatedly, 
sloshing green-colored beer all down the front of his kelly green t-shirt, which also read, 
“Kiss me, I’m Irish” in big bold letters.  The only difference was, he really was.  But hell, 
everyone was Irish on St. Patrick’s Day. 

“’Djou want somethin’?” Jamie asked with a slight slur, tilting his head down to 
Claire’s level about ten seconds too late.  The Asian guy was already long gone, having 
disappeared in the crowd. 

“Never mind,” she replied, struggling to make her voice heard above the clamor 
of the boisterous crowd and the live Irish folk band playing in the corner. 

“You havin’ fun?” he called, flashing a lopsided grin. 
“Hell yeah!” she shouted back, raising her pint glass.  Jamie clinked his against 

hers in a toast, sloshing more beer over the edge, and took a deep swallow.  Claire tipped 
her glass back as well, grimacing as the beer hit her throat.  She was reaching the 
bottom, and it had started to get warm.  She swallowed, then took a few breaths to clear 
her head before throwing the rest down.  Tapping Jamie on the shoulder, she pointed to 
her empty glass and said, “I’m gonna get another one!” 

He nodded, and she walked by him, slowly carving a path to the crowded bar.  
The bartenders were all wearing green polo shirts and shiny Mardi-Gras beads.  Some of 
the girls had springy shamrock antennas on their heads, and one of the guys had dyed 
his spiky hair acid green.  “You been helped?” he asked quickly, pointing to her as she 
worked her way up to the long, wooden bar counter. 

“A pint of Guinness, please,” she called out her order, and he nodded, grabbing a 
fresh pint glass and moving to the tap. 

Claire bobbed her head in time to the festive music she waited.  She was pleased 
to find that she was having fun.  It had been a long time since she’d gone out drinking 
like this, and even longer since she’d gone with Jamie.  They hadn’t spent St. Patrick’s 
Day together in years, though in high school, it had been their holiday, whether that 
meant pinching Dianna for not wearing green, ditching school to hang out downtown 
and watch the annual parade, or getting buzzed off of the Bailey’s Irish Cream they’d 
smuggled out of his clueless parents’ fridge. 

The last time she remembered celebrating the St. Patty’s day with Jamie was in 
college, their sophomore year.  It had fallen on a Friday, just like this year, and Jamie 
had come home for the weekend and partied with her at UT.  They hadn’t been old 
enough to drink in the bars like this yet, but they’d had no trouble finding booze and a 
wild crowd elsewhere.  It had been a fun night, despite the fact that it had ended with 
Claire rubbing Jamie’s back as he knelt over a toilet on her dorm floor, puking his guts 
out.  The boy liked to drink, but he’d always had a horrible tolerance for alcohol.  She 
wondered if it had improved at all over the years and realized she didn’t know.  She 
hadn’t seen Jamie as wasted as he had been that night since.  In fact, that had probably 
been the last good time she’d had with him before she got leukemia and everything 



 

 

changed.  She’d spent the next two years just trying to get her life back, as his went on 
without her.  Then he’d moved back north, and that was that. 

She had to admit, though he acted like an asshole some of the time, she was glad 
to have him back. 

The neon-haired bartender slid her drink across the counter to her, and she 
handed him a few bills in return.  Inwardly, she cringed at how rapidly her wallet was 
thinning, but she reminded herself that this was a rarity, and besides, it was St. Patty’s 
Day.  She was already pretty buzzed anyway; she’d cut herself off after the next one.  
Pocketing the change the bartender dropped into her hand, she held her drink high and 
wove her way carefully through the crowd, trying not to spill it. 

“Ew, how can you drink that swill?” asked Jamie the moment she found her way 
back to him, turning up his nose at the black Irish beer. 

“Cause I’m not a little pansy-boy like you,” she shot back and took a rich swallow 
of the thick brew, heavy with white foam.  It was nice and cold, and she enjoyed the feel 
of it sliding smoothly down her throat.  It briefly cooled her warm body from the inside 
out, but as the alcohol hit her system, she felt hot all over again.  The bar was stuffy, and 
she could feel herself starting to sweat.  Still, she felt good.  Better than good, in fact, 
great.  The beers had worked their magic on her, making her feel lose and relaxed and 
giddy.  “We should dance,” she announced loudly to Jamie and held up her drink, “when 
I’m done with this.” 

“Okay,” he replied, nodding as he watched her in amusement. 
Catching his expression, she cocked her head at him and asked indignantly, 

“What??  I’m not that drunk; I just feel like dancing!” 
“Okay,” he said again, and this time she could hear the laughter in his voice.  

Rolling her eyes, she gave him a playful thwack with her cast and took another drink. 
By the time she’d gotten down to the sediment at the bottom of her Guinness, she 

could feel her coordination fading fast, but no matter.  Discarding the near-empty pint 
glass, she grabbed Jamie’s hand and dragged him to the open area in front of the small 
stage where the band had been set up.  They’d left by now, and the listening area had 
been turned into a makeshift dance floor, filled with even less-coordinated people who 
were flailing around wildly to the rock music that blared in the band’s absence. 

“Ahh, I love this song!” Claire squealed as Meatloaf’s “Paradise By the Dashboard 
Lights” started playing.  The song had been around since before she was born, but she’d 
grown up listening to it and all the other classic rock songs her parents liked.  A general 
murmur of approval seemed to swell through the crowd, most of whom were older than 
her, and the dancing grew even faster and sillier. 

Eager to join in, she pulled Jamie in further and started boogieing in time to the 
upbeat music, bouncing on the balls of her feet as she threw her body from side to side.  
She held on to Jamie’s hand, encouraging him to join her, and within a few seconds, 
he’d found her groove and matched his body’s movements to hers. 

Grinning at him beneath the dim green lights, she started singing along. “Well I 
remember every little thing as if it happened only yesterday... parking by the lake and 
there was not another car in sight...” 

Jamie mouthed along, his deep voice drowned out by the volume of the music 
and the other people chanting around them.  “And I never had a girl looking any better 
than you did... and all the kids at school, they were wishing they were me that night...” 

 



 

“And now our bodies are oh so close and tight 
It never felt so good, it never felt so right 
And we’re glowing like the metal on the edge of a knife 
Glowing like the metal on the edge of a knife 
C’mon, hold on tight... c’mon, hold on tight!” 
 
As the music swelled and slowed, Claire moved closer to Jamie, throwing her 

head back as she lip-synced melodramatically, “Though it’s cold and lonely in the deep 
dark night... I can see paradise by the dashboard lights...”    She eased back, then 
shimmied closer as the music picked back up again, her eyes locked with Jamie’s as she 
sang the girl’s part.  “Ain’t no doubt about it, we were doubly blessed... cause we were 
barely seventeen and we were barely dressed...” 

Jamie’s eyes were fixed on hers as well, and they shone with intensity above the 
gentle smirk on his lips. 

 
“Baby, don’tcha hear my heart, you got it drowning out the radio 
I’ve been waiting so long for you to come along and have some fun 
And I gotta let you know, no you’re never gonna regret it 
So open up your eyes, I got a big surprise, it’ll feel alright 
Well I wanna make your motor run...” 
 
The back and forth lip-syncing continued as the song went on, and after awhile, 

Claire forgot about all of the other people dancing around her.  For her, there was only 
the blast of the music, the race of her pulse, and the look on Jamie’s face.  He never 
broke his gaze with her, nor she him.  In the back of her mind, she was aware of this, but 
it wasn’t weird or intimidating at all.  It all felt so comfortable, dancing with him like a 
spaz, being silly and overly dramatic as they did their own improvised karaoke routine 
in the middle of the dance floor, their voices heard by no one.  She had visions of them 
acting the same way at their senior prom, doing the hand jive to the Grease “Mega-Mix” 
that had been popular that year. 

“We’re gonna go all the way tonight, gonna go all the way tonight, tonight; 
We’re gonna go all the way tonight, gonna go all the way tonight, tonight,” they 
chanted together, and Claire broke into giggles, her body sagging against Jamie’s as she 
laughed.  His strong arm came around her, holding her up as she swayed slightly.  She 
got her bearings, but didn’t back away, grinding her body against his instead through 
the “baseball commentary” interlude of the song. 

Her hand drifted from his shoulder down to his chest, and she trailed her fingers 
across his pec suggestively.  Then, at the right moment, she gave him a theatrical shove, 
singing along with the girl on the song, “Stop right there!  I gotta know right now... 
before we go any further... 

 
“Do you love me, will you love me forever? 
Do you need me, will you never leave me? 
Will you make me so happy for the rest of my life? 
Will you take me away, will you make me your wife? 
I gotta know right now... before we go any further 
Do you love me, will you love me forever?” 



 

 

 
Jamie pulled her back up against him, so close that she had to tilt her head back 

to see his face.  Rocking her back and forth in time to the music, he gazed down at her as 
he sang the response.  “Let me sleep on it... baby, baby, let me sleep on it... let me sleep 
on it, I’ll give you an answer in the morning...” 

Back and forth they went, their bodies grinding close together as the intensity 
built. 

 
“... So now I’m praying for the end of time 
To hurry up and arrive 
Cause if I gotta spend another moment with you 
I don’t think that I can really survive 
I’ll never break my promise or forget my vow 
But God only knows what I can do right now...” 
 
“It was long ago, and it was far away, and it was so much better than it is 

today,”  Jamie chanted as the music began to fade.  The lyrics struck a chord in Claire’s 
bleary mind, and for a few moments, she let Jamie guide her movements distractedly, 
forgetting to come in with her own part. 

The song cut short as the intro to an eighties rock song began, and Claire 
stumbled backwards, breathless.  She glanced down briefly as she found her center of 
balance, then looked back up, catching Jamie’s eyes.  They were bright against his 
flushed skin, making them appear even more intense.  She felt her breath catch in her 
throat as she gazed back at him, spellbound.  Her head was spinning, and she wasn’t 
sure if it was all the beer catching up to her, or... something else. 

The skin on her neck tingled as Jamie leaned close to her, his chin swooping near 
that area, where goosebumps had risen.  “Wanna take a breather?” he asked, his low 
voice rumbling in her ear.  She could feel his warm breath on her skin, and the tingling 
sensation intensified. 

“Sure,” she replied shakily and let him take her hand and lead her back to the bar. 
“Two Bud Lights,” he placed his order with the bartender and then moved to 

stand behind her, resting his hands on her shoulders as they waited for the drinks.  
When the bartender slid two open bottles across the counter, Jamie stepped around 
Claire and paid him for both, then handed her one of them. 

In the back of her mind, she knew she shouldn’t keep drinking, but she was 
overheated from dancing, her throat dry from singing, and she couldn’t resist the cold 
beer in her hands.  “Thanks,” she told Jamie and took a long, slow swallow, savoring the 
refreshingly cool liquid as it slid effortlessly down her throat. 

“Let’s go sit down,” he suggested, and Claire nodded gratefully; her legs had 
started to feel sort of rubbery.  Putting his hand on the small of her back, Jamie guided 
her through the crowds to the smattering of tables against the walls.  But, looking 
around in dismay, they both saw that all of the tables were occupied, every chair full.  
They moved to a spot against the wall instead, where Claire leaned, taking another sip of 
beer. 

“You still havin’ a good time?” asked Jamie, drawing near her again to make his 
voice heard above the background noise. 



 

“Yeah,” she smiled.  Gesturing to the people still dancing, she added, “That was 
fun.” 

“Yeah,” he agreed.  “Reminded me of back in the good old days... if only they’d 
played the Grease song.”  Flashing a cheesy grin, he did the hand jive with one hand, his 
beer bottle jostling precariously in the other. 

Claire beamed, amazed that he had remembered that too.  “You’re the one that I 
want,” she sang teasingly, off-key, “You-hoo-hoo, honey!” 

Jamie sang the “Honey!” too, impishly jutting his face forward towards hers like 
John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John in the movie.  Her giggle was smothered when 
he went a step further, capturing her lips in an impulsive kiss. 

Before Claire fully comprehended what had just happened, it was already over, 
and Jamie was pulling away, watching her cautiously.  The expression on his face was 
that of a little boy, caught with his hand in the cookie jar, as if he were waiting for her to 
get angry at him.  But she was too stunned to be mad, and by the time that it occurred to 
her that perhaps she should get mad, she couldn’t.  Not with the way her lips were 
suddenly tingling, sending pleasant little shivers through her entire body. 

Oh my... she thought, staring at Jamie through wide eyes.  The opening lyrics of 
the song they’d just been singing played through her head, eerily perfect.  I got chills... 
they’re multiplying... and I’m losin’ control... 

Mistaking her stunned look for one of indignation, Jamie gave her a sheepish 
smile and said, in a small voice she could barely hear, “I’m sorry.”  Trying to look sorry, 
he stuck out his bottom lip, forming the pouty look he’d perfected.  Then, as if he felt the 
need to justify himself, he added, “I-I didn’t mean to... I couldn’t help it.  You looked so 
kissable,” he offered, shrugging, and smiled hopefully. 

Claire finally found her voice, though it was noticeably higher pitched than usual.  
“Can we go outside?” she asked weakly, feeling a strong desire to get out of the stuffy 
club all of a sudden.  She desperately needed to clear her head. 

“Sure,” said Jamie with a shrug.  He took one last swig of his beer before 
abandoning the bottle, and she did the same, leading the way towards the open door of 
the bar.  It took awhile to find ‘fresh’ air; the sidewalk outside the pub was just as 
crowded as the space inside, with drunken men and women in green, most of them 
smoking.  Coughing, Claire hurried Jamie through the ashy haze and away from the 
crowds. 

“There’s a park up here,” Jamie said, gesturing up the street a ways.  “Wanna go 
there and... talk?” 

“Yeah,” Claire answered breathily, concentrating on simply walking properly, 
without weaving or stumbling.  Those last few shots of beer had gone straight to her 
head, which felt fuzzy from the alcohol and fried from the spark of a kiss Jamie had 
zapped her with.  Oh my God, he really did just kiss me, didn’t he? her intoxicated mind 
marveled.  She let out a giggle. 

Jamie turned to look at her, his concerned expression morphing into one of 
amusement.  “What’s so funny?” 

She just shook her head; she’d wait until she was sitting down.  When they 
reached the park, she let Jamie take her hand and lead her carefully through the soft 
grass to the nearest bench.  She sank down upon it, grateful to get off her wobbly legs, 
and Jamie sat down next to her, putting his hand on her back.  “Are you alright?” he 
asked, with the same hint of amusement in his voice. 



 

 

“Yes... no thanks to you.  I think you got me drunk, James Thomas,” she accused, 
narrowing her eyes at him. 

“Hey, I drank more than you!” he laughed. 
“Well, you’re bigger than me,” she huffed.  She tried to cross her arms and was 

momentarily confused when her right hand thwacked against something hard.  Then she 
remembered her left arm was already bent and would stay so until her cast came off in a 
couple weeks.  She scowled down at the meddling purple cast. 

“Are you mad?” asked Jamie, peering over at her. 
“No,” she answered easily and started giggling again.  “No, I got myself drunk, 

didn’t I?”  It was the only thing that was clear to her at the moment, as she felt herself 
growing steadily more and more trashed as her system absorbed the alcohol.  Swinging 
her legs back and forth over the side of the bench, she decided she didn’t really care.  
She felt great!  Better than great!  Electrified! 

“Just a little, sweetie,” Jamie said, patting her on the head like she was a child. 
She swatted his hand away but forgot to get mad at him for patronizing her – 

there were more pressing matters at hand.  “Did you kiss me?” she asked, blinking at 
him several times, until his face came into focus.  God, he looked good, she realized.  His 
face seemed to glow beneath the soft light of the streetlamps in the park, and she could 
just make out a few beads of sweat on his forehead, beneath a fringe of slightly damp, 
dark curls.  She remembered the days of running her hands through those irresistible 
curls as he pleasured her with his kisses. 

“Yes,” he answered softly.  As her eyes dropped to his moving lips, she licked hers 
unconsciously, suddenly aware of a fire kindling deep within her, a fire that had hadn’t 
flickered in months. 

Oh God, the realization hit her.  Jamie... I want him. 
Startled, her eyes flitted back up to his, absorbing their blueness.  She’d always 

loved his eyes.  They were beautiful.  He was beautiful.  “Jamie...” she murmured his 
name, closing her eyes briefly.  When she opened them, he was still looking at her. 

“Yes?” he asked with a smirk. 
“Will you kiss me again?” 
She had already started moving closer to him, moistening her lips, when she 

heard his flat response. 
“No.” 
She froze so suddenly, she nearly toppled over.  Blinking, she cocked her head at 

him.  “Why not??” 
“Cause it’s your turn.  Kiss me... I’m Irish.”  He pointed out the words on his shirt 

with a cheeky grin, giggling.  Claire started giggling too, though she wasn’t sure why it 
was so funny.  Would she have still laughed if she hadn’t been drinking?  Haha, she was 
drunk, wasn’t she? 

“Quit laughin’, Clairie.  You can’t kiss me if you’re laughin’,” said Jamie, but he 
was laughing himself.  Claire only giggled more hysterically, eventually falling into him.  
He pried her off of him long enough to free his arm, which he then slipped around her, 
pulling her close. 

“Mmm... you smell good,” she said loudly, sniffing him as she snuggled up 
against him.  “Is that cologne?” 

“Yep.  Calvin Klein, Truth.” 
“Truth...” 



 

“Uh-huh.  You wanna know the truth?” 
“Truth?” 
Jamie put his face close to hers, his lips brushing her earlobe as he whispered, “I 

really want you to kiss me now.” 
Claire stopped giggling as her heart swelled, leaving her feeling sort of dizzy, but 

in a good way.  She sat up straighter and turned to look at Jamie.  He was gazing back at 
her, one of his dark brows arched in anticipation, his lips curved into that sexy little 
smirk of his.  She licked her lips again and slipped her good arm around his neck, gently 
guiding his head down as she tipped her chin towards it. 

When their lips met, her body began to tingle with pleasure again.  This time it 
was not like lightning, quick and fleeting, but like the finale of a fireworks show... 
constant sparks that exploded and streaked through her body, taking her breath away.  
In her mind, she was eighteen again, young and carefree... happy and in love... 

So in love... 
Her soul was in ecstasy, as if an eight-year craving was finally being fulfilled.  She 

hadn’t realized how much she had missed him, but now that she was in Jamie’s arms, 
her lips locked with his, she remembered what she had forced herself to forget for all 
these years.  How warm he felt... how good he tasted... how amazing he made her feel, 
her heart fluttering, stomach somersaulting, serotonin coursing, goosebumps rising. 

It was as if she were kissing him for the first time.  Again. 
But this time, they were both older, more experienced.  The kiss wasn’t too wet or 

too dry, too light or too forceful, too short or too long.  They ended it with breath to 
spare, but once she’d had a chance to inhale, she found his lips on hers again, kissing 
her hungrily. 

She kissed back, caught up in her lust, too tipsy to realize the can of worms she 
was opening as she parted her lips against Jamie’s, letting his tongue slip into her 
mouth... letting him slip back into her heart. 

 
*** 

 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 93 
 

Claire’s first feeling upon waking up was pain.  The second was confusion.  She 
had a horrible headache, which was only made worse when she opened her eyes; even 
the small amount of light streaming through the slats of the mini-blinds hurt.  
Squinting, she looked around blearily for a way to block out the offending brightness.  
That was when she realized with a start that she was not in her own room. 

With a gasp, she threw the covers off of her, then froze, as she felt the cool room 
air on her bare thighs.  Looking down, she noticed several things.  She was nearly naked 
from the waist down, though, thank God, she still had panties on.  On top, she was 
wearing nothing but a baggy t-shirt which was not her own.  It was clearly a guy’s shirt, 
and the sheets she’d thrown back were dark gray – guy sheets.  Oh God, Claire thought, 
squirming with shame at the realization that she had woken up in a man’s bed.  Still 
discombobulated from sleep, she tugged the sheets back up to cover her lower half and 
tried desperately to remember the night before. 

She didn’t have to piece much together, for at that moment, the bedroom door 
opened, and Jamie appeared.  Dressed in nothing but his boxers. 

“Morning,” he greeted her with his usual smirk. 
Claire didn’t answer right away.  Her eyes traveled from Jamie’s bare chest to her 

own body, which suddenly felt very exposed, despite the t-shirt.  His t-shirt.  Where 
were her clothes?  She looked around the room frantically, finally spotting them in a 
heap on the floor, her tangled bra on top.  The jeans and green tee he’d been wearing the 
night before were lying in their own pile, just a few feet away. 

Horrified, Claire looked back up at Jamie, feeling her face growing warm.  “What 
happened?” she asked hoarsely, wanting to gag on her words.  “We didn’t...  Did we...?” 

“Sleep together?” inserted Jamie, his smirk broadening.  “Well, we definitely slept 
together... but we didn’t sleep together, if that’s what you mean.” 

Claire blinked and looked away from him for a moment, thinking hard.  She 
finally decided he was telling the truth; she didn’t feel like she’d had sex last night.  The 
scary thing was, she didn’t remember.  All she could recall was being with Jamie in the 
bar, drinking and dancing... and then... 

The kiss. 
It was the last thing she remembered, kissing Jamie in the park.  Her lips tingled 

as the memory, and soon all the hairs on her body had risen.  She pulled the covers 
closer around her as the shivers rushed through her body and chanced another look up 
at him, her cheeks reddening as she met his eyes.  “Oh God... we made out though, 
didn’t we?” she asked bluntly, cringing at the question. 

She felt ashamed.  It was the closest she’d ever come to having a one-night stand, 
though it was anything but.  They’d already established that they hadn’t had sex, and 
kissing wasn’t a crime.  Besides, it wasn’t like he was a random stranger she’d picked up 
in a bar.  He was Jamie. 

Oh God.  He was Jamie. 
Jamie nodded slightly.  “I was hoping you’d remember that much,” he replied, the 

corners of his mouth turning upwards in a small smile. 
Claire squirmed again, uncomfortable with the way he was looking at her.  She 

felt like she was in some kind of time warp.  This isn’t right... I got over him years ago, 



 

damn it!  she thought desperately, staring up at him.  “What do you mean?” she asked 
flatly.  “Why were you hoping I’d remember it?  Did you like it?” 

He gave her a wounded look.  “Of course I liked it,” he replied defensively.  “Why 
wouldn’t I have liked it?” 

Claire gave him a long, hard look through narrowed eyes.  “Because I’m your 
friend, Jamie.  Nothing less, nothing more.  You made it perfectly clear that we should 
just be friends years ago, when you told me we shouldn’t date anymore.  So why should 
you enjoy kissing me now?” 

Jamie cleared his throat and lowered himself to the edge of the bed.  Turning to 
face her, he looked her right in the eyes and answered, “Because I was wrong years ago.  
I never should have broken up with you before college.  And what’s funny is, I realized 
that when we were still in college.  But you know me... too damn proud to admit it.” 

Claire swallowed hard.  She could feel her heartbeat starting to accelerate, as she 
realized what he was saying.  But she didn’t quite know how to react yet, so she let him 
go on without saying anything. 

“And then you... you got sick-” Jamie faltered, his gaze momentarily leaving her 
eyes as he shifted his weight awkwardly.  “-and the timing just never seemed right.  I 
mean... I had enough trouble just being a friend to you then, right?”  He blushed shame-
facedly, briefly looking away from her again, then returned his gaze to her.  She couldn’t 
find the breath to speak, so she simply offered him a smile, wordlessly encouraging him 
to go on. 

“But I’m older now... more mature.  We both are.  I’m a completely different 
person than I was in high school, and I know you are too, but... you’re still the only 
person who makes me feel... well, the way you do.  You know I’ve never had a 
relationship that lasted as long as yours and mind did, since I left you.  I’ve dated, had a 
few ‘girlfriends’ if you wanna call them that, but none of them meant as much to me as 
you do.” 

“I take it you’re not holding out much hope for you and Sarah?” Claire asked with 
a smirk.  She knew she shouldn’t be joking right now, when he was pouring out his heart 
to her, but it was all too much for her to take in.  She wasn’t ready to have to react to that 
yet; she didn’t even know how she felt about it.  So she’d delay thinking about it as long 
as possible. 

Jamie grimaced.  “Nah... Sarah’s beautiful, don’t get me wrong... she has a real 
pretty face, but inside-”  He tapped the side of his head.  “-there’s not much.  I like a girl 
with a brain and a sense of humor.”  He offered her a smile.  “Sarah hasn’t got much of 
either.” 

“Typical pretty airhead then.” 
“Yeah.” 
“So you put me through the blind date from hell to find this out?”  Claire smirked 

again, enjoying watching him squirm. 
“My mistake,” he conceded.  “Let me make it up to you.” 
“I thought last night was your way of making it up to me.” 
Jamie smirked and leaned closer to her.  Lowering his face so that it was directly 

in front of hers, he whispered, “Then let me do it again.”   And he closed his eyes, his lips 
making a beeline for hers. 

Startled, Claire caught him by the shoulders and held him back.  “Jamie, stop,” 
she protested, her voice cracking a little.  His eyes flew open, looking slightly wounded.  



 

 

She shook her head sorrowfully.  “I’m sorry.  I just-  This is a little too sudden for me.  I 
mean, last night I thought we were just friends, and now... now you want to be more 
again?  I just need some time to think about that, okay?” 

He nodded.  “Understandable,” he relented, easing back and straightening.  He 
cleared his throat and asked, “Um, you need some aspirin or anything?” 

“You don’t have to go changing the subject,” she said.  “Just no kissing, okay, for 
right now?  But since you mentioned it... a couple aspirin would be great.”  A sheepish 
smile accompanied her pleading tone; her head was still throbbing with the effects of a 
hangover, and his confession had sent it spinning. 

Jamie got up immediately.  “I’ll get you some,” he told her and left the room. 
As soon as he was gone, Claire let out a shuddering sigh and closed her eyes, 

pressing her palm against her forehead.  So Jamie really did still have feelings for her.  
Everyone who had told her that – Dianna... Nick... - had been right all along. 

Nick... 
As his face swam before her mind’s eye, she felt a pang in her heart... a stab of 

guilt.  Though they had been apart for months, a part of her felt as if she’d betrayed him 
by letting herself kiss Jamie last night. 

But the worst was the realization that she’d enjoyed the kiss... and it hadn’t been 
just because of the warm, contented feeing she got when she drank.  As much as she 
wanted to deny it, she’d felt something.  The same feelings she’d experienced every time 
she’d kissed him as a teenager, still young and innocently in love.  Her body broke out in 
tingles just thinking about it now, and she was startled to feel goosebumps rise on her 
skin.  She jerked the covers up higher around herself, but she knew she wasn’t just 
reacting to the chill from the air conditioner. 

No, there was something.  She didn’t want to admit it, but the way her heart was 
fluttering in her chest was a dead giveaway – try as she might to ignore them, she still 
had feelings for Jamie.  She thought she’d gotten over them, but the kiss had brought 
them all hurtling back to her. 

She imagined Nick laughing snidely, humorlessly, reacting as if he could read her 
thoughts.  “I told you,” he spat scathingly.  “I told you so.  All along, you’ve just been 
interested in getting back together with Jamie Turner.” 

She hung her head.  No, she thought fiercely.  It’s not true.  I loved you; I really 
loved you.  I still love you. 

But another voice deep inside her probed, But do you also still love Jamie? 
Claire fidgeted on the bed, torn.  Torn between a sense of loyalty to Nick and 

refusal to believe for a second that she’d had any feelings for Jamie while she was 
engaged to him... and the way her heart was beating erratically at the memory of kissing 
Jamie last night. 

Maybe she did still love Jamie... or maybe she didn’t.  But either way, she could 
no longer deny there was something there.  The kiss had stirred up feelings in her she 
thought had vanished long ago... but there was no arguing it now – they were back.  The 
question was, was she merely enjoying the memory of those feelings, a memory Jamie’s 
lips had evoked? 

Or had she never stopped loving him? 
 

*** 
 



 

“What’s so wrong with the idea of you loving Jamie anyway?” Dianna asked two 
weeks later, arching her dark, perfectly-sculpted eyebrows at Claire above her frozen 
latte. 

Claire sighed, avoiding her friend’s eyes.  “I dunno... it feels so right and so wrong 
at the same time.  I don’t know if that even makes sense, but that’s how it is.” 

“Yeah... why does it feel so wrong to you?” probed Dianna. 
“’Cause... I was in love with Jamie when I was a teenager.  I’m not a teenager 

anymore.  I’m a totally different person now, and I shouldn’t still have feelings for my 
high school sweetheart!  I got over him years ago!” 

“Or you think you got over him, ‘cause you felt like you had to,” Dianna pointed 
out.  “But maybe you really never did.  Don’t forget, he’s the one who broke up with you.  
You were heartbroken; don’t you remember?” 

“Yes... but that was so long ago!” 
“Oh Claire... what does that have to do with anything?  Maybe you still feel this 

way because he’s the one.  Have you ever thought of that?  Think how romantic that 
would be – apart for all these years, resigned to just being friends, only to rekindle your 
romance and get back together!” gushed Dianna, smiling dreamily. 

Claire just rolled her eyes, fighting the smile that was tugging on her lips as well.  
Dianna had been over the moon when she found out what had happened on St. Patrick’s 
Day and would have liked nothing more than for Claire and Jamie to get back together.  
“You two were the cutest couple ever in high school, and you only broke up so you 
could be free in college.  Well, college is long over, and none of your relationships since 
have worked out, so... why not give it another try together?  I mean, what have you 
got to lose?” she’d reasoned. 

Her logic had made sense to Claire, but it sounded so clichéd, like the plot of a 
cheesy love story.  The long lost high school sweethearts, ending up together years later, 
as adults.  She always wondered, if they were so meant to be, why had they broken up in 
the first place?  Clearly, something hadn’t been right. 

“Yeah, well, welcome to the real world, Di,” she replied cynically, making a face at 
her friend across the table.  “Anyway, you can’t talk about anyone being ‘the one’ when 
you’ve only been going out for two weeks.” 

Going out... dating... were those the proper terms?  Claire wasn’t sure, but that’s 
what it seemed like she and Jamie had been doing these last couple of weeks.  Against 
her better judgment, she’d gone out drinking with him several more times that first 
week, and in the second, they’d moved on to dinner together, just the two of them, 
bowling on Thursday, and last night, a movie.  Of course, these were all things that 
friends did together, but somehow, Claire knew they’d unceremoniously moved past the 
‘friendship’ line. 

Still, they were taking it slow.  She wasn’t ready to call him her boyfriend again 
yet, and even ‘dating’ seemed like a stretch, but if they kept this practice up, she’d have 
to start using the term eventually.  As guilty as it made her feel, she was having fun 
spending time with Jamie again, and she was well aware of the sparks that flickered 
every time he touched her or looked at her in just a certain way these days.  The kiss had 
ignited something between them that didn’t seem about to die anytime soon. 

“But you haven’t just been going out for two weeks.  You dated for over a year!  
Longer than you and Nick dated, I might remind you... and you thought he was ‘the one,’ 
didn’t you?” 



 

 

Claire groaned.  “Please, don’t mention Nick, Di,” she mumbled. 
Dianna’s brow creased with sympathy.  “I’m sorry, girl... I thought this was a sign 

that Nick was just a thing of the past, you dating Jamie.” 
“Yeah, well, apparently I have problems letting people go.  If I’m still in love with 

Jamie after eight years, I’m allowed to still have feelings for my ex-fiancée, who I only 
broke up with four months ago.” 

“Good point... and you don’t have to get a tone with me.”  Dianna frowned. 
“I’m sorry.  Just... leave it for now, okay?” Claire pleaded, finishing off her 

smoothie with a rather loud slurp.  “You ready?” 
“Sure.”  Dianna picked up her drink and her shopping bags and slung her purse 

over her shoulder as she stood up.  Claire grabbed her purse and pitched her empty cup 
in the trash bin as she followed Dianna out of the dusky coffee shop and back into the 
open of the brightly-lit mall. 

Now that it was almost April, all of the stores had been stocked with their 
summer lines, and their were huge sales on the leftover “winter” clothes.  Dianna had 
dragged Claire shopping with her, and they were slowly making their way from store to 
store, Dianna pouring over the new summer fashions while Claire rummaged through 
the clearance racks, hoping for good finds among all the ugly clothes no one had bought 
in December.  She wasn’t having much fun though.  It was too much of a hassle to try on 
clothes with her arm in a cast – not that she enjoyed trying on clothes in the first place – 
and as much as she loved Dianna, the woman could be so damn nosy sometimes. 

Still, she wasn’t sure why she was in a bad mood.  She should have been happy 
with the way things were going in her life right then.  She was starting to move on from 
her failed engagement to Nick... next week, she had appointments with both her eye 
surgeon, to fix her remaining cataract, and her orthopedist, to get her cast off... and 
tomorrow, Jamie had promised to take her shopping for a new used car, to replace her 
totaled Toyota.  Everything that had gone wrong for her in the last few months was 
starting to fix itself. 

So why was she so hesitant to go with the flow? 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 94 
 

Nick awoke with a start, along with the sinking feeling that he was late.  Instantly 
flustered, he boosted himself up onto one elbow to check the clock on the table next to 
his bed.  It was flashing 12:00.  “Damn it,” he grumbled; the power in Howie’s house 
must have gone off in the night.  No wonder his alarm hadn’t gone off.  Wondering if 
Howie had overslept too, Nick grabbed his cell phone instead to check the time.  Sure 
enough, the little window in the silver outer casing read 9:46.  Shit.  They’d been 
meeting at the studio at eight every morning that week. 

Every morning... wait a minute, Nick thought all of a sudden, frowning 
suspiciously.  What day is it?  Disoriented, he flipped the phone open, this time to check 
the date.  Saturday, April 1, 2006, read the display in the corner. 

“God damn it,” Nick groaned out loud, flopping dramatically back against the 
pillows.  What a moron.  He wasn’t sure what had woken him up, but he must have been 
sleeping deeply before that to be so out of it.  It was Saturday, for crying out loud.  No 
studio today.  Instead, Brian and Leighanne were having a cookout at their place, 
assuming the weather held out. 

And it was April Fool’s Day. 
This year, he was not surprised by the “holiday,” as he had been last year.  He’d 

seen it coming and had been plotting for it all week.  April Fool’s Day was like Christmas 
for pranksters, and in the Backstreet camp, Nick was king.  Or at least he had been once.  
The last few years had been weird.  On April Fool’s Day 2003 (unbeknownst to him), 
he’d been in the hospital, undergoing tests to stage his newly-diagnosed cancer.  Exactly 
one year later, he’d lost his leg to the very same.  But it had been two years since that 
misery, and he was determined not to let the memory of it haunt him today. 

Last year, he’d managed to prank Claire.  This year, he was gonna get the guys. 
Now that he was fully awake, his evil genius plans returned to him in full form, 

and he hastily climbed out of bed, eager to start carrying them out.  After a quick 
shower, he pulled on a clean pair of boxers and his artificial leg, then finished dressing 
as fast as he could.  He dragged a comb through his wet hair and brushed his teeth 
before descending the stairs. 

Howie was sitting in the kitchen when Nick walked in, sipping a mug of coffee.  
“Morning, Nicky,” he said, smiling up at Nick.  “Sleep okay?” 

“Yeah... slept really good, actually,” replied Nick.  “I dunno what woke me up, but 
I was out of it, man.  Thought we were late for the studio.” 

“Nope.  Saturday,” Howie grinned.  “You still on for Bri and Leigh’s later 
though?” 

“You bet,” said Nick, walking over to the fridge.  He opened it and pulled out the 
container of orange juice.  He shook it up a little before twisting the top off and taking a 
sip, straight from the carton. 

“Ni-ick!” Howie scolded as soon as he caught him.  “That’s so sick; I don’t want 
your germs!  Jeez, when are you moving into your own house?”   He winked to let Nick 
know he was kidding – well, about that last part anyway; he still looked disgusted about 
the orange juice. 

Nick just grinned, wiping his mouth with the back of his hand.  “Two weeks – the 
week after Easter.  Then I’ll be out of your hair.” 



 

 

Howie nodded.  “Good.  Then I’ll be able to drink my own orange juice again 
without swallowing Nick spit.”  Nick snickered as he recapped the juice container and 
stuck it back in the fridge.  “There’s still plenty of coffee in the pot if you want any,” 
Howie added, but Nick shook his head. 

“No thanks, I’ma run to the store and get some of those little chocolate donuts.  
Got a craving.”  He shot Howie a wide smirk, which Howie returned with a look of total 
exasperation.  Howie was a health nut; the mere thought of those waxy little Hostess 
donut gems made him cringe.  Which was exactly why Nick liked to eat them in front of 
him.  “Be back in a few,” said Nick as he walked out. 

He drove to the nearest Walgreen’s and parked.  Inside, he spotted his beloved 
little chocolate donuts in the large Hostess display at the end of one of the aisles.  He 
grabbed a box so that he would not forget later, then hurried to the other end of the 
store, scouring the aisles for what he needed. 

A few minutes later, the girl at the counter rang up his purchases: Hostess 
chocolate donut gems, a bag of the biggest size of Tootsie Rolls he’d been able to find, a 
tube of mascara that promised ultra-thick lashes, and a cheap pair of sunglasses with a 
band of plastic connecting the frames above the nose bridge.  The checkout girl gave him 
a strange look when she dragged the mascara across the scanner, but he just offered her 
an innocent smile and batted his eyelashes a little. 

He hid his purchases under the seat of his car when he got back to Howie’s house 
and brought in only the donuts, which he promptly opened, offering one to Howie, who 
was still sitting in the kitchen, reading the Saturday morning paper. 

Howie wrinkled his nose.  “No way,” he refused.  “Even if those things were 
edible, you’ve probably done something to them.” 

“Done something to them?” Nick repeated in mock innocence.  “What are you 
talking about, Howie?” 

“ ‘April Fool!’ ” Howie mocked him return, cocking an eyebrow skeptically.  
“Don’t think I haven’t realized what day it is.”  He jabbed his finger into his newspaper, 
pointing to the date in the corner.  “It’s April first.  April Fool’s Day.  Nick Carter’s 
favorite holiday.  I’m gonna be on the lookout all day, buddy, so don’t try me,” warned 
Howie, shaking his finger at Nick. 

Nick shook his head, conjuring up the most wounded expression he could.  “God, 
Howie,” he said, letting a whine slip into his voice.  “April Fool’s Day?  You think that’s 
all I’ve got to think about today?  Who gives a shit about April Fool’s anymore?  Not 
me... not since they cut my fucking leg off... two years ago today, in case you forgot.”   He 
swallowed hard before adding coldly, “You could show some sensitivity, you know.” 

Nick knew that AJ, possibly Brian, and maybe even Kevin would have seen 
through his bluff instantly and called him on it.  But Howie “Sweet D” Dorough was 
gullible, and he fell right for it, his face crumpling.  “Oh Nicky,” he murmured, looking 
stricken, his kind brown eyes wide with worry and shame.  “I’m sorry.  I-I didn’t know 
you...  Well, I guess it’s still a sensitive subject, huh?  Of course it is.  Sorry, bud.  You 
alright?” 

Nick had to fight hard to hold back the smile that was tugging at the corners of 
his mouth.  Inside, he was cracking up, but trying to keep his outside a mask of self-pity, 
he sighed and replied, “Yeah, I’ll be okay.  It’s just hard, you know?  I... I miss the old 
me.” 



 

Howie grabbed his hand and squeezed it fiercely.  “You’re still the same you, 
Nick; you know that!” 

Nick pursed his lips, hard, to keep from smiling, and shook his head again, 
slowly.  “Sometimes I don’t think so.  I’ve changed, in more ways than one.  You’re right; 
the old Nick totally would have pranked you today.  But look at me... I just don’t care 
anymore.  It’s not important.  It’s just... dumb.” 

A smile snuck across Howie’s face, and he patted Nick’s hand like a father would 
to his son.  “That’s just because you’re more mature now, Nick.  At some point, everyone 
has to grow up and change.” 

Nick nodded.  “I guess you’re right,” he sighed and set his donuts down on the 
table.  “I’ll be right back,” he said, desperate to get out of the room; he couldn’t keep a 
straight face forever.  He started to leave the kitchen, then paused on his way out.  “And 
for the record,” he added, “Nick Carter’s favorite holiday is – and always has been – 
Halloween.” 

Then he hurried clear to the other end of the house and promptly busted out 
laughing. 

 
*** 

 
A few hours later, Nick sat beneath the umbrella of a large, round patio table in 

Brian and Leighanne’s sunny backyard.  A few yards away, the pool shimmed invitingly, 
and Nick couldn’t wait to jump in.  But first, he had some business to attend to. 

Nick waited until the guys all started to stretch and stand, then make their way 
inside, carrying their emptied plates from lunch into the kitchen.  He took his time 
gathering his dishware together and rose slowly, hanging back on the patio until they 
had all gone inside.  Then he stealthily snatched a pair of sunglasses that were sitting on 
one of the side tables positioned between a pair of deck chairs and grabbed a cell phone 
that had been left on another.  Depositing both into the depths of his jeans pockets, he 
whistled innocently as he walked inside. 

“Hey, you wanna get in the pool next?” he asked the guys, who were milling 
around the kitchen as Brian helped Leighanne put away dishes of food. 

Kevin glanced at the clock on the microwave.  “We should probably wait awhile,” 
he said.  “You don’t want to get a cramp.” 

Nick rolled his eyes.  “Kevin, I’ve swum after eating for the past twenty-some 
years, and I’ve never gotten a cramp.  Chill out.” 

“Yeah, Kev,” Brian chimed in an obnoxious voice, turning to flash his cousin a 
cheeky grin.   

Kevin rolled his eyes and waved them off.  “Fine.  Go swim.” 
“Thanks, Dad,” Nick replied brightly.  “I’m gonna go change.”  
He left the kitchen to track down the duffel bag he’d brought, which held his 

special water prosthesis, along with his swim trunks.  As he carried the bulky bag past 
the kitchen to head upstairs, he heard Howie saying in a low voice, “Hey, guys, go easy 
on Nick today, okay?  He was a little sensitive this morning.”  Cracking a grin, Nick 
paused to listen.  “You know what it’s the two-year anniversary of, right?”  There was no 
reply, but Nick pictured the guys nodding in reply.  Howie went on, “I think it still 
bothers him more than he lets on.  Just... don’t pick on him too much, okay?  Let’s just 
have a good time and try to make him forget.” 



 

 

Shaking his head in amusement, Nick continued on, taking his stuff upstairs to 
change in one of the guestrooms.  He got out of his clothes and into his trunks as fast as 
he could, swapping legs in the process.  Then he sat down on the bed and picked up the 
cell phone.  He punched a couple of buttons and expertly scrolled through a list, a 
wicked grin spreading across his face when he found the item he’d been looking for. 

When he was finished changing the settings on the phone, he rolled it up in his t-
shirt and tucked the bundle under his arm as he made his way back downstairs and 
outside.  The patio was deserted when he got there; everyone must have still been inside 
changing.  Nick put the cell phone back where he’d found it, draped his t-shirt over a 
chair, and walked over to the pool, jumping in instantly.  Shivers shot through his body 
as his skin encountered the cool water, but it felt great.  He swam a couple laps as he 
waited for the others. 

After a few minutes, the guys began to trickle back out, along with Leighanne and 
Baylee, in his little swim trunks and water wings.  “Yo, Baylee!” called Nick, waving 
exaggeratedly to his godson from the pool.  “Jump in, squirt!” 

“Nick!” screamed Baylee and started to run towards him, but Leighanne grabbed 
him by the arm. 

“Baylee!  What have we told you about running by the pool?” she scolded him. 
“Whoops.  Sorry!” Nick shouted, as Leighanne walked Baylee over. 
“That’s alright.  Come over here, Nick.  Baylee, you ready to jump to Nick?” 
“Yeah!” Baylee cried, bouncing up and down. 
Grinning, Nick swam over and stopped a few feet away from the edge, where 

Baylee was standing.  He rose out of the water as his foot found the bottom of the pool 
and stood, extending his arms.  “Jump, buddy,” he encouraged Brian’s son, and Baylee 
did not hesitate.  Letting out a shriek of glee, he jumped right in, splashing Nick directly 
in the face.  Sputtering, Nick reached blindly for Baylee, trying to grab him before his 
head went under the water.  He wasn’t sure if he succeeded, but when he had blinked 
the water out of his eyes, Baylee was bobbing in front of him, looking drenched but 
perfectly happy. 

“You’re a little fish, aren’t ya?” Nick asked him with a smile, remembering how 
his dad had always told him the same thing when he was little.  He’d always been a 
water-baby. 

“My name’s Nemo!” Baylee announced, splashing. 
“Whoooaaa, Nemo, huh?  You got serious thrill issues, mini-man,” replied Nick in 

his best Crush the sea turtle impression.  Baylee giggled delightedly. 
They all swam for awhile, then decided it was time for a break.  “Hey... anyone 

seen my sunglasses?” Kevin asked after he’d toweled himself off, looking all around the 
patio.  Nick suppressed a smirk behind his hand, while everyone else just shrugged, 
oblivious. 

“I got an extra pair in my car, Kev.  Want me to go get ‘em?” Nick offered 
innocently. 

Kevin considered this for a few seconds before shrugging.  “Sure, that’d be great,” 
he said, “if you don’t mind.” 

“Nah, no prob.”  Nick went back through the house and out to the driveway, 
where his car was parked.  He reached under the seat to retrieve his Walgreen’s bag 
from that morning and pulled out the sunglasses he’d bought, along with the tube of 
black mascara.  He pulled the tags off the sunglasses and then twisted open the mascara.  



 

Cackling to himself, he quickly swabbed the thick mascara all over the inside of the band 
at the top of the glasses, which was conveniently also black.  The mascara was hardly 
visible on it.  “Perfect,” he muttered, quickly recapping the mascara and tossing it back 
under the seat.  Locking his car again, he hurried back to the patio. 

“Here ya go, Kev,” he said casually, handing the sunglasses to Kevin. 
Kevin looked at the glasses briefly before smiling.  “Thanks, Nick,” he replied and 

immediately put them on.  Nick turned his face so that Kevin would not see his smile 
and resisted the urge to say something to get Kevin to take the glasses off again. 

Just wait for it, he coached himself. 
The patio door opened, and Leighanne came out.  “Anyone want anything to 

drink?” she asked.  “There’s cold beer, soda, lemonade... Kool-Aid.” 
“Nicky’ll have some Kool-Aid, Leigh,” AJ spoke up, grinning over at Nick. 
Nick flipped his middle finger up at him in return and said, “Actually, Leigh, I 

think I’ll have a beer.” 
“Same here,” chimed in Howie and Kevin, while AJ and Brian opted for Coke. 
Nick followed Leighanne back into the kitchen, saying, “I’ll help you carry all 

those out.”  As soon as they were inside, he hissed, “Now where’s that Kool-Aid?” 
Leighanne looked alarmed at first, then laughed uncertainly.  “It’s in the fridge,” 

she replied. 
Nick opened the refrigerator and found a plastic pitcher half filled with orange 

Kool-Aid, for Baylee, no doubt.  It was sitting right next to a two-liter of Coke.  Perfect, 
he thought, pulling both out.  He opened the Coke and poured it into two bright-colored 
glasses, filling one only half-full.   To that one, he added Kool-Aid, which blended into 
the dark brown liquid perfectly.  He snickered, and Leighanne, watching him, began to 
giggle.  “What else you got?” asked Nick, striding back to the refrigerator.  He put the 
Coke back and pulled out a few other things – a container of white grape juice, a bottle 
of ketchup, a jar of pickles, a Tupperware of leftover chicken noodle soup... 

He added a little of each to the Coke/Kool-Aid concoction... a few splashes of 
grape juice, the runny part of the ketchup that comes out when you forget to shake the 
bottle, a little pickle juice, and a couple spoonfuls of chicken broth.  He stirred the 
mixture around and added a few ice cubes, then picked it up, along with a couple of 
unopened bottles of beer.  “Take the other glass out to Brian, so I don’t get ‘em 
confused,” he told Leighanne.  Grinning evilly, he added, “This one’s for AJ.” 

She laughed and followed him out with Brian’s drink and the last beer.  Nick set 
AJ’s “Coke” down in front of him, then handed one of his beers to Howie, keeping the 
other for himself.  He sat down to open it, keeping an eye fixed on AJ the whole time.  
Take a drink... c’mon, take a drink, he urged silently, waiting in anticipation. 

But before AJ could raise the glass to his lips, Kevin said, “How about a quick 
toast, guys?”  He held up his beer, and the others followed suit with their drinks. 

Here we go, thought Nick excitedly.  Just don’t draw this out, Train. 
“To our little brother, Nick,” Kevin began, tipping his drink in Nick’s direction, 

“whose strength and will is an inspiration to us all.” 
Oh dear God, Kevin, thought Nick, feeling his cheeks redden.  Inwardly, he was 

sort of touched by the simple toast, but... jeez, why did Kevin have to be so cheesy? 
He expected Brian or AJ to jump in with an exaggerated “Awwwwww!!” but 

neither of them did.  In fact, all four of them – Brian, AJ, Howie, and Leighanne – 
nodded in agreement with Kevin’s words and smiled at Nick, who blushed even harder. 



 

 

“Thanks, guys,” he said quickly, squirming a little in his seat.  He had not 
expected this.  But at least the toast had been short and sweet; Kevin was starting to tip 
his beer back towards his mouth, and the others were doing the same. 

Nick pressed the rim of his bottle to his lips, but did not drink.  Instead, he 
watched AJ, who tipped his glass back and took a big swallow.  Almost immediately, he 
spit it right back out again, across the patio, staining the cement.  The guys all jumped 
back out of the way, and Nick burst out laughing, as AJ coughed and gagged.  “I’m 
gonna kick your ass, Carter!” he growled, his eyes flashing behind his tinted sunglasses.  
“What the fuck is in this?!” 

In between laughing, Nick managed to list his “ingredients,” much to AJ’s 
disgust. 

“Ugh!  Sick!  Ugh!” he kept gasping, then raced inside to rinse his mouth. 
The others were all still cracking up.  Nick smiled sweetly and shrugged.  “April 

Fool!” 
“You little shit!” exclaimed Howie.  “You made me feel bad this morning!  But it 

was all just an act, wasn’t it?  What else do you have up your sleeve?” 
“Nothing, I swear!” Nick replied.  “I didn’t plan anything; I just thought of the 

Kool-Aid thing when AJ said it.  Serves him right.”  He shrugged, trying to look 
innocent, not sure they were buying it.  Oh well.  He’d have to wait awhile for his next 
act anyway. 

When the guys all decided to get back into the pool later that afternoon, Nick 
said, “I’ll be back out in a sec; I just need to use the bathroom.”   He went inside, but 
bypassed the bathroom and went back out to his car instead.  Rummaging beneath the 
front seat again, he pulled out the bag of Tootsie Rolls.  Shoving them beneath the t-
shirt he’d pulled on earlier, he snuck them into the house and ducked into the 
bathroom.  Sitting down on the closed toilet lid, he set the bag down on the counter next 
to him and pulled out a few Tootsie Rolls.  They were already soft from sitting in the hot 
car all day, so it was very easy to quickly mold them into what he needed them to look 
like. 

Thankful that his swim trunks had pockets, he slipped the molded Tootsie Rolls 
inside one of them to smuggle outside.  Back on the patio, he pulled off his shirt and slid 
into the pool, careful to keep his creation secured in the depths of his pocket.  He swam 
around leisurely for awhile, until Leighanne came out to bring Baylee in for his nap.  
Like any three-year-old, the little boy screamed and protested.  Grateful for the 
distraction, Nick inconspicuously released the Tootsie Roll blob into the water and gave 
it a nudge so that it started to float away from him. 

After Leighanne had led a sniffling Baylee inside, Nick waited a few minutes, then 
let out a loud gasp of mock horror.  “Uh... Brian??” he called loudly, his voice filled with 
a tone of disgust.  “I think your son left a little something behind in the pool.”  He 
pointed to the clump of Tootsie Rolls bobbing in the water a few feet away from him. 

When Brian swam over to investigate, AJ, Howie, and Kevin followed.  “Holy 
shit!” AJ exclaimed first.  “Rok, there’s... there’s shit in here!”   Looking nauseated, he 
quickly backstroked away from the floating log of Tootsie Rolls, which Nick had 
masterfully sculpted into a perfect replica of a nice solid turd. 

Nick saw Kevin glance over at him with suspicion in his eyes, but Brian groaned 
and said, “Oh man... he’s been potty-trained for a year, but sometimes he gets distracted 
when he’s having too much fun and forgets... you know.  Sorry, guys.”  He offered a 



 

sheepish grin and added, with the calmness of a dad who had gotten used to dealing 
with his kid’s poop, “Hang on, I’ll take care of it.” 

He started to swim to the far side of the pool to get the long-handled net they 
used for cleaning it, but Nick interjected, “Don’t worry, bud, I got this.”  Nick waited 
until Brian had turned around and was watching him to reach out and pick up the “turd” 
with his bare hands.  Then, before Brian had time to realize that this just might be 
another April Fool, Nick raised the chocolaty piece of poo to his mouth and took a 
healthy bite.  He was rewarded with a loud cry of revulsion from AJ and a look of pure 
shock on Brian’s face.  A second later, the accusations started flying. 

“Ni-ick!  What is that??” 
“Nick, that’s sick!” 
“Hahaha, nice one, Kaos!” 
With a shit-eating grin – literally (well, sort of) – Nick held up his half-eaten 

creation and proclaimed, “April Fool – again!” 
Kevin, in between laughing, shook his head and said, “You shouldn’t have eaten 

that, Nick; do you know how many chemicals are in this water?” 
“Not to mention my son probably does pee in here,” added Brian with a shrug. 
“Eww,” AJ and Howie both moaned and promptly swam to the side of the pool, 

where they climbed out.  There was not much swimming after that. 
Once they had all settled back under the shade of the patio furniture, Kevin 

finally took off his borrowed sunglasses, which he’d been sporting all afternoon.  “Do I 
have a tan line from these ugly things?” he asked the guys, frowning at the cheap 
sunglasses.  “No offense, Nick.” 

“None taken,” Nick grinned, proudly admiring his handiwork.  Right across 
Kevin’s forehead, almost perfectly aligned with his eyebrows, was a thick streak of black 
mascara.  From a distance, it seemed to join his brows, creating a monstrosity of a 
unibrow. 

As soon as the other guys looked over and noticed, they all burst out laughing.  
“What?  What?!” Kevin kept asking, bewildered.  Finally, he ran inside to look in a 
mirror.  He returned with the unibrow slightly smudged, but still there, and a look of 
half-amusement, half-exasperation on his face.  “Nice, Nick,” he admitted dryly, 
handing the sunglasses back to him. 

“April Fool, Kev!” Nick replied for the third time that day. 
As if on cue, he got to say it again a few minutes later, when Howie’s cell phone, 

which had been sitting on the table Nick had left it on earlier the whole time, started to 
ring.  The strains of ‘NSync’s “Bye, Bye, Bye” blared across the patio. 

“What is that?!  Whose phone is that?!” Howie demanded, looking around wildly 
until he realized it was his own.  Eyes widening, he snatched the phone up and looked at 
it for a second, then raised his eyes to meet Nick’s.  “You!  You did this!” he accused, 
waving the phone around. 

Nick threw up his hands in defense, trying to look innocent.  “Me?  Whatchu 
talkin’ about, D?  I didn’t do nothin’.  You just don’t want us knowing you’re a closet 
‘NSync fan – am I right?” 

The other guys were all laughing, and Brian even jumped up to perform a bit of 
the gay cowboy choreography from ‘NSync’s video before the ringtone cut off as Howie’s 
phone went to voicemail.  Rolling his eyes, Howie said, “Yeah, yeah, whatever.  You got 
me, Nicky.” 



 

 

Nick grinned and triumphantly said again, “I sure did!  April Fool!” 
 

*** 
 

Later that night, Nick puttered around his guest room at Howie’s house, 
undressing and getting ready for bed.  Though he was tired, he was in a good mood – it 
had been a fun day. 

He pulled down his pants and stepped out of them carefully, resting his hand 
against the foot of the bed for support.  Tossing the jeans aside, he sat down on the edge 
of the mattress and crossed his right leg over the thigh of his left to pull off his sock.  
Then, uncrossing his legs, he reached down to pull its matching sock off the foot of his 
prosthesis.  When he did so, he let out a gasp of surprise.  A split second later, he started 
to laugh. 

The “toenails” of the hard plastic foot had been painted a bright, vivid shade of 
Barbie hot pink. 

“Oh man... they got me,” he muttered to himself, chuckling appreciatively.  He 
ran his fingertips over the smooth nail polish, wondering which one of them had snuck 
upstairs to tamper with his leg while he was swimming.  I may be the master, but 
they’re good, he thought, shaking his head. 

When he straightened up, he looked down at his fresh “pedicure” again and 
smirked.  “April Fool.” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 95 
 
Just over two weeks later, Claire pulled her new (well, okay, new used) bright 

yellow Volkswagen Beetle into the parking lot of the dentist’s office.  She parked and got 
out of the car, taking a moment to admire it before she walked in to work.  She’d wanted 
to own a Bug for longer than she’d been driving (they were so cute and fun!) and now 
she did.  Jamie had taken her browsing through several dealerships, and she’d fallen in 
love with the Crayola yellow Bug the moment she laid eyes on it.  It was almost-new, and 
she’d haggled the dealer for a great price on it.  She didn’t miss her shitty old Toyota one 
bit. 

The purple cast she’d acquired as a souvenir from the Toyota’s last stand was also 
gone; she’d had it cut off over a week ago, and her left arm was finally starting to lose the 
shriveled look it had gotten from being immobilized in plaster for so long.  It was still 
very weak, and she’d been given a set of exercises to re-strengthen the muscles in it, but 
at least she could use it properly again.  Her eyes, too, were good as new, thanks to a 
second cataract surgery, so driving her new car was a breeze. 

And she was back at work.  As she walked through the front door, labeled with 
Dr. Somers’ and Tim’s names, she knew that today was going to be busy.  It was the 
Tuesday after Easter, and many school kids were on break, which meant the dentist’s 
office would probably be booked solid – parents always scheduled their children’s 
appointments on days when there was no school.  Claire knew she’d have a full day.  She 
didn’t mind, however; after weeks away from the office, she was glad to be back, glad for 
something to do, and especially glad to be making money again.  Between the car and 
her rent, she certainly needed it. 

Still, yawning as she went to pull her time card, she decided that she envied 
Jamie, who had the day off as part of his vacation.  He had been out of town over the 
weekend, celebrating the Easter holiday with his mother back in Iowa, and had just 
gotten home yesterday evening.  He’d come right over to her apartment, armed with a 
load of DVDs and complaining that he’d missed her over the few days he’d been gone.  
They’d ended up watching movies late into the night, and he’d crashed at her place.  
When she’d left for work that morning, he was still sound asleep in her bed.  Lock up 
when you leave.  XOXOXO, Claire, the note she’d left him had said. 

Though they hadn’t really done anything that night, Claire knew... knew by the 
way she’d felt when he kissed her hungrily and told her how much he’d missed her, and 
by how it no longer felt strange to fall asleep in the same room – in this case, the same 
bed – with him, the way it had in his hotel room on Halloween... that she and Jamie 
were a couple again.  They hadn’t labeled themselves as such in words yet, and she’d talk 
to him tonight to make sure he felt the same way that she did, but... there was really no 
need.  Deep down, she knew he did.  They both knew it was so. 

She’d been giddy with the usual rush that accompanied a new relationship for the 
last two weeks, and yet, at times, her stomach would jerk unpleasantly... whenever she 
thought about how Nick was going to react.  She wasn’t purposely trying to keep it from 
him, but at the same time, it was too awkward a subject to just spring on him.  She’d 
only talked to him once since St. Patrick’s Day anyway; he’d called the day after her 
cataract surgery, but she hadn’t been able to tell him then.  It wasn’t as if it were 
something she could just blurt out.  “Oh, by the way, I’ve started dating Jamie again.”   
Yeah right. 



 

 

Still, he was bound to find out sooner or later... and whether he was moving on 
himself or not, she knew he wasn’t going to be too thrilled. 

“’Morning, Claire!”  Laureen’s chipper greeting as she burst into the break room 
put Claire’s thoughts to rest. 

Turning, she smiled at her friend.  “’Morning, Laureen,” she said in reply.  “How 
was your Easter?”   She hadn’t seen Laureen yet that week; she’d had Monday off for 
vacation time. 

“Oh, it was really nice!  I flew back to Chicago, and my brothers were back too, so 
we had the whole family there for Easter dinner.  I was so happy; we haven’t been all 
together in months!” 

Claire smiled again, remembering how close she was to her two triplet brothers.  
“Aww, I bet that was nice,” she said. 

“Yeah, it was.  And look – I went to my favorite tattoo parlor in Chicago while I 
was home and got a new tattoo!  See?”  She held out her left arm, palm-side up, and 
Claire saw a bright tattoo on the inside of her wrist.  It was of three stars, outlined in 
black, with fading gradients of color on the inside; one was red, one pink, and one blue.  
Below the stars was the word Inseparable.  “It represents my two brothers and me... the 
red one is for Eric, the blue for Brad, and the pink for me, of course,” Laureen explained, 
blushing slightly as she grinned. 

“That’s so cute!” exclaimed Claire, studying the tattoo.  Laureen didn’t look like 
the type to sport tattoos, but this one really was cute, and the meaning behind it was 
sweet.  She’d never thought seriously about getting a tattoo herself; the idea of getting 
poked with more needles than she already had to was not all that appealing.  But she 
knew if she did ever decide to get one, she’d have people to ask for advice... Laureen and, 
of course, Nick... if he didn’t hate her for getting back together with Jamie. 

 
*** 

 
Nick’s large Tampa home looked emptier than usual as he walked through it, 

stopping to put on his shoes and grab his keys.  Maybe that’s because it is emptier than 
usual, Captain Obvious, he thought as he set the security alarm and went out the front 
door, pausing to lock it before he continued on to his Durango, which he’d left parked in 
the driveway. 

The moving company he’d hired had taken away the things he was having sent to 
the new house in California yesterday, and they were scheduled to arrive cross-country 
at the end of the week, a day after the new furniture he’d purchased would be delivered.  
In the meantime, he was in Tampa until tomorrow.  He’d flown back to Florida on 
Friday, spent Saturday going through his house and packing the things he wanted to 
move to the new place, and gone to Orlando on Sunday to have Easter dinner with 
Howie’s family. 

Yesterday, he had stayed home to supervise the movers, but today, as it was his 
last day in town for awhile, he planned to go see Claire.  He hadn’t seen her in over a 
month, not since the day he’d almost had a fistfight with Jamie in the middle of her 
kitchen, and had talked to her only a couple of times, once on her birthday last month 
and again after her cataract surgery two weeks ago.  He’d been busy getting ready to 
move into his new house, but while he was back, he thought it would be a good idea to 
swing by and see her.  Who knew when he’d see her again. 



 

He and the guys were almost finished recording in LA, but in a couple of weeks, 
they were scheduled to fly to Sweden to record with Max Martin, who had written a few 
potential hits for the new album.  They had recorded demos of the songs, but the 
Swedish songwriter liked to be present to work with them on the finished product.  
While in Sweden, they’d be doing some promotional gigs as well, interviews and such, to 
build up hype for the new album, which wouldn’t be out for a few more months at least.  
Then it would be back to the States, where they would go into meetings with their record 
company to decide on the final tracklisting for the album.  From there, it would be on to 
the final and more frivolous stages of putting out an album: photo shoots for the jacket, 
a music video for the first single, and a whole circuit of promotional work. 

It was going to a busy couple of months, but Nick couldn’t wait.  He was both 
excited and nervous, this being the first album the group had put out in over two years.  
A lot had changed since the last one, and he only hoped their fans were still out there, 
waiting and ready to support him and the rest of the guys, as they always had. 

Either way, it would be refreshing to be able to put his personal life and all the 
crap that went along with it in the backseat for awhile and just focus on the music again.  
It was one of his greatest loves, after all. 

His other greatest love resided on the third story of the apartment complex he 
had just parked in front of. 

Nick’s eyes rose to the third row of windows up as his fingers reached to pull his 
key from the ignition.  He climbed out of the SUV and locked it, before cramming the 
jangling set of keys into his jeans pocket.  As he strode across the parking lot to the large 
building, he wondered if Claire would even be here.  It was only ten-thirty in the 
morning, but he wasn’t sure if she’d gone back to work yet or not. 

Oh well, he thought as he walked into the entrance way and started slowly up the 
stairs.  If she’s not here, I’ll just drop by the dentist’s office and see if she’s there.   If she 
was working, he’d bring her lunch, and they could talk on her break. 

Slightly winded, he reached the third floor and walked down the hall.  He was 
glad he remembered her apartment was the second-to-last door on the left side, because 
he wasn’t sure he would have found it otherwise.  He didn’t remember the number for 
sure, but when he stopped in front of number 306, he thought it looked right.  He 
knocked lightly and waited. 

A few seconds passed with no sign of life within the apartment.  He knocked 
again, prepared to leave if she didn’t answer this time.  But after a few more seconds, he 
heard the padding of footsteps in the kitchen, and then the door swung open. 

Nick opened his mouth to exclaim “Hey!,” positive that she would be surprised to 
see him there; he hadn’t even told her he was in town.  But the word died in his throat as 
he found himself staring at not Claire, but Jamie. 

Claire’s ex-boyfriend was standing in the doorway, barefoot and clad only in his 
boxers, a blanket draped loosely around his shoulders.  His dark curls were tousled, and 
the shadow of a beard clung to his chin.  By his disheveled appearance, Nick could tell 
he had just woken up... which meant he’d spent the night here. 

Jamie seemed to get over the shock of seeing Nick much faster than Nick did of 
finding him in Claire’s apartment.  He was still staring, dumbfounded, at Jamie when 
Jamie offered a crooked smile and said, his voice croaky from sleep, “Well, hey there, 
Nick.  Guess you’re looking for Claire.  She’s at work.” 



 

 

This time, Nick did not collar Jamie and throw him up against the wall, or sock 
him in the jaw, the way he would have liked to a few weeks ago.  No, this time, he simply 
turned and walked away without a word. 

He tried to keep his expression neutral, tried to maintain a façade of calmness on 
the outside, though inside, he could feel his heart racing and hear the blood rushing in 
his ears.  He knew Jamie was still standing there, watching him, as he walked up the 
hall.  It seemed about ten miles long, and he tried to walk quickly without looking like 
he was trying to walk quickly. 

As he reached the top of the stairs at the end of the hallway, he heard the 
apartment door click shut. 
 

*** 
 

Strangely enough, Nick remained in his stunned stupor all the way to the 
dentist’s office where Claire worked.  He walked inside as if there were nothing wrong 
and calmly told the receptionist he would like to see Claire when she was available. 

The woman, Carey, glanced at her computer screen and said, “She has one more 
appointment at 11:15, and then she’ll be able to take her lunch break.  Can you wait that 
long?” 

Nick glanced at the clock on the waiting room wall; it was quarter till eleven.  
“Yes,” he said, adding a quick, “Thanks,” as he sank down into an open seat. 

The waiting room was more crowded than he’d ever seen it.  There were many 
children clustered around a low table heaped with Highlights and Nickelodeon 
magazines, coloring books, and crayons; they were all so busy squabbling over the 
materials, none of them paid him any attention.  Nor did the adults and teenagers in the 
room, who all had their noses in magazines or books.  Nick hoped it would stay that 
way; he didn’t feel like having to be civil to any fans.  The only person he wanted to see 
him was Claire. 

The anger didn’t come until that moment arrived, until Claire stepped out into 
the waiting room at exactly 11:15, clipboard in hand, dressed in bright teal scrubs.  The 
waiting room was so crowded that she didn’t notice him; she called out her patient’s 
name, and the little girl came to her right away.  Then they disappeared behind the door, 
Claire still oblivious to Nick’s presence. 

But Nick had seen her, and as soon as he did, his blood started to boil.  Here she 
was, calmly going about her work as normal, when his world had just been turned 
upside down... because of her!!  He’d never expected the shock of finding Jamie half-
naked in her apartment that morning, and he felt somehow betrayed. 

In the back of his mind, he knew it was irrational; technically, Claire wasn’t doing 
anything wrong by sleeping with Jamie.  She wasn’t engaged to him anymore; she could 
see who she wanted.  But he wondered, how long had this been going on?  For months, 
she’d insisted that she and Jamie were nothing but friends.  What if they’d been so much 
more than friends behind his back the whole time? 

Nick fumed silently for the next half hour, until Claire finally reappeared.  
Glancing up, he noticed her through the glass window that separated the waiting room 
from the receptionist’s desk.  He watched her punch her time card; then Carey swiveled 
around in her chair and said something to her.  Claire turned quickly, her eyes searching 



 

the waiting room until they came to rest on Nick.  They widened instantly, but then her 
face broke into a smile. 

Nick didn’t return it, but she must not have noticed.  “Hey!” she said brightly, 
when she came out into the waiting room, stopping in front of him.  “I didn’t know you 
were in town!” 

“Yup,” he replied flatly.  “Can we talk?” 
“Well, sure.  C’mon, let’s go,” she said and offered him her hand.  He ignored it, 

standing up by himself, and walked past her to the door.  She followed him, catching up 
to him outside.  “Nick?” she asked, with concern in her voice, looking round at him.  
“Are you okay?  What’s wrong?” 

“Not here,” he muttered, gesturing to the parking lot. 
“Okay... well, you wanna go somewhere and grab lunch?  We can talk at the 

restaurant.” 
“I’m not hungry.  Where’s your car?”  He looked around for her battered Toyota 

before remembering that she’d totaled it. 
“Right there.”  A smile broke through the worry on her face as she pointed to a 

shiny yellow Beetle in a far corner of the lot.  “I just got it.” 
Nick snorted.  “I’m not gonna fit in that fucking thing.  Come on, my car’s closer 

anyway.”  He started towards his Durango, and she had to jog to catch up to him again. 
“Nick, what the hell is the matter?” she hissed, as he yanked his keys out of his 

pocket and hit the unlock button on his keychain.  He heard the doors click and reached 
for the driver’s side handle, climbing into the car with a heavy sigh.  Claire scurried 
around to the passenger side and jumped in quickly.  “Will you answer me?” she 
demanded, her voice rising shrilly.  “Are you all right??” 

He knew by the way she asked that she was talking about his health.  Maybe she 
thought he’d had a relapse or something.  Ha.  That was the least of his concerns right 
then.  Snorting again, he turned to face her.  “Dunno about me, but it sure seems like 
you’re doing fine,” he said, none too kindly.  “I went over to your apartment this 
morning to see you, and guess who I found there instead?  Your dear old friend Jamie.”   
He enunciated the word ‘friend,’ his voice dripping with sarcasm. 

The blood drained from Claire’s face, and it became filled with guilt instead.  She 
shook her head slowly, and her mouth moved soundlessly for a few seconds before she 
finally got a word out.  “Nick... I... I’m sorry.  I never thought in a million years... I never 
expected it to happen.” 

“Oh, right.  So after last Halloween, when you told me over and over again that 
you and Jamie were ‘just friends,’ you had no idea you were going to fucking ‘Dear John’ 
me and go back to screwing him in a matter of months?  You sure move fast.” 

“Nick!” 
“What?!  Is that not how it is?  Well, maybe not, maybe I got it all wrong.  Maybe 

when you said you were ‘friends’ all those times, you meant you were just buddies... fuck 
buddies!” he spat, throwing his hands into the air as the f-word sprang from his mouth.  
Then he smacked them down against the steering wheel, causing Claire to jump in the 
seat next to him. 

She recovered quickly and fired back.  “How dare you?!” she screamed across the 
arm rest dividing their seats.  “I was faithful to you, Nick!  I never, never would have 
cheated on you!  But if you don’t believe me, that’s your problem, not mine!  I haven’t 



 

 

done anything wrong here!  We’re not together anymore; we’re both free to date 
whoever the hell we want!” 

“Is that what you were thinking when you wrote that letter?” Nick asked snidely.  
“How as soon as you laid it down on my stairs and gave back your ring, you’d be free to 
date Jamie again?” 

“No!!” Claire insisted.  “Damn it, I just told you... I never expected this!  
Honestly!” 

Nick just scoffed and shook his head, staring blankly out the windshield.  He 
didn’t know what to believe, but he wasn’t ready to let her off this easy.  He was angry 
and hurt, and he wanted her to know it.  A part of him wanted to see if she would hurt 
too.  Or maybe she just didn’t care anymore. 

“Nick, please,” Claire pressed, her voice softening.  “Please believe me... nothing 
ever happened between Jamie and I when you and I were together.  Nothing.  I wasn’t 
attracted to him; I thought I was over him.  I thought I was over him until a few weeks 
ago, when... when he kissed me.  It was on St. Patrick’s Day, and I was pretty drunk, but-
” 

“Will you stop?” Nick snapped, reeling towards her again, his face contorted with 
disgust.  “I get the idea; I don’t need to hear every fucking detail!” 

“Sorry,” she apologized in a whisper, sinking back in her seat.  She reached for 
the door handle.  “I should go.” 

Nick didn’t protest, so after a few seconds of silence, she opened the door and slid 
out of the vehicle.  She closed the door without a word and walked away.  Glancing into 
his side mirror, Nick watched her trudge across the parking lot to her new Volkswagen 
and climb inside.  With trembling fingers, he jammed his car key into the ignition and 
twisted it, revving the engine to life. 

He tore recklessly out of his parking space, nearly clipping the car next to him, 
and floored the SUV, sending it shooting across the lot.  He braked before turning out 
onto the street, stopping just long enough to glance up into his rearview mirror.  Claire 
was still sitting in her car, the engine turned off. 

Sneering, he jerked the mirror up so that he could no longer see the yellow Bug in 
it and whipped his Durango out of the parking lot. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 96 
 

Claire rested her forehead against the steering wheel.  It was warm from the sun, 
and the hand grips were digging into her skin, but she didn’t care.  She felt like shit.  
Like she’d betrayed Nick, even though she technically hadn’t.  But he’d acted like she 
had. 

Hell, he thought she had.  He actually thought that she’d either been fucking 
Jamie behind his back while they were still together, or that she’d left him just so she 
could without being unfaithful.  Neither were true, of course; she never would have 
cheated on Nick, and it hurt that he didn’t believe her.  What had happened to the bond 
they’d shared, the close relationship based on trust and mutual understanding? 

It seemed to be slipping away, and she knew it was all her fault.  No, she hadn’t 
cheated on him, but she’d left him without warning, behind his back.  Of course that had 
shaken his trust in her.  And now here she was, back together with Jamie, after she’d 
denied again and again that her feelings for her high school sweetheart were long gone.  
She didn’t blame Nick for being mad, not one bit.  But that didn’t make it any easier to 
handle his reaction. 

Who knew I’d have to choose? she thought miserably.  Nick and Jamie... Jamie 
and Nick.  Nick or Jamie... Jamie or Nick.  It wasn’t fair; she loved them both and 
treasured the friendship and history she had with each.  She wanted them both in her 
life, but that didn’t appear to be something either of them wanted.  She wasn’t sure Nick 
would ever forgive her for choosing Jamie... yet how could she tell Jamie she couldn’t 
date him, just because Nick didn’t want her to? 

Who would have ever guessed I’d end up in a fucking love triangle? was her next 
thought.  It made her snort.  A few years ago, she’d had no one, and now there were two 
men in her life who meant a great deal to her, and they despised each other because of 
her.  It was like something out of a soap opera, and she hated it, but what could she do?  
She wasn’t ready to give up her second chance with Jamie before it had even really 
begun.  But if it meant salvaging her friendship with Nick... 

She sighed over the steering wheel; she felt so overwhelmed. 
A tap on her window startled her, and she jerked upright, her head spinning 

towards the door.  Through the glass, she saw Laureen standing beside her car, peering 
in at her with an expression of unmistakable concern on her freckled face.  Offering her 
friend a sheepish smile, she hurriedly rolled the window down. 

“Hey!  Are you okay??” exclaimed Laureen.  “You look upset!” 
Claire shrugged and asked, “You got a minute?”  She patted the passenger seat 

next to her, motioning for Laureen to get in the car.  Laureen came around the back of 
the little Beetle quickly and climbed in.  As soon as she did, Claire turned to her.  “Nick 
was here,” she answered in a low voice.  “He found out about me and Jamie.” 

A look of comprehension spread slowly across Laureen’s face.  “Ohhh,” she said 
knowingly, her lips pursing sympathetically.  She hadn’t met Jamie yet, but Claire had 
told her about him, including how much he and Nick disliked each other.  They’d both 
known that this was just a bomb waiting to explode, Nick finding out that Claire and 
Jamie had gotten back together.  “Sorry... I guess I don’t even have to ask – he didn’t 
take it well?” 



 

 

Claire snorted.  “No.  I guess it’s my fault... maybe I should have prepared him.  If 
I’d known he was in town... but I didn’t; he dropped by my apartment this morning for a 
surprise visit, and lo and behold, guess who was already there?” 

Laureen drew in a low breath.  “Ohh no...” 
Blushing, Claire pressed her lips together tightly and nodded.  “Yep.  He ended up 

staying at my place last night, and he was off work today, so I guess he hadn’t gotten 
around to leaving yet.  Just my luck, right?” 

Laureen shook her head and sighed.  “That sucks so much.  What are the chances, 
huh?” 

“I know,” said Claire with a wry laugh.  “But like we said, he was bound to find 
out sooner or later, and it’s not like I was really trying to keep it from him.  That’s just 
not the way I would have liked him to find out.  I should have told him myself.  He’d 
have been pissed either way, but now he’s really pissed.” 

“Really?”  Laureen bit her lip, looking nervous over the idea of Nick Carter pissed 
off. 

“Yeah.  He drove over here just to confront me; then he took me out to his car and 
accused me of planning this all along.  He thinks I left him just so Jamie and I could be 
together.  And he thinks we were ‘fuck buddies’ while he and I were engaged.”  She 
shook her head fiercely, starting to get upset again.  “How could he think that??  I loved 
him... and Jamie?  Jamie was nothing more than a friend.  Nothing.  I never thought it 
would end up this way, Jamie and I, together again...” 

“I know you didn’t.  It’s not your fault; I know you weren’t trying to hurt him,” 
Laureen said consolingly, putting her hand on Claire’s knee.  She left it there a few 
seconds, then moved it back into her lap, where she started twisting it around with her 
other one.  After a moment, she asked softly, “Do you think Nick will be okay?” 

Claire glanced over at her, smiling sadly.  It was clear that although she was 
trying to be a good friend to her, Laureen was really concerned about Nick too.  But 
Claire appreciated that.  Her other friends were quick to cast Nick aside – if Dianna had 
had her way, Claire would have forgotten all about Nick by now... and Jamie, Jamie had 
never cared much about Nick.  She was glad Laureen did, because someone should. 

She still cared about Nick.  He wasn’t just another ex to her.  What they had 
shared was bigger than any boyfriend/girlfriend relationship, even bigger than their 
engagement.  That deserved to be honored, and he didn’t deserve to be tossed into the 
pile of old exes.  She still wanted a friendship with him.  After all they’d been through 
together, she couldn’t imagine not having that. 

“I hope so... if he doesn’t get himself killed, that is – he drove out of here like a 
bat out of hell.  He always drives like a freaking maniac when he’s mad.”  She shook her 
head regretfully.  Seeing the panicked expression come over Laureen’s face, she added 
quickly, “Don’t worry, I’m sure he’ll be fine... he’s not stupid.  I just hope he’ll be alright 
in the other way... that he’ll move on and be happy...”  Trailing off, she sighed before 
finishing, “And that one day, that he’ll forgive me.”  

 
*** 

 
Nick was halfway through his third beer when his cell phone rang that night.  

Rooting around for the source of the muffled ringtone, he found the small silver phone 
lodged between the couch cushion and pried it out, lifting it close to his face to check 



 

who was calling.  He was a little surprised at the name on the caller ID at first... then, 
not so much.  Still, he flipped open the phone and put it to his ear.  “Hello?” 

“Um, hi, Nick,” the voice on the other line squeaked.  “This is Laureen... Claire’s 
friend.  I hope I’m not calling at a bad time or anything...” 

Nick eyed the beer sitting on his coffee table.  “Hey, Laureen... nah, you’re fine,” 
he said, carefully nudging the bottle aside with his foot.  “How ya doin?” 

“Oh... I’m pretty good.  Um, how about you?” 
Nick exhaled through his nose.  “Been better,” he answered flatly. 
“Crap, I know that... I’m sorry; I don’t even know why I asked!  I always sound so 

stupid when I talk to you!” Laureen exclaimed in a rush, and Nick couldn’t help but 
laugh.  She sounded so nervous, and for the life of him, he couldn’t understand why.  He 
was just a regular guy... but even if she was starstruck, it wasn’t like they hadn’t talked 
before.  She hadn’t seemed this flustered the last time; then again, she’d also had a few 
drinks that time, and alcohol always seemed to make a person more relaxed.  Precisely 
why he was drinking tonight... to relax and to numb himself, to keep from stressing over 
Claire and Jamie any longer. 

“Chill, girl,” he told Laureen good-naturedly.  “It’s okay, and you don’t sound 
stupid.  Just nervous... which you don’t need to be.  I don’t bite.  ‘Specially not over the 
phone.” 

She just laughed shrilly. 
“So,” he said, deciding they might as well get to the point, “let me guess.  You’re 

calling on Claire’s behalf, aren’t you?” 
There was a pause before Laureen answered.  “Well, she doesn’t exactly know I’m 

calling, but... yeah.  I talked to her today at lunch, right after you left.  She was pretty 
upset.” 

“She was upset?” Nick scoffed.  “Why would she be upset?  She’s got the man 
she’s always wanted; I thought she’d be happy.”  His voice was spiteful and sarcastic, his 
blood coursing with the same anger he’d felt in the parking lot that morning. 

“She was upset because she made you upset,” answered Laureen seriously.  “She 
never meant to hurt you, Nick.  And she hasn’t always wanted Jamie.  She told me she 
never thought she’d get back together with him; it just kinda happened.  But there was 
nothing going on between them when she was with you.  That’s what she told me, and I 
believe her.  I don’t know why she’d lie about it to me... and I would never call you up 
just to lie to you, so you can trust me.  Claire feels terrible.” 

“It’s a little late for that now,” remarked Nick, rolling his eyes, though he was glad 
to hear that Claire felt bad.  That at least meant a part of her still cared about his 
feelings. 

“I-I know... but she was so down about it this afternoon, I just felt like I should 
call you and let you know that she was telling the truth.  I think that’s what upset her the 
most – you not believing her about Jamie.” 

Nick swallowed hard.  “I do believe her,” he admitted grudgingly.  Deep down in 
his heart, he thought Claire was being honest about not doing anything with Jamie 
during their engagement.  It had been no secret that Jamie had always harbored feelings 
for her, but she’d been adamant about those feelings not being mutual.  Apparently that 
wasn’t the case anymore, but that didn’t mean she’d been lying then.  He knew how 
easily feelings could change, how quickly you could realize you were falling for 
someone... 



 

 

 
Her eyes skimmed the menu, while his roamed over her face, still intrigued by 

her new look.  She was really quite pretty, he realized as he studied her.  Not a beauty 
like Leah... not a knock-out... but pretty in a cute, natural sort of way... 

His eyes involuntarily traveled over her body, admiring the way one of the loose 
straps of her tank top hung off her milky white shoulder, the way the top accented the 
gentle swell of her breasts and showed just a hint of cleavage... 

Things had changed.  She had changed... her appearance had changed... and 
with it, his feelings for her had changed.  He suddenly didn’t want her as just a friend, 
but as more... 

Could it be true?  After six months of friendship, four months of separation, and 
Claire’s transformation into a girl who was, well, pretty... could his feelings suddenly 
change like that? 

It sounded crazy, but he couldn’t deny the way his heart was fluttering in his 
chest... the way his palms had grown hot and slimy with sweat... and the way his 
whole body seemed to tingle when he looked at her. 

Oh my God, he thought, I think I’m falling in love with her. 
 
Nick closed his eyes, savoring the memory of how he had felt that night, just over 

two years ago, when he’d realized he was falling for Claire.  He’d come off seeming so 
shallow, but while it was true that her newfound prettiness had been the trigger for his 
feelings, maybe he’d had them all along, hidden deep down in a place out of his grasp.  
He’d seen her in a new light that night... the light of a revelation.  In a matter of minutes, 
he’d gone from liking her just as a buddy, a companion, to... loving her. 

If it could happen to him, it could happen to her too.  Maybe she’d never stopped 
loving Jamie after he dumped her all those years ago... but maybe she also had honestly 
never realized it.  Just as something had triggered his feelings for her all those months 
ago, something could have sparked her old feelings for Jamie back to life.  It didn’t mean 
she’d been acting on them, or even aware of them, when she was engaged to him.  It also 
didn’t mean those feelings had been the real reason she’d left him.  He and Claire had 
had their share of problems, and though he had always believed they could work 
through them, she apparently had not.  Jamie may have been a factor, but Nick couldn’t 
blame him as the sole cause of their failed relationship. 

Then again...  “She can’t blame me for being pissed about it though,” Nick went 
on to Laureen, frowning.  “This guy Jamie... have you met him?” 

“No... not yet,” replied Laureen.  “Why?” 
“Well, he’s... he’s not a good guy,” Nick fumbled, wondering how he could say it 

without sounding jealous.  “I dunno, there’s just something about that dude... I’ve never 
liked him.  He’s cocky and manipulative, and it’s like Claire’s blind to all that.  And if I 
try to tell her that, she just thinks I’m being jealous.  And maybe I am... I mean, it’s no 
secret I’d rather have her back together with me.  But I guess that’s not what she wants, 
so...”   He trailed off with a sigh, realizing he’d just confessed way more than he’d 
intended to Laureen.  Damn the alcohol. 

“Aww, Nick...” Laureen murmured in sympathy, sounding pained.  “Personally, I 
wish you two would get back together too.  I thought you were a great couple.  Don’t give 
up on her yet, okay?  Maybe she just needs to date other people before she’ll realize what 
a mistake she made in leaving you.” 



 

Nick smiled at that.  “You think it was a mistake?” 
“Well...”  Laureen hesitated, before answering, “I guess I shouldn’t judge, cause I 

don’t know the whole story, from either side, but... the way I see it, yeah!!  I’d never tell 
Claire that; it’s not my place.  But I’ve always thought she was lucky to have you and 
stupid to give you up.  Oh my God, don’t tell her I called her stupid!  I didn’t mean it that 
way, just... just...” 

“I gotcha,” Nick laughed, thrilled to have one of Claire’s friends on his side.  Of 
course, the guys and their women had all stuck up for him after the break-up, telling 
him the same kinds of things Laureen had, but it was refreshing to hear it all coming 
from someone on Claire’s end.  “Thanks, Laureen; that means a lot to me.” 

“No problem!” she exclaimed, sounding thrilled herself.  Sobering a little, she 
added sweetly, “I know this will all work out for you, Nick, one way or the other.  Either 
Claire will come to her senses, or you’ll move on and find the perfect girl.  I know she’s 
out there.” 

Nick smiled wistfully.  “I hope so.  I guess I’ll just have to start looking.” 
“Yep,” Laureen chimed.  “Hopefully you won’t have to look far...” 
 

*** 
 

Early the next morning, a few hours before he was scheduled to fly out of Tampa, 
Nick showed up at Claire’s door.  He knocked nervously, hoping she was still there, up 
and getting ready for work, and that he wouldn’t be met with a shirtless Jamie again 
when the door opened.  To his relief, it was Claire who answered this time, dressed in 
her work scrubs and looking quite surprised to see him. 

“Hey, Nick,” she said, her tone subdued, and offered him a tiny whisper of a 
smile. 

“Hey,” he replied.  “I know you’ve gotta go to work in awhile, but do you got a 
minute?” 

“Sure.  Come on in.”  Claire stepped back, holding the door open for him. 
Nick walked in tentatively and looked around.  “He’s not here, is he?” he asked, 

referring to Jamie. 
“No,” she said, blushing faintly.  “He isn’t shacking up with me, if that’s what you 

think.  I know that’s probably what it looked like yesterday, but honestly, he’d just 
gotten back from Iowa the night before and came over to hang out and watch movies, 
and it got late, and so he just stayed.  Not unlike you and I used to do.” 

Nick swallowed the lump that rose in his throat when he thought of those days. 
“I was just fixing myself some breakfast,” Claire continued, walking up to one of 

her kitchen counters, where she’d set a tub of margarine and a plate next to the toaster.  
“Want some toast or something?” 

“No thanks.  I just wanted to talk to you, face to face, before I fly back to Cali.” 
“When are you leaving?” 
“Noon.” 
“Oh.  Well, sit down,” said Claire, gesturing to her kitchen table.  He sat, brushing 

the morning paper aside, and a minute later, she joined him, carrying a plate with two 
slices of hot toast and the margarine container, a table knife perched precariously on top 
of it.  “Do you mind?” she asked, gesturing to the food as she set it down.  “I gotta eat, or 
I’m gonna run out of time.” 



 

 

“No, no problem, go ahead.” 
She nodded and started spreading margarine across her toast, stealing glances up 

at him between strokes.  “So...?” she prompted finally. 
Nick cleared his throat.  “Um, I just wanted to say I’m sorry, for some of the 

things I said yesterday.  I don’t really think you cheated on me when we were together, 
and I’m sorry for accusing you of it.” 

Claire smiled tightly.  “Thank you.  I know I shook your trust in me there at the 
end, leaving the way I did, without any warning.  That was a mistake; I shouldn’t have 
done it that way.  Call me impulsive; call me a bitch.  Just don’t call me unfaithful.  
Because you can trust me when I say I never even thought of cheating on you.” 

Nick nodded.  “I know,” he whispered.  “I’m sorry; I was just angry... and a little 
hurt.”   Might as well be honest, he figured. 

Claire set down the piece of toast she’d had poised to bite into.  Her eyes 
momentarily left his face, then returned to it, clouded with guilt.  “I know,” she echoed 
quietly.  “I expected you to be... that’s why I hadn’t found a way to tell you myself yet.  I 
don’t know what to say, Nick.  I’m sorry for making you hurt; I hope you know that 
wasn’t my intent.  I honestly didn’t even think I was ready to start dating again, and I 
never saw Jamie and I getting back together like this, but it just all fell into place.” 

Nick nodded, trying to keep his expression neutral, trying to hide the pain and 
jealousy inside of him.  He wished he didn’t feel this way; he wished he could just get 
over her, but it was so hard.  Inwardly, he couldn’t deny his envy.  He was jealous of 
Jamie, of course, for drawing Claire back to him after she’d walked away from Nick.  
And a part of him was jealous of Claire too... jealous because she had clearly moved on. 

He wished he could move on too, but it was just so hard to let her go, when every 
time he looked at her or thought of her, he was reminded of how much he still loved her.  
How the worst years of his life had turned into some of the best, simply because of her.  
Would he ever find another woman who could make him feel the way that she did? 

He knew it wouldn’t be as easy for him as it had been for her.  Jamie had been 
waiting in the wings for her, ready to snatch her up the minute there was an opening.  
And even if she’d rejected him, Nick had no doubt there would have been another man 
eventually.  It would have been no trouble for her; she was cute and fun, understanding 
and easy to talk to, with a good personality, a sense of humor, and confidence galore.  
These were all the qualities that had drawn him to her in the first place. 

He, on the other hand, was insecure, disfigured and scarred, burdened by 
emotional baggage, and immersed in a career that seemed to attract all the wrong 
people and scare away all the right ones.  Back in his glory days, he’d never had trouble 
finding women to date; yet he’d always had trouble finding good women with which to 
have long-term relationships. 

Now it wasn’t even easy for him to attract women, period.  Not that he’d really 
tried, but he was worried that when he did, he’d just end up hurt and rejected.  Sure, if 
he was lucky, he could get a woman to flirt with him at a club.  But what happened when 
she took him back to her hotel room and saw his leg?  Would she be as attracted to him 
then?  Doubtful.  She’d probably react just as that chick Angelique had.  Unless she was 
like Leah, a gold-digger who couldn’t care less what was wrong with him, as long as she 
thought she might get some money out of him.  And that wasn’t the kind of woman he 
wanted anyway. 



 

Despite the pain she’d put him through in the last few months, he couldn’t deny 
that the kind of woman he wanted... was Claire. 

He glanced slowly up at her, and she offered him a tentative smile.  Then she 
reached across the table and rested her hand on top of his, squeezing it gently.  “Listen, I 
don’t want this to be the end for us, okay?” she said.  “I still want to be friends and keep 
in touch.  I still want you to come and visit me when you’re in town, and hopefully one 
day I will be able to fly out to LA again and see your new place.  This thing with Jamie 
isn’t going to come between our friendship; I won’t let it.  I care about it too much, Nick.  
And I’m not going to forget what we had either.  It was something special, and I’ll always 
remember that.” 

Again, Nick nodded wordlessly.  He wanted the same, but he couldn’t find the 
words to say so.  That pesky lump had risen in his throat again.  Why was this so hard?  
After she’d left him with a Dear John letter and moved on with her old boyfriend, whom 
he happened to despise, it should have been easy to walk away from her and move on 
himself.  But it wasn’t.  It wasn’t. 

Claire glanced down at her barely touched toast, then pushed her plate aside with 
a sigh.  “I gotta go in a few,” she said apologetically, “or else I’m gonna be late.” 

Nick nodded again.  “Okay,” he managed to say and dutifully rose from the table. 
She stood up too, came around the table, and pulled him into a tight hug.  

“Thanks for stopping by,” she said as she released him.  “I’m glad we could talk before 
you left.  Are we... okay?” 

“Yeah,” Nick replied quietly.  “We’re okay.” 
Claire smiled gently.  “Good.  Well, have a safe flight, and good luck moving into 

your new house.  Call me when you can, okay?  I wanna hear all about it.” 
“Sure,” he nodded, managing a smile in return.  “You take care of yourself too, 

okay?” he added, putting his hand on her shoulder as she walked him to the door.  
“Make sure Jamie treats you right.  If he doesn’t, forget your pride and call me, and so 
help me, I’ll fly home and kick his ass so bad, he won’t know what hit him.  Don’t forget, 
this leg’s made of metal.”  He shot her a playful grin as he rapped his knuckles against 
his prosthesis for added effect. 

She grinned back, and suddenly they both knew that they were, indeed, ‘okay’ 
again.  “I will definitely do that.  That is, if I don’t kick his ass myself first,” she replied, 
sticking her tongue out. 

“Call me, and we can take him together.  It’ll be fun,” said Nick, opening the door.  
He stopped on his way out and leaned in to kiss her lightly on the cheek.  “Bye, Claire,” 
he whispered. 

She smiled regretfully, her fingers rising instinctively to touch the spot where he 
had kissed her.  “Bye, Nick,” she echoed. 

He forced himself to turn and leave.  As he walked down the hallway of her 
apartment building, he knew, unconsciously, that he wouldn’t be back again for awhile.  
He was going back to California, to live in his new house, to finish his new album, to 
explore bigger and better things. 

He was going to move on. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 97 
 
“Lookin’ good in here, Nicky,” commented Howie.  Nick took a look around the 

living room of his new house.  The brand new furniture had been moved in, and Howie, 
AJ, Kevin, and Brian had helped him arrange it while Kristin and Leighanne added their 
female insight, helping him decide where to put all of the other crap he had, some which 
he’d brought from the house in Tampa, others which he’d ordered new. 

After hours of work, the interior of the house was coming together nicely; all of 
the big things had been moved in, and Leighanne, who had a decorating flair, had 
offered several times to help Nick make it look less... “bachelor-esque,” was how she’d 
put it. 

“Sure, that’d be great,” he’d replied agreeably.  He didn’t really care what the 
inside of the house looked like, as long as he had his bed and his fridge and his TV and 
his video games. 

All of that was there now, and since it was going on one o’clock in the afternoon, 
he said, “Hey, how about a lunch break?  We could order some delivery.” 

“How about take-out – sandwiches, from the deli?” AJ suggested. 
“Would that be Mary’s deli?” Howie asked with a teasing wink.  They all knew 

AJ’s girlfriend was working that day. 
“May-be...” AJ replied slyly, then protested, “Come on, their sandwiches are 

great!  Whaddya say, Nicky?  Deli?” 
“You know me; I’ll eat anything,” said Nick with a neutral shrug. 
“Guys?” AJ extended the question to Brian and Kevin and their wives. 
They all nodded.  “Sounds good to me,” Kevin added with a hint of eagerness; 

Nick figured he was just relieved that AJ wanted something other than McDonald’s.  It 
seemed Mary had been a good influence on him, whether intentionally or not. 

“Okay, cool.  How about I just pick up a bunch of different stuff, and we can make 
our own sandwiches here?” 

“Sounds good,” came a chorus of echoes. 
“Alright, now who’s comin’ with me to help carry stuff?  Nick, you game?” 
“Uh – sure,” agreed Nick.  “Y’all just hold down the fort while I’m gone.” 
“I’ll go unpack more of the kitchen boxes!” announced Leighanne with 

enthusiasm. 
Nick snickered as she trotted out of the room, and Brian shot him a goofy grin.  

“You’ll never need a woman in your life as long as you’ve got my wife, Frack,” he joked. 
Nick begged to differ, but he kept his comment to himself.  AJ, on the other hand, 

spoke up, “Jeez, Rok, that could sure be taken more than one way.  Don’t go spreading 
the rumor that the Backstreet Boys share wives as well as tour buses.”  He waggled his 
eyebrows suggestively, and Brian blushed. 

“You know what I meant,” he chuckled good-naturedly, but Nick and AJ laughed 
at his expense the whole way out to AJ’s sports car. 

They headed to West Hollywood, to the upscale deli where Mary worked.  As they 
walked inside, Nick spotted her immediately, her head bowed over the various kinds of 
meat and side dishes behind the counter as she helped a customer.  When the door 
opened, however, she glanced up, smiling over the customer’s shoulder, first at AJ, then 
at Nick. 



 

AJ led the way up to the counter, and Mary offered him a coy smile.  “Hi,” she 
said, continuing to scoop some kind of salad into a clear plastic tub.  “Hang on a second, 
and I’ll get Veronica out of the back room to help you.” 

Nick got a kick out of how professional she acted around AJ when she was in 
front of customers; normally the two of them were full of dirty talk towards one another. 

Mary secured the lid on the tub of salad and said to the customer, “Sir, I’ll be 
right back.”  As she turned to walk into the back room, Nick noticed AJ’s eyes lingering 
on her ass.  Now that was more like it. 

Mary was back in a second.  “Veronica will be right out,” she told AJ quickly and 
flashed Nick a quick smile before turning back to the man she was serving.  “And what 
else can I get for you, sir?” 

Nick didn’t hear the man’s answer, for at that moment, the door to the back room 
swung open again, and another woman came out.  “Hi,” she said softly, stepping up to 
the other side of the counter.  “I’m Veronica.  What would you two like?” 

She said “you two,” but Nick couldn’t help but notice that she barely glanced at 
AJ.  The whole time, her eyes lingered on him.  Nick was used to being stared at, and 
sometimes it bothered him, especially in the last three years, when he could never be 
sure why a person was staring.  Was it because they recognized him?  Because they 
thought he was attractive?  Or because they knew he’d had cancer?  Or that he only had 
one leg?  Because they pitied him? 

Normally, it was a little unnerving, but today, Nick found that he didn’t really 
mind.  Quite the contrary, it was sort of a turn on, the way she was looking at him.  He 
took in her appearance, his eyes locking onto her round, brown ones, which were still 
fixed on him.  Startling a little, he realized he still hadn’t answered her question. 

Luckily, AJ started to before he could react, and Veronica finally broke her gaze 
on Nick and focused on him instead.  “Let’s see... how about a pound of turkey... and a 
pound of roast beef too.  And um... Nick, any other kind of meat you want?  Ham?  
Chicken?  Salami?” 

Nick watched the deli clerk’s eyes flicker back to Nick.  “I’d recommend the hard 
salami,” she offered.  “I really like it.” 

At the words “salami” and “hard,” all kinds of dirty thoughts began to parade 
through Nick’s perverted mind.  “You like your salami hard, eh?” he joked automatically, 
but when Veronica’s eyes went wide with embarrassment, he immediately regretted it.  
Why did I just say that? he berated himself, blushing.  Now he was embarrassed too.  If 
Kevin had been there, he was sure he would have gotten an elbow in the ribs for that 
comment.  Luckily, it was just AJ, who started snickering at once. 

“Nick likes his salami hard too,” he kept the joke running.  Leaning into the 
counter, he added in a low voice, “How about giving him some of that hard salami?” 

“Okay, okay, enough,” Nick interjected loudly, cheeks flaming by now.  Flashing 
Veronica a sheepish smile, he added, “Sorry... I-I didn’t mean-” 

“It’s okay,” said Veronica before he could finish and smiled a little.  “AJ told me 
you had a sense of humor.  That’s another thing I like... besides the, uh... salami.”  She 
winked, and Nick felt himself smiling back at her automatically.  Until all of a sudden... 

“Wait!  You guys know each other?” he asked, looking between the woman behind 
the counter and the man standing next to him. 

“Of course.  V works with my girlfriend, dipshit; I do drop by this joint from time 
to time,” AJ scoffed, as if it should have been obvious. 



 

 

Nick shrugged; he hadn’t really thought of that.  Smiling shyly, Veronica 
shrugged herself and clarified, “I’ve only been working here a few weeks actually.  But 
yes, AJ has been in a few times.”  She turned her smile upon AJ, and he responded with 
the charming smirk he gave all ladies. 

“Well, uh... nice to meet you then, Veronica,” Nick offered, nodding to her.  “Any 
friend of AJ’s is a friend of mine,” he said with a meaningful look towards Mary, who 
was ringing up the older man’s order.  “And any friend of... well, of a friend of mine is... 
a friend of mine... too...” he fumbled, then screwed his face up in frustration – what the 
hell had he just said?  That hadn’t come out as smoothly as he’d hoped. 

“I mean, uh... yeah... nice to meet you,” he concluded and quickly looked away 
from her, red-faced again.  Man, he was out of practice with the ladies.  Why did he have 
to go and say such stupid things?  He always came off sounding like such a moron 
around certain people – interviewers... foreign fans... and naturally, pretty females.  
What a ‘tard, he thought, annoyed as usual with his lack of eloquence. 

But Veronica didn’t laugh at him.  She just smiled and replied sweetly, “It’s nice 
to meet you too, Nick.” 

 
*** 

 
“Nice to meet you, Jamie,” said Laura, the receptionist on duty that day at Tampa 

General Hospital’s oncology clinic.  Smiling pleasantly, she asked Claire, “And Claire, I 
assume your insurance information is still the same?” 

“Yep, nothing’s changed,” replied Claire. 
“Great.  Then you can just have a seat, and someone will call you back soon.” 
Claire nodded, offering the receptionist a quick smile.  “Thanks, Laura,” she said 

and, holding Jamie’s hand, led him over to a pair of empty chairs. 
As they sat down, he gave her a daunted look.  “You all are sure friendly here,” he 

remarked, raising his eyebrows. 
Claire chuckled ruefully.  “Yeah, isn’t it sad?  Says a lot about how often I’ve been 

at this place in the past few years... I know the staff, and they know me.  They get to 
know everyone after awhile.  It’s just like one big happy family,” she said with a big 
cheesy grin to match her sarcasm.  “The nurses and everyone here are really nice 
though.” 

Jamie smiled tightly.  “I’m sure they are, but honestly, Clairie?  I hope I never 
have to get to know them myself.  I’d rather we just keep you away from this place.”  He 
patted her thigh roughly, and she gave him a crooked smile. 

“Yeah.  Me too.” 
As they settled into silence, Claire wondered if she was going to start regretting 

her decision to let Jamie come along to her routine check-up in the cancer clinic that 
day.  When she’d told him she would have to miss watching the Marlins vs. Cubs 
baseball game with him that afternoon because of the appointment, he’d offered to go 
with her.  “Oh, you don’t have to,” she’d blown him off automatically.  “I’m used to going 
by myself; it’s no big deal.” 

He’d given her a frown.  “You mean Nick never went with you?” 
“Well... yeah, I guess he did, but...”  But you’re not Nick, she’d been thinking, but 

she knew not to say it; he probably would have taken it the wrong way.  “Seriously, 



 

Jamie, don’t worry about it.  It’s just a routine thing, and I can go by myself; I’m a big 
girl.” 

She flashed him a smile, but he did not return it.  Instead, he leaned forward 
and pulled her hand into his.  “Listen... you’re my girl now, and I... I wanna be there 
for you,” he said seriously.  “I wanna be a part of your life again, and that means 
fitting in with all the other parts of your life... and as much as I wish it wasn’t, this is a 
part of your life.” 

Claire had nodded slowly, surprised and touched by his declaration.  He really 
was trying to redeem himself for running from her all those years ago, when her cancer 
had been too much for him to handle.  First he’d donated his sperm to her, giving her 
the chance to have children of her own someday.  Then, last year, when she’d thought 
her transplant was rejecting, he’d come to the hospital to be with her after Nick had fled.  
And now he wanted to come to her check-up.  It was a sweet gesture, but Claire 
wondered, was he really up for it? 

She’d been sheltering Jamie from the realities of her illness for years, ever since 
she’d found out he couldn’t handle them.  He had no idea what she’d been through in 
the six years since her diagnosis.  He knew the basics – that she’d been in the hospital, 
that she’d gone through chemo, and that her leukemia had relapsed after two years in 
remission.  He knew that she’d started up chemo again, after having her eggs fertilized 
with his sperm and safely preserved, and he knew that when the chemo did not cure her, 
she’d received a bone marrow transplant from her brother.  In Jamie’s eyes, she was 
perfectly fine again, back to normal and as good as cured.  These check-ups were merely 
a formality. 

But Jamie, like many of her friends, did not know all the details.  He had no idea 
how close she’d come to dying after the transplant, sick as she had been with infection.  
He didn’t know what the first few months after the transplant had been like for her... 
cooped up in her parents house, her mom hovering over her like a mother hen all the 
time, having to wear a surgical mask like Michael Jackson every time she went out 
because her immune system was so shot that a simple cold could wreak havoc on her 
body.  She’d had a relatively easy time of it, compared to most people, but that didn’t 
mean it had been easy or pain-free.  The side effects were still plaguing her – the 
cataracts in her eyes, her weak bones, her crazy hormones, and of course, the fact that 
she would never have children naturally.  And there was always the chance that she 
could still reject or relapse, like Casey had. 

But Jamie didn’t know any of that, because she’d hadn’t let him in on it.  Letting 
him come to the clinic with her today was a big step.  She didn’t think he had any idea 
what kind of tests she had done at these appointments, but he was about to find out.  
And she had to admit, she was curious to see how he would react.  Would he freak out 
on her?  Or would he fight his fears, be mature, and stick with her this time?   She wasn’t 
the only one who was going to be tested today. 

“So how long do you usually have to wait here?”  Jamie’s question brought Claire 
out of her thoughts, and she looked over at him.  It was obvious he was restless; he kept 
sliding around in his chair and leaning over, clasping and unclasping his hands together. 

“It shouldn’t be too much longer here... it’s just busy today, I guess.  But don’t 
hold your breath; the appointment itself will take awhile too.” 

“Why does it take so long?” Jamie asked innocently.  “What kind of stuff will they 
do?” 



 

 

She explained briefly about the blood tests and bone marrow biopsy they always 
did.  As expected, Jamie blanched, but when a nurse came to call Claire’s name, he took 
her hand and dutifully walked back with her. 

“Hi, Claire; I’m Bobbi-Jo,” drawled the nurse in a slight Southern accent, as she 
ushered Claire and Jamie through a door.  “How are you doin’ today?” 

“I’m fine, thanks; how are you?” Claire asked automatically. 
“Just fine, thank you!  You wanna hop onto the scale here?” asked Bobbi-Jo, 

stopping her at the large scale just beyond the door. 
Grudgingly, Claire took off her shoes and stepped onto the scale.  When the nurse 

made adjustments and read off the number, jotting it down on the chart in her hand, 
Claire groaned; she’d gained since the last time she had been here.  Weight gain was 
supposedly one of the side effects of the new hormone replacement drugs she’d been 
taking for the last couple of months, and she hated it.  Maybe I’ll see if Amber’s ready to 
start working out with me like we said we would, she mused as she climbed off the 
scale and glanced at Jamie, feeling herself blush slightly. 

He must have noticed her discomfort, because he grinned and playfully poked a 
finger into her stomach.  “Fatty,” he whispered teasingly behind the nurse’s back as they 
followed her to the right examining room. 

Claire stuck her tongue out at him and jabbed him right back in the gut.  “You 
should talk,” she shot back, winking.  She was only kidding, and she knew he was too.  
He’d been calling her “fatty” since high school because she’d always been able to eat like 
a horse, even though it had never really showed on her.  She missed her teenage 
metabolism. 

“Right in here,” Bobbi-Jo said, holding open the door of one of the exam rooms.  
She handed Claire a gown to change into, and Jamie hung back as she went inside the 
room. 

Once the nurse had closed the door, Claire changed quickly and then opened it 
again, motioning Jamie in from the hall.  He gave her a tight smile and slunk in, 
perching in a hard-backed chair against the wall while Claire climbed up onto the paper-
covered table.  She watched Jamie look around the room, his expression nervous.  She 
could see his Adam’s apple bob as he swallowed hard and felt a flutter of sympathy for 
him.  Bless his heart; he was trying so hard, but she knew he hated this.  He’d always 
had a fear of hospitals, a fear which had probably only been intensified by her illness. 

She shifted her weight on the table a few times, purposely fidgeting around to 
make the paper underneath her crinkle loudly.  Finally, Jamie noticed and looked over 
at her, cracking a smile.  Mission accomplished, she thought, smiling back.  For a 
minute, the tension in the room seemed to dilute.   

Then the nurse walked back in. 
 

*** 
 

“Smooth, Carter,” AJ joked sarcastically as he and Nick walked out of the deli, 
both carrying paper bags filled with sliced meat, tubs of various sides, and a big bag of 
kettle-cooked chips.  “That’s a way to impress a girl alright, start making crude jokes 
about boners.” 

“It slipped out,” mumbled Nick.  Then, growing defensive, he added, “And 
anyway, she thought it was funny!  She said she liked my sense of humor!” 



 

“Well after you got her all flustered, sure.” 
Nick gave AJ a peevish look, narrowing his eyes.  “So why do you care, anyway?” 
AJ just shrugged.  “She seems like a nice girl.” 
The statement was innocent enough, but something about the way AJ said it 

caused Nick to cast another suspicious look in his direction.  “Bone...” he said warningly.  
“What’s the deal?” 

“What are you talking about, Nicky?”  AJ was playing dumb; Nick could tell. 
“That girl, Veronica... why do I get the feeling it wasn’t just coincidence that you 

dragged me to the deli today and she was the one to wait on us?” Nick probed.  He had 
been set up with girls before, courtesy of AJ, and right now he was starting to detect the 
signs of another AJ McLean set-up. 

“Gee, I dunno, Nick... but if you’re keen on finding out, maybe you should follow 
that feeling to the movies with Mary and me tonight,” suggested AJ, winking above his 
sunglasses. 

Nick gave him an exasperated look.  Oh yeah – he was totally being set up.  
“Look, J, you know I’m not interested in another relationship right now,” he protested.  
“’Specially with some random girl I don’t even know.” 

“So get to know her first.  Maybe then you’ll be interested,” AJ pointed out.  
“Mary said she’s really nice and that she’s definitely interested in you.  She thinks you 
two would be good together.  It’s worth a shot, don’t you think?  What have you got to 
lose?” 

Nick sighed heavily, but he couldn’t think of an answer.  When he did not reply, 
AJ went on, “I mean, Claire’s pretty much out of the picture, isn’t she?  You said yourself 
she was back together with that prick she dated in high school.  So it looks to me like you 
got nothin’... nothin’ to lose, that is.  And everything to gain.  Whaddya say, Nicky-boy?  
Come out with us tonight?” 

Nick struggled with his response, trying to think of a good excuse to turn AJ 
down.  “I got a lot of stuff left to do around the house,” he said lamely. 

AJ waved his hand in front of his face, blowing Nick off.  “You got the important 
stuff taken care of already... a place to sleep, working plumbing, and a running fridge.  
What’s left to do that can’t wait till tomorrow morning?” 

Nick’s only answer was a sigh; he knew he was losing this battle.  “Look, J, I 
dunno... she... she doesn’t really seem like my type.” 

AJ eyed him skeptically.  “Why, cause she’s not skinny and blonde and a bitchy, 
gold-digging whore?  Well, Claire didn’t fit that model either, and you proposed to her.  
I think you could at least give this Veronica girl a shot.” 

He has a point, Nick had to admit.  His “type,” based on the category most of the 
women he’d dated fit into, wasn’t really the right type for him at all.  He’d failed so 
horribly at selecting girlfriends for himself in the past that maybe it wasn’t a bad idea to 
follow AJ’s – or Mary’s – advice instead, just this once.  Like AJ had said... maybe it was 
worth a shot. 

“So... so if I come to the movies tonight... are you saying this girl will be there?” 
Nick asked hesitantly. 

AJ winked again.  “Could be.  Wait and see...” 
 

*** 
 



 

 

“Will you just wait?” Claire demanded, her voice rising as she put both hands on 
Jamie’s chest and pushed him back down onto the padded table.  “There.  Now just cool 
your jets and lie down for a few more minutes.  I’m not gonna catch you if you faint 
again on the way out to the car.” 

“I won’t faint,” muttered Jamie darkly, some of the color returning to his pale 
cheeks as he blushed, clearly embarrassed by what had happened. 

Claire thought it was sort of funny.  The moment Bobbi-Jo had whipped out the 
syringe to suck out a sample of her bone marrow, Jamie had gone white as a sheet.  A 
few minutes later, while she was pinned to the table, the large needle in her pelvis, he’d 
passed out cold, sliding all the way out of his chair and onto the floor.  Bobbi-Jo had had 
to run out of the room to get another nurse to tend to him while Dr. Rodrigo finished the 
procedure. 

Jamie was fine now, of course, especially after the nurse had made him lie down 
on the table for a few minutes after Claire was done.  He’d had enough of that though; 
now he was just humiliated and itching to leave as soon as possible.  Claire didn’t blame 
him, and she should have known, judging by the shade of green he had turned when the 
nurse had stuck a regular-sized syringe into the flesh of her arm for the blood draw. 

“I can’t believe you can lie there and take that every time...” he murmured, 
closing his eyes.  “Those needles... God.” 

Claire shrugged.  “Well, what else am I supposed to do, Jamie?  It’s worth it to 
know that I’m still healthy... or to find out early if there is a problem so that something 
can be done about it.” 

“I-I know,” Jamie stammered.  “It’s just...”  He shuddered.  “God.” 
“I know.  It’s not particularly fun for me either, I’ll tell you that much.”  Sighing, 

Claire sank back down into her chair and gingerly massaged her lower back, her fingers 
meeting the gauze they’d taped over the fresh hole in her flesh.  She had quite a 
smattering of tiny, round scars from all the bone marrow biopsies she’d had done over 
the years; this would just make one more.  She wondered if they would make any 
interesting connect-the-dot patterns. 

She was just about to suggest that Jamie look for some that night when he said, 
“Well, lying in this room isn’t particularly fun for me either.  Can we go now?  I swear, 
I’m fine... I feel a hell of a lot better now that they took that needle out of you.” 

Claire laughed.  “Yeah, okay.  You stay there while I change back into my clothes.  
No peeking now,” she added with a mischievous wink.  He just smirked.  Standing up 
painfully, she grabbed her bra and t-shirt and turned away from him as she expertly 
swapped them with the gown she was wearing. 

As they walked out of the clinic a few minutes later, Claire pulled a small bottle of 
Tylenol out of her purse and popped a couple of pills into her mouth, swallowing them 
dry.  Noticing her action, Jamie asked, “Does it hurt?”  He touched her back lightly, 
keeping his hand well above the spot where they’d put the needle. 

“Nah, not too bad.  It just throbs a little; this helps take the edge off,” replied 
Claire casually. 

They made their way slowly out to the parking lot, at which point Claire turned to 
Jamie and extended her hand.  “Keys?” 

“What?” 
“I think I should drive.  Can I have your keys?” 
Jamie scowled.  “No.  You’re not driving; I’m fine.” 



 

“You still look kinda pale,” Claire observed, reaching up to touch his cheek, her 
fingers brushing over the rough stubble along his jawline.  He ducked away from her 
grasp and downright refused to give her his keys.  “Fine,” she said.  “You drive then.”  
Shooting him an impish grin, she added, “Just don’t go swooning when you’re behind 
the wheel.” 

 
*** 

 
Later that night, Nick climbed out of the backseat of AJ’s car and looked up at the 

brightly-lit multiplex cinema, already wondering why he’d come.  How did I let AJ talk 
me into being the third wheel to Mary and him?  For crying out loud, thought Nick, 
annoyed with himself. 

Of course, AJ had plainly hinted that Mary’s friend from work was going to be at 
the movies tonight too... Nick supposed that was what had convinced him to go.  AJ and 
Mary were trying to set him up, and he figured he might as well play along.  He wasn’t 
sure if he was even interested in this girl – he couldn’t really judge, when all he’d done 
was buy lunch meat from her (and make an ass of himself talking about his ‘hard 
salami’) – but even so, ever since he’d gotten back from Florida, the thought of hooking 
up with another woman had been on his mind.  Claire had moved on with Jamie.  Why 
couldn’t he move on with someone too? 

Maybe a new fling was all he needed to get over her.  He wasn’t looking for 
anything long-term or overly serious right off the bat, but something beyond a strictly-
physical relationship would be nice too.  If he was just looking for sex, LA was full of 
women who would fuck even a one-legged Backstreet Boy, for the right price.  But no 
thank you; he wasn’t interested in that.  His love for Claire had been much deeper than 
anything physical; she was the first woman he’d ever truly loved, not just lusted over.  If 
he could just find someone else, someone like her... someone caring and understanding, 
someone he could laugh with and just hang out with, someone he could be himself 
around.  Someone who made him feel good about himself. 

He had no idea how he was going to find that someone, but he knew he would 
never find her without looking, so he figured he’d might as well start that night.  By the 
time he, AJ, and Mary reached the doors of the movie theater and walked inside, he’d 
mentally pumped himself up again.  As he joined the long line to buy tickets, he started 
looking around, trying to casually scope out the place for the girl from the deli, Veronica.  
What did she look like again?   He tried to picture her in his head: long, dark brown 
hair, tied back into a ponytail beneath the hat she wore as part of her uniform at the 
deli; warm, cocoa-colored complexion, like that of Halle Berry. 

Mmm... Halle Berry, he thought, temporarily distracted by the mental image of 
the beautiful actress in her tight leather Catwoman costume.  Veronica certainly hadn’t 
looked like her... but he supposed she was alright.  Nice eyes... he remembered her eyes, 
and the way she’d been looking at him. 

“Nick!” AJ said sharply, and Nick felt a finger jab into his back.  “Wake up, buddy 
– line’s movin’!” 

Startling, Nick hurried forward to catch up to the man in front of him, who had 
moved a few feet since he’d last been paying attention.  AJ and Mary followed after him, 
hand in hand.  He could hear them murmuring things to each other behind him, the 
whispers of two lovers.  He sighed to himself, hoping Veronica was really going to show 



 

 

so that, if nothing else, at least he would have someone to talk to the rest of the night.  
AJ and Mary weren’t ignoring him on purpose, but he obviously wasn’t the center of 
their attentions either.  God, being the third wheel sucked. 

Out of nowhere, he conjured up the image of Claire’s best friend, Dianna.  He 
wondered what she thought of Claire and Jamie getting back together, when it meant 
being the perpetual third wheel for her.  He snickered to himself.  Aside from a 
friendship with Claire, he didn’t think he and Dianna had anything in common. 

When he finally reached one of the ticket kiosks, he bought a single ticket for the 
comedy they had decided on and waited for AJ and Mary to join him. 

“Well, hey, look who’s here!” AJ announced loudly as he and Mary made their 
way over to Nick.  At first, Nick furrowed his brow in confusion – AJ already knew he 
was here; he was the one who had driven him! – but then he realized AJ’s gaze was not 
focused on him, but on a spot somewhere over his shoulder.  He turned, and that’s when 
he saw her. 

Veronica looked different than his memory’s image of her from earlier that day.  
She was dressed in a springy, lavender Bohemian skirt that swished around her calves 
and a white blouse.  Nick couldn’t help but take a moment to admire her body, the way 
her top showed just a peek of cleavage, and how the skirt flattered her curvy frame.  
Then he quickly brought his eyes up to her face.  She was wearing more makeup than 
she had been at the deli, he noticed; it looked nice.  Her hair was pulled up, off of her 
neck, and little wisps of it framed her face. 

When AJ called to her, she came over quickly, beaming.  She had a nice smile, 
and Nick found it easy to smile back in return.  “Hello,” he said, striding smoothly up to 
her.  “Nice to see you again.” 

“You too,” replied Veronica, tucking a stray wisp of hair behind her right ear. 
“Funny seeing you here tonight, Veronica,” spoke up AJ, a teasing tone to his 

voice.  “What are you seeing?” 
Naturally, Veronica listed the same movie Nick had just bought a ticket for, 

smiling at AJ in a way that told Nick she had been in on this whole plot with AJ and 
Mary.  He just wondered if it had been her idea, or if Mary had put her up to it.  Was this 
“Win a date with Nick Carter?” or “Please Veronica, I’ll pay you twenty bucks if you 
show some interest my boyfriend’s pathetic, heartbroken friend.” 

“Well, how ironic,” he spoke up, the surprise in his voice completely phony.  
“That’s what we’re seeing too!  You should sit by us... unless you’re with a date or 
something.”  He pretended to look around, knowing full well she was alone. 

Veronica shook her head.  “Um... no, I... didn’t come with anybody,” she said with 
a shrug, looking awkward and amused at the same time. 

“Oh, yeah?  Well, that’s no fun.  You definitely need to come sit by me then.”  He 
gave her an exaggerated wink, and she smiled. 

“Well, thank you... I think I will.” 
“Well, great, you two.  Now that that’s settled... can we go find the theater?” AJ 

asked, looking pointedly at his watch.  “It’s gonna start in a few minutes.” 
“Hold up, J – popcorn first!” Nick exclaimed.  He pointed to the concession 

counter, unable to believe how AJ could forget such an important part of the movie-
going experience.  Nick rarely sat through a movie in the theater without popcorn. 

AJ held up his hands in defense.  “My mistake,” he conceded.  “To the popcorn 
counter we go!” 



 

“Want me to go and get us some seats?” offered Mary. 
“Sure, babe.  What do you want?” AJ asked his girlfriend, motioning to the 

concession menus. 
“Just a diet Pepsi is fine.  I’ll eat some of your popcorn.”  She smiled sweetly and 

winked before walking away in search of the right theater. 
Shaking his head, AJ turned back to Nick and Veronica and said, “Come on, we 

better get in line, or we’re gonna miss half the movie.” 
They joined the concession line, which was thankfully moving quickly.  As they 

neared the counter, Nick glanced down at Veronica, who was at least a foot shorter than 
him.  “You wanna split a combo or something?” he asked her, pointing to the value 
combo that included a large popcorn and two drinks.  “Cheaper that way,” he added with 
a grin. 

“Oh... uh...”  Veronica hesitated.  “Actually, I don’t want any popcorn.  Just a 
bottled water.” 

“Just water?”  Nick wrinkled his nose.  “Are you sure?” 
“I already ate dinner,” said Veronica, shrugging apologetically. 
“Ah, okay.  Well, I’ll just get the large combo anyway, and we’ll ask for a bottled 

water instead of the second soda.  Then you can have some of my popcorn if you get 
hungry.” 

“Oh... well, you don’t have to do that-” 
“Girl, I’m getting a large popcorn anyway; you might as well help me eat it if you 

want, cause Lord knows I don’t need all the extra calories.”  He patted his stomach for 
emphasis and shot her a smirk. 

Veronica smiled awkwardly.  “You don’t need to worry about calories, Nick.  You 
look great.” 

Nick studied her for a moment, then smiled back.  “Well, thanks.  So it’s settled 
then... I’m gettin’ the large.”   He ordered the large combo, with a bottled water for 
Veronica, and when she tried to offer him money for it, he pushed the bills back into her 
hand.  “Don’t worry about it; I got this,” he said.  Naturally, she started to protest, but he 
picked up his popcorn and his Mountain Dew and held both up, showing her that his 
hands were full; he conveniently couldn’t take her money now. 

“You can make it up to me later,” he said as they followed AJ to the theater.  
“Just, uh... give me some hard salami on the house next time, or somethin’.”  He was 
trying to make a joke, but he didn’t quite realize how bad “give me some hard salami” 
sounded until it was out of his mouth and the embarrassed look had registered on 
Veronica’s face.  “Er... sorry,” he apologized quickly, blushing.  “I didn’t really mean... 
well... you know.  I-I really do think about more than boners, I swear,” he added, a little 
more emphatically than he’d intended – a couple of older women’s heads turned quickly 
to look at him as he walked past their row of seats in the theater. 

“That’s good,” Veronica laughed lightly as they sat down with AJ and Mary. 
As the lights dimmed, and the previews began, Nick sat wondering if Veronica 

thought he was a total asshole (and a horny one at that).  He hadn’t meant to sound like 
a dick all day, but he probably had.  She would probably think the same of him as Claire 
had before she’d gotten to know him – that he was just another crude, conceited 
celebrity jackass. 

Oh well.  If that’s true, then it’s her loss, he tried to tell himself.  It was the kind of 
thing Claire would have said.  She’d always known what to say to make him feel better 



 

 

about himself.  But she wasn’t here, and the words didn’t sound as convincing coming 
from his own mind. 

Next to him, he heard Veronica giggle along with the rest of the theater at a funny 
scene in the preview that was playing.  Nick had missed it.  Not caring, he stole a glance 
at her through the darkness of the theater and found himself wishing she was Claire 
instead. 

The screen provided just enough light in the dark theater for him to see her face...  
She was smiling, her eyes still sparkling with moisture, and all of a sudden, he felt his 
heart begin to pound with yearning.  Taking his hand out of hers, he gently reached 
out and touched her cheek, lightly brushing her tears away.  Her hand rose to take 
hold of his, and slowly, she guided it down her face, to her lips.  She pressed her lips to 
his fingers, kissing them tenderly and then slowly lowered them.  But his heart was 
racing now, and his tingling fingers longed to touch her again.  They went to her 
shoulder and crept around, his arm encircling her, gradually pulling her closer to him 
as he leaned forward, his head tipping to the side, his lips drifting toward hers as if 
there was a magnetic field between them, steadily drawing them nearer... 

“That looks good, don’t you think?”  Veronica’s whisper brought Nick out of his 
daydream.  He jumped in his seat and looked over at her, then back at the screen, 
blinking in surprise.  He hadn’t realized how long he’d just spaced out until he noticed 
that they’d moved on to a completely different movie trailer. 

“Oh... yeah!” he whispered back.  “Looks awesome.”   He had no idea what movie 
they were talking about; he’d been watching the screen without really seeing what was 
on it at all.  The only thing he’d been able to see, flickering in his mind like an old movie 
on screen, was Claire, looking as she had that night they’d shared their very first kiss, in 
a theater much smaller and more intimate than this one. 

I miss her, he thought.  He didn’t want to admit it, but he couldn’t deny it either.  
He did want to move on and stop thinking of Claire all the time, but it wasn’t easy.  
Everything reminded him of her, and he was constantly remembering all the special 
little things they’d shared, moments he’d sometimes taken for granted.  Going to movies 
together, their hands brushing as they both reached into the jumbo bucket of popcorn 
between them... or just watching DVDs together at home in their sweats, snuggled 
together beneath a blanket on the couch, with a bowl of microwave popcorn and a six-
pack of cold beer.  He would give anything to be with her that way right now, instead of 
here, with a girl who was still virtually a stranger. 

But it was not to be.  He knew this, and as the feature presentation began, he 
settled back in his seat, took a handful of popcorn, and hoped he could lose himself in 
the plot of the movie. 

 
*** 

 
Claire poked her hand out from under the blanket just long enough to reach for 

her bottle of beer.  She took a swig, enjoying the smooth sensation of the cold lager 
gliding down her throat, and set the bottle back down on the side table next to Jamie’s 
couch.  Then she pulled the blanket back up around herself.  It was almost May, and the 
Florida summer heat was in full swing, but Jamie kept his air conditioner cranked up, 
and she would freeze otherwise. 



 

Besides, it was cozy, curled up on the couch with Jamie, a blanket, and her most 
comfortable pair of sweatpants.  Three of life’s little pleasures, she thought, burrowing 
her head deeper in Jamie’s chest.  His t-shirt was warm and soft and smelled like boy, in 
a nice way... the Axe bodywash and Old Spice deodorant kind of way.  It was a 
comforting scent, one that brought her back to the days when she and Jamie would 
cuddle on the couch of his parents’ house after school, jumping off each other every time 
his mother came in.  It was nice to be adults this time around, to be able to spend the 
night lying on the couch together, watching the baseball game they’d taped that 
afternoon into the wee hours of the morning. 

“Lee’s up,” Jamie murmured, his voice rumbling in Claire’s ear as his chest 
vibrated beneath her.  He rubbed her arms in anticipation as the Chicago Cubs’ first 
basemen, Derek Lee, came up to bat.  The Cubs were down to the Marlins, 2-3, in the 
bottom of the eighth inning, and a single homer by Lee would be enough to tie the game. 

“Lee’s gonna choke – again.  He’s, what, 0 for 3 this game?” Claire teased.  As a 
Florida fan, she couldn’t resist giving Jamie a hard time when it came to his cursed, 
“loveable loser” baseball team. 

“All the more reason for him to get a hit this time,” Jamie countered.  And as the 
Marlins’ bullpen pitcher threw the first pitch of the bat, they both fell silent to watch. 

Only half-listening to the commentary between pitches, as Lee fouled a couple of 
balls into the stands, Claire amused herself with the knowledge that she and Jamie could 
have just watched Sports Center for the score earlier that evening and saved themselves 
a lot of agony.  But hell, the suspense was half the fun of the game.  It was the exact 
reason they’d purposely avoided all the sports channels after they’d gotten back from the 
clinic that afternoon, choosing to watch the taped game in its entirety that night. 

All of a sudden, Jamie gasped and jerked upwards, jostling Claire off of him.  “Oh 
– oh – that’s goin’ all the way!  YES!!” he shouted, as Derek Lee’s full-count pitch sailed 
over the ivy-covered wall in the outfield of Wrigley.  “3-3 – how do ya like that, baby?  I 
so called it!” gloated Jamie, whooping as Lee trotted around the bases on TV. 

“Yeah, yeah, so what?  They haven’t won yet, you know; there’s still an entire 
inning left,” Claire retorted with a wry smile, pushing Jamie down onto the couch again 
and settling back against his chest. 

She had missed nights like this with Jamie.  And as she lay there, watching the 
end of the game play out from the comfort of his embrace, there was no other place she 
would rather be. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 98 
 

A week later, Nick fingered a crumpled scrap of paper on his desk, brushing his 
fingertips over the words that been scrawled hastily across it in a distinctly feminine 
hand. 

 
Veronica Peterson 
555-7667 
 
Flipping open his cell phone, he went to his contacts menu and started to enter 

her name and number.  Veronica had given him the information last Saturday, after the 
movie.  They had both gone out to grab a bite to eat with AJ and Mary afterwards, and 
the four of them had ended up staying at the restaurant for over two hours, talking long 
after they had finished their meals.  When Veronica had handed him her number in the 
parking lot that night, he had pocketed it and told her he would give her a call sometime, 
not at all sure if he would.  She seemed like a nice woman, but wasn’t sure if he was 
actually interested in her or not. 

Still, he’d kept her number, and when Friday rolled around and he found himself 
without plans, he’d dug the piece of paper out and given her a call.  They’d gone to 
another movie – a harmless date for two people who barely knew each other – and then 
out for a snack, though they’d ended up talking more than eating.  He’d found out a lot 
about her that night.  A native of Rochester, New York, not far from his birthplace, 
Jamestown, she had moved out to Los Angeles a few months ago, looking to make a 
change in her life. 

“I want to go back to school, eventually,” she’d told him.  “I got my associate’s 
degree back in New York, but then I decided to take a break from school and started 
working in a library and just never went back.  But I do want to finish out my degree so I 
can get a better job, something I really love doing.  Right now I’m just trying to save up 
some money so I can afford to concentrate on school later.” 

Listening to her, Nick had wondered what it would have been like to go to college 
and have a “regular” career, outside the music business.  Veronica had been an English 
major.  He wondered what field of study he would have chosen.  Probably music, he 
thought, or something in the arts.  There was really nothing else he’d ever considered 
himself good enough at.  Academics weren’t his forte; he’d never been much of a scholar 
in school.  But music, art, and drama – those were the areas in which he’d always 
excelled.  And when he thought of that way, he decided that he was exactly in the right 
position.  He was a successful musician, and he wouldn’t trade it for anything.  Many 
times, it seemed like the one aspect of his life that wasn’t completely messed up.  He 
could lose his family, his fiancée, his health... but as long as he had his music, there was 
at least one thing to live for.  He tried to remind himself of that whenever he got 
depressed. 

He wasn’t depressed now though.  In fact, he was excited about the upcoming 
week.  In two days, he and the guys were flying to Stockholm to finish recording a few 
more potential tracks for their album.  He loved Stockholm; it held a lot of good 
memories for him and the rest of the group, memories of the old days, the beginning, 
when they’d been young and fresh and beyond excited about making their very first CD.  



 

They’d gone through a lot since then, so much that sometimes “the beginning” seemed 
like a past life to Nick, but that was why it was always nice to go back and remember. 

He still had a lot to do before he left; he hadn’t even started packing yet.  But it 
was Saturday night, and he didn’t feel like staying in.  As soon as he pressed the button 
to store Veronica’s information in his phone, he tapped a different button to dial her 
number. 
 

*** 
 
“So have you ever been here before?” Nick asked Veronica as he led her into the 

trendy Italian restaurant, which had been his suggestion for dinner that night. 
“No, never have,” answered Veronica, shaking her head.  “There’s a lot of places 

in LA I haven’t been; I haven’t really met many people here yet, outside of work.” 
“Ahh... well, I’ll have to show you some of the sights then, huh?” 
“That would be great,” said Veronica with a smile. 
“Like this place... this place is amazing.  The food is so damn good.  I really like 

their chicken parmesan.  But, I mean, anything you get will be good, I can almost 
guarantee.” 

“I love chicken parmesan,” Veronica commented. 
“Perfect,” said Nick, walking up to the host, who recognized him and greeted him 

by name. 
“Buona sera, Mr. Carter,” said the host, his Italian accent strong.  “Would you 

like to be seated at a private table?” 
“Sure, that would be great, thanks,” replied Nick with a nod of gratitude. 
“My pleasure.  Marco will escort you to your table.”  He gestured to a second man 

who had come up, and they followed the latter to a small table in a private section of the 
restaurant. 

“Wow, this is really nice, Nick,” said Veronica, looking all around.  “It feels so 
weird to be sitting here with you.  My friends back in Rochester will never believe it.”  
She laughed nervously. 

Nick smiled across the table at her.  Mary had told him that she was a fan, 
although she didn’t act like one.  Not that she didn’t seem to like him, but she was good 
about not doing the things that fans did that made it impossible for him to actually hang 
out with them like normal people.  She didn’t freak out around him, didn’t cry or scream 
or throw herself at him or shout that she loved him, number one.  And number two, she 
didn’t ask too many questions about “Nick the Backstreet Boy.”  When he’d told her that 
he and the guys were flying to Sweden, she’d asked how the album was going and told 
him she was sure it would be wonderful, but beyond that, she’d kept the “fan-ish” 
questions to a minimum.  She seemed genuinely interested in getting to know him, the 
real Nick Carter. 

“Nah, don’t think that; I don’t want it to feel weird for you,” he replied.  “I’m just 
a regular guy, you know, for the most part.” 

Veronica smiled.  “I know.” 
After a waiter had come to bring them water and take their drink orders, they 

both opened their menus and flipped through.  Nick quickly decided on the chicken 
parmesan; after he’d mentioned it to Veronica, he realized how good it sounded that 
night.  Veronica seemed to be going between two different choices; she kept flipping 



 

 

from one page to another and back again, studying the choices with her brow furrowed 
in thought. 

“Know what you’re getting?” Nick asked. 
“Um... probably one of their salads,” answered Veronica, glancing up briefly from 

her menu. 
“Really?”  Nick raised his brows in surprise.  “You do like Italian, don’t you?”   

Didn’t I ask her that in the car? he wondered.  I did, didn’t I? 
“Oh yeah!  It’s my favorite!  I just... like salad too.” 
Nick frowned, not sure how anyone could prefer salad to a big Italian meal, with 

pasta and meat and garlic bread...  “You could always get a side salad with your meal,” 
he suggested.  “Their pasta dishes are all so good, I swear.” 

“I dunno...” Veronica hesitated.  “I’m not all that hungry; I don’t think I could eat 
a big meal.” 

“That’s why they have to-go containers,” Nick grinned.  “C’mon, how can you 
resist?  If you’re worried about the price, by the way, don’t be... I’m buyin’.” 

Veronica looked up and immediately started in with the, “Oh Nick, you don’t have 
to do that!” spiel, but Nick was not to be swayed.  In the end, Veronica ordered fettuccini 
alfredo and a small salad when the waiter came back, and Nick got his chicken 
parmesan, and everyone was happy. 

“How is it?” he asked, once their meals had arrived and they’d started eating. 
“Really good,” Veronica admitted. 
“Told ya,” Nick gloated, winking across the table at her.  They fell into silence as 

they ate, Veronica slowly twirling her pasta around her fork and seeming to savor each 
bite while Nick plowed through his chicken parmesan.   

“So can I ask you a question?” Nick spoke up after awhile. 
Veronica looked up.  “Sure, what?” 
Nick set his fork down.  “It’s no secret that AJ and Mary pretty much set us up.  I 

was just wondering... did you have anything to do with that, or did Mary come to you 
first and, like... I dunno... beg you to let me take you out or something?” 

Veronica’s eyes went wide.  “Nick!” she cried.  “No, of course she didn’t beg me!  
Why would you think that??” 

Nick shrugged, feeling his cheeks redden slightly.  “Sorry,” he said quickly.  “I just 
had to ask, ‘cause... I dunno if you know or not, but I just broke up with my fiancée not 
too long ago – well, it was in December... but it doesn’t feel like that long ago – and I 
know AJ’s been trying to get me to move on, ya know?  I just didn’t want this to be like a 
pity date or something.” 

“No, no, it’s nothing like that!” Veronica insisted.  “I... I did have something to do 
with it.  I freaked out the first time AJ walked into the deli to see Mary... I had just 
started working there and had no idea she was dating him.  Everyone out here is so used 
to seeing celebrities, but I’m still getting used to it – I still get starstruck.”  She gave him 
a rather embarrassed smile and continued, “Not to mention I’ve been a fan of you guys 
for a long time.  Anyway, once Mary knew that and had gotten to know me... I guess she 
thought we might be good together.” 

Nick smiled, relaxing a little.  So Veronica was a fan.  He’d never dated a fan 
before, but she seemed normal enough, not at all psycho, so he wasn’t against the idea.  
At least she would support his work and foresee what she was getting herself into by 
dating him, if indeed they kept seeing each other. 



 

“Thanks for answering that,” he told her.  “Sorry to put you on the spot.” 
“It’s okay.”  Veronica gave him a small smile.  “I know you’ve been used in the 

past.  I don’t want you to think I’m another one of those girls, because I’m not.  I would 
never try to hurt you or manipulate you.  I know how it feels to be manipulated, and it’s 
not fun... not at all.” 

Nick could sense that she was talking from past experience now and wondered if 
he should ask about it.  On one hand, it seemed too early to start talking about past 
relationships, but in his experience, people didn’t make comments like that without 
expecting to elaborate on them.  Maybe she wanted to be asked. 

“If you don’t mind me asking... who manipulated you?” he probed gently. 
“My last boyfriend.  He was very controlling.  It took me two years to figure that 

out and work up the courage to dump him, but I finally did.  That’s part of the reason I 
moved to the west coast, to get away from him.  It was hard living in the same town as 
him... too many memories, you know.  Too many chances of running into him.” 

“I hear ya there,” agreed Nick automatically.  “Cla- I mean, my ex-fiancée lives in 
Tampa... which is part of the reason I bought a new house here in LA.  I need to move on 
and get her out of my mind, and I figured the only way I’m going to do that is to stay 
away from her.” 

Veronica offered him a sympathetic smile across the table.  “Break-ups are so 
hard,” she empathized.  “I was a mess after my last one, even though I was the one who 
ended it.  It’s taken me a long time to feel like I’m ready to start dating again.” 

Nick nodded, understanding her perfectly.  “I know what you mean,” he told her.  
“I’m the same way.”   I’m not even sure if I am ready, he added in his head, but he 
wasn’t ready to confess that out loud yet.  He didn’t want her to feel like she was just 
some kind of experiment for him.  The truth was, he’d had a good enough time with her 
this past week; she was a really nice girl.  But she wasn’t... Claire.  And as much as he 
was trying to give Veronica a chance, he knew he was inwardly comparing her to Claire.  
Constantly.  It wasn’t fair to Veronica – he also knew that – but he couldn’t help himself. 

“I don’t blame you,” said Veronica.  “You were engaged, and now you’re not.  
That’s a huge adjustment to have to make.” 

Nick nodded and was silent for a moment, thinking.  On a whim, he asked her, 
“How do you do it?  I mean, how did you get over your last boyfriend?” 

“Truthfully...” Veronica began slowly, looking contemplative, “I was really upset 
at first.  And then I eventually just got all that emotion out through writing.  I wrote so 
many poems before I made the decision to move out here.” 

Nick raised his eyebrows in surprise.  “So you’re a writer, huh?” he asked, 
impressed.  He’d always admired creativity, whether it be music, writing, art, drama, 
whatever. 

“Well... sort of,” answered Veronica, shrugging and looking away, as if she were 
suddenly self-conscious.  “I’m an amateur writer, I guess you could say.  It’s just 
something I do for fun.” 

“That’s really cool,” Nick said with sincerity.  “So you wrote poems...” 
“Poems, short stories... even just journal entries.  They all helped me get my 

feelings out, and I needed that, ‘cause usually I’m not all that great about talking about 
my emotions.  I’m much more articulate and open on paper than in person.  Honestly, 
I’ve opened up to you a lot more already than I usually do with people I’ve known for as 
short a time as I’ve known you.  But then again, I guess with you it’s sort of different... I 



 

 

feel like I’ve known you for years, just from being a fan.”  She laughed nervously.  “Does 
that make sense?” 

Nick smiled.  “Yeah, I think so.”  He was flattered, in a way, that she felt 
comfortable around him, that she felt she could open up to him.  But a part of him 
thought, you don’t really know me at all.  He’d said the words before, years ago, for 
MTV’s Diary episode about the group:  “You think you know... but you have no idea.”   
That was just how it was.  He and the guys tried to be open with their fans, but they 
needed their privacy too.  The fans could speculate all they wanted, but he’d always kept 
a part of himself concealed from them.  The Nick Carter they knew, Nick the Backstreet 
Boy, was not the Nick Carter he was.  Veronica hadn’t known him long enough to really 
know him yet.  Not the way Claire knew him. 

Claire...  There she was again, intruding into his thoughts.  He shook his head, 
trying to force her back out.  “So the writing... it really helped you move on?” 

“Absolutely.”  Veronica studied him thoughtfully.  “Have you tried writing 
yourself?  I mean, writing song lyrics or anything?  Songs are just poems set to music... 
and I know you’re good at it.  I have Now or Never.” 

Nick smiled briefly, remembering how proud he had been of his solo album.  That 
album and the tour that followed seemed like ages ago... practically another lifetime 
away.  He really had been almost a completely different person then.  “Thanks,” he 
replied.  “I dunno though...” 

He was thinking of the song he already had written about Claire, “Live For You.”  
One of the lyrics went, Through all the lies that I’ve been told, you’re the only thing in 
my life that stayed true.  That line had been true when he’d written it.  But it wasn’t 
anymore.  He didn’t think the song was going to make the album because of it.  The guys 
said the song was beautiful, and the record execs had seemed to like it, but Nick wasn’t 
ready to release the song.  Just listening to the demo they’d recorded of it was painful 
these days. 

He’d played around with the idea of writing another song about Claire... but he 
was a little afraid of what might come out if he really went at it.  All of his anger, all of 
his pain... though justifiable, it seemed cruel to take it out on her through a song.  It 
wasn’t like he hadn’t done it before, to Mandy, or at least wanted to, to Leah, but despite 
how much she had hurt them, Claire was a better person than Mandy or Leah.  She 
deserved better than that.  Maybe he wasn’t ready to immortalize her goodness in the 
song he’d written while they were together, but he also couldn’t bring himself to trash 
her in a song he wrote while the sting of their breakup was still strong.  And right now, 
he wasn’t sure he could find an in between. 

“Why not?” Veronica asked.  “You’re so good at it.  We fans love the songs that 
are written by you guys.” 

“Thanks,” Nick said again, with another fleeting smile.  “It’s just that... it’s so 
personal.” 

“Well, it could be a private song then.  You would never have to show it to 
anyone.  Either way, I bet it would help you, to get it all out there... and that’s all that 
really matters.” 

Nick nodded; he could see what she was saying, but somehow he was still 
skeptical.  He wasn’t really a writer.  Sure, he’d tried his hand at songwriting, and one of 
his proudest moments was seeing four of his own songs added to the tracklisting of his 
first solo record.  But he knew he wasn’t that world’s greatest songwriter.  It was hard 



 

work, writing songs; he struggled enough to find the right words to say when he was just 
answering questions in interviews or writing his thanks for the liner notes, but trying to 
piece together words that expressed the point he was trying to get across and went to 
music was incredibly difficult.  Not that he didn’t enjoy the challenge, but this... this was 
different somehow. 

Veronica must have noticed his hesitation because she added, “It doesn’t have to 
be a song though.  I’ve found that just keeping a journal helps me.  I write about 
whatever I feel like, however I feel like writing it, and whether I ever let anyone else read 
it or not, it helps me.  Don’t you ever do anything like that?” 

Nick just shrugged.  “Nah, not really... I’ve always sucked at keeping a journal.  
Too busy to actually write in it regularly, ya know?” 

“Sure, that’s understandable.  But you should give it a try sometime.  You don’t 
have to write every day, just when you feel like it.  Maybe even just once, to get this stuff 
about... her... off your chest.” 

Nick felt the corners of his mouth turn up; he wondered if she didn’t know 
Claire’s name or was just choosing not to say it on purpose.  As if it were somehow 
cursed.  Her suggestion was a good one though.  “I might just do that,” he told her 
honestly.  “Thanks.” 

Veronica smiled.  “No problem!  I’m a good listener, in case you ever want 
someone to talk to.” 

She told him the same thing again at the end of the night, when he took her back 
to her apartment.  “I know you’re going out of the country in a few days,” she said, “but 
if you do need somebody to talk to while you’re over there, you’ve got my number.  Don’t 
hesitate to call.” 

Nick forced a smile onto his face and tried not to let it waver.  He knew she meant 
well, and she was sweet to make the offer, but all he could think of when she said it was 
that Claire had said almost the exact same thing... 

(Give me a call if you want to talk.) 
... in the letter telling him she was leaving him. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 99 
 
On the long plane ride to Sweden, Nick took Veronica’s advice.  He opened up the 

notebook he always carried around to doodle or jot down song lyrics in and started 
writing.  He didn’t read over his words as he was writing them, didn’t pause to organize 
his thoughts or form them into eloquent phrases, didn’t concern himself with spelling 
and grammar and all of that.  He just wrote, plain and simple.  Any of his thoughts were 
fair game; he knew that the only way for this to be truly therapeutic was if it was all 
natural, honest, and from the heart.  And so he made it so. 

When his thoughts finally slowed, and with them, his pen, his eyes drifted back to 
the top of the page, and he began to read what he had just written. 
 

I guess maybe I should have seen the signs way before I came home that day 
and found her note.  Two weeks before, she told me she was going to be staying at her 
parents’ house for part of the week.  She said it was because of her dad, and I know he 
was a part of it.  But sometimes I wonder if she was already wanting to move out then, 
and this was just a gradual way for her to do it.  Maybe the whole break-up was more 
gradual than I realized.  She’d been acting different for weeks.  When her dad had his 
heart attack, she called Jamie before she called me.  Maybe I should have realized I 
wasn’t the one the wanted to be with.  But I didn’t. 

I was in the dark about a lot of things, and even now, it’s not all clear to me.  I 
asked her – or accused her really, I guess – if there was something going on with her 
and Jamie, and she always swore there wasn’t.  But then what’s she doing with Jamie 
now?  She also told me it wasn’t my fault... but if it wasn’t cause of Jamie, I know she 
left because of me.  Because she couldn’t handle me not being around.  Same damned 
reason celeb couples never seem to last – they’re just too damn busy, and the long 
distance thing... it never works.  But I always thought Claire and I were something 
different, something special.  If any couple could have worked through it, we could 
have.  Sometimes it pisses me off – why didn’t she try harder? 

I kept up my end of the bargain, for the most part.  Maybe I wasn’t always 
there, but she could have been here.  I was always offering to fly her out to visit, but 
she never would.  Not even for a weekend.  She had a valid excuse – her job – but come 
on.  Love’s about sacrifice.  And if anyone knows anything about fucking sacrifice, it’s 
me.  I’ve made sacrifices for things I care about.  I gave her everything, or at least tried 
to.  Couldn’t she see that?  Why wouldn’t she keep up her end of the bargain, instead of 
just throwing it out altogether? 

All these questions... never any real answers.  That’s just how it is.  My last 
break-up with Leah was so straightforward, but this one isn’t.  Maybe it’s cause I 
wasn’t the one who did the breaking up.  Except I don’t think Claire fully understands 
it either.  I know she’s been going through a rough time lately... or was then at least.  I 
used to think she just wasn’t in her right mind when she did it and might come back to 
me when she came to her senses.  But now I know that’s not going to happen, at least 
not anytime soon.  She’s got Jamie now.  (So technically that part about her not still 
having a thing for Jamie wasn’t true.)   And except for the fact that he’s a total dick, 
he’s everything a woman like her could ever want.  People have always told me I could 
get any chick I wanted, ever since we became famous, but it’s not true.  I can’t compete 
with a guy like that, not in Claire’s eyes at least.  She doesn’t give a shit about my 



 

fame; that’s never done it for her.  Whatever she saw in me went beyond the celebrity 
thing. 

I wonder what changed in that picture for her.  When did she start seeing me 
differently?  When did whatever she had seen in me disappear? 

I’m in the dark about this; I don’t think I’ve changed all that much since we 
started dating.  And if I have, it’s been for the better.  Claire made me a better person.  
I just don’t understand.  She had feelings for me before I ever had them for her, and 
now it’s totally changed.  The one I want doesn’t want me.  And I don’t really get why.  
Women are a mystery.  I guess I’ll never “get” Claire as well as she got me. 

I’ll always love her though.  Even if I do move on, with Veronica or whoever else 
might come along, a part of me will always love her.  I can’t help the way I feel any 
more than she could.  I guess that’s why she said it wasn’t either of our faults.  Her 
feelings changed while mine stayed the same, and neither one of us could help it. 

I hate feeling helpless... 
 

When he reached the end of his reflection, Nick closed the notebook and stuffed 
it into his backpack, never intending it to be read by anyone else. 

 
*** 

 
The next day, tired from jet-lag and still stiff from the long flight, Nick sat in a 

lounge inside Maratone Studios in Stockholm, Sweden, waiting for his turn in the 
recording booth to add his vocals to the track they were working on with Max Martin.  
While he waited, he doodled absently in his notebook, sketching funny little caricatures 
of the other guys, Max, and whoever or whatever else came to mind. 

AJ came in, popping the tab on the can of soda he had just bought.  He took a 
long swallow and sighed in refreshment, then came over to Nick.  “Whatcha drawing, 
Nicky boy?” he asked, flopping down onto the couch next to Nick.  Wordlessly, Nick 
handed his notebook over to AJ, who nearly snorted cola out of his nose when he started 
snickering at the sketch on the top page. 

It was a cartoon of all of the guys in a recording booth together, singing.  Nick had 
drawn himself in the middle, behind the mic, strumming a guitar and singing with a 
“sexy” smirk on his face.  On either side of him, the other four were portrayed as 
exaggeratedly doing the characteristic things they did as they sang on stage:  Howie was 
winking, while pointing ahead with a cheesy smile; Kevin was clapping his hands high 
above his head, as if urging the non-existent audience to clap along; Brian had his eyes 
closed tightly, a constipated (Brian would prefer “passionate”) expression on his face, 
his right hand over his heart while the left one was raised, index finger pointed up; and 
AJ was... 

“Hey!” AJ shouted suddenly.  “I haven’t done that stage-humping move since, 
like, ’98!” 

“You should think about bringing that one back for this tour, J.  The chicks dig 
it,” Nick replied, his face dead-pan. 

“Ha ha,” AJ chuckled humorlessly, rolling his eyes. 
“What’s so funny?” Kevin asked, as he strolled into the room.  Before waiting for 

his question to be answered, he added, “Nick, you’re up, bud.” 



 

 

“Nick thinks he’s funny,” said AJ, as Nick stood up.  AJ tossed his notebook to 
Kevin, who smirked in amusement at the doodle. 

“How come you drew yourself looking all suave?” Kevin asked Nick before he 
could walk out of the lounge. 

“’Cause I am,” Nick joked, showing Kevin his “sexiest” magazine pose.  “I’m not 
the most popular for nothin’, ya know.  I only draw the truth.” 

Kevin chuckled.  “Oh, is that so?  Well, you must have missed part of the truth.  
The part where you sing like this...”   In an imitation of Nick, he scrunched his face up, 
making his eyes go all squinty, and started moving his mouth with a pained expression, 
looking like he was about ready to either cry or crap his pants. 

Nick giggled at the impression, then slugged Kevin in the shoulder on his way to 
the recording booth. 

 
*** 

 
After a session in the recording booth, Nick and the guys left the studio for lunch, 

choosing a restaurant down the street that they’d been going to since their first trip to 
Stockholm over ten years ago.  It was always nostalgic for them to come here; Stockholm 
held so many memories of when the five of them were young and just getting their feet 
wet in the business.  Those were happy times, even if, looking back, they were merely at 
the beginning of a road filled with trials and tragedies, as well as fame. 

They reminisced over lunch, and as he sat at the center of their table, wedged 
between Brian and Howie and looking across at AJ and Kevin, Nick was struck by a 
strong feeling of gratitude for his four brothers.  How thankful he was to be here with 
them, away from all the shit that had been going on in his life back in the States.  This 
was how it would be once they started touring in the fall, and he couldn’t wait.  If anyone 
was going to pull him out of the slump he’d been struggling with ever since Claire left 
him, it would be these guys.  They were everything to him, especially now. 

He was in an especially good mood when they returned to the studio, and his 
spirits were only lifted higher when he sat down with the guys to listen to some clips of 
the material they’d recorded that morning.  The vocals were good, even better than the 
demo.  Nick felt a soaring sense of pride and excitement.  This album was going to be 
good.  Much better than their last.  And it needed to be.  After everything they’d been 
through in the past few years, and even since the last record, they needed to come back 
strong. 

“Have you seen Max?  He should listen to this,” said Michael, the man who was 
supervising the sound boards. 

They found Max in the lounge with his half-eaten lunch, looking at the sketches 
in Nick’s notebook, which had been left laying open on a table.  Nick saw that the page 
had been turned; Max was laughing at a doodle of himself that Nick had done first thing 
that morning. 

“I always love your drawings,” he told Nick, smiling fondly at him.  Nick smiled 
back.  Max had been a close friend to the entire group since their first album; his songs 
had put them on the charts.  They’d kept up a relationship with him ever since, and he’d 
never let them down.  His songs were always among the best they released, instant 
catchy classics.  Over the years of working together, he had become not just hit-creator 



 

for them, but a friend and mentor as well.  They’d learned a lot about music from Max 
Martin. 

“I have some inspiration for a new song,” Max told the guys later that day, before 
they left the studio for the evening.  “I will get to penning some lyrics tonight, and if they 
come out good, I will bring them into the studio tomorrow.  You might have interest... I 
think this will be – how do you say? – right up your alleys.”   Though he used the plural 
form of “alley,” Max looked directly at Nick as he said this.  Nick cocked his head to the 
side, perplexed, but did not ask.  He nodded along with the others as they expressed 
their interest in Max’s project and decided he would wait and find out what Max was 
talking about tomorrow. 

By the time he crashed in his hotel room that night, however, Nick had forgotten 
all about Max’s rumored new song. 

 
*** 

 
Bright and early the next morning, Nick was following his four bandmates 

through the doors of Maratone Studios once again.  They crossed through the lobby and 
made their way to the studio in which they had spent the better part of the day yesterday 
recording.  There, they were met by Max Martin, who had a look of anticipation upon his 
face.  Clapping his hands together, he said, “Good morning, boys.  How are you all?”  
The five guys chorused that they were doing fine.  “Good, good.  Excellent,” Max went 
on.  “Before you begin the recording, I have something to play for you.” 

He led them over to his keyboard and sat down.  “I did some writing, as I 
promised, last night.  Tell me if you like this.”  Nick stood with the other guys, gathered 
around Max, and watched as his fingers began to move over the keys.  The tune he 
played was simplistic, yet catchy, the way all of his hits were.  It was driven by a single  
repetitive phrase, more rhythmic than melodic in nature, though its rhythm was simple.  
Quarter, quarter, quarter, eighth-eighth, quarter, quarter, quarter, eighth-eighth... 

“This is great; I really like it,” Nick was the first to say, nodding his head in time 
to the punch of the motif.  He noticed the other guys were bobbing their heads too; it 
was sort of impossible not to.  The mark of a good song, thought Nick.  “You got lyrics 
for it yet?” he asked. 

“Here’s the chorus,” replied Max, still playing.  He let three consecutive chords 
resonate, then started to sing as he continued playing.  “My heart did time in Siberia... 
was waiting for the lie to come true... ‘cause it’s all so dark and mysterious... when the 
one you want doesn’t want you too.” 

God, I hear that, Nick thought, instantly connecting to the words of the song as 
he thought of Claire. 

Max took his hands off the keyboard and twisted around to look at them.  He met 
Nick’s eyes first, then panned across to the others, searching their faces for a reaction. 

“That was beautiful,” said Kevin.  “‘My heart did time in Siberia’... I love that!” 
“I do too,” Nick chimed in.  “It’s really... powerful.  So how does the rest of the 

song go?” 
Standing up, Max dug into his pants pocket and pulled out a folded piece of 

paper, which he silently handed to Nick.  Nick unfolded the slightly crumpled sheet of 
looseleaf and found himself looking down at a full set of handwritten lyrics.  He started 
reading them out loud and didn’t stop until he reached the stanza immediately after the 



 

 

bridge.  “When I came back, she wasn’t there,” he read.  “Just a note-”   All of a sudden, 
his eyes bugged out of his head as they processed the rest.  Just a note left on the stairs.  
If you wanna talk, give me a call... 

He looked up slowly, dumbfounded, meeting Max’s eyes as if he’d just seen a 
ghost.  The guys looked momentarily confused, but then they, too, appeared to realize 
the startling similarity between the song lyrics and what Claire had done to Nick. 

“H-how did you know?” Nick asked Max quietly. 
“Howie told me what happened with your fiancée,” said Max.  “I hope you’re not 

angry.  The song never has to be played again if you don’t want it to; I just thought...” 
“No... no, I’m not mad,” Nick replied slowly.  He wasn’t surprised that Howie had 

filled him in on Claire.  Although it was common knowledge that Nick and his fiancée 
had split up, only a few people knew what had actually happened, but Max was a close 
enough friend that Nick didn’t mind him being included in this small circle.  What 
surprised him was how well Max had articulated his emotions, in these simple, yet 
powerful song lyrics. 

“God, you’re a frickin’ genius, Max,” he said.  “These lyrics... you got it perfect, 
man.  The way I felt... you just knew.”  He was still awed.  Max had put it more 
eloquently and poetically than Nick ever could, but he got it.  The pain, the confusion, 
the emptiness and the loneliness and the coldness...   

Siberia... it was a perfect metaphor. 
Max shifted his weight, suddenly looking awkward.  “I must say a confession.  

Yesterday, I... saw something... private.  I was looking at the drawings you laid out, and I 
found your writing.  I didn’t intend to read it... I should not have... but...”   He trailed off, 
shrugging apologetically. 

Nick realized instantly what he was talking about:  the narrative he had written 
on the plane, about Claire.  He blushed, embarrassed at first; he didn’t like for his 
private thoughts to be read.  But then he looked down at the piece of paper he was still 
holding onto and saw what Max had done with them.  The songwriter had turned them 
into a beautiful set of lyrics, complete with a unique, captivating melody, the kind that 
was sure to get stuck in your head.  That was hit material right there, he realized. 

He looked back up at Max, then around to the guys.  “We should record this,” he 
said at once.  “For the album.  What do you think?” 

He watched as the other exchanged glances.  “If you’re okay with it,” Kevin said 
finally.  “I think it would make a great track... but it does hit close to home.  Are you sure 
you-?” 

“That makes it even better,” Nick interrupted him with a nod of defiance.  “Let’s 
do a demo this week, before we fly back to the States.  Max, you think you can get some 
instrumentation recorded on such short notice?” 

Max Martin smiled.  “I would not show you the song if I didn’t think it is 
possible,” he replied. 

“Awesome.  We’re gonna do this.  Take it back to the record execs and see what 
they think,” Nick stated, his voice sharp with resolve.  “I can’t wait for them to hear it.” 

As Kevin, Brian, AJ, and Howie responded with enthusiasm, Nick smirked to 
himself, thinking of another person he couldn’t wait to hear the Siberia song... 

 
*** 

 



 

Nick and the Backstreet Boys were recording vocals for the demo of their new 
song two days later, when, six hours behind them and an ocean away, Claire was just 
waking up. 

She was oblivious, of course.  She didn’t even know where Nick was and wouldn’t 
hear the song for months.  Her only thought upon waking up was that she needed to get 
out of bed because she was supposed to pick Amber up in half an hour for their first 
kickboxing class.  After months of saying they were going to start working out together, 
the two women had finally decided to act on their vow and signed up for aerobic 
kickboxing. 

Claire was looking forward to their first workout.  She’d done Tae-Bo in college, 
when it was all the rage, and thought it was pretty fun, as far as exercise routines went.  
Her sister-in-law was less enthusiastic.  “I don’t know about this,” Amber confessed as 
she climbed into Claire’s car that morning, dressed in a t-shirt and fitted workout pants.  
“I’m probably going to look like a huge, clumsy pig huffing around out there.  I wish 
we’d signed up for something a little... slower.” 

Claire laughed.  “Oh, puh-lease.  You don’t look like a pig, Amber; you look like a 
woman who had a baby.  And you’ll catch on; it’s not bad once you’ve done it a few 
times.  Just take it slow at first.  The instructor will know we’re beginners; she’ll 
understand.  I promise, you’ll like this more than some lame Richard Simmons’ 
‘Sweatin’ to the Oldies’ crap.” 

“I dunno... if we had that Richard Simmons tape, I could just do the routine in my 
own living room and not worry about looking like a fat-ass.” 

Claire shook her head.  “It’s better that we’re paying for classes... trust me.  You 
know if we just bought a tape, we’d never have the willpower to keep up with it for more 
than two weeks.  I wouldn’t, at least.” 

Amber laughed.  “You’re probably right.  I’ll take your word for it.” 
When they got to the rec center, the two women went inside and found their 

kickboxing class.  Much to Claire’s chagrin, the instructor looked like a Barbie doll – 
with the arms of G.I. Joe.  She was dressed in spandex shorts and a matching sports bra 
that showed off her powerful thighs, toned abs, and muscular arms, not to mention a 
deep tan.  Her peroxide blonde hair was pulled up into a high ponytail and bounced as 
she talked, for she was the type who spoke animatedly, head and hands flying every 
which way as she did. 

Claire and Amber exchanged wary glances.  “I take back what I said,” Claire 
whispered to her.  “With her in the room, I’m gonna look like a dumpy pig too.”  Amber 
laughed. 

“Come on in, ladies!” called the Barbie I. Joe, clapping her hands together.  Now 
she reminded Claire more of a cheerleader... on steroids.  “I’m Keeley, and this is cardio 
kickboxing,” she said when they got closer, enunciating all the hard K sounds. 

“Kill me,” Amber whispered to Claire when Keeley was not looking, stressing her 
hard K too.  Claire clapped her hand over her mouth to stifle a giggle. 

They found a place in the back corner of one of the large mats that filled the 
room; Amber was adamant about not wanting to attract too much attention to herself.  
Luckily, most of the other people in the class didn’t look like Keeley.  They looked like 
regular people, just like Claire and Amber, although, granted, some appeared to be in 
better shape, having already taken kickboxing classes for awhile. 



 

 

Class began promptly at ten o’clock with a warm-up.  “This isn’t bad,” Amber 
murmured to Claire as they stepped in place, jabbing first with their right arms, then 
with their left. 

Claire chuckled.  “This is only the warm-up.  Just wait.” 
“Claire!” Amber hissed.  “You said this wasn’t going to be bad!” 
“It’s not!  I’m just saying, it’ll get a little more... intense... than this.” 
Amber groaned, but kept up.  Claire knew that despite all her complaining, she 

wanted to do this; she wanted to take off the rest of her baby weight and get back the 
figure she’d had before she got pregnant with Kamden. 

Meanwhile, Claire just wanted to get herself back into shape.  As they moved 
from the warm-up into the cardio session, she was more aware than ever of how much 
her stamina had decreased since before she’d gotten cancer.  Not long into the main part 
of the workout, she was already running out of breath and knew she was going to have to 
tone down her movements if she wanted to last the entire class. 

This is harder than I thought it was gonna be, she admitted to herself as she 
struggled alongside Amber, trying in vain to keep up with the rest of the class.  By the 
time they finished the cardio part and moved to the cool-down, Claire found herself 
totally winded and exhausted.  Her heart was racing, and as soon as she slowed down 
her movements, fatigue quickly set in. 

She felt light-headed at first, then dizzy.  Just breathe, she coached herself, but 
trying to suck in a deep breath was difficult when she was completely out of it.  It just 
made her chest tighten and ache, her lungs screaming for air.  Her pounding heart felt 
as if it were beating out of control. 

I need to sit down, she thought, but she didn’t.  She needed to cool down 
gradually, to give her heart time to slow down, not stop moving all at once.  That was 
what she had always been told, anyway.  What she was not used to was the way her heart 
seemed to be palpitating, erratically.  It scared her, which made her feel even more light-
headed. 

She paused and turned to Amber, trying to see her sister-in-law through the black 
mist that seemed to be closing in on her vision.  But the minute her legs stopped 
moving, her knees buckled, and she felt herself sliding helplessly to the ground, the 
room seeming to spin around her. 

“Claire!” she heard Amber cry out, but her voice sounded faraway and oddly 
distorted, as if she were speaking through a tin can.  Claire saw Amber’s face swimming 
before her blurry eyes briefly, before it was shrouded by the dark mist. 

For several seconds, she was gone to the world, as it blackened and faded around 
her. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Chapter 100 
 

Claire awoke to find herself lying flat on her back on one of the large in the 
kickboxing room, a cluster of faces hovered over her.  They all appeared to be the faces 
of strangers; then Claire heard a familiar voice say, “Back up; give her some room.”   Her 
eyes turning towards the direction from which the command had come, Claire saw 
Amber’s worried face. 

“I’m alright,” she mumbled quickly, feeling her cheeks grow warm as she realized 
she had passed out cold in the middle of kickboxing class.  She was immediately 
embarrassed, not to mention a little alarmed.  Never, in her entire life, had she fainted 
like this.  The only time she’d come close was during her sophomore year of college, 
right before she’d been diagnosed with leukemia.  The dizzy spells which had plagued 
her then had been one of the symptoms that had finally sent her to the doctor. 

She started to sit up, but immediately felt dizzy again as the blood rushed from 
her head.  “Claire, lie down,” Amber insisted, gently easing her back down.  Claire did 
not protest, desperately wanting the room to stop spinning around her. 

Lying on the ground, she swallowed hard, as the terrifying thought occurred to 
her.  What if this is a symptom?  What if it’s coming back? 

No, she protested against her own worst fear.  I just had a checkup, and 
everything was fine.  It can’t be that. 

But her logic did not stop her blood from running cold, or her heart from 
palpitating with panic. 

“How are you feeling?” Amber asked, and Claire felt her sister-in-law’s hand 
rubbing the back of her own. 

“Kind of dizzy,” she confessed.  But not wanting to worry Amber any more than 
she already had, she added, “Guess we shoulda gone for the Richard Simmons after all; 
apparently I’m not in good enough shape for kickboxing yet.”  She attempted a wry 
smile to disguise her own uneasiness, but Amber barely smiled back. 

“An ambulance is on its way, Claire,” announced a second voice, and Claire’s eyes 
shifted to see their Barbie doll instructor, Keeley, kneeling on the other side of her.  
“Just hang tight; I know you’re going to be just fine.”   She sounded as if she were 
speaking to a small, slightly retarded child.  It pissed Claire off.  She wished Keeley and 
the rest of these people would go away; she didn’t want them gawking at her anymore.  
And she definitely didn’t want to go to the ER in an ambulance. 

“I don’t need an ambulance,” she protested, trying to sit up again.  She fought the 
dizziness this time, stubbornly trying to climb to her feet to show them all that she 
would be fine.  But the effort left her light-headed and breathless, her heart pounding 
hard against her ribcage, and she swayed. 

Amber caught her upper arm and held her steady.  “Too late; it’s already on its 
way,” she said, giving Claire a warning look.  Don’t fight me on this, her eyes seemed to 
say. 

Claire reluctantly gave in, knowing she had no other choice.  With her medical 
history, there was no taking any chances.  Amber knew this just as well as she, and 
Claire knew she was not going to win this battle against her sister-in-law, especially 
when she could not even sit upright without feeling woozy. 

Thankfully, the paramedics arrived quickly.  Claire was relieved when they made 
the rest of the class get out of the way while they knelt around her, measuring her vital 



 

 

signs and asking her questions.  What did she feel like?  Did she have any previous 
medical conditions?  Was she on any medication, or had she taken any drugs?  What 
had she had to eat and drink?  Caffeine?  Alcohol? 

The EMTs seemed to pick up the pace when she told them she was in remission 
from leukemia and started listing as many of her prescriptions as she could remember 
off the top of her head.  They loaded her onto a stretcher and wheeled her out of the rec 
center, where an ambulance was waiting, its lights flashing.  Claire looked around as 
they lifted her into the back, overcome with déjà vu.  Hadn’t she just ridden in one of 
these a few months ago, after her car accident?  Despite her many trips to the hospital in 
the last six years, she’d only gone by ambulance that one time – it had been her first 
ambulance ride.  And now, not quite three months later, she was about to embark on 
another.  Go figure. 

“Claire, I’ll follow you to the hospital in your car!” Amber called in to her before 
the EMTs shut the ambulance doors. 

Claire felt the vehicle jerk as it started to drive away instantly; meanwhile, the 
paramedics in the back with her kept working.  They put an oxygen mask over her 
mouth and nose, which made breathing much easier, and attached sticky little 
electrodes to her chest to measure her heartbeat.  The incessant, high-pitched beeping 
coming from the portable heart monitor sitting at the foot of the stretcher made her 
nervous, for it reminded her of the month-and-a-half she’d spent trapped in the hospital 
during the bone marrow transplant process.  They’d checked her heart carefully then, 
since some of the drugs they were giving her were toxic and could cause damage to it.  
Her tests had always come out within the normal range then, but now she was worried. 

The beeping sounded rapid and irregular, not slow and steady the way she 
thought it should.  “Is there something wrong?” she asked worriedly, her voice coming 
out high-pitched and muffled behind the oxygen mask.  She still felt light-headed, even 
though she was lying down, and there was an odd fluttering sensation in her chest, as if 
her heart was about to beat itself right out of her body.  The feeling, coupled with her 
anxiety, made her nauseous. 

“Your heartbeat is irregular,” one of the paramedics told her, leaning over the 
stretcher so that she could see his eyes.  His voice calm and soothing, he continued, “It’s 
fairly common, usually not something to worry about.  We’re on our way to the 
emergency room at Tampa General, and they’ll get you all sorted out there.  Are you 
having trouble breathing, or is the oxygen helping?” 

“It’s helping,” she murmured, sucking in a big gulp of the pure oxygen and trying 
to keep herself calm.  She knew it wouldn’t do any good to start freaking about what 
could possibly be wrong with her now, though it was hard not to. 

She was relieved when they pulled into the ambulance bay and came to a stop just 
outside the ER doors.  She was lifted out of the ambulance on her stretcher and whisked 
through the doors and into a room with two beds divided by a curtain.  A nurse pulled 
the curtain shut as several sets of strong arms helped her slide from the stretcher onto 
the bed. 

“Claire?  My name’s Dr. Kotter,” said a woman in a white lab coat and scrubs; she 
had apparently followed the stretcher into the room.  When she came up alongside 
Claire, Claire saw that she was young, probably not much older than her.  “Can you 
describe how you’re feeling for me?” the resident doctor asked. 



 

Claire went through the same spiel she’d told the paramedics earlier, talking as 
quickly as she could so that the doctor could do something and make her feel right 
again.  While she talked, Dr. Kotter listened to her heart and lungs with her stethoscope 
and made notes on her chart. 

“Alright,” the doctor said at last.  “We’re going to get an ECG – electrocardiogram 
– to track your heartbeat and take some blood for lab work.  Jen here is going to get you 
all set up and do a blood draw.” 

Claire doubted that the short, young nurse who appeared with a tray of supplies 
recognized her, but she remembered the nurse.  She had seen her working here in the 
ER before; she had taken care of Nick when Claire had dragged him here to get what had 
turned out to be a stump ulcer looked at.  How sad that I’m starting to know the whole 
ER staff too, thought Claire, who was already friendly with many of the nurses on the 
oncology floor. 

She couldn’t help but feel dejected as she lay back and watched Jen cut the t-shirt 
she’d been working out in straight up the middle and attach more electrodes to various 
places on her chest, arms, and legs.  What was wrong with her now?  She was so sick of 
all of these problems, one after another.  She’d been in remission for two and a half 
years, but she was beginning to think she would really never wake up from her medical 
nightmare.  Even when things seemed to be going well, complications kept popping up, 
from the various infections which had knocked her off her feet after the bone marrow 
transplant, to the more recent things – the hormone problems, the weak bones, the 
cataracts... and now, possibly something with her heart? 

That was the scariest of all, for it seemed the most serious, and she wasn’t sure if 
she could take one more thing.  But she would have to because what was her other 
option?  Give up and die?  Not a chance.  Sick as she was of battling with the never-
ending series of side effects from her leukemia, she wasn’t about to give up the fight.  
She just wished the stupid disease would go away for good and take all of this extra shit 
along with it so that she could go on living her life without the burden of it forever 
hanging over her.  But she was only halfway to the cure point, and even after that, she 
knew she might never be rid of the side effects of the grueling treatments. 

“I’ve got a good vein here on my right arm,” said Claire when Jen started 
assembling the supplies for the blood draw.  “Used to have one on the left, which was 
better, but it’s shot now.” 

The brunette nurse looked up and studied Claire carefully for a few seconds 
before asking, with some hesitance, “Um, excuse me, I hope you don’t mind me asking, 
but... you’re Nick’s girlfriend aren’t you?”  Lowering her voice to a whisper, she clarified, 
“Nick Carter’s.” 

Claire felt herself blush.  “I was,” she replied, looking away.  Her already 
palpitating heart skipped a beat at the thought of Nick.  She remembered sitting here in 
this ER with him not quite a year ago, holding his hand while this very same nurse drew 
his blood.  She sort of wished he were here with her now.  Not even for the blood draw, 
because she was so used to needle pricks by now that they hardly bothered her anymore.  
She just wanted him there because his presence comforted her, and because he was the 
one person she was not afraid to break down in front of.  Right now, she was scared, and 
she wouldn’t have been afraid to tell him so.  But when Amber got here, and whenever 
she saw Kyle or her parents or Jamie or Dianna or any of her other friends, she would 
suck it up and be nonchalant, play it cool and calm, for their sakes.  Especially if there 



 

 

was really something wrong.  They all tried to be there for her, and she appreciated it, 
but she knew they worried about her, and she often felt like she had to be the strong one 
for them, not the other way around.  With Nick, it was different.  She knew he worried 
about her too, as she did him, but they also understood what the other was going 
through the way no one else could, and that helped.  He could be her rock, her shoulder 
to cry on when she needed one, because she’d been the same for him.  They’d seen each 
other at their weakest, as well as their strongest. 

And right that moment, she missed him terribly. 
 

*** 
 

“When the one that you want doesn’t want you...”  Nick’s voice rang above the 
others in the recording booth, filled with an emotion that was raw and real. 

As soon as he and the guys had started recording the demo of this new song, 
“Siberia,” he’d discovered that there was no need for him to try to work up the emotion 
of the song before he started singing – it just came naturally.  He couldn’t sing the words 
without seeing Claire’s face, remembering the words of her letter, feeling the pain that 
had been festering in his soul since she’d walked out on him. 

In a sense, it hurt him to sing the words, so reflective of how he had felt, but in 
another way, it was therapeutic and liberating.  It was a great emotional release, belting 
out his very heart and soul and all the things he’d been feeling for the last five months.  
This song was nothing but honesty, and because of that, it was going to be great; he 
could tell already.  He was going to fight for this one to be on the album, of that he was 
sure.  There was a side of him, the vengeful side, that wanted Claire to hear it.  He 
wanted her to hear the pain in the words and in his voice and realize that she had been 
the one to put it there.  He wanted her to feel bad for it.  Maybe her heart would “do time 
in Siberia” too, and she would know how she had hurt him. 

“My heart did time in Siberia... I’m waiting, I’m waiting... ‘cause it’s all so dark 
and mysterious... when the one that you want doesn’t want you too...” 

And yet, he couldn’t deny that despite the letter, despite Jamie, despite Veronica, 
despite everything... he did still want her.  And he wished that, one day, she would want 
him again too. 
 

*** 
 

By that evening, Claire felt much better – physically, at least. 
 
“Your ECG shows atrial fibrillation... which is a scary-sounding name for a type 

of rapid, irregular heartbeat, which we doctors call an arrhythmia,” Dr. Kotter had 
explained in the ER, with a smile that Claire had supposed was meant to be comforting, 
though she wasn’t all consoled by it.  Claire had only heard the term “arrhythmia” used 
on those stupid medical dramas her college roommate had liked to watch, and hearing it 
in reference to herself scared the crap out of her.  It sounded serious, although the ER 
resident tried to assure her that it wasn’t as bad as it sounded. 

“This is fairly common and doesn’t do any harm in itself.  I’m going to order you 
put on beta-blockers to slow your heart rate, and then we’ll go from there.  Because of 
your history of leukemia, I’d like to admit you for some more tests.  I pulled your 



 

medical records, and they show that you received a drug called doxorubicin as part of 
your chemo regime.  Doxorubicin is one of a group of drugs known as anthracyclines, 
which work well against leukemia and some other cancers.  But... one of the negative 
side effects is that they can cause damage to the heart.” 

Claire swallowed hard, remembering the annoying, beeping heart monitor that 
had been her constant companion throughout her transplant ordeal for the second 
time that day.  That was what it had been there for, though, to alert her doctors to any 
sign of damage from the chemotherapy drugs they were pumping through her veins. 

“Is that what’s causing this then, do you think?” she asked, swallowing hard.  
“There’s never been a problem before; my bone marrow transplant was two-and-a-
half years ago, and all my tests since then have come out fine...”   A part of her was in 
denial; though she knew it was a possibility, it was hard to believe that after that long, 
the problem was just flaring up now. 

“We won’t know until your test results come back, but it could be.  You may 
want to talk to your oncologist about this, but from what I know, it can take months or 
years to detect any damage from these drugs, and an ECG won’t always pick it up.  
That’s what I’m ordering more tests, so we can check for specific damage.”  

Claire nodded, feeling a strange sense of... betrayal, almost.  She felt as if she 
had been cheated somehow, for the very medicines that had sent her cancer into 
remission, probably saving her life, might have messed up her heart, which she needed 
to live.  How could that be?  How could something so helpful also be so harmful?  But 
that was how all chemotherapy worked – it killed the good cells along with the bad 
and made the person taking it completely miserable... but if it worked, it cured the 
cancer and saved the patient. 

Modern medicine was bizarre sometimes. 
Apparently noticing her expression, Dr. Kotter added, in a more upbeat tone, “I 

know this is scary to think about, but try not to worry about it for now.  Even if there is 
some damage, it may not be a problem for you at all.  You said you haven’t had any 
symptoms up till now; I’m sure the only reason you did today was because your heart 
was having to work so hard while you were exercising.  It could be that you would just 
have to avoid strenuous exercise.” 

“A doctor telling a person not to exercise... that would be a new one,” Claire 
quipped, managing a smile. 

 
Emotionally, she still wasn’t sure how to feel, even now, hours later.  Mostly, she 

was nervous, although she was trying not to be, remembering what Dr. Kotter had told 
her last. 

She hadn’t seen the ER physician since early that afternoon, when they’d 
officially admitted her to the hospital and moved her to a room upstairs – in the 
cardiology wing, she couldn’t help but notice.  She hoped she wouldn’t be back to that 
wing once she was discharged; the oncology floor was bad enough. 

Amber had been at the hospital with her since that morning, and she had called 
Kyle, who came up with the baby to meet them.  They’d all kept Claire company for 
awhile; then Amber had taken Kamden home for a nap, while her brother stayed with 
her. 

“Did you call Mom and Dad?” she’d asked first thing, hoping that he hadn’t.  Her 
mother had a tendency to freak out about anything concerning her health, and after her 



 

 

father’s heart attack in November, she had a feeling the freak-out would be bigger than 
normal if she thought there was something heart-related going on.  Of course, if there 
was, she would have to know eventually... but Claire preferred not to worry her for no 
reason. 

“Not yet,” Kyle had answered.  “I thought I’d wait and find out what was going on 
first, cause you know Mom would wanna hop in the car right away, and there’s no use in 
her driving two hours when it could be nothing...”  He’d trailed off, watching her 
cautiously, clearing clinging to the hope that it was “nothing.”  It was the same hope she 
herself was clinging to. 

She’d smiled.  “Exactly,” she’d said; it was as if he’d read her mind.  Maybe it was 
the bone marrow they now shared. 

Now that evening had fallen, half of her tests were out of the way, and she and 
Kyle had made the decision not to let her parents know she was even in the hospital 
until she’d finished the rest of them tomorrow and gotten the results, whenever that 
would be.  The beta-blockers they’d given her in the ER had worked like a charm, and 
she felt perfectly normal again by now, so it was hard to think she was in any immediate 
danger.  Yet the thought of getting those test results scared her more than she was 
willing to let on, even to her own brother.  He probably knew she was scared, but he was 
so protective and scared for her (though he, too, tried not to show it) that she wanted to 
be nonchalant. 

She hadn’t even bothered calling Jamie yet because she knew even her 
nonchalant act wouldn’t help him any.  He’d be as twitchy as a ferret waiting here at the 
hospital, while she went through tests marked by varying degrees of unpleasantness.  
She knew he was going to wonder where she was, seeing as how it was a Saturday night; 
she’d probably have a hundred voicemail messages on her cell phone by tomorrow. 

Realizing that, she asked Kyle, “Hey, will you grab my purse?”   She pointed to the 
tiny closet where her personal belongings were stored, and her brother got up and 
fetched her purse.  She dug her cell phone out of it and turned it on just long enough to 
check her voicemail; sure enough, there were already three messages from him. 

I’ll text him, she decided, and fired off a simple text message.  Hey, can’t do 
anything tonight.  Not feeling well.  Don’t come by.  Call you tomorrow.   She’d almost 
ended it with “Love ya,” then backspaced at the last minute and put “XOXO” instead.  
She was not ready to tell Jamie that she loved him yet, even though it wasn’t as if she 
hadn’t said it to him before.  But that was years and years ago.  It would take some time 
for her to be ready to say it again, for right now, she wasn’t at all sure.  She definitely still 
had feelings for him though, and she didn’t like lying to him, but for now, she decided it 
was for his own good.  Besides, what she had said was pretty much true anyway... only a 
“white lie,” if a lie at all.  She just wondered how Jamie would react tomorrow. 

Oh well, she thought, shutting her cell phone off again and feeling rather like 
Scarlet O’Hara.  Tomorrow is another day. 

Too bad she couldn’t keep herself from dreading it. 
 

*** 
 

The next evening, after a full day of testing, Claire lay alone in her hospital room, 
thinking, wondering.  It had been a day and a half since she’d been brought into the ER, 
and she still didn’t know exactly what had made her heart go crazy yesterday morning.  



 

She’d met with a cardiologist, a Nigerian woman named Dr. Nnachetta, who had 
promised her they would get to the bottom of it.  But no answers yet.  She wasn’t even 
sure if she’d have to stay in the hospital another night or not.  Tomorrow was Monday – 
she was supposed to work. 

“What is it that you do?” Dr. Nnachetta had asked her earlier that day during one 
of the tests, a heart catheterization, making conversation as she guided a long, narrow 
tube through an artery in Claire’s arm, all the way to her heart. 

Claire had scarcely felt like answering.  She’d been given a sedative to relax her, 
but it still freaked her out to realize that there was a foreign object snaking through one 
of her blood vessels to her heart, while she was awake and able to watch it happen on a 
TV screen.  It would have been cool, had it been happening to someone she didn’t know, 
but as it was happening to her, it was more just scary.  Hoping to keep herself from 
thinking about it too much – which was probably the cardiologist’s goal as well – she 
finally replied, “I’m a dental hygienist.” 

“Ahh... and what made you choose that?” asked the doctor.  Claire liked listening 
to her speak; her melodic accent was oddly calming. 

“Well, my dad’s a dentist, so it kinda runs in the family, I guess.” 
“Ah, I understand that.  In Nigeria, all fathers want their children to become 

doctors or lawyers or engineers.” 
“Your dad must be proud of you then,” said Claire, marveling over how this 

woman could talk and do such a delicate procedure so smoothly at the same time, 
without batting an eye.  In a way, it made her feel better, knowing that even though the 
procedure was freakish and frightening to her, it must be commonplace to this doctor; 
she probably did them all the time. 

“Yes, he is.  He was so happy on the day I graduated from medical school in the 
United Kingdom.  He and all of my relatives came from Nigeria to England for the 
ceremony.” 

Claire had listened to her chatter on as she continued through the procedure, 
pausing to ask Claire to breathe deeply, hold her breath, or cough at certain times. 

Claire had been incredibly relieved once it was all over, but now that it was 
several hours behind her, she was wondering when she’d find out the results.  She 
wished Dr. Nnachetta would come to her room to talk to her soon; she hated this 
waiting around and not knowing.  It was always the worst. 

She was starting to regret telling Kyle to go home for dinner with his family.  He’d 
been hanging around the hospital all day, probably bored out of his mind because he 
hadn’t been able to follow her to any of the tests, and she felt guilty about it.  It was a 
Sunday, and he deserved to be spending his day off at home with his five-month-old 
son, not stuck at the hospital with his fully-grown sister. 

But now that she was bored and anxious, she wished she had someone to keep 
her company, someone to help take her mind off of everything that was going on. Once 
again, she missed Nick.  She wished that he was still in Florida, and that she hadn’t 
walked away from him.  If they were still together, he would have been at her side in a 
heartbeat, keeping her smiling with his stupid jokes and banter while they waited 
together for word from the doctor, as they had so many times before. 

Why had she given up on him, let someone as sweet and wonderful as him walk 
out of her life, because she had left him first?  She was stupid for doing that.  Stupid, 
stupid. 



 

 

When there came a soft knock at her door, just moments after this thought had 
crossed her mind, she sat bolt upright.  For just a split second, the possibility occurred 
to her:  Could it be?  Could it be... 

The door swung open before she had a chance to realize it could not be Nick, and 
her question was answered in the form of Jamie, standing awkwardly in the doorway. 

“Hey!” she squeaked in surprise, almost as shocked to see him as she would have 
been to see Nick.  She hadn’t talked to Jamie all day, and her cell phone had remained 
shut off in her purse.  “How did you know I was here??” 

“You wouldn’t answer your phone, and I was getting worried, so I drove over to 
your place, but you weren’t there.  I called Di, and she said she hadn’t talked to you 
either, so then I tried Kyle – I thought maybe you had gone over there for dinner or 
something.  He told me what was going on,” Jamie explained, and then his eyes 
narrowed as he looked upon her.  “Why didn’t you call me?” he asked, looking hurt that 
she hadn’t.  “I thought you were mad at me or something.  I had no idea...” 

“I’m sorry,” she apologized, and she meant it.  She knew she should have called 
him sooner; he was her boyfriend now, wasn’t he?  He didn’t deserve to be ignored and 
kept in the dark just because she was afraid he couldn’t handle the reality of what she 
was going through.  If he couldn’t, she might as well find out now.  But the fact that he 
had come to the hospital on his own was a promising sign.  “I should have called you,” 
she admitted, “and I was meaning to today, but I just didn’t give the chance.  They’ve put 
me through all kinds of tests today.” 

Jamie grimaced and shifted his weight in the doorway, looking uncomfortable.  
She was glad when he didn’t ask what kind of tests.  “Come on in,” she said, beckoning 
him forward.  “Take a load off.”   She reached forward and patted a space at the foot of 
her bed, and he walked in and sat down, perching on the very edge of the mattress and 
looking up at her with a timid expression. 

“So... so how are you feeling now?” he asked awkwardly.  “Do you know what’s... 
what’s up yet?” 

“I feel fine, and no, not yet,” answered Claire.  “I’m hoping my doctor will come 
talk to me soon, cause I don’t even know if they’re going to keep me another night yet.  I 
guess they probably are, seeing as it’s already six, and no sign of discharge papers yet.”  
She sighed.  “I’ll have to call in to work again tomorrow.  I’m surprised they haven’t fired 
me yet, for as much work as I miss cause of all this crap.”   She wasn’t really surprised; 
her boss, Dr. Somers, had always been very understanding and promised her she would 
always have a job in his office.  But still, she felt bad about all the days she had missed 
since her cancer had first relapsed, even though she knew it could not be helped. 

“They wouldn’t do that.  You’re a good worker,” Jamie said with a shrug, absently 
patting her shin beneath the bedsheets because it was the closest part of her body he 
could reach from where he was sitting. 

He’d never seen her at work, but she smiled anyway.  “Thanks.” 
“So, whatcha watching?” he asked, looking up at the TV, trying to make small 

talk. 
She shrugged.  “Crap,” she replied with a laugh. 
He responded with a forced-sounding chuckle, but kept watching.  She supposed 

it was easier for him than looking at her, lying in bed with an IV and a heart monitor, 
both of which screamed sickness in his mind. 



 

His presence only made her more anxious, because she felt like he was only there 
because he felt obligated, not because he really wanted to keep her company or comfort 
her.  Well, maybe he did... probably he did... but if so, he certainly wasn’t doing a very 
good job at it.  She realized he probably just didn’t know what to say; it was more 
comfortable for him to just not talk. 

Nick had always known the right things to say, even when he thought he didn’t. 
But that was because Nick had been through it.  Nick had been in her position; 

Nick knew what it was like.  Jamie didn’t, and she couldn’t be mad at him for it.  He was 
trying – he was here, wasn’t he? 

After about ten more minutes of awkward silence, broken only by the mindless 
droning of the TV, there was another knock, and the door swung open for a second time.  
This time, it was Dr. Nnachetta who appeared.  Claire’s heart flip-flopped as the doctor 
came in, carrying her chart. 

“Good evening, Claire,” she said.  Claire returned the salutation and introduced 
Jamie, who mumbled a greeting.  “Claire, I put a rush on your test results so that we 
could get you out of here as soon as possible, and I would like to talk to you about those 
now.” 

Nodding, Claire’s eyes drifted to Jamie, who stiffened and started to get up from 
the edge of the bed.  “Should I wait outside?” he asked, already standing up. 

“You don’t have to.  Come over here,” Claire said, motioning him over to her side.  
She really didn’t want to be all alone, in case the news was bad; she wanted a hand to 
hold, a shoulder to lean on, a person who cared about her to hug. 

Jamie hesitated, then came closer, perching on the bed right next to her.  Sitting 
up straighter, she scooted closer to him and took hold of his hand.  It was surprisingly 
cold and a little clammy, more than hers was.  She tried to hide her smirk – what a big 
baby. 

“Alright.  Let’s hear it,” she said to the cardiologist, trying to brace herself for the 
worst case scenario... which she realized she didn’t even know.  How bad could this 
possibly get?  At the moment, she was glad she hadn’t been told. 

Dr. Nnachetta lowered her chart and looked her right in the eye as she said, “The 
tests show that there had been some damage to your left ventricle, which is the part of 
your heart that is responsible for pumping blood to the rest of your body.  It is also the 
part that is usually affected by anthracyclines – the kind of chemotherapy drugs you 
received.” 

Claire felt her throat constrict, as her heart began to race.  She squeezed Jamie’s 
hand. 

Noticing her unease, Dr. Nnachetta continued, “The damage is mild, though, and 
it shouldn’t be a great problem for you in your everyday life.  For right now, I think you 
will be fine without medication.  I would just advise you not to engage in strenuous 
exercise that puts a strain on the heart – avoid weightlifting and intense cardiovascular 
workouts, such as the kickboxing you were doing when you collapsed yesterday.  
Walking, swimming, low-impact aerobics – all would be good options for you.  I’d like to 
schedule a follow-up appointment with you, but unless you start to have symptoms 
when you’re at rest, I think you will be fine.” 

She offered Claire a smile, and Claire nodded, relaxing slightly.  It was the best 
news she could have gotten, other than the news that there was nothing wrong at all (but 



 

 

somehow she had known that wasn’t the case).  “So is this something that could get 
worse?” she asked. 

“It’s possible, but not a guarantee,” answered the cardiologist.  “Many cancer 
survivors never even know they have damage, and even those who start to have 
symptoms during exercise, as you did, often never experience any worse effects.  Some 
do, of course.  In some cases, the damage progresses to dilated cardiomyopathy, which 
is a disorder where the heart muscle becomes weakened and enlarged and cannot 
adequately pump blood to the body.  If it gets bad enough, it can lead to congestive heart 
failure.  But in your case, that would be rare.  There are medications I can prescribe to 
slow the damage if indeed it becomes worse.” 

Claire nodded again and finally turned to glance at Jamie, who had been 
completely silent the entire time.  He was sitting stock still, his posture stiff, and looking 
paler than normal.  She squeezed his hand again, this time more to reassure him than to 
steel herself.   

When Dr. Nnachetta left, promising to send a nurse in with the discharge forms 
for her to sign, Claire said in a cheerful voice, “Well, that’s not so bad.  Guess I get to go 
to work tomorrow after all – lucky me!”  She shot Jamie a goofy grin. 

He didn’t even crack a smile.  “Did you hear her?  She said... congestive heart 
failure...” he said, his voice just above a whisper. 

“Only as the worst-case scenario.  I mean, that’s only if it keeps getting worse... 
which she said probably wouldn’t happen,” Claire replied nonchalantly, frowning 
slightly at his pessimism.  Then she twisted her smile into a smirk and poked him hard 
in the side, jesting, “Jeez, Debbie Downer.” 

Jamie still didn’t smile.  She was beginning to grow annoyed with him.  How 
come she was the one trying to cheer him up, when he should have been doing the same 
to her?  She was the one in the hospital, for crying out loud.  Granted, she was strong; 
she could take care of herself... but come on.  She didn’t think it was asking too much for 
her boyfriend to put an arm around her and squeeze her hand and let her know he was 
there for her. 

Nick would have done that. 
She sighed.  “Jamie, I’m gonna be fine.  After all of the medical shit I’ve gone 

through, this is nothing.  So I can’t do hardcore Tae-Bo anymore – big deal.  Now I’ll 
have an excuse to sit on my ass and get fat,” she joked, shooting him an impish grin, still 
trying to get him to smile in return. 

He finally did.  “You better not do that,” he said.  “I like your ass the way it is 
now.” 

“Well, then... guess I’ll have to find other ways to get exercise.  You know, they 
say you can burn over a hundred calories from thirty minutes of vigorous sex...”  She 
waggled her eyebrows suggestively, then promptly ruined her seductress look by 
laughing. 

“Well, well, I know what we can do when I take you home tonight then,” Jamie 
replied, winking.  She was glad to see him finally appearing more relaxed.  She couldn’t 
take much more of this clamming up stuff he did whenever he was in a hospital setting 
with her.  Like it or not, if he wanted to be with her, one day he was going to have to 
either toughen up to it or hit the road, because like it or not, it was a part of her life now 
and would be for years to come. 



 

Even though the tension in the room had dissipated by the time the nurse 
brought in Claire’s discharge papers, she couldn’t help but realize how much easier she’d 
had it when she was with Nick. 
 

*** 
 

On the long plane ride back to Los Angeles, Nick’s thoughts kept returning to 
Claire.  It was hard not to think of her, when he had a CD with the songs the guys had 
recorded in Stockholm, including “Siberia,” playing in his ears. 

“I was drifting in between... like I was on the outside looking in... in my dreams, 
you are still here... like you’ve always been...” AJ’s forlorn voice sang.  But it was Nick 
whose thoughts and dreams had been haunted by Claire ever since she’d said goodbye 
on his porch that day in December, placing her engagement ring at his feet.  Her 
memory, the ghost of their relationship, was making it awfully hard for him to move on, 
even though he was trying. 

He’d talked to Veronica a few times while in Sweden; he’d told her about writing 
out his thoughts about Claire and about the song that had risen out of them.  He didn’t 
mention that it was the very same song that kept making him think of Claire, even when 
he didn’t want to.  Get over her, he kept trying to tell himself.  She’s with Jamie, she’s 
probably happier with Jamie, and you’ll be happier too if you’d just forget her and 
move on. 

But he couldn’t.  He couldn’t forget her.  Despite his decision to move on, nothing 
had really changed – there were reminders of her everywhere. 

The movie on the plane that day was Peter Jackson’s remake of King Kong.  It 
was three hours long, perfect to be shown on an eleven-hour flight, but Nick’s stomach 
flip-flopped when they announced it.  He hadn’t seen the movie yet; he’d been all set to 
take Claire to see it when it had been released in theaters back in December... but then 
she had broken up with him. 

Despite the fact that the movie was a painful reminder of Claire, who had cried at 
the end of the original on the night of their first kiss, Nick nonetheless stopped the CD 
and moved his headphones to the jack on his seat as the large TV screens at the front of 
first class sprung to life.  All around him, the other passengers were doing the same.  
The teenaged girl sitting across the aisle from him caught his attention.  She was dressed 
in a way that made him sure she was not a Backstreet Boys fan – a Slayer t-shirt whose 
short sleeves allowed her to show off the impressive collection of bracelets and 
armbands on her wrists, and baggy black pants with pockets and silver chains 
everywhere, which she’d cut so that the frayed ends hit her legs at mid-shin, exposing 
rainbow-striped knee socks – so he was not worried about her recognizing him or caring 
if she did.  But it was not her punk wardrobe that caused him do a double take, or even 
to notice her in the first place.  It was her hair that had caught his eye.  It was short and 
red, the exact shade of Claire’s. 

Out of the corner of his eye, he watched the girl plug her headphones in and place 
them carefully over her ears, which were pierced with an eclectic array of hoops and 
studs all the way up the cartilage.  Then he turned his attention back to the movie, which 
was starting.  He didn’t pay the red-haired girl any more attention until the very end, 
when he glanced over and saw her wiping her eyes with a kleenex.  She stiffened as her 
father, who was sitting next to her, rubbed her shoulder, as if trying to comfort her.  For 



 

 

a moment, Nick could not look away, captured by the memory of Claire’s eyes sparkling 
with tears in the darkness of that movie theater. 

All of a sudden, he was overcome with longing for her.  More than anything, he 
wished she could be sitting in the seat next to him, ready to crack some joke about 
public displays of affection on airplanes as he tried to kiss her tears away again.  He 
sighed to himself, the movie and the memory having left him totally depressed. 

He felt a little better by the time the plane landed, though he chalked the lift in 
his mood up mostly to relief over landing safely in LA.  He hated flying, and eleven-hour 
flights over large bodies of water were the worst.  He felt like Dorothy in The Wizard of 
Oz as he stepped off the plane awkwardly, stiff from sitting for so long.  There’s no place 
like home. 

But as he made his way through the gate in the always-crowded LAX, he wished 
he were home in Florida.  And he wished he would look up and find Claire waiting for 
him, with open arms. 

He stopped to wait for Kevin, AJ, and Howie to catch up (Brian had landed in 
Atlanta to spend a few days at his home there, where Leighanne and Baylee had been 
living) and looked around at all of the people bustling here and there.  Businessmen and 
women, dressed in crisp suits and laden with leather briefcases and compact rolling 
suitcases.  Families with small children, about to embark on their vacations.  College 
students, fresh off their spring semesters and home for the summer. 

Watching a girl in an Ohio State t-shirt drop her bags and practically hurl herself 
into her waiting boyfriend’s arms, Nick felt a pang of envy, wishing again that he had 
someone waiting for him, the way he had when he and Claire were together, and he 
would fly home from LA to see her. 

And then, through a cluster of Asian tourists, he saw... her. 
Forgetting all about waiting for the other guys, he started towards her, hobbling a 

little on his stiff leg, pushing through the crowds to get to her.  “What are you doing 
here?” he asked, shaking his head in disbelief as he looked down at her. 

She smiled up at him, rising on her tiptoes to give him a proper hug.  “I thought 
I’d come with Mary and pick you up,” she said as she pulled back.  “I hope you don’t 
mind.” 

Nick looked around and spotted Mary, already locked in AJ’s arms and kissing 
him deeply, without caring that they were in the middle of a bustling California airport.  
Returning his attention to her, he replied, “No, of course not, Veronica.  I’m glad you 
came.  It’s great to see you.” 

“You too.  I missed you,” she said and pulled him into another hug. 
He closed his eyes as he wrapped his arms around her in return.  He really did 

appreciate her meeting him at the airport, but... 
But... 
He felt terrible for doing it, but as he hugged her, he couldn’t help but wish he 

had a certain redhead in his arms again instead. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Part III: Without You, Within Me 
 

Chapter 101 
 
The Fourth of July fell on a hot and sunny Tuesday, and for Nick, the day marked 

two occasions, two causes for celebration.  First, it was, of course, Independence Day, a 
day for Americans to dress in red, white, and blue, listen to patriotic music, barbeque 
with their family and friends, and “ooh” and “ahh” over fireworks displays in the night 
sky.  Nick was not so keen on donning the Uncle Sam look, but he was doing the 
barbeque thing – hosting it, in fact. 

It would be his first official shindig at his new house in LA... the first get-together 
he’d hosted in a long time, actually.  Usually Brian or Kevin held the barbeques at their 
houses because they had wives to help organize such events.  Nick was not doing it alone 
though; he’d enlisted the help of Veronica.  Even though the party wasn’t going to be 
anything big – just the guys and their significant others and Baylee – he wanted to make 
sure it went well.  He had hired a catering company to bring in the food, and Veronica 
had helped him shop for patriotic decorations.  She had also promised to come over 
early, to add her woman’s touch to the set-up, for which he was grateful. 

He checked his watch; it was going on three.  She should be here any minute, he 
thought. 

Veronica...  They’d been seeing each other more and more often these last two 
months, and now they were exclusively, officially a couple.  Still, they were taking things 
slow.  They had both come out of difficult breakups from serious relationships and 
weren’t rushing to get too serious with each other yet.  They’d spent the time getting to 
know one another and slowly becoming more intimate together, though they had yet to 
go all the way. 

There was a certain shyness, a hesitancy about Veronica that, in a way, Nick 
appreciated, for a part of him was shy around her too.  She was the first woman he had 
gotten close to since Claire, and being with her often made him think of the early days in 
his and Claire’s relationship, when his insecurity about his missing leg had kept them 
from being intimate.  It was not nearly as bad with Veronica, for being with Claire had 
done wonders to boost his confidence, but still, when they were making out, sometimes 
he wondered, how would she react, when the time came to go further? 

The leg issue really hadn’t come up much yet in their brief relationship.  Veronica 
knew, of course, and she had, on occasion, politely questioned him about it.  Was his 
prosthetic leg uncomfortable to wear?  Did it hurt to walk on it?  Had it been hard 
learning to get around again?   He’d tried to be very open with her, and, in a way, it had 
helped. 

There had been a night, shortly after their first kiss, when it seemed they had 
talked about everything, including things that were normally very hard to talk about.  
He’d learned that her father had died just two years earlier, from complications of 
diabetes.  The experience had given her a certain empathy for what he had been 
through, a level of understanding of illness and the trials and emotions that 
accompanied it.  It was the sort of understanding he’d always shared with the guys, who 
had all seen their share of serious illness, not just through his cancer, but from their own 
experiences – Brian’s heart condition, Kevin’s father, Howie’s sister, AJ’s grandmother, 



 

 

not to mention the countless sick children they had visited in the hospital or met 
through Make-a-Wish.  Nick felt they’d all had an easier time dealing with the realities 
of his own illness because of these experiences, and with Veronica, it was much the 
same.  She wasn’t Claire... but he’d found that he could talk to her, open up to her, and 
be honest with her.  It was a valuable feature of their relationship, and Nick felt that, 
even if he and Veronica did not last as a couple (and it was much too soon to tell), he 
would always have a friend in her. 

The doorbell rang, jarring Nick out of his thoughts, and he practically jumped up.  
That must be her, he thought, going to the door.  Sure enough, when he put his eye to 
the peephole, he looked down and saw her face, distorted by the convex glass.  He 
quickly unlocked the door and pulled it open to see her in full view, standing on the 
front stoop. 

“Hey,” she greeted him, smiling coyly as he beckoned her in. 
“Heeello,” he purred in response, giving her a hug and quick peck on the cheek.  

“Mm, you smell nice,” he added, smiling as he released her.  Veronica always smelled 
nice, always of the same enticing scent, which he now knew to be called freesia. 

“Bath and Body Works’ Freesia,” she’d told him once, when, while nuzzling her 
neck, he’d asked what she wore.  “Forget the fancy perfume; let me tell you, Nick, it’s the 
best.” 

Nick couldn’t say he disagreed.  He never got tired of smelling it on her.  The 
unique flowery scent was sweet and feminine, one of the things he liked about Veronica.  
She was very feminine... not a total “girlie girl,” but a far cry from a tomboy.  She always 
dressed nicely, whether it be in crisp jeans and a blouse or in skirts and dresses, which 
she wore often.  Today, for example, she had on a red top with a plunging neckline, a 
floaty white cotton skirt, and a dainty pair of white sandals. 

Her dark hair was long and thick, and he loved to run his fingers through it, 
getting them practically lost in its rich depths.  He had always had a thing for long hair, 
as most guys he knew did.  She had it tied back in a loose ponytail today, as she often 
did, but he imagined himself taking it down for her later, playing with it to distract 
himself from whatever romantic comedy she wanted to watch. 

She was very much a girl in her movie choices, much to his displeasure; the times 
he’d let her choose movies, they always ended up watching something with Julia 
Roberts or Meg Ryan, Reese Witherspoon or Jennifer Aniston.  They made him want to 
gag, but he tried to grin and bear it, knowing he could get back at her later with Stallone 
and Schwarzenegger, Bruce Willis and Vin Diesel. 

Tonight, though, he realized, he wouldn’t be subjected to any of her chick flicks, 
for after the fireworks show that evening, they’d be headed downtown to one of LA’s 
most elite clubs for a party in the Backstreet Boys’ honor.  Not only was that Tuesday the 
Fourth of July; it was also the day the first single off their new album was being 
released, and tonight was the release party.  It was really just a big publicity stunt, put 
on by Jive; a bunch of other celebrities were supposed to be in attendance, along with 
representatives from the record company, the Boys’ management, and, of course, the 
Boys themselves.  They’d perform the new song, and the music video they’d shot at the 
end of May would debut on a large screen for everyone to watch; then they’d all drink 
and mingle and pose for the camera like at any Hollywood party.  Nick was more excited 
about the single than the party for it, but he was going, of course (there was no way he 
could get out of it, even if he wanted to), and he was bringing Veronica with him.  It 



 

would be her first big celebrity event, and he could tell she was already anxious about it, 
even though it was a good ten hours away. 

There was an air of nervousness about her as she walked into the house, and he 
made sure to tell her that she looked nice. 

“Thanks,” she said rather shyly, brushing her hands over the front of her skirt to 
smooth it out.  Glancing back up at him, she smiled and returned, “You look great too.” 

He shrugged, looking down at his powder blue polo shirt and baggy khaki shorts.  
How very preppy he felt today, dressed as he was and getting ready to host a barbeque. 

“Well, thank you too,” he replied with a chuckle. 
“I brought a different outfit for tonight,” she mentioned, as they wandered 

through the house and out onto the sprawling deck in the back.  “A dress; it’s dark red.  
Can I show you later?  I want to make sure it’s okay.” 

Nick offered her a reassuring smile to counter her uncertainty and replied, “Sure, 
if you want, but I’m sure it’ll be fine.  It’s not like we’re walking the red carpet; it’s just a 
club.” 

“I know, but I... I’ve never been to one of these things before.  Heck, I don’t even 
go to clubs all that often.  I just want to look right... especially since I’ll be there with 
you.  People will be judging me...” 

One thing he’d noticed about her was that she was seemed very insecure with 
herself a lot of the time.  Her apparent self-esteem issues were something he could relate 
to now, more than he ever had before cancer had ruined his own self-image, but still, he 
wondered, why did she doubt herself?  She wasn’t supermodel gorgeous – she was much 
too short, for one, and too curvy as well.  And sure, her features weren’t perfect; she, like 
everyone else, had her flaws.  No, like Claire, she wasn’t stunningly beautiful in the 
traditional sense, but he found her attractive, both inside and out. 

He just wished she would be more confident in herself.  Confidence was beauty, 
in his mind; he’d always found a woman who carried herself with poise and self-
assurance more attractive than she might have otherwise been.  That had been one of 
the traits he’d always admired in Claire; she was comfortable with herself.  For a long 
time, he’d wished he could learn to be just as comfortable in his own skin, altered as it 
had been by the effects of his cancer.  He was still learning, but he had come a long way.  
He wondered if he could instill some of that self-confidence in Veronica, the way Claire 
had for him. 

“Welcome to Hollywood,” he replied to her with a rueful grin.  “Everyone gets 
judged.”   Okay, not the best way to boost her confidence.  Try again, Carter.  “But, 
look, it’s not like there’s gonna be a whole bunch of paparazzi and fans at this thing.  
There will be some entertainment reporters and photographers and stuff, but there will 
be so many celebrities there, they’re not gonna focus on you too much.  And the other 
famous people coming... they’re cool.  They know how it is, and they’re in no place to 
judge you.  So don’t worry about it, alright?” 

Veronica gave him a close-lipped smile and nodded, still looking slightly 
petrified.  Oh well, maybe the barbeque would help take her mind off of the party that 
night. 

Sure enough, once Veronica had spotted the decorations they’d bought together, 
she started putting them up immediately, weaving red, white, and blue streamers 
through the deck railings, hanging paper lanterns, and tucking miniature American flags 
here and there. 



 

 

Leaving that stuff to her, Nick found the cheap star-spangled beach ball they’d 
gotten for the pool and took it out of its packaging.  Carrying the deflated piece of plastic 
over to a chair, he sat down and turned it over in his hands until he found the hole 
through which to pump air into it.  Putting his mouth tightly around the flexible plastic, 
he blew a gust of air into the ball.  Inflating it proved to be slow work for him; ever since 
he’d had half of his lung removed, to get rid of the tumor growing inside it, he just didn’t 
have the wind he used to.  He had to stop and plug the hole with his finger while he took 
in a breath more often than most men his size would, but eventually, the ball was filled 
with air.  He plugged the hole up, shoving the plastic part down into the ball, and spiked 
the ball into the pool. 

“Perfect,” said Veronica, watching the ball whiz past her, and turned to smile at 
him.  Looking him, he saw that she’d already finished decorating. 

“Perfect,” he agreed, smiling back.  Then he got up; the caterers would be arriving 
any minute. 

 
*** 

 
Claire dug her fork into the delicious-looking piece of pie sitting on her plate and 

raised it to her lips, taking an eager bite.  She savored the taste of strawberry as she 
chewed slowly and swallowed.  “Mmm, this is really good,” she said, turning to Jamie.  
“You should go get some.” 

“I will later.  I think they’re gonna get a volleyball game going soon,” he replied, 
pointing to the volleyball net that had been set up on side of the large yard.  A few 
children were running back and forth under the net, kicking the volleyball as if it were a 
soccer ball. 

She and Jamie had been invited to a Fourth of July party hosted by a colleague of 
Jamie’s at the insurance firm where he worked, an insurance salesman named Bill 
MacLeod.  Bill was a funny-looking man, tall and gangling, with a head and beard of 
dark, shockingly red hair and a freckled face that made him look too young to be selling 
anything but boy scout popcorn, though Jamie had sworn he was close to thirty.  Claire 
had liked him instantly.  He had a warm handshake and a casual, friendly demeanor, 
and within five minutes of meeting him, she’d been able to see why people would feel 
comfortable buying insurance from him.  He didn’t have the typical slimy salesman vibe 
to him at all. 

Bill lived in a beautiful home with his partner Lance, who worked as a 
meteorologist.  Claire had recognized him instantly when they’d been introduced; Lance, 
with his highlighted blonde hair, perfectly-sculpted eyebrows, and slightly-effeminate 
face, gave the weather report on Channel 8’s eleven o’clock news.  The couple’s property 
was located in a residential area on the outskirts of a golf course, and the backyard had a 
perfect view of the lake on the course, over which fireworks would be shot off when the 
sun set that night. 

But right now, the sun was still high in the sky, and sure enough, Claire was not 
even halfway through her pie when Bill came over and said, “Hey, guys, just wanted to 
let you know, we’re gonna start a volleyball tourney in a few.  Can I count you two in?” 

“You can count me in,” Jamie said instantly. 
Claire chimed in, “Me too.” 



 

Jamie immediately gave her a funny look, but waited until Bill had said “Great!” 
and moved on to the next cluster of people to say anything. 

“You sure you should be playing volleyball?  It’s really hot out; I don’t want you 
to... you know... get overheated or anything.” 

Claire narrowed her eyes at Jamie, knowing exactly what he really meant.  “I 
don’t want you to have a heart attack and die in the middle of the volleyball court” – 
that was what he really meant. 

He’d become very overprotective of her in the last two months, ever since she’d 
blacked out at kickboxing class.  She kept telling him she was okay, and she was – there 
had been no more incidents since she’d gotten out of the hospital, and her follow-up 
appointment with Dr. Nnachetta a couple of weeks later had gone fine.  There was no 
need for medication, the cardiologist had told her; all she needed to do was take care of 
herself and be aware of how her body was acting.  Dr. Nnachetta had shown her how to 
measure her own heart rate and told her to make sure it stayed below 140 beats per 
minute when she was exercising.  Claire had been diligent and cautious at first, but by 
now, she was a lot more confident about what she could and could not do.  She and 
Amber had quit the kickboxing class and were now walking together every morning and 
taking yoga on the weekends instead. 

Jamie never seemed to worry about her as long as she was with Amber, but 
whenever she was with him, he treated her as if she were nine months pregnant or 
something.  “You sure you should be lifting that?  Let me get it,” he’d say every time she 
tried to carry something, even if it wasn’t that heavy – sometimes she was surprised he 
let her carry her own purse.  Or “I dunno if you should be doing that.  Let’s just catch a 
movie or something,” he’d suggest when she wanted to go rollerblading or play 
racquetball at the park. 

It had started pissing her off weeks ago, but even when she snapped at him, he 
didn’t seem to get the hint.  He just kept doing it.  This time would probably be no 
different, though she had to try.  She hated being treated like an invalid by anyone, 
especially her friends... or boyfriend, in Jamie’s case.  But whenever she ranted about it, 
to Jamie or anyone else, she got that look... that look of pity, that look that said, “But 
Claire, you had cancer; of course we’re going to be concerned about you.  We care, that’s 
all.”   She knew they cared and couldn’t help but be concerned about her, but couldn’t 
they understand that she didn’t want to be pitied?  That it just made her feel inferior 
when they acted like she shouldn’t be doing something because of the health problems 
she’d had? 

The problem was, they didn’t.  They couldn’t.  Her family and her friends... they’d 
watched her go through medical hell, but they hadn’t been through it themselves, and 
they didn’t know how she felt.  She’d tried to tell them, but when it came down to it, they 
just couldn’t relate, couldn’t fully understand her perspective.  The only one she knew 
who really could was Nick.  He understood better than anyone what it felt like to be 
treated like an invalid, to be told he couldn’t do something because of his physical state, 
and many times over the last two months, she’d fought the urge to call him and vent.  If 
she’d been dealing with anyone but Jamie, she would have, but because it was Jamie, 
she knew she couldn’t.  She couldn’t call her ex-fiancée and rant about her current 
boyfriend.  It would just be too weird and not at all fair to Nick.  He didn’t want to hear 
about that.  So she’d left him out of it and tried just getting it through to Jamie, which 
was the best thing she could do anyway. 



 

 

“I’ll be fine,” she told him now, her voice sharp, but low; she didn’t want to attract 
attention to them.  “If I get overheated, I’ll go sit down – simple as that.  I know my 
limits.”  He gave her a skeptical look, which she responded to with a sigh of 
exasperation.  “Jamie, look.  You have got to stop doing this!” she hissed.  “You’re 
treating me like I’m a sickly little kid, and it’s pissing me off!  I’m twenty-six, same as 
you, and I think I’m mature enough to take care of my own body.  I’ve been dealing with 
my health issues for the last six years – give me some credit!” 

Jamie blinked and then put his hand on her arm, patting it in a reassuring way, 
again, as if she were a small child.  “I know,” he said in a low, soothing voice.  “I just 
worry about you, Clairie.  I never want to see you in the hospital again.” 

Claire jerked her arm away from him and gave him a severe look.  “Well, if you 
don’t back off, you’re going to – when I come to visit you after my foot goes up your ass!  
What do you think that does for the ol’ ticker, smacking your overprotective boyfriend 
around?” 

There was a momentary flash of shock in Jamie’s blue eyes, and then he smirked.  
“Okay, okay... point taken,” he said, holding his hands up in defense.  “I won’t baby 
you... baby.”   He winked, and she tried not to smile. 

“Thank you,” she replied civilly.  “Trust me, I get enough of that shit from my 
parents.  I seriously can’t take it from you too.  I’m not stupid, Jamie, and believe me 
when I say I never want to see the inside of a hospital again either.  A little volleyball 
isn’t gonna kill me.” 

He nodded and didn’t protest when she finished her pie and got up to follow him 
over to the makeshift volleyball court, where two large teams were forming.  Leaning in 
close to Claire, Jamie whispered, “I say we join Bill’s team.  He’s got Logan from legal, 
and that guy’s a freakin’ giant.”  He pointed out a tall, athletic-looking hulk of a guy and 
immediately gravitated toward him.  Meanwhile, Claire slipped away to the other side of 
the net, where the second team was milling around, waiting to get started. 

“Hey, are you James Turner’s girlfriend?” a brunette woman Claire didn’t know 
asked, coming up to her. 

Claire smiled, amused at the fact that Jamie went by his given name at work.  
James – it sounded so formal and... adult.  Even after she’d just gotten done ranting to 
Jamie that they were both grown up, she sometimes marveled over the fact that they 
really were.  A part of her would always view Jamie as the same sweet, fun, endearing 
kid she’d fallen for in high school. 

“Yeah, I am.  Claire Ryan,” she introduced herself, sticking out her hand. 
“Lanna Jones,” the woman finished the introduction, shaking hands.  “I’m a 

secretary in James’ department.” 
“Ohh,” said Claire, nodding knowingly, while wondering why Jamie hadn’t 

introduced them.  She’d met other people he worked with; apparently there were a lot of 
people from the firm there. 

“You’re a lucky girl,” added Lanna, leaning close to Claire as if she were about to 
whisper a secret.  “James is such a cutie, if you don’t mind my saying so.”  She giggled 
school-girlishly, which didn’t really suit her, since she had to be close to forty.  She 
seemed to be trying hard to look younger though; she was dressed in a white sleeveless 
top that showed much of her ample cleavage and tight little pair of capris that clung to 
her shapely, tanned legs and backside. 



 

Claire smiled tightly and glanced across the net at Jamie.  He had taken off the 
red button-down shirt he’d had on and now was just wearing the plain white t-shirt he’d 
had on beneath it.  The thin material clung to his toned upper body and contrasted 
nicely with his dark curls and summer tan.  Yes, she thought, observing him, he 
definitely is a cutie.  She’d always found him undeniably attractive, and like a fine wine, 
he’d just gotten better with age. 

She watched Jamie’s head turn toward her, an expression of confusion on his 
face.  When he found her looking at him, he shrugged and gestured toward her, as if to 
say, “What are you doing over there??” 

She gave him a flirty little wave and shrugged back.  Even with her less-than-
perfect eyesight, it was impossible not to spot the infamous puppy dog face he gave her 
next.  She turned away from it and said to Lanna, “Well, thanks.  I’ve always thought so.  
Problem is, so has he.”   She winked, and Lanna giggled again. 

“You’re going to be on our team, aren’t you?” she asked, grabbing Claire’s arm 
like an overexcited child. 

“I thought I would, yeah,” said Claire. 
“Cool!  A little healthy competition with the boyfriend never hurts, eh?” she 

asked, grinning in Jamie’s direction. 
“Nope,” replied Claire, with a mischievous grin of her own.  She was rather 

looking forward to it. 
While their host, Bill, had started getting his team into position on the other side 

of the net, his own boyfriend Lance was going to be refereeing the game.  “Hey, everyone 
on this side!” he called, clapping his hands together to get the attention of the people on 
Claire’s side of the net.  “We’re going to get started in a minute here, so get yourselves 
set up.” 

“Ooh, I wanna be in the back.  I stink at volleyball,” said Lanna, positioning 
herself in the left corner furthest from the net.  Claire followed her, stopping in the spot 
just in front of her on the left side of the court. 

The game began, and Logan, the hulking guy Jamie had pointed out earlier, 
served to Claire’s side first.  The ball sailed easily over the net and to the very back row 
of people on her team; luckily, the guy in the middle bumped it straight back over.  A 
short man in the front left corner on the other side of the net spiked the ball, and Claire 
was surprised to find it hurtling straight at her feet.  Her competitive streak kicking in, 
she dove and managed to get her cupped hands beneath it just enough to bump it back 
into the air.  The woman in front of her took it from there, sending the ball over the net.  
It fell to the grass when the other team failed to get their hands under it, and they tossed 
it back over for Claire’s team to serve. 

As the game continued, Claire quickly discovered that the woman behind her, 
Lanna, was afraid of the ball.  Every time it made it back to her – which was fairly often, 
since there were several strong men on the other team – she put out her arms as if she 
were going to hit it, then ducked at the very last second, letting it go over her head and 
fall to the ground.  Claire, along with the guy standing next to Lanna, both learned to 
run towards her and try for the ball themselves if it was headed her way, although Claire 
found that this was extra taxing. 

“Why don’t we switch places?” she finally suggested to Lanna.  Lanna agreed, and 
from then on, Claire was usually able to get the ball when Lanna ducked out of its way.  



 

 

She was not a great volleyball player herself, but she almost always managed to keep the 
ball in play and pass it to one of her teammates to get it over the net. 

Her team ended up losing, but the game was not without its victories for Claire.  
Before the game point was scored, the served ball came flying right towards her, and she 
bumped it hard, sending it rocketing back across the net.  She hadn’t purposely aimed 
for Jamie, but that’s who it went to, and he didn’t back up far enough to hit it properly.  
Everyone gasped as it smacked right into his forehead and ricocheted off.  He 
immediately stumbled backward, his hand flying to his head.  Claire clapped her hand 
across her mouth, in shock at first.  Then, when she saw that Jamie was fine, she left it 
there to stifle her giggle. 

“Are you okay, baby?” she asked him when they were done playing, walking him 
over to the pair of lawn chairs they’d occupied earlier.  “I hope I didn’t give you a 
concussion.  Tell me if you start to feel funny, okay?  I don’t want you to faint or have a 
brain hemorrhage or something.” 

She was teasing him, purposely trying to act as overly-concerned as she thought 
he had earlier, and he caught on quickly (a good sign that she hadn’t damaged his brain 
too much).  “Nice of you to care about what you did to me,” he pouted, giving her the 
puppy dog face again.  “I’m gonna have a huge bump on my head.  Is the bruise forming 
yet?  Are you sure it’s not bleeding?” 

“It looks fine, you big baby,” she told him, but when he sat down, she tenderly 
smoothed the sweaty curls off his damp forehead and planted a gentle kiss on the spot 
where the ball had hit him.  He smiled up at her, looking placated, and she smiled back, 
thinking of what she’d be able to tell him the next time they played a sport together: 
“Maybe you shouldn’t play, Jamie.  I don’t want you to... you know... get smacked in 
the face with the ball.” 

Her smile took on a mischievous gleam; that would piss arrogant, varsity soccer 
star Jamie off for sure.  Yep, she’d definitely keep this memory around to throw back 
into his face – no pun intended – the next time he suggested she shouldn’t do 
something.  Maybe then he’d understand. 

 
*** 

 
His plate heaped with his second helping of food, Nick took a seat next to 

Veronica.  “Hey.  How come you’re not eating?  Food okay?” he asked, looking pointedly 
at the plate balanced on her lap.  It was practically empty compared to his, dotted with 
only a few small portions of food from the vast spread the caterers had provided, and he 
knew it was her first helping. 

“Oh, it’s fine!” she insisted.  “Really good, in fact.”   As if to appease him, she 
speared a small piece of watermelon from her fruit salad and popped it into her mouth, 
smiling up at him as she swallowed. 

“Well, eat up.  I paid enough to get it all; I want it to go to good use.”  He gave her 
an easy smile and patted her arm before digging into his fresh scoop of potato salad.   

As he ate, he couldn’t help but notice her pick at her food out of the corner of his 
eye.  Veronica ate like a bird; she was the type of girl who would order a salad when they 
went out to dinner, which always made him feel like a pig when he ordered something 
big and managed to eat it all.  Granted, he was a guy; he figured it was allowed.  But he 
liked a girl with a healthy appetite, a girl who enjoyed eating as much as he did.  The 



 

thought entered his mind before he had a chance to block it:  Claire was that kind of 
girl. 

He scowled and shoveled the forkfuls of food in his mouth faster, as if he could 
chew away the memories of Claire or, at the very least, drown them in baked beans. 

When he had cleaned his plate again, he stood up abruptly and tossed it in the 
trash.  “Be right back,” he told Veronica and went inside.  On his way back from the 
bathroom, he ran into Brian, who was leading Baylee indoors. 

“Hey, there you are,” said Brian.  “Baylee’s ready to hit the pool – sound okay?” 
“Sure thing.  That’s what it’s there for,” replied Nick, smiling down at his curly-

haired godson. 
“Are you simming too, Nick?” Baylee asked, blinking up at Nick with the innocent 

blue eyes he had a hard time resisting. 
“Sure, if you want me to.” 
“Yeah!” insisted Baylee.  “Put on your simsuit!” 
“Yeah, Nick.  Put on those ‘simming’ trunks,” echoed Brian with a wink.  “That’s 

what Bay and I are going to go do right now.”  Baylee was tugging on Brian’s hand, 
apparently eager to get his own ‘simsuit’ on and jump in the pool. 

Nick laughed.  “Well, I guess I’ll do the same.  Meet you out back in a few.”   He 
went upstairs and changed into his swim trunks, swapping his regular prosthesis for the 
waterproof one in the process.  He stripped off his polo shirt and lay it out on his bed.  
Standing shirtless in the center of the room, he patted his full stomach briefly, 
wondering if he’d made a mistake by eating as much food as quickly as he had.  Oh well, 
he thought, maybe I’ll just stand in the water for awhile and give it some time to digest.   
He pulled an old t-shirt over his head and went back downstairs. 

Veronica looked up at him as he came back out onto the deck.  “Baylee told me it 
was time to put on my ‘simsuit’,” he told her with a shrug and a smile.  Then he gestured 
over his shoulder with his thumb.  “Go in and put yours on if you want.  You can change 
in my room.” 

Veronica’s eyes shifted downward.  “O-oh... that’s okay.  I didn’t bring one.” 
“Really?  You’re not gonna swim?” 
She gave him a crooked smile, one corner of her mouth turning up.  “Not in a 

bathing suit in front of five Backstreet Boys and their gorgeous wives, I’m not.” 
“Aww, V,” he protested, using one of her nicknames (“You can call me V, call me 

Ver, call me anything but ‘Ronnie’,” she’d told him on one of their first few dates).  “You 
don’t gotta be self-conscious around any of us... hell, especially me,” he added, looking 
down at his artificial swimming leg.  “I certainly don’t have a perfect body.”  He glanced 
back up at her and winked. 

She smiled awkwardly.  “Sorry.  I know; I’m a bum.  I’ll bring one next time.” 
Nick studied her, not appeased.  He didn’t want her to feel left out; he hadn’t 

forgotten how much it had sucked to sit around watching the others roughhouse in the 
pool while he couldn’t swim because of the port in his chest while he was on chemo or 
didn’t want to because of his leg.   

But Veronica seemed to catch onto this and quickly added, “I think I just wanna 
put my feet in anyway.  I don’t mind.”  She smiled, and Nick reluctantly smiled back. 

“Okay,” he said.  She followed him when he stripped his shirt off and walked over 
to the edge of the pool.  He jumped in and surfaced in time to see her carefully avoid the 



 

 

wet spots his splash had left on the patio and sit down on a dry spot.  She lowered her 
bare feet into the water, crossing her ankles, and smoothed her skirt over her legs. 

Watching her, Nick was filled with the urge to pull her into the water.  He ducked 
beneath the surface again and glided towards her underwater, moving from side to side 
like a shark.  He emerged from the water humming the theme from Jaws as he reached 
for her ankles, grinning wickedly. 

“Eeee, Nick, don’t!!” Veronica squealed, jumping up and scuttling away from the 
edge of the pool as fast as she could.  She was laughing, but Nick could tell she really 
didn’t want to get thrown in.  That made him want to throw her in even more, but he 
fought the compulsion.  She’s your girlfriend, he reminded himself.  Treat her like a 
lady. 

“Oh, come on, come back... I’m not gonna pull you in... I swear,” he assured her, 
backing up a few feet so that she was safely out of his reach.  As he watched her 
cautiously approach the edge of the pool and lower her legs over the side again, 
readjusting the material of her skirt, he had a sudden flashback to a much different 
scene outside the pool at his other house, in Tampa... 
 

They went out to the patio, where soft lights twinkled all around, golden hues 
illuminating the darkness.  The pool sparkled in the moonlight, its water still and 
placid in the windless night. 

“I miss the water,” Nick murmured, his eyes panning across it. 
“What, you don’t bathe?” 
“You know what I mean.”  Nick rolled his eyes.  Why was she giving him such a 

hard time? 
“I know, I’m sorry.”  Claire offered an apologetic smile and then continued, “But 

hey, the pool’s right there... go swimming, why don’t you?” 
“Go swimming?” he repeated, eyeing her skeptically.  “Right.” 
“Why not? ... Why can’t you swim?” 
“Why can’t I... God, Claire, are you just trying to piss me off?” 
“No!  I’m just trying to get you to stop pouting about what you can and can’t do 

and do something!  If you wanna get in the water, get in the water!  You can swim 
with one leg.” 

He cocked his head at her, considering this... 
“Only if you come in too,” Nick said, flashing the infamous half-smile he knew 

most women could not resist...  “Seriously, you have to come in too, or I won’t do it.” 
“Well, Nick, I  don’t care if you do it or not.  You’re the one whining about 

missing the water.”  She flashed him a smile to let him know she was teasing. 
“No, now I’m whining about wanting you to get in too,” Nick countered with a 

grin. 
Claire rolled her eyes exaggeratedly.  “Well fine, you can just whine then,” she 

said, standing up from the deck chair in which she’d been perched.  She made as if to 
walk back into the house, but then she turned, and before Nick knew what she was 
doing, she had taken a running leap, hurtling herself into the far, deep end of the pool 
and creating a surprisingly colossal splash as she cannonballed into the water, fully-
clothed. 

Nick’s mouth hung open as she surfaced and swam to the shallow section, 
making it to the side.  Folding her arms on the edge of the pool, she rested her chin atop 



 

them and grinned.  “Now you have to come in.” 
 
Nick couldn’t help but smile at the memory, though it was a sad smile.  He missed 

her.  He missed even just hanging out with her, as friends, the way they used to before 
their feelings for each other got in the way.  Could it ever be like that again, he 
wondered, with their failed engagement hanging over their heads and Jamie Turner 
skulking between them?  And what about Veronica?   As Claire’s impish smile faded 
from his mind’s eye, Nick’s real eyes focused in on his new girlfriend instead.  What 
would she think if she knew he was standing here thinking of Claire? 

He didn’t have a chance to come up with an answer; out of nowhere, he vaguely 
heard a “Heads up, Nicky!” half a second before something big and round smacked him 
on the side of the face with a loud thwack.  His hand flying up to his stinging cheek in 
surprise, Nick turned to find AJ grinning sheepishly at him from the center of the pool, a 
few feet away.  Turning his head in the other direction, Nick saw the beach ball he had 
blown up earlier floating away.  He pieced two and two together and returned his gaze to 
AJ, who started cackling. 

“Ha ha,” said Nick humorlessly, sticking his middle finger up out of the water. 
Veronica was giggling from the side.  “AJ, you dweeb!” she called. 
“Me, a dweeb?” AJ repeated in shock.  “Dumbass here is the one who didn’t 

dodge the ball.”  He pointed at Nick, his expression gleeful.  “What were ya thinking 
about there, Nicky?”  Before Nick could answer – not that he would have answered 
honestly – AJ sank beneath the water and popped up again right next to Nick.  
“Thinking about how much you wanna bone Veronica?” he asked in a low voice, poking 
Nick in the side and smirking devilishly. 

“AJ, jeez,” Nick protested, pouncing on his crude friend and dunking him 
beneath the water.  AJ came up sputtering, and they wrestled around for awhile until 
both of their eyes were stinging from the constant splashes of chlorinated water. 

Rubbing at his eyes, Nick made his way over to the side and hoisted himself out 
of the pool.  He made his way over to the stack of beach towels he’d set out earlier and 
grabbed one from the pile, using it to dry his face, then his arms and torso. 

“Done swimming already?” asked Kevin, passing Nick on his way out of the 
house. 

“Me?  Never.  Just taking a break,” Nick replied, throwing the towel around his 
shoulders. 

“Hey-”  Kevin caught Nick’s arm, his voice low.  “-I’ve been meaning to tell you...” 
Nick raised his eyebrows, waiting for Kevin to keep going.  “Yeah?” he prompted. 
Kevin leaned in.  “That Veronica,” he said, his green eyes shifting over to where 

she was sitting, feet still in the pool, “she seems like a really sweet girl.” 
“She is,” agreed Nick with a smile. 
“Well, I just wanted to let you know that I’m proud of you,” Kevin went on, his 

deep, measured, fatherly voice fitting his statement well.  “We all are.  We’re glad that 
you’re moving forward and seeing somebody new.  And a woman like that – I think she’s 
just what you need.  She’s gonna be good for you.” 

Nick smiled awkwardly, embarrassed by Kevin’s – actually, all of the guys’, it 
seemed – sudden interest in his love life.  “Thanks,” he mumbled.  “Actually, you can 
thank AJ and Mary... they’re the ones who set me and V up.” 



 

 

Kevin nodded, looking impressed.  “It’s good to see you and AJ finally developing 
some taste in women,” he said with a wry smile.  “It comes with age, I guess.  Age and 
experience.”   He patted Nick on the shoulder.  “You be good to this one, kid.  And make 
sure she treats you right too.” 

“Yes, Dad,” Nick emphasized, rolling his eyes playfully at the older man.  “I’ll 
make sure she comes to ask your permission if we ever intend to get engaged too.” 

He was kidding, of course, but as the word ‘engaged’ slipped out of his mouth, his 
insides seemed to shudder.  He wasn’t sure he ever wanted to get “engaged” again.  The 
title presupposed a commitment, a promise of marriage... but the last time, the only 
time he’d been engaged, that promise had been broken.  If there ever was a next time, he 
would rather just elope on the spot, than have an engagement ring laid at his feet before 
he even walked down the aisle. 

Kevin didn’t seem to notice Nick’s subtle shift in mood and played along, 
smirking.  “You do that, son.  Make sure you bring her by the house.  And I’ll want to 
meet her parents too,” he joked with a wink. 

Nick laughed.  “Yes, Dad,” he echoed again. 
 

*** 
 

The view of the sunset, from the hill overlooking the lush, green golf course, was 
breathtaking.  When the last of the orange sun’s dying rays had sank beneath the gently 
rippling waters of the lake, and the sky had darkened into an inky shade of navy, the 
fireworks show began.  Claire and Jamie watched it from a blanket they’d spread over 
the soft grass.  She reclined leisurely against his chest, her legs stretched out in front of 
her, blades of grass tickling her bare toes at the edge of the blanket.  He rubbed her 
upper arms lightly, trying to fend off the goosebumps brought on by the relative 
coolness of the night. 

Her goosebumps came back anyway once the fireworks started, but not because 
of the temperature.  Watching the sky come to life with booming, bright bursts of color, 
while the upbeat, patriotic melodies of John Phillips Sousa floated across the lake, Claire 
was filled with emotion.  The sprightly piccolo playing in the music reminded her of the 
fife and drum corps who played the troops into battle in all of the Civil War movies she 
had seen.  She thought of the men who had died trying to keep their country together 
back then, and of the patriots who had fought to form it nearly a century earlier, during 
the Revolutionary War. 

Inevitably, her thoughts turned to the soldiers who were still fighting for their 
country now, men and women who were stationed overseas, a world away from the 
fireworks and festivities at home.  Most of them were her age or younger, with loved 
ones here at home, thinking of them, missing them, worrying about them... 

As the fireworks continued to explode in the sky, Claire leaned further into Jamie, 
grateful to be there with him, safe and happy and together.  His arms came around her, 
hugging her from behind, and she smiled, enjoying being held in his embrace. 

“It’s so pretty,” she murmured, gazing up at the dazzling display overhead.  “I 
love the Fourth of July...” 

“Mm,” Jamie grunted in agreement. 
“Remember when we went to Disney World for the Fourth of July?” she asked, 

speaking softly.  “Summer after our senior year?” 



 

“Mm-hm.” 
“That was fun.  Those fireworks were amazing,” she went on.  In her mind’s eye, 

she traveled back to that night in the Magic Kingdom, when she and Jamie had stood 
with Dianna and her boyfriend in front of Cinderella’s Castle and watched the stunning, 
elaborate fireworks rain over the amusement park.  The night had been a celebration for 
the four of them.  Fresh out of high school, they’d piled into Jamie’s car and driven to 
Orlando with the windows down and the music blaring, as a declaration their own 
independence.  Finally, they were free, and on that night, they hadn’t a care in the world.  
It had been an invigorating feeling. 

But of course, the feeling hadn’t lasted.  A month later, she was brokenhearted 
and devastated, trying to cope with her first major breakup from her first serious 
relationship.  She and Jamie were history, or so it had seemed.  That Independence Day 
had been the last memorable night they’d had together, the last event to make it into her 
scrapbook before he dumped her.  Even now, she realized she hadn’t spent the Fourth of 
July with Jamie since. 

“But you know what?” she mused quietly.  “I like this better.  Disney was too big 
and loud and crowded.  Tonight, I’m glad I’m here... with you...” 

Finally, Jamie spoke an actual, intelligible word.  “Me too.”  Then she felt his 
body shift, as he leaned forward, his warm breath moving the wisps of hair that had 
fallen out of her ponytail, his soft lips giving her more goosebumps as they lightly grazed 
the back of her neck.  He hugged her closer, and into her ear, he whispered, “I love you, 
Claire.” 

Claire’s stomach somersaulted; her heart seemed to leap into her throat.  Jamie 
Turner had spoken those words to her many times in her life, but not since they’d 
broken up the first time, not seriously anyway.  But this time, she knew he was serious.  
She could hear the emotion in his husky whisper, and the realization made her heart 
flutter... but in a good way. 

She swallowed, for her throat had suddenly gone dry.  Why was she nervous?  
This was Jamie.  Just Jamie... Jamie whom she’d been in love with since she was fifteen.  
The words she was about to say, she had spoken to him many times during their 
fourteen months together as teenagers.  But never since.  And yet, when they finally slid 
from her tongue, they felt as comfortable as a cozy old blanket on a cold, rainy day. 

“I love you, Jamie,” she whispered back, twisting her body so that she was 
looking at him.  He smiled down at her and readjusted her in his arms.  Then, moving 
one hand to the back of her neck, he lowered his face towards hers.  Her chin tipped up 
as she unconsciously gravitated towards him, her arms circling his neck. 

When their lips connected, the brilliant explosions of color in the sky suddenly 
weren’t the only fireworks at the party that night. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 102 
 

Watching the colored beams from the club lights cut through the hazy fog in the 
room with dizzying randomness, Nick wished he were still back at home, enjoying the 
spectacular fireworks display over the ocean that he’d witnessed earlier, in the quietness 
and privacy of his own backyard. 

But his personal Fourth of July celebration with his closest friends was over now, 
and he was on display once again, at the release party for the Backstreet Boys single.  He 
and the guys had already performed, and the video had been shown; they’d given 
interviews to the media and posed for pictures, and now all they had to do was keep 
mingling with the other guests until the party started to wind down. 

Nick had been roaming the club, which Jive had rented out for the night, with 
Veronica on his arm for what seemed like hours, smiling and making nice, striking poses 
for the cameras as they flashed in the face.  He was used to the celebrity charade and did 
it well without thinking.  Veronica, on the other hand, was completely out of her 
element, totally starstruck and shell-shocked.  Having suspected that she would be 
(Claire had been too), he’d made the rounds with her at his side all night, introducing 
her to the people who would respect her, trying to protect her from those who wouldn’t. 

Because she wasn’t famous, the media hardly gave her the time of day, directing 
all their attention and questions to him.  He was pleasantly surprised to find that, in 
going along with the light-hearted and celebratory mood of the party, the media seemed 
to be focusing more on the music – the single, as well as the upcoming album and tour – 
than Nick’s health problems.  Nick was sure those kind of questions would come later 
during the promotion of their album, in more serious interview settings, but for tonight, 
he could relax and talk about what he really wanted to talk about – the new music. 

Now that the release party had been going on for at least a couple of hours, Nick 
found that most of the publicity work was over, and he could enjoy himself more.  “I’m 
gonna grab a drink,” he said loudly, leaning towards Veronica so that she’d hear him 
over the music.  “Want something?” 

“Um... a pina colada?” she requested after a moment.  He nodded, leaving her at a 
table while he made his way to the bar to get their drinks.  Veronica wasn’t a big drinker; 
in fact, he’d only ever seen her drink strawberry daiquiris and pina coladas, and only 
every once in awhile.  She usually took some convincing, but tonight, he suspected, she 
needed the drink to relax her. 

I hope she’s having an okay time, he thought as he stood at the bar, waiting for 
the bartender to mix her drink.  He could tell she’d been feeling a little ill at ease all 
night, but he hoped that, despite her awkwardness, she was having fun. 

That was the first question he asked her when he returned to the table with her 
pina colada in one hand and his beer in the other.  “Are you having an okay time?” he 
shouted over the music as he slid her drink towards her. 

“Yeah!” she cried back.  “I’m just... blown away by all this!”   She waved her hands 
around to encompass the whole club, her eyes large. 

Nick smirked.  “I know; it’s crazy, isn’t it?  You get used to it after awhile, but 
believe me, when we first got big and started going to things like this, we were blown 
away too.” 



 

Veronica nodded, offering him an awkward smile.  Smiling back, he picked up his 
bottle of beer – in the spirit of patriotism, he was drinking Budweiser that night – and 
raised it to her.  “Happy Fourth of July,” he said. 

“Happy Fourth,” Veronica echoed his toast, raising her drink as well.  He clinked 
his bottle lightly against her glass, and they both took long sips. 

Nick was glad when he felt the effects of the alcohol start to kick in awhile later.  
He knew he couldn’t get too smashed at his own release party – wouldn’t look good in 
the press – but he was anxious for a nice buzz to set in.  He finished his beer and went to 
get another; Veronica was still sipping on her pina colada.  When he returned to their 
table, he found AJ in his seat, talking to Veronica. 

“Hey, move your scrawny ass over,” he commanded, elbowing AJ until he moved.  
Sliding into his old seat, he asked, “Where’s Mary?” 

“Dancing with Howie,” said AJ, pointing her out on the dance floor.  Nick 
watched her playfully bump and grind against Howie.  An outside observer might think 
there was a strong sexual chemistry between them, but Nick knew otherwise.  They were 
just having fun, playing around.  When Mary danced with AJ, it was a different story.  
There was some serious sexual chemistry there, even now, after they’d been dating for 
over a year.  Mary had been good for AJ, Nick thought as he watched her.  She was a 
nice, normal person who had managed to steal his heart and keep it longer than most 
had ever been able to, for AJ had never been good with commitment.  But maybe she 
was the one... 

“So, since I’m without a fine woman to get down with at the moment...” AJ went 
on, pausing for effect before he turned back to Veronica.  “V, how about a dance?” 

“What is this, Backstreet girlfriend swap?” joked Nick, before Veronica had even 
had a chance to answer. 

“Hell yeah.  It confuses the media; it’s good times, dude,” AJ replied without 
missing a beat.  “So, Veronica, whaddya say?” 

“Um... thanks, AJ, but I don’t think so,” said Veronica, shaking her head. 
“You can go,” Nick said quickly, wondering if she needed his permission to feel 

right about dancing with another man.  He was happy to give it to her; he didn’t want 
her dancing with just any man, granted, but AJ was harmless.  He just wanted her to 
have fun. 

Veronica kept shaking her head.  “No... sorry; I don’t dance.” 
“You don’t dance?” AJ repeated in amazement.  “Why not?” 
“I... I dunno.  I... can’t,” stammered Veronica, shifting her weight in her seat.  

Nick saw how uncomfortable she was and turned to AJ to shut him up. 
“Oh, that’s bull,” replied AJ before Nick could say anything.  “Anyone can dance.  

All you need is some rhythm.  And I don’t doubt you have rhythm.” 
Veronica shook her head again.  “No, really... I look stupid when I dance.  I-I’m 

not good at it.” 
AJ leaned forward and grabbed her hand.  “No, you just think you’ll look stupid.  

But if you go out there and have fun, you won’t, trust me.  ‘Specially if you’re with me.  
Take it from me, babe.”   He winked and gave her hand a squeeze.  “Come on,” he 
coaxed, standing up, trying to pull her up with him. 

Veronica wasn’t buying it; she shook her head more emphatically, refusing to 
budge, despite AJ’s pleading.  Watching the scene unfold, Nick realized that a few years 
ago, he would have sided with AJ, trying to convince her to get out on the dance floor 



 

 

and “shake what her Mama gave her,” as he used to say.  But now, he empathized with 
Veronica.  He knew full well what it was like to feel self-conscious and not try to dance 
for fear of looking ridiculous. 

As he glanced down at his artificial leg, hidden beneath the denim of his jeans, he 
suddenly had an idea.  “Back off, J,” he said loudly, pushing AJ back into his seat.  “Did 
ya ever think maybe she just doesn’t want to dance with you?” 

“No, that’s not it at-” Veronica started to insist, looking embarrassed, but turning 
towards her, Nick cut her off. 

“Veronica... would you dance with me?” 
For a brief moment, Veronica stopped protesting and shaking her head and just 

looked up at him.  Nick’s heart began to thud; he thought she was going to say yes.  Then 
the moment passed, and she started shaking her had again.  “No, Nick... I told you; I 
can’t dance. 

“I’ll bet you can,” Nick fired back quickly, on sudden inspiration.  “Look at you... 
you got two legs; that already gives you one up on me.”  Grinning widely, he winked.  
She lowered her eyes. 

“Nick...” 
“I know how you feel, ya know,” he said, leaning toward her across the table.  “I 

haven’t gone out and danced like that since I lost my leg.  But I’m willing to try if you 
are.  We can look stupid together.”   He smiled. 

Veronica met his eyes.  “You really want me to dance that bad?” she asked, 
incredulous. 

Nick hesitated, realizing what he was about to do.  Did he really want to go out 
there and make a spectacle of himself trying to dance on one leg, when he’d never tried 
it before?  But then he saw Veronica’s eyes; something in them told him she would say 
yes if he did.  Maybe she really did want to get out there and dance, as much as he  did; 
it was just her self-consciousness holding her back. 

Well, not anymore. 
“Yes,” he said seriously.  “I want you to dance, and I want you to dance with me.” 
Veronica swallowed and then nodded.  “Okay...” 
“Psh, well jeez, turn me down and then go right off with him,” scoffed AJ, but 

Veronica just laughed, knowing he was only teasing this time.  Smiling nervously, she 
stood up, and Nick did the same.  Taking her hand, he led her out into the open area of 
the club, where bodies were flailing through the fog, dancing to the latest techno and rap 
cuts, with a sprinkling of Top 40 dance mixes. 

His eyes panning the dance floor, Nick spotted Nicky Hilton with her small 
entourage of girlfriends dancing near the DJ’s booth.  A few feet away, Carmen Electra 
was grinding against her husband, Dave Navarro.  He sucked in a deep breath, 
wondering if he was stupid for dragging Veronica out here.  He didn’t want to make an 
embarrassment of her... or himself.  Especially not in front of all these celebrities. 

But it was too late now; they were already here.  The music was pulsing, and Nick 
naturally found its rhythm.  He put an arm around Veronica’s waist and drew her closer 
to him, until their bodies were pressed together.  She had no choice but to sway in time 
with him; they moved as a unit, her arms around him, his hands on her hips. 

It was really not as awkward as Nick had expected it to be, he was pleased to find.  
Of course, he wasn’t going to be busting out any elaborate free-style moves, but that 
didn’t mean he couldn’t still groove to the music.  He kept most of his weight on his 



 

right leg at first and swiveled his hips, grinding his pelvis against Veronica.  She let him 
guide her at first, then began to mirror his movements on her own.  They swayed 
seductively, their hands moving over each other’s bodies as they pressed against each 
other. 

“See?” Nick said into Veronica’s ear, his lips caressing the side of her neck as they 
rocked forward and back.  “This isn’t so bad, is it?” 

“No... it’s really not,” he heard her reply, sounding surprised.  He pulled back a 
little to see her smiling.  As he straightened to his full height, her eyes followed him, 
locked upon his face.  “You’re really good!” she cried above the music, never breaking 
her gaze with him. 

He smiled seductively, pulling her closer so that he could feel her hips rocking 
against him.  “You are too!” he shouted back.  “I told you so!” 

Her eyes shone like polished bronze through the haze in the room, and he found 
he could not look away.  He stopped wondering if other people were watching him or 
worrying about what he looked like, for no one else mattered anymore.  In his mind, it 
was just him and her and the music, and they danced to it as if they were the only two 
people in the room. 

 
*** 

 
“That was so cool,” Veronica sighed as she stepped out of the limo in front of 

Nick’s house later that night. 
“I’m glad you had a good time,” said Nick, grabbing her arm to steady her as she 

stumbled in the driveway.  He tried to hide his smirk; he’d never seen her buzzed before, 
but she was clearly a little tipsy now. 

“Oh, I did!  It was amazing!” Veronica gushed as they walked into the house.  
“Gosh, I’m so pumped up now.  And hungry too!  Man!” 

Nick looked at her in amusement.  “Well, I don’t blame you – you didn’t eat much 
at the party earlier, and I didn’t see you eat anything in the club tonight.  You wanna 
order a pizza or something?”   He was hungry too; alcohol always had that effect on him. 

“Mmm, I dunno... I shouldn’t,” Veronica replied with hesitation. 
“It doesn’t have to be pizza; we can get whatever you want.  But you should eat 

something, especially after drinking on an empty stomach,” Nick pointed out. 
“I guess you’re right,” said Veronica.  “Okay... pizza sounds fine.” 
“Awesome; I’ll call.  What kind do you like?” 
They agreed on their pizza toppings, and Nick placed the order for delivery while 

Veronica leaned against the island in the center of his kitchen.  When he got off the 
phone, he turned to face her.  “I’m glad to hear you say you’re hungry,” he said.  “You 
never eat much... I was beginning to think you were anorexic or something.”  He 
chuckled, then, in a flash of worry, asked bluntly, “You’re not, are you??” 

“What?!” Veronica gasped, her eyes widening incredulously.  “Me?  Anorexic?”  
She laughed richly.  “No, never.  Look at me – do I look anorexic to you?”   She ran her 
hands over her curvy hips and patted her full thighs. 

Though it wasn’t intended to be so, the motion was oddly sensual, and Nick 
couldn’t tear his eyes away from her body, wanting his own hands to take the same path.  
But he forced himself to look up at her face, and then he frowned.  “What are you talking 
about?  You’re not fat,” he said. 



 

 

Veronica snorted derisively.  “Maybe I’m not obese, but let’s be honest, Nick... I’m 
not a twig either,” she countered. 

“So?  Who wants to date a twig?  I don’t like getting poked with bones when I hug 
a girl,” replied Nick matter-of-factly. 

Veronica giggled and shook her head.  “Well, you don’t have to worry about that 
with me,” she said flatly, her expression sobering.  “Trust me, I like to eat.  Just... just 
not in front of guys.  I-it’s a self-esteem thing; I just don’t want to look like a pig.” 

Nick stared at her in wonder, wondering if it was the pina coladas making her 
open up to him this way all of a sudden.  He’d always sensed that she had some self-
esteem issues, but she’d never spoken of it – most likely because she was self-conscious 
– and he’d never pushed the issue.  It didn’t make him like her any less, although he did 
hate the idea that she didn’t like herself.  He had been in that position, and he knew well 
how much self-loathing sucked. 

“I would never think that of you,” he insisted.  “I mean, look who you’re talking to 
here – you know me; I love to eat too.  I’ve got the gut to show it.”  He smiled wryly, 
patting his stomach. 

“Aww, Nick!  I’ve always loved your tummy,” said Veronica, smiling coyly.  
“Seriously, I am a tummy girl.  I think it’s cute.” 

Nick could feel himself blushing, yet he couldn’t help but smile.  “Thanks,” he 
laughed awkwardly.  “See, I think you’re cute too.” 

She looked away.  “I’m not...” 
“Yes you are,” Nick insisted, taking a step towards her.  “Veronica... look at you.”  

He took one of her hands in his own and gave it a squeeze.  “You have beautiful skin,” he 
said, running his thumb across the back of her hand.  Her hands, like the rest of her 
body, were always incredibly soft, and her smooth skin was the color of toffee.  Her dark 
complexion gave her an exotic look that he found striking.  Though he’d dated many 
blondes, he’d always been attracted to brunettes. 

“Beautiful hair,” he added softly, touching a loose tendril of her thick, mahogany 
hair, which looked stunning in the elegant up-do Mary had helped her with.  With all of 
her long hair piled on top of her head, her bare back and shoulders were visible and in 
perfect reach of Nick’s wandering hands and lips.  Her outfit that night was very 
accommodating; she wore a dress of rich, dark crimson material, with thin spaghetti 
straps and a skirt that flared slightly around her knees.  Though it was a classic, simple 
number, it was the most revealing dress Nick had ever seen her wear, and she looked 
gorgeous in it.  The scarlet fabric went well with her dark features, giving her a spicy, 
sultry look that he found incredibly hot. 

His fingers slipped away from the end of her lock of hair and landed on her 
shoulder, gently massaging it.  He caressed her skin lightly, his fingertips drifting across 
her collarbone and up the side of her neck.  He gently took her chin and tipped her face 
towards his, gazing down at her.  “Beautiful eyes,” he murmured, looking into them.  
She normally didn’t wear a great deal of makeup, but for the party tonight, she’d framed 
them with black eyeliner and mascara.  The added touch made her eyes appear even 
darker beneath a curtain of long, thick lashes. 

“Beautiful lips,” he whispered, seconds before they touched his own.  Wrapping 
his arms around her, he kissed her tenderly, wanting her to know how special he 
thought she was, wanting her to feel beautiful, there in his embrace. 



 

“Thank you,” she whispered back, as they ended the kiss.  “For saying all of those 
things.” 

“You’re welcome,” said Nick.  “I meant every word.” 
Smiling crookedly up at him, Veronica shook her head.  “I can’t believe I’m here, 

with you, hearing these things come out of your mouth.  No guy has ever said those 
kinds of things to me... especially not one as hot as you,” she added with a shy smile. 

Nick scoffed.  “Well, I don’t know why not, other than you must not know very 
many good guys.  Just like I don’t know many girls who would still say I’m hot.” 

Veronica’s mouth fell open, her eyes clouding with a pained expression.  “Are you 
kidding?  You must not know many of your fans then.  We still think you’re hot, Nick.  
We always have... we always will.” 

Nick smiled, feeling his cheeks grow hot as a lump rose in his throat.  He wasn’t 
sure why it should matter so much whether people thought him good-looking or not... 
but maybe that wasn’t it at all.  It wasn’t just about looks (he wasn’t that vain).  In still 
finding him attractive, despite what cancer had done to his body, they were accepting 
him... accepting him as the person he’d always been, a man with a voice and a dream 
who had lived to be on stage.  Veronica’s words gave him a soaring feeling of confidence, 
for she was a true fan... she knew. 

“Thank you,” he returned her words, his voice thick.  He put his arm around her, 
and they walked slowly into the living room.  As they sat down together on the couch, he 
was overcome with the sudden urge to open up to her, as she had him. 

“You know,” he started slowly, “I used to have dreams, where... where I’d trip, or 
my fake leg would just come off, and I’d fall... and then there’d be people there, laughing 
at me.  Once it was Claire’s ex... another time there was a whole bunch of people:  fans... 
paparazzi... Lou... my ex-girlfriend Leah... even my own mother.  They’d say these awful 
things to me... that I was a freak, that I was ruined... and no matter how hard I tried, I 
could never walk fast enough to get away from them.” 

He had been looking down into his lap as he told her about the dreams, but now 
he glanced up and turned towards her.  He found her looking back at him, her eyes wide 
and stricken.  “Nick...” she murmured, shaking her head.  “That’s terrible!  I’m so sorry 
you had to go through that, even in your dreams.  But... but you have to remember, 
those were just dreams.  I’m sure it’s natural to dream of scenarios like that after you go 
through something like what you did... but I think most people are more understanding 
than that.  And those that aren’t... well... they can just... go, go suck on an egg, the 
lameheads!” 

Nick snorted at her choice of words; they never failed to amuse him.  He’d never 
heard Veronica utter a curse word before; instead, she came up with these clean, yet 
hilarious insults and expressions.  It was one of those little quirks that made her 
interesting. 

Veronica smiled, a giggle escaping her lips.  The sound made him smile too – she 
had a great laugh.  But then she sobered again and said, “But... you don’t have those 
dreams anymore, do you?” 

“Nah, not in awhile,” he replied, shaking his head.  “Claire kinda pulled me out of 
that... I honestly don’t know how I would have made it through everything without her.”   
Veronica nodded silently, watching him.  He didn’t want to keep prattling on about 
Claire to her, but he couldn’t help but add, “I think she really loved me, you know... 
despite everything.  It sounds cheesy, but... she made me feel whole again.  When she 



 

 

left me, I was afraid I was never going to find someone else who could get over my leg 
and still wanna be with me.  I guess I’m still a little afraid of that, to be honest,” he 
confessed, his eyes searching hers. 

“You don’t have to be,” she whispered, taking his hand and bringing it up to her 
lips, kissing his fingertips tenderly.  “I wanna be with you.”   He smiled, and she lowered 
their hands to her bosom, pressing his palm against her breast.  Leaving it there, she 
moved her hands to his chest, nudging him backwards.  Leaning closer to him, she 
whispered, “I really wanna be with you.” 

He saw the seduction in her eyes and knew immediately where this was headed.  
The time had come for them to go a step further in their relationship.  The fire of 
passion alighting inside him, he took his hand off her breast and grabbed her arm 
instead.  “Then follow me,” he growled, flicking his eyebrows up as he got up from the 
couch, pulling her with him.  She giggled as he led her across the entryway of the house, 
to where the elevator was located.  He punched a button, and the door slid open.  Inside 
he pulled her. 

The elevator moved slowly, and as it carried them up to the second story, Nick 
wasted no time in pressing Veronica against the wall, capturing her mouth in a kiss as 
her hands found his chest again.  When the elevator door slid open, they stumbled out 
into the hallway, and he took her to his bedroom.  She’d seen it only once, on the tour 
he’d given her the first time he’d brought her to the house.  That time, she had looked all 
around, gushing about how lovely it was, then raced over to the doors leading out to his 
private balcony, ooh-ing and ahh-ing at the picture-perfect ocean view.  This time, she 
gravitated immediately towards the bed. 

She sat down on the edge and scooted slowly backwards, sliding her shoes off in 
the process.  After dimming the lights, bathing the room in a soft, intimate glow, he 
followed, lowering himself to the edge of the mattress while he removed his shoes.  He 
took off the right one first, slipping his black sock off with it, then moved to the left.  The 
hard plastic foot of his prosthesis was exposed as he pulled off the shoe and sock, tossing 
them carelessly aside.  Then he rose again and turned to face her.  His fingers went to 
the collar of his shirt, and he slowly began to unbutton it, eventually shaking it off to 
reveal the wifebeater he’d worn underneath.  Then his hands traveled down to his belt 
buckle.  He unhooked the belt quickly, then unfastened the button on his pants and 
started to slide them down his waist. 

From the center of the bed, Veronica just sat, her bare legs curled beside her, and 
watched as Nick stepped carefully out of his pants and stood before her, clad in just his 
wifebeater and boxers.  He stripped the wifebeater off of him, tossing it aside too, and 
then he cleared his throat.  “Um... I usually take this off in bed,” he said, patting his 
prosthetic leg lightly.  “D’you... do you mind?” 

Veronica shook her head.  “No, no, do whatever’s comfortable for you.” 
He nodded and reached for the valve on the side of his leg that released the 

suction.  Slowly, he pulled the artificial leg off, realizing this would be her first time 
seeing him without it.  Placing his hand on the mattress for support, he bent down and 
laid the metal device carefully on the floor.  Then he rose back up on his one leg, to find 
that as he’d been taking the prosthesis off, she’d removed her dress.  She was stretched 
out now, propped up on one elbow, her other arm draped across her bare stomach, as if 
trying to conceal it.  For a moment, Nick stood and gazed at her, reclining on his bed in 
her bra and panties, which were satiny and red, like her dress.  He had to smile, amused 



 

by her obvious care in matching her undergarments to her outfit.  Such a girl thing to 
do. 

She gazed up at him in return, and he saw her eyes flicker down to his stump, 
which was sheathed by one of his prosthetic socks, but still in plain view beneath the 
opening of his boxers.  As he sat down on the bed and started to ease his way towards 
her, she said, “Okay, you’re gonna have to kinda... talk me through this, okay, Nick?  I 
mean, I’ve never... well, I have, but not with...”   She gave him a meaningful, yet 
embarrassed look, as she faltered with her words. 

He nodded patiently, knowing what she meant.  She’s never fucked an amputee 
before.  He offered her a reassuring smile, recognizing that she was nervous, just as he 
had been the first time he had slept with anyone after the operation.  Claire had been 
amazing though, amazingly cool and open and understanding, just as she’d always been.  
They had discovered what would work for them together; it had been a learning 
experience for both of them.  Now he would have to share that experience with someone 
new.  A part of him was self-conscious, but he felt that he could trust Veronica.  She 
wouldn’t reject him; he just had to make her feel comfortable. 

He scooted backwards until his bare back touched the pillows at the head of the 
bed.  With a single finger, he beckoned her towards him.  As she crawled up to him, he 
could feel his heartbeat accelerate, the mere sight of her breasts swelling above the 
scarlet satin of her bra exciting him.  “C’mere,” he murmured, gently pulling her on top 
of him.  He closed his eyes briefly as their bare skin touched, making his tingle with 
warmth.  Wrapping his arms around her, he kneaded the flesh of her back as his lips 
brushed across hers.  He sucked on her bottom lip, and then she opened her mouth, 
letting his tongue slip in.  They kissed passionately, her hands gripping his shoulders 
firmly as his tongue danced with hers. 

As the foreplay intensified, he unhooked the clasps on the back of her bra, while 
she ran her hands over his chest, drawing circles around his nipples and tracing around 
his Blackfoot tattoos with her fingertips.  Drawing her closer to him, he kissed each of 
her shoulders tenderly, as he slid her bra straps off of them.  Soon, the silky red garment 
fell away from her body, and he paused to take in the sight of her. 

“Beautiful,” he whispered, leaning down again to plant a soft kiss in a place her 
bra had hidden seconds earlier.  Beautiful... it was the word of the night. 

She moaned with pleasure as his lips trailed over her bosom, his hands following 
after, kneading her full, round breasts as his mouth found their peaks, and he felt 
himself growing hard with lust for her.  Far above his stiffening member, her hands 
were in his hair, her nails scratching his scalp as her fingers raked through it.  “Mm, that 
feels so good,” he sighed, his whole head tingling.  It was amazing, the sensations such a 
simple touch from another person could create. 

Dotting her skin with kisses, he worked his way back up her upper body and 
found her lips once again.  Holding her tight in his arms as he kissed her deeply, he fell 
back against the pillows, pulling her with him.  His hardened length pressed into her 
pelvis, and they moaned against each other. 

“I want you, V,” Nick croaked huskily, his hands trailing down her sides, fingers 
slipping beneath the lacy waistband of her panties.  Veronica nodded, already panting 
slightly in anticipation. 

“Do you have protection?” she asked breathlessly. 



 

 

“Yeah... in the drawer,” he replied, pointing to the night table on one side.  She 
scrambled off of him just long enough to grab a condom from inside.  He was glad he 
had stocked up; it had been awhile since he’d had to use one.  She set the small, square 
package down on the comforter next to him and lay her hands on his chest.  Slowly, 
seductively, she ran them down his torso, making him smile when she touched his 
stomach. 

“Told you I’m a tummy girl,” she said, smiling back when she saw the expression 
on his face, and she leaned over him, placing a row of kisses down the trail of light-
colored hair that disappeared beneath the waistband of his boxers.  Her hands took over 
again there, fingers sliding under the elastic, starting to pull it away from his skin.  He 
bent his knee, placing his foot flat on the mattress, and pushed off of it to lift his hips up.  
Veronica took the opportunity to slide his boxers the rest of the way down.  Then she 
returned to stroke his hardness, while he moaned and grasped the comforter in his fists; 
it felt so good, her hand, so warm around his most sensitive part.  He couldn’t wait to 
feel that warmth magnified from inside her. 

“Now,” he groaned, “please?” 
She ripped the condom out of its packaging and slid it onto him.  “One thing left,” 

she whispered when she had finished, creeping towards him on her knees.  Knowing just 
what that one thing was, his hands moved quickly to her panties, slipping them easily 
over her curving hips.  She took over from there, working them the rest of the way down 
her legs and off.  Then she mounted him again, their pelvic bones colliding.  He could 
feel her inner thighs pressing against the outside of his own; the sensitive left one 
tingled especially with the contact. 

“You ever been on top before?” he asked her, reaching up to stroke a lock of her 
hair, which was rapidly falling out of its style. 

She let out a derisive laugh.  “My last boyfriend would only do it missionary... he 
had to be on top; it was a control thing.” 

He nodded.  “Well, this time, baby... you’re in control.”   With that, he took her 
hips and helped guide her as she gently lowered herself to just the right spot.  Moments 
later, he groaned with pleasure as he slid inside her, feeling her warmth close in tightly 
around him.  He held onto her hips as she moved up and down, her eyes glazed with 
lust.  Gripping her tightly, he pulled her closer to him, and she moaned as he plunged 
deeper into her. 

She climaxed right after he did and collapsed upon him, breathing hard.  Her 
sweat-streaked bosom heaved against his chest, and he wondered if she could feel his 
thudding heart as he lay panting beneath her, his eyes closed in ecstasy.  He felt totally 
relaxed and better than he had in months, in every way.  God, he had needed this. 

“You were great,” he whispered. 
“You were too,” she breathed back, and he felt her lips caressing his face.  He kept 

his eyes closed, letting her sprinkle kisses across his forehead and cheeks, the tip of his 
nose, and finally, his mouth.  “Don’t ever think that you’re ruined, Nick,” she said as she 
broke away from their kiss.  “You’re very much intact... and as amazing as I could have 
ever dreamed of.” 

She kissed his smiling lips again, her tongue slipping into his mouth.  Then she 
pulled back, pushing herself up and gazing down at him.  Her face was dewy with 
perspiration, and her eye makeup had smeared around her dark eyes, yet Nick found 
that it made her look even more smoldering and sexual.  He opened his mouth to 



 

compliment her in return, but before he could speak, she was draped over him once 
again, her mouth connected with his.  “Beautiful,” she whispered against his lips.  
“You’re beautiful, Nick... my sweet, blue-eyed Adonis.” 

“Sweet, blue-eyed Adonis?” he repeated, snickering.  Their bodies quivered 
against each other as she started to laugh too. 

“Adonis... he’s a character from Greek mythology, the handsome young man who 
was loved by Aphrodite, the Goddess of Love,” explained Veronica, then added with a 
wink, “I read a lot of mythology in my classes in college.” 

“Ohh,” murmured Nick, marveling at how intelligent she was.  “So if I’m your 
sweet... what was the name?” 

“Adonis,” Veronica repeated, giggling. 
“Adonis... then that must make you my Aphrodite?” 
“That’s right... your Goddess of Love,” whispered Veronica, descending upon him 

again.  They were deep in another lustful kiss when Nick heard the distant ringing of the 
doorbell. 

“Oh shit,” he groaned, “that must be our pizza.” 
“Oh no!” laughed Veronica, rolling off him.  She looked around, from her own 

naked body, to his, to the bedroom, scattered with their clothes. 
“Will you throw something on and go get it?” Nick pleaded.  “I don’t think Pizza 

Hut will ever deliver here again if the delivery guy opens the door to a naked, one-legged 
man.” 

“Nick!” Veronica cried through her giggles, scrambling around to cover herself 
before she went downstairs to answer the door. 

Minutes later, they were both seated in the kitchen, digging into the pizza.  
“Maaaan... I’m starving!” Veronica exclaimed, helping herself to two slices. 

Nick was too, and he ate with a deep satisfaction that went beyond the relief of 
his hunger.  He was sitting there with her, shirtless, legless, and not at all self-conscious 
about it.  And across from him, she was scarfing down her pizza faster and more 
enthusiastically than he’d ever seen her eat anything.  In a single night, they’d reached 
an important point in their relationship, the point at which the two of them were truly 
comfortable with one another. 

And though he couldn’t say he felt the same way about her as he had Claire, not 
yet anyway, he thought that there might be hope for him yet.  All this time, he’d been 
worried, wondering if he would ever find another woman who could accept him the way 
he was now, as Claire had.  Now his worries had been put to rest. 

Watching Veronica chew, looking lost in her own thoughts, he smiled.  He’d 
found one. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 103 
 

On Friday afternoon, Claire came home from work, happy to see the weekend 
arrive.  She fixed herself a snack and was just sitting down on the couch with the novel 
she was in the middle of when her phone rang.  Setting her book down, she jogged into 
the kitchen, where her cell was charging, and glanced at the caller ID on its screen.  
Smiling, she grabbed the phone.  “Hey!  I just saw you a few minutes ago,” she laughed.  
“What’s up?” 

“Hey!” Laureen replied brightly.  “I just got home and got online, and I found 
something I think you need to see – I just had to call ya!” 

Claire could tell her friend was smiling on the other end of the line and was 
immediately curious.  “Oh yeah?  What is it?  Where can I get it?” 

Laureen gave her the name of the Backstreet Boys forum she’d shown Claire 
several times before.  Claire had it bookmarked by now; she found herself going there 
every once in awhile now, especially when she hadn’t talked to Nick in awhile.  Which 
she hadn’t. 

I should call him, she thought as she turned on her computer, realizing she had 
no idea what he’d been up to lately.  She knew he and the guys had been in Sweden a 
couple of months ago, finishing up the recording of their next album, which was coming 
out at the end of August, according to the last date she’d read.  She assumed he’d been 
busy these last two months, but that wasn’t the only reason she had not called.  A part of 
her still felt guilty about Jamie and the way Nick had found out they were back together, 
and though he’d told her they were “okay” before he flew back to LA the last time, she 
knew things were still awkward between them.  How could they not be?   She didn’t like 
it that way, but she understood.  It was her fault anyway.  She’d been giving him his 
space; if he wanted to find out what was going on in her life, he could always pick up the 
phone too. 

“Okay, lemme get my internet fired up here,” Claire said to Laureen, once her 
computer had loaded Windows.  She pulled up an internet window and immediately 
went to her Favorites folder, scanning the drop-down menu for the message board.  She 
found it and clicked, waiting for it to load.  “Which thread is it?” she asked. 

“It’s called ‘Go Nicky, go Nicky, it’s your birthday...’” Laureen read off the 
heading of the thread, giggling.  “It should be one of the first ones.” 

Claire snorted.  “Go Nickay... it’s yo’ birfday... we gonna party like it’s yo’ 
birfday...” she chanted as she searched for the thread.  “Found it.”  She clicked. 

“It’s a video, from E! News Live last night – you gotta download it.” 
Claire nodded, reading what Laureen had just told her in the thread.  “Gotcha,” 

she said, as she clicked the link to download and sat back to wait.  The percentage on the 
download rose quickly, and she smiled, grateful for the high-speed connection her new 
apartment offered.  “Almost done downloading,” she told Laureen. 

“Cool!  Well, I’ll let you go so can watch it.  I just wanted to let you know.” 
“Okay... thanks, Laureen!” 
They hung up, and Claire watched as the video finished downloading.  When it 

was done, she opened it up and leaned forward in curiosity, eager to know what it was 
she needed to see.  The brunette anchor of E! News appeared in her media player and 
started talking about the Backstreet Boys and the release party they’d held for their first 



 

single on Tuesday night.  As she spoke, footage of the guys walking in to a club in LA was 
shown. 

“... Also in attendance were Nicky Hilton... Carmen Electra...”  
“Who cares?” mumbled Claire, watching the snippets of video that were shown 

for every celebrity name mentioned.  She wanted them to get back to Nick and the Boys. 
They did a few seconds later, showing clips of the guys singing their new song and 

being interviewed about the meaning behind it.  Nick looks good, Claire observed, her 
eyes naturally gravitating towards him, even as Kevin rambled about who had written 
the song and why they’d chosen it as their first single.  But she couldn’t figure out why 
Laureen had been so eager to show her this video; it really wasn’t all that interesting. 

“Once the formalities were over, the Boys and their celeb guests really cut 
loose...,” narrated the anchor, and they cut to a clip of Paris Hilton’s barely-dressed 
sister and a few no-names Claire didn’t recognize dancing provocatively under twirling 
neon lights.  That changed to a clip of Brian and Kevin sitting at a table with their wives, 
holding their drinks up for the camera.  “You know what they say... there ain’t no party 
like a Backstreet party, baby!” Kevin shouted above the music, gesturing to the drink in 
his hand with a rather dopey grin. 

Who says that again, Kev? Claire wondered, snickering.  Little did she know 
they had recorded a song with those exact lyrics over a decade ago. 

“... Even Nick Carter was spotted out on the dance floor with his date...”  the 
anchor went on, and Claire blinked in surprise as she found herself watching Nick 
playfully grinding against a dark-haired girl, an expression of pure sex on his face. 

She gaped in wonder, a smile creeping across her face.  Well, I’ll be damned, she 
thought.  He’s dancing!  ...And looking damn fine doing it too!, she added as an 
afterthought.  She hardly watched the last few seconds of video, too amazed by what she 
had just seen.  She remembered how self-conscious Nick had been all the times she’d 
gone to a club with him; the only time he’d danced with her was when she’d persuaded 
the DJ to play “Open Arms” for them that night in Maui.  She smiled wistfully at the 
memory; so much had changed since then.  Apparently Nick had gotten his confidence 
back; either that, or he was too trashed to care.  And he was with a girl! 

She wasn’t sure why she should be surprised, but she backtracked to the clip of 
Nick dancing and watched again in awe, smiling.  He looked happy.  He looked like he 
was having fun.  He looked like he didn’t have a care in the world as to who was 
watching him or filming him then.  And he looked incredibly sexy, dancing like that.  
Lucky girl, Claire thought, watching the back of his mystery date’s head.  She wondered 
who the girl was and if they were really seeing each other.  Nick hadn’t mentioned there 
was someone new in his life.  But then again, she hadn’t talked to him in awhile, had 
she? 

Wow, she thought, realizing she was dying to know more about this girl of his.  I 
definitely need to call him.   Picking up her cell phone again, she punched in the speed 
dial for Nick’s number.  He was still number 4, after her parents, Kyle, and Dianna.  
Watching his name appear in the window, she put the phone to her ear and listened to it 
ring. 

After a few rings, she was taken to his voicemail.  “Hey, this is Nick Carter.  
Leave me a message, and I’ll holla back at ya,” came his familiar voice in the pre-
recorded message. 



 

 

She snickered; what a dork.   “Hey, Nick, it’s me... Claire,” she said into the 
phone.  “I was just calling to say hey, cause I haven’t talked to you in awhile.  So if you 
wanna ‘holla back’ whenever you have a chance, that’d be cool.”  Starting to giggle, she 
added a quick, “Okay, talk to you soon, I hope.  Bye,” and hung up. 

Still smiling, she set the phone back down and turned her attention back to the 
computer.  She minimized the video on her screen and glanced at the forum thread that 
was still pulled up.  Absently, she started scrolling through the rest of the posts, mildly 
curious to see what the fans had said about it. 

 
LittleBlueSmurf:  Aww, Nick looks so cute out there dancing!  I missed seeing 

him like that.  YAYY!  I can’t wait for the album and the tour!  =o)   They better come to 
KC!! 

 
CrZ4Kaos:  AHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!! =D =D =D   im lovin the new single ... and i 

cant wait for the cd to come out!!!!!!!!! =D   its gonna rock sooooo much!!!!!   im sooo 
glad the guys r back again!!!!!!!!!  Nick looks like he was havin fun!!   woohoo im soooo 
happy for him!!!!! =D =D =D 

 
ParisHiltoNTampaBayFan:  I wish they would have showed more of Howie, 

AJ, Brian, and Kevin dancing.  Those four look so good doing it. :-)  Nick is such a 
whore.  He looks awful IMO.  He needs to cut his hair and gain weight, he’s way too 
skinny lately.  And I hate the new song.  It’s never going to do well on radio.  I can’t 
believe they picked it as the first single.  I’m not even looking forward to the album 
now, if this is what it’s going to sound like.  I wish Nick would start working on 
another solo album instead.  We haven’t heard any solo stuff from him in YEARS!!  I 
think the guys just need to go their separate ways for awhile and do their own thing... 
but I won’t buy any of their solo albums except Nick’s.  I’m glad they showed Nicky 
Hilton at the party – she’s such a sweet, beautiful person, just like her sister was.  RIP 
Paris. :’-( 

 
InTheSky:  HELLOOOOO NICKY!!!  *dies*  He looks great!  I hope the Boys 

make it to Brazil this year too so I can see him shaking his stuff like that in person! 
 

Claire couldn’t help but scroll back up to the second-to-last post she’d just looked 
at.   Cocking her head to the side, she read it over again.  What the hell??  she wondered, 
then shrugged and kept scrolling.  The thread quickly escalated into a fight, and she 
closed the window. 

As she did, her cell phone started to ring. 
 

*** 
 

“Your phone rang,” Veronica said, when Nick returned from the bathroom and 
slid back into their booth. 

The two had met for a late lunch in downtown Hollywood during her break from 
work; Mary, who was also working a shift that day, had sweetly offered to cover for 
Veronica if she took longer than her allotted hour, but they’d gotten a table at a café 



 

down the street without any wait (sometimes it paid to be a Backstreet Boy) and had 
finished their meals with time to spare.   

“Oh yeah?” replied Nick, picking his cell phone up off the table.  1 new voicemail, 
the screen announced.  “Lemme check my voicemail real quick,” he said, pressing the 
button to dial his voicemail.  He keyed in his code and waited for the new message to 
play. 

“Hey, Nick, it’s me...” came the familiar female voice, and his heart flip-flopped; 
he knew who it was before she even said her name.  “...Claire.  I was just calling to say 
hey, cause I haven’t talked to you in awhile.  So if you wanna ‘holla back’ whenever you 
have a chance, that’d be cool.”   The message erupted into giggles, and he couldn’t help 
but smile as he listened to it.  He loved hearing her laugh, even at his own expense.  
“Okay, talk to you soon, I hope.  Bye,” Claire’s voice ended and then cut off.  It was 
replaced with the droning automated message that told him how he could either save or 
delete the voicemail.  He shut it off and looked up to see Veronica watching him from 
across the table. 

“You’re smiling,” she observed, one side of her mouth turning up.  “Something 
good?” 

Nick set his phone down and shrugged.  “It was Claire,” he admitted.  “She was 
just saying hi.  I haven’t heard from her in awhile... guess we need to catch up.” 

“Oh,” said Veronica.  She was quiet for a few seconds, then added, “It’s nice that 
you two can still be friends... even after she walked out on you the way she did.  I don’t 
know if I’d be able to forgive someone for doing that to me.” 

Nick shrugged, shifting his weight awkwardly.  “Yeah... I-I know.  It hurt, ya 
know, when she did it... it still hurts... but I think what we had is something that can’t be 
erased, even by a thing like that.  You can’t help the way you feel about a person, you 
know?” 

Veronica nodded.  “Do you still love her?” she asked softly. 
Nick hesitated.  “I still care about her,” he said finally, though he knew he hadn’t 

really answered her question.  Deep down, as much as he wished he could deny it to 
Veronica, he knew that he still loved Claire.  The way his heart skipped a beat when he 
heard her voice on the phone... the way her laugh still put a smile on his face and a 
thousand good memories in his head... it was undeniable:  he still loved her.  But he 
couldn’t tell that to Veronica; he was afraid it would only hurt her, and he didn’t want to 
do that. 

The waitress brought their check, and when Nick had paid, they left.  He walked 
Veronica back to work and emerged from the deli a few minutes later, digging in his 
pocket for his valet parking receipt as he made his way down to where he’d dropped off 
his car. 

A few minutes later, in the privacy of his BMW, he pulled out his phone again and 
hit the speed dial for Claire.  She was still number 5, after Kevin, Howie, Brian, and AJ.  
As the phone call went through, he raised the phone to his ear and waited.  She picked 
up after two rings.  “Hey, stud muffin.” 

“Stud muffin?” Nick repeated, snickering.  “Why stud muffin?” 
“Why not stud muffin?  I just watched a video of you shaking your groove thang 

on the 4th of July – one of your fans taped it off E! News and posted it online.  They sure 
think you’re a stud muffin.  Well, except for one, who thinks you’re a whore,” Claire 
giggled. 



 

 

“A whore??” Nick choked, with a sputtering of laughter.  “You sure they weren’t 
talking about Veronica?” 

“No, she did say ‘Nick is such a whore.’  But then she also said Paris Hilton was a 
sweet and beautiful person, so... ya know.” 

Nick snorted.  “O-kay...  Since when do you talk to my so-called ‘fans’ online?” 
“It was on a message board.” 
“Oh... well, since when do you visit Backstreet Boys message boards?” Nick 

pressed, enjoying teasing her.  “Don’t tell me you’re finally turning into a fan after you 
broke up with me.” 

Claire laughed lightly.  “Well, I wouldn’t go that far.  But I do have to check up on 
you somehow, now that I never hear from you.”  Her voice was teasing, but it turned 
sincere when she added, “And I gotta say... I really like the new single.” 

“Really?  You do?” Nick asked, not bothering to hide his delight.  He’d wanted so 
badly for the single to go over well, and if Claire liked it, that was saying a lot.  He knew 
she preferred rock to pop any day, and though the song had a rock edge, as many of the 
tracks slated for the new album did, it was a far cry from Linkin Park or System of a 
Down or most of the other bands she listened to. 

“Absolutely.  It’s beautiful...  Your voice gives me chills.” 
Nick narrowed his eyes, trying to detect a sign that she was teasing him again, but 

she sounded totally serious.  A smile spread across his face.  “Thanks, Claire,” he replied 
softly. 

“Now... who’s this Veronica?” she asked, the playful quality returning to her 
voice.  “Is that the girl you brought to the party the other night?” 

“Yeah,” Nick answered without hesitation.  “So what are they saying about her?”   
He grimaced, waiting to hear the worst, that the fans were already threatening her life, 
that domains for Veronica Peterson hate sites were being registered all across 
cyberspace.  He loved his fans, but they could be a little possessive of him. 

Then again, he had to admit, the girlfriends they were hardest on usually turned 
out to be the women who hurt him worst.  The fans had made Mandy’s life miserable... 
and he sure hadn’t seen any of them in mourning after he’d broken up with Leah.  Claire 
had fared better, from what he’d seen and heard... but of course, the fans didn’t know 
the whole story of how he and Claire had split.  They’d called off their engagement for 
“personal reasons,” according to the statement his PR rep had issued once the rumors 
started flying, and he’d skirted away from giving up too much information when he’d 
been questioned about it since.  “We’re still very good friends, but we didn’t want to rush 
into marriage” – he could deliver his answer like a line in a well-rehearsed play by now. 

“Uhh, not much that I saw,” answered Claire, surprising him.  “But the thread I 
was in had already turned into a brawl by the end of the first page, so I didn’t read much 
more.” 

Nick chuckled, rolling his eyes.  “What were they fighting about?” 
“Hell if I know – your hair, maybe?  So... tell me more about Veronica,” Claire 

said, changing the subject before Nick even had a chance to ask what was wrong with his 
hair.  He raked his fingers through it a few times as he wondered what to tell her about 
Veronica. 

“Well... she’s a really sweet girl,” he answered slowly.  “I’ve been seein’ her for a 
couple months now.” 



 

“Really?  Wow... that’s great, Nick.  I’m really happy for you,” said Claire, and 
again, she sounded sincere.  But he couldn’t help but wonder, wasn’t she the tiniest bit 
jealous?  Didn’t she hate Veronica just a little for being with the man who had once been 
hers? 

Why should she? he thought glumly.  She’s got her man... the man she’s really 
wanted all along. 

Yeah, okay, he was more than a tiny bit jealous of Jamie.  He hated the guy more 
than just a little, for being with the woman he’d once thought was his.  Nick sighed... 
then faked a cough, hoping she hadn’t heard.  “Thanks,” he said hoarsely into the phone. 

“No problem; I mean that.  You looked like you were having fun the other night, 
and I’m glad.  I hope she makes you happy.  You deserve someone who does.” 

He cleared his throat and said again, “Thanks.”   He wanted to say, “But you 
made me happy, Claire.  I had fun with you.” 

“Are your allergies acting up or something?” Claire asked. 
Nick swallowed.  “Nah, just something in my throat,” he mumbled. 
“Gotcha.  So... how have you been?  Busy, I’m sure, with the new CD coming out 

and everything.” 
“Yeah, my schedule’s starting to get crazy already.  But in a good way – a record 

release is always really exciting,” he replied, feeling a flutter of anticipation deep within 
him at the thought of getting back out onto the road in another couple of months to 
perform their new material.  That was his favorite part. 

“Awesome.  I’m really excited for you!  I know you’ve been looking forward to this 
for a long time,” said Claire. 

Nick smiled wistfully.  He hadn’t been on an actual tour since his own solo one, 
over three years ago, before cancer had changed everything.  But he and the guys had 
talked it over with their managers and decided that the time had come to start touring 
again.  The management team was already in the process of setting up dates with venues 
across the US for that fall, and if all went well, they’d take the show to Europe in the 
coming winter.  Though the last concert he’d done, the charity gig for sick children in 
Tampa, had ended in disaster, Nick was confident that, this time, everything would go 
well.  It had to.  He wasn’t about to let his past medical problems get in the way.  “Yep,” 
he agreed. 

“And... health-wise?  Things all good there?” 
He knew she had to ask.  After seeing each other go through they had, and 

especially after watching Casey die from a late relapse of his own cancer that past 
winter, they couldn’t help but worry about one another just a little.  “Yeah, everything’s 
great,” he assured her.  “I had a check-up in June – no worries.” 

“Oh, good.  Did you have an appointment with a doctor out there, or-?” 
“No, I saw Dr. Kingsbury.  In Tampa,” Nick replied.  As he said it, he realized why 

she was asking. 
“Oh... I didn’t know you were back in June.  We could have gotten together, done 

lunch or something.”  Claire kept her tone even and friendly, but Nick could sense she 
was a little hurt that he hadn’t bothered to call her when he was in town. 

“Sorry.  I was only back for a couple of days, and I had a lot of stuff to do, with the 
house and my boat and everything.  I dunno if I would have had time,” he fibbed.  The 
truth was, after he’d gone over to her apartment to surprise her the last time and found 
a half-naked Jamie there instead, he hadn’t felt much like seeing her this time.  She 



 

 

probably knew it too, but neither of them mentioned it.  Wanting to get away from any 
more talk of it, he asked, “So how about you?  Are you all sorted out, health-wise?” 

“Oh... yeah, pretty much,” she answered rather vaguely.  “Arm’s all healed and 
back to its normal shade of off-white instead of that gross cottage-cheese looking thing it 
had going on when I got my cast off.”   Nick laughed, making a face at her nasty way of 
describing it.  “Eyes are good,” she continued through the list of her year’s ailments.  
“Hormones are back under wraps, so I’m not acting like a crazy bitch one minute and 
bawling the next anymore.  Had my own visit to the cancer clinic a couple months ago, 
and things are good there.” 

“Good,” Nick murmured, feeling relieved.  Claire had had so many scares in the 
past year, the last thing she needed was for something else to go wrong.  He couldn’t 
fathom the possibility of her getting sick again and preferred not to even think of it. 

“So, you got any plans for the weekend?” asked Claire, changing the subject 
again.  They spent a few minutes talking about the upcoming weekend, which was 
strange to Nick.  Less than a year ago, they would have been talking about what they 
were going to do together when Nick flew home from LA for a weekend to see her.  Now 
they didn’t know when the next time they’d see each other would be, and their weekend 
plans both revolved around other people.  Nick and Veronica... Claire and Jamie... 

But Nick and Claire?  As a couple, they no longer existed.  Now they were just a 
memory, a memory they were each trying to move past, yet clinging to at the same time. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 104 
 

The Backstreet Boys’ sixth studio album was released on the last Tuesday in 
August.  They spent the day in New York City, going from TV station to station to make 
promotional appearances and perform.  There was Today in the early morning, The 
View in the late morning, and TRL in the afternoon.  After dinner at the Hard Rock Café 
across the street n Times Square, they headed to the Virgin record store next door for an 
album signing. 

“How are you holding up?” Kevin leaned over to ask Nick quietly, once they were 
seated at a long table inside the Virgin store, waiting for the security guards to unlock 
the doors and let in the flood of girls waiting outside. 

“I’m fine,” Nick replied honestly.  He knew he’d be exhausted by the time the day 
was over – they’d been going almost non-stop since five o’clock that morning – but right 
now, his adrenaline rush was powering him along.  Album release day was always an 
exciting one, and today, he’d never felt better.  All of their stops on the promotional 
circuit had gone well that day.  They’d sang to a lively crowd in the packed Rockefeller 
Plaza that morning, and though they hadn’t shut down Times Square for their MTV 
appearance, as they had in the past, there had been large packs of people with signs on 
both sides of the street, and the audience inside had been as enthusiastic as ever.  If Nick 
had ever worried about losing the support of his fans, he was worried no more.  The 
Backstreet fans were still there in full force. 

They poured in like a massive wave when the store doors were thrown open and 
swelled in front of the autograph table, all clutching copies of the new album, their faces 
shining with excitement.  Even if Nick hadn’t been excited himself, those expressions 
would have been enough to make him smile. 

The security guards and brave store employees got everyone organized and 
started hurrying fans forward to have their CDs signed.  They were forced to move more 
quickly than Nick would have liked, but he managed to ask each person’s name and talk 
to them briefly.  Some were too shell-shocked to speak much beyond telling him their 
names and that they loved him, but many of the fans offered him words of 
encouragement and support. 

“You look sooo great, Nick,” one misty-eyed teenager told him.  “We’re sooo 
happy that you’re back and healthy and everything.” 

“Thanks, sweetheart; so am I,” Nick replied, offering her a big smile before he 
glanced down to scrawl his name across her CD booklet. 

Near the middle of the line was a mousy-haired middle-aged woman who came 
forward and laid her hand over Nick’s on the tabletop.  “Congratulations on the new 
CD,” she told him.  “I haven’t had a chance to play it yet, but I’m sure it’s just beautiful.  
I’ve been a fan of yours for years through my children, but the real reason I came 
downtown today was to tell you about my son.  He’s just a couple of years younger than 
you, and he lost his right leg serving in Iraq last November.  He was devastated, as I’m 
sure you can imagine, but you’ve been such an inspiration to him these last few months, 
the way you’ve shown how life goes on, even after a tragedy like that.  Just look at you.”  
She smiled down at him with a fond, motherly expression and patted his hand.  “I wish 
you the very best, Nick, honey.  You deserve all the success and happiness and health in 
the world.” 



 

 

Nick was nearly rendered speechless by her words, but, signaling the guards to let 
her stay for a few more seconds, he managed to thank her and wish her and her son the 
very best in return before she continued on down the line.  Wow, he thought as he 
watched her walk away, humbled by her story about her son.  He didn’t have much time 
to dwell on it though, for a second later, the next fan, another teenage girl, came 
forward, practically bouncing, and begged him for a hug across the table. 

As the store started to empty, a girl who appeared to be in her early twenties 
walked up and handed Nick her CD jacket, smiling shyly.  “Hi, Nick.  Congrats on the 
new album – I’ve already listened to it, and it’s incredible!” 

“Well, thanks...”  He looked up at her, prompting her for her name. 
“Nichole,” she supplied him with a smile. 
“Nichole,” he repeated, smiling back.  “Thanks, Nichole.  I’m glad you like it.” 
As he started to sign her CD jacket (“Nichole with an ‘H,’ or no ‘H’?”), she asked 

hesitantly, “Hey, Nick?  Would you mind taking an extra minute to sign this too?”  Nick 
glanced up from the jacket to see her pulling a rolled up Backstreet Boys poster out of 
the messenger back she had slung over her shoulder.  “It’s for my students,” she 
explained as she unrolled it.  “I teach music at an elementary school in Pennsylvania, 
and I thought I could hang this in my classroom.  A lot of the kids are fans, and you’re 
such a good inspiration to them.  Your music is so positive and clean compared to most 
of the stuff that’s out there for them to listen to these days.” 

Nick smiled, touched.  “Well, thank you.  Yeah, sure, lemme sign this.”  He pulled 
the poster towards him and flattened it out with his arm, making his autograph out to 
the kids of the school she named.  “So, you teachin’ ‘em any Backstreet songs in music 
class?” he asked her with a teasing smile, as he slid the poster back to her. 

“Hm... no... but maybe you could visit us sometime and teach them some 
yourself,” Nichole replied with a wink. 

Nick smiled.  “I wish I could; that would be awesome.” 
Nichole nodded and then said, “Well, thank you for the autographs.  I’m so glad 

you guys are still around and making music after all these years.  I’m like your number 
one fan; I love everything you do, and I think this is your best yet.”  She waved the 
album around, her expression starry-eyed. 

“Aw, thanks; we really appreciate your support too.  Thanks for stickin’ with us 
through the years and listening to our music.”  Nick gave her a smile of gratitude as she 
moved down the table and then turned his head towards the next person in line. 

 
*** 

 
Claire and Laureen got off work at the same time that day.  As soon as they 

punched out that afternoon, they both jumped into Laureen’s burgundy Saturn and 
headed to the Target store in the strip mall down the street. 

“Oh my God, I’m sooo excited!” Laureen squealed, bouncing a little in the driver’s 
seat after she had parked.  Then she quickly unbuckled her seatbelt, letting it fly back 
into its position against the door, and practically launched herself out of the car.  
Laughing, Claire followed.  She had to struggle to keep up with Laureen’s pace as the 
two of them hurried across the parking lot and into the store. 

“Music – to the right,” Laureen said, pointing.  She made a beeline back to the 
music and movies section of the store, Claire hot on her heels. 



 

A woman on a mission, thought Claire in amusement, as she followed Laureen’s 
brisk strides.  When they reached their target – no pun intended – Laureen expertly 
wove her way through the aisles of DVDs and CDs, stopping in front of a section of new 
releases. 

“There,” she breathed, her eyes wide as she looked upon it... the new Backstreet 
Boys CD.  It was as if she had uncovered the Holy Grail itself.  Claire almost expected the 
CD to give off an aura of shimmering, golden light as Laureen picked it up on the shelf, 
the way she was staring at it.  Her friend’s expression was of sheer delight and utmost 
reverence... the look of a true fan. 

Claire knew that her own excitement didn’t even compare to Laureen’s, but as she 
snatched a copy off the shelf for herself, she couldn’t help but feel a wave of giddiness 
rush over her.  Standing in the middle of the aisle, she brought the CD closer to her face 
and studied the picture on the cover, her eyes immediately fixating on Nick.  It was 
finally here, she realized.  The album he’d been working on for almost a year.  She knew 
how much time and devotion he’d put into it, and she couldn’t wait to hear the end 
result. 

“Isn’t it beautiful?” Laureen whispered over her shoulder, seeing Claire staring at 
the cover, and then dissolved into giggles. 

Claire laughed too.  “It’s a gem alright,” she replied.  “C’mon, let’s go pay for these 
bitches so we can listen to ‘em!” 

With the same speed-walking pace, they took their CDs to the checkout counters 
and paid.  As soon as they made it back to Laureen’s car, Laureen burst out, “Okay, open 
it!!” 

“Are you gonna be okay to drive?” Claire laughed as they got inside, Laureen 
sliding behind the wheel.  “You’re not gonna start spazzing out and crash the car once I 
put the CD in, are you?” 

Laureen giggled.  “I’ll try not to.  Don’t think Nick would be very happy with me if 
I killed his girl-... his friend.”   Realizing what she’d almost mistakenly said, Laureen’s 
freckled face reddened, and she shot Claire a sheepish smile. 

Claire smiled wryly back.  “Eh, he probably wouldn’t mind, as long as you said 
that it was just because his songs were so good, you forgot to keep your hands on the 
wheel,” she joked. 

As Laureen started the car, Claire pulled her CD out of her bag and tore off the 
plastic wrapping and security stickers.  When at last she pried open the jewel case, her 
fingers brushed across the back of the album jacket and the front of the CD itself.  They 
both had the texture of materials which had barely been touched, and when she popped 
the CD out, she caught a faint whiff of that “new CD” smell.  

“Here,” said Laureen, hurriedly pressing the eject button on her car’s CD player 
as she drove them down the highway.  Out popped her copy of the Boys’ last CD, which 
she quickly grabbed and shoved into a CD pocket mounted on her visor.  “Okay... stick it 
in.” 

With Laureen in the car, the moment seemed very momentous indeed.  She’d 
been talking about the album for weeks and weeks, and with that kind of build-up, 
sliding a Backstreet Boys CD into a player seemed like cracking open the door to a 
secret, never-been-discovered ancient vault after digging for months.  It was all sort of 
ridiculous, but Claire found herself anticipating the first few notes of the album just as 
much as much as Laureen. 



 

 

The first single, already very familiar to both of them, was the first track on the 
CD, and they took advantage of the opportunity to sing along.  “Sorry,” Claire apologized 
halfway through the first verse, “I should have warned you that I can’t sing to save my 
life.” 

Laureen giggled.  “It’s okay,” she paused just long enough to say, then kept 
singing.  Unlike Claire, she had quite a nice voice, perfectly in tune with the guys on the 
recording. 

With the way Laureen was speeding, they made it back to her apartment before 
the fourth track was over and sat in the parking lot, waiting until it was.  In the pause 
before the fifth song started, Laureen ejected the CD and barked, “Upstairs!”   As if they 
were racing against time, the two twenty-somethings scrambled out of the car and 
dashed upstairs, giggling like a couple of silly teenagers the whole way.   

This was fun, Claire thought, plopping down on Laureen’s couch while Laureen 
knelt in front of her stereo to put the CD back in.  She’d had her share of favorite music 
groups over the years, but it had been a long time since she’d gone crazy over an album 
release.  As Laureen started the CD up again, they both sat back and just listened, 
murmuring occasional comments and rating the songs during the pauses in between.  Of 
course, Laureen’s rating of every single one was “Amazing!!” or something similar. 

As for Claire, she still found many of the lyrics cheesy, the melodies and beats a 
bit too poppy and light for her tastes, but overall, she had to admit, she liked it.  The 
guys’ voices blended together beautifully, their harmonies rock solid.  Although she 
thought they all sang well and appreciated AJ’s and Brian’s leads in particular, it was 
Nick’s voice who gave her chills.  She doubted his would be her favorite, had she not 
known him, but because she did, she could plainly hear the passion and emotion behind 
every word and in every note that flowed from his mouth.  His voice held the rawness of 
pure, organic talent, the roughness of a rock fan at heart, and the anguish of a man who 
had been to hell and back.  It was at times heart-wrenching for her to listen to, yet too 
captivating not to.  All in all, it was beautiful. 

She held the jewel case in her lap the entire time they were listening, turning it 
over to follow along with the tracklisting printed on the back.  One of the last tracks was 
a song called “Siberia.”  The title had intrigued her from the moment she saw it; it was 
more unique than the rest of their song titles, which were, for the most part, one cliché 
after the next, and she’d been waiting curiously to hear it. 

She listened in anticipation as the track before it finished.  “Siberia” began with a 
driving, exotic-sounding hook that instantly grabbed her attention.  Then a voice she 
recognized as Brian’s came in to compliment it.  Eager to find out what a Backstreet 
Boys song called “Siberia” could be about (somehow, she knew it wasn’t going to be a 
geography lesson), Claire paid special attention to the lyrics.  When you come back, I 
won’t be here, Brian sang, She said and gently pulled me near... 

 
If you wanna talk, you can call 
And no, it’s not your fault 
 
I just smiled and said, let go of me 
Now there’s something that I just gotta know 
Did someone else steal my part? 
She said it’s not my fault 



 

 
Then my heart did time in Siberia 
Was waiting for the lie to come true 
Cause it’s all so dark and mysterious 
When the one you want doesn’t want you too... 
 
How sad, thought Claire, knowing just how it felt to be in love with a man who 

didn’t want to be with her anymore.  She liked this song already; it was catchy and 
clever.  It wasn’t until after the bridge, though, that she realized its true significance. 

 
When I came back, she wasn’t there 
Just a note left on the stairs 
If you wanna talk, give me a call... 
 
As the lyrics processed in Claire’s mind, she gasped and jerked her head to look at 

Laureen.  Laureen was staring back at her, her eyes wide.  “Oh my gosh,” she whispered, 
covering her mouth with her hand.  “It’s about...” 

“Me,” Claire finished emotionlessly, unable to keep herself from listening to the 
chorus repeat itself.  Then my heart did time in Siberia...   “Oh, God,” she whimpered, 
biting her lip.  “He... did he write this??” 

“I’ll look.”  Laureen was already tearing into the case, pulling out the album 
jacket.  She flipped through it, her eyes scanning the pages, until she said, “No... Max 
Martin wrote it.  He’s written a lot of their hits.  Maybe... maybe it wasn’t-” 

“It had to have been,” Claire said softly.  “There’s no way this is just a 
coincidence.  Maybe Nick didn’t write it, but he must have given him the idea.”   She 
sighed, a million thoughts running through her stunned mind.  Somehow, she had never 
imagined she’d hear a song about herself on this album.  She’d assumed their songs 
were mostly just generic break-up or “let’s make love” kind of songs.  She wondered if 
she should be angry. 

She wasn’t.  More than anything, she just hurt.  Not because Nick had hurt her 
with the song... but because the song revealed how much she had hurt him.  He didn’t 
sing any of the leads, but in her mind, the lyrics were all in his voice.  His heart did time 
in Siberia?  So dark and mysterious?  The one that he wanted didn’t want him too? 

That’s me, she thought with an overwhelming sense of sadness.  I’m the one he 
thinks doesn’t want him... I made him feel that way... 

She’d always known that she’d hurt Nick by leaving him the way she had, but 
hearing this song was like a new, horrible realization.  “I’m a terrible person, Laureen,” 
she mumbled, staring straight ahead, yet looking at nothing, her gaze simply seeping 
into the wall across from her.  “How Nick could still ‘want’ me is beyond me.  I don’t 
deserve him.  You know, he treated me like a queen... and what did I do?  I walked out 
on him.” 

Her own words nauseated her; she felt sick to her stomach, sick with disgust at 
her own self.  How could she have done such a thing?  How could she have written a 
note like that, left it on his stairs for him to find, and driven away with all of her 
possessions and no warning at all?  Even now, nearly nine months later, she couldn’t 
explain her actions.  She barely remembered even doing it; the memory was just a blur.  
She’d been in a fog when she’d gone around the house, packing up all her things as 



 

 

quickly as she could.  She had no idea what she’d even written in the note.  And it was a 
miracle she’d made it all the way from Tampa to Gainesville without wrecking her car, 
for she had no recollection of the drive at all.  The whole time, she’d been on auto-pilot, 
just going through the motions while her mind was somewhere else.  Where, she still did 
not know.  What had she been thinking that day?  Maybe that was the problem – she 
had not been thinking clearly at all. 

“Do you regret it?” Laureen asked quietly after a long pause, interrupting Claire’s 
flood of thoughts. 

Claire chewed on her bottom lip as she considered the question.  “Yes...” she 
answered slowly, “... and no.  I regret what I did to him... I regret hurting him as much 
as I think I did... I’m sorry that we didn’t make it as a couple... but do I regret breaking 
up?  I... I’m not sure.  I really did love him... and a part of me still does.  I’m sure I 
always will.  He’s an awesome guy; he really is.  But... I don’t know if he was right for 
me.  I mean, now that I’m back together with Jamie, I’m starting to think maybe Jamie 
was the one for me all along.  I loved him so much... and I don’t think I ever really got 
over that.  I tried to, but all it took was the right moment to bring all those feelings back.  
I think things happen for a reason, ya know... and I think there’s a reason Jamie and I 
got back together after all these years.  Maybe it’s that we’re meant to be.  And Nick and 
I... we’ve gotten each other through a lot.  We make great friends.  But maybe that’s all 
we’re supposed to be.” 

Laureen nodded.  “I believe that too,” she said, “that things happen for a reason.  
Who knows, maybe you had to break Nick’s heart so that he’d go out and find someone 
new.  The girl he’s with now... Veronica... maybe she’s the one for him.  Could be, right?” 

“Yeah...” Claire said slowly, picturing Nick’s new girlfriend in her mind.  She’d 
seen more and more pictures of them together over the last month or so; with all the 
promotion the guys had been doing for the album, they had been out and about all the 
time, and new pictures had been plentiful on the internet.  Veronica looked like a nice 
girl... not a celebrity-wannabe type, but normal... not a knockout, but cute.  Claire had 
no idea what she was like in person, but she hoped, for Nick’s sake, that she was as 
sweet as she looked.  Nick didn’t need another woman like his old girlfriend Leah in his 
life. 

“You wanna... keep listening?” Laureen asked after a pause.  Claire looked up; she 
hadn’t even realized Laureen had paused the CD. 

“Yeah, definitely,” she replied.  “Sorry about that.” 
“It’s okay!” Laureen chirped, smiling.  “Are you okay?  I mean... about the song 

and everything?” 
“I’m fine,” said Claire and then grinned.  “You know I totally had it coming.  And 

besides, it’s a good song!  Catchy!  I like it!”   She tried to imagine herself rocking out to 
“Siberia” in the car.  How could she sing along and know the words coming out of her 
mouth were about her... her and the emotional upheaval she’d put Nick through?   Yeah, 
that was gonna be fun. 

But Laureen laughed, and she joined in.  It was kind of funny... how many other 
girls got to hear the story of their breakup narrated by their ex and his bandmates 
through an undeniably catchy pop song?  Oh, the joys of having once been a Backstreet 
girlfriend.  It was so bizarre when she thought about it that she could do nothing else but 
laugh. 



 

They listened to the last track on the album and then let it repeat.  On the second 
time around, Laureen started flipping through her album jacket, and Claire did the 
same.  She admired the glossy, professional, air-brushed photos inside, her eyes 
lingering on Nick’s face.  He’s so beautiful, she couldn’t help but think, looking deep into 
his blue eyes, which seemed to be staring back at her from the small booklet.  She 
thought his eyes were one of his most attractive features; she’d always had a weakness 
for blue eyes on guys.  Even when chemo had stripped him of his trademark blonde hair, 
his sexy, seductive eyebrows and his healthy, rosy complexion, she’d secretly still found 
him attractive, mostly because of his eyes.  Well, and the cute nose and pouty, kissable 
lips never hurt either.  Especially when he did that little smirk/half-smile of his... the 
Carter smile drove her wild. 

God, what am I doing? Claire thought all of a sudden, realizing the way she was 
studying his every feature, admiring how gorgeous he was, and, at the same time, 
remembering how her fingertips had traced every line, every curve of his face, how her 
lips had covered every inch of it.  This is wrong... I’m with Jamie now.  I can’t sit here 
drooling over pictures of my ex, even if he is a hot popstar. 

She quickly turned the page and found herself looking at the liner notes.  She 
skimmed briefly over the guys’ thank-yous until she got to Nick’s, which were last.  A 
smile tugged on her lips as she read them; the words he had written were filled with his 
personality, and she could imagine him sitting up in the middle of the night, trying to 
write them before they were due the next day, like a college kid who had procrastinated 
too long on his term paper.  He thanked God, a bunch of people in the music business 
whom she did not know, his family, and the guys, of course.  He thanked the fans for 
supporting him through the tough times he’d gone through since the last album.  He 
thanked his doctors and his physical therapist, without whom he probably wouldn’t 
have been around to record the album. 

And then he thanked her.  The note was simple, short, and sweet.  Ren – thanks 
for making me feel complete again. 

If that was not enough to make tears well in her eyes, she squinted at a long 
string of numbers at the very end of his notes. 

 
93 724533 66 86438437, 93 3743833 27278, 288 69 2767 273 78455 6736 
 
“What is this supposed to be?” she asked Laureen. 
Leaning over to see what she was pointing at, Laureen said, “Oh!  Nick’s done this 

before!  It’s in phone code.  Lemme see your cell phone.” 
Claire pulled her cell phone out and set it on the couch between them.  They both 

leaned over their album jackets, their eyes flitting over to check the corresponding 
letters on the phone’s keypad as they read through the numbers, struggling to figure out 
each word. 

“The first one’s We,” Laureen announced.  “We... rag-... no.  We... sag-... sai-...” 
“Sailed,” said Claire suddenly, and she knew what the next few words were 

without even cracking the code.  “We sailed on together,” she said slowly, hastily 
checking the letters on the phone just to make sure.  “We drifted apart...” 

Laureen gasped.  “Those are song lyrics!  I know those lyrics!  What are they... 
Journey!!  ‘Open Arms’!!” she cried excitedly, practically bouncing on the couch.  “Aww, 
Claire!!!  That’s such a sweet song!” 



 

 

“It’s our song,” Claire whispered, not sure if she could speak any louder even if 
she tried; there was a lump in her throat that seemed to be blocking any more sound 
from coming out.  And the tears... those rare tears of hers were definitely welling up 
now. 

Laureen gasped.  “Oh my God!  Nick sang that song, a couple years ago... during 
that charity concert...”  Her shining eyes temporary clouded, as she added solemnly, 
“The one he... you know... collapsed after.  I have the DVD.  Was that... for-?” 

“It was for me,” Claire murmured with a nod, her voice cracking.  “And I wasn’t 
even there to see it live.  I wasn’t there for him.” 

I was with Jamie, she realized, flashing back to that night.  While Nick had been 
singing his heart out onstage for a group of sick and disabled children and their families, 
she’d been stuck at an airport in Iowa, trying to get home after she’d spent the week with 
Jamie, whose father had just passed away.  When Nick had collapsed backstage after the 
concert and was rushed to the hospital, she’d been fifteen-hundred miles away and 
completely oblivious.  She’d made it back in time to see him before he went in for the 
risky lung lobectomy he’d needed to save his life... but she still regretted not being there 
earlier, for the concert especially.  What it would have been like, to stand in that theater 
and listen to him sing a song that she knew was meant just for her...  

It would have been unforgettable. 
She still remembered watching it on TV for the first time and the astonishment 

she’d felt when she realized it was for her, but it wasn’t the same.  It wasn’t the way Nick 
had intended it to be.  All because Jamie had needed me, she thought.  Even then, 
unknowingly, she had chosen Jamie over Nick.  The realization brought more tears to 
her eyes. 

Next to her, Laureen looked about ready to cry herself.  “Does the rest say, And 
here you are by my side?” she asked, bending back over her copy of the liner notes. 

“No,” said Claire; returning to the message, she had just realized it herself.  “It’s 
something different.” 

But within a minute or so, she had that cracked too.  The numbers wiggled and 
blurred before her leaking eyes as she panned across the string of numbers once more, 
picturing the words they stood for in her head, clear as crystal. 

 
We sailed on together, we drifted apart, but my arms are still open. 
 
She reached up to wipe her eyes, but she was too late; a single tear that had rolled 

down her cheek slipped off her chin and fell, splatting right over Nick’s name at the end 
of the paragraph.  Looking at it, his short, one-syllable name all alone below the coded 
message she knew was meant for her, she wondered if Nick had really moved on at all. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 105 
 

Much later that night, Claire sat in the living room of her own apartment, flipping 
through her scrapbook, the new Backstreet Boys CD playing softly in the background.  
She often looked through her scrapbook when she got emotional, and tonight, she was 
definitely emotional.  The song... the message in Nick’s liner notes... it was all too much.   

In front of her, pasted into the scrapbook, was a picture of Nick and her that had 
been taken on their six month anniversary, by one of the waiters at the restaurant Nick 
had taken her to.  They were sitting close to each other at the table, his arm around her, 
radiant smiles on both of their faces.  Claire could see the amusement twinkling in both 
of their eyes and couldn’t help but smile now, remembering how they had made fun of 
the fanciness of the stuffy French restaurant, talking in bad Pepe Le Pew accents and 
laughing over the waiter who had called her “Mademoiselle.” 

That had also been the night he had proposed to her, she reflected – liked she 
could ever forget.  Why couldn’t that happiness have lasted? she wondered sadly, 
remembering how excited she had been over the thought of getting married.  What had 
made her so unhappy with their relationship near the end? 

I missed this, she thought.  I missed just being with him like this.  I never saw 
him near the end.   She knew that wasn’t the whole reason... but it was definitely a 
reason.  If she was going to be with someone, she wanted to be with them.  Not all the 
time – she wasn’t the clingy type.  But the long distance thing was difficult.  Maybe 
Jamie had been right to break up with her when he had – maybe they wouldn’t have 
lasted through college anyway simply because of the distance factor.  Everything for a 
reason, she mused again.  Maybe she just wasn’t cut out to be the wife of a superstar. 

Tonight, though, she wasn’t so sure.  She couldn’t stop thinking about Nick.  A 
part of her wished Jamie would come knocking at her door right now, just so she could 
hug him and kiss him and reassure herself that he was the one she was supposed to be 
with.  But she doubted that would happen.  “We’re not doing anything Friday night,” she 
had told him early in the week.  “It’s Backstreet Boys day, and Laureen and I are having 
a girls night.” 

Jamie had laughed at her for at least half an hour, but in the end, he’d agreed to 
set up a “boys night” with his friends Greg and Jerr, whom she didn’t like much anyway.  
They were probably still out drinking, and she wouldn’t see Jamie till at least the next 
afternoon, unless he was still too hungover then to do anything.  Alcohol had always had 
a bad effect on him. 

Knowing Nick, he was probably out partying with the guys too, celebrating the 
album release.  They would most likely be out into the wee hours of the morning, and 
they had every right to be.  They should be proud of their work.  The CD really was good, 
and though she still wasn’t a fan of most of their earlier, bubblegummy songs, she 
couldn’t deny that she liked the new material.  She needed to call Nick and tell him. 

Maybe I’ll call now, she thought.  Normally she would think it too late, but there 
was no way Nick would be in bed now, not on this night.  He probably wouldn’t answer 
his phone either, but maybe that was for the best.  She could leave a voicemail message, 
saying how much she liked the album, and leave it at that.  She still felt awkward about 
“Siberia” and his code to her, and the thought of talking about either to him right now 
made her stomach hurt.  What would she say??  It would be better if he just called her 
back later, giving her some more time to process it all first. 



 

 

Satisfied with this decision, sure that Nick wouldn’t answer his phone because he 
was out partying, Claire picked up hers and speed-dialed him.  She listened to the phone 
ring, waiting for his voicemail to kick in. 

After a click, she heard his voice... but she knew instantly it wasn’t his voicemail 
message.  All he said was, “Hello?” 

Her heart skipped a beat. 
 

*** 
 
In the past, album releases for Nick and the guys meant a chance to let loose and 

party hard, a time to blow off steam and celebrate the many months of work they’d put 
into their newest pride and joy.  This had started to change for some of the group when 
Black & Blue was released; Brian and Kevin both had wives by then and didn’t stay out 
as late as they once had.  By the time the next album came around, Brian also had 
Baylee, and AJ was sober and not quite the wild party animal he’d once been.  But Nick, 
who, when their very first album was released, had been well underage, continued to 
party into the early morning hours when each subsequent album dropped, and Howie 
was always right there alongside him.  Not even early press appearances the next 
morning had stopped them from staying out late. 

But here it was, barely even two a.m., and Nick was already back in his hotel 
suite.  Alone. 

Well, he supposed he wasn’t entirely alone.  Veronica was there; she was back in 
the bedroom, sound asleep, while he sat up on the couch in the main room and blearily 
flipped channels.  Which was exactly why he felt alone. 

She had gone out with the guys and the other women after the Virgin signing, but 
when Leighanne and Brian had left the club at eleven to go back to the hotel and call 
Leighanne’s parents, whom they’d left Baylee with, Veronica had opted to ride with 
them.  “I’m really tired,” she’d told Nick apologetically when he’d protested, pleading 
with her to stay.  “I think I’m just gonna head back and read for a bit before I go to bed.” 

No amount of coaxing had persuaded her to stay later; she wasn’t into clubs 
anyway, as she’d told him, and she didn’t want to drink anymore, and like she’d said, she 
was tired.  He’d known he shouldn’t be, but Nick was annoyed.  He’d club-hopped with 
the others for a few more hours, sulkily knocking back drink after drink while he 
watched Kevin and Kristin cuddle in a booth, whispering things that only each other 
could hear... AJ and Mary grind against each other on the dance floor like they were the 
only two people in the room... Howie flirt with every attractive woman who came up to 
him... 

Kevin and Kristin had split at one, and by one-thirty, Nick had been right behind 
them.  He’d entered the suite to find Veronica asleep.  He could feel his own fatigue 
setting in; it had been a long day, and his busy Backstreet Boy schedule took more out of 
him these days than it had in years past.  He was tired... but he didn’t feel like sleeping. 
Instead, he had raided the mini-bar and migrated to the couch, where he’d been 
slouched for the last half hour, scowling at the unappealing selections the TV had to 
offer. 

He was in a bad mood, and he didn’t even know why.  The day had gone well, and 
though they wouldn’t have any estimates on record sales for a few days yet, the people 
he’d talked to seemed to like the new album.  So what was bothering him?  Was he really 



 

that upset that Veronica had left early?  Or was it something else?  Maybe it was just the 
alcohol; the happy buzz he got when he started drinking was long gone, and now he was 
just drunk and depressed.  He hated feeling like this. 

Suddenly, his cell phone started to vibrate; he could hear it lightly rattling against 
the hard socket of his prosthesis through his pocket.  He leaned slowly to the side to dig 
it out and wearily looked at the screen.  He had to blink a few times before he could 
make out the name on his caller ID, but as soon as he did, his movements quickened.  
He hastily flipped open the phone and put it to his ear. 

“Hello?” 
 

*** 
 

“Nick!” Claire exclaimed on the other end of the line, not hiding her surprise well.  
She really hadn’t expected him to pick up.  Not that she was disappointed he had... she 
always liked talking to him.  But... well... she still hadn’t figured out what to say about 
the song or the notes, and she knew if she started talking about the album, she wasn’t 
going to be able to avoid either. 

“Claire?  What up, girl?” Nick’s voice responded. 
Claire smirked; he was slurring his words, and she could tell he’d had a lot to 

drink.  “Umm, not much,” she replied.  “I’m not calling at a bad time, am I?  It’s late, and 
I don’t wanna keep you if you’re out.”   

“Nah, you’re not... I’m in.  Just chillin’ in the hotel.” 
“Oh.  Okay.  Well, in that case, I wanted to tell you – I bought the album today, 

and I gotta admit, Mr. Popstar... I really like it,” she said honestly. 
“Really?  Cool, cool.  I’m glad ya like it,” replied Nick, his voice casual.  “So what’s 

your favorite song?” 
Claire hesitated, biting her lip to hold back the smirk that was starting to form.  

Finally, she couldn’t help herself; she had to say it.  “‘Siberia’,” she answered 
mischievously, waiting for his reaction. 

It took a few beats for it come.  Then Nick started singing, “Then my heart did 
time in Siberia... was waiting for the lie to come true...”   Despite his obvious 
intoxication, his voice was clear and perfectly on pitch (from what she could tell 
anyway).  It gave her chills, listening to it projected into her ear through the phone, 
knowing he was singing live on the other end.  “Yeah, so what’dcha think of that one?” 
he asked when he cut off, his voice colored with amusement. 

“Well...”  Claire struggled, not knowing what to say.  Finally, she went with the 
old standard of making it all into a joke.  “It’s catchy,” she said, “and clever.  Good beat... 
good story...   That girl, man... what a stupid bitch.  Just a note left on the stairs?  Who 
would do that?” 

It was something she did often in awkward situations, as a way to lighten the 
mood and cover up her own insecurities.  She had come to realize that this habit made 
her seem more confident than she really was, and as much as she liked that, she knew 
that sometimes it was just an act.  Sure, she’d always been more outgoing than shy, and 
she really was an easygoing person who liked to laugh and joke around.  But underneath 
her self-assured and sunny façade, there was a woman who was just as plagued with 
doubts and fears as anyone else.  It was only at certain times, and in front of certain 



 

 

people, that she let the façade melt away.  Nick was one of those people.  She wondered 
if he would be able to see right through her now, even without actually seeing her. 

Nick laughed dryly.  “I think I know somebody,” he slurred, his voice rising and 
falling like the slopes and drops of a rollercoaster.  “She’s not a stupid bitch though.  
She’s just... confused.  Temporary insanity; isn’t that what they call it?” 

“I plead the fifth,” Claire cracked, though still chewing on her bottom lip.  Nick 
didn’t sound angry; on the contrary, he sounded as if he’d forgiven her.  But he also 
seemed to think she might still change her mind, come around, come back to him.  And 
that bothered her.  They were supposed to be over, and she’d moved on.  She was with 
Jamie now, and though she regretted what had happened with Nick, she had no 
intention of leaving Jamie to go back to him.  They just weren’t meant to be, she’d 
already decided.  She thought Nick had finally come to the same conclusion and was 
moving on as well, but... maybe all of that was just an act on his part.  His own little 
façade. 

“So where’s Veronica?” she asked, wanting to change the subject. 
“Here.  Sleeping.” 
“Oh.  Did you guys go out tonight to celebrate?” 
“Yeah... but she came back early.  I just got back a... a little while ago...” 
“Oh,” Claire replied again, wishing she could find something more creative to say.  

Nick didn’t sound very happy, but she was hesitant to ask him about it.  It just didn’t feel 
right to go probing into his new relationship.  Maybe someday, when enough time had 
gone by, they would be able to talk about their significant others just as friends would, 
but for now, it was too soon.  They were friends, but they were also still exes, and that 
complicated things. 

Oh, does it ever complicate things, she thought, remembering the arguments she 
and Nick had had when they were together, which always seemed to involve Jamie 
somehow.  Jamie, her friend.  Jamie, her ex.  Jamie, her now again boyfriend.  Perhaps 
Nick had seen something all along, something to which she had been blind up until a 
few months ago. 

“Laureen and I had a girls’ night in,” she told him, deciding to get off the 
relationship tangent altogether.  “We went out and bought copies of your CD together 
and then went back to her place and had our own little listening party.  You shoulda 
seen her; she was so cute, all excited about the album.  And she loved it too, Nick!  I’m 
sure all your fans will.” 

“Thanks,” said Nick, sounding slightly happier.  “Tell Laureen I said thanks too.” 
“I surely will,” promised Claire, and suddenly she knew it was the right moment 

to bring up the other thing she had not yet brought up.  “Hey, speaking of thanks... I was 
kinda shocked to see my nickname in your liner notes!  Thank you... for thanking me.  
That was sweet.” 

“Nothin’ I didn’t mean,” Nick mumbled, and Claire wondered if that applied to 
everything he’d put in his liner notes.  “Did you happen to crack the code?”  Yep.  That 
was exactly what she had been thinking of. 

“We did...” she answered slowly, biting deeper into her lip.  She wished she could 
leave it at that, but he was prompting her, and she had to say something.  Something 
honest.  “Nick, I don’t know what to say.  It was... really sweet.  But...” 

Nick cut her off there.  “You don’t have to say anything else, Claire.  Don’t give me 
any ‘buts.’  Just know that I meant it... it’s the truth.” 



 

She nodded silently, glad that he couldn’t see her, for she knew that if he looked 
into her eyes right then, and she his, she would start to get teary again.  And she didn’t 
want to.  She hated crying.  She hated feeling as guilty and as confused as she had all 
evening, ever since she’d listened to the album and read its jacket.  He was making her 
regret leaving him, making her yearn for what they’d had.  But what could she do about 
it? 

The truth was, even if she got a wild hair and decided to drop everything right 
that minute and fly to New York to be with him, they would find themselves in the same 
place they had been before they’d broken up.  She’d be in New York... while the rest of 
her life was back in Florida and the rest of Nick’s had relocated to California.  They’d be 
faced with the same issue – deal with the distance, or sacrifice everything to be with the 
other. 

And just as before, Claire wasn’t ready to make that sacrifice.  Especially not now.  
She was with Jamie now, and he remained everything she’d always expected the love of 
her life to be.  Not only was he sweet and funny, charming and attractive, and 
completely devoted to her, but he also led a normal life, had a stable career, and lived in 
an apartment only a few miles away from hers.  He could spend time with her in the 
evening and on weekends.  He could take her on dates without hiding his blue eyes and 
dark curls with sunglasses and a hat to avoid being recognized; she could go out with 
him without worrying about being questioned or followed, cameras flashing in her face 
when she just wanted to be with him, and him only.  He could provide her with the 
stability and normalcy she craved.  Nick, though he exceeded her expectations in many 
ways, could not, and in her mind, she knew she wasn’t meant to be with him, despite her 
heart’s occasional protests. 

She tried to remind herself of this, tried to ward off the tears with common sense, 
and had just nearly succeeded when she heard him swallow hard over the line. 

“I love you, Claire,” he said then, his voice thick.  “I love you.  I love you...” 
Every time he said it, fresh tears sprang into her eyes, as if there were tiny pumps 

hidden in their ducts.  Stop! she wanted beg him, but she couldn’t.  Nor could she say 
the words back, not the way he meant them.  She couldn’t...  She just couldn’t... 

 
*** 

 
For a few moments, Nick did not breathe.  His scarred lungs began to scream for 

air, but still he held his breath, clutching the phone to his ear, listening, straining to hear 
any whisper of a word from Claire’s end of the line.  But there was nothing.  She did not 
speak.  She stayed silent, other than the slightly ragged sounds of her breathing, 
magnified into his ear through the phone’s speaker. 

He slumped.  He should have known better than to say it, but in his inebriated 
state, he couldn’t help it.  It was the honest truth.  He loved Claire Ryan, and try as he 
might, he could not stop.  And he wanted her to know... in case... in case... 

In case what? 
“Did you hear me?” he asked loudly into the phone, wishing she’d just talk.  “I 

said, I love you!” 
“I heard you.”  Her voice was short.  “I love you too, Nick... as a friend.  My arms 

are always open too... for a hug from a friend.  But that’s it.  That’s all we are now, Nick.  
That’s all we can be.” 



 

 

“No,” Nick protested.  “No, no...  We’re meant to be more than that.  Remember?  
We’re meant to be together.” 

“I have to go, Nick.  It’s late.  I’m tired.  I’m gonna go to bed,” Claire said, her 
voice flat. 

“You should go to bed with me,” Nick mumbled, raking a hand through his hair.  
His head felt light and floaty, and even the weight of his hand did little to ground it. 

“Goodnight, Nick,” came her curt response, and then he heard a click. 
“Claire?  Claire?” he murmured, finally lowering his phone and looking at it.  He 

tapped it a few times, as if that would somehow bring her back.  Then he gave up and 
tossed it down, letting his tired body slump over sideways on the couch.  He rested his 
head against its padded arm and closed his eyes.  He was sleepy.  He wished he could 
hold her as he drifted off, the way he had when they were together.  “Claire...” he 
mumbled her name through closed lips, digging his fingers into the soft leather sofa like 
claws. 

“Nick?” 
The sound of her timid voice caused him to startled.  He pulled himself back into 

a sitting position, swaying a little, and looked over at her, blinking rapidly. 
Veronica was standing just inside the room, dressed in her nightie, one of her 

bare legs crossed shyly over the other.  Her thick hair was wild with tangles, her dark 
eyes bleary from sleep.  “Are you coming to bed?” she asked softly. 

He studied her for a moment, still seeing Claire in his mind, looking as she did 
when she woke up – rumpled and endearing in her ratty gray sweatpants and one of his 
too-big t-shirts.  But her image soon vanished, and there was Veronica still.  “Nick?” she 
whispered his name again, her brow furrowed. 

“Yeah,” he said.  “I’m comin’...” 
He followed her back in the bedroom and tried to undress.  When he fumbled 

with his shirt buttons and nearly toppled over trying to get his pants off, she quietly 
came over to help him.  Then they slid into bed, back to back, a foot or two of mattress 
separating their bodies. 

As soon as his leaden head sunk down into the soft pillow, Nick started to drift 
off.  He did not even notice that Veronica had not spoken a word to him the whole time 
they’d been in the room together.  Nor did he notice the ragged, tremulous breaths of 
someone trying hard to cry silently coming from her side of the bed.  And by morning, 
the tearstains on her pillow would be dry. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 106 
 

Amid the promotional appearances scheduled the next day, Nick found time to 
call Claire and apologize for the night before.  He’d woken up with a hangover, and his 
memories of the previous night were scattered, but he did remember her calling... and, 
vaguely, he remembered telling her that he loved her.  It was as true as ever, but now 
that he was sober, he realized how awkward it must have been for them both and felt 
embarrassed.  He needed to set things right, to alleviate the awkwardness between them 
before it had time to fester. 

And so, while the other guys chilled in the green room of one of the TV studios, 
Nick snuck away to a more private spot, cell phone in hand. 

 
*** 

 
When her phone rang, Claire was not expecting to look down and see Nick’s 

name. 
After the way they’d left things the night before, she hadn’t expected to talk to 

him for at least a few days.  She’d tried be gentle with him when he’d told her he loved 
her, but in the end, there was no easy way for her to say it – that she didn’t want to be 
with him anymore.  A part of her still loved him; a part of her always would.  But to tell 
him that would just make it harder, she thought. 

It wasn’t appropriate anyway.  He was dating someone else, and so was she.  In 
fact, she’d assumed it would be Jamie calling to make plans with her for that evening, 
though she was surprised that he would call before noon.  They both had the day off – he 
was on vacation from work until after Labor Day – but he’d been out drinking with his 
friends while she hung out with Laureen the night before, and she expected him to be in 
bed with a headache.  She was even more surprised, though, to find that it was not 
Jamie calling at all, but Nick. 

“Hey...” she answered tentatively, not sure what to expect from him.  She wasn’t 
sure he would even remember last night, for as plastered as he’d sounded. 

“Hi, Claire.”  Nick’s voice was solemn.  Oh yeah; he remembered alright.  She 
didn’t say anything for a few seconds, waiting to see if he would keep going.  He did.  
“Look, I just wanted to say I’m sorry for last night.  I... I dunno what all I said to you, but 
I think I remember the basics...  S-sorry, if I put you in an awkward position.” 

Claire nodded, happy to hear him sounding sober again.  His apology, the 
confirmation that he, too, realized how awkward last night had been, made her feel 
better, and she quickly replied, “No problem.  Not like we haven’t listened to each 
other’s drunken ramblings before.  How’s the hangover?” 

It was her way of changing the subject; she didn’t want to talk about the things 
they had said the night before any more than she had to.  What was said was said; what 
was done was done.  She’d rather just forget it happened at all, even though his slurring 
voice had echoed in her restless dreams all night.  I love you, Claire... I love you! he’d 
called down a long corridor, while she stood at the opposite end, holding hands with 
Jamie.  Jamie had tugged on her hand, trying to pull her through an open doorway, but 
her feet had remained firmly planted to the ground, refusing to budge.  She could not 
look away from Nick, standing there at the other end of the hall, holding on to the wall 
for support as he cried out to her. 



 

 

Nick laughed, a humorless chuckle.  “Tylenol is my friend,” he answered dryly. 
She laughed lightly.  “So, what have you got going on now that the album’s out?” 

she asked him. 
“More promo stuff.  We’re finishing up the circuit here in the States today and 

tomorrow, then we’re heading up to Canada for a couple days to do some stuff with 
MuchMusic and whatnot, and then next week we’ll be in Europe to promote there.” 

“Wow,” Claire said, her eyes widening.  It was amazing to her how he could talk 
so casually about just hopping on a plane to Europe, as if it were nothing.  To him, it 
probably wasn’t; she knew he and the guys had been to Europe many times and were 
used to flying around the world.  It was practically second nature to them.  “That’s really 
cool.  Are you excited?” 

“Yeah.  Should be fun,” he replied, though he sounded more subdued than 
excited.  But his voice did perk up when he added, “Then after that, we’ve got tour 
rehearsals for a month.” 

“Oooh.  When’s the tour start?” she asked.  She could tell this was something he 
really was looking forward to.  She had seen how restless he got when he was stuck in 
one place for too long and knew he had been longing to get out on the road again for 
years. 

“October.  The US dates are supposed to be released sometime this week... maybe 
later today?  Not sure, but I do know we have a Tampa date.  It’s October twelfth.  Any 
chance you’d wanna come?  I could hook you up with tickets and stuff if you do.” 

Listening to him, Claire smiled.  He wanted her to come.  She was about to say 
yes, that of course she wanted to come, but then she started thinking.  She thought 
quickly, and after a pause, she said, “Oh Nick... is that the second week in October?  I’m 
going to be in Iowa with Jamie then.  It’s... it’s his mom’s birthday.  He already asked 
me, and we made the flight arrangements and everything.  I’m sorry.  Do you have any 
other Florida dates?” 

Nick’s voice was stiff, as if were speaking through gritted teeth.  “Orlando, but it’s 
the same week.” 

“Oh.  Any chance you’ll be playing Des Moines that week too?” 
“No.  After the Florida shows, we head to New England, I think.” 
“Aww.  I’m sorry, Nick.  I wish I could go, but I’ve already promised Jamie...” 
“It’s okay,” Nick said flatly, sounding as if it were anything but okay.  “What can 

ya do?”  He was being sarcastic.  “Well, I gotta get going.  Catch ya later, I guess.” 
Claire bit her lip; he sounded totally pissed off.  Let him be pissed off.  It’ll be 

worth it, she told herself, then said aloud, “Alright.  Take care, Nick, and have fun in 
Europe.” 

“Thanks.  Bye,” he grunted and hung up before she could get a “goodbye” in 
herself. 

Claire lowered her phone and looked at it.  Call ended, the message on the screen 
told her.  She let it linger for only a second before she pulled up her contacts menu and 
scrolled through it, searching for a number she’d barely used, but knew she had stored.  
When she found the correct name, she smiled and punched the button to call the 
contact. 

“Hi, Howie?  This is Claire,” she found herself saying a few seconds later.  “Fine, 
thanks; how about you?  Glad to hear it.  Hey, is Nick in the room with you?  No?  Good.  
Listen, I need a favor.  Can you set me up with a pair of tickets to your concert in Tampa 



 

on October twelfth?  Really?  Awesome – thanks!  And one more thing... don’t tell Nick, 
okay?  I want to surprise him.” 
 

*** 
 

Once the Backstreet Boys had finished traveling to promote the brand new 
album, they moved quickly into rehearsals for the upcoming tour.  They didn’t have as 
much time to get ready as they had for past tours, but they found that it was not needed.  
They were keeping things relatively simple this time around; no troupe of backup 
dancers, no flying over the crowd, less pyro and special effects, and much easier 
choreography.  Management had hired a choreographer who had done a fantastic job at 
tweaking the old classic dances and making up new ones to accommodate what Nick 
could do on one leg of flesh and bone and one of metal. 

Amanda Mahannon was relatively new in the business, but would leave the 
Backstreet tour highly recommended by the Boys themselves; she had worked their 
whole two-hour show out to cater to Nick’s abilities, planning the most intricate dance 
moves for the times when Nick had solos, so that he could sing while the others danced, 
and simplifying the rest of the choreography so that it involved the upper body more 
than the lower. 

Before rehearsals, Nick had been slightly concerned over the matter of 
choreography – they would be singing all of their old singles on the tour, and he knew 
the fans loved seeing the dances from their videos – “Everybody,” “As Long As You Love 
Me,” “All I Have to Give,” “Larger Than Life” – all routines he doubted he could pull off 
on one leg.  But after just a few rehearsals, he felt much better.  With the modified 
dances, they would not let the fans down, nor would he make a fool of himself onstage 
or stick out like a sore thumb by not dancing at all. 

The other guys were happy with the changes as well.  “Honestly, I dunno if I 
could get this old body down on the chorus of Everybody anymore, anyway,” Kevin said 
good naturedly, only half-joking.  Howie agreed, while AJ made some remark about no 
more “busting his balls” on the back of a folding chair.  They all cringed at that, 
remembering the various painful folding-chair mishaps they’d had when first learning 
Fatima’s “As Long as You Love Me” choreography. 

Nick threw himself into rehearsals whole-heartedly, hell bent on pulling his 
weight when the group hit the stage for their first concert in nearly two years and their 
first tour in over five.  Though no one was pressuring him, he still felt under pressure... 
from himself.  Nick Carter had worked too hard and come too far in his life to let anyone 
down, especially the fans who had gotten him where he was in the first place.  He was 
determined to exceed their expectations and help put on a show they’d never forget.  
And so he worked out and practiced hard and hoped for the best. 

The first concert was in Brian and Leighanne’s hometown of Atlanta, Georgia, 
and all of Leighanne’s family was coming.  Brian hung out with his in-laws backstage 
before the show, while Nick sat by himself on a couch, nervously jiggling his good leg. 

“How ya feelin’, bud?” 
Nick glanced up when he felt a hand on his shoulder; he hadn’t even seen Kevin 

come up.  “I’m fine,” he said quickly, then paused and added, “Nervous, ya know?” 
Kevin nodded knowingly, smiling at his confession.  “Hey, you think I’m not?  I 

think we all are.  We haven’t done a concert since that charity gig, and before that and 



 

 

the VMAs, the last time I was on stage was for Chicago.  It’s been awhile.  I get nervous 
when I get rusty.” 

“Rusty?” repeated AJ on his way past them.  He stopped and cocked his head at 
Kevin.  “You ain’t that rusty, old man; we just got outta weeks of rehearsal.  We’re ready, 
dude!” 

“I hope so,” sighed Nick.  It wasn’t the right time to start doubting himself, but all 
of a sudden, the doubts came flying at him like a flock of angry birds.  What if he wasn’t 
ready for a tour?  What if two months out on the road, performing a two-hour concert 
nearly every night, turned out to be too much for him?   He’d been working out 
vigorously, trying to improve his stamina, but when it came down to it, doing anything 
on his artificial leg required double the energy he would expend otherwise.  What if he 
just couldn’t handle it? 

The guys didn’t know how he’d felt; he’d spent the last few months insisting to 
them that he could handle it, that he wanted to tour again.  And he did.  But now he was 
afraid of crashing and burning, of letting them all down – not just the guys, but the 
record company and the sponsors and, most of all, the fans.  He couldn’t bear to voice 
his fears now either – not with the pride so evident in Kevin’s smile or the excitement 
dancing across AJ’s face.   

But he hadn’t spent the last fourteen years of his life with these guys for nothing.  
He may have been able to mask his true feelings from the public, but he could never hide 
them from his brothers; they could usually read him like a book.  This time was no 
different, Nick realized, when AJ looked him directly in the eye and said, “You never 
used to get nervous, Nick; why should you now?  This is no different.  Just go out there 
and be the same crazy son of a bitch you’ve always been, and you’ll be fine.” 

Out of the corner of his eye, Nick saw the look Kevin flashed AJ, but the older 
man said nothing.  Nick knew what he was thinking though; he was remembering their 
last concert, when Nick had pushed himself so hard that Brian had found him coughing 
up blood and gasping for breath in the dressing room afterwards.  Kevin wouldn’t say it, 
but he was afraid, afraid of something else happening.  Nick had told him again and 
again that he was fine; last time, he had known that he was sick, but now he felt 
perfectly fine.  His last doctor’s appointment in June had gone well, and he was not 
expecting any surprises at the one he was scheduled for in December. 

Yet despite all of this, Kevin still worried.  Pretending he hadn’t noticed, Nick 
smiled up at AJ and nodded.  “Right,” he said, more determined than ever to prove to 
Kevin that he could do this, more desperate than ever not to let him down. 

 
*** 

 
From beneath the stage, Nick could hear the screams rise as the music subtly slid 

into the instrumental backing to the opening of “Everybody (Backstreet’s Back).”  The 
fans in the audience cheered and cheered as the same three chords played almost eerily, 
the high accompanying notes tinkling above them.  The measures of music repeated 
over and over again, as the suspense built and the screaming swelled. 

“This is our cue,” warned Kevin, checking to make sure they were all in position 
on the platform that would rise through a trapdoor and elevate them to the stage.  “Y’all 
ready?”  He met Nick’s eyes, and Nick nodded, sucking in a deep breath.  His heart was 
racing, he was already perspiring, and his stomach was a jumble of knots from the 



 

nerves.  But now that it was finally showtime, he discovered they were the good kind of 
nerves, the kind he got from the delightful surge of adrenaline that rushed through him 
whenever he was about ready to perform. 

This is it, he thought as he felt the platform jerk gently beneath his feet and start 
to slowly move upwards.  The screams grew louder as the platform rose; they were 
practically deafening once his head was above the platform.  He could barely see out into 
the audience, for the stage was filled with smoke from the powerful fog machines on 
either side, and the lights overhead were blinding.  Positioned carefully amid the hot 
white spotlights, colorful stage lights also shone down on them, their neon beams visible 
in the fog. 

The heavy swirls of smoke and the dazzling lights were oddly comforting to Nick; 
they were like a screen, shading him from view, allowing him to collect his thoughts in 
those final seconds.  Yet as he stood in the middle of the stage, with Brian on his right, 
Howie on his left, and masses of screaming fans stretched far and wide before him, Nick 
found he did not need to think.  The stage was like home to him, performing was second 
nature, and he was back in his element.  All at once, Nick felt invincible. 

As the fog melted away and the cue to start singing loomed, he smiled broadly, 
inviting the shower of screams that seemed to rain down from the rafters, as Brian 
opened his mouth in the very center of the stage and belted out the now-legendary, 
“Everybody... rock your body... everybody... rock your body right... 

“Backstreet’s back, alright!” their five voices rang out together, and as the band 
launched into the familiar accompaniment, the venue seemed to erupt.  The energy of 
the crowd energized Nick as well, and he did the revamped choreography with ease, his 
nerves rapidly fading, though the adrenaline still surged. 

“Am I original?” he sang, moving to the front of the stage, waggling his eyebrows 
as his face was projected onto the large screens over the stage behind him.  The crowd 
screamed. 

“Am I the only one?” Brian added his line, coming up alongside Nick and 
waggling his index finger.  The crowd screamed. 

“Am I sexual?”  Nick trailed the hand that was not holding his mic suggestively 
down his torso, stopping in the vicinity of his crotch.  The crowd exploded, the mass of 
high-pitched female screams seeming to jump an octave and several decibels.  Nick 
grinned as they launched into the chorus again.  It was as it had always been; so much 
had changed, but the fans had not.  Backstreet fans were loyal; never had that fact been 
so clear to Nick.  And never had he been so grateful. 

“I wanna see you rock your bodies, Atlanta!!!” he shouted, as the guys danced and 
chorused “Alright!” behind him. 

“Now throw your hands up in the air!” AJ half-screamed/half-sang, thrusting his 
hands above his head as he charged up alongside Nick at the front of the stage, looking 
out into the crowd.  “Wave ‘em around like you just don’t care!  And if you wanna 
party, lemme hear you SCREAM!!!”   The audience screamed and screamed, thousands 
of neon green glow sticks waving from side to side in unison, as AJ finished the verse:  
“’Cause we’ve got it’ goin’ on again...” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 107 
 

Nick’s high after the concert that night was incredible, as was his high after the 
next night’s concert and the concert after that.  He left the stage each night tired, yet 
invigorated, pumped up by each audience’s unfailing energy and the realization that 
Backstreet was finally, truly back, back to what they loved doing – not just recording 
music, but performing it as well.  And he, Nick Carter, was right there with them. 

As the tour fell into full swing, his own self-doubts faded rapidly, and a 
confidence he had not possessed in a long time returned.  On stage, he felt comfortable, 
embraced by the love and support of the fans like a pair of warm arms.  And he had the 
real things too – warm arms, that was.  Veronica’s pair found their way around him 
every night, whether they were cuddled together at the back of a rolling tour bus or in a 
comfortable hotel bed. 

Nick was glad she was able to tour with them.  Mary was now the co-manager of 
the deli at which they both worked, and she had arranged it so that she and Veronica 
would both have plenty of time off to tour with the Boys and still have their jobs when 
they returned.  Nick was grateful to have someone along who he knew really wanted to 
be there and would put him first.  Unlike a certain last girlfriend, Nick thought darkly, 
his stomach flip-flopping as he watched a green road sign for Tampa flash by out his bus 
window. 

He was almost home.  Tonight he would hang out with Veronica in the comforts 
of his own house, and tomorrow night, he would be playing Tampa’s Ford Amphitheatre 
with the guys.  He’d wanted that certain last girlfriend of his to be there... but no, she 
was probably miles away in the Midwest by now, just as she had been the last time the 
guys had performed in Tampa.  With Jamie, he added internally, sneering out the 
window. 

Why did he even care? he wondered.  Claire obviously didn’t, and neither should 
he.  He realized this, and yet, as the bus took the ramp off the interstate and drove into 
Tampa’s city limits, he couldn’t help but sit and brood. 

 
*** 

 
Claire swallowed a sigh as she glanced up at the clock in her cubicle at work the 

following afternoon.  2:45.  She only had fifteen minutes to go until she got off for the 
day, but each one seemed to last an eternity.  She couldn’t keep herself from looking up 
from her patient every few seconds to check the clock, charting the thin red hand’s 
sluggish progression around its face.  The phrase “a watched pot never boils” applied 
perfectly. 

Usually work passed quickly for her; unless a patient didn’t show up, she was 
always busy, which she enjoyed.  She liked her job.  But today... ugh.  Today, she 
couldn’t wait for 3:00 to arrive so she and Laureen could blow the place.  Today – or 
tonight, rather – the two of them would be going to Tampa’s Ford Amphitheatre to 
surprise Nick, who would be there with the Boys, live and in concert.  It would be 
Laureen’s sixth Backstreet Boys concert and Claire’s first.  And for someone who, until 
she’d fallen in love with Nick Carter, had never so much as given the Backstreet Boys the 
time of day, Claire found herself incredibly excited. 



 

She hadn’t realized how much so until this morning, when she’d jumped out of 
bed a minute before her alarm went off, totally alert after only a few hours of sleep.  The 
butterflies in her stomach had been just as energized, and they’d fluttered their wings 
every time she’d thought of Nick all day... which, she realized, had started out as an 
average of once every ten minutes and grown exponentially as the day progressed.  Now 
she was thinking of the concert that night once every ten seconds, just as often as she 
kept looking at the clock. 

Luckily, her patient didn’t seem to notice.  The college-aged girl had been quiet 
for most of her appointment, despite Claire’s attempts to spark a conversation.  Talking 
to the patients made her work more interesting and seemed to make the time go faster.  
Time definitely needed speeding up right now, but it looked like a no-go. 

“Alright, we’re just about finished here, Jodie,” Claire said as she stripped off her 
latex gloves.  “I’ll send Dr. Pantero in for a quick check.” 

Jodie nodded her head, and Claire left the room.  “Tim?  Jodie in 3 is ready to be 
seen when you have a minute.” 

Tim gave an efficient nod.  “Sure.  I’ll get to her in just a few so you can finish up 
and get out of here.  Got a concert to catch, eh?”  He flashed her his usual goofy, cock-
eyed grin, and she smiled back. 

“You know it.  Gotta go home and practice, make sure I can sing all the words to ‘I 
Want It That Way’,” she joked. 

“Everyone knows all the words to ‘I Want It That Way’,” scoffed Tim.  “Just don’t 
sing too loud, okay, C?  You might throw off their perfect harmonies.” 

Checking quickly to make sure there was no one else in the hall, Claire discreetly 
scratched at her forehead with her middle finger, smirking at her ex, who, even in the 
short time they’d seen each other, had apparently discovered she couldn’t sing a note. 

“Well, hope you and Laureen have a good time.  Give Nick my best,” Tim said 
kindly before nodding once more at her and disappearing into the cubicle across the 
hall, which was Laureen’s.  Claire smiled after him, then went to wash her hands. 

Laureen was coming out of the bathroom when Claire got there.  As soon as she 
spotted her, Laureen broke into a wide, excited grin.  “Almost time to go!” she sang 
under her breath, doing a little dance in the hallway.  “Ahh, I can’t wait!” 

“Me neither!  I hope Tim hurries up so we can send our patients on their way, 
clean up, and blow this join,” Claire prayed.  Laureen nodded emphatically.  They both 
smiled when they saw Tim walk out of Laureen’s cubicle and across the hall to Claire’s a 
few minutes later. 

“I’m gonna go do just that.  See you in a few,” said Laureen, touching Claire’s 
shoulder before she hurried back down to her room. 

Claire took her time washing her hands, and by the time she came back to her 
own room, Tim was just coming out.  “Everything good?” she asked him. 

“Just fine,” he nodded. 
“Awesome.  Thanks,” Claire said, relieved that she hadn’t missed something when 

she’d been cleaning her patient’s teeth earlier.  “I’m off tomorrow, but I’ll see ya Friday.” 
“Yep.  See ya.” 
They parted ways, as Claire bustled back into her cubicle.  As she was fishing out 

a free toothbrush for Jodie, the young woman asked, “So I don’t have any cavities?” 



 

 

“Nope.  You’re all clear,” Claire replied brightly, snatching a purple-handled 
brush from the bin.  “Here you go,” she added as she handed it to her.  “Remember to 
brush lightly so your gums don’t get inflamed.” 

Jodie nodded distantly.  “They don’t, like, sell Novocain, do they?  Like, by 
prescription or something?” 

“Um... no,” Claire said slowly, frowning.  “They really only give it in dentist’s 
offices or hospitals.  Why do you ask?” 

The girl shrugged.  “I had a cavity filled a couple years ago, and my mouth was 
numb, like, all day, and it made eating feel so weird that I didn’t want to... which is rare 
for me.  I gummed down one of those SlimFast snack bars, and it took me so long that it 
actually filled me up, and then I wasn’t hungry the rest of the day.  It was so awesome.  I 
was thinking I could totally lose weight if I was on Novocain.” 

Claire blinked, fighting hard to keep a straight face.  “Well, Jodie, I... I don’t think 
that’s probably the best way to go about losing weight.  If you want to drop a few 
pounds, there are some great exercise classes offered at the rec center.  I just started 
doing yoga there on Saturday mornings a few months ago, and I really like it,” she 
offered with a shrug. 

Jodie nodded shortly and got out of the dental chair.  “Well, thanks,” she said, 
dropping her toothbrush into her purse, and then walked out.  Claire stared after her for 
a few seconds, then shook her head and turned to hurriedly start cleaning up her space. 

Promptly at 2:59, she made her way to the break room, where Laureen and 
another of the hygienists were sitting.  Laureen already had her purse over one shoulder 
and was fidgeting in her chair, her car keys jingling in her hand.  She smiled brightly 
when Claire came in, and Claire returned the smile, reaching for her timecard.  As she 
slipped it into the clock to punch out, she asked, “Have either of you ever heard of 
anyone being a Novocain addict?” 

The weird looks the two hygienists gave her were nearly identical. 
 

*** 
 
Nick was in an unusually foul mood at soundcheck that afternoon.  Usually he 

and the guys used the time as an opportunity to goof off onstage, before they had to 
crack down and be reasonably disciplined at concert time – follow the proper cues, 
perform the synchronized choreography, deliver their rehearsed lines.  Soundcheck was 
fun because they could forget all of that and just sing.  Sing and joke around enough to 
keep the scattered few who were allowed to come and watch entertained. 

But Nick hadn’t been in much of a joking mood all day.  It was as if he’d woken up 
on the wrong side of the bed that morning, even though the bed had been his very own, 
at his house in Tampa, and he and Veronica had slept in it together as they’d been doing 
all tour.  He didn’t realize what was really wrong until she pointed it out, following the 
less-than-stellar soundcheck. 

“Is it Claire?” Veronica asked quietly, giving him a solemn look.  “Are you still 
upset that she’s not coming?  That she’s out of state with her boyfriend?” 

It clicked in him right then; she’d hit the nail on the head.  He had been thinking 
of Claire ever since they’d left the last city for Tampa, but he hadn’t realized how much it 
was really affecting him, this resentment towards her for putting Jamie ahead of him 
once again.  Usually he could store his worries and stresses in the far depths of his mind 



 

while he was onstage, forgetting them until after the performance was over.  But restless 
thoughts of Claire had been lingering in his subconscious the entire day.   

Stop it, he chided himself internally.  You have to quit thinking of her.  She’s not 
coming; deal with it.  Just concentrate on putting on a good show for your hometown 
tonight. 

Veronica watched him carefully, and when he didn’t answer her out loud, she 
nodded.  “That’s what I thought.” 

Knowing she was right, Nick didn’t even try to deny it.  He felt his cheeks start to 
warm up, and he avoided Veronica’s eyes. 

“Can I be honest for a minute?” Veronica went on.  There was some tentativeness 
her voice, but when he still didn’t say anything, she did.  “You’re a bonehead if you 
expected the same woman who moved out of your house without telling you and left you 
a note to find to come to your concert instead of going on a trip with her boyfriend.  I 
know I don’t know her, but the way I see it, Claire is nothing but a huge doughhead!  
She’s bogus!  I don’t know why you keep dwelling on her, because she’s not worth your 
time of day!  She obviously wasn’t right for you because she chose someone else.  Why 
would you even want her here after everything she did to you, the dillweed!” 

Nick was mildly startled by Veronica’s rare outburst.  She wasn’t shouting at him, 
but her voice was unusually sharp, and words like “doughhead” and “dillweed” were 
harsh insults in her book. 

“I don’t know,” he confessed finally.  “Maybe I was stupid to expect more out of 
her, but... I did.  Believe me, I’ve accepted the fact that we’re not together anymore, but I 
thought we were friends.  We were friends before we were ever involved with each other, 
and she’s been saying for months that she still wants to be friends.  I just thought she’d 
make an effort to be here tonight... as a friend.  She knows this is important to me.”  He 
raked a hand back through his hair and sighed, wondering for the infinite time where he 
and Claire had gone so wrong.  How could they have lost the bond they’d once shared to 
the point that she wouldn’t even make it a point to go to one of his concerts? 

She had an excuse, of course – she always had an excuse.  And almost always, 
that excuse was Jamie.  Nick found himself disliking the guy more than ever, resenting 
him for keeping Claire away.  He’d really wanted her to be there that night, almost the 
way he’d always wanted his mother to be in the audience when he’d done plays as a 
child.  He’d craved not just the attention, but the approval.  In that respect, he hadn’t 
changed much since childhood.  He could lavish in the attention and adoration of 
thousands of fan, yet still yearn for the approval of a person he cared about more than 
almost anyone.  He wanted to impress her; he wanted her to be proud of him.  But yet 
again, Claire would not be there.  He’d be singing to a crowd of nameless faces yet again. 

“Well, so do I.  I know how important this is to you.  I’m here,” Veronica said, 
grabbing his arm and giving it a little squeeze. 

He smiled down at her and put his arm around her.  And Veronica, he added, 
picturing her face smiling up at him from a row near the stage on one side.  Veronica 
was always there. 

“Yo, Nick!  V!  Food’s here; c’mon and eat!” called AJ, and they both looked over 
to see him motioning wildly from the doorway that led backstage. 

Nick glanced down at Veronica.  “You ready to eat?” he asked. 
“Yeah.  Come on.”  Taking his hand, she walked alongside him as they made their 

way to the backstage quarters, where the catering spread had been set up. 



 

 

As she passed through the doorway ahead of him, Nick studied Veronica from 
behind.  He watched the way she slapped AJ a high five when he held up his hand and 
smiled at Brian’s usual goofy antics.  The guys all seemed to like Veronica and were 
happy to have her on tour.  Nick was glad too; she was always there, and he appreciated 
the company. 

Yet somehow, whether he was playing video games with the guys on the bus or 
crooning romantic lyrics to the squealing rows of girls at his concerts, he sometimes 
seemed to forget. 

And what made it worse was that Claire was never far from his mind. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 108 
 
Claire followed Laureen home from work that day, going ten miles over the speed 

limit just to keep up with her friend’s burgundy Saturn. 
To say Laureen was pumped up was an understatement.  She let the door of her 

apartment slam shut as soon as she’d ushered Claire inside, then scurried over to the 
stereo in her living room, turned it on, and pressed play.  Instantly, the intro to 
“Everybody (Backstreet’s Back)” revved from the speakers. 

“It’s my concert mix!” Laureen announced, bouncing around to the music.  “I 
made it just for today!  It has all of the songs they’re gonna sing tonight!  All the 
singles... and all the songs from the new album!” she explained breathlessly, wobbling 
her head from side to side with the cowbell rhythm. 

Claire just watched her in astonishment, amused at how quickly her friend had 
transformed from a composed and professional dental hygienist to a thirteen-year-old 
girl, dancing giddily around her living room to the Backstreet Boys.  She would never be 
on the same level as Laureen... but she had to admit, her excitement was mounting 
higher.  Now that work was over, she was anxious to get ready and head to the venue. 

“Can I use your bathroom?  I’m gonna go change!” she yelled over the blaring 
music, and Laureen nodded, happily performing the dance routine to the song now.  
Grinning, Claire left her to it and went into the bathroom with the small duffel bag she’d 
brought.  She pulled out her change of clothes and emerged a few minutes later, dressed 
in an 80s-esque teal, off-the-shoulder top with a plain black camisole underneath and a 
pair of faded jeans. 

Laureen took one look at her and then turned down the music.  “You look cute!” 
she said brightly, then promptly added, “but I don’t think you should wear that tonight.” 

“What?  Why not?” Claire asked, looking down at herself.  She thought the outfit 
was fine.  It was casual and simple, yes, but it was cute.  And it was her.  She wasn’t 
dressing to impress; she was just going to have fun.  This was a ‘fun’ outfit, wasn’t it? 

Laureen gave her a crooked smile, seeming to hesitate.  Finally, she answered, “If 
you dress normal, the hardcore fans might recognize you.  And I don’t know if you want 
that...” 

All of a sudden, Claire understood.  What Laureen meant was that she might get 
recognized as Nick’s former fiancée, the woman who walked out on him and broke his 
heart.  From what she knew, the details of their breakup had never been made public, 
but it didn’t take much to piece together the fact that she had been the one to instigate it.  
Nick’s devoted fans, the ones who hadn’t hated her just for being engaged to him, would 
inevitably hate her now for hurting him.  And Laureen was right – she really didn’t want 
those fans to know who she was. 

“Well, what am I supposed to do, wear a Halloween costume?” she asked, holding 
her arms out helplessly.  “Do you still have that Batman outfit you wore to the staff 
Halloween party last year, when you and Tim went as Batman and Robin?” 

“Batman, that’d be hot,” joked Laureen.  “No, silly; I have a better idea.  C’mere.”  
She led Claire back to her bedroom and flung open the closet.  Standing on her tip-toes, 
she pulled a cardboard box down from the shelf over the clothes bar and set it on her 
bed.  She pulled off the lid to reveal a neatly-arranged collection of what Claire 
immediately recognized as Backstreet Boys apparel.  A blue bucket hat embroidered 
with the BSB logo sat on top of a pile of folded concert t-shirts, and wedged in alongside 



 

 

them were several glowsticks, a bandana printed with the words Backstreet Boys, a 
necklace with a pendant that said Nick, and what appeared to be a backstage pass on a 
long strap. 

Claire pulled the pass out with interest, but Laureen immediately said, “It’s not 
real.  I think I got it from a cereal box or something, years and years ago.”  A blush rose 
on her freckled cheeks as she giggled.  “This is all my old BSB concert stuff,” she 
explained.  “I was gonna just wear a regular outfit tonight cause I’m past the 
teenybopper phase, but... if you and I dressed up in this stuff instead...” 

Claire could practically see the wheels turning in Laureen’s mind, and she burst 
out laughing, seeing exactly what she was getting at.  “No one would ever realize I used 
to be Nick Carter’s girlfriend,” she finished, snickering as she looked back into the box.  
“So can I wear that Nick necklace?” 

 
*** 

 
An hour later, Claire and Laureen stood side by side in front of Laureen’s full-

length mirror, giggling at themselves.  They each wore a BSB t-shirt with their jeans, 
Laureen’s from the Black & Blue tour, Claire’s from the Into the Millennium one.  
Laureen had tied the black Backstreet Boys bandana around her head, letting her 
auburn hair flow out beneath it, while Claire wore the bucket hat and the Nick necklace. 

“We should write Nick’s name on our boobs so we can flash the stage,” said Claire 
with mock seriousness.  “You can paint an ‘N’ on your right boob and an ‘I’ on your left, 
and I’ll paint a ‘C’ and a ‘K’ on mine, and then we’ll spell ‘Nick’!” 

Laureen looked so horrified at the thought of showing her breasts to Nick Carter 
that Claire burst out laughing again.  “He would be so surprised!” she gasped for air.  
“Can you imagine the look on his face?” 

“Oh, I’m sure the guys get flashed a lot, actually,” replied Laureen with a smirk, 
seeming relieved that Claire was just kidding. 

“Haha, maybe, but can you imagine his reaction when he realized it was us?” 
Laureen giggled.  “Uhhh maybe we should settle for writing his name on our faces 

or something instead.” 
“Okay!” Claire cackled.  “Let’s stop at Wal-mart on the way and get something we 

can use for face paint.  We should totally get some shoe polish too, for the car.” 
“Ahh, we did that for the Millennium concert in Chicago!” Laureen exclaimed, 

laughing.  “’Honk if you love the Backstreet Boys’... yeah, we thought we were awesome.” 
“Oh, we will be awesome!” said Claire firmly.  “Come on, we should probably get 

going now if we wanna have time for all that.” 
They took Claire’s yellow Beetle, the more noticeable of their two cars, and in the 

parking lot of Wal-Mart, they graffitied all of the windows in white shoe polish, things 
like KTBSPA! (which stood for “Keep the Backstreet Pride Alive,” Laureen explained to 
Claire), BSB #1!, BACKSTREET’S BACK, ALRIGHT!, and of course, Honk if you 
love BSB! 

Then, in the front seat, they wrote on each other’s foreheads and cheeks with the 
blue paint they’d bought.  By the time they were done, Laureen had KTBSPA across her 
forehead, Claire had NICK across hers, and they both had a BSB and a heart on their 
cheeks.  They got a confused-looking old woman to take their picture standing next to 



 

the car in the parking lot, and then they set off for the amphitheatre, blaring Backstreet 
Boys the whole way. 

 
*** 

 
The amphitheatre seemed charged when Claire and Laureen arrived, the warm 

night air crackling with an energy and anticipation that was almost electric.  Many of the 
ten thousand seats were already filled, and everyone the two women passed on their way 
to their seats radiated excitement.  The butterflies in Claire’s stomach fluttered with 
more intensity than ever; she felt almost nervous.  In just an hour, Nick would be 
onstage right in front of her. 

She hadn’t seen him in almost six months, and the last time she’d talked to him 
was the day after the album came out, when she’d lied to him, telling him she couldn’t 
come to the concert tonight because she would be in Iowa with Jamie.  All complete 
bullshit, of course – she wouldn’t have missed this for the world.  But Nick didn’t know 
that, and she wondered how he would react when he found out she was there.  When 
she’d spoken to him on the phone that day, the wheels in her head turning quickly, she’d 
thought it would be fun to surprise him.  He’d be happy to see her, she’d reasoned, 
especially if he’d thought she was not coming. 

Now she wasn’t so sure.  What if this had all been a big mistake?  Maybe he 
wouldn’t like the surprise; maybe he would just be annoyed with her for playing with 
him.  Maybe she should have just told him she was coming when he’d asked her. 

But there was no more time for maybes; it was too late now.  She was there, and 
so was he, somewhere backstage.  And when he came out in an hour, it would be near 
impossible for him to not see her – after all, she was in the front row. 

When she’d asked Howie to get her tickets, she’d never expected him to come 
through for her as well as he had.  A pair of seats, any seats, would have been fine with 
her.  She’d just wanted to see Nick perform and counted on the fact that if Howie knew 
she was going to be there, he’d make sure she met up with Nick after the show.  But 
Howie had gone all out, giving her the first-rate, VIP treatment.  Not only were she and 
Laureen sitting in the front row, but in each of their pockets was a laminated pass that 
would get them backstage when the show was over and everyone else was leaving.  
Laureen was beyond psyched; she’d hung out with Nick on several occasions by now, but 
she’d never met any of the other guys.  Tonight, she would be around all five of them.  
Claire was looking forward to seeing Howie, AJ, Brian, and Kevin again too, but she was 
most anxious to see Nick. 

Her anticipation grew as the minutes to concert time steadily ticked down.  The 
amphitheatre quickly filled as the sun set, and over the upbeat rock songs that blared 
over the speakers, a chant rose – “Back-street Boys!  Back-street Boys!  Back-street 
Boys!”   Soon the whole audience was yelling the group’s name, and when Claire heard 
Laureen chanting along beside her, she could not help but join in.  For a few minutes, 
the entire audience was one, chanting in unison for the group they so loved. 

Claire had been to her share of concerts before, but never had she seen anything 
quite like this before.  At the rock shows she’d attended, the crowds were always wound 
up, but many of them turned their excitement into aggression; she’d come home with 
battle scars from the mosh pits that formed.  At other concerts, the kind that attracted 



 

 

an older, more “dignified” crowd, the audience had been laidback, almost lifeless, 
sipping drinks and applauding politely between songs. 

The audience at this concert was refreshing, a blend of youthful excitement and 
innocent fun.  Claire doubted she’d see girls moshing to “Quit Playing Games,” but there 
was no doubt the crowd would be pumped.  Laureen had told her to expect her ears to 
ring for at least a full day afterward, not from the music, but from the screaming. 

As soon as the pavilion lights dimmed, Claire knew her friend had not been 
exaggerating.  A high-pitched chord of shrieks rose as the lights fell, totally drowning 
out the background music.  It was at least another ten minutes before the Boys actually 
took the stage, but the girls in the audience screamed the entire time. 

Finally, the rock music faded, and the live music began.  A series of chords that 
Claire immediately recognized from the song “Everybody” began to play, over and over 
again, as strobe-lights flashed and neon-colored spotlights twirled through the billowing 
clouds of fog on the stage.  Claire could barely see the band at the back of the stage, yet 
she kept her eyes peeled, waiting for her first glimpse of the guys. 

The suspense in the air seemed thick enough to cut with a knife.  Suddenly, the 
constant screaming peaked sharply in volume, and Claire’s stomach jerked as she looked 
around wildly for the Boys.  Being so close to the stage, she quickly realized it was still 
empty; then Laureen elbowed her in the side and pointed upward.  She glanced up and 
saw that the large screens high above stage had sprung to life, projecting a montage of 
images and video clips of the Boys. 

The montage seemed generally chronological; Claire smiled tenderly as she 
watched the footage of much younger-looking versions of the five guys she’d known for 
the last few years.  The change in Nick over the years had been the greatest – she barely 
recognized him as the short, blonde, angel-faced little boy singing alongside the others.  
Even Howie and Brian had been taller than him back then.  As the montage continued, 
amid the intensifying screams of the audience, Nick grew rapidly, his face taking on a 
more mature look as he began to tower over all but Kevin. 

She could tell when the video moved from a Nick she’d known of only through the 
TV and radio to the Nick she’d met three-and-a-half years ago.  It was difficult to make a 
smooth transition between clips of the “Drowning” music video and footage of the Boys 
performing on TRL the day the first single from their last album had been released.  
Skipping over three years between shots had the potential to be rough in any case, but 
the lost time in between was more apparent than ever to Claire.  Nick towards the end of 
2001 had sported a confident, almost cocky smirk on his round, youthful face, his blue 
eyes sparkling beneath the long locks of silky blonde hair that spilled over his brow.  
Even in the soundless video, Nick three years later seemed much older in every way.  His 
face, though still incredibly handsome, was thinner and somewhat less vibrant.  His eyes 
still sparkled on the surface, but their depths held the memories of the pain he’d been 
through that year.  His hair was its natural shade, darker and cropped close to his scalp, 
just beginning to grow back in after his chemo treatments.  Understandably so, the 
montage only showed the happy parts of the Backstreet Boys’ career, and it briefly 
sobered Claire to think of the anguish that had occurred between the lapses in time. 

And yet, there were plenty of highlights to get them back to the present – footage 
from the last album release, clips of music videos, shots of the Boys performing at the 
next year’s VMA’s, which Claire had attended with Nick, and a whole whirlwind of 
media from the last few months’ worth of promotional appearances for the new album.  



 

As the montage faded to a close, the audience screamed their lungs out; whether by 
experience or instinct, everyone seemed to know that it was finally time for the Boys to 
take the stage. 

Sure enough, in the middle of the fog, the silhouettes of five figures rose 
majestically from beneath the stage floor.  The unseen platform carried them steadily 
upward to stage level and then stopped, rendering the fivesome motionless in their 
statuesque formation.  Staring at them intently, Claire found she could scarcely breathe.  
She picked Nick out immediately; he was second from the right, on her side of the stage, 
a head above Howie and Brian, who flanked him.  She could not see his face, but she 
knew his figure intimately. 

All at once, their faces were illuminated by a spotlight, centered directly on Brian, 
whose voice rang out the opening line to “Everybody.”  On the “Alright!” that followed, 
fireworks sparked, and the stage exploded in light.  Claire could see all five guys 
perfectly now, as they broke their stoic stance and moved to the upbeat music.  Her eyes 
were immediately drawn to Nick; she could not help but watch him. 

It didn’t take her long to see that Nick Carter was made for the stage.  His voice 
rang out clearly; she could distinguish its familiar tones even during the five-part 
harmonies, and he moved with experience and surprising fluidity.  About half of his 
moves were choreographed, while the rest were improvised, as he interacted with the 
audience while the rest of the group performed the more intricate dance steps.  Claire 
smiled at the way screams rose from whatever section of the floor seats he approached 
as he moved from one side of the stage to the other.  The Jumbotrons projected his 
expressions, the smiles and smirks and waves he offered the crowd, but from where she 
was standing, Claire could see them life size and in person whenever he crossed in front 
of where she was standing, and she could tell how much he was enjoying himself.  It 
brought a smile to her face, watching him. 

It was also strange, almost surreal.  In some ways, she felt just like any other 
spectator, one of the many fans who had come to the concert that night.  Nick didn’t pay 
her any special attention, for he did not yet know she was there, standing on the floor 
just a few feet below him.  Yet she had a connection to him that no one around her 
shared.  It was as if she were carrying a special secret, a secret which would be revealed 
the moment Nick looked down at just the right spot and caught her eye, finally noticing 
her there.  She was so close, she knew it would just be a matter of time.  The only 
question was when. 

 
*** 

 
Despite his bad mood earlier in the day, once the Tampa show had begun, Nick 

had conjured up the usual exuberance he felt whenever he was onstage.  He’d fallen into 
his groove easily, letting himself forget his disappointment at Claire’s absence from the 
audience that night.  He pretended it was just another show, not expecting to see any 
familiar faces in the large sea of them, except for in the section where Veronica, Mary, 
Leighanne, and Kristin usually sat. 

He’d sought Veronica out right away and glanced over to her a few times in each 
song, always to find her smiling back at him, her face shining with happiness.  “It never 
gets old!” she’d gushed to him after the first few shows, when he’d good-naturedly asked 
her if she was getting sick of sitting through the same old thing every night.  He thought 



 

 

it would get incredibly old, but here they were, two weeks in, and Veronica’s radiant face 
still appeared in the audience every night, a beacon among the waves of anonymous 
people. 

With more than half of the show left to go, Nick took his place on one of the five 
tall stools set up in the center of the stage for “I Want It That Way.”  He smiled at the 
way the screams rose as the familiar chords to the song took form; out of all of their 
singles, this had been their biggest hit and would always be the most easily-
distinguishable Backstreet Boys song, a true fan favorite.  He and the guys had sang it so 
many times in 1999, it had seemed stale to them, but in the last few years, the song had 
taken on new life.  It was a burst of nostalgia for the fans, as well as for them, and 
whenever they sang it, the audience lit up more than ever.  It was the song they sang 
along to the loudest, and Nick loved to hear the chorus of voices rising out of the 
audience, singing their song.  All it took was for the band to start up that familiar intro, 
and the fans would automatically jump in with the lyrics; sometimes the guys wouldn’t 
even sing some of their lines, letting the fans take over. 

Nick let his eyes pan slowly across the front row as Brian started to sing the first 
verse.  “You are... my fire...”  Every girl he saw was singing along.  “The one... desire...”  
Their eyes were shining, their mouths moving in unison with Brian’s.  “Believe...”   The 
short Latina girl with the big breasts... “When I say...”   The girl with the black bandana 
on her head... the girl in the blue bucket hat... 

She was looking right at him, and when his eyes locked with hers, his heart 
staccatoed.  He did a double take, but it wasn’t necessary – he already knew.  The sweet 
face beneath the floppy brim of that hat... it was hers.  The one face he’d been hoping to 
see, more than any other, at the concert that night.  Claire’s.  She was there. 

She was a mere few feet in front of him, gazing up at him.  Her mouth was open, 
and he could tell by her expression that she had just realized he had discovered her.  She 
was wide-eyed, almost like a deer in headlights.  Somewhere in the back of his mind, he 
was sure his own expression looked similar – a display of total surprise and shock.  For a 
few seconds, they just stared at each other, transfixed; Nick was frozen, almost unable to 
react. 

He was glad it was “I Want It That Way” they were singing because when he 
missed his cue to start the second verse, it was hardly noticeable; the fans covered for 
him, singing loudly.  “But we... are two worlds apart...” 

Finally recovering from his stupor, Nick instinctively picked up the next lyric:  
“Can’t reach to... your heart...”   But as he carried on singing, he could not look away 
from Claire.  “When you say... that I want it that way.  Tell me why...” 

He saw her mouth move along with his as she sang along with the chorus; 
halfway through, her lips curved into an impish little smirk, and she winked at him from 
beneath the brim of her hat.  He was still stunned, but he found himself smiling back, a 
sudden warmth spreading through him like hot, melted chocolate.  She was there.  She 
had come after all. 

He tried to make sure he looked out into every section of the amphitheatre during 
the crowd-pleasing Millennium single, but he could not help but glance back at Claire 
every few seconds.  She was swaying back and forth in time to the music, seeming to 
enjoy herself.  The girl in the black bandana standing next to her was Laureen, he 
quickly realized; both of them kept beaming up at him as he sang.  They all knew the 
secret was out, and the two of them looked pleased with themselves for surprising him. 



 

How had they done it? he wondered at first.  Had Claire been planning this all 
along?  Had the excuse that she was going to be up North with Jamie been nothing but a 
story?  How had she gotten the front row seats? 

He quickly decided she must have had help, and the first chance he got, when the 
guys went backstage after “Larger Than Life,” he asked them, “So did you guys know 
Claire was gonna be here?” 

Four pairs of eyes met, and Howie, AJ, Brian, and Kevin exchanged smirks.  “We 
knew,” AJ admitted.  “She called D before tickets even went on sale and asked if he 
could hook her up.” 

“She made me promise not to tell you,” Howie added sheepishly.  “She wanted it 
to be a surprise.” 

“Are you surprised?” asked Brian, grinning cheekily. 
Nick smirked.  “I missed a whole line of ‘I Want It That Way’ when I saw her.  

Does that answer your question?” 
They all chuckled. 
“So you can’t be mad at her anymore, Nick – she was never planning to go out of 

town with that loser she’s dating; she just said that to mess with your mind,” Howie 
explained. 

Nick nodded; he had surmised as much.  He wasn’t mad, but he wondered why 
she hadn’t just told him she wanted to come when he’d first asked her.  That was Claire, 
though – she liked to be difficult. 

“You know, though, Nick, if you are mad...” said AJ as they all took their places 
on the platform that would carry them back to the stage, “here’s your chance for a little 
payback.” 

Huh? Nick thought, momentarily confused.  Then, as the platform jerked and 
began to rise, he realized – it was time for “Siberia.” 

The familiar riff was already playing as they took the stage, and the screams in 
the audience swelled with excitement as the fans recognized it.  Brian stepped forward 
into the halo of light created by a single spotlight in the center of the stage and began to 
sing.  As he did, Nick’s eyes quickly found Claire and locked onto her.  He found her 
looking back at him, rather than at Brian.  All around her, girls were rocking back and 
forth to the music, doting smiles glued to their faces; in their midst, Claire stuck out.  
She stood motionless, almost frozen, gazing up at him.  The smile was missing from her 
face. 

Nick was glad he had opted not to take any of the solos in this song, for at the 
moment, he didn’t think he could find his voice to sing.  Not with her staring up at him 
that way, looking almost the same way she had looked the day she’d stood on his front 
porch and told him it was over. 

Not with the memories of her betrayal haunting him... 
 

He squared his shoulders, unlocked the deadbolt, and pulled the door open, 
trying to brace himself for whatever she had to say. 

“Hey,” she greeted him softly, without even the ghost of a smile.  And that was 
when he knew. 

He knew, even before she said it, that it was over. 
“Nick...” she began, when he did not reply.  “I’m really sorry, but... I can’t do this 

anymore.” 



 

 

 
In his mind’s eye, he saw the engagement ring he’d once placed on her finger, 

lying at his feet upon the unforgiving concrete.  A lump rose in his throat, but he 
swallowed hard, forcing it down in time to join in on the chorus. 

“Then my heart did time in Siberia...”  
He walked forward with the others as they sang, getting a better view of her from 

the front of the stage.  Her eyes were large and luminous, and the lights caught the 
moisture in them, making them shine.  She broke her gaze with him only once, dipping 
her head as she reached up to swipe away a stray tear.  But then she straightened again 
and returned her eyes to him.  At that moment, Nick understood the old phrase “the 
eyes are the window to the soul” better than he ever had before.  Claire’s were wide open 
and filled with sorrow, a sorrow she wasn’t trying to hide from him. 

She really was sorry, he realized.  Maybe she still didn’t want to be with him... but 
she was at least sorry for this.  Even in the hazy lighting, he could see the remorse 
written all over her face.  And as their eyes bored into each other, they reached a level of 
mutual understanding. 

She regretted what she had done to him.  She’d apologized for it before, but the 
tears sparkling on her cheeks now spoke more honesty than her voice ever could.  And 
as a blizzard of tiny bubbles, meant to look like snow, engulfed the stage, while the lights 
slowly dimmed and the music gradually faded, Nick wordlessly forgave her. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 109 
 

When the concert was over, Claire cheered and cheered as the Boys took their 
final bows.  Nick was in the center, his brothers on either side of him, their hands 
connected as they raised their arms overhead and bowed to each section of the 
amphitheatre in turn.  Nick caught her eye once and winked; she grinned back, anxious 
to get away from the screaming crowds and find him backstage.  She couldn’t wait to 
give him a big hug and tell him how much she’d enjoyed the show.  He would probably 
tease her for it – it had always been a running joke between the two of them that she had 
never been a Backstreet Boys fan – but she didn’t care. 

Maybe their kind of music wasn’t her favorite, but no one could deny the Boys 
were talented, and they’d just put on one hell of a show.  She was so proud of Nick.  He 
lit up the stage, singing with confidence and passion.  Had he not been in the public eye, 
she doubted anyone would have guessed the personal trauma he’d been through in the 
last few years.  The slight unevenness in his gait was hardly noticeable onstage, and his 
performance was filled with such vibrance that it was hard to remember him fighting for 
every breath in a hospital bed less than two years ago.  It almost seemed like a horrible 
nightmare that she’d finally woken up from, though she knew that was not true.  The 
scars hidden by his sweat-soaked t-shirt and the titanium prosthesis inside his pant leg 
were ample proof of that.  They were also marks of all that he had overcome over the last 
few years.  Smiling admiringly, she watched him take his place on the platform in the 
center of the stage with the rest of the guys and slowly sink below it as the stage lights 
dimmed. 

The bright lights around the amphitheatre immediately sprang to life, 
illuminating the rows and rows of seats beneath the starless night sky.  All around Claire 
and Laureen, people were starting to move, grabbing their belongings and shuffling 
towards the exit, talking animatedly.  Claire and Laureen looked at each other, and 
Laureen sighed happily, her smile radiant.  “That was amazing,” she cried.  “Best 
concert yet!!” 

“Really?  Wow, make sure you tell Nick that – it’ll mean a lot to him.” 
Laureen grinned.  “He was awesome.  They all were, but Nick... it was like he’d 

never been gone.  Not that much has changed after all.” 
Claire smiled, and all of a sudden she felt not just happy, but at peace.  It was a 

strange sensation, hard to explain, but easy to figure out – it was as if all of the guilt and 
uncertainty she’d been feeling this entire year, ever since she’d left Nick, had 
evaporated, leaving a new clarity in its wake. 

Breaking up with her fiancée through a letter had been a repulsive thing to do, 
and she had been struggling with the shame of it from the second she’d driven away 
from his house that morning.  She’d admitted it and apologized for it already, but 
something more powerful than that had happened tonight, as she watched Nick sing 
“Siberia,” the song that had been written about her, and look down at her the entire 
time.  She had known they would probably sing it and had prepared herself for it, but 
the song had still brought tears to her eyes.  She’d let them fall, staring up at Nick as 
they trickled slowly from her eyes, and as their gazes had locked, some of her guilt had 
washed away with the gentle stream of tears.  Nick hadn’t been staring down at her with 
hate, nor did he look as miserable as he had that day when she’d slipped her 
engagement ring off her trembling finger and set it down at his feet.  In his eyes had 



 

 

been some sort of resignation.  This isn’t the way I would have wanted it, they seemed 
to tell her, but this is how it is.  It’s over and done with.  No hard feelings. 

He had every right to be bitter, but he didn’t hate her for what she had done, and 
as she’d watched him on stage that night, doing what he loved, she’d known that Nick 
was going to be just fine without her.  What they’d shared had gotten them both through 
a lot of hardship, and they would always have that connection.  She would always be 
there for him if he needed a friend, and she was pretty sure he would do the same for 
her.  But he didn’t need her to lean on anymore.  Nick Carter could stand on his own. 

With that assertion firmly lodged in her mind, she leaned into Laureen and 
whispered, “Come on, let’s put these passes to good use.”  She was excited to get 
backstage to see Nick; she’d give him a big friendly bear hug, and maybe things would be 
different between them.  Maybe she could finally hug him again without feeling him 
tense up or start feeling weird about it herself, like it was something she shouldn’t be 
doing.  Maybe they could finally just talk and joke around with each other, the way they 
had before they ever had any feelings towards one another. 

In truth, her feelings for him weren’t entirely gone... they probably never would 
be.  But whereas a part of her had been wistful for him all year, for what they’d had 
before it all seemed to fall apart, she wasn’t anymore.  She felt okay about how they’d 
left things.  They were over as a couple, but they had each found someone new, and as 
they moved on with other people, they could still share the friendship they’d always had. 

Laureen grabbed her arm as they made their way over to one of the security 
guards, casting shifty looks at the other fans who were still streaming out.  Claire didn’t 
want anyone to get wind of what they were up to, and she supposed Laureen felt the 
same way.  They would be the envy of every fan there if they knew, and neither of them 
wanted the attention.  She could tell Laureen was nervous as they approached the 
bodyguard; her hand was clammy against Claire’s arm, and even with all the noise of 
people talking and giggling in the background, she could hear her breathing, short and 
rapid. 

Deciding she’d be the one to do the talking, she cleared her throat and said, 
“Excuse me – we’re friends of Nick’s; the guys are expecting us backstage.”  She slid her 
pass out of her purse, turning her body to hide it from plain view, and handed it to him.  
Laureen did the same.  The guard inspected them both closely, then nodded. 

“Y’all follow me,” he said shortly, and, exchanging grins, Claire and Laureen 
followed in his massive shadow as he led the way around to a door in a plain, 
cinderblock-walled facility.  Taking out an impressive set of keys on a large ring, he 
unlocked the door and ushered them in.  They found themselves in a hallway.  “Go 
through the double doors, hang a left, and keep going straight until you see the door that 
says ‘Dressing Rooms.’  Those are the dressing rooms.”   The guard paused to give them 
a playful smirk, then added, “The guys’ll be back there.  Enjoy.” 

“Thanks so much,” chirped Claire, and she and Laureen went through the doors.  
Walking down the hall, they passed closed doors labeled Green Room and 
Production 

Offices and, once they’d turned the corner, Stage.  “This is so cool,” Claire 
commented, as they continued down the hall.  At the end of it was a door that said 
Dressing Rooms A, B, C, and on the wall was a sign that said Dressing Rooms D, 
E, F, with an arrow pointing down a hallway to the right.  The two women looked at 
each other, then looked around, wondering which set of dressing rooms to try.  Claire 



 

supposed it didn’t matter; the five guys probably took up most of them, so they were 
bound to run into one of them either way. 

She was just about to reach for the knob on the first door when it turned, startling 
her.  She jumped back as the door opened and smiled in anticipation, expecting to see 
Nick or one of the other guys.  Instead, it was a woman – but one that she knew. 

“Mary!  Hey,” she said, smiling at AJ’s girlfriend.  It had been close to a year since 
she’d seen Mary; the last time she remembered hanging out with her and AJ was the 
night they’d all attended the Halloween party at the Playboy Mansion in Hollywood.  
That seemed ages ago. 

Mary’s lips curved up in return, but her smile was much tighter and a lot less 
warm.  “Hi, Claire.  I forgot AJ said you were coming tonight.” 

Claire smiled awkwardly, catching the vibe that she was not as welcome among 
them as she had once been.  “Yep... surprise!” she said, forcing a laugh. 

“You like your surprises, huh?”  Mary’s voice was flat.  “Never mind the fact that 
Nick has been moping around for the last few days cause he thought you were going to 
be romping through the fall leaves up North with your boyfriend this week.  Never mind 
the fact that Nick always treated you like a queen – if you gotta move out of the palace 
without warning, you just gotta, right?  What a fun surprise that must have been for 
him.  And now, look, you’re surprising him again by doing the exact opposite – coming, 
rather than leaving!  How cute.” 

Claire blinked in dismay, momentarily stunned by Mary’s unwelcoming sarcasm.  
She’d always known Mary to speak her mind, a quality she admired, but she truthfully 
hadn’t expected that kind of reaction; it hadn’t even occurred to her that after ten 
months, Nick’s friends would still resent her.  Of course she understood why – she’d 
hurt him; it was only natural for them to jump to his defense, the way Dianna and Jamie 
had jumped to hers the night Nick had ran out on her a year ago.  Still, it stung.  She and 
Mary had always gotten along very well when she and Nick were together. 

However, she was not about to let the other woman knock her down and spoil her 
mood.  She plastered a big smile on her face and replied brightly, “Well, thanks, it’s 
great to see you again too, Mary!  Think you can point me in the direction of Nick’s 
dressing room, please?” 

“Down that way,” said Mary, vaguely waving her arm to the right.  Then she 
brushed past Claire and Laureen and disappeared into one of the bathrooms they’d 
passed. 

As soon as she was gone, Laureen asked incredulously, “Was that AJ’s 
girlfriend??” 

“Yeah.  She’s cool... used to be real sweet to me too, but... I guess a lot of things 
have changed,” Claire said and made a face.  She was trying to play it off, as if Mary’s 
comments hadn’t bothered her, knowing full well Laureen would be able to tell they had.  
But her friend didn’t say anything else, and they turned the corner and continued to the 
second set of dressing rooms, hoping they’d be met with a better reception there. 

 
*** 

 
Nick’s high when he came off the stage that night was incredible.  He’d felt great 

after every show of the tour so far – drained, but still filled with the thrill of performing.  
But this time, it was even better.  He’d never expected to look out and see Claire in the 



 

 

audience that night, but there she had been!  It felt good to know she had cared to come 
and see him after all, that she’d been planning to surprise him this whole time.  She 
hadn’t chosen Jamie after all, not on this particular night anyway.  The old Claire, the 
one who had supported him through everything, was still there.  And now she’d finally 
been to one of his concerts.  He couldn’t wait to see her. 

Howie had told him he’d arranged for her to get backstage, so when Nick 
followed the guys back to the dressing rooms, he looked all around, wondering how long 
it would take her to make her way there.  The backstage area was still largely empty, 
except for their bodyguards and the venue staff, so Nick went on into his dressing room.  
He helped himself to a chilled bottled water, downing half of it in one swig, and ran his 
fingers through his damp hair.  He was practically dripping with sweat, as usual; even 
without all the dancing, he still sweated buckets every night under the hot stage lights.  
His t-shirt was sticking to his skin, and he pulled the sweat-stained cotton away from his 
stomach.  He had just started to peel it off his body when he heard the soft knock on his 
door.  Smoothing his shirt back down, he moved quickly to open it, smiling at the 
expectation of seeing Claire there. 

Instead, he found Veronica, and his smile temporarily faded.  Shit, he’d almost 
forgotten about her; he wasn’t sure he’d even made eye contact with her in the second 
half of the show.  He wondered if she’d noticed.   “Hey!” he exclaimed, forcing the smile 
back again, watching uncertainly for her reaction. 

She broke into a smile in return, and he felt a wave of relief; she didn’t seem to 
know anything was amiss.  “Hey!  The show was outstanding, as usual,” she beamed up 
at him, touching his arm. 

“Thanks,” he said and reached out to hug her, reminding himself that she – not 
Claire – was his girlfriend. 

“Eeek, no, you’re all sweaty!” she squealed, ducking away from his impending 
embrace.  She offered him a sheepish smile.  “You can shower when we get back to your 
place; then we can cuddle all you want.” 

Nick laughed.  “I don’t smell that bad, do I?” he teased, lifting one arm above his 
head and pretending to sniff his armpit.  He probably stunk and didn’t blame her for not 
wanting a hug, but he had to give her a hard time about it. 

“You’ll smell better after a shower,” she smiled sweetly, winking.  “Hey, I’m going 
to go hit the ladies room; I’ll let you get changed.” 

“Alright.  Catch ya in a few,” replied Nick, and Veronica left the dressing room, 
closing the door behind her. 

 
*** 

 
Following the sign to the second trio of dressing rooms, Claire and Laureen 

passed through a lounge area that was lined with vending machines and arcade games.  
“Of course Nick would get one of the dressing rooms on this side of the building,” Claire 
commented with a smirk, pointing out the video games.  Laureen laughed. 

Ahead of them was another door that said Dressing Rooms D, E, F, and it 
opened before they could get to it.  Again, Claire looked up in anticipation of seeing 
Nick, only to find that, once again, it was just another woman.  At first Claire did not 
recognize the short, curvy brunette, but all of a sudden, she realized who it was.  She’d 



 

never seen this girl in person before, but she’d seen her image in paparazzi and fan 
photos posted online and that video of Nick dancing at the single release party. 

“Veronica?” she asked, breaking into a smile as she approached Nick’s girlfriend. 
At first, Veronica looked wary; Claire could see her eyes move up and down, 

giving her the once-over.  Realizing she was still decked out in Laureen’s Backstreet 
gear, Nick’s name scribbled across her forehead, Claire blushed, though it was probably 
not noticeable beneath the blue paint on her cheeks.  “I’m not a crazed fan, I promise,” 
she said quickly, whipping off the bucket hat and squashing it in her fist.  “I’m-” 

“Claire,” Veronica said softly, her eyes widening as a startled look of recognition 
crossed her face.  “You’re her, aren’t you?” 

Claire smiled awkwardly, suddenly wondering what kind of things Nick might 
have told Veronica about her.  “Yeah,” she said and stepped forward, stretching out her 
hand.  “I’m ‘The Ex’ to you, I guess.  But I don’t want it to be like that.  It’s really nice to 
meet you finally.”   She meant what she said; she had been curious about Veronica for 
months.  “And this is my friend Laureen.” 

Veronica shook both of their hands, but not with much enthusiasm.  Seeming 
flustered by Claire’s presence, she said, “I’m sorry; I didn’t know you were coming 
tonight.  Nick... Nick said you were going to be in Iowa.” 

“Yeah, he didn’t know I was coming either,” replied Claire with another sheepish 
smile.  “See, I missed a concert of his a couple years ago because I was in Iowa – it was 
kind of an emergency, and I got snowbound and couldn’t get back in time...  Anyway, I... 
I just wanted to surprise him this time.  I wouldn’t have missed it for the world.  
Awesome show, huh?” 

Veronica gave a short nod and an absent smile that didn’t quite reach her eyes.  
“Yeah... well, I was just heading to the bathroom.  I guess I’ll see you around?” 

“Yeah, definitely!  We’re on our way to find Nick right now... I guess he’s back 
there, where you came from?” Claire asked.  She watched Veronica closely, realizing 
Nick’s girlfriend was less-than-thrilled about her presence.  She wasn’t about to ask her 
permission to see Nick, but she did want to let the other girl know she wasn’t trying to 
take away her man. 

But Veronica had already started walking away, and before Claire could say 
anything else, she answered curtly over her shoulder, “Yeah.  He’s in E,” and kept 
walking, disappearing around the corner in the direction Mary had gone. 

Claire and Laureen exchanged uncomfortable looks, both thinking the same 
thing, but neither of them expressed it out loud.  They both shrugged, and Claire led the 
way through the door leading to the rest of the dressing rooms.   

 
*** 

 
When someone knocked on his dressing room door a second time, Nick turned 

around abruptly, thinking it was Veronica back already.  He hadn’t made much progress 
in changing his clothes; in fact, he was still dressed.  Nonetheless, he called, “Yeah, come 
in!” 

The door opened a crack, and an all-too-familiar voice called, “You decent, 
Carter?” 

Nick broke into a smile and strode over to the door, throwing it open wider to 
reveal Claire standing on the other side, Laureen’s eager face appearing over her 



 

 

shoulder.  “What, Iowa too cold for you this time of year or something?  Decided to beat 
the snow and come back early?” he chided her with a smirk. 

Claire batted her eyelashes at him with mock innocence.  “You know me; I just 
like to give you a hard time,” she retorted, slugging him playfully in the arm. 

Nick stared at her, taking in her appearance.  For the first time, he noticed the 
smudged blue paint on her face and snorted as he made out the smeared words.  “I take 
it you like that Nick cat, huh?” he commented, tapping his finger to his own forehead. 

Claire started to giggle, looking briefly at Laureen as her hand went to her 
forehead, grazing across his name.  “’Course.  He’s my favorite Backstreet Boy,” she 
replied with a smile. 

Nick laughed, looking between the two of them.  Laureen had matching paint on 
her own face, and her freckled cheeks flushed pink beneath the blue scrawls.  Smiling at 
her, Nick said, “How are ya, Laureen?  Thanks for coming.” 

“I’m great!” Laureen chirped, beaming.  “Oh my God, Nick, the concert was sooo 
so awesome!!  I’ve been to five other ones before, but this was the best ever!!” 

Nick felt a tugging at the corners of his mouth, unable to hide his pleasure at her 
review.  He knew Laureen was one of the old die-hards, and if she liked it, that was all 
that mattered to him.  “Thanks!” he said with gratitude. 

“Well, I don’t have any older concerts to compare it to,” Claire spoke up, and 
Nick’s attention moved back to her; he was eager to hear what she’d thought of it.  “-but 
if you want the opinion of a convert...”  She paused and smiled up at him.  “It was 
incredible, Nick.  I mean that,” she added, her voice losing its bantering tone and 
turning serious.  “You were amazing.  And to think, just a couple years ago, you weren’t 
sure if you’d be able to tour again.  Well, you’re doing it!”  She grinned, and Nick could 
not help but smile back. 

“Thanks,” he said, feeling himself blush with pride from her praise.  He 
remembered all too well how uncertain his career had seemed two years ago, when, six 
months after he’d lost his leg, no one knew if he’d be able to hold up through an entire 
concert, let alone a full tour.  But Claire was right.  He was doing it alright.  Two weeks 
in and going strong, he felt like he was almost on top of the world again.  Almost.  His 
life wasn’t perfect; it never would be.  But at least he was finally back to doing what he 
loved, doing it all.  It almost kept him from missing the woman now standing in front of 
him. 

Almost. 
“C’mere, I gotta give you a hug,” said Claire, starting towards him with her arms 

outstretched. 
Nick held up his hands, temporarily blocking her.  “Uhh, you might not wanna, 

I’m still all sweaty, and I probably stink.” 
“Psh,” Claire scoffed, waving her hand to the side.  “I don’t care.  This is Laureen’s 

shirt, not mine, and I’m sure she won’t mind a little Nick Carter sweat on her BSB t-
shirt, will ya, Laureen?”   She shot Laureen an impish smile, and Laureen just grinned, 
blushing redder. 

“Alright, but don’t say I didn’t warn ya,” Nick joked and pulled her into a big bear 
hug.  He felt her arms come around him; she squeezed him tightly, running her hand 
firmly up and down his back before she released him. 

“It’s good to see you,” she said softly when she pulled back.  “Thanks for inviting 
me to come.” 



 

“Thanks for coming,” Nick replied with a laugh.  The whole idea of her being with 
Jamie in Iowa again seemed funny now that he knew it was never true.  “I guess I should 
thank Howie too, or I never woulda known you guys were here.” 

“Yeah, where is Howie?” asked Claire, stepping back into the hall to look around.  
“I need to give him a big hug too.” 

“Yeah, can I meet the other guys?” Laureen added, her eyes lighting up. 
Nick chuckled again.  “Sure.  Actually, I think we’re all gonna head back to my 

place and order food – there’s more room there.  You guys wanna come over?” 
“Sure!” Laureen replied quickly, and Claire nodded, smiling a little awkwardly. 
“We’ll go back to Laureen’s and change first,” she said, looking to Laureen, who 

nodded in agreement after glancing down at the Backstreet Boys concert t-shirt she had 
on.   

Nick smiled.  “Okay, cool.  I really gotta get changed out of these nasty-ass clothes 
too; I’m sure the other guys are way ahead of me.  Um, you wanna just meet me back at 
my house?  I’ll make sure the fellas are there to meet you,” he added, winking at 
Laureen.  “And hey, you haven’t met Veronica yet, have you?  She’s around here 
somewhere...” 

“Actually, we did run into her,” said Claire, catching Nick off-guard.  “She 
seemed... surprised to see me.” 

Nick could tell by the expression on her face that she was phrasing that lightly.  
He grimaced, realizing he probably should have warned Veronica Claire was there.  
“Well, she wasn’t the only one,” he said lightly, in Veronica’s defense, offering Claire a 
half-smile. 

“I know,” said Claire, nodding understandingly.  “Well, hopefully we’ll be able to 
talk more at your house.  We should probably head out though; I’m sure it’s gonna be a 
zoo trying to get out of the parking lot.” 

Nick nodded.  “Yeah.  I’d offer to walk you out to your car, but, uhhh...” 
“You’d get your ass mobbed,” Claire laughed knowingly.  “It’s okay; we’re fine.” 
“Lemme call someone from security to walk you... I don’t want anyone to see you 

coming from backstage and flip out,” Nick insisted, imagining the two of them getting 
mauled by a herd of teenyboppers who’d recognized Claire as his former fiancée. 

Claire rolled her eyes, but let him call for one of the security personnel.  When the 
uniformed guard arrived, Nick impulsively pulled her into another hug.  “Thanks for 
bein’ here,” he whispered into her ear, catching a whiff of her familiar, tropical-scented 
shampoo.  A lump rose in his throat as the sweet scent filled his nostrils and reminded 
him of the months he’d spent living with her, but he made himself swallow and pull 
away. 

Claire nodded, smiling up at him.  “I told you, I wouldn’t have missed it.” 
He forced a smile back and cleared his throat.  “See you two in awhile,” he called 

as the bulky security guard escorted Claire and Laureen up the hall.  He had just turned 
to go back into his dressing room and change when he heard the guard’s deep voice say, 
“Oh, ‘scuse me, ma’am.”   Pausing, Nick glanced back just in time to see Veronica 
squeezing past him, her cheeks stained dark. 

“Hey,” Nick said awkwardly when she came up to him.  “Uhh, so I guess you saw 
Claire.  I swear, I didn’t know she-”   He hurriedly started to explain, but Veronica 
shushed him just as quickly. 



 

 

“I know; I already talked to her,” she interrupted him simply, and that was really 
all she said.  She didn’t look particularly pleased, but not pissed either, and so he let it 
drop. 

Veronica was quiet when they rode back to his house, after he’d changed, but 
Nick didn’t think much of it.  The concert and the rollercoaster of emotions seeing Claire 
had put him through had tired him, and he drove contentedly through the dark, in a bit 
of a stupor, completely oblivious to the torrent of thoughts and images swirling through 
his girlfriend’s mind as she sat beside him. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 110 
 

Claire pulled her Beetle into the circle drive and parked behind a large, black 
Escalade.  She killed the engine, but hesitated before moving to unbuckle her seatbelt 
and climb out of the car.  Staring up at the sprawling mansion in front of her, she felt a 
lump rise in her throat. 

She had not been to this house in ten months, not since she’d broken off her 
engagement with Nick.  It was going to be weird walking in there tonight, the place 
where she’d spent six months of her life, the home that held so many memories of her 
and Nick together. 

Laureen seemed to understand.  After a few seconds, when Claire still made no 
attempt to get out, she looked over and asked softly, “Are you okay?” 

Realizing she was acting silly, Claire forced herself to laugh.  “I’m fine,” she said, 
smiling sheepishly at Laureen.  “I just feel weird being back here... like I don’t belong 
here anymore, you know what I mean?  I gave this all up.” 

“I know what you mean,” replied Laureen with an understanding smile.  “You 
need a minute?” 

“No,” said Claire, deciding this was stupid.  “Come on, let’s go hang out with some 
Backstreet Boys.” 

Laureen laughed, as they both unbuckled and clamored out of the car.  Claire 
locked it behind them, and they walked up the drive to the front entrance.  After ringing 
the doorbell, they stood inspecting their reflections in the narrow windows on either 
side of the large front door.  They had both changed clothes and washed the paint off 
their faces in Laureen’s apartment so that they looked respectable again, though they’d 
laughed on the way over to Nick’s about what Mary and Veronica must have thought of 
them, looking about half their ages in their teenybopper gear. 

They heard footsteps and voices, and then the door swung open.  “Howie!” Claire 
cried, grinning widely at the one Backstreet Boy she knew didn’t resent her for hurting 
Nick.  She wasn’t sure about the others, but Howie had been wonderful, reserving her 
tickets and backstage passes without hesitation and assuring her that Nick would be 
glad to see her there.  She gave him a hug.  “You guys were awesome!” she said.  “I’m so 
glad I finally got to see a concert.  Thank you so much for the seats and the backstage 
passes.” 

Howie grinned widely and winked.  “No problem,” he said.  “Nick’s happy you 
came; he was so surprised!” 

She laughed, pleased.  “I’m just glad it was a good surprise!  I would have felt 
awful if he’d just gotten annoyed with me.”   Remembering Mary’s comments, she 
suddenly lowered her voice and, leaning into Howie, asked in a whisper, “Is Mary here 
with AJ?” 

“Yeah, they’re inside with everyone else,” answered Howie, his brow furrowing 
with confusion.  “Why?” 

Claire grimaced.  “I ran into her backstage; she wasn’t too happy to see me.  Do 
you think...-?  Are the other guys... okay... with me being here?” she asked hesitantly, 
biting her bottom lip.  The awkwardness she’d felt both backstage at the concert and the 
moment she’d pulled onto Nick’s property returned. 

“Ohh...”  Howie’s expression changed; he suddenly understood.  Claire stood 
chewing on her lip as she watched him closely, waiting for his reply.  She was relieved 



 

 

when his lips stretched back into a smile.  “Listen,” he said, his deep brown eyes boring 
into her, “what happened between you and Nick was between you and Nick.  It shouldn’t 
affect the rest of us.  Any friend of Nick’s is a friends of ours, and despite what happened 
between you two, I know he still thinks of you as a friend.  And so do I.  You’re welcome 
to hang out with us.  Come on in.” 

Claire returned his smile with gratitude, a warm feeling bubbling inside of her.  
She wasn’t sure she deserved Howie’s compassion, but she certainly appreciated it.  
Knowing Mary and Veronica weren’t thrilled to be in her company, she needed as many 
allies as she could get. 

Glancing over towards Laureen, Claire quickly introduced her friend to Howie 
before they came inside the house.  “Nice to meet you, sweetheart,” Howie greeted 
Laureen with a warm smile, giving her a hug.  Laureen’s face gleamed with happiness as 
she returned the sentiments, gushing to Howie about how amazing the concert had 
been.  This continued as they entered the house and met up with the other Boys.  Claire 
was relieved to find that most of the group didn’t seem to resent her presence; Brian, 
who was always a sweetheart, hugged her, Kevin asked how she’d been, and AJ told her 
it was good to see her, all three seeming sincere.  Leighanne and Kristin were there too, 
and both of them seemed glad to see her and happy to meet Laureen.  Only Mary 
seemed cool towards her, but even though the atmosphere of the group was not quite 
what it had been when Claire and Nick were together, it wasn’t as awkward as Claire had 
feared. 

The mood at Nick’s house was generally good; the guys were acting silly, still on a 
high from performing, and it was hard not to get caught up in the carefree fun.  Claire’s 
good mood from seeing Nick performed return, and Laureen, of course, was on cloud 
nine.  The guys were cool with her, talking to her not like she was just a fan, but a friend 
of a friend, and thus, as Howie had said, a friend of theirs. 

They stood around the island in Nick’s kitchen for a few minutes, just talking and 
goofing off, before Claire started to wonder where Nick was.  She hadn’t seen him yet 
since she’d gotten there, though she suspected he must be around somewhere.  She was 
just about to ask Howie when she heard his familiar voice call, “Hey, you guys ready to 
order some grub?” 

In came Nick, dressed in a fresh t-shirt and track pants, his hair wet from the 
shower.  Veronica was right behind him, still in the skirt and top she’d had on at the 
concert.  She looked around and immediately spotted Claire, even before Nick did.  
Noticing Veronica’s eyes on her, Claire smiled and said, “Hey, guys!” 

“Hey, you’re here!” Nick exclaimed, breaking into a smile as he made his way 
over to her.  “And you washed my name off your face.” 

“Yeah, I didn’t wanna leave it on there too long... I’d probably wake up tomorrow 
with ‘NICK’ in zits dotted all over my forehead,” she laughed. 

Nick cracked up.  “God, I think I’d pay money to see that.” 
“Oh yeah?  How much?” Claire challenged. 
The banter came easily, and they kept it up all night, using it to cover up the 

awkwardness that they each must have felt about being in this house together.  Not 
much had changed inside since Claire had left; everywhere she looked, there were 
memories.  The only real difference was that all of her things were gone – all of the little 
knick-knacks she’d added to his shelves here and there, all of the pictures of the two of 
them she’d framed and set out.  She’d left many of those behind for him, taking only her 



 

most cherished, but she noticed he had removed them.  In some places, he’d put new 
pictures – pictures of him and Veronica or him with the guys.  In others, there was only 
dust. 

Veronica was very quiet most of the night.  Claire wondered if it was because she 
was there or if the other woman was just shy by nature.  Once, she’d tried to get her into 
a conversation, but the two hadn’t gotten very far, and after that, she’d given up.  It was 
still too awkward, the whole ex-girlfriend/new girlfriend dynamic.  And Nick was in the 
middle, his attention split between them. 

They ordered pizzas, and when the delivery guy arrived, a stack of hot, greasy 
boxes in his arms, they all gathered together to eat – five Backstreet Boys, two friendly 
wives, two frosty girlfriends, one giddy fan, and Claire.  And that was when the real 
awkwardness set in. 

At first it was fine – the guys joked around together the way Claire had seen them 
do many times and talked about the crazy things they’d seen on tour so far, and the 
women chattered in between bites of pizza, except for Laureen, who barely touched her 
food.  Her cheeks in a state of permanent blush, she was much too nervous to eat, 
though it didn’t keep her from talking.  Laureen wasn’t the type to clam up; she was 
making the most of this night, talking animatedly and giggling at the guys’ antics.  Claire 
smiled as she watched her friend, glad to see her having a good time. 

“... So Nick here, after trying to make us all feel sorry for him, managed to prank 
all four of his nice, unsuspecting friends,” Howie said, and Claire and Laureen both 
laughed hard as he went on to tell the group about each of Nick’s pranks from that year’s 
April Fool’s Day, the others occasionally jumping in to add details, while Nick sat with a 
shit-eating grin on his face, obviously relishing in his notoriety.  They’d gotten onto the 
topic of practical jokes the guys played on each other during tours, which had quickly 
turned into a list of pranks Nick had pulled on the others, since he was the self-declared 
“master” at it. 

“We got him back though,” added Brian with a devilish grin in Nick’s direction. 
Nick stuck out his tongue, then smiled sheepishly.  “Y’all totally got me,” he 

conceded.  “Took me forever to get that damn nail polish off my foot.” 
“Did you guys paint his toenails??” Laureen asked incredulously, giggling at the 

mere thought.  “How did you manage to do that?  Drug him and do it while he was out?” 
The guys all laughed, exchanging wicked looks.  “Nah, we got Howie to sneak up 

and do it when he had his leg off.  One of the perks of having a leg that isn’t permanently 
attached,” said AJ with a cackle, looking over at Nick with a good-natured smile. 

Laureen’s face went red. 
“Hey, made it easier to get the stuff off,” shrugged Nick, offering her a smile.  

“Although, Jesus, that nail polish remover stuff reeks.  How do you women use that stuff 
without getting high off the fumes?” 

All the females in the room – along with AJ, whose stubby fingernails were 
painted black – laughed knowingly. 

“I heard about what you did to Claire last year,” Laureen spoke up again, 
addressing Nick.  “She told me... about how you came into work with-?” 

“Ohh yeah!” Nick exclaimed, his face lighting up.  He caught Claire’s eye, and 
they exchanged smiles, both thinking of the same memory.  Claire would never forget 
the sight of Nick staggering through the waiting room, his hand clamped over his 
mouth, fake blood oozing between his fingers. 



 

 

“Yeah, so he came into the dentist’s office where I work with a mouthful of fake 
blood and his front teeth all blackened out, pretending he’d fallen and knocked his teeth 
out!” she explained.  “And I totally fell for it and got all freaked out, thinking he really 
had!  It was awesome,” she added as an afterthought, snickering.  She cast Nick an 
appreciative look for having fooled her.  He nodded in return, shooting her an impish 
smile. 

“I guess you got him back for that last year, though, didn’t you?” spoke up Mary, 
staring across the table at Claire with one eyebrow cocked.  “Moving out of this very 
house behind his back, pulling the whole ‘note on the stairs’ prank.  Good one.  Oh, no, 
wait-” 

Claire set her soda can down on the table firmly, causing brown liquid to splash 
onto the rim.  “Well, thanks, Mary – glad you were amused by that one.  I know Nick 
thought it was a riot too, didn’t you, Nick?   Hey everybody, isn’t this fun and not at all 
awkward?” Claire asked dryly, looking around the table at the very uncomfortable 
expressions on everyone’s faces.  Their eyes kept shifting towards each other, 
exchanging nervous glances.  “Look, I can be sarcastic too, Mary.  Isn’t that special?” 

“Hey, y’all, not tryin’ to interrupt, but can we just enjoy our pizza and not bring 
this up right now?” spoke up Kevin, looking down at the two women from his end of the 
table, his eyebrows furrowed.  His low, drawling voice was calm, but Claire recognized 
that he was stepping into “father” mode, trying to police their spat before it escalated. 

She had hoped to avoid getting into anything with Mary in front of everyone else 
at Nick’s house, but now that Mary had brought it up again, she was finding it hard to 
take the high road a second time.  Clearly, it hadn’t worked the first.  The sarcastic jibes 
had riled her up, and Claire had never been one to take that kind of shit from anybody.  
“Kev, I’m sorry,” she said quickly, meeting his eyes before she turned back to Mary.  
“Listen, Mary, I know you’re the kind of chick who speaks her mind.  So why don’t you 
quit it with the underhanded little digs at me and just tell me how you really feel?”   She 
raised her eyebrows at the brunette, challenging her. 

Mary arched her eyebrows higher, her eyes very cool.  “You’re right, Claire,” she 
said.  “I thought the same about you too – I never took you for the kind of woman who 
would dump her man by letter.  I just assumed if you wanted to end things with Nick, 
you’d be the type to just tell him, to his face, not go behind his back that way.  I think 
what you did really sucks, and I’m not the only one in this room who does.  But everyone 
else just seems to be acting like it’s no big deal, having you here.”  She looked around 
briefly at the others, who were watching her in stunned silence, no one daring to speak 
yet.  Even AJ, who was sitting next to Mary, looked at a loss for words.  He was staring at 
his girlfriend as if she’d just grown a second head, his eyes flitting to Claire every now 
and then. 

“Well, I can’t do that,” Mary went on.  “I can’t just pretend like nothing happened, 
and I don’t know how you can either.  Or you, Nick, for that matter,” she added, her eyes 
sliding over to Nick.  “Is it really working out for you, this whole ‘being friends’ thing?” 

Claire’s head immediately whipped towards Nick, but he was staring at Mary, his 
jaw clenched.  “Look, I’m with Kevin on this one,” he said, his voice low.  “This isn’t the 
time or place to be gettin’ into this, and no offense, but it ain’t really your business 
anyway, Mary.  What happened between me and Claire was between us.  I don’t wanna 
talk about it, and I’m sure she doesn’t-” 



 

“No, I’ll talk,” Claire interrupted suddenly, the words slipping out of her.  Nick 
stopped abruptly, and she could feel her eyes boring into her, but she was busy looking 
around at everyone else.  “Listen, what I did last winter did suck.  You don’t have to 
snipe at me or sing a song about it to tell me that – I already know.  I’ve known all along, 
and don’t think for a second that I didn’t regret it.  I’m not even gonna try to make 
excuses for myself because Nick didn’t deserve the way I handled things, plain and 
simple.  But in all honesty, when I did it, I wasn’t in a good place in my life... I just felt 
like I needed to get out, right then.” 

“You just made an excuse, right there,” Mary snapped.  “What you did was 
cowardly and weak – why don’t you just say that?  Let that be your excuse.  Because no 
other excuse warrants disrespecting your fiancée that much.  You were right when you 
said Nick didn’t deserve that – he deserved a lot better.” 

Before Claire could even reply, the whole table shook, there was the sound of 
metal scraping against tile, and then there was an enormous crash.  Everyone flinched 
visibly, and Claire looked over in shock.  Nick had risen to his full height, pushing his 
chair back so quickly it had toppled over backwards.  “I don’t need you to fight my 
battles for me, Mary,” he said, his voice still calm, but unusually sharp.  “And don’t call 
Claire a coward.  She’s not weak.” 

Claire felt a lump rise in her throat at Nick’s firm, yet gentle defense of her.  She 
gazed up at him, admiring the fierceness in his features as he stared stonily at Mary.  
And then she reached up and took his wrist, lightly tugging until he broke his gaze with 
Mary and looked at her.  She looked pointedly at his upturned chair, then back at him.  
The mutual understanding they’d always shared came into play; he got the point.  
Wordlessly, he leaned over to pick up his chair and sat back down. 

Once he had, Claire turned her attention back to the table of people watching her 
and Nick, their eyes still wary, and continued where she had left off.  “What I did...  It... 
it was an impulsive, insensitive decision to make, but... once I did, there was no going 
back.  All I can do now is apologize for it – and I already have, to Nick.”   She glanced 
over at him; he offered her a tiny smile.  Reassured by this gesture, Claire looked away 
and went on, “I guess I didn’t realize how much it would affect the rest of you too, but 
apparently it did, if Mary still resents me this much.  So I’ll say it now – I’m sorry.  I’m 
sorry for hurting someone you all obviously care a lot about, and I’m sorry if my being 
here has made things awkward tonight.  But Nick invited me over, and I wanted to 
come.  We are still friends, and I would like to think the rest of us can still be friends 
too.” 

With that, she closed her mouth.  And before his girlfriend could jump in again, 
AJ took the silence as an opportunity to referee.  “I guess I can’t speak for everyone here, 
but you and I are just fine, Claire, babe.  I know Nick’s a big boy; he’s strong, and he 
doesn’t need my protecting, so his love life is really none of my business.  Doesn’t affect 
who I choose to be friends with at all.  You did what you did, you apologized for it, and 
it’s been months and months since then anyway, so I think it’s time we all let it go.  
Unless you two ladies wanna duke this out in a vat of jell-o in your bikinis, can we just 
move on and get back to our pizza now?” 

“AJ,” Mary hissed, jabbing him in the ribs, her face annoyed. 
Claire just smirked, grateful for AJ’s ever-present comic relief.  “I’ll opt for 

moving on and pizza,” she said.  “I’d rather wear a one-piece for jell-o wrestling 
anyway.” 



 

 

When the others laughed, Mary stood up.  “I’m gonna use the restroom,” she 
mumbled and quickly left the room. 

“I’m sorry for that,” AJ muttered in a low voice once she had gone, shaking his 
head. 

“It’s alright, man,” replied Nick, glancing from AJ to Claire to the others.  
“Anyone else have anything to add, or are we all cool now?” 

“I think AJ pretty much said it all,” spoke up Kevin, nodding to Claire.  Howie, 
Brian, Leighanne, and Kristin all nodded their agreement, while Laureen still looked 
stunned by the entire scene that had just played out in front of her. 

Nick smiled tightly and said, “Awesome.  ‘Cause I wanna finish eating; my pizza’s 
getting cold.” 

“Mine too,” Veronica echoed softly from Nick’s other side, finally speaking.  
Claire knew she had to feel especially awkward, as Nick’s girlfriend, sitting in the midst 
of all this drama over his ex.  She felt like she was just causing trouble by being there. 

As the others went back to eating, she leaned over to Laureen and whispered in a 
low voice, “I think I’m gonna wanna go in awhile... if you want to stay, I can come back 
and pick you up, or-” 

“No, it’s okay; I’ll go with you whenever you’re ready,” Laureen replied in a 
hushed voice.  Claire nodded. 

After they were done eating, they both helped Nick clear the paper plates and 
pizza boxes away.  In the kitchen, Claire touched Nick’s arm and said, “I think we’re 
gonna head out in a minute.” 

“Oh... okay,” said Nick.  He hesitated for a moment, looking torn between 
protesting that she should stay longer and admitting that it was probably best she left, 
before anything else could go down.  Then he pulled her into a one-armed hug and 
murmured into her ear, “Thanks again for coming tonight.  To the concert and over 
here.” 

Claire smiled.  “I’m glad I came,” she said.  “It was great to see you and hang out 
for awhile.  Sorry for all the drama over here though.” 

“No need to apologize.  I’m glad you stood up for yourself... that’s what I like 
about you,” replied Nick.  Then, smirking, he added, “Remember that one time at Dairy 
Queen, when you dumped ice cream in that girl’s lap for talking smack about me?” 

Claire remembered.  She smiled wryly, recalling the way her hand had “slipped” 
on her way out of the restaurant, causing her Blizzard to wind up upside down in the 
teenager’s lap.  That after she’d told the little twit off for gossiping about how “awful” 
Nick looked on chemo and then having the nerve to ask for his autograph.  It had been a 
triumphant, if not exactly mature, moment for her.  “How could I forget?” she mused. 

“What happened?” Laureen wanted to know. 
Just then, Mary walked into the kitchen and grabbed a can of Coke from the case 

on the counter.  Watching her out of the corner of her eye, Claire said, “I’ll tell ya in the 
car.  Let’s go say goodbye to the guys.” 

Laureen nodded, and they went into the living room, where the others had 
congregated again.  “We’re gonna take off,” she announced.  “Are you guys leaving town 
tomorrow?” 

“Yep, we’re driving to Orlando first thing in the morning,” answered Brian. 
Claire nodded.  “Well, I hope the rest of the tour goes well,” she said with a smile.  

“Take care of yourselves.”  



 

Hugs and goodbyes were exchanged, and then a voice said, “I’ll walk you out.” 
Claire turned to see Nick leaning against the doorframe.  She smiled.  “Okay.”   

She and Laureen gathered their purses, and Nick followed them out the front door. 
“Thanks for inviting us over.  It was great to see you, Nick!” Laureen said, turning 

to him on the front porch. 
“You too, Laureen,” replied Nick, giving her a hug. 
Laureen smiled shyly.  “I’ll let you guys say bye; I’m gonna go on to the car.”   

Before Nick or Claire could say anything, she practically skipped off the porch and 
walked out to Claire’s Beetle, leaving the two of them standing alone on the steps. 

Claire looked up at Nick, and he looked back.  For a moment, neither of them said 
anything, their silence interrupted only by the occasional chirping of crickets.  Then 
Nick said, “Well, we shouldn’t keep her waiting.  Drive safe, okay?” 

“Thanks, I will.  Hope you have a safe trip to Orlando and wherever you’re going 
after that,” Claire replied. 

“New York.” 
“New York,” she repeated with a nod, smiling as she studied him.  Florida one 

day, New York the next, and God-knows-where the day after that.  She couldn’t imagine 
traveling that much, but this was his life.  This was what he loved.  And he looked good 
doing it.  He looked healthy and happy, and that was all she wanted for him.  “Take care, 
Nick,” she said, hugging him tightly.  Rising up on her tiptoes, she planted a quick kiss 
on his cheek.  “Give me a call next time you’re in town if you want to hang out or 
anything,” she said as she pulled back. 

He nodded.  “Alright.  You take care too.  Say hey to your family for me.” 
She smiled, making a mental note to do just that.  Her family, her mother 

especially, had always liked Nick.  Sometimes she got the impression her mom had been 
sad to see their relationship end, although she had never come out and said it explicitly. 

“I’ll see ya,” she said, stepping off the porch. 
“See ya,” he echoed, and as she walked out to her car, she heard the front door 

close as he went back inside.  She sighed, a little wistful, knowing it would be months 
before she saw him again.  She missed him.  She loved Jamie, was content with her life 
here, but she couldn’t deny that sometimes she missed being with Nick.  He’s one in a 
million, she thought, smiling to herself as she pictured him singing onstage earlier that 
night.  He could make any girl weak in the knees. 

Lost in thought, she didn’t hear the soft footsteps coming down the driveway 
behind her.  She was almost to the car when a voice said, “Claire?  Can I talk to you a 
minute?” 

Claire jumped, her heart threatening to leap out of her chest.  She whirled around 
in shock to find Veronica standing there, half-hidden in the shadow of the massive SUV 
parked in front of Claire’s little Volkswagen.  “Oh god, you scared me!” she laughed 
shrilly. 

“Sorry,” apologized Veronica with a hint of a smile. 
“It’s alright.  I just have this thing about people sneaking around in the dark... ask 

Nick,” Claire explained, sticking her tongue out.  “Not that you were sneaking around... I 
just meant-”  She stopped herself and shook her head.  “Sorry.  What were you gonna 
say?” 

Veronica sighed.  “I know it’s probably not my place, but I’ve kept quiet all night, 
and I just really wanted to say something to you.” 



 

 

 
Claire waited, wondering if she was in for yet another condescending jab for 

hurting Nick.  You should be happy I did, she thought, or you wouldn’t be with him 
now.  But Veronica wasn’t about to echo her friend Mary. 

“I just... I wanted to tell you... I think you walked out on a really good thing when 
you left Nick,” Veronica said, her voice hushed.  Licking her lips, she continued quickly, 
“Maybe you don’t realize it yet, or maybe you’ve been regretting it the whole time.  If 
not, you should.  Some girls spend their whole lives waiting for love... searching for the 
kind of man who will love them unconditionally... and they never find him.  But you... 
you found him, and you let him go.” 

Claire swallowed hard, her heart hammering against her ribs.  Her palms had 
started to sweat.  “Why are you telling me that?” she asked in a whisper, staring at 
Veronica.  “If I hadn’t let him go, you wouldn’t be with him now.  And no offense, but 
you weren’t there when we were together...  You don’t know.” 

“Maybe not, sweets, but I was there tonight.  I saw how you two were around each 
other... how he acted whenever you were in the room.  There are probably millions of 
girls out there – myself included – who would give anything to have Nick Carter look at 
them, the way he looks at you.” 

Claire could feel the emotion and confusion swelling inside her.  “What do you 
mean?” 

“Are you really that much of a naïve doughhead?  He still loves you!  It’s obvious.” 
Claire shook her head.  “No, Veronica, I know he really likes you,” she insisted.  

“Maybe he just needs some time yet.  He’s been through a lot; he’s still insecure.  But 
you’ve been great for him, and I think the two of you really have something good-” 

“I thought we did too,” sighed Veronica.  “But I know now that he’s never going to 
love me the way that he loves you.” 

Claire just kept staring at Veronica, in disbelief.  Why would Nick’s girlfriend be 
telling her this?   “What do you want me to say?” she asked softly, overcome by a wave of 
sudden melancholy.  Veronica seemed so sad, so resigned.  Maybe she and Nick hadn’t 
had such a good thing going after all. 

“You don’t have to say anything.  Just take what I said, put it in your pipe, and 
smoke it, toots.” 

Claire blinked, but before she could respond, Veronica turned and started to walk 
back up the driveway.  Claire knew instinctively that following her would be a lost cause; 
she had already said what she came to say. 

Slowly, she turned and reached for the door handle of her car, climbing inside.  
Laureen was waiting for her, her expression eager and questioning.  “What did Veronica 
say to you??” she grilled Claire immediately. 

Claire sighed, running her hands across the steering wheel.  She felt oddly numb.  
“She told me Nick will never love her the way he loves me,” she mumbled, shaking her 
head.  “I’m glad we came to the concert tonight, but God... I think my being here just 
screwed a lot of things up.” 

“Oh jeez,” whispered Laureen, her eyes widening.  She twisted her hands around 
in her lap.  “I’m sorry, Claire.  That was so awkward in there.” 

Claire snickered, remembering Mary.  “Ohhh I know,” she groaned.  “Well, I 
guess it’s a good thing they’re all leaving town in the morning.  They’ll have plenty of 



 

time to sort out their own drama without me around.  I’m sorry for bringing you into it 
too.” 

“Are you kidding??  This was like the most incredible night of my life!” exclaimed 
Laureen, giggling. 

Claire smiled.  “I’m glad you had a good time,” she said and stuck her key into the 
ignition.  As the car revved to life, her CD player automatically kicked in where it had 
left off, track number three on the Black & Blue album.  “Get Another Boyfriend.” 

“Listen, I mean it, there’s nothing that he’s worthy of... he’s just another-” 
Claire quickly punched a button, and the CD skipped on to the next track.  

Bobbing her head along to the rhythm of the song that played, she threw the car into 
gear and pulled out around the SUV, whipping her little car around the circle and up the 
long, curving driveway. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 111 
 
What a night, thought Nick as he perched on the edge of his bed, exhausted.  The 

concert itself had been physically taxing, but all of the drama afterwards had drained 
him emotionally, and that was almost worse.  His girlfriend and his ex-fiancée in the 
same house... Mary and Claire hurling sarcastic comments at each other... Kevin trying 
to police the whole thing... Laureen watching on from a fan’s eyes... and there Nick had 
been, in the middle of it all, not sure what to say or whom to defend. 

In a way, he’d almost appreciated Mary for sticking up for him... but she’d gone 
too far.  He didn’t need anyone to fight his battles, especially not against Claire.  He 
didn’t want to fight with Claire, and he didn’t want to see his friends fighting with her 
either.  But at the same time, he admired Claire for sticking up for herself and not letting 
Mary walk all over her.  She’d never been the type to let that happen; Claire would 
always fight back.  With a smirk, Nick wondered what would have happen if AJ’s jell-o 
wrestling idea had taken shape. 

After all of that, he was relieved to have everyone out of the house.  Howie had 
left not long after Claire and Laureen; he was driving back to Orlando that night so he 
could spend the night in his own bed and drop by his parents’ house in the morning, 
before the others arrived.  AJ, Brian, Kevin, and their significant others had all headed 
to their hotel after that, and now it was just him and Veronica in the house.  Peace and 
quiet. 

“Wish we’d had some cameras set up to record all of that tonight!” Nick called 
when he heard her climbing the stairs.  “We coulda turned it into a reality show!  Man, 
that was some drama.” 

He expected her to laugh, but when Veronica appeared in the doorway, she 
merely flashed a thin, tight-lipped smile. 

“You okay?” he asked, immediately noticing that something was wrong. 
Veronica shrugged.  “I’m just tired.  Long day.  Long night.” 
Nick nodded.  “I hear ya,” he agreed.  “You ready for bed?” 
“Actually, I think I’m gonna go into the other room and write in my journal for a 

bit.”   She crossed the room to where she’d left her suitcase and dug through it for a few 
seconds before standing up, brandishing the beat-up notebook he’d seen her scribbling 
away in from time to time.  “Don’t wait up for me though, okay?” 

“Alright...” Nick nodded slowly, watching her.  “You sure you’re okay?” 
“Fine.  ‘Night, Nick.” 
She’s mad about something, Nick thought as he watched her walk away, her 

journal cradled against her chest.  He wondered if it had anything to do with Claire’s 
being there tonight.  It had to be weird for her, being around his former fiancée.  But 
she’d always known that he and Claire were still friends... friends, but nothing more. 

I sound like Claire, he realized all of a sudden, chuckling ruefully to himself as he 
remembered all the times Claire had said the same thing about her and Jamie.  He’d 
never liked that guy, even though she’d always sworn she and Jamie were ancient 
history.  Of course, that hadn’t been so true; now they were back together.  But as long 
as they were, he and Claire could never be.  Veronica knew that, didn’t she? 

Nick sighed; he was too tired to think about it now.  He would worry about 
Veronica in the morning.  A good night’s sleep would do them both good, he decided. 



 

With that thought, he slipped under the covers, turned off the bedside lamp, and 
was asleep within minutes. 

 
*** 

 
Nick didn’t see much of Veronica the next day.  She looked exhausted in the 

morning and claimed that she hadn’t slept much the night before.  She napped in her 
bunk on his bus the whole way to Orlando and didn’t turn up for soundcheck in the 
afternoon.  He did find her in the audience at the concert that night, but even with the 
stage lights partially blinding him as he squinted out into the rows of seats, he could tell 
that she was not her usual smiley self. 

Something was wrong, and he was determined to get to the bottom of it.  But with 
the usual post-concert rush, there was no time to talk until they were back on the bus, 
on their way to the hotel in Orlando, where they’d be staying for the night. 

“Can we talk?” Nick asked her, as she sat staring out the window into the 
darkness.  He wasn’t even sure how she could see anything; all he saw was his own 
reflection in the tinted glass.  His features revealed the worry and uncertainty inside of 
him. 

“Not now.  We do need to talk, but... wait till we get back to the hotel,” Veronica 
answered vaguely. 

“Okay,” Nick nodded, but his stomach was in knots.  Something was definitely 
wrong. 

Once they had finally checked into the hotel and made it up to their room, Nick 
perched on the edge of the bed and looked up at her expectantly.  “Okay, V, start 
talking,” he said.  “I know something’s going on, so... shoot.” 

“Okay...” Veronica said slowly, taking a few steps closer to him, her hands clasped 
tightly in front of her.  She twisted them around nervously for a few seconds and then 
took a deep breath.  “There’s really no easy way to say this, so I’m just gonna say it.  
When we land in New York tomorrow, I’m... I’m going to take a bus home to Rochester.” 

Nick nodded slowly.  “Okay...” 
“... And I’m not going to come back... not for the rest of the tour,” Veronica 

continued.  Her throat moved visibly as she swallowed hard. 
Nick’s own throat tightened.  “What are you saying?” he asked hoarsely, staring 

up at her.  Was she about to break up with him? 
“I’m saying... this isn’t working for me anymore, Nick.  None of it.  Not just the 

tour... the tour has been amazing, actually.  It’s just... our whole relationship.  It’s not 
going to work out,” Veronica said falteringly, but her tone was firm. 

“Wh-why do you think that?” Nick stammered, shaking his head.  “I thought we 
had something good going on...” 

“Stop.  Please don’t make this harder than it already is.  It took me a whole night 
and day’s worth of thinking and reflecting to come to this conclusion and work up the 
guts to say this to you, but I have to say it.”  Veronica stopped to clear her throat, then 
said, “If there’s one thing I’ve gained from being with you, Nick, it’s confidence.  You’ve 
taught me to be more secure and value myself more.  My last boyfriend didn’t respect 
me, and I didn’t respect myself, but... I do now.  And because I respect myself, I can’t let 
myself stay in a relationship that I know is going nowhere.” 

Nick shook his head more vigorously.  “Veronica-” he started, but she cut him off. 



 

 

“I’m a rebound for you, Nick.  And don’t try to deny it because we both know it’s 
true.  We’ve always known; we’ve talked about this before.  Technically, you’re a 
rebound for me too.  We got into this when we were both coming off of bad break-ups,” 
she pointed out, and Nick had to admit, she was right.  “The difference between us is, 
being with you helped me get over my ex.  But you being with me... I don’t think it’s 
done anything for your feelings for Claire.  You still have them, Nick.  If I didn’t realize it 
before, I know it now, after last night.  I saw the way you looked at her, the way you lit 
up whenever she was around.” 

“What are you-” 
“You don’t have to feel bad; I know you weren’t doing it on purpose.  You can’t 

help who you love.  But just admit it... you still love Claire, don’t you?” 
She was looking down at him, but her eyes weren’t condescending or accusing or 

anything like that.  Mostly, they just looked sad.  And that was almost worse.  He 
squirmed under her gaze for a few long seconds, but he knew he couldn’t deny it.  He 
wished he didn’t still have feelings for Claire, but the truth was, he did, and there wasn’t 
a damn thing he could do about it. 

“Yes,” he whispered, lowering his eyes.  “I... I guess I didn’t realize how much I 
still did until I saw her last night.  I thought I was getting over her, but...” 

“Some people, you never get over,” murmured Veronica quietly. 
Nick swallowed hard, then forced himself to look up at her.  “But the thing is, I 

can’t be with her,” he said fiercely.  “So it doesn’t even matter.  Just because I have 
feelings for her doesn’t mean I don’t also have feelings for you.  I really care about you, 
Veronica!” 

Veronica gave him a sad smile.  “I know.  You care about me... but you love 
Claire.  There’s a difference.  You don’t love me, not in that way.  And... and,” she added 
quickly, before he could protest, “if I’m being honest, Nick, I really care about you too... 
but I don’t think I love you that way either.  I... I love being with you, being around you...  
These last few months have been amazing!!  Like a dream come true... being Nick 
Carter’s girlfriend.  But that’s the thing – maybe all this time, I was just in love with the 
idea of being with you.  What fan isn’t?  You’re everything I’d hoped you would be... but 
you’re not ‘the one’ – do you know what I mean?  You and I... we were never meant to 
last.  It’s never going to work out between us.” 

Nick kept his eyes down, staring into his lap.  For a few seconds, he didn’t speak.  
He knew she was right.  He’d enjoyed their fling over the last few months too, but he’d 
never felt the same way about her as he had for Claire.  He’d never looked at her and 
thought, This is the woman I want to grow old with, never had the compulsion to 
propose to her during the credits of a cheesy horror movie as they lay in bed, snuggled 
together and tipsy.  There just hadn’t been the kind of sparks he’d experienced with 
Claire, the kind of sparks that told him this was something truly special. 

Finally he looked up, and slowly, he nodded.  “I’m sorry, V,” was all he could 
think to say. 

“You don’t have to apologize,” she said softly in return.  “I wouldn’t trade the last 
six months for anything.  I should be thanking you.  You came into my life when I was 
looking for a change, and you made me a better, stronger person.  You helped heal some 
of the wounds my last boyfriend created.  But I still have healing left to do, and I think I 
need to do it alone this time.  I just need be single for awhile, spend some time on my 



 

own, just working on me.  I think I’m going to move back to New York and take some 
classes next semester, finish up my bachelor’s degree.” 

“That would be nice,” replied Nick, his voice still hoarse because his throat had 
gone dry.  “Then maybe you could start doing what you really want to do...” 

“Writing,” Veronica finished, and for a brief moment, they shared a smile.  
“Exactly.  No more deli for Veronica.  I’m going to make something of myself.” 

Nick nodded.  “Well... I wish you the best then,” he said, raking a hand through 
his hair.  This was one of the most bizarre breakups he’d ever endured, mostly because it 
was so civil, so undramatic.  No revealing of huge, life-altering lies that would tear them 
apart forever... no break-up notes left behind to tear him up inside.  He knew now that 
he and Veronica were over, but this time, he also knew, without a doubt, that he would 
be okay.  And so would she.  She was right; they weren’t meant to last, and if she hadn’t 
come to that conclusion now, they inevitably still would have fizzled down the road.  It 
was probably best to end it now, on friendly terms. 

“You too,” Veronica echoed his sentiments with a tiny smile.  “I hope the rest of 
the tour goes well.  You know I’ll be keeping track of you.  Once a fan, always a fan.”  She 
smiled wider. 

He returned the smile.  “We can still keep in touch,” he said.  “You don’t just have 
to read about me on the internet or something.  Gimme a call sometime; you’ve got my 
number now. 

Veronica nodded.  “I will.” 
That night, Nick slept in Howie’s suite, letting Veronica have the one they were 

supposed to share.  They’d both agreed it would be better that way, less awkward.  They 
rode on different buses to the airport the next morning and sat in different rows on the 
plane to New York.  When they got off at JFK International, he pulled her into a hug in 
the terminal.  “Take care, V,” he whispered in her ear.   And then they went their 
separate ways, Nick piling into a van with guys for the ride to their hotel, Veronica 
boarding a bus that would take her back to her hometown of Rochester. 

After that, the tour went on as planned.  But Veronica never called. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 112 
 
Being single again had its ups and its downs. 
On one hand, without Veronica, Nick realized he was alone again, and that could 

be a lonely feeling.  On the other hand, he realized some days after her departure that 
Veronica had helped heal some of his wounds as well. 

Before she came into his life, the only person he had been with since cancer had 
taken his leg was Claire.  And when Claire had left him, he wasn’t sure he’d ever find 
anyone else who would want to be with him.  Veronica had changed that notion, proving 
to him that there was hope for love after Claire, that there were other women out there 
who could admire and accept him.  He still missed Claire, and now that things hadn’t 
worked out with Veronica, he still wondered if he’d ever find another true love... but 
somehow the horizon seemed brighter this time around. 

After all, he was Nick Carter, and after weeks on tour, it was clear that there were 
still plenty of girls out there who adored him.  Some of them seemed to admire him even 
more, now that he was “so strong” and “such an inspiration.”  Whereas during the years 
he’d been battling his illness, he had tried to avoid the spotlight at all costs, Nick found 
himself enjoying the attention once again.  He loved traveling from city to city, 
performing show after show, hearing hundreds and thousands of fans screaming for him 
again and again.  It was much harder to lie around wallowing in self-pity when you were 
on the road and expected to be chipper and energetic on stage every night, and so he 
didn’t. 

Near the end of the US tour, late that fall, Nick fell back into the habit of picking 
up groupies.  It was a habit he’d learned from AJ years and years ago, before AJ had 
gone to rehab and cleaned up his act.  During the Black & Blue tour, after Mandy and 
before Leah, he’d slept with many groupies he’d met at clubs or occasionally outside the 
concert venues or hotels or even backstage at meet and greets.  It was something the 
older guys frowned upon and no one ever talked about.  It was not something Nick was 
particularly proud of.  But it happened.  It was way too hard for a guy in his early 
twenties to resist the temptations of hot, scantily-clad women throwing themselves at 
his feet night after night, and at least several times a week, one of them ended up in his 
hotel bed or on his tour bus. 

Fast forward five or six years, and it was still hard for a guy, now in his late 
twenties, who had lost his leg and his self-confidence, to resist the temptations of 
women who made him feel wanted.  Suddenly, they were just as much of a novelty now 
as they had been in those early days, and once again, he found himself waking up next to 
strange women whose names he often times couldn’t remember.  He knew that most of 
them were just gold-diggers or fans who only lusted after him or women who just 
wanted to say they’d slept with a Backstreet Boy.  But he didn’t care.  In a way, it made it 
easier.  At night, he didn’t feel so alone, and by day, once they’d gone their separate 
ways, he was free.  Free from the emotional attachment that came with any kind of real 
relationship. 

It wasn’t a healthy routine, but for the time being, he didn’t care.  Until he found 
someone he could have a lasting relationship with, it would have to do. 

 
*** 

 



 

The US leg of the tour came to a close in early December, and the five Backstreet 
Boys went home for a well-deserved holiday break.  Brian and Kevin spent Christmas in 
Kentucky, as they always did, while Howie and AJ headed to Orlando.  Nick had 
expected to spend the holiday in one of those places, but on Christmas Eve, he found 
himself in the Florida Keys instead, with his father, brother, and sisters. 

He’d gotten the call from Aaron around Thanksgiving – their father had moved 
out of the house and gone to the old complex in Marathon; their mother had remained 
behind in LA.  After years of familial strife, Bob and Jane Carter were finally calling it 
quits.  They were officially separated now, and Bob had filed for divorce papers a week 
before Christmas.  The Carter family were now divided, on different coasts – Leslie had 
stayed in California with Jane, but the twins had moved to Florida with Bob.  And after a 
few weeks, the eldest Carter sister, BJ, turned up in the Keys as well. 

Nick supposed he should have felt some grief over the whole divorce issue... but 
instead, he found himself oddly numb to it all.  His family had been so fucked up for so 
long that this was no big surprise.  In fact, it was probably a blessing.  He was on better 
terms with his dad, and now he’d be able to see his family without Jane hovering over 
him all the time, trying to interfere with his life. 

When Bob had called to invite him down for Christmas, Nick had surprised even 
himself by accepting.  He hadn’t spent Christmas with his own family in eight years, but 
with Jane out of the picture, the thought didn’t sound quite so horrible.  He hadn’t seen 
any of his siblings in months, and so he declined Brian and Kevin’s, Howie’s, and AJ’s 
offers of Christmas with their families and went to Marathon instead. 

It had been nice to see his dad and three of his siblings, even if BJ had spent 
Christmas Eve plastered, and even if they had had their Christmas dinner catered in.  
But when the new year rolled around, Nick was glad to be leaving Florida again. 

One week into 2007, he was back on a plane with the guys, headed for Germany 
to kick off the European leg of their tour.   

 
*** 

 
Nick awoke slowly, opening and closing his eyes sleepily as he struggled into 

consciousness.  The features of his lavishly-decorated hotel room faded in and out, until 
he finally decided he was ready to wake up.  He pulled himself into a sitting position, 
looking around.  He was used to waking up in a different hotel night after night, but he 
had to stop and think – where was he? 

He scratched his head, his fingers raking through tufts of tangled hair.  
Copenhagen, he finally decided after a moment.  They were in Denmark, and they had 
today off – no concert that night.  That meant a few hours’ free time before they had to 
catch a flight to the next city, which was... Oslo?   He couldn’t remember for sure, but he 
knew they were headed north to one of the Scandinavian countries next, either Norway 
or Sweden.  Sometimes he got them mixed up. 

Nick was feeling pretty good until he felt the mattress move.  Startling, he turned 
and looked down to find a woman stretched out on the other side of the large bed, sound 
asleep and naked, her bare breasts peeking out of the twisted covers.  Nick stared at her 
for a few seconds, trying to remember her name.  Then he looked away and lowered his 
head to his hand.  



 

 

He was ashamed.  This had to stop, these one-night stands on the road.  It wasn’t 
right, taking advantage of these girls the way he had been.  This one couldn’t have been 
much older than twenty... still young, compared to him, still naïve.  He’d met her at a 
club the night before, bought her a few drinks, and... well... it didn’t take a rocket 
scientist to figure out what had happened after that.  Here she was in his bed, and he 
couldn’t even think of her name. 

With a sigh, he pushed back the covers on his side and swung his leg over the 
edge of the mattress.  He immediately reached for his prosthesis, disconnecting it from 
its charger, and hastily put it on, knowing he was just going to be taking it off again in a 
few minutes.  He needed a shower; he felt dirty. 

He was just about to go into the bathroom when he heard the creak of the 
mattress and turned to see her stirring.  “Mm... Nick?” she murmured, pronouncing his 
name with a thick Danish accent.  She blinked blearily up at him, her hair falling in her 
eyes.  Then she sat up, not bothering to cover her naked upper body, and looked around.  
“Last night was... fun,” she said, smiling. 

He forced a smile back, though it pained him to do so.  “Yeah,” he said flatly.  
“Listen, um...”  He trailed off, still searching his brain for her name.  He had to have 
learned it at some point the night before... 

“Tanja,” she supplied after a moment, smirking. 
“Tanja.  Sorry.”  He blushed sheepishly. 
“No worries, Nick Carter.  I don’t expect you to remember, for as much as we had 

to drink last night.  My head gives me pain too,” she groaned, closing her eyes as she 
gently massaged her temples.  After a moment, her eyes popped open again.  “I need a 
cigarette.” 

She leaned over the side of the bed and hoisted her extraordinarily large purse up 
onto the mattress.  The bag was bulky, seemingly chock full with stuff, but after 
rummaging through it for a few seconds, she emerged with a pack of cigarettes and a 
lighter.  She expertly slid a cigarette out of the pack and flicked the lighter.  Once... 
twice...  The lighter wouldn’t light.  “Oh no,” she sighed.  “It’s busted.”   She looked up at 
him hopefully.  “Do you have a light?” 

“Uhh, hang on.”  Nick found his backpack and dug around in it until he found 
what he was looking for – a lighter that looked like Bowser, of Super Mario Brothers 
fame.  He wasn’t sure why he carried it around with him because he didn’t usually 
smoke, but it did come in handy every once in awhile.  “Here ya go,” he said, flicking it 
until it sparked.  Tanja held her cigarette to the flame that appeared and then took a 
long drag. 

“Would you like one?” she asked, offering him the pack. 
Why not, thought Nick resignedly, taking one for himself and lighting up.  It 

wasn’t like this situation was shady enough as it was.  He put the lit cigarette to his 
mouth and inhaled slowly, feeling the calming smoke fill his lungs.  It relaxed his nerves, 
and as he exhaled, he said, “Thanks.” 

“You’re welcome.” 
He didn’t want to get back on the bed with her, so he perched in a chair instead, 

and they sat smoking in silence for awhile.  Finally, Nick put out his cigarette and stood.  
“I’m gonna take a shower,” he said.  “We’re gonna be heading out pretty soon, so, uh...”   
He trailed off, wishing he could think of a polite way to tell her to leave.  This morning 



 

after business was terrible; he didn’t want to sit around and talk to some random girl he 
barely know.   Shouldn’t have slept with her then, Nicky Boy, he chided himself. 

“Oh... yes... I should be going too,” replied Tanja, nodding.  “I just need to... find 
my clothes...”   She looked around as she finished her cigarette and then started picking 
up articles of clothing from the floor. 

“Take your time,” Nick said with a casual wave, stepping over a used condom as 
he made his way into the bathroom.  He hoped she would be gone by the time he got out 
of the shower; she seemed nice enough, but he didn’t really want to face her again.  She, 
like all the other girls, just reminded him of how pathetic he was.  He couldn’t seem to 
get over Claire enough to maintain another steady, meaningful relationship, and most 
chicks tended not to get turned on by a guy with only one leg, so he slept with the ones 
whom he knew still wanted to get in his pants no matter what – the fans.  The groupies.  
It really was pathetic and wrong, but he did it anyway. 

I’m a loser, he thought as he took off his artificial leg and literally hopped into the 
shower.  He could smell the cigarette smoke rising off his skin as the hot water ran over 
it, and he shook his head.  The people closest to him would be so ashamed in him if they 
knew he’d started acting like this again... drinking every night, banging groupies, 
smoking.  All of those things were habits of the old Nick Carter.  The often-arrogant 
popstar who’d once thought he was on top of the world.  The new Nick Carter, the one 
who had been knocked on his ass by cancer, knew better.  He knew what was really 
important in life and wasn’t.  These vices... the booze, the smokes, the skanks... they 
weren’t worth it.  They weren’t worth jeopardizing his health and his future over.  He 
knew all of that, and yet, he still kept doing it.  He was an asshole. 

He stood under the hot spray for a long time, as if the steamy water would wash 
away the dirtiness on the inside as well as out.  And as he stood there, savoring the feel 
of the soft, soapy water flowing over his body, he thought.  He thought about Claire.  He 
wasn’t sure why she suddenly popped into his mind, because he hadn’t talked to her 
since sometime over the holidays, but she did.  He wished she were there, on tour with 
him.  If only things had worked out between them... they would be married by now.  
She’d be touring with him, and he’d be showing her the world.  Each morning, he would 
wake up to her, not some random groupie. 

He knew Claire would be appalled if she could see what he’d been doing.  He was 
a better person when he was around her.  Without even trying, she had made him 
better; she had completed him.  Sometimes he felt so incomplete without her... and it 
had nothing to do with his leg now.  He’d tried to move on, but it had been over a year 
since Claire had left, and he still found himself missing her.  Would he ever find another 
woman who could make him feel the way she had? 

After nearly twenty minutes, he finally turned off the water and got out of the 
shower.  He came out of the bathroom a few minutes later to find Tanja sitting on the 
floor in front of his suitcase, sorting through it! 

“What the hell are you doing?!” he cried immediately, dropping his dirty boxers 
and starting towards her. 

Tanja looked up in surprise, her face paling.  “Uh... n-nothing,” she stammered.  
“I was...  I just...  You see-” 

“Are you going through my stuff??” he asked angrily, looking more closely at the 
scene in front of him.  Her own bag was sitting next to his suitcase, looking more 



 

 

crammed full than ever.  “What did you put in there??” he demanded, pointing to the 
bag. 

“Uhh...” 
“Lemme see it!  Right now!” he shouted.  When the girl didn’t move, he snatched 

it up himself and took it over to the bed.  There he proceeded to dump its contents all 
over the bedspread.  Right away, he spotted several of his own possessions, from articles 
of clothing (including a pair of boxers) to his wallet, sketchbook, and even the Nintendo 
lighter.  And mixed in with that were other items which he quickly discovered could not 
be hers.  He found a badge belonging to an employee at a cabin resort in the Alps; the 
picture of the woman on the front was clearly not Tanja, and her name was Amy.  There 
was also a credit card; of course, this one did not have a face to judge from, but the first 
name of the cardholder was Jaydee, not Tanja.  His wallet was not the only one in the 
bag; there was another, clearly a woman’s billfold.  The leather was branded with the 
name Stephanie, and he flipped it open to find it fully loaded with more credit cards, a 
checkbook, and pictures of a little boy. 

Nick shook his head, disgusted at the realization that she must have pickpocketed 
all of these things.  But there was even more still.  A bus pass for a woman named 
Whitney.  A set of car keys with a personalized keychain that said Susan.  A heart-
shaped locket engraved with the name Melissa.  And even an envelope of newly-
developed photographs, all of the beach and the ocean.  A form from the store that had 
developed the film was stapled to the envelope, and he was not surprised to find that the 
name of the customer was not Tanja. 

“You... you don’t understand-” Tanja started, her accent growing thicker as her 
voice rose with desperation, but Nick shook his head and cut her off. 

“Let me guess – you got some film developed for a girl named Julie?” he asked 
sarcastically, holding up the package of ocean prints.  “And this necklace... a present for 
your friend Melissa?  And I guess you were just borrowing your buddy Susan’s car?” 

Tanja didn’t say anything else; her head was down so that he could not see her 
eyes. 

“No,” Nick continued, “you were probably trying to steal it.  Just like you must 
have stolen all of this from these people.  Like to pickpocket the American tourists, huh?  
Well, I’ve got news for you – I’m not just some tourist, and I will be pressing charges for 
this.” 

Less than an hour later, Tanja was being led away from the hotel in handcuffs, 
arrested on charges of credit card theft. 

“What the hell happened, Nick??” cried Kevin, who had come to see what all the 
commotion was. 

Nick just shook his head.  “I’ll explain on the plane,” he muttered, not at all 
looking forward to telling Kevin that while he’d been sleeping with his wife in the suite 
next door, Nick had been banging another not-so-innocent groupie. 

That was the last one-night stand he had in Europe. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 113 
 
After all of the drama of Nick’s visit back in October, once he was gone Claire’s 

life had slipped easily back into its old routine.  She worked most weekdays and spent 
most of her nights with Jamie.  They’d enjoyed the holidays together, going to Claire’s 
parents’ house for Thanksgiving and Christmas dinner, spending Christmas morning 
with Jamie’s older brother and mother, who had flown down from Iowa to visit. 

Their relationship was as steady and comfortable as it had ever been, and 
sometimes it felt like they’d never spent those eight years apart.  It was easy to fall under 
the assumption that she and Jamie were meant to be all along. 

After the crappy Valentine’s Day she’d had the year before, Claire was looking 
forward to the holiday when February 14th rolled around that year.  Jamie had been 
mysterious about their plans for the night; all he’d told her was to dress nicely and save 
her appetite.  There really wasn’t much mystery in that, though; she was anticipating a 
romantic dinner out at a fancy restaurant – the typical, traditional thing for a couple to 
do on Valentine’s Day. 

And so, at 6:30 that evening, she sat in her apartment, dressed and ready.  After 
racking her closet for something to wear earlier in the week, she had splurged on a new 
dress for the occasion, figuring she should celebrate the fact that she had a man other 
than her one-year-old nephew to spend the lovers’ holiday with this year.  It was a 50’s-
style cocktail dress, made of dusty rose taffeta with trimming of ivory lace, and it made 
her feel elegant and charming. 

When Jamie knocked on the door, she opened it to find him looking incredibly 
handsome and charming himself, in an expensive-looking black suit and crisp, white 
collared shirt with a rose-colored silk necktie.  “Oh, good,” he said when he saw her, 
fingering his tie.  “I thought you said you were wearing pink, so I put on a pink tie... but 
then I wasn’t sure, so I have a red one sitting in the car just in case.” 

Claire laughed at his random greeting.  “Good thinking,” she said, leaning 
forward to kiss him. 

“Happy Valentine’s Day,” he whispered against her lips as he kissed them 
sweetly.  And when she pulled back, she found herself being presented with a bouquet of 
a dozen long-stemmed roses, in a mixture of pinks and dark reds. 

“Aww, thank you!” she exclaimed as she took the large bouquet, leaning over to 
inhale its sweet scent.  “They’re beautiful.” 

“You’re beautiful too,” Jamie echoed instantly, taking her hand and planting a 
soft kiss on it. 

Claire cocked her head at him, unable to keep her lips from smiling.  “Well, aren’t 
you the gentleman tonight,” she mused, winking at him.  Jamie just smirked, dimples 
appearing in his cheeks.  She had no idea. 

Her first surprise of the night was the gleaming white limo she found parked in 
front of her apartment building when Jamie walked her outside.  “Oh my God!” she 
gasped, when Jamie walked ahead to open the door for her.  “Jamie!” 

He just smiled, ushering her into the back.  She had been in enough limousines 
with Nick that they were not such a novelty to her anymore, but still, she was touched by 
the obvious money and planning Jamie had put into making their night special. 

There was a large, heart-shaped box of chocolates waiting in the limo for her, and 
as the driver chauffeured them through the city, Jamie pulled out a bottle of chilled 



 

 

champagne and poured them each a glass.  “Happy Valentine’s Day,” Claire toasted him, 
as they clinked their glasses together.  They sipped champagne and sampled a few of the 
chocolates, and before she knew it, the limo had come to a stop. 

The driver came around and opened the door for her, and as she stepped out, she 
found herself standing in front of Les Tambours, one of Tampa’s classiest restaurants.  
Immediately, her stomach clenched.  She had only been here once... but the memory 
stood out vividly.  It had been the night before she started the second phase of her bone 
marrow transplant, and she’d eaten there with her family... and Nick.  She remembered 
being sore from the procedures they’d done in readying her for the transplant and 
nervous about what would happen next.  But even more than that, she remembered 
pouring her heart out to Nick outside the restaurant, admitting that she was falling for 
him. 

Involuntarily, her eyes drifted to the right, and she saw it – the sculpted stone 
bench in the midst of the landscaping at one corner of the lot’s perimeter.  That was 
where she had sat, leaning against Nick’s warm, broad chest, and confessed her feelings 
for him.  A lump rose in her throat as she stared at it. 

Jamie appeared by her side and slipped his hand around hers.  “Ready?” he 
asked, looking over at her. 

Claire blinked, forcing herself out of her nostalgia.  “Me, ready to eat?  Of course,” 
she smiled back at him, and hand in hand, they walked up the sidewalk and into the 
restaurant. 

They were seated at an elegantly-set table for two in a front corner of the 
restaurant.  Claire smiled again as Jamie pulled out her chair for her.  “Thank you,” she 
said, looking around as she sat down.  The lights were low, and candles flickered on 
their table.  Overhead, strings and strings of little white lights twinkled like stars.  “It’s 
beautiful in here tonight.” 

“It is Valentine’s Day,” replied Jamie.  “Look – all couples.” 
She surveyed the tables around them and saw that, indeed, every one seemed to 

seat a couple, from nervous-looking pairs of teenagers to sweet old men and women who 
looked at each other with decades of love in their eyes.  Claire smiled at the elderly 
couple sitting a few feet away with them, thinking how wonderful it would be to have 
such a long-lasting marriage, to be able to grow old with the one you loved. 

Jamie ordered a bottle of wine for them to share as they waited for their meals, 
and as they sat sipping on it, he reached across the table and took her hand.  She looked 
up, smiling at the gesture.  He smiled back.  “Well, Clairie... did you ever think we’d get 
back together after all these years?” he asked, playing with her fingers as he wove his in 
and out of them. 

“Honestly... no,” she laughed, grinning sheepishly.  “I thought I was so over you, 
Jamie Turner.”   She winked. 

“Well, I’m glad you were wrong.  ‘Cause I never got over you,” said Jamie, his 
expression sincere.  “I thought I was going to... I thought I needed to... but it never 
happened.  That’s why I’m so glad it ended up working out between us.” 

She nodded, her heart fluttering with emotion for him.  He wasn’t the kind of guy 
who usually expressed freely how he felt... so when he did open up his heart to her like 
this, she ate it up.  She always had. 

She remembered going out with him for Valentine’s Day like this during their 
senior year of high school.  Back then, they wouldn’t have thought it at all hard to 



 

imagine themselves doing the exact same thing here and now, ten years later.  But now 
as an adult, having been through all that she had, Claire realized how remarkable it truly 
was.  He had broken up with her, moved away, and come back.  She had moved on, 
gotten engaged to another man, and then ended things with him before their wedding 
plans could truly get underway.  And now here they both were, back together again and 
nearly eleven months into their second go at a relationship.  They were older now, wiser 
and less idealistic, which, in a way, made their relationship more serious than it ever 
had been in high school. 

“I love you,” Jamie said, running his thumb lightly over the back of her hand. 
“I love you too,” Claire murmured back, and in her heart, she really believed it 

was true. 
They lingered over their dinner when it came, eating leisurely, talking freely.  A 

string quartet played in the back of the restaurant, serenading them as they ate, and 
gradually, couples who had finished their meals migrated to the open area in front of the 
band and danced slowly in each other’s arms to the classical songs.  Claire could not see 
them well from where she was sitting, but she found herself turning in her seat every 
now and then to watch, especially when the elderly couple she had observed earlier went 
back and waltzed with an ease that had to have come from years and years of 
experience. 

Jamie had apparently noticed her watching because once they were finished with 
their main courses, he asked, “Would you like to dance?” 

She grinned and nodded eagerly.  His dimples returned as he smiled widely and 
pushed back his chair.  He came around to her side of the table and offered her his hand, 
just like a true gentleman.   She didn’t see the little nod he gave to the violinist as he led 
her onto the dance floor, but once they got there, the string quartet launched into a new 
song, this one slow, melodic, and dreamy.  The music sounded vaguely familiar to 
Claire, but she didn’t give it much thought as Jamie brought his arm around her waist, 
pulling her close to him, and took her free hand in his. 

They danced slowly, until Jamie suddenly sent her spinning outwards, then 
pulled her back in.  Dizzy from the sudden change in pace, she threw back her head and 
giggled.  He just grinned mischievously down at her and then did it again a few bars 
later. 

“Do you know what this song is called?” he asked, as they rotated slowly on the 
spot. 

She shook her head no.  “I know I’ve heard it before, but-” 
“‘Clair de Lune’,” he answered.  “That’s what it’s called.” 
She smiled, tipping her chin.  “It has my name in it.” 
“I know,” he smiled back.  It was a calculating smile, the kind that suggested he 

was privy to something she wasn’t. 
“How did you know to ask me to dance now, when they were going to play this 

song?” she asked slowly, deliberately, suspiciously. 
“Other way around,” he smirked.  “I asked them to play this song when I asked 

you to dance.” 
As she started to realize he had set up more than just the limo and the dinner 

reservations, a smiled spread slowly across Claire’s face.  “You did, did you?” she asked 
teasingly. 

Jamie nodded.  “I wanted it to be special...” 



 

 

“‘It’?” she asked. 
“...So I made sure some special people would be here with us tonight.” 
Claire started, caught off-guard.  “What??” 
He let go of her hand and gently took hold of her chin instead, slowly guiding her 

head as he turned her around.  She saw them instantly, at a table off to one side of the 
dance floor.  Her mother and father.  And at the table right next to them, her brother 
and sister-in-law.  They were all looking at her, big smiles on their faces; her mother had 
her hands clasped together tightly, looking positively giddy. 

Claire felt the blood drain from her face as she looked back at Jamie, wide-eyed.  
“J-Jamie,” she faltered breathlessly, “What-?” 

Slowly, he let go of her waist and sunk down onto one knee before her, his eyes 
never leaving hers.  She couldn’t look away either, watching in shock as he fumbled in 
the pocket of his suit jacket.  Her mind was racing the whole time; she knew, 
subconsciously, what was coming.  For a few seconds, she didn’t breathe.  Then a small, 
square box of emerald velvet materialized in the palm of his hand. 

He reached out and took her left hand with his free one – it was ice cold.  “Claire 
Aileen,” he whispered her name, and she could feel him trembling.  All of a sudden, it 
seemed that all the other noises in the room – the click of heels against the wooden 
floor, the clatter of silverware, the clinking of glasses, the chatter of diners – had faded 
away, everything but the soft music.  Or maybe that was because all of her attention was 
centered on one thing – the man kneeling in front of her. 

“I love you so much.  I’ve always loved you.  And I’ve been blessed to have you 
back in my life.  I don’t want to make the same mistake I did before; I want you to be in 
my life forever.  That is, if that’s what you want.  So I’m asking you now...”  He paused 
just long enough to flip open the jewelry box in his hand, revealing a sparkling piece of 
white gold and diamonds.  “Clairie,” he said, and her knees went weak, “Will you marry 
me?” 

For a moment, it was as if all the air had been sucked out of the room, though the 
emotion was dense enough to be cut with a knife.  Though she never looked away from 
Jamie’s face, Claire was aware of the eyes on her – not just her own family’s; everyone in 
the room was watching her, waiting. 

Her heart pounded against her chest, and her voice did not sound like her own 
when she finally managed to squeak out, “Yes!”   As she did, the quartet finished playing 
“Clair de Lune,” the last note quivering in the air for a few seconds before it faded away, 
and then the entire room broke into applause.  Completely stunned, all Claire could 
think was, This is just like a movie! 

Jamie carefully plucked the ring out of its box and slid it onto the fourth finger of 
her left hand.  It was a perfect fit.  Claire immediately brought her hand closer to her 
face to get her first good look at the ring.  My engagement ring, she thought with near 
disbelief, marveling over what had just occurred.  She was so floored, so ecstatic, but at 
the same time, as the diamond on her ring finger caught the light and sparkled, her 
stomach gave a jolt.  Less than two years ago, she’d worn a different ring on that finger... 
a ring that Nick had given her, a ring she’d deposited at his feet and never seen again.  A 
lump rose in her throat, but she swallowed hard, trying to force it away as she fingered 
the piece of jewelry now resting in its place. 

This ring was much different than the one she and Nick had designed together.  
The white gold band that wrapped around her finger was thick and smooth, and it ended 



 

in two delicate hands, which cradled the heart-shaped diamond.  Above the diamond 
heart was a crown that contained two more smaller diamonds.  Claire immediately 
recognized the symbolic shape of the hands clasping a crowned heart. 

“It’s a Claddagh ring,” Jamie explained softly.  “It’s an Irish tradition.  If you wear 
it with the heart pointed outwards, facing away from you, it means your heart is open; 
you’re not committed to anyone.  But if you wear it with the heart pointed inwards, 
towards you... it means your heart is taken.” 

Claire had heard the legend of the Irish Claddagh ring before, but as she looked 
down at the ring, its heart pointed towards her own, she nodded and smiled, the lump 
returning to her throat.  This time, it was there for a good reason.  “It means my heart 
belongs to you,” she whispered and took his hands in hers, pulling him back up to his 
full height.  Then she wrapped her arms around his neck, rose up on her toes, and kissed 
him deeply, her body sagging against his.  “It’s beautiful,” she murmured as she eased 
back.  “This whole thing... I can’t believe it!” 

“Believe it,” Jamie said with a wide grin.  “I love you, Clairie.” 
“I love you too,” she echoed, smiling broadly as the giddiness began to bubble 

inside her.  “I have to go hug my mom!  Come on!”   She grabbed his hand and tugged 
him off the dance floor, hurrying over to her family, who had been standing at their 
tables, waiting (rather impatiently, Claire noted by the anxious look on her mother’s 
face). 

Her mother practically squeezed her to death as soon as she got her arms around 
her, and her father’s hug was even tighter.  “Congratulations, baby,” his deep voice 
rumbled in her ear.  “I always had a feeling Jamie might be the one.  Now I know he is.  
This one’s gonna work out for you.” 

Claire smiled as she pulled back.  “Thanks, Daddy.”   Her father had always loved 
Jamie, and she had no doubt he was pleased to see her engaged to him, after all of these 
years. 

As she hugged Kyle and Amber, some of the restaurant staff came and pushed 
their tables together, making room for all three couples to sit together.  They also 
brought out a lavishly-decorated cake frosted with the message, Congratulations, Jamie 
& Claire!   As they ate it, other people in the restaurant – strangers they didn’t even 
know, but whom had witnessed the proposal – kept coming up to their table to 
congratulate them.  Claire beamed and thanked each one politely, but she found herself 
wishing they would leave her family alone – all she wanted now was to celebrate with 
her family and her now-fiancée. 

“I still can’t believe you arranged all of this!” she exclaimed to Jamie as she 
thought back over all the strings he must have pulled... the limo and dinner reservations 
would have been easy, but getting the cooperation of the restaurant and the band and 
making sure she hadn’t seen her family had to have been difficult.  Yet he’d gone all out, 
pulling out all the stops to make sure his proposal was nothing short of astounding. 

And indeed, the whole thing had been amazing.  Yet as she finally walked out of 
the restaurant later that night, hand-in-hand with Jamie, she found herself casting 
another look towards the stone bench where she had offered her heart up to Nick Carter 
and remembering the simple sweetness of his spontaneous proposal to her on the night 
of their six-month anniversary, in the comfort and privacy of his bed. 

 
*** 



 

 

Chapter 114 
 

“This is your captain speaking.  We’re now going to begin our descent into New 
York.  The local time is 1:14 p.m., and the temperature is 33 degrees Fahrenheit.  Yes, it’s 
a cold day in the Big Apple today, folks.  There is snow on the ground, but conditions for 
landing are good.  So sit tight and prepare for landing.” 

Nick looked out his window as the pilot got off the intercom.  He could see 
patches of ground starting to appear through the thinning clouds as the plane drifted 
lower in the sky.  Taking a shaky breath, he gripped the armrests on his seat as he felt 
the plane shudder with turbulence. 

After a month and a half, the European tour had come to a close, and he and the 
guys were on their way home again for a nice, long break.  For Nick, it was much-
needed.  The tour had left him run-down and exhausted.  He’d had a constant headache 
from lack of sleep, his sinuses were clogged from the changing weather, and he could 
feel a cold coming on – he’d had a cough for the last few days, and he had a feeling it was 
going to get worse before it got better. 

And yet, he was exhilarated.  Being on tour again had been amazing, and he was 
relieved and thrilled that both legs had gone well.  After two months in the U.S. and 
almost two more months in Europe, Nick didn’t doubt himself as a performer anymore.  
He’d done it. 

The last half of the European leg had been good.  He had celebrated his birthday 
in Milan, which had been nice because of the nice big Italian feast of a birthday dinner 
he’d been given.  Valentine’s Day had been spent in Dublin, so it had been easy for him 
to commemorate the fact that he was single again by going pub-crawling with Howie 
and getting completely trashed on Irish whiskey and Guinness. 

Now it was the end of February, and he was on his way home at last.  He couldn’t 
wait for the traveling part to be over.  He hated flying with a passion, and he still had 
one more flight to go; after the guys landed together in New York, they would part ways, 
and he would board a connecting flight to Tampa.  After the long flight from Portugal, 
where they’d wrapped up the tour two nights ago, the last thing he wanted to do was get 
on another plane. 

When the transatlantic flight landed, Nick hauled up his backpack and made his 
way stiffly up the aisle.  Once inside the airport, the five Backstreet Boys congregated to 
say their goodbyes before they continued on to different gates to catch their connecting 
flights.  Kevin and AJ were headed back to LA, Brian to Atlanta, and Howie to Orlando.  
Nick had decided to spend a few weeks at his home in Tampa; with the tour over, 
Veronica out of his life, and most of his family now in Florida, there was really no reason 
to go back to Los Angeles right then. 

“Take care, buddy,” Brian said, pulling Nick into a tight hug.  “Have a safe flight 
home.” 

“You too, bro,” replied Nick, patting his best friend on the back. 
“Call me when you get home, alright, Nicky?  We should get together sometime 

while you’re still in Florida,” added Howie as they hugged. 
“Sure, D.  You should come and go boating with me or somethin’,” Nick 

suggested.  His words caught in his throat as he started to cough, and he put his mouth 
over his hand, trying to stifle the hacking. 



 

“I’d hug ya, bro, but whatever you’re gettin’, I don’t want,” said AJ with a good-
natured smile and thwacked Nick on the back before stepping away.  Nick coughed in 
his direction on purpose and flashed him an impish grin. 

“Very mature, Nickolas,” Kevin teased, pulling Nick into a rough hug.  “Watch 
that cough, alright?” he warned quietly when he had Nick temporarily immobilized.  “If 
it doesn’t clear up in the next few days, go see your doctor.  You got that?”   He gave Nick 
a firm look as he released him. 

Nick only smiled and rolled his eyes.  “Yes, Dad,” he begrudged jokingly, but he 
knew Kevin was right.  He’d already learned the dangers of waiting too long to see a 
doctor; he wasn’t going to repeat that mistake again. 

 
*** 

 
Nick spent his first few days home catching up on much-needed rest.  His house 

had been well-taken care of while he was gone, so there wasn’t much for him to do when 
he got home.  That was a relief, for in addition to simply being drained from the tour, he 
was also still sick. 

What he’d thought was a cold was now seeming more like the flu.  He’d been 
running a low-grade fever every day and woke up feeling tired and achy, like he’d been 
hit by a truck.  He still had a nagging cough that seemed to be getting worse, and his 
chest felt tight when he breathed. 

The latter two symptoms worried him the most because they were reminiscent of 
the symptoms he’d experienced in the weeks before he’d ended up in the hospital with a 
tumor in his lung.  It can’t be that again; it’s just the flu, he told himself, but it was hard 
not to think of the worse-case scenario.  Cancer was sneaky; it could hide out and pop up 
again just when you least expected it.  Past experience had taught him that much. 

Still, he tried to keep himself calm and wait it out.  If he wasn’t feeling better in a 
few days, he told himself, he would call Dr. Kingsbury. 

On his fourth day back, Claire called.  “Hey!” she exclaimed brightly.  “Aren’t you 
proud of me for keeping tabs on where you are?  I knew you had to be home by now.” 

“Yep,” he rasped from his bed, smiling, despite the fact that her voice was making 
his head pound. 

“Are you home in Tampa or home in LA?” 
“Tampa,” he answered, his voice still hoarse. 
There was a pause, and then she asked, “You don’t sound very good.  Lose your 

voice from all that singing?” 
“Nah, I’m sick,” Nick croaked.  “I think it’s the flu.” 
“Oooh, nasty,” she sympathized.  “How long have you had it?” 
“Eh, it was starting before I left Europe, but it’s only been bad since I got home.”  

He paused, then added, “I’ll probably go see a doc if it doesn’t clear up soon.” 
“Yeah, that’s probably a good idea.  Better safe than sorry.  There’s probably 

something your doc can give you to make you feel better too.” 
“Yeah,” Nick nodded, groaning inwardly.  He’d just had his usual check-up back 

in December and was not thrilled about the idea of going back.  He’d gotten used to the 
regular appointments over the last few years, but even so, he still hated hospitals and 
doctor’s offices.  Every time he went, he was accompanied by the fear that he was in for 
bad news, that the cancer would be back.  He always tried to reassure himself that the 



 

 

cancer was gone – it had been cut out once and for all and couldn’t possibly come back.  
But he knew better.  It had come back for Casey after almost five years of remission.  It 
could always come back. 

“Well, I won’t keep you if you’re not feeling well,” said Claire.  “I just wanted to 
call and say hi.  I’ll check up on you in a few days; maybe I’ll bring you some chicken 
soup or something.”   There was laughter in her tone, and he smiled, imagining her 
slaving over a pot of homemade chicken soup. 

“Sounds good,” he replied, wishing he felt more up for a conversation.  But all he 
wanted to do was sleep, so instead he said, “Thanks for calling, Claire.  I’ll talk to ya 
later, alright?” 

“Okay.  Feel better soon!  Bye, Nick,” said Claire, and they hung up. 
Nick coughed harshly and then fell back against his pillows, chest heaving.  Every 

arduous breath seared with pain, and he balled his covers up in his fists and squeezed 
his eyes shut, waiting for it to pass.  When it did, he let his body relax and looked up at 
the ceiling through watering eyes. 

Please God, he pleaded weakly, please don’t let it be back. 
 

*** 
 
A few more days passed, and when Nick found himself feeling worse instead of 

better, he reluctantly called the cancer clinic.  He had no idea if his symptoms were 
cancer-related or not (for all he knew, it really was just a bad case of the flu), but he 
knew and trusted Dr. Kingsbury better than any other doctor, and he wasn’t going to 
take any chances.  He wanted to be reassured without a doubt that this wasn’t a 
recurrence. 

The oncology clinic was very accommodating and found him an appointment slot 
for early the next day.  And so, at nine a.m. the following morning, he found himself 
sitting in the all-too-familiar waiting room on the fifth floor of Tampa General. 

“Nick?” called Bobbi-Jo, one of the clinic nurses, and Nick stood, walking slowly 
over to her.  His prosthesis felt like a lead weight today; he barely had the energy to walk 
on it.  Just making his way from his car to the clinic had about killed him.  “So, you’ve 
not been feeling well?” Bobbi-Jo asked, looking at him sympathetically as she helped 
him onto the scale to chart his weight. 

“No, I’ve had the flu for the last week or so,” replied Nick wearily.  He counted 
back the days in his head and realized it had been closer to two weeks since the 
symptoms had really started.  He’d had a cough since their last concert in Lisbon. 

“You’ve lost some weight since you were here in December,” the nurse remarked, 
checking his chart. 

Nick smiled briefly.  “Yeah, I’ve been on tour,” he said.  “I always lose a few 
pounds when I’m touring.”   This had always been an added bonus of performing every 
night, though nowadays he couldn’t afford to let his weight fluctuate too much – if it did, 
his prosthetic leg wouldn’t fit as well, which could cause all sorts of difficulties.  He’d 
already noticed it felt slightly looser than usual, but wasn’t too concerned; he was due to 
be fitted for a new one soon anyway. 

Bobbi-Jo led him back to an examining room and gave him a gown to change 
into.  Once he had changed, she came back in to run through the usual list of questions 



 

about his symptoms and medical history and take his vitals.  “Dr. Kingsbury will be in to 
see you in a few minutes,” she said when she was finished. 

Nick sat and waited, reading the medical posters on the walls of the exam room 
until the doctor came in.  “Well, I didn’t expect to see you back here so soon, Nick,” she 
said as she walked in, giving him a thin-lipped smile.  She sat down on her wheeled chair 
and looked up at him.  “Bobbi tells me you’ve had a bad cough and some shortness of 
breath?” 

Nick nodded.  “I think it’s just the flu,” he said.  “It feels like the flu or a bad chest 
cold or something, but... I... I just wanted to be sure.” 

Dr. Kingsbury smiled knowingly.  “I understand, and you were right to come in.”  
She glanced down at his chart, reading the notes the nurse had made earlier.  “So you’ve 
been feeling this way for about week?” 

“About a week-and-a-half, I think,” confessed Nick. 
Dr. Kingsbury nodded, scratching out something on his chart and jotting down 

something else.  “Alright,” she said, setting his chart down, and stood up.  She whipped 
off the stethoscope she wore around her neck and placed it in her ears.  “I’m just going 
to listen to your lungs,” she explained as she slid the other end of the stethoscope inside 
the front of his hospital gown.  “Take a deep breath in... and out... in... and out...” she 
instructed slowly, looking towards the ceiling she listened.  Then she moved the 
stethoscope around to his back and repeated the process. 

“You’ve definitely got some junk in your lungs,” she said when she was finished, 
slipping the stethoscope back around her neck.  “I heard crackles on both sides.  I’m 
concerned that you might have pneumonia.” 

Nick’s heart flip-flopped and his hands grew cold as he remembered the last time 
he’d gotten pneumonia.  It had been during his first round of chemo three years ago, 
and he’d ended up unconscious in ICU with a tube down his throat for a full week.  “Shit, 
that’s bad, isn’t it?” he asked miserably, resting his head against his hand. 

“It can be more serious for you than for the average person,” Dr. Kingsbury 
admitted.  “Pneumonia causes fluid to build up in the lungs, and because your lung 
capacity is already slightly decreased from the lobectomy you had two years ago, you 
have less room to spare.  If it’s pneumonia, we’ll need to keep a close eye on you.” 

Nick swallowed hard, nodding. 
“I want to get you in for a chest X-ray right now, and we’ll see if the film shows 

anything conclusive,” said Dr. Kingsbury, and Nick nodded resignedly again. 
The chest x-ray was part of his usual routine, and it was painless, so he didn’t 

mind.  Once it was over, he was taken back to the exam room to wait while the 
technician and his doctor examined the results.  It was a long wait, but finally, Dr. 
Kingsbury came back, x-ray slides in hand.  She slapped them up onto the light board in 
the room and turned it on so that the bright white light illuminated the dark films. 

Nick studied the series of x-rays with an experienced eye.  He’d had enough of 
them done to have an idea of what they should and shouldn’t look like.  “Do you see 
these cloudy patches?” Dr. Kingsbury asked, her finger drifting over one of the x-rays, 
pointing out a trail of semi-transparent white blobs in spaces where Nick knew there 
should have been black. 

He nodded, nervously licking his dry lips. 
“These have me concerned,” the doctor went on, pursing her lips as she narrowed 

her eyes at the x-rays.  “There’s definitely something building up in your lungs; it’s just 



 

 

very hard to tell what just from these films.  It very well could be pneumonia, but a lot of 
things can disguise themselves as pneumonia in an x-ray.  I’d like to get a CT scan too, to 
get a better picture of what we’re dealing with.  Because of your history, I don’t want to 
rule out any other possibilities.” 

Noticing the way she said the word possibilities, Nick felt the old, familiar, icy 
hands of fear creeping down his throat, squeezing his heart.  “You mean like a relapse, 
don’t you,” he said flatly.  It was not a question. 

Dr. Kingsbury took a few seconds before answering.  “I think it’s unlikely that this 
is a recurrence of the cancer you had in your lung,” she said, in measured tones.  “Your 
last chest x-ray and CT scan in December looked clean.  However, it is possible.  That’s 
why I want to run most tests, just to be sure.” 

Nick nodded, trying to take a deep breath.  The effort just made his chest ache, 
and his heart started to race.  “Can we do them today?” he asked anxiously, trying in 
vain to keep himself calm. 

“The sooner, the better.”  Dr. Kingsbury offered him a gentle smile and put a 
comforting hand on his back.  “The sooner we know what we’re dealing with, the sooner 
we can start treating you and get you feeling better.” 

Nick smiled at her maternal touch and nodded again, feeling slightly reassured. 
“I know you’re not going to like this, but I’d like to admit you,” she said.  “It could 

take a few days to get the test results back and analyzed, and in the meantime, I’d like to 
monitor you and start you on antibiotics to see how your body responds.” 

Somehow, Nick had known that was going to happen.  In the past, he might have 
protested, but this time, he merely nodded compliantly.  He hated being in the hospital, 
but he would feel more secure there, knowing he was being taken care of.  And Dr. 
Kingsbury was right.  The sooner they got to the bottom of what he was sick with this 
time, the sooner he could get better. 

At least that’s what he hoped. 
 

*** 
 
As darkness fell that evening, Nick lay alone in the artificial twilight of his private 

room on the fifth floor of Tampa General.  All of the lights were off, except a small one 
above his bed, and he’d hoped the soft glow and low drone of the TV in the corner would 
help lull him to sleep, but no such luck – no matter how weary he felt, sleep would not 
come.  Instead, his mind was alert and filled with worries that kept him awake. 

He was plagued by déjà vu of all the times he had spent the night in the hospital 
like this, but the one that stood out most vividly was the night of his collapse after the 
charity concert, when he’d lain in a hospital bed in the early hours of morning, burdened 
by the decision to have surgery to remove the tumor in his lung or not.  This time, he 
didn’t know for sure what he was facing... but he couldn’t stop thinking about the worst 
possible scenario, that the cancer had flared up in his lungs again and that, this time, he 
wouldn’t have an option for how to get rid of it. 

The worry kept him awake, despite the fact that he was exhausted.  It wasn’t late, 
but he’d been up early and subjected to several different tests over the course of the 
afternoon.  First, a nurse had come to take a blood sample so that they could measure 
his blood counts.  Then it had been time for the CT scan, followed by a series of lung 
tests.  He’d had to breathe into a special device called a spirometer, which measure his 



 

lung function, according to the tech who had administered the test.  Not long after that, 
he’d been taken to a special airtight booth and forced to breathe into a different kind of 
mouthpiece that would measure his total lung capacity.  The breathing tests had left him 
fatigued and out of breath, and he had been relieved when he’d finally been allowed to 
go back to his room. 

He’d been trying to sleep ever since, but to no avail.  If his fears were not enough 
to keep him awake, the nurses who kept coming in to check on him were.  For the latter 
part of the afternoon, he’d had an older nurse doing his vital checks, but at seven 
o’clock, a younger nurse came in.  Even in the dim light, Nick recognized her instantly as 
Samantha, who had always been one of his favorite nurses on the floor.  She’d cared for 
him often when he was in and out of the hospital the year he’d been diagnosed, and he 
liked her because she was young and cute and sweet and more laidback than some of the 
other nurses.  She was a fan, too, but not the kind who pestered him. 

“Nick Carter,” the auburn-haired nurse drawled his name in a teasing voice, 
smiling as she came up to his bed.  “Haven’t seen you up here in awhile.” 

Nick gave her a wry smile.  “No offense, but I’d rather not be up here now.” 
Samantha laughed.  “I certainly understand,” she said with a smirk.  “How are 

you feeling?” 
“Alright, I guess,” Nick replied tiredly.  “The oxygen’s helping a little.”   He 

fingered the thin, clear line of the nasal canula he’d been given.  He hated wearing the 
thing, but the oxygen was making it easier to breathe, so he tried to grin and bear it. 

“Good,” said the nurse, as she wrote something down on the clipboard in her 
hand.  “You know, I just have to tell you – I came to your concert back in October, and 
you guys were so good!”  She giggled, looking girlish. 

Nick smiled.  “Aw, really, you were there?  I didn’t know.  Thanks for coming; I’m 
glad you liked it.” 

“Oh, believe me, I wouldn’t have missed it!” she exclaimed with a laugh.  “I had 
my tickets bought the day they came out.”   She chattered on in her lively Southern 
twang as she looked over the readings on his monitors, jotting down notes on his chart.  
“Your sats are a little low,” she commented, checking the little pulse ox monitor clipped 
to the end of one of his fingers.  “I’m going to turn up your O2 a bit more; that should 
help.”   He watched as she adjusted a gauge on the oxygen tank and made another note 
on his chart. 

“Any pain from the IVs, or are they okay?” she asked, turning around the two 
bags hanging on the IV stand next to his bed.  They were each connected to a line that 
ran into a vein on the inside of his elbow, one dripping saline to keep him hydrated, the 
other pumping him with antibiotics. 

“They’re fine,” replied Nick, marveling over how used to IVs he was by now.  He’d 
developed small calluses on the inside of his arms from all the needles that had been 
threaded into the veins there over the years; it was all routine to him by now. 

“Good.”  She wrote one more thing on the chart and then asked, “Is there 
anything I can get you before I go?” 

He was about to say no, but then changed his mind.  “You think I could get a 
sleeping pill or something?  Nothin’ too strong, just something so I can get some sleep?” 

“Sure!” said Samantha.  “I’ll just run it by Dr. K first to make sure it’s okay, and 
I’ll be back in a jiff.  I don’t blame you for not being able to sleep in this place,” she 



 

 

added with a chuckle.  “It’s gotta be tough, with all of us coming in and fiddling with 
things all the time.”  She smiled knowingly, and Nick laughed wheezily, then coughed. 

Samantha watched him carefully, waiting for the coughing spell to pass, and then 
gave him another gentle smile.  “I’ll be back soon with something to help you sleep,” she 
assured him.  “Just hit your call button if you need somethin’ before then.” 

“Okay.  Thanks,” Nick replied, managing a smile back before she left the room.  
Then he relaxed against his pillows, inhaling the oxygen that flowed into his nostrils as 
deeply as he could. 

As promised, Samantha was back within a few minutes with a large pill in a small 
paper cup.  She poured a glass of water for him from the pitcher on his bed tray and 
handed him the cup.  “This should help you get to sleep,” she said sweetly. 

Nick thanked her and gratefully took the pill.  Within half an hour, he had drifted 
off into a dreamless sleep. 

 
*** 

 
It was the following evening before Dr. Kingsbury came to talk to Nick about the 

results of his tests from the day before.  He’d spent the day resting, watching TV, and 
worrying because he didn’t seem to be feeling any better, despite the antibiotics.  And 
Dr. Kingsbury didn’t do much to quash his fears. 

“How have you been feeling today, Nick?” she asked when she came in to his 
room. 

He pressed the mute button on the TV remote before turning to her.  “Eh,” he 
grunted honestly, “about the same.” 

The middle-aged doctor nodded, pursing her lips.  “Well, I’ve been going over 
your test results with the pulmonology department, and I’m afraid they’re still not giving 
us the diagnosis we’re looking for.  Your bloodwork showed that your white count is 
high, which usually means you have an infection.  With the way you’ve been feeling, 
that’s no surprise.  The lung function tests showed that your lung capacity is only 60% of 
what it should be, even taking into account the lobectomy you had.  That means 
something’s building up in your lungs, taking up space, which, again, is not a surprise – 
we could already tell that from the x-ray.” 

“What about the CT scan?” asked Nick, wanting to know what that “something” 
that was building up in his lungs was.  Was is cancer, or was it just fluid from 
pneumonia? 

Dr. Kingsbury smiled briefly at his question.  “CT scans are a lot clearer than x-
rays, but in your case, the scan didn’t tell us much more than the x-ray did.  The same 
white infiltrates I pointed out to you on the x-ray yesterday showed up, but 
unfortunately, a lot of different lung diseases look that way in a scan,” she explained.  “I 
won’t be able to make a clear diagnosis until I know exactly what those patchy spots are, 
what they’re made of.  I want to schedule you for a lung biopsy tomorrow.” 

Nick’s heart flip-flopped at the word biopsy.  He’d had a biopsy done on his leg 
three years ago, when he’d checked into the hospital for further tests on what he’d 
thought was just a simple fracture.  It was the biopsy that had given Dr. Kingsbury his 
diagnosis of Ewing’s Sarcoma. 

Biopsies diagnosed cancer. 



 

“Are you looking for cancer cells?  Is that why you want to do a biopsy?” he asked, 
his voice catching. 

Dr. Kingsbury smiled again.  “I’m looking to rule out cancer.  The doctor who 
does the biopsy will take a small sample of tissue from an area where we see the patches 
on your scans, and if no cancer cells show up, we can rule out metastasis.  We’ll also be 
able to analyze the tissue sample to see what is in those patches.  Does that make 
sense?” 

Nick nodded, but he still didn’t feel much better about the whole thing.  Another 
biopsy...   The last time, he’d been more afraid about the procedure itself than what it 
might reveal.  He’d been too naïve to know any better; he’d never even considered the 
possibility of cancer.  But now he was wiser.  This time, it was the results he feared. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 115 
 

Early the next morning, another doctor came to talk to Nick, but it was not Dr. 
Kingsbury.  “Good morning, Nick.  I’m Dr. Mahmood,” she introduced herself, 
extending her hand across the bed to shake his. 

“Morning,” Nick replied, looking curiously up the new doctor.  She was much 
younger than Dr. Kingsbury and pretty, with dark, striking features and long black hair 
that was pulled back into a loose bun. 

She had a kind smile too; he noticed it when she grinned and said, “You’re 
probably wondering who I am.  I’m a pulmonologist here at the hospital – a lung doctor.  
Dr. Kingsbury consulted with me yesterday to go over the results of your tests from this 
week, and we both agreed that a lung biopsy was needed for a conclusive diagnosis.  I 
was told she’d already talked with you about this?”   She arched an eyebrow 
questioningly, and Nick nodded. 

“Yeah, she told me last night.” 
“Okay, good.”  Dr. Mahmood said.  “Assuming it’s okay with you, I’m going to be 

doing the procedure.  I have an OR booked for two o’clock this afternoon.” 
Nick’s eyes drifted to the wall clock in his room; it was not quite nine a.m. yet. 
“I thought I’d come and brief you on what the biopsy will be like this morning to 

hopefully put your mind to rest,” continued the doctor, with an understanding smile.  
Nick nodded, forcing a smile back.  “I’ll be doing a video-assisted thoracoscopy instead 
of an open lung biopsy.  It’s a newer procedure, but it’ll be a lot more pleasant for you.  
Instead of actually cutting open your chest, which is what an open lung biopsy requires, 
I’ll just be making three small incisions in your side.  Then I’ll insert a tube that has a 
tiny camera in it into one of the incisions.  The camera is connected to a TV screen that 
will let me see what I’m doing without actually opening your chest.  Pretty cool, huh?” 

The young doctor grinned.  Nick merely blanched, and she chuckled lightly.  “I 
know, it sounds a little weird, but it really is a lot better than the old way of doing it.  It is 
a new technology, but it’s becoming more routine; I’ve done many of them by now, so 
you’ve got nothing to worry about.  We’ll put you to sleep for the procedure, so you won’t 
feel a thing.  And afterwards, you’ll just be a little sore from the incisions and chest tube 
we’ll put in afterwards – the recovery’s not nearly as bad as for open lung surgery,” she 
assured him and then paused.  “Do you have any questions?” 

Nick tried to think of some, but he decided he really didn’t want to know much 
more than that.  It would probably just freak him out more.  “I don’t think so,” he said.  
“Just do your thing, I guess.” 

“Alright, great,” smiled Dr. Mahmood.  “Well, you can have me paged if you have 
any concerns before it’s time, and if not, I’ll see you later in the OR, and we’ll get to the 
bottom of what’s causing your symptoms.” 

Nick nodded.  “Thanks,” he told her before she left. 
Once the doctor was gone, he glanced at the clock again.  He had five hours to go 

before the surgery and nothing to do to keep his mind occupied.  With a sigh, he reached 
for the phone beside his bed, figuring he should call one of the guys and let them know 
what was going on. 

Brian answered his home phone on the third ring.  “Hello?” he asked uncertainly. 
“Hey Bri, it’s Nick.” 



 

“Oh, hey, Nick!  Your name didn’t come up on my caller ID; I didn’t know it was 
you.  How are ya, man?” 

“Eh, been better,” Nick admitted. 
“Really?  Is that cold you had still hangin’ around?” 
Nick sighed.  “Yeah... I went to my doc the day before yesterday, and she stuck me 

in the hospital.” 
“What??  Why?”  Brian sounded alarmed. 
“Well, I guess it’s a little more than a cold.  They’re not sure; they think I probably 

have pneumonia, but they’re still running tests.”  Nick bit his lip, wondering if he should 
tell his best friend he was afraid it could be a recurrence of his cancer.  He settled 
instead for saying, “I’m having a lung biopsy later today.” 

“Lung biopsy?  As in, surgery??” asked Brian. 
“Yeah... I guess it’s pretty minor though.  The lung doc was just in here explaining 

it.  They’re gonna do it with a little camera somehow, instead of cutting me all the way 
open,” Nick tried to explain. 

“Ohhh, I know what you’re talking about.  I’ve heard of how they can do that 
now,” replied Brian.  “But... why do they need to do a biopsy if they think it’s 
pneumonia?  What else could you have?  I mean, do they think... could it be something 
related to the tumor you had?” 

Nick swallowed hard.  “Dr. Kingsbury doesn’t think it’s cancer, but nobody really 
knows.  That’s why they want to do the biopsy; they can’t tell for sure from the other 
tests,” he said miserably. 

“Jeez,” Brian sighed.  “I wish you’d called me a couple days ago, Nick; I could 
have come down to be with you.” 

“Don’t worry about it, dude,” Nick said quickly.  “That’s not why I’m callin’; I just 
thought someone should know.  But I’m fine for right now.  Stay home and play with 
your kid.” 

“I will... for now,” said Brian, “but you call if you need anything.  I’m the closest to 
you after Howie, and I’d be happy to come down anytime, bro, you know that.” 

“I know,” Nick smiled, glad he’d decided to call Brian.  He could always count on 
his best friend to be understanding and to be there for him without smothering him, the 
way Kevin tended to.  “Listen, I gotta go.  Tell Baylee hi from his godfather, ‘kay?” 

“I certainly will,” said Brian, and Nick could tell he was smiling.  But his tone 
turned serious again when he added, “If you can, gimme a call tomorrow and let me 
know how things are going, alright?  If you don’t, I’m gonna be on the phone singing to 
the nurses again, trying to find out details.” 

Nick chuckled, remembering how Brian had once had to sing over the phone to 
Nurse Samantha to prove he was indeed Brian Littrell, Backstreet Boy, in order to get a 
hold of Nick.  “I’ll call,” he promised, then paused.  “Or maybe I won’t.  I’d kinda like to 
hear you make a fool of yourself singing Backstreet Boys songs over the phone.  Maybe 
they’ll request ‘If You Want It To Be Good Girl’-” 

“Get yourself a... bad boy!” Brian screeched in a high-pitched, whiny voice that 
was eerily similar to the way a then 17-year-old Nick had actually sounded in that track.  
Nick cringed.  Brian laughed, then sobered and said, “Okay, I’ll let you go now so you 
can get some rest.  I’ll say a prayer for you for this afternoon, man.  Talk to you soon.” 

“Thanks.  Later, Bri.”  Nick hung up with a sigh, hoping God would listen to 
Brian’s prayer.  Life had been looking up for him again now that he’d finally gotten back 



 

 

to touring and doing all of the things he’d done before he got cancer.  He didn’t think he 
could handle hearing more bad news. 

 
*** 

 
“How are you doing, Nick?”   The anesthesiologist’s face appeared over Nick as he 

asked the question. 
“Fine,” Nick mumbled, already starting to feel drowsy from the medication he’d 

been given to relax him before he’d been taken to the surgical floor. 
“Good, good,” smiled the anesthesiologist, crinkles appearing at the corners of his 

eyes.  “I’m going to inject a little something in your IV to put you to sleep, and all I want 
you to do is to count backwards from one hundred for me.  Can you do that?” 

“Sure,” muttered Nick, feeling annoyed.  Why did they always ask him to count 
backwards?  “Hundred... ninety-nine...”  It really was a stupid thing to do.  “Ninety-
eight... ninety-seven... ninety-...” 

Nick had only meant to close his eyes for a second between ninety-six and ninety-
five, but when he opened them again, he heard a voice say, “Well, hello, Nick,” and 
found himself looking up into the face of a woman, her hair hidden by a blue surgical 
cap.  “The biopsy’s over, and you did very well,” she said, smiling.  “How are you feeling?  
Are you in any pain?” 

Wow, thought Nick groggily; it was always amazing how fast surgery seemed to 
go when he’d been knocked out like that.  Remembering the nurse’s question, he 
thought hard, trying to assess how his body was feeling.  His side was sore, he could tell 
already, but nothing too bad.  His throat hurt the worst; it felt dry and raw, and he was 
very thirsty.  “My... my throat,” he rasped in a hoarse whisper. 

“Thirsty?  I’ll get you some ice chips,” said the nurse, disappearing momentarily.  
She returned with a small cup of ice and an extra blanket too, which she tucked around 
him.  “Thought you might be cold,” she explained. 

Nick closed his eyes briefly.  The heated blanket felt nice; he had been a little 
cold. 

The nurse raised the head of his bed up just slightly and helped him with the ice 
chips.  They cooled his throat a little, but he really wanted a glass of cold water.  No such 
luck though; he knew from experience they wouldn’t let him drink anything this soon 
after surgery.  “You’re in recovery now,” the nurse explained as she sat next to him, 
watching him suck on an ice chip.  “We’ll observe you here for about an hour, and then 
you’ll be able to back to your room.  You’ve got a chest tube in right now to help drain 
fluids and air from your chest, but that will come out within the next day or two.  We’re 
also giving you fluids and pain meds through these IVs.”   She reached up to the bags 
hanging from the IV pole attached to his bed. 

Nick tried to follow her movements, but he still felt too weak and out of it.  His 
eyelids felt heavy, and he could feel sleep coming back on.  But before he could drift off 
again, the nurse got his attention by saying, “You have a visitor too.  Would you like me 
to bring him in, or would you rather just get some rest?” 

Visitor?  As Nick processed what she had just said, he perked up some.  Who 
could possibly have come to visit him?  Nobody knew he was having surgery except for 
Brian, and he was in Atlanta. 



 

Noticing his curiosity, the nurse smiled.  “I think you’ll be happy to see him; he’s 
a friend of yours.  I’ll go get him.”  Nick nodded, and she disappeared again.  He fought 
sleep while she was gone, determined to stay awake long enough to see who his mystery 
visitor was.  He closed his eyes, and when he opened them again, the nurse was coming 
towards him, accompanied by none other than Howie Dorough. 

“Howie D,” Nick croaked, smiling with difficulty.  Until that moment, he hadn’t 
realized how nice it would be to see a friendly face when he came out of surgery, but 
suddenly, he was very glad Howie had come. 

“Nicky C,” Howie returned with a smile as he came up alongside Nick’s bed, 
reaching down to take his hand.  He gave it a gentle squeeze and asked, “How ya doin’, 
bud?” 

“Eh... tired,” Nick murmured, his eyes opening and closing again.  “This... this 
shit they give you... it knocks you out reeeal good...” 

Howie chuckled.  “Then you sleep, Nicky.  Don’t worry about staying up just 
‘cause of me; I’ll be around when you wake up again, okay?” 

“...‘Kay...” Nick slurred, still fighting to keep his eyes open.  Within a few minutes, 
though, he was out again. 

 
*** 

 
“Hey, this is Nick Carter.  Leave me a message, and I’ll holla back at ya.” 
Claire sighed in exasperation and jerked her phone down, punching the red 

button to end the call.  Why won’t he answer?? she wondered, starting to pace in the 
living room of her apartment.  She had heard Nick’s dorky voicemail greeting so many 
times in the last two days, it didn’t even make her laugh anymore; on the contrary, she 
was worried. 

It was Friday afternoon, and she hadn’t talked to him in a week.  He had been 
sick the last time, and she had meant to call him back a few days later to see how he was 
doing.  Real life had gotten in the way, and it had been Thursday before she’d tried to 
call again.  But he hadn’t answered his phone at all yesterday, and despite the voicemail 
she’d left him, he hadn’t returned any of her calls yet today.  She’d tried him on her 
lunch break that day at work and again when she’d gotten off, but all she got was his 
voicemail.  She was starting to worry that something was really wrong. 

Her first concern, of course, was for his health, and as she thought of him living 
alone in that big house of his, her worry only grew.  What if something happened to 
him?  What if he passed out or tripped on the stairs, and no one knew? 

She wanted to drive over to his house and check on him personally, but her other 
concern stopped her from grabbing her keys that very minute.  What if it wasn’t that at 
all?  What if Nick was perfectly fine and just avoiding her calls because he’d found out 
about her and Jamie? 

She frowned, halting her pacing for a few seconds.  She hadn’t told Nick she was 
engaged yet, partly because she’d only talked to him for a few minutes since it happened, 
and he’d sounded so miserable that it had been easy to let him go without it coming up.  
The other reason was that she wasn’t ready.  She was dreading telling him because she 
knew what his reaction would be.  He certainly wouldn’t be happy; he might even be 
hurt.  It had been less than two-and-a-half years since she’d broken off her engagement 



 

 

to him, and now here she was, engaged to another man.  And not just any man.  Jamie.  
The one person in her life Nick couldn’t stand. 

She would tell him eventually, of course; how could she not?  She was just waiting 
for the right opportunity, for a time when she could tell him without sounding like she 
was rubbing it in his face.  But what if he already knew?  She tried to think – who could 
have told him?  Of course, lots of people knew by now... but no one that was particularly 
close to Nick.  Laureen was the only one who even had his number, but Claire knew she 
wouldn’t have called Nick and told him. 

Again, she sighed and resumed her pacing.  Somehow she knew it wasn’t that... 
which brought her back to worrying about him again.  She eyed the set of car keys lying 
on her kitchen counter, but instead of grabbing them, she raised her cell phone again 
and brought up her contacts list.  She still had the guys’ numbers stored; she would call 
one of them first and see if any of them had heard from Nick in the last two days.  That 
would be more rational than flying over to his house in a panic. 

She found Howie’s cell phone number and dialed.  At first, she was taken directly 
to his voicemail as well.  “Don’t you Boys ever answer your phones??” she ranted in 
frustration, hanging up before the beep sounded for her to leave a message.  She scrolled 
back up her contacts list and was about to try AJ when the phone rang in her hand. 

Startled, she looked down at the caller ID and smiled wryly when she read 
Howie’s name.  She punched a button and put the phone to her ear.  “Hey, Howie,” she 
answered. 

“Hey!  Sorry I missed your call; I had to go find somewhere where I could use my 
cell,” apologized Howie. 

“That’s okay,” said Claire, not exactly sure what he was talking about.  “Sorry to 
bug ya, but I was just calling to find out if you had talked to Nick in the last couple of 
days.  I keep trying to call him, and he won’t answer his phone, so-” 

“Ahh – I was wondering if you knew what was going on,” Howie interrupted.  
“You’ve always been like Nicky’s rock through this stuff.” 

“What?  What’s going on?” Claire asked, her heart beating faster. 
“Nick’s sick.  He went to the doctor a couple days ago because he couldn’t shake 

this cold he’s had, and she put him in the hospital.  I guess it’s more than a cold.  Brian 
said Nick called him and said they thought he might have pneumonia, but they weren’t 
sure.  They were doing a lung biopsy on him today, so I came down from Orlando.  He 
just got out of surgery awhile ago; he’s sleeping now.  I guess he’s okay... the nurse said 
the biopsy went fine, but no one’s really telling me anything.  You know how it is.”  
Howie sounded slightly frazzled as he babbled on, Claire struggling to process it all. 

Hospital... pneumonia... surgery...   Her worries were being realized; something 
was wrong with Nick.  Right then, she decided she had to go to him; she couldn’t handle 
just waiting by the phone for Howie to call back and update her later.  “Are you going to 
be at the hospital with him for awhile?” she asked Howie.  “I want to come up, if you 
think it’d be okay. 

“Yeah, sure,” replied Howie.  “Come up if you want; I could use the company.  It’s 
pretty boring right now, just sitting around... Nick was awake for a few minutes in the 
recovery room when I came in, but now he’s totally out of it again.” 

“Okay,” Claire said quickly.  “I’ll be there in a little while.  Where can I find you?  
Is Nick in a room yet?”? 

“Yeah, Room 502.” 



 

Claire drew in a sharp breath.  “He’s in Oncology?” 
There was a pause, and then Howie said slowly, “Yeah... yeah, I guess he is... but 

it’s probably just because he knows the staff there, and they know him.  And his doctor 
works on this floor... Dr. Kingsbury...” 

Claire nodded, not at all sure about Howie’s explanation.  She didn’t think Howie 
was sure himself.  But she didn’t want to worry him, so she said, “Yeah... you’re probably 
right.”  When she hung up, though, her stomach was in knots.  Howie had mentioned 
Nick was having tests done, including a biopsy.  What exactly were they looking for? she 
wondered.  If he didn’t have pneumonia, what was making him so sick? 

Oh God, please... please don’t make it be that, she prayed silently, squeezing her 
eyes shut.  After everything Nick had been through, everything he had overcome, the last 
thing he needed was to relapse again.  It would be absolutely devastating for him... and 
for her too.  She couldn’t fathom it.  God couldn’t possibly be so cruel, could He?  
Please... please let him be alright.  He doesn’t deserve this... 

Swallowing hard, she forced back the lump in her throat and opened her eyes, 
blinking a few times to clear away the moisture in them.  She spotted her car keys, still 
lying  on the counter.  This time, she snatched them up on her way out the door. 

 
*** 

 
When Claire stepped off the elevator onto the oncology floor, she veered right, 

heading for the larger, private rooms.  A hospital security guard was casually patrolling 
the hallway, so it wasn’t hard to figure out that Nick was close.  They always had extra 
security around, just in case some fans found out he was there.  She had just spotted his 
room, 502, when the guard asked sharply, “Visiting a patient, ma’am?” 

Claire turned to face him.  “Yes, I’m here to see Nick,” she answered, wondering if 
he was going to give her trouble.  She didn’t have much pull now that she wasn’t Nick’s 
fiancée; he wouldn’t know who she was.  “I’m a close friend of his,” she said. 

Of course, he gave her a skeptical look.  “I’ll have to check on that,” he said 
finally, after a long pause. 

Claire put on a smile and nodded.  “Okay,” she said brightly.  “Howie should be 
around here somewhere.  Just tell him Claire is here.” 

The guard narrowed his eyes at her, apparently trying to look intimidating.  She 
just stared back, an innocent look on her face, until he finally broke her gaze and turned 
around.  He rapped on the door to 502 and then opened it just enough to stick his head 
in.  She heard his deep voice rumble something she could not make out, and a moment 
later, he stepped back, and Howie appeared around the door. 

“Hey, Claire, c’mon in,” he said, beckoning into the room. 
“Thanks,” Claire chirped to the guard, walking around him on her way to meet 

Howie.  “That guy’s sure on a power trip,” she whispered to him in a low voice as they 
walked into Nick’s room, shutting the door again behind them. 

Howie laughed lightly, but Claire’s giggle died in her throat as she got closer to 
Nick’s bed.  She was overcome by the memories of seeing him in ICU after his lung 
surgery two-and-a-half years ago.  The ashy grayness of his skin... the hiss of oxygen and 
beep of the heart monitor... the tube in his side...   It was all the same, and as she took in 
the sight of him, a lump rose in her throat.  The last surgery had saved his life... but now 
he was sick again.  And from what Howie had said, no one knew why. 



 

 

Howie came up alongside her.  “He’s been sleeping like that for awhile,” he said 
quietly.  “I guess he needs his rest after the biopsy.” 

She nodded.  “Have you heard anything from his doctor yet?” she asked, turning 
to look at him. 

Howie just shook his head.  “Nothing yet.” 
They stood together in silence, just watching Nick sleep, the rhythm of the 

monitors lulling them into a stupor.  After awhile, Howie said, “Well, I’m gonna go take 
a little walk, maybe grab a soda.  Do you want anything?” 

She shook her head.  “I’m fine.  You go ahead.”   When Howie left, she walked 
around Nick’s bed to the chair that was sitting off to the left of it.  She sank down, her 
eyes drifting to the monitors that surrounded him.  His heart rate was high, she noticed, 
and his oxygen saturation was low.  After enough time in the hospital, she’d learned 
what normal levels should be, and his were slightly off.  Frowning, she reached out and 
laid her hand on top of his, very lightly rubbing it.  She watched his heart rate jump and 
then drop again, as he seemed to relax.  He was sleeping, but not too deeply; he could 
sense her touch. 

Soon the beeping from the heart monitor started to accelerate again, and lines 
appeared on Nick’s forehead.  When he let out a low moan in his sleep, she gave his 
hand a squeeze, watching him carefully.  Was he in pain? 

His eyelids began to flutter then, and before long, they flew open.  “Nick?” she 
asked cautiously. 

Slowly, he turned his head towards her, his blue eyes clouded with confusion.  “C-
Claire?” he rasped, blinking a few times. 

She smiled gently.  “You bet.” 
“What’re you doing here?” 
“Just making sure you weren’t playing phone hooky on me.  I’ve been trying to 

call you for days, and you wouldn’t answer.  Thought maybe you were just ignoring me,” 
she teased with a wry smile.  “I called Howie, and he told me you were sick, but I 
thought I better come and make sure you weren’t just faking it.” 

“Wish I was,” Nick said with a tired smile.  His eyes held a defeated look that 
made her blood run cold.  She knew how miserable and scared he had to be, back in the 
hospital again after he’d just finished a successful tour.  But he couldn’t give up now.  He 
had to keep the faith, had to ready himself in case the news was bad.  And then he would 
have to fight.  He would have to fight, because she couldn’t stand the thought of losing 
him.  “I feel like hell,” he moaned.  “My chest is killing me.” 

She bit her lip.  “You probably need more pain meds.  Lemme call a nurse; 
where’s your call button?” 

“Uh... I think it’s... over here somewhere...” he muttered and tried to fumble 
around for it with his right hand, which was still pinned under her left. 

“Oh, I see it,” she said, suddenly spotting the device.  She let go of his hand to 
reach for it, and when she handed it to him, she heard the air in his lungs rattle as he 
gasped softly. 

“What’s that on your finger?” he asked in a low, flat voice, and she felt her heart 
drop, her eyes immediately flashing to the sparkling Claddagh ring on her left hand. 

She met his eyes briefly and then looked away, unable to make eye contact as she 
quietly replied, “Jamie proposed.” 

“When?” 



 

“Valentine’s Day.” 
Nick let out a dry chuckle that sounded more like a cough.  She looked over in 

time to catch him wince in pain.  She could see the muscles along his jaw working as he 
gritted his teeth.  Then he said, his voice strained, “Valentine’s Day... gee, that was 
original.”  He coughed and winced again, squeezing his eyes shut.  She could tell he was 
in pain and felt bad for him, but she hadn’t missed his little dig at Jamie.  There was 
nothing she could say though; he was right.  The way Jamie had proposed was certainly 
beautiful, but there was nothing original about it. 

“Yeah, I know,” she said. 
“Well, hey... if he’s the one you wanna be with...”  Nick replied sarcastically, 

trailing off.  “Jesus,” he said with a grimace, trying to shift his weight a little in the bed.  
“This really hurts...” 

Claire was on her feet immediately, her hand on his shoulder.  “You probably 
shouldn’t move too much,” she said, watching him worriedly.  “The surgery... you’ve got 
tubes and stuff...” 

“My chest fucking hurts,” he spat, tears of pain springing to his eyes, and he 
pounded the nurse call button with his clenched fist.  The beeping of his heart monitor 
started to face, and Claire’s eyes flickered to the monitor to see the number that 
measured his heart rate jump several digits and continue to rise. 

“Nick,” she pleaded, grabbing his hand again and squeezing, “just hold on, calm 
down... a nurse will be in here in a minute...”  She looked around worriedly, wishing a 
nurse would burst in right then.  Please hurry, she begged internally.  She couldn’t bear 
to stand there and watch while Nick was in pain. 

“I... I can’t... breathe,” he gasped, ripping his hand out of hers and fumbling with 
the oxygen canula he was wearing.  Claire took her eyes off of him just long enough to 
look at the monitor again; his oxygen saturation level was falling lower, and she knew he 
was in trouble.  She didn’t want to leave him, but she had to get help; the nurse wasn’t 
coming fast enough. 

Thankfully, she had no sooner left his side than the door burst open, and in came 
not just one nurse, but several, accompanied by a doctor in a white coat.  Claire flattened 
herself against a wall as they barreled in, immediately surrounding Nick’s bed.  “Mr. 
Carter?  Nick?  Can you tell us how you’re feeling?” the doctor hurled questions at Nick. 

As Nick tried to answer, Claire heard bits and pieces of the nurse’s comments.  
“He’s tachy... SATS are falling... Dropped his pressure... No breath sounds... Nick?  Nick, 
can you hear me?” 

Then the monitors went completely haywire, and as she squeezed her eyes shut, 
Claire heard one of them call, “He’s crashing!” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 116 
 

“Ma’am?” 
Standing frozen against the wall, Claire felt a pair of hands grab her shoulders; 

she heard the nurse trying to talk to her, but she stared right through her, her thoughts 
only of Nick. 

“Ma’am, you need to come with me.  C’mon, let’s wait in the hall.  Ma’am?”  The 
nurse’s grip on her shoulders tightened, and she was steered away from the wall and 
towards the door. 

“No, please,” Claire started protesting as she snapped to, “Please, I wanna stay; I 
wanna make sure he-” 

“We need room to work.  Let me take you down the hall to one of our private 
waiting rooms, and I promise someone will come to get you once it’s okay to come back 
in,” the nurse told her soothingly, yet her hold on Claire was firm as she guided her out 
the door. 

In the hall, Claire spotted Howie, who was walking towards them, a can of Coke 
in his hand.  When he saw Claire and the nurse, an alarmed look came over his face, and 
he picked up the pace, jogging towards them.  “What happened?” he demanded.  “Is 
Nicky okay??” 

Claire didn’t know how to answer right away; luckily, the nurse said to Howie, 
“He’s having some trouble breathing; it looks like he might have a collapsed lung.  The 
doctor’s trying to get him stabilized now.  Could you walk her down to the waiting room 
and wait there, please?  I’ll come and get you as soon as I know more.” 

Howie’s face seemed calm; only the panic in his eyes revealed his fear.  Keeping 
his composure, he nodded and gave the nurse a hurried “Thanks,” before putting his 
arm around Claire.  “Come on,” he murmured, walking her briskly to the small waiting 
room up the hall.  As soon as they were inside, he pushed the door shut and guided her 
to a chair.  “What happened??” he asked her as they sat down beside each other, his 
forehead creased with worry and confusion.  “Claire?” 

She shook her head and brought her hand up over her mouth.  “I think it was my 
fault,” she whispered, in shock.  “Right before he started saying his chest hurt, he saw 
my ring...”   She slowly held up her left hand, sadly examining the engagement ring. 

It was several seconds before Howie responded.  Then he said, “Congratulations.”  
His voice was quiet, but not condemning; still, she felt horrible.  She couldn’t even 
respond, so she just stared down at her hands. 

A few more seconds passed, and then Howie added, “You can’t blame yourself, 
you know.  For this or... for anything.  You and Nicky are both adults.  You tried out a 
relationship; it didn’t work.  You’re allowed to move on.  You should move on, in fact.  
So should Nick.  If he’s hurt by the fact that you’re with someone else, that’s his problem 
to sort out, not yours.” 

Slowly, Claire looked over at Howie and managed a tiny smile.  “Thanks,” she 
whispered. 

He put his arm around her, gently hugging her against him.  She felt her tense 
body relax a little against his muscular shoulder.  But not too much; she wouldn’t be 
able to really relax until she knew Nick was okay. 

Ten minutes seemed like ten hours, but finally, the nurse from before returned.  
In Nick’s hospital room, she had looked tense and flustered, but this time, she was 



 

smiling.  “Nick is stable,” she told Claire and Howie.  “His lung collapsed, but we put in 
another chest tube to re-inflate it, and his vitals are stabilizing.  We’re going to take him 
for a chest x-ray now to check on his lungs.  Normally this kind of pneumothorax – 
collapsed lung – isn’t an immediate emergency, but I think in Nick’s case it was 
complicated by his lobectomy and whatever is making him sick.” 

Claire swallowed hard, remembering the biopsy.  What?! she wanted to cry, 
what’s making him sick??   But she knew how long it could take to get test results back, 
and the nurse probably wouldn’t tell them without telling Nick first anyway.  She sighed. 

“Thank you so much,” Howie spoke up, shaking the nurse’s hand.  “Will we be 
able to see him after the x-ray?” 

“Yes, I think that would be alright.  We sedated him to put in the chest tube, 
though, so he might still be a little out of it.  His body needs rest anyway; he’s had a 
rough day, poor thing.”  The nurse’s lips drooped sympathetically, and Claire couldn’t 
agree more. 

Poor Nick.  When would this nightmare ever end for him? 
 

*** 
 

Claire walked tiredly into her dark, silent apartment and shut the door, locking it 
behind her.  She turned on a small lamp in the living room, bringing a soft glow to the 
dim space, and slumped down on the couch, leaning her head against its back.  It was 
close to midnight, and she was drained.  Physically... emotionally... exhausted in every 
way imaginable.  She’d considered staying at the hospital overnight, but Howie had 
taken one look at her around 11:30 and told her to go home. 

“I’m staying here with Nicky anyway.  We don’t both need to stay,” he’d pointed 
out.  “Go home and get some sleep so you can come back in the morning.  I promise I’ll 
call if anything happens.” 

Claire had supposed he was right; there was no reason for her to stay and be a 
martyr.  Nick had still been doped up and out of it when she left, and she figured he 
would sleep until morning.  She would come back then and relieve Howie. 

Remembering his promise to call before then if anything should happen, she 
realized that her cell phone was still turned off and decided she had better turn it back 
on, just in case.  She pulled it out of her purse and held in the power button.  She 
watched the screen blearily as it came on and found that she had three voicemails 
waiting for her. 

Sighing, she pressed a button to dial her voicemail and punched in her code to 
access the messages.  She wasn’t surprised when the automated voice on the line read 
off the digits of Jamie’s number.  It was a Friday night; she was sure he had expected 
them to do something, and she’d been so worried about Nick, she had completely 
forgotten to call him. 

“Hey, babe, it’s going on five, and I’m just calling to see what you feel like doing 
tonight.  I was thinking maybe we could hit one of the restaurants down by the beach – 
whaddya say?  Gimme a call back.” 

His voice sounded annoyed by the second message, which had been left an hour 
later, and worried by the third, which had been left just an hour ago.  Wincing, she 
quickly punched in the speed dial for him, feeling bad about making him worry. 



 

 

“Claire?” Jamie answered abruptly.  “What’s going on?  I’ve been trying to call 
you all night; where have you been??” 

“Hey, I’m sorry.  My phone was shut off earlier, and I just now got home,” she 
started to explain.  “I was up at the hospital... Nick’s sick.” 

“Nick?  I thought he was in Europe.” 
“As of a couple weeks ago, he was.  He’s back now... and he’s really sick.  They 

think he might have pneumonia... or worse... they don’t know yet.  I just found out after 
work, so I went up there and was there all night with Howie.  I had to shut my phone off, 
so I didn’t get any of your messages until now.  I’m sorry,” she apologized. 

“I was worried about you.  You could have called.” 
“I know,” she sighed, closing her eyes wearily.  “I should have, but I was a little 

worried too, you know.  It wasn’t top priority.” 
“Okay, okay, you don’t have to snap.”  Jamie sounded annoyed again.  “Sorry for 

being concerned about where my fiancée is.” 
Claire rolled her eyes.  “I didn’t snap,” she said curtly – okay, now she was 

snapping, “and I’m sorry... I’m just tired and upset, and I really just want to go to bed 
now.” 

“Alright,” Jamie said simply, though he still sounded miffed.  “Well, give me a call 
sometime this weekend if you have time to hang out with me.  If not, give Nick my best.” 

“Yeah, sure,” mumbled Claire, knowing he didn’t mean it.  “’Night, Jamie.” 
“Love you,” he replied, and she felt a stab of guilt. 
“I love you too,” she repeated, and then she hung up.  She set the phone down on 

the couch cushion next to her and lay her head back again, staring up at the shadows on 
the ceiling until her eyes started to cross.  After awhile, she dragged herself up and 
drifted off to bed. 

 
*** 

 
Nick awoke when a sudden light came seeping through his eyelids.  He opened 

his eyes and immediately shut them again, trying to block out the bright light. 
“Sorry, Nick,” a softly Southern-accented voice whispered.  “I just need to check 

your vitals and everything here.  You can go back to sleep.” 
Nick opened his eyes again, squinting as he let them adjust to the light.  He 

realized it was just the light above his bed; the rest of his room was dark.  Samantha, his 
nurse, was there again, her hand flying across his chart. 

“What time is it?” he asked, startled at how breathy and rasping his voice 
sounded.  It had to be night time, judging by the darkness... but the last time he 
remembered being awake was in the afternoon, after his biopsy.  He must have been out 
for awhile. 

“Almost three a.m., hon,” Samantha replied, her voice hushed. 
“Wow... that late?” 
“Sounds like you had a hard day,” said Samantha, patting his shoulder 

sympathetically.  “Surgery this afternoon... and then your lung collapsed this evening, 
and they had to give you another chest tube.  No wonder you’ve been sleepin’ all this 
time.” 

All of a sudden, the memory came back to Nick – Howie and Claire had both been 
to see him.  He remembered Claire sitting beside him as the dull ache in his chest had 



 

begun to sharpen.  He remembered seeing the ring on her finger, right before he’d 
started having trouble breathing.  Then the memories faded to blackness, and he knew 
nothing of what had happened after that. 

“Did Claire and Howie go home?” he asked weakly. 
Samantha smiled.  “Claire left a few hours ago, but she said she’d be back in the 

morning.  And Howie... well, you don’t think everyone would go and leave you now, do 
you?” she said, and then she pointed across the room.  Following her finger, he saw 
Howie passed out in a chair, his head back, mouth wide open, snoring softly.  “He was 
worried sick about you.  They both were.” 

Nick couldn’t help but smile in Howie’s direction.  “Was I that bad off?” he 
wondered aloud. 

Samantha frowned.  “I wasn’t on yet, but I heard you gave everyone a little scare,” 
she answered quietly.  Nick swallowed hard, feeling slightly queasy at the realization.  
The beeping coming from his heart monitor sped up, and Samantha looked over at it.  
“Hey now, don’t get all worked up,” she said soothingly, touching his shoulder again.  
“You’re a tough guy, and I know you’re gonna get through this,” she added, looking him 
straight in the eye.  “Keep the faith, alright?” 

Nick nodded.  “I’ll try,” he rasped.  He took a few labored breaths before he asked 
tentatively, “Do they know what’s wrong with me yet?” 

“I’m not sure,” said Samantha apologetically.  “I haven’t heard anything, but I can 
leave a message for Dr. K or your pulmonologist to come talk to you first thing 
tomorrow morning.” 

“Okay... thanks...” 
“No problem,” she smiled briefly.  Her smile faded as she turned to the monitors 

again to finish making her notes.  “Are you havin’ any trouble breathing?” she asked, 
frowning.  “Your sats have dipped a little.” 

“Yeah, kinda,” Nick wheezed.  His chest felt tight and achy, as if a hippopotamus 
were sleeping on top of it.  As Samantha leaned over to fiddle with his oxygen again, 
Nick felt a block of ice settle in his stomach.  He had the feeling – a bad feeling – that he 
was getting worse instead of better.  But he tried to force this negative thought out of his 
mind, knowing it would do him no good to worry about it all night.  He would talk to a 
doctor in the morning, and hopefully he would get some answers then. 

Trying to get his mind off of his own health, he asked, “So... what are you doing 
working here so late at night again?” 

“Oh, I work the night shift on most weeknights now,” replied Samantha, 
straightening up and adding something to his chart.  “Trying to pay my way through 
med school.” 

“Med school?” Nick repeated with raised brows, impressed.  “Wow.  So you 
wanna be a doctor... instead of a nurse?” 

Samantha gave him an impish smile and a little shrug.  “I thought I’d give it a try, 
yeah.  I’ve always wanted to go back to school... and now I finally am!” 

Nick smiled.  “Must be hard though... doing med school and working nights 
here...” 

“Oh, you should talk!” hissed Samantha, lightly swatting his shoulder with her 
clipboard.  “I know what your schedule’s like when you’re on the road.” 

“Well, yeah... but I’m not, like, saving lives,” Nick rasped with a chuckle that 
ended in a cough. 



 

 

“Hm...”  Samantha pressed her lips together and studied them.  “Maybe not,” she 
said quietly, “but you’re changing them.” 

Nick felt a lump of pride rise in his throat as she left his room, leaving the room 
in near-darkness again.  In the glow of the monitors around his bed, he looked over at 
Howie, who was still conked out in a chair.  How the guy could sleep with the sounds 
from all the medical equipment and two voices talking was beyond him.  But still Howie 
slept. 

It was sort of comforting, knowing he was there, even if he could sleep through a 
train wreck... or a helicopter crashing into the side of the hospital... or something.  Nick 
smiled over at him before he closed his eyes, trying to block out the strange beeps and 
hisses of the hospital room and let Howie’s soft snoring lull him to sleep, as it had on the 
tour bus for so many years. 

 
*** 

 
As promised, Dr. Kingsbury stopped by Nick’s room the next morning, as he lay 

propped up in bed, poking at the bowl of soggy oatmeal he’d been given for breakfast 
with his spoon.  Howie had gone down to the cafeteria to get himself breakfast and had 
offered to sneak Nick back something more appealing, but he had no appetite at all.  He 
felt weak and feverish, and his chest ached.  It hurt to cough, it hurt to breathe, it hurt 
where the two thin tubes had been put in to drain his lung and keep it from collapsing 
again... 

“How are you feeling, Nick?” Dr. Kingsbury asked. 
“Like hell,” he answered truthfully. 
“How’s your breathing?” she asked, her eyes drifting to the numbers on his 

monitors before looking down at the chart she was holding.  “It looks like they had to 
turn up your oxygen again last night.” 

Nick nodded tiredly, inhaling the near-pure oxygen that flowed into his nostrils.  
It helped a little, but he was still short of breath, and breathing deeply seemed an 
impossibility, even though the nurses urged him to try. 

“Well, I have some news for you,” said Dr. Kingsbury, pulling up the chair Claire 
had occupied the night before and sitting down next to his bed.  She set her clipboard 
down on her lap and looked up at him.  “Here’s the good news,” she said with a pleasant 
smile.  “It’s not cancer.  The biopsy yesterday showed no signs of metastasis.” 

At her words, Nick let out what little breath he had in a sigh.  “Thank God,” he 
croaked, sagging with relief.  He raked a hand through his hair wearily.  “I don’t think I 
could have gone through that again...” 

Dr. Kingsbury nodded sympathetically.  “I know.  This is certainly good news.” 
“But you said there was bad news too, didn’t you,” Nick asked flatly.  “What is it, 

pneumonia?”   That wouldn’t be so bad, he decided as he waited for her to answer.  His 
last bout with pneumonia had been scary... but he’d made it through.  And he had been 
on chemo at the time, which made it worse; it was different now.  Pneumonia he could 
handle.  As long as it wasn’t a relapse of his cancer... 

“It doesn’t appear to be pneumonia either,” said Dr. Kingsbury, “and that’s the 
bad news – we don’t know exactly what it is yet.  I have a consultation with your 
pulmonologist, Dr. Mahmood, later this morning, but right now all I know is that your 
body isn’t responding to the antibiotics as it should.  Whatever it is, it’s not clearing up.  



 

The chest x-ray they took last night after your lung collapsed showed that the patchy 
shadows we saw on the first slides have become even more extensive.” 

“So it’s getting worse,” Nick whispered, starting to feel woozy as he took shallow 
breaths, the oxygen rattling in and out of his ailing lungs. 

“I’m afraid so,” Dr. Kingsbury answered grimly.  “We’re going to get to the 
bottom of this, but I’ll be straight with you, Nick – right now you’re on ninety percent 
oxygen, and your pulse ox. is showing that you’re still not getting enough oxygen into 
your blood.  If your sats dip much lower, you’re probably going to have to be intubated.” 

A shudder ran through Nick, but he nodded his understanding, knowing he had 
no other choice.  He had been through this before; he knew the drill.  If he got worse, 
they would have to put a tube down his throat to help him breathe.  A ventilator would 
breathe for him then, and they would keep him doped up on drugs until it came out.  He 
prayed it wouldn’t come to that. 

“For now,” Dr. Kingsbury continued, “a respiratory therapist is going to come 
down in awhile to give you a breathing treatment.  That might help clear out your lungs 
and give us some time to figure out what’s going on so we can treat you.  In the 
meantime, hang in there, alright?”   She squeezed his shoulder, and he tried to smile.  It 
probably ended up looking more like a grimace. 

“I’ll try,” he said softly before his doctor left the room. 
 

*** 
 

The breathing treatment helped a little, and by noon, Nick was feeling slightly 
better.  The misty vapors he’d inhaled through a mask during the treatment seemed to 
have cleared his lungs a bit, and the number that measured the amount of oxygen in his 
bloodstream hovered in the low nineties on his monitor.  This figure was far from ideal, 
but the day nurse who kept coming to check on him had told him that as long as the 
number stayed above ninety, they would not have to intubate. 

Claire had turned up around ten o’clock, looking tense and awkward.  “It’s good 
to see you awake,” she’d whispered as she gave him a gentle hug, being careful not to 
disrupt any of the tubes. 

“Sorry if I scared you last night,” he’d replied with a wry smile, remembering that 
she had been with him when he’d started having trouble breathing the night before, the 
result of a collapsed lung. 

“Don’t apologize,” she said quickly, straightening.  “If anyone’s going to apologize 
here, it should be me.  I’m sorry if... if I hurt you last night...”   Her right hand drifted to 
her left, and she started nervously twisting the ring he’d seen on her finger the night 
before. 

Nick tried to pretend it hadn’t hurt, knowing that it wouldn’t change anything if 
she knew how much it had.  So what if it stung him to see a new and different diamond 
ring on her finger, a spot once reserved for the ring he’d bought for her.  Knowing that 
wouldn’t make her take it off and give it back to Jamie, would it?  She’d already said yes 
to him.  A huge mistake, he thought, but he wasn’t going to say that to her now either.  It 
wasn’t the time or the place.  He would just come off looking jealous or, worse, like he 
was trying to play the sympathy card. 

“It’s okay,” was all he said.  He couldn’t bring himself to congratulate her or to lie 
about how happy he was for her.  It simply wasn’t true, and he knew she would see right 



 

 

through it, so what was the point?  She had to know, deep down, how he really felt.  But 
that didn’t matter anymore.  He knew she still cared about him, but she clearly wasn’t 
going to put her own life on hold just because he was still in love with her.  Claire was 
ready to move on with someone else.  But why, he thought, why does it have to be 
Jamie? 

He tried not to dwell on it, but as they made small talk, he could not stop his eyes 
from gravitating towards that ring.  How had Jamie proposed to her? he wondered.  Had 
he dazzled her with something elaborate and romantic?  It made him nauseous to even 
picture Jamie Turner down on one knee, his obnoxious smirk stretched across his face 
as he held the ring up to Claire. 

Claire... she was so smart and so intuitive about a lot of things, but when it came 
to Jamie, it was like she was blind.  Their history was working for Jamie and against her; 
for some reason, she just couldn’t see how much of an asshole the guy really was.  Maybe 
he did have some redeeming qualities, but when Nick pictured Jamie, all he saw was a 
shifty, arrogant dick.  A dick who had taken back the only woman he’d ever truly loved. 

The emotional sting hurt almost worse than the physical ache in his chest, and no 
painkiller would get rid of it.  All he could do was try to keep himself from thinking 
about it, but it was hard when the sparkle of that engagement ring caught his eye every 
time Claire moved her hand. 

Claire and Howie were both with him, finishing up the last of the lunches they’d 
bought in the cafeteria downstairs, when a distraction arrived in the form of his 
pulmonologist, Dr. Mahmood.  “Hello, Nick,” the young doctor said as she breezed into 
the room, her long braid of dark hair swinging across her back with each step.  “You 
must be Nick’s friends?” she addressed Howie and Claire.  They both nodded, each 
introducing themselves.  Dr. Mahmood shook their hands and then turned back to Nick.  
“I have some information about your condition,” she said.  “Are you alright with your 
friends staying in the room, or would you rather talk in private?” 

“They can stay,” replied Nick with a wave of his hand, trying to keep his voice 
sounding casual.  There was no point in trying to hide anything about his health from 
Howie or Claire; he’d learned his lesson about keeping secrets.  And more than that, he 
needed them there, in case the news was bad.  If it’s not cancer, it couldn’t be too bad, 
he reassured himself, but he was still nervous about what the doctor was going to say.  
He glanced over at Howie and Claire, who were sitting next to each other on the right 
side of his bed.  They both looked uneasy too; Claire had her bottom lip in her teeth, and 
Howie’s knee was vibrating as he jiggled his foot up and down. 

Dr. Mahmood came around to the other side of the bed and pulled up a chair of 
her own, sitting down so that she was facing Nick.  “I just came from meeting with Dr. 
Kingsbury, and she said she had already told you this wasn’t a recurrence of your 
cancer.”   Nick nodded quickly, and Dr. Mahmood smiled.  “That’s definitely good news, 
so let’s focus on the positive – it’s not cancer.” 

“Well, what is it then?” asked Nick, nervously licking his lips.  His mouth felt very 
dry, yet his hands were clammy, and his forehead was perspiring. 

“You have what’s called BOOP.  It’s-” 
“Wait, did you say BOOP?” Claire blurted out, and everyone turned to look at her.  

She immediately blushed, shifting her weight.  “Um, sorry,” she said awkwardly, “I just...  
There’s a disease called BOOP??” 



 

Despite his uneasiness, Nick found himself snickering.  It was a pretty funny 
name... 

“It’s an acronym that stands for Bronchiolitis Obliterans Organizing Pneumonia,” 
Dr. Mahmood explained slowly.  Instantly sobering, Nick just stared at her, as if she 
were speaking another language. 

Bronchio-what??  He only knew what half of those words even meant, and one of 
them was “pneumonia” – which Dr. Kingsbury had told him he didn’t have.  He 
furrowed his brow at the doctor, confused.  “I thought I didn’t have pneumonia...” 

“It isn’t really pneumonia, although the symptoms are similar,” explained the 
doctor.  “BOOP is an illness which causes inflammation in the lungs.  It’s hard to 
diagnose because it’s rare, and it can look like a number of different lung conditions in 
x-rays and CT scans, including pneumonia and lung cancer.  That’s why we had to do the 
biopsy, to rule out those things.” 

“Okay...” Nick said slowly.  “Well, how bad is this??” 
“It really depends on how you respond to treatment.  This can be a chronic 

condition, meaning it comes back from time to time, but most people do recover fully 
from it.  I’m going to get you started on prednisone, which is the standard treatment.  It 
should start to clear up your symptoms in the next few days.” 

Nick nodded.  That didn’t sound so bad.  “So I’ll be okay in a few days?” he asked. 
Dr. Mahmood seemed to hesitate.  “Assuming you respond to the prednisone, you 

should start to feel better in the next few days,” she said slowly, “but for most people 
with BOOP, it takes at least a few months for symptoms to totally disappear.  In your 
case, it’s complicated by the fact that you had a lobectomy – you’ll probably have some 
shortness of breath and a nagging cough for awhile.  But it is manageable.” 

Nick let out a rattling sigh.  A few weeks ago, he had been looking forward to 
coming home from tour and having a relaxing few months off.  Now he was facing 
months of feeling like shit because of this... this thing he’d been diagnosed with.  “What 
caused this??” he asked, imagining himself inhaling some kind of foreign germs while in 
Europe. 

“It’s impossible to say for sure, but BOOP has been known to develop out of 
certain kinds of infection, like the flu or pneumonia.  It’s also connected to certain anti-
cancer drugs,” she replied with a meaningful look.  “It could be either, but at this point, 
it doesn’t matter.  Let’s just focus on treating it and getting you better.”  She offered him 
an encouraging smile, but he couldn’t manage one back. 

My life is shit, he thought dejectedly, when the doctor left a few minutes later.  He 
looked up slowly to find both Howie and Claire watching him.  They had kept silent 
while the doctor was explaining things to him, letting him ask all the questions, but now 
Howie asked, “You alright, Nicky?” 

Nick shrugged.  “This fucking sucks,” he muttered.  “Why does this shit keep on 
happening to me?  Why can’t I ever get anything simple?  I fracture my leg, and it ends 
up being fucking bone cancer...  I get what I think is a cold, and it turns out to be a 
fucking tumor in my lung...  I give myself a blister on my fucking stump, and it turns 
into an infected ulcer... and now this.  This is shit.” 

Howie’s brown eyes were wide and filled with sympathy, but he looked as if he 
didn’t know quite what to say to that.  Nick didn’t blame him. 



 

 

Claire, on the other hand, spoke up, “Damn straight.  It is shit.  I’m so sorry, 
Nick... I wish we had an answer for you, but I don’t know either...”  She frowned, biting 
her lip again. 

Nick inhaled and exhaled slowly, his lungs searing with the effort.  “Someone 
must really like torturing me,” he muttered in a small voice.  He could feel himself 
starting to lose his composure, and he looked up towards the ceiling, blinking rapidly.  
“Think this is funny, God?  Knocking me down yet again?” 

“Nick,” Howie said warningly, and out of the corner of his eye, Nick saw the two 
of them exchange worried looks. 

“Sorry,” he muttered, but he really wasn’t.  He was angry.  What had he ever done 
to deserve all of this?  Just when it seemed his life was finally back on track, something 
else had to happen.  When would it ever end?  When he finally died?  Whenever that 
happened, he was going to have some questions for The Big Man (or Big Woman), that 
was for sure. 

“Nick, look on the bright side,” Claire said.  “First off, it’s not cancer.  That in 
itself is something to be grateful for.  And hey... if you were going to get sick with 
something no one’s ever heard of, might as well be something with a funny name.” 

“BOOP?” said Nick and cracked a smile.  He and Claire exchanged looks, and all 
of a sudden, they both started snickering again.  Howie just looked between the two of 
them as if they were insane. 

Smiling gently, Claire reached out and grabbed his hand, giving it a squeeze.  “I 
know you’re gonna get through this, Nick.  What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger, 
right?” she said.  “After all of this crap, you’ve got to be the strongest guy I know.  You’re 
gonna kick some BOOP ass.” 

Nick managed another smile.  Even now, she still knew what to say to make him 
feel better.  “Thanks, Claire...” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 117 
 

Dr. Mahmood had only been gone for half an hour when Howie looked at his 
watch and then stood up.  “Nicky... Claire...” he said, looking at them in turn, “You’ll 
have to excuse me for awhile.  I’ve got a quick errand to run.”  Nick cocked his head at 
Howie, questioning him with his eyes, but Howie gave no further explanation.  “I’ll be 
back,” he added with a quick wave of his hand, and with that, he was gone. 

As soon as he left the room, Nick and Claire exchanged glances.  “What was all 
that about?” Claire asked, looking puzzled. 

Nick just shook his head.  “No idea...” 
He heard footsteps then and looked up, expecting to see Howie pop back into the 

room, but instead, his day nurse, Nina, breezed in, carrying an IV bag.  “Hi, Nick,” she 
said with a bright smile.  “I talked to your pulmonologist, and she said we were to get 
you started on prednisone right away.  So...”   She held up the fresh IV bag and moved 
around to his IV pole to swap it for the one containing the worthless antibiotics he’d 
been on for the last few days.  “Now, did Dr. Mahmood explain the side effects of this 
drug?” she asked as she set to work, adjusting a clamp on his IV line to stop the drip of 
the medication. 

Nick shook his head.  “No...” 
Nina nodded.  “Okay, well... prednisone is a kind of steroid called a 

corticosteroid.  It has a few side effects that you should know about.  Most people have 
an increased appetite, which makes them put on weight...” 

“Oh... great,” Nick grumbled, thinking of how he’d prided himself on keeping his 
weight constant over the last few years. 

“You also might get some bloating in your face... it’s known as ‘moon face’ 
because your face will round out.”  Nick grimaced.  “Also, you might have some skin 
reactions... acne or rashes.  Some people experience some emotional side effects too, 
from slight nervousness or mood swings to something bigger, like depression.  We’ll give 
you more information with your prescription once you go home, but it’s something 
you’ll need to watch out for and call your doctor if you have any problems.” 

With that, Nina finished hanging the new bag of fluid on his IV pole and fiddled 
with the line until the liquid started to drip through it, into his veins.  Nick swallowed 
hard as he watched it, discouraged by all of the side effects she had listed.  “How long 
will I be taking this stuff?” he wondered out loud. 

“You’ll have to run that one by your doctor, but with the high dose she’s starting 
you out on, you can probably expect to be on it for awhile... at least a few weeks, if not 
months.  I know with this kind of drug, you’ll have to be weaned off it slowly; you can get 
a bad reaction if you stop taking it suddenly.” 

Nick blanched, watching as she wrote down the time on a label and stuck it on the 
bag, marking when it should be changed with a fresh one.  Then she came over to check 
the line in his arm again.  “How does that feel?” she asked, prodding his skin lightly with 
her gloved finger. 

Nick shrugged.  “Fine.” 
“Good.  Do you have any questions before I go?” Nina asked as she expertly 

snapped her latex gloves off. 
He thought for a minute and then shook his head.  “No.  Thanks.” 



 

 

When the nurse left, he sighed heavily and looked over at Claire.  “So I have a 
disease called BOOP, and now I’m gonna be fat and crazy too.” 

Claire gave him a sympathetic look.  “Sorry, Nick.  The ‘roids are no picnic, but if 
they make you better, it’s worth it.  You’ll take the weight off again,” she said knowingly. 

“Is this what you were on?  Back when-” 
“Back when you met me?  Yeah,” she nodded.  “That’s why I was all bloated-

looking and everything.  She wasn’t kidding about that.” 
Nick could attest to that; he remembered how different she had looked when he 

had first gotten to know her, compared to a few months after her bone marrow 
transplant, when she’d lost weight, gotten her hair back, and started looking normal 
again.  Great, he thought sarcastically, imagining himself puffing up like a balloon.  Ugh. 

“It doesn’t make you lose your hair though, does it?” he asked uncertainly.  He 
wasn’t sure why it mattered so much, but he’d always had a hard time with going bald 
from chemo. 

“No... actually, I think it makes some people grow extra hair.  Gee, maybe now 
you’ll be able to grow a full beard if you want to,” she teased, rubbing the side of her face 
as she winked playfully at him. 

“Hey... I could grow a full beard if I wanted to,” Nick insisted, scratching at the 
stubble on his chin.  “It’s not gonna give me, like, gross back hair, though, is it?” 

Claire laughed.  “You mean the kind that foams out of the top of your shirt and 
grosses out people walking behind you?” 

“Yeah,” Nick chuckled.  “That kind.” 
“Yeah, that stuff was a bitch.  God, it itched like hell.” 
“Huh??” 
“The back hair!  Mine was so thick you could have braided it.  My brother called 

me Chewbacca for months...” 
Nick stared at her in horror, trying to remember if he had ever seen her bare back 

before she had her transplant.  “Are you serious??” he asked in a low voice, unable to tell 
if she was just messing with him or not.  She was so good at that. 

Naturally, Claire burst out laughing.  “No!  Jeez, chill out.  You’re not gonna come 
out of this looking like a wookie.” 

Nick flashed her his middle finger above the covers.  “You suck,” he pouted, 
wondering why he had believed her for a second. 

“Aww, poor baby.  But hey, look on the bright side – maybe you’ll be able to hit a 
baseball harder.” 

“Really?” asked Nick, perking up. 
Claire laughed.  “Nah... I don’t think so anyway.  I certainly didn’t feel like Barry 

Bonds.” 
He stuck his tongue out at her, but he didn’t really mind her teasing him.  It felt 

good to laugh after what he’d been through in the last few days.  All of the pain and the 
worry.  It’s gonna be okay now, he told himself. 

 
*** 

 
Poor Nick, thought Claire, watching his face as he flipped channels on the TV, 

searching for something tolerable for them to watch.  It sounded as if he was going to 
have a tough road ahead of him.  Which was the last thing he needed because he’d 



 

already come such a long way on that very tough road.  Shouldn’t there be an exit up 
ahead soon? 

“Ooh, Jaws,” she murmured absently, recognizing the red-tinged water that 
briefly appeared on screen. 

Nick shuddered visibly.  “No,” he said flatly, flipping past it.  “I hate sharks.  That 
movie gave me freakin’ nightmares when I was a kid.” 

“Really?” Claire smiled, imagining a pint-sized Nick, afraid to go in the water. 
“Yeah.  Hell, it still does.” 
She laughed.  “That’s okay.  I always got nightmares from watching the slasher 

movies when I was little... Halloween especially.” 
Nick smirked mischievously and started humming the Halloween theme song 

while he raised an imaginary knife over his head, a sadistic gleam in his eyes.  She stuck 
her tongue out at him.  “You wouldn’t make it either,” he commented.  “You’re not a 
virgin.” 

She snorted.  “You’d be dead before me.”   Through the grapevine of Backstreet 
Boys fans on the internet, she’d heard rumors of his rendezvous in Europe over the last 
few months, rumors she hoped weren’t true.  Even if they weren’t, she was still quite 
certain he’d slept with way more people than she ever had.  

“Nah, I’m the killer, remember??”  He waved his invisible knife with flourish.  “I’ll 
live till the very end... and then come back in about ten or eleven sequels.” 

They both laughed.  The effort cost Nick, though, and he started to cough, 
wincing every time his body jolted with the force.  Claire frowned; it made her hurt to 
see him in pain.  “Are you alright?” she asked, feeling frustratingly helpless. 

Nick nodded briefly through the coughs, squeezing his eyes shut with the pain.  
He clutched the bed sheet in his fists, trying to brace himself until the coughing fit 
ended.  At last, his body went limp against the mattress.  Claire waited for a few tense 
moments, watching him cautiously.  His chest heaved up and down as he inhaled the 
oxygen that flowed into his nose.  Not knowing what else to do to help him, she reached 
out and laid her hand over his, rubbing it soothingly as she waited anxiously for him to 
recover. 

When Nick finally opened his eyes again, they were bright with tears.  He blinked 
quickly and grimaced.  “God, this sucks,” he muttered, his voice breathy and hoarse. 

“How ya feeling?” she asked.  “Is your chest okay?” 
“It’s throbbing,” he rasped, “but I’ll be alright...” 
She squeezed his hand, wishing she could take away his hurt.  She felt a rush of 

relief when she heard footsteps approaching his room.  Expecting to see one of the 
nurses, she looked up, but instead she found Howie coming back in.  With him was 
Brian. 

“Hey!” she said, smiling at Brian.  She hadn’t known he was coming. 
Neither had Nick, apparently, because he blinked in surprise and asked, “B, 

what’re you doin’ here?” 
“Don’t sound so surprised,” said Brian, giving him a wounded look.  “My little bro 

just had surgery; I wanted to check up on him.  How ya doin’, man?” he asked as he 
came up to the end of the bed, squeezing Nick’s ankle beneath the covers. 

“Been better,” admitted Nick wearily.  “This BOOP thing sucks, dude.  I wouldn’t 
recommend it.” 



 

 

Claire noticed the way Brian’s lips tightened as his jaw clenched; his blue eyes 
appeared calm on the surface, but in their depths, she could see his worry.  He 
wordlessly patted Nick’s leg again and then turned to Claire.  “How are you doin’, 
Claire?” he asked in his genial Kentucky drawl. 

She smiled.  “I’m alright,” she said with a shrug.  “Did you fly down here?” 
They made small talk for a few minutes, Brian telling them about his plane ride, 

Howie complaining about the airport traffic on the way back into the city.  They watched 
a few more minutes of whatever Nick had left on the TV.  Then, after awhile, Howie said, 
“Nicky, man, not tryin’ to bail on ya, but I think I’m gonna head out for awhile, book 
myself a hotel room.  I need a shower... and a nap.” 

“What, you tryin’ to tell me that chair you slept in all night wasn’t comfy or 
something?” teased Nick.  Howie smiled sheepishly.  “Yeah, go on, dude.  And don’t 
bother getting a hotel; you can just chill at my place if you want to.” 

“You sure?” 
“’Course.  My keys are with my stuff over there, and you know my security code,” 

said Nick, pointing out the bag containing his clothes.  Howie nodded and went over to 
get the set of house keys.  “Bri, same goes for you,” added Nick. 

“Okay, thanks, man.  But I won’t need a place to crash for awhile; I just got here,” 
said Brian, plopping down into the chair Howie had once occupied. 

Claire looked between the two of them and suddenly felt as if she should let the 
pair of best friends hang out alone for awhile.  When Howie found the keys, she stood up 
herself.  “I think I’m gonna go too, actually,” she said, looking at Nick.  “I’ll let you two 
catch up.  Mind if I drop by again tomorrow?” 

“Sure,” said Nick, looking surprised that she had asked.  “I mean, you can come if 
you want.  Don’t feel like you have to.” 

She smiled.  “I’ll see ya tomorrow, Nick,” she said, touching his shoulder briefly 
before she backed away.  Then she and Howie walked out of the room together. 

“When did you find out Brian was coming?” she asked him, as they made their 
way out of the hospital. 

“Last night,” answered Howie.  “He’s the one who called me to tell me Nicky was 
having surgery yesterday and wanted me to come because he knew he wasn’t gonna be 
able to get down here in time.  I’ve been keeping him updated.  He booked the flight late 
last night, when... when we didn’t know...” 

Claire nodded knowingly.  “That’s great that he could get down here,” she mused.  
“You know, before I got to know Nick, I never would have guessed that you guys were 
really as close as you are.  You really are like Nick’s brothers.”   She smiled at Howie, 
thinking of how grateful Nick was to have him and the others as a replacement for his 
own estranged family. 

Howie nodded, smiling back.  “We are,” he agreed.  “He’s like the little brother 
none of us ever had growing up, and we’d do anything for him.  And I know he’d do the 
same for any of us too.  It’s just hard sometimes...”  He trailed off, his face turning 
strained.  “... watching him go through stuff like this, you know?  He doesn’t deserve 
this.  He’s already been through so much...” 

Claire nodded again; his thoughts were the same as hers. 
“It’s hardest on Kevin though,” Howie continued.  “His dad died of cancer, before 

I knew him.  When Nick was going through the chemo and stuff, I know he couldn’t help 
but think of his dad.  Thank God Nick’s outcome was different.  I don’t know what Kev 



 

would have done if... well, you know.  We all would have been lost, but Kev especially... 
he’s always been the most protective of Nicky.  I know it kills him that he can’t do 
anything to stop stuff like this from happening.” 

“Does he know what’s going on now then?” Claire asked, as they passed through 
the hospital entranceway and emerged into the sunny Florida afternoon. 

“Yeah, he knows.  He was thinking about flying out too, but he’s all the way in 
LA... I told him and AJ to stay put for the time being.  Now that they know what’s wrong, 
I think Nicky’s gonna be fine...” 

His words sounded more confident than his tone of voice.  Sensing his 
uncertainty, Claire smiled reassuringly and told him with confidence, “I think so too.  
He’s been through too much to let this bring him down for long.” 

Howie smiled back and nodded.  When it came time to head in different 
directions in the parking lot, he said, “Thanks for always being there for him, Claire.  I 
know it’s probably not easy for you... relationships always complicate things, especially 
when they end.  But I know it means a lot to Nick that you still care.” 

Claire felt awkward, listening to one of Nick’s best friends thank her for being 
there for him.  She really didn’t deserve it, after leaving him once.  But when it came to 
something like this, she knew she could never abandon Nick.  They still had a 
connection that she felt could not be broken, through hell or high water. 

She offered Howie a brief smile.  “I’ll always care,” she said softly. 
 

*** 
 
After a long and boring weekend in the hospital, Nick awoke on Monday morning 

to find himself ravenously hungry.  His stomach growled as he waited for his breakfast 
tray to be brought, and when it finally came, his mouth watered at the sight of the food. 

This was strange for two reasons; one, he’d felt so bad recently that he hadn’t had 
an appetite in days, and two, even when he did feel like eating, hospital food was not his 
entrée of choice.  But the bland selection of food he’d been given actually looked 
appetizing to him today, and when he dug in, he found that it wasn’t half bad.  Of 
course, he wolfed it down so fast, he didn’t exactly taste it... 

“Now there’s the Nick Carter we all know and love,” drawled a familiar voice, and 
Nick looked up, fork in midair, to see Brian standing in his doorway.  Brian flashed him 
a cheeky grin.  “It’s good to see you eating like that again, bro,” he added, motioning to 
the tray in front of Nick.  “You feelin’ better?” 

Nick paused to think for a moment before answering.  He supposed he did feel a 
little better.  He was still short of breath and relying heavily on oxygen, but the perpetual 
ache in his chest had dulled, and he didn’t feel as if he were being crushed by a hippo 
anymore.  That was definitely an improvement.  “Yeah,” he answered finally, “A little bit, 
I guess.” 

“Good,” Brian smiled as he sank into one of the visitor chairs. 
“How’re things at the house?” Nick wondered, realizing he hadn’t been back to 

his home in almost a week now.  Brian and Howie had been staying there and taking 
care of the place though, or at least he hoped. 

“Just fine.  We haven’t wrecked the place yet,” teased Brian.  “I think Howie’s 
been shaving his chest in your shower though.” 



 

 

“Eww, Bri!” Nick groaned, wrinkling his nose.  He knew Brian was just messing 
with him, but he had to ask, “He hasn’t started doing that again, has he??” 

“Now wouldn’t it sound a little odd if I was able to give you an answer to that 
question?” Brian shot back, cocking an eyebrow in one of his trademark cartoonish 
expressions. 

Snickering, Nick nodded.  “It would get those gay rumors going again if anyone 
overheard.  I can see the tabloid captions now... Brian and Howie’s secret rendezvous in 
Nick Carter’s hot tub... scandalous.  What would Leighanne think??” 

“You know I’ve alwayth had a thecret thing for thpicy Latin men,” Brian lisped, 
batting his eyelashes flamboyantly. 

Nick burst out laughing, cackling so hard it hurt (not that it took much to do 
that).  It wasn’t so much Brian’s impression as the expression on Dr. Mahmood’s face as 
she stood just inside the door.  Brian was too busy cracking himself up to notice her 
come in, but when he looked over at a hysterical Nick with an expression of mild 
confusion on his face, all Nick had to do was point. 

“Oh... what’s up, Doc?” Brian cracked, grinning widely as his face reddened.  
“Didn’t see ya there... surprise, surprise.  Does gossip about inter-Backstreet Boy 
relations fall under the patient confidentiality rules?” he joked, winking at the pretty 
young doctor. 

She smiled, looking rather embarrassed herself.  “You have my word – I won’t go 
to the tabloids,” she promised with a wink in return, before turning to Nick.  “Nick, you 
look like you’re feeling better this morning.” 

Nick coughed, completely out of breath from laughing again.  He could only nod 
as Dr. Mahmood came closer to look at the numbers on his monitors and check the 
notes the nurses had added to his chart.  “Your sats are starting to improve,” she 
observed.  “That’s great news.  It means the steroids are doing their job.  I’m going to 
order another chest x-ray so we can see how your lungs are looking, and assuming 
things look better, I’ll be able to remove your chest tubes.” 

“Great,” sighed Nick in relief, hoping the chest x-ray would give her what she was 
looking for. 

“Mm-hm,” murmured the doctor, still concentrating.  “Your blood pressure is a 
little high,” she noted, “but that’s a common side effect of prednisone.  It should go back 
to normal once you’ve stopped treatment, but in the meantime, we’ll keep an eye on 
that.  Have you been noticing any other symptoms since you started the steroids on 
Saturday?” 

Nick shrugged.  “I’m hungry again,” he replied, pointing to his breakfast tray, 
which had been nearly picked clean.  “That nurse Nina said I’d have a bigger appetite.” 

Dr. Mahmood nodded, smiling a little.  “Well, good.  Just let me know if you start 
having any symptoms that bother you, and I’ll see what I can do.  In the meantime, I’ll 
order that x-ray.  Someone should be coming to take you to radiology later this 
morning.” 

“Okay,” Nick nodded.  “Thanks, Doc.” 
“Yes, thank you,” Brian chimed in, “for everything you’ve done for Nick.”  He rose 

from his chair, extending his hand to the doctor.  She smiled pleasantly and shook it. 
“Of course.  That’s my job,” she replied.  She turned back to Nick and said, “You 

rest up, and I’ll be back to check on you later, after you’ve had the x-ray.” 



 

Nick nodded again, shifting his weight in his bed as he watched her walk out of 
the room. 

 
*** 

 
“Tell Nick to get well soon from me, okay?” asked Laureen earnestly as Claire was 

getting ready to leave work that afternoon. 
“Thanks, I will.  I’m sure he’ll appreciate it,” Claire replied with a smile.  Of 

course she had filled Laureen in on what was going on with Nick over their lunch break, 
and of course Laureen had been concerned.  Claire was anxious to see how he was doing 
as well.  He had seemed a little better when she had dropped by the hospital to visit the 
day before, but he wasn’t out of the woods yet. 

When she pulled away from the dentist’s office a few minutes later, she headed 
straight for the hospital, eager to visit with Nick for an hour or two before she went 
home.  After complaining that he hadn’t seen enough of her that weekend, Jamie had 
offered to make dinner for the two of them when he got off work at five, so she had 
promised to go over to his place later.  But this afternoon, Nick came first. 

In her bright-colored scrubs, Claire blended into the hospital scene nicely as she 
made her way up to Nick’s room on the fifth floor.  The security guard that patrolled the 
hall recognized her now and offered her a polite smile as she reached Nick’s door.  
“Knock-knock!” she called lightly, poking her head in. 

Nick was propped up in bed, TV remote in hand.  “Hey!” he exclaimed when he 
saw her and motioned her in. 

“Hey yourself.  How’s it going?” she asked as she came over and plopped down 
into the chair by his bed.  She looked him over and decided that he looked livelier than 
he had the last few days.  He was sitting up higher in his bed, and his cheeks had a little 
more color in them anyway. 

“Better,” he answered, confirming her observations.  “I had a chest x-ray done 
this morning, and my lungs looked a little clearer.  And no more chest tubes either,” he 
added, touching his side gingerly. 

“That’s great!” she said.  “I’m glad you’re starting to feel better.  Laureen says ‘get 
well soon,’ by the way.” 

“Oh, tell her thanks,” Nick smiled.  “How was your day?” 
“Crazy!  We always get the most emergencies at the beginning of the week, since 

we’re not open on weekends – people who knock out their teeth and whatnot over the 
weekend have to wait till Monday morning to come in.” 

“Ugh,” Nick cringed, making a face. 
“Yeah, today we saw a guy who got hit in the face with a hammer and broke his 

front teeth.  He said he and his son were working on some home improvements 
together, and his son was hammering something and accidentally let go of the hammer, 
and it flew and hit him in the mouth!  What are the chances of that happening??” 

Nick’s mouth fell open.  “Oh God!” 
“Yeah, it wasn’t pretty,” she finished with a grimace.  Nick looked rather ashen, so 

she decided to change the subject.  “Hey, I brought you something.” 
Nick’s expression changed quickly.  “Really?  What?” he asked with an eager 

smile. 



 

 

She grinned and pulled the get-well gift out of her tote, watching Nick’s face in 
anticipation as she handed it to him.  His features contorted with confusion as he took 
the small, metal lunchbox, which was carnation pink and featured a big picture of Betty 
Boop on the front.  She started giggling as he looked up at her with a ‘What the fuck?’ 
expression on his face.  “It’s Betty BOOP!” she enunciated, snickering.  “Get it?” 

She had seen the lunch box at an antique shop the day before when she was out 
scavenging with Dianna, who had recently developed an infatuation with vintage 
jewelry.  Remembering the absurd acronym for the illness Nick had, she hadn’t been 
able to resist buying it for him as a gag.   

“Ohhh,” Nick groaned, shaking his head at the present.  “Claire...” 
“Aww, you don’t have to thank me; I know you love it,” she teased with an impish 

smile.  “You’ll love what’s inside it, at least; I guarantee.” 
He gave her a suspicious look, but obediently unclasped the lunch box and 

opened the rusting lid.  Immediately, he smiled when he saw the abundance of 
Hershey’s Hugs Claire had filled the tin box with.  “Chocolate,” he said approvingly, 
plucking a couple of Hugs out of the box before he closed it again.  He tossed one at her 
and unwrapped the other for himself, popping it into his mouth before adding a 
muffled, “Thanks.” 

“You’re welcome,” she laughed.  “I figured chocolate would make you feel a little 
better.” 

He nodded, smiling broadly as he swallowed.  “Don’t let me eat ‘em all tonight... 
at the rate I’m going, I will.  You were right; that prednisone shit makes you hungry.  
Damn!” 

She laughed again and nodded knowingly.  “Well, at least now you have a spiffy 
little lunchbox to pack extra food in if you need to.”  She winked, enjoying the sight of 
him sitting with a pink lunch box in his lap.  If only she’d brought her camera... 

Nick playfully flipped her his middle finger as he opened up the lunch box again 
and took out another chocolate.  Before she knew it, the little foil-wrapped Hug came 
flying at her, bouncing off her chest and landing in her lap.  “Hey!” she exclaimed, 
giggling, as she grabbed the candy and whipped it back at him.  It hit his shoulder, 
ricocheted off his IV pole with a dull clang, and skidded across the floor and under the 
bed.  This sent them both into a fit of giggles, just like a couple of children. 

“Careful, woman!” Nick exclaimed breathlessly, his eyes large.  “You’re gonna 
knock my teeth out!  Good thing it’s a Monday, huh?” 

“You dork,” Claire laughed, wrinkling his nose.  “Gimme another one of those,” 
she added and descended upon the lunchbox, snagging another chocolate Hug. 

“Why don’t you get the one you threw on the floor first?” retorted Nick, closing 
the lunchbox and moving it out of her reach. 

“’Cause it’s a hospital; who knows what’s been on that floor,” Claire replied, 
making a face. 

“Claire, you shove your hands in people’s nasty mouths all day long – a few puke 
stains on the floor shouldn’t bother you.” 

Claire laughed at the impudent look on his face and shrugged.  “I guess you have 
a point,” she said, “but look at this way – now whoever comes to clean your room will 
have a little treat waiting for them.”  She giggled, and he just shook his head in mock 
exasperation. 



 

She couldn’t help but smile.  It was a relief to see him in good spirits again.  She 
just hoped it would last.  Somehow she knew he still had a few bumps in the road left to 
pass. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 118 
 

It was the middle of the night, and Nick could not sleep.  And if the insomnia 
weren’t enough of an annoyance, his stomach was bothering him too.  Pains shot 
through his belly as he lay flipping channels, trying to keep his mind off of them.  The 
pain wasn’t severe, but the irritation was enough to make him uncomfortable.  Realizing 
that he would never be able to get to sleep with his stomach aching this way, he pressed 
his nurse call button in hopes of getting some relief. 

It took a few minutes for anyone to respond to the call, but when the crack of 
light from his door widened and his eyes adjusted, he could make out Samantha coming 
towards him. 

“Nick?” she asked gently.  “How are you doin’?  Did you need somethin’?” 
He shifted uncomfortably in his bed.  “Um, yeah, my stomach’s kind of bothering 

me,” he told her. 
When she asked where and how bad the pain was, he knew the description he 

gave her was vague at best, but after listening to him, she said, “It’s probably just an 
effect of the prednisone you’re taking.  Some people do have some stomach irritation.  
I’ll bring you some Pepcid and see if that helps.” 

“Thanks,” Nick said gratefully.  “Hey, you think you could bring a sleeping pill or 
something too?  I’ve been trying to fall asleep for hours, and I just can’t...” 

She nodded.  “Sure.  I’ll be back,” she promised and left the room, the squeaking 
of her white shoes on the tiled floor fading into the midnight calm. 

A slow ten or fifteen minutes passed, and the infomercial Nick had left on the 
television ended before the nurse finally came back with his medicine.  “Sorry that took 
so long,” she apologized as she handed him a little plastic cup containing two different 
tablets.  “I got tied up with another patient.  It’s been a rough night,” she added as she 
poured him a cup of water from the plastic pitcher on his bed tray. 

She sounded frazzled, and Nick wanted to ask what was going on, but knew 
better.  She wouldn’t be able to tell him anything about the other patient.  
Confidentiality rules. 

He swallowed his pills with a drink from the cup of water and set it back on the 
tray.  “That should do it for me.  Thanks,” he said, offering her a grateful smile.  “Hope 
your night gets better.” 

She smiled back, looking like it had gotten better already.  “Thank you,” she said 
sweetly.  “Try and get some rest.  I’ll be back to check on you later.” 

As her squeaking shoes disappeared into the hallway a second time, Nick lay back 
down and tried to sleep. 

 
*** 

 
The pills did their job, and finally, Nick was able to sleep.  When he awoke the 

next morning, his stomach felt better, too.  All in all, he felt better than he had the day 
before, which made him even more restless.  The day seemed to last forever, and the 
subsequent night seemed even longer.  Yet, finally, the light of Wednesday’s dawn 
streamed through the blinds of Nick’s window. 

Wednesday, March fifteenth, happened to be Claire’s birthday, but Nick felt like it 
was he who got the best gift of all, when Dr. Mahmood came in and announced, “I’m 



 

releasing you.”  There was no colorful bow on the discharge papers a nurse brought for 
him to sign a short while later, but Nick couldn’t have been happier to receive them. 

He was going home. 
Of course, it wasn’t as simple as that.  Though he was leaving the hospital, he 

could not escape the havoc that the disease called BOOP had been wreaking on his body.  
He still had trouble breathing without extra oxygen, so someone at the hospital had set 
him up with a medical supply home delivery company that would keep him stocked with 
portable oxygen tanks to use at home.  Dr. Mahmood had said he might be dependent 
on the oxygen for at least a few more weeks.   In addition, he would be taking his 
prescribed steroids for months to come.  It would be awhile before he was truly home 
free, but today, being able to leave the hospital was good enough for Nick. 

Howie and Brian, who had been staying at Nick’s place while they were both in 
town, picked him up and brought him home.  They had decided that one of them should 
stay in Tampa with Nick for awhile longer, “you know, in case you need help around the 
house or anything,” Howie had explained cheerfully. 

Or in case I decide to stop breathing, Nick thought darkly as he rode in the 
backseat, fingering his oxygen tubing.  He knew that was the real reason – they didn’t 
feel comfortable leaving him all alone while he was still sick enough to need oxygen. 

Nick hated being babied, but he had to admit, it would be nice to have the 
company.  The guys always acted like they were glad to get away from each other after a 
long tour, but he usually found himself missing them after a few weeks... sometimes 
even a few days.  They were the best friends he’d ever had, and even though things had 
changed as they’d gotten older, he still enjoyed their company.  In the last few years, 
he’d leaned on them more than ever.  Without his family, without Claire or Veronica or 
any other woman in his life, without the other friends he’d drifted apart from, he 
sometimes felt like they were all he had.   

“We’re he-ere!” Brian sing-songed as Howie pulled the car up in front of Nick’s 
house.  Nick smiled up at it, glad to be home.  Brian jumped out of the car quickly and 
opened Nick’s door like a chauffeur.  Nick did not want to be helped, though.  He waved 
Brian off as he climbed out of the car on his own, dragging his clunky oxygen tank on 
wheels along with him. 

He was grateful for the oxygen as he started walking up to the house, however; 
after lying in bed for the better part of the week, Nick’s body was rather stiff, and the 
days of disuse had made walking on his prosthesis a more awkward feat than usual.  He 
felt like an old man as he shuffled up the walkway that led to his front door, wheeling 
the oxygen tank behind him.  All he needed was white hair and a walker... and at the 
moment, he wouldn’t be so opposed to the walker.  Walking with his artificial leg 
typically required about three times as much energy as most people used to walk, but 
with his ailing lungs, Nick felt the strain even more than usual.  He sucked greedily on 
the oxygen, hoping it would give him the extra push he needed just to get into his house. 

“You doin’ okay?” Howie asked, coming up alongside him as he reached the front 
stoop. 

Nick nodded, clenching his jaw in determination.  “Didn’t think I’d feel this tired 
so soon,” the confession slipped out of him. 

Brian joined them on Nick’s other side, his stance somewhat like that of a 
gymnastics spotter, ready to catch Nick if he should take a fall.  “It’s to be expected, you 
know,” he said.  “Your lung capacity’s decreased, you had surgery and a collapsed lung 



 

 

last week, and you’ve been lying in a hospital bed for days...  I wouldn’t expect you to get 
up and run a marathon.”  He chuckled and put his hand on Nick’s shoulder as they 
reached the front door.  “It was the same way after my heart surgery – remember how 
weak I was?  You just need some time to build up your strength again.  Being sick and 
having surgery takes a lot out of you.” 

This was nothing Nick didn’t already know; by now, he figured he was at least one 
up on Brian when it came to health issues.  Still, it frustrated him.  He’d been going stir-
crazy in the hospital, after being cooped up in bed for days and days, but now he was so 
tired that all he wanted to do was lie down again. 

Howie held the door as he mercifully walked into the house.  He headed 
immediately for the chair that sat in the foyer and sank down onto it to rest for a minute.  
Howie and Brian took their time removing their shoes, pretending not to notice how 
drained Nick was.  Though, Nick didn’t miss the way Howie kept checking on him out of 
the corner of his eye, when he thought Nick wasn’t looking. 

After a few minutes, he stood up, knowing he couldn’t sit there forever.  “I’m 
gonna go take a shower,” he announced.  He hadn’t had a real shower since his biopsy, 
and he was eager to wash the stench of the hospital from his skin.  “Then I’m probably 
gonna lie down for awhile.” 

Howie and Brian nodded, following a few feet behind him as he started towards 
the stairs. 

It quickly became apparent that Nick was going to be confined to the downstairs 
bedroom again.  He didn’t have the strength he needed to get up the stairs, and trying to 
lug the oxygen tank up each step while keeping his balance was nearly impossible.  
Within a few minutes, Howie and Brian were bringing loads of Nick’s stuff down from 
the master bedroom and setting up the guest room on the first floor for him.  As he sat 
on the bed, feeling worthless, Nick looked around the room and sighed.  He had come to 
hate this room, for it reminded him of the many months he’d spent recuperating from 
the amputation.  He never wanted to relive that time again.  And yet, here he was. 

He sighed again.  This was going to suck. 
 

*** 
 

For her twenty-seventh birthday, Claire’s parents drove down to take her out for a 
big family dinner.  They met Jamie and her and Kyle, Amber, and fifteen-month-old 
Kamden at one of Claire’s favorite restaurants, a fun fishhouse located near the bay.  
Lingering over dinner, they chattered on about what had been going on in their lives and 
everything else under the sun, from the approaching baseball season to Claire and 
Jamie’s wedding plans. 

It had only been a month since Jamie had proposed, but Claire had found that 
wedding ideas were already coming together much faster than they had when she was 
with Nick.  She and Nick had barely finished designing her ring a month into their 
engagement, and she hadn’t any idea where to start with the wedding plans.  But 
somehow, this time around everything seemed much simpler. 

“You still set on renting a yacht to get married on?” her dad asked, stroking his 
beard.  “I think your mother’s still got that number you gave her lying around 
somewhere...” 



 

Feeling Jamie’s eyes on her, Claire shook her head.  Then she reached for his 
hand beneath the table.  “Jamie and I want to get married in the Church,” she replied. 

Like her, Jamie came from a Catholic family, though his was more devout than 
hers.  They had already talked about it and agreed that a traditional Catholic wedding 
was the way to go.  It wasn’t what she would have planned with Nick, which made it 
even more appealing to her – somehow it just felt wrong using the ideas she’d thought of 
for Nick’s and her ceremony on her wedding with Jamie.  Besides, she had always 
pictured herself getting married in a big white dress at the altar of a church, just as her 
mother had in her parents’ old wedding pictures.  Getting married on a yacht would 
have been amazing... but she would be perfectly content to walk down the flower-
trimmed aisle of a pretty old Catholic church to meet the man she loved. 

Her parents nodded their approval, her mother’s smile radiant with excitement.  
Though they didn’t say as much, Claire knew this was the kind of wedding they had 
always hoped to give their only daughter, and the more she thought about it, the more 
she couldn’t wait to really dive into the planning with her mom.  This time, she wasn’t 
going to delay it as much as she had with Nick. 

“We’re thinking of a winter wedding,” she added.  “Maybe January or February.”   
But not Valentine’s Day, she added internally.  Way too clichéd.  She would not say this 
to Jamie, for it was the day he had proposed, but she was secretly glad he hadn’t 
suggested it. 

“That sounds lovely,” her mother gushed.  “That gives us... let’s see... about nine 
months to plan.  We’ll have to get a start on it soon, but I think that sounds like a good 
timeframe.” 

Claire nodded eagerly.  “I’ve already got some ideas.  Like, I think I’d like my 
color scheme to be purple... a dark purple.  That’s a good shade for a winter wedding, 
right?  I’m picturing my bridesmaids in long, satiny deep purple gowns...” 

“How many bridesmaids do you think you’re going to have?” her mom cut in. 
Claire did a quick count in her head.  “Just three or so.  Dianna’s going to be my 

maid of honor, of course.  I think I’m going to ask Laureen too.  And Amber, I’d love it if 
you would be one of my bridesmaids too.”  She looked hopefully across the table at her 
sister-in-law, who grinned. 

“Of course!” Amber chirped happily.  Claire had been a bridesmaid in her 
wedding to Kyle; it was only natural that she should be in Claire’s wedding. 

“I guess the number will depend on how many groomsmen there will be too,” 
spoke up Jamie.  Then he added, “Kyle, I think it makes sense for the bride’s brother to 
stand at the altar with us, especially if his wife’s going to be up there too.  Whaddya say 
to being a groomsman?” 

“Sure, Jamie,” Kyle nodded his acceptance with a smile. 
“I’m going to ask Brad to be my best man,” Jamie went on, referring to his own 

big brother, “and then I had two more groomsmen in mind.” 
Claire looked over at him, hoping he meant some of his friends from high school, 

though they were scattered across the country by now.  Somehow, by the look on his 
face, she knew it wasn’t any of them.  “Let me guess,” she said flatly.  “Greg and Jerr?” 

“Honey...” said Jamie, in a way that let her know she was testing his patience, 
“they’re some of my best buddies.  I want them to stand up with me as much as you want 
Di to stand up with you.” 



 

 

There was not much Claire could say to that.  It was his wedding too, and his 
groomsmen.  He wasn’t trying to restrict who she could have as a bridesmaid, so she 
forced a smile and nodded.  “Gotcha.  So if you have four groomsmen, I’m gonna need 
another bridesmaid.  Maybe I’ll call Jenn...”   She thought of her college roommate, who 
had been living in Paris for the last few years.  Jenn didn’t know Jamie well, but after 
Dianna, Laureen, and Amber, she was the next closest female friend Claire had.  Claire 
made a mental note to call her and see if she might like to come home for the wedding 
next year. 

Next year... it seemed a long way away, but in reality, it was only a matter of 
months.  And with all the planning that had to be done, Claire had a feeling they were 
going to fly by.  Before she knew it, she’d be celebrating her twenty-eighth birthday as a 
married woman.  Her birthday cards would come addressed to Mrs. Claire Turner.  
Claire Turner, she thought, tossing the name around in her head.  She’d always thought 
it had a nice ring.  Not as cute as Claire Carter... but it would do. 

 
*** 

 
“Say bye-bye to Aunt Claire, Kam!  Bye-bye!” 
Claire laughed as she watched her football jock of a brother coo to his son before 

strapping him into his carseat.  “Bye-bye, Kam!” she called to her nephew, returning the 
baby’s wave before Kyle shut the back door of his car.  She always found it unbelievably 
endearing, the way her big tough brother just melted around his son.  He was a good 
daddy, a quality she’d always admired in a man. 

“Happy birthday, Claire-Bear,” Kyle told her for a final time, and as he hugged 
her, she looked over his broad shoulder at Jamie.  Would he be the same way around 
their children, if they were able to have some?   She pictured Jamie rough-housing with 
a son of his own, the way she saw Kyle play with Kamden, and smiled.  It was an 
adorable picture, one she hoped could someday be a reality. 

“What were you smiling about?” Jamie asked her in the car a few minutes later, 
once she’d thanked her parents for their gifts and dinner and told them goodbye.  
“When you hugged your brother... you were smiling weird at me.” 

“What, I’m not allowed to smile at my fiancée?” Claire asked in mock defense, 
shooting Jamie a teasing grin.  “I was just thinking... Kyle and Amber and Kamden make 
such a cute little family, don’t they?  I hope that we’ll be happy that way, the way they 
are... and the way my parents are and your parents...” 

“Were.” 
“Were,” Claire repeated, swallowing hard as she thought of Jamie’s father.  “I’m 

just saying, they seemed like they had a really great marriage, and they raised two 
wonderful sons.”  She reached out and put her hand over his as it lingered over the 
gearshift, letting the car sit in park.  “I want us to have the same thing.” 

“What, sons?” Jamie asked, raising his eyebrows as he looked over at her. 
She cocked her own brow and smiled slyly.  “Or daughters...” 
“As long as I can teach them to play soccer, either’s fine with me,” Jamie grinned. 
Her heart leapt with excitement.  “So, kids...?” 
“Do I want them?  Of course.  Are we going to have them?  You bet.  I didn’t jack 

off into a little cup at the sperm bank a few years ago for nothing, you know.  I expect 
those embryos you had frozen to be put to good use.”  He winked. 



 

Smirking, she shook her head at the oddness of it all.  “When you did that for 
me... did you ever think they’d really be your babies after all?  I mean, beyond the 
biology...  did you ever think we might end up raising them together, as a married 
couple?” 

It seemed so ironic to her.  She’d let Jamie be her sperm donor only because she 
was single at the time, and the only other option was an anonymous donor.  He had 
volunteered because he was her friend, no strings attached.  For a long time, she’d been 
afraid she’d made a mistake in accepting his offer because of the awkwardness it might 
cause with the man she would eventually choose to start a family with.  She’d once 
thought that man was Nick, and it certainly had caused a rift between them.  And yet, 
after all was said and done, here she was, engaged to Jamie after all.  It was as if it were 
meant to be all along. 

Jamie’s answer made her believe that all the more.  He smiled, his dimples 
showing, and replied, “Maybe you never thought that in your wildest dreams... but I’ll 
admit, I dreamed it.” 

She looked into his big blue eyes, feeling her heart flutter the way it had when she 
had crushed on him in high school.  “You did?” 

He leaned over, across the console, and kissed her cheek sweetly.  “I always knew 
I was an idiot for letting you go.  I guess at some point I started hoping that if I made up 
for it, you’d come back.” 

“Guess it worked, huh?” she said wryly and kissed him back. 
The ringer on her cell phone startled them apart.  “Whoops, hang on,” said Claire, 

rummaging through her purse for the phone.  When she saw Nick’s name on the caller 
ID, she immediately punched a button and put the phone to her ear.  “Hey!” 

“Hey, happy birthday!” Nick greeted her. 
Claire smiled, pressing the phone closer to her ear.  “Thanks!  I just got done with 

my birthday dinner with the family.” 
“Ah, sounds fun.  Bet it was better than the mac and cheese Brian cooked for 

dinner,” joked Nick.  In the background, Claire could just barely make out Brian 
shouting an offended, “Hey!”  She laughed, and Nick added, “Just kidding – Bri makes a 
mean mac and cheese.” 

The way he was talking struck her as funny, and she asked suddenly, “Hey, where 
are you??” 

She could hear the smile in his voice as he replied, “Home.  Just got discharged 
this morning.” 

“That’s great!” she exclaimed, the news making her birthday seem all the happier.  
“So are you starting to feel better?” 

At that point, she saw Jamie’s head whip towards her out of the corner of her eye, 
as if he had suddenly just realized who she was talking to.  She purposely kept her eyes 
straight ahead, refusing to meet his questioning gaze. 

“Yeah, a little... I think it’s gonna take longer than I’d like to get back to one 
hundred percent, but... you know...” 

“I hear ya.  Well, if there’s anything I can do for you, let me know, okay?”  As she 
spoke, Jamie shifted the car into reverse and pulled out of their parking spot, revving 
the engine as he threw it into drive and took off. 

“Sure,” said Nick.  “I’ll be fine though... got Howie and Brian here with me for the 
time being.” 



 

 

“That’s good.” 
They chatted for another minute, making the usual small talk, and then got off 

the phone.  As she slid her cell back into her purse, Jamie asked in a low voice, “Nick?” 
“Yes,” said Claire evenly.  “He was just calling to wish me a happy birthday.” 
“That’s nice.  How’s he doing?” 
“Better.  He’s out of the hospital at least.” 
“That’s good.” 
Claire smiled, thankful he hadn’t made any digs at Nick.  She couldn’t take much 

of the whole jealousy game they liked to play with each other.  She knew things would 
always be awkward between Jamie and Nick because of her and the history she had with 
both of them, but all she wanted was to be able to marry Jamie and still stay friends with 
Nick.  Maybe that was asking too much, but she really hoped it would work.  With a little 
maturity on both of their parts and some refereeing on hers, it could.  It would have to, 
because while she couldn’t wait to start a family with Jamie, the kind of bond she had 
with Nick was special, and she didn’t want to lose that. 

As Jamie guided the car back to his apartment, Claire fell deep into thought, her 
mind turning from Nick to Jamie and wedding plans and children... 

A smile graced her lips as she watched the city lights fly by her window, twirling 
the Claddagh ring around her finger. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 119 
 
Nick awoke slowly and groggily became aware that the song that had been 

playing in his dream was really the ringer of his cell phone.  Once he’d realized this, he 
snapped into alertness and pawed for the phone before it switched over to his voicemail.  
One glance was enough to let him know who was calling, and when he spotted her name,  
he anxiously flipped open the phone and yanked it up to his ear.  “Hello?” he rasped, his 
voice completely hoarse from sleep.  Embarrassed, he cleared his throat and tried again.  
“Hello?” 

On the other end of the line, Claire giggled.  “Did I wake you, Sleeping Beauty?” 
Nick snorted.  “Thought it took a kiss to wake up Sleeping Beauty,” he said flatly. 
She blew him a loud kiss through the phone.  “That do the trick?” 
Nick merely grunted in reply. 
“Well, I know you just woke up,” Claire went on, “but it is after noon, and I was 

wondering – do you feel like ice cream?” 
“What?” Nick asked, confused by this random change in conversation.  

Apparently his brain wasn’t awake enough to follow her line of thought.  “Ice cream?” 
“Yeah... I want ice cream!  The air conditioner in my apartment is all screwed up, 

and it’s friggin’ hot!  Wanna go to Baskin Robbins with me?” 
Nick blinked, still a little disoriented.  What time was it?  Oh yeah - according to 

Claire, it was after noon.  It felt earlier, but he supposed that was about right.  He’d been 
sleeping a lot lately. 

It had been two months now since he’d gotten out of the hospital, but the BOOP 
and its treatment still had the upper hand over him.  Dr. Mahmood hadn’t been kidding 
when she said it would take a few months for his symptoms to go away.  He was getting 
better, but very slowly.  Even after two months, he still had to wear oxygen to do 
anything more than sit still, or he would be totally out of breath.  He went for regular 
follow-up appointments with the pulmonologist, and even though she said his lungs 
looked and sounded better each time, the progress was not enough for him.  He couldn’t 
wait until he could breathe normally again. 

And just as his symptoms were gradually starting to improve, the side effects of 
the steroids he was stuck taking had gotten worse.  The insomnia he had experienced for 
the first couple of weeks had gone away, and he was now sleeping ten or eleven hours 
every night.  But in its place, other effects had started popping up. 

“Nick?” Claire’s voice broke his train of thought, and he realized he had spaced 
out and never answered her invitation.  “Baskin Robbins?”   Her voice held a sing-song 
quality, like she was dangling the offer over his head, tempting him to make a grab for it. 

“Oh – sorry.”  Nick shook his head, trying to collect his thoughts.  He needed to 
wake up and get himself together.  “Um... can you wait awhile?  I could really stand to 
grab a shower and get cleaned up.”   He always felt sort of oily and gross after a deep, 
long sleep. 

Claire laughed.  “Sure.  Get yourself woken up and smelling nice and call me back 
when you’re ready.  I can come pick you up, if you want.” 

“Okay.  Call ya back in awhile,” said Nick and hung up.  Setting the phone back on 
his nightstand, he sat up slowly and slid backwards until his back met the pillows 
propped against the headboard of his bed.  He took a few minutes to get his bearings, 
then pushed back the covers and swung his leg over the side of the mattress.  He stood 



 

 

up carefully, trying not to get tangled in his oxygen line, the way he had the first few 
mornings he’d been home.  Several times, Howie and Brian had come running in after 
the thud of an oxygen tank tipping to the floor to find Nick muttering a string of curses 
as he fought with the length of narrow, clear tubing that had somehow twisted itself 
around various parts of his body. 

Now he pulled the oxygen canula out of his nose and set it down on his 
nightstand, deciding he didn’t need it for the time being.  The hot water and steam of the 
shower always cleared his sinuses and opened his lungs, making it easier to breathe.  
Cautiously navigating around the clunky oxygen tank that sat next to his bed, he reached 
for the lone crutch propped conveniently against the wall and used it to help himself hop 
into the bathroom.   

He turned on the light and the fan and shut the door behind him as he hobbled 
in.  The surfaces of the bathroom were still gleaming from when the cleaning lady had 
been there to clean it on Wednesday.  It was now Saturday, and Nick hadn’t done much 
to dirty it up in the last three days.  In the smudgeless mirror, he had a crystal clear view 
of his reflection. 

He almost wished the mirror were caked with grime so he wouldn’t have to look 
at himself, for it was not a pretty sight.  The mental side effects of the prednisone – the 
insomnia, mood swings, anxiety – had turned into physical ones that showed on his face 
– literally.  He resembled an eighteen-year-old kid again, with a face full of zits that all 
the acne creams in the world couldn’t seem to get rid of.  He’d even tried that Proactiv 
stuff he’d seen on TV, vowing he’d join Jessica Simpson and Puffy as the next celebrity 
spokesperson for the stuff if only it would clear his skin, but no such luck. 

And while he’d been cute at eighteen, despite the occasional acne flare-ups, he 
certainly didn’t think he was cute now.  He understood better than ever what the nurses 
referred to as “moon face,” because his face had puffed out so much that that’s what it 
looked like – a big, round, pale, full moon.  It was not a cute “babyface” sort of 
roundness either; instead, he thought it looked freakish and unnatural, not like his own 
face at all.  Some of it was just swelling from water weight, but he’d also been packing on 
real pounds, try as he might to avoid the weight gain.  It was hard to diet because the 
medication made him so hungry that he always felt like he could eat a horse, and getting 
any real exercise was even more difficult because he fell out of breath so quickly.  Just 
getting around was enough of a workout these days. 

The extra weight was especially obvious when he pulled off his t-shirt and shorts 
to get into the shower.  Much to his irritation, most if had settled around his stomach 
and upper back, making him look much heavier than usual.  But he was bloated 
everywhere, and it was starting to affect more than just his pride.  He often wore his 
water leg in the shower because it made it much easier to keep his balance, but he could 
no longer get it on comfortably; its socket had become too tight for his leg.  His regular 
prosthesis had been getting more and more uncomfortable to wear as well, and he knew 
it was soon to follow.  He was due to be fit for a new leg anyway, but it was humiliating 
to think that he had gotten too fat to wear his old one. 

Sighing, he hauled his swollen body into the shower and turned on the water full 
steam.  His self-esteem evaporated right along with the hot water as he washed himself, 
grimacing as his hands ran all of the unsightly bulges his body had developed.  He really 
didn’t want to leave the house looking like this. 



 

He’d become a hermit again these last two months, staying cooped up in his 
house most of the time.  At first it had been because he was sick, and going out required 
too much energy.  This was still true, but he also didn’t want anyone to see him like this 
in public.  The casual passerby wouldn’t know what he was going through; anyone who 
recognized him on the streets would take one look at him and think, Wow, that Nick 
Carter’s really gone to seed.   After seeing the way the tabloids trashed other celebrities, 
like Kirstie Alley, who had put on weight, he didn’t want to think about what they would 
print about him if they could see him now, bloated and acne-ridden.  People would think 
he’d spent the months after the tour doing nothing but drinking and pigging out on 
chocolate and grease, even though it wasn’t true.  They didn’t know, and they wouldn’t 
understand that this was out of his control. 

As usual, Claire seemed to be the only one he could really rant to about all this 
stuff.  Howie, who was still staying in Tampa, understood because he had seen Nick 
through the last two months, but Claire could relate to it better than anyone because she 
had been there herself.  He hadn’t seen her much lately because she’d either been 
working or with Jamie, he assumed, but he was glad she had called.  He wanted to talk 
to her.  He was just starting to think that going to Baskin Robbins with her wasn’t such a 
good idea after all – the last place he wanted to be spotted right now was an ice cream 
shop. 

Nonetheless, he eventually climbed out of the shower and hobbled back into his 
room to get dressed.  He’d lived in mostly sweats for the past few weeks and didn’t even 
want to face the depressing prospect that his jeans might not fit anymore, so he dug a 
pair of baggy track pants out of his drawer and put those on instead, unsnapping the 
outside seam so that he could get his prosthesis on easier.  But as he stood up and tried 
to wedge his stump into its socket, he found that he could no longer get it to go all the 
way in.  The socket was too tight and pinched his skin as he tried in vain to force it on.  
Finally he gave up, knowing it was a bad idea to try to wear a leg that didn’t fit right.  He 
would just end up with another ulcer or worse, and then he’d be even more miserable. 

Dejected, he flopped down on his bed and pushed the useless prosthetic leg aside.  
As it toppled to the floor, tears of frustration and embarrassment sprung to the corners 
of his eyes.  He rubbed them away with his thumb and forefinger, pinching the bridge of 
his nose as he struggled not to break down.  Crying would only make him feel like more 
of a pathetic loser. 

“Why does this fucking shit always keep happening to me?” he seethed under his 
breath, through clenched teeth, deciding that getting angry over it was a more manly 
way of expressing his frustration.  It just wasn’t fair.  Just three months ago, he’d been 
on tour, where he’d performed on stage nearly every night, to thousands of screaming, 
adoring fans.  He’d felt like he was king of the world, finally on top once again, after 
being knocked down over and over.  He would never be the person he’d once been, but 
he had finally accepted that.  His leg was gone, but he was performing again without it, 
and life was good.  He felt like he’d come full circle, finally fulfilling the promise Dr. 
Kingsbury had made to him years ago, as he’d sat numbly in her office, unable to 
comprehend the idea of losing his leg. 

“Living without your leg is better than not living at all,” she’d told him wisely. 
“It isn’t the end of the world, and although things will never be the same, you will be 
able to go on with not only your life, but your career.” 



 

 

He’d had his doubts then, but in the end, she had been right.  Life had gone on, 
and his career certainly hadn’t died either.  But at the moment, on stage was the last 
place he could see himself.  Just when he thought he’d finally gotten past it all – the 
cancer, the amputation, everything – he’d been kicked down yet again, and months 
later, he was still struggling to get back up.  It was so disheartening that sometimes he 
wondered if it was worth living at all. 

Depression was yet another side effect of the prednisone, and he tried to 
remember that when he started thinking that maybe Dr. Kingsbury hadn’t been right 
after all.  Maybe not living at all would be better than living this way.  It wasn’t even his 
missing leg that bothered him now; it was all of this other crap he’d been going through.  
His whole body was a mess; the missing leg was just the cherry on top. 

Thoroughly discouraged by now, he decided there was no way he was going out, 
not even to meet Claire.  He sighed heavily as he reached for his phone again and held in 
the 5 button until the speed-dial went through. 

“Hey!” she answered brightly.  “You ready?” 
Nick swallowed and tried to keep his voice steady.  “No, um... I don’t really feel 

like going after all.  You go and eat a triple-scoop sundae or something for me, alright?” 
There was a pause, and then Claire whined, “Ni-ick!  I don’t wanna go pig out on 

ice cream alone!  You should come!” 
“Where’s Jamie?” Nick asked, slightly annoyed.  Why did she want him to come 

anyway?  Where was her fucking fiancée? 
“He’s out playing golf with his work buddies.  I don’t wanna take him anyway; 

he’s boring.  He’d get, like, one scoop of vanilla in a dish.  I know you’d be more 
inventive than that.” 

Nick felt one side of his mouth turn up as he smiled a little despite himself.  Still, 
he didn’t want to go.  “Sorry.  Call Dianna or Laureen or someone.” 

“Are you sure?”   There was that sing-songy voice again.  Nick wasn’t taking the 
bait this time. 

“I’m sure,” he repeated firmly. 
“Alright... well, I guess I’ll catch ya later then.”  She sounded disappointed. 
Nick was disappointed too.  “Yeah, see ya,” he said, and they hung up.  Still 

slumped on the side of his bed, Nick frowned down at the phone in his hand for a few 
minutes, a tight feeling settling into his chest.  Finally, he came out of his stupor and 
returned the phone to its charger.  He picked up the oxygen canula he’d set next to it 
earlier and placed it back in his nostrils, wrinkling his nose at the tickling sensation it 
caused.  He looped the thin tubing over his ears and reached down to turn a valve on the 
oxygen tank.  When it came on, he inhaled a deep, cleansing breath.  Yet somehow he 
knew even pure oxygen wasn’t going to get rid of the tightness that gripped his heart. 

 
*** 

 
Nick was still lying around on his bed when Howie knocked lightly on his door.  

“Hey, Nick?  You awake?” his friend called. 
“Yeah!” Nick croaked, just loud enough for Howie to hear him. 
The door opened a crack, then swung open the rest of the way.  Howie came in.  

“Hey,” he said, looking Nick over once with concern in his eyes.  “Are you okay, man?” 



 

No.  I’m too much of a blimp to get my fake leg on, Nick wanted to say, but he 
was still too ashamed to admit that, even to Howie.  Instead, he just shrugged. 

Howie frowned, but went ahead with what he had come to tell Nick.  “Claire’s 
here,” he said.  “She knows you’re here, and she wants to see you.  You wanna come 
out?” 

Nick was both annoyed and touched.  So Claire had figured out there was 
something wrong after all and come over to find out what.  That had to be it.  A part of 
him just wanted to be left alone, but he had wanted to see her, and now she was here, so 
he couldn’t avoid her.  Not that she would let him.  He knew she wouldn’t leave without 
talking to him first. 

He sighed and pulled himself into a sitting position, sucking on the oxygen.  “Can 
you have her come in here?” he asked Howie. 

“Sure...” said Howie, giving Nick another concerned look.  Nevertheless, he 
turned and left the room, returning moments later behind Claire. 

“Hey!” said Claire as she breezed into the room.  She was carrying a bulging 
plastic grocery bag with her.  “I told you I wanted ice cream, so... here!”   She plopped 
down onto the bed next to him and set the bag between them, waiting while he looked 
inside. 

Peering into the bag, Nick found two half-gallon cartons of ice cream and all the 
toppings needed for a good sundae – chocolate and caramel syrup, whipped cream, 
nuts, sprinkles, and even a small jar of Maraschino cherries.  He smiled up at her, 
feeling some of the tightness in his chest ease away.  “You’re too cool, you know that?” 
he told her sincerely. 

“I know,” she teased with a smug grin, batting her eyelashes superiorly.  Then she 
laughed and said, “Well, come on, get your butt up so we can go dig into this stuff!” 

Eyeing the bag of junk food, Nick remembered why “getting his butt up” wasn’t 
going to be so easy.  Ice cream was the last thing he needed right now.  He hesitated and 
the said, “Listen, Claire, I... I appreciate all this, but... my stomach’s kinda upset right 
now...” 

He avoided her eyes, but he could tell she and Howie were both staring at him, 
probably with identical worried looks.  No one spoke for a few seconds; then Howie 
finally said, “Well, I dunno about Nicky, but I’ll take you up on that, Claire.  Ice cream 
sounds great.” 

“Finally, someone who wants ice cream!” Claire exclaimed, though her forced 
happy tone did not mask the tension in her voice all that well.  “Would you mind taking 
this stuff to the kitchen, and I’ll be right out?”   She handed the grocery bag to Howie, 
who obediently took it with him, leaving Nick and her alone. 

Once Howie was gone, Claire turned to Nick and gave him a hard look.  “Is it 
really your stomach that’s bothering you, or is it something else?” she asked bluntly.  
“You sounded weird on the phone.” 

Damn her; he knew he couldn’t hide anything from her.  Squirming under her 
gaze, Nick sighed and figured he might as well be honest.  She was the one person who 
might understand what he was feeling; it would be stupid to try and hide those feelings 
from her. 

“It’s just... this steroid shit I’m on.  It’s really messing with me,” he confessed, 
finally meeting her eye briefly.  “I... I keep putting on weight, no matter how hard I try to 
keep it off, and I look like a whale, and now I’m so fat that my fake leg doesn’t fit me 



 

 

anymore.”   He could have kept ranting, but then he saw one corner of Claire’s mouth 
turn up.  “What?!” he demanded, feeling his blood pressure jump.  “You think that’s 
funny?!” 

“No!” she cried quickly, her eyes widening.  “No, no... I’m sorry, Nick.  No, I just... 
I couldn’t help but smile a little because it’s kind of refreshing, hearing a guy talk like 
that.  ‘I look like a whale?’  I used to hear that out of Dianna’s mouth all the time.  I’m 
sure she heard it from mine when I was on the steroids too.” 

Nick frowned, sort of confused.  Was she insinuating that he sounded like a chick 
now? 

Claire shook her head and looked right back into his eyes, her expression 
softening and becoming more serious.  “Listen, I’m not trying to tease you; I just want 
you to know, I understand.  I can relate to everything you’re going through... except for 
the leg part.  I guess that makes it suck a lot more, huh?”  She paused, looking 
thoughtful.  “Have you called your prosthetist about it?   I mean, he’s gotta be able to do 
something for you; he can’t expect you to just go without a leg, right?” 

Nick had already planned to call the specialist who oversaw everything having to 
do with his artificial leg, but he knew Ryan Emthrey’s office wasn’t open on weekends.  
“Can’t call till Monday, but I will then,” he said.  Sighing, he added, “Guess I’m fucked 
till then.” 

She looked around.  “Well, do you have a wheelchair somewhere around here?  I 
know you hate them,” she added quickly, when she saw the look on his face, “but it 
would come in handy for the weekend.” 

Nick scowled.  His prosthetist had suggested buying a wheelchair for backup 
when he didn’t feel like wearing his prosthesis, but he had stubbornly refused.  He 
hadn’t kept a wheelchair in the house since the one he’d rented right after his 
amputation surgery.  I don’t need one of those.  I can get around fine on my own, he’d 
always thought scornfully.  But he knew Claire had a point; it was too much of a hassle 
trying to walk around on crutches while dragging an oxygen tank. 

“No,” he mumbled.  “Guess I better get one.  They’ll probably have to make it a 
double-wide.”   He was pretty sure “double-wide” referred to trailers, not wheelchairs, 
but whatever they called wider-than-normal wheelchairs, he might as well invest in one 
because if he had to stay on this prednisone shit long enough, he would end up looking 
like a whale for real. 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “Oh, shut up!” she chided, hitting him playfully in the 
shoulder.  “You are not fat, Nick!  You’re big-boned!”  Giggling, she shook her head and 
then said seriously, “No really, most of that weight is just bloating from the steroids.  It’ll 
go away once you get weaned off them.  And what’s left will come off once you’re able to 
get out and about more.  It’s just gonna take some time.  I know that’s not what you 
want to hear, but what else can I say?” 

She was telling him the same kinds of things he’d already tried to tell himself, but 
somehow, coming from her, they sounded more believable.  He offered her a tiny smile.  
“You’re probably right,” he admitted.  “At least I hope you’re right.” 

She grinned impishly and replied, “I’m always right!  You know that!”   She 
winked, and he cracked a smile. 

“And always modest too,” he added teasingly, nudging her shoulder. 
“You know it.”  Smiling, she put her hand on his arm and gave it an encouraging 

squeeze.  “Can we go have ice cream now?” 



 

He smiled back.  “Only if you’ll pull this thing while I crutch myself out there,” he 
replied, touching the oxygen tank with his foot. 

“I think I can manage that,” she said, getting off the bed.  “Come on, Cartman.”   
Nick smirked at the nickname and let her pull him up.  She found his other crutch for 
him and followed behind with the oxygen as he hobbled out to the kitchen, crutch tips 
squeaking against the tiled floor. 

“Here, you sit,” she said, pulling out one of the barstools at the kitchen island for 
him, “and I’ll set everything out here.” 

“Bag’s in the freezer,” Howie announced, coming into the kitchen.  He stopped to 
look between Claire and Nick.  “Everything okay?” 

Claire let Nick answer.  “Yeah, things are okay,” he replied and left it at that.  He 
would talk to Howie later.  Right now, the sight of all the sweets Claire was currently 
assembling on the island in front of him was making him drool.  “Did I mention this shit 
also makes me constantly starving?” he asked her, eyeing the two flavors of ice cream.  “I 
could probably eat that whole carton.” 

Claire gave him a knowing smile.  “I figured you could,” she said, setting the 
bottle of chocolate syrup right in front of him.  “That’s why I called you instead of 
Dianna or Laureen.” 

Nick smiled back.  Yet as he watched her weave her way expertly around his 
kitchen, knowing just where to find the bowls, spoons, and ice cream scoop, he couldn’t 
help but wonder once again why they hadn’t worked out.  Weren’t they perfect for each 
other?  She could read him like a book; she knew everything about him.  And he thought 
he understood her pretty well too.  Why, after all they’d been through, didn’t they make 
it as a couple? 

It was a question to which he had never quite understood the answer, and even 
though he’d tried to let it go, it continued to plague him, popping into his head at 
random times like this.  He’d been feeling so down on himself lately that love was the 
last thing on his mind, but still, he couldn’t help but wonder, how was he supposed to 
move on for good with someone else, when Claire was the only woman with whom he 
thought he belonged? 

They’d been apart for longer than they’d been together now, but he was still in 
love with her.  There was no point in denying it to himself, for it became clear whenever 
she was around him.  Especially in times like this.  No matter how bad he was feeling, 
she always knew how to cheer him up... and there were few other people who could do 
that. 

He wanted to be with her again, to spend the rest of his life with this woman.  But 
as he watched her scoop up ice cream, he realized it was not to be.  The gleam of the 
large ring on her finger as it caught the light was a constant reminder that Claire was 
marrying someone else. 

  
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 120 
 

“You’ve sure been spending a lot of time with Nick lately.” 
Claire’s head snapped up from tying her shoes to look at her fiancée, who had 

made the comment.  “What??” 
Jamie smirked.  “I said, you’ve sure-” 
“I heard what you said,” Claire cut him off curtly.  “I said ‘what?’ like that because 

I couldn’t believe how insensitive you sounded.”   That’s right, give him the guilt trip, 
she coached herself, smiling inwardly.  “I told you, Nick’s been going through a ton of 
shit lately, so yes, I’ve been hanging out with him a lot.” 

It had been two weeks since she had brought ice cream over to Nick’s house and 
found him as down and depressed as he had been.  It had worried her; she hadn’t seen 
Nick like that in a long time.  The steroids were really getting to him.  She knew what 
that was like, to an extent, but it was different – she’d taken them as part of her chemo 
regimen, so the added side effects didn’t seem so bad.  The way she’d looked at it, she 
was already going to be bald and sick from the chemo, so why not add bloated and 
moody to the list?  But Nick had been in remission for over two years; he’d been through 
all of that.  It wasn’t fair that he was this sick again, with something different and 
completely unrelated.  She hated the way life worked sometimes. 

In any case, Nick was depressed, and she’d been going over to his house often in 
the last two weeks in a vain attempt to cheer him up or at least take his mind off his 
misery.  The whole situation gave her déjà vu, for it reminded her of the weeks she’d 
spent hanging around Nick’s house while he’d been cooped up there after his 
amputation.  His mental state now was not a whole lot better than it had been then, 
which made her sad.  Nick had come so far since then, and now it was almost like he was 
back at square one, with his self-esteem at zero. 

It’ll get better.  Once he gets off the steroids and the side effects go away, he’ll be 
fine, she reminded herself.  She knew a lot of it was that Nick just couldn’t stand looking 
the way he did right now.  Some might think him vain for getting as upset as he did 
about his looks, but Claire thought she understood why he was like that.  It was simple:  
Nick was used to being judged for his looks.  As a Backstreet Boy, he’d been a heartthrob 
since before he could drive, and his fans had always admired him for the way he looked 
as much as for the way he sang.  In the world of pop music, appearance was probably 
almost as important to one’s career as Claire’s hands were to hers, or at least that’s the 
way it seemed sometimes.  So whenever his looks were compromised, Nick started to 
freak out. 

“Well, why do you have to take him to the doctor?  Why can’t one of his Backdoor 
buddies go with him?” Jamie asked scornfully. 

Claire knew he was only being pissy because it was a Saturday, and he’d wanted 
them to spend the whole day together.  Still, her patience was wearing thin.  “Backdoor 
buddies?” she repeated.  “Oh, very original, James.  Not like I haven’t heard that one 
before.” 

“Oh, whatever, Claire; you’ve probably used that one before.  You’re only 
defending them now because you dated one of them.” 

“Yeah, so?  Nick showed me the light,” she said, smiling sweetly up at Jamie.  
“Look, I gotta go now.  I told him I’d pick him up at 9:30.” 



 

Jamie rolled his eyes.  “Fine.  Are you coming back here when you’re done or 
going back to your place, or his, or what?” 

“I dunno yet.  How about I just call you later?” 
“Fine,” he said again, his voice short. 
Now it was her turn to roll her eyes.  She grabbed her purse and left his 

apartment without kissing him goodbye.  And I’m marrying this guy? she couldn’t help 
but think as she walked down the stairs of his apartment building.  She loved Jamie, but 
he could be a real jerk sometimes.  Immature... possessive... jealous... 

She tried not to think about it as she climbed into her car and started driving 
towards Nick’s.  He had his regular six-month check-up with his oncologist that 
morning, and when she’d found out Howie was going to be in Orlando doing something 
for his Dorough Lupus Foundation, Claire had volunteered to go with Nick.  It’ll be just 
like old times, she thought ruefully, remembering the many times she and Nick had sat 
together in the waiting room of the cancer clinic.  It was a strange place for a friendship 
to develop, but somehow, it had.  And their friendship had proven strong enough to last 
through sickness, health, and even dating, and emerge mostly intact. 

Claire shook her head.  It was definitely strange, but that was what made it so 
special. 

 
*** 

 
Nick was running late.  He’d accidentally overslept and was now scrambling to 

get ready before Claire came.  There was no time for a shower, so he did his best to make 
his shaggy hair lie flat, brushed his teeth, and slathered on some deodorant before 
getting dressed.  He put on baggy track pants and a t-shirt, frowning at the way the 
bulge of his stomach was still visible beneath the loose material.  He was starting to feel 
like the Pillsbury Doughboy, and so help him, if one of the guys (probably AJ) thought 
they’d be funny and poke him in the belly and go “Hoo-hoo!,” he’d probably lose it. 

Thankfully, except for Howie, the guys were scattered across the country and 
hadn’t seen him in awhile.  They were all using the usual post-tour break to spend time 
with their families and work on their individual projects.  Nick got to spend it sick, out 
of breath, and ballooning from the steroids he was stuck taking.  Life just sucked 
sometimes. 

But he didn’t have much time to dwell on it that morning.  Claire was due to 
arrive any minute to pick him up and drive him to Tampa General for his oncology 
appointment.  As usual, he was not looking forward to it, but he found that he wasn’t as 
nervous as usual either.  He hadn’t felt great lately, but any symptom he had could be 
blamed on the BOOP or the prednisone, so cancer was the furthest thing from his mind.   

Unsnapping the seam of his left pant leg, he balanced on his good leg and reached 
for his new prosthesis.  He’d gotten the brand new leg just over a week ago, after a visit 
to his prosthetist to be fitted for one.  It the same style as his last leg, so it had been easy 
to get used to.  He was just relieved to be able to walk again, even if it did sap him of 
energy and breath.  Now if he could only lose the oxygen tank... 

Through the open bedroom window, he heard Claire’s little Beetle putting up the 
drive and scrambled for his shoes.  Perching on the side of his bed, he leaned over to tie 
the laces and snap up his pants and then straightened, pausing to adjust to adjust the 



 

 

oxygen canula in his nose.  Then he hauled himself up and grabbed the handle of his 
rolling oxygen tank, loathing it every step of the way out of his house. 

He met Claire at the front door.  “Good morning,” she said with a smile, as he 
came out. 

“Morning,” he greeted her, offering a half-smile back.  “Thanks for getting up 
early to go with me to this thing.” 

“Oh, no problem,” she shrugged.  “You know I don’t mind.” 
He chuckled.  “Oh yeah, that’s right.  I thought you got over hanging around at 

the hospital for fun when Casey died.” 
As soon as he’d said that, Nick regretted it.  Claire gave him a hard look, and, 

swallowing, he mumbled, “Sorry, that was insensitive.  I didn’t mean it the way it came 
out.” 

“It’s okay.” 
Anxious to change the subject, Nick asked, “Hey, you wanna drive the Jag?  It’s 

got a little more leg room in the front than your Bug here.”   He glanced at her tiny, 
round yellow car and smiled in amusement; it was cute, but not particularly spacious-
looking.  Not that his sporty Jaguar was much bigger, but it did have leg room. 

Claire brightened.  “Sure!  You know I’d never turn down a chance to take that 
baby for a spin.” 

Nick laughed.  “I’m never gonna be able to sell it, you’re so attached to that 
thing.” 

“You can sell it, as long as you sell it to me – with a discount, mind you,” Claire 
joked, beaming at him. 

He chuckled again, secretly wondering if he’d be able to use the car as barter to 
persuade her to dump that prick Jamie before it was too late.  But as they climbed into 
the silver Jaguar again, Nick’s thoughts turned unexpectedly from Jamie back to Casey 
and what he had said a few minutes ago. 

“Do you ever think about him?” he asked Claire, as she pulled on her seatbelt.   
“Casey?” 

“Yeah, I do.”  She paused, a faraway look in her eyes as she gazed out the 
windshield.  “He was a good kid.” 

Nick nodded, a lump rising in his throat.  “Yeah, he was.”   It had been a year-
and-a-half since Casey’s death, but it still made Nick sad whenever he thought about 
him.  Casey was just another example of how much life could suck.  He couldn’t explain 
why an eleven-year-old with a whole life ahead of him had died after a long fight with 
cancer any more than he could figure out why he had to spend his summer breathing 
oxygen through a tube because his lungs had crapped out from a disease called BOOP.  
Casey should have still been alive, and Nick should have been stretched out on a beach 
somewhere, enjoying his summer off.  Instead, he was on his way to the hospital for yet 
another check-up.  Between visits to Dr. Kingsbury and follow-up appointments with 
Dr. Mahmood, he’d seen more than his share of doctors these last few months. 

Nonetheless, Claire whipped the Jag out of his gated neighborhood and set a 
course for Tampa General Hospital. 
 

*** 
 



 

Sitting in the exam room with Nick, Claire looked up at the series of X-rays his 
doctor had hung on the light board.  They were of Nick’s lungs, though she couldn’t 
identify much more than that.  They always looked like a big blur of black and white to 
her; she couldn’t tell what was “normal” and what wasn’t. 

“Your chest films look pretty good, Nick,” said Dr. Kingsbury, making a wide 
gesture across the light board.  “As you can see here, there’s still some infiltrates from 
the BOOP-”  Her finger pointed out several hazy white patches on the slide.  “-but it 
looks like it’s clearing up nicely.”   She turned to smile at Nick.  “Hopefully you’ll be off 
that oxygen in the next few weeks.” 

Nick made a face.  “I hope so too,” he said emphatically. 
Dr. Kingsbury nodded, her smile understanding.  “Well, as usual, I won’t have the 

results of your labwork back until tomorrow or Monday.  I’m not expecting any 
unpleasant surprises, but if anything comes up, I’ll give you a call.” 

That part always made Claire nervous.  Glancing over at Nick, she could tell by 
the way he kept swinging his leg from his high perch on the examining table that he felt 
the same way.  Tightening his jaw, he nodded.  “Sounds good, Dr. K.” 

The oncologist was pulling his x-rays off the light board.  Sliding them into a large 
manila envelope, she said, “You can go ahead and get dressed.  Stop by reception on 
your way out to schedule your next appointment.  I’ll tell them six months again...”   She 
paused and gave Nick a smile that reminded Claire of a mother’s.  “And I don’t want to 
see you back in here anytime before that, so take it easy, young man.” 

Nick smiled in amusement.  “No offense, Dr. K, but I don’t wanna see you 
anytime before that either, so I will.” 

The middle-aged doctor laughed good-naturedly before she left the room.  As 
Nick started to reach for his clothes, Claire jumped up from her chair.  “I’m gonna run to 
the restroom real quick, while you’re getting dressed,” she announced and hurried out of 
the room before he could reply.  She wasn’t sure he would buy her restroom excuse or 
not, but at least he might think she was just leaving to give him some privacy while he 
changed.  Sure, she’d seen him in a lot less than boxers before, but now that they weren’t 
together anymore, it didn’t seem appropriate to see him half-naked. 

But that wasn’t the real reason she had left.  She wanted to talk to Dr. Kingsbury, 
out of Nick’s earshot.  He would kill her if he knew what she was doing, but she didn’t 
care.  It was for his well-being. 

“Dr. K!” she called, seeing the doctor walking up the hall ahead of her.  The 
oncologist stopped and turned, waiting as Claire jogged towards her. 

“Claire?  Is everything alright?” 
“Yeah, it’s fine.  I just wanted to talk to you about something, if you have a 

minute,” Claire said, looking at her hopefully. 
Dr. Kingsbury nodded.  “Of course.  Why don’t we get out of the hall and go to my 

office.”   She put her hand on Claire’s shoulder and steered her around.  As they walked 
towards her office, Dr. Kingsbury looked over at Claire and commented, “I know it’s 
none of my business, but I just have to say, I’m happy to see you and Nick back 
together.” 

Claire’s stomach did a flip, rolling in the wave of guilt that washed over her.  
“Oh... actually, we’re not... together... again,” she faltered.  “We’re just finally past that 
awkward period where we can be friends again.” 



 

 

“Oh!”  The older woman looked visibly embarrassed.  “I’m sorry!  My mistake.  I 
just assumed...” 

Claire smiled tightly.  “It’s okay.” 
“Well, even so, it’s nice that you came with him today.  Support figures are 

important, and I’m sure your support means a lot to Nick.”  She gave Claire a polite 
smile as she escorted her into her office.  “Have a seat,” she added, motioning to the set 
of chairs in front of her desk. 

Claire sank down into one.  “Actually, speaking of support,” she said, “I’m 
worried about Nick.  This whole BOOP thing is really getting to him.  He hates being 
confined to an oxygen tank, and he hates what the steroids are doing to him even more.  
He’s been really depressed the last few weeks.  I know part of that could just be the 
prednisone talking, but still... I haven’t seen him this down on himself since he lost his 
leg.  It scares me.  I don’t think he’d admit it to you, and he’d kill me if he knew I was 
talking to you about him behind his back, but... I’m just worried.  I was wondering if 
there was anything you could suggest to help him...”   She trailed off, looking hopefully 
at Nick’s doctor.  She knew Dr. Kingsbury had come to care about Nick in the years she’d 
been treating him and figured if anyone would want to help, she would. 

The oncologist nodded, deep lines appearing in her forehead as she frowned in 
concern.  “I see this sort of thing a lot in my patients, as I’m sure you can understand,” 
she said.  “The side effects of cancer treatments can cause a lot of self-image problems.  
Usually I start by recommending a support group.  Sometimes all people need is a place 
to share their feelings, vent a bit, and meet people who are going through the same 
things they are.  Lets them see they’re not alone.  I know you’ve been through some of 
the things Nick has, so I’m sure you’re valuable resource to him for support, but has he 
ever been to any kind of group therapy for this?” 

Claire shook her head.  “Not that I know of.” 
Dr. Kingsbury nodded again, lips pursed.  “Well, the hospital offers several 

different support groups for cancer patients.  I know what Nick is going through now 
isn’t directly cancer-related, but since I don’t know of any BOOP support groups, one of 
the cancer groups might still help him cope with the side effects of his treatment.  They 
aren’t that different from what some cancer patients go through.” 

Claire nodded knowingly.  “That might help,” she said, though she was wondering 
how she could possibly convince Nick to go to a support group meeting.  He wasn’t one 
who liked to talk about his feelings, especially to strangers, and he didn’t seem like he 
wanted to attract any attention to himself right now either.  But it was worth a shot. 

“I’ll tell you what.  I’ll stop back in and give him this pamphlet,” Dr. Kingsbury 
went on, pulling a colorful brochure from her desk drawer, “so that he’ll think the 
support group idea was all mine.  Why don’t you take my card-”  She fumbled in her 
desk drawer for another few seconds and then slid a white business card across the desk 
to Claire, “- and if this falls through, give me a call.  If he’s still having problems, there’s 
always one-on-one counseling, or I can refer him to a psychiatrist who could prescribe a 
mild antidepressant.  That would be only if nothing else helps though,” Dr. Kingsbury 
added, shaking her head.  “With as much medication as my patients are already on, I 
don’t like to use drugs to treat emotional symptoms except in extreme cases.  Just 
talking about what they’re going through can work wonders in most people.” 

Claire nodded, glad she had decided to talk to Nick’s doctor.  “Thank you so 
much,” she said.  “I’ll try and get him to try out one of the support groups.” 



 

“Great,” smiled Dr. Kingsbury.  Rising from her desk chair, she said, “I know I 
don’t know Nick as well as you do, but I wouldn’t worry too much.  I know he’s strong, 
for having come through as much as he has.  This is just one more little road bump he’s 
got to get over, and I know he will.” 

Claire smiled back and nodded.  “I know he will too.” 
 

*** 
 

As Claire winded the Jaguar out of the hospital parking deck, Nick kept staring 
down at the pamphlet in his hands.  Just as she had promised, Dr. Kingsbury had given 
it to him before he and Claire could leave, telling him basically the same thing she’d told 
Claire, without mentioning she’d discussed it with Claire first.  He’d seemed receptive to 
the idea of joining a support group inside the clinic, but at soon as they were out of 
earshot, he’d started complaining. 

“This is stupid,” he said, for at least the third time, flipping through the pamphlet 
again.  “I don’t need some cheesy support group.  After four years of dealing with this 
shit, I think I can handle things on my own.” 

Claire had suspected he would react this way, but she felt it was her duty to try to 
convince him otherwise.  “I know, but why do you feel like you have to handle it all on 
your own?  It’s a lot to handle, everything you’ve been through.  Don’t you think it would 
be kind of rejuvenating to go and rant about it to a bunch of people who know just what 
you’re feeling?” 

Nick looked over at her.  “You mean, like you?  Why would I want to go rant to a 
bunch of strangers when I can just talk to you?” 

Claire felt herself starting to smile, inwardly touched.  But she knew she couldn’t 
let the issue drop that easily.  “Well, I’m not the all-knowing authority on everything, 
Nick.  Besides, I’m only one person.  It might be interesting to hear from other people 
with other experiences,” she pointed out, turning onto the highway. 

“Oh yeah?  And why do you want me to go to one of these things so bad?  Do you 
think I’m that messed up?” 

“Nick - no!  These aren’t for ‘messed up’ people; they’re just for people who want 
to share what they’re going through and get some support from others who are going 
through the same thing.” 

“Then where’s the BOOP group?” asked Nick derisively, and Claire giggled 
because of the way it rhymed. 

“Dr. Kingsbury said there wasn’t one, so one of the cancer groups would be the 
next best thing,” she replied.  Too late did she realize her mistake. 

“You talked to Dr. Kingsbury about this?” Nick asked slowly, the realization 
dawning.  Then, like a volcano, he erupted, his voice turning heated and angry.  “Did you 
go behind my back and put her up to this??  What the fuck did you tell her?!” 

Claire winced and gripped the steering wheel tightly.  She couldn’t drive with him 
screaming at her like that.  “Nick, calm down!  I was just trying to help!” she cried. 

“Well, you’re not!  I don’t need some gay therapy group to ‘help’ me,” Nick spat.  
Staring out at the highway in front of her, Claire rolled her eyes.  He was so damn 
stubborn. 

“Fine, Nick,” she snapped.  “You’re right; you don’t need any help.  Everything in 
your life is just dandy, and you couldn’t be happier.  Why waste your time talking to a 



 

 

bunch of miserable people with cancer in some ‘gay’ support group?  You don’t need 
their support – you don’t have any issues!  Life is good!  Am I right?”   Having run out of 
sarcastic things to say, she glanced over at him.  He was slumped against the door, 
sulking. 

“Life fucking sucks,” he muttered bitterly, pausing to take in some oxygen.  “But a 
support group isn’t gonna change that.” 

“How do you know?  They must help somehow, or people wouldn’t be in them.  
Don’t knock it till you try it.” 

He glowered over at her.  “Have you ever been to one of these things?” 
She hesitated.  He had her there.  She remembered her own doctor handing her a 

similar pamphlet along with her discharge papers when she’d left the hospital after her 
initial diagnosis.  Dr. Rodrigo had recommended she join a group for young adults with 
cancer so she could meet other people close to her age who were going through 
treatment.  Her reaction hadn’t been much different than Nick’s.  Her parents had urged 
her to look into it, but she’d shoved the pamphlet in a drawer and hadn’t looked at it 
again until sometime months later, when she was in remission.  Then she’d pitched it.  I 
don’t want to sit around in a room filled with cancer patients.  How depressing, she’d 
thought.  I just want to get past this, not dwell on it.  

She’d been proud, stubborn... just like Nick.  And sure, she’d gotten through her 
first bout with leukemia without any lasting psychological problems; in fact, she was 
emotionally stronger for having done it.  But looking back, maybe she’d been silly to 
dismiss the idea of a support group so quickly.  The reason she thought this way now 
was that shortly after she’d started up treatment again for her relapse, she’d met Nick, 
and he’d become her support group. 

She wasn’t sure he realized it or not, but she’d leaned on him as much as he had 
leaned on her.  She’d been put into the role of the strong one, the mentor, the one who’d 
been through it all already, while he was the newbie, scared and alone as he started 
treatment.  But as they’d gotten closer, having him to talk to had helped her as much as 
talking to her seemed to help him.  With her family hovering over her, Dianna 
supportive but ignorant, and Jamie content to stay away, Nick had been a welcome 
source of comfort in her life.  He’d stuck by her without smothering her, and understood 
what she was going through without interfering.  He’d made her laugh when she felt like 
crying, sang to her to distract her from the pain, and held her hand when she could 
barely hold her eyes open.  He’d been there when she’d needed him, and he had been 
wonderful. 

Had she ever thanked him properly for all of that?   She wasn’t sure.  After her 
bone marrow transplant, he’d gotten into that mess with Leah, and they’d barely spoken 
for the next six months.  Then his leg had been amputated, and the roles had reversed 
again, with her as the leaning post, and he the one who needed some hand-holding.  She 
supposed that was her thank-you, but it hadn’t been like that at all.  She hadn’t stuck by 
him out of sheer gratitude; she’d stuck by him because she cared about him.  Deeply. 

This was still true, but after everything he had been put through, she wasn’t sure 
a shoulder to lean on was enough for him anymore.  She wasn’t sure her shoulder was 
strong enough to bear the full weight of his anguish.  Please, Nick, she begged inwardly.  
Please, give it a try. 



 

She chose her words carefully.  “No... I haven’t.  But I was offered the same 
options, and sometimes I wonder if I would have had an easier time of things if I had 
given one a try.  Might have helped my attitude.” 

“Your attitude?” Nick scoffed.  “You had the best attitude of anyone I could 
imagine in your situation.  You were so cool and casual about everything... like it didn’t 
even bother you.  I could have never been like that.” 

She smiled wryly.  “You didn’t know me the first time I went through it.  You 
didn’t see me when I first found out I’d relapsed either.  It took me a long time to get to 
that place, Nick, where I could just go with the flow, pretend nothing bothered me.  I 
was bitter, too.  My friends were all wrapped up in their lives, getting their college 
degrees, and I was losing my hair and puking my guts out.  You think I was cool about 
that?  Hell no!  I thought life fucking sucked back then too – to put it in your words.  
And I didn’t really have anyone to tell that to, so I just kept it inside.  And eventually I 
just learned to put on a happy face and act like I was okay so I wouldn’t drive all of my 
friends away.  Maybe a support group would have helped me channel all of my feelings a 
little better.” 

Nick didn’t reply for a few seconds.  Then he said, “But you were young.  And just 
diagnosed.  That’s a lot for a twenty-year-old kid to handle.  I’m twenty-seven.  I’ve been 
through three rounds with cancer.  I think I know how to deal with my feelings by now.  
If I didn’t, I’d have probably killed myself years ago.” 

Claire pressed her lips together.  She knew by his voice that he was kidding, but it 
wasn’t funny.  “You’ve been through three rounds of cancer, and now you’re sick again 
with something else.  Maybe this isn’t on the same level as bone cancer, but it still sucks.  
I’ve seen how depressed it’s been making you, and it’s made me worried about you, 
Nick.  That’s why I talked to Dr. Kingsbury.  I didn’t want to do it in front of you because 
I knew you’d get mad, but can’t you see I’m just trying to help?  I don’t want you to 
hurt... physically or emotionally.  And since I can’t do much about the physical part, 
maybe I can help with the emotional part.  Maybe one of these groups could help.” 

Nick shook his head and mumbled, “I’m not suicidal.  I just... don’t like living this 
way.  Once I’m better, I’ll be fine.” 

She glanced over at him briefly before returning her eyes to the road.  They were 
almost to his neighborhood.  “I know that,” she said softly.  “But why suffer now?  Why 
not give one of these groups a try, and see if it helps make living this way a little easier 
for you?  I mean, who knows how long this BOOP thing is going to last?  Your doctor 
said it could take months to completely get over.” 

Nick sighed heavily.  “Don’t remind me,” he groaned. 
As she slowed the Jaguar to a stop in front of his house, Claire said, “Listen, I’m 

gonna stop preaching to you about support groups now, cause I told you I’d never been 
to one – what do I know?  Maybe they are stupid.  But maybe they’re not.  Will you at 
least give this some thought?”   She turned off the ignition and turned to look at him, 
waiting for his answer. 

He pressed his lips into a pout and studied her for a few seconds.  Then he asked, 
“Would you go with me?” 

Claire blinked, caught off-guard by the request.  Then again... why not? she 
thought.  She couldn’t let him think she was all talk, and if it would get him to give one a 
try... 

“Okay,” she answered with a nod, smiling.  “I’ll go with you.” 



 

 

 
*** 

 



 

Chapter 121 
 

The Hope-For-All Cancer Support Group met in Conference Room 5B on the 
oncology floor of Tampa General Hospital on the second Saturday of every month from 
10 to 11 a.m. 

At exactly 9:57, Nick peeked his head warily around the doorframe of Conference 
Room 5B.  From behind, he felt the poke of a finger in his back and the hiss of a voice in 
his ear.  “Go on; I don’t wanna walk in late!” 

At Claire’s impatient insistence, Nick stepped into the room.  He hesitated just 
inside the doorway, looking around.  The conference room housed a large table and a set 
of matching, comfortable-looking chairs.  The table had been pushed back against one 
wall and spread with a few platters of snacks and drinks.  The chairs were arranged in a 
circle in the center of the room.   

There were about ten other people already there when Nick and Claire walked in.  
Some were already seated in the circle of chairs; others were mingling over coffee at the 
refreshment table.  Not knowing a soul and unsure of what to expect, Nick felt awkward 
and out of place.  But there was no turning back now; even if he tried to walk out, he 
knew Claire wouldn’t let him.  After all, she was the one who had convinced him to come 
today. 

Sitting directly across from the door, a woman with a clipboard balanced on her 
lap glanced up and spotted Nick and Claire.  Her features melted into a warm smile.  
“Come on in!” she called brightly, beckoning.  Claire took the initiative, stepping around 
Nick and leading the way over to the circle.  She paused to introduce herself and Nick to 
the woman, whom Nick had already pegged to be the psychologist who was leading the 
group.  Her professional dress and cheery attitude gave her away. 

“Call me Franzi,” the woman introduced herself, and she spoke more, Nick 
started to pick up on a slight accent in her voice.  German, maybe, he thought, the years 
of experience talking to foreign fans making him good at picking up on such things.  In 
any case, he guessed she’d been in the States for awhile now; her English was 
impeccable.  “I’m a liaison between the oncology and psychiatry departments here at the 
hospital, and I facilitate the meetings of our little group here.  Let me say, we’re so 
happy to see new faces.  I’m glad you both could attend.” 

“Thanks,” they both said, nodding their acknowledgements. 
“Just find a seat anywhere, and we’ll get started in the next few minutes,” Franzi 

offered, and they obliged, Claire staking out a couple of chairs on one side of the circle.  
Nick let out a breath as he sat down beside her and tried to tuck his portable oxygen 
tank underneath his chair, hating the fact that he’d had to bring it out in public, even if it 
was just to the hospital.  But as he looked around at the others, who were filling in the 
rest of the seats, he realized he had no reason to feel self-conscious here. 

The Hope-For-All group offered support to people of all ages, with any kind of 
cancer.  It was the only such general support group sponsored by the hospital; the others 
described in the pamphlet Dr. Kingsbury had given Nick were catered to specific age 
groups and cancers.  There were even special groups for family members of people with 
cancer, or those who had lost loved ones to it.  There was no group for people with bone 
cancer, but there was one for people in their twenties and thirties that Claire kept 
suggesting.  It sounded like a good idea, but not for Nick.  His peers also made up the 
bulk of his fan base, and he knew he would feel uncomfortable spilling his guts in front 



 

 

of a group of people who might have watched him grow up on MTV.   He’d opted for the 
most general group and hoped the people there would be older and less inclined to 
already know who he was.  He wanted to be anonymous. 

Remembering the description in the pamphlet, he shouldn’t have been surprised 
at the variety within the small group.  There was a wide range of ages represented, from 
a lone teenage girl to an elderly couple that had to be in their eighties.  Many of the 
people were obviously undergoing treatment.  The teenage girl looked fairly normal, 
except for the bright bandana covering her noticeably bald head.  The look reminded 
him of Claire, who had bandanas in seemingly every color and pattern there was.  The 
woman next to her, who looked to be in her thirties, was also wearing a scarf on her 
head, but the color did nothing to brighten her sallow, sickly complexion.  Her face was 
gaunt, her eyes hollowed by dark circles, yet she managed a weak smile as she talked 
with the teenager.  On her other side sat another young couple, their hands wound 
around each other’s.  The woman looked completely fine, while the man was pale and 
probably bald beneath his stocking cap, as evidenced by the fact that he had no 
eyebrows.  Next to him was an older man, probably in his early fifties, whose baldness 
was not well-disguised by the bad toupee perched on his brown skin.  In any other 
setting, Nick might have giggled with Claire over the fake-looking rug, but sensing what 
the man, like all of these other people, was going through, he could only empathize. 

“Excuse me, are you saving this seat?” 
At the gentle voice, Nick looked up to see a plump, middle-aged woman standing 

before him, motioning to the unoccupied seat next to him.  “No, go ahead,” he said 
quickly, waving for the woman to sit down. 

She did, keeping her arms crossed over her chest.  For a moment, she looked 
silently around the room.  Then she turned to him.  “Is this your first time coming to 
group?” she asked politely.  “I haven’t been coming long, but I don’t think I’ve seen you 
here before.” 

Nick shook his head.  “No, this is my first time.  I’m Nick,” he said and offered his 
hand. 

“Nice to meet you, Nick.  I’m Carol,” the woman replied, shaking it.  He noticed 
that even as she shook with her right hand, she kept her left arm across her chest, her 
hand resting lightly at her bosom.  Her smile was kind, but her eyes, cautious.  That was 
the only word Nick could think of to describe the emotion in them.  She seemed wary, 
uncertain.  Was it him? 

He tried to study her without staring.  He immediately recognized the signs of 
someone who hadn’t been on chemo long.  Her short, colorless hair was thinning; it was 
flat and stringy, with noticeable patches of bald scalp showing through, but she hadn’t 
yet started trying to cover it up.  Yet she seemed to be trying to cover herself up, the way 
she kept gently tugging at her blouse, before moving her arms back into position over 
her chest. 

The last one to come over from the refreshment table, his napkin piled with 
several cookies, was a man in his sixties or seventies.  He walked with a noticeable limp 
and was wearing a baseball cap, but Nick could see that he still had a full head of thick, 
silver hair beneath it – it was poking out of the back.  He sank down into the chair on 
the other side of Claire with a gusty sigh and turned to grin at her.  “Didja get any of 
these cookies?” he asked, holding up his napkin.  “Better git ‘em while the gittin’s good, 



 

cause this is the only place I can get my hands on sweets these days.  My wife won’t let 
me have ‘em no more.  And anyone here can tell ya, ol’ Grandpa Jack likes his cookies.” 

A light chorus of laughter went around the circle, and Claire smiled at the old 
man.  “Well, who doesn’t?  You should tell your wife, life’s too short to go without a 
cookie now and then.” 

The man let out a loud guffaw at what she’d said and grinned even wider, 
showing several gold-capped teeth on the sides.  “There you go!  Now here’s a gal who 
knows how to live life.  I should have you call up my wife and tell her just that!”   Still 
smiling in amusement, he held out his gnarled hand.  “The name’s Jack Wallace, but 
everyone just calls me Grandpa Jack.  You’d think I was old or something.”   He 
shrugged and then winked, his brown eye sparkling. 

“I’m Claire Ryan,” Claire introduced herself, shaking his hand, “and this is my 
friend Nick.” 

“Good to meet ya, son,” Grandpa Jack said as he and Nick shook hands across 
Claire’s lap.  His hand was big and rough, from years of working, no doubt. 

“Same to you,” Nick echoed with a nod, glad that at least some of these people 
seemed good-natured and friendly.  Maybe this wouldn’t be so bad after all. 

The clock on the wall read 10:01 when Franzi cleared her throat, ready to begin.  
The light chatter died down as the circle fell quiet, but just when the counselor opened 
her mouth to speak, the door to Conference Room 5B opened again with a click, and 
every head turned, including Nick’s.  A woman had come in and was walking towards 
the circle, her pace brisk.  She was probably in her forties, but in great shape, her 
sleeveless Nike athletic top and shorts revealing a body that was long, lean, tan, and 
toned, her leathery skin stretching over visible muscles.  Her face was lined, her features 
angular and severe, especially with her brown hair slicked straight back into a tight knot 
at the back of her head.   

These were all things Nick noticed about her appearance after doing a double-
take at the most obvious feature at all – the fact that her muscular right leg ended just 
below her knee, morphing into a sleek prosthesis that hardly looked like a leg at all.  It 
looked more like a tube that ended in a springy, J-shaped bar where there should have 
been a foot.  Nick had learned enough to recognize this as a high-tech running 
prosthesis, but he’d never seen one up close and personal before.  He couldn’t help but 
stare as she crossed the room, the end of the prosthesis bending and rebounding with 
her weight at each step. 

“Sorry I’m late,” the woman announced, her voice appropriately loud and sharp.  
“I decided to put in an extra mile this morning and nearly lost track of the time.”   She 
sat down in the empty seat on the other side of Carol and exhaled her breath with a 
“Whew!,” drawing her hand across her forehead. 

Nick continued to watch her in amazement, piecing together the realization that 
she’d been out running.  No one else seemed as impressed or said much of anything, 
except for Franzi, who cleared her throat again and replied, “That’s alright, Deb.  We 
were just about to get started.” 

The meeting began with Franzi welcoming everyone and asking how their week 
had been.  Nick sat back and listened as several people shared stories from the week.  
Some volunteered information about how their treatment was going; the young wife of 
the man in the stocking cap patted her husband’s thigh and smiled broadly as she 
announced he only had five more radiation treatments to go and would hopefully be 



 

 

done by their next meeting.  Others talked about things totally unrelated to their cancer, 
things from their personal lives.  The sickly woman with the scarf, whose name was 
Nadine, shared a couple of cute things her children, apparently young ones, had done, 
which prompted the oldest couple there, Ike and Evelynn, to tell a story about one of 
their grandchildren. 

As he listened to the conversation flow across the circle, Nick could pick up on the 
camaraderie between the group members.  They obviously had come to know each other 
well and were willing to share intimate details of their lives with one another.  Nick 
supposed this shouldn’t be a foreign concept to him; after all, his life was basically an 
open book to the public.  But he’d never quite experienced anything like this before. 

After a few more minutes had passed, Franzi announced, “Well, as you might 
have noticed, we have two new faces in the circle tonight.”   She looked to Nick and 
Claire, as did everyone else.  “Would either of you like to introduce yourselves and share 
your story?” 

Nick exchanged glances with Claire.  He didn’t feel much like talking yet, though 
he wasn’t sure why.  The other people seemed nice enough, and he was used to talking 
about himself in interviews and speaking in front of massive groups of people when he 
was onstage.  Yet that morning, even in the midst of this small circle, he felt shy and 
uncomfortable.  A part of him always had been shy, but as a Backstreet Boy, his more 
outgoing stage persona usually took over.  Today, he felt so removed from his Backstreet 
Boy image that he couldn’t conjure up that confidence he displayed for the media.  “Go 
read People,” he wanted to tell the group, remembering the in-depth interview he’d 
given the magazine a few months after his leg was amputated.  But instead, he found his 
mind racing, trying to mentally prepare what he was going to say so he wouldn’t come 
off sounding stupid. 

But as he paused, Claire scooted forward on her seat and started talking.  “Hey, 
everyone.  My name’s Claire,” she introduced herself, and, surprised, Nick turned to 
watch her.  “I’m twenty-seven; I’m a Florida girl, born and raised; I work as a dental 
hygienist; and I’m a four-year survivor of acute lymphocytic leukemia.”  Every set of 
eyes in the room, Nick’s included, was upon her as she told her story.  “I was diagnosed 
when I was twenty, second semester of my sophomore year of college.  I did a course of 
chemo that lasted through the rest of the semester and into the summer, and then I was 
declared in remission.  I took a semester off to recuperate and then took some courses to 
get my associate’s degree at community college.  I started working as a hygienist and did 
that for about a year-and-a-half, until I started feeling bad again.  I found out I’d 
relapsed just before Christmas in 2002.  I started back on chemo in early 2003, and 
when that didn’t help, I got a bone marrow transplant from my brother in August of that 
year.  I’ve been in remission ever since... it’ll be four years this August.” 

Four years, thought Nick, almost surprised to hear it had been that long.  He 
remembered Claire’s bone marrow transplant like it had happened yesterday, the fear it 
had evoked in him permanently etched in his memory.  Yet, looking at her now, one 
would never know what she had gone through.  The only physical traces her ordeal had 
left on her body were the tiny scars hidden beneath her clothes, marks left from central 
lines, spinal taps, and bone marrow aspirations, and they were hardly noticeable now.  
She looked unscathed and completely normal, her hair kept short because that was the 
way she liked it, her pale skin just a part of her natural complexion.  Had she not just 
shared her story, Nick figured the others would have assumed she was just there as a 



 

support for him, the one who obviously had the medical problems, not as a survivor 
herself. 

“Wow, four years... that means you’re almost to the five-year mark!  
Congratulations!” exclaimed the wide-eyed teenager, whose name was Jessie.  “I’m just 
trying to get through my first course of chemo.” 

Claire smiled knowingly.  “You’ll get there,” she encouraged the younger girl.  
“It’s rough, but eventually it’ll be behind you, and you’ll look back and go, ‘How did I 
ever get through all of that??’” 

Jessie smiled back and nodded, the back of her bandana fluttering against her 
balding scalp. 

“Have you ever taken part in a support group like this before?” Franzi wanted to 
know. 

Claire shook her head.  “No... actually, I was kind of against the idea when I was 
younger.  I thought I’d be a martyr and just get through it on my own, you know.  My 
friend Nick’s the one who talked me into coming today.”   She smiled over at Nick, giving 
him a secret wink.  He smirked and knew it was now his turn to talk. 

Clearing his throat, he held up his hand in a half-wave and said, “That would be 
me... Claire’s friend Nick.”  Smiling, he continued nervously, “Um... I’ve never been to 
one of these things either, but I’ve been through enough by now that I guess it’s 
probably a good idea.”  Light chuckles rang through the circle, as heads bobbed up and 
down knowingly.  Reassured by the feedback, Nick found himself slipping into interview 
mode as he went on with his story, telling them of how he was diagnosed with bone 
cancer over four years ago, how he’d lost his leg after a relapse, and how his lungs were 
currently struggling because of a disease with a funny name.  “That’s the explanation for 
this,” he added with a nervous chuckle, giving his oxygen line a gentle tug. 

Before anyone else could say anything, the woman who had walked in late, Deb, 
asked, “What kind of prosthetic do you use, Nick?”   She spoke in the same tone a 
teacher might use, the kind of voice that made it sound like it was she, not Franzi, who 
was actually in charge of the group. 

Nick was only mildly surprised by the question and willingly pushed up his pant 
leg to show her his blue and silver titanium leg.  Before he could actually answer her 
question, though, Deb exclaimed, “Oh, a C-Leg!  Very nice.  I know a lot of people who 
use those; they’re supposed to be very good.  Not great for running, though; they tend to 
overheat.  What do you think of it?” 

“Oh, it’s... it’s pretty good, I guess,” Nick shrugged, not sure what else to say.  He 
hadn’t known anything else since the first artificial leg he’d trained on after getting out 
of the hospital, and while the prosthesis he had now was certainly easier to walk on than 
that, it would never be the same as his real leg.  But he supposed it was better than 
nothing. 

Deb seemed unsatisfied by his lack of a detailed response, but had no chance to 
press him further, for at that point, Franzi started talking again, and the group moved 
on. 

When the meeting was over, and Deb was off talking to Franzi, the old man 
known as Grandpa Jack came up to Nick.  “Thirteen people here, and three of ‘em gimps 
– what are the odds, eh, sonny?  Even in a cancer group, those is high numbers.” 

Nick started to nod at first, but then he stopped, looking around.  “Wait – three?” 
he asked, confused.  There was him and that lady Deb, but who-? 



 

 

He remembered Jack’s limp just as the grizzled older man started hitching up his 
pant leg.  Looking down, Nick saw that he, too, was wearing an artificial leg, and a much 
more rudimentary one at that.  He stared for a moment and then looked up in surprise.  
“You had bone cancer too?” 

Jack threw back his head and laughed, the same hearty guffaw he’d let out earlier.  
It was the kind of laugh that just made you smile, but Nick was too perplexed to smile at 
that moment.  “Nope,” said Jack.  “Prostate cancer.  Just diagnosed a couple months 
ago.  No, this here is a souvenir of the war,” he added, patting the metal limb.  “You 
know which war I’m talking about, sonny?  How good’s your American history?” 

Not very good, thought Nick, licking his lips as he tried to think back to his hotel 
room tutoring sessions.  “Uh... World War II?” he guessed. 

Jack guffawed again, his eyes sparkling with amusement.  “I was in the fourth 
grade when the Japs bombed Pearl Harbor.  Nope, it was Korea, 1952.  Been walkin’ on 
a metal leg longer’n I walked on a real one.” 

Nick’s eyes widened as he did the math.  Fifty-five years, this guy had been an 
amputee.  And now he had cancer.  He had just about as bad of luck as Nick; they might 
as well start calling this the Bad Luck Club. 

“Now this lady,” Jack added, waggling his thumb over his shoulder to where Deb 
and Franzi were standing, “she had bone cancer.  Osteo-something or the other; I can’t 
pronounce half of them big mumbo-jumbo medical names.  Anyways, she’s somethin’ 
alright.  Had it in her twenties, and she still comes to these meetings.  Seems to think 
she knows everything and can be of service to us all.”  Jack snorted, and a smile crept 
over Nick’s face.  The old man apparently wasn’t fond of Deb, and though Nick couldn’t 
exactly put his finger on it, he could understand why.  “She’s a runner... used to compete 
in the Paralympics – you know, those Olympics they have for gimps like us.”  He shot 
Nick another toothy grin.  “Likes to remind us all of it too.  I’m surprised she’s not still 
wearing her bronze medal around her neck.” 

Nick chuckled.  Being a part of the celebrity crowd, he had met plenty of people 
like Deb, people who thought they knew it all and were better than everyone else for it.  
He didn’t like people like that.  But he was sure he was going to like Jack.  Grinning, he 
said, “Well, I can tell you I’m not gonna win any medals like this” and kicked at his 
oxygen tank with his good foot. 

Jack smiled and clapped Nick on the shoulder, replying, “Ehh, you’re a young’n.  
You’ll be fit as a fiddle again, soon enough.  Come back and join us again next week, 
huh, son?” 

Nick smiled back and turned to look at Claire, who had been drawn into a 
conversation with the teenager, Jessie.  Turning back to Jack, he nodded.  “I think I 
will.” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 122 
 

Claire had been surprised and pleased at how well Nick had reacted to the 
support group.  Trying to get him to go into the room had been tough, but once he was 
there, he had warmed up to the others and the idea of it in general, as she’d hoped he 
would.  “That wasn’t so bad, was it?” she’d asked teasingly as they’d left the hospital, and 
he’d admitted, grudgingly so, “Nah, I guess not.” 

Claire hadn’t thought so either.  It had been easier than she’d expected to talk 
about herself and her experiences.  On the other hand, it had been harder than she’d 
expected to listen to the others talk about what they were going through.  Most of them 
were still in treatment, still scared and unsure about what was happening to them, and 
the fact that she’d been in remission for four years made her feel almost... guilty.  
Survivor’s guilt – that was probably what Franzi the psychiatrist would call it.  Claire 
had had enough psychology to know the term and that it probably applied to her, 
rational or not.  Still, she planned to attend the next meeting with Nick, if he wanted her 
to.  This wasn’t about her. 

At Mass the next morning, sitting in a pew next to Jamie, she prayed.  She prayed 
for Nick and the people from the support group, that they would make it through their 
treatments and recover, and that Nick would get back to his old self, physically and 
emotionally. 

After the Mass, as the congregation was filing out of the sanctuary, she and Jamie 
stopped to talk to the priest, Father Miles.  He was still new to St. Luke’s, having only 
been preaching there for several years, but Claire had been going to mass there ever 
since she was a small child.  When his family had lived in Tampa, Jamie had gone there 
too.  Once they’d gotten engaged, they had decided to start going regularly again, hoping 
to be married in this church.  Claire had been disappointed to find out that Father 
Andrews, who had baptized her, given her her first Communion, and confirmed her, was 
no longer at the church, having retired due to poor health.  He was no longer performing 
the marriage sacrament for the same reason.  But Father Miles, the current priest, had 
happily obliged to a meeting with Jamie and Claire to discuss their marriage plans, the 
usual first step to arranging a Catholic wedding. 

“Tuesday at 5:30,” Father Miles said as soon as he spotted the two of them.  “I 
haven’t forgotten.” 

Claire smiled.  “Great.  Thank you, Father.  We’ll see you on Tuesday then.” 
“Indeed.  God bless you both,” replied Father Miles, nodding amiably to Jamie 

before they turned to leave.   
 

*** 
 
That Tuesday, Jamie left work promptly at five o’clock to pick up Claire, who was 

dressed and ready in her apartment.  She felt a wad of nervous excitement twisting 
around in her stomach like a ball of live wires as they drove to St. Luke’s Church to meet 
with Father Miles, the priest they hoped would be presiding over their wedding in just 
over seven months.  The end of January – that’s when Claire wanted the date to be.  Far 
enough from Christmas, but not too close to Valentine’s Day, a late January anniversary 
would be perfect in her mind.  Jamie didn’t seem to care either way; he had made it 



 

 

clear that the wedding was hers to plan.  As long as it was in a church, his mother would 
be happy, and as long as his mother and wife-to-be were happy, he would be too. 

Mrs. Turner will be happy we’re getting married here, thought Claire with a 
smile, as Jamie turned his car into the parking lot of the church.  It was a beautiful, old, 
traditional Catholic church, complete with wooden pews, stained glass windows, 
intricate statuary, and a magnificent, towering steeple.  Coming there with her family on 
Sundays as a child, she had always thought the building beautiful and magical, almost 
like a castle.  She’d attended several weddings there, including her own brother’s (one of 
the last marriage ceremonies their old priest, Father Andrews, had presided over), and 
wondered what it would be like to walk down the long, carpeted aisle between the pews, 
dressed in a lacy, flowing gown of white, past the line of tall stained glass windows that 
let patterns of colorful light dance across the walls, past the flower-adorned, carved 
pews, to the altar, all gleaming gold, marble, and stained wood, carpeted in deep 
crimson, like the blood of Christ, who looked down upon them from the large crucifix 
beyond. 

This evening, she and Jamie bypassed the beautiful sanctuary and went instead 
through a different set of doors to a small hallway that led to the various offices and 
rooms of the church.  They walked past the nursery room where the young children 
played during Mass and the classrooms in which she’d had her Sunday school CCD 
classes and few meeting rooms and finally came to the staff offices.  Father Miles’ door 
was open, and Claire knocked lightly before peeking in.  The priest was sitting at his 
desk inside the tidy office, which was trimmed in dark, rich wood.  He looked up and 
smiled warmly, stating, “Come in, come in.”  He motioned to the two chairs sitting 
before his desk, and Claire and Jamie sat.  Jamie immediately reached for Claire’s hand, 
entwining her fingers with his own as they both smiled across the desk at the Father. 

Once they’d exchanged the usual pleasantries, Father Miles said, “Thank you both 
for agreeing to meet with me this evening.  As you may or may not know, I like to meet 
with engaged couples well in advance to discuss plans for their marriage.  These 
meetings will help me to get to know you better as individuals, get a feel for your 
relationship, and help you identify what it is you’re looking for in a marriage.  Of course, 
once we set a wedding date, you’ll also need to attend Pre-Cana classes.” 

Claire nodded, aware of the marriage preparation workshop Catholic couples 
were mandated to take.  “When do we need to sign up for that?” she asked. 

“Well, it depends on when you’re going to be married.  Do you have a date in 
mind?”  He looked between Jamie and her, as they exchanged glances. 

“We were hoping for sometime at the end of January,” Claire spoke up.  “Maybe 
on a Friday or Saturday.” 

Father Miles nodded and flipped through the pages of a large datebook that was 
spread across his desk.  “How about Friday, January 25?” he suggested, looking up from 
his calendar to seek their approval.  “There are no ceremonies already scheduled for that 
day, so you could have the ceremony in the afternoon or evening, whichever you wish.” 

Claire looked to Jamie again, and he simply nodded.  “Sure!” she said, her heart 
beating faster with excitement. 

Father Miles nodded and penciled her in.  Wow, thought Claire, as she watched 
him scrawl, upside down, her and Jamie’s names in a box on the planner.  This is really 
happening.  Though she and her mother had already spent hours flipping through bridal 



 

magazines and drafting guest lists, it had never seemed as real as it did now.  A date!  
They had a wedding date! 

Yet as the meeting went on, they began to talk less about the wedding itself and 
more about her and Jamie as a couple.  Father Miles asked lots of questions.  How had 
they met?  How long had they been together?  What were their families like?  Had they 
both been raised Catholic?  Did they intend to rear their children to be good Catholics 
too?  Were they, in fact, planning to have children? 

As the questions about children arose, Claire felt herself involuntarily stiffen.  She 
knew that in the Catholic faith, having children was an important part of marriage.  In 
fact, children were supposed to be the main purpose of getting married.  She had heard 
of some priests refusing to marry a couple who said they did not want children.  Not 
wanting children wasn’t a problem for Jamie and her.  They definitely wanted some.  
The question was, would they be able to have them? 

Jamie was not lying when he told Father Miles, “Yes, Claire and I can’t wait to 
have kids of our own and start a family.”   Yet it wasn’t the whole truth either, and, in 
front of a priest, Claire thought they should be totally honest.  And so she found herself 
telling Father Miles the whole truth – about how her cancer treatments had left her 
infertile, and how she and Jamie had come together for in-vitro fertilization to produce 
the embryos she’d had frozen for safekeeping.  Once they were married, she explained, 
they would try to have children from those embryos. 

Even as she was telling him this, Claire wasn’t sure she should be.  In-vitro 
fertilization, she knew, was frowned upon by the Catholic Church.  In the back of her 
mind, she’d been aware of this even as she’d made the decision to have her eggs 
harvested and frozen, but at the time, that had been the least of her worries.  Though 
she’d been raised Catholic, she wasn’t against the procedure.  To her, it provided a 
miraculous option, the chance to become pregnant with her own babies even once 
chemo had left her barren.  Jamie apparently wasn’t against it either, for he had 
volunteered to be her donor.  And even though they hadn’t been together then, they 
were now, and if she was one day lucky enough to get pregnant with one of those 
embryos, the child would be born into a loving relationship.  She didn’t regret her 
decision one bit, even if the Church didn’t like it. 

But that was the problem.  Even before she had finished explaining how she and 
Jamie might start their family, she could see the growing frown, the deepening lines on 
the Father’s face.  With his hands steepled on the desktop in front of him and his dark 
eyebrows furrowed, the priest looked grave and severe in his black clergy shirt and stiff, 
white clerical collar.  “Are you aware that in-vitro fertilization, as a procedure which 
unnaturally manufactures children outside the sexual unity of marriage and leaves their 
souls trapped in a frozen purgatory, is condemned by the Church?” 

Claire blinked and swallowed hard.  All of a sudden, Father Miles’ kind, lined face 
looked twisted and accusing.  She felt her heart start to race, her palms start to sweat.  
Jamie’s grip on her hand tightened, but he didn’t speak.  She knew this one was on her.  
Clearing her throat, she found her voice.  “I... I knew the Church didn’t exactly approve 
of it,” she confessed.  “In all honesty, that didn’t really factor into my decision.” 

“Obviously,” said the priest, and Claire frowned.  Father Andrews never would 
have spoken so sarcastically, so spitefully.  He had been like a grandfather, cheerful and 
warm, and forgiving.  Even as a teenager, when she’d confessed her sins – and there 
had been many back then, however small – in the confession booth opposite him, he 



 

 

had made her feel better, reassuring her that by confessing and truly repenting for 
whatever she had done, the Lord would forgive her.  He never would have snorted, 
“Obviously,” when she admitted she’d known what she was doing was wrong in the eyes 
of the Church. 

“And have you repented for this decision in the act of confession?” asked the 
priest, his brown eyes probing.  Claire avoided them. 

“No,” she answered, her voice soft.  “I am sorry that I went against the Church, 
but I don’t regret the decision I made.  If I confessed and said that I did, I would be 
lying.”   In the back of her mind, she knew she was digging herself a shallow grave, but 
she couldn’t look into the face of a priest and lie.  She wanted to be honest and explain 
her actions.  If she did, maybe he would understand... 

“I’ve always wanted children,” she spoke up now, trying to defend herself.  “I 
know I can adopt, and maybe I will, but I just... I wanted to give myself options, you 
know?  My doctor told me the chemo would probably make me sterile, and I was scared 
that... that if I didn’t plan ahead and do something, I’d never be able to get pregnant... to 
give birth to my own child.  I’m all for adoption, but there’s just something so special 
about having your own.”   Her eyes drifted to Jamie, looking for some kind of 
confirmation from him.  But he didn’t say anything. 

There was a few seconds’ pause, as Father Miles seemed to collect his words.  
Finally, he spoke again.  “Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ taught us to be selfless.  
What you’ve done is selfish.  And by knowingly defying the Church on a matter such as 
this, you have committed a grave sin.  The both of you have ‘played God,’ so to say, and 
created new life outside of wedlock.  In a laboratory, no less.  And rather than repenting 
for this wicked act, you are defending it.  You are in a state of sin, and I’m afraid that I 
cannot, in good faith, perform the marriage sacrament on two sinners.” 

“What?!” Claire gasped, nearly jumping out of her seat as Jamie’s grip crushed 
her hand. 

The priest’s expression was as grave and flat as his words.  “I will not marry you.” 
 

*** 
 

Out in the car, Claire was inconsolable. 
She wasn’t crying – she was too angry to cry – but she certainly felt like it.  “How 

can he do that?” she kept asking, shaking her head, her cheeks on fire.  “It was our 
choice to make...  It has nothing to do with us getting married!” 

“Shhh,” Jamie soothed, rubbing her shoulder.  “This isn’t over.  We can appeal 
this.  Maybe this guy won’t marry us, but we’ll find someone in the Catholic Church who 
will.  What we did isn’t enough to ban us from being married in the Catholic Church.” 

Claire shook her head furiously.  “No... fuck it!” she snapped, too upset to realize 
or care that she was cursing in front of a House of God.  “I don’t think I even want to get 
married in the Church anymore, if that’s how it’s going to be!  They’re so close-minded, 
Jamie!!  What we’re being punished for... I look at it as a miracle, and they look at it as a 
sin!  How can that be??  I don’t want to be married under a religion that condemns me 
for a choice I made!  I don’t want our children to be raised in a church that looks at them 
as products who were manufactured in a lab!   That’s not how it is!!” 

She was near tears now, and Jamie pulled her closer, his arm tightening around 
her.  “I know,” he whispered, his voice low and comforting in her ear.  “I know that, and 



 

you know that, but not everyone else understands.  That priest in there... what does he 
know about having children?” 

“Exactly!” Claire cried.  “He’s not allowed to marry or have children, so what 
gives him the right to judge us?  He doesn’t know what it’s like to want children, to be 
free to have them, but to be physically unable to without the help of science.  How could 
he possibly empathize?” 

Jamie didn’t answer.  He just held her close and kept rubbing her shoulder, trying 
hard, she could tell, to calm her down.  When she finally stopped ranting, and her heart 
rate slowed, he asked quietly, “So are you saying you don’t want to marry in the Church 
now?” 

She looked up at him, watching his Adam’s apple bob as he swallowed nervously.  
This rejection had to be difficult for him, perhaps more so than for her.  He had always 
been more devout, better about going to mass and such than her.  She knew it meant a 
lot to his family that he be married in the Church.  But after sitting in that office and 
hearing the priest’s harsh words, the idea of a Catholic marriage, with all of its strict 
rules and consequences, was starting to turn her stomach.  She had only truly 
questioned her faith once before, while fearfully struggling to get through her first 
cancer treatments.  But the years of remission, the successful bone marrow transplant, 
and meeting Nick through it all had strengthened her belief in God, miracles, and fate. 

But now she found herself questioning her religion again... not her belief in God, 
or miracles, or fate, but her belief in her church, the Catholic Church.  She had always 
disagreed with some of their views and had certainly sinned before, but never had this 
divergence between her beliefs and the Church’s given her so much grief.  It upset her 
that she was supposed to feel remorse for a choice for which she felt none.  And if, one 
day, she found herself with a baby in her arms, the blossom sown from a seed she and 
Jamie had created together, she knew she would regret it even less.  All she wanted was 
to be a mother, and the church she’d grown up in wanted to punish her for it. 

“Claire?” Jamie probed softly, pulling her back to look into her eyes. 
She bit down on her lip and slowly shook her head.  “I don’t think I do, Jamie,” 

she whispered.  “What do you think?” 
He gazed out the windshield, his eyes traveling up the tall steeple of St. Luke’s to 

the blue sky above.  A few moments passed, and he didn’t answer.  She knew this was a 
big decision for him and didn’t push.  It hurt her too, to look out at this church, a place 
from her childhood, a sanctuary in which she’d always been told she had a home, and 
realize she’d been shut out.  No one could stop her from attending mass here... but in the 
back of her mind, she knew she wouldn’t be back.  Not after what had gone down behind 
its sturdy wooden doors today.  Not as long as Father Miles was preaching there. 

It felt horribly wrong to feel such anger towards a priest, but as she’d stormed out 
of the church, every inch of her had trembled with fury, all directed towards him and the 
outdated and at-times ridiculous beliefs of the doctrine for which he stood. 

And as the anger faded, the grief took its place, and she wanted to cry even more.  
She felt almost betrayed, abandoned.  In this very church, Father Andrews had always 
made her believe that, as her pastor, she could come to him about anything.  But the 
message spoken by his predecessor was a much different one.  Repent, he enticed, and 
all will be forgiven.  But the mere thought of sitting in a confession booth with him now 
and fibbing out how sorry she was that she had sinned made her want to vomit. 



 

 

She could practically feel the bile creeping up her throat as she looked at her 
fiancée, waiting for his answer. 

Finally, he looked back over at her, his blue eyes filled with surprising serenity.  
“Let’s find another church,” he said.  “It doesn’t have to be Catholic.  Just a nice 
Christian church with a pastor that will be glad to marry us.” 

Claire smiled, a warmth spreading through her, and all of a sudden, her mind 
sprang to life with new hope and fresh ideas.  “Dianna goes to a Christian church... 
Bayview Christian, I think it’s called.  It’s not any particular Protestant sect, I don’t 
think.  Maybe we could ask her to get us in touch with her minister.” 

Jamie nodded.  “Good idea,” he said.  “We can call her when we get home if you 
want.  Are you coming back to my place?” 

“Can I?” she asked, as if she really had to.  She’d been spending many nights in 
his apartment lately.  Co-habituating – another sin to add to their list.  Nick and I 
wouldn’t have had any hope of being married in the Church, she thought with a wry, 
sad smile, remembering the whirlwind six months she’d lived in his house and the sex... 
lots and lots of premarital sex.  Her smile grew mischievous, and in the aftermath of 
what had just happened, she found it amusing that she was sitting in a church parking 
lot, thinking inappropriate thoughts about her ex.  She was glad Jamie couldn’t read her 
mind, though when he tightened his arm back around her, she stiffened involuntarily. 

“Do you really have to ask?” he replied, and she could tell without looking at him 
that he was smiling. 

It’s gonna be okay, she thought, feeling better once they were on the road, 
heading back to his apartment complex.  We’re in this together. 

It felt reassuring to know that, this time, Jamie was there to support her. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 123 
 

The next morning, Claire awoke slowly with the realization that there was 
something in her ear.  Something cold... sort of slimy, and... furry? 

“Argh, Bright, go away,” she grumbled, jerking away from Jamie’s cat, who, 
despite her feelings towards it, had somehow taken a liking to her, and also to sniffing 
around in her ear as she slept.  “Jamie, your weird cat’s sticking her snotty nose in my 
ear again...” 

Rolling over, she discovered that Jamie was no longer lying in bed next to her.  
He must have already gotten up.  What time was it, anyway?  Hoping she wasn’t late, 
she sat up quickly, prompting an annoyed meow from Bright as she pulled the covers 
out from under her paws.  She looked over at the clock, squinting at the red digits.  
Phew, she thought, it’s only 7:15.   She would have just enough time to get ready – 
maybe even grab some breakfast if she hurried – before she had to leave for work. 

Nudging the cat aside, she climbed out of bed and padded across the carpeted 
floor to Jamie’s closet.  Throwing open the door, she pushed his work shirts and slacks 
aside and found what she was looking for – two pairs of scrubs she’d hung neatly at the 
far end of the closet, just for mornings like this.  She reached for the nearest hanger and 
pulled it out, draping the flowered ensemble across the unmade bed.  Not bothering to 
close the open bedroom door, she shimmied out of the large t-shirt she’d borrowed and 
her panties, then stopped to look around the room, wondering if she had a clean pair 
there.  Bingo, she thought as she opened Jamie’s top dresser drawer and spotted a 
couple of her bikini briefs, which he’d washed and carefully folded for her, tucking them 
in among his boxer briefs.  She smiled.  So cute. 

She pulled on the fresh underwear and her bra, which had somehow ended up 
wrapped around a chair leg.  Bright... Claire thought, narrowing her eyes at the cat, 
whose wide green eyes blinked innocently up at her from the bed.  Just as she was 
hurriedly trying to fasten the hooks in the back, she heard the creak of footsteps and 
spun around to see Jamie striding into the room. 

He let out a low whistle as he saw her standing in her underwear, his eyes 
roaming over her exposed body. 

“Oh, quit it,” she said dryly as he came up to her, playfully pushing him away.  
“You don’t wanna get too close; I’ve got morning breath.” 

“I’ll take my chances,” he smirked, spinning her around and pressing her gently 
against the wall so that her arms were pinned behind her back.  As he leaned down for a 
kiss, she breathed in his face. 

“See?” she giggled, grinning at the way his nose wrinkled. 
“Gross.  We need to get something sweet in you... it smells like something died in 

there.” 
She laughed, smacking his bare shoulder as he let her away from the wall.  “Fine, 

make me breakfast then.” 
“Already did.  It’s ready and waiting for you, if you’d hurry up and get dressed.” 
“I’m trying!  You interrupted me,” she said, turning around so that her back was 

to him.  “Wanna help me out and fasten that?” 
“You’re twenty-seven years old, and you can’t fasten a bra?  How do you ever get 

by with no one to dress you?” he teased her as he obediently fumbled with the clasps. 



 

 

“Oh, I get by.  I just like to see how long it takes you to figure it out.”  She smiled 
sweetly over her shoulder. 

“Shut up,” he pouted, sticking his bottom lip out in the perfect puppy-dog face.  
“Look, I got it, no problem!” 

“You’re learning.”  She patted his curly head and reached for her scrub bottoms.  
“Did I ever bring some deodorant over here?” 

“Bathroom.”  He pointed.  “Top shelf on the left.” 
“Yay!  Now I don’t have to smell like a man all day!” 
Once she was dressed, her hair brushed and pulled back, her face cleanly 

scrubbed, she plodded out to the small kitchen and sat down across the bar from Jamie.  
He slid a bowl of fresh strawberries, lightly sprinkled with sugar, across to her.  
“Something sweet?” he offered with a smile. 

“You’re sweet,” she quipped, happily spearing a strawberry. 
“So I called up to Dianna’s church this morning...” 
Claire raised her eyebrows, looking up in surprise.  “Already?  It’s early.” 
“I know.  But it’s gonna be a busy day at the office; I wasn’t sure I’d have a chance 

to call later.  I figured I’d leave a message.  I’d really like to get this thing taken care of so 
you can get back to planning the wedding.” 

She smiled.  “So...?  You left a message?” 
“Better.”  He smirked, his blue eyes twinkling.  “I talked to the minister.  

Reverend Halloran.  He had just gotten in to do some work.  I explained our situation, 
said we weren’t happy with our church and were exploring our options for somewhere 
else to get married, and he said he’d be happy to meet with us.” 

“Really?”  Claire’s heart leapt.  “That’s great!” 
Jamie grinned, obviously pleased with himself.  “I know.  So I set up a meeting 

with him... Saturday, ten a.m.” 
“Wow, awesome!  That’s only two days away.  Thanks for calling, sweet-”  All of a 

sudden, she paused, remembering something.  “Jamie, did you say Saturday at ten?” 
He cocked his head.  “Yeah...?” 
“Aw, crap,” she muttered, her hand going to her forehead.  “That’s when the 

support group meets.  You know, the one Nick and I went to last Saturday?  I promised 
him I’d go with him again.” 

“Well, we can’t cancel the meeting,” Jamie said promptly, his tone matter-of-fact.  
“This guy was nice enough to make time for us in his schedule, and we’re asking him for 
a huge favor, agreeing to marry two people outside his congregation, people he doesn’t 
even know.  How’s it gonna look if we’re already trying to reschedule?” 

Claire groaned, knowing he was right.  “I know...” 
“Besides, we have to find a place for our wedding.  We’re hoping for January, and 

that’s only seven months away.  You’ve got all those plans left to make, and if we wait 
too long, we won’t be able to find a church that’s available, and then what?” 

“You’re right, you’re right,” she admitted and sighed, chewing on her bottom lip 
as she thought.  “I’ll just have to call Nick and tell him I can’t go this week.” 

Jamie nodded.  “It’s not the end of the world.  And why does he need you to go 
anyway?  He’s a grown man; you’re not his mother.” 

Claire rolled her eyes.  “Don’t start.  Maybe I was going for me as much as for 
him.  I never had anyone to talk to about what I was going through before I met him, 



 

you know.”   She gave Jamie a pointed look and waited until he shut his mouth, his 
cheeks flushing.  Then she knew the conversation was over. 

What she would never know for sure, though, was whether or not Jamie had 
scheduled this meeting to conflict with Nick’s support group on purpose. 

 
*** 

 
Nick was in his own personal music studio, his guitar on his lap, fingers puffy 

with water weight sliding over the firm, taut guitar strings, when his phone rang.  At 
first, he didn’t hear it, for he was lost in his own world, strumming chords, lightly 
humming along a melody he’d created on the spot.  The cell phone ringer didn’t blend in 
with the soft acoustics, and after a few seconds, the contrast jarred him out of his 
reverie. 

He set the guitar aside and reached for his phone, which he’d tossed aside.  At 
first he was annoyed for having been interrupted, but when he saw who the caller was, 
he forgot all about it.  “Hey,” he said as he flipped open the phone and put it to his ear. 

“Hey!” came Claire’s clear, bright voice.  “What’s up?” 
He glanced around the studio and shrugged.  “Not much.  What about you?  

Aren’t you supposed to be working or something?”   He wasn’t sure how long he’d been 
in here, but it had to be midday by now.  She always worked on Thursdays. 

“Yeah, I’m on lunch break.  Laureen says hi, by the way.” 
He smiled.  “Tell Laureen wassup.” 
“Will do.  Listen...”   He frowned as Claire’s voice turned serious, taking on the 

hesitant tone she always used when she was about to tell him something he didn’t want 
to hear.  “I just wanted to call and let you know... I don’t think I’m gonna be able to go to 
the support group meeting this Saturday.” 

“Oh,” he said, thinking, Is that all?   He supposed it really didn’t matter.  If she 
wasn’t going, he wouldn’t feel like he had to either.  No big deal.  “It’s okay,” he added.  
“Did something come up?” 

“Yeah...” she replied, still sounding hesitant.  “It’s kind of a long story, but...”   
And suddenly, she was telling him the whole thing, about how she and Jamie had gone 
for a meeting with their priest at a Catholic church and been told they couldn’t marry 
there because of the in-vitro fertilization procedure they’d gone through years ago.  He 
listened as she ranted on and on about how unfair and ridiculous it was, finally ending 
with the news that they had a meeting with a different minister, a Protestant one, on 
Saturday, the same time as the support group met.  “I wouldn’t have scheduled it for 
then, but Jamie’s the one who called, and it really wouldn’t look good if we had to 
reschedule already, so I’m just gonna have to go and skip the group this week.  But next 
Saturday, I’ll-” 

“It’s okay,” Nick said again.  “It’s cool.  Don’t feel bad; you gotta do what you 
gotta do.  I’m sorry about what happened with your priest though.  That really blows.”   
That really blows?  Gee, that wasn’t a lame response at all, he chided himself 
sarcastically, wishing he knew what to say to sound more supportive.  It was hard to 
relate to her disappointment though. 

He had never really been part of a church, except for the sporadic Sunday school 
classes he’d been dragged to as a child, and didn’t know what it meant to be truly 
religious.  He believed in God, or at least he thought he did; he believed in something or 



 

 

someone up there anyway, someone who had some say over what happened to people on 
earth, someone who had saved Brian’s life when he was a child and pulled Nick through 
the risky surgery to remove cancer from his lung.  But that was about as far as his 
convictions went. 

He knew he couldn’t fully understand the pain of being told you couldn’t be 
married in your own church because of the sinful choices you had made.  And though he 
knew it was probably on the sinful side itself, he couldn’t stop a part of him from secretly 
enjoying the fact that Claire and Jamie were having a hard time finding a place to get 
married and someone to perform the ceremony.  It was wicked of him, but he secretly 
wished Jamie, who had pulled them all into a prayer circle at the hospital the morning of 
her father’s heart attack, would have flatly refused to marry Claire outside the Catholic 
Church, causing an argument that would rip apart their engagement.  He wished Jamie 
would open his door one morning to find Claire setting her engagement ring at his feet.  

Somehow, he knew it wouldn’t happen though.  At least not because of Jamie.  
Nick had already learned something about Jamie that Claire seemed ignorant to:  Jamie 
was a hypocrite.  He played the part of a devout Catholic, leading prayers for her sick 
father like a saint, but in reality, he probably didn’t care where or under what faith they 
married, as long as it was Claire’s face he would see when he lifted the veil and kissed his 
new bride.  They could be married in the Church of Satan – almost fitting, for Jamie, 
Nick thought with a devilish smirk – and Jamie would be okay with it, as long as he’d 
successfully taken Claire as his own.  Nick remembered his words from two years ago, as 
they’d fought in his driveway.  “She won’t be your fiancée for long if I have anything to 
say about it...  You’re pathetic.  Claire doesn’t need a gimp like you when she has me 
back.”   Jamie was willing to do anything to win Claire back, and it had worked because 
for some reason, she didn’t realize how two-faced he was. 

I could tell her right now, thought Nick, realizing that all this time, he’d never 
told Claire exactly what Jamie had said to him that night.  The words formed in the back 
of his throat as he sat clutching the phone, knowing she was right there on the line.  But 
he froze, knowing how immature and pathetic he would sound, tattling on her fiancée, 
trying to use some stupid insult he had hurled his way years ago to break them up. 

And in his moment of hesitation, she spoke, and the opportunity was lost.  
“Thanks, Nick,” she said.  “I know you probably don’t care to hear much about the 
wedding, but thanks for saying that – it does really mean a lot to me.” 

“No problem,” he mumbled, inwardly beating himself up for being such a coward.  
Why don’t you just tell her??  Tell her he’s not right for her!   But would she even believe 
him?  She’d probably just think he was jealous and get angry at him for trying to ruin 
her marriage before it even happened.  He could just hear her demanding, “Why didn’t 
you tell me this when it happened, huh?  Why wait till now?  You’re just saying that 
hoping that I’ll dump Jamie, and it will all be over.” 

She would get defensive, the same way he had when she had told him he was 
making a mistake by letting Leah move in with him all those years ago, when she’d been 
pregnant with the baby she’d claimed was his.  In retrospect, Claire had been right, but 
he’d been too blind to see it.  He’d gotten mad, they’d argued bitterly, and he hadn’t seen 
her for six months afterwards.  He didn’t want that to happen again, even if he did think 
that, this time, he was right.  And besides, he had needed to find out the truth about 
Leah on his own in order to really see her for what she was.  Maybe Claire needed the 



 

same thing.  To make her own mistakes and, from them, learn the truth about Jamie.  
He just wished he wasn’t the only one who thought she was making a mistake. 

Yet later, after he’d gotten off the phone and before he picked up his guitar again, 
he couldn’t help but think that maybe he wasn’t the only one.  Maybe the priest turning 
Claire and Jamie away had been a sign that even God – or whoever was up there – knew 
they weren’t supposed to be together. 

 
*** 

 
“Promise me you’ll go to the group again on Saturday, even if I’m not there.  

Will you, Nick?  Will you please go, for me?” 
Claire had begged him to go to the support group meeting without her when she’d 

called on Thursday, finally extracting a promise from him.  He wasn’t sure it was one he 
was going to keep, but at nine o’clock on Saturday morning, Nick found himself getting 
up and getting dressed nonetheless. 

At five minutes till ten, he walked into Conference Room 5B, by himself this time.  
Dragging his begrudged oxygen tank along behind him, he made a pit stop at the 
refreshment table for a cookie before going to sit down.  He noticed that, like a 
classroom, everyone seemed to be sitting in about the same spots as last week, so he 
took a seat next to the older woman he’d sat with before, Carol. 

He wasn’t sure what Carol’s story was yet; she’d been pretty quiet the week 
before.  He could tell just by looking at her that she was on chemo though.  She was 
wearing a flowered hat today, and he guessed that more of her straw-colored hair had 
fallen out in the seven days since he’d last seen her. 

“Morning,” he greeted her politely as he sat down, balancing his chocolate-chip 
cookie on his lap while he shoved the oxygen tank under his seat. 

“Good morning,” she said in return, offering him a smile.  She glanced at his 
cookie.  “That looks good.  I wonder if it’s homemade?” 

Nick shrugged as he took a bite out of the cookie.  It had been so long since he’d 
had a homemade cookie that he wondered if he would even recognize the difference.  “I 
dunno, but it’s good,” he replied, swallowing. 

Her eyes traveled wistfully to the cookie table.  “I’d try one, but I don’t know... 
things have tasted funny ever since I started chemo.  Especially chocolate.  The thought 
of a brownie makes me want to gag, they taste so bad.  Bitter, almost like metal.”   She 
frowned, her tongue running over her teeth as she tried to describe the taste. 

Nick nodded.  “I know what you mean.  I was okay with chocolate, but other 
things tasted weird... not always bad, but just not... right,” he said, struggling to explain 
what he meant.  Carol nodded knowingly, and he added, “One time I tried to drink some 
lemonade, and I ended up spitting it out all over the sink.  I guess it tasted okay, but I 
don’t even know if I got to taste it cause it hurt my mouth so bad.  I had these sores, like 
canker sores, all over, and god, it stung.” 

Carol nodded more vigorously.  “I have the same thing.  They’re awful!”  She 
rubbed her cheek gingerly, and he could see her tongue poke at the inside of it.  “I never 
used to get canker sores like this.” 

“You know what feels okay on them?  Milkshakes,” Nick offered.  “My friend 
Claire gave me that piece of advice.  If chocolate tastes funny, you can always try vanilla 
or strawberry or something.  I drank a lot of milkshakes when I was on chemo.” 



 

 

Carol smiled.  “Thanks for the tip.  That does sound good.”   She paused, then 
asked, “Claire – she’s the woman who was here with you last week, right?” 

“Yeah.” 
The older woman’s smile grew, taking on a knowing, motherly quality.  “She 

seemed very nice.  You called her your friend – are the two of you not...?” 
“Together?” Nick finished, smiling tightly.  He swallowed the lump that had 

clogged his throat.  “No.  We used to be, but... not anymore.  We’re just friends.” 
“Oh, I’m so sorry!” breathed Carol, looking embarrassed.  “I just assumed... well, 

you know what they say about assuming – making an ‘ass’ of ‘u’ and ‘me’?  I apologize; I 
shouldn’t have.  It’s just, I noticed the ring on her finger last week... it looked like an 
engagement ring.  I wanted to ask, but I didn’t have the chance.  Now I’m glad I didn’t.”  
She chuckled, an anxious sort of giggle. 

Nick offered her a half-smile.  “It’s alright,” he replied.  “Easy mistake to make.  
We were engaged once, actually...  Now she’s engaged to someone else.” 

“Oh, my...”  Carol pursed her lips, looking at him closely.  “You must be very 
resilient – and have a lot of patience – to maintain a friendship after something like 
that.  I’m not sure I could do it.” 

“Well...”  Nick shrugged.  “Claire and I have been through a lot together.”   And I 
still love her, he wanted to say, but he left it there.  He had become quite good at 
censoring himself, through years of interviews conducted by nosy journalists and TV 
hosts, all looking for the latest scoop, the hottest gossip.  He had learned to keep his true 
feelings and opinions to himself most of the time, giving the standard, generic, vague 
answers instead.  The media hated that, but he knew too well how they could twist his 
words around and exploit him if he said the wrong thing, gave too much away.  
Especially when it came to his love life. 

He knew the support group wasn’t like the media at all; here, he was supposed to 
talk about his feelings and be honest about what was going on in his life.  But still, he 
barely knew these people and was afraid he’d already said too much.  Besides, his 
breakup with Claire had nothing to do with the reason they were all there.  So he just 
shut his mouth and waited for Franzi to start the meeting. 

 
*** 

 
Reaching across the desk, Claire eagerly shook the hand of Reverend Cliff 

Halloran, who, after talking with Jamie and her for half an hour in his small office at 
Bayview Christian Church, had agreed hospitably to presiding over their wedding in his 
church at the end of January. 

“Thank you so much, Reverend,” Claire told him again, thrilled beyond capacity.  
“We’ll look forward to hearing your sermons and becoming a part of your congregation 
over the next few months.” 

“We’ll be happy to have you,” nodded the reverend, smiling genially.  “Welcome 
to Bayview Christian.” 

After hearing Claire and Jamie’s story and asking them a few questions about 
themselves, their relationship, and their religious background, the only condition 
Reverend Halloran had given them was that he hoped they would start coming to church 
at Bayview before they were married there, and continue afterward if they felt at home 
there.  To Claire and Jamie, this was a no-brainer.  Claire couldn’t bear the idea of 



 

sitting through one of Father Miles’ Masses, after what he’d said to her, and if she were 
going to be married in a church that was not Catholic, she figured she should at least 
start going to services there ahead of time and learn more about its beliefs.  Jamie 
agreed.  Dianna had had nothing but good words to say about this church, a newer 
facility located just a few blocks from the waterfront, and its friendly, easygoing 
minister.  After meeting Reverend Halloran, she agreed with that much.  He was warm 
and easy to talk to, much more like Father Andrews than Father Miles. 

Even though a dent had been kicked into the plans for her dream wedding, she 
felt good about the ceremony once again.  And now she had something finalized, 
something to go home and shout to her mother over the phone.  A date.  A wedding date.  
For real this time, though, ironically, the same one they had – for a few minutes anyway 
– before. 

On January 25, 2008, Claire Ryan would become Mrs. Claire Turner as she took 
her long-ago love’s hand in holy matrimony. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 124 
 
By the Fourth of July, as the nation celebrated its independence, Nick found 

himself getting back to his old independent self as well.  He had successfully weaned 
himself off of the oxygen and cancelled the home delivery service, keeping a few full 
tanks around the house, just in case.  Dr. Mahmood had started weaning him off of the 
prednisone as well, writing his prescription out for smaller doses each time, though this 
was a much slower process.  According to her, he’d be lucky if he was off the steroids 
altogether by September.  Still, it was an improvement, and Nick hoped that some of the 
side effects would go away now that he was taking less of the drug. 

After spending more and more time in Orlando over the last few weeks, Howie 
was now living back there for good, though he made a point to call Nick every few days 
and drove to Tampa for a visit every now and then. 

Since he hadn’t seen any of the other guys for a few months, Nick decided to 
invite them all down for the week of the Fourth.  One by one, they showed up at his 
house in their rental cars, Kevin and Kristin, AJ and Mary, Brian, Leighanne, and 
Baylee, and Howie and a big batch of his famous taco dip.  Nick didn’t miss the looks of 
shock that flitted across the faces of all but Howie as they got a good look at him, nor 
was he surprised.  He knew he looked different, his face fuller and dotted with acne, 
cheeks puffy, body heavier.  But they hid it quickly, and no one commented, hugging 
him and asking how he’d been instead. 

A short while later, they were all sitting around on Nick’s boat, drifting a safe 
distance from the beach and other boaters, drinking beer and catching up.  Nick found 
himself telling AJ about the cancer group Claire had dragged him to, and how surprised 
he was that he’d kept going, three weeks in a row now. 

“You wouldn’t think so, but those things actually do kinda help, don’t they?” said 
AJ knowingly.  “I still go to AA meetings in LA once in awhile.  It makes it easier.” 

Nick nodded.  He was actually coming to like the group.  He’d gotten to know the 
other people who attended regularly and found that, even more than getting support 
from them, he was able to offer his support in return, giving advice and empathy to the 
ones going through the same kinds of treatments he’d endured years ago.  He had never 
really been in that position before, and it made him feel good, to be able to give back and 
have others look to him for moral support.  It made him feel like... well, Claire. 

“So how is Claire these days?” asked AJ when he mentioned her.  “Still engaged to 
that dickhole you don’t like?” 

Nick smirked at AJ’s brash vocabulary.  “Unfortunately...” 
“Well, whatcha gonna do about it, my man?  Crash the wedding?  Maybe we can 

all come and disguise ourselves as ushers, then, when the moment’s right, storm the 
altar and back you up in harmony as you drop to your knees and sing her a song that will 
make her melt, right there in her wedding dress.  What woman can resist the Nick 
Carter charm?  You woo her, she leaves the poor groom standing all by his lonesome at 
the altar, and the two of you ride off into the sunset and live happily ever after.  Voila, 
done,” said AJ, clapping his hands together. 

Nick rolled his eyes, but couldn’t keep from smiling.  “Nice try, J.  I appreciate the 
thought that went into that; really, I do,” he said dryly. 

AJ clapped him firmly on the shoulder.  “Take heart, Carter.  With her track 
record, there’s at least a decent chance she’ll break off the engagement without you 



 

having to do a thing.  Then she’s yours for the taking... again.  If you even want her, I 
mean.  Not that she’s not a cool chick, but she causes more drama than I expected from 
her.” 

Nick didn’t know what to say for that, so he just shook his head.  At his silence, 
AJ spoke up, his voice carrying to the rest of the group, “Well!  All this talk reminds me, 
I’ve got an important announcement to make!”   All heads rose as AJ jumped out of his 
seat and onto his feet.  “This calls for champagne.”   He went over to the cooler he’d 
brought, which they thought just held his non-alcoholic beer and a few sodas, and 
brought out a bottle of chills champagnes and a stack of cheap champagne flutes.  He 
passed them around, pouring drinks for everyone but himself, as all but Mary 
exchanged mystified looks. 

When he got to Kristin, she held up her hand.  “Um, none for me, thanks,” she 
said, stopping AJ from pouring the champagne into her flute.  “If we’re toasting, I’ll just 
stick with my soda.”   She held up her can of Diet Sprite and poured some into her flute. 

AJ slid his sunglasses down his nose and narrowed his eyes at her, seeming to 
study her carefully.  “Not drinking, hm?  Well, you’re not an alcoholic... haven’t seen you 
at any of my AA meetings, anyway.  You’re not preg-”   All of a sudden, he gasped, his 
sunglasses flying off as he reeled back spastically.  “HOLY SHIT, you’re pregnant, aren’t 
you?!” he exclaimed, his eyes wide with excitement. 

Kristin blushed and just gave a silly little smile.  Kevin said, “Well, thanks, Alex, 
now the whole world knows,” the corners of his mouth twitching the whole time, as he 
fought hard not to smile. 

AJ let out a whoop, and Kevin’s smile broke, stretching wide across his face. 
“Oh my God, for real?”  Nick, too, jumped to his feet, feeling himself smile.  For 

years, they had all been wondering when Kevin and Kristin were finally going to start a 
family.  It was no secret that they wanted kids and had been trying, in between the 
albums and tours, but with Kristin over thirty-five, everyone wondered if she was having 
trouble conceiving.  This was huge, fantastic news.  “Congratulations!” 

The sentiments were echoed by everyone on board, Brian hugging his older 
cousin tightly and adding, “Wow, cuz... this means Baylee’s gonna have another cousin 
soon!  A... second cousin?” 

“First cousin, once removed, I think,” said Kevin. 
“Really?”  Brian frowned, scratching his head.  “That’s a dumb title.  Where do 

they come up with that stuff?” 
“Forget cousins; this means we’re gonna have another Backstreet baby!” said 

Howie.  “That’s worth a toast!” 
Raising their champagne flutes, they all toasted to Kevin and Kristin and the new 

baby, forgetting that AJ had been the one with the announcement.  As Nick got the 
proud father-to-be another beer, Leighanne asked, “When did you guys find out?” 

“Just a couple weeks ago,” Kristin replied, smiling as she looked at Kevin.  “Kev 
wanted to pick up the phone and call you all before we’d even made it home from the 
doctor’s office, but we decided to wait, just to make sure things got off to a good start.  
But so far, so good.  The doctor said we’re due in February.” 

“Aww, maybe you’ll have a little Valentine’s baby,” cooed Leighanne. 
“Who’s havin’ a baby?” asked Baylee, coming up to his mother and looking 

around at all the adults. 



 

 

Leighanne smoothed his wild, blonde curls.  “Your Aunt Kris is going to have a 
baby!  He or she will be your little cousin, Bay; isn’t that exciting?” 

Baylee nodded eagerly, his blue eyes lighting up.  He ran over to Kristin and 
asked politely, “Is the baby in your tummy?” 

Kristin smiled, seeming to glow.  “That’s right, sweetheart,” she said, setting her 
flute aside and pulling Baylee into her lap.  “You can’t tell yet, but he or she is right 
inside here.  The baby’s very small right now, but when he or she gets bigger, so will my 
tummy.  By your birthday, you’ll be able to feel your little cousin.” 

While Kristin and Leighanne explained, in brief, the miracle of pregnancy to the 
four-year-old, Nick looked around at AJ and Mary.  “Weren’t you going to make an 
announcement too?” he asked AJ, his eyes sliding over to Mary.  She didn’t look any 
different, but he wondered, how weird would it be if it turned out she were pregnant 
too?” 

AJ smiled and cleared his throat loudly.  “Um, yes, guys!  Guys?  Mary and I 
actually have a little announcement of our own to make.”  When he had everyone’s eyes 
and attention, AJ took Mary’s hand and said, “We just wanted you all to know... as Kev 
and Kris are planning for their first child, Mary and I...”   He paused for suspense, 
grinning, and Mary looked over at him impatiently, as if to say, Well, come on, tell them 
already!   AJ cleared his throat again.  “Mary and I will be planning our wedding.” 

Another round of gasps went around the boat, followed by more 
“Congratulations!” and hugs.  Beaming, Mary slipped a stunning engagement ring out of 
her pocket and onto her finger.  “AJ wouldn’t let me wear it over,” she explained.  “He 
didn’t want to spoil the surprise.” 

The other women ooh-ed and ahh-ed over the piece of jewelry, their three heads 
bumping into each other as they all bent over Mary’s left hand. 

“Congrats, man, I’m happy for you,” said Nick as he gave AJ a tight hug and a pat 
on the back.  “She’s a great girl.”   But as he pulled back, he couldn’t help but feel a pang 
of sadness, as he remembered breaking the news of his and Claire’s engagement at a 
similar gathering two years ago.  He really was happy for AJ... but at the same time, the 
announcement brought back so many memories, memories of an engagement broken, a 
wedding that had never happened, a marriage that had existed only in his dreams. 

Determined not to let his feelings for Claire ruin the celebratory mood on the 
boat, Nick swallowed hard and said to Howie, “Looks like we’re gonna be the only 
Backstreet bachelors left, huh, D?” 

Howie laughed lightly, but then said, “Eh, I’m not so sure about that, Nicky...  I’ve 
actually been seeing someone in Orlando.” 

As the words rolled off his smooth, Latin tongue, Nick looked at Howie in shock.  
This was news to him.  The two of them had practically lived together over the last few 
months, and he didn’t know Howie had a girlfriend??   “Really??” he asked.  “Since 
when?” 

“Only a few weeks,” Howie shrugged.  “I would have said something, but it’s just 
now getting serious.  I mean, exclusive and all that.” 

Overhearing this, AJ came over.  “Howie D... the Latin Lover...” he started 
teasingly.  “I was wondering when you’d emerge with another lady friend.  So who is this 
mysterious ‘someone’?” 



 

The guys all smiled, knowing how private Howie kept his love life.  Nick shouldn’t 
have been surprised that he had been dating a woman for a few weeks without anyone 
knowing. 

Howie grinned, and were his skin lighter, Nick had a feeling he would be 
blushing.  “Well, her name’s Kira... she lives in Orlando... and she’s beautiful,” Howie 
began. 

As he listened to his friend divulge about the new woman in his life, Nick’s mind 
started to wander.  In just a few minutes, he’d learned that Kevin was expecting a son or 
daughter, AJ was getting married, and Howie was dating someone.  That meant Kevin 
had Kristin and would soon have a child, AJ had Mary, Howie had Kira, Brian had 
Leighanne and Baylee, of course, and Nick...? 

Nick was starting to wonder if he would ever have someone to love.  Someone 
who would love him back, as a father, as a husband. 

He was starting to worry that the answer was no, that he was destined to be the 
only Backstreet bachelor. 

The only one alone. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 125 
 
Over the next few months, it was hard for Nick not to get depressed, as Claire 

planned her wedding, coming to group less and less because there was always 
something to be done on Saturday mornings.  “Well, my mom’s coming into town to 
take me dress shopping,” she’d say one week, “and we really need to get an early start.”  
Or, “I’ve got to sit down and finalize the guest list, and then I need to find out about 
ordering invitations.”   Without meaning to or wanting to, Nick was sure he’d heard 
every last detail of her wedding with Jamie. 

The support group became his solace, as he went there week after week without 
her.  He rarely let anyone know of the pain he was going through when it came to seeing 
the woman he loved getting ready to marry someone else, because it was not the kind of 
pain the group dealt with.  It was not the kind of pain the others were going through, or 
so he thought.  Theirs was a different kind of emotional pain, coupled with a physical 
one he knew all too well.  But it helped him to hear them talk about it, reminding him 
that his life could be worse.  He didn’t have Claire, but at least he had his health.  That 
was good, right? 

Sometimes, he wasn’t sure.  Somehow, despite all the pain and fear he’d 
experienced when he was fighting cancer, it had still been easier to get up in the 
morning when he had hope of a future with Claire someday.  Her presence had made it 
all bearable.  Her love, almost worth the pain. 

But now it was all over.  The physical pain, the clawing fear, and Claire’s love. 
These days, he just felt numb. 
The support group made him feel.  Even though it sometimes hurt, listening to 

others describe their pain, a pain he knew all too well, the gentle ache deep in his heart 
reminded him that he was alive. 

Sitting in the group week after week, he’d come to know the regulars well.  He 
saw the same faces in the circle every session, and he knew the stories behind each of 
them.  Jack, or Grandpa Jack, as the younger generations called him, had prostate 
cancer, as Nick had learned the first week.  His doctor had told him it was an advanced 
case, inoperable, but he’d been receiving radiation treatments to hopefully shrink the 
growth.  He faced cancer the way Nick imagined he faced every obstacle that was thrown 
his way – with optimism and nerve.  “My wife acts like this is the kiss of death,” he’d 
said once with a chuckle.  “Made me start comin’  to this group cause she said I don’t 
talk about my feelings enough and that I wasn’t ‘accepting’ this.  If ya ask me, she’s the 
one that ain’t accepting it.  I’m just fine with whatever comes my way.  Everyone that 
knows me knows I won’t go down without a fight.  But I’m gettin’ to be an old codger, 
and if the good Lord decides it’s time for me to go meet Him, then I’ll go.”  Nick hoped 
the Lord wasn’t ready to meet Jack yet because he really liked the old guy. 

Deb, the woman Jack had warned him about on the first day, was every bit as 
annoying as Jack had made her out to be.  She had beaten osteosarcoma, a type of bone 
cancer, in her twenties and lost her leg below the knee as a result.  Ever since then, her 
life had revolved around three things: 1) training for the Paralympics, 2) giving 
motivational speeches in schools across the state, and 3) attending support groups like 
these and inflicting her words of wisdom upon generations of new cancer survivors.  She 
had accomplished so much with her one leg and one-hundred percent determination 
that she made Nick inferior, and hell, he had performed on stages across the world on 



 

one leg.  She was always offering to give him running lessons and the like, but he always 
politely refused, not sure he could stand listening to her for more than one hour a week. 

Unlike Deb, Ike and Evelynn McIntire usually kept very quiet at meetings.  They 
were a married couple in their late eighties, and Evelynn, who was withering away from 
leukemia, looked so frail that Nick felt a surge of relief every time he saw Ike pushing 
her wheelchair into the conference room.  He seemed to be in good health and just came 
to the group to support his wife.  They seemed like one of those cute old couples who did 
everything together and knew everything about each other, having been married so long, 
and it made Nick’s heart ache whenever Ike talked about his wife, calling her “my 
Evvie.”  They were a couple truly in love, even after all these years, and it seemed only 
death could separate them. 

There was another married couple that came to the group meetings together.  
Their names were Jeff and Lacey, and they were young, barely even thirty, and 
newlyweds, having been married for less than a year.  Jeff had been diagnosed with a 
brain tumor, and through the radiation to shrink it and surgeries to remove pieces of it, 
Lacey stood by his side.  Of the two, she was the one who spoke up most often in groups 
and asked more questions than anyone there.  She seemed slightly neurotic, but with 
good intentions, always wanting to learn as much as there was to know about her 
husband’s condition and help him as best she could. 

Carlos and Nadine both came to the meetings alone.  Carlos was a divorced, 
middle-aged businessman who wore a bad toupee and still smoked several packs a day, 
despite his lung cancer.  “My therapist recommended this group,” he’d said once, and 
Nick suspected that was the only reason he came.  He rarely talked, and Nick wasn’t sure 
he even listened half the time, but he always came. 

Nadine was younger, in her thirties, and married.  The only reason she came 
alone was because her husband was always at home with their three children, all girls.  
She had an advanced case of ovarian cancer and looked exhausted all the time, as if she 
could pass out at any moment, but still she came, every week, and talked about 
everything she was going through – how tired the treatments made her, how upset her 
girls got when she was too sick to play with them or tuck them in at night, how afraid 
she was that she would never get to see them grow up.  Listening to her talk made Nick 
depressed, but she was so open and honest and sweet about everything that he could feel 
nothing but compassion for her.  “My husband gets upset when I talk like this, but I 
know you all understand.  Just having you to share it with helps,” she told the group 
once, and so Nick, like the rest of them, listened. 

Jessie was another big talker, though less depressing to listen to.  She was only 
seventeen-years-old and starting her senior year of high school totally bald from chemo, 
but in remission from Hodgkin’s Lymphoma.  She was an eternal optimist, usually 
cheerful, despite being so young and facing such a scary disease.  She’d confessed once 
that sometimes she cried alone in her room about what was happening to her, but that 
all she had to do was remind herself that there were other people going through worse, 
and then she’d wipe her tears and go on with her day.  She still had the resilience of a 
young child, someone who could fall and skin her knee, burst into tears, and be smiling 
again two minutes later, a fresh Scooby-Doo band-aid covering her wound.  Nick 
admired her attitude, wishing he could have been that way after he was diagnosed. 

He’d been wary of Jessie first, afraid that she, as the lone teenager, would be the 
first to recognize him and make a big deal out of it.  But despite her childlike spirit, she 



 

 

was actually very mature, as he’d learned one day after group, when she came up to him 
and said, “Hey, Nick?  I’ve been meaning to tell you this for, like, weeks, but... I just 
wanted to say, I’ve liked your music ever since I was a little kid.” 

Nick had blinked in surprise, having not realized she had even recognized him, 
for in the month that he’d been coming to meetings, she’d never acknowledged him as 
Nick Carter, the Backstreet Boy.  Perhaps she had always realized that it was not the 
place, that here, he was just Nick, just another person who, like her, had faced cancer.  
Because of that, her compliment had meant that much more to him. 

Carol had been standing nearby that morning, and when Jessie had gone, she had 
touched his arm and leaned into him, saying in a low voice, “You know, my girls would 
probably riot against me if they knew I’ve been coming to a meeting with one of the 
Backstreet Boys every Saturday and haven’t told them.” 

Nick’s head had turned to look at her, with even more surprise.  “You know who I 
am?” he’d asked.  Carol had several decades on Jessie; she was probably around fifty.  
He knew there were plenty of middle-aged Backstreet Boys fans, but also plenty of 
people her age who probably didn’t have a clue who he was. 

She had chuckled, smiling.  “I’m surprised it took me so long to figure out.  You 
looked familiar the first day you came to group, but I didn’t place you right away.  I 
should have though; a few years ago, it seemed like every girl in my class had your face 
plastered across folders and notebooks and t-shirts.  I’m afraid I don’t know your music 
very well - I only have sons, and they’re both grown-up, not exactly your typical 
Backstreet Boys fans.  But,” she added with a wink, “I do know who you are.” 

That day, Nick had learned more about Carol than he had the first few weeks of 
group.  She was a teacher, seventh-grade English literature, and a mother of two sons, 
who were out of college.  She had breast cancer and also went to a support group for just 
that.  She’d just had a mastectomy, which he sensed she was still very insecure about, 
though she never really came out and talked about it in group.  She was another one who 
was usually quiet in the group, but he’d had some conversations with her before and 
after meetings and found her to be a really nice, easygoing woman. 

During one meeting, in early September, Carol announced that she only had one 
more week of chemotherapy treatments to go.  Afterwards, as everyone was getting 
ready to leave, she leaned over to Nick and said, “I could go for a milkshake after this.  
What you said over the summer, about drinking milkshakes when your mouth is sore – 
it really works.  I’ve been making my own at home, but today, I feel like going out.  
Where’s your favorite place to get a milkshake?” 

Nick could think of a lot of places, but the one that stood out was the one 
introduced to him by the person who had given him the bit of advice about milkshakes 
in the first place.  “I know of a place,” he said.  “It’s a pizza place, actually, but trust me, 
they make great shakes too.  Leonardi’s – you heard of it?” 

“Leonardi’s...” she repeated, thinking.  “Is that... is that that old brick building on 
Hernandez?  Low to the ground, sort of shabby-looking?” 

Nick nodded.  “That’s it.  Doesn’t look like much, but the food’s awesome.” 
“You know, I’ve driven by, but I don’t think I’ve ever stopped to eat there.  I think 

I will,” replied Carol with a smile.  “Would you like to join me?  As a way to celebrate the 
end of chemo?  It’d be my treat...” 



 

Nick considered a moment, then returned her smile.  “Okay.  But let me treat,” he 
offered.  “I just finally got off the prednisone I’ve been taking all these months... so it’s a 
celebration for me too.” 

“Well, then... let’s celebrate!” 
 

*** 
 

Sitting across from each other in a booth at Leonardi’s, Nick and Carol sipped 
milkshakes and made small talk.  When they ran out of that, their thick shakes still 
mostly full, they found their way to deeper conversation. 

“So, if you don’t mind my asking, what’s the latest with the Backstreet Boys?” 
asked Carol, arching sparse eyebrows.  “Are you even still together?  I’m sorry,” she went 
on quickly, “I’m getting old; I don’t keep up with my MTV anymore.  I don’t know these 
things.” 

She winked, and Nick laughed.  He was all too used to meeting people who were 
surprised to hear the group was still together.  Though his medical problems had made 
headlines in the music world, the last two Backstreet albums were really just blips on the 
map compared to their earlier releases.  They’d been mentioned in articles and on TV 
during the usual promotional periods, but apparently they’d flown just off of much of 
the public’s radar.  Then again, he supposed that was how it had always been – bad news 
filled the headlines, while good news was only mentioned in minute blurbs at the 
bottom of pages.  It was the bad stuff that piqued people’s interests, and those who were 
not Backstreet fans to begin with probably cared more about his personal troubles than 
his career’s successes. 

But he knew Carol wasn’t like that.  She was just a middle-aged woman who had 
too much other things going on in her life to pay attention to pop groups like the 
Backstreet Boys.  Smiling, he answered, “That’s okay.  Lots of people ask.  Anyway, yeah, 
we are still together, actually.  We just finished up a tour this past February, and 
hopefully we’ll start working on a new album next year.  We haven’t really talked about 
it; I guess it’s been a little delayed cause I’ve been sick most of the year.”  He shrugged, 
inwardly feeling guilty for it, though he knew it was irrational and stupid.  “The other 
guys have got a lot going on in their own lives too, though.”  He thought about all of 
their big announcements.  Kevin’s child... AJ’s marriage... Howie’s girlfriend.  With so 
much going on in their personal lives, maybe the next album would be delayed longer. 

Carol smiled back.  “Well, that’s great!  Touring, and a new album – how cool!  
You must love what you do.” 

“I do,” Nick said honestly, a grin tugging at the corners of his mouth.  There were 
a lot of aspects of his career that sucked... the crazy schedules, the long hours on the 
road, the lack of privacy... but when it all came down to it, he did love it.  He knew that 
not everyone got to do something they were truly passionate about for a career and that 
he was lucky to be able to do just that.  Even when his health was shit and his love life 
cursed, at least he was blessed in one area of his life.  “I can’t imagine not singing, being 
on stage.” 

Carol took a sip of her milkshake, watching him thoughtfully over the lid of her 
glass.  “It’s amazing that you’re still doing all of that after going through what you have.  
Did your cancer slow you down any?” 



 

 

Nick chuckled wryly, instantly flashing back to the months he’d spent languishing 
around his house, mourning the loss of his leg and doubting he’d ever stand on a stage 
again.  “Oh yeah, definitely,” he said.  “I tried to work through it at first... a lot of the 
album we put out in 2004 was recorded when I was on chemo for the first time.  But 
after I lost my leg, it was really hard to get back on stage.” 

“But you did, right?” Carol pointed out.  “That’s inspiring... if you could get back 
up on stage in front of all those people and perform, then I know I’ll be able to stand up 
in front of my classes and teach again.” 

“So you’re not teaching now?” Nick asked, then realized it was a stupid question. 
“No,” said Carol, with a wistful expression.  “I kept going to school after I was 

diagnosed last spring, partly because I felt an obligation to my students, and partly just 
because I knew I’d drive myself crazy if I just stayed at home with all of that on my 
mind.  As a teacher, you don’t have much time to think about your own problems; 
there’s always too much going on.  I like to stay busy.  But I decided not to go back at the 
start of the year... not right away anyway.  I’m hoping to go back after Christmas, but for 
now, I’m just taking some time off to recuperate.  Everyone, from my husband to the 
administrators at my district, thought that would be for the best.  I’ve been so run down 
from the chemo that I think I’d just be cheating my students if I tried to teach them 
now... you need lots of energy to be a good teacher, and I just don’t have it these days.” 

Nick gave her a sympathetic smile.  He didn’t know much about teaching, but he 
knew what she was talking about.  His favorite teachers in school had always been the 
ones who were energetic and enthusiastic, the ones who really seemed to enjoy the 
subjects they were teaching.  Though there were lines around her tired eyes, giving her 
face a haggard appearance, he could sense a hint of zeal behind them and imagined that 
she had once been that kind of teacher, before cancer had taken its toll on her body and 
spirit. 

She reminded him of his own English teacher in sixth grade, one of the few 
teachers who had seen his creative potential and believed in him.  He had never been a 
great student – he just wasn’t what you would call “book smart” – but Mrs. Insausti had 
loved the poetry he’d written for her class and told him how creative and talented she 
thought he was.  At the time, no one else seemed to think he’d amount to much, but here 
he was, sixteen years later, with numerous song credits to his name.  The first time he’d 
seen his own name in the credits of one of his albums, he’d smiled and thought of his 
sixth-grade teacher, wondering if she was proud of how far he’d gone since leaving her 
class. 

Returning his attention to Carol, he said, “Chemo does drain you, but eventually 
you’ll start to feel like your old self again.  Then maybe you’ll feel like going back.” 

Carol sighed and smiled.  “I hope so.” 
Nick slurped some of his shake.  “You must like kids, huh?  I mean, since you’re 

teacher and all.” 
“Oh, of course.  I love kids,” she replied, adding with a laugh, “My seventh-

graders keep me young.” 
Seventh grade...  Nick was struck with a sudden thought.  Casey would have been 

in seventh grade this year.  The thought made a lump rise in Nick’s throat as he 
imagined Casey’s classmates progressing on through junior high without him, growing 
up while Casey remained forever a child in the memories of those who had known him. 



 

“That’s a good age,” he commented, remembering Casey, wise beyond his eleven 
years, yet still with the refreshing innocence of childhood.  Nick had never expected to 
get so attached to the kid, but whenever he thought of him like this, he missed him.  
Casey had seemed almost like another little brother to him, someone he would have 
done anything to protect.  But in the end, he couldn’t.  No one could. 

Carol smiled.  “Yes, it is.  A lot of people are afraid to teach middle-schoolers, but 
I love them.  They’re at that great in-between stage, old enough to have their own 
distinct tastes and personalities and ideas, but still young, you know?” 

Nick nodded.  Clearing his throat, he said, “I had a friend who was that age when 
I knew him.  He was a cool kid.  Really brave and tough, but sweet.  He would have been 
in seventh grade this year, but... he died, about a year-and-a-half ago.”  Carol’s face took 
on a pained expression, but, feeling he should explain, Nick continued, “He... he had 
cancer too; I met him through Claire... you know, my friend Claire?  Yeah... she used to 
go and read to the kids on the cancer floor sometimes, and that’s how she met Casey.” 

“That’s sweet,” said Carol with a sad smile.  “What a nice idea, reading to the kids.  
That’s something I could do, while I’m not teaching.” 

“The kids seem to like it, or at least Casey did.”  Nick shrugged.  “I’m not much of 
a reader, at least not out loud.  Claire’s a lot better at it.  I’m sure you’d be good too; you 
probably get a lot of practice with that.” 

Carol smiled again and nodded.  “I do.”   She paused, twirling her long spoon 
through the melting whipped cream in her milkshake, and then asked, “I hope this isn’t 
too touchy a subject, but I’m just curious – were you and Claire together when you were 
sick?” 

Nick thought the question sort of odd, but he answered anyway.  “Not officially,” 
he said and briefly told her about him and Claire, how they had met and become friends, 
how she had been there for him through everything, and how they’d finally decided to 
give a romantic relationship a try after his last relapse.  “... So by the time we were 
actually together, I was in remission.” 

Carol nodded, pursing her lips.  “It must have been nice, though, to have 
someone who could really understand what you were going through, and vice versa.” 

“Exactly,” agreed Nick, smiling wistfully.  “What we had was definitely special.” 
Carol’s expression matched his, tinged of sadness and longing, but when she 

started talking again, he realized her sadness wasn’t just for him and Claire.  “I wish my 
husband could be more like that.  My breast cancer has hit him so hard... sometimes I 
think he’s had a harder time coping with it than I have.  He’s a typical man – doesn’t like 
to show emotion or talk about his feelings.  You know.  Over the last few months, he’s 
just shut everything up inside of him and slowly pulled away from me.” 

Nick’s stomach clenched as he studied her.  From the way she talked, he got the 
impression this wasn’t something she had shared with many people, yet had been 
desperate to talk about.  Determined to listen, he asked, “How so?” 

Carol sighed.  “Well, first he stopped coming to my appointments with me.  He 
came to the first few, but I know he was uncomfortable with everything, so I didn’t push 
the issue when he quit insisting on coming.  I guess I thought maybe it would be better 
that way; I didn’t want him to have to see me in pain.  But then things just got worse.  
After I had my mastectomy, all kinds of people came to visit me in the hospital... my 
sons, other relatives who live close, my friends, colleagues, our pastor... but my husband 
was barely there.  He dropped by every day, but he always had some excuse to leave 



 

 

early... usually something at work.  Last year, he had already started thinking about 
retirement, but now he’s thrown himself into his work again.  I think it’s just an excuse 
to stay away from the house, away from me.  I’ve been so sick and overly emotional since 
my surgery and since I started chemo, I know I’m no picnic to be around.”  She chuckled 
humorlessly, but then, to Nick’s dismay, her eyes filled with tears.  “But... but he’s my 
husband,” her voice broke.  “He took vows... he promised to love me ‘in sickness and in 
health,’ right?  But since I’ve been sick, he hasn’t shown it.  He can barely look at me 
anymore.  We haven’t even...”   She stopped and shook her head, blinking away tears.  
“I’m so sorry; I shouldn’t be burdening you with all of this.  We barely even know each 
other.”  Laughing, she added, “I bet you didn’t come here expecting to have your ear 
talked off by a silly old crying lady, did you?” 

Nick didn’t smile.  His chest was aching for her, this quiet, kind woman who had 
just broken down in front of him.  “No, it’s okay,” he said quickly.  “We’re in the support 
group together; that’s what I’m here for.”  He managed a sympathetic smile, reaching 
out to pat her hand, wishing he knew what to say to make her feel better.  He could 
relate to how she felt – after he’d lost his leg, he had worried about the same thing, that 
Claire would pull away, not wanting to waste away her life with someone who was as 
broken and depressed as he had been.  But Claire hadn’t.  He’d even pushed her away, 
and still, she’d come back to him.  He was luckier than Carol, to have had that kind of 
support from the person he loved. 

“You know, I’ve never brought this up in group before,” Carol mused. 
“Why not?” 
“I don’t know...  I guess it’s just hard, to talk about something so personal.  Who 

wants to admit they’re having problems in their marriage?  Especially in front of people 
like Ike and Evvie, and Jeff and Lacey.  And even the ones who don’t bring their spouses 
seem to have good marriages, from what they’ve said during meetings.” 

Nick nodded, picturing the couples she spoke of, who always came to group 
meetings together.  “You shouldn’t be embarrassed of it, though.  It’s not your fault.  It 
sounds like it’s your husband that’s got the problem, not you,” he pointed out. 

“I know,” Carol sighed.  “But still, it’s me that this is happening to, and if I wasn’t 
sick, I think we’d still be fine.  I just hate feeling helpless, not being able to control what 
happens to me.  I’d give anything to be well again so that I could be the kind of wife he 
wants, the kind of wife I used to be, but I’m just so tired...” 

Nick nodded his understanding, but inside, he couldn’t help but think maybe 
she’d be better off without the guy.  What kind of husband abandoned his wife when she 
had cancer?  But he didn’t think it was his place to start putting those thoughts into her 
head.  He didn’t know her husband; he barely knew her. 

Still, the situation reminded him of another couple. 
Claire and Jamie. 
Hadn’t the prick done the same thing to Claire?  They weren’t engaged then, of 

course; they weren’t even dating, but still, they had once been in love, and he had still 
ditched her when she had first gotten sick.  To this day, it still made Nick mad.  What a 
jackass.  He had been there for Claire when she was sick, through her bone marrow 
transplant and everything, and Jamie had not.  Yet who was she marrying?  Jamie, and 
not him.  It wasn’t fair.  The realization made him angry, both at Jamie and at Claire.  
She was making a huge mistake.  But again, it wasn’t his place to tell her.  She would just 
think he was being jealous. 



 

He swallowed his anger and looked at Carol.  “You should talk to Claire 
sometime,” he told her.  “Her boyfriend did the same thing when she first got sick; he 
freaked out and ditched her.  But... but I guess he eventually grew up and came around, 
because he’s the one she’s marrying.”  His eyes dropped to the tabletop as his blood 
boiled with loathing for Jamie. 

Carol blinked in surprise.  “Really?  Wow... that’s unexpected.  What do you think 
about that?” 

Looking back up at Carol, Nick shrugged and smirked.  “How much time do you 
have?” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 126 
 

Until she had started planning a wedding, Claire had never understood the 
expression “time flies” better.  When she had gotten engaged to Jamie in February, she’d 
thought the wait for her wedding day to arrive would seem to take an eternity.  She’d 
never been the most patient person in the world.  But quite the contrary, she couldn’t 
believe how quickly it was approaching.  February had turned into March, and then, 
suddenly, it had been May.  The summer had flown by, a fast-motion blur between June 
and September, and now... 

“Christmas commercials?!” Claire cried, gaping at the TV, which was blasting the 
tune to “Jingle Bells” as people in Santa hats and Christmas sweaters bounced around in 
the flashy ad for a department store sale.  “Jamie, they just showed a Christmas 
commercial!  It’s November first!” 

Jamie, who had just come back into her living room, laughed.  “Well, that is 
about when they start showing them anymore.  Halloween’s over; time to move on to the 
next big commercial holiday.” 

“What about Thanksgiving??” 
“It’s not commercial, babe.  You don’t buy presents for Thanksgiving – or candy 

and costumes.  What do you think the point of advertising is?” 
“God, I can’t believe the holidays are already here,” Claire moaned, raking her 

hands through her hair. 
“But you love the holidays,” Jamie pointed out. 
“Yes, but when Christmas comes, it means we only have one month till the 

wedding.  Exactly one month.  There’s sooo much left to do before then!” 
Jamie laughed.  “Clairie – chill.  There’s plenty of time, and look, everything’s 

coming together on schedule.  See?”  He tossed her a small package, which she caught 
with surprise. 

“Ooh, was that the UPS guy?” she asked, turning the brown cardboard box over in 
her hands.  Her eyes lit up as she spotted the return label of the engraving company.  
“Ooh, the invitations!!” 

Jamie chuckled again as she tore into the box like a kid on Christmas and pulled 
out a tall stack of invitations wrapped in clear cellophane.  She struggled with the wrap, 
but it was sealed tightly and didn’t want to open.  “Need some help?” asked Jamie as she 
looked for a loose edge she could tear up. 

“I got it,” she replied quickly, but after a few more seconds of yanking and 
grunting in frustration, she gave him a sheepish look and handed it over. 

Jamie tugged at the cellophane, frowned, and then lifted the top to his mouth, 
baring his teeth as he tried to use them to rip the plastic open. 

“Don’t use your teeth!” Claire screeched, jumping up to snatch the package away 
from him.  Meeting Jamie’s innocent face with a strict look, she cautioned, “Do you 
know how many patients I see in the office who chipped their teeth trying to get 
something open or undone?” 

Jamie shrugged.  “It’s just cellophane,” he protested, but she’d already gone into 
the kitchen to dig out some scissors, smirking at how like her father she sounded.  She 
couldn’t count how many times he’d barked at her not to use her teeth to open things or 
get knots out when she was a child, and after working for a dentist for five years, she 
understood why. 



 

She slit open the top of the cellophane and pulled the rest of the wrapping off 
easily.  The invitations remained in a neat stack, bound by paper.  Sliding the top one 
out from under the ribbon of paper, she opened the heavy parchment paper in 
anticipation.  She heard Jamie come up behind her to read over her shoulder as she 
eagerly scanned the message she and her mother had composed, under the direction of 
the representative from the engraving company.  The words, written in elegant, plum-
colored script that rose slightly off the ivory parchment and listing the date, time, and 
place of their wedding, made the whole thing seem that much more real.  It was set in 
stone now – or on paper, anyway. 

Smiling excitedly, she handed the invitation to Jamie for a closer look.  He 
nodded his approval and wordlessly planted a kiss on her cheek, before closing the 
invitation and slipping it back into the stack. 

“Ahh, I’ve got to call my mom and tell her they’re here,” said Claire gleefully.  
“She said she’d help me address them so I can mail them out.  Maybe we can do that 
next week,” she went on as she reached for her phone, a million things on her mind.  
“You can help if you want.” 

“That’s okay,” Jamie chuckled.  “We want to make sure they actually get to the 
people we’re inviting, and you know how crappy my handwriting is.” 

Rolling her eyes, Claire smiled and speed-dialed her parents’ home. 
 

*** 
 

The following weekend, Claire sat at the kitchen table in her mother’s house in 
Gainesville, her hand starting to cramp from all of the addresses she’d written in her 
neatest, most careful penmanship. 

“Jenn,” she muttered, adding an envelope addressed to Miss Jennifer Brooks, her 
best friend from college, to the stack of finished invitations.  She reached for the next 
blank envelope, then paused and went back to Jenn’s invitation, setting it apart from the 
others.  She would need extra postage for that one; it was being mailed all the way to 
Paris, France, where Jenn had been living since graduation.  But Jenn would be back in 
a month; she had arranged to fly home for Christmas and stay for a month, just long 
enough to serve as a bridesmaid in the wedding.  As a woman who only had a few close 
girlfriends, Claire was eternally grateful for this. 

Her mother glanced up from the envelope she was addressing.  “I think I’ll just 
take these to the post office on Monday, rather than mailing them from home.  That 
way, they’ll take care of the postage.  Jenn’s is the only overseas address though, right?” 

“Right,” Claire nodded, scanning her half of the guest list her mother had divided 
for them to address.  She had reached the bottom of it; there was only one name left.  
Unlike the others, no address accompanied it.  It was just his first name, scrawled 
hastily, with a fat question mark after it. 

 
Nick? 
 
She looked up.  “Mom?  What should I do about Nick?” 
Her mother stopped again and lifted her head, meeting Claire’s eyes.  “You mean, 

should you invite him or not?” she asked, and Claire nodded. 



 

 

It was a question she had long debated in her own mind.  She was afraid that 
inviting Nick, the man to whom she’d once been engaged, to her wedding with someone 
else would only hurt him.  She didn’t want it to look like she was rubbing salt into his 
wounds.  But at the same time, she feared that not inviting him might sting worse.  She 
didn’t want it to seem like she was cutting him out of her life, and this was certainly a 
major event in her life.  There were plenty of reasons to invite him and just as many not 
to.  She’d gone over them all time and time again and still hadn’t come to a concrete 
decision, hence the question mark that accompanied his name on her list. 

“Let me ask you a question,” said her mother.  “Is Nick your friend or your ex-
boyfriend?” 

Claire hesitated.  “He’s... he’s both,” she replied, staring at her mother.  Wasn’t 
that the reason for the whole dilemma, the fact that he was both a close friend and a guy 
she’d dated seriously? 

“Well, what do you think of him more as?  A friend, or an old flame?” 
Claire paused again, considering it.  She and Nick had dated for not quite a year, 

but she’d had feelings for him long before that.  On the other hand, he’d been a friend 
before she’d even considered the idea of him being anything more, and she liked to think 
they were still good friends, not just the ex-boyfriend and girlfriend who somehow 
managed to get along. 

“Friend,” she said, with a nod of certainty. 
Her mother nodded too.  “Then invite him,” she advised.  “If he doesn’t want to 

go, that will be his decision to make, and an understandable one at that, but at least 
you’ll have given him the option.  I think not inviting him to something as big as your 
wedding would only make him feel more like your ex and less like your friend.” 

Claire smiled gratefully.  “That makes sense.  I’ll invite him,” she agreed, and as 
she pulled a fresh envelope from the dwindling pile and wrote out his address by heart, 
she smiled, feeling like she was making a good decision.  She was putting it in his hands 
now, the choice of whether to come or not.  She wasn’t sure what he would do... but 
secretly, she wanted him to come.  If he came, she would take it as a sign that he had 
accepted the fact that she was marrying Jamie... and she wanted his acceptance.  She 
needed his acceptance, needed to know he wouldn’t resent her for her choices the rest of 
her life. 

Her stomach churned with nerves as she carefully slid an invitation and RSVP 
card into the envelope, placed a seal and return address label on it, and set it down on 
the table, face up.  Mr. Nick Carter, his name gleamed up at her, strangely formal on the 
fancy envelope.  She stared at it and, for a split second, imagined that it said Mr. Jamie 
Turner.  It easily could have, were the situation reversed, as it had been two years ago.  
Jamie’s name would have been on the outside of the invitation then, and Nick’s on the 
inside, along with hers and the details of their wedding, the lost wedding which had 
never been fully planned and would never take place. 

She swallowed hard and blinked back to reality, reading his name and address 
again, picturing the words of the real invitation on the inside.  Then she picked up the 
envelope and added it to her stack. 

 
*** 

 



 

A few days later, Claire sat staring at the envelope again, this time in her car, 
which she’d thrown into park at the foot of Nick’s driveway.  Her mother had put the 
rest of the stack of invitations into the mail on Monday, but Claire had taken Nick’s with 
her after deciding to deliver it to him in person.  She didn’t want him to get it in the mail 
without a word from her; she want to be there, hand it to him herself, and explain. 

Yet now that she was here on his property, her stomach was fluttering with 
butterflies.  Could she really do this?  Go up to her ex-fiancée’s house and invite him to 
her wedding, her wedding to a man he despised? 

You have to, she coached herself, knowing she would regret not extending the 
invitation, whether he accepted it or not.  Her mom was right; she had to let him know 
that, despite everything, he was still her friend, and she wanted to include him in the 
important events of her life.  Besides, she had reasoned with herself, if it was his 
wedding, you’d go, wouldn’t you?  When he gets married, you’ll want to be invited. 

Confident that, were the tables turned, she would go to Nick’s wedding, she 
decided she was being silly for hesitating so much and set the invitation on the 
passenger’s seat, shifting gears back into drive.  She pulled the Beetle up his long 
driveway, parking in the circle in front of his house and shutting off the engine.  Sitting 
for a moment, she took a deep breath, then unfastened her seatbelt, grabbed the 
envelope from the seat next to her, and climbed out of the car. 

 
*** 

 
Nick was on the phone with Kevin when he heard the car door slam.  Phone to his 

ear, listening to Kevin ramble about Kristin and how much she was starting to show now 
that she was six months pregnant, he got up from the couch and went to the picture 
window in the living room.  Peeking out the sheer curtains, he saw the yellow Bug, and 
his stomach flip-flopped. 

“Hey, Kev?” he said, interrupting Kevin’s excited babbling, “Sorry, but can I call 
you back a little later?  Claire just showed up.” 

Kevin stopped shortly.  “Oh.  Well... I see where I come in on your priority list, 
huh, Nick?” 

“What?  No, Kev, it’s not that; I just... I gotta get the door!” Nick exclaimed, 
flustered. 

Kevin started laughing immediately.  “Kidding, Nick, jesus!  It’s cool, bro; mellow 
out, huh?  Call me back when you can.  And lemme know about Thanksgiving, alright?” 

Relaxing, Nick smirked.  Even after fifteen years of knowing the guy, he still 
couldn’t tell when Kevin was being sarcastic.  “Sure, I will.  Thanks for the invite.” 

“No problem.  You know you’re welcome anytime, kiddo.” 
Twenty-seven years old, and he still calls me kiddo, thought Nick with a smile, 

shaking his head.  He and Brian also still invited Nick to spend the holidays with their 
family in Kentucky, like they had every year since Nick was nineteen and estranged from 
his own family.  He hadn’t accepted every year; some years he spent holidays with 
Howie’s family or AJ’s or a girlfriend’s or by himself.  But he’d enjoyed quite a few 
Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners with the Littrell family, and the way it was looking, 
he’d be flying to Lexington again at the end of the month. 

Saying goodbye, he got off the phone with Kevin just as the doorbell rang and 
went to the door.  When he opened it, there was Claire, in her work scrubs and clean, 



 

 

white tennis shoes, her hair pulled back into a messy ponytail.  She immediately smiled 
up at him.  “Hi, Nick.” 

“Hey!”  He didn’t bother to hide his surprise at seeing her on his doorstep. 
It had been awhile since he’d seen her.  Between work and getting ready for the 

wedding, it seemed like he never saw her anymore.  She came to the support group with 
him every once in awhile on Saturdays, but usually she spent her weekends with Jamie 
or her mom, doing “wedding stuff.”  Nick was used to it by now and understood, though 
it still stung a little.  It wasn’t just that they didn’t hang out anymore; it was that it was 
more clear than ever that he had been replaced.  By Jamie.  He was her boyfriend now, 
her fiancée, and in just over two months, he would be her husband.  Nick hated the 
thought, so he just tried not to think about it. 

“What’s up?” he asked, leaning against the doorframe. 
“Oh... you know,” she replied with a vague shrug. 
Nick didn’t know, but he could imagine.  “Work?  Wedding?” 
She smiled sheepishly.  “Like I said... you know.”  She shifted her weight, her 

hands clasped together behind her back.  “So, what about you?  What’s been up?” 
He, too, shrugged.  “Nothin’ much.  Just... you know... hangin’ out, working on 

some music and stuff.” 
“Really?  I’d love to hear it sometime... I mean, if that’s okay.” 
He smirked, suddenly thinking of the song he’d written for her when they were 

together, the song he’d never let her hear.  And never would, at this rate.  But there were 
other songs she could hear, other songs that weren’t about their relationship.  “Yeah, 
sure... I mean, if you want to.” 

She smiled.  “Of course!  Invite me over anytime you want an audience.” 
He chuckled.  “Okay.  Well hey, come inside, why don’t you?  Sorry, didn’t mean 

to keep you standing on the porch.” 
“It’s okay,” Claire laughed, following him inside.  “I can’t stay long, but I actually 

wanted to give you something.  Speaking of invites...” 
He turned around, and she wordlessly handed him a fancy-looking, cream-

colored envelope, embossed with a floral pattern.  Nick swallowed hard, his stomach 
clenching.  He knew right away what this was.  “Speaking of invites, huh?” he muttered 
as he walked back into the living room, his throat clogged.  “Would this be your wedding 
invitation?”   He flipped it over and saw his full name and address on the front.  There 
was a return address too, but no stamp.  “Why didn’t you mail it?” 

“I wanted to bring it over in person,” she said quietly, following him.  When he 
sat down on the couch, still looking at the envelope, she sat down next to him and put 
her hand on his arm.  “Listen... I wasn’t sure if it was right to invite you or not; I know 
it’s kind of weird... for both of us.  But... despite everything, you’re my friend, Nick, and I 
would love to have you there if you feel like coming.  But if you don’t, I understand... and 
I can’t say I’d blame you.”  She shrugged awkwardly, giving him a crooked smile. 

Nick nodded, but he didn’t say anything.  He couldn’t just yet.  He’d thought 
about the wedding, about what it would be like to watch her walk down the aisle in a 
white wedding gown, into the arms of another man.  Jamie, no less.  The mental picture 
made him sick, and yet he knew it was going to be a reality, whether he was there to 
witness it or not.  He hadn’t been sure if she would even invite him or not, and now that 
she had, he still wasn’t sure whether or not he was going to go. 



 

He took his time opening the envelope, pulling out the invitation.  It was very 
formal-looking, made of heavy paper and written in elegant, engraved cursive.  He read 
the words slowly and silently, letting himself take them in. 

 
~ 

 
Mr. and Mrs. Kristopher Ryan 

request the honor of your presence 
at the marriage of their daughter 

Claire Aileen 
to 

James Thomas Turner 
son of Mrs. Joanne Turner and the late Mr. Patrick Turner 

on Friday, the twenty-fifth of January 
at five o’clock in the evening 
at Bayview Christian Church 

Tampa, Florida 
 
~ 

 
Enclosed with the wedding invitation was a separate invitation to the reception 

and an RSVP card.  Nick looked at both, running his fingers over the engraved words, 
feeling the texture of the swirling letters beneath his fingertips.  He swallowed hard and 
looked over at Claire, who was watching him, chewing on her bottom lip the way she 
always did when she was nervous. 

He cleared his throat.  “Can I... can I, um, let you know later?” he asked, twirling 
the RSVP card awkwardly. 

“Oh!  Sure!” she exclaimed quickly, nodding.  “Yeah, that’s fine.  Just stick that in 
the mail or give me a call, or whatever.  I don’t care about all the formalities.  And you 
know, if you maybe just want to come to the reception, that’s fine too... whatever you 
feel like doing.” 

Watching her, he could tell she wanted him to come.  And he knew it wasn’t 
because she wanted to put him through the pain of watching her marry someone else; 
she wasn’t that cruel.  He got the impression that she just wanted to know he was okay.  
Coming to her wedding, despite everything, would be a sign that was he was okay with 
it. 

But was he? 
Nick kept twirling the RSVP card.  It had been almost two years since they’d 

broken up, and he still didn’t know. 
 

*** 
 

Claire didn’t stay long.  After she left, Nick decided to call Kevin back, as eager to 
get some advice as Kevin was to talk about Kristin and the baby.  He tried to be patient 
as he listened to Kevin finish telling his story about their latest appointment with 
Kristin’s obstetrician, and as soon as there was an opening, he said, “Hey, Kev... O Wise 
Older Brother... I got a dilemma.” 



 

 

 
“A dilemma, huh?” echoed Kevin, sounding amused.  Nick figured he was 

surprised to hear him use a word like “dilemma,” or maybe just flattered that Nick was 
actually asking him for advice before he could offer it... usually Kevin’s advice was self-
imposed.  In any case, Nick could tell he was smiling. 

“Yeah, a dilemma,” he repeated.  “Claire showed up at my house, right?  And the 
reason she came was to bring me an invitation to her wedding.  She said she wanted to 
give it to me in person.” 

“Oh,” said Kevin, after a pause.  “That had to be a little awkward, huh?” 
“Uh, yeah,” Nick snorted.  “Definitely awkward.  I mean, don’t get me wrong; she 

was nice about it and everything... she said she would understand if I didn’t to come, but 
she wanted to invite me anyway.” 

“Yeah?  So what’d you tell her?” 
“I said I’d let her know later.  That’s what I’m wondering, Kev... like, what do I 

do??  Do I go?  Do I not go??  I... I dunno if I can handle just sitting there, watching her 
marry someone else... but I dunno if I can not go, you know?  First of all, then it looks 
like I still have issues... which I guess I do, but hell, she doesn’t need to know that.  Then 
I’d look pathetic.  And I’d probably just sit at home or in some bar somewhere, thinking 
about it as it was happening.  I just wouldn’t be there to see it.  I dunno which would be 
worse.”  He raked his hand through his hair, his stomach twisting. 

Kevin exhaled slowly and audibly.  “Maaan, Nick... I dunno what to tell ya.  It’s 
really a decision you need to make on your own.  You’re in a tough position... no one 
wants to see their girl marry someone else, but then she is your friend too...  But she has 
to understand why you wouldn’t want to come.  But you’d probably look like a bigger 
man if you came... show her you support her, even if you don’t like what she’s doing.” 

Nick smirked; Kevin was straddling the fence just as much as he was.  He wished 
the older man would have given him a clear answer one way or the other, the obvious 
choice that just hadn’t been so obvious to him.  But Kevin was right; it was his decision 
to make.  No one else could know exactly how he felt but him. 

“Yeah,” he said, sighing.  “I know, dude; that’s all true.  I dunno what I’m gonna 
do.” 

“Well, you don’t have to decide right now.  Sleep on it, okay?  Give it a few days.  
You told her you’d let her know later, so you don’t have to give her an answer right away.  
And I’m sure she’ll understand, whatever you end up doing, so don’t worry about what 
she’s going to think.  Think about your feelings too, okay, bud?  I don’t want to see you 
get hurt even more for no reason.” 

Nick smiled sadly and nodded.  “Thanks, Kev.  Sorry for dumping all the shit in 
my pathetic love life on you... I know you’ve got better things to think about.” 

“No, no, it’s fine!  I’m glad you called back, and you know I don’t mind.  That’s 
what brothers are for, right?” asked Kevin in his “Dad” voice, and Nick smiled again.  
“You can come to me anytime.  I’m just sorry I wasn’t more helpful.  I just don’t know 
what you should do...  I think that’s something only you can know.” 

Nick nodded again.  “Right.  Well, I’ll think on it,” he said, absently twisting a 
piece of his shaggy hair around his finger.  Suddenly, he remembered something else.  
“Oh!  Kev, by the way... count me in for Thanksgiving, okay?” 

“Sure, bro,” said Kevin, and again, Nick could tell he was smiling on the other end 
of the line.  “I’ll tell Aunt Jackie to set a place for you.” 



 

Nick smiled too.  At least now he knew where he’d be spending Thanksgiving.  
The big question now was, where would he be on January twenty-fifth? 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 127 
 

Time continued to fly for Claire, especially through the holidays.  The months of 
November and December always seemed to go by fast for her, with the usual hustle and 
bustle of the season, but this year, the holidays – and the year itself – were over before 
she knew it.  She and Jamie rang in the new year together with a wedding just twenty-
five days away on their minds. 

Exactly one week before the big day, Dianna held Claire’s bachelorette party.  
“Just no male strippers, Di, please?” had been Claire’s only condition, so Dianna had 
obediently left any strip clubs or hired entertainment out of the plans and settled for 
taking Claire to a club and getting her trashed instead.  She rented a white stretch limo 
and the VIP room of one of the hottest clubs in Tampa Bay, and that Friday night, she, 
Claire, the other bridesmaids, and a few other friends from high school and college piled 
into the limo and rode to the club in high style. 

“Picture, girls!” called Dianna gleefully, handing her digital camera to their friend 
Stephanie and putting her arm around Claire.  “Scoot in closer,” she motioned to the 
other bridesmaids, who were all sitting together at the back of the limo.  They slid across 
the smooth, buttery leather seat and leaned into each other, framing Claire on either 
side. 

“Smile!” said Stephanie, holding the camera up.  The flash went off as she 
snapped the picture, making spots swim before Claire’s eyes. 

“Ooh, lemme see!”  A giddy Dianna grabbed her camera back and looked into the 
LCD screen.  “Aww, it’s cute!” she cooed, passing the camera to Claire so she could see, 
too. 

Claire smiled at the small image of her and her closet girlfriends.  They did look 
cute, courtesy of Dianna, who had made Claire and the bridesmaids special t-shirts for 
the occasion.  Claire’s was white and had the word Bride scrawled across the front in 
silver fabric paint.  Dianna had added rhinestones and silver glitter to the wet paint, 
making the whole shirt sparkle and gleam.  On the back, across her shoulder blades, her 
name, Claire, sparkled the same way.  The bridesmaids’ shirts were identical, except 
they were dark purple, the same color of the gowns they’d be wearing next Friday, and 
said Bridesmaid on the front.  Dianna, of course, had put Maid of Honor on her own. 

“That is cute!” Claire agreed, passing the camera on to Jenn.  Jenn was a 
professional photographer, but even she agreed that it was a good picture and handed 
the camera to Laureen. 

They snapped more pictures on the way to the club, and Dianna passed around 
Mardi Gras beads for them all to wear.  “One silver and one purple,” she instructed with 
the bossy tone that tended to creep into her voice from time to time. 

Amber scooted closer to Claire and leaned in.  “Am I going to look ridiculous 
running around a club in a baby tee and Mardi Gras beads like I’m still in my twenties?” 
she whispered teasingly out one side of her mouth. 

Claire laughed, watching Dianna loop the long strings of silver and purple beads 
around the girls’ necks, making sure everyone had a set.  “You won’t look any more 
ridiculous than the rest of us,” she whispered back.  She wasn’t really the glitter and 
beads type either, but Dianna had put so much effort into planning this that she would 
never complain. 



 

That was, until Dianna pulled one last thing out of her bag of goodies – a silver, 
rhinestone-encrusted, plastic tiara, with a short, flimsy, white veil attached to the back.  
“I am not wearing that,” Claire protested when Dianna brought it over to her. 

“Yes, you are!” Dianna insisted with a wide grin, reaching up to put the tiara on 
Claire’s head. 

Claire grabbed her wrist.  “Aw, Di, come on – a tiara??  It’s my wedding, not my 
coronation,” she laughed. 

“It’s your bachelorette party, girl!  You’re queen for the night!  Now wear the 
tiara,” Dianna commanded, trying again to attach it to Claire’s head. 

Claire ducked out from under it.  “Di – do I look like the type who wears tiaras?” 
Dianna gave her a long-suffering look.  “Oh, that’s right – you’re the type who 

would rather make me dress up as a clothesline with you for Halloween than go with my 
prom queen idea.” 

“Hey, you were the one who wanted us to enter the pairs category for the costume 
contest at school!” Claire pointed out.  “There can’t be two prom queens.  I was all for 
doing Siamese twin prom queens, or the two-headed mutant prom queen, but nooo, you 
wouldn’t do that.  Besides, our clothesline get-up totally won us that contest.” 

“You freak,” muttered Dianna, whacking her playfully upside the head. 
Stephanie started laughing.  “I remember when you guys did that clothesline 

thing!  Junior year, right?  That was great!” 
Claire beamed, while Dianna leaned over her again, still trying to crown her.  “Do 

you know how long it took me to get the stupid veil to stay on this thing?” she scolded 
Claire, holding up the tiara.  “I burnt my finger with the hot glue gun, look.”  She held up 
one of her perfectly-manicured, ringed fingers, which had the smallest of blisters on the 
tip. 

Still, her persistence was enough for Claire, who finally smiled exasperatedly and 
sighed, “Alright, fine.  Queen me.” 

Grinning, Dianna slid the tiara onto her head and immediately started fussing 
with it, straightening and securing it, fluffing her hair around it, smoothing the veil that 
trailed over the back of her head.  “There,” she said finally, standing back to inspect her 
work.  “Trust me, Claire, you look adorable.” 

 
Claire stuck out her tongue.  She still felt sort of ridiculous sitting there in a veiled 

tiara, but Dianna was right – it was her bachelorette party, and for tonight, she was 
queen.  As the limo pulled up in front of the club and the noise level rose, she knew she 
was going to have a ball. 
 

*** 
 

“One of these weekends, we’re gonna go out and get crazy, Nicky,” Howie had 
told Nick at New Year’s.  “It’s a new year, and it’s gonna be a better one for you, kid.” 

Two weeks later, Howie and AJ, who was in Florida visiting his mom, drove over 
from Orlando to go clubbing with Nick.  “Just us guys,” they’d promised, leaving their 
girlfriends behind.  Once in Tampa, they hooked up with a couple of their security 
guards from tour, who lived in the area and had become as much buddies as bodyguards 
over the years, and together, they hit the clubs. 



 

 

“Sorry, guys, but our VIP room is booked tonight,” said the owner of Stingray, 
one of Nick’s old favorite clubs, which was located near the coastline.  “Bachelorette 
party,” he added apologetically. 

The guys exchanged glances and shrugs.  Finally, Nick spoke up, “That’s alright; 
it’s cool.  More ladies in the main room anyway, right, fellas?”  The others laughed and 
nodded agreeably, and, looking relieved, the owner escorted them in and cleared a large 
table at the back of the room for them.  They ordered drinks at once. 

For Nick, the night was a much-needed escape.  An escape from his own 
troublesome thoughts. 

Claire’s wedding was only a week away, and he couldn’t stop thinking about it.  
He’d sent her his RSVP card right before Christmas, letting her know that he was 
coming.  It hadn’t been such a hard decision once he’d thought about it.  Sure, he didn’t 
want to see her marry Jamie, but maybe if he was there to see it happen, he would be 
able to accept it.  Accept the fact that he had lost her forever.  Then maybe he could 
finally move on with his life, find a woman who wouldn’t leave him because he was still 
too hung up on his ex-fiancée. 

Maybe I’ll start on that tonight, thought Nick as he sipped his drink, eyeing a 
group of women who seemed to be checking them out from across the room.  As the 
cluster of girls made their way over to the table, he smiled.  Like Howie said, it’s a new 
year. 

 
*** 

 
Less than an hour later, Nick was completely bored with the girls Howie had 

invited to join their table.  They were hot, no doubt, dressed to kill in tight miniskirts 
and skimpy, sequined tops.  But their faces were so heavily made-up that they looked 
almost like Barbie dolls, plastic and artificial, all sort of identical except for their 
different-colored hair. 

The one who had been fawning all over Nick all night was brunette.  He kept 
nodding to her as he nursed his beer, acting like he was paying attention to what she was 
saying, but in all actuality, he couldn’t really hear her over the loud music, and he didn’t 
really care what she was saying anyway.  To him, she was just another shallow groupie, 
someone who was only giving him the time of day because he was famous.  All she saw 
when she looked at him, dollar signs in her eyes, was Nick the Backstreet Boy.  All he 
saw when he looked at her was a girl he could easily get into bed and fuck, but didn’t 
want to.  She didn’t know him, and he didn’t really care to know her. 

She wasn’t Claire. 
You’re never gonna move on with that attitude, Nick scolded himself and 

decided he needed another drink.  “Anyone want anything from the bar?” he asked, 
slipping away from What’s-her-face.  When a second passed without anyone answering, 
he walked away, leaving his half-empty beer bottle on the table. 

The latest hot dance song was blaring over the speakers, and the dance floor was 
packed, hot, sweaty bodies moving over every inch.  The bar was not as crowded, and 
Nick gratefully found an empty stool and sat down.  “Jack and Coke,” he told the 
bartender, deciding it was time for something a little stronger.  Just as he took his first 
swig from the whiskey glass filled with brown liquid, he noticed, out of the corner of his 
eye, someone sliding onto the stool next to him. 



 

Setting his glass down, he glanced over and found himself gazing at a blonde 
woman.  She wasn’t nearly as attractive as the girls he’d left behind at his table, older 
and heavier and with frizzier hair.  But she was also more tastefully dressed and wore 
less makeup, which made her look much more natural and appealing.  She had light 
blue eyes that seemed cool at first, but warmed when she caught him looking at her.  She 
smiled.  “You’re Nick, right?” 

He gave a quick wink and a nod, choosing to say nothing else.  He didn’t want her 
to make a big deal over it, like the other girls had. 

Thankfully, she didn’t.  Her smile grew, and all she said was, “I thought so.  I saw 
you earlier, but you looked like you were pretty occupied.” 

He smirked.  “Yeah, well... I’m here and not there anymore for a reason.” 
She laughed and then held out her hand.  “I’m Carmyn Kearn.” 
He lifted his eyebrows.  “Caramel Corn??” he echoed; was that just what she had 

said? 
The woman laughed.  “Nooo!  I’m Carmyn.  Carmyn... Kearn...” she pronounced 

her name slowly and loudly, leaning in close to him. 
“Ohhh... Carmyn.”  Well, now he felt stupid.  Why would her name have been 

Caramel Corn?  Smiling sheepishly, he took her head.  “Nice to meet you, Carmyn.” 
As she smiled back, he noticed the way her eyes dropped briefly from his, making 

a quick beeline down his body.  Checking me out, Nick thought with amusement, 
smirking as she seemed to zoom in on his lap.  Just as quickly, her eyes were back on his 
face.  Seeming to realize she’d been caught, she blushed, but didn’t acknowledge it out 
loud. 

Nick didn’t really care; he was used to it and only hoped she at least liked what 
she was seeing.  His body had started returning to its old form once he’d stopped taking 
the prednisone, and though he was still carrying around extra weight that he hadn’t yet 
shed, he thought he looked a lot better than he had a few months ago. 

“Can I get you something, ma’am?” the bartender asked Carmyn brusquely. 
“Um, yes... a White Rabbit, please?” 
The bartender nodded and went to make her drink.  While she waited, Carmyn 

looked over at Nick again.  “So, Nick, do you come here a lot?” 
He shrugged.  “I used to.  Not as much anymore, but yeah...”  He started to nod.  

“It’s a good club.” 
“I think so too.  Do you dance?  I mean, like, in clubs?” 
He shrugged again.  “Sort of... I guess,” he answered awkwardly.  “Why, do you?” 
She gave him a little smirk.  “Sort of... I guess,” she echoed his answer, winking.  

“I’m not really that good at it, but I have fun doing it.” 
“Well, that’s all that matters,” he smiled. 
“If that’s how you feel, maybe we could dance later, huh?” she offered, raising an 

eyebrow. 
His first instinct was to hesitate, but he didn’t.  Instead, he nodded.  “Alright, 

cool.” 
“Here ya go.”  The bartender slid Carmyn’s drink across the bar, a tall, frosty glass 

filled with thick, creamy, white liquid. 
“Ever had one of these?  A White Rabbit?” asked Carmyn as she took a sip, 

closing her eyes to savor the taste. 
Nick shook his head.  “Nah, I don’t think so.  What’s in it?” 



 

 

“Vanil vodka, vanilla liqueur, milk, and ice.  Really fattening, but really good.  
You want a sip?” she asked, offering him the glass. 

“Oh, no thanks.  I’m good,” he said, taking another drink of his Jack and Coke.  
“I’m trying to drop a few pounds anyway.” 

“Really?”  She cast him an amused look.  “Me too, but you don’t need to.  You 
look good, just the way you are.” 

“Well, thanks,” he chuckled, feeling his cheeks grow warm as he saw her eyes 
travel to his lap again.  She totally wants in my pants, he realized, and for some reason, 
he was more flattered than he had been by the girls who just wanted in his pants pocket, 
to dig out his wallet. 

She seems nice, he thought as he sat and drank alongside her, making small talk.  
Nice... normal...  He was liking this. 

It was too soon to be thinking such things, but maybe, he thought, just maybe, 
there was hope for his love life in 2008 after all. 

 
*** 

 
“So, bride-to-be, you havin’ fun?” Dianna asked, patting Claire’s knee roughly.  

Thought she outweighed Claire, Dianna was a lightweight when it came to alcohol, and 
after a few mixed drinks, she was incredibly tipsy and more giggly than ever.  But fun, 
Claire had to admit.  It would take her friend a few more drinks to go from fun drunk to 
sloppy, annoying drunk. 

“I am havin’ fun!” Claire cried back, and she was.  She and her friends had a 
whole room to themselves at the club, everyone was getting along and getting to know 
each other, and the laughter was flowing just as much as the liquor.  She was getting 
pretty tipsy herself because they all kept buying her drinks, putting something new in 
front of her each time she finished a glass, but she didn’t care one bit.  It was her 
bachelorette party, damn it; she fully intended on getting trashed, even if it meant a 
miserable day tomorrow. 

“I need another drink!” Dianna announced, dancing around unsteadily with her 
empty cocktail glass.  “Claire, you want another drink?” 

Claire looked at her own glass; it was almost empty.  “Sure,” she said, standing.  
She swayed for a moment, light-headed from the alcohol, and waited until the room 
stopped spinning.  “I’ll come with you,” she added. 

“Oh, you don’t have to!  You’re the bride!  I’ve got it; what do you want?” 
Claire wasn’t sure she trusted Dianna to remember her drink order by the time 

she got to the bar, let alone to get there and back without tripping and spilling their 
drinks everywhere.  “I’ll come with you,” she said again, nodding.  Looking around at 
her gang of girls, she asked, “Anyone else?” 

Jenn stood.  “I’ll come.”  Jenn had had just as much to drink as any of them, but 
still, she was as cool and calm as ever.  Jenn could hold her liquor.  To a point.  Once she 
hit that point, the cool façade she always maintained slipped away, and she turned just 
as giddy and giggly as Dianna.  Claire had only seen it happen a few times, in college, but 
each time it was hysterical.  Dianna was bubbly even when she was totally sober, but to 
see cynical, dry Jenn that way was just comical. 

The three women made their way out into main area of the club to hit up the 
large bar there.  Claire hooked her elbow through Dianna’s to make sure she stayed 



 

upright; her friend was wobbling precariously on her platform shoes.  Jenn walked just a 
head of them, expertly paving a path through the crowd.  Her figure was as skinny and 
straight as a stick, but somehow, when Jenn came through, people drifted out of her 
way.  She just had a way about her.  Maybe it was her eyes.  They were a vivid shade of 
olive green, and because they were always heavily bordered by black eyeliner and 
mascara, they appeared even sharper.  Coupled with her dyed black hair and naturally 
fair skin, her features were altogether striking.  Though she wasn’t classically beautiful, 
she was the kind of woman who attracted looks.  Claire, on the other hand, knew she 
was only getting looks herself either because she was following Jenn or because she was 
still wearing that stupid tiara. 

The bar was crowded, so Jenn turned and shouted, “I’ll order!  What do you guys 
want??” 

Claire and Dianna shouted their orders to her above the pulsing music, and Jenn 
slid her thin frame through the bulk of people crowded by the bar, eventually 
disappearing among them.  Claire and Dianna hung back, waiting for her to return.  As 
they waited, Claire looked around, watching people grind on the dance floor and mingle 
on the sides.  Her attention eventually moved to the bar, as she looked around for Jenn.  
She still couldn’t see her, but as her eyes traveled down the bar, she honed in on 
someone else. 

It was like she had a special radar for him.  Nick.  There were lots of other people 
around him, but she only noticed him, sitting at the bar with his back to her, his body 
turned towards the blonde woman next to him. 

“Nick’s here,” she said, staring. 
“What??” Dianna shouted into her ear, stumbling against her. 
Claire grabbed her shoulder and pointed.  “Nick,” she said, directing Dianna’s 

gaze towards him.  “He’s here.” 
Dianna’s eyebrows flew up.  “Well, well... that’s special, huh?  D’you think he 

came here on purpose?” 
“What?” 
“Cause he knew you’d be here?” 
“He didn’t know,” replied Claire.  “I’ve barely seen him since the new year; he 

didn’t know my bachelorette party was tonight.  And here, no less.” 
“Well, what are the chances?” laughed Dianna.  “Well, don’t feel bad; looks like 

he’s got a lady friend with him tonight.” 
They both squinted at the woman he was with.  She looked older, in her early 

thirties at least.  Claire had never seen her before and wondered if she had come with 
Nick, or if he’d just met her here.  What does it matter? she wondered.  Why should she 
care who Nick was with?  If he did have a “lady friend,” as Dianna put it, then good for 
him.  She’d be happy for him. 

Dianna looked around.  “Think he came alone, or are there other Backstreet Boys 
here tonight?” she wondered out loud, craning her neck. 

“Looking for AJ?”  Claire smirked.  “Hate to break it to you, hon, but he’s 
engaged.  Has been since summer.  Nick told me.” 

“Damn,” Dianna said, then shrugged.  She didn’t really look upset; her mild crush 
on AJ was just something Claire liked to tease her about.  “That’s okay.  I think Todd and 
me might get engaged soon ourselves.” 



 

 

Now Claire’s eyebrows shot up.  “Really??”  She grabbed her friend’s arm 
excitedly.  “Wow, that would be great!  I didn’t realize you two were so serious!” 

“That’s cause you’ve been too busy planning your wedding,” Dianna laughed, 
stumbling into Claire again.  “So hey, are you gonna go say hi to Nick, or what?” 

Claire looked over at him again.  He was still talking to the blonde.  She hesitated.  
“Jenn’s gonna be back with our drinks.” 

“So?  I’ll tell her where you went.  Yours’ll be waiting for you when you come 
back.” 

“Okay,” Claire decided, laughing.  “Be back in a bit.”   Making sure Dianna was 
standing upright, she left her friend and started to make her way over to where Nick was 
sitting.  She’d only taken a few steps when he suddenly slid off his stool.  Claire 
hesitated.  The woman with him got up too, and Nick took her hand, leading her towards 
the dance floor. 

Claire stood still for a moment, watching them disappear amongst the dancing 
clubbers.  But then, she was too curious not to follow. 

 
*** 

 
When there was nothing left in her glass but a heap of sticky ice, Carmyn turned 

to Nick and asked, “So... how about that dance?”  She raised her eyebrows suggestively, 
and he smiled. 

“Alright.” 
Sliding off his barstool, he grabbed her hand and walked her onto the dance floor.  

He liked the way people seemed to dance either in pairs or small circles of friends; 
everyone was so engrossed in their own dancing that they barely paid attention to what 
was going on around them.  He didn’t want attention; he just wanted to dance with 
Carmyn without feeling like a fool. 

A dance remix of Rick James’ “Superfreak” started playing as they found an 
empty space.  One of the reasons Nick liked this club was because it was known for 
playing a lot of old seventies and eighties dance tracks, which he thought were a lot 
better than the stuff on the radio now.  “I’m Rick James, bitch!” he shouted about the 
music; Carmyn giggled at the Dave Chappelle impression. 

She started moving to the music, her eyes roaming his body as he joined her.  
They danced apart, then drifted together.  Carmyn came on strong, pressing her body 
against his like white on rice.  He let his hands roam her hips while she bumped and 
grinded against him.  She kept gravitating towards his left side, and his first instinct was 
to shift so that she wouldn’t bump up against the hard plastic socket of his prosthesis.  
He hadn’t been sure if she knew or not, but he quickly decided she must.  There was no 
way she couldn’t feel it, the way she kept grinding against him, their hips close together.  
She didn’t seem to mind though; when he looked at her, there was no sign of surprise or 
revulsion on her face, only pleasure.  Her eyes were closed, her mouth open, as she 
swayed to the music and writhed against him, seeming lost in the music and the heat of 
the moment. 

Nick sang along playfully, grinding back against her, grinning devilishly.  “She’s a 
superfreak, superfreak, she’s super freakay!”  

 
*** 



 

 
A few feet away, Claire watched as Nick danced with the blonde.  They weren’t the 

most impressive couple on the dance floor, but they looked like they were having fun.  
Nick was smiling and laughing, singing along.  He looked adorable.  And hot too, she 
decided, her eyes roaming over his body.  He looked really good, the effects of the 
prednisone from a few months ago all but gone now.  Not that she was checking him 
out... no, no, she was merely making an observation.  Yet as she observed the unfamiliar 
woman grind up against him, she felt a surprising pang of envy. 

How can you be jealous? she scolded herself, unable to deny the fact that a part 
of her was, just a tad.  You’re getting married next week, and Nick’s just a friend, just a 
thing of the past.  He can dance that way with whoever he wants. 

But what made her envious was the fact that he’d never danced with her that way.  
It was silly, because she wasn’t that great of a dancer herself, and when they were 
together, she’d never minded that he didn’t feel comfortable trying to dance.  But now, 
watching him with that other woman, she suddenly wished she were in her place, 
dancing and having fun with Nick. 

“It’s the alcohol talking,” she mumbled to herself, deciding she should go back to 
her friends... and drink more, of course.  She felt pathetic standing here in her bride 
tiara, getting jealous because Nick had found someone new to dance with.  She needed 
to go before the booze let her emotions get the better of her. 

Yet as she turned to walk away, the song ended, and she found herself turning 
back, curious to see what they would do then.  At that exact moment, Nick took his eyes 
off the woman he’d been dancing with and looked around.  As if he, too, had some kind 
of radar, his eyes suddenly locked on her. 

 
*** 

 
Laughing breathlessly, Nick let go of Carmyn, feeling a rush of dizzy exhilaration 

from the dancing.  He was really out of shape, he decided, realizing how winded he 
already was, but it had been fun.  Stopping to catch his breath as the next song started, 
he casually looked around. 

Most of the other clubbers were dressed in dark clothes, lots of blacks and silvers, 
so the flash of sparkly white instantly caught his eye.  As if she were a beacon, a shining 
ray of light in the dusky crowd, he found himself looking at Claire. 

He stared in shock at first; she was the last person he expected to see here 
tonight.  But when she started walking his way, her eyes in line with his, and he looked 
closer, he suddenly understood.  She was wearing cropped black pants, but her shirt was 
pure white and spelled out the word Bride in silver rhinestones.  On her head was an 
equally sparkly tiara.  Vaguely, he remembered Stingray’s owner saying there was a 
bachelorette party at the club that night, and now he knew just whose party it was. 

“Bachelorette party, huh?” he said when she came up to him, a sheepish smile on 
her face. 

“Gee, is it that obvious?” she teased, twirling around in her t-shirt and tiara.  
“Dianna dressed me this way,” she added, as if it needed an explanation. 

“I see.” 



 

 

“So what are you doing here tonight?” she asked, smiling.  “And who’s your 
friend?”  Her gaze panned to Carmyn, who was looking between Nick and Claire 
uncertainly. 

“This is Carmyn,” Nick introduced, putting his arm on Carmyn’s shoulder as he 
brought her shoulder.  “Not Caramel Corn,” he added, winking to her.  She giggled.  
“And Carmyn... this is Claire.  She’s... an old friend.” 

Claire smiled, close-lipped, and nodded.  “Nice to meet you,” she told Carmyn, 
and Carmyn echoed the same. 

“So you’re getting married?” asked Carmyn.  “Congratulations.” 
“Thanks.” 
“So where’s the rest of your party?” Nick asked Claire.  There was no sign of 

Dianna or her other friends around her. 
“Oh, we’ve got a private room back there,” replied Claire, motioning over her 

shoulder.  “I was just going to get a drink, and I saw you dancing.  Thought I’d see if I 
could catch your attention and say hey.” 

“Well, you got it.  Hey, actually, I could use another drink too, and I should 
probably buy the Bride a shot or something – whaddya say?” he offered. 

Claire grinned.  “I say, sounds good to me!” 
Holding on to Carmyn with one hand and Claire with the other, Nick walked back 

to the bar, feeling like a regular pimp.  “Carmyn, what can I get you?” he asked his new 
acquaintance first, and when she named another mixed drink, he turned to Claire.  “And 
you, Miss Bachelorette?” 

“How about a shot of tequila?” she requested.  “You know, with salt... limes...” 
“You got it,” he grinned and when he got the bartender’s attention, he ordered 

Carmyn’s drink and two shots of tequila.  The shots came first, and Nick picked up the 
two tiny glasses and handed Claire hers.  “Together, on three, okay?” he directed, and 
she grinned, nodding, and held hers up.  “Ready, one... two... three.”   At the same time, 
they downed the shots, chasing the burning liquid with a squeeze of lime. 

His tongue and throat on fire, Nick closed his eyes as the rush of hard liquor went 
to his head.  When he opened them, he found Claire smiling at him, looking as 
exhilarated as he felt.  She looked beautiful, he realized, glittering under the bar lights, 
her cheeks flushed, her eyes bright from the scorch of the tequila. 

He turned to Carmyn, who had just gotten her drink.  “Hey, you mind if I dance 
one song with the bride-to-be?” he asked her in a low voice, leaning close to her ear so 
that Claire wouldn’t hear. 

“No, go right ahead,” Carmyn replied casually.  “I’ll work on my drink.  Come 
back, though, if you want another dance or something later,” she added, giving him a 
pointed look. 

He nodded, promising he would be back, and then he turned back to Claire.  “So,” 
he said, putting his hand on her knee, “since this is one of your last nights a free 
woman... how about a dance?” 

“With an old friend?” Claire asked, her smile teasing.  “Of course, Nick.  Come 
on.”   She grabbed his hand, and they left the bar together, making their way back to the 
dance floor.  The Madonna song that had been playing ended, and Prince’s “When 
Doves Cry” came on.  “Aww, I love this song!” shouted Claire, starting to sway to the 
music. 



 

Nick moved his body in time with hers.  They didn’t touch each other at first, but 
slowly, their hands and hips found each other.  To some, it might have seemed wrong, 
him dancing so close to a woman in a t-shirt that said Bride, his ex, a woman who was 
engaged to someone else.  But to Nick, it felt so right, so comfortable and natural.  
Besides, they were just dancing.  Dancing was fun; that’s all it was.  It didn’t mean 
anything.  Claire could rub her body against his all she wanted, but he knew that a week 
from tonight, she would still be marrying Jamie.  She’d made her choice. 

He tried not to think about it as he danced with her, his hands brushing her 
shoulders, her back, her torso, all parts of her he knew intimately.  He didn’t want to 
think about the fact that, in a week, those parts would “belong” to Jamie.  She would be 
Jamie’s forever, bound by the vows of marriage, and there wasn’t a thing he could do 
about it.  He and AJ had joked about crashing the wedding, but he never would.  He 
wouldn’t do that to Claire, even if he thought she was making a mistake. 

“Hey!”  Her voice above the music made him look down.  “Are you okay?” she 
shouted, still moving, but with a look of mild concern on her face. 

He realized he’d let his mind wander and hadn’t been paying attention.  “Fine!” 
he yelled back, and from then on, he concentrated only on her and the music, the pulse 
that matched his movements, the harmony of her body swaying with his.  He could feel 
the sexual tension, the chemistry there, even if he knew they would never talk about it.   

What they’d had was over, and yet, dancing with her now, it was more clear to 
him than ever – his feelings hadn’t changed.  He’d spent almost the last four years of his 
life loving her, and at this rate, he always would.  Loving her had brought him so much 
happiness, through some of the darkest times of his life, and yet now, it seemed like a 
curse.  She was marrying someone else, and whether he liked it or not, he would have to 
find someone else to love or be alone forever. 

The reality of this situation reemerged when the song faded away, and they 
floated off the dance floor.  “Whew, that tequila went to my head – I’m dizzy!” she 
exclaimed, giggling.  “I think I should sit down.” 

“Yeah, probably a good idea,” Nick agreed. 
She looked up at him, offering a crooked smile.  “You should go sit with Carmyn... 

you don’t want to keep her waiting.  And I need to get back to my girls before they send 
out a search party.” 

He laughed lightly, trying to cover up the fact that he didn’t want her to go.  
“Yeah, you’re probably right.” 

She nodded.  “So... yeah... thanks for the dance, Nick.  Can’t believe we ran into 
each other here on this, of all nights, but... yeah.  Thanks.”  She smiled again and hugged 
him.  “You look great, by the way.  And you don’t dance half-bad either,” she added with 
a wink as she pulled away. 

Grinning, he replied, “Yeah, well, you don’t look half bad in a crown either.”  He 
couldn’t resist giving her hair a playful tug, sending the tiara askew.  He straightened it 
for her and then said, “I guess I’ll see you soon... next week, if not before.” 

Looking up at him, she smiled, but he could see her teeth digging into her bottom 
lip.  “Alright, sounds good,” she said quietly, her voice barely audible with the music 
playing in the background.  “Have fun tonight,” she added, touching his arm briefly 
before she started to walk away.  “Bye, Nick.” 



 

 

“See ya,” he echoed her, watching as she made her way back to the VIP room, 
weaving slightly from the alcohol.  A sigh rose from his chest, but he swallowed it away 
and turned to go find Carmyn.  At this point, going after Claire would be a lost cause. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 128 
 
“Hey, you wanna maybe get out of here?” Nick asked when he came back to 

Carmyn, who was sitting at the bar, right where he’d left her.  In the walk from the dance 
floor to the bar, he’d decided he didn’t really feel like being in the club anymore.  It was 
too hard knowing that despite everything, despite the dance with Claire and the energy 
between them, she had gone back to her bachelorette party and would still be marrying 
Jamie in a week.  He couldn’t handle the rollercoaster of emotions anymore; he needed 
to get out.  And if he was being honest with himself, he needed a distraction. 

He looked at Carmyn.  She didn’t look at all surprised; instead, she grinned and 
replied, “Sure!  Where do you want to go?  We could go to my place, if-” 

“Sure,” he agreed automatically, smiling back.  “Sure, sounds good.  Um, lemme 
just go find my friends and tell them we’re leaving.” 

“Alright.  You go; I’ll just finish my drink.  Meet you back here in a few?” 
“Yep.  Be back.”  Nick walked back across the club to the table in the corner, 

where AJ, Howie, and company sat.  The girls from earlier were gone, he noticed. 
“Nicky!  There you are!” Howie exclaimed.  “Jeez, we were about to send out a 

search party.  Where you been all night?” 
“Those chicks were driving me nuts, man,” replied Nick, making a face.  “I was 

talking to a less-annoying woman.” 
“Ooh-hoo, so you did find a woman, huh, Nickster?” asked AJ, smirking 

devilishly and elbowing Nick from his seat.  “Scale of one to ten, how hot is she, bro?” 
Nick rolled his eyes.  “Shut up, J.  Anyway, I just wanted to let you know, I think 

I’m gonna take off.” 
“With said woman?” quipped AJ, raising his eyebrows. 
“None of your business, J.  Nick Carter doesn’t kiss and tell,” Nick retorted with a 

wink.  “Listen, thanks for comin’ out tonight, guys.  Sorry for ditching you.  If you wanna 
crash at my place or grab a hotel for the night or something, we could hang out 
tomorrow.” 

“Nah, our ladies would wonder about us,” said Howie.  “It’s okay, Nick.  We’ll see 
you soon.” 

“Yeah, we don’t wanna be at your place anyway, if you’re gonna be there doing 
the deed with some random chick,” added AJ, making a face. 

Nick could feel his cheeks reddening, but he composedly replied, “For your 
information, we’re going to her place.”  With that, he turned and walked away as fast as 
he could.  He could still hear them cackling behind him. 

 
*** 

 
“So this is your place, huh?” commented Nick as he climbed out of the cab behind 

Carmyn and found himself standing before a small house with a stucco roof.  Good 
deduction skills, Captain Obvious, he thought as soon as he’d asked.  Who else’s place 
would it be? 

Carmyn chuckled.  “Yeah, this is it.  I know it’s not much compared to what you’re 
used to, but what can I say?” 

“You don’t have to say anything.  It’s fine,” Nick assured her, impulsively planting 
a kiss on her cheek as they walked up to the front door. 



 

 

She smiled at him over her shoulder, a seductive smile, one that promised much 
more than innocent cheek kisses before the night was through.  He smiled back, glad she 
understood.  For not only his sake, but for Claire’s as well, he really wanted to get laid 
tonight.  The way he saw it, he’d be in a much better mood for her wedding if he broke 
the streak of celibacy that had lasted almost a year now. 

Ugh. 
“Do you mind taking your shoes off?” asked Carmyn as she led him into her 

house.  “Sorry, I just vacuumed.” 
“Oh no, that’s fine,” Nick replied.  He could sense her eyes on him as he bent over 

to unlace his shoes.  When he straightened, she was indeed watching him.  It was a bit 
unnerving, but he forced himself to chuckle and said, “Sorry, I’m slow.”  Leaning against 
her doorframe for support, he carefully balanced his weight on his artificial leg and lifted 
his right leg to get the shoe off. 

“Can I help you with that?” Carmyn offered as he bent down again to take the 
shoe off his prosthetic foot. 

“Thanks, I got it,” he said, flushing, as he quickly pried off the shoe and set it with 
its pair neatly off to the side of her front door. 

She must have known about his leg, but she didn’t say anything until they were 
sitting together on her living room couch.  Then she looked over at him, pointed, and 
asked, “Don’t you want to take that off?” 

At first he was confused, unable to tell what she was pointing at.  His shirt?  
Inspired by her boldness, he obediently reached for the top button, but stopped when 
she laughed and said, “No!  I meant your prosthesis.” 

Letting go of his shirt, he looked over at her in surprise.  Okay, so she definitely 
did know.  Still, he’d never known anyone to be so forward about it this soon after 
meeting him.  “Oh... uh...” 

“I mean, it’s probably uncomfortable to wear, right?” she added, arching her 
eyebrows matter-of-factly. 

“Actually, no, it’s not too bad,” replied Nick, relaxing a little now that he could see 
where she was coming from. 

“Oh, really?  Sorry, I just assumed... well, see, my older brother is an amputee, 
and he’s always complaining about his prosthesis killing him.  I just thought maybe 
you’d want to get more comfortable.  I don’t mind.”  She smiled broadly. 

“Oh – thanks, but I’m okay for now,” he assured her.  “I’m used to wearing it 
pretty much all the time.” 

“Really?”  She wrinkled her nose.  “Even in bed??” 
Now it was his turn to raise his eyebrows.  This conversation was just the slightest 

bit weird, but, figuring this was just her way of getting to know more about him and his 
situation, he went with it and replied, “Well, no... not in bed.” 

She smiled.  “Well then,” she began seductively, “like I asked before, don’t you 
want to take it off?” 

Wow, she moves fast, he thought, but he supposed that wasn’t a bad thing.  He 
wasn’t really a big fan of the small talk before sex with groupies, so why should he feel 
any differently about her?  Apparently she just wanted to get laid too, even if it was by a 
one-legged guy. 

“Okay...” he said slowly, standing up, “but, are you sure you’re... okay... with this?  
I’ve been known to freak women out when they find out I’m missing a leg.”   He thought 



 

of the pretty Hispanic girl he’d met in a club shortly after Claire had left him, the one 
who had taken him back to her hotel room and promptly flipped out on him when she 
discovered his prosthetic leg.  That situation had been so utterly humiliating, he 
definitely didn’t want a repeat. 

She waved her hand impatiently.  “I told you, my brother’s an amputee.  I’m more 
than okay with it,” she swore, offering him a crooked smile. 

“Okay then.  You wanna just head to your-?  Well, where do you wanna-?” 
“Bedroom?” she interjected.  “Yeah, come on.” 
Nick had a distinctly weird feeling in the pit of his stomach as he followed her 

back to her bedroom, but he brushed it off as nerves, telling himself it was just because 
he hadn’t gotten any in so long.  Of course he was nervous about it. 

Sex just hadn’t been the same since he’d lost his leg.  Before then, he had never 
worried much about his performance; he knew there were millions of girls who lusted 
for him and would give anything just to get in his pants.  He’d been arrogant and 
egotistical, but what else would you expect from the most popular member of a world-
famous pop group? 

Maybe cancer had been his ego-check.  Now he was constantly afraid he was just 
going to disappoint them or, worse, disgust them.  In his mind, he faced the risk of self-
humiliation every time he followed a woman to bed, and he hadn’t done that since the 
tour. 

So no wonder he was nervous, he reasoned. 
Carmyn led him into the bedroom, which was just an average woman’s room, and 

closed the door.  She immediately tore off the shrug she had been wearing and then slid 
down her pants, leaving her in nothing but a form-fitting camisole and panties.  Turning 
towards him, she inched backward to her bed and perched on the side, clasping her 
hands together expectantly.  “Well?  Get comfortable,” she urged him, smiling. 

Nick raised his eyebrows, but obediently followed suit.  He unbuttoned his shirt 
and tossed it aside, then reached for his jeans, unfastening his belt and the button at the 
fly. He hitched the pants down slowly, easing them over the catches in his metal leg, and 
stepped out of them so that he was standing in nothing but a wifebeater and his boxers. 

He caught her staring at his artificial leg for a few seconds, and then she looked 
up at his face.  “You can take the prosthesis off now,” she said.  “I told you, I don’t mind.  
I’d rather have you without.  It looks... clunky.” 

Nick frowned down at the sleek silver leg as he released the suction valve on the 
side and started to slide it off.  Well, I’d rather not have to wear one at all, thank you 
very much, he thought sarcastically, but he didn’t say anything.  Something about her 
comments bothered him, but he couldn’t put his finger on what it was exactly.  She 
didn’t seem freaked out or ready to run, but something about her reaction seemed... off. 

Still, he sat down on the bed next to her, laying his artificial leg carefully across 
the floor alongside it.  “There, that’s better,” she said with a smile, and, to his surprise, 
reached out and patted his thigh, the thigh of his left leg, the one that had been 
amputated.  Her touch sent a warm tingle over the sensitive skin there, and though it 
actually felt good, his first instinct was to recoil. 

As he flinched, their eyes met.  “What?” she asked, her eyes searching his.  “I 
didn’t give you a shock, did I?   I... I thought that it would feel good.  I’ve heard that the 
skin of a stump is supposed to be extra sensitive.” 



 

 

The way she enunciated the word ‘sensitive’ was oddly sexual, as if she were 
talking about her breasts or the inside of her upper thighs, as his fingers crept up them.  
But her hand was nowhere near that part of his body; it was still resting on the end of 
his thigh, gently massaging his flesh, caressing his skin there.  For a moment, he 
couldn’t speak; it felt good, almost as good as having his back scratched or his shoulders 
rubbed, and yet, it was just weird, feeling her fingertips trace over the ugly scar that ran 
across the end of his stump, the place where they had sewn his skin back together after 
sawing off the rest of his leg.  How could she stand to touch him there, on the part of his 
body he found most repulsive? 

Completely disconcerted by now, he finally grabbed her hand to stop her.  “Sorry, 
but... what the hell are you doing?” he asked bluntly, staring at her in total 
bewilderment. 

A faint, pink blush appeared high in her cheeks, as she smiled sheepishly.  “I’m 
sorry, I get... carried away.  I should have told you... I lied to you earlier.  My brother’s 
not an amputee; I don’t even have a brother.  I hope this doesn’t scare you away; maybe 
you’ve already guessed, but actually, I’m... I’m a devo.” 

Nick blinked at her, shaking his head in confusion.  “Come again?  You’re a 
what?” 

“A devo... a devotee?” she repeated, watching him closely, as if she expected to 
see a look of recognition on his face.  But apparently his blank expression gave away the 
fact that he had no clue what she was talking about. 

A devotee?  Like a fan? he wondered.  So she was a Backstreet Boys fan.  Big deal.  
Was that all?  It didn’t explain her sudden strangeness, but it wasn’t like it mattered to 
him whether she was a fan or not. 

He was just about to say this when she cleared her throat loudly.  “Um... I’m 
sorry.  I just figured that with as famous as you are, you would have met people like me 
before.  ‘Devotee’ is the term we use for people like ourselves... people who are attracted 
to amputees.” 

Nick stared, trying to process what she had just said.  “Wait, are you saying you... 
you’re attracted to amputees?” he repeated her words, wrinkling his nose.  “What the 
fuck does that mean?” 

She leaned closer to him, seduction in her eyes once again.  “Well, it’s just like 
how you’re attracted to certain types of women... women with blonde hair, or big boobs.  
I’m attracted to...” 

“Stumps?”  Nick spat the word with distaste, looking down at his mutilated leg, 
which she had just been fondling.  When she didn’t deny it, just staring at him with wide 
blue eyes instead, he jerked away from her, his heart starting to pound.  “God damn, are 
you for real??  That’s fucked up.”  He put his own hands over the stump of his leg, 
feeling a sudden need to protect it, the way a woman might cover her breasts. 

“Why?” her voice rose.  “Why is that so ‘fucked up’ to you?  It’s no different than 
you liking me because I’m blonde!” 

He nearly laughed at that.  “Yes it is!  It’s sick!” he cried and ran his fingers across 
the scar she had touched earlier.  “See this, this right here... this isn’t natural!  It’s not 
something I was born with, like your hair.  I was mutilated, by cancer... they cut my leg 
off.  You think I enjoyed that??  No!  It’s the worst thing that’s ever happened to me, and 
you think it’s... attractive?  Sexy??  How can you say that??” 



 

“Because I do!  It is sexy to me!  Other women might not think so, but... but that’s 
exactly why you should be with me.  I love you exactly as you are,” she emphasized, 
reaching out to touch him. 

He recoiled again, squirming out of her reach, and shot up from the bed, 
grabbing the bedpost at the foot to help himself balance on one leg while he reached for 
his prosthesis.  “You don’t know me!” he retorted, trying to get the leg on as quickly as 
he could.  “You just met me!  And from the sound of things, you only brought me home 
because I’m a fucking gimp that you have some sick fetish for.  How is that supposed to 
make me feel??” 

“It’s not like that!” she protested, but Nick could see it no other way.  He hobbled 
quickly around the room, gathering his clothes.  He nearly tripped as he hurriedly tried 
to get his jeans back on, and he didn’t even bother with his shirt, just balled it up in his 
fist and carried it with him as he made a beeline for her front door.  “Wait, don’t go!” she 
cried, chasing after him as he put on his shoes, tugging on his arm as he reached for the 
doorknob.  “Please, Nick, just stay and listen to me; try to understand...” 

“No, you try to understand,” he snapped, twisting out of her grip and grabbing 
her arm roughly.  “I’m not gonna be the object of your creepy sex fetish, lady, alright?  
Take it somewhere else, or... or get some help or something.  Just... just stay the hell 
away from me, ‘cause I’m not interested.”  Pushing her away, he wrenched open the 
front door and stumbled out into the cool January night. 

He could hear her start to sob as she stood in the doorway, but thankfully, she 
didn’t try to follow him as he hurried up her driveway, walking as fast as his prosthetic 
leg would allow.  He couldn’t get away soon enough.  The problem was that he had no 
ride; they’d taken a taxi to her house because neither of them were in any shape to drive.  
He would just have to call another cab.  But first, he had to get away from her house. 

He set off walking up her quiet street, his blood pulsing loudly in his ears, his 
breath coming in and out through sharp, angry pants.  For a minute or two, he was so 
overcome with emotion, a feral mix of anger, revulsion, humiliation, and shame, that he 
couldn’t even think straight.  He could only walk, fists and jaws clenched tightly, chest 
heaving. 

After he’d put some distance between her house and him, his body started to 
relax.  His breathing calmed, his heart slowed, and the sound of rushing blood left his 
ears.  But still it filled his cheeks, which were hot with the embarrassment of the 
situation that had just taken place.  He felt degraded and ashamed, like he’d been taken 
advantage of, even assaulted in a way.  If she had grabbed his dick instead of his stump, 
he probably could have filed sexual assault charges.  But as it was... this was just too 
weird. 

He couldn’t really wrap his mind around it, the idea that someone could not only 
accept his amputation, but find it the most attractive thing about him.  It was just... 
warped, and sick, in his mind.  Claire had accepted it, Veronica had accepted it, but this 
girl, Carmyn, had flirted with him at the bar and lured him into her bedroom just 
because of it.  That wasn’t right. 

She’s messed up, he thought, shaking his head.  His hand was shaking too, but 
involuntarily so, as he reached into his pocket to find his cell phone.  In fact, his whole 
body trembled with the emotions of what had just happened, and his voice caught in his 
throat as he spoke to the cab company.  They assured him that a taxi would be there in 
ten to fifteen minutes to pick him up, and so he stopped walking and sank down onto 



 

 

the curb.  He could immediately feel the dew of the night start seeping through the butt 
of his jeans, but he didn’t care.  He couldn’t possibly feel any more uncomfortable than 
he had inside her bedroom, and still did. 

Letting out a shaky sigh, he looked around and hoped that no one would see him 
sitting out here.  He wished the cab would come now.  All he wanted was to go home, 
take a hot shower, and try to erase the memory of her words, her touch, and everything 
about this night. 

A dry laugh escaped his throat as he realized it would probably take a lot more 
booze to accomplish that. 
 

*** 
 

Nick had disturbing dreams that night, nightmares that involved Carmyn, and 
awoke to his alarm with a start, the stump of his leg throbbing with familiar phantom 
pains. 

Wincing, he sat up in bed and reached over to slap his clock off.  Then, tearing off 
the covers, he rubbed his stump until the pain went away.  The pain, combined with the 
memory of Carmyn’s caresses and the hangover the alcohol had left him with, made him 
feel queasy.  He stood up slowly and reached for the crutch he kept near his bed, using it 
to help propel himself into the bathroom. 

Standing at the sink, he turned on the faucet and splashed cold water on his face.  
Blinking drops of water from his eyelashes, he stared into the mirror at the reflection of 
his dripping face.  He looked pale and wrecked from the night before, the hangover and 
lack of sleep leaving dark bags under his eyes.  He rubbed them wearily, trying to get rid 
of the puffiness. 

He longed to just climb back into bed and sleep away all the bad feelings and 
memories, but he wouldn’t let himself.  His support group meeting started in less than 
an hour, and he wanted to go.  No, he needed to go.  He had to talk to somebody about 
what had happened last night because it was still too confusing to deal with on his own, 
and he knew he wouldn’t be able to let it go until he did. 

And so, after another hot shower, two cups of coffee, and three Tylenol, he found 
himself making the familiar route to the fifth floor of Tampa General for his meeting.  
The regulars were all there, and they greeted him like always as he walked into the 
conference room.  He said hello and good morning, tolerating the usual small talk, but 
once the meeting started, he was very quiet. 

On the drive in, he’d decided not to bring his experience with Carmyn up during 
the regular meeting.  It really had nothing to do with his having had cancer, he’d 
reasoned... and also, he still felt humiliated whenever he thought about it.  He didn’t 
want to have to sit there and talk about it in front of all those people, even though he 
had come to know them all fairly well.  But he knew he owed it to himself to at least 
bring it up to Jack and Deb, the other two amputees in the group, and see what they had 
to say about the issue.  They were the only two who might really understand. 

When the meeting was over, he rushed to catch Jack before he left.  “Hey, Jack, 
could I talk to you for a minute?” he asked the old man, touching his gnarled forearm, 
which sported a faded sailor’s tattoo. 

“Sure, son,” replied Jack, his normally twinkling brown eyes searching Nick’s 
seriously.  “What’s the trouble?” 



 

“Hold on, I wanna get Deb over here too,” said Nick, leading him over to where 
Deb was talking to their group leader, Franzi.  He waited for a break in their 
conversation and then cut in, “Hey, Deb?  Could we maybe have a word?” 

When she saw him and Jack standing there, Deb smiled superiorly, looking 
pleased by the idea that one or both of them wanted her advice, and nodded.  “Of course.  
What’s going on?” 

Corralling the two of them in a private corner of the large conference room, Nick 
told them briefly about what he’d experienced the night before in a low voice.  He 
flushed red with embarrassment as he realized he was basically telling a forty-year-old 
woman and a seventy-year-old man about what had almost been a one-night stand.  But 
that wasn’t the point, and they both could see that.  Their reactions, however, were 
much different. 

Grandpa Jack looked as befuddled as Nick had felt in Carmyn’s bedroom.  “She 
said she’s got some kind of thing for gimps?” he asked in confusion, as if he hadn’t head 
Nick correctly.  “Well... I’m afraid I don’t know much about that, sonny.  Only woman 
I’ve been with in fifty years is my wife.” 

Deb had much more insight.  “So you met a devotee,” she said, using the same 
word Carmyn had used to describe herself.  “I can’t say I’m surprised to hear that.  
Granted, there aren’t nearly as many female devotees as male ones, but one of them was 
bound to find you sooner or later.  A rich, famous, good-looking man who also has an 
amputation – that’s almost too good to be true for them.” 

Nick frowned.  He was used to being used for his money, exploited because of his 
fame, and objectified because of his looks.  He didn’t like it, but he understood that it 
just came with the territory – one of the many perks and curses of being a Backstreet 
Boy.  But this... this was something new, something he didn’t understand at all.  When it 
came down to it, though, all he wanted was to be admired for the person he was, to be 
loved by a woman who really knew him.  In that respect, Carmyn wasn’t much different 
from girls like Leah, who were just after him for his money and fame.  Still, he was much 
more disturbed by her reasons for lusting after him. 

“Have you ever met someone like that?” he asked Deb, since she seemed to be 
quite informed. 

“Oh sure, quite a few, actually,” replied Deb casually.  “Most of them aren’t bad 
once you get to know them and let them get to know you.  I’ve even dated some before.” 

Nick raised his eyebrows and decided he probably shouldn’t press her for more.  
He really didn’t want to hear details about her love life.  “Wow,” he said.  “That’s not, 
like, weird for you?  To be dating someone that you know only likes you because of...?” 

“Haven’t you ever dated someone who liked you just because you were a pop 
star?” Deb interrupted his question with one of her own, eyeing him beadily. 

“Well, yeah... but-” 
“It’s really no different.  What you have to ask yourself is, are they dating you 

because of just that one reason, or are they dating you because they like you as a person, 
and that one factor is just what attracted them to you in the first place?” 

Nick nodded.  He got what she was saying, but he still couldn’t see himself dating 
someone like Carmyn. 

“Just keep an open mind,” Deb advised.  “You never know.  Sometimes it feels 
good to be with a person who loves a part of you that the rest of the world considers a 
defect.” 



 

 

Looking into her sharp blue eyes, Nick suddenly saw a woman who had been hurt 
before, rejected because of her “disability,” though Deb hardly treated it as such.  He 
realized he was lucky to have dated women like Claire and Veronica, women who had 
accepted him for what he was without being weird about it.  Others in his position 
weren’t so blessed. 

Even so, as he drove back home later that morning, he remembered that Claire 
and Veronica were both things of the past.  The fact was, he was alone, once again, and 
the big question remained:  Would he ever be able to find another woman who would 
love him, the way he wanted to be loved? 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 129 
 

On January twenty-fifth, Claire awoke with cold feet. 
Literally. 
She woke with a start and sat up quickly, pulling a tangled bundle of covers with 

her.  In her restless sleep, she’d successfully twisted herself up in the sheets and ended 
up lying almost sideways on her bed, her feet sticking out from under the blankets on 
one side.  Jamie’s gonna LOVE sharing a bed with me, she thought with a giggle, trying 
to free herself from the cocoon of covers. 

She managed to straighten herself out, and as she sat cross-legged in the helter-
skelter bundle of linens, a flutter of happiness, like the wings of a thousand butterflies, 
flew through her.  It’s my wedding day! she realized, letting out a breath of anticipation.  
She looked at the clock.  In another nine hours, she would no longer be Claire Ryan, but 
Claire Turner, wife of her high school sweetheart.  The thought was mind-blowing, 
nerve-wracking, and incredible, all at once.  Part of her couldn’t wait to get to the church 
and put on her dress, and another part of her was completely terrified. 

She was reminded of how she’d felt the day she moved away to college, which had 
been, at that point in her young life, the biggest life change she’d ever experienced.  But 
today, she wasn’t just moving out; she was getting married.  And even though she’d 
been planning for it for almost a year, she still couldn’t believe this day was finally here. 

Her breath caught in her throat as she looked around the room.  This would be 
the last time she saw her own bedroom, she realized.  Her lease would be up by the time 
she and Jamie got back from their honeymoon, and her things would be moved into his 
apartment, thanks to the help of her family and Jamie’s brother, who had volunteered to 
do the moving while they were gone.  Most of her belongings, all but the bare essentials, 
were already packed in boxes, leaving her apartment looking more like an attic than a 
home. 

But it didn’t matter.  After today, this wouldn’t be her home anymore.  Wherever 
Jamie was... that would be home. 

She smiled at the thought of her fiancée, wondering what he was doing right then.  
Was he awake yet?  Probably not.  Would he be as nervous as her?  Probably so.  She 
hadn’t seen him since the rehearsal dinner last night and wished she could talk to him, 
but they were following the old traditions – she would have no contact with him until 
her father gave her away to him at the altar. 

Her mind slipped away to the church, imagining herself walking down the aisle 
the way she had the night before in rehearsal, but this time, for real, her veil fluttering in 
front of her eyes, the train of her dress trailing behind her.  She was so caught up in the 
daydream that, at first, she didn’t hear the knocking at her door. 

When she did, she scrambled out of bed, jamming her feet into the warm, fluffy 
white slippers Jamie had given her after the rehearsal the night before, wrapping the 
white, satiny robe that had come with it around her.  “I want you to go to sleep tonight 
and wake up tomorrow feeling like a bride,” Jamie had told her after she’d opened the 
large box containing the robe and slippers.  With a smile, he’d added in a whisper, “Your 
mom helped me pick them out.” 

She smiled, knowing that if it had been up to Jamie, she’d be wearing some sort 
of gaudy, see-through lingerie.  Thanks, Mom, she thought, padding out of her room in 
the soft slippers.  She went to the door, half-expecting to find her mother there now, 



 

 

even though she wasn’t due to come over for another few hours.  But when she peeked 
out the peephole, she saw a man in a delivery hat, holding a large bouquet of flowers. 

Getting that fluttery butterfly feeling in her chest again, Claire threw open the 
door.  “Hi!” she greeted the delivery guy brightly. 

He smiled.  “Flowers for you, miss.  You getting married today?” 
“Yes,” she smiled back, “I am.” 
“Congratulations,” he nodded, handing over the bouquet. 
She thanked him and took it inside, setting it down on her kitchen counter so that 

she could step back and admire it.  It was a bouquet of long-stemmed roses, at least a 
dozen, and in a gorgeous, deep purple color.  She smiled at Jamie’s thoughtfulness; not 
only was purple her favorite color, but it was the color she’d chosen for her wedding.  All 
the bridesmaids and even the flower girl were wearing dresses of the same dark purple, 
and the flower arrangements contained roses just like these. 

There was a big white bow around the vase, and attached was a little card.  She 
opened it and read the message, her heart melting. 

 
Clairie, 

I hope you like the roses, one for every year we’ve known each other.  All 
together, they make a beautiful bouquet, don’t they?  I know we’ll have just as beautiful 
of a marriage and many more years together.  See you at the altar. 

Love, 
Jamie 

 
It was written in his hand, and though she could hardly imagine him saying 

something so poetic out loud, she knew the message was heartfelt.  Touched, she let go 
of the card and counted the roses.  Indeed, there were not a dozen, but fourteen of them, 
representing the almost-fourteen years they’d been friends.  A long time, she thought, 
looking at the full vase of roses.  It just made sense for them to marry each other after all 
those years.  They’d drifted apart and come back together again, and in her mind, that 
was enough to suggest they were meant to be. 

Smiling, she fingered the velvety petals of one of the roses.  See you at the altar... 
 

*** 
 

Across town, Nick awoke with a feeling of dread. 
His chest felt tight, like there was a crushing weight upon it, and it was hard to 

breathe.  The sensation was a familiar one, but on this particular morning, he knew it 
had nothing to do with the BOOP he’d struggled with most of the last year. 

Today was Claire’s wedding day.  And though technically he’d lost her over two 
years ago, he felt like he was losing her all over again.  After today, when she walked out 
of the church with Jamie, there would be no more hope of her coming back to him.  He 
would have to let go of her, as he’d been trying to do for two years.  It was over. 

He sat up and took a few cleansing breaths, temporarily relieving the tightness in 
his chest.  He knew it would be back later though, the squeezing pain in his heart, as he 
watched her take her vows to someone else. 

He really didn’t want to go to the wedding.  But he knew he had to.  It wasn’t 
because he had told Claire he would, either; no, he had to go for him.  For himself.  



 

Because he knew the only way he was going to be able to let her go was if he watched it 
happen, saw her marry Jamie with his own eyes.  Maybe then his heart would finally 
accept what his brain already knew – Claire wasn’t his anymore.  She would always be 
his friend, but no matter how he felt, their love was over. 

Grudgingly, reluctantly, Nick dragged himself out of bed. 
 

*** 
 

Once her big day had begun, it went by faster than she had expected, starting 
with the rush of getting ready.  Her mother picked her up and took her to the salon to 
get her hair and nails done.  Claire had never had a manicure or acrylic nails before, not 
even for prom, but her mother had kept saying, “It’s your wedding day!  We need to go 
all out; this day will never come again,” so she’d agreed to it. 

“Just keep them short,” she kept saying, as the technician showed her the options 
of acrylics. “I don’t want talons that are gonna claw apart my dress.” 

She left the salon that afternoon with a set of beautiful nails that went just past 
her fingertips and were tastefully French-manicured.  The hairstylist had worked 
wonders with her short hair, twisting half of it into an elegant up-do, while the rest hung 
down, flipping out at the ends the way she liked it.  As they drove to the church, she kept 
her hands tightly clasped in her laps, fighting the urge to touch the hairspray-stiff style 
for fear of messing up her hair or her nails or both.  She wasn’t used to being so high-
maintenance. 

And that was just the beginning.  At the church, her mother hurried her into the 
large dressing room that had been set up for the bridal party.  Dianna, her maid of 
honor, was already there, looking about ready to burst with excitement.  Though the 
ceremony was nearly two hours away yet, she was already dressed in her bridesmaid 
dress, a gown of rich, satiny plum with thin straps, an A-line skirt, and just a hint of a 
train in the back.  Dianna had helped her pick out the gowns, and the other three 
bridesmaids, Amber, Laureen, and Jenn, had identical ones. 

“You look beautiful, Di!” Claire exclaimed, stopping for a moment to admire her 
friend.  Dianna had gotten her hair done too; it was piled on top of her head in thick 
curls, with still more soft spirals trailing down her bare back.  Her makeup looked 
perfect, as always, her dark eyes framed by smoky liner and shadow, with just a hint of 
dusky purple blended in.  “You’re doing my makeup, by the way,” she added. 

“Of course!” Dianna chirped, beaming.  “I was counting on it!” 
“Let’s get your dress on first,” said Claire’s mother, hanging the large garment 

bag on a clothes bar.  She unzipped it slowly, revealing the beautiful wedding gown 
inside.  As her mother pulled the garment bag off, Claire’s breath caught in her throat, 
the way it had every time she’d laid eyes on the dress before.  On the day she and her 
mother had finally found it, she’d tried on at least a dozen other gowns, many of which 
she liked, but when she’d stood in front of the three-way mirror in the bridal shop, 
wearing this dress, she had literally gasped.  She’d looked at others after it, keeping her 
options open, but she had always known this was the one. 

Made of white silk satin, it had a full skirt with a modest chapel train in the back.  
The satin bodice was covered in a translucent overlay that extended up to her shoulders 
and ended in sheer, airy, long sleeves, perfect for a winter bride in Florida.  The sleeves, 
bodice, and the bottom of the skirt were all adorned with intricate crystal beadwork.  



 

 

Altogether, it was different from most of the other gowns she’d seen in the stores and 
the bridal magazines.  It was less modern, more old-fashioned, and that appealed to her.  
Jamie had been very set on the idea of a traditional wedding, and she knew he would 
love her in this dress, almost as much as she loved the dress itself. 

Dianna and her mother helped her into it, careful not to rumple her hair, and 
guided her over to the full-length mirror.  A lump rose in her throat as she gazed at her 
reflection, caught up in the emotion of the day.  “Wow... this is the real thing, isn’t it?” 
she murmured, turning slowly in the elegant white dress.  “I’m not just playing dress-up 
in a store... I’m getting married!!” 

Dianna let out a squeal.  “You sure are, girl!  God, and I always thought I’d be 
first!  I hope I’m not destined to be one of those ‘always a bridesmaid, never a bride’ 
types...” 

Claire watched her friend’s reflection frown in the mirror and shook her head, 
laughing.  “Oh, come on, Di, don’t say that.  What about you and Todd?  Before you 
know it, you two will be the ones walking down the aisle, and I’ll be your bridesmaid.  
Or... matron, I guess.”  She wrinkled her nose.  “Wow, that’s weird.” 

“Yeah it is!  By tonight, you’ll be a married woman!” 
“Well, catch my bouquet at the reception, and you’ll be next,” Claire said, 

catching Dianna’s eye in the mirror and smiling. 
“You better toss it right at me then, girl; you know I can’t catch to save my life,” 

replied Dianna, and they both laughed. 
“You look absolutely beautiful, sweetheart,” Claire’s mother said from her other 

side, leaning in to kiss her cheek.  Claire glanced at her briefly, and when she looked 
back into the mirror, she could see tears sparkling in her mother’s eyes. 

“Aww, don’t cry yet, Mom... at least save that for when I’m walking down the 
aisle,” she joked, smiling. 

Her mother smiled tearfully back.  “Oh, you know I’ll be crying then too,” she 
replied, putting her arm around Claire’s waist and giving her a squeeze.  “This is such a 
special day.  I think every mother dreams of her daughter’s wedding... and I’m just so 
thankful to see you happy and healthy and looking so perfectly beautiful...” 

She trailed off, her voice breaking slightly, and Claire slipped an arm around her 
too.  There wasn’t much she could say back to that, but she knew exactly what her mom 
was thinking.  When she had been sick, she had wondered the same thing – would she 
live to see this day come?  Would she ever get to walk down the aisle in a white gown, 
the way she’d fantasized as a little girl? 

Now she was well, just months away from being considered cured for good, and 
her little girl dreams, just like her mother’s, were coming true. 

The realization brought more butterflies to her stomach. 
 

*** 
 
There were butterflies in Nick’s stomach too, as he stood in front of his mirror at 

home and scrutinized his appearance.  He had put on his most expensive suit, a black 
Dolce & Gabbana ensemble with white pinstripes, and he kept fiddling with it, 
smoothing out the pressed jacket, tugging at the collar of his black dress shirt, adjusting 
his light blue silk tie. 



 

I look like I’m going to a funeral, not a wedding, he thought, smirking at himself 
in almost all black.  But he didn’t care; it seemed somehow more appropriate.  Claire’s 
wedding to Jamie represented the final death of his romance with her, though their 
relationship had flatlined over two years ago.  There’d be no bringing it back now, not 
after today. 

Still, Nick had dressed his best, with the foolish idea in the back of his mind that 
maybe, somehow, Claire would take one look at him and realize she had chosen the 
wrong man.  It was a stupid thing to think, and he knew it, but he couldn’t help himself. 

With a heavy heart and the dying embers of an all-but-extinguished hope, Nick 
reluctantly made his way out of the house and climbed into his old silver Jaguar to drive 
to the church. 

 
*** 

 
Bayview Christian Church was a large, modern building laid out on a sweeping lot 

just a few blocks from the waterfront in one of Tampa’s newer development areas.  It 
didn’t look as “church-y” as Nick had been expecting, yet as he walked up to the 
entrance, he started seeing all the signs of the wedding about to take place.  The main 
doors of the church were decorated with a swag of heavy, white satin ribbon and a 
flower arrangement that included large purple and white roses.  As he passed through 
them into the lobby, he saw more flowers and decorations, deep shades of plum and 
bridal white everywhere he looked. 

“Nick?”  Feeling a light tap on his arm, Nick turned to see himself face to face 
with Kyle Ryan, Claire’s older brother.  He was dressed in a black tuxedo, with a white 
shirt and a bow tie and vest in a dark shade of purple that matched the roses perfectly.  
He was serving as an usher or groomsman, no doubt.  “Hey, man,” Kyle said, smiling 
briefly.  “I wasn’t sure if we’d see you here today or not, but I’m glad you came.  It’ll 
mean a lot to Claire that you did... you know, despite... everything.”   He trailed off 
awkwardly, offering Nick an apologetic shrug. 

Nick forced himself to smile.  “Yeah... thanks, man.  It’s good to see you.” 
“You too,” replied Kyle and then patted Nick’s arm again.  “Guestbook’s over 

there, if you’d like to sign,” he added, pointing out an elegant guestbook that was open 
on a podium. 

Nick nodded.  “Cool, thanks.”   As Kyle went to greet the guest who had come in 
behind him, Nick wandered over to the podium.  He skimmed the names that had 
already been signed on the open page, not recognizing any of them, and finally scrawled 
his name on the next empty line.  Setting down the pen, he took a deep breath and went 
back to join the short line of people waiting to get inside the sanctuary. 

At the sanctuary doors, another man in a black groomsman’s tux asked him, 
“Bride or groom’s side?” 

Nick didn’t know this man, but when he looked at him more closely, he quickly 
realized he had to be Jamie’s older brother.  He had the same dark, curly hair, same blue 
eyes, and same facial features, though his were more roughened with age, his shoulders 
broader, his build stockier than Jamie’s. 

“Bride’s,” replied Nick, and Jamie’s brother directed him towards the left section 
of pews.  He chose a seat in one of the last rows, which was still empty, and slid into the 
pew. 



 

 

From his spot in the back, he had a good view of the sanctuary.  It was decorated 
in shades of muted blue-gray and ivory, with pretty molding on the ends of the pews and 
the altar.  For the wedding, it had been adorned with beautiful arrangements of flowers 
and bows in shades of purple and white.  They were draped over the pews, down the 
aisle, across the altar, and even on the gleaming white grand piano that stood off to one 
side at the front of the sanctuary.  A woman sat at the piano, playing soft music as the 
guests filed in. 

Nick could also see the backs of everyone’s heads, and he made a game out of 
trying to figure out how many people he could recognize.  At first, there weren’t too 
many.  He didn’t know anyone on Jamie’s side, and from his vantage point, the only one 
he could pick out on Claire’s side, much to his annoyance, was Tim Pantero, her old 
dentist boyfriend.  His big fat spiky-haired head gave him away.  As more people started 
to twist around in their seats, looking back toward the sanctuary doors in anticipation, 
he recognized a few other faces.  Sitting near Tim were a few of the other hygienists who 
worked with Claire; Nick recalled meeting some of them briefly when he’d stopped by 
her office.  He looked for Laureen, but didn’t see her head of auburn hair anywhere near 
them.  Then he remembered Claire telling him that Laureen was one of her bridesmaids. 

Shauna, Claire’s transplant nurse, was there, along with a couple of other nurses 
Nick remembered from the oncology floor.  A woman with dark hair, holding a little 
girl’s hand, sat down in the row behind the nurses.  Watching them, Nick was struck 
with the nagging suspicion that he knew them too, but at first he couldn’t place them.  It 
wasn’t until the woman turned her head that he recognized her.  Her dark, soulful eyes 
gave her away as Meredith Brenner, Casey’s mother.  The little girl sitting with her, then, 
was Catherine, Casey’s sister, who looked significantly taller and more grown-up than 
Nick remembered her from the one or two times he’d seen her at the hospital.  A lump 
rose in his throat; he thought it touching that they had come to Claire’s wedding even 
after Casey, their connection to her, was gone. 

The stream of guests began to dwindle, and soon, the music changed, and the 
murmur of voices quieted.  Turning his head, Nick watched Jamie’s brother escort an 
older woman, who had to be Jamie’s mother, to her seat in the front row of the right side 
of pews.  Moments later, Kyle came in, walking Claire’s mother down the aisle to her 
front row seat on the left side. 

The minister appeared at the altar, and then came Jamie, taking his place at the 
front of the church in a sleek black tux.  He stood with his hands folded in front as four 
groomsmen joined him, his brother standing closest to him. 

An air of anticipation permeated the sanctuary as the music changed again.  
Everyone’s heads turned to the doors in the back, and Pachelbel began to flow from the 
piano as the bridesmaids began their processional up the aisle.  Laureen was first, 
looking soft and pretty in a satiny gown of dark purple, which trailed along the white 
aisle runner behind her as she walked gracefully along, her head, piled with auburn 
ringlets, held high.  A tall, slender, black-haired woman Nick did not recognize followed.  
Then came Amber, Kyle’s wife.  She had been pregnant the last time Nick had seen her, 
but her baby weight was gone now, and behind her toddled a little red-haired boy that 
could only be her son, Claire’s nephew, Kamden.  He had apparently been designated as 
the ring bearer, for he clutched the corner of a little satin pillow in one of his chubby 
fists, but he was too young to know what to do with it and simply chased after his 
mother, reaching for the skirt of her gown.  At the front of the church, she took the 



 

pillow from him and handed him off to Claire’s mother before taking her place near the 
altar. 

Nick didn’t know the little flower girl who came next, but he did recognize 
Claire’s best friend Dianna, coming down the aisle as her maid of honor.  Once Dianna 
was in place beside Amber, the piano music flourished into the regal opening chords of 
the traditional bridal march.  The accompanist might as well have been playing the 
theme from Halloween; it would have better suited the way Nick’s heart suddenly 
started to hammer, beads of sweat rising on his forehead and slicking his palms.  The 
sick feeling that had been building in his stomach throughout the entire processional 
intensified, making its way up into his chest, where it squeezed at his drumming heart 
and finally formed a nice, solid lump in the back of his throat.  He tried to swallow, but 
couldn’t; his mouth was suddenly as dry as cotton. 

Everyone in the pews stood up, and Nick followed suit.  His good knee felt like 
jell-o, the way it was shaking, and he rested his clammy hand on the back of the pew for 
support. 

Then the sanctuary doors opened once more, and the first flash of white appeared 
as she stepped out.  His heart skipped a beat.  There she was, Claire, looking more 
beautiful than he had ever seen her in a traditional white wedding dress with a flowing 
satin skirt and long, beaded lace sleeves.  Her face was covered with an airy, white veil, 
but he could still make out her features through its sheerness.  Her blue eyes, large and 
luminous with emotion.  Her lips, stretched into a nervous smile. 

He could see her eyes shifting briefly from side to side as she started down the 
aisle, but she didn’t see him, and after another moment, she had passed his pew, and he 
could no longer see her face.  He watched her from the back as she continued up the 
aisle, taking slow, tentative steps on the arm of her father, getting further away from 
Nick and closer to Jamie, who waited on the steps leading to the altar, a big, dumb grin 
on his face. 

As he watched her father, Kris, give her away to Jamie, who took her hand and 
led her slowly up to meet the minister at the altar, the lump in Nick’s throat swelled, and 
for a moment, he felt almost crying.  He was sure he’d be the only one in the sanctuary 
with tears of anguish in his eyes; everyone else was shedding happy tears for the couple 
about to be married.  He wished he could be happy for them, but Nick could only think 
about how this was all wrong.  It was all so beautiful, the ornamented sanctuary, the 
bridesmaids in their identical purple dresses, and Claire, in pure, angelic white.  But it 
shouldn’t be Jamie standing with her, Nick thought enviously, his eyes boring holes 
through the back of Jamie’s head.  It should be me. 

He had tried so hard not to get jealous, but there was no use.  He would have 
given anything to be standing in Jamie’s shoes, about to marry the only woman he’d 
ever truly loved.  It wasn’t fair that he should be sitting back here, watching her marry 
someone else.  It wasn’t fair.  He’d proposed to her first; she’d worn the ring he’d bought 
her before Jamie had given her the one she wore now.  He should have been standing at 
the altar with her two years ago, and have a wedding band on his finger now. 

But he wasn’t, he realized, looking sadly down at his bare hands.  Claire had made 
her choice. 

And so, when the minister addressed the guests with the infamous words, “If any 
of you can show just cause why these two people should not lawfully be wed, speak now, 
or forever hold your peace,” Nick kept his mouth shut, holding his breath as silence fell 



 

 

over the sanctuary.  He secretly longed to hear someone speak up, but, of course, no one 
did, and the ceremony continued. 

Only moments later, the minister was saying the lines Nick had heard so often, in 
every wedding he’d ever attended or seen on TV.  “Claire Aileen... do you take this man 
to be your lawfully wedded husband, to love him, comfort him, honor and keep him, in 
sickness and in health, and, forsaking all others, be faithful to him, as long as you both 
shall live?” 

The lump in Nick’s throat remained as he thought of how Claire had loved him 
and comforted him, in sickness and in health.  She could have easily taken those vows to 
him.  But instead, she murmured, “I do,” intending them for Jamie. 

“James Thomas...”  The minister repeated the oath to Jamie, and all too soon, the 
dreaded two-word promise spawned from his lips. 

“I do.” 
 

*** 
 

Having whispered her “I do,” Claire stood trembling at the altar, the butterflies in 
her stomach fluttering in full force.  This is it, she thought, as Jamie turned towards her, 
taking her right hand in his in preparation of saying the vows. 

He looked as nervous as she felt, but he was smiling, and his eyes were bright.  
She could see the love for her shining in them, and it brought tears to her own.  A part of 
her still couldn’t believe that, after all these years, they were here, standing at an altar 
together, about to exchange wedding vows. 

“Repeat after me,” Reverend Halloran instructed Jamie.  “I, James...” 
And, gazing shyly into her eyes, Jamie recited the words.  “I, James... take you, 

Claire... to be my wife... to have and to hold, from this day forward... for better, for 
worse... for richer, for poorer... in sickness, and in health...”  The tears started to trickle 
from her eyes as she saw the corners of his mouth twitch upward, a silent sign to her 
that, this time, he meant it.  She smiled sheepishly and blinked furiously, afraid the eye 
makeup Dianna had so carefully applied was going to run, as Jamie continued his vow.  
“... to love and to cherish... until death do us part.” 

He squeezed her hand, and she smiled behind her veil, fighting hard to get her 
emotions in check so that she’d be able to speak.  Her voice trembled, but she managed 
to get out the same words, “I, Claire, take you, James, to be my husband...,” vowing to 
love and cherish him just the same. 

Before she knew it, she had slid a white gold wedding band onto Jamie’s finger, 
its pair was gleaming next to the engagement ring on her own hand, and the minister 
was declaring, “By the power vested in me by the state of Florida, I now pronounce you 
husband and wife.  You may now kiss the bride.” 

Claire fought the urge to giggle as Jamie lifted her veil up; his hands were shaking 
visibly.  She grinned, before he took her in his arms and kissed the smile from her lips.  
Tingles of electricity sizzled through her as she realized she was kissing her husband for 
the first time. 

Then, taking her hand again, Jamie turned her to face the rows of their family 
and friends.  She caught her mother’s teary eye first, then her father’s, smiling broadly, 
as Reverend Halloran announced, “Ladies and gentleman, I now present Mr. and Mrs. 
Turner.” 



 

Turner, Claire marveled, realizing she’d never sign her name the same way again.  
Yet as her eyes traveled up the aisle which she would soon walk again, another last 
name, like a firecracker, exploded into her brain. 

Carter. 
For just as the recessional music began, she’d spotted him, sitting in the back, his 

eyes seeming to project a ray of bright blue light through the rows of people, straight to 
her.  And for just a moment, she froze, her breath catching, her feet refusing to move 
from the altar, her heart refusing to beat. 

And even as her husband squeezed her hand, urging her to step down, she found 
it hard to look away, to break that shining blue connection between her and him, the 
man she’d once shouted “Yes!” to from a nest of rumpled bedcovers, the spontaneous 
words of his proposal fresh in her mind. 

Nick, she thought, and her heart staccatoed back to life, and her breath released 
from her throat, and her stomach full of butterflies somersaulted.  And for just a second, 
she imagined it was his hand holding hers. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 130 
 

For just a moment, a flame had burst forth from the smoking embers of hope 
Nick had once held in his heart, hope for Claire and his love.  For just a moment, a spark 
of life had returned to that hope, as Claire, standing at the edge of the altar, hand in 
hand with her brand new husband, had met his eyes. 

Something had been there, he thought.  He hadn’t been able to see her eyes up 
close from the back of the church, but he had sensed it, an explosion of the emotional 
chemistry they had always shared.  It had made his heart skip a beat, his breath catch in 
his throat, and his whole body freeze, except for the tingling surge of sudden energy that 
flowed through it. 

Then she had looked away, her eyes dropping as Jamie helped her down the steps 
in her big dress, and the moment was gone. 

But he wasn’t going crazy, Nick had thought, watching her closely as she made 
her way back up the aisle towards him.  Look at me, he’d urged her silently.  Look at me; 
let me know it wasn’t just me and my wishful thinking. 

She hadn’t looked at him. 
But in a way, that had him more convinced that something, something, had 

happened.  She had deliberately not looked at him again because she knew it too.  She’d 
felt it too, the old surge of electricity that had sparked between their matched gazes, and 
she was afraid to look at him again, as she walked out of the church with the man she 
supposedly loved, the man she’d chosen over him. 

The wrong choice, Nick had thought excitedly, as he stood to file out with the 
other guests.  You made the wrong choice, and even if you won’t admit to it now, even 
if you don’t fully realize it yet, you know, deep down.  You know... 

But now, at the reception, the fire of hope had been snuffed out again.  
Everywhere he looked, it was Jamie & Claire.  Jamie & Claire on the place cards at the 
tables, Jamie & Claire on the candle and flower arrangements, Jamie & Claire on the 
little bags of mints, Jamie & Claire on the banner strung over the DJ’s booth... their 
names were everywhere, always connected by that compulsory “and.”  They were one 
now, a package deal, Jamie & Claire, forever tied together by the vows they’d taken to 
one another.  Their names, engraved in elegant script on the personalized decorations, 
served as a constant reminder to Nick that no matter what he thought, no matter what 
he still felt, Claire had chosen Jamie.  Nick & Claire was a thing of the past.  Jamie & 
Claire was her future. 

As he looked around at all the Jamie & Claire’s and all the people he didn’t know, 
Nick felt out of place, like perhaps he was wrong to have come after all.  He only knew a 
few people at the wedding, and most of them were in the wedding party or sitting at a 
table near the front of the reception hall that had been reserved for the rest of Claire’s 
family.  Her father was sitting there now, while her mother made her way around the 
party, mingling with everyone, and Nick also recognized her grandparents from 
Baltimore, the set who had come to Thanksgiving dinner at his house. 

Claire must have realized he wouldn’t know anyone because she had placed him 
at a table with those he did – the oncology nurses and Casey’s family.  Cancer: the tie 
that binds, he thought ruefully, realizing that the only common acquaintances they had, 
those who were not close friends of one or the other, were those who had been involved 
in the ordeal they’d gone through together.  Looking around at their faces, faces he was 



 

not used to seeing outside of a hospital, he couldn’t help but be reminded of all the bad 
times, bad times, which, nonetheless, had brought him and Claire together. 

Despite the bad memories, despite how much it hurt to look at Meredith and 
Catherine Brenner and see Casey, Nick was glad he was sitting among friendly faces, 
rather than strangers.  He joined in on their small talk, finding it interesting that, after 
they’d asked politely about his health, everyone avoided the one subject they all had in 
common.  Nick was relieved, especially with Casey’s family there.  He was depressed 
enough as it was, and having to talk about Casey would only have made him feel worse. 

Of course, Claire was the only other thing they all had in common, and since it 
was her wedding reception, she naturally became the most popular topic of 
conversation.  None of them really knew Jamie, and when they realized that Nick did, he 
was soon stuck answering their questions about how the two had met, how long they’d 
been dating, where they were going on their honeymoon, and so on. 

It wasn’t long before he’d had enough.  “Excuse me,” he told the table politely and 
got up, leaving in search of the men’s room or any other place in which he could hide out 
for awhile.  He thought about just leaving, but he knew he shouldn’t.  The wedding party 
hadn’t even arrived yet, and then there was still dinner and cake and dancing, and... 
ugh.  He wasn’t sure how he was going to get through a few more hours of this. 

The large room suddenly seemed stifling, and he tugged at the collar of his shirt 
as he strode towards the doors, anxious to get out into the open hallway.  But as usual, 
his timing sucked, for just as he reached the door, he found himself face to face with 
none other than the infamous Claire & Jamie. 

The wedding party had finally arrived, fresh from their photos at the church, and 
Claire’s eyes were just as large and round as his must have been, not hiding her surprise 
at seeing him first. 

“Nick!” she exclaimed, a blush rising on her cheeks. 
Nick was even more flustered, not only from the surprise of nearly running into 

her in the doorway, but with the staggering realization of how much lovelier she looked 
up close.  She had looked beautiful from afar in the church, but now that he was right in 
front of her, he was blown away.  Her make-up was flawless, yet not overdone, making 
her skin look like smooth porcelain and her blue eyes shine more than ever, and even he, 
who cared nothing about fashion, could appreciate how pretty her wedding dress was, as 
he admired the intricate beadwork on its bodice. 

He quickly looked back up, realizing it probably seemed like he was ogling her 
chest.  Indeed, Jamie was staring hard at him through narrowed eyes, a hint of his usual 
smirk on his lips. 

“H-hey,” he managed to croak, and immediately felt stupid, wishing he had more 
to say.  But what was there?  Congratulations?  The wedding was beautiful?  Yeah, right.  
He knew none of that would sound natural coming from his mouth. 

“Hi!” Claire squeaked, breaking into a grin.  “Wow, this isn’t at all awkward, is 
it?”  Laughing, she reached out and touched his arm very lightly.  “I’m glad to see you 
though.  Thanks for coming; it means a lot to me.” 

“Yeah, thanks for coming, man,” echoed Jamie stiffly and extended his hand. 
“You’re welcome,” replied Nick, souring as he looked from Claire to Jamie and 

reluctantly shook his hand.  “Congrats,” he added, though the effort to sound sincere 
was rather weak. 



 

 

“Thanks,” Jamie said, looking happier this time, as he put his arm around Claire’s 
waist.  “Well, we need to get in there before they form a bottleneck back there,” he 
added, glancing over his shoulder at the rest of the wedding party, who had congregated 
in the hall.  “Nice to see you, Nick,” he said curtly, giving Nick a short nod as he and 
Claire walked past him. 

“I’ll talk to you later,” she mouthed over his shoulder, giving him an exasperated 
smile, as her groom escorted her into the reception hall. 

Nick returned the smile tightly and stepped back to let the rest of the wedding 
party pass.  He nodded to Claire’s brother and the bridesmaids he recognized, saving a 
special wave for Laureen, whose face lit up when she saw him.  “Hi, Nick!” she chirped 
quickly, trying to keep in step with the groomsman who escorted her. 

Realizing that the “festivities” would begin now that the bride and groom had 
arrived, Nick decided to save his escape to the bathroom for later and stopped by the bar 
instead, returning to his table with a Jack and Coke in hand.  He’d probably be drinking 
Jack Daniels straight by the time the night was over, he realized, smirking to himself as 
he sat back down. 

Sure enough, by the time he’d gotten through the awkward small talk over 
dinner, the nauseating toasts from Dianna and Jamie’s brother Brad about what a 
perfect couple Jamie and Claire were, and the cutting of the cake, during which the 
newlyweds had shoved cake in each other’s faces and giggled as they kissed it off, Nick 
was very thankful for his good friend Jack, who had gotten him too buzzed to really care.  
He sat back in his seat, his head swimming, and thought “Fuck it,” to everything – the 
wedding, the reception, Claire, Jamie, the maid of honor, the best man, the DJ who kept 
playing cheesy love songs from the 80s, the bartender who had tried to cut him off the 
last time he’d gone for a refill... 

He just didn’t care anymore. 
Or at least he didn’t until the lights dimmed, and the DJ announced that it was 

time for the bride and groom’s first dance together as husband and wife.  Even in his 
intoxicated stupor, he was all too aware of the familiar pangs of jealousy stabbing his 
heart, as he watched Jamie lead Claire out onto the dance floor. 

Then, with mounting horror, he recognized the song that came over the speakers.  
It was “This I Promise You,” by none other than ‘NSync. 

It was the ultimate slam.  Nick felt his heart sink, as Jamie put his arm around 
Claire’s waist and his hand around hers.  Pretty, colored lights twirled over their heads, 
casting patterns across the wooden floorboards as the couple turned and swayed, his 
arms tight around her, her head draped on his shoulder.  The fact that they were 
dancing to the sound of Justin Timberlake’s nasally voice whining incredibly cheesy 
lyrics made it twice as torturous for Nick. 

He glared hard at the couple and washed away the hard lump in his throat with a 
swig of whiskey, burning it into numbness.  He blamed the moisture in his eyes on the 
sting of the hard liquor, not the dull ache in his heart. 

As the obnoxious boyband ballad continued, the wedding party joined the bride 
and groom, the groomsmen pairing off with the bridesmaids.  Nick felt a strange sense 
of satisfaction as he realized that, aside from Kyle and Amber, none of them looked 
nearly as happy as Jamie and Claire.  Dianna danced with Jamie’s older brother, and 
Laureen looked bored with the guy she’d been paired with, one of Jamie’s friends, no 
doubt.  As the dark-haired guy rotated her slowly in place, she suddenly spotted Nick 



 

and, as their eyes met, made a face over the groomsman’s shoulder, her head tipping 
very subtly in the direction of the DJ’s booth. 

Nick caught the message and grinned, glad that at least one person could 
sympathize with him about the choice of music.  Doubting that anyone else was looking 
at him right then, he contorted his face into a constipated look, imitating Justin singing 
with some exaggerated mouthing and weird facial expressions.  Through squinted eyes, 
he saw Laureen clap her hand over her mouth to stifle a giggle.  Then she and her dance 
partner turned the other way, and he could no longer see her face.  Still, he grinned in 
secret, amused with himself, and took another long swallow from his whiskey glass. 

“Let’s have a round of applause for the newlyweds, Jamie and Claire Turner!” 
urged the DJ over his microphone as the ‘NSync song finally faded.  The reception hall 
broke into applause, but Nick didn’t join in, grateful that everyone else at his table was 
too busy looking at the dance floor to notice.  He didn’t want it to seem obvious that he 
was bitter and jealous, but clapping for Jamie and Claire after they’d just danced to an 
‘NSync song was something he could not bring himself to do.  So he threw back the rest 
of his drink instead. 

We’ll call it a toast, he thought with a smirk, wiping his mouth with the back of 
his hand. 

“Alright, ladies and gents, the dance floor is now open!  Come on out and show 
some love!” bellowed the DJ in his cheesy radio voice.  Nick groaned.  His table started 
to clear, as the nurses who were there with their husbands or boyfriends got up and 
went out onto the dance floor.  He was left with Casey’s mother and sister and a couple 
of older women he didn’t know. 

After a couple of songs, Catherine started getting antsy.  “I wanna dance too.  
Dance with me, Mommy!” the seven-year-old kept saying, tugging on her mother’s 
hand. 

Mrs. Brenner cast a hesitant look at the dance floor, and Nick could tell she didn’t 
really want to go out on it, despite her daughter’s begging.  Even two years after Casey’s 
death, the woman still had the same tired, beaten down look she’d had near the end of 
his fight.  Nick had to wonder what she’d been through these last two years.  Losing a 
child had to be one of the hardest things in the world.  He didn’t know that firsthand, 
but he did know how hard it was to go on with your life after a tragic event.  Despite 
losing her son, she was still the mother to another young child, a divorced, single mother 
at that.  It had to have been tough for her; Nick could see the toll it had taken in the 
premature lines around her eyes and mouth. 

As Catherine grew more persistent, he could see Mrs. Brenner getting more 
frazzled, and finally, he decided to intervene.  Pushing his chair back, he stood up and 
walked around to their side of the round table.  “Hey, Catherine?” he asked, holding out 
his hand to the little girl.  “Will you dance with me?  I don’t have a girl to dance with, 
and I’ll look stupid dancing out there by myself.” 

Catherine stopped her whining very suddenly and looked up at him, her eyes 
wide.  Smiling down at her upturned face, he could see Casey in her features.  It was a 
little unnerving at first, but he reminded himself that she was her own person, one who 
was in serious need of some adult attention right now. 

Over her daughter’s shoulder, Mrs. Brenner gave Nick an appreciative smile and 
a nod.  He glanced at her briefly, offering a quick wink in return, before focusing back on 



 

 

Catherine.  “So what do you say?  Will you, or am I gonna have to go sit in the corner by 
myself until a girl asks me?” 

Catherine grinned at his silliness.  “Okay, I will, but first you have to say, ‘May I 
have this dance?’  That’s what a gentleman would say,” she explained matter-of-factly, 
and he smiled at the way she emphasized the word gentleman. 

“Oh, right, my bad.  A lady like you deserves a real gentleman, so here goes:  
Catherine, may I have this dance?” he quoted her, extending his hand again. 

“Yes, you may,” Catherine chirped cutely, performing some kind of bobbing 
curtsey before sliding her little hand into his big one. 

I’m dancing with a seven-year-old, thought Nick in amusement, as he led her 
onto the dance floor.  He wasn’t sure exactly how this was going to work, seeing as how 
he was at least two feet taller than her and couldn’t exactly bend down easily with his 
artificial knee.  But Catherine didn’t seem to find anything wrong with this; she turned 
towards him, took both of his hands, and started swinging them back and forth as she 
rocked from foot to foot, the little girl version of slow dancing. 

He went with it, even had fun with it, turning them in circles, twirling her under 
his arm; he even dipped her once, which, giggling, she made him do over and over again 
until his arm started to ache from holding her up. 

After another love ballad, a more upbeat song began to play, and a voice behind 
him asked, “Hey, can I join you two?” 

“Claire!” Catherine exclaimed, her eyes lighting up. 
His stomach flip-flopping, Nick turned around.  “Claire,” he echoed, smiling 

weakly. 
She smiled back.  “Nick.  I know you’ve already found a pretty girl to dance with, 

but do you think she’d mind if I danced too?  My groom seems to have found someone 
else to dance with.” 

Nick looked around and saw Jamie dancing with Dianna.  At the same time, 
Catherine spoke up, “I don’t mind!  Dance with us!”  She let go of one of Nick’s hands 
and grabbed Claire’s instead.  Following suit, Nick offered his free hand to Claire, who 
took it, smiling. 

The three of them danced in a circle, holding hands, and Nick wasn’t sure who 
looked the silliest.  First, there was Catherine, who was lost in her own little world of 
boogie, dancing freely without a care as to who was watching, a quality only children 
and a few adults possessed.  Then there was Claire, who seemed almost as carefree, 
twisting and shimmying in her big white wedding dress and bare feet; apparently she’d 
ditched the white heels for dancing.  And finally, there was him, all loosened up from the 
alcohol, except for his stiff, metal leg.  Still, the freeness of the two females, coupled with 
his buzz, rubbed off on him, and he danced anyway, as best he could, not caring whether 
or not he looked stupid.  Wedding receptions were a good place to dance stupid without 
getting weird looks. 

When the song ended and another ballad began, Catherine let out a loud groan.  
“Not another slow song!  I like fast songs!” 

Claire bent down to her height.  “You know what fast song I like?  ‘The Hokey 
Pokey.’  You know that one?” 

The little girl’s eyes lit up.  “Yeah!” 



 

“See the DJ over there?” Claire asked, pointing.  “I’m sure he has ‘The Hokey 
Pokey,’ and I bet he’d play it for us if someone asked.  How about you go ask him to play 
it?” 

“Really?  Okay!” Catherine exclaimed agreeably and took off. 
As soon as she was gone, Nick and Claire exchanged glances, and she winked.  “I 

hoped that would work,” she confessed.  “I didn’t want to steal her man, but I was 
hoping I could have this dance.  Just me.”  She raised her eyebrows, silently questioning 
him. 

He smiled.  “Of course.  But ya know, I really should be the one asking you – 
that’s what a gentleman would do,” he explained, taking a page out of Catherine’s book.  
“So... Claire – or should I say, Mrs. Turner –“  He paused, throwing up in his mouth a 
little.  Swallowing away the bad taste, he forced another smile and finished, “May I have 
this dance?” 

“You certainly may,” she beamed, laying her hand in his and putting her other 
arm on his shoulder.  He slid his free hand around her waist, his palm gliding smoothly 
over the silky satin, and they started to rock back and forth.  After a few seconds, she 
looked up at him and said, “So... that ‘NSync song?  Don’t even ask me what was up with 
that.  I certainly didn’t pick it.  And I would have requested something else, but... I 
dunno, I didn’t want to make a scene right before our big dance.  I just don’t want you to 
think-” 

“It’s okay,” Nick cut her off, offering a smirk.  “Now if you were dancing with me, 
and that song came on, I would have made a scene.  But since it was just Jamie...” 

She rolled her eyes.  “I’m wondering if he’s the one who requested it,” she said.  
“That’d be such a Jamie thing to do.” 

Surprised to hear her say that, Nick gave her a long, hard look, studying her 
closely.  Could she see that side of Jamie too?  The side of him that would request an 
‘NSync song for his first dance with his wife, just to spite her last boyfriend?   If she 
could, why had she just gotten married to the guy??  He wanted to ask, but even under 
the influence of alcohol, he knew it was a bad idea.  He couldn’t start questioning her 
marriage in the middle of her wedding reception; he’d only make her upset. 

So instead, all he said was, “If he did, you should smack him for ruining your 
dance, cause that is one shitty song.” 

“I know,” she giggled, and any tension in the air around them dissipated. 
They fell into silence after that, each seeming to enjoy the soothing rhythm of 

their slow dance.  Nick enjoyed it anyway, but at the same time, every time he looked at 
her in her white wedding dress, he got the same wave of panic, the sweeping realization 
that this was all wrong.  Her in his arms, wearing a wedding dress... that part seemed 
right.  But the situation was wrong.  This should have been their wedding reception, his 
and Claire’s.  He should have been the groom, not the... the pathetic friend who was 
getting a pity dance from the bride. 

“Are you okay?” he heard Claire asked softly and felt her fingertips grazing his 
cheek. 

He realized he’d been frowning and didn’t know what to tell her.  No, he wasn’t 
okay?  No, he couldn’t handle being here because he was still in love with her?  That was 
the truth, but he couldn’t be honest, not here, not now, not to her.  So he pasted a tight 
smile onto his face and said, “Fine.” 



 

 

She didn’t believe him, he could tell, but she let it drop, looking just past him as 
they danced.  She probably knew what was going on and why he wasn’t okay, but she 
didn’t want to talk about it either.  It was just awkward, especially here. 

He didn’t let go of her right away when the song ended; they kept dancing, even 
as the next song began.  But as the sound of crescendoing chimes filled the reception 
hall, Nick suddenly stiffened.  He knew this song, all too well. 

It was one of his own. 
“I can see that you’ve been crying...”  Brian’s tender voice drifted from the 

speakers.  All of a sudden, Claire looked up, her eyes startled as they met his.  She had 
recognized it too. 

“This is...”  She stopped, grinning up at him.  “This is one of your songs.” 
He grinned back.  “’More Than That.’” 
“’More Than That,’ right... I remem-”  All of a sudden, Claire stopped, stopped 

talking and dancing and everything, and looked hard at him, the expression on her face 
changing.  She wasn’t smiling anymore.  “I... I can’t do this,” she said, pulling her hand 
out of his.  “I’m sorry, Nick; will you excuse me?” 

Before he could even answer, she was out of his arms, hurrying off in the 
direction of the bar.  He frowned after her, momentarily confused.  It didn’t hit him until 
the chorus, and then, all of a sudden, he understood.  “I will love you more than that...”   
She had connected it to him... to him and to Jamie, to him thinking he could love her 
better than Jamie.  He hadn’t had to say anything about how he thought she was making 
a mistake; in her mind, the song had spoken for him. 

He watched after her helplessly, wanting to tell her that he hadn’t requested this 
song any more than she had requested the ‘NSync one.  But maybe she already knew 
that.  Maybe she knew, yet still couldn’t handle dancing with him to this particular song. 

Although, he thought, raising his eyebrow as he watched the bartender hand her 
a glass of wine, if she were confident about her marriage, she would be able to, right?  
It’s just a song. 

He was still standing in the middle of the dance floor, considering this, when he 
felt a tap on his shoulder.  He turned to find Laureen standing behind him, a crooked 
smile on her face.  “Hey!” he exclaimed, realizing he hadn’t talked to her all night. 

“Hi!  So that didn’t look good...” Laureen said, glancing in the direction Claire 
had gone. 

Following her line of sight, Nick grimaced.  “Yeah... gee, I’m not used to getting 
rejected for a slow dance to one of my songs,” he replied, forcing a smile.  “I think that’s 
like a new low in patheticness.” 

Laureen cringed.  “I’m sorry.  I just thought we needed some BSB after that 
‘NSync crap that was playing earlier.” 

Nick started to laugh.  “You requested this??” 
Smiling coyly, Laureen nodded.  “Sorry it scared Claire off though.” 
“That’s okay.”  Nick shrugged.  “She was bound to run off soon anyway.  She’s the 

bride; she’s got plenty of other people to dance with.” 
“Well, I don’t.  Except for Greg, the groomsman I got paired with, but... he seems 

like kind of a jerk,” said Laureen, wrinkling her nose. 
Nick grinned and offered her his hand.  “Well, would you like to dance with me 

then?” 



 

“I surely would,” Laureen replied, grinning back.  She took his hand, and he put 
his arm around her waist, drawing her closer to him.  Putting her other hand on his 
shoulder as they started to sway, Laureen looked up at him and sighed, “Claire just can’t 
appreciate this... dancing with Nick Carter, to a Backstreet Boys song.  It’s a chance of a 
lifetime.” 

Nick laughed and, squeezing his eyes shut tightly, sang along to Brian’s part, just 
loud enough for Laureen to hear.  “I will love you more than that; I won’t say the 
words, then take... them... back...”    When he opened his eyes again, she was beaming 
up at him, her cheeks bright pink. 

She’s adorable, he thought, realizing he didn’t mind that she was a fan.  
Sometimes it was a turn-off, the whole “Ohmygod, you’re Nick Carter!!!” thing, but with 
Laureen, he found it sort of cute and flattering.  It was nice to be appreciated, and 
somehow, perhaps because she was a friend of Claire’s, he didn’t think of her as just a 
fan.  She was more like a friend who just happened to love his music. 

“More Than That” ended, and a new song began, and Nick and Laureen kept on 
dancing, without bothering to ask each other if they wanted to.  Laureen was quiet, but 
every time their eyes met, her whole face seemed to shine, which made him smile.  He 
was just glad to have found a friendly face, someone older than the age of seven that he 
could dance with while Claire was off sipping wine with her new husband. 

Before long, the DJ’s voice came over the mic again.  “I’ve had a request from 
little Miss Catherine, for a song that some of you kids may know.  Does anyone like... 
‘The Hokey Pokey’?”   All of the little kids in the vicinity cheered and immediately 
swarmed onto the dance floor, while the adults exchanged smiles at their enthusiasm.  
“Let’s make a big circle out here on the dance floor,” directed the DJ, coming out from 
around his booth, clearing the center of the floor. 

Laureen looked at Nick.  “You wanna grab a drink and sit down for awhile?” she 
asked. 

He knew what she was thinking and appreciated the understanding, but he had a 
feeling he’d be seeing Catherine again... any minute... 

Sure enough, as if on cue, she came up, screaming, “Nick, Nick!  They’re gonna 
play the ‘Hokey Pokey’ now!!”   She grabbed his hand, tearing him away from Laureen, 
and pulled him into a spot in the circle.  At that point, he knew he could not refuse.  He 
waved Laureen over.  She smiled in amusement, her tongue poking between her teeth, 
and came over to join him on the other side. 

Across the circle, his eyes were immediately drawn to Claire, who was like a 
beacon in her shiny white dress.  She had joined the circle with none other than Jamie, 
laughing as she held onto his hand.  Nick smirked; for some reason, imagining a guy like 
Jamie doing the Hokey Pokey was almost as funny as the thought of him doing it.  But 
not quite.  Jamie did have a leg up on Nick... literally... 

The cheesy ‘Hokey Pokey’ music, which Nick had not heard since his childhood, 
began, and the DJ bopped around in the middle of the dance floor, urging the guests to 
join in.  “Ready, everyone?” he called about the music, as the lyrics began.  “You put 
your right foot in...” 

Nick balanced on his prosthesis as he put his right foot in and out, grabbing 
Laureen’s shoulder for support as he “shook it all about.”  The left foot was a little more 
difficult to maneuver, especially the whole “shaking all about” part, but he adapted.  
Three years ago, he wouldn’t have been caught dead trying to do the Hokey Pokey, but 



 

 

now, standing between an amused Laureen and an enthusiastic Catherine, it was 
actually kind of fun... and hilarious, in an awkward sort of way.  Granted, he was in that 
happy drunk state when most things are funny. 

On the other side of the circle, Claire caught his eye and gave him a discrete 
thumbs-up as she put her right hand in.  He had a different hand gesture he wanted to 
give to her husband, but he kept it to himself while Claire was watching. 

Everyone clapped when the song ended, and Nick turned to Laureen.  “How 
about that drink?” he asked in her ear. 

Smiling, she nodded.  They sent Catherine back to her mother and headed for the 
bar.  “Mind grabbing me a beer?” he asked.  “The bartender sorta cut me off awhile ago.” 

Laureen giggled.  “You bad boy, getting drunk at Claire’s wedding.  Gee, I can’t 
imagine why...”   She gave him a sympathetic smile and headed off for the bar, returning 
with the beer he had requested and a glass of blush wine for herself.  As they sat down at 
his table, she turned to him and asked, “So how are you doing with all of this?  It’s gotta 
be pretty hard, right?  I mean, I know it’s been a couple of years since you and Claire 
broke up, but still... it’s never easy seeing an ex move on... especially when they get 
married.” 

He gave her a crooked smile and took a long swallow of his beer.  “Yeah, well... I 
can’t pretend I’m having the time of my life here.  But hey, the Hokey Pokey was fun.” 

She laughed.  “You were great!  I was impressed.” 
“Thanks,” he chuckled and held up his drink.  “Booze works wonders.  I don’t 

think I would have attempted that sober.” 
 “Well, I’m glad you did.  I had fun too,” she replied, and they both smiled. 
 

*** 
 

Out on the dance floor, the DJ had announced the father-daughter dance.  Aside 
from her first dance with Jamie, this was the moment Claire had been looking forward 
to the most.  She drifted into her father’s arms as a country song, “I Loved Her First” by 
Heartland, started to play over the speakers.  Like a gentleman, he took one of her hands 
in his big rough palm and put his other hand on her waist, leading her smoothly.  For 
such a brawny man, Kris Ryan was actually quite graceful on the dance floor, and as he 
led her in a slow waltz, she smiled, imagining him dancing with her mother this way on 
their wedding day. 

“Have I told you how beautiful you look?” his deep voice rumbled in her ear as he 
reached out to tuck a loose tendril of her hair behind her ear. 

She grinned.  “A few times, in fact.  I think you’re starting to go senile.” 
“No,” her dad countered, winking, “I just can’t say it enough.  It’s hard to believe 

you’re grown up enough to get married.” 
She rolled her eyes, but smiled, touched by his sentiment.  Sometimes she found 

it hard to believe too.  It seemed like just yesterday, she was still a little girl, rolling 
around in the yard with him and Kyle as they taught her the ins and outs of football, 
clamoring onto her daddy’s lap whenever she got the chance.  She had always been a 
daddy’s girl, and though she and her mother had gotten closer as she’d grown older, she 
imagined that, despite her mother’s tears, this day had actually been harder on her dad. 

“I can’t believe it either,” she admitted, smiling, as she looked around for Jamie.  
She found him sitting at a table with his mother, waiting for their turn to dance.  He was 



 

watching her and smiled when he caught her looking at him.  Feeling a girlish tingle 
rush through her, she beamed back.  My husband, she thought in disbelief, the way 
she’d been doing all night.  Here she was, in her wedding dress, dancing with her dad, 
the father of the bride, and it still seemed surreal, like a dream. 

“I believe it,” her father smiled back.  “When you and Jamie were together back in 
the day, your mom and I always thought he might be the one.  And after all you’ve been 
through, here the two of you are... husband and wife.  I’m glad he finally came to his 
senses and came back to you.” 

Claire laughed.  “Me too.”   She knew her father had always had a special place in 
his heart for Jamie, who had been almost like another son to him when they were 
friends in high school.  Now he was almost like the prodigal son, who had returned to 
grace after leaving her.  Her parents, always overprotective of her, had been hesitant at 
first, afraid of seeing her hurt by him again, but eventually they had welcomed Jamie 
back into their family with open arms. 

As she waltzed around the dance floor with her father, it seemed everyone, not 
just them, was in perfect harmony.  Her family and her new husband were on good 
terms, and Nick, while perhaps not thrilled with her marriage, had come to the wedding 
nonetheless.  Even Tim, her brief fling before Nick, had shown.  Everyone seemed to be 
getting along, and she could not have asked for a nicer wedding. 

Her mind free from all the stress of the months of planning for this day, she let 
herself enjoy the dance, taking in the lyrics of the song and smiling at how well they 
seemed to fit. 

 
“... How could that beautiful woman with you 
Be the same freckle-faced kid that I knew 
The one that I read all those fairy tales to 
And tucked into bed all those nights 
And I knew the first time I saw you with her 
It was only a matter of time 
 
“I loved her first, I held her first 
And a place in my heart will always be hers 
From the first breath she breathed, when she first smiled at me 
I knew that the love of a father runs deep 
And I prayed that she’d find you someday 
But it’s still hard to give her away 
I loved her first...” 
 
Imagining her father thinking these things of her, Claire gave him a tender smile 

and leaned close, planting a kiss on his ruddy cheek.  “Love you, Daddy,” she whispered. 
She felt his hand tighten around her waist as he pulled her in for a hug, 

whispering back into her ear, “Love you too, sweetie.” 
Claire was not a crier and had made it through most of the day without tears 

(except the vows, of course), but as she thought about all that they had seen each other 
through over the last few years, her illness, his heart attack, she felt her eyes well up, 
more than grateful for this dance. 



 

 

On the next slow song, Jamie brought his mother, Joanne, out for a dance, and 
Claire danced with her brother.  After that, it was time to throw her bouquet and garter.  
“Where are all the single ladies?” asked the DJ, as Jamie helped Claire onto a chair, 
handing her the bridal bouquet, all gorgeous blooms of purple and lavender, with tiny 
white blossoms and baby’s breath scattered among them.  “Come on, girls, don’t be shy!  
Come on out and get ready to catch the bride’s bouquet!  You know what they say – the 
one who catches it will be the next to get married.  Who’s feeling lucky tonight?” 

With the DJ’s cajoling, the floor space before Claire soon filled up with women 
and girls, from Casey’s little sister Catherine to three of her four bridesmaids, Dianna 
fighting for a spot in the center.  Claire watched in amusement, and when everyone 
seemed to be in place, she turned around on the chair and counted off, “One... two... 
three!”  Tossing the bouquet haphazardly over her shoulder, she looked back in time just 
to watch the girls scramble for the flowers.  She saw a flash of it once as it slipped 
through Dianna’s fingers; there was a mad grab after that, but a few seconds later, a tiny 
voice cried, “I caught it!!” 

The waters parted, and a skinny arm appeared, holding up the slightly-
bedraggled bouquet.  The girls backed away, revealing none other than little Catherine.  
Perhaps the shortest one there, and in closest proximity to the ground, she had 
promptly scooped up the bouquet after Dianna dropped it. 

“Congratulations, to the little lady who requested ‘The Hokey Pokey’!” announced 
the DJ, and everyone clapped for Catherine, who was beaming proudly.  “Something 
tells me the old wives tale won’t apply to this bouquet,” he added, laughing into his 
microphone, as Claire climbed down from her chair and went to hug Catherine.  She hid 
a smile as she heard Dianna wail in exasperation, “I told you I can’t catch!  I almost had 
it, too!” 

When Claire returned to the chair to sit for the garter toss, the single men 
replaced the women on the floor.  She looked around, trying to tell if Nick was out there.  
She didn’t see him at first, until she panned across the tables and found him sitting at 
one with Laureen, sipping a drink.  She left her eyes on him until he finally looked up 
and met her gaze; then she beckoned furiously to him, motioning towards the other guys 
who were gathering around her.  Nick shook his head at first, but she frowned and 
glared and put on her best mock pouty face until, rolling his eyes, he finally got up from 
the table and wandered over to stand at the outskirts of the group. 

With everyone watching, Jamie lifted her bare foot and hitched up the full skirt of 
her gown, revealing the garter, made of baby blue satin and lace, on her thigh.  It had 
been her mother’s, worn at her parents’ wedding, and so, technically, the garter was 
something old, borrowed, and blue, all in one.  Jamie slid it slowly down her leg, making 
her skin tingle wherever his fingertips brushed against her. 

When he finally slipped it over and off her foot and held it up, the guys started to 
whoop and cheer in anticipation.  Pulling her dress down, Claire got up from the chair 
and let Jamie stand on it.  He dangled the garter between his thumb and forefinger 
tauntingly and finally tossed it casually over his shoulder, off to one side of the pack of 
guys.  It was the side Nick was standing on, and the garter flew right to him.  Claire 
broke into a smile as he caught it effortlessly and looked down at it in surprise, as if he 
hadn’t even really intended to try for it. 

She clapped the loudest as everyone cheered, secretly glad Nick had been the one 
to catch it.  She didn’t really believe the old wives tale, but she hoped he would take it as 



 

a sign that it was okay to move on.  She wanted him to get married too someday, when 
he’d found the right woman, and just be happy.  He deserved that more than anyone. 

As the guys went back to their seats, she walked up to Nick, who stood smirking 
at her, twirling her garter around his index finger.  “Whaddya know,” he said, when she 
approached. 

She grinned.  “You know what this means, don’t you?  Next it’ll be your wedding 
we’re at.” 

“We’ll see,” shrugged Nick, handing the garter back to her. 
She ran the blue satin between her thumb and fingers.  “It matches your tie,” she 

observed, holding it up against his blue silk tie.  “You look wonderful tonight, by the 
way, in case I forgot to tell you earlier.  I like the suit.” 

“Thanks,” laughed Nick, running a hand over the breast of his suit jacket.  “I don’t 
think I told you either, but you look... beautiful.”   His voice dropped to a whisper on the 
last word, making her blush. 

“Thanks,” she echoed, looking away.  She didn’t want this to be awkward, but it 
was; a part of her still felt guilty for everything:  for leaving him, for getting back 
together with Jamie, for inviting him to her wedding even though she knew it would be 
awkward... 

But still, he had come, and that had to say something. 
Looking back up at his face, she said, “So, hey... Jamie and I are probably going to 

take off before too long.  I was hoping to get another dance in with you before we leave... 
to make up for running off on you earlier.  I’m sorry about that.” 

He shrugged.  “It’s okay.  You really wanna dance?” 
“Definitely.  You up for it?” 
He smirked.  “I did the Hokey Pokey earlier.  At this point, I’m up for anything.” 
Laughing, she pulled him back onto the dance floor.  She had seen him in the 

circle for the Hokey Pokey earlier, and dancing with Catherine before that.  Both times, 
her heart had nearly melted; he was too adorable.  He was going to make a great daddy 
someday, she thought as she moved into dancing position with him, looking up at his 
face in admiration.  Maybe he’d have a little girl, someone who would look up to him the 
way she looked up to her own father.  Nick definitely deserved it. 

“Thanks for dancing with Catherine earlier,” she told him.  “That was really sweet 
of you, and I know it made her night.  She looked like she was having fun.  Laureen too,” 
she added, remembering seeing the two of them dancing for quite awhile. 

“I had fun too,” replied Nick.  “Laureen’s great... so is Catherine.” 
She smiled.  “You think Casey would have let me dance with him, if he were here?  

Or would he not want the cooties?”   Even as she giggled, her stomach flip-flopped with 
the thought of Casey. 

Nick laughed.  “Are you kidding?  A thirteen-year-old boy?  He’d totally have the 
hots for you by now,” he replied with a wink.  They both smiled, the same sad smiles, 
reflecting on the boy they’d both known and lost. 

On that note, she fell silent, and so did he, each lost in their thoughts as they 
danced their last dance together. 

 
*** 

 



 

 

As they danced, Nick wasn’t sure if Claire was really paying attention to the 
music, but as musician, he was naturally drawn to it.  The song they were dancing to was 
Mariah Carey’s “Butterfly.”  Nick wasn’t a big fan of the Mariah Carey ballads, but he 
remembered this song being everywhere the year it had come out and knew it well 
enough to remember some of the lyrics. 

 
“... You have given the me the courage 
To be all that I can 
And I truly feel your heart will lead you back to me 
When you’re ready to land 
 
“Spread your wings and prepare to fly 
For you to become a butterfly 
Fly abandoned into the sun 
If you should return to me 
We truly were meant to be 
So spread your wings and fly 
Butterfly 
 
“I can’t pretend these tears aren’t overflowing steadily 
I can’t prevent this hurt from almost overtaking me 
But I will stand and say goodbye 
For you’ll never be mine 
Until you know the way it feels to fly...” 
 
As he listened to the words now, they seemed especially fitting for him and Claire.  

At this point, now that she had a wedding ring around her finger, he knew the chances of 
the two of them ever getting back together were slim.  But not entirely hopeless.  The 
only way he could really hope to get her back was to accept her marriage, wish her well, 
and let Jamie take it from there.  If he really was as much of a jerk as he seemed to Nick, 
sooner or later, he would mess up, and maybe then Claire would realize she had made a 
mistake. 

He wasn’t hoping for her marriage to fall apart; he really did want her to be 
happy.  If she was happy with Jamie, then so be it; he would accept it.  But if she wasn’t, 
he hoped there was still another chance left for him and her together.  And if there was a 
chance, he wasn’t about to ruin it. 

And so, as the song ended, he hugged Claire gently, whispered his 
congratulations into her ear, and, like a beautiful white butterfly, let her go. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 131 
 

Nick knocked back one last glass of whiskey as he watched Jamie and Claire leave 
the reception together.  From what Claire had told him, they were being whisked away 
in a white limousine to the Renaissance, one of Tampa’s newest and nicest hotels, where 
they’d spend the night in the honeymoon suite.  The next day, they would be on a flight 
to Athens for a two-week honeymoon in Greece. 

Nick, on the other hand, had no idea where he was going. 
Well, in the literal sense, he knew he was hopping a flight down to the Florida 

Keys on Sunday to spend some time – and his twenty-eighth birthday – with his dad 
and the twins.  And soon after that, he’d be spending a few weeks in Los Angeles.  AJ 
and Mary were getting married at the beginning of March, and Kristin was eight months 
pregnant and fast-approaching her due date.  Nick wanted to be around when the 
second Backstreet baby arrived. 

But that was all in the future, and as he stood in the here and now, holding an 
empty whiskey glass and feeling numb, Nick had no idea what he was doing, where he 
was going, what was going to happen next.  Claire had moved on the next phase of her 
life now, and he... he just felt sort of stuck.  He was used to flying all across the country, 
visiting family here, friends there, but sometimes all he really wanted was just to settle 
down, stay in one place with the people he loved, a family of his own. 

That’s what he wanted more than anything now: a wife, a family.  The other guys 
already had that or were well on their way, Kevin about to have a child, AJ about to get 
married, Howie with a serious girlfriend.  Though he was the youngest of the five, the 
only Backstreet Boy still in his twenties, Nick was turning twenty-eight in three days, 
and he wanted to move on to the next part of his life, too.  He wanted what the others 
had, what Claire had, and after looking death in the face more than once in the last five 
years, he wanted it soon.  He didn’t want to be single the rest of his life and die alone.  
He wanted to find love, true love, the kind that would last forever and never leave him. 

And yet, he was terrified that he’d just let go of his only true love, watched her 
walk away in a white wedding dress, on the arm of another man. 

“Are you okay?” asked Laureen, coming up beside him.  It took him a few seconds 
to react to her question; it was as if he could not tear his eyes away from the empty 
doorway.  Finally, he glanced over and found her staring at him, her eyes flickering 
between his face and the whiskey glass in his hand. 

He swallowed.  “I’m fine,” he muttered, setting the glass down on the nearest 
table.  “I think I’m gonna take off now...”   But after a few unsteady steps, he caught the 
toe of his artificial foot on the carpet and stumbled forward.  He saved himself from 
taking a total nosedive only by crashing into a table.  The crystal glasses wobbled 
precariously on their stems as the table trembled, some toppling over with dull clinks as 
the tablecloth slid beneath them. 

Laureen grabbed his arm and pulled him up, putting her arm around his waist to 
steady him.  “Uh-oh, they’re not gonna be too happy about that,” Nick giggled, noticing 
the deepening stains of dark wine spreading across the white linen. 

“I’m sure it’s not the first time that’s happened,” Laureen replied.  “Come on, let’s 
go.” 

“You don’t have to leave too.  I just said I was taking off,” Nick pointed out, as she 
nudged him along, steering him around the table. 



 

 

“Well, the bride and groom left, so why stay?  Besides, you can barely walk.” 
“I’m fine, I’m fine,” Nick repeated, though he’d draped his arm across her 

shoulders and was now leaning heavily on her short frame.  “I mean, whaddya expect 
from a guy with one leg, right?” 

“I knew I shouldn’t have gotten you those drinks,” Laureen muttered through 
gritted teeth, dragging him along. 

“But I’m a fun drunk though, right?  I did the Hokey Pokey,” Nick giggled.  
Alcohol was funny stuff; sometimes it made him so depressed, and other times, like 
right now, everything just seemed so damn funny, even the fact that he was barely 
coordinated enough to stay up on his prosthetic leg.  Without Laureen there, he 
definitely would have fallen by now, and everyone would have stared.  Look at me, star 
of the freak show!   Now that Claire and Jamie were gone, he’d be the biggest attraction 
at the reception. 

He wasn’t really sure what else he rambled to Laureen, as she half-carried him 
out to the parking lot, and he didn’t mind that she didn’t really respond.  He just kept 
talking, staggering at her side as she nudged him along.  “Hey, where’d I park?” he asked 
once he realized they were outside, looking around the large parking lot.  “D’you know 
where I parked, Laureen?” 

“I have no idea, Nick, but don’t worry about it now; you can-” 
“What car did I bring?” he wondered, scratching his head and scrunching up his 

face as he tried to think.  “Oh yeah!  The Jag!  I brought the Jag, cause Claire likes the 
Jag... and this is Claire’s wedding.  I thought maybe she’d wanna jump in and... and go 
for a ride, and maybe run away with me.  But she didn’t... she ran away with Jamie, huh?  
But I bet she doesn’t like his car as much as mine...” 

“Hey, listen, forget about your car, cause you’re not driving home like this,” 
Laureen said firmly, guiding him across the parking lot.  “I’ll give you a ride, and you can 
come back for your car in the morning.” 

“Aww, you don’t have to do that, Laureen; I can call a taxicab,” said Nick, and 
started laughing again.  “Taxicab” was a funny word when you said it altogether like 
that.  Sorta like “pussycat” or “soda-pop.”   “Pussy pop,” Nick said, giggling hysterically. 

Laureen looked over at him.  After a few seconds, she replied, “It’s okay; I don’t 
mind.  I even know where you live – Claire invited me over once.” 

Nick stopped laughing.  “Well, she don’t live there anymore...” 
“I know.  But you still live there, right?” 
“Yeah...” 
Laureen smiled.  “Okay.  Then it’s okay.  I know where your house is, and I’ll 

drive you home.” 
“You know where my house is?  Have you been stalking me, Laureen?” he 

wondered. 
“Ahh, you got me all figured out, Nick,” Laureen played along.  At least he 

thought she was kidding.  Wasn’t she? 
Suddenly, she stopped walking.  Nick, unprepared for this, stumbled forward 

again and smacked into the side of a burgundy Saturn.  “Hey, this isn’t my car,” he said. 
“It’s my car,” Laureen explained.  “You’re riding with me, remember?” 
“Oh... okay...” 
Leading him to the passenger side, Laureen unlocked the car and helped him in.  

“Buckle up,” she said, but apparently he was too slow for her because a few seconds 



 

later, she had grabbed the buckle, pulled it across his chest and lap, and clicked it into 
place herself.  “Hands and feet in,” she warned, and then she shut his door and walked 
around to the driver’s side. 

As she drove him home, the world seemed unusually spinny to Nick; he could 
actually see it rotating.  It made him sort of queasy, combined with the movement of the 
car, but he promised himself he wouldn’t throw up in Laureen’s car.  Jeez, how much 
had he had to drink anyway?  He rarely drank enough to make himself puke anymore; 
he had built up quite a tolerance, so it took a lot of alcohol to make him nauseous.  
Maybe that last shot of whiskey had been one too many. 

Yet, despite his wooziness, Nick felt good.  For the first time that day, Claire 
marrying Jamie really didn’t seem like a big deal.  Screw them; they could have their 
happiness.  He could make his own happiness.  He could be happy right here in this car, 
with Laureen. 

“Hey, can we turn on some music?” he asked.  “I need some happy songs.” 
“Happy songs, huh?”  Keeping her eyes on the road, Laureen reached across his 

chest and fumbled with the glove compartment until she had it open.  She pulled out a 
CD case and dropped it into his lap.  “There’s my CDs; put in whatever you want.  Or 
there’s always the radio too.” 

Nick struggled to unzip the CD case; his fingers felt like they were made of 
rubber.  He finally succeeded, only to find that he couldn’t read the titles on the CDs.  
The words kept swimming before his eyes and refused to stay in place.  Silly words.  He 
soon gave up and pulled out one that had bright colors.  Happy colors.  That would do.  
It took him several tries to slide the CD into its slot on her player; he kept missing.  
Eventually, Laureen reached over and guided his hand, and the CD slid in smoothly. 

The music started, and suddenly, he heard his brother’s voice.  “What are you 
doing tonight?” 

He and Laureen looked over at each other at the same time.  “You have my 
brother’s CD,” Nick giggled, at the time red-faced Laureen exclaimed, “You picked your 
brother’s CD!” 

Nick laughed.  “This is some cheesy shit,” he said, shaking his head at the track 
that had started playing.  Aaron’s voice sounded so high-pitched; he’d almost forgotten.  
These days, Aaron was all grown up.  He’d be turning twenty-one this year; Nick 
couldn’t believe it. 

“Yeah, but it’s cute,” admitted Laureen.  “God, I can’t believe I’m riding in a car 
with Nick Carter, listening to an Aaron Carter CD.  This is crazy!!” 

“Believe it, baby, it’s for real,” Nick laughed, bobbing his head to the beat of the 
music.  “Na na na na... na na na na... na na na na, yeah yeah yeah... come get it!” 

Laureen giggled.  “At least you found a happy song.” 
He nodded, happily trying to sing along.  He really didn’t know many of the 

words, but he was glad all the songs had repetitive choruses; those parts were easy.  “I 
want candy... I want candy... I want candy... I want candy...”    Aaron would be 
amused if he could see him now, Nick decided. 

“Aww, but it’s the Shaq song,” he whined, as Laureen pulled up in front of his 
house a few minutes later and shut off the ignition, plunging them into silence. 

“Sorry,” she laughed.  “Don’t you have a copy?” 
He scratched his head.  “I think so?  Somewhere...” 



 

 

“Well, you can go inside and listen to it then.  Come on.”  She got out of the car 
and came around to his side as he fumbled for the door handle.  Opening it from the 
outside, she reached in and unbuckled his seatbelt.  “Okay, you gotta help me out here,” 
she said, offering him her hand. 

“I can get out myself.  I’m a big boy,” Nick announced, but he took her hand 
anyway as he climbed awkwardly out of her car.  The world started to spin again as his 
feet hit the ground, and he wobbled unsteadily. 

“Here,” said Laureen, putting his arm over her shoulders again.  “Come on, let’s 
get inside...”   Half-dragging him again, she got him up the walkway to his front door.  
“Do you have a key?” 

“Um... yeah...”  Reaching into his pocket, Nick fished around for his keys.  He 
pulled the ring out and blearily started sorting the keys, trying to find the one that went 
to his house.  “I think this is it...” 

It wasn’t, but Laureen eventually found the right key on the ring and unlocked 
the door.  Nick managed to punch in the code on the security system inside, after several 
tries.  “Did you see that?” he asked Laureen.  “Don’t go breaking into my house now...” 

Laureen laughed.  “Why would I do that?  Apparently all I have to do is get you 
drunk to get inside your house.” 

“Mm... I’m drunk, aren’t I?”  Nick giggled. 
“Yes... yes, you sure are...” 
“Wanna drink some more?  I want a beer.  This buzz is niiiice...” 
“No thanks.  I don’t think you should have a beer either.  You should probably go 

to bed,” Laureen advised. 
Well, bed sounded pretty good too.  Maybe everything would stop spinning once 

he was lying down.  “Okay,” he agreed. 
Laureen eyed the stairs warily.  “I don’t know if we should try the stairs,” she said, 

her free hand smoothing the skirt of her dress nervously.  “Do you have a room 
downstairs?  A bedroom?” 

“Why, you wanna have some fun in the bedroom?” he snickered. 
She was blushing wildly.  “Where is it?” 
“This way.  Fooooollow me,” Nick sang, which was pretty silly, considering 

Laureen was the only thing holding him up right now.  He pointed her in the right 
direction, though, and she pulled him along. 

“Whew,” she sighed, once she got him to the bed, which he promptly fell back 
onto. 

“Mm... much better,” he agreed, closing his eyes as the world seemed to still.  
Opening them again, he saw Laureen standing a few feet away, looking uncertain, like 
she wasn’t sure what to do next.  “I’ll be okay,” he told her.  “I just drank too much...  
Damn Claire and her cocksucking husband for making me drink too much...” 

Laureen blinked.  “Are you sure?  You should at least drink some water or 
something, before you go to sleep.  Hang on, I’ll go get you some.”   She disappeared, 
returning a few minutes later with a glass of water.  “Here, sit up... you don’t want to 
choke,” she said, pulling him up gently.  She placed the glass in his hand and helped 
guide it to his lips, and he took a few sips. 

“Mmm...”  He smacked his lips. 
Laureen set the glass aside on the night stand.  “It’s right here, for later,” she 

pointed it out. 



 

Nick nodded blearily.  “Thanks, Laureen.  Thanks for takin’ care of me...  You’re 
sweet.  Sorry for... for being an asshole...” 

“You’re not being an asshole.  Definitely not like that Greg guy I had to dance 
with.”  She made a face, and Nick laughed. 

“Yeah, well, he is a friend of Jamie, so what can ya expect?” 
Laureen gave him a wry smile.  “Honestly, I don’t know Jamie too well, but... 

well, don’t tell Claire this, but I can see what you’re saying.  He just seems like he thinks 
he’s pretty hot stuff.  That’s a turn-off to me.”  Talking quickly, she added, “And besides, 
even though he is kind of attractive, he’s not as hot as-” 

She stopped herself suddenly, her cheeks turning bright red.  Even in his drunken 
stupor, Nick noticed and sat up straighter.  “What?” he prompted.  “He’s not as hot 
as...?” 

Laureen grinned, still blushing furiously.  “As... as you,” she whispered.  Then she 
dipped her chin, refusing to look back up at him. 

Nick swelled with pride.  “I’m hotter than Jamie?” he asked, laughing.  When she 
didn’t answer, he stood up, swaying a bit, and reached out to her, taking her chin gently 
in his thumb and forefinger.  He lifted her face slowly and grinned into it.  “You really 
think I’m hotter than Jamie, huh?” 

She nodded, looking coy and sweet with her flushed cheeks and wide green eyes 
and nervous smile.  All at once, he found her suddenly irresistible. 

“Well, you know what I think?” he asked, moving his hand up the side of her face, 
his palm brushing her soft, smooth cheek.  “I think you’re beautiful.  I think...  I think I 
wanna...” 

And then he just went and did it, exactly what he wanted to do:  He slid his hand 
around to the back of her head and guided it up to meet his own, his lips colliding with 
hers.  This kiss was sloppy and deep, but it tasted good.  She tasted good.  He closed his 
eyes as he felt her lips react to his, returning the kiss.  It had been so long since he’d had 
a proper kiss, and hers was adoringly hesitant, and tender, and sweet, like honey.  A 
little went a long way, but still, he craved more. 

“... kiss you,” he whispered as they slipped out of the kiss, taking a breath.  He 
looked into her eyes, which were staring up at him in surprise, larger than ever.  He 
couldn’t read her reaction and raised his eyebrows, waiting for one, for approval, for 
aversion, for something. 

She seemed momentarily stunned, but when she did finally react, it was purely 
physical.  Her hands moved to his face, her lips to his, and before he knew it, they were 
locked in a second kiss... 
 

*** 
 
When he awoke in the morning, Nick’s first thought was of Claire.  He had 

dreamed of her, and though the details of the dream were too hazy to remember, he 
could see her face before he even opened his eyes. 

Of course, when he did open his eyes, all he saw was his ceiling, stark and white 
and too bright in the morning light.  He squinted, a headache hitting him like a sack of 
bricks.  Hangover, he realized, closing his eyes again in hopes of some temporary relief.  
At first, he didn’t remember why he was hungover; he was still too out of it to think 
clearly, and the details of the night before seemed just as vague as his dream. 



 

 

He’d slept like a rock, it seemed; his brain was fuzzy, and his body felt heavy and 
stiff, like it had lain in the same not-so-comfortable position all night.  Letting out a 
groan, he stretched in bed, limbs going in all directions.  He was startled when his arm 
and leg thwacked into a soft, heavy something at the same time.  Living alone, sleeping 
alone, he was used to having his king size bed all to himself, being able to sprawl without 
touching anything but sheet and mattress.  But when he brushed against the body next 
to him, only one thought made sense, the same though with which he’d woken up. 

Claire. 
He could feel her next to him now, curled up on the same side of the bed she’d 

always occupied when they’d slept together.  He couldn’t exactly remember why she was 
here in his bed now or how she’d gotten there, but in his half-conscious stupor, he was 
convinced it was her.  Rolling towards her, he caught a glimpse of her red hair and fair, 
freckled skin, but when he looked closer, he startled again. 

The woman lying next to him was not Claire. 
His heart pounding as confusion raced through his mind, Nick reached out and 

lightly brushed back the tangled hair that had fallen over her cheek.  Laureen? he 
realized, and at first he was shocked.  But then, like a bucket of ice water, it all came 
pouring back to him – Claire and Jamie’s wedding, the reception, dancing, drinking, 
leaving with Laureen... 

He remembered that she’d driven him home, though the details of the car ride 
itself were sketchy.  All he could recall was how the world seemed to be spinning.  She 
must have walked him into the house, but how she had ended up in bed with him was 
beyond him... unless... 

The kiss. 
Suddenly, he was reliving it, like a flashback in a movie, when the picture is all 

distorted, the images fuzzy and surrounded by a dreamlike glow.  It felt like a dream, but 
he knew it had not been.  He could remember kissing her, making out with her on the 
bed.  From there, though, the flashback faded to black, and he couldn’t remember 
anything else.  What else had they done?  Had he slept with her? 

He studied Laureen closely, feeling nervous.  He was terrified that she was going 
to suddenly wake up to find him staring at her and ask him the same question – what 
had they done together the night before??  But for now, she appeared to be sound 
asleep.  She was curled up on her side, her back to him.  The covers were pulled up 
around her, and he was thankful to see that she had on at least a T-shirt beneath them.  
Looking past her, he spotted her purple bridesmaid’s dress draped neatly over a chair, 
her matching heels lined up on the floor in front of it.  It didn’t look like she had torn 
everything off in a fever of passion, and for that, he was relieved. 

Looking down at himself, he realized for the first time that he was still dressed, at 
least for the most part.  His shoes, his jacket, and his tie had been removed, but he had 
slept in his black pants and dress shirt, and with his artificial leg on.  Which meant only 
one thing – he’d either passed out drunk before he could bother to finish changing, or 
he’d simply been too wasted to bother.  He wondered if he’d even been the one to take 
off his shoes and jacket, or if Laureen had done that for him.  He hated not 
remembering; it was a weird feeling. 

And though he was just about positive that he and Laureen hadn’t had sex, he 
remembered the kissing and touching and felt incredibly guilty.  Had he taken 
advantage of her? 



 

Even if she hadn’t been drunk the night before, Laureen was young and innocent 
and a big fan of him.  In that respect, she wasn’t much different from some of the fans 
he’d bedded on tour in the old days, girls he had taken advantage of because he knew 
they would do anything to get into his pants.  He’d slept with them in random hotel 
rooms along the road and sent them on their way in the morning with no intention of 
ever seeing or talking to them again.  He’d been young himself at the time, young and 
arrogant and spoiled by the sudden fame and attention that had been lavished upon 
him.  Now he was older and much wiser, and it killed him to think that, in his drunken 
state, he might have preyed upon Claire’s friend. 

It also killed him to realize that he didn’t even know for sure because he couldn’t 
remember. 

His eyes bored into Laureen’s back, wishing she would wake up now.  It was 
going to be awkward, but he had to ask her what had happened.  She had been more 
sober than he was; she would remember. 

But at first she didn’t stir, and so he sat up, awkwardly swinging both legs over 
the side of the bed.  Sitting on the edge of the mattress, he propped his elbows in his lap 
and lowered his head to his hands, wishing he had the energy to get up and find some 
painkillers for his headache.  Instead, he closed his eyes and tried to will it away, raking 
his hands through his hair, gently massaging his scalp with his fingertips. 

A few seconds later, he felt the mattress move.  Twisting around, he found 
Laureen sitting up, her cheeks flushed and rosy as she offered him an awkward smile. 

 “Morning,” he managed to say, deciding it would be a better greeting than a 
bombardment of questions. 

“Morning,” Laureen replied softly.  “H-how are you feeling?” 
He snorted.  “Hungover.  How about you?” 
She shrugged and looked down, pulling the covers up around her chest.  He could 

tell she felt uncomfortable, which sent another wave of guilt crashing into him. 
“Listen, I just wanna say, I... I’m really sorry about whatever happened last 

night,” he said quickly.  “I have to admit, I don’t remember all of it, but... I-I know I was 
pretty trashed, and that you had to take care of me, and that we... we ended up sorta...”   
Making out, he wanted to say, but he didn’t even have to; her already-pink cheeks 
flushed bright red, and she looked away, and he knew then that it had to be true.  
Mistaking her reaction for shame, he added, “I am so sorry for that, Laureen.  I... I guess 
I just let myself get carried away... caught up in everything... you know?  If I took 
advantage of you or made you feel uncomfortable in any way, I am so... so sorry.” 

“I understand,” said Laureen, her voice barely a whisper.  “And it’s okay...  You... 
you didn’t take advantage of me.” 

“I feel bad though,” he went on, raking through his hair again.  “I put you in a 
crappy position last night.  You didn’t have to stay and take care of me all night.” 

“Oh, no, it’s okay!” she said again.  “I didn’t mind, really.  I mean... hey, what are 
friends for, right?”   She offered another timid smile. 

He snorted.  “Well, I’m not sure I was the best friend to you last night, but 
thanks... thanks for being there, and thanks for understanding.” 

She nodded.  “Anytime.  I really didn’t mind; I’m used to it.” 
“Yeah?”  He frowned. 



 

 

She shrugged.  “Well... yeah.  I can’t tell you how many times I’ve stayed up with 
friends who’ve had too much to drink... and then there’s my mom.  She can’t get through 
a day without going to the bar and getting loaded.” 

Nick winced.  He thought she was trying to make him feel better, but she was only 
making him feel guiltier.  He knew all too well what it was like to have people in your life 
who just brought you down... and he never wanted to be that to anyone else – the kind 
of person who brought them down with his problems.  Especially someone like Laureen, 
whom he didn’t know that well.  It wasn’t like she could say she’d just been returning a 
favor – he’d never done anything for her, yet she had stayed and taken care of him with 
no complaint.  He wasn’t sure he deserved that kind of kindness from her. 

Thinking about what she’d said, he replied, “I’m sorry... about your mom.  That’s 
gotta be rough.  My mom’s not an alcoholic, per se, but... well, you can probably imagine 
what she’s like, the way she whores herself to the media all the time.  ‘Messed up’ is an 
understatement when describing her.” 

Laureen laughed.  “Well, anytime you need to rant about family drama, I’m a 
good person to talk to.  I’ve definitely been there.  Thank god for my grandparents; they 
practically raised me.” 

Smiling sadly, Nick replied, “Yeah, well, Kevin and the guys basically raised me 
from the age of thirteen on, so I’m with ya there too.” 

Laureen returned the smile, and for a few moments, they were both quiet.  The 
awkwardness of the situation sunk in, as Nick realized once again that they were both 
sitting on his bed, her half-dressed in one of his t-shirts that she must have found 
somewhere, and him in the same rumpled clothes he’d worn the night before, him not 
knowing exactly what had happened between them, and her giving away nothing. 

She seemed to realize the same thing, for suddenly, she pushed back the covers 
and swung her legs over the opposite side of the bed.  “I should probably get going,” she 
mumbled as she did this, reaching for her gown.  She held it up in front of herself and 
looked down at it awkwardly, as if actually considering putting the thing back on for the 
drive home. 

“You wanna borrow some shorts or something?” Nick offered. 
“Um... sure, that would be great.  Thanks,” she replied gratefully.  Fingering the t-

shirt she had on, she added, “Thanks for letting me wear this to bed too.  I’ll wash your 
stuff at home and bring it back to you, I promise.” 

He chuckled, realizing he had no recollection of giving her the shirt to wear.  That 
must have happened sometime after the make out session, of which he could only 
remember bits and pieces.  “Oh, it’s no big deal.  Hell, you can keep them if you want,” 
he added.  He smiled when Laureen blushed again; she was really cute when she did 
that. 

He sent her up to the master bedroom, telling her where to find some pants to 
put on.  While she was upstairs changing, he got up and headed for the bathroom to take 
some Tylenol and splash some water on his face.  She was just coming down the stairs 
when he emerged from the bedroom, and they met at the foot. 

“You, um... you want some breakfast or something before you go?  Or coffee?  
Or... anything?” he offered, feeling bad about just letting her leave.  He had no problem 
sending groupies on their merry way with barely a goodbye while he was on tour, but 
Laureen wasn’t just some random chick he’d fooled around with.  He owed her more 
than that, especially after she’d had his back the night before. 



 

“Oh, no thanks; I’m fine,” replied Laureen.  “I really should go... and you should 
probably just go back to bed,” she added, giving a knowing smile. 

“My head is killing me,” he admitted.  “My fault though... I should really learn to 
drink less.” 

Laureen giggled.  “Well, I think you had an excuse to get wasted last night.  You 
had to watch your ex marry someone else – that’s a good excuse.” 

“I like the way you think, Laureen,” Nick said, smiling.  “Listen, thanks again, for 
last night.  I owe ya.” 

She smiled back.  “No problem.  Like I said – anytime.” 
He watched her walk out to her car, her short frame clothed in his huge, baggy 

clothes, and closed the door as she drove off.  Realizing he’d ridden home in her 
burgundy Saturn and left his silver Jaguar at the reception, he wondered, how am I 
going to get my car? 

Then he remembered why he’d chosen to drive the Jag to Claire’s wedding in the 
first place.  It had always been her favorite of his cars. 

That was exactly why, later in the day, after he’d freshened up, he called up a 
friend, picked up the Jaguar, took it to his favorite car dealer, and sold it. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 132 
 
On the last night of their honeymoon, Claire and Jamie spent the night in.  

Snuggling in the large bed of their honeymoon suite in Athens, they ordered take-out 
food and a pay-per-view movie that had been out for months in the States and kicked 
back to relax and enjoy their last night in Greece. 

After nearly two weeks abroad, Claire felt both refreshed and exhausted.  It had 
been amazing to fly out of the country the morning after her wedding and leave all the 
stresses of the last few months behind.  Yet, even in winter, there had been so much to 
do on the Greek islands that she’d wanted to do it all, and by now, it was starting to 
catch up to her.  Still, the honeymoon had been incredible. 

Greece had been a compromise between Jamie and her for their honeymoon 
destination.  He hadn’t wanted to go anywhere tropical, nixing the usual winter 
honeymoon spots, like Hawaii or the Bahamas.  “We live in Florida,” he’d pointed out.  
“We’ve already got the sand, sun, and surf.”   While Tampa was certainly not as beautiful 
as Maui, she’d been okay with that.  Her only condition was that they not go too far 
north, anywhere that would be cold.  It was winter, after all, and while Jamie loved snow 
and ice, Claire hated it. 

He’d been the one to suggest Greece, and she’d jumped at the idea.  Neither of 
them had been, but they’d both heard it was beautiful, a nice mix of sunny beaches and 
history and culture.  Claire was much more keen to see the sites of ancient Greece than 
lay on the beach, so even when they’d found out the country did tend to get cold and 
rainy in the winter, she’d given Jamie the go-ahead to plan their honeymoon there.  And 
he had done a fantastic job of it. 

They’d spent the first few days in Athens, exploring the city and visiting all the 
important landmarks.  Then they’d gone island-hopping, visiting the islands of Crete, 
Rhodes, and Santorini, where they’d hiked, sailed, and seen the sights.  They had 
returned to Athens for their last two days, and despite everything they’d seen and done, 
Claire couldn’t believe they would already be flying home tomorrow. 

“What do you think the apartment will look like when we get back?” she asked 
with a smile, as she lay with her head nestled against Jamie’s shoulder. 

“Mm... probably a mess, with your crap junking it up,” he replied teasingly. 
She laughed.  “Fine by me; the place needs a little color and personality.” 
“Hey, it has personality!” Jamie protested defensively. 
“Oh, sure... the only thing a person could tell about you by walking around the 

place is that you like the Cubs.  And the color blue.”  She giggled, picturing his 
apartment in her mind.  It really was a sea of blue, with blue carpeting in the bedroom, 
sea blue walls in the living room, blue towels in the kitchen and bathroom, a blue plaid 
comforter on his bed, a blue and beige couch...  The boy liked blue.  He also liked the 
Chicago Cubs.  Framed posters and old newspaper articles decorated his walls, along 
with pennants, a Cubs clock, a foul ball he’d caught in the stands at a game once, and 
even a Sammy Sosa bobble-head.  She liked to tease him about it, but really, she found it 
sort of endearing, cute in a little boy kind of way. 

“Hey, at least it doesn’t look like my dorm room, right?” he reminded her.  She 
giggled harder, remembering his dorm.  She’d only seen it a few times, but she could still 
smell it, that odor of dirty laundry, stale beer, and greasy food that only a guy’s dorm 
could have.  His room had been blue then too, but much messier, old food containers 



 

from the dining center piled on top of his textbooks, dirty socks draped over his desk 
lamp, and a giant bucket of sunflower seeds that always sat on the floor in the middle of 
the room, right in line with the TV, almost like some gross guy version of a centerpiece.  
She’d found the dorm room disgusting and hilarious at the same time, and even now, 
she couldn’t help but laugh when she thought about it. 

“Yeah, well, that’s true,” she agreed.  “I’m glad you got over that sunflower seed 
fetish you had going on back then.” 

“Mmm, sunflower seeds... remind me to pick some up as soon as we get back to 
Florida, okay?  Seriously, on the way home from the airport.  Okay?” 

She laughed and playfully jabbed him in the ribs, at which point he grabbed her 
and started to tickle her.  Even if they hadn’t been rolling around in such a nice suite, 
any outside observer could have identified them as honeymooners, from the way they 
were behaving, Claire thought as she lay gasping for breath and holding her stomach.  
Who cares, she thought, relaxing back against Jamie.  It’s our last night to be carefree, 
and then tomorrow, back to reality. 

As she imagined going home, she started thinking about what life would be like 
when the reality of married life really did sink in.  She didn’t expect any major 
upheavals; after all, she’d lived with a man before, and she and Jamie had known each 
other for what seemed like forever.  But still, they’d reached a milestone and had a 
future together ahead of them.  She was already wondering what the next step would be, 
now that they were in this new phase of their lives. 

“Hey, Jamie?” she asked after a few minutes of silence, deciding she couldn’t 
focus on the movie they were watching.  Her mind was too full of thoughts and plans 
and possibilities. 

“Hey, Clairie?” he mimicked her. 
She smiled.  “I was just thinking... were you serious when you said you definitely 

want to have kids?”   He’s said so on her birthday last year, and several times since then, 
but she wanted to be sure.  Now that they were married, thinking about trying for 
children seemed like the next logical step. 

He shifted in bed, rolling over so that they were face to face.  “Of course,” he 
replied.  “I’ve always wanted kids; you know that.” 

She nodded, smiling.  “I know.  I was just making sure.” 
“Yeah?  Well, why are you asking?  You think we should get started on that right 

away?” 
She pursed her lips in contemplation.  She didn’t want them to rush things; she 

had heard of couples who got pregnant on their honeymoon and later regretted not 
taking the time to just enjoy married life before they brought children into the mix.  On 
the other hand, children were something both she and Jamie wanted, and it wasn’t 
going to be as easy for them as it was for the average couple.  There was no chance of her 
sleeping with Jamie and waking up pregnant the next morning; no, for her, science 
would have to intervene before she could get pregnant. 

And that was what worried her.  Conceiving through in-vitro fertilization was not 
a guarantee; with many couples, it took several cycles before the woman actually got 
pregnant, and even then, there was the chance she would miscarry and have to start all 
over again.  Claire was already almost twenty-eight, and due to the side effects of her 
cancer treatments, her body was like that of an older woman in many ways.  Though she 
knew that IVF had been successful in much older women, she was scared that if she 



 

 

waited too long, her chances of a successful pregnancy would diminish.  Her life had 
proven to her that there were no guarantees, and she was afraid of letting a precious 
opportunity slip away without even realizing it. 

And there was another factor to consider.  She and Jamie had already gone 
through the first phase of IVF, fertilizing her harvested eggs with his sperm and 
cryogenically storing them until she was ready to use them.  But that had been five years 
ago.  She’d done a lot of research before she’d had the procedure done, and she knew 
that the studies on the pregnancy rates using frozen embryos only had data for embryos 
that had been stored less than five years.  There were no statistics for the chances of 
achieving a successful pregnancy with an embryo that had been frozen for over five 
years.  She had just passed that point, and that was another reason she was afraid of 
waiting too long.  She’d delayed treatment to have the IVF, sinned against her church, 
and caused a rift between Nick and her.  After all of that, she didn’t want to discover it 
had been for nothing. 

“Claire?” Jamie asked.  “What are you thinking about?” 
Realizing she’d gone quiet on him, Claire cleared her throat and started telling 

her husband all of the things she’d been thinking.  When she was finished, he paused for 
a few seconds, looking at her, and then he leaned forward and planted a light kiss on her 
forehead.  “You’re right,” he said.  “We should definitely get started on making some 
babies.” 

She giggled at the way he said it, but, looking into his eyes, she could tell he was 
being serious.  A thrill of nervous excitement passed through her, and she draped her 
arm around his neck, pulling him closer to steal a kiss from his lips.  “I love you,” she 
whispered. 

He smiled, his dimples showing.  “I love you too.” 
 

*** 
 

In Los Angeles, California, Nick was half a world away from Claire, but thinking 
of the same thing:  babies. 

He’d been spending time with Kevin and Kristin, who was as big as barn and still 
glowingly beautiful in her ninth month of pregnancy.  She was due any day now, and as 
the middle of February approached, he was expecting to get an ecstatic call from Kevin 
at any time. 

The call came early on the morning of February fourteenth, and as soon as Nick 
had hung up with Kevin, he clicked on his phone again and dialed AJ.  “Looks like Kev 
and Kris are going to have a Valentine’s baby,” he told his friend, unable to hold back his 
smile.  He wasn’t the type to get all gooey over new babies; in fact, the thought of being 
in a delivery room with a woman giving birth downright scared him.  But Kevin’s 
excitement was infectious.  Nick couldn’t wait for the little squirt to be born, especially 
since no one even knew what the sex was.  Kristin had insisted on having it be a 
surprise, and it was sure going to be. 

AJ was excited for their older brother too, and so, later in the day, they decided to 
go up to the hospital, figuring Kevin might need their moral support.  His family was all 
on the other side of the country, and they imagined he would be a basket case, pacing 
the halls, harassing the doctors and nurses, and bugging the hell out of poor Kristin. 

As it turned out, they weren’t too far off the mark. 



 

They found Kevin in the hall, talking to a squat woman in scrubs that were 
printed with pale pink and blue teddy bears, obviously a nurse.  “But the contractions 
are getting closer together, and the pain’s been worse.  She’s got to be close now, right?” 

The nurse shook her head.  “We just checked, and she’s not nearly dilated enough 
yet.  It will be at least a few more hours.”   Kevin sighed, and she put a reassuring hand 
on his arm.  “Like I told you earlier, first-time moms tend to be in labor a long time.  
Just hang in there, and tell her to do the same.  Hold her hand, encourage her to 
breathe... it’ll all be over before you know it.” 

Watching the nurse, Nick could tell she’d had a lot of experience with nervous 
new dads.  She was good at what she did; her soothing voice had seemed to temporarily 
calm even Kevin, who looked slightly less high-strung as he and AJ warily approached. 

Kevin’s weary face brightened when he recognized them.  “Hey!  You came!” he 
exclaimed, breaking into a grin as he hugged Nick and then AJ, clubbing them on the 
backs.  “Well, Kris is well into labor now, but they’re saying she’s not dilated enough to 
deliver yet; it’ll probably be a few more hours...”   Repeating everything they’d just heard 
the nurse tell him, Kevin babbled on and on as he led them slowly down the hall. 

“Hold up,” said Nick, stopping suddenly as he realized they had reached Kristin’s 
room.  “Are you sure-?  Well, I mean, is it okay-?  Will Kris mind if-?” 

“Nah, come on in.  She’ll be happy you came,” insisted Kevin, waving Nick and AJ 
into the room.  When they didn’t budge right away, he rolled his eyes and added, 
“Really, don’t worry.  She only screams during the contractions, and you’ve got another-
”   He paused to check his watch, and just as his eyes started to bug, an agonizing moan 
rose from inside the room. 

The three men exchanged glances, and then Kevin bolted into the room.  They 
could hear him murmuring, “Here, honey, squeeze my hand... breathe, now... just keep 
breathing...” 

“Let’s find a waiting room,” AJ suggested, looking as uncomfortable as Nick felt. 
Nick nodded emphatically.  “Yes.  Let’s.” 
 

*** 
 

Several hours later, Nick and AJ sat just outside a private exit they’d been shown 
by one of the nurses on staff.  AJ was smoking, as usual; Nick was just staring into 
space.  They’d both been in to see Kristin, but only for a few minutes at a time, until the 
pain of her contractions drove them both out again.  She was progressing through her 
labor rapidly now, and Nick suspected this might be AJ’s last cigarette break before the 
new Backstreet baby arrived. 

AJ seemed to realize this as well, for he savored his cigarette, taking long drags 
and blowing smoke out slowly.  The warm breeze wafted the bitter smoke towards Nick, 
and he coughed as it made its way into his lungs, stifling him.  Eying Nick warily, AJ 
hesitated, then stamped out his cigarette. 

“You didn’t have to do that,” rasped Nick, his voice hoarse from coughing. 
AJ snorted.  “I think your lungs have been through enough without adding 

second-hand smoke to the mix, kid.  Trust me, I’ll live.”   But while Nick fell into a 
peaceful silence once again, AJ fidgeted.  Finally, seeming desperate for conversation, 
something to take his mind off of his apparent nicotine craving, AJ asked out of the blue, 
“So... when’s Claire get back from her honeymoon?” 



 

 

Nick’s stomach clenched unpleasantly.  He and AJ had gotten through the whole 
day without talking about Claire or Jamie or the wedding or any of that.  It had already 
come up once, when Nick first arrived in LA last week, and he’d done a pretty good job 
at letting everyone know he didn’t really want to discuss it again.  But he supposed after 
a whole afternoon of waiting around this hospital, he and AJ had just run out of other 
things to talk about. 

“She’s back,” he answered flatly.  “Got an email from her the other day.”   Claire 
had sent a mass email to all of her friends and family, letting them know she and Jamie 
were home safely from Greece, sharing the highlights of what they’d seen and done on 
their honeymoon, and thanking everyone again for coming to the wedding.  He hadn’t 
replied, but maybe he would tonight, once the baby was born.  That was news she’d 
probably want to hear. 

“Ah,” AJ murmured, but he didn’t ask anything else after that.  They fell into 
silence, each staring off at the Los Angeles skyline on the horizon, until finally AJ said, 
“Well, we should probably get back.  She looked like she was gonna pop that kid out any 
second.” 

Nick laughed, nodding in agreement, and they both got up and went back inside. 
They were just in time.  As they reached Kristin’s room, they nearly bumped into 

a nurse who was backing out the doorway, pulling the foot of Kristin’s bed.  “We’re 
heading to the delivery room!” Kevin announced when he spotted Nick and AJ.  Kristin, 
who was gripping Kevin’s hand, just nodded, looking excited and terrified at the same 
time. 

Nick and AJ exchanged glances again and said, almost at the same time, “We’ll 
wait.” 

They retreated back to their private waiting room while Kevin went with Kristin 
to the delivery room.  “So, it’s almost time – boy or girl, Nicky, what do you think?” 
asked AJ, sinking down into a chair. 

Nick sat down beside him.  “Odds are, another boy.  Look at Kev and Bri’s family 
– it’s dominated by men.” 

“Ah, see, I disagree,” AJ contended.  “I think because Baylee turned out to be a 
boy, the next Backstreet baby’s bound to be a girl.” 

The debated it back and forth for a good half an hour, until the heard the 
pounding of footsteps outside the room.  The door to the small waiting room flung open, 
and Kevin appeared, looking sort of clammy and out of breath.  “He’s here!” he gasped, 
staggering into the room.  “Brayden Jerald Richardson is here!” 

“He?  Brayden?” Nick repeated.  “So it’s a boy?” 
“It’s a boy, Captain Obvious,” said AJ, thwacking Nick on the back of the head. 
“It’s a boy!” Kevin nodded, his eyes bright with excitement. 
“Boo-yah!  Told you it’d be a boy,” Nick remarked slyly to AJ, winking.  While AJ 

was rolling his eyes, Nick asked, “So Kev, how’d it go?” 
“It was... it was... great!” exclaimed Kevin, rendered almost speechless at first.  

Then he started to gush.  “I can’t even describe it!  The doctor was telling Kristin to 
push, and she was pushing and squeezing my hand, and then, all of a sudden, there he 
was!  He let out this amazing cry when he slid out into the doctor’s hands, and I just... 
wow... it was the coolest sound I’ve ever heard.  The most beautiful sound in the world.” 

Nick couldn’t help but smile at how happy Kevin looked.  He was every bit the 
proud father, and Nick couldn’t have been happier for him.  He knew Kevin had been 



 

waiting for this day for a long time.  “That’s awesome,” he said sincerely.  Realizing 
Kevin must be antsy, he added, “You should probably get back to Kris, huh?” 

“Yeah, they should be bringing her back to her room any minute.  They were 
going to go wash the baby and then bring him back to her for a little while.  You guys 
wanna come see him?  You’ve been waiting here all afternoon.” 

“Sure!” Nick and AJ agreed, and they followed Kevin back to Kristin’s room.  
Kristin had just been wheeled back; she looked exhausted, but surprisingly serene.  
When a nurse showed up a few minutes later, carrying a tiny bundle wrapped in blue, 
Kristin’s face lit up, and she opened her arms.  The nurse placed the baby gently in them 
and backed away so the others could see.  It was a perfect fit, a perfect image – Kristin in 
her hospital gown, holding a newborn infant. 

“You can come closer,” she said to Nick and AJ, speaking in a quiet tone.  As they 
crept up to her bed, she shifted, holding the baby closer so that they could get a better 
look. 

To Nick, Brayden Jerald looked something like a pink baby gorilla, with his red, 
wrinkly skin and a head full of surprisingly thick, dark hair.  He wasn’t “adorable,” or 
even “cute,” really, but to Kevin, Nick knew he was probably beautiful.  His own siblings 
had all looked like aliens when they were born, at least the ones he remembered, and his 
mother had called them all beautiful anyway.  He’d thought her crazy at the time, but 
though he hadn’t experienced parenthood yet himself, he understood now why she 
would say that. 

“Aww, he’s got Kevin’s hair,” cooed AJ, smiling with uncharacteristic tenderness 
at the sleeping baby.  “Hope that doesn’t mean he’s gonna sprout caterpillars over his 
eyes too.”   He and Nick and even Kristin looked over at Kevin, but the new father didn’t 
bat an eye.  He was too busy gazing at his son; Nick wasn’t sure he’d even heard AJ. 

“He’s perfect,” said Nick, deciding that was the right word to use.  Eight pounds, 
three ounces, with ten little fingers, ten little toes, and a mommy and daddy who 
couldn’t their loving eyes off him, Brayden Jerald Richardson could be nothing else but 
that.  Perfect. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 133 
 

When Claire went back to work a few days after returning from her honeymoon, 
she was immediately accosted by her coworkers. 

“Mrs. Turner!” cried Carey, one of their receptionists, jumping up from her desk 
to hug Claire.  “How was the trip?” 

“Amazing,” Claire sighed, smiling.  “Greece is gorgeous; I’d love to go back 
sometime, maybe in spring or fall.” 

“Ahh, glad to hear it!  We got your postcard here; it looks absolutely beautiful,” 
said Carey. 

“Oh, good, I’m glad the postcards made it here before we got back.  We weren’t 
sure,” Claire laughed, remembering her scramble to mail out postcards to those she had 
promised – the office staff, Dianna, her parents, and her grandparents.  It hadn’t 
seemed like a big deal, but with only two weeks and so much to see, she’d gotten the 
cards out with little time to spare. 

She found her postcard of the Acropolis thumb-tacked to the bulletin board in the 
break room, along with a couple of pictures someone had taken at the wedding reception 
– one of Jamie and her cutting the cake, and one of Laureen and her together, their 
arms slung around each other.  The day had been such a whirlwind that Claire barely 
remembered posing for that picture, but she thought Tim might have taken it. 

“Claire!” a familiar voice squealed, and Claire turned away from the pictures to 
see none other than Laureen herself bounding into the room.  She grabbed Claire up in a 
hug, asked how the honeymoon had been, and then burst, “I have something huge to tell 
you!  I’ve been waiting, like, two weeks!”   She danced from foot to foot, her eyes large 
and animated. 

More than curious, Claire asked, “What??” but Laureen shook her head, casting a 
mysterious look. 

“Not here.  Can we do lunch?” 
“Yeah, definitely!  I can’t wait to hear it!” 
Normally, the curiosity would have killed her, but thankfully, her first day back 

was going to be a busy one.  Her schedule was practically booked solid with patients, 
and the first one was due to arrive in just ten minutes.  Hoping to escape to her exam 
station before she ran into anyone else, she hastily reached for a fresh timecard for the 
month and started to scrawl her name across the top.  Claire R- she wrote out of habit, 
but stopped herself before she could add the “-y-a-n” of her maiden name.  In bold lines, 
she scratched a letter “T” over the “R,” turning its tail into an awkward “U,” and finished 
writing her new last name.  Claire Turner, the card read, when she jammed it into the 
clock to punch in and then dropped it into its slot on the wall. 

She smiled to herself as she walked across the hall to her cubicle, wondering how 
long it would take her to adjust to using Jamie’s last name. 

 
*** 

 
It took Claire all morning to get back into the swing of things, for, between the 

last days of harried preparation before the wedding and the long honeymoon, she hadn’t 
worked in several weeks.  By noon, she felt less rusty, but was already tired.  She liked 
her job, but she couldn’t wait to get off. 



 

It was Jamie’s first day back at the office as well, and since he didn’t get off until 
five, she planned to go right home to the apartment that afternoon and attempt to make 
a nice dinner for the two of them.  It seemed the wifely thing to do, and for now, she sort 
of liked the quaint idea of having a hot meal on the table, á la June Cleaver, when her 
husband came home from work.  That would get old fast, she was sure; she wasn’t a very 
good cook and certainly didn’t uphold the view that a working woman should also be 
expected to do everything around the house while her husband just sat around... but 
tonight, at least, she would humor Jamie and play the part. 

She was already thinking about what she might cook for dinner when she walked 
into the break room to punch out for lunch, making a mental list of things to get at the 
grocery store on her way home from work.  Then she saw Laureen and instantly 
remembered their brief conversation that morning.  “Hey, are we still on for lunch?” she 
asked her friend, raising her eyebrows inquisitively.  She couldn’t wait to hear this 
“huge” thing Laureen had to tell her. 

“Yeah, of course!  Just lemme punch out!”   Laureen quickly slid her timecard in 
and out of the clock, jammed it back into its slot, and grinned at Claire.  “Let’s go!” 

It was a beautiful day outside, so they walked down the street to a small, shabby 
café that didn’t get a lot of business, except for a few loyal regulars.  Choosing a booth 
away from the few others who were there eating lunch, Claire and Laureen studied the 
menus that were already on the table and waited for a waitress to come.  Claire’s eyes 
scanned over the menu, but she realized she was not really reading it and wouldn’t be 
able to until she knew what was up with Laureen. 

“So what’s your big news??” she asked finally, looking across the table in 
anticipation. 

Laureen glanced up from her menu and beamed, her cheeks blushing pink, but 
instead of spilling, she said, “Can we wait until after someone takes our orders?  I just... 
I don’t want it overheard,” she added, lowering her voice. 

“Oh... okay, that’s fine.”  Claire was thoroughly mystified now, and it was hard to 
concentrate on the menu long enough to figure out what she wanted.  She was pretty 
sure that whatever Laureen wanted to tell her was good news, from the way she kept 
smiling about it, but it had to be news of a certain kind for Laureen to want to keep it so 
private.  What exactly that kind was, Claire didn’t know.  She was dying to find out. 

Then the waitress came, Claire ordered the first thing she saw on the menu, the 
cheeseburger basket.  As the waitress scribbled down their orders on a pad of paper and 
took the laminated menus, she had the fleeting thought that it would be nice to have a 
big, greasy American burger, after being out in another country for two weeks, but then 
her thoughts returned to Laureen and her “huge” news, and she rounded on her friend. 

“Okay, we’re in the clear – now tell me!!” she begged. 
“Okay...” Laureen said, leaning across the table, her eyes shining with the look of 

a teenage girl who was about to divulge a big secret, “... so.  You’ll never guess what 
happened after I left your reception.” 

Wow, she really has been waiting to tell me this a long time, thought Claire, 
flashing back to her wedding night.  “What happened??” 

“Well...”  Laureen grinned.  “I guess I should say, you’ll never guess who I left 
with.” 

“Who??” Claire asked with interest, trying to remember what guys had been 
there, since she knew it had to be a guy.  “Please don’t tell me it was Tim.” 



 

 

“NO!” Laureen gasped, exploding with giggles.  “No way.  Tim and I danced one 
dance, and that’s it.” 

Claire remembered seeing the two of them dance, sometime after Laureen had 
gotten away from her groomsmen, Greg.  She’d apologized profusely for pairing Laureen 
with him, since he was the friend of Jamie’s she despised the most, ever since the 
incident in the bar a few years before, when she’d socked him in the face.  But she hadn’t 
really heard what Laureen actually thought of him.  “It wasn’t Greg, was it?” she asked 
cautiously, hoping for another emphatic “no.”   Maybe she just didn’t know the guy well 
enough, but every time she was in the same room with him, she just wanted to hit him 
again; he always seemed like such an arrogant asshole. 

“Oh, God, no!” Laureen exclaimed, wrinkling her nose.  “I think you were right 
about him being a jerk; I would never go anywhere with a guy like that.” 

“Okay, so...?”   There was really only one more guy Claire could think of that 
would excite Laureen so... and he happened to be the one who would probably excite her 
the most.  “Nick??” 

Laureen’s face broke into a huge grin, and Claire felt her eyes widen.  “You left 
with Nick?  What happened??” she wanted to know. 

“Well, he was pretty wasted by the time you and Jamie left, so I drove him home.  
I walked him inside, cause he was almost falling over, and I got him to the downstairs 
bedroom, and we were just talking, and then...  he kissed me!” 

Claire’s heart performed a strange flip-flop, but she was too surprised to think 
much of it.  “He did??” 

Laureen grinned, blushing.  “Uh-huh,” she said with a little giggle.  She reminded 
Claire of Dianna, gushing about her first kiss the day after it had happened back in 
eighth grade.  She knew Laureen had been kissed before, probably many times, but still, 
she could understand why this time would be particularly exciting – he was Nick Carter, 
and Laureen had adored him long before she’d actually known him.  It had to have been 
almost magical for her, no matter how wasted Nick had been when he did it. 

“So what happened??” she probed, curious to hear more.  In a way, it was easy to 
imagine it happening – Nick drunk, Laureen trying to take care of him, and whoops, 
somehow their lips had ended up together.  And yet, it also surprised her.  Despite 
knowing about Laureen’s fan crush on Nick, she’d never really considered the idea of the 
two of them being together.  To her, it had always seemed like the classic “freshman 
nobody crushing on the star senior quarterback” scenario.  It wasn’t that Nick was “out 
of Laureen’s league,” exactly, because he wasn’t – he’d proven that he could date regular 
girls.  But he’d never shown any romantic interest in Laureen, at least not to her, and so 
she’d never really given that hook-up much thought. 

“Well, I kissed back... obviously,” she giggled again, “and... well, we sorta ended 
up making out... on the bed.”   Claire’s eyes widened further, until Laureen added 
quickly, “But he kinda passed out before we could get any farther than that.  I mean, not 
that we would have... well, I don’t know... I have no idea what he was thinking, but I’m 
kinda glad we didn’t get any farther – I would have felt really weird, you know?” 

Claire nodded, not knowing quite what to say.  “So... have you talked to him since 
all this?” she wondered. 

“Well, I did the morning after...  I didn’t really want to leave him alone, cause 
he’d had a lot to drink, so I ended up just staying, and so we talked a little the next 
morning.  He felt really bad, like he’d taken advantage of me or something, but really, it 



 

wasn’t like that at all!  I wanted it as much as he did!  I mean, I wasn’t expecting him to 
kiss me, but when he did... wow.  Even drunk, he’s incredible,” she gushed, her 
expression radiant. 

Claire couldn’t help but smile, though there was a sense of wistfulness tugging at 
her heart.  “He is a very good kisser,” she agreed, remembering the sparks that had 
flown the first time he’d kissed her, in the movie theater after King Kong.  The memory 
was bittersweet now. 

“Yeah, so... I haven’t really talked to him since,” said Laureen, and her smile 
faded.  “It was sort of awkward in the morning; I was kind of self-conscious around him 
when he was sober, like I usually am, so I left in a hurry, and that was it.  I guess part of 
me was hoping he would call or something, but he hasn’t.  Probably stupid of me, right?  
I mean, he’s Nick Carter... he’s got better things to do and prettier girls than me to see.” 

Claire’s heart squeezed with empathy.  “Aww, Laureen, no, don’t say that.  Nick’s 
really not as shallow as he might seem.  He’s a guy, so he can be shallow, but he’s really 
not.  Hell, he saw something in me, and I’m certainly no supermodel,” she said with a 
dry laugh.  “And for the record, I know he’s in LA right now, and I think he spent his 
birthday in the Keys, so maybe that’s why he hasn’t called – he just hasn’t been around.” 

“Ohh, really?  I didn’t know he was leaving.” 
“Yeah... he mentioned it to me sometime before the wedding, and I just got an 

email from him last night.  Kristin had her baby!”   She’d just remembered the email, a 
short blurb saying he was glad she’d enjoyed Greece and giving the basic details of Kevin 
and Kristin’s new baby, Brayden. 

Laureen’s eyes lit up.  “Really??” she squealed.  “Didn’t know that either!  Boy or 
girl??” 

“I don’t think it’s out in the media yet, but – boy,” she said, and told Laureen the 
specifics she could remember from Nick’s message. 

“Aww, that’s so exciting!” 
Claire smiled.  “I’ll forward you pictures, if he sends some; I don’t think he’d 

mind.  And if you want me to put in a good word for you, maybe suggest that he call you, 
I can,” she offered.  Surprised though she was about the news that Laureen and Nick had 
spent a night together, she thought they might make a cute couple.  Laureen certainly 
cared about Nick, and now that she’d gotten to know him more, Claire knew it was more 
than just a “fan” kind of adoration.  And if Nick took the time to really get to know her, 
she could see him liking Laureen too.  She would be good for him.  And now that Claire 
was married, she wanted to see Nick find happiness with someone else, a woman who 
would love him and treat him right, not hurt him... the way she had. 

Her heart turned over again at the thought. 
Laureen smiled nervously.  “Thanks... I’ll let you know,” she said, after some 

hesitation.  “I don’t want to come on too strong and assume things... I mean, I know he 
was drunk, so maybe it meant nothing to him, and I’d just look silly if he knew how 
much it meant to me.” 

Classic fear of rejection, thought Claire; who couldn’t relate to that?   She 
understood how Laureen felt and nodded.  “Okay.  Well, I won’t say anything for now 
then, but if you ever do want a little help, just say the word.  He’s a guy; sometimes they 
just need a little bit of pushing from us chicks,” she said with a wink. 

Laureen laughed and nodded in agreement.  “Thanks, Claire.  I’m glad you 
understand.  I wanted to tell you so bad, but I was wondering how you would take it...  I 



 

 

mean, even though you’re married, he’s still your ex, you know?  I don’t want to go 
breaking one of those classic rules of friendship – don’t go after your friend’s exes...” 

Claire chuckled.  “Nah, that’s okay.  Nick’s still a great friend of mine, and of 
course I’ll always have a special place in my heart for him, but you’re right – I just got 
married, and it’s over between us.  If there’s chance for you and Nick, go for it – I’d be 
all for it.  I just want him to be happy.” 

She could say the words, even believe they were true, but when she thought back 
to this lunch in the distant future, she would remember the way her heart had flip-
flopped when Laureen revealed that Nick had kissed her. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 134 
 

“Hmmm...”  Nick paused in front of the mirror in his hallway to admire himself 
for a moment.  Trying not to laugh, he shook his head. 

“What?” AJ appeared beside him and began adjusting his tie. 
“You look great... but look at me,” he smirked, once again staring at his reflection. 
“And what exactly is wrong?” AJ questioned. 
“Dude, I look ridiculous!” Nick laughed.  “See, the whole gangster thing fits you, 

but I just look like a retard.” 
“I hate to break it to you, Nick, but it’s not the suit that makes you look retarded,” 

Brian’s voice joined the conversation.  “That’s just something you were born with.” 
“Funny, really,” he shot Brian the finger and turned back to the mirror, this time 

adjusting his own tie. 
After a couple of minutes, Nick finally felt satisfied with his appearance.  His suit, 

like the other guys’, was black with burgundy pin stripes.  They would be wearing a black 
dress shirt with a matching burgundy tie under a double breasted jacket; each guy would 
also be wearing a fedora hat that matched the suit.  The only exception would be AJ, 
whose suit was accented with white instead of burgundy. 

He had to admit, as silly as he felt, he and the guys were going to look kick ass 
during AJ’s wedding that afternoon.  He hadn’t really been to many weddings in his 
lifetime; of course he’d been there for Brian and Kevin’s weddings, and most recently, 
Claire’s but beyond that, he’d only been to a few more.  This wedding was definitely 
going to take the cake for creativity and originality with the “Roaring Twenties” theme 
that AJ and Mary had decided on.  And that would be the reason why he felt so silly now. 

“Well, I think we look great,” AJ said drawing Nick out of his thoughts as he 
placed his fedora hat atop his head. 

“Gangsta,” Nick bellowed as AJ spun around and smoothed his hands over his 
suit.  “Man, now all you need is a Tommy Gun.” 

“Already taken care of, my friend.” 
Nick cast a confused glance at AJ and raised an eyebrow.  He noticed that Brian 

seemed to be staring at AJ with as much bewilderment as he was. 
“What exactly do you mean by that?” Brian asked the question that had been on 

both their minds. 
“We’re gonna have our pictures taken like real gangsters!” AJ replied excitedly. 
Nick smirked at his friend’s expression and shook his head.  AJ looked like a little 

kid on Christmas morning.  But this is gonna be so cool! he thought to himself as he 
listened to AJ explain what was going to take place. 

“There was no way the five of us were going to dress like this and not look like 
real gangsters.  That was one of the first things I planned when Mary told me she wanted 
a 1920s themed wedding!  Hell, it was one of the only things I planned.” 

Nick laughed at AJ’s honesty.  He had to be truthful; corny as he felt, he was 
happy for AJ and he would have dressed in a much more ridiculous manner to make 
sure the biggest day of his brother’s life turned out perfectly.  And hey, corny or not, 
women loved a bad boy. 

 
*** 

 



 

 

That afternoon, the first Saturday in March, turned out to be absolutely beautiful.  
A light breeze ruffled through the area where the ceremony was being performed, 
carrying with it the sweet fragrance of springtime and Nick inhaled deeply as he stood 
nearby watching as the guests were seated.  The wedding was scheduled to start at four 
o’clock.  T minus five minutes and counting until AJ is taken off the market for good, he 
thought to himself with a smirk.  Letting out a quiet sigh, he adjusted his burgundy tie 
and spotted AJ nervously waiting to take his place at the alter.  He had his hands clasped 
in front of him and apparently without realizing it, had begun twirling his thumbs. 

Finally, an upbeat song dating back to the 1920s began to play, signaling the start 
of the processional.  Nick and the others joined AJ and he watched as the bridesmaids 
began their march down the aisle.  Each girl was decked out in a burgundy knee-length 
fringed flapper dress, a matching headband with a black ostrich feather decorating the 
right side and a long strand of beads around her neck. 

When each bridesmaid had made it to her spot, the upbeat music died down and 
a soft melody began to play.  Nick remembered AJ mentioning the fact that Mary would 
be walking down the aisle, not to the traditional wedding march, but something dating 
back to that era to keep with their theme.  As Duke Ellington’s “Tenderly” played, Nick 
heard AJ inhale sharply once he finally caught sight of Mary walking toward him.  The 
sight of her could have taken away any man’s breath; she was truly a vision.  Her tea 
length, ivory gown was simple and elegant with its sheer, embroidered neck long and 
sleeves.  In contrast to the bright make-up of her bridesmaids, Mary’s had been kept 
very soft and feminine and her long, dark hair had been curled into soft ringlets and 
swept back in a loose ponytail that cascaded down her back. 

AJ and Mary held each others gaze until they were standing side by side and the 
music faded.  The minister, who was also dressed in a suit circa the roaring 20’s, cleared 
his throat and welcomed everyone who had come.  Nick listened as he talked of the 
sacred union of marriage and how special it is when you find someone to share that 
with.  He felt the familiar ache that settled into his heart as his mind drifted to Claire, 
but he shook her face from his mind just as quickly as it had appeared.  He was 
determined to keep his thoughts on AJ and Mary and how happy they were as they took 
their vows to one another. 

They had each decided to prepare their own vows for one another and AJ was 
now speaking, all the while gazing lovingly at Mary. 

“...you’ve been the person that has kept me strong for the last three years.  I can’t 
wait to spend the rest of my life with you and I promise that no matter what I will take 
care of you.  Mary, you have made me become a better man and I love you with my 
whole heart and soul.”  Nick smiled as AJ poured his heart out and slipped the gold 
band onto Mary’s slender finger; he was also surprised when he noticed a tear slip down 
his cheek. 
 

*** 
 
After AJ had returned from his honeymoon in the latter part of March, the five 

Backstreet Boys held a meeting with representatives from their management and record 
label.  The meeting took place in Los Angeles, with Nick, AJ, Kevin, their manager 
Kenneth and the record exec actually present in the conference room, and Brian and 
Howie, who were both still on the east coast, on the speaker phone. 



 

They had come together to talk about their future plans for the group.  “It’s been 
a year-and-a-half since your last release,” Scott from Jive reminded them right away, 
“and you’re still under contract to do two more albums.  The label just wants a 
preliminary timeframe of when we can expect those from you.”  Without waiting for a 
response from any of the Boys, he continued eagerly, “You know, it’s still early in the 
year.  If you recorded over the summer, you could easily have the next album ready for a 
fourth-quarter release...” 

Kevin, AJ, and Nick all looked at each other.  On the phone, Howie and Brian 
were silent.  It seemed like no one wanted to answer on behalf of the group, perhaps 
because no one knew exactly what they – as a group – wanted to do. 

The idea of recording this summer appealed to Nick; working on his music was a 
means of escaping for him, and with the way the last year had gone, he liked the idea of 
just staying in LA to record.  But he wasn’t sure that was what the others’ wanted.  In 
fact, looking at Kevin’s and AJ’s faces, he could tell that wasn’t what they wanted at all.  
So he kept his mouth shut. 

Finally, Kevin spoke.  Kevin was always the one to break the silence when none of 
the others would; they had just gotten used to looking to him as their spokesperson.  He 
didn’t let them down this time.  “I can’t speak for all of us in saying this,” he began 
slowly, seeming to contemplate his words carefully before he went on, “but I know for 
me personally, recording this summer seems a little soon.  My wife and I have a six-
week-old baby, and I’d really like to spend his first year at home.  If we rush to get an 
album out by the end of this year, we’ll probably be touring by his first birthday, and... 
well, I just think it’s too soon for me.  I’d really love some more time out to just be a 
father to my son first.” 

The record exec, Scott, looked disappointed, but not surprised, nor did Kenneth.  
Perhaps they had both expected to hear this.  Before either of them could get a word in, 
however, Brian’s voice rang through the speakers.  “I’m siding with Kevin on this one,” 
he spoke up.  “I’ve been in his position, and I was grateful for the time off I had to spend 
with my son when he was born.  I had about five months before we went back to work, 
and in hindsight, I still think we rushed it.” 

Scott frowned.  “But there were a lot of other things going on then too.  Nick was 
ill and undergoing treatment, so of course it seemed like a bad time to be recording, but 
you couldn’t have known that when we planned it.  And that’s not the case this time... 
right?”   He looked between Nick and Kenneth, raising an eyebrow, as if to make sure 
there were no new developments in Nick’s health that he hadn’t been told. 

“I’m fine,” Nick assured him, slightly annoyed.  He had met plenty of people in 
the music business who were just out for money, and most of the people at Jive were no 
different.  It was one of the reasons they had battled with the record company in the 
past.  The label didn’t care about them as people; they cared about the money they 
would bring in.  It wasn’t good to have long gaps between albums; the public tended to 
forget about groups like the Backstreet Boys when they were out of the spotlight too 
long, and that meant lower record sales when the albums were finally released.  Nick 
understood that, but Scott seemed to be extra pushy to set a recording date for that 
summer.  Judging by the way he had just looked at Nick, Nick wondered if the record 
exec were afraid he would get sick again before the group could fulfill the rest of their 
three-album deal with Jive. 



 

 

Kevin had started talking again though, so Nick had no chance to make 
accusations.  “This is about more than Nick.  We all have personal lives, and some of us 
have just been through some major life-changing events.  Not only am I a parent now, 
but AJ just got married.  I’m sure he’d like a little time with his wife before we get back 
into the studio.  You know how crazy our schedules get once there’s an album on the 
way, so I think we’d just like to postpone that a little longer and give ourselves some 
more time with our families.  Am I right, J?” 

AJ nodded.  “Sorry, guys, but I’m with Kev on this,” he agreed.  “You know I love 
recording and performing more than anything, but Mary and I just got back from our 
honeymoon.  We gotta have some time to just be newlyweds, you know?” 

“I’m with you too,” Brian added.  “It can be tough trying to juggle a music career 
and a family; I think I know that better than any of you.  It can be done, but I think we 
need to give Kevin and AJ some time to just enjoy their families before we bring music 
back into the mix.  I know I’ve enjoyed my time off with Leigh and Baylee too, and I 
definitely wouldn’t mind more.” 

Scott nodded, seeming to realize he wasn’t going to win this battle.  “Nick, Howie, 
is this how you’re feeling too?” he asked, looking between Nick and the phone that was 
connected with Howie, his last two shots for a fourth-quarter album release from the 
Backstreet Boys. 

“Whatever the guys want to do, I’m with them,” Howie said agreeably.  Nick knew 
that despite all the outside projects Howie had going on, with his charity and the real 
estate he’d been developing, he put the Backstreet Boys first and was always up for 
working.  But he was also a “go with the flow” kind of guy, never one to dissent from the 
others.  He had known Howie would agree to time off if Kevin, AJ, and now Brian 
wanted it. 

It seemed he was the only one who really did want to record this year, but Nick 
knew he had no case.  It would be four to one.  Well, four to two, if you counted Scott, 
but Nick didn’t really want to side with him anyway.  Besides, he understood why the 
others wanted more time off, and they had every right to take it.  If he and Claire had 
married the way they had one planned, he would probably want the time off to spend 
with her too.  It wasn’t their faults he was single and hating it. 

“Yeah, if the fellas want time off, that’s cool with me,” he finally said and watched 
Kevin and AJ smile as Scott nodded again in disappointment. 

Yet as the meeting continued, with everyone trying to lay out a timeframe for 
when they might start recording again, Nick let his mind wander.  An idea was forming, 
an idea which had been simmering in the back of his mind for some time now.  As the 
others came to the consensus that maybe next year they would put an album out, Nick 
decided he’d better put his proposition forward. 

“Hey guys, I was thinking...” he interjected, and suddenly, he was struck with a 
sense of déjà vu.  This meeting was starting to seem all-too-similar to one that had taken 
place six years ago, and that particular meeting had been a disaster.  But it wasn’t the 
same situation this time, and so, hoping they would understand, Nick went ahead and 
said it.  “Since we’re taking the year off and all, I was thinking I might wanna work on 
some more solo stuff.  I mean, just while we’re on break.  As soon as you guys wanna 
record again, I’m right there with you, but until then...”  Nick stopped to lick his lips; his 
mouth was dry.  “Well, I’ve just been kind of wanting to get back into the studio.  I’ve 
been playing around with a lot of new music over the years, and I think-” 



 

“Hey, Nick?”  Brian’s voice crackled out of the phone. 
Nick stopped talking.  “Yeah?” he asked apprehensively. 
“If you want to put out another solo album, I think that’d be great,” said Brian.  

“You’ve been through so much stuff since your last one, I know you’ve got a lot to get 
out, and I think the album could be incredible.  Besides, it’s something you’ve always 
wanted to do.  I say go for it.” 

A weight lifted from Nick’s shoulders, and he suddenly felt very light, ready to 
spring right out of his chair.  “Really?” he asked incredulously.  He hadn’t expected the 
guys to totally nix the idea, but this show of support was surprising, coming from Brian 
first.  Brian had seemed to have the biggest problem with him doing his first solo album, 
and the words that had flown during and after the meeting at which he’d made the 
announcement had caused a rift in their friendship.  After all they’d been through, Nick 
hadn’t expected the exact same thing to happen this time... but because of it, Brian’s 
support now was even more of a pleasant surprise.  More than just a pleasant surprise, it 
meant the world to Nick. 

“I totally agree,” said Kevin, smiling over at Nick.  “You should do it, kid; throw 
your heart and soul into it, and it’ll be amazing.” 

Nick smiled back at Kevin, Kevin who had called him when Now or Never came 
out to tell him how much he liked it, even singing part of “I Got You,” which he’d named 
as his favorite track. 

“Absolutely,” Howie added.  “You know, I’ve been thinking about working on 
some solo stuff myself, maybe for a Latin album someday.  This time off would give me 
the chance to experiment too.” 

Howie had always supported Nick; he was the only one to have come to the set of 
Nick’s first solo video shoot and hang out.  Nick would always remember that. 

“A Latin album would be cool.  Howie Dorough – the next Ricky Martin,” Nick 
joked, glad that Howie could not see his mischievous grin. 

“Nah, he’s more like Enrique Iglesias,” AJ chimed in, his grin matching Nick’s.  
“Ricky was sort of gay.  Enrique was more the Latin Lover.” 

“Would you love... if I told you to cry...  Would you leave... oh please, tell me 
thees...” Nick sang in an Enrique impression that was pretty dead-on. 

Kevin and AJ cracked up, and Nick could hear Brian’s laughter ringing through 
the speaker, and all Howie said was, “Those aren’t even the right words,” which sent 
them all into gales of even more hysterical laughter. 

When they’d finally calmed down, Kevin said, “Okay, so... we’re all good on this?  
Taking the rest of the year off to be with our families and do our own thing?” 

The other four band members agreed, and even Scott looked slightly happier by 
the notion of two Backstreet Boys with solo projects in the works.  After the meeting 
ended, he pulled Nick aside and told him to call to schedule another meeting when he 
was ready to talk about his next solo album.  “Jive will always have a place for you,” he 
told Nick, smiling and patting his shoulder on the way out the door.  He had the smile of 
a used car dealer, but Nick didn’t care. 

As he drove home, his head was filled with the lyrics and melodies of songs he’d 
written in the emotional zeniths and nadirs of five years past. 

 
*** 

 



 

 

As spring flew by, in a gust of scorching temperatures and spring break tourists, 
Claire was surprised by how smoothly her first few months of marriage had gone.  Of 
course, she and Jamie had had the usual spats and discovered the usual quirks about 
living with each other – like the fact that he never bothered to rinse the dishes before 
putting them in the dishwasher or replace the toilet paper on the empty roll, or how she 
kicked and thrashed in her sleep at night and, even with the air conditioning cranked up 
high, would get too hot and throw all the covers off. 

“I’m telling you, you would love Iowa,” Jamie said after he’d woken up shivering a 
few times.  Pulling the covers up to his chin as she sat cross-legged in her tanktop and 
boxer shorts and nothing else, he’d added, “You wouldn’t be so hot there.” 

“I hate winter though,” she’d protested. 
“How do you know?  You’ve lived in Florida your whole life; when have you even 

seen winter?” 
“We used to go to Baltimore to stay with my grandparents every other Christmas 

or so – trust me, I’ve seen winter.” 
“You don’t even like snow on Christmas??” Jamie asked incredulously. 
Claire shook her head.  “It’s not the snow I don’t like.  It’s the cold... and the fact 

that it makes everything die.  I need color and life in my life,” she laughed.  “Winter 
makes everything all gray and dead.” 

He couldn’t really argue with her there, so they’d left it at that, agreeing to 
disagree.  They were such opposites of each other in many ways, yet aside from the 
bickering over winter versus summer and the Cubs versus the Marlins, they lived in 
relative harmony.  They’d known each other so long that even though they’d never lived 
together, the transition had been easy to make. 

With the flourish of spring, Claire started thinking about children again.  They’d 
agreed to start trying for babies soon on their honeymoon, but once they’d gotten home, 
they had opted to concentrate on just being newlyweds at first, getting used to living 
together in Jamie’s old apartment and molding a routine for themselves.  But now that a 
few months of wedded bliss had passed them by, Claire thought it might be time to try 
adding kids to the mix.  She knew that it was highly unlikely she and Jamie would 
actually have a baby nine months after trying for once; it seemed that most women who 
opted for in vitro fertilization had to undergo several cycles before carrying a pregnancy 
to term.  Though the thought was overwhelming, she was trying to prepare herself for 
many months, even years, of frustrations and disappointments.  But the sooner they 
started trying, she reasoned optimistically, the sooner they would have a child. 

She and Jamie had another conversation about it near the end of May, and when 
he agreed, she scheduled an appointment at the fertility clinic for the first week in June. 

 
*** 

 
On the first Wednesday in June, Claire made sure she had the day off for her 

appointment, and Jamie took off the morning to go with her.  They arrived at the 
Hillsborough Fertility and Gynecology Clinic fifteen minutes early, and though Jamie 
looked petrified as they walked into the building and down a hall that was lined with 
pictures of women and babies, he obediently accompanied her to the correct waiting 
room. 



 

He shouldn’t have been so nervous, thought Claire, hiding a smirk as she took in 
his uneasy appearance.  This was only a consultation, and plus, he had been here before.  
It had been nearly five-and-a-half years since she’d sat in this very same waiting room 
with Jamie, while he fidgeted and squirmed, probably half-considering backing out of 
his offer to make the donation that would allow her to start her cancer treatments with 
some peace of mind, knowing there would still be a chance for her to have children when 
it was all over, assuming she survived. 

Obviously, she had, and now here they were, married, hoping they hadn’t waited 
too long to make use of the precious gift he’d given her.  Sometimes she still couldn’t 
believe the way it had all worked out, but maybe it was fate.  She only hoped they would 
be so lucky when it came to getting pregnant. 

“Claire Turner for Dr. Nevin,” she told the receptionist, signing in.  She was given 
a clipboard full of papers to fill out, which she took back to her seat.  She did the 
paperwork while Jamie sat and tapped his foot incessantly.  When a nurse finally came 
to get her, she was more than relieved. 

“Dr. Nevin will see you now,” said the nurse, ushering Jamie and her back to a 
room, where they were to wait for Dr. Gwen Nevin, the embryologist who had overseen 
the harvesting and fertilization of her eggs five years ago.  She had been glad to find out 
the doctor was still working at this clinic. 

When Dr. Nevin came in, a round of re-introductions and the usual chitchat 
followed, and then they got down to business.  Dr. Nevin laid out the various steps of the 
procedure known as frozen embryo transfer, which, if successful, would allow Claire to 
get pregnant from the embryos she’d had preserved.  It would involve weeks of 
medication beforehand and many more weeks of medication and testing afterwards, but 
Claire wasn’t put off by all of that.  If she could do chemo and a bone marrow transplant, 
she could do this, especially for a child. 

Jamie looked less comfortable with all the talk of hormones and injections, but 
that was to be expected.  He made it through the entire consultation without fainting or 
leaving the room, though, and Claire was relieved he had stuck it out.  In the last few 
years, he really had turned over a new leaf, becoming the mature, dependable kind of 
man she would need by her side, supporting her through this. 

By the time they left the clinic, Claire was feeling hopeful about everything.  She 
carried a small card in her hand, on which the receptionist had written the date for her 
next appointment, two weeks later.  It was then that she would start taking the 
hormones that would prepare her body for pregnancy, and the whole process would 
truly begin. 

Though the last several months had flown by, she had a feeling the next few 
weeks would pass at a slow crawl.  That was just how time seemed to work when one 
was anxiously waiting for something. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 135 
 

Exactly two weeks after her consultation, Claire returned to the fertility clinic for 
a second appointment.  Jamie came with her.  Though it was a weekday, they had each 
managed to get the morning off again.  Claire had talked to Dr. Somers at work a few 
days after the initial consultation, and he had kindly agreed that her schedule would 
remain flexible over the next few weeks, allowing her to take days off for appointments 
and rest after procedures when she needed them.  He had always been so understanding 
when it came to her leukemia treatments that she had not been surprised, but she was 
definitely grateful. 

It was a surprise to her that Jamie’s boss seemed equally understanding about 
the situation, allowing him to take off his second Wednesday morning in three weeks to 
be at the appointment with her.  “He said that as long as I don’t have any meetings 
scheduled when you have your appointments, and as long as I keep up with my work, it’s 
okay to take off half-days to be with you,” he’d told her when he came home from work 
one day, kissing her sweetly. 

She was more than happy with this arrangement because she wanted Jamie to be 
involved in the whole process.  The baby they were striving for would be just as much his 
as hers, and she wanted him to share in the excitement, even as she kept telling herself 
not to get too excited yet – they had a long road ahead of them. 

Their journey along that road would truly begin today, as Claire lay in an 
examining room with her legs splayed, letting the doctor poke and prod while Jamie 
waited outside.  He returned when the examination part of the appointment was over, 
just in time to hear Dr. Nevin explain the different medications Claire would be taking 
for the next two weeks. 

When the couple left the clinic that day, Claire had another card for her next 
appointment, at the end of the month, and two prescriptions, one for a nasal spray and 
one for a kind of tablets which, together, would ready her for the next step, the 
implantation of embryos into her womb. 

 
*** 

 
Nick’s own “baby” – his solo album – was well underway by the middle of June.  

He’d met with various music producers, many of whom he’d worked with before on 
Backstreet Boys music, to collaborate on the songs he’d written himself, songs which he 
thought had a lot of potential.  At the same time, he’d also been recording demos of 
songs written by others, which had been sent to him.  He liked many of them, and all in 
all, he was very happy with how the process was going. 

He still had the whole summer ahead of him, in which to record, and if all went 
well, he’d have his first single out by summer’s end, and an album in the fall.  It was 
incredible, the way the project was coming together already, and he couldn’t wait to play 
some of his new material for the other guys. 

Kevin was always showing off pictures of Brayden and telling stories about 
everything the kid did – Brayden’s first smile, Brayden’s first laugh, Brayden’s first baby 
talk, Brayden’s first time holding his head up, rolling over, sleeping a full night, taking a 
bottle...   Nick felt like he knew everything about Kevin’s baby, and he was excited about 
introducing the guys to his “baby” in return, when the time was right. 



 

 
*** 

 
On the last day of June, a Monday, Claire and Jamie were back at the fertility 

clinic for another exam and consultation.  “Everything looks great so far,” said Dr. Nevin 
once she’d examined Claire.  “The ultrasound shows that your endometrium has 
thickened the way we wanted it to, so we should be able to implant your embryos in two 
days.  This will give the lab time to test the frozen embryos and thaw the ones that seem 
fit for transfer.” 

“And how many embryos will you be transferring?” asked Claire.  She knew that, 
usually, women in her position were implanted with more than one embryo to increase 
the chances of getting pregnant, since it was likely that not all of the embryos would 
develop further.  This was the reason so many women who had undergone in vitro 
fertilization ended up having twins, triplets, or even more children at once.  Claire could 
see herself with twins, even triplets, but she definitely didn’t want to have a “litter” of 
children.  Any more than two or three kids at once, and she’d go nuts. 

“Well, that’s something I’d like to discuss with you,” said Dr. Nevin, pulling up a 
stool so that she could sit down and talk to the couple face-to-face.  “In most cases, we 
only implant one or two embryos in women under thirty.  Often, even if two embryos are 
transferred, only one baby will result, though, of course, the chances of having twins 
goes up significantly.”   Looking between Claire and Jamie, the doctor asked, “Have you 
considered the thought of having multiple babies?  Is that a possibility you’d be willing 
to accept?” 

“Oh, of course,” said Claire, as she looked to her husband.  Right? she asked him 
silently. 

Jamie nodded in agreement.  “We knew there was a good chance of that going in.  
I figure, if God wants us to have more than one baby, then that’s what we’ll have.  I think 
you should transfer as many as you think would be best, and He can take it from there.” 

Dr. Nevin smiled.  “Well, in that case, there’s something else I want to add.  As I 
said, we usually transfer no more than two embryos into a woman under thirty, since 
there are higher pregnancy rates in younger women.  However, with the age of your 
embryos, having been cryopreserved over five years ago, it will be harder to ensure a 
successful pregnancy.  Although many healthy babies have been born from frozen 
embryos, the success rate is a little higher with fresh embryos.” 

Claire nodded her understanding, though invisible fingers squeezed at her heart. 
“I’d like the two of you to consider having three embryos implanted, instead of 

two,” Dr. Nevin advised.  “With one more embryo, you have one more chance to become 
pregnant.  On the other hand, the chance of having twins is also greater, and it is 
possible – not likely, but possible – that all three embryos would take, and you’d be 
expecting triplets.  So what you have to ask yourselves before consenting to the number 
of embryos is, do you accept that possibility?” 

Claire and Jamie exchanged glances again.  This time, it was he who spoke first.  
“I’d be happy with a big family, if that’s what the Lord blessed us with,” he told her.  
“But you’re the one who would be carrying the babies, so it’s up to you.” 

Claire found it hard to imagine the idea of three babies growing inside her at 
once.  Yet she had to agree with Jamie.  Even if they went ahead with three embryos, 
there was no guarantee, only a slight chance, that all three would survive in her womb.  



 

 

If they did, she would have to look at it as almost a miracle, a work of God’s hand.  
Either way, she believed that everything happened for a reason, and no matter what 
came out of this, she would have to accept that it was meant to be. 

She took her husband’s hand and squeezed it.  “Let’s go for it then.”  Looking at 
Dr. Nevin, she added, “If you think using three would give us a better chance of having 
at least one baby, we want to do it.  And if we end up having more than one... well, the 
more the merrier!” 

The embryologist smiled and nodded.  “Excellent.  I’ll notify the lab, and we’ll set 
you up with an appointment for the embryo transfer in two days.  In the meantime, 
you’ll need to start taking progesterone shots.  Progesterone is a hormone that helps 
support the lining of the uterus – you’ll need to take it for at least two weeks, until we 
know whether or not you’re pregnant, and if you are, you’ll keep taking it for awhile after 
that.” 

“Did you say shots?” interjected Jamie, looking pale. 
Dr. Nevin offered him a grim smile.  “Unfortunately, yes.  Progesterone is usually 

given through injections or suppositories, and in your wife’s case, I think injections 
would be better; they offer a stronger dose...” 

Claire had been prepared for this possibility and wasn’t too worried.  She didn’t 
like the thought of having to give herself shots every day, but it seemed a small price to 
pay for a baby of her own, which she had no chance of having otherwise.  Besides, she’d 
been through worse.  She offered Jamie a brave smile and patted his hand.  “It’ll be 
fine,” she assured him.  “Believe it or not, I’m actually quite used to needles.” 

Jamie blanched and looked away; she ignored him and turned back to the doctor, 
who said, “Let me get round up some supplies here, and I’ll show you how to give the 
injections now, since you’ll want to start with them today...” 

She rummaged through various cabinets and drawers around the room and 
assembled a small array of supplies on a stainless steel tray.  Disappearing into the hall 
once, she was gone a few minutes, then returned with a small bottle in her hand.  “This 
is the progesterone,” she said, showing Claire.  “The hormone itself is actually 
suspended in an oil that you’ll inject yourself with.  You’ll use a 3 cc syringe with a 22 
gauge needle, like this,” she added, brandishing a syringe with a needle that was thicker 
than Claire had expected.  Her heart started to beat faster in anticipation as Dr. Nevin 
demonstrated how to pierce the vial of progesterone with the needle and fill the syringe 
with the proper dosage. 

“Now,” said Dr. Nevin, “there are two different places you can take the injection, 
either the buttocks or the thigh.  You can give it to yourself in the thigh, but it’d be better 
to have someone else administer it if you’re going to use the buttocks.  It’s not so easy to 
see what you’re doing back there,” she added with a hint of a smile. 

Somewhat amused at the idea of Jamie trying to give her a shot, Claire glanced 
over at him and found him staring back at her, eyes wide, face as white as a sheet.  She 
laughed and turned back to Dr. Nevin.  “I’ll just do it myself, in the thigh.  You’re off the 
hook, dear,” she added to Jamie, winking at him.  His pale cheeks flushed; he looked 
ashamed, yet relieved at the same time. 

She wasn’t too put off by his reaction; she would have much more shocked if he’d 
actually volunteered.  Besides, she trusted herself more than her husband when it came 
to anything medical, and trust, she thought, was especially important in a circumstance 
that involved a sharp needle and chemicals going into her body. 



 

Dr. Nevin described where and how deep to inject herself and then handed her 
the syringe.  “Here, why don’t you try this?  Most women feel more confident about it 
once they’ve done it once, and they’re usually less apprehensive if they do it around a 
doctor.” 

Claire nodded and took the syringe.  Her hands trembled slightly as she crossed 
her legs and pushed up the thin material of the gown she was wearing, exposing the 
pale, white skin of her thigh. 

“Remember what I said,” the doctor coached her, “put it at a ninety-degree angle 
and insert the needle quickly and smoothly, until it’s all the way in.  Then you’ll pull 
back the plunger.” 

Nodding again, Claire braced herself, flexing the muscles in her leg involuntarily, 
and carefully lowered the needle to her thigh.  She hesitated just a moment, the tip 
poised a few inches above her skin, and then sucked in a deep breath and held it as she 
plunged the needle in.  It hurt, and she winced, but once it was in, she decided the worst 
was over.  Breathing shakily, she remembered the doctor’s instructions and slowly 
pulled up the plunger. 

“Check and make sure there’s no blood in the syringe,” warned Dr. Nevin, leaning 
over for a look.  “You don’t want to be in a blood vessel.” 

But there was no hint of red in the clear syringe, so Claire went ahead and pushed 
the plunger down slowly, forcing the hormone compound into her body.  When she 
pulled the needle out, Dr. Nevin handed her a gauze pad and said, “Apply pressure for 
about thirty seconds.  Once the bleeding has stopped, you should immediately throw 
away the needle.  You should pick up a small sharps container to dispose of the needles, 
or if you’d rather, you can use any unbreakable plastic container that you can seal, like a 
leftover laundry detergent bottle.” 

“Okay,” Claire nodded, pressing the gauze against her thigh. 
“And that’s all there is to it,” smiled Dr. Nevin.  “It’s not fun, I know, but-” 
“It’s worth it,” Claire finished, managing a smile back as she peeled up the gauze 

for a peek.  There was still some blood seeping from the small hole in her leg, so she 
pushed it back down again. 

Dr. Nevin patted her shoulder.  “I’ll write out your prescription for the 
progesterone, and you should pick it up this afternoon.  Follow the dosage instructions 
on the prescriptions, and I’ll check with you on how it’s going when I see you on 
Wednesday.  Here’s your follow-up slip and some instructions on what to do before you 
come on,” she said, handing Claire two sheets of paper.  “Just give the follow-up to the 
receptionist, and she’ll check my schedule and set up your embryo transfer.” 

Claire smiled at Jamie, and a rush of exhilaration swept away the gentle throb in 
her leg as she realized that in just two days, she could be conceiving their children. 

 
*** 

 
The album had already come a long way since its conception, thought Nick as he 

looked upon the lists of songs and CDs of demo tracks that were scattered across the 
table in front of him.  Three different Jive execs sat around the table with him, and next 
to him was Johnny Wright, helping to delegate as they collectively discussed the songs 
that had already been recorded for Nick’s still-untitled solo album. 



 

 

Nick had just finished recording the background vocals for one of the songs that 
morning, when he’d been pulled out of the sound booth to join his manager and the 
record execs for this meeting.  It was too early to settle on a final track listing for the 
album, as Nick was still recording, but they did want a first single. 

“If you can shoot the video and do the photo shoots in July, we’ll be able to 
release the song in August, during the usual back-to-school hype.  The hot summer 
songs will be old by then, and your single will be something new, a song for the fall.  
Then we can drop the album in October or so, right before the holidays, which are sure 
to give your sales a boost when they’d otherwise be slowing down,” one of the 
representatives from Jive explained. 

Nick could care less about the marketing aspect of it this time around.  His 
expectations were low, after the relative low sales of Now or Never, but he wasn’t 
making this album for money or bragging rights.  It was about so much more than that; 
it was about doing something personal, something all his own.  It had taken him some 
time to get comfortable with performing again, after he’d battled cancer and lost his leg, 
but now that he was, it was time for him to show the world that he could still do it on his 
own, if they would listen.  And if not, well... at least he’d be showing himself. 

“Picking the right song is important,” added another of the execs, as if this was 
something Nick didn’t know.  “We need something that’s both catchy and original, 
something that will get people talking.” 

Nick mostly listened, rather than talked, as the Jive big-wigs discussed various 
tracks that were in contention for being put on the album.  He’d sat through meetings 
like this for every album he’d been a part of and had learned by now that his own input 
counted very little.  He and the guys had gained more creative control over their music 
as the years had gone by, but when it came to singles, the record company always had 
the final word.  Even now, with his own solo record, he knew it would be no different.  
So he put forward his suggestions and then sat back to listen to the others critique them. 

Several songs were argued over, but when the meeting came to a close, they had 
selected a first single that everyone liked, one that Jive could promote and Nick could be 
proud of, for it was one of the songs he’d written himself. 

 
*** 

 
Claire woke up nervous on the day of her frozen embryo transfer.  She tried to eat 

some breakfast, in hopes of settling the butterflies in her stomach, but she wasn’t very 
hungry, already too full with a mix of anxious excitement.  It was strange to think that by 
the time she went to bed that night, she could be pregnant, though she wouldn’t know it.  
There would be no way to determine if the procedure had been successful or not for at 
least another two weeks, at which point a pregnancy test could start to show positive 
results.  That meant she’d probably be stuck with the anxiety that plagued her now for 
two more weeks, if not longer.  But, just as with the hormone shots she was taking daily 
now, it would all be worth it if, in fact, the procedure worked. 

Jamie took the day off of work to be with her, and they left for the clinic early, 
knowing there would be paperwork to fill out.  Once they had signed the appropriate 
consent forms, Claire was taken to a sterile room, and Jamie waited outside while the 
nurses prepped her for the transfer procedure.  By the time he was allowed back in, she 
was dressed in a hospital gown and lying in bed, her feet in stirrups.  It gave her déjà vu 



 

to be lying in a sterile room, gowned up, with medical equipment all around; she had to 
remind herself that this time, she was here for a good reason, and by her own choice. 

“Sorry this isn’t the most romantic way to conceive a child,” she said to Jamie, 
flashing an impish smile.  “I’d prefer candles to fluorescent lights, and lingerie to a 
hospital gown, but what can I say?” 

Looking wan, Jamie managed a smile back. 
Sensing his apprehension, she reached out and patted the chair one of the nurses 

had placed near the head of her bed.  “Come sit with me.  The nurse said Dr. Nevin 
should be in soon to start.” 

Jamie sat down, still looking wary, but sweetly reached for her hand.  “This is 
weird,” he confessed, looking around.  “I keep thinking of that one X-Files episode, 
where the pregnant woman was implanted with an alien baby... you remember that one” 

Claire gaped at her husband.  “Uhh, Jamie, sweetheart?  That’s not really what I 
want to hear right now.” 

He gave her a sheepish smile.  “I-I know... I’m sorry.”  He brought her hand to his 
lips and kissed her knuckles lightly.  But even as he lowered her hand, absently rubbing 
the back of it, he looked troubled.  “I just wonder... I mean, how do we really know these 
are our embryos?” 

Horrified by the fears he was putting into her head, fears she hadn’t even 
considered, Claire jerked her hand out of his.  “For God’s sake, will you stop it??” she 
demanded.  “There’s enough rational fears to have without us going all Mulder and 
Scully and start making up conspiracy theories here.” 

“Sorry, sorry, I know,” Jamie apologized, smoothing back her hair.  He stood and 
kissed her forehead, then sat back down and proceeded to start taping his foot.  Tap, 
tap, tap, tap, tap, tap... 

Claire was incredibly relieved when Dr. Nevin arrived, accompanied by a male 
doctor.  “Claire, Jamie, good morning,” she greeted them with a smile.  “Are you all 
ready??” 

Pushing all thoughts of alien fetuses and strangers’ embryos aside, Claire smiled 
back and gave Jamie’s hand a tight, bone-crushing squeeze.  “We sure are.” 

“Great.  This is Dr. Paulie, one of my colleagues.  He’s going to observe the 
procedure today.  It’s our policy to always have two doctors in the room for an embryo 
transfer, just to ensure that there are no mix-ups – best to always double check, right?” 

Claire nodded, her smile wavering as she thought about how much she wished 
her doctor hadn’t even brought up the possibility of “mix-ups.” 

While Dr. Paulie checked the equipment around Claire to ensure that everything 
had been set up correctly, Dr. Nevin sank down onto a stool near the foot of the bed.  
“Just to brief you on a few things before we get started,” she said, “I had the lab thaw 
four of your embryos so that we could pick the best three to implant.  Not all embryos 
survive the thawing process, so it’s best to thaw more than you’re going to use.  Two of 
the thawed embryos look to be of very good quality, so we’ll definitely be implanting 
those.  A third does not have as many cells as those two, but since you consented to 
three, I’d like to go ahead and transfer it anyway; it could still implant and catch up to 
the others.  The fourth did not thaw well, so we’ll have to just dispose of that one, but it 
looks like you have at least two, potentially three viable embryos.” 

“That’s good news,” said Claire, her voice light.  She was getting anxious again 
and wished they would just get started. 



 

 

Appearing to sense her anxiety, Dr. Nevin smiled again.  “Do you have any 
questions before we begin the transfer?” she asked, looking from Claire to Jamie. 

Neither of them had any – thankfully, Jamie didn’t ask the doctor how her clinic 
ensured that aliens could not penetrate the cryogenic storage lab – and so, the 
procedure began.  Dr. Nevin sat on her stool at the foot of Claire’s bed with an 
ultrasound monitor turned towards her, while one of the nurses stood at the side, 
guiding the transducer probe over Claire’s lower abdomen so that the doctor could see 
what she was doing.  There was a TV screen in Claire and Jamie’s line of sight that 
connected to the ultrasound, allowing them to watch the procedure too. 

It was hard to tell what was actually going on, based on the blurred images on the 
screen, but the two doctors kept up a running commentary as they worked, walking the 
couple through the procedure.  Claire held Jamie’s hand tightly as she stared at the TV, 
watching the doctor inject the syringe that contained their three tiny embryos into the 
catheter that had been carefully thread through her cervix and into her uterus. 

The procedure was surprisingly simple and painless, for the most part, and only 
took twenty minutes.  When it was over, Dr. Nevin removed the catheter and, together 
with Dr. Paulie, checked it carefully to make sure all three embryos had passed through 
it.  “Looks good,” she told Claire after a few minutes.  “I’d like you to lie still and rest for 
awhile, to give the embryos a chance to settle.  I’ll come check in with you in about half 
an hour.” 

“Thank you so much,” Claire said gratefully, feeling a rush of relief now that the 
transfer was over.  The embryos were inside of her, and all she and Jamie had to do now 
was wait, wait and pray that at least one of them would keep growing. 

 
*** 

 
Sitting in a makeup chair, while two stylists buzzed around him, one raking 

product through his hair while the other dusted blush across his cheeks, Nick read 
through the music video treatment the director had typed up for a final time, ignoring 
everything around him. 

It was now the second week of July, and he was scheduled to shoot the video for 
his first single over the next two days.  Several different directors had sent in treatments, 
and he’d bypassed a few of the more accomplished ones for a newer director, who had 
less videos to his credit, but a vision for the song that had appealed to Nick the most.  
The concept was simple, but mature, with a lot of imagery and some subtle effects that 
Nick thought would look good on screen. 

He’d met with the director early that morning and gone over the treatment one 
last time before he’d been whisked away by the stylists, put into wardrobe, and thrust 
into the makeup chair.  Doing music videos always made Nick feel almost like a movie 
star, which was still fun, even after years and years of doing it.  He’d always enjoyed 
acting, as well as singing, and loved the idea of stepping into a role, playing a character 
other than himself.  Though his own perspective had driven the lyrics to this song, he 
still viewed the job as acting. 

When the stylists finished their work, he looked into the mirror and found 
himself looking a hundred percent better than he had when he’d woken up that 
morning.  Ready to be in front of the camera, he was taken onto one of the sets, where 
the director was waiting. 



 

As the morning wore on, he moved from set to set, lip-synching his own song in 
front of a green screen and various backdrops, following the director’s cues as he acted 
wordlessly in other settings. 

“Now you’re going to walk along the mantle, looking at the various photos.  You 
don’t have to walk too slowly; we’ll put it in slow-mo for the final cut.  Now pick up that 
last picture, hold it in your hand – good.  Now stare at it; you’re sad, you’re full of 
longing, you’re remembering; the memory is bittersweet, almost painful to think about... 
great.  Cut!”  The director shouted and smiled at Nick from amid the large cameras.  
“Great expression there; I think that shot is gonna be a keeper.  You want a look?” 

Nodding, Nick left the fireplace set and walked over to where the director was 
standing, scrutinizing the latest film on a small screen.  Looking over his shoulder, Nick 
watched the scene he had just filmed, smirking at the way his features crumpled into an 
expression of pure, melodramatic angst.  It looked stupid on the colorless, soundless 
screen, but in slow-motion and set to music, he knew the video editors would make it 
look good. 

“Hey, Nickay!”   Suddenly aware of the duet of familiar voices calling his name, 
Nick turned to see AJ and Kevin strolling through the mayhem of the shoot, 
accompanied by one of the director’s assistants. 

The director checked his watch.  “It’s after noon; the lunch caterers should arrive 
any minute.  Let’s break.” 

Grateful, Nick walked over to meet his brothers.  “What are you guys doing here?” 
he asked, unable to conceal the smile on his face. 

“We thought we’d come check out the action,” said AJ with a shrug, looking 
around.  “So what’s this video all about?” 

Nick showed them around the set and told them about the treatment for the 
video over lunch.  He wasn’t sure they really cared about the video itself, but they had 
come to the shoot to show their support, the way Howie had for “Help Me,” and he 
appreciated it. 

There was a welcome air of acceptance surrounding his second solo project, and 
in some ways, that made it more fun than the first.  Now or Never had been an exciting 
experience, his first time singing by himself since he was a child, but the whole time, 
he’d been made to feel as if he were doing something wrong.  Now the guys were 
encouraging his solo efforts, rather than spiting him for it, and he couldn’t have been 
happier.  This was something he had needed to do.  He had grown and changed so much 
since his last solo album, and it was time to re-introduce the world to the new Nick 
Carter, unabashed and on his own. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 136 
 

Over the next two weeks, Claire tried to stay busy, in an attempt to keep herself 
from constantly wondering whether or not she was pregnant.  Dr. Nevin had told her 
she could try a home pregnancy test two weeks after the embryo transfer, but waiting 
until then was torturous.  The progesterone shots had side effects that mimicked those 
of pregnancy, so whenever she noticed something out of the ordinary – tender breasts, 
streaks of moodiness, cravings that were more intense than usual – she always 
wondered, was it caused by the natural hormones of pregnancy, or just the progesterone 
she was injecting into herself? 

Dwelling on it was going to drive her crazy, so she did what she could to take her 
mind off of it.  After taking another day off to rest following the embryo transfer, she’d 
gone back to work, taking more than her usual hours to make up for the days she’d 
already missed for the IVF and the days she’d miss in the future if she did turn out to be 
pregnant.  She cooked dinner every evening when she came home, more to keep her 
thoughts from wandering to babies than to be a “good wife.”  She spent more time 
scrapbooking and reading, and she and Jamie often went to the movies or rented DVDs 
to watch at home, in a desperate attempt to lose themselves in the fictional lives of 
others. 

Despite all of her attempts, the two weeks passed slowly, and by July fifteenth, 
she couldn’t take the suspense anymore.  Work that day dragged by, and whenever she 
did not have a patient to focus on, her mind returned to the realization that, as of the 
next morning, it would be exactly two weeks since the procedure.  Enough time for a 
pregnancy test to reveal whether it had been successful or not. 

When her last patient of the day had walked out the door, she cleaned up her 
cubicle quickly and clocked out a few minutes early.  Driving away from the dentist’s 
office, she headed straight for the grocery store.  She needed groceries for dinner, she 
reasoned, but when she walked into the large, brightly-lit store, she bypassed the aisles 
of food and headed straight for the small pharmacy within. 

 
*** 

 
Standing in front of the open refrigerator, Nick made a face.  The stainless steel 

interior was gleaming and sparkling clean... but almost completely empty.  He’d cleared 
it out before he’d left Tampa five months ago, throwing away everything that would 
spoil, and now all that was left were a few cans of beer and some condiments.  He knew 
he couldn’t make a meal out of beer and ketchup, so he slammed the door shut and 
hopefully tried the cupboards.  They weren’t much better; as he banged through the 
cupboards, all he could find were canned foods and baking ingredients, nothing that 
sounded particularly appealing to his growling stomach. 

He thought about just ordering a pizza and had already picked up the phone 
when he changed his mind and hung up, sighing.  Groceries, he thought.  I need 
groceries.  He hated grocery shopping, but he was going to have to do it at some point – 
he was here in Tampa for a week, and he couldn’t live on delivered pizza and take-out 
the whole time, not with an album coming out soon.  He needed to be in good shape, 
and he’d decided last year that the acne-ridden doughboy look didn’t suit him. 



 

Having just gotten home from the airport less than an hour ago, Nick didn’t feel 
like leaving again, but he resignedly grabbed his keys and pulled the BMW out of his 
garage.  It was good to be back in Florida, he decided as he navigated the familiar 
streets, even if it was only for a few days.  He liked it out in LA, but Florida would always 
be his home.  He wished he had a good reason for flying back, but he was really only 
here for his twice-annual check-up with Dr. Kingsbury.  He’d planned to go to Orlando 
to hang out with Howie one day too, and maybe he’d give Claire a call at some point, but 
then again, maybe not.   

He had thought about her a lot over the last few months, but hadn’t talked to her 
much.  He’d get ready to call her and then stop himself, realizing he wouldn’t know what 
to say when she picked up.  Beyond the usual “Hi, how are yous,” what would they even 
talk about?  They had nothing in common anymore, he and Claire.  They were living two 
different lives now, she, a married woman with a husband and a career on the east coast, 
and he, a single musician with an album in production on the west coast.  From the few 
times he had heard from her, she’d seemed happy, and he was doing just fine without 
her, so maybe that was it.  They just didn’t need each other anymore. 

And yet, why am I still thinking about her? Nick asked himself as he pulled his 
car into a parking space at the grocery store and reluctantly climbed out.  He decided it 
was just the territory.  When he had gone to LA to start work on the last Backstreet Boys 
album, he and Claire had still been together, and coming home to Tampa had meant 
coming home to her.  She had been the only thing here that mattered to him then, so of 
course he still thought of her when he flew back for a few days. 

Even so...  You need to stop that, dude, he scolded himself as he walked into the 
store.  She’s married now.  It’s over. 

Out in LA, it was easy enough to tell himself that, easy enough to forget about 
her.  But back here, walking through the store where they’d bought their groceries 
together, the memories of her still haunted him.  He couldn’t get over how happy he’d 
been, even just going grocery shopping with her, snickering as he snuck random, weird 
items into the cart and waited for her to notice, laughing at the most outrageous tabloid 
headings she never failed to point out as they stood in the check-out line.  It was the 
little things in their relationship that he’d loved, the normal, everyday stuff they’d done 
when they were living together.  And those were the things he missed most. 

They hadn’t always been happy when they were together; certainly, they’d had 
more than their fair share of ups and downs.  But still, even though he was happy now, 
proud and excited as he was over his album, sometimes he felt like there was something 
missing in his life, a part of him that had been torn away the day she’d moved out of his 
house.  Sometimes he feared he’d never be truly happy again without it. 

“Excuse me... you’re blocking the grapefruit.” 
Starting, Nick realized his mind had wandered far away from the produce section.  

“Oh, sorry,” he said sheepishly, pushing his cart ahead so that the older lady who had 
spoken could reach the bin of grapefruits.  He grabbed a small bag of oranges from the 
next bin over and hurried away, pushing his cart into the nearest aisle.  He walked 
through the aisle quickly, deciding he didn’t need any more canned goods, and turned 
into the next. 

That’s when he stopped, his mouth falling open as he looked ahead of him. 
He would not have thought it probable... it was way too coincidental, considering 

he had just been thinking about her... but there she was:  Claire, taking a jar of salsa off 



 

 

the shelves at the other end of the aisle.  He stood and watched, temporarily rooted to 
the spot, as she set the jar down in her cart and looked up.  He could tell the exact 
moment when she spotted him; even from a good fifteen feet away, he saw her eyes 
widen in recognition. 

Claire broke into a smile.  “Nick!” she called as she pushed her cart toward him, 
walking briskly.  “What are you doing here??” 

“Grocery shopping,” Nick announced with a grin, motioning to the lone bag of 
oranges in his cart. 

Claire stuck out her tongue.  “Well, obviously,” she said teasingly, “but what are 
you doing here, in Tampa?  Last I heard, you were in LA.” 

“I’m just back for a few days.  Doctor’s appointment,” he explained, and she 
nodded knowingly. 

“How’s the album going?” she asked. 
“Good, really good.  I just shot the video for the first single last week.” 
“Oh, cool!  I can’t wait to see it!  When’s it coming out?” 
“The single’s supposed to be released August eighteenth, last I heard.” 
“Wow, that’s coming up... only a month away!” 
“Yeah, the summer’s flying by, huh?” 
Claire laughed.  “Yeah... but sometimes, not fast enough.” 
There was a strange tone in her voice that he couldn’t place, but he could tell 

something was going on; something was on her mind.  “So what’s been up with you?” he 
asked, looking her over.  She looked good, healthy, happy, despite the hesitation in her 
voice.  Still, he wondered. 

“Oh... not too much,” she said, and again, he sensed her hesitation.  But she went 
on, “Hey, I’ve started cooking more!  Look at this...”   She motioned to her cart of 
groceries.  “I’ve made dinner every night for the last two weeks.  Aren’t you proud of 
me?” 

Her expression was teasing, and Nick chuckled.  “You mean you haven’t poisoned 
hubby yet?” he kidded her, his eyes dropping absently to her cart.  There wasn’t much in 
it, just enough for a couple night’s dinners – a loaf of bread, two cans of soup, a package 
of pasta, a head of lettuce, and so on.  Then he noticed the one product that didn’t seem 
to belong among the groceries:  a little white box with the letters e.p.t. on it. 

Recognizing the brand and what it was for, he looked up at her in surprise. 
 

*** 
 

Standing in the middle of the condiment aisle with Nick, Claire saw the look that 
registered on his face when he spotted the home pregnancy test.  She hadn’t meant him 
to see it, but there it was, sitting in the middle of her groceries, the only non-food item 
there.  Of course he had seen it. 

He met her eyes, his round with surprise, and the corners of her mouth twitched 
with a smile.  She was so eager to go home and take that test, so excited by the idea that 
she could be pregnant, that she could not help herself.  “We’ve been trying in vitro,” she 
confessed quietly to Nick.  “I just started my first cycle about a month ago and had three 
embryos implanted into me at the beginning of July.” 

Nick raised his eyebrows.  “So you don’t know if you’re pregnant or not?” he 
asked, gesturing to the box in the cart. 



 

She shook her head.  “It takes about two weeks before you can tell.  It’ll be exactly 
two weeks tomorrow, but I can’t wait any longer; I’m gonna go home tonight and...”  She 
looked down at the box, her pulse quickening.  “...hope for the best.” 

“Wow...” said Nick.  Offering her a smile, he added, “Good luck.  I hope 
everything turns out the way you want it.” 

His voice was sincere, and she smiled back, grateful.  “Thanks.”   She didn’t know 
what else to say, afraid to say too much and end up making him feel uncomfortable.  
Apparently he was having a similar problem because, for a few seconds, neither of them 
spoke.  Finally, Claire said, “Oh, just in case you would happen to run into anyone while 
you’re here... no else knows we’re trying this yet, okay?  Not my family, not Dianna or 
Laureen – no one.  So-” 

“Don’t worry; I’ll keep it on the DL,” Nick promised, winking. 
He looked surprised, though, that she hadn’t told anyone, so, feeling she should 

explain, she added, “I wanted to tell them, but we figured it might be better to wait and 
see how this first cycle goes... we don’t want to get everyone’s hopes up, only to have it 
fail, you know?  And statistically, there’s a good chance of it failing, so...”  She trailed off, 
shrugging, not wanting to jinx herself.  “Besides, if I’d told my parents, it would only be 
fair for Jamie to tell his mom, and... well, you’ve never met Mrs. Turner, but oh my God, 
she would drive me nuts.  She’d be calling every day to see how I’m doing and check for 
any news and make sure I’m taking care of myself and doing everything the doctor 
ordered.  Of course, if I do end up pregnant, she’ll be doing that anyway once she finds 
out, but I’d like to keep the months of that to a minimum.  She’s a nice woman, she 
means well, but she’s... well... annoying,” Claire confessed, sticking her tongue out as she 
thought of her mother-in-law.  She’d always been secretly glad Jamie’s mother had 
moved back to Iowa and was still living there now, far, far away from her son and 
daughter-in-law. 

Nick chuckled.  “Well, as long as she means well.” 
“Yeah...”  Claire laughed.  “Hey, I’ll take nine months of her checking up on me if 

it means having a baby.  I just hope this works...” 
Nick offered her a reassuring smile, and all he said was, “I hope so too.” 
He was a sweetheart, as always, but as Claire stood in the checkout line later, she 

couldn’t help but go over their conversation in her head, thinking they had seemed just a 
little too... polite?... around each other.  The conversation had been friendly, but, in a 
way, awkward.  It could have just been the talk of pregnancy and in vitro fertilization, a 
topic most guys wouldn’t care to discuss in the middle of a grocery store, but no... the 
awkward vibe had been there even before that. 

It didn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out why.  She knew it was as weird for 
him as it was for her, but probably more painful, the fact that she was now married to 
Jamie when she had once been engaged to him.  She understood, though she didn’t want 
to accept it.  She loved Nick as a friend and wanted him in her life, but she knew that her 
marrying Jamie had alienated him.  She’d never wanted to choose between them, the 
two most important men in her life outside of her own father and brother, but the way 
they saw it, she’d already made her choice.  She had married Jamie.  And in doing so, 
she had hurt Nick, the man who had always been there for her and would never hurt 
her, if he could help it.  And though she’d always been by his side, too, hoping to take his 
pain away, she didn’t know how to heal these wounds, the wounds she’d inflicted upon 
him herself. 



 

 

 
*** 

 
Claire had dinner ready when Jamie got home from work that evening, but even 

as she stood in the kitchen, inhaling the aromas of the hot food, she couldn’t imagine 
herself actually eating the supper she had prepared.  Her stomach was too full of 
butterflies already, and her mind could only focus on one thing – the unopened 
pregnancy test sitting in the bottom of the grocery bag on the counter. 

“Smells good,” said Jamie, sniffing the air as he walked into the apartment, 
briefcase in hand.  “What are we having?” 

“Hi to you too,” Claire returned with a wry smile.  “I made a casserole.  But 
first...”   She came up to him, taking his briefcase and setting it on the floor, then 
wrapped her arms around him, rising up on her toes a little to plant a kiss on his cheek.  
“There’s something we need to do,” she exhaled, sinking back to her heels.  “I’ve been 
waiting all day; I can’t wait any longer.  C’mere.” 

She grabbed his hand and dragged him over to the grocery bag, retrieving the 
small box from inside.  When she held it up with an eager smile, his eyes widened.  “Oh 
my-  Is it-?  Wow, I guess it is time...”  Faltering, Jamie trailed off, staring at the 
pregnancy test in her hand.  “Well... should we try it?” 

“Uh, yeah, we should try it!” Claire exclaimed, smacking him playfully.  “I 
couldn’t wait for you to get home so we could!” 

Jamie grinned.  “Do you think you are?” he asked, his eyebrows shooting up 
hopefully.  “How are the boobs today?” 

Laughing as he tried to fondle her, Claire twisted away and chirped, “Let’s find 
out, shall we?”   She took the box and went into the bathroom, warning him over her 
shoulder, “You’ll probably want to wait there for this first part.” 

“What?  I like watching you pee on sticks!” Jamie’s muffled voice rang through 
the bathroom door as she shut it, laughing. 

Her giddiness faded quickly, her nervousness taking over again as she opened the 
box and pulled out its contents.  She skimmed over the instructions, paying special 
attention to the possible indicators she could see on the test stick when she was done.  
Two pink lines meant she was pregnant.  One pink line meant... well, she hoped she’d 
see two.  That sounded simple enough. 

She did what the instructions asked her to do and set the test stick on the edge of 
the bathtub without looking at it.  When she emerged from the bathroom, Jamie looked 
at her expectantly, but she shook her head.  “We have to let it sit for a few minutes.” 

“Oh.  Right.” 
For a few seconds, they just looked at each other, exchanging nervous smiles.  

Then Jamie put his arm around her, pulling her into a hug.  “It’s gonna be positive,” he 
murmured into her ear, as he rubbed her back reassuringly.  “I’ve got a good feeling 
about it.” 

Claire laughed into his chest.  “Well, okay then, O Wise One, if you say so.  Since 
when did you become psychic, huh?” she teased.  Even so, she appreciated his optimism. 

“This is gonna work,” Jamie insisted.  “If not this time, then next time.  But I’m 
telling you, Clairie, I think this is it.  It’s meant to be – you, me, and our baby.” 

“Could be babies,” Claire reminded him, arching an eyebrow. 
“We could only be so lucky,” he smiled, hugging her close again.  “Is it time yet?” 



 

Claire eyed the partly-closed bathroom door, her stomach in knots.  After a few 
seconds, she nodded.  “Let’s go check.” 

He held her hand as they walked into the bathroom together.  “What’s it 
supposed to look like if we’re pregnant?” Jamie asked. 

“Two pink lines... no matter how faint, it has to be two,” Claire murmured as they 
crept towards the bathtub.  Squinting her eyes so that they were almost closed, she 
reached down and carefully picked up the test stick from the rim of the tub.  With Jamie 
holding her from behind, his chin perched on her shoulder, she sucked in a breath and 
held it as she raised the stick to eye level. 

She exhaled first, Jamie shortly after, as they both gazed into the test window. 
One bright pink line gleamed starkly against the white backdrop inside the 

window. 
And next to it, much paler, but still visible, was another. 
 

*** 
 

Two distinct screams merged into one as Nick jerked upright, blasted awake by 
the screeching AC/DC song on his clock radio.  The details of the dream he’d been 
having faded quickly as he reached over to slap off the alarm and check the time. 

It was early, and at first he thought he was due in the studio.  But when he looked 
around and realized he was in Tampa, he remembered otherwise.  He was due at the 
cancer clinic instead, for his appointment with Dr. Kingsbury. 

“Damn,” he grumbled, wiping his hand wearily over his face.  But he knew he had 
no choice; he’d already postponed this appointment by a month to get some extra 
recording time out in LA, and he’d learned long ago what could happen if he missed a 
check-up.  So he reluctantly dragged himself out of bed and into the bathroom for a 
shower. 

 
*** 

 
Claire lingered over her shower in the morning, carefully inspecting her body for 

changes as she washed, the way she had every morning for the last two weeks.  Her 
hands followed the trail of soap suds across her collarbone and down over her breasts, 
which were not only tender, but fuller than they had been.  Whether caused by the 
progesterone or the pregnancy or a combination of both, she liked the change.  She ran 
her hand over her stomach next; it was as flat as usual, but she couldn’t help but 
wonder, prematurely, when she might start showing. 

A flutter of excitement passed through her, making the hair on her arms stand on 
end, despite the hot water, as she thought again of the pregnancy test last night.  It had 
clearly shown a positive result, even though she and Jamie had passed the stick between 
them several times, asking, “Are we sure?  Are we sure that’s a pink line?” 

The line had been faint, admittedly, but there was no denying it was there, and in 
the instructions, it had even said it didn’t matter how faint or bold the line was.  Two 
lines indicated a pregnancy, and there had been two lines. 

After a lot of hugging and kissing and squealing (on Claire’s part), she had run to 
call the fertility clinic.  No one was in, as it was after five p.m., but she’d left a message 
on the clinic’s voicemail, and to her great surprise and excitement, the receptionist had 



 

 

called her back first thing that morning to let her know there was an appointment slot 
open if she wanted to come in for a blood test to confirm her pregnancy. 

With her new working schedule, she was off on Wednesdays anyway, so she had 
eagerly taken the appointment.  Jamie had gone into work early, promising to put a few 
hours in and come home in time to go with her to the clinic.  Realizing he would 
probably be home soon, she finished rinsing and turned off the shower, wrapping 
herself in a big towel as she stepped out of the tub. 

 
*** 

 
Nick stepped off the scale as the nurse jotted down his weight on the chart in her 

hand.  “You’ve lost a few pounds since the last time you were here,” she observed off-
handedly.  “Of course, that was over six months ago.” 

“Yeah, and I was still fat from steroids then,” he replied, shuddering at what the 
prednisone had done to his body last year.  Thankfully, the effects of the steroid were 
nothing but a bad memory by now.  As he changed into the gown she gave him inside 
the examining room, he actually felt pretty good about the way he was looking.  He’d 
been working out again, wanting to be in good shape by the time his album came out.  
So far, he was happy with the results. 

When he was changed, the nurse came back into the room to take his 
temperature, pulse, blood pressure, and all the usual readings.  When she had finished 
charting his vitals, she smiled and said, “Dr. Kingsbury will be in to see you in a few 
minutes.” 

 
*** 

 
“It’s good to see you in here today,” said Dr. Nevin with a smile as she walked in.  

“So I hear you got a positive result on a home pregnancy test last night?” 
Claire returned the smile and exchanged glances with Jamie.  “Yes, we sure did.” 
“Well, that’s fantastic news.  Most of the over-the-counter brands are very 

reliable, but just to be sure, we’ll draw some blood today and test it for hCG, the 
pregnancy hormone.  I’ll put a rush order on it so the lab will get to it before you leave 
today.  Then, if it shows you are pregnant, we’ll get you back in here early next week for 
an ultrasound.” 

“Great,” said Claire, relieved to hear that by the time she and Jamie left this 
room, they would know for sure whether or not they were expecting. 

Dr. Nevin perched on a stool next to a tray of instruments the nurse had set up 
for the blood draw.  “I’m sure you’re an old pro at blood tests,” she commented 
knowingly, as she tightened the rubber tourniquet around Claire’s upper arm. 

“Oh yes, enduring them is one of my many talents,” joked Claire, dutifully 
holding out her arm.  Jamie grimaced, looking away as Dr. Nevin slid the needle into a 
vein in the crook of her elbow, but Claire went ahead and watched as the syringe filled 
with her blood.  She’d never been particularly squeamish about body fluids anyway, but 
even if she had, she would have had no choice but to get used to blood and needles.  
There was no avoiding either one in the treatment of leukemia. 

“Wuss,” she muttered good-naturedly to her pasty-faced husband as she lay 
holding a cotton ball to her elbow a few minutes later. 



 

Jamie just closed his eyes and shook his head.  “Masochist.” 
 

*** 
 

I wonder how many pints of blood I’ve donated to this hospital’s lab by now, 
Nick mused as he sat on the examining table, poking at the cotton ball that had been 
taped securely to the spot on the inside of his arm where they’d drawn his blood.  He 
couldn’t complain, though; a simple blood draw was better than a bone marrow 
aspiration, and thankfully, Dr. Kingsbury hadn’t put him through one of those this time. 

He was dressed and waiting when the doctor returned, clipboard in hand, to give 
him the usual verdict.  Like always, he couldn’t help but watch her face carefully as she 
walked in, looking for any hint of the liberating “all-clear” sign or the dreaded “we have 
a problem” look. 

Thankfully, Dr. Kingsbury smiled easily.  She didn’t even bother to hang his chest 
x-rays on the light board like she usually did; instead, all she said was, “Your scans 
looked good, Nick; nothing to worry about that I could see.  If your bloodwork gives us 
any surprises, I’ll call you, but I don’t expect any.” 

Nick nodded with the usual relief.  “That’s good to hear.  Thanks.” 
Dr. Kingsbury patted his shoulder.  “Of course.  As always, if you notice anything 

out of the ordinary, give the office a call, but if not... I’ll see you back for a check-up in a 
year.” 

“A year?” Nick repeated in surprise; usually his check-ups were six months apart. 
The doctor nodded.  “Standard procedure – once you’ve been cancer-free for long 

enough, we don’t need to see you every few months, as long as you’re continuing to feel 
well.” 

“Wow... so I’m good to go then for awhile, huh?”  Nick couldn’t help but smile; it 
was amazing to hear that coming from Dr. Kingsbury.  She was not known to be liberal 
with her optimism; he was used to hearing things like, “We don’t like to use the word 
‘cured’ until a remission has lasted five years,” from her.  Then again, he had been in 
remission for three-and-a-half, so maybe the rules of the game were changing as he got 
closer and closer to beating it for good. 

Dr. Kingsbury smiled back.  “That’s right.  You’re all clear.” 
 

*** 
 
Dr. Nevin was smiling when she came back into Claire’s exam room.  “I have good 

news for the two of you,” she announced, holding up a clipboard that Claire assumed 
contained her chart and, hopefully, the results of her labwork.  She listened closely to 
the doctor’s next words. 

“The blood test revealed that Claire’s hCG level is at 390.  Anything between 5 
and 500 is considered normal at this stage of embryonic development, which means-” 

“I’m really pregnant?”  The joyous phrase bubbled out of Claire’s mouth before 
Dr. Nevin could keep talking. 

Pausing, the other woman smiled.  “That’s right.  You’re pregnant.” 
 

*** 
 



 

 

Chapter 137 
 

It took all of Claire’s willpower not to immediately dial her parents’ phone 
number when she and Jamie left the clinic, still reeling from the confirmation of a 
pregnancy. 

But of course, once her feet had returned to the examining room floor, once she’d 
begun to comprehend the rest of the words that had come out of Dr. Nevin’s mouth, she 
had realized it was still too soon to start telling everyone.  There was a possibility, the 
doctor had warned them, that when they did another ultrasound, they would find 
gestational sacs with nothing viable inside of them – a false pregnancy.  Until they heard 
a heartbeat, there would be no guarantee that there was actually a baby growing inside 
her. 

And so, on the way home, Claire and Jamie made the promise that until they 
heard the heartbeat, they wouldn’t tell their families, or anyone else. 

But late that night, as she lay tossing and turning in bed next to her husband, still 
too keyed up over the idea of being pregnant to sleep, Claire remembered Nick.  He’d 
seen the home pregnancy test; he knew that she and Jamie had been trying.  Aside from 
Dr. Somers, her boss, whom she’d sworn to secrecy, Nick was the only one who did.  He 
had a right to know how the test had come out, she decided, sitting up in bed.  If the 
tables were turned, and it was Nick’s wife who might be pregnant, she would be curious 
too. 

Checking to make sure Jamie was asleep, Claire climbed carefully out of bed and 
tiptoed out of the bedroom.  Sitting alone in the quiet kitchen, she picked up her cell 
phone and sent a text message to Nick. 

All it said was:  Test was positive :) 
 

*** 
 

It was hard to act as if nothing was going on the next day at work.  Quite often, 
when she was not with a patient, Claire found herself smiling absently into space, her 
mind having wandered to baby showers and maternity clothes, a snuggly infant sniffling 
as she lovingly rocked its cries away. 

Laureen knew something was up.  She kept asking, “Are you okay?  Are you sure 
there’s nothing going on?” and Claire knew she had been getting suspicious over the 
days of work she had missed lately. 

But Claire forced herself to fib, remembering how she’d made Jamie promise to 
do the same, until they could both tell their families.  “I’m fine,” she kept saying.  “I just 
didn’t get a lot of sleep last night.”  Technically, that was true, but still, she found it 
torturous to keep such big news from her friend. 

On the other hand, she was starting to regret texting Nick the night before.  She’d 
thought a text message would be the safest way to break the news, not only because it 
was late, but because she wasn’t sure how he would take it.  He’d wished her well at the 
grocery store, but she couldn’t fathom him being as thrilled as she was if she had called 
him and gushed over the phone, “I’m pregnant!”   Yet at the same time, she had thought 
it was only fair to tell him how her test results had come out. 

But there had been no word back from Nick yet, no voicemails or text messages 
on her phone, nothing.  She found herself checking between patients, and whenever she 



 

did, she got a sick feeling in the pit of her stomach, a feeling that was definitely not 
morning sickness.  Maybe I shouldn’t have messaged him, she thought guiltily, afraid 
she might have rubbed salt into his wounds by telling him the “good” news. 

But he had to find out sooner or later, another part of her argued.  If I am going 
to have a baby, that’s just something he’ll have to deal with. 

It was just like her dilemma over the wedding invitation; she didn’t know how to 
handle these things with him.  On one hand, he was still her friend, and she wanted to 
involve him in her life; on the other, he was her ex, and she didn’t want to hurt him any 
worse than she already had. 

Luckily, she didn’t have too much time to stress over Nick’s feelings that 
morning; her schedule was full, and the patients kept her mind off of him. 

She was just cleaning up after her third appointment, preparing for her fourth, 
when someone knocked on the doorframe of her room.  Startling, she looked up and saw 
Carey, the receptionist, standing in the doorframe with a smile on her face.  “Sorry to 
interrupt,” she said, “but a delivery came for you.” 

Expecting a shipment of toothbrushes or fluoride, Claire was surprised when the 
other woman handed her a slender glass vase containing a single, long-stemmed yellow 
rose, which she’d been hiding behind her back. 

Blinking in surprise, Claire took the rose and looked at it for a moment.  It had 
clearly come from a florist’s shop, for there were sprigs of baby’s breath arranged 
professionally around the lush, yellow bloom, and a pale lavender ribbon had been tied 
in a bow around the top of the vase.  Attached was a little card, but even before she 
turned it over, she knew who had sent it.  And it wasn’t her husband. 

The only one who had ever sent her yellow roses was Nick. 
Trying not to blush and give it away, Claire smiled and said, “Aww, what a 

sweetheart!  Thanks, Carey.” 
“Looks like you found a keeper,” Carey winked before she turned and walked 

away. 
Smiling to herself, Claire took the vase over to her counter and set it down.  She 

gazed at the beautiful rose for another moment, admiring its simplicity, and then she 
turned over the card. 

It was not signed; in fact, there was only one word on it.  But she knew by the 
message that it had to be from him. 

It read, simply, Congratulations :) 
 

*** 
 

An hour later, Claire was getting ready to clock out for lunch when Carey found 
her again.  “Hey, Claire, your one o’clock just called to cancel.  I haven’t been able to get 
a hold of anyone on the waiting list, so Dr. Somers said to go ahead and take a long 
lunch.” 

“Oh, really?  Great, thanks, Carey,” replied Claire in surprise.  Wondering what 
she was going to do for over an hour, she slid her timecard into the clock to punch out.  
As she pulled it back out, the idea hit her.  She knew exactly what she should do in the 
next hour. 



 

 

Sinking down into one of the chairs that were scattered around the break room, 
she pulled her cell phone out of her purse and pressed a couple of buttons.  After a few 
rings, his familiar voice said, “Hello?” 

“Hey, you,” she said, unable to suppress her smile.  “I got your flowers.” 
“Did you?” Nick asked. 
“They’re beautiful.  And sweet – thank you.” 
“No problem.” 
“So, what are you doing right now?  Are you still in town?” 
“Yeah, I’m here, and I’m not doing much.  Why?” 
“You wanna get lunch together?  I’ve got a long break, and I wasn’t sure when you 

were leaving again or if I’d get to see you, so I thought-” 
“Sure,” he interjected, “Lunch sounds great.  You want me to pick you up, or meet 

you some place?” 
“Umm, how about you meet me at... Leonardi’s?” she asked, naming the old 

standard, because it was the first place that popped into her mind. 
“Shoulda known,” he replied, and she could picture him smiling.  “Sure, that 

sounds good.  Did you say right now?” 
“As soon as you can.  I’ve got about an hour-and-a-half, so...” 
“Now’s fine.  I’ll see you in a few.” 
“Alright, great.  See ya,” she said, and they hung up. 
Just as she dropped her phone back into her purse and stood up, Laureen came 

bustling in.  “Claire, there you are!” she exclaimed.  “What’s this I hear about you getting 
flowers, huh?” 

She raised her eyebrows, and Claire couldn’t help but smile.  Most of the other 
hygienists assumed Jamie had sent the rose; they had been cooing over how sweet her 
husband was all morning.  To Laureen, she shrugged.  “I guess I just have a good man in 
my life,” she said simply. 

But Laureen was not to be fooled.  Giving Claire a sharp look, she came closer and 
lowered her voice, saying, “And just which man would that be, huh?  I know who used to 
send you yellow roses...” 

Claire’s smile grew, despite her efforts to hold it back.  She was a terrible liar; her 
smile always gave her away.  But as much as she wanted to tell Laureen everything, she 
couldn’t, not here and now.  “Listen, can we talk about this later?” she asked, giving 
Laureen a meaningful look. 

“Sure... how about over lunch?” 
Claire cringed; she and Laureen almost always ate lunch together.  She couldn’t 

go to lunch with Nick without inviting her, without even telling her he was in town.  She 
know how much Laureen liked him.  “Well, um... I’m supposed to be meeting someone... 
the certain someone who sent the rose,” she added, arching her eyebrow, “so if you want 
to come with...” 

She had expected Laureen to jump at the chance, and, indeed, the other woman’s 
eyes went wide, but then she blushed and shook her head.  “Thanks, but... that’s okay.” 

“Are you sure?” asked Claire.  Normally, she would have insisted, but this time, 
she was a little relieved.  This way, she wouldn’t have to break her promise to Jamie by 
telling Laureen about the pregnancy too, though Laureen would probably find out soon 
anyway. 



 

“I’m sure.  I don’t want to impose on anything, and he... well, it would just be 
awkward,” said Laureen, her cheeks bright pink. 

Suddenly, Claire understood Laureen’s reaction.  She’d almost forgotten about 
how Laureen and Nick had spent the night of her wedding together; she hadn’t heard 
much more about it since the day Laureen had told her about their kiss.  This led her to 
believe that Nick had never called, and that he and Laureen had had no contact since 
that night.  And now he’d sent her flowers, and to Laureen, it probably looked like... 

“Look, Laureen, it’s not like you think.  At all.  I promise,” Claire assured her, 
giving her another penetrating look.  “How about we go get ice cream or something after 
work, and I’ll explain about the flowers and everything, okay?” 

Deep creases appeared in Laureen’s freckled forehead as she frowned, looking 
perplexed.  “Okay,” she agreed.  “Have a good lunch.” 

“Thanks.  I’ll see you later,” Claire promised. 
As she headed out to her car, she knew that by the end of the day, Nick wouldn’t 

be the only one who knew she and Jamie were expecting.  So much for trying to keep 
that promise... 

 
*** 

 
At 12:15, Nick was sitting alone in the corner booth at Leonardi’s, waiting for 

Claire. 
He hadn’t been surprised to hear from her today, not after he’d called the florist 

and had the rose delivered to her at work.  He’d awoken with that idea; it had seemed 
the nice, mature thing to do, a way to let her know he was happy for her good news.  
Deep down, though, he wasn’t sure how he really felt about it. 

Claire was pregnant.  She and Jamie were going to have a baby.  And somehow, 
that just made their marriage seem all the more real to Nick.  They weren’t just a 
married couple now; they were starting a family.  A child was a huge commitment, as 
well as a sign of their commitment to each other.  It would bind the two of them 
together, stronger than ever, and the love he and Claire had once shared would be 
forever broken. 

He had known this was his reality ever since he’d found out that Claire and Jamie 
were engaged.  When he’d watched them exchange marriage vows, it had become even 
clearer.  And now that they were going to bring a child into the world, it was glaringly 
obvious:  Claire had moved on and wasn’t looking back.  He would always be a friend to 
her, but nothing more, now that Jamie was her husband and the father of her unborn 
child. 

Even though this had been coming for years, even though he had tried again and 
again to move on, it was still hard to accept.  Every time he saw her, every time he heard 
her voice, every time he so much as thought about her, Nick realized he was still in love 
with her.  At this point, he figured he always would be.  But he had to find a way to move 
on, hopefully fall in love with someone else, because Claire was taken, and he wasn’t 
going to fight for her, not when it would mean breaking up her family. 

The truth was, he did want to see her happy.  She had been through a lot, and she 
deserved a happy life.  And if having a baby with Jamie would give her that, then he had 
to be happy too, even though it hurt. 



 

 

God, it hurt.  It was a pain that never seemed to go away, the ache deep down 
inside him that rose into his throat when he saw her walking through the door of the 
shabby pizza parlor.  In a moment of déjà vu, he saw her as she had looked on 
Valentine’s Day, four years ago, when she had met him here.  That was the night his 
heart had opened up, as he’d seen the light for the first time and realized he loved her. 

She looked slightly different now; she was older, and her hair was longer and 
styled differently, and there was a large silver ring on her left hand that had not been 
there four years ago.  But she was still the Claire he had loved all this time, and as she 
walked towards him, smiling, he found his eyes traveling her body, the body he’d once 
held in his arms and caressed every inch of.  There had been a time when he’d known 
her body almost as well as he knew his own, and though he realized it was too early, he 
searched it for the signs of pregnancy.  His eyes lingered on her stomach, hidden 
beneath the loose top of her scrubs, and imagined it swollen with child, as it would be in 
a few months’ time. 

It was hard for Nick to imagine. 
“Hey!” said Claire, sliding into the other side of the booth.  “Thanks for meeting 

me.” 
“Anytime.  I’m glad you asked,” he replied sincerely.  “I’m heading back to LA in a 

few days, and I don’t know when I’ll be back again.  Plus, it sounds like you’ll have a lot 
going on.” 

She smiled, her cheeks turning rosy, and he thought he saw a hint of the “glow” 
that pregnant women supposedly had.  “That’s why I asked.  I wanted to see you before 
you go back – talking in the middle of the grocery store for five minutes doesn’t count,” 
she added with a laugh.  “I’m sorry I haven’t kept in touch so well lately.  I’ve just been 
so busy lately and had a lot on my mind.  This IVF stuff takes a lot out of you, and I’ve 
only gone through one cycle of it.  Some people have to go through many more than 
that, so I know I’m lucky.” 

Nick nodded.  “You are lucky,” he told her, thinking of how happy Kevin and 
Kristin were with their new baby son and how badly he wanted a family of his own 
someday.  “And I understand.  I’ve been really busy too with the album, so it’s all good.” 

He lowered his voice as a waitress came to take their pizza order.  They ordered 
their usual, with green peppers added to the top, at Claire’s request.  When the waitress 
had taken their order to the kitchen and brought them their drinks, Claire returned their 
conversation to the topic of his album. 

“I really am excited about hearing it,” she said, and he could tell she was being 
genuine.  “Guess you made a fan of me after all, Carter.” 

“What do you mean, after all?” he teased.  “You were a closet fan all along, and 
don’t think I don’t know it.  I seem to remember catching you listening to my last album 
in your hospital room...” 

“Oh, yeah, yeah... psh.”  She waved him off, but she was grinning.  “I still rock the 
‘Blow Your Mind’ when I vacuum the apartment sometimes.  Pisses Jamie off to no 
end,” she giggled.  “But hey, it’s gotten him to volunteer to run the vacuum himself 
sometimes.  Now I need to start playing ‘Girls in the USA’ while I load the dishwasher...” 

“Nice to know my songs are being used as torture devices for your husband,” Nick 
quipped sarcastically, but he added a good-natured smile.  He couldn’t tell if she was 
being serious or not, but it was satisfyingly funny to imagine the look on Jamie’s face if 
she blasted his music at home. 



 

“Oh, not all of them.  He secretly likes that one... ‘Do I Have to Cry for You’?  He’d 
never admit it, because you sing it, of course, but I swear he does.  It’s sort of Bryan 
Adams-esque, and he loves Bryan Adams.  Not that he’d ever admit that either, but if he 
doesn’t have two Bryan Adams CDs hidden behind the Stones albums on his shelves, 
you can call me Britney Spears.” 

Nick cocked his head to the side.  “Britney Spears just isn’t that hot anymore,” he 
mused.  “Not since she started popping out the kids right and left like some kind of 
horny rabbit with her redneck husband.” 

Claire made a face.  “Nice visual, Nick, thanks.  You think I’m gonna be any hotter 
after I get done popping them out?” 

“Are you planning to pop them out like a rabbit?” 
She snorted as she laughed.  “Well, hopefully not like a rabbit, but that’s the thing 

about IVF... if you don’t watch it, you end up with a litter of children.” 
Nick had a sudden vision of those septuplets that had been in the news all the 

time in the late nineties.  He looked at Claire warily.  “You’re not gonna have, like, seven 
babies at once, are you?” 

“Not unless my embryos did some major splittage,” she laughed.  “But I was 
implanted with three of them, so...” 

“Three??” Nick repeated, his eyes widening with shock.  “You’re having triplets?!” 
She laughed.  “I don’t know yet.  It will be a couple of weeks until we know for 

sure how many of the embryos implanted successfully.  It would be a surprise if all three 
did, but who knows... I could be having triplets.  Isn’t that crazy??” 

Nick gaped at her, trying to imagine how she’d look carrying three babies.  His 
mother had had a hard enough time with Aaron and Angel, and they were her fourth 
pregnancy.  “Wow...” was all he could muster. 

“At this point, I’ll be happy with anything,” she said.  “Jamie wants a big family, 
and I just want a family, period.  So whether we end up with one or three or even more 
someday, I’ll feel blessed, as long as they’re happy and healthy.  That’s all I can hope 
for.” 

Nick nodded, smiling at the wistful look on her face as she spoke about having 
children.  This was something she really wanted, he could tell.  She always had.  She’d 
gone through the steps to make this possible years ago, and it was finally happening for 
her.  Though he wished it wasn’t happening with Jamie, he couldn’t help but feel happy 
for her.   

He reached across the table to pat her arm, just as the waitress showed up with 
their pizza.  “I hope so too,” he said quietly and then leaned back so the waitress could 
set the tray down. 

They fell silent as they dug into the pizza, minds wandering as they chewed, but 
Nick couldn’t help but ask, between bites, “So... Bryan Adams, huh?” 

Claire giggled through her mouthful of lemonade, nearly spraying it everywhere.  
Nick sat back, shielding his face warily, until she managed to swallow.  Gasping, she 
said, “He does, I swear!  Come over to the apartment sometime, and I’ll show you.  He 
likes show tunes too.  Some people thought he was gay in high school.” 

Now it was Nick’s turn to nearly spit out his soda. 
Before he could say anything, Claire gave him a look.  “He’s not,” she said with a 

smirk, as if reading her mind.  “Trust me, I know he likes women.  Although... I guess 



 

 

you’ll just have to trust me, cause we both know my babies weren’t conceived the, uh, 
natural way.” 

She giggled, and though Nick did not want to think about her and Jamie having 
sex, he appreciated her usual sense of humor about the situation.  Playing along, he 
replied, “Yeah, for all I know, he’s a raging queer who just married you for your eggs and 
won’t even touch you cause he thinks he’ll get girl cooties.” 

“That’s me – chock full of girl cooties,” she said, batting her eyelashes.  “We 
women are nasty creatures, aren’t we?” 

Nick shrugged.  “You know what they say – anything that bleeds for seven days 
and doesn’t die...”   He thought that was a line from South Park, though he couldn’t 
remember the rest of it. 

Claire laughed.  “Hey, lucky me, I got out of all that business and still ended up 
pregnant.  Bless modern medicine,” she beamed, again making light of the blows life 
had dealt her.  He missed that about her. 

“Well, if your baby’s daddy won’t touch you, I can always be your fuck buddy,” he 
offered jokingly.  Remembering something he had meant to tell her, he added quickly, 
“But just to warn you, you might have to fight off the competition...” 

“Competition?”  Claire raised an eyebrow with interest.  “Who ya been fucking?” 
“I have not been fucking anyone,” said Nick, lowering his voice so that the older 

couple dining two booths away would not overhear them.  “But you remember when we 
met up at Stingray, when you were having your bachelorette thing?” 

“Yeah?” 
“You remember that chick I was with?” 
“Yeah... curly blonde, right?” 
“That’s the one.  Well, I’d just met her there that night, bought her a couple 

drinks and everything.  She seemed pretty cool, pretty normal... and she seemed like she 
into me, so I went with her back to her house...” 

“She didn’t give you herpes, did you?” 
Pausing, Nick gave the grinning Claire a look, trying hard to suppress his smirk.  

“No, she did not give me herpes,” he answered in a dignified voice.  “But you’ll never 
guess what she turned out to be.” 

“A prostitute?” Claire fired off her guess immediately.  Before he could answer, 
she continued, “An undercover cop, posing as a prostitute?!  You didn’t get busted, did 
you??  No, you’re famous; I’d have heard about it if you had...” 

“Claire!  No, she wasn’t a prostitute!” Nick managed to say through his laughter.  
“She was a... well... tell me, have you ever heard of a ‘devotee’??”   The word made him 
shudder as it rolled off his tongue, and in a way, he couldn’t believe he was telling her 
this.  He hadn’t told it to any of the guys; it was way too humiliating.  AJ would have had 
a heyday with it.  But somehow, telling Claire didn’t seem like a big deal.  She would 
think it was funny, sure – and it was kind of funny now, in a sick and twisted sort of way 
– but she wouldn’t make him feel embarrassed about it.  Besides, it wasn’t his fault.  For 
once, he felt like he wasn’t the freak in the situation. 

“A devotee?” she repeated, looking confused.  “As in... one who is devoted... to 
something...?” 

“To amputees,” Nick clarified, smiling gleefully at the way her expression 
changed.  First, her eyes widened; then her features contorted into an expression of 
disgust. 



 

“What??  You mean, she... she had some kind of... fetish, or something?” 
Nick nodded grimly.  “Uh-huh.  Exactly.” 
Claire made another face.  “Gross,” she blurted, wrinkling her nose; then, 

suddenly, her eyes went wide again, and she sputtered quickly, “I mean, not that... well... 
not that having sex with an amputee is gross.  You... you were amazing.  I just meant, 
it’s just a little weird to... to seek that out, I guess...?”   She trailed off, looking at him 
uncertainly, her cheeks bright pink.  “Oh Jesus, Nick, I didn’t mean that the way it came 
out... open mouth, insert foot,” she muttered, slumping over the table, so that her 
forehead was resting in the palm of her hand. 

Nick watched her in amusement for a moment, then cracked up.  When she heard 
him laughing, she raised her head just enough to peek at him, still looking mortified.  It 
hadn’t even occurred to Nick to be offended; he had known what she meant.  Their 
relationship had been enough to prove to him that she didn’t think having sex with him 
was “gross.” 

“You can take your foot out of your mouth,” he said easily.  “I know what you 
meant.  And I agree with you.  I was totally freaked out; you shoulda seen me bolt from 
that place.  I don’t think I’ve ever put my leg on that fast...” 

Straightening up, Claire laughed, her eyes still wide.  “Wow, she was a quick-
mover then, huh?  Got the leg off and everything?  It took you months to take it off for 
me,” she teased, giving him a good-natured smile. 

“Take it off, take it off...” Nick sang, then shuddered again. “Yeah, she asked me 
to as soon as I got inside.  That’s when it started getting freaky...” 

“So you didn’t... you didn’t have sex with her, did you?” 
“Hell no!” Nick exclaimed, stiffening when he saw the older couple look his way.  

Lowering his voice again, he added, “No fucking way; as soon as I figured it out, I was 
outta there.” 

Claire laughed.  “Well, good.  I don’t want you taken advantage of,” she said in a 
motherly voice, patting his arm.  Returning to her normal tone of voice, she added, 
“God, that is funny, Nick.  Sorry... but it is.” 

“No, I know... it’s crazy,” he agreed, chuckling.  “But yeah, I thought you’d get a 
kick out of it.” 

She smiled.  “Well, sorry you didn’t get any out of it.  You really need to develop 
some better taste though... I mean, look at the kind of girls you attract.  There’s Leah, 
who lied about her pregnancy so that you’d marry her.  There’s that freaky chick.  
There’s... who am I missing?” 

“Mandy, who used me to get a record deal and showed her appreciation by 
smacking me around?  The bitch on tour who tried to steal all my shit?” 

“What bitch on tour??” 
“Eh, some bitch in... Denmark, I think?  She was just some groupie,” Nick 

muttered, blushing a little as he remembered his groupie habit on the last tour.  Claire 
wouldn’t think very highly of that.  But what did she know; she was fucking Jamie.  Well, 
he assumed she was, anyway.  But maybe he really was gay...? 

“Well, there you go,” said Claire matter-of-factly. 
“Hey, I dated you, didn’t I?” Nick pointed out. 
“Yeah, well...”  Claire trailed off, looking slightly embarrassed, with an expression 

that said, And look what I did to you. 
For a moment, awkward silence filled the table, as neither of them spoke. 



 

 

Claire broke it again, when she asked, tentatively, “What about Laureen?” 
Nick blinked in surprise.  He’d been so busy out in LA the last few months, that 

he’d almost forgotten about Laureen... and the night they’d spent in the downstairs 
bedroom of his house on Claire’s wedding night.  “Did she... did she tell you about...?” 

“After the reception?  Yeah,” Claire answered. 
Nick cringed.  “I’m so sorry I put her in that position.  I got shit-faced, and she 

ended up having to take care of me, and... I don’t even know how it happened, but I 
think I ended up making out with her... I don’t think we got any further though, cause-” 

“You passed out on her?” asked Claire, with a hint of a smirk.  “That’s what she 
said.” 

Nick felt sheepish.  “I have no idea,” he confessed, “but that sounds about right.  I 
don’t remember anything else.” 

“Well, she says you didn’t take advantage of her.  It takes two to tango – or in this 
case, make out – and she was the sober one.  You think she would have been there if she 
didn’t want to be?” 

He sighed.  “I know, but... it’s just, she’s a fan, and-” 
“She’s not just a fan,” said Claire.  “She’s hung out with you personally, and I 

think that makes her more than just a fan.  She knows the real you – or at least she 
wants to.  She would, if you’d give her the chance.  I think she really likes you, Nick.  And 
she’s so genuinely sweet; I think you’d like her too if you just gave her a chance.” 

“I do like her!” Nick insisted.  “I mean, as a person... she’s really nice...” 
“’Nice’ is the lamest word ever, Nick,” Claire chided him, giving him a look.  

“Okay, so maybe you don’t like her that way.  But give her a chance; you don’t know her 
that well.  You never know, maybe...” 

“You’re trying to set me up with your friend, aren’t you?” said Nick, amused at the 
way this conversation had turned.  He’d never even considered dating Laureen, but 
apparently Claire had...  Maybe she and Laureen had been plotting this all along...  Girls 
were shifty that way. 

“I’m not setting you up,” Claire insisted, “I’m just... putting in a good word for 
her.  And giving you a little friendly advice.” 

Nick couldn’t help but smile.  “Listen,” he said, “I’m gonna be so busy over the 
next few months, getting ready for the album to drop, that I’m not gonna have time to 
date anyone.  But after that... maybe I’ll take your ‘friendly advice’ for a spin.” 

“You do that,” Claire advised with a smile.  “You just might yourself find a 
keeper.” 

 
*** 

 
When she went back to work that afternoon, Claire felt as if, for once, everything 

was right in her world.  She was married, with a baby (or maybe three) on the way, and 
for the first time since the wedding, she felt like she and Nick were okay.  She was glad 
she had gone to lunch with him; their conversation had been the best they’d had with 
each other in months.  She had missed talking to him, and even though he was heading 
back to California in a few days, she hoped they would be able to keep in touch better. 

As she entered her cubicle to make sure that everything was set up for her next 
appointment, the yellow rose he had sent was the first thing to catch her eye.  It made 
her smile, and kept her smiling as she worked throughout the afternoon, cleaning the 



 

teeth of three more people and assisting Dr. Somers with a cavity filling at the end of the 
day. 

“We took a test yesterday,” she commented to the older dentist as he helped her 
clean up afterwards, just the two of them in the room.  Dr. Somers looked up from his 
work, his expression questioning.  Smiling pointedly, she added, “It was positive.” 

He knew exactly what she was talking about and smiled broadly, crinkles forming 
around his eyes.  “Congratulations, kiddo,” he told her, squeezing her shoulder. 

“Thanks,” she beamed.  “You can’t say anything to my dad though, not yet.  We’re 
scheduled for an ultrasound and more tests next week, and we’re going to wait till we 
hear the heartbeat, then tell them.” 

Dr. Somers, who was an old friend of her father and almost like a second dad to 
her, smiled understandingly.  “Of course.  My lips are sealed,” he promised, then added, 
“We’ll have to talk about a certain leave you’ll be taking.” 

Grinning, Claire nodded.  “We’ll talk,” she assured him. 
When she finally went to clock out for the day, she found Laureen waiting for her 

in the break room.  “Still up for ice cream?” Laureen asked expectantly. 
After pizza with Nick, Claire still felt full, too full for ice cream even, but she knew 

it was time to talk to Laureen.  Smiling, she replied, “Of course.  Where do you feel like 
going?” 

They debated the merits of ice cream places as they walked out of the office 
together.  Finally agreeing to meet at Baskin Robbins, they headed to their separate cars. 

Minutes later, Laureen’s burgundy Saturn was pulling into a parking space next 
to Claire’s yellow Beetle.  “I’m getting two scoops for sure,” Laureen announced as they 
walked into the small ice cream shop.  “My last two appointments were a set of twins, 
identical little girls, and one was just as bratty as the next.  They would not open their 
mouths, either one of them; I had to practically pry their jaws open.  And their mom was 
sitting right there and barely did anything about it!  Ahhh!” 

As Laureen growled in frustration, Claire chuckled knowingly.  “Can you believe 
some parents?  Don’t ever let me raise my kids to be obnoxious, okay?  If you notice it 
happening, you have my permission to smack me.” 

Laureen laughed lightly, but gave Claire a curious look.  “Are you thinking of 
trying for some kids soon?” she asked.  Her voice was tentative, as if she were afraid to 
ask.  She knew about Claire’s infertility; they’d once had a conversation about it, for 
Laureen and her two brothers, a set of triplets, had been conceived using fertility drugs.  
“If you ever want someone to talk to, my mom could give you some advice,” Laureen had 
told her then.  “If you can catch her while she’s sober, anyway.” 

Claire had never spoken to Laureen’s mother, but she decided that if she was 
going to tell anyone else, besides Dr. Somers and Nick, about her big news before she 
broke it to her parents, Laureen would be the perfect one. 

Flashing her friend a cryptic smile, Claire replied, “Let’s order, and then I’ll 
answer that question.” 

Laureen’s eyes widened, her face brightening, and she nodded eagerly. 
Later, as they sat at a small table tucked into the far back corner of the ice cream 

parlor, Claire told her everything:  how she’d been missing work for IVF treatments, 
how she’d had three embryos transferred into her body two weeks ago, and how she’d 
found out she was pregnant just yesterday.  By the time Laureen had finished stifling her 



 

 

squeals and trying to hug Claire across the table, her two-scoop sundae was half-melted, 
and Claire’s single-scoop cone had dripped all over her hand and the tabletop. 

Trying to mop up the puddles of melted ice cream, Claire licked her fingers and 
said, “So yeah... that’s why Nick sent me flowers this morning, and that’s why we went 
out to lunch.  He was the first one to know.  I ran into him at the grocery store the other 
day, and I had a home pregnancy test in my cart, and he saw it, so naturally, he asked.  I 
sent him a text message last night to let him know how the results came out, and the 
card on the flowers said ‘Congratulations.’” 

“Awww!” Laureen cooed.  “He’s so sweet...” 
Claire smiled.  “I know.  I just wanted you to know, that’s all it was.  There’s 

nothing going on, believe me.” 
“‘That’s all?’” Laureen repeated, laughing.  “Claire, that’s huge news!!  It’s so 

exciting; of course you wanted to share it with him!  But I get what you mean – thanks.” 
Claire nodded.  “And just so you know, Nick said he’s been so busy lately with his 

solo album that he hasn’t had a chance to date anyone... but your name came up, and I 
put in a good word for you, so maybe once the album’s out, and he’s back here for longer 
than a week, you guys could get together...” 

Laureen’s eyes widened.  “Really?  Do you think there’s really a chance?  I mean, 
he never even called or anything after that night, so...” 

“There’s always a chance,” said Claire.  “What Nick needs is a nice girl, someone 
normal and sweet, who will treat him right.  He doesn’t always know how to pick them, 
but if he’d just get to know you...”   She trailed off and shrugged.  She didn’t want to give 
Laureen false hope, but at the same time, of course there was a chance.  Nick had seen 
something in her; why not Laureen?  They would be cute together, and Laureen would 
be good for Nick. 

Beaming, Laureen exclaimed, “Of course I would treat him right!  I would never 
want to hurt Nick; he’s been through enough.” 

At this, Claire blushed, averting her eyes from Laureen’s.  She felt the same way, 
which was why it killed her to know she had hurt Nick.  She cleared her throat and took 
another hasty lick of her drippy ice cream.  “Just promise me one thing,” she said, 
swallowing.  “Don’t ask him to take his leg off the minute you get him into your 
apartment.  It tends to freak him out.” 

At the look on Laureen’s face, Claire burst out laughing. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 138 
 
On Saturday morning, a day before he was to fly back to LA, Nick got up early.  

He showered, dressed, and drove to Tampa General, walking the same halls he’d 
navigated just the other day, on his way to his cancer clinic.  This morning, he took a 
different turn on the fifth floor and found himself in front of the conference room where 
the support group still met, every Saturday at 10 a.m. 

Because he’d been living in LA, Nick hadn’t been to a group meeting in months, 
not since January.  He had disappeared without warning; the last meeting he had 
planned to attend was the morning after Claire’s wedding, the morning he’d woken up 
hungover and in bed with Laureen.  Needless to say, he had missed that meeting. 

He wasn’t sure what the reaction would be when he suddenly turned up again, six 
months later, but he thought it would be best to drop by while he was in town and catch 
up with the others, let them know he hadn’t forgotten about them.  But when he entered 
Conference Room 5B, he was startled to find that he barely recognized any of “the 
others.” 

At first, he looked around at the room itself, wondering if he’d opened the wrong 
door.  But no, this was the right room – same color scheme, same chairs, same tables, 
spread with simple refreshments.  And there was Franzi, the counselor who led the 
group, taking her seat at the head of the circle of chairs.  And as the others followed suit, 
straggling into the chairs, he started to recognize a few other familiar faces. 

He was not at all surprised to see Deb right off the bat, dressed in her usual 
athletic clothes, with her prosthetic leg clearly visible, and gesturing wildly as she talked 
to Franzi. 

On the other hand, he was quite surprised to see Carlos, who had never said 
much in the group last year.  The middle-aged man looked thinner and more haggard 
that Nick remembered him, and he slumped into his chair with an air of defeat, like a 
balloon that had started to deflate after a few days. 

Then there was Jeff, who had had a brain tumor, still looking bald beneath his 
stocking cap, but with newly grown-in eyebrows.  With him was his young wife, Lacey; 
Nick had never seen the two of them apart. 

And finally, he spotted Carol, with whom he’d spoken often last year.  When she 
looked up and saw him, he waved and immediately came over to sit in the empty seat 
next to her. 

“Nick!” she exclaimed, not bothering to hide the look of surprise on her face.  “I 
wasn’t sure I’d ever see you here again!  Where have you been these last few months?” 

“Los Angeles,” he laughed, and quickly explained what he had been doing in LA.  
“Sorry I didn’t have a chance to let you know I was leaving.  I meant to come to the 
meeting on the Saturday before I left, but, uh... well, it’s kind of a long story.  I didn’t 
make it.” 

“That’s alright; those things happen.  I’m glad to see you’re doing well though,” 
said Carol, giving him a motherly smile. 

“You too,” Nick returned, looking at her more closely.  She looked much better 
than she had the last time he had seen her; her hair, once thinning from chemo, had 
thickened and grown back in, though with more gray than he remembered.  Her face 
was fuller and rosier, making her look several years younger, healthier, and much less 
haggard.  “How have you been doing?” 



 

 

“I’m doing just great, thanks,” she said, her voice confident.  “Starting to feel like 
my old self again, finally.  I have more energy now, and I even went back to teaching and 
finished up this last school year.  I’m off for the summer now, of course, but it will be 
nice to start up again in the fall.” 

“That’s awesome,” Nick smiled, happy for the older woman. 
Looking around the circle at all of the new, unfamiliar faces and wondering what 

had become of the old regulars who had once sat in their seats, Nick wanted to ask her 
about everyone else, but didn’t have a chance.  Franzi started the meeting, and everyone 
stopped talking to listen. 

Nick spoke up near the beginning of the meeting, when Franzi introduced him to 
the people who had joined since he had stopped coming, and told them all briefly what 
he had been up to for the last few months and how things were going, health-wise, but 
after that, he stayed quiet.  He listened as the others talked, learning the names and 
stories of some of the newbies, and catching updates on the older members who were in 
attendance. 

Deb was as fit as ever; no surprise there.  Carol was not the only one who had 
finished treatments; Jeff was also in remission, after surgery to remove the tumor that 
chemo had successfully shrunken.  During the meeting, he pulled off his stocking cap to 
show the others the long red scar that ran across his shaved scalp.  It was a grim 
reminder of the fact that his skull had been drilled open to remove the growth that 
lurked within, but, smiling, Jeff referred to it as his “battle scar” and seemed unfazed.  
An aura of relief surrounded both him and his wife, a feeling Nick could definitely relate 
to himself.  It was the feeling of having cheated death, and it was one that changed a 
person forever. 

Carlos was at the other end of the spectrum; he still didn’t speak much, but from 
what Nick could gather, his lung cancer wasn’t responding well to the treatments he’d 
been undergoing for the last year and was now in an advanced stage.  Nick felt sorry for 
the man; even though he was quiet, his body language gave off the air of a man 
condemned to death.  The thought made a rush of chills slide down Nick’s spine, as he 
remembered a time when he, too, had been faced with the prospect of a lung tumor that 
was nearly inoperable and very well could have killed him.  He had been lucky, very 
lucky, but not everyone was. 

Further proof of this came after the meeting had ended, when he and Carol were 
walking out together.  Strolling slowly, she filled him in with updates on the others who 
had come to the meetings last year.  Not all of the updates were good. 

“Nadine passed away in February.  I made some casseroles for her family after 
the funeral; she had three little girls, remember?   So sad,” murmured Carol, her voice 
cracking.  “And Evelynn went into the hospital in early April, I think, and never came 
out again.  She hung on for a couple of weeks before she passed.” 

Nick swallowed hard.  He had gone cold with the news that Nadine, the young 
mother who had had ovarian cancer, had died, and even though Evelynn’s passing was 
less of a surprise, it was still sad.  “How’s Ike?” he asked cautiously, thinking of the 
sweet, elderly man who had doted on his feeble wife. 

A sad smile spread across Carol’s face.  “It’s the most heartbreaking thing,” she 
said, “Ike died just two weeks after Evvie.  I believe they said it was of natural causes, old 
age, something like that... but I think he was just heartbroken.  She was his life, and 
once she was gone, well...”   Carol let her sentence trail off, then added, “I’ve heard of 



 

that kind of thing happening before – an elderly couple dying within days or weeks of 
each other.” 

Nick nodded, having heard such stories too.  It was sort of sweet, he supposed, in 
kind of a sad, morbid way, two people who had loved each other so deeply and for so 
long that one couldn’t go on living without the other.  He wondered if he would ever 
know that kind of love, a woman with whom he could grow old. 

He didn’t get to dwell on it, though, because Carol was still talking.  Thankfully, 
her updates on the others were good.  Jessie, who was only a high school student, had 
finished her senior year in remission, managing to graduate on time with her class.  She 
was on vacation with her family and would be starting college in the fall.  And Grandpa 
Jack, whom Nick had worried about after hearing of all the deaths in the group, had 
been declared cancer-free and had stopped coming to the group, “now that my old 
woman has stopped making me.”  Nick laughed at that, feeling relieved that at least 
things had worked out for some of them. 

Lingering in the lobby of the hospital, just inside the main entrance, Nick and 
Carol talked longer.  “So what about you?” he wondered.  “I know you said things were 
good, health-wise, and you’re back to teaching, but how is everything with your 
husband?”   He hadn’t forgotten the long conversation they’d had last fall, when she had 
confided in him about the damage her illness had done on her marriage. 

Carol sighed.  “Hard to say, at this point.  I was hoping things would heal 
themselves once I finished chemo and started looking and feeling more like myself, but 
they haven’t.  He still spends too much time away from the house, working or going on 
weekend fishing trips with his friends.  I can’t tell if he’s avoiding me because he feels 
guilty, or if he just... can’t bear the sight of me anymore,” she faltered, crossing her arms 
over her chest awkwardly. 

“That sucks.  He should love you no matter what you look like; he should love you 
just the way you are,” Nick said fiercely, remembering how Claire had said the same 
thing the first time he had let her cross an invisible boundary and touch his stump.  “I 
just don’t want you to be uncomfortable,” he’d said nervously, but she had just shaken 
her head. 

“I’m not,” she stated simply.  “Like you said, it’s just a part of your body.  It’s 
you.  And I love you, Nick.  Just the way you are.” 

Carol sighed.  “I know.  But I can’t force him to feel a certain way.  We had a talk, 
though, and I did manage to convince him to give marriage counseling a try.  We’ve been 
doing that, and hopefully it will bring about some changes.  If not, I don’t know what’s 
going to happen.  We’re hardly living like a married couple right now; we don’t even 
sleep in the same bed anymore.”   At this, she paused, giving Nick a sheepish smile.  “I’m 
sorry; you don’t really want to hear all of the intimate details,” she chuckled. 

Nick felt his face getting warm.  “It’s okay,” he said, but he had to admit, he was a 
little relieved when she changed the subject.  Unfortunately, the new topic of choice 
turned out to be his love life. 

“So how about you?  Have you been dating many girls out in California?” asked 
Carol, her eyes sparkling.  She suddenly reminded him of an aunt, asking him if he had a 
girlfriend at every family event. 

He smiled ruefully.  “Nah, too busy, with the album and all.  I haven’t had time to 
date much.  Haven’t met anyone anyway,” he shrugged. 



 

 

“Aww, well, that’s too bad.  But it sounds like you’ve got bigger and better things 
happening, and when the time is right, I’m sure the right woman will come along.”   He 
found it interesting that just when she had finished saying this, she went on to ask, 
“What ever happened with your friend Claire?  The one who was getting married?” 

“Oh, she got married alright,” Nick said with a dry, humorless laugh.  “At the end 
of January.  I drank a little too much at her wedding, which is why I never came to the 
group meeting the last Saturday I was in town – it was the morning after.” 

“Ahh, I see.”  Carol nodded knowingly.  “That must have been very hard on you.  I 
can’t even imagine.” 

He, too, nodded.  “Yeah... and now she’s pregnant with his babies – maybe more 
than one.  She had in vitro fertilization.  But,” he added, thinking about their lunch 
together the other day, “I’m happy for her, you know?  Well, sort of.  I’m never gonna 
like Jamie, but Claire’s wanted this for a long time... children, I mean.  She wasn’t sure 
she’d ever be able to have any after going through the cancer treatments, but it worked 
out for her.  So I’m happy about that.  She deserves it.” 

“That’s very sweet of you.  It takes a big person to be able to say that about 
someone they once dated,” said Carol knowingly. 

Nick just shrugged.  Even though he still loved Claire, she had always been more 
than just “someone he had once dated,” and always would be.  She was his friend, first 
and foremost; she had been a good friend to him through all the rough patches in his life 
these last few years, and he owed it to her to be a good friend back, even now.   

He and Carol talked for a few more minutes and exchanged phone numbers 
before they walked out of the building.  “Feel free to call me anytime you want to talk,” 
Carol said sweetly as she handed him a slip of paper with her number on it. 

“Just don’t give this to your seventh-graders,” Nick joked as he gave her his. 
He pocketed her number, glad to have it so that he would be able to stay in touch 

this time.  For as they left the building together and went their separate ways in the 
parking lot, Nick glanced back up to the fifth floor and realized this had probably been 
his last support group meeting.  In just six months, so much had changed in the group, 
and he felt like he didn’t quite fit in there anymore, nor did he need it.  For the most 
part, life was treating him well, and right now, he just wanted to get back to LA and live 
it. 
 

*** 
 

Nick was deep in thought for most of the plane ride back to Los Angeles the next 
day.  He had not realized how much of an escape California had been for him these last 
few months, not until he had returned home to Tampa and encountered all that he had 
left behind.  Claire, married and now pregnant.  The usual worries over his health, 
brought to the surface by his appointment with Dr. Kingsbury and then pushed back 
into the depths of his mind after her good report.  The support group, now totally 
changed, three of its former members gone forever.  The mix of relief and guilt he felt 
when he sat through the group’s meetings, still the same. 

When he was in LA, working on his album and living in the splendor of the 
celebrity lifestyle, it was easy to forget about all of that, at least most of the time, but 
now it was on his mind again.  Memories, both good and bad, happy and sad, swirled 
through his head, as bits and pieces of conversations seemed to echo off the walls of his 



 

skull.  He thought of Jeff and Lacey, who had stayed strongly united against the tumor 
that had invaded his brain, and of Ike and Evvie, the sweet old couple who had lived a 
long life at each other’s sides and had refused to let even death separate them.  Then he 
thought of Carol and her husband, who had not been strong like Lacey and Ike, pulling 
away from his wife when she needed him the most. 

And then he thought, inevitably, of Claire.  Even though she had hurt him, he 
would never forget how she had stuck by him through the worst, like Lacey, like Ike.  He 
had been luckier than Carol; he had had the best support he could have asked for in 
Claire, who had stayed strong when he was broken, helping him to rebuild his body and 
spirit. 

He wasn’t sure where he would be today, if it hadn’t been for her.  Would he be 
recording another solo album?  Not if he had not gotten the confidence to go back to 
performing first.  Would he have ever started dating again?  Not if she had not shown 
him that he was still worthy of being loved.  Would he even be alive?  He would never 
know for sure, but if she had not given him the strength and will to undergo the risky 
surgery that had removed the cancer from his chest, he might had died years ago. 

Their relationship had complicated everything, but there was still one simple 
truth about Claire in Nick’s mind:  in many ways, he owed her his life. 

That was why, even before he stepped off the plane at LAX, Nick had made a 
decision.  He was going to record – and release – the song that, nearly three years ago, 
he had written for Claire. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 139 
 

For the first few days after her latest clinic visit, Claire viewed her pregnancy 
almost like a wonderful dream she could wake up from at any time.  It seemed almost 
too good to be true.  But the following week, the reality took hold, starting with the 
morning sickness. 

It hit her in full force on the Sunday Nick flew back to LA, leaving her crouched 
over the toilet with nausea that was all-too reminiscent of the kind caused by 
chemotherapy.  Jamie paced outside the bathroom as she threw up, holding her own 
hair back and wiping her mouth with a washcloth that she wet herself. 

“I think we should call your doctor,” he kept saying fretfully.  “What if there’s 
something wrong?” 

“There’s nothing wrong; it’s just morning sickness,” she called dully from the 
bathroom floor, her voice cracking.  More than ever, she wanted to call her mother or 
even Amber, someone who had been pregnant, just to make sure this was, in fact, 
normal.  But she didn’t.  She was scheduled for another ultrasound and hormone test at 
the clinic the next day, to check that her pregnancy was still progressing as it should, 
and she wanted to wait for another set of positive results before she called her family.  It 
was just too early to be sure of anything at this point. 

To her relief, the tests came out exactly as they should, and Dr. Nevin scheduled 
her for another ultrasound the following week.  “We might even be able to make out a 
heartbeat by then,” the doctor had suggested, to Claire’s great excitement.  With Dr. 
Nevin’s assurance that her morning nausea was not cause for concern and the possibility 
of hearing her baby’s heartbeat soon, Claire decided she would wait another week, see 
how her next appointment went, and then talk to Jamie about spilling the big news to 
their families. 

But a few days later, Jamie came home from work with a big announcement of 
his own. 

“Clairie?  You home?” she heard him call as he walked into the apartment, a few 
minutes earlier than usual. 

“In here!” she shouted from the living room, where she sat on the sofa, her 
scrapbooking materials spread out on the coffee table in front of her.  She’d spent the 
last few months slowly putting together a wedding scrapbook with pictures that covered 
everything from the night they’d gotten engaged to the honeymoon.  She had just put a 
flowery border around a gorgeous photo of the wedding party outside the church when 
Jamie ambled in. 

“Hey... how was work?” he asked, coming over to kiss her. 
“Fine; how about you?” 
“It was fine.  I have some news for you though...” he said slowly, and she set the 

photo she’d been holding down, turning to give him her full attention.  She searched his 
face; his expression was unreadable, and she couldn’t tell what kind of “news” it was 
going to be.  But the tone in his voice was ominous. 

“Okay... so what’s up?” she asked nervously.  Her thoughts went first to the 
pregnancy, as it had been the biggest thing on her mind for the last month-and-a-half.  
But no, she reasoned, he wouldn’t know anything she didn’t when it came to that; Dr. 
Nevin wouldn’t have called him at work to talk about the pregnancy.  But then what 
could it be? 



 

“Well, um...”  Jamie cleared his throat.  “I’ve been transferred.” 
“Transferred??” echoed Claire, feeling her brows shoot upwards.  “As in, a job 

transfer?  To where??” 
One corner of his mouth turned up in a smirk.  “Des Moines.” 
Claire just stared for a minute, as this bit of information sunk in.  “Des Moines,” 

she repeated finally.  “You got transferred to Des Moines, Iowa?  Des Moines that you 
used to live near?” 

His smirk grew.  “I know, right?  What are the chances?” 
She continued to stare at him in disbelief.  “Des Moines that’s a thousand miles 

away from here??” 
“That’s the one.” 
“So you’re expecting us to just uproot and move to Des Moines??” 
“Well, that’s generally what happens when you get transferred, right?  At least it’s 

not Seattle.  Or Japan.  Those were my other two options; would you rather I call my 
boss right now and tell him we want to move to Tokyo?” 

He had a sarcastic tone that she did not like, and she couldn’t help but frown.  
“Will you just give a minute to process this before you start with the sarcasm?” she 
snipped.  “You’re talking about moving to an entirely different part of the country; that’s 
kind of a big thing!” 

“Sorry.”  Jamie quieted and sat back. 
She sighed.  “So you really have no choice about this?” she asked, a few seconds 

later.  “Other than where you get transferred, I mean.  And there’s no closer option than 
Iowa?” 

“No.  And while I wouldn’t be against moving to Seattle – or hell, even Tokyo – I 
just figured you wouldn’t want to go that far.  Plus, I already know the Des Moines area, 
and my mom’s there and everything, so it just seemed to make the most sense.  But 
there’s probably still time to change my mind if-” 

“No,” she interjected, closing her eyes.  Suddenly, her head hurt.  “I don’t want to 
move to Seattle.  Or Tokyo.” 

“Or Des Moines, right?” 
She sighed again and opened her eyes.  “Well, if I’m being honest, no.  But... if I’m 

understanding you right, you’re telling me we don’t really have a choice, right?” 
Jamie shrugged.  “The only other choice is to quit my job and look for one 

somewhere else in this area.  But I don’t think that would be the smartest thing to do 
right now, do you?  I mean, this job pays well, and I’d earn even more in Iowa, and we 
do have a baby on the way... possibly more than one baby.  You’re going to need to take 
maternity leave, and even if you did go back to work right away, your salary isn’t enough 
to support us and a baby.  That’s my job.  We can’t afford for me to be unemployed, and 
I’m worried I’d have a hard time trying to find another good job if potential employers 
get word that I’m not willing to transfer.” 

Gazing blankly across the room, Claire nodded slowly, but didn’t say anything.  
She was still trying to get a handle on the idea of moving so far. 

“Besides...” Jamie added after a few seconds, leaning forward to look into her face 
again, “We’re starting a family, and this apartment is not big enough for that.  We’re 
going to have to move before the baby’s born anyway; we don’t even have a spare room 
for a nursery.” 



 

 

Normally, any mention of the baby made Claire’s heart swell with excitement, but 
right now, she felt oddly deflated.  Jamie was right, of course.  The apartment was fine 
for a pair of newlyweds, but not for two parents trying to raise children.  She’d known 
they would have to start looking for a bigger place soon... but she hadn’t expected to be 
looking for one in Iowa. 

While it certainly wasn’t as far as Seattle or Tokyo, Iowa was like another world, a 
world that froze in the winter and had no ocean.  For a woman who had been born and 
raised along the Gulf of Mexico in sunny Florida, the idea of moving to the Midwest was 
preposterous. 

“How long have you known about this?” she asked quietly.  “You didn’t just find 
out today, did you?”   The way he was talking, it seemed like the idea was one he’d 
already had a chance to think over. 

“No,” Jamie confessed.  “My boss called me into a meeting a few weeks ago.  But 
we were just getting into this embryo stuff then, and I didn’t want to stress you out.  The 
only reason I’m bringing it up now is because it’s already the middle of July, and we 
have to be moved by September.” 

Claire’s eyes widened.  “That’s less than two months away!” 
“I know.”  Jamie smirked again.  “That’s why I figured I better tell you, huh?  

Listen, though, I don’t want you to worry about a thing.  The company’s going to cover a 
lot of the moving expenses and help us make it go as smoothly as possible.  I know the 
area, and my mom knows some good realtors that I can call to help us find a house.  I 
can get in touch with the realtor and have her find us some places, and your only job will 
be to help me decide which one.” 

He smiled at her in a way that made her feel like a three-year-old who had been 
given a “job” to do just to appease her.  “Here, Clairie, you can help sort the laundry.  
Can you find all the white socks?  Good girl!” 

She rolled her eyes.  “I’m pregnant, not inept.  If I’m going to be moving too, I 
want to help make the arrangements.” 

He smiled again, in a better way this time, and patted her leg.  “Alright then.  So... 
you’re really okay with this?” 

She shook her head, not knowing quite what to say or think.  “I wouldn’t say 
‘okay,’ no... but hopefully I will be.  I just... I need some time to let this sink in,” she 
murmured, swallowing hard.  Then, turning to him, she added, “But you’re my husband, 
and yours is the main salary, and... and wherever you go, I’ll follow you.” 

Apparently pleased to hear this, Jamie hugged her tightly.  But even with his 
warm arms around her, Claire still felt numb, still in shock over the idea that in two 
months’ time, she would be expected to move away from the place she’d grown up, and 
the people she’d grown up with, and settle in a new state that seemed much too far 
away. 

Her eyes prickled as she looked down at the picture she had just been holding, 
and as she took in the sight of her family and friends standing around her and Jamie in 
their tuxedoes and gowns, with blue skies, palm trees, and just a hint of ocean serving as 
their backdrop, she found herself blinking back tears, refusing to let them spill upon her 
husband’s shoulder. 

 
*** 

 



 

The following Wednesday, the last in July, Claire and Jamie returned to the 
fertility clinic for another ultrasound.  Suddenly, Claire understood why Jamie was able 
to take so many mornings off of work to go to her appointments with her – he was being 
transferred in less than two months, so it didn’t really matter anymore. 

The thought that she only had a month to get everything in order and move over 
a thousand miles north had Claire freaking out, but Jamie kept assuring her that he and 
his company would take care of everything.  “Don’t get yourself all stressed out about 
this; it’s not good for the baby,” he would say, but how could she not?  She didn’t want 
him to just “take care of everything;” she wanted some say in where they ended up 
living. 

But, in a way, he was right; for now, she had to try to stay calm and take care of 
herself, for the baby (babies?).  At this early stage in her pregnancy, the risk of 
miscarriage was high, and she was terrified of losing what they had tried so hard to 
conceive. 

She was nervous as Dr. Nevin prepared her for the ultrasound, rubbing cold gel 
across her bare stomach.  Please, please let there be a baby... with a heartbeat, she 
prayed silently, as the doctor turned on the monitor and started to move the transducer 
slowly over her belly. 

As if she had just read Claire’s thoughts, Dr. Nevin warned, “Now, it might be too 
early to see a heartbeat yet.  The hearts of any of the embryos that are growing will have 
started beating by now, but they are so small that I might not be able to make them out 
on the scan, and it’s impossible to hear them yet.  When you’re about twelve weeks 
along, we can do a Doppler and listen to the heartbeat.  But for now, I should be able to 
make out embryos inside the gestational sacs, and then we’ll know how many babies 
you’re carrying.”  The doctor smiled at Claire before turning her attention back to the 
monitor that was facing her. 

Claire nodded, feeling a little calmer.  She lay still and tried to relax as the doctor 
moved the transducer around carefully, studying the screen.  Beside her, Jamie sat 
stiffly, holding her hand.  He seemed just as nervous as her; his palm was clammy, and 
she could feel his pulse racing against her thumb.  They both waited in silent suspense 
as Dr. Nevin continued with the scan.  Say something, Claire urged, watching the 
doctor’s face carefully for any signs of emotion.  Surely she had to have seen something 
by now. 

Finally, a smile broke through the doctor’s mask-like expression of concentration.  
“Well, there’s no doubt about it,” she said.  “You’re definitely pregnant.” 

“You can see an embryo?” Claire asked in delight, relief washing over her.  “Can 
we see??” 

Dr. Nevin turned the monitor around so that Claire could see it from the 
examining table.  Jamie leaned forward for a closer look, and Claire squinted at the 
black screen, trying quickly to decipher the blurry black-and-white image on it.  She 
knew that the big mass of white that took up much of the screen was her uterus, and 
inside, she could see the three black circles she had seen on the last ultrasound – the 
gestational sacs of the three embryos that had been implanted into her.  Up until now, 
the doctor had been telling her that it was too soon to tell whether or not there were 
actually embryos growing inside these sacs. 

Now, leaning across the table, the doctor encircled one of the three sacs with her 
finger.  “This is the gestational sac, as you saw at your last appointment.  Inside is the 



 

 

yolk sac,” she reviewed, pointing out a small white blob inside the black circle.  “And 
right here, this tiny white dot next to the yolk sac... this is your embryo,” said Dr. Nevin 
with a smile, pointing to something Claire couldn’t even differentiate from the yolk sac.  
But she knew it was there, able to be seen only by the doctor’s trained eyes. 

“Jamie,” she whispered, squeezing his hand without taking her eyes off the 
screen.  She stared at the little white speck, hardly able to believe that it would soon 
grow into a baby, her child. 

She was still processing this much when Dr. Nevin’s fingers moved, now tracing 
around the second of the gestational sacs.  “Here again is another sac... another yolk... 
and right here-”  She pointed to another spot of cloudy white.  “-another embryo.” 

Claire gasped, turning to look at Jamie this time.  His blue eyes were wide as he 
stared at the ultrasound monitor.  “Twins,” his voice cracked, and she could hear the 
emotion in it.  She felt a rush of it herself, as she looked back to the screen, counting two 
sacs, two embryos. 

Her eyes came to rest on the third, near the bottom of the screen, and even before 
Dr. Nevin had started to talk, she saw the little white yolk sac.  “And here,” said Dr. 
Nevin finally, tracing around this last little spot of white, “is a third yolk, inside the third 
sac, and right here... is a third embryo.” 

Claire stared in disbelief.  “All three?!” she asked, her voice catching in her throat.  
“They all three implanted?” 

Dr. Nevin smiled.  “It doesn’t happen often, but in your case, yes, they sure did.” 
“Oh my God...”   Suddenly, she started to laugh, almost hysterically, unable to 

hold it back.  “We’re having triplets?!” she burst out, turning wildly to Jamie, who 
looked rather pale. 

“I guess I better tell the real estate we’re going to need more than two bedrooms 
after all,” he murmured, looking stunned. 

Claire was almost giddy in her shock.  Three babies... three babies!  the thought 
kept screaming through her mind.  She could scarcely even believe it yet, let alone 
process what this meant.  But still, she thought to ask, eagerly, “Can you see any of their 
heartbeats?” 

“I can make out one of them so far,” said Dr. Nevin.  “It’s very hard to see, but if 
you look very closely, right here...”   Her finger lingered over a spot near the second yolk 
sac.  “... you’ll notice a very small flickering of white.  This is the beating motion of the 
baby’s heart, magnified.” 

Squinting hard, Claire stared at where she was pointing.  For a moment, she 
could make out nothing, and then suddenly, she thought she saw it, a hint of movement, 
very slight, but... steady... 

Her own heart skipped a beat as she held her breath, watching her baby’s flicker. 
 

*** 
 

The lights on the sign outside the sound booth flickered the word Recording, as 
soft drumbeats resounded through Nick’s headphones.  Inside the booth, Nick took a 
deep breath, leaned over the microphone, and opened his mouth.  The words that 
flowed out of his mouth next were his own, set to a melody he himself had composed.  “I 
thought I’d reached my breaking point, every ounce of my strength gone...  But when I 
felt I couldn’t walk any further, you’re the one who helped me carry on...” 



 

He thought of Claire as he sang the song he had written for her, a hundred 
different memories and emotions passing through his head as the lyrics came by heart. 

He remembered the first time he had walked without the aid of crutches on his 
artificial leg; Claire had been there, of course. 

“It would have been so easy to give into the pain...  Let the walls close in around 
me and forfeit this game...” 

He remembered how she had been there through his many rounds of chemo, too, 
rubbing his back when he didn’t feel well, always reassuring him that he would get 
through this. 

“I just wanted to give up... I just wanted it all to end...  Who knew that in my 
darkest hour, I would see the light again?” 

He remembered the night he’d finally told her he loved her, as he lay in a 
darkened hospital room, fighting for every breath, regretting that he hadn’t told her 
sooner.  She had held his hand and whispered the words back, and he knew she had 
meant them then. 

“You opened my eyes to everything I could be... and I would do it all again... if I 
knew when it was over, you would be the first person I would see...” 

He remembered waking up after his lung surgery and seeing her face; she had 
been the first to tell him the surgery had been a success. 

“Through all the lies I’ve been told, you’re the only thing in my life that stayed 
true... and when I didn’t want to live for me, you made me live for you...” 

He remembered how happy he had been, starting a new life with her after he’d 
been given a second chance at his own. 

His voice cracked, but he kept singing, going on to the second verse.  No one 
outside the sound booth had stopped him yet; he had told them he wanted to sing the 
song all the way through, and so they let him sing.  He couldn’t see their faces, for his 
eyes were tightly closed, but if he had opened them, he would have seen that no one had 
any intention of cutting him off; they were all staring through the glass window at him, 
awestruck at the raw emotion in his voice. 

“So the least I can do is return the favor...  Know that I’ll always be by your 
side... The world can turn against us... but together, we’ll be all right...” 

He belted the chorus again, his voice resonating in harmony with the swelling 
piano arpeggios that accompanied him, and when the music finally faded, he released a 
slow breath and finally opened his eyes. 

They were wet with unshed tears. 
 

*** 
 



 

 

Chapter 140 
 

For Claire, the next few weeks passed in a blur of moving preparations, morning 
sickness, and doctor’s appointments. 

Jamie had a handle on the former; he’d applied for a mortgage, talked to the 
landlord about moving out of their apartment, and hired a realtor who had quickly 
found them a house.  “I told her we want something with at least three bedrooms, a big 
yard, and a good location, a nice neighborhood in the suburbs, where there are good 
schools,” he’d informed Claire, and the realtor had come up with just that. 

The house was a modest, split-level home that was twenty years old, but in good 
shape.  It had three bedrooms, enough for a nursery and a playroom for right now, and a 
large, landscaped yard.  The neighborhood was good, as was the school district, 
according to Jamie, who knew the area well; it was just a town over from where he had 
grown up. 

She hadn’t seen the house yet, but Jamie had flown up for a weekend to look at it.  
After going through every detail of it with his mother and the realtor and taking plenty 
of digital pictures to send back to Claire, he had assured her that it what they were 
looking for, and she had agreed to let him place a bid on the house.  What choice did she 
have?  She knew if they didn’t find a home before he was due to start his new job, they 
would end up living with Jamie’s mother, and that was the last thing she wanted to do. 

Though she still had plenty of reservations and fears, Claire had to admit, it was 
cool to be shopping for their first house.  They were in this for the long haul now, she 
realized.  Jamie wasn’t just looking for a starter home for them; he was looking for a 
place where they could raise their family.  And although she wasn’t keen on leaving 
Florida, she had to admit, there was something quaint about the Midwest.  She pictured 
rolling farmlands, small towns where everyone knew each other, and cute two-story 
houses with shutters and basements and lush backyards where the kids could play and 
climb trees.  The schools would probably be better than in Tampa, and their children 
would grow up knowing each of the four seasons.  Maybe they’d take after their father 
and love the snow.  Heck, maybe even she would start to like the snow after a few 
winters there. 

She was trying to have a good attitude about it, wanting to support her husband, 
but it was still hard.  It was just moving all too fast for her, and she wasn’t yet ready to 
say goodbye to her family and friends and the place she’d always known as home. 

Her family had taken the news hard.  Taking a leaf out of Kyle’s book, Claire had 
brought them all together for dinner at her parents’ house, where she and Jamie had 
broken both pieces of news, the pregnancy and the transfer.  Her parents had been 
surprised and ecstatic to find out that she had gone through a successful IVF cycle and 
was now carrying triplets.  They had been devastated to learn that she and Jamie and 
their three grandbabies would be moving so far away. 

Dianna had had the same reaction, though her theatrics were even more 
dramatic.  She had thrown her arms around Claire and then Jamie, in turn, squealing 
excitedly into their ears when they had told her they were expecting.  When they had 
explained that they were also moving, she had thrown her arms around both of them 
again and practically sobbed on their shoulders. 



 

“I can’t believe you!” she’d cried to Jamie, tears in her eyes.  “First, you move 
away... and now you’re taking my best friend away too?  What am I supposed to do 
without you guys??” 

Claire had tried to say something funny, to keep her eyes from leaking too, but it 
had been hard to lighten the mood.  She knew exactly where Dianna was coming from 
because she felt the same way.  Dianna Treborn had been her best friend since middle 
school, and except for college, they had always lived near each other.  It was hard to 
imagine her life without Dianna in it, live and in person.  They couldn’t have been more 
different, and yet, they had always complimented each other well because of that fact.  
Dianna kept her balanced, and she did the same for her friend in return, or at least that 
was what they had always said. 

To make matters worse, their tenth high-school class reunion was held the next 
weekend, and reminiscing with old friends she’d grown up with on all the good times 
they’d had together here in Tampa made it even harder for Claire to think of leaving.  
She didn’t like to admit it, but she’d always been such a homebody.  But of course, many 
of her old classmates who attended the reunion had come from out of state, and she 
decided, resignedly, that if they could do it, so could she. 

Dianna had seemed to accept it, too.  Though she wasn’t happy about the last of 
their circle of friends from high school moving away, she had decided that Claire and 
Jamie were not going without a bang and, thus, was throwing a going-away party on the 
Saturday before they moved.  “You always find an excuse to have a party,” Claire had 
teased Dianna, but really, she thought it was sweet. 

While Jamie took charge of the move, and Dianna took responsibility for the 
party planning, Claire was left to take care of herself, focusing on her own health and the 
health of her babies.  She had never been to so many doctor’s appointments, she mused 
one day, not even at the worst points of her leukemia ordeal; it seemed as if she was 
going to one doctor’s office or another every few days. 

She was done seeing Dr. Nevin now; after finding out she was indeed carrying 
triplets, the embryologist had referred her to a high-risk obstetrician, Dr. Valerio, who 
worked at the fertility clinic and also had licenses at Tampa General.  She had regular 
appointments for ultrasounds and blood work with Dr. Valerio for now, but once she 
was in Iowa, she would have to find yet another OB.  Thankfully, Dr. Valerio had 
contacts in the Midwest and had given her a few names of obstetricians in the Des 
Moines area. 

On top her prenatal check-ups, she also had her annual workup at the cancer 
clinic in the middle of August.  Jamie had flown to Iowa for the weekend to handle more 
details with the house, so she invited her brother to go to the appointment with her 
instead.  Usually, Claire had no problem going to the clinic alone; she had done so many 
times over the last few years.  But this time was different. 

It was hard to believe, but it had been five years since her bone marrow 
transplant, five years in remission.  According to the statistics, the five-year mark was 
the point at which she could be called officially cured.  This realization excited her so 
much that she just had to have someone there with her, someone to celebrate with.  She 
wished Nick were in town, but it was just as appropriate that Kyle came with her.  After 
all, it had been his bone marrow that had saved her life. 

The waiting room of the oncology clinic was full of people who looked like she 
had five years ago – bald, pale, gaunt, or bloated from the treatments they had to 



 

 

endure.  Some had family members accompanying them; they looked tired and defeated.  
She could relate to them perfectly, and yet, a part of her felt awkward and even guilty to 
be there, waiting in hope of being told she was cured, when many of these people were 
just hoping for another year, or even another month.  She wanted to tell them, “Just 
hold on; there is a light at the end of the tunnel.  Some people do make it to the five-year 
point,” but she didn’t.  She and Kyle sat quietly until the nurse called her back. 

“Do you want me to come back with you?” Kyle asked in a whisper. 
“It’s up to you.” 
Whether because he would always be her overprotective big brother or because 

he just couldn’t stand the idea of sitting in that grim waiting room while she had her 
check-up, Kyle followed her back to the examining room.  He waited outside while she 
changed into a gown, but sat with her through the usual bloodwork and bone marrow 
biopsy, hopefully her last. 

Dr. Rodrigo was smiling when she came back in at the end of the appointment.  
Waving Claire’s chart around, she said, “I put a rush on your labwork, because I was 
sure you would want definite news today.  Everything looks clean.  No blasts to be found 
in your blood or marrow.  This puts you at five years cancer-free.  I don’t get to tell 
patients this nearly enough, but this is the point, Claire, when we call you cured.” 

Coming from her oncologist’s mouth, the word sounded more beautiful than 
Claire had ever thought it before.  For a brief moment, she was overcome with the urge 
to cry, as the weight of the last eight-and-a-half years finally lifted from her shoulders.  
She had been praying for this moment ever since she was twenty years old, newly 
diagnosed with leukemia and terrified.  For days, even weeks, after the diagnosis, it had 
seemed like a horrible nightmare, a nightmare which eventually became her life, and 
then it was the remissions that seemed almost like a dream, but a wonderful dream, 
which she was afraid to wake up from. 

Finally, the nightmare was over, and her dreams had come true.  She didn’t even 
have to ask Kyle to pinch her to be sure; he was already squeezing the hell out of her 
hand.  She finally looked at him and smiled when she saw how bright his blue eyes had 
suddenly become.  “All thanks to you and your kick-ass bone marrow,” she said 
cheerfully, and, laughing, he pulled her into a tight hug. 

“Thank God,” she heard him murmur, as he held her against his broad shoulder. 
When she pulled away, she turned back to Dr. Rodrigo, who had been her 

oncologist since the beginning, seeing her through everything from her first round of 
chemo to the bone marrow transplant that had cured her.  “Thank you... so much,” she 
said, shaking the older woman’s hand vigorously.  The words hardly seemed enough, but 
Claire had no idea what else to say.  She had hoped for this day to come for so long, but 
now that it had arrived, she was overwhelmed. 

“You’re very welcome,” Dr. Rodrigo smiled.  “I wish you all the best.  Be sure to 
send us a birth announcement when the little ones are born.” 

Claire grinned, her heart soaring.  Her dreams really were coming true.  “I will!” 
she promised. 

“Good luck,” Dr. Rodrigo told her before she left. 
As she and Kyle walked out of the oncology clinic, Claire couldn’t help but take a 

look around the waiting room, realizing that this could very well be the last time she 
ever saw it.  She certainly wouldn’t miss it, but it was strange, even a little scary, to be 
leaving it without knowing she had to come back for another appointment.  She felt 



 

almost like a captive animal who had just been set free into the wild; it was exhilarating, 
but almost frightening at the same time.  She wasn’t sure what to do with her new 
freedom. 

“We need to call Mom and Dad,” said Kyle as they walked down the hall, heading 
for the elevators.  “Maybe they’ll want to come into town.  This definitely calls for a 
celebration.  Although you’d probably rather a wait a couple days, till Jamie’s home, 
huh?” 

“Oh... nah, it doesn’t matter; I feel like going out tonight, if they’re up for it,” said 
Claire. 

Of course her parents and her husband should be the first people she called to tell 
such wonderful news, but it was interesting – as she’d walked through the waiting room, 
she hadn’t thought immediately of her mom or dad, or of Jamie. 

The first person she had wanted to call was Nick. 
  

*** 
 

With the release of his first single just a few days away, Nick’s phone had been 
ringing off the hook.  He had a number of radio interviews and a few TV appearances 
scheduled for the following week to start promoting the single, and he would be flying 
from LA to New York City and then to Florida to spend a few days before he headed back 
to LA to gear up for more promotion work for his album. 

He was out by the pool on Saturday afternoon, trying to be as lazy as possible 
before the promotional week began, when his cell phone sprang to life yet again.  
Groaning, Nick leaned over and slid the phone off of the table next to his chaise lounge.  
He glanced idly down at the caller ID, thinking that if it was Johnny Wright or Kenneth 
Crear calling again, he just might throw the phone into the pool.  He was surprised to 
find Claire’s name there instead. 

Flipping the phone open, he put it to his ear.  “Hello?” 
“Hi, Nick!” 
She sounded chipper, much more so than she had seemed the last few times he 

had talked to her.  They had kept in touch much better since his last visit to Florida, 
mostly because she kept calling with news.  In the span of one conversation just three 
weeks ago, he had learned that she was pregnant with triplets and that she was moving 
to Iowa with Jamie. 

Needless to say, he hadn’t been particularly happy about either, picturing Jamie 
and Claire and their three perfect, identical children living in a perfect little house with a 
white picket fence in a sleepy little Midwestern town where the kids rode bikes outside 
instead of playing video games, and no one ever bothered to lock their doors because the 
worst crime ever committed was a good old-fashioned toilet-papering. 

The imagined scenario made him want to vomit. 
Was he jealous?  Hell yeah.  He didn’t want to admit it and never would, not to 

Claire anyway, but of course he was.  He had all the money in the world, women who 
yearned to be with him even now, and yet, for some reason, he hadn’t been able to give 
the only woman he really loved the life she wanted.  Jamie, with his white collar, nine-
to-five job and enthusiastic sperm, apparently could. 

At the same time, he had realized that Claire didn’t seem as happy as she had 
when he was in Tampa.  She was still in shock over the news of the triplets, 



 

 

understandably, and from what she’d told him, her morning sickness had been bad so 
far, but more than anything, he knew she didn’t want to move.  She hadn’t come out and 
said it exactly, but he could hear it in her tone and pick it out of her words.  Did she 
perhaps resent Jamie for making her leave her family and move to an entirely different 
region of the country? 

She hadn’t said that either, but Nick could always hope for as much; the idea 
made him smirk, anyway. 

Wondering what had perked her up today, he replied, “Hey!  What’s up?” 
“Well... I have some good news.” 
Inwardly, Nick groaned, and immediately hated himself for it.  Why couldn’t he 

just be happy for her?  But it was so hard... these days, “good news” in Claire’s world 
usually meant more bad news to his poor, battered heart, something along the lines of 
“Jamie and I got engaged!” or “I’m pregnant with Jamie’s triplets!” 

“What’s up?” he forced himself to ask.  “Jamie’s not getting transferred after all?” 
he added, unable to resist. 

“I wish,” she muttered, the cheer instantly gone from her voice. 
He mentally berated himself for asking, but he couldn’t keep from smirking just a 

little.  She so didn’t want to move... 
“Sorry,” he said.  “So what’s the big news?”   You’re pregnant with quadruplets 

now? 
“Well... I just had my five-year post-BMT check-up this morning...” she started 

slyly. 
Nick froze for a minute, thinking, counting back in his head.  “Holy shit, it has 

been five years, hasn’t it??  That means... you... you’re-?”   He could hardly bring himself 
to utter the word, the one word Dr. Kingsbury never liked to use. 

“Cured.”   It was she who said it, and he could hear the relief, the elation, in her 
voice. 

He broke into a grin, a genuine one, for this time, he was not at all jealous, but 
truly happy for her.  “Oh my God... that’s freaking amazing, Claire!  So it’s official – you 
beat it, baby!!” 

“I beat it,” she echoed with a sigh.  “And it won’t be long, Nick, and you’ll be 
saying the same thing.” 

“I hope so,” said Nick, his smile fading slightly.  He still had over a year to go 
until he reached that all-important five-year remission point.  He had witnessed 
firsthand how drastically life could change in just a year.  But still, he was optimistic.  
Every part of his body that they’d found cancer in had been removed, so how could it 
come back?  It didn’t seem logical, but the thought still scared him.  He never wanted to 
go through any of that again; he didn’t think he could make it through another relapse. 

Forcing himself to stop thinking such thoughts, he added to Claire, “Hey, we need 
to celebrate!  What day are you guys moving again?” 

“Next Monday,” she sighed.  “Way too soon, if you ask me; I haven’t even seen the 
freaking house yet, except for in pictures.  I feel like some pioneer woman, ready to pack 
up everything I own and go out into the great unknown.” 

Nick chuckled.  “Well, if there’s anything I can do, let me know,” he offered 
automatically.  He wasn’t sure what he could possibly do for her, but it seemed like a 
good idea to be supportive, especially when she seemed annoyed with her husband for 
putting her in this situation. 



 

“Thanks, Nick.  I’m sure it’ll be fine...  Everything happens for a reason, right?  
That’s what I keep telling myself anyway...”   She trailed off sadly, but immediately 
perked up again when she burst, “Oh!  So I was going to say, speaking of celebrating...  
Dianna’s throwing us this going away party next Saturday, a week from today.  I don’t 
know if there’s any chance you’d be back in town then, but if you are, you’re invited, of 
course.  I would love to see you before we leave...” 

Nick almost started laughing; it seemed the fates had aligned.  He was going to 
be in Florida then; Howie’s birthday was on Friday, and he had planned to hang out 
with him and AJ in Orlando that night.  He would be back in Tampa by Saturday. 

When he told Claire this, she gasped loudly.  “Are you serious??  That’s great!!  
You’ll come then, right?” 

“Sure,” he agreed and listened as she told him where the party was going to be 
held.  “I’ll be there,” he promised.  “Then we can celebrate you being cured.  You know, 
at least have a drink together or something.” 

There was a long pause.  Then, “Nick, I’m pregnant.  Remember?” 
Doh! thought Nick stupidly, wishing with all his heart he hadn’t just said that.  

“Oh yeah...” 
“Ohh yeah...” she mimicked him, laughing.  “By ‘drink,’ I’m sure you just meant a 

Sprite or something, right?” 
Nick chuckled, feeling himself blush.  For a moment, he had almost forgotten.  

But only for a moment. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 141 
 

Nick spent the day of his first single’s release in Los Angeles, promoting it.  He 
was up at the crack of dawn to do a radio interview with XL 106.7 in Orlando, a station 
which had supported the Backstreet Boys since the very beginning.  After that, it was off 
to the NBC studios in LA to tape a performance for The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, 
which would air that night and mark his first time performing the new song on TV.  
After Leno, there were more radio interviews, including an in-studio appearance for 
LA’s KIIS FM. 

The DJ, Suzy, asked him all the usual questions:  What had he been up to?  How 
was his health?  Why had he decided to make another solo album?  How did the other 
Boys feel about his solo work?  And when was the next Backstreet Boys album going to 
come out, anyway? 

Nick, who had been asked these same questions in almost every interview so far 
that day, gave all the standard answers with ease.  “The guys and I had a meeting earlier 
this year and decided to take some time off for our personal lives.  AJ got married this 
past March, and Kevin and his wife had a baby, and Brian has a son too, you know, so 
they all wanted some time to just hang out at home with their families.  It’s been nice to 
take a break and work on some other stuff, but we’re planning to make another album 
together at some point.  Hopefully next year we can all get into the studio and make 
some magic,” he said and laughed. 

Suzy chuckled indulgently.  “You heard the man, Backstreet fans – new album as 
soon as next year!  I’m sure a lot of people will be glad to hear that,” she added to Nick.  
“In case you’re just tuning in, this is Suzy Tavares on 102.7 KISS-FM, and I’ve got Nick 
Carter of the Backstreet Boys here in the studio with me.  We’ve just been chatting about 
what’s going on with the other Boys, but today, it’s all about Mr. Carter himself.  Nick’s 
releasing a new solo album, and the first single hits the airwaves today.  I’m going to 
play it here in a few minutes, and then you can start requesting!  But first, Nick, what 
can you tell us about this song?” 

Nick cleared his throat and leaned into the large microphone in front of him.  
“Well, song is called ‘Bruised Not Broken,’ and it’s actually one that I wrote myself.”   
Licking his lips nervously, he explained, “The concept of the song is, like... well, I’ve 
been through some hard times since my last solo album, as you may or may not know, 
and I’ve faced some tough challenges, but I made it through, and I’m still here.  So it’s 
saying, you know, I’ve been hurt, I’ve been bruised, but my spirit’s not broken.” 

“Wow... that’s really deep, really cool,” said Suzy sincerely after a pause.  “Well, 
how about we give this song a listen?  Whaddya say?” 

“I say, that’s awesome!  I hope everyone likes it!” 
“Alright, here it comes.  For the first time on our airwaves, here comes Nick 

Carter with ‘Bruised Not Broken,’ on 102.7 KISS-FM.” 
Suzy flipped a switch, and Nick smiled as he heard the opening notes of his song 

start to play. 
 

*** 
 

“Would you like to hear the babies’ heartbeats?” 
Claire looked up in surprised happiness.  “Sure!” she exclaimed. 



 

Her obstetrician, Dr. Valerio, smiled.  “I thought you might.  Now that you’re at 
almost nine weeks, we should be able to detect them on the Doppler.  Let me get you set 
up here, and we’ll see...” 

As Dr. Valerio set up the Doppler ultrasound equipment, Claire turned to smile at 
Jamie.  He looked just as excited as she felt to finally hear their babies’ heartbeats.  They 
had seen all three hearts beating on the regular ultrasound a few minutes ago, and Dr. 
Valerio had assured them, “All three babies seem to be developing perfectly normally.” 

This time, Claire could attest to the fact that the babies had been growing.  She 
was barely into her third month of pregnancy and was already starting to show.  It had 
come on suddenly; her clothes had started feeling tight, and now she was in pants that 
were two sizes bigger than what she normally wore.  The scale at the oncology clinic on 
Saturday had shown that she’d gained ten pounds, and now, just days later, her weight 
was up by another two.  “I’m gonna look like a hippo by the time I pop these kids out,” 
she had joked to Jamie. 

But it didn’t really bother her.  Every time she ran her hand across the firm pouch 
of her stomach, or looked at herself sideways in a mirror and saw the small bump 
beneath her shirt, she was filled with a rush of tenderness and excitement.  She had been 
through so much to get pregnant that she was determined to treasure every aspect of the 
experience.  Even when she was nauseous with morning sickness or overwhelmed by the 
thought of having three babies at once, she reminded herself that this was a blessing, a 
miracle even.  Her children would be worth every bit of the sickness and stress – and 
stretch marks. 

“Okay, let’s see here...”  Dr. Valerio murmured to herself as she ran the Doppler 
probe over Claire’s belly.  Claire could hear muffled noises coming from the machine, 
but nothing distinct and steady yet.  She listened closely, waiting in suspense.  Finally, 
Dr. Valerio said, “Ahh, here... this is Baby A...”   Falling silent, she turned a notch on 
machine, and the volume grew louder. 

A smile spread over Claire’s face like melting butter as she heard it, possibly the 
most beautiful noise in the world, the ‘whoosh, whoosh, whoosh’ of her baby’s tiny 
heart.  It sounded almost like the faint ‘chug-a, chug-a’ of a train in the distance as it 
beat on, rapid and steady. 

Her breath caught in her throat, and Jamie squeezed her hand as they both 
listened, enraptured by the undeniable sounds of life from one of their three miracles. 

 
*** 

 
Claire could still hear each of the three babies’ heartbeats echoing in her memory 

as she rode home with Jamie that afternoon.  He had the radio on, but she tuned the 
music out, imagining the gentle rhythm of the Doppler instead. 

It wasn’t until she heard a familiar name that her attention returned to the radio.  
“Ooh, turn it up!” she exclaimed, then reached for the volume dial herself, just in time to 
catch the DJ saying, “... so here it is, the brand new single from Nick Carter, ‘Bruised 
Not Broken.’” 

Jamie groaned audibly, but Claire ignored him, listening instead to the song that 
had started to play.  It was a melodic mid-tempo, with piano and guitar accompanying 
Nick’s voice.  His vocals were strong and filled with such emotion that it gave her chills 
just to listen to them. 



 

 

“I am bruised, black and blue, and every color in between,” he sang on the 
chorus, “My heart aches with every beat, and my lungs refuse to breathe...  I am 
bruised, nothing new, but it hasn’t killed me yet... I’m standin’ on my own again, ‘cause 
I’m bruised, not broken...”  

“Melodramatic much?” Jamie snorted, shaking his head. 
Again, Claire ignored him, paying attention only to the song.  The music was 

pretty, and the lyrics were especially powerful.  They hit home, reminding her of all of 
the trials she had watched Nick go through, all of the times she’d worried about him, 
wondering how much he could possibly endure before he simply broke.  No one should 
ever have to go through what Nick had, but he had prevailed.  Just as his lyrics stated, he 
wasn’t broken; if anything, he was stronger and sturdier than ever.  The song itself was 
proof of that, for here he was, very much alive and singing about it. 

By the time its final notes faded into the radio station’s jingle, she had tears in her 
eyes.  The hormones of pregnancy had made her a lot more emotional than usual over 
the last few weeks, but this time, she knew it wasn’t hormones that were causing her 
eyes to well up.  It was Nick, his voice and his words...   Her maternal instincts were 
kicking in; she was so proud of him. 

“I have to call him,” she murmured out loud, digging around in her purse for her 
cell phone. 

Jamie made an exasperated noise.  “Right now?” 
Claire paused, cell phone raised in mid-air, and looked over at her husband.  

“What is your problem?” she asked, none-too-nicely.  “Do you have to be such a 
complete asshole about Nick?  Are you really that jealous of him?” 

Jamie’s profile tightened, his features contorting with anger.  “I am not jealous,” 
he protested defensively. 

“Yeah?  Coulda fooled me,” muttered Claire.  “I don’t know why you would be, 
though; clearly, you’re the one I married.” 

“Exactly,” said Jamie easily.  “Why would I be jealous of a one-legged Backstreet 
Boy anyway?” 

He said the words with such derision that Claire wanted nothing more than to 
smack the smirk right off his lips.  She settled for clenching her phone in her fist, as 
tightly as she could, until its casing started to groan, threatening to crack under the 
pressure.  The exertion succeeded in taking the edge off of her anger, and she didn’t fly 
off the handle.  All she said was, “You’re a real prick sometimes, Jamie, you know that?” 
and then dialed Nick’s number. 

His phone must have been off; it went straight to his voicemail.  She waited for 
his message to finish, smiling at the sound of his playful voice, and then left a message 
of her own.  “Hey!  It’s Claire.  I’m sure you’re busy with all kinds of promo stuff, but I 
just had to call and tell you, I just heard your single on the radio!  It’s such a great song, 
Nick; I love it!!  You sound amazing...” 

As she gushed, she was dimly aware of the fact that Jamie was slowly turning up 
the radio, one notch at a time, making her instinctively speak louder just to hear herself.  
Slapping his hand away from the volume dial, she shot him a murderous look and added 
into the phone, “Jamie’s here in the car with me, and I don’t think he liked it as well as 
‘Do I Have to Cry For You,’ but I guess that’s to be expected.  You remember what I told 
you about his passion for Bryan Adams and all.”   Trying not to laugh, she smiled 
sweetly at Jamie.  If looks could kill, she would have been smeared across the road after 



 

the face he gave her in return.  “Well, anyway, good luck with all your stuff this week, 
and I’ll see on Saturday.” 

Saturday, she thought as she hung up, her stomach dropping.  It was coming up 
so fast.  The going away party was on Saturday, and the very next day, she and Jamie 
would be leaving... 

“What the hell was that for?” Jamie’s indignant voice interrupted her thoughts.  
“That was below the belt, Claire.” 

“What, saying you like Bryan Adams?  You do!” Claire laughed. 
Jamie flushed and glared darkly out the windshield.  Without looking at her, he 

replied, “Yeah, well, Bryan Adams sings better than him.  Where did your taste in music 
go?  That song was a whiny piece of crap.” 

“Since we’ve never shared the same taste in music to begin with, I’ll let that one 
slide,” said Claire, knowing he was just trying to bait her.  He had always liked to push 
her buttons, see how riled up he could get her.  “You’re so cute when you’re angry,” he 
always used to patronize her, which, of course, made her even angrier.  “You’re allowed 
your own opinion, but don’t insult mine,” she added. 

“Sorry.”  Jamie didn’t sound remotely apologetic.  “I hope it does well, for his 
sake.  But hey, if he ever decides to quit singing, I know of the perfect place for him to 
work.” 

“Where?” Claire asked flatly without looking at him, sensing that some kind of 
joke was on its way. 

Jamie snickered.  “IHOP.” 
Claire rolled her eyes at the bad joke.  IHOP... I hop.   If Nick had said it, it would 

have cracked her up.  If she had said it to him, it probably would have made him laugh, 
too.  But coming from Jamie’s mouth, it just seemed spiteful and tasteless. 

“Nice,” she muttered sarcastically.  “How very mature and sensitive of you.  It’s 
good to know what a great role model you’re going to be for our children, teaching them 
to turn up the volume on the radio while their mother’s trying to talk on the phone and 
make fun of amputees.” 

“Oh, Claire, lighten up; it was a joke.  I was kidding!” Jamie exclaimed. 
“No, see, you don’t get that privilege,” she shot back.  “Nick can make jokes like 

that, I can make jokes like that, but you can’t, because when you say it, you’re not 
kidding!  You’re being an ass about it!” 

Jamie didn’t say anything.  As she ran her hand absently over her belly, another 
thought occurred to her.  “What if one of our babies ends up having some kind of birth 
defect and is born without legs or something?  Would you have a problem with that?  
Would you make fun of him?  Or her?” 

“Of course not,” Jamie muttered in a low voice.  “I love our babies.  Nick’s not my 
son.” 

“Well, he’s my friend, and it pisses me off when you insult him like that.  You 
don’t have to like him, but can you at least show him some respect?  You have no idea 
the shit he’s been through.”   You wouldn’t have been able to handle it, she added 
internally, thinking of what a wuss Jamie was about doctors and sickness.  But she 
didn’t say that part out loud. 

“I’m sure he has, but you know, it doesn’t make him that special,” Jamie retorted, 
his voice tinged with annoyance.  “You always put him on such a fucking pedestal, but 



 

 

really, he’s just a guy who got a shitty deal out of life.  It could have happened to 
anyone.” 

“Yeah, like me?” asked Claire, her voice rising.  “I don’t put him on a pedestal, but 
don’t talk like you know what we’ve been through, ‘cause you don’t.  You weren’t there 
when he was sick; you weren’t there when I was sick; you don’t know.  You don’t know 
how scary it is, or how painful, or how much it fucks with you, your body and your mind.  
Don’t act like it was nothing.” 

Jamie slammed his hands against the steering wheel in response to her words, 
making the car jerk.  Claire gasped, her arms going instinctively over her stomach to 
protect it as they swerved onto the shoulder of the road and then back into their lane.  
Jamie had control of the car again, but Claire wanted to scream at him for scaring her 
like that.  She didn’t, though; she was still too shocked, and before she could, Jamie 
spoke again. 

“If you two are so damn tight, why’d you leave him anyway?  Why’d you marry 
me?” he growled, his jaw tightly clenched. 

Out of anger, Claire didn’t answer.  She kept her arms tightly folded over her 
stomach and turned away from him, staring silently out the window until they got home.  
Then she hopped out of the car before he’d even shut off the ignition and started up the 
stairs of his apartment building without waiting for him.  Once inside the apartment, 
she went to their bedroom and slammed the door shut, locking it behind her. 

Now she was the one acting immature, but she didn’t care.  She was pregnant; 
she was allowed to be hormonal and pout.  Besides, she didn’t want to see Jamie right 
now, with his cold blue eyes and his arrogant smirk. 

She paced the room for a few minutes, her hand on her belly, silently seething as 
she rehashed everything he had said and done to spite her in the car.  Then she tired of 
pacing and sank down on the edge of the bed, rubbing her swollen stomach to soothe 
herself.  It was there that the tears came, hot, stinging tears of repressed anger and... 
regret? 

His impudent words echoed in her head, somewhere behind her burning eyes.  
Why’d you leave him anyway?  Why’d you marry me? 

Sometimes, like now, she asked herself the same questions. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 142 
 
Claire and Jamie were back on speaking terms by Dianna’s going away party for 

them on Saturday, though just barely.  They hadn’t had a real conversation since the 
argument in the car earlier that week, just polite small talk as they worked together to 
pack up the rest of their apartment.  And even this mostly consisted of Jamie 
exclaiming, “Don’t lift that!  I’ll get it!” and Claire rolling her eyes in annoyance at his 
overprotection of her. 

The night of their argument, she had slept alone in their bed and woken the next 
morning to find a vase of a dozen red roses sitting outside the bedroom door and a 
pillow and wrinkled blanket draped across the couch, where Jamie had spent the night.  
The note on the card had said, simply, “I’m sorry,” and though it seemed like a nice 
gesture, Claire hadn’t been nearly as touched as she had by the single rose Nick had sent 
her weeks ago.  It just seemed over-the-top and cliched, the red roses with the written, 
generic apology.  If Jamie was really sorry for what he had said, he could apologize 
explicitly for it to her face.  But he hadn’t. 

She had let him back into the bed that night, but she hadn’t forgiven him, nor had 
she let him forget.  She was cool and aloof around him the rest of the week, and she was 
positive that he noticed, though he never questioned her.  They continued to play games 
with each other, talking without saying anything meaningful, avoiding the issues they’d 
fought over altogether. 

Claire knew the lack of communication couldn’t be a good sign for their marriage, 
but she also realized how stressed they both were over the move and hoped that once 
they were settled into their new house outside Des Moines, things would get better.  
They would have fun decorating the house and getting ready for the babies, and the 
stress would become a good kind of stress, the exciting flurry of preparations that would 
proceed the start of their family. 

Yet with the move just a day away now, Claire’s excitement was barred by the 
heavy weight of apprehension.  Tomorrow, she would be leaving the comfort of 
everything she had ever known and driving nearly fifteen-hundred miles to a new town 
with a husband she’d barely spoken to all week, moving into a new house she’d never set 
foot in.  She would be leaving all of the other important people in her life behind – her 
family, her friends, her coworkers, her doctors – and she hated the realization that, 
aside from Jamie, she would be very much alone in Des Moines. 

He had his new job all lined up and would be starting work a week after they 
moved in.  She, on the other hand, had not even bothered trying to look for work in the 
new city; no one would want to hire a woman who would be on maternity leave in a 
matter of months, and besides, once the triplets were born, she would want to stay at 
home with them.  Though she liked the independence of having a career of her own, 
Claire had always known she didn’t want to be one of those working mothers whose 
children were raised in a daycare.  Her own mother had been a stay-at-home mom, and 
she wanted to be the same while the kids were young.  Once they started school, she 
would want to go back to work, at least part-time. 

But for now, she would be stuck at home while Jamie worked, and she dreaded 
the long days of boredom and loneliness that would precede the birth of their children.  
It made her fearful, too, to realize that she would be on her own while carrying triplets.  
What if, later in her pregnancy, something went wrong?  She would have no one in the 



 

 

vicinity to call except for Jamie and his mother, who was so neurotic that she was the 
last person Claire would want around in an emergency. 

She had been worrying about these things often lately, and though she knew it 
wasn’t healthy to get herself worked up, sometimes she couldn’t help it.  She had always 
assumed she would have, at the very least, her mother and sister-in-law around for 
support while she was pregnant.  And that was when she had imagined herself carrying 
just one baby.  Now she was carrying three – a high-risk pregnancy, the doctors called it 
– and moving far away from the both of them. 

“We’re just a phone call away,” her mother had told her reassuringly when she 
had once brought this up, “and if you really need us, your dad and I have plenty of flyer 
miles saved – we can hop on a plane and be there in a matter of hours.” 

But Claire knew it wasn’t that simple; she had had the experience of trying to fly 
between Iowa and Florida to get home to Nick in a time of emergency, and ‘a matter of 
hours’ had turned into one of the longest, most nightmarish nights of her life.  She 
couldn’t count on her family being at her side if something did happen.  And none of the 
doctors she knew and trusted would be there either.  She already had an appointment 
scheduled with a new OB in Des Moines, one of the doctors Dr. Valerio had 
recommended, but she would have preferred a physician who knew her and her medical 
history better. 

Despite all her worries, Claire knew she had little choice about making this move.  
She had seen firsthand how distance could drive a wedge between an otherwise happy 
couple and wasn’t about to let it happen with her and Jamie.  He was going to Des 
Moines for the sake of his career, and like it or not, she was going with him.  Everything 
happens for a reason, she assured herself often, trying to convince herself that this 
move would prove to be a good thing for both their relationship and their children.  She 
just needed to arrive in Des Moines with an open mind and try to make the most of it. 

For the sake of having a good attitude, she showed up at the going away party 
hand-in-hand with Jamie, a smile pasted on her face.  She wasn’t overly excited about 
the party, dreading the emotional goodbyes that would follow it, but as she looked 
around, her smile became genuine.  She had to appreciate the effort Dianna had put into 
making this party special. 

Her best friend, who had always had a knack for planning such things, had 
reserved a section of beach along the coastline for the private party.  A ways back from 
the water, a large white awning had been set up, beneath which several long picnic 
tables were positioned.  A potluck had been set up at the back of the tent, and a few feet 
away, several grills smoked with the scent of lighter fluid and charcoal.  Tiki torches and 
strings of colorful, plastic streamers formed a perimeter around the strip of sand, and 
here and there, Dianna had set up other decorations – clusters of bright, tropical flowers 
planted in children’s sand pails were scattered among inflatable palm trees, pink, plastic 
flamingoes, a large, blow-up shark, and even someone’s old surfboard. 

“I thought it was only appropriate to spend your last night in Florida on the 
beach,” said Dianna as she looped a plastic lei around each of their necks and then led 
them around to admire her handiwork, explaining the decorating theme. 

“It’s awesome, Di!  You’re so sweet for doing all of this,” Claire replied as she 
walked around, taking note of the people that were there, as well as the decorations.  
Dianna had invited all of Claire’s family and Jamie’s brother Brad, along with many of 
their friends and colleagues.  Laureen and Carey had worked together to plan a small 



 

office party for Claire on her last day at work, and Dr. Somers and Tim and most of the 
hygienists had been there to give her a nice send-off, but she saw several of the co-
workers she was actually friends with here at Dianna’s party too.  Laureen was among 
them, of course.  She recognized a few of Jamie’s co-workers as well, including Bill, who 
was his closest friend at work and whom she’d met on several occasions, and his 
partner, Lance.  She followed Jamie over to talk to them for a few minutes, but headed 
in the other direction when he went on to greet his friends from college, Greg and Jerr. 

She sought refuge in the company of Laureen, who immediately threw her arms 
around her and wailed, “I can’t believe you’re leaving tomorrow!” 

“I know,” Claire sighed over Laureen’s shoulder, hugging her tightly.  “I can’t 
believe it either.” 

Releasing her, Laureen stepped back and gave her a sad, crooked smile.  “It’s not 
gonna be the same here without you.  You were my first good friend in Tampa!” 

Claire smiled sadly.  “You’ll have to keep up the legacy at work – take my 
replacement under your wing, and make sure you warn her to stay away from Tim!” 

They both laughed, and then Laureen sighed.  “I’m gonna miss you.  But you 
know what?  All of my family is still in Illinois, and Iowa’s only one state over, so next 
time I go back to visit, I’ll be able to make a little detour and see you!” 

“And all my family’s still here, so I’ll definitely be back to see you too,” Claire 
smiled. 

Laureen grinned back.  “Perfect!” 
She was her usual happy-go-lucky self after that, as she walked around with 

Claire and Dianna, making a point to avoid Jamie’s friend Greg.  “Has anyone seen Nick 
yet?” Claire wondered out loud; seeing Greg and Jamie laughing together had inevitably 
made her think of him. 

Laureen’s eyes widened.  “Is he gonna be here??” 
“He said he was.  He was flying into Orlando for Howie’s birthday, which I think 

was yesterday...” 
“It was,” Laureen chirped automatically, blushing at the identical looks of 

amusement Claire and Dianna gave her.  “Bit of Backstreet trivia for ya,” she added with 
a sheepish smile.  “So, have you guys heard Nick’s new song yet?” 

“I haven’t,” said Dianna in a bored voice, but Claire immediately jumped on the 
change in topic. 

“I have!  I think it’s incredible; what about you?” 
Laureen’s eyes brightened with enthusiasm, and they launched into an eager 

discussion of the new single.  They were so busy gushing about the song that neither one 
of them noticed when the man who had written it appeared on the outskirts of the party. 

 
*** 

 
Nick felt a sense of déjà vu as he walked down to the stretch of beach where the 

going away party for Claire had been set up.  It was his second time going alone to a 
party for Claire and Jamie in a period of just seven months.  The atmosphere of this 
party was much different than the wedding reception, much more casual and fun, but he 
figured the crowd would be about the same – mostly people he didn’t know or didn’t 
particularly like.  It was a mark of how much he cared about Claire that he had even 
bothered to come. 



 

 

He had tried to coax Howie into coming with him when he had been in Orlando 
the day before, but Howie had a charity event to attend with his story Pollyanna that 
night.  Figures, thought Nick, kicking at the sand as he stopped to survey the luau-
themed party.  He could smell meat cooking over charcoal and hear music playing over 
the sound of the rolling tide in the background.  Everyone was standing in little clusters 
around the beach, talking and laughing.  He looked around for Claire, wanting to find 
her before he went mingling through her party. 

Though he knew he shouldn’t, he felt slightly self-conscious.  Seeing as how the 
party was being held on a sandy beach in the middle of August, he’d had little choice 
about how to dress for it.  Going the practical route, he’d put on his water leg (which, 
thankfully, fit again) and a pair of cargo shorts, knowing he would swelter in long pants 
and deeply regret getting sand stuck in his regular prosthesis.  On the other hand, he 
knew he was going to get a lot more stares with his artificial leg showing, and this one 
was not as stable as the C-Leg he normally wore, which meant he walked with a more 
noticeable limp.  He didn’t want to attract any more attention than necessary, especially 
from Jamie and his friends, who would surely toss some snide comment his way if they 
caught him when Claire wasn’t around. 

This was just one of those times when being Nick Carter was a huge pain in the 
ass.  Nonetheless, he braced himself and walked into the party, reminding himself that 
he was here for Claire, and Claire only.  He didn’t care what other people thought of 
him, especially not Jamie. 

He found Claire talking to Laureen and Dianna.  The last time he’d seen Laureen, 
it had been the morning after he’d gotten drunk and made out with her after Claire’s 
wedding reception, and the last time he remembered actually talking to Dianna was 
right after she had bitched him out for running off on Claire when she thought she was 
rejecting her transplant.  So that was awkward, on both accounts, but he approached the 
trio anyway. 

As Claire and Laureen appeared to be deep in conversation, gesturing wildly as 
they talked to each other, Dianna was the first to look up and spot him coming their 
way.  She gave him a little wave and a smile and said, “Well, hey there, Nick.  Long time, 
no see.” 

“Hey, what’s up?” Nick asked, offering a casual smile in return. 
Claire and Laureen, who had both looked up at the sound of his name, grinned.  

“You came!” Claire exclaimed, coming forward and pulling him into a hug.  “I’m so glad 
you could come,” she added, as she released him, beaming up at him. 

He smiled down at her, feeling more at ease.  She looked pretty, dressed in a pair 
of lightweight capris and a peach-colored peasant-style blouse that was soft and 
feminine.  Coupled with her red hair, it made her blend in with the sunset behind her 
quite nicely.  “You look good,” he told her off-handedly. 

She grinned at the compliment, a pink blush rising on her cheeks.  “Thanks, so do 
you!” 

Smiling, he turned his attention to Dianna and Laureen and added, “You ladies 
are lookin’ fine tonight, too.”   He winked at Laureen, his eyes lingering on her a few 
moments longer than they had Dianna.  She looked cute in an ocean blue top and a 
flowing, summery skirt, her soft, auburn hair curling around her face, which was now in 
a full-on blush. 



 

“Aww, you’re sweet,” said Dianna, fluffing her dark hair.  Offering a coy smile, she 
added, “Well, I should go check on Todd and make sure he’s not burning the food.  Glad 
you could come, Nick.” 

Nick blinked in surprise as she walked away, caught off-guard by her sudden 
hospitality.  He turned back to Claire and Laureen, at which point the awkwardness 
settled in.  He didn’t know what to say to either one of them, Claire, who was pregnant 
with Jamie’s babies and leaving for Iowa in the morning, and Laureen, whom he’d 
practically slept with and hadn’t spoken to since. 

Laureen seemed at a loss for words as well, but Claire, never one to keep her 
mouth shut for long, filled the silence by saying, “Hey, we were just talking about your 
single and how much we like it!” 

“Yeah,” Laureen chimed in finally, grinning.  “I love it!!” 
“Wow, thanks,” said Nick, feeling a rush of pride.  He grew more comfortable as 

they got him talking about the album and the promotion he’d done that week; that was 
something he could talk about without feeling awkward. 

After awhile, Claire said, “I should probably go mingle... I haven’t talked to half 
the people here yet, and who knows when I’ll see them again.”  She made a glum face, 
and Nick nodded. 

“Yeah, sure, go ahead.  Laureen and I can chat, maybe grab some food in a little 
while?” he said, giving Laureen a questioning look. 

“Yeah, sounds good!” she replied. 
When Claire walked away, he moved closer to her.  “It’s good to see you again,” 

he said.  Figuring he might as well tell her now what he knew he would have to say at 
some point, he launched right in with, “Listen, I just wanna apologize for not keeping in 
touch at all over the last few months.” 

“It’s okay,” Laureen quickly started to say, but he shook her head. 
“No, it’s not.  I feel bad.  I treated you like some groupie who I fooled around with 

for one night and pushed out the door the next morning, never to see again.  And that’s 
not... I mean, you’re not a groupie.  You deserve better than that, and after what 
happened after Claire’s wedding, I should have at least called.” 

Laureen shrugged; she was blushing again.  “I know you were busy.” 
“Yeah, but that’s not an excuse.  I wasn’t too busy to call,” Nick insisted.  

“Honestly, I felt bad about what happened; I guess that’s why I didn’t call.” 
“You shouldn’t feel bad.  I was the sober one; I knew what I was doing,” Laureen 

said quietly, blushing redder. 
Nick smiled a little.  Claire was right; Laureen had wanted the kisses.  She looked 

embarrassed about it now, but he could tell by the expression on her face – she had 
enjoyed herself that night.  In a way, that made him feel worse, like he’d exploited her 
crush on him.  He liked Laureen just fine as a person, but he’d never looked at her that 
way before, never intended to kiss her, let alone make out with her.  It had just 
happened, in the heat of the moment, in the aftermath of watching the woman he loved 
marry someone else.  He knew now that it meant a lot more to her than it had to him. 

“We should hang out again sometime,” he suggested impulsively, wanting to 
make it up to her.  “Just maybe take things a little... slower... this time.” 

Laureen laughed.  “I would love that,” she replied, smiling sweetly. 
“I dunno how much I’ll be able to hang out for the next couple of months,” he 

warned her.  “I’m heading back to LA in a few days, and things are gonna be crazy for 



 

 

awhile, until the album comes out.  But maybe we can hook up when I’m back for longer.  
And in the meantime, I’ll try to call you this time.”   He offered her a sheepish smile.  “I 
think I’ve still got your number saved.” 

“Okay.  That would be cool,” said Laureen, her voice breathy, her eyes sparkling 
in a way that told Nick she thought it would be much more than “cool.” 

He smiled.  “So you wanna go check out the food?” he asked, motioning to the 
large tent where all of the food had been set out. 

“Sure,” Laureen laughed. 
Together, they made their way over to the awning, Nick stumbling slightly in the 

uneven sand.  He didn’t fall, but naturally, he looked up to find Jamie standing only a 
few feet away with a couple of the guys who had been groomsmen at his wedding.  His 
stomach clenched as he saw Jamie smirk, then turn to his friends, putting his back to 
Nick.  He leaned in and said something, and the other two guys started to snicker, both 
of their heads turning in Nick’s direction. 

Nick felt his face redden with anger and embarrassment.  For a moment, it was as 
if he were a child again, getting teased and threatened on the playground at school by 
the other boys, who thought he was weird because he liked to sing and dance and was 
always missing school for auditions or shows.  It was hard to believe he had just 
witnessed twenty-eight-year-old men doing much the same thing, but it still hurt. 

He felt someone touch his arm and jerked instinctively, but it was only Laureen.  
The look in her eyes told him that she had seen Jamie too.  She didn’t say anything, but 
wordlessly took hold of his elbow and held onto him lightly as they went under the 
awning. 

“He’s an asshole,” she whispered finally, as they got into the food line. 
“I’m glad someone else can see it,” he muttered back, offering her a grateful 

smile. 
Neither one of them said anything more about it then, but several meaningful 

looks passed between them after that, the anxious looks of two people who both thought 
their friend was making the biggest mistake of her life. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 143 
 

Claire spent most of the party mingling with those that had come, sweeping from 
group to group and saying her goodbyes.  Each was as hard as the one before it, as she 
listened to the well-wishes from people she cared about, people she was used to seeing 
every week, some even every day. 

After awhile, it got to be too much.  Her nerves felt frayed; she needed a break.  
She needed to get away, just for a few minutes, and get a hold of her emotions before she 
returned to the party.  She was saving the toughest goodbyes, to her closest friends and 
family, for last, and she had to have some time to collect her thoughts before she would 
be able to tackle those. 

The sun had set, and with the party illuminated only by the flickering lights of the 
many tiki torches, it was not difficult for Claire to slip away, unseen.  She pulled off her 
sandals and carried them as she padded through the sand, away from the lights and 
music and people.  She walked until she had reached a stretch of beach that was 
deserted, dark, and quiet.  The sounds of the party were distant and faint now, muffled 
by the gentle, soothing noises of the waves washing over the sand. 

She would miss this, she thought as she stood facing the tide, looking out at the 
vast expanse of dark ocean, sparkling enchantingly beneath the three-quarter moon.  
The sounds of the water... the smell of the sea salt... the welcomed, misty ocean breeze, 
and the cry of the seagulls that swooped about.  Her senses had been raised on these 
sights and sounds and smells; they always gave her the nostalgia of being a little girl, 
playing at the beach with her family and her friends. 

You’re being ridiculous, she scolded herself, for the umpteenth time that week.  
Iowa will be fine.  You’ll start a family of your own there, and you’ll grow to love it, 
too.   But her attempts to make herself excited about the move never worked.  She still 
dreaded the impending dawn. 

She was just about to sit down in the sand, when she heard a small cough, a few 
yards away.  Turning her head toward the sound, she squinted into the darkness.  In the 
moonlight, she could just barely make out the dark, silhouetted form of another person, 
sitting alone in the sand, faced toward the water. 

She hesitated a moment, then crept toward the lone, dark figure, trying to make 
out who it was.  As she got closer, she could tell by his size and shape that it was a guy.  
He was staring straight ahead, sitting with one knee up, his arms hugging it to his chest, 
the other leg stretched out in front of him.  The moonlight caught the gleam of metal 
and plastic just as his head turned towards her. 

“Nick?” 
“Claire?” 
Smiling, she came over and sank down next to him, tossing her shoes aside.  

“What are you doing out here all by yourself?” 
“I could ask you the same thing,” he shot back, and she could just barely make 

out his smile. 
“I asked first,” she countered. 
He shrugged his shoulders.  “I lost track of Laureen, and I didn’t really have 

anyone else to talk to, so...”   He trailed off, shrugging again. 



 

 

“I’m sorry.  I didn’t think of that,” she apologized, feeling bad that she hadn’t paid 
more attention to him.  “But I guess you and I never did have many mutual friends, 
huh?” 

“Not really.” 
She nodded, gazing into the darkness.  “So... you talked to Laureen?” 
“Yep.  We had a good talk.  I told her I’d call her, and maybe we could start 

hanging out more when I’m back here for longer.” 
“She’d love that.” 
Nick nodded, quiet for a few seconds.  Then he asked, “So what about you?  

Why’d you leave your party?” 
Claire sighed.  “It was depressing me.  I hate saying goodbye to people.  And as 

nice as this idea was, it’s just reminding me of how much I’m going to miss everyone 
here... and how I’m going to miss this...”   She gestured toward the ocean. 

He surveyed her a moment.  “You don’t wanna go, do you?” 
She let out a dry chuckle.  “Is it that obvious?” 
“To me it is.” 
She smiled sadly.  “Well, if I’m being honest... no, I’m not that happy about 

moving.  But I don’t really have a choice, do I?  He’s my husband, and he needs this job.  
One baby is expensive enough, let alone three.” 

Nick went silent again.  After awhile, he mused, “It’s kinda funny, him getting 
transferred to Des Moines all of a sudden.  Isn’t that where he used to live?  What are 
the chances of that?” 

Claire could see where he was going with this and gave him a warning look in the 
dark.  “Des Moines was just one of several options,” she said.  “We could have moved to 
other places, but Des Moines was the closest to here, and of course he would want to go 
back if he had the chance.  He grew up there, and his mom still lives there.  At least our 
kids will have one grandparent around.” 

Nick didn’t say anything at first, but she knew what he was thinking.  She couldn’t 
believe it though.  Jamie wouldn’t have requested this transfer himself; he wouldn’t 
uproot her to move so far away when she was pregnant unless he absolutely had to.  But 
he’d had no choice in the matter.  That was what he had said, and she believed him.  It 
was just a lucky coincidence, his old hometown being included in the options for his 
transfer placement.  Maybe it was not just luck, but fate. 

“They’d have both their grandparents and their aunt and uncle if you stayed 
around here,” said Nick after a pause, going back to what she had said about Jamie’s 
mother. 

Claire felt a burst of indignation flare inside her.  Frowning over at him, she 
replied, “I would love nothing more than to stay around here, where my family is.  You 
think it doesn’t bother me that my parents won’t get to see their grandkids all the time, 
or that my babies won’t be close to their cousin Kamden?  Of course it bothers me!  I 
think it bothers my parents even more; they’re so excited about being grandparents!  
But...” 

Her voice faltered with the sudden emotion threatening to overtake her.  His 
words had hit her where it hurt the most – leaving her family.  “But... what do you 
expect me to do, Nick??” she demanded, her voice rising and trembling.  “He’s been 
transferred, we bought a house, all our stuff is packed... do you think I’m just going to let 
him move to Des Moines himself and not go with him?  He’s my husband!   We’re 



 

expecting children together!  I don’t want to be down here alone in Florida, without my 
husband, while I’m pregnant with triplets.” 

Nick gave her a cool look, the moonlight catching the icy flicker in his eyes, the 
tension around his mouth as he pressed his lips firmly together.  “A good husband 
would put his pregnant wife’s needs first,” he said quietly. 

She both loved him and hated him for saying that.  “It’s not like that!” she 
insisted.  “It’s not a need for me to stay in Florida; it’s a want.  Yes, I want to stay.  But 
we don’t always get what we want.  Jamie needs to transfer, or he could lose his job.  
And we both need for him to have a job.” 

“What about your job?  You wouldn’t even think about leaving it for me, yet you’ll 
quit at the drop of a hat for him?” 

Claire glared at Nick.  Suddenly, this wasn’t just about Jamie.  It was about him 
too.   Him and her and their failed relationship.  “Sorry, Nick, but this has nothing to do 
with you.  It’s a totally different situation now.  I’m pregnant; I would have been taking 
maternity leave anyway, and I probably wouldn’t have wanted to go back right away 
because I want to stay at home with my babies.  I do love the job I had here, but I have to 
put my family first.” 

“But not me, huh?  When you were engaged to me, you weren’t too concerned 
about putting me first.  You wouldn’t leave this place even just for a few weeks to be with 
me while I was working, but now you’re moving – permanently – for his work!” 

Seething, Claire clamored from her spot in the sand, rising up onto her knees so 
that she was towering over him.  “Are you calling me a hypocrite??” she demanded 
angrily. 

“I didn’t say that,” Nick replied, look up at her with the same cool, calm face. 
“Well, you meant it!  I’d be a hypocrite if I tried to get Jamie to quit his job 

instead of transferring!  I didn’t like it when you tried to get me to quit mine, so why 
would I do that to him?  I wouldn’t!  I can’t!  I told you, he needs this job!” she cried. 

“Yeah, you keep saying that.  But is it really just about the money?  What’s so 
great about this job?  Why couldn’t he just get another one in Tampa?” 

“Don’t start, Nick; you don’t know what you’re talking about!  You’ve never had to 
work a regular person’s job!  You can do anything you want, even quit your job 
altogether, and you would never have to worry about money!” cried Claire.  “It’s not like 
that for Jamie and me; we have to think of the future, of our children!  He works for a 
good company, and there’s no guarantee of finding a better job around here!” 

“Well, has he even looked?” 
Nick was being so calm, so rational, that it unnerved her; she couldn’t stand it!   

Her anger flared again.  “Stop it!” she snapped.  “Stop trying to accuse him; you don’t 
know!!” 

“Do you?” 
Claire looked at him with fury.  “I don’t have to!  I trust him!” she hissed.  “Trust; 

it’s an important part of a marriage!  I wouldn’t be moving with him if I didn’t trust 
him... and I am moving, Nick, whether you like it or not.” 

“It’s not about what I want!  It’s about what you want; that’s how this whole thing 
got started!  You don’t want to go to Iowa!”   Finally, Nick, too, had raised his voice.  
Glaring back at her, he climbed to his feet.  “You already admitted you don’t want to 
move, so why are you acting like I’m the one who has a problem with it?  Like you said, it 



 

 

has nothing to do with me!  You’re just mad ‘cause I called you on it!” he shouted down 
at her. 

Claire, too, stood up.  She returned his glare evenly for a moment, but she 
couldn’t hold it; she didn’t know what to say back to that. 

Thankfully, she didn’t have to say anything, for at that moment, they were 
interrupted by the sound of someone calling her name. 

“Claire?” 
Breaking her gaze with Nick, Claire turned toward the familiar voice, as Jamie 

came jogging towards them. 
“What’s going on here?” he demanded, his eyes darting between the two of them 

from under furrowed brows.  “I heard you shouting.” 
“It’s nothing,” muttered Claire, finally lowering her voice. 
But Jamie wouldn’t take “nothing” for an answer; he turned to Nick, his eyes 

flashing, cold and accusing.  “What did you say to my wife, Carter??  What’d you do to 
make her shout at you?” 

“It’s none of your fucking business; it was a private conversation,” Nick said 
shortly, turning away from Jamie. 

Jamie reached out and grabbed Nick’s arm, forcing him to turn back.  “What’s 
your problem, man?  Why’d you go and get her all upset?  She’s pregnant with triplets, 
for God’s sake; it’s not good for her to get stressed out!” 

“Then maybe you shouldn’t be moving her halfway across the country!” Nick shot 
back, his blue eyes blazing.  Jamie’s equally blue eyes met them with pure ice. 

“Hello!” Claire shouted, causing the men’s glares to break as they both looked 
over at her.  “Yeah, that’s right; I’m right here, you know!  Quit talking about me like I’m 
a child who can’t take care of herself!  I’m not as fragile as you think!” she spat, feeling 
venomous.  She hated to be patronized, and Jamie did it without even realizing. 

“I know you’re not,” Nick spoke up, but Claire was not exactly filled with 
gratitude; he had been talking about her in third person too. 

Jamie rolled his eyes.  “Of course you do, cause you’re Nick Carter, and people 
think you’re fucking perfect.”   He looked over at Claire, who felt another flash of anger, 
remembering how he had accused her of putting Nick on a pedestal. 

“Jamie, give it a rest; let’s just go,” she said, grabbing his arm. 
“I’m not done here!” Jamie argued, tugging himself out of her grip.  “Carter, I 

want to know – what did you say to my wife?”   He took another step towards Nick with 
every few words, until they were face to face, glaring at one another.  Nick had several 
inches on Jamie, but the loathing in each of their faces appeared totally equal. 

Rolling her eyes, Claire was about to tell them to quit acting ridiculous, but she 
stopped herself.  Standing back, she folded her arms over her chest and watched them, 
waiting to see what would happen.  

It was Nick who touched Jamie first.  “I told you, it’s none of your damn business; 
now get out of my face!” he yelled, and on the word ‘face,’ his hands shot out, catching 
Jamie’s shoulders and thrusting him back, hard.  Jamie backpedaled wildly, nearly 
falling backwards, while Nick stumbled forwards with the force of the push. 

Claire knew what was coming next, but before she could shout at him to stop, her 
husband had regained his balance and was charging Nick.  She watched in horror as 
Jamie barreled into Nick, knocking him off his feet and landing right on top of him. 



 

But Nick wasn’t going down without a fight.  Though he was lying on his back in 
the sand, he managed to get a hold of Jamie and throw him off.  Jamie went rolling, but 
recovered quickly, making a guttural noise as he came back at Nick.  Nick was ready, 
though; with his good foot, he sent a well-placed kick into Jamie’s stomach, giving 
himself enough time to get back to his feet, while Jamie coughed and sputtered in the 
sand, the wind knocked out of him. 

Though she felt she should have been running to her husband to make sure he 
was okay, Claire couldn’t help but look at Nick with a bit of admiration.  Yes, he had a 
few inches and several more pounds over her husband, but he also had an obvious 
disadvantage, and yet, Jamie was the one sputtering at his feet. 

Jamie did not take humiliation well.  He stood slowly, a few feet from Nick, 
glaring at him murderously.  Claire thought he was just angry at having to admit defeat, 
but Jamie had no intention of surrendering now.  Before she knew it, he was flying at 
Nick again, his fist drawn back- 

She winced, squinting her eyes at the sight and sound of knuckles meeting face, 
but again, she was taken by surprise, for it had been Nick’s fist that had collided with 
Jamie’s jaw.  Jamie retaliated, of course, and before she knew it, they were in an all-out 
fistfight. 

“Stop it!” she screamed, finally intervening, as Jamie delivered a punch to the 
side of Nick’s face.  Livid, Nick threw one right back, and Jamie stumbled.  Claire took 
advantage of the opportunity to run in, grabbing him and pulling him away from Nick.  
“Stop!” she shouted again, glaring at Nick as she held fast to Jamie.  “How old are you 
two??  Seriously!” 

She turned to Jamie; his nose was bleeding, and one eye was already starting to 
swell.  “You’re sure going to look professional, showing up on your first day of work with 
a huge shiner!” she chided him. 

He didn’t even look at her; he was still shooting daggers at Nick over her 
shoulder.  “C’mon,” he growled, his jaw tightly clenched.  “Let’s just out of here.” 

“Yeah, good idea; maybe we could have done that before you had a fistfight with 
Nick.  How’s that for stress, huh?” she shot back.  Rolling her eyes at him, she looked 
back at Nick.  He was standing stoically, his hands behind his back, trying to disguise 
the faint smirk of pride on his lips.  She fought the urge to smile; she didn’t want to 
encourage any more scuffling, but she had to admit, she was impressed at his ability to 
fight back.  Yes, Nick had shoved Jamie first, but even when Jamie retaliated, it had 
been Nick who had come out on top, fake leg and all. 

“Sorry for beating up your husband, Claire,” said Nick, deadpan, though when 
Jamie clenched his hands back into fists, Nick shot him a cocky smile. 

“Okay, enough,” Claire said firmly, unamused.  “Let’s go back, say goodbye to our 
friends, and get out of here,” she added to Jamie, then looked back up at Nick.  “Take 
care of yourself, okay?” she muttered, and without waiting for a response, she turned, 
dragging Jamie with her. 

She’d only walked a few yards when Nick’s voice rang out, “Hey!  You forgot your 
shoes!” 

Groaning, Claire stopped.  Gripping Jamie’s arm tightly, she muttered into his 
ear, “Go back without me.  Tell your friends we’re taking off.  I’ll meet you back there in 
a few.” 



 

 

Jamie started to protest angrily, but she squeezed his arm harder.  “Don’t start.  
Just go.  I’ll be right behind you,” she said severely and gave him a nudge.  Grudgingly, 
Jamie staggered forward, picking up the pace as he trudged back to the party.  Claire 
turned and walked slowly back to Nick. 

“Thanks,” she said softly, as he handed her the sandals she had discarded earlier.  
She hesitated a moment, then added, “I’m sorry... about him...” 

For a moment, Nick did not speak, just stared at her, his face firmly set.  Then, 
finally, he opened his mouth and said, “I hope you’ll be happy with him in Des Moines.” 

“I-I will be,” she replied, faltering only slightly at first.  “We will be,” she added 
more confidently, bobbing her head in a reaffirming nod. 

She kept her composure as she told him goodbye and turned to walk away, but 
she only made it a few feet before the tears of pent-up anger and confusion sprang to her 
eyes.  Brushing them away furiously, she sped up, hoping he wouldn’t come after her as 
she hurried back to say her last goodbyes. 

Like it or not, tomorrow she would be on her way to Des Moines, Iowa. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 144 
 

The people who worked with Nick in Los Angeles were not happy to see him turn 
up on Monday with the left side of his face shiny and swollen. 

“You have a photo shoot tomorrow!” his publicist, Juliette, screeched furiously.  
“Do you know how much work it’s going to take the makeup artists to cover this up?!  
And what about Kimmel on Wednesday??” 

Nick took her scolding without complaint, but with a slight smile on his face.  
Though he knew his timing was terrible – with the single out, he would be caught in a 
rush of mad promotion until after the album’s release in October – Nick didn’t regret it 
one bit.  In fact, he was very proud to have kicked Jamie Turner’s ass.  He’d relived the 
fight the whole plane ride back to LA, smiling in triumph at each punch he’d thrown into 
Jamie’s smug face, the way he’d shoved him and thrown him off, the kick he’d sunk right 
into Jamie’s gut, taking his breath away, and more than anything, the look on Jamie’s 
face as he’d finally trudged away, his tail between his legs.  And Nick had done it all in 
the sand, on the not-as-sturdy prosthesis that substituted for his real leg. 

All of that was more than worth a swollen and painful left cheek, though, of 
course, his managers and publicist didn’t see it that way. 

“Are you sure your cheekbone’s not broken?” Juliette’s voice rose in concern as 
she took his face in her hands, turning it for a closer look at the left side.  “I don’t want 
to attract even more questions by taking you to the doctor, but we might want to get this 
looked at...”  She gingerly touched his cheek. 

Wincing, Nick twisted away.  “It’s bruised, not broken,” he said, then shot her a 
wide grin, ignoring the wave of pain that shot through the side of his face as it was 
stretched back.  It now seemed even more fitting that “Bruised Not Broken” was his first 
single. 

“Cute,” said Juliette, smiling in spite of herself at his pun.  “But that still doesn’t 
help us for the shoot tomorrow.  There’s no way this bruising is going to be gone-”  She 
stopped talking abruptly, an odd expression coming over her face. 

“What?” Nick asked, watching her closely.  She’d either just had an idea or was 
about to have a stroke. 

“I think I’ve got an idea,” Juliette said slowly, and Nick was relieved it wasn’t the 
latter.  “We might be able to use this...” 

As she told Nick her idea, speaking in rapid tones, he rubbed the tender side of 
his face, which was slowly stretching into another smile. 

 
*** 

 
Across the country in Clive, Iowa, a suburb of Des Moines, Jamie was sporting a 

shiner that looked, if anything, more painful.  He’d woken up on moving day with his 
eye swollen almost completely shut.  He could see out of it again now, but it was still 
puffed up and heavily bruised. 

“You better hope all that color has faded by next Monday,” Claire said warily, 
looking at the inflamed mess of black and blue around his eye.  “Your new boss is gonna 
wonder about you if you show up looking like that.” 

Jamie, his arms full of the shower curtain he was supposed to be hanging, turned 
to her in annoyance.  “Thanks, dear, for reminding me... again,” he said sarcastically. 



 

 

“You’re welcome!” chirped Claire, smiling to herself as she went back to drilling 
the screw holes for the new towel bar. 

Slowly, but surely, the new house was coming together.  Right now, it was heaped 
with boxes and mismatched furniture that the movers, paid for by Jamie’s company, had 
brought in.  But one by one, the rooms were starting to take shape, as Claire and Jamie 
worked together to unpack and put in place their various possessions.  When they were 
done, the house would look very nice, Claire thought. 

She was happy with the place so far.  She’d been pleasantly surprised to find that 
it was slightly bigger than it had looked in the pictures Jamie had sent, the rooms more 
spacious.  She had been impressed, especially considering the whole house had cost less 
than a small condo in Tampa would have.  One perk of moving to the Midwest was that 
the cost of living there was lower than in Florida, particularly near the coast.  At the 
same time, Jamie would make more in his new job than he had been at the old one, 
which would make a difference once they started buying things for the nursery they were 
going to set up in one of the three bedrooms.   

Still, it had been hard to leave Tampa.  She hadn’t slept well the night of the going 
away party, but sleep or no sleep, morning had come, and she and Jamie had driven up 
I-75 in his beige Ford Taurus, which was packed with suitcases and boxes and, locked in 
a cat carrier, Jamie’s cat Bright, whom he’d had sedated for the long car trip ahead.  
With stony silence from Jamie, who had apparently still been humiliated about Nick’s 
beatdown of him the night before, accompanied by Bright’s lethargic yowling and the 
Oklahoma! soundtrack, Claire very much wished she at least had her own car to drive to 
Iowa.  But her beloved yellow Volkswagen was currently sitting at a used car dealership 
in Tampa. 

“You should sell it.  That way, we only have to worry about getting one car to 
Iowa, and we can buy a second one once we’re there.  A more practical one,” Jamie had 
advised her. 

“Practical?” she had sniffed, not taking well to his insult of her cute little Bug.  
“And what do you mean by ‘practical’?  A minivan?” 

“Well, um... yeah?  A family vehicle anyway, something more suitable for three 
car seats.” 

He’d had a very good point, and in the end, she had reluctantly taken the Beetle 
to the dealership, knowing that once her triplets were born, she would be doomed to 
drive a gas-guzzling van or SUV for the next two decades.  And there would be no more 
listening to System of a Down in said gas-guzzler, which was exactly the music she’d 
craved as Jamie had driven her further and further from the palm trees of Florida and 
ever closer to the cornfields of Iowa.  She’d wanted something loud, something angry, 
but instead she’d had to endure hours of Jamie singing, “Oh what a beautiful morning, 
oh what a beautiful day, I’ve got a lovely feeling, everything’s going my way...”   Music 
was not something they’d ever agreed on.  Jamie had always said it was because she was 
tone deaf and, therefore, not a good judge of it.  But Nick had liked her taste in music... 

They compromised by listening to the Rolling Stones as they worked around the 
new house together, finishing up the bathroom fixtures and moving on to the living 
room. 

“Don’t touch that!” Jamie ordered, as she made her way to the couch.  “I told you, 
I’m moving all of the furniture.  You shouldn’t be pushing anything heavy.” 



 

“Good,” Claire replied promptly, “because I wasn’t going to move it.  I was just 
gonna sit down for a few.” 

“Oh.”  Jamie relaxed.  “Well, yeah... you should rest.”   He nodded pompously, as 
if it had been his idea all along. 

She sank down onto the couch with a sigh, exhaustion quickly creeping up on her.  
She had been on her feet most of the day, and she was definitely feeling it now.  She 
lifted her legs and saw that her feet looked puffy, her ankles thick and swollen.  She 
swung them around onto the couch, stretching out so that she was lying across it, her 
head propped up against the arm.  Her hand went instinctively to her stomach, gently 
massaging it. 

“Are you okay?” asked Jamie, giving her a concerned look. 
“I’m fine,” she replied with a tired smile, “just worn out.” 
“Everything feels okay though?  With the babies?” he questioned her. 
She nodded.  “Seems fine.” 
She had an appointment with her new OB later that week, to consult and check 

up on the babies.  Dr. Valerio had said at her last appointment in Tampa that she would 
probably be able to see them moving on her next ultrasound.  She was looking forward 
to that.  She often pressed her hand to her belly and held it still, trying to determine if 
she could feel any movement, but she knew it was too early; according to Dr. Valerio, 
she probably wouldn’t feel anything for another few weeks. 

Jamie gave a satisfied nod in return and started moving the furniture, arranging 
it under her direction.  “How about that chair under the window?” she suggested, 
pointing.  The words came out with difficulty; she barely had the breath for them. 

“Here?” asked Jamie, once he’d slid the armchair across the carpet. 
Claire didn’t answer right away.  She felt strange all of a sudden.  Her chest had 

grown tight and felt as if there were an invisible force pressing down on it.  The effect 
made it hard to breathe; her lungs felt too constricted to take in enough air.  She didn’t 
think she could speak.  She felt fatigued and weak, and moving even a little seemed like 
a huge effort, but she had to relieve the crushing pressure in her chest. 

She struggled into a sitting position, but the movement was too fast.  
Immediately, she felt light-headed, as all the blood rushed from her brain.  She swayed 
and slumped against the back of the couch, grateful for its support. 

Jamie, turning around to see why she hadn’t answered him, caught the moment 
and immediately rushed over.  “Are you okay?  What’s wrong?”  He pelted her with 
questions as he knelt beside the couch, hovering anxiously over her. 

Claire held up her hand to keep him at bay, still trying to figure out what was 
wrong herself.  She’d felt fine a few minutes ago, just a little tired, and now she could 
barely catch her breath.  It was a little easier to breathe now that she was sitting up 
instead of lying flat, but in exchange, she felt dizzy and weaker than ever.  The mere 
effort of sitting up made her feel as if she’d just done a thousand sit-ups in rapid 
succession.  For no logical reason, her heart was racing and palpitating, giving her the 
feeling of a cluster of butterflies imprisoned inside her chest, their small wings fluttering 
rapidly as they tried to break free. 

She had felt this sensation before, most notably the time she had fainted in the 
middle of kickboxing class.  The memory made her stomach turn over in dread.  That 
was what it was.  She felt exactly the same way she had then; the same thing was 
happening. 



 

 

“Claire??  Answer me!” Jamie demanded, his voice loud and frightened.  “What’s 
wrong??” 

“My heart’s racing,” she managed to say.  She pressed her hand to her chest, 
pushing gently, as if she could somehow calm it.  But it pounded and thumped unevenly 
against her palm, and feeling its irregular syncopation made her even fainter.  “It’s 
another arrhythmia.  I think... I think we should go to the hospital,” she choked, 
panicked tears threatening.  Why was this happening again, now of all times?  What 
about her babies?  What if they were in danger?? 

Jamie went very pale.  “Are you sure??” 
“Y-yeah... you know how to get there, right?”   He’d driven her around the small 

town of Clive when they’d first gotten there, but she had no idea where the nearest 
hospital was. 

Jamie didn’t answer; he was staring blankly, not quite at her, his eyes looking 
rather glazed.  The black and blue that Nick’s fist had put around one of them added a 
rather frightening effect.  For a minute, it looked as if he’d gone into shock or 
something. 

“Jamie??  You know where the hospital is?” she asked again more desperately, 
jarring his attention. 

“Yeah, but...”  He shook his head erratically.  “We’re not driving ourselves.  I’m 
calling an ambulance.” 

She didn’t think an ambulance was necessary when he could drive her there just 
as fast, but she didn’t argue.  He ran to get his cell phone, as the phone company hadn’t 
yet turned on their new ground line, and dialed 911.  She heard the tremor in his voice as 
he spoke rapidly to the operator.  “My wife... she’s having some kind of heart problem... 
it’s happened before... she can’t breathe...  Yeah, she’s conscious, but please, she needs 
help.  You have to come quick; she’s pregnant with triplets, please!”   

His voice rose with panic, and she wished she could say something to reassure 
him, but she was terrified herself.  It wasn’t just about her now; the triplets could be in 
danger too. 

“My address?” Jamie was saying into the phone.  “Um, yeah, it’s-”   He paused, 
his brow furrowing.  In alarm, he turned to Claire.  “What’s our address?” he hissed, his 
eyes wide and scared. 

Later, they would laugh at the fact that it was she, the one slumped on the couch, 
trying hard not to pass out, who had to feed him their new address.  “702... Felicity 
Street.” 

Jamie regurgitated the address quickly into the phone and then said, “Thank you.  
Please hurry!”   Hanging up, he dropped the phone and knelt beside Claire again.  “The 
ambulance is on its way,” he said, watching her warily, as if he expected her to drop 
dead at any second. 

That didn’t do much to make her feel more reassured.  Knowing it was up to her 
to calm herself down, she tried to take deep breaths, willing her heart to slow down and 
return to normal.  As the minutes passed, Jamie didn’t say much, didn’t touch her, just 
kept staring at her, his eyes wide and fearful, and occasionally asked, “Are you okay?” 

“Could you go get my shoes?” she asked him after awhile, mostly to get him out of 
her face.  She didn’t like him hovering; it was making her even more uncomfortable. 

He nodded, jumping up, and was back in seconds with her flip flops.  He slid 
them onto her swollen feet and returned to his watch post at her side. 



 

Claire was sure they would have reached the hospital already by the time the 
paramedics knocked at the door.  Jamie ran to let them in, then stood back, pacing 
across the living room as the two uniformed EMTs took over his spot. 

From there, it was a blur of déjà vu:  the medics’ questions, her answers, the 
bumpy stretcher ride into the back of an ambulance, the burning prick in her arm as an 
IV was started, the sticky pads that were stuck to her chest, and the erratic beeping of 
the heart monitor that followed. 

“You have an irregular heartbeat; that’s what’s making you feel dizzy,” the medic 
in the back told her.  He probably thought he was being informative. 

“I know,” she mumbled.  “It’s happened before.” 
She was almost glad Jamie was not in the ambulance with her; the paramedics 

had told him to follow them in his own car.  She was relieved.  She hated having him see 
her like this, and she knew he hated it too. 

She didn’t see him again until the emergency room, and by the time the attending 
physician would let him in the room, he had already given her medication to slow and 
stabilize her heart rate.  Everything seemed fine again, as it had the last time this had 
happened... but was it? 

She was more worried for her unborn children than for herself.  When she had 
told the ER staff that she was expecting triplets, a nurse had immediately asked for the 
name of her OB.  “Her name’s Dr. Gray.  Christine Gray, I think, but I’ve never met her 
before.  We just moved here,” Claire had answered, tears threatening to overtake her 
again.  She wished she were in Tampa, where she knew the doctors and the doctors 
knew her. 

“That’s okay.  I know Dr. Gray; she delivers babies here at this hospital,” the ER 
physician had spoken up reassuringly.  “Erin, call Dr. Gray, will you?” he added to the 
nurse. 

While they were trying to get a hold of her new OB, the doctor had hooked her up 
to a fetal heart monitor.  All three heartbeats were present and strong, he had told her, 
but he still seemed anxious for the obstetrician to get there.  After hearing her full 
medical history, he also asked for the names of her other physicians, and when she 
referenced Dr. Valerio and Dr. Nnachetta, her cardiologist, he went to call them. 

It was then that Jamie was finally allowed in.  He looked relieved to see her alive 
and awake, but even so, he only gave her a peck on the forehead and proceeded to stand 
stiffly beside her bed, barely speaking, jumping back out of the way every time her 
nurse, Erin, came in to check on her. 

She was bored and annoyed by the time the woman who introduced herself as Dr. 
Gray arrived.  Dr. Gray had curly brown hair and a pleasant bedside manner.  She asked 
Claire all kinds of questions and listened carefully to her answers.  After briefly 
examining her and checking to make sure that the babies were not in distress, Dr. Gray 
said, “Well, I’ve spoken with Dr. Bergquist, and he and I both feel it would be best to 
admit you for observation and some more tests.  I’d also like to have you seen by a 
cardiologist.” 

Claire was not looking forward to another hospital stay, but for the safety of her 
babies, she would do anything.  Jamie also seemed to think it was for the best, and so 
she signed the necessary paperwork and let them admit her. 

For the rest of that day and into the next, she was put through a battery of tests 
and exams by Dr. Gray and the consulting cardiologist, Dr. Moony.  She went through 



 

 

them alone, using the new house as an excuse to send Jamie home.  “You should go 
home and unpack some more; then there will be less to do when I get home,” she would 
tell him whenever he got to be too clingy or seemed particularly uncomfortable.  He 
came and went from the hospital, sometimes with reluctance, other times with relief, 
depending on what she told him they were going to do to her next. 

Jamie was there with her at the end of the second day, Dr. Gray came into her 
room, carrying Claire’s thick medical chart and wearing a grim expression on her face.  
Alarmed, Claire instinctively reached for Jamie’s hand.  It was very cold, colder than 
hers.  She squeezed it, but he barely squeezed back.  She looked over and saw him 
staring at the doctor, looking as though he were about to vomit. 

So much for moral support, she thought, bracing herself for whatever news Dr. 
Gray had come to give her.  Judging from the doctor’s expression and many similar 
moments throughout her adult life, Claire had a bad feeling that the news wasn’t good. 

Dr. Gray was a very straight-forward person, and she got right to the point, for 
which Claire was grateful.  She hated to be kept waiting with long, drawn-out 
explanations.  “After looking at your test results and consulting with Dr. Moony, I’m 
very concerned about your ability to carry this pregnancy,” the doctor said with a grave 
face. 

Claire felt her heart skip a beat, and all the warmth seemed to drain from her 
body, so that she felt very cold.  “What??” she whispered in disbelief.  She wasn’t sure 
what exactly she had expected to hear, but it hadn’t been this.  “What does that mean?  
A-are you saying I’m going to miscarry?” she asked, her voice trembling.  At that 
moment, it was the worst thought imaginable.  And yet... it couldn’t be!  She’d just heard 
the fetal heartbeats; Dr. Bergquist in the ER had said they were strong!  The babies were 
healthy! 

“Not exactly,” said Dr. Gray.  “That’s a possibility, of course, as with any 
pregnancy, but in your case, there are other worries to consider.  Pregnancy – any 
pregnancy, even with a single baby – is hard on the body.  It makes the mother’s organs 
– heart, lungs, kidneys – work extra hard, and even otherwise healthy women 
sometimes develop complications as a result.  Multiple pregnancies are considered high-
risk because they increase these effects, taxing the body even more.” 

With a sinking feeling, Claire began to see where she was going with this.  The 
triplets were healthy... but their vessel, her body, was not.  Dr. Gray was going to tell her 
that with all of her medical problems and their treatments, some with damaging side 
effects, she was not fit to carry them.  They were dependent on her body for life, and it 
was failing them.  Desperate tears filled her eyes, even before Dr. Gray continued. 

Scooting closer to her bed, Dr. Gray took Claire’s free hand and looked her right 
in the face.  “I know this is very difficult to hear,” she said, “but for you, it would be very 
dangerous to try to carry three babies to term.  You’re not even quite at ten weeks yet, 
and already, this pregnancy has aggravated your heart condition.  Right now, the 
damage to your heart from the chemo treatments you had several years ago is minimal, 
and if I’m understanding correctly, you’ve only had one other incident where it gave you 
symptoms.” 

Claire nodded wordlessly. 
“However,” the doctor went on, “the stress of pregnancy, especially a multiple 

pregnancy, could make it worse.  Much worse.  You will have more episodes like the one 
you experienced yesterday, and there’s a good chance that the myopathy could progress, 



 

even to the point of heart failure.  If it got that severe, a heart transplant would probably 
be the only option to save your life.  Without one, you would most likely be dead in two 
years or less.” 

The harsh reality of her words made Claire feel very cold, as if she’d been 
drenched in a bath of icy water.  “So what are you suggesting?” she asked in a tiny voice. 

“I’m not suggesting you terminate the pregnancy,” Dr. Gray assured her, and 
Claire immediately felt slightly better.  “I think that, under close medical supervision, 
you could carry a baby safely to term.  Many women with heart conditions worse than 
yours do, without major problems.  However, in my professional opinion, it’s not 
advisable for you to proceed with three.” 

The good feeling was instantly gone. 
“As I told you, triplets can be risky in any case.  Nowadays, with the technology 

we have, their survival rates are generally very high; however, they are almost always 
born premature, and this presents its own set of problems.  Many preemies grow up to 
be perfectly normal, without any lasting effects, but some, especially those born very 
early, have lifelong physical and mental handicaps as a result.  There’s almost no chance 
of you being able to carry a multiple pregnancy to term, and I’m worried that if you tried 
to proceed with it, your body would force a premature delivery to protect itself.  How 
premature, I can’t say, but you would face the risk of losing all three babies. 

“And then there’s you to think about.  A multiple pregnancy is riskier than a 
singleton for any woman, but in your case, it could mean the difference between life and 
death.  I think your heart could handle carrying one, maybe even two fetuses, but I’m 
very concerned that the toll three fetuses will continue to take on it would be too much.  
I’ve overseen many high-risk pregnancies in my career, and unfortunately, I’ve seen too 
many women die during delivery or shortly after.” 

Claire tried to swallow, but couldn’t; her throat had gone very dry as she 
imagined dying and leaving Jamie alone with three newborn, possibly sick babies.  She 
glanced over at him now, realizing he had been silent and frozen at her side this entire 
time, his hand limp in hers.  She found him staring straight ahead at the blank wall in 
front of him, his eyes blank, his jaw set.  He did not return her gaze, and so she turned 
back to the doctor in trepidation. 

Dr. Gray squeezed the back of her hand.  “I hate having to suggest this to couples, 
but I think your best option would be to undergo a selective reduction, reducing the 
number of babies from three to two, or even one, and giving yourself a better chance of 
coming through this pregnancy with you and your children alive and healthy.” 

Finally, Claire managed to swallow.  “You mean an abortion,” she whispered, her 
voice hoarse. 

“We don’t like to call it that.  You wouldn’t be ending your pregnancy; you would 
just be reducing the number of fetuses.  The procedure is done differently than a 
standard abortion.  We inject the fetus with a solution, and in most cases, the woman’s 
body simply absorbs it.  There’s no bleeding, and very little pain.  Obviously, it can still 
be a very emotionally trying experience for the mother, but you have to realize that by 
reducing one fetus, you are giving the others a much better chance at survival, as well as 
yourself.” 

Claire knew the doctor’s words were meant to be reassuring, but they only made 
her feel nauseous.  Beneath the covers, her hand moved to her belly, massaging it gently.  
As she did, a tear finally slipped from her eye and slid down her cheek, splashing onto 



 

 

the front of her hospital gown.  She stared down at the tearstain as if it were suddenly 
the most interesting thing the world, the thin material of the gown sliding between her 
trembling fingers as she adamantly rubbed her stomach, trying to avoid thinking about 
the decision she knew she would have to make. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 145 
 

Claire was sent home from the hospital with medications to keep her heart rate 
and blood pressure under control, a host of literature about multifetal reduction, and a 
horrible decision to make. 

“I’m afraid the procedure needs to be done between the tenth and twelfth weeks 
of pregnancy,” Dr. Gray had told her, which gave her a window of only two weeks to 
decide; she was going into her tenth week now.  “Go home, think on it for a few days, a 
week, however long you need.  Call me at my office when you’ve decided what you want 
to do.” 

She had given Claire a business card with her phone numbers at both the hospital 
and her separate obstetrics clinic.  The small, white card now sat on the kitchen counter, 
near the phone.  Someone – apparently Jamie – had turned it upside down, as if to 
make it less noticeable, but there it remained, the blank white reminder that made 
Claire’s stomach turn over in dread every time she caught sight of it. 

If it was up to her, she wouldn’t have gone into the kitchen at all; she hadn’t had 
much of an appetite since coming home from the hospital.  But Jamie kept insisting that 
she eat and drink plenty of water.  “You have to take care of yourself and our babies,” he 
would say.  “You have to do everything you can to stay healthy and make this work.” 

Those were the longest sentences he’d spoken to her since driving her home from 
the hospital.  Ever since her discharge, he had been sullen and withdrawn, much like he 
had acted when Dr. Gray had delivered her grim verdict in the hospital.  Rather than 
sitting down with her to talk about the choices they had to make together, he had 
thrown himself into getting their new house in order and seemed determined to do it all 
by himself.  When she tried to help, he told her to go rest, and if she sat down in the 
same room as him, he found an excuse to send her away or leave himself.  When they 
did cross paths, he pestered her about eating and drinking and taking her medicine, as if 
she wasn’t used to remembering to take it herself. 

At night, when she retreated to bed, he stayed up, watching TV on the couch into 
the wee hours of the morning and eventually crashing there.  She sometimes got up in 
the middle of the night to go to the bathroom and found him there, staring at the TV like 
a zombie as he flipped channels, barely pausing to even take in what was on the screen.  
If he even noticed her, he never said a word. 

For the first two days, Claire gave him his space.  This was his way of dealing with 
problems, of grieving:  he shut himself up and avoided everyone and everything, 
including the problem itself.  He had always been like that.  Even in high school, when 
he had a big game or a big test coming up, he would hole himself up in his room, 
refusing to go out with her or even to talk on the phone until whatever was bothering 
him had passed.  She’d always assumed he was in there studying or looking over soccer 
plays, but if she offered to help, he always refused.  Now she wondered if he’d just lain 
on his bed and flipped channels, though that didn’t explain his good grades or amazing 
soccer performances. 

Jamie was a typical guy in those respects; most of the time, he was very closed-off 
emotionally, and he didn’t like to talk about his feelings or his problems.  She had 
always been surprised he had called her when his father had died, asking her to come to 
Iowa, for even when they were dating, he hadn’t liked to lean on her for emotional 
support.  It happened, of course; like anyone who kept too many emotions and burdens 



 

 

bottled up, he was prone to exploding now and then, and she’d seen him through more 
of those outbursts than she could count, most of them involving him raging and then 
sobbing against her, his troubles finally escaping through a flood of tears.  It happened 
every time, once he’d built up enough, and she wondered when he would ever learn to 
just talk to her in the first place.  She’d thought he was getting better with age, but here 
he was again, avoiding her and the heavy burden hanging over their heads. 

She understood why he was acting the way he was, but at the same time, she 
couldn’t stand it, mostly because she was the exact opposite.  Most of the time, she said 
what she felt; it killed her to keep her thoughts and feelings bottled up inside.  She liked 
to talk things out, so being left to her own thoughts for two days straight, when she was 
desperate to talk about the decision she knew she and Jamie couldn’t avoid forever, was 
like dying a slow death.  It was agonizing. 

The worst part was that she had no idea what he was thinking.  What did he want 
to do?  Which option was he leaning towards?  He had given her no indication; from his 
reaction, all she could deduce was that he was angry.  But angry at what, exactly?  Was 
he mad at her?  Or just the situation itself?  She couldn’t tell. 

And even though he had left her to think things out on her own, she wasn’t sure 
about her own feelings either.  Mostly, she felt torn.  She had no idea what she was going 
to do.  It was the worst decision she’d ever had to make:  sacrifice one of the babies she’d 
been through so much to conceive, in order to save herself and the other two, or keep all 
three and risk losing everything, including her own life? 

Even though she’d been through the pros and cons of both choices time and time 
again, it was hard to think rationally about such a decision.  It wasn’t as if she could take 
a tally of each and choose the one with the best score.  This was a matter of her heart 
and soul, not her brain; logic didn’t count.  And her soul felt was if it were split in half. 

A large part of her flat-out refused to even consider the idea of aborting one of the 
babies.  They were her children, all three of them, and though unborn inside of her, they 
were alive; she had seen and heard all three of their tiny hearts beating.  How could she 
think of choosing to make one stop?  It went against everything she had always believed.  
It was murder, and murder was a mortal sin.  As a Catholic, she had always been held to 
that belief, but even though she had fallen out with the Catholic Church over her in vitro 
fertilization, she still maintained it.  In choosing to go through with the reduction, she 
would be, in essence, killing one of her babies. 

But what if she decided not to go through with it?  What would she be doing 
then?  It was impossible to know, and that scared her.  What was even more frightening 
was that fact that if she took such a risk, she could end up condemning all three babies 
to an early death or a futile existence because of the complications that could result from 
a difficult pregnancy.  As much as it hurt her to think of losing one of them, it killed her 
to imagine losing all three.  She had been through so much to conceive them; she 
wanted them so badly it hurt, and yet, if something terrible happened because of her 
decision, she could end up with nothing to show for it all, no children to love and raise.  
And with all of her problems and the age of the embryos that were still frozen at the 
clinic in Tampa, who knew if she would ever be able to get pregnant again.  This could 
be her one and only chance to have children of her own. 

And of course, she had to think of herself too.  In some ways, it seemed selfish, 
but even in thinking first of her children, she had to think of herself.  The truth was, she 
didn’t want to die young, and she didn’t want to give birth to three children, only to 



 

leave them motherless and Jamie without a wife.  She wanted to enjoy being a mother 
and live a long life, the life cancer had nearly taken away from her.  She had fought hard 
for it, and she wasn’t about to give up now. 

But for one of her children...?   It seemed a mother’s duty to risk her life for her 
child.  What kind of mother would she be if she did the opposite? 

Even though she had been going to bed early most nights, tiring faster than usual 
because of the strains of pregnancy, these troubling thoughts kept her awake in the 
middle of the night.  Knowing that Jamie, too, was sitting up at the other end of the 
house, with the same things on his mind, made her wonder, why wouldn’t he just talk to 
her?? 

This decision wasn’t going to be easy to make, in any case, but it seemed it would 
help if she and her husband could just communicate.  She knew one thing for sure:  she 
couldn’t make this decision on her own.  The babies growing inside her were Jamie’s 
too, and she wouldn’t do anything without her husband’s support. 

She just wished she knew what he wanted to do. 
On the third morning, after two days of letting him have his space and solitude, 

Claire decided it was high time to confront Jamie.  She let him putter in the basement 
while she stayed upstairs, battling the usual morning nausea, but when he came up for 
lunch, she had two sandwiches waiting on the kitchen table, across from one another. 

“Oh,” said Jamie, stopping in his tracks when he saw that she’d set the table for 
two.  “You made lunch.” 

“Roast beef, from the deli,” she replied.  “Hope that’s okay.  I was going to make 
chicken salad, but the smell of mayonnaise makes me want to hurl now, so...” 

“This is good,” Jamie said, in the same monotone he’d been speaking in for three 
days.  He walked over to one of the plates, hesitated for a few seconds, and then picked it 
up, turning around slowly.  “I... I’m just gonna take this downstairs,” he muttered, 
avoiding her eyes.  “I’m working on getting the entertainment center set up, and there’s 
all this wiring... if I take a break, I’ll forget what I’m doing and-” 

“The entertainment center can wait,” Claire interrupted him in her best no-
nonsense voice, giving him a hard stare.  When he looked up, meeting her eyes briefly 
with a begrudging look in his own, she added sarcastically, “I’m sure you want to get it 
all hooked up so you can escape down there and watch TV for hours on end instead of 
up here, but we need to talk.” 

For a moment, Jamie looked as if he were about to argue, but he must have 
realized he had no argument because he finally sighed instead.  “Fine,” he agreed and set 
his plate back down, slumping into his chair. 

She sat down across from him, her heart beating fast.  He still wouldn’t look at 
her, choosing to stare down at his sandwich instead, but she knew this was progress.  
She wasn’t sure how long she’d be able to keep him here, though, so, ignoring her own 
sandwich, she decided to just get on with the talking.  “I know you’ve been avoiding me,” 
she said, “and it’s got to stop.  We have to talk about this, Jamie; we can’t pretend the 
problem doesn’t exist.  We only have two weeks to make this decision.” 

“What decision?” he snapped, finally looking up, his eyes boring into hers, icy, yet 
full of fire at the same time.  “We’re not killing our baby,” he spat, the words like rot on 
his tongue. 



 

 

She swallowed hard, her heart pounding faster.  Deep down, she supposed she 
had always known he would be against the idea of an abortion; he, too, was Catholic and 
a more devout one than her.  But she hadn’t expected such a strong reaction from him. 

It could have made her decision much easier, hearing such a heated conviction 
spat from her husband’s lips, but instead, to her surprise, it invoked a fire from deep 
inside her.  The choice wasn’t his to make alone; who did he think he was, ordering her 
around like that? 

She frowned slowly.  “Have you even thought about it?” she asked, determining 
not to snap back at him.  One of them had to stay calm, or they’d never be able to have a 
rational talk.  “Or is that it?” 

“What do you mean, is that it?”  He looked at her as if she’d lost her mind.  “Don’t 
tell me you’re considering going through with it!  How could you even think of doing 
that?  Selective reduction?  Is that what that woman called it?  It’s abortion, Claire, and 
it’s murder.  You can’t honestly tell me you’ve been thinking of letting her murder our 
child!” 

Tears sprang to Claire’s eyes at the harshness in his words.  She tried to blink 
them away, hating them for being there, but any hope of calmness was quickly evading 
her.  “Of course I don’t want her to m-murder our child!” she cried, finding it hard to 
even repeat his awful words.  “But I’ve been thinking about it... about both sides... and I 
don’t know what I want to do!” 

“Well, you just said you don’t want to murder our baby.  So what decision is 
there?” Jamie repeated, without compassion. 

She bowed her head, the tears starting to fall.  They’d been together only minutes, 
and already, this was going horribly.  “I don’t want to die either,” she murmured.  When 
he didn’t respond, she forced herself to look up.  His image swam before her streaming 
eyes.  “Does that make me a horrible, selfish person?” 

Jamie didn’t answer.  He stared at her for a few agonizing seconds, his face like 
cement, set and unyielding.  Then his chin trembled, ever so slightly, but before the 
façade could break, he stood up, shoving his chair back roughly.  “We’re not having this 
conversation now,” he muttered in her general direction, and before she could stop him, 
he stormed back downstairs, leaving his sandwich uneaten on the table. 

“Jamie!  Jamie, get back here; you can’t keep doing this to me!” she yelled, 
jumping up.  She hurried after him, but he’d already slammed the basement door shut 
before she could get downstairs.  She went down anyway, only to find he’d locked the 
door.  She turned and twisted the knob with fury, then resorted to banging on the door.  
“Open the damn door!!” she screamed through solid wood.  “You can’t avoid me 
forever!!  We have to talk about this!!” 

“We just did!” Jamie called back shortly.  “You know how I feel!  Now go back 
upstairs before you hurt yourself or our children!” 

Her pulse was racing, and she could feel her blood pressure rising.  Somewhere in 
the back of her mind, she knew he was right, but at the moment, she hated him for 
patronizing her, for telling her what to do.  If I do, it’ll be YOUR fault!  she wanted to 
scream, but it was a low blow, and she resisted the impulse. 

She raged against the door for a few more seconds, but when he stopped 
answering her, refusing to budge, she finally gave up and fumed back upstairs.  Calm 
down... calm down, she warned herself, as she paced back and forth across the kitchen 
floor, her hands clenched into angry fists.  But she could not calm down.  Her anger 



 

dissolved into another emotional torrent of tears, and she finally collapsed onto the 
couch, clutching a throw pillow to her chest as she sobbed, leaving tearstains across its 
pattern. 

It had been a long time since she had cried like this.  The last time she 
remembered sobbing so was when Casey had died.  His death, while not unexpected, 
had been devastating to her, but even then, she’d had people with whom to share the 
grief.  Casey’s family, of course... and Nick.  She remembered how, even though it had 
been only weeks since their break-up, he had been there for her, turning up for the 
funeral and sitting with her, rubbing her shoulder in a show of sweet, quiet compassion. 

But right now, she felt like she had no one.  Jamie had shut her out, refusing to 
talk to her, leaving her to deal with this horrible weight on her shoulders all on her own.  
It seemed too heavy a weight to bear alone, even on the strongest set of shoulders, and 
she wasn’t feeling particularly strong at the moment. 

She’d been trying to deal with this on her own for three days, waiting until she 
could talk to her husband before involving anyone else, but now she knew she could not 
stand it anymore.  She had to talk to someone, and if Jamie refused, it would have to be 
someone else. 

Still crying, she reached for the cordless phone and dialed with difficulty, her 
hands shaking, the numbers swimming before her eyes.  Nevertheless, she managed to 
push them in the correct sequence, and when a deep voice rumbled, “Hello?” she nearly 
collapsed with the utter relief at hearing him, the one person who had always made her 
feel safe and protected.  Already, her burden felt just a little lighter, as if he had taken a 
corner of it for himself without her even asking. 

“Daddy,” she said with difficulty, her voice choked. 
“Claire??  What’s the matter, sweetheart??” 
Through her tears, she smiled a little; of course, he could tell something was 

wrong, even in just a word.  She swallowed, trying to get some control over her voice.  
“Can you put Mom on too?  I need to talk to you...” 

Her parents listened and advised her with all the love and compassion her 
husband could not seem to muster.  They let her cry, trying to soothe her and 
sympathize with her as she got out everything that had happened over the last few days.  
And once she had calmed down, they just talked, openly, non-judgmentally and without 
hostility.  It was the kind of conversation she had hoped to have with Jamie. 

Their reactions surprised her.  Though she knew they cared about her above 
anything, her mother and father were both Catholics who had raised her and Kyle in the 
Church and continued to go to weekly mass themselves.  She had expected them to be 
against the idea of the reduction, inevitably, though not as condemning as Jamie. 

But they weren’t.  In their eyes, her life was more important than anything. 
“You have to think of your own health too, sweetheart,” her father said.  “You’ve 

been through so much already...  I couldn’t stand to see my daughter beat cancer, only to 
die from something else that could have been prevented.  Parents aren’t supposed to 
outlast their kids, you know; I want to see you live a long, happy life and be there for my 
grandkids.  And it doesn’t matter how many grandkids there are... you giving us any is a 
miracle in itself, right?” 

His words brought a fresh batch of tears to her eyes, but they stung far less than 
the ones she had cried earlier. 



 

 

Her mother added, “I know how awful this must be for you.  I can’t imagine what 
I would have done if my doctor had suggested something like this when I was pregnant 
with you or Kyle.  I would never condone a woman’s having an abortion done just 
because she didn’t want the baby...  but I know you want these babies more than 
anything.  It’s just a cruel twist of fate, what’s happened.  I think your dad’s right – you 
need to think of your own life and the other babies.  And Jamie.  I know he’s giving you a 
hard time, but he would be so devastated if anything happened to you, sweetheart.  
Maybe he’ll come around when he realizes he could lose you too.” 

“Maybe,” Claire sniffled.  “I don’t know, Mom.  I think he’s in denial right now... I 
think he just wants to avoid the whole issue and pretend like nothing’s wrong.” 

“Well, give him some time to cool down and think things over, and then try to 
talk to him again.  And in the meantime, you know you can talk to us anytime.  We’ll 
support you no matter what decision you end up making.  I just wish I could be there for 
you, baby...  I’m so sorry you’re having to go through this all alone.  If you want us to fly 
up...” 

“No, don’t do that...  This is for Jamie and I to handle, and I know we will.  He 
just needs more time, I guess...” 

After reassuring her parents that she would be all right and that she would keep 
in touch, Claire hung up.  She felt better after talking to them, knowing that they, at 
least, would support whatever decision she and Jamie made. 

But she was still filled with uncertainty.  Would she and Jamie actually be able to 
come to a decision, together? 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 146 
 
Jamie showed no signs of wanting to talk for the rest of the day.  Claire was on 

the couch, engrossed in a novel (a hopeless distraction), when he finally came upstairs 
late in the afternoon.  She expected him to apologize, or at least to go rummaging for 
food in the kitchen – he had to be hungry by now – but he did neither.  He walked 
straight past her and down the hall. 

He better not be stealing the bedroom, she thought, frowning, when she heard 
their bedroom door click shut.  He could hide out in the basement all she wanted, but 
she was not going to sleep on the couch.  She had a hard enough time sleeping as it was. 

Twenty minutes later, the door opened again, and Jamie came stomping back up 
the hall.  When he appeared in the living room, she looked up casually and saw that he 
had changed into nicer clothes and had his wallet and keys in hand. 

“Where are you going?” she asked coolly, looking him over. 
“Out,” he muttered.  “Called some old friends... people I knew when I lived here 

before.  They said to call when I was back in town, so... I’m meeting up with them.  That 
okay with you?” 

She could tell by the way he voiced that question that it didn’t matter whether it 
was ‘okay’ with her or not.  “Whatever,” was all she said in return.  Truthfully, she didn’t 
care if he went to meet his friends, but it annoyed her that he hadn’t made any effort to 
invite or include her.  She didn’t know a soul in the area, except for his mother, whom, 
thankfully, she’d been spared from so far.  The hospital stay had done that, she was sure.  
Jamie wouldn’t want his mother to see how much tension there was in their new house 
already. 

The tension diluted some as he walked out, tossing a casual reminder to “Take it 
easy,” over his shoulder, but it was immediately replaced by loneliness.  It had been a 
long time since Claire had felt this utterly alone.  She had lived by herself for years and 
never minded it; she’d always liked her independence.  But it was different now.  She 
was not just alone in the house, but alone in a part of the country where she knew 
virtually no one, her friends and family all a full day’s drive away.  And even more 
upsetting, she suddenly felt alone in her marriage, her six-month marriage which had 
suddenly grown cold. 

“Damn hormones,” she cursed under her breath as the felt the tears threaten 
again.  She blinked them away, trying to focus on the words on the page of her open 
book, but she quickly found she could no longer concentrate.  She marked her page and 
closed the book, setting it aside on the coffee table.  Then she went to get her cell phone. 

It had helped to talk to her parents earlier, so she decided another phone call 
might cheer her up.  She immediately dialed Dianna, hoping her best friend would have 
some good advice.  Dianna was usually good at dispensing the stuff, often without being 
asked. 

But to Claire’s dismay, Dianna had little to offer this time.  She was sympathetic, 
of course, even beside herself with emotion over Claire’s news.  “Oh, Claire... Claire,” she 
kept repeating, sounding close to tears.  “Oh my God, I can’t believe you’re having to go 
through this...”   But she had no words of wisdom, no advice column-worthy answer to 
Claire’s dilemma.  “I don’t know what to tell you, girl,” she admitted.  “It’s not my place 
to decide... you and Jamie have to figure out what’s right for you.  I don’t even know 
what I’d do, if it were me.” 



 

 

“It’s okay,” Claire said softly, knowing she shouldn’t expect her friends to 
shoulder the burden that was hers and Jamie’s.  No one could really know what they 
would do in this situation unless they were in her shoes, facing it head on.  “Thanks for 
listening, anyway.” 

“Oh, anytime!!  You know you can always call me.  Keep me posted, okay?  And 
give Jamie a smack upside the head for me, too.  I know he’s going through a hard time 
too, but sheesh, he doesn’t have to be such a total dick about it.” 

Claire smiled at that, grateful for Dianna’s unwavering loyalty and sense of 
humor.  “The way he’s acting, I just might have to.” 

“You go, girl!  You know I’ve got your back, no matter what, right?” 
“I know.  Thanks, Di...” 
“Absolutely!  Hang in there, Claire... things will get better.  They’ve got to, right?” 
Not at all sure herself, Claire assured Dianna that they would and got off the 

phone.  Hearing her best friend’s voice had made her feel slightly better, but not much.  
She knew Dianna felt bad and had tried to help, but when it came down to it, she 
couldn’t really imagine or understand the decision Claire was facing.  No one could, no 
one but her, Jamie, and any other couple who had been put in their position before. 

She wished she knew someone who had faced a similar decision, wished she had 
someone to talk to and ask questions.  But she racked her brain and could think of no 
one.  Most of her friends didn’t have children yet, and those that did had conceived them 
naturally, with no major problems.  Calling her brother and sister-in-law would be futile 
for that very reason; besides, they’d hear the news from her parents soon enough. 

Her second-closest girlfriend, after Dianna, was Laureen, but the thought of 
calling her made a sick feeling settle into the pit of Claire’s stomach.  She loved Laureen 
and could have used her upbeat attitude, but a terrible thought had occurred to her:  
Laureen was a triplet herself.  She had two brothers in Chicago, whom Claire knew she 
kept in close touch with.  She could not imagine what Laureen would think if she found 
out Claire was actually considering terminating one of her triplets.  As sweet and 
understanding as Laureen was, Claire just knew she would not be able to understand 
this.  Afraid of getting another reaction like Jamie’s (though, undoubtedly nicer), Claire 
bypassed Laureen’s name on the list of contacts stored in her phone. 

Mostly out of boredom, she continued flipping through the contacts:  Mom...  
Mrs. Turner... 

Suddenly, she stopped.  There, highlighted in the small window of her cell phone, 
was the name of someone she had not yet thought to call.  Someone who had never been 
pregnant and never would, but who just might be able to appreciate what she was going 
through, for he had once had to make a gut-wrenching decision of his own... 
 

*** 
 
Nick sat inside a small lounge at the recording studio, sucking on a Blow-Pop and 

playing absently with his phone. 
He’d been in the sound booth most of the afternoon, laying down back-up vocals 

for some of his songs that had yet to be finished, and had decided it was time for a 
break.  Even though he’d been working out, his endurance wasn’t what it used to be, 
especially when it came to singing, he’d discovered.  His voice was as strong as ever, but 



 

since recovering from BOOP, he’d noticed that he ran out of breath faster, and after a 
couple of hours of almost constant singing, he needed to rest – body, voice, and lungs. 

He supposed he shouldn’t be talking on the phone if he was supposed to be 
resting his voice and saving his breath, but studio breaks were boring without the other 
guys to goof off with.  He flipped through the contacts on his phone, looking for 
someone to call during the downtime. 

He hesitated a moment on Claire’s name, then kept going; they hadn’t parted on 
such good terms at her going away party, when he’d accused her husband of lying about 
his sudden job transfer and then beat him up right in front of her.  He was curious to see 
how she was liking (or hating) Iowa, as he hadn’t heard from her since the move, but he 
would wait until she called him. 

He scrolled further and came upon Laureen’s name, at which he looked down 
with interest.  I promised I’d give her a call, he remembered, so why not call her now? 

He had felt better about Laureen since talking to her at Claire’s party, and he 
hadn’t forgotten the way she had silently stood up for him against Jamie’s and his 
friends’ taunting.  She had been able to see what Claire and most others couldn’t, so if 
nothing else, he was starting to view her as not just a friend, but an ally. 

He punched the button to call her and watched as his phone automatically dialed 
her number.  Then he put the phone to his ear, waiting as it rang on her end.  After just 
two rings, she answered, sounding breathless.  “Hello??” 

“Hey, Laureen?” he asked casually, taking the sucker out of his mouth.  “It’s 
Nick.” 

“I-I know... I mean, I have you in my contacts,” she explained quickly, sounding 
sheepish. 

He smiled; even her voice on the phone was cute.  “Just makin’ sure.  So, what’s 
up?” 

“Umm, not too much... just making some dinner,” she giggled nervously. 
“Oh yeah?  Whatcha makin’?” 
“Uhh... frozen pizza.” 
She sounded embarrassed, but he chuckled.  “Frozen pizza, that’s cool.” 
Laughing, she said, “Yeah... not nearly as good as a deep-dish in Chicago though.” 
“Oh, I hear ya, me and the guys always go out for pizza when we’re playing 

Chicago.  That city’s got, like, the best food ever.  At least in the States.  I dunno, I’m not 
really big on most of the foreign food we try when we’re overseas anyway... gimme a 
greasy American pizza any day.  Well, I guess pizza isn’t technically American... it’s 
more, like, Italian, right?  But whatever.” 

Way to ramble, Carter, he thought, as Laureen giggled.  “So you’re from Chicago, 
right?  Originally?” he asked her. 

“Yeah!” she chirped, sounding surprised that he knew or remembered. 
“Well, you should plan to go back for a visit when I’m touring... probably over the 

winter.  Chicago’s almost always on the itinerary, so I can hook you up with tickets, and 
maybe you can show me some of your favorite spots in the city, and we’ll grab a deep-
dish together.  Whaddya think?” 

“Oh wow, that would be so cool!!  Yeah, totally, we should do that!” she 
exclaimed.  

“Cool, cool.  I’ll have to call you when we get the tour details all worked out then.” 
“Okay!” 



 

 

Nick smiled at her obvious enthusiasm.  His bruised cheek twinged slightly as the 
muscles flexed, and, suddenly remembering his fight with Jamie again, he was just 
about to ask if she’d heard about it when his phone beeped.  “Oh, crap, Laureen?  Hey, I 
think someone else is trying to call me... hang on while I check this.” 

“Okay!” he barely heard her say before he slapped another button, cutting her off 
and switching over to the new call.  “Hello?” he answered, putting the phone back up to 
the uninjured side of his face. 

“Hey, Nick... are you busy?” 
Nick frowned at the new voice, also female and familiar-sounding, yet... different.  

“Claire?” he asked in confusion.  It had to be her, but she didn’t sound quite like herself. 
“Yeah.  Am I bothering you?” 
Her voice was quiet and hesitant, and he could tell something was wrong.  

Though it didn’t sound urgent, he was mildly concerned, and so he said, “No, no, of 
course not.  Can you hold on just one sec?  One second, okay?” 

Putting her on hold, he switched back to Laureen.  “Hey, Laureen?  I’m really 
sorry, but can I call you back later?  This other call... it sounds like it could be 
important.” 

“Oh, okay.  No problem!  I’ll talk to you later then, if you have time,” replied 
Laureen, as understanding as ever. 

“Thanks.  Catch ya later, girl,” he promised and ended the call with her, quickly 
switching back over to Claire.  “Claire?  I’m here.  What’s up?” 

“Do you have some time?” she asked, her voice pleading.  “I just really need to 
talk...” 

He hadn’t heard her sound so upset or needy in a long time, perhaps not since he 
had comforted her over Casey’s death.  She didn’t seem at all like her usual strong, 
composed self, which made it even more apparent that something was really wrong. 

Furrowing his brow, he spoke into the phone.  “I’m listening...” 
 

*** 
 

Claire lay on the couch, curled on her side, one hand on her stomach while the 
other held the phone tightly to her ear.  “I’m so sorry to bother you with this,” she 
apologized, “but I’ve just got some stuff going on, and there aren’t many people I can 
talk to...” 

“I told you, I’m listening,” said Nick, his voice as reassuring as ever.  “Now what’s 
going on?” 

It took her several minutes to fill him in.  There was a lot he didn’t know to begin 
with – she’d never told him about the heart damage that had landed her in the hospital 
two years ago.  At the time, he had been out of the country, recording for the Backstreet 
Boys album, and she hadn’t seen the point in burdening him with it then.  Now she had 
to tell him about that, as well as the most recent episode and her doctor’s concerns that, 
with the heart condition, she wouldn’t be strong enough to carry three babies safely to 
term. 

“... She said I should think about ‘reducing’ the pregnancy from three babies to 
two.  You know that means?  It’s the sugary way of telling me I should abort one of 
them,” said Claire, her voice cracking with emotion. 



 

She could hear Nick suck in a slow breath over the phone.  “And what happens if 
you don’t?” he asked quietly.  “I mean, could you... die?” 

Claire’s stomach turned over.  “Yeah.  I could die, or go in heart failure.  The 
babies could die or end up having severe problems because they were born too early.  
But... there’s only a chance of those things happening.  No one knows.  Everything could 
go fine.  It’s just... not likely...”  She trailed off, sighing.  “It’s just, I’m afraid if I go 
through with this reduction, I’ll always wonder what would have happened.  What if I... 
what if I did it for nothing, you know?  But then, if I don’t do it, and something horrible 
happens... I don’t know if I’d ever be able to forgive myself for that either.  It doesn’t 
matter which way I choose; if I make a mistake, either way, I’ll never be able to take it 
back...” 

 
*** 

 
Listening to Claire go back and forth, sounding close to tears as she weighed her 

options aloud, Nick was struck by how much he could empathize with her. 
He wouldn’t have thought it possible to even begin to understand what it was like 

to be a pregnant woman, trying to decide whether or not to abort one of her babies – it 
was obviously not a decision he would ever face himself.  But he had made other 
decisions himself, decisions which, like hers, involved serious risks and consequences, 
in which his choice could mean the difference between life and death, and a mistake 
could be permanent. 

He was thinking mainly, of course, of the decision to amputate his leg. 
It had been over four years now, but he could still remember vividly being in her 

position... trying to decide... 
 
“Nick...”  Brian trailed off, his mouth still open as he searched for the right 

words to say.  Finally, he gave up and simply said, “Is this the only option you’ve been 
given?” 

“Basically,” Nick mumbled without looking at him.  “If I refuse the surgery, Dr. 
K thinks it will spread more, and then I’m basically fucked.  Thirty-three percent is the 
highest chance of survival once it gets to somewhere else in the body.”  How he had 
remembered that statistic was beyond him; he’d never been one to spurt random bits 
of knowledge like that.  Then again, this was not random at all, not some useless piece 
of trivia.  This was his life they were talking about. 

The blood drained from Brian’s already-pale face.  “So this is the only option.” 
“No, I got two options – either the leg goes, or I go.  Simple as that,” Nick replied 

flippantly, jiggling one foot and staring hard at the wall as he blinked back tears. 
“Then... then the leg goes... right?” 
Nick looked at his lap.  “I don’t wanna live without my leg, Brian,” he said 

quietly.   
 

Swallowing hard at the memory, Nick cleared his throat and said into the phone, 
“I’m so sorry, Claire.  I know how much you want to have these babies.  And I know... I 
know I can’t relate exactly to what you’re going through, but... if it helps any, I... I think I 
can sort of understand.  When my cancer relapsed, Dr. Kingsbury told me if I didn’t go 
through with the amputation, it would probably spread more, and there was a good 



 

 

chance I would die.  I know it’s not the same,” he added quickly, “I mean, a leg isn’t a 
baby, but... it was still a part of me, you know, and at the time, I didn’t see how I’d ever 
be able to let them take it...”   He trailed off, waiting nervously for her reaction. 

His heart sank when he heard her let out an unmistakable sob.  Had he said the 
wrong thing??  He had only been trying to help; he knew it wasn’t the same situation, 
but still... 

“I know... I know,” Claire said, and she was clearly crying now.  “That’s why I 
called you.  I just realized... if anyone could understand, it’d be you.  You always 
understand, when no one else does.  I’m so... so lucky to have you in my life still.  I know 
I don’t deserve it, but... thank you, Nick.  Thank you so much for always being there...”  

It was hard to understand her wavering voice, thick with tears, but Nick thought 
he’d gotten most of it.  He blinked in surprise; he hadn’t been expecting that reaction 
from her.  It made his heart ache, hearing her sob that way.  He’d only seen her this way 
a few times in all the years he had known her, and only when things were really bad.  
She was clearly hurting. 

“It’s okay, honey,” he said quietly, wishing he could console her.  “You know I’m 
always here for you.” 

“I know,” she whimpered again, her ragged breathing the only sound on the other 
end of the line. 

He frowned, slightly confused.  Why did it sound as if she had no one else to talk 
to about this?  From the way she was sobbing, he kept picturing her all alone and 
distraught, with no one else to turn to but him.  It was a horrible image.  Where was her 
husband??  Why wasn’t he comforting her and helping her make this awful decision?  
Why had she reached out to him and not Jamie? 

He had to ask.  “Claire?  Is Jamie there with you?” 
She sniffled loudly in response and gulped, “No!  He’s... he’s out with his friends.  

He won’t talk to me.  I’ve tried, but all he’ll say is that we’re not k-killing our baby, and 
then he goes back to avoiding me.  I don’t know what to do...” 

Nick’s temper flared, the way it had when Jamie had confronted him on the 
beach just a week ago.  “So you’re sitting at home crying, and he’s not even there?!” he 
asked in disbelief, his voice rising.  “What kind of man is he, leaving his wife alone to 
deal with all of this??  God, Claire... that’s just not right!  You shouldn’t be alone through 
this!  When I... when I was trying to decide about my leg, I had to call someone, or I 
would have gone fucking crazy!  If Brian hadn’t come to be with me, I don’t know what I 
would have done.  And this decision isn’t something you can make on your own... he’s 
the fucking father; he needs to talk it over with you!” 

“Oh, I wouldn’t call it ‘talking it over,’ but he got his point across, that’s for damn 
sure,” she sniffed bitterly.  “It’s like, because he is their father, he gets the final word.  He 
won’t even listen to me!  I didn’t tell him I wanted to go through with it, but he won’t 
even consider it.  It’s against our religion... abortion is a sin...” 

Her voice turned dull, but Nick’s grew sharper.  “Yeah, well, so is suicide, right?  I 
mean, look at it this way – if you go against your doctor’s advice, you’d be putting your 
own life in danger.  You could be killing yourself.” 

In his mind, there was only one decision to make.  He couldn’t let her risk her life, 
when even her doctor was telling her it would be dangerous to keep carrying the triplets.  
He felt no attachment of his own to the babies, but Claire... he would always care deeply 



 

about Claire.  She was what mattered most, and though he knew how much it would 
hurt her to lose one of them, he couldn’t stand the idea of her dying in childbirth. 

“Claire,” he said pleadingly, when she didn’t answer, “you have lived through too 
much to put your life in jeopardy again.  You beat cancer.  You beat it by listening to 
your doctors and going through the treatments they recommended, no matter how hard 
they were.  That’s what I did, too, when I let them cut off my leg.  It’s the hardest 
decision I’ve ever had to make, but I made it because I didn’t want to die.  And I have no 
regrets, cause I’m alive today.  Sometimes... sometimes you have to make sacrifices.” 

“I know,” Claire cried, “but it’s a baby, Nick!  It’s alive inside of me... and if I do 
this...” 

“If you do it, you’ll have a better chance of raising two other healthy babies.  
Right?” 

She sniffled.  “Yeah...” 
“And Claire... my leg’s never gonna grow back, but you can always try for another 

baby someday.  I know it’s not the same... but you’ve got to give yourself that chance.  
Don’t sacrifice yourself over this.  Even if he is a prick, I know Jamie loves you... he 
wouldn’t want to lose you.  And... I don’t want to lose you either,” said Nick, his last 
words slipping out quietly. 

In his mind, he could hear Brian’s voice again.  “Y-you have to do it.  I don’t 
wanna lose you, Nick.  It’s just your leg...” 

“I’m not ready to die,” Claire admitted tearfully.  “I want to be a mother, more 
than anything, and watch my babies grow up.” 

“Then listen to your doctor,” Nick urged her.  “I know it’s gonna be hard, but you 
have to trust her.  She wouldn’t suggest it if she didn’t think it was the best thing to do.” 

“I barely know her,” Claire sniffled.  “But I trust you...” 
Nick smiled a little.  “Well, don’t just trust me.  Try and talk to Jamie again, okay?  

And if that doesn’t work, lemme know, and I’ll come beat his ass into submission again, 
okay?” 

Finally, a giggle from Claire.  “Okay,” she said thickly.  “You’re the best, Nick.” 
Smiling again, Nick was about to reply, when the door of the lounge burst open.  

“You about ready, Carter?” his producer asked, popping his head inside. 
Nick lowered his phone, cupping his hand across the bottom.  “Give me a few 

more minutes,” he said, tapping the phone.  “Important call.” 
The producer gave a short nod.  “Sure.” 
When he left, Nick put the phone back to his ear.  “Sorry about that,” he 

apologized quickly. 
“That’s alright.  Are you busy?” asked Claire. 
“Nah, it’s fine.  I’m on a break.  I’m at the studio, just finishing up some vocals for 

a couple tracks, but it’s nothing that can’t wait.” 
“Oh... well, you should get back to work.  I don’t want to keep you.” 
“No, no, seriously; you’re way more important than this song.” 
“Well, thanks,” Claire chuckled, and he could tell she was smiling, “but I should 

go anyway.  I’m gonna make myself some dinner and try to chill out for awhile.” 
“You sure?” 
“Yeah... I’ll be fine,” she said, and her voice did sound less shaky.  “Just talking to 

you has helped a lot.  It always does.” 



 

 

Invisible fingers tugged at his heart.  “Back at ya,” he replied sincerely.  “You were 
always there for me when I was going through all that shit four years ago... and I 
promise you, no matter what Jamie does, I’m gonna be there for you through this, 
alright?  You do what you think is best, but make sure it’s your choice, not just his.” 

“Oh, don’t worry,” she laughed dryly.  “You know I don’t take well to being 
pushed around.” 

“I know,” he smiled.  “Listen, I mean what I said, about coming to Iowa... not just 
to beat his ass, but to be there for you, if you need anyone, okay?  Just call me.  I’m good 
at pulling strings with airlines; I can be there in a few hours.” 

“Thanks, Nick,” she whispered.  “I’m gonna be alright though... this too shall 
pass, right?” 

“Yeah... I know you will.  You’ve always been strong,” Nick assured her. 
But once they hung up, a few minutes later, he couldn’t help but think that he’d 

never heard her sounding more fragile.  If Jamie didn’t take care of her, the way he had 
vowed to on their wedding day, Nick was afraid that even Claire just might break. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 147 
 
Claire had felt better after talking to Nick, more confident and reassured.  She 

was going to talk to Jamie, and they were going to figure this out, once and for all. 
But the hours ticked by slowly, and Jamie didn’t come home.  The house was 

empty when she crawled into bed alone, all except for Bright, who prowled in the 
darkness, perhaps looking for her master.  Just as restless, Claire tossed and turned, like 
she had every night that week.  It was hard to find a comfortable position.  She had 
always liked to sleep on her stomach, but that was impossible now; it was getting too 
big, and she was afraid of hurting the babies.  She flip-flopped from one side to the 
other, wishing her body could relax enough to let her mind follow.  Maybe if she slept, 
Jamie would be back when she woke up. 

Eventually, she must have dozed off because when she opened her eyes again, the 
room was lighter, and the bed was full.  She smiled in delight when she saw him there, 
sound asleep beside her.  His face was slack and peaceful, his lips pressed together in a 
pout.  He was adorable when he slept, so sweet and innocent-looking, like a little boy.  
Despite everything that had happened, she couldn’t resist the temptation to roll closer 
and kiss him. 

His lips moved instinctively against hers as she kissed him gently, and his eyelids 
fluttered.  Within a few seconds, they opened to reveal a pair of sleepy blue eyes.  The 
anger that had burned in their depths the last time she had seen him had extinguished, 
leaving him with his look of boyish innocence for a little longer. 

She smiled.  “You’re here,” she whispered. 
For the first time in days, she watched him smile back.  “I’m here,” he repeated, 

his voice thick from sleep.  Having not slept in the same bed as him for so long, she’d 
almost forgotten how sexy he sounded when he had just woken up. 

“I didn’t expect...” she started to confess, and then shook her head.  “It doesn’t 
matter.  You’re here; that’s all that matters.” 

“I know,” he murmured, leaning forward to plant a kiss on her forehead.  “Sorry if 
I surprised you.  I know you weren’t expecting me to be here, but... I couldn’t stay away 
any longer.” 

“That’s okay,” she whispered back, nuzzling closer to him.  “You know I like 
surprises.” 

“I know.  You always have.”   Smiling at her from his pillow, he reached out and 
put his hand on the side of her face, lightly caressing her cheek.  “You wanna know 
something?” 

“What?” 
His smile grew.  “I love you.  I’ve always loved you.  All these years, and I’ve never 

stopped.” 
She smiled back, a warm feeling growing inside her.  “I already knew that, silly.  I 

love you too.  Nothing you could do could make me stop.” 
“Then what are we doing, Claire?  Why have we been staying apart, sleeping in 

different places, when we love each other?  Love is supposed to conquer everything; love 
should be the only thing that matters.” 

The emotion that had been building up within her began to release itself through 
the tears that sprang to her eyes.  She smiled through them, so happy to have him there.  
“I don’t know,” she whispered.  “We’ve been living a lie, Nick.” 



 

 

He took her in his arms, so sweetly, so tenderly, and kissed her again.  “We don’t 
have to anymore.  I’m here now.  I told you I’d come if you needed me.” 

“Oh, so you thought I needed you, huh?” she asked, as she burrowed into his 
chest.  She didn’t care what his answer was; now that he was here, she did need him, and 
more importantly, she wanted him. 

“I know you need me, as much as I need you.  You just haven’t realized it yet,” he 
whispered into her ear, running his fingers through her hair.  “I hope you will soon 
though.  I’ve missed you.” 

“Mmm...”   She snuggled closer, hugging him tightly.  “I missed you too...”   She 
sighed against him, hearing his heart beat in her ear, steady and strong.  It was a 
soothing sound; it made her feel safe and protected.  He was her strength, the strength 
she so desperately needed.  With his life force pulsing against her cheek and his warm 
arms wrapped around her, she felt like nothing bad could touch her.  Even then, she 
knew it was all but a moment’s fantasy, but she enjoyed it nonetheless. 

The fantasy was interrupted by the muffled wail of an infant.  “One of the babies,” 
she whispered, starting instinctively to sit up, but Nick was already rolling over. 

“I’ve got it,” he said, motioning for her to stay put.  His leg was on in an instant, 
and he was walking out of the room, on his way to the nursery. 

It was only after he’d gone to tend to the crying baby that she realized...  What 
baby??  I don’t have a baby yet.  I’m still pregnant... 

And why is Nick here?? 
Oh no.  That means this is just a... 
“Nick!” she cried in her dream, even as her conscious mind tried to pull her out of 

it, back into wakefulness.  “Nick!!  How many are there??  How many babies are 
there??” 

But he didn’t answer her.  The last thing she heard before her eyes popped open 
was the sound of the baby’s midnight screams dwindling into soft hiccups... 

A dream, she concluded, looking around her dim bedroom, which was just 
beginning to brighten with the first light of dawn.  Though she knew now that it had 
been a dream, she couldn’t help but reach across to other side of the bed, where Nick 
had lain.  It was empty and cold, the sheets unmussed, except for where she had 
sprawled onto Jamie’s side.  She was clutching his pillow, her arms wrapped around it... 
in her dream, it had been Nick’s chest... broad, firm, yet with just enough cushion to 
make it perfect to snuggle into... 

What am I doing??  She suddenly tossed the pillow aside and jerked into a sitting 
position, breathing fast.  I’m a married woman.  I shouldn’t be dreaming I’m in bed 
with another man... let alone still wishing I am when I wake up... 

But she had to admit, she preferred how she’d felt in the dream to how she felt 
now – loved, comforted, and protected, rather than alone and afraid. 

Her hand instinctively moved to her stomach, feeling her baby bump.  There had 
been a baby in the dream... at least one, but maybe more.  She wished she could have 
followed Nick and seen the nursery for herself.  Maybe it would have given her some 
answers about what she should do... 

She sighed.  She felt more unsettled than she had when she’d gone to bed.  She 
still didn’t know what to do about the triplets or how to talk to Jamie, and now there was 
this issue of dreaming of Nick... 



 

It’s only because I talked to him last night, she told herself.  He made me feel 
better, and that’s why I dreamed he was here. 

But the part of her that liked to contradict herself added, Yeah, but why was he in 
bed with you?  Why were you kissing him?  And telling him you loved him? 

Because I do love him...  I-I love him the way a woman will always love an ex-
boyfriend... and I love him like a friend... 

Friends don’t kiss like that and enjoy it. 
She sighed again, annoyed at herself.  Stop thinking!!   She was wide awake now, 

and restless again.  Besides, she had to go to the bathroom, and her throat was dry – 
some water would be good.  Or maybe a glass of milk. 

She climbed out of bed and padded into the bathroom.  I wonder if Jamie’s 
home? she thought as she did her business, flushing and running her hands under the 
tap on the sink.  She left the bathroom and crept up the hallway, stopping to peer 
around the corner, into the living room. 

The couch was unoccupied, her book lying on the coffee table where she’d left it.  
Everything else looked equally untouched. 

Jamie hadn’t come home. 
She sighed a third time.  Even though she was angry at him, a little part of her 

was worried, and she knew she wouldn’t get back to sleep until she knew he was at least 
safe.  She walked into the kitchen and poured a tall glass of milk, dropping a couple of 
ice cubes in to keep it extra cold.  While she was putting the jug of milk back into the 
fridge, she grabbed for the pickle jar on impulse, helping herself to a couple of dill 
spears.  Pregnancy had started to give her weird food cravings, but pickles at random 
times of day or night – that was something she’d always liked. 

She took her early-morning snack into the living room and sat down, picking up 
the remote control.  She turned on the TV and start channel surfing.  It was all news and 
little kid shows, lots of Saturday morning cartoons.  They made her smile, as she 
pictured herself up at this hour with little ones who would be engrossed in such shows in 
a few years. 

As quickly as it had come, the smile vanished.  How many little ones?  Or would 
she be so lucky to even be here with her children?  What if something horrible 
happened, and she never got the chance to enjoy a lazy Saturday morning with her kids? 

She quickly flipped past the cartoons and came to Vh1, which was showing its 
early morning lineup of music videos.  She was momentarily distracted by the video that 
was playing.  Surely even Jamie, who didn’t think much of her taste in music, would 
agree that this Justin Timberlake song had no detectable melody?  And just because the 
latest James Bond was a blonde did not mean Justin would qualify, yet there he was, 
dodging bombs and bullets and making out with scantily clad women in alternating 
scenes like a regular 007. 

She wrinkled her nose at the TV screen, feeling a pang of nausea that was 
probably not yet morning sickness.  She flipped the channel quickly.  Too much Justin 
Timberlake “music” surely could not be good for an unborn fetus.  His albums should 
come with a disclaimer. 

Giggling, she made a mental note to repeat that to Nick sometime.  And then the 
laughter died, and she felt another pang, this time of longing.  Nick...  

She closed her eyes briefly, imagining his arms around her, as they had been in 
her dream.  It wasn’t right, but the dream seemed so much better than her real life did 



 

 

right now.  At least in the dream, she’d had a man who could show he cared about her... 
and their babies... 

She smiled sadly, remembering how he had gotten up to go to the baby, without 
protest, like a good husband... 

As the sun rose upon Clive, Iowa, Claire Turner sat alone in her house, wondering 
where the man she’d married could be and wishing, with a guilty conscience, that the 
one she’d left was sitting by her side once again. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Chapter 148 
 

At the sound of a key sliding into the lock on the front door, Claire put the TV on 
mute and waited, silently.  She heard the doorknob turn and the door open and then 
Jamie’s footsteps in the entryway.  Following his muffled footfalls up the carpeted steps 
to the main level of the house, she tensed and braced herself to confront him. 

He appeared in the living room.  “Hey,” was all he said, looking mildly surprised 
to see her up so early and sitting on what had served as his bed the two nights before 
last. 

“Good morning,” she greeted him coolly.  “Have fun with your friends last night?” 
“Yeah,” he replied evenly.  “Drank a little too much, so I just crashed on Ray’s 

couch for the night.” 
“Well, you must have felt right at home then,” she quipped, with a wry smile. 
He smirked.  “Didn’t feel too different, no.”   After a pause, he added, “Hope you 

didn’t wait up for me.  I was gonna call, but I figured you would already be in bed.  I 
didn’t want to wake you up.” 

“I didn’t,” she said curtly.  “But since you’re here now, can we talk?  Civilly?  Like 
two married adults?” 

Jamie surveyed her for a moment and then gave a short nod.  He came further 
into the room and sat down on a chair.  She switched off the TV and turned towards 
him. 

“Listen.  You made yourself pretty clear yesterday about what to do with the 
babies.  You don’t want to do the reduction.  Okay.  They’re your children too, you’re my 
husband, and I wouldn’t do anything unless you and I were in agreement about it,” said 
Claire, and Jamie seemed to relax a little.  “But,” she added, and she could see him tense 
up again, “I just hope that you’re willing to stick to your wedding vows, no matter what 
happens.” 

“What is that supposed to mean?” Jamie asked defensively.  “Of course I’m going 
to stick to my vows!  What are you talking about??” 

“I’m talking, mainly, about the part that goes ‘in sickness and in health...’   I need 
to know that you’re going to be there for me and for our babies if something goes wrong.  
You heard what Dr. Gray said the other day, about all the things that could happen if I 
go through with this pregnancy as is.  I could get sick, really sick.  If I go into congestive 
heart failure, I’m not going to be able to take care of three babies.  I won’t have the 
energy.  You’ll be in charge of changing their diapers, carrying them around in the night 
when they’re screaming, taking them to their check-ups with the pediatrician, and 
everything else I won’t be able to do.” 

“I don’t see how you’ll be able to handle all of that yourself with triplets and still 
work, but you won’t be able to quit your job because I’ll probably be too sick to work, 
and we’ll need money for the costs of three children.  We’ll probably have to hire a 
nanny to take care of the kids during the day, but that will be expensive.  Plus, we’ll have 
my medical bills to worry about.  I’ll be on meds, maybe home oxygen therapy, and I 
might be in and out of the hospital.  If it gets bad enough that I need a transplant and 
am lucky enough to get one, I’ll be hospitalized for weeks, and even once I get out, I’ll be 
on medication for the rest of my life.  Expensive medication.  Of course, that’s if I get a 
transplant.  If I don’t, I’ll eventually die, and then you’ll be in the clear, except for the 
funeral costs.” 



 

 

“But then, of course, you’ll be raising triplets on your own.  They might have 
medical bills of their own, if they’re born with health problems.  A lot of preemies are, 
and like Dr. Gray said, it’s pretty doubtful I’ll be able to carry this pregnancy to term.  
They’ll be born early, and they’ll probably be in the hospital for weeks.  Those will be 
some big bills.  Then, when they get out, we still might have to pay for medicine for them 
and further treatments, if they have chronic problems.  They might have severe learning 
disabilities, and then we’ll have to think about getting them tutors or sending them to 
special schools so that they can get the best education possible.” 

“Even then, you’ll have to accept the fact that you might not have three perfect 
children.  No child is perfect, of course, but with everything stacked against us, we can’t 
count on having three normal, healthy kids.  I know that I’ll love them no matter what, 
but I just want to make sure you’ll be okay with the fact that they might not take after 
you, top of the class and stars of the soccer team.  After all, you’re going to be a very 
important part of their lives.  If something happens to me, you’ll be their only parent.  
They’re going to need your love and support.  You won’t be able to just up and abandon 
them if you can’t handle taking care of them.  And if you can’t, then... what’s the point?  
I don’t want to bring three children into this world, only to have them abandoned by 
their father.  I need to know that, no matter what, you’re going to be there for them, and 
for me.” 

Claire finished her speech and stared directly at her husband.  She had expected 
him to interrupt her, to protest, to argue, to tell her she was being melodramatic, or to 
just walk out again.  But he hadn’t.  Jamie had been very quiet the entire time, and now 
that she had stopped talking and could really study him, she saw that he had gone very 
white.  Silent, pale, and frozen, he looked almost like a corpse. 

She knew she had gotten to him. 
That had been her plan, of course.  Scare tactics.  She hadn’t been exaggerating 

with anything she had said; it was all a reality.  Yet she knew Jamie didn’t want to hear 
it.  He preferred to avoid talking about all the things that could go wrong and keep on 
living in his little bubble world, in which he and she would raise three perfect, happy, 
healthy children together.  She liked the picture inside his bubble too, but it wasn’t a 
reality.  It would be a miracle if their lives actually turned out that way. 

The only way to get through to him, she had realized, was to lay it all out there for 
him, to be blunt and direct and make sure that he was really willing to take the risk.  She 
knew he would hate hearing it, and she could tell he had, although he hadn’t stopped 
her.  That was saying something. 

It took almost a full minute for Jamie to respond, but finally, he spoke.  “It’s not 
gonna be like that, Claire.  We have to have faith.  You can’t always take what doctors 
say as pure fact.  Your doctor back in Tampa didn’t think all three embryos would even 
take, but they did.  See, our babies are strong.  They’re going to survive, and they’re 
going to be just fine.  God wouldn’t have blessed us with three healthy embryos only to 
take them away.  And you... you’re strong too.  You’re stronger than any woman I know.  
You’ve made it through so much already, God wouldn’t let you get sick again with 
something you couldn’t beat.  You just have to put your faith in Him.” 

Claire was still staring at him.  He was serious, she realized.  He actually seemed 
to – or wanted desperately to – believe that they were somehow untouchable, that God 
wouldn’t let anything bad happen to their family.  In a way, he reminded her of a 
reckless teenager who somehow thought, stubbornly, innocently, that he was invincible. 



 

“Jamie...”  She said his name softly.  “It doesn’t work that way.  I believe in God 
as much as you do, and I’ve prayed every night for this pregnancy to go well and for us 
to be blessed with healthy babies.  But God doesn’t always answer our prayers.  Bad 
things happen, no matter how much faith you have.  When my cancer went into 
remission the first time, I thanked God, and I prayed that it would never come back, but 
it did.” 

“Yeah, but you beat it.  You’re cured now.  See, God came through; He was just 
testing your faith.” 

She shook her head slowly, and suddenly, she felt like crying.  “What about the 
people who don’t beat it?  Are you saying they die because they somehow have less faith 
than me?  Because that’s bullshit, Jamie; that’s bullshit.  I lost a friend to leukemia two-
and-a-half years ago.  He had the same damn disease as me, went through the same 
treatments, even had a bone marrow transplant, just like me.  He was in remission for 
over four years before he relapsed.  But the cancer came back.  Talk about a blow.  But 
even then, he kept fighting.  He had faith.  He thought he was going to recover and go 
back to fifth grade.  Yeah, that’s right,” she added, when she saw Jamie’s eyes widen, “he 
was eleven years old.  He was just a kid, an innocent kid, and God didn’t come through 
for him.  Based on your logic, we should all be angry at God then, right?  Casey and his 
family put their faith in Him, and He let them down.” 

Jamie didn’t answer, though he seemed to be grasping for words. 
“God doesn’t just give us whatever we want.  I didn’t want Casey to die, and Casey 

certainly didn’t want to die, but he did.  Why, I don’t know, but that’s just how life is.  
Bad things happen.  That’s why we’re in the position we are now, because I got cancer, 
and the treatments for it made me sterile and fucked up my heart, so now I’m pregnant 
with three babies that I might not be able to carry.  And it sucks, but if I hadn’t had the 
treatments, I’d be dead now.  God wouldn’t have saved me, no matter how much faith I 
had.  It would have gone against science; it would have been a miracle.  And miracles 
don’t happen that often.  We can’t count on a miracle here, Jamie; we have to be 
realistic.  We have to trust the doctors.  We can thank God all we want for the fact that 
I’m still here and pregnant with our children, but face it – without doctors, without 
modern medicine, that wouldn’t be the case.” 

Jamie had no argument.  He looked pale and defeated, as if he knew she was 
right, but didn’t want to accept it.  “So what do you want to do?” he asked her finally, 
barely moving his lips as a mumbled the question.  “You wanna have the abortion?” 

“It’s not what I want to do,” she clarified, struggling to keep her voice from 
shaking.  She had to be strong, or they’d never make it through this.  “But I do think the 
reduction is the best option, for the health of the other two babies and me.” 

He nodded wordlessly, staring down into his lap.   
“What do you think?” Claire asked, after a long pause. 
Jamie didn’t look up.  From the side, she could see his adam’s apple bob as he 

swallowed hard.  He seemed to be collecting his thoughts, choosing his words carefully.  
Finally, he answered her.  “Alright,” he croaked.  “If... if you think it’s best, then... 
alright.” 

She watched him cautiously.  “Are you sure?” 
He glanced up, very briefly, and met her eyes.  Then he looked away again.  “I 

don’t wanna lose you.  I don’t want you to be sick again,” he mumbled.  “And I don’t 



 

 

want our kids to be sick either.  So... so if you and the doctor and everyone thinks it’s for 
the best, then... okay.  We’ll do what we have to.” 

Claire had thought that once she had finally had this talk with him, once they had 
finally come to a mutual agreement, one way or the other, she would feel relieved.  But 
she didn’t.  Now that the decision had been made, she felt sick to her stomach. 

She spent the next half hour in the bathroom.  She threw up twice, choked down 
one of the morning sickness pills she had been prescribed, and then sat down on the 
closed toilet seat and cried. 

Finally, when she had composed herself again, she went to the kitchen, turned 
over the little white card on the counter, and made the hardest phone call of her life. 

 
*** 

 
A few days later, Claire lay on a stainless steel table in a white room that seemed 

both cold and unforgiving.  Jamie sat next to her in a hard-backed chair, looking at 
anything but her, while Dr. Gray stood on her other side, next to an ultrasound monitor 
and a surgical tray. 

She had been on this same floor of the hospital two days ago for an ultrasound.  A 
part of her had wished that something would have happened to one of the babies, that 
the heart would have stopped beating on its own, or that the fetus would show a serious 
abnormality that had not registered earlier.  It would have spared her the guilt of what 
she was about to have done.  But the ultrasound had shown three normal fetuses with 
three strong heartbeats, and she had dissolved into tears again once the technician left 
her alone. 

She and Jamie had talked to one of the hospital’s counselors, or rather, she had 
talked, while Jamie sat, silent and sullen.  The counselor seemed slightly alarmed by his 
behavior, but assured Claire that she was doing the right thing, the best thing for her 
own health and for her other children.  Her words, though meant to be reassuring, had 
not made Claire feel any better about it. 

Yet, here she was, lying on this table with the knowledge that once she got up 
from it, everything would be different.  She would be the expectant mother of twins... 
not triplets.  At the thought, tears threatened again, but she held them back, knowing 
she would never make it through this if she allowed herself to start crying before Dr. 
Gray even began the procedure. 

She wished the obstetrician would just hurry up and get it over with, but Dr. Gray 
insisted on going over the process one more time with her.  “I know you’ve heard this 
before, but I just want to review the procedure one last time before we get started,” said 
the doctor.  “In a minute, I’m going to spray a local anesthetic on your belly, which will 
numb you up.  Then I’ll insert a needle through your abdomen and into your uterus.  
The ultrasound will help me see where the needle is going.  The monitor shows that one 
of the fetuses is slightly smaller than the other two and in a reachable position, so unless 
you have another preference, that is the one I’ll... reduce.” 

It was a gentle way of wording it.  Claire knew what she was really going to do.  
The needle she spoke of would be used to inject the chosen fetus with a chemical called 
potassium chloride, which would stop its heart.  The thought made her stomach turn 
and her own heart start to race.  Could she really do this?  Could she really lie here, on 
this table, and let this doctor kill one of her babies? 



 

“Can you tell the sexes yet?” 
The sudden question, spoken in a male voice, caught Claire by surprise, and it 

took her a few seconds to realize that it had been Jamie who’d asked it.  He was the only 
man in the room, but he had been very quiet the entire time.  She looked over at him, 
then back at the doctor. 

Dr. Gray shook her head.  “Sorry, no.  It’s too early.  Male and female genitalia 
still look fairly similar at this stage, and we won’t be able to tell the difference on an 
ultrasound for at least another month.” 

“Oh,” Jamie said shortly and looked away again.  Claire frowned at him, wanting 
to ask why it really mattered, but she didn’t.  She didn’t want to think too much about 
which baby had been selected for “reduction.” 

The smallest one, she realized.  The runt.  Out of nowhere, she thought of 
Charlotte’s Web, and how the farmer had wanted to kill Wilbur, the runty piglet, until 
his daughter had stopped him.  As a little girl, she had always empathized with Fern, 
horrorstruck at the thought of killing a little baby pig just because he was smaller than 
all the rest.  And now Dr. Gray was telling her she was going to aim for the smallest 
fetus, as if that was supposed to make her feel better about her choice. 

Despite her best efforts to control it, a tear slipped from her eye.  Dr. Gray saw it 
and stopped talking for a moment.  She gave Claire a sympathetic smile, then reached 
down and patted her hand.  “I know how hard this is,” she said.  “Just remember, you’re 
doing this to protect the other two.  This will give them the chance to grow bigger and be 
born healthy.” 

Claire nodded listlessly, wiping her eyes.  She glanced over at Jamie again, but he 
was staring blankly at the floor, looking almost catatonic.  She wished he would take her 
hand, touch her shoulder, give her some sign that they had made the right decision, but 
he did not seem to want to touch her or even look at her.  A part of her was surprised he 
had even come, though she had scheduled the procedure for evening on purpose, so that 
he wouldn’t have to miss a day at his new job.  She had wanted him to be here with her 
for this, but now that they were, she was disappointed by the lack of support he was 
giving her.  Just like with everything else she’d endured, she was going to have to get 
through this on her own. 

“Are you ready?” Dr. Gray asked quietly, and Claire forced herself to nod again, 
knowing she could not find her voice to say yes.  She would never be “ready” for this, yet 
she knew it had to be done.  She and Jamie had made their decision, and now she just 
wanted the inevitable over with. 

She flinched as Dr. Gray sprayed her stomach with the icy anesthetic solution, 
and the nurse that was assisting repositioned the ultrasound probe.  “Now, I need you to 
stay absolutely still while I’m inserting the needle,” warned the doctor, as she picked the 
instrument up from the tray beside her.  “Jamie, it might help if you held Claire’s hand 
through this...” 

At her words, Jamie finally looked over.  His skin was pale and clammy, and 
when he saw the long needle in the doctor’s hand, his face went completely white.  When 
he did not reach for her hand, Claire reached for his.  He reluctantly let her take his 
hand; it was cold and limp.  She gripped it tightly and stared up at the ceiling, willing 
herself to lie still as Dr. Gray guided the needle to the right spot. 

She felt pressure as the needle went in, but no pain.  Not of the physical kind, 
anyway.  Her flesh was numb and tingling; it was her soul that ached. 



 

 

The emotional pain skyrocketed as Jamie suddenly ripped his hand out of hers 
and stood with such abruptness that his chair nearly toppled over.  “I... I can’t watch 
this,” he said hoarsely, two seconds before he turned and fled the room. 

“Jamie!” Claire cried after him, and the nurse quickly came forward and pressed 
her hand against Claire’s shoulder, holding her down. 

“Don’t move,” Dr. Gray warned her, her voice calm, yet firm.  “The needle’s in; 
you have to stay still.” 

Claire bit down on her bottom lip as the tears started to flow from her eyes, her 
restraint gone.  The nurse took her hand, holding it the way Jamie should have been as 
Dr. Gray went ahead with the injection. 

The procedure itself took only a few minutes.  Before Claire knew it, the pressure 
in her belly was gone, and the doctor was saying, “The needle’s out.  You can relax now.” 

The nurse patted her shoulder and added, “You did really well, hon,” but Claire 
didn’t feel she’d done well, and she couldn’t relax.  Her heart was pounding with barely-
controlled panic, as she thought of the poison that had just been injected into her baby.  
It was dying inside of her right now, and it was all her fault.  She had signed the papers 
allowing it to be killed.  Her baby... her own child... 

She could hardly look at Dr. Gray, who stood staring at the ultrasound monitor.  
The monitor was turned away from Claire, so that she could not see the screen, and she 
was glad.  She did not want to see what she knew Dr. Gray must be watching – the 
flickering heartbeat of the baby slow and finally stop.  She closed her eyes, not wanting 
to catch the moment when the doctor’s expression changed, the moment when the 
steady movement on the monitor ceased. 

Even with her eyes closed, when it happened, she knew.  She heard the slight 
intake of breath, the brief pause, before Dr. Gray said quietly, “It’s over now.” 

Overcome with grief, Claire squeezed her eyes even more tightly shut, forcing 
more tears out.  She made no effort to wipe them away this time, letting them trickle 
down the sides of her face, leaving sticky, salty tearstains in their wake.  The nurse kept 
patting her shoulder.  “It’s okay,” she whispered soothingly.  “I know this is hard, but 
you’ll be okay.  You just need some time.  It’s okay to cry; just let it out.  That’s how you 
grieve.” 

Claire didn’t need the nurse, a woman who was probably only a few years older 
than her, talking to her like she was a child, but she didn’t have the strength to tell her to 
back off. 

“Claire, I’m going to let you rest,” Dr. Gray spoke up.  “Try to relax; it’s not good 
for you or the babies to get too worked up.  I’ll be back to see how you’re doing in an 
hour, and if you feel okay then, you can go home.  But for now, just lie back and rest.” 

Claire opened her eyes.  “Will you see if my husband’s out there when you go?” 
she managed to ask, though her voice sounded choked. 

“Of course.  I’ll send Jamie back in if I see him,” Dr. Gray promised.  She offered 
Claire a sympathetic smile and added, “What you’ve just been through is incredibly 
tough, as you know.  Every parent reacts differently.  He’s not the first dad I’ve seen run 
out of the room during a procedure.” 

Claire was not comforted.  She didn’t care how tough it had been on Jamie; she 
was the one who had had to lie here while the doctor put a needle in her body.  Running 
out of the room wasn’t an option for her.  She was furious at him for not staying with 
her, no matter how much it hurt him.  Didn’t he realize she was hurting too?  It had 



 

about killed her to have to make this decision, and his abandoning her at the very last 
second was like plunging a knife right into her heart.  Fresh tears, angry tears, streamed 
from her eyes. 

“It’s natural to get emotional after this kind of procedure,” said the nurse, in 
another attempt to console her, still rubbing her shoulder.  “In fact, we worry more 
about the moms who don’t cry afterward.” 

Numb, thought Claire, those women probably feel numb.  She wished she could 
feel as numb as the flesh of her stomach did, but her insides were raw with emotion.  
Grief, guilt, anger, regret – she felt it all.  And when the door to the room opened a few 
minutes later, and Jamie walked in, she felt relief.  It was odd, but even though a part of 
her hated him for running out on her, she was glad he had come back. 

“Jamie,” she whispered, and more tears spilled, as he came closer.  He had been 
crying too, she could see; his blue eyes were bloodshot and red-rimmed.  Somehow, the 
observation made her feel better.  It helped to know that he was grieving too.  That he 
could still feel. 

“I’ll leave you two alone for awhile,” said the nurse, finally releasing Claire’s 
shoulder.  “Here’s a call button; just press it if you need anything, hon.”   She placed the 
device in Claire’s hand and left the room quickly. 

Claire looked at Jamie, who was now standing next to her.  He looked at the floor.  
“I talked to the doctor,” he said stiffly.  “She said it’s... it’s done?”  He glanced up to see 
Claire nod.  Then he looked down again.  “Are you mad at me?” he asked, after a pause. 

Her anger returned in a rush.  “You think?” she snapped.  “How could you do that 
to me?  How could you just leave??” 

He refused to look at her.  “I’m sorry,” he muttered.  “I just couldn’t stand to be 
here when... ‘it’... happened.” 

“Nice that you get that option, huh?  I had to be here.  You could have at least 
stayed for me,” she retorted bitterly.  “I scheduled this for tonight just so you could be 
here.  I didn’t expect to have you bail on me at the last second.  But I should have, huh?  
‘Cause that’s always what you do, Jamie.  Whenever the going gets tough, you bail on 
me!” 

“I’m sorry,” he repeated.  “I saw the needle, and I flipped out, okay?  I didn’t want 
to see it happen.” 

“You could have closed your eyes!  All I wanted was for you to be here and hold 
my hand, and you couldn’t even do that!  What kind of man are you?  Are you that much 
of a pansy, or are you just selfish?  I thought we were past this shit, Jamie!  I thought 
you grew up!  You sure can put on a good act sometimes, but when it comes down to it, 
it’s always the same old crap with you!” she cried. 

He looked up at her, his cheeks red, his eyes bright with tears.  “You know I love 
you, Claire,” he whispered.  “It’s just... it’s a lot to handle sometimes.  I’m not as used to 
it as you are.” 

She stared at him in disgust.  “Do I know that?  You say you love me, but if you 
do, you need to love all of me.  I’m sorry if my life is too much for you to handle, but you 
better get used to it, ‘cause this is it, babe.  You know the saying ‘no pain, no gain’?   
That’s kind of how it works...  I may be cured from my cancer, but all the treatments that 
saved my life had side effects, and not all of them are just the kind that go away once the 
treatment is over.  I’m not ever going to be the perfect picture of health.  I may have 
problems down the road that I’m not even anticipating right now.  And if I do, you’re 



 

 

going to have to deal with them too, if you wanna stay married to me.  You’re either 
there for me, or you’re not, and if you’re not...”   She shook her head, the tears rising up 
again. 

“I’m here for you now,” he insisted, and finally, he reached out and took her 
hand.  “I’m sorry about before, but I’m here now.” 

“Seems like I’ve heard that from you before,” she muttered angrily, looking away.  
“It’s always ‘I’m sorry,’ but you never change.  How can you mean it, if you never 
change?” 

“I’m trying,” Jamie said lamely. 
“Yeah, well, it doesn’t seem like it.”  She yanked her hand out of his and turned 

her head away from him, seething.  He didn’t say anything, and neither did she.  She lay 
like that for the next forty-five minutes, her eyes streaming as the anesthetic wore off 
and her stomach started to cramp. 

When Dr. Gray came back, she assured Claire that some minor cramping and 
discomfort was normal, but to come back if she experienced any bleeding.  “You need to 
take it easy and rest at home for the next twenty-four hours.  After that, you can resume 
normal activities.  I need to see you back in a week for another ultrasound to check on 
the other babies,” said the doctor. 

Claire left the hospital with a post-procedural instruction sheet and an 
appointment card for her follow-up ultrasound.  She clutched both pieces of paper 
tightly in her lap as Jamie drove her home, barely saying a word.  When they got to the 
house, she announced, “I’m gonna lay down,” and retreated to the bedroom.  Minutes 
later, she heard Jamie’s footsteps pounding down to the basement.  Muffled strains of 
the TV followed. 

Sighing, she pulled off her shoes and lay down on the bed, curling into a little 
ball.  Her hand drifted to her stomach, massaging it gently.  There’s just two of you in 
there now, she thought sadly, and just when she thought she was all out of tears, more 
of them sprang to her eyes. 

Had she made the right decision?  She would always wonder and probably never 
know.  It would forever be a case of “what if?”   What if she had kept the triplet 
pregnancy?  What would have happened?  She would never know, now that she’d chosen 
to kill one of the babies. 

Even as she mourned the one, she kept on rubbing her stomach, thinking of the 
other two, the two which still resided in her womb.  She prayed they would both be 
healthy.  If they turned out to be okay, then maybe she would be able to let go of the 
guilt.  Maybe then she would feel, deep down, she had made the right decision.  But until 
then, she would not know.  And until then, the guilt would not go away. 

“I’m sorry,” she whispered, turning onto her back, so that she could look up at the 
ceiling.  “I’m so sorry...” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 149 
 
Claire had trouble sleeping again that night.  She and Jamie had slept together 

the last few nights, ever since they had finally talked and come to the decision to go 
ahead with the reduction.  But that night, he did not come up to bed, and so Claire 
tossed and turned alone. 

She lay in bed for what seemed like hours, but sheer mental exhaustion finally 
caused her to drift off.  Her sleep was restless and filled with dreams.  In one dream, she 
could hear a baby crying, just as she had a few nights ago.  This time, she got up and out 
of bed and padded down the hall to the nursery. 

 
The room was beautiful, decorated in cheerful shades of butter yellow.  There 

were three cribs made of white wood, sitting side by side beneath the windows.  Sheer 
white curtains billowed gently over them in the soft, summer breeze, and the shapes 
dangling from the mobiles swayed. 

She hurried to the cribs, wondering which of the triplets had awoken.  But when 
she looked inside, all three beds were empty.  Her heart began to race, and she looked 
around in a panic.  Where were they?!  Where were her babies?? 

“Claire?” said a voice.  “It’s okay, I’ve got them.” 
She turned and relaxed when she saw him, rocking gently back and forth in the 

wooden rocking chair in the corner, a baby in each arm.  They had stopped crying, she 
realized, though when she came closer, she saw that tears still clung to their wispy 
eyelashes, which fluttered at the bottom of closed lids as they sucked contentedly on 
their pacifiers. 

She smiled at Nick, who looked right at home holding the two infants.  “You sure 
have a way with them.” 

He smiled back, sheepishly.  “Eh, it’s nothing.” 
“You’re right.  You’re just a natural.”   She bent and kissed his cheek, feeling 

peaceful once again.  She was so lucky to have him and the twins in her life. 
Wait!  Not twins – triplets! 
The peaceful feeling vanished at once, as panic twisted her insides again.  Three!  

There were supposed to be three babies, not two!  Three babies, one for each of the 
three cribs by the windows! 

“Nick, wait – where is the third??  Where is-” 
“It’s alright,” Nick interrupted her, smiling, still rocking as calmly as ever.  

“Casey’s got him, in the other room.” 
“What room?  Casey’s got him??” she asked in confusion. 
“You know... the white room.  Casey took him there.  Don’t worry; he’s fine.  

Casey’s good with him.  He always said he wanted a little brother, remember?” 
“Oh...”   She started to relax.  Nick was right.  Of course her son would be all 

right, if he was with Casey.  Casey would take care of him. 
“You should go back to bed, honey,” Nick told her.  “You need your rest.  I’ll put 

these two down in a few minutes, and then I’ll be back in.” 
“Okay,” Claire said, though she was reluctant to leave.  She felt so content in this 

room, with him and the babies.  “Don’t be too long, okay?  I don’t want to sleep alone.” 



 

 

“I won’t be,” Nick promised.  “C’mere.”   He tilted his chin up and puckered his 
lips.  Smiling, she swooped down upon him and kissed him, her insides warming with 
his taste. 

“Goodnight,” she whispered to the two sleeping infants, kissing them each on the 
forehead in turn.  Then she padded back out of the room, knowing that Nick would put 
them back to their cribs and follow her to bed in a few minutes. 
 

And sure enough, before she knew it, the bedroom door was creaking open, and a 
dark silhouette was tip-toeing in.  “Nick?” she murmured, lifting her head and squinting 
through the dim haze, her eyes struggling to make out his features. 

All of a sudden, a bright light filled the room, and she sat bolt upright, instantly 
wide awake.  For a split second, she was confused; then she looked over and saw Jamie, 
standing inside the doorway, his hand on the light switch and an angry expression on 
his face. 

“Nick??” he said incredulously.  “Did you just call me Nick??” 
Claire blinked.  “I...”   Suddenly, she realized she’d been dreaming.  “Oh no, did 

I??” 
Jamie’s ice blue eyes narrowed into slits.  “Yes, dear.  You sure as hell did.” 
She felt her face growing hot.  “Sorry,” she mumbled lamely.  “I just woke up from 

a dream.  I must have still been half-asleep.” 
“A dream about Nick?” 
She shrugged.  “I guess so.” 
“You guess?” 
“I don’t know!  I can’t even remember now.  It was just one of those stupid, 

random dreams; I don’t remember the details,” she lied.  She didn’t think it would be a 
good idea to tell him it had been the second dream that week in which she had kissed 
Nick, and he had gone to comfort their babies, almost like he was her husband, not 
Jamie... 

Jamie frowned, but didn’t say anything.  He walked to the closet, opening the 
doors loudly. 

“What are you doing?” she wondered.  “What time is it?”  
“Time for me to get ready for work.  I don’t have any work clothes in the 

basement,” Jamie replied, none-too-kindly, as he rooted through the closet, pulling out 
a dress shirt and pair of slacks on hangers.  “Let me just find a tie, and I’ll go get dressed 
in the other room so you can sleep.” 

“It’s okay,” Claire said, frowning.  “It’s your bedroom too; you can get dressed 
here.” 

“That’s alright.”  Jamie pulled a tie from his tie rack and added it to the pile of 
clothes draped over his arm.  “Go back to sleep.  The doctor said you needed to rest 
today.” 

His words brought back the memory of the night before, and as he walked out of 
the room, shutting the door behind him, tears filled her eyes.  Their baby was gone...  
She put her hand sadly on her growing stomach.  They would not need three cribs, as 
there had been in her dream.  Only two. 

With a miserable feeling of guilt, she lay down again, pulled the covers up to her 
chin, and cried herself back to sleep. 
 



 

*** 
 
It had been a long time since Claire had felt this depressed.  The only time that 

compared, perhaps the lowest point in her entire life, was when she found out her 
leukemia had relapsed, just before Christmas almost six years ago.  She’d thought she 
was past all of that, but in a way, what she was going through now was a direct result of 
that relapse.  The treatment that had saved her life by putting her cancer back into 
remission had also caused the problems that had resulted in the abortion of one of her 
babies.  And though she knew it wasn’t rational, it was hard not to blame herself for it. 

Even worse, she was afraid that Jamie blamed her too.  He hadn’t come out and 
said that, of course, but from the way he had been acting around her for the last week, 
she got the feeling that maybe he resented her for all of this.  Like she was somehow 
inferior for not being able to get pregnant on her own, and for not being able to carry all 
three of the babies they’d been blessed with.  Other women did it all the time.  Triplets 
were always riskier than a single baby, sure, but there were plenty of triplets out there 
that were perfectly normal and healthy, proof that it could be done. 

In some ways, she felt like a failure, like she’d let her husband and all three of the 
babies down.  One of them would never have the chance to live.  The other two would 
never know their brother or sister.  And Jamie would never know his third child.  Nor 
would she.  And it was all because her body had failed her, failed them all. 

She spent the day in bed, finding it hard to sleep with these thoughts on her 
mind.  She took a leaf out of Jamie’s book and flipped channels aimlessly, hardly paying 
attention to any of the shows she stopped to watch.  She couldn’t seem to concentrate on 
anything for more than a few minutes without her thoughts wandering to the baby, the 
unborn baby which would never get to live. 

She wondered often about what her children would be like once they were born 
and started to grow up.  But now, her thoughts were occupied only by the one, the 
smallest, which would never be born.  Was it a boy or a girl?   In her dream, it had been 
a boy, she realized.  When Nick talked about the third baby, he said “he” and “him.”   So 
in her mind, it had been a boy, though she’d never know for sure. 

What would he have looked like?  What would his name have been?  What would 
he have acted like?  Would he have taken after her or Jamie?  What would he have been 
interested in?  What would he have become?  What would he have done with his life, 
which had been taken away from him before it could really begin, all because of a cruel 
twist of fate? 

She knew she was only torturing herself by thinking all of these questions, but 
she couldn’t help but wonder.  What had she deprived the world of by making this 
decision? 

“I’m sure it’s normal to wonder all of those things, honey,” her mother assured 
her when Claire finally broke down and called home, desperate for someone to talk to.  
“In that way, it’s no different from any other big decision you make.  You’ll always 
wonder what would have happened if you’d chosen differently.  But you can’t dwell on it.  
You just have to keep telling yourself, you made the best decision for you and your 
family.” 

“I’m not sure Jamie would agree,” Claire said, and her voice trembled.  “He’s back 
to barely speaking me to me.  I think he blames me for it.” 



 

 

“Oh, sweetheart... don’t think that.  I’m sure it’s not true.  Jamie loves you.  He’s 
got to be grieving too.  Just give him some space, if that’s what he wants.” 

Claire nodded.  Maybe that was all it was.  Maybe Jamie just needed to deal with 
this on his own before he could talk about it with her. 

“That’s not all that’s bugging me,” she spoke up after a pause.  “I’ve been having 
dreams lately, about the babies... and about... Nick.” 

Her mother laughed.  “Pregnancy will do that to you.  I remember having crazy 
dreams when I was expecting you.  So what are yours like?” 

“Well, they’re pretty normal, actually, for dreams.  They start out with me in bed, 
waking up... only I’m not really awake; it’s all in my dream.  But I wake up in my dream, 
and I hear a baby crying...   It’s happened twice, and the first time, Nick was in bed with 
me, and he got up and went to get the baby.  The second time, I got up, and Nick was 
already in the babies’ room.  He was rocking two babies to sleep.” 

“That’s typical, honey; a lot of moms – or moms-to-be – have dreams about 
hearing their babies crying.  After Kyle was born, I had nightmares for weeks that he was 
crying, but I didn’t know where he was.  I looked everywhere, and I could still hear him 
crying and crying, but I couldn’t find him.  I would wake up all upset and have to go 
check on him and make sure he was okay.  He always was, of course, but the dreams 
were still traumatic.” 

Claire felt impatient.  Her mom was missing the point.  “It’s not just the babies... I 
get why I’m dreaming of babies; that makes perfect sense.  But why is it Nick in the 
dreams, and not Jamie?” 

It took a few seconds for her mother to answer.  Finally, she said, “Well... it’s 
probably just because you’re worried about you and Jamie, so your mind’s putting your 
ex-boyfriend in his place.  Maybe... maybe, subconsciously, you wish Jamie were more 
like Nick in some ways – I mean, Nick was always pretty good about talking to you, 
right?  Instead of just avoiding you?” 

Claire smiled sadly.  “Yeah... he would try sometimes, but I could always get stuff 
out of Nick.  Whereas talking to Jamie is like talking to a brick wall when he gets like 
this.” 

Her mother chuckled.  “Well, everyone handles things differently.  I’m sure things 
will get better with Jamie.  You haven’t been married all that long yet; you probably just 
need to work on your communication.  It’ll get easier with time.” 

“I hope so,” Claire sighed.  “It really can’t get much worse at this point.  I hate it 
here, Mom.  I have no one to talk to except him, and he barely talks to me.  I’m gonna go 
nuts just being in this house alone all day.” 

“Oh, honey...  I’m so sorry.  Do you want me to fly up?  I can stay for a few days, a 
week, however long you need me.  You shouldn’t have to be alone through all of this.” 

The offer was tempting... she sure could have used a hug right then... but Claire 
wasn’t a little girl anymore; she couldn’t just make her mommy come running every 
time she was hurting.  “No,” she said reluctantly.  “Save those flier miles, okay?  I’ll need 
you more once I’m closer to my due date.” 

“Oh, you bet I’ll be flying up for the birth of my grandbabies!  I wouldn’t miss it 
for the world,” her mother gushed excitedly.  Then, sobering a bit, she added, “Hang in 
there, sweetheart.  I know things will get better with time.  You’ll start to meet people 
and make friends, and Jamie will come around.  And I know you’re supposed to rest for 
today, but if you’re feeling up to it tomorrow, you should get out of that house.  Explore 



 

the town; go shopping.  You’re going to need plenty of maternity clothes before long; 
you can buy something new.  Emotional shopping – that always makes me feel a little 
better.” 

Claire smiled.  “You sound like Dianna.” 
“Have you talked to Dianna?  You should call her.  If you can’t talk to your 

husband, there’s always your best friend.” 
“I know.  I’ve talked to her a few times, but not since... yesterday...”   Claire trailed 

off, finding it hard to put what had happened yesterday into words.  It was almost too 
painful to say aloud. 

And Dianna wouldn’t understand.  She was great to talk to about guy problems 
and fashion decisions, but when it came to real drama, Dianna had no firsthand advice 
to give, so she ended up trying too hard to cheer everyone up.  She was the kind of 
person who used band-aids for bullet wounds, dragging Claire to a movie or the mall 
every time there was a serious problem, in an attempt to “take her mind off of it.”   But 
Claire wasn’t looking for a distraction, a shallow and temporary cover-up for a pain that 
was much to deep to be cured by an Adam Sandler movie or a new pair of shoes. 

All she needed was someone to talk to, someone who could just listen and be 
there for her without feeling the need to give her lots of advice or try to cheer her up.  
She didn’t want to be cheered up.  She had just lost one of her babies; she was supposed 
to be grieving.  She wanted to talk to someone who would just give her a hug and some 
support and let her grieve. 

In one of those odd mother/daughter “think-alike” moments, the right 
“someone” came to Claire’s mind seconds before her mother said it. 

“I know it might seem a little awkward, given the circumstances, but... there’s 
also Nick.  He’s always been there for you, and you always used to tell me how easy he 
was to talk to, how well he understood you.  I’m sure that if you called him, he would 
listen to you.” 

Unexpectedly, Claire’s eyes filled with tears.  Damn those hormones again.  “He 
would,” she sniffled, wiping her eyes.  “He always does.” 

“Then call him, sweetheart.  You need all the support you can get.” 
Claire nodded, and by the time she got off the phone with her mom, she felt a 

little better.  It always helped her to talk to someone.  Why couldn’t Jamie realize that?  
Well, even if he couldn’t, Nick would.  He had vowed to be there for her through this, no 
matter what choice she made, and she knew he was good on his word.  She would call 
him. 

She checked the time, but it was still early, especially on the West coast.  He 
would probably be working; she knew he was going to be busy until his album came out 
next month.  Sighing, she turned the TV back on.  For now, she would use Dianna’s 
remedy and distract herself with mindless daytime programming.  Later, she would call 
Nick, and maybe then, the real healing would begin. 

 
*** 
 

It was late afternoon, and Claire had found “The Wedding Singer” on TV.  She 
had smiled when she’d come across it, remembering her earlier thought that not all 
problems could be cured by Adam Sandler movies. 



 

 

Maybe not, but it was the only thing on TV that had held her attention for more 
than two minutes, so she watched it anyway.  She had seen this movie many, many 
times; it was one of her favorites.  But as the final commercial break ended, she 
remembered distinctly watching it with Nick. 
 

“Aww, I love this part,” sighed Claire.  “I think that’s the sweetest thing ever, 
writing a song for the person you love... not to mention singing it over the intercom on 
an airplane.” 

Nick laughed.  “Yeah...” he said.  Claire had come over a couple hours earlier, 
and for lack of anything better to do, they’d found “The Wedding Singer” playing on 
TBS and decided to watch it. 
 

Nick had always liked this movie too.  He’d said it was one of the only romances 
he could tolerate because it had Adam Sander and lots of eighties music in it.  She wasn’t 
sure why or how she could still remember such a trivial thing, as it had happened over 
four years ago, but she did. 

She remembered that night quite vividly, now that she thought of it.  It had taken 
place not long after Nick had lost his leg; he had only been home from the hospital for a 
couple of weeks, and she had come over to keep him company while AJ and Howie went 
out.  Nick had been downright pissy, frustrated because he had been cooped up in his 
house, unable to walk except for to hobble around on crutches.  He had gotten even 
more annoyed with her when she suggested going swimming, but somehow, they had 
both ended up in his pool with all of their clothes on.  It had perked him up to realize 
that he could still swim, and she had been pleased to see him looking truly happy for the 
first time in a month. 

The night had ended with them laying together in his bed, both dressed in his dry 
clothes and listening to Journey.  She remembered feeling so content and comfortable, 
lying there with him, the smell of chlorine from their bodies mixing with the faint scent 
of his soap that lingered on his clothes, his sweet voice singing softly in her ear as she 
dozed.  “Open Arms,” she remembered with a nostalgic smile.  That was the night it had 
become “their song.”  She had liked that song long before she met Nick, but from then 
on, she would forever associate it with him.  Inspired by the intimacy of the moment, 
she had just worked up the nerve to do what she had been wanting to do for a year and 
kiss him, when AJ had walked in on them, embarrassing Nick and killing her chance, 
though it had come again two weeks later, when they’d finally kissed at The Empress 
theater. 

Momentarily lost in the memory, she wasn’t even paying attention when Adam 
Sandler and Drew Barrymore finally came together on the TV screen, and before she 
knew it, the movie was over.  There was a faint smile on her lips as the credits rolled, but 
it quickly faded.  It was bad enough that she was kissing Nick in her dreams now; she 
shouldn’t be sitting here smiling as she reminisced on doing it for real. 

But as sad as it was, the memories of kissing Nick years ago were more vivid than 
the last real kiss her husband had given her.  She couldn’t even remember for sure when 
Jamie had last kissed her, a real kiss, not just a peck on the forehead or cheek.  It had 
probably been the day they’d moved into this house.  Less than two weeks ago, though it 
seemed like it had been much longer.  So much had happened after that day, and he 
hadn’t acted the same around her since.  That was the last time things had actually 



 

seemed normal between them, though the world had been spinning out from under her 
even then. 

She sighed.  What was happening between Jamie and her?  Why did it have to be 
this way?  They had seemed so right together back in high school, and when they’d 
gotten back together, after years of managing a friendship in between, she had taken it 
as a sign that they were meant to be all along.  But now a part of her wasn’t sure, and 
that scared her to death.  Though he hadn’t been acting like it, he was her husband, and 
she was three months pregnant with his children.  Now was the absolute worst time to 
start questioning her marriage. 

But she was, and she couldn’t decide what exactly had prompted it.  Was it 
Jamie’s behavior, or was it that she’d been dreaming about Nick lately and now couldn’t 
stop thinking about him?  Was it because Jamie had been so distant through the 
reduction ordeal, or because Nick had been so supportive? 

She wasn’t sure; probably, it was a combination of everything.  But one thing was 
painfully clear:  Nick, though he was halfway across the country from her, had been 
there for her, not in person, but in spirit.  And Jamie, though he’d been physically near 
her, had not. 

So it really came as no surprise that when she turned off the TV and reached for 
the phone, she took her mother’s advice and called Nick. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 150 
 
At two o’clock on Thursday afternoon, Nick was in a meeting with his manager 

and the team of people hired to put together his tour.  They had been in the small 
conference room for an hour, talking about plans for the tour. 

It was unrealistic to expect that he would be able to sell out large stadiums with 
his solo act, Johnny Wright had informed him matter-of-factly, so he would be playing 
smaller venues, intimate theaters and clubs.  Nick didn’t really mind that at all.  Though 
it had been cool to perform in huge arenas with the Backstreet Boys at the peak of their 
popularity, Nick liked the more intimate settings, where he could see the fans, and they 
could see him. 

“We’re aiming to book twenty to twenty-five dates, spread out over a month-and-
a-half or so, so that you’ll have some time off in between cities,” explained Paul, the tour 
manager.  “If the shows sell well, and you’re up for a second leg, we can talk about 
booking more dates then.” 

Nick nodded.  “Sounds fair enough.  Hey, just make sure we hit Chicago, alright?  
I promised a friend I’d play Chicago.” 

“Don’t worry; Chi-town’s on the list,” smiled Paul, tapping his notepad.  “We’re 
gonna try to get the House of Blues.” 

“I played there for Now or Never,” Nick recalled.  “Cool place.” 
“Yeah, it should be good.  If they’re already booked, though, Chicago’s got a lot of 

other great venues we’ll look into.” 
“Sounds good.” 
“So we’re planning to start up right after the holidays, second or third of the year, 

and go through January and most of February.  The extra days in between shows will 
give us some wiggle room for traveling if there’s bad weather.  We’re gonna try to book 
an opening act or two; Johnny’s talked to Jive about some of the new talent they’ve 
signed, and they’ve got a couple in consideration.  Solo artists, nothing cheesy.  We’re 
trying to play down the boyband image and go with a more acoustic, organic feel – you 
know, all live instrumentation and vocalists who can actually sing.” 

“Perfect,” Nick said, nodding his agreement as he pictured himself up on stage 
with a stool and his guitar, a small band behind him, just an accompanying guitar, bass, 
keyboard, and drums.  That was all he needed. 

“We were thinking you could play for about an hour, hour-and-a-half?  Do the 
songs from this album, a couple of the singles from Now or Never, and a Backstreet 
medley, for the fans.” 

Nick nodded again, smiling.  “ ‘Course.” 
“So, that’s what we were thinking.  If you want to draft an actual set list now, we 

can do that.  And I’ve got some recordings of possible opening acts, if you’re interested,” 
added Paul, brandishing a couple of CDs. 

“Yeah, absolutely.” 
They had worked out the set list and spent the last ten minutes listening to demos 

on the CDs Jive had sent.  Halfway through a track by a guy who sounded like a James 
Blunt copycat, Nick’s phone rang, out loud. 

“Shit,” he muttered, hurrying to silence it, but it had already distracted everyone 
from the music.  Fumbling with the phone as he struggled to get it out of his pocket, 
Nick couldn’t believe he’d forgotten to put it on silent before the meeting.  Then again, 



 

he wasn’t used to having to remember on his own; usually he had Kevin or Brian 
breathing down his neck to shut off the phone well ahead of time.  He wasn’t sure why, 
because Howie’s phone went off in meetings way more often than his did, but he was the 
youngest and would always be treated like he was still thirteen sometimes.  He was just 
used to it now.  So used to it that without the brotherly nagging, he’d gone and forgot.  
“Sorry,” he apologized quickly as he stole a quick glance at the phone underneath the 
table, curious to see who was calling before he silenced it. 

When he saw Claire’s name blinking at him from the window on his phone, his 
stomach performed a nervous flip-flop.  The last time he had talked to Claire, she had 
been calling to tell him, tearfully, that she had decided to go through with the selective 
reduction.  He knew she had been scheduled to have it yesterday, but he hadn’t wanted 
to call and bother her.  “Just call me when you’re ready,” he’d told her, figuring she 
would need some time once it was over before she was ready to talk about it. 

Now that she was calling, he couldn’t ignore her; he had to hear her voice and 
make sure she was okay.  As “okay” as a woman who had just gone through what she had 
could possibly be, anyway. 

“Guys, I gotta take this call; it’s important,” he said, and before anyone could 
protest, he got up and left the room, flipping open the phone as he went.  “Hello?” he 
answered it in the privacy of the empty hall, letting the conference room door swing shut 
behind him. 

“Hey, Nick, it’s me.”   Her voice lacked its usual spark, but at least she wasn’t 
crying. 

“Hey, Claire.  Um, how’s it going?” he asked awkwardly, not sure what else to say. 
“Eh, it’s going.  Honestly, it’s been a rough day,” she confessed with a sigh. 
“I can imagine.  How are you... um, how are you feeling?”   He had no idea what 

the procedure was even like, though the vision he had of it made him cringe. 
“Physically?  Fine.  It didn’t hurt; I had some cramping last night, but that was 

about it.  Emotionally?  Awful.  I feel so guilty...  I don’t know if I did the right thing at 
all, Nick.  Even if it was for a good reason, it seems so wrong.  And Jamie’s being a 
complete dick about it again.  He ran out of the room yesterday, right in the middle of it!  
I had a fucking needle going into my stomach; I couldn’t even move, and he left me!!” 

“What?!” Nick gasped, his sympathy turning to shock and anger as he pictured 
her impaled on a huge needle, crying as she watched her husband run away.  “Are you 
fucking kidding me??  How could he do that to you?!” 

“Good question.”  Her voice was shaking now.  “He wouldn’t come back until it 
was all over.  And since then, he’s barely even been able to look at me.  He slept in the 
basement last night, and I haven’t talked to him since, except for a few words when he 
came in to get dressed for work this morning.” 

“Oh my God, Claire...”  Nick was appalled.  He had always known Jamie to be an 
asshole, but this was a new low.  He had expected even Jamie to treat his wife with 
compassion, but from what Claire was telling him, Jamie had no compassion, only 
coldness.  “Have you talked to anyone about this?” 

“My mom, this morning,” she answered thickly.  “And now you.” 
On the phone, he realized.  He was pretty sure her mother was still in Florida; 

surely, she would have mentioned it if one of her parents had come to be with her.  She 
had no one in Iowa, no one but her asshole husband, who was ignoring her when she 
needed him the most.  Nick had never been married, never had children, and would 



 

 

never know what it was like to lose a baby that had been growing inside of him, but he 
knew how hard it had to be, and he knew that she and Jamie should be helping each 
other through this.  She definitely should not have had to go through it alone. 

That, he knew firsthand.  It wasn’t the same situation, but he knew what it was 
like to lose a part of himself.  And though he’d resented their interference at times, he 
had always been glad to have the guys and Claire around him in the aftermath.  He 
would have driven himself crazy, fallen into a deep depression and perhaps never 
climbed back out, if he had had to go through that alone. 

“Well, I’m glad you called,” he murmured, the wheels in his head turning.  “You 
know you can always talk to me.  I would never abandon you, Claire.” 

“I know.  Why do you think I called?” 
He smiled sadly, and a part of him couldn’t help but think, Now do you see?  I 

love you, more than Jamie does.  I would never hurt you the way he has.  You should 
have chosen me.   But he knew it was the wrong time to tell her that.  No matter how 
resentful of Jamie she was right now, he knew that her husband’s betrayal had to sting, 
and saying “I told you so” would only be rubbing salt in her wounds.  She was hurting 
enough as it was; he couldn’t bear to cause her more pain.  It hurt him enough already 
just to hear her sound so defeated, as if her spirit had faded away with the baby.  Even 
the knowledge that she had finally seen Jamie’s true colors gave him little satisfaction, 
for it had come at a heavy price. 

Where was his Claire, the one he’d always known, the girl who always wore bright 
colors and smiled just as vibrantly, who used her dark sense of humor to crack jokes 
even when the norms dictated that it was not a time for joking, who was not afraid to be 
silly in public or speak her mind when something got her riled up, who always seemed 
strong when he felt weak, and who only cried when things were really bad?  He could 
hear no trace of her in the trembling, tearful voice on the other end of the line.  She was 
trying to be strong; her voice was tremulous with resistance against her tears, but still he 
knew they were there.  He could hear them. 

She was broken, and her husband, the man who had vowed to love her and 
comfort her, was doing nothing to help her mend.  In fact, Nick was pretty sure it was he 
who had caused her to shatter in the first place.  Claire had been through a lot of things 
and come out with barely a scratch, but either this was one thing too much, the last 
straw that had caused her to crack, or Jamie had just thrown a rock through her soul, 
splintering it into shards.  He was willing to bet it was the latter.  On her own, Claire was 
strong, but she had leaned on Jamie, and he had let her fall. 

As he talked to her, trying to soothe her as he listened to her break down again, 
Nick quickly made a decision.  As soon as he’d gotten off the phone with her, he went 
back into the conference room and spoke directly to Johnny.  “Listen, whatever I’m 
supposed to be doing tomorrow, cancel it.  I’m gonna be out of town.  It’s an 
emergency.” 

Johnny looked startled.  “What happened?  Something with your family?  It’s 
not... it’s not one of the other guys, is it?” 

“No,” Nick shook his head quickly.  “Just a friend who needs me right now.  And I 
promise, she’s more important than whatever’s on my agenda tomorrow.” 

Johnny didn’t look pleased, but he nodded, apparently realizing there was going 
to be no arguing with Nick on this one.  “Okay.  When will you be back?” he asked, in 
measured tones. 



 

“Hopefully by Monday, but I’m not making any guarantees.  I’ll be in touch 
though,” Nick assured him.  “Listen, fellas, I’m sorry for the hassle, but can we just wrap 
this meeting up?  I gotta jet; I need to book a flight to Des Moines.” 

“Des Moines?  Des Moines, Iowa?  Who’s in Des Moines?” asked Paul, wrinkling 
his nose.  Johnny looked equally confused. 

Nick offered a grim smile.  “My girl’s in Des Moines.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Part IV: By My Side 
 

Chapter 151 
 
It was 10:30 at night when Claire’s phone rang.  She hurried to get it, thinking it 

had to be Jamie.  He had called earlier to tell her that he was going to Happy Hour at 
one of the local bars after work with some of his co-workers.  He had been gone all 
night. 

She was surprised when she picked up the phone and saw Nick’s name instead.  
Surprised, but not disappointed.  It had been nice to talk to him earlier, to know that he 
was still there for her, even if he wasn’t physically there.  It was the most she could hope 
for, for now – the support of her family and friends, far away as they may be. 

“Hey, you.  Are you checking up on me already?” she asked when she answered 
the phone, a faint smile spreading across her lips. 

“More than you think,” came Nick’s reply.  She could picture him smirking as he 
said it and was mystified. 

“What does that mean?” 
“The Marriott Hotel in West Des Moines – you know where that is?” 
“What??”  Claire’s heart began to beat fast.  He wasn’t... he couldn’t be- 
“West Des Moines?  The Marriott?  Do you know how to get there?  If not, I can 

send a cab...” 
He’s here! she thought, and her heart flew into her throat as if it had just 

sprouted wings.  How had he gotten here so fast?  She had only just talked to him six 
hours ago, and she was pretty sure he had still been in LA then.  Had she even asked?  
Her mind was racing.  He had actually done it... jumped on a plane and come here, to 
Iowa, to see her, in just a matter of hours, just like he said he could.  It was incredible.  
She couldn’t even think straight. 

“Claire?” his voice cut in.  “Should I just call a cab?” 
“Um... y-yeah, could you?  I don’t have a car...” she realized, starting to think 

logically again.  With all of the drama since they’d arrived in Iowa, she and Jamie hadn’t 
had a chance to go car shopping to replace her Beetle yet.  Not to mention, she knew 
vaguely how to get to West Des Moines, but had no idea where this hotel was. 

“Absolutely.  Can you be ready to leave in half an hour or so?  If a cab comes to 
pick you up, will you be able to go?” 

It was late, she was supposed to be resting, and she was a married woman – all 
reasons not to spontaneously jump into a cab to go see another man in a hotel room.  
But Claire didn’t care.  She was wide awake and rested, and her husband was out – 
again.  There was nothing that could keep her from jumping into that cab the minute she 
saw it pull up in front of the house. 

“Yes,” she said breathlessly.  “I’ll be ready.” 
“Then I’ll call the cab.  When it drops you off, come to room 731.  Got it?” 
“731,” she repeated promptly.  “Got it.” 
He hung up mysteriously, but Claire was no longer puzzled.  A cab was on its way, 

and when it arrived, she would climb inside, and it would take her to the Marriott, 
where Nick would be waiting.  She was sure of it, her heart already beating fast in 



 

anticipation.  She couldn’t wait to see him, to get out of the house and escape to where 
Nick was, even if just for a little while. 

Going back to her bedroom, she changed out of the rumpled t-shirt and baggy, 
mismatched shorts she’d been moping around in all day, replacing them with a fresh t-
shirt and a pair of comfortable, gray cotton capris.  They would have to suffice, because 
she wasn’t going to put on anything nicer.  It was late, and besides, most of her more 
fitted clothes no longer fit.  She really would need to start shopping in the maternity 
department soon.  The thought would have excited her, had it not been for the fact that 
she had lost one of her babies twenty-eight hours ago. 

She sighed and put her hand against her stomach, fighting back the tears that had 
threatened to spring to her eyes again.  Was it going to be like this for the rest of the 
pregnancy, and even after the babies were born, with these sudden waves of melancholy 
coming out of nowhere to overtake her and leave her weepy and depressed?  She 
couldn’t stand the idea.  She hated crying.  She’d never used to cry... 

Shaking her head, she forced herself to keep moving, tying the drawstring on her 
pants and pulling a random pair of flip-flops out of the closet.  The thin soles slapped 
against the floor as she made her way back to the front of the house to scribble a quick 
note for Jamie.  She didn’t know if he would even find it or not.  Maybe he would stay at 
a friend’s house again tonight, with the excuse that he had been too drunk to drive 
home. 

Angered at the thought, she kept the note short and vague. 
 

With a friend.  Back later. 
- Claire 

 
See how he likes it, she thought with a smirk, as she ripped the piece of note 

paper off its pad and stuck it on the fridge with a magnet of a small tiki figurine.  She’d 
bought that magnet in Hawaii, when she was there with Nick, she remembered, giving it 
a second glance.  He had been amused by her desire to stop in the little tourist shops 
and buy souvenirs, and downright baffled by her fixation on buying the weird little 
talisman.  “It looks like the one from The Brady Bunch!” she’d exclaimed, holding it up.  
“You know, in that one episode when they go to Hawaii?”   The blank look on Nick’s face 
had told her he hadn’t spent as many hours watching “Nick at Nite” as she had. 

Jamie told her the magnet was hideous, but she let him display his Chicago Cubs 
magnet on the fridge with the rest of their random, combined collection, so the little tiki 
guy got to stay as well.  Smiling wistfully at it, she wished she could fly away to Hawaii 
now and just escape for awhile.  But the Marriott in West Des Moines would have to do. 

When the taxi came, she grabbed her purse and hurried out, locking the front 
door as she left.  “The Marriott, right?” asked the driver when she climbed in. 

She smiled at his reflection in the rearview mirror.  “That’s right.” 
As the taxi pulled off into the night, Claire gazed out the window, watching quiet 

houses transform into brightly-lit office buildings as the driver transported her from the 
suburbs into the city.  When the car came to a stop in front of the Marriott hotel, she 
leaned forward to check the total on the meter and started to retrieve her billfold. 

“Fare’s already been taken care of, ma’am,” the cabbie said, turning around in his 
seat.  He offered her a smile.  “Compliments of Mr. Carter.” 



 

 

“Oh.”  Claire dropped the wallet back into her purse.  “Cool.  Well, thanks so 
much for the ride then.” 

“No problem,” grunted the driver, as she climbed out.  “Have a good night.” 
“You too,” she returned, before slamming the door shut.  Slinging her purse over 

her shoulder, she made her way into the hotel.  She felt seriously underdressed as she 
walked through the elegantly decorated lobby in her grubby flip-flops and pajama pants, 
but she didn’t really care, and no one seemed to take any notice of her.  She found the 
elevators and took one up to the seventh floor, following the small, gold-plated signs 
until she got to room 731. 

Taking a deep breath outside the door, she raised her fist and knocked. 
 

*** 
 

Nick was stretched out on the bed in his hotel room, flat on his back, his hands 
folded behind his head, when he heard the knock at the door.  He immediately 
scrambled up and hurried to get it.  Throwing the door open, he had just enough time 
for a glimpse of Claire’s face before she launched herself into his arms, nearly knocking 
him off balance. 

“You came... you actually came!” she exclaimed, her voice muffled against his 
shirt, as she hugged him, her arms tight around his back. 

“Who did you think you were meeting here?” he asked teasingly.  “Guess I could 
have always sent Tim.” 

She giggled, pulling back to smile up at him.  But above the smile, there were 
tears in her bright eyes.  “I’m so glad you’re here,” she said softly.  “I never would have 
asked you to come, but... god, I’m glad you did.  I needed this...” 

“What?  Me?” he asked hopefully, offering a smirk. 
She gave him a lopsided smile in return.  “Just... this.  A hug.  Someone who 

cares.  Someone who will actually talk to me.” 
Nick had never seen her looking so needy.  It was disconcerting, even alarming.  

“Well, c’mere then,” he said casually, opening his arms again to offer another hug.  She 
came forward, and he pulled her into his chest again. 

The hug felt different than he remembered, and as he held her, feeling her relax 
against him, he realized it was because her body had changed.  He could feel her 
stomach against his hips, fuller and more protrusive than it had been before.  When they 
separated, he took a closer look at her, and sure enough, he could just barely make out 
the curve of her rounded belly beneath her loose t-shirt.  Whereas the pregnancy had 
barely been noticeable the last time he’d seen her, not even two weeks ago, he could 
definitely tell now. 

He reached out and put his hand lightly on her shoulder.  “You know I’ll always 
care about you,” he offered gently.  “And for what it’s worth, I think you made the right 
choice.  You’ve still got two babies to think about... and yourself.  No one wants to see 
you get sick again.” 

She nodded, though her face looked pinched and drawn, the emotional toll of the 
last few days showing in her weary features.  “Thanks, Nick,” she replied, her voice 
subdued.  “You know, it’s funny – everybody’s been telling me that.  Everybody except 
my husband.” 



 

There were so many things Nick wanted to say about her “husband,” but, just as 
he had been trained to do in interviews, he held them back, knowing he needed to take 
the high road and just be there for her, not help her trash Jamie.  He certainly didn’t 
mind hearing her talk this way about him though; a part of him was practically glowing 
with smug satisfaction.  He tried not to let that part show. 

“So what was he doing tonight anyway?” he asked casually.  “He didn’t have a 
problem with you leaving to come meet me so late?” 

“Are you kidding?” Claire snorted.  “He’s not home.  He went out for Happy Hour 
with some guys from his new job and never came home.  I’m guessing he’s completely 
trashed somewhere right now... but it’s just as well; you know he wouldn’t be happy to 
know you’re in town.” 

Nick chuckled dryly; that was probably an understatement.  He wasn’t surprised 
to hear Jamie was out of the house again, but he still couldn’t understand how the guy 
could leave his wife to suffer alone over what she’d just been through.  “Yeah, well... he’s 
the one who went off and left you.  If he can go hang out with his friends, you can sure as 
hell go hang out with yours.” 

“Exactly,” Claire smiled. 
Nick smiled back and beckoned her further into the room.  “Come on in and sit 

down,” he said, putting an arm around her as he walked her over to the pair of cushy 
armchairs that sat near the TV. 

She stopped.  “You mind if we sit on the bed instead?” she asked.  “I just wanna 
put my feet up.  My ankles keep swelling – look.”   He glanced down as she raised one 
leg, sticking her foot out to show him.  He could see the puffiness in her normally bony 
ankle and toes. 

“Yeah, no problem,” he replied, and they went to the bed instead.  She climbed on 
slowly, positioning herself so that she was sitting with her back against the pillows at the 
head of the bed, her swollen legs stretched out in front of her.  Nick took the same 
position on the other side of the bed. 

It was weird to be sitting with her this way... weird, in fact, because it didn’t feel 
weird at all.  It felt... comfortable, the same way eating his mom’s home cooking after 
coming home from a tour had been comfortable to him when he was a teenager.  
Comfortable, the way it always had, sitting with her like this, side by side in bed.  The 
only weird part about it was that she was now married, to someone else. 

He looked over at her, wondering what she was feeling.  But she didn’t look at all 
uneasy, and in his mind’s eye, he could see her smiling weakly beneath eyes that were 
dull and red-rimmed... 

 
“C’mere, Nick, come lie down on the bed.”  Rolling over, she patted the empty 

space beside her and looked up at him expectantly. 
Uneasy, he hesitated, and she laughed lightly.  “Come on, it’s okay to lie on a 

girl’s bed without feeling like you have to have sex with her.  We’re just friends; it’s 
cool, right?” 

“I guess,” Nick smiled, the sound of her laughter comforting him... 
 

Smiling now, Nick impulsively scooted a little closer to her and slid his arm into 
the space between her body and the headboard, lightly encircling her shoulders.  She 
looked over at him, slightly surprised, but she didn’t tense.  Instead, she relaxed against 



 

 

him, her head falling onto his shoulder.  “Thanks for being here, Nick,” she murmured, 
her voice tinged with melancholy. 

“No problem,” he assured her, rubbing her upper arm.  “Someone’s got to, right?” 
“I suppose,” she sighed.  “I hate feeling like this, but I’m just at the end of my 

rope.  Everything was going so great, and now... now it’s all falling apart.  Jamie and I 
had all these plans and dreams – move into our new house, start a family, live happily 
ever after.  But I should have known... nothing ever works out that way.  Nothing’s ever 
that perfect.  I’ve got a body that can’t carry three babies and a husband that won’t be 
there for me when I need him.” 

Even as he listened with sympathy, there was a part of Nick, a small part, 
somewhere in the depths of his mind, that wanted to tell her, “I told you so.”  But he 
kept the words at bay, knowing that he could never bring himself to say them to her, 
especially not now.  She had come to him for support and comfort, not to have her 
mistakes rubbed in her face.  She was hurting enough as it was. 

He knew how she felt.  Life was harsh that way; it never stayed “perfect” for long.  
Just when all of the stars aligned and everything seemed to be going well, something 
bad would happen – Nick knew the pattern well.  Claire did too.  And even though she 
was cured of cancer, the pattern continued for her.  He wished he could do something to 
break its cycle, to take away her hurt and just make her happy, but he felt helpless.  The 
pain she was going through now was much deeper than something a simple hug or a 
sympathetic ear could cure. 

“I know,” he murmured, knowing that all he could do was to be there for her.  
“It’s not fair.  You shouldn’t have to go through all of this, after everything you’ve 
already been through.” 

She looked up and gave him an appreciative smile.  “That’s life though, huh?” she 
sighed.  “I guess I should stop complaining and count my blessings, be grateful that I’m 
alive at all... and that I’m still expecting twins... and that I have amazing friends, who 
will drop everything and fly halfway across the country to be with me when I just need a 
hug and someone to whine to.” 

Nick returned the smile.  “You’re not whining,” he assured her.  “And it’s really 
not a big deal.” 

“It is to me,” she countered seriously.  “Yeah, I know you can afford it, but you’ve 
got the album to finish, not to mention you hate flying, and you still came.  That means 
the world to me, Nick.” 

Nick felt his chest inflate as his heart swelled with pride.  Even though he couldn’t 
fix all of her problems, he seemed to have eased her pain, temporarily at least, and for 
now, that was enough.  He felt good about it and was glad he had acted on his impulse 
and decided to come.  She really had needed him, just as he had needed her so many 
times before. 

He tightened his arm around her, wanting to make her feel protected and loved 
there at his side.  “Well, you mean the world to me,” he murmured, his breath ruffling 
her hair as the words slipped out softly. 

The top of her head disappeared as she tipped her chin up to look at him.  Her 
blue eyes were large and round, and he was still trying to read the blend of emotions in 
their depths when she stretched upwards and placed a sweet and gentle kiss on the side 
of his neck, right at his jawline. 



 

In a romance novel (not that Nick had ever actually read one), the gesture might 
have marked the cliched moment when the two lovers, torn apart, yet destined to be 
together, finally let go of all reserve and fell into each other’s arms, making up for lost 
time with their frantic kisses of passion and finally ending up in a tangle of limbs on the 
bed, their skin sweat-streaked and glistening, her bosom heaving, his manhood 
throbbing, their clothes scattered everywhere but on their naked bodies, and so on. 

But, of course, nothing like that happened.  The sensitive skin on Nick’s neck 
tingled pleasurably with the moist, soft touch of her lips, but he did not act on the desire 
to return the kiss.  He knew hers had only been a friendly peck to show her gratitude at 
his words.  It was not meant to have been taken any further; it would have been 
inappropriate.  Like it or not, she was married, and he didn’t see Claire as the type to 
cheat on her husband, no matter how mad at him she was.  Nor did he want to get 
carried away with a married woman, even though he loved her and hated her husband.  
Nick Carter was a lot of things, but home-wrecker had never been one of them.  Claire 
had made her choice a long time ago, he was not it, and he had accepted that. 

And so, he simply rubbed her arm again and kept his lips where they belonged, 
high above her head, offering words of comfort and reassurance when he could think of 
them. 

They talked late into the night, and when they ran out of things to say, they 
simply fell into a peaceful silence, broken only by the syncopated rhythm of their quiet 
breathing.  After awhile, Claire’s grew slow and deep, and when he glanced down to 
check on her, Nick found that she had fallen asleep. 

A smile formed on his lips as he watched her for a few minutes; she was still 
snuggled up against him, though her head had fallen from his shoulder and burrowed 
into his armpit.  He hoped it didn’t smell, but then again, she looked so dead to the 
world that she probably would not have noticed.  She had always been a deep sleeper, 
and at the moment, she seemed to be out cold.  She had to have been exhausted, both 
physically and emotionally.  There were dark circles underneath her closed eyes, and her 
fair skin looked even paler than usual. 

He had no intention of waking her, and so he let her sleep, knowing he would be 
soon to follow.  Flying always made him feel tired, and he’d put in a full day’s work even 
before he’d got on the plane.  It was late now, and he could feel the weariness creeping 
up on him too, making his eyelids feel heavy and sluggish.  Before long, his chin was 
dropping to his chest, his head slumping to the side to meet hers as he, too, slipped into 
a deep, fitful sleep. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 152 
 

The dream she had been having recurred again the night, crying babies, Nick, and 
all, and when she awoke, Claire thought she was still dreaming.  She had to be, for why 
else would she be lying in Nick’s arms? 

But there she had found herself, curled up in a ball against him, using his 
stomach for a pillow, her arm draped around him as if he were simply a large teddy 
bear, perfect for squeezing as she slept.  Only, as she blinked around at her surroundings 
in surprise, she realized she was very much awake. 

Nick, on the other hand, was still very much asleep.  She craned her neck to look 
at him, unable to move much because his arm, too, was around her, and like a dead 
weight on her back, it had her almost pinned against him.  He was sleeping flat on his 
back, like he usually did, one arm around her and the other at his side, still fully dressed 
(as was she) and wearing his prosthesis as he lay on top of the covers. 

They must have both drifted off to sleep, she realized, as the events of the night 
returned to her.  She remembered his warm hug and their long talk and how much 
better she had felt afterwards.  The feeling lingered; for the first time in days, she had 
not woken up with a gnawing mix of worry, guilt, and despair in the pit of her stomach. 

Wondering if it was already morning, she looked around what she could see of 
the hotel room, searching for some indicator of what time it might be, but she was faced 
away from the window and couldn’t see the bedside clock.  At the same time she realized 
this, she decided she didn’t care.  So what if it was morning?  So what if she’d spent the 
whole night with Nick?  So what if Jamie was worried?  It wasn’t like she hadn’t waited 
up and worried about him before.  He deserved to worry, if he even cared enough to be 
concerned about her. 

Smiling to herself, she let her head sink back down onto Nick’s stomach, relaxing 
against him again.  She didn’t want to untangle herself from his hold and risk waking up 
him, so she stayed put for the time being.  It was actually quite comfortable and oddly 
soothing.  She could hear his breathing magnified in her ear, and her head rose and fell 
with every breath. 

She closed her eyes, struck with the déjà vu of the intimate moment, waking up 
with Nick.  It was something she had not done in a long, long time, not since they were 
living together.  She was used to waking up next to Jamie instead, yet even with her eyes 
closed, there was no denying it was Nick she was with.  He felt different than Jamie... he 
smelled different... even his breathing sounded different.  And yet, it was the same as it 
had always been, the feel of his body, the clean scent of his skin and clothes, the gentle 
whooshing sounds of his breath. 

Lying there, listening to him breathe, she felt a wave of nostalgia for what they 
had once had, for all the lazy mornings they had spent together in his bedroom with the 
ocean view, at home in Tampa.  Only once she had arrived in Iowa, where there was no 
view to speak of and no ocean breeze to ease the stifling September humidity, with a 
husband who had turned on her the moment their “perfect” married life had been 
interrupted, had Claire realized how much she truly missed the life she had had with 
Nick in Florida. 

It felt sinful and even adulterous to think such things, but she couldn’t keep the 
thoughts from coming.  No matter how much she wished she could block them, in the 
back of her mind, she was starting to wonder if she had made a terrible mistake by 



 

marrying Jamie when she could have stayed with Nick.  But then, she had left Nick even 
before Jamie really re-entered her life. 

Maybe that had been her first mistake. 
How different might her situation have been if she had married Nick instead of 

Jamie?  She wouldn’t be living in Iowa; that was for sure.  She would be back in Florida 
now, or maybe Los Angeles – in any case, she would probably be near the coast.  Maybe 
she wouldn’t be pregnant... but maybe she would.  Maybe Nick would have come to 
accept the idea of Jamie being her sperm donor, and they would have decided to finish 
out the in vitro anyway.  If so, she probably still would have ended up in the same 
predicament, forced to make a decision between her own life and that of her unborn 
third child.  It would have undoubtedly still been stressful and painful, but surely, Nick 
would have been more supportive than Jamie, and his reassuring presence would have 
made things easier for the both of them. 

A sigh slipped from her throat as she subconsciously brought her arm a little 
tighter around Nick’s torso.  He was here... he was right here, soft and warm beneath 
her, so close she could touch him and hold him, and yet... there was a distance between 
them, an invisible line she could not cross, a boundary which made him, in many ways, 
untouchable.  Physically, he could not have been closer to her, and emotionally, he still 
filled a large piece of her heart, but legally and spiritually, she was bound to someone 
else.  To Jamie.  And though she felt hurt and betrayed by her husband, she could not 
cross that line with Nick and be unfaithful to him. 

Unfaithful.  The word rang out like a gong in her mind.  She knew that was what 
Jamie would think she was being now if he could see her, lying on a hotel bed in such an 
intimate position with Nick.  But it didn’t bother her much.  She knew otherwise.  She 
knew that she and Nick had lain this way long before they were “together,” long before 
there had been a mutual attraction between the two of them.  The intimacy they shared 
now was the intimacy between two close friends, who had come together to share in the 
pain she had borne alone.  But she would never expect Jamie to understand something 
like that.  It was too personal, too deep and intangible, to be fully understood by anyone 
other than Nick and her.  It was a kind of bond she shared only with him. 

The thought made her realize again what a special kind of relationship she’d had 
with Nick.  Had she made a tragic error in letting go of that?  She had thought that her 
relationship with Jamie was special too; of course she had, or she would never have 
married him.  But a lot of people married their high school sweethearts.  Not a lot of 
people – at least, not the people she knew – experienced the kind of relationship she 
had with Nick, that sort of emotional closeness, kindled by the empathy of shared 
tragedy. 

Just thinking about it made her throat grow tight, and her ears suddenly felt 
clogged.  She could hear her own heart beating deep inside them, its constant thumping 
interrupting the tranquil sound of Nick’s breathing.  She lifted her head from his 
stomach, and with the movement, his arm slid limply off of her.  He soon began to stir, 
and, swallowing hard, she sat up and eased away from him, just as his eyes opened into 
slits of blue. 

“Mm,” he groaned, blinking a few times and taking a moment to rub the sleep 
from his eyes before he squinted up at her in confusion.  “Is it morning?” he croaked. 

Finally able to sit up, Claire leaned over to check the clock.  “Yeah.  8:30,” she 
read the time. 



 

 

“Wow.  We slept a long time.”   He put his hand to his mouth to stifle a yawn and 
surveyed her over the tips of his fingers.  “Did you sleep okay?” 

“Yeah... I slept great, actually,” she replied, still surprised that she had. 
“Good.”  He smiled faintly, then frowned as he slowly sat up.  “Ugh, I’m stiff.  

Damn,” he said as he reached out and touched the socket of his prosthesis.  She watched 
as he swung both legs over the side of the bed and started to take off the artificial one.  
As he tended to the leg, she climbed off the other side of the bed and found her purse, 
pulling her cell phone out of its pocket. 

10 missed calls, the notification glared up at her from the phone’s small screen.  A 
wry smile crossed her lips; she was willing to bet they were all from Jamie.  Or at least 
she hoped they were.  It would have been a bad sign if he hadn’t called. 

She checked her voicemail, and sure enough, there were several messages, all 
from Jamie.  The first sounded concerned, reminding her that it was late, wondering 
where she was and if she would be coming home.  The second sounded annoyed.  
(Where are you??  Call me.”)    The worried tone returned in the third (“Claire?  If 
you’re getting these, will you please call me back?  I just want to make sure you’re 
okay.” ), and by the fourth message, he was angry again. (“Damn it, Claire, answer your 
fucking phone.”) 

After that, he’d apparently stopped leaving voicemail. 
She deleted the messages and glanced over at Nick; he was plugging the titanium 

leg back into is charger.  She quickly punched in the speed dial for Jamie’s cell phone 
and listened as it rang in her ear.  It only buzzed twice before he answered with an 
abrupt, “Where are you??” 

His tone of voice put her immediately on the defensive, and, indignantly, she 
replied, “That’s none of your concern.  I’m just calling to let you know I’m okay, since 
you sounded upset on my voicemail.” 

“Well, yeah, no shit.  I come home, and my wife’s gone, with no indication of 
where she went.  Of course I was upset!” 

“I left a note.  It said I’m with a friend, and I am.” 
“What friend??  Where are you?” 
“I’m in Des Moines.  That’s all you need to know,” Claire replied coolly. 
“Who are you with?” he demanded, and she could hear him getting angry. 
“Why does it matter?” she shot back.  “You don’t tell me where you’re going or 

who you’re going to be with.  You went out last weekend and didn’t tell me a thing.  You 
didn’t come home, and you didn’t even call, so why should I be expected to do those 
things?  This little game works both ways, Jamie; I can play it just as well as you can.” 

“Some game,” Jamie snorted derisively.  “Hope it was fun for you, cause it sure as 
hell wasn’t for me.  I was up most of the night; I’m going on, like, an hour of sleep here, 
and I’ve gotta be at work in half an hour.  I was just about to call in because I thought 
something had happened to you.” 

“I told you, I’m fine.  Go to work; you can’t miss a day already.” 
“Yeah, thanks,” he said sarcastically.  “It’s because of you that I was going to miss 

it.  You could have at least answered your damn phone.” 
“Sorry,” she replied without much sincerity.  “I fell asleep, and I didn’t hear it.  

But like I said, I did leave a note.  You had no reason to worry.” 
“Well, excuse me for caring, Claire.  Christ,” he muttered. 
“Oh, so now you care?”  She couldn’t help herself. 



 

“I’ve always cared,” he snapped.  “I love you, Claire.” 
“You have a funny way of showing it.” 
Jamie’s only response to that was a long sigh.  She held the phone away from her 

ear and shook her head.  Out of the corner of her eye, she could see Nick watching her.  
“I gotta go,” Jamie said curtly a moment later.  “Wherever you are, you better be 

resting, like the doctor said.” 
“I have been.  I was perfectly relaxed until I called you and got the Grand 

Inquisition.” 
“Yeah, well, some good that did.  You still won’t tell me who you’re with.  But so 

help me god, Claire, if you’re with that fucking Backstreet Boy-” 
“What?  You’ll what?” she challenged him, feeling her face getting hot as she 

gripped the phone tighter. 
Jamie didn’t answer.  Instead, she was met with dead silence, and when she 

pulled the phone away from her ear a few seconds later, she saw that the call had been 
ended. 

He’d hung up on her. 
She clicked off the phone in a rage and jammed it back into her purse, slinging 

the whole thing across the floor.  God damn him.  He knew just what buttons to push to 
get her riled up, and even more infuriating, he’d figured out exactly what “friend” she 
was with.  She supposed it wasn’t hard to figure out – she’d told him she was still in Des 
Moines, and what other friend had the means to get to Iowa so quickly?  And in a way, 
maybe she had wanted him to find out, to know that there was another man in her life 
who could show her the support and compassion Jamie seemed incapable of. 

“Hubby’s not happy?” 
The dryly-voiced question made Claire look up and over at Nick, still red-faced, 

her blood boiling.  She forced a tight-lipped smile.  “Gee, was it that obvious?” 
He returned the grim smile.  “You okay?” 
“Yeah, I’m fine.  He just... argh!  He pisses me off.  He’s got all these double 

standards, and he-”   She stopped herself and shook her head, forcing the angry words 
out of her mind.  She didn’t want to spend her time with Nick just ranting about Jamie. 

Nick didn’t reply, just simply nodded.  She didn’t blame him; what could he 
possibly say back to that?  She knew what he must be thinking, that it was all her fault 
for marrying the guy in the first place.  But, to her gratitude, he didn’t tell her so. 

Instead, he just patted the spot on the bed next to where he was sitting, his back 
to the headboard again, massaging his uncovered stump.  She climbed back on and sat 
beside him, sighing as she leaned her head back against the pillows.  “Thanks for putting 
up with me,” she offered.  “I doubt many guys in your position would have much 
sympathy left for me, after what I’ve put you through.” 

Nick shrugged and didn’t look at her.  “That’s got nothing to do with this,” he 
said.  “You told me when we broke up that you still wanted to be friends.  Well, I’m just 
being your friend.” 

“Well, in case I didn’t tell you last night, you’re an amazing friend,” she replied, 
putting her hand on his shoulder. 

He didn’t say anything back to that, but she could see the smile flicker across his 
face. 

Now that Jamie knew she was at least safe, Claire couldn’t think of any good 
reason to go home, and so she didn’t.  She spent the rest of the morning in the hotel 



 

 

room with Nick, doing a lot of nothing, except for just talking and flipping through the 
crappy selection of TV channels, but enjoying herself just the same.  She took a shower 
and freshened up in his bathroom, and he called for room service and ordered a big 
breakfast for the two of them.  For the first time in well over a week, Claire actually felt 
hungry and made sure that the food Nick had ordered did not go to waste.  After all, she 
was still eating for three. 

“Is there anywhere you wanna go?  Anything you wanna do?” Nick asked, as the 
noon hour approached.  “What is there to see in Des Moines?  I’ve been in this area on 
tour, but I’ve never actually done much else in the city.” 

“Honestly,” Claire laughed, “I have no idea.  I was only here a day before all of 
this stuff started up, so I haven’t had a chance to see anything.  This is Jamie’s terrain, 
not mine.” 

Nick nodded, offering a sympathetic smile. 
“Are you bored?” she asked.  “Cause, really, I’m perfectly content right here.  But 

if you’re bored, we can find somewhere else to go.” 
“Nah, that’s okay.  I’m up for whatever you feel like doing,” said Nick with a 

shrug. 
And so, they did nothing.  But doing nothing with Nick was a lot better than 

doing nothing while she was cooped up at home by herself, worrying and grieving.  Nick 
listened to her when she felt like talking about everything that had happened, and 
helped take her mind off of it when she didn’t.  He was truly wonderful. 

Still, Claire knew the escape he was providing her could only be a temporary one.  
Sooner or later, he would have to go back to LA, and she would have to go back “home” 
and try to rectify things with Jamie.  Despite the way he had been treating her, she 
wasn’t ready to give up on her husband yet.  She had to try to make things work, for the 
sake of their unborn children.  She only hoped he was willing to do the same. 

The afternoon hours ticked by, and when it came to be close to the time when she 
knew Jamie would be getting off work, Claire finally turned to Nick and said, “I should 
probably head home soon... see if I can catch Jamie before he disappears again.  We 
really need to talk.” 

Nick nodded, his expression blank.  “I’ll walk you downstairs whenever you’re 
ready, and we can get you another cab.” 

“You don’t have to walk me down,” she started to assert, but Nick just smiled 
patiently. 

“I know.  But maybe I want to,” he said, and she smiled back, conceding.  She got 
her purse and, still wearing the loose clothes she’d arrived in, went with Nick down the 
hall to the elevators and rode to the main level.  He escorted her through the lobby and 
out to the main entrance, where a row of taxis were parked nearby.  He walked her to 
the front car and handed the driver a wad of bills before she had a chance to protest, 
leaning through the open window to add, “Keep the change.” 

“Thanks very much,” replied the slightly surprised-looking cabbie.  “You got any 
bags you need help with, Miss?” he addressed Claire. 

“No, thanks,” said Claire, who only had her purse with her.  She turned to Nick on 
the sidewalk.  “Will I see you again?  When are you heading back?” she asked. 

“I haven’t decided yet.  I mean, it depends on what you want me to do.  I was 
gonna just stay the weekend, but if you need me to be here longer-” 



 

“No, no,” she said quickly, “I know you need to get back to LA.  But the weekend 
would be great, if you want to stay.”   She smiled at him.  Today was only Friday. 

He nodded, returning the smile.  “Alright.  So then you will see me again... won’t 
you?” 

“Absolutely.  Let me see how it goes with Jamie tonight, and I’ll call you, okay?  I 
promise we’ll do something... later tonight, tomorrow, whatever works.  Does that sound 
okay?” 

“Sounds great.  Whatever’s good with you,” Nick agreed. 
There on the curb, Claire came forward and impulsively pulled Nick in for a tight 

hug.  “Thank you so much, for everything,” she said quietly in his ear as he leaned down 
to embrace her.  “I feel so much better than I did yesterday.” 

“Good.  I hope things go good with Jamie.  Call me, and I’ll come kick his ass if 
they don’t.  Solid titanium, baby,” he added, patting his artificial leg as he let go of her. 

She grinned.  “Yeah, well, maybe having your titanium foot shoved up his ass 
would do the trick.  I’ll let ya know.” 

“I’ll be here,” he winked. 
Claire had a hard time forcing herself to climb into the cab; she dreaded the 

thought of leaving Nick, who had been so good to her, and going home to face Jamie, 
who had been so cold.  But she knew she had to, the sooner, the better.  And so, she 
forced herself to tell Nick goodbye, repeating her address to the cab driver as she 
climbed into the back and pulled the seatbelt loosely across her front. 

The cab soon pulled away, leaving Nick standing on the curb in front of the hotel.  
Claire glanced back once, but as the car rounded a corner, he was quickly lost from her 
view. 

What she did not see and would never know was that as soon as her taxi had 
driven off, Nick walked up to the second cab in line and climbed inside. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 153 
 

“Where to?” asked the cab driver, twisting around in his seat to look at Nick as he 
climbed into the back. 

“Just a sec,” said Nick, pulling a crumpled piece of paper out of his pocket.  He 
hurriedly unfolded the paper, a print-out of an email Claire had sent out to her family 
and friends the night before she had moved, listing her new address and home phone 
number, as well as Jamie’s work contact information.  Nick had printed out the email 
before he left LA, using it to tell the driver of the taxi he’d hired last night where to pick 
up Claire.  He read off a different address to this driver. 

The cabbie gave a curt nod.  “That’s not far from here,” he commented and 
started up the car. 

Nick buckled his seatbelt and looked out the window as the taxi pulled out into 
traffic, winding its way through the streets of West Des Moines.  It was only a five-
minute ride to his chosen destination, and when the taxi lurched to a stop in front of a 
modest-sized office building, Nick paid the driver, leaving a generous tip, and climbed 
out quickly. 

He paused in front of the building just long enough to glance up and read the sign 
high above the entryway.  It matched the company name Claire had typed in her email, 
and he knew he was in the right place.  He just hoped he wasn’t too late. 

Upon entering the building, Nick found himself in a lobby, professionally 
decorated in muted shades of cornflower blue and taupe.  He strode past a reception 
area off to one side and headed directly for the elevators he had spotted opposite the 
main doors.  There were only two elevators, but, thankfully, both were headed down.  
When the first to arrive slid open, Nick stood back as a pack of men and women in 
business dress filed out, and then he climbed onboard.  He was the only one in the 
elevator as the doors slid shut.  Checking the piece of paper in his hand again, Nick 
punched the button for the sixth floor and waited as the elevator ascended slowly. 

When the doors slid open again, Nick found himself facing a glass-walled office.  
He stepped out of the elevator, looking through the glass partition into another 
reception area, where a lone woman typed away on her computer behind a wrap-around 
desk.  A sign on the glass door read, “Risk Management Office,” and as he opened it and 
stepped inside, the receptionist looked up from her workstation. 

“Can I help you, sir?” she asked promptly, though she appeared slightly harassed.  
Nick could recognize the look of someone who had had a long day. 

He was about to tell her he could find his way, but then he shrugged and waved 
the piece of paper he was still clutching.  “I’m just looking for Jamie Turner’s office.  
Think you could point me in the right direction?”   He offered his most charming smile. 

The woman’s forehead creased, giving her a fleeting look of confusion, and then 
her eyes brightened.  “Oh!  James Turner, did you say?  Sorry, he’s new to the company; 
I guess I’m still getting used to the name.  But yes, of course; he’s down that way.”   She 
pointed to her right.  “Head down that hall and take a left.  His office is the second or so 
on the right.  The name’s on the door.” 

Nick nodded.  “Thanks.”  He gave another polite smile and followed her 
directions.  He quickly found himself in front of a polished wood door, mounted with a 
name plaque that was engraved, James Turner.   The door was ajar, and when he 
cautiously peered around it, Nick could see Jamie moving around his office, tucking 



 

things into the briefcase that was open on his desk.  His back was to Nick, and Nick took 
the few seconds’ opportunity to collect his thoughts before rapping brusquely on the 
doorframe. 

Jamie started, turning quickly to see who was there.  When he saw Nick, he 
stopped dead in his tracks, and Nick suppressed a smirk as he watched the range of 
emotions that flickered across the other man’s face.  He first looked surprised and a 
little confused, as if he couldn’t quite believe it was possible that it was Nick standing at 
the door of his office.  But a look of hostility quickly replaced the disbelief in his 
features. 

“You.  I knew it was you she was with.  What the hell are you doing here?” he 
hissed in a low voice, storming towards Nick. 

Nick didn’t flinch.  “I came to have a little word with you,” he replied, raising his 
eyebrows significantly as he struggled to keep his voice calm and cool.  “You think we 
can talk man to man here?” 

Jamie narrowed his eyes.  “I’ve got nothing to say to you, other than ‘Stay away 
from my wife.’  Claire’s going through enough right now; she doesn’t need you coming 
here and getting her all confused.” 

“Confused?” Nick repeated.  “Give her some credit; Claire’s a smart woman.  She 
knows what she wants and what she doesn’t, and sooner or later, she’s gonna act on 
that.  I think you’re the one who needs to get his head screwed on straight, if you wanna 
keep calling Claire your ‘wife’ in the future.” 

Jamie arched his dark eyebrows.  “Is that a threat?  You coming to ‘straighten me 
out,’ are you?” 

Nick held up his hands in defense.  “I just wanna talk, man.  That’s all,” he said.  
It wasn’t really all he wanted to do to Jamie, but he knew that beating him to a pulp 
wouldn’t accomplish anything, except piss Claire off, and she was the whole reason he 
was here.  He wanted to make things better for her, less stressful, not more so.  He 
would have to keep a tight control on his temper around Jamie. 

Jamie still looked suspicious – not that Nick blamed him – but after a few 
seconds of surveying Nick, he nodded and wordlessly motioned for him to come into the 
office.  Nick walked in, closing the door behind him, and sat down in a chair in front of 
Jamie’s desk.  Jamie walked around behind the desk, a smug smile passing across his 
lips as he sat down in his high-backed, swiveling office chair.  It probably made him feel 
important, to be sitting on the other side of the desk with Nick in front of him.  Nick was 
not impressed. 

Jamie shut his briefcase and cleared it off the desk, then glared at Nick across the 
polished wood surface.  “So?  Let’s hear it, Carter.  But let me warn you, if you came to 
preach about what’s been going on with Claire, save it.  You haven’t been here; you don’t 
know.” 

“What don’t I know?” challenged Nick.  “She told me everything last night, when 
she was crying in my hotel room.  You know how often I’ve seen Claire cry?  Lemme tell 
you – not that often.  She must be going through a lot to be that upset, and half of it is 
‘cause of you.” 

Jamie rolled his eyes and started shaking his head, looking defensive.  “We lost 
our baby.  Our baby.  Of course she’s upset!  So am I!” he shouted, though Nick found 
that he could not seem to look him right in the eye.  Instead, Jamie seemed to stare at 



 

 

his chin as he spoke.  “You don’t know what it’s like.  You don’t know shit about what 
she’s going through, so how dare you say it’s my fault?” 

“I know what it’s like to lose,” Nick countered, and he could feel his palms 
starting to sweat as he went on.  “Whether it’s a pregnancy, or a person you care about, 
or a part of yourself... whatever, it doesn’t matter; the grief isn’t all that different.  And 
yeah, she’s grieving right now.  You probably are too, if you’re not too cold-hearted to 
feel that kind of pain.  But lemme tell you, shared grief is better than doing it alone.  She 
needs people around her right now; she needs people she can talk to and get her feelings 
out.  She needs you; she needs your support.  And you’re not there for her.” 

Nick leaned across the desk, glaring directly into Jamie’s eyes as his tone grew 
sharper, his words more harsh.  “Every time she needs you, you fucking bail on her.  
How can you even call yourself her husband?  What kind of man are you?  Who does 
that to his wife, the woman he supposedly loves??” 

Jamie looked so angry and assaulted, his nostrils actually flared.  His face had 
grown ashen, making his eyes even more piercing as they bored into Nick.  If looks could 
kill...   “Who are you to judge?” Jamie fired back.  “You sure as hell weren’t the perfect 
boyfriend to her, cause she left you!  She dumped your ass, and you're still not over her, 
so now you're stalking her, trying to turn her against me.  You're just jealous.  Jealous 
and pathetic.” 

“Good one,” said Nick, unfazed.  “If caring makes me pathetic, I guess I am a lot 
more pathetic than you.” 

“You saying I don’t care?  Well, you can shove it, Carter, cause it’s none of your 
damn business how I feel about my wife.  She’s my wife to care for, not yours.” 

“She’s still my friend, and if you were doing your damn job as her husband, she 
wouldn’t need me to come and ‘care for’ her.  But you dragged her up here, a million 
miles away from everyone she knows, and then you abandoned her.  Someone had to be 
there for her.” 

“And that someone had to be you, huh?  Of course it did.”  Jamie rolled his eyes, 
glaring away from Nick.  “Nick Carter, Backstreet Boy Wonder, here to save the day 
again.  I know you think you’re pretty damn special, and you’ve got her brainwashed 
into thinking it too, but I don’t.  Why don’t you get a real job and stop interfering in our 
private problems?” 

“I wouldn’t be ‘interfering’ at all if she hadn’t called me.  And why did she call me, 
Jamie?  Huh?  Why did she?” asked Nick, refusing to even acknowledge the jabs at his 
career.  He was too used to being made fun of for being in a boyband to let it bother him 
now. 

Jamie didn’t seem to have an answer for that one, but after a few seconds, he 
snarled, “You’re a fucking hypocrite, you know that?  You sit here in my office and attack 
the way I treat my wife, but you know something?  I seem to remember a time when 
Claire called Dianna and me, all freaked out because she thought her bone marrow was 
rejecting, and you had gone off and disappeared on her!  And where the hell were you?  
Shit-faced in a bar with some chick, as I recall.  So where do you get off accusing me of 
bailing on her?  Who was there for her that night, huh?  It was me!  Me and Di.  Her real 
friends.” 

Nick felt his face getting hot with shame; finally, Jamie had struck a nerve.  There 
wasn’t much he could say back in defense of that, because he knew it was true.  He and 



 

Jamie both knew it.  But he couldn’t stand Jamie turning it all around on him, like 
Jamie was the saint.  That was bullshit. 

“Oh yeah, you’re a real good friend to her,” he muttered to Jamie, voice full of 
sarcasm.  “I saw what a real friend you were to her when she was sick, when she was 
going through her transplant and almost died of an infection.  And I heard all about 
what a real friend you were to her before that, when she got sick in the first place, and 
you avoided her like the plague.  What a pal.” 

Jamie rolled his eyes.  “How far back are we gonna go with this, huh?  You gonna 
bring up the time I accidentally beamed her in the head with a soccer ball in our 
freshman year of high school?  Ancient history, man; this is ridiculous.  Why am I still 
even listening to this shit?”    He started to get up, his swivel chair sliding backwards, 
and Nick rose too, grateful for the few inches of height he had over Jamie. 

“So let’s talk about the present then,” he said, glaring at the other man in a way 
that said, You’re gonna have to get past me to get to the door.  I’m not as easy to push 
over as you might think.   As the thought passed through his head, he tried to steel 
himself, planting his feet firmly against the floor.  He could feel the knee of his 
prosthesis lock into place, and he knew he wasn’t going to allow himself to go down 
without a fight, if that’s how Jamie wanted to handle things.  “That’s what I came to talk 
about in the first place.  You’re the one who started bringing up the past.” 

Jamie matched his glare, but behind his intensely cold blue eyes, Nick could 
detect a hint of insecurity.  Nick may have been the one with only one leg, but Jamie 
knew that he didn’t have a leg to stand on in this argument – pardon the pun.  It was 
hard for Nick to keep a straight face as he watched the internal battle start to play out on 
Jamie’s.  The guy knew he was wrong, but he was too damn arrogant to admit it.  He 
seemed to be struggling with the decision of whether to knock Nick aside and run, or sit 
back down and face the music. 

In the end, Jamie chose the music.  He sank back down into his chair, still glaring 
hatefully at Nick, who sat down too.  For a moment, they just stared at each other, their 
eyes locked in a silent battle.  Then, Nick spoke. 

“I was wrong to leave her that night, when she thought she was rejecting.  I’m not 
gonna sit here and pretend that wasn’t a shitty thing to do.  It was, and I know it hurt 
her, and I felt terrible about it afterwards.  But I apologized.  And she forgave me.  And 
I’ve never turned my back on her since.  I never would.  But you... you’ve pulled this shit 
on her again and again, and every time she gives you another chance, you blow it.  And 
all I’m saying is, if you keep this shit up, you’re never gonna get another chance to treat 
her right, cause next time, she’ll walk out on you.” 

“She’s done it before,” he added, before Jamie could even try to protest.  “She did 
it to me.  I came home from LA and found a fucking note on my stairs.  She moved all of 
her stuff out of my house and didn’t even warn me.  I’m honestly surprised she hasn’t 
pulled the same thing with you already, cause I treated her a helluva lot better than you 
have been.  But then, you’re married.  She’s pregnant with your kids.  Of course, she’s 
gonna want to make things work.  Personally, I don’t think you deserve another chance.  
But you better damn well take advantage of it if she’s gonna give you one, cause if you 
don’t, I guarantee, at some point, Claire’s gonna leave you.  She doesn’t take a whole lot 
of crap from people, and you’ve given her more shit than anyone.” 

Jamie eyed Nick skeptically, the resentment still radiating from his eyes.  “Did 
she tell you that?” he asked, his voice suddenly subdued. 



 

 

“She didn’t have to.  I know her pretty well, you know.  And I’ve been through this 
with her before.  If she’s not happy, it’s only a matter of time.  So you better take your 
foot out of your ass and start making her happy.  Doesn’t she deserve to be happy?” 

“Of course she does,” Jamie muttered, looking away.  “You know, it’s not like I 
tried to make her un-happy.  It’s just... it’s a lot to handle, all of this crap we’ve been 
going through.  And yeah, I said ‘we’ve.’  That baby was as much mine as it was hers.  
You think it was easy for me to have to choose between my wife and my child?” 

“Hell no, man.  No way.  But that’s the thing – it should have been the two of you 
making that choice and getting through it together.  And instead, you left her alone to 
handle it all by herself.  That’s not something anyone should have to go through alone.” 

Very slightly, Jamie nodded, and very quietly, Nick heard him say, “I know.”   He 
looked down at his desk for a long time, and when he finally looked up again, his eyes 
looked unusually bright. 

Nick was caught off-guard by the sight of tears there; all of a sudden, he felt 
incredibly uncomfortable.  He had expected Jamie to rage at him... but not to cry.  Nick 
hadn’t even been sure his words would have any effect on Jamie; he had only gone to 
talk to him because he felt like he should try, for Claire’s sake. 

“I know I hurt her,” Jamie muttered, jerking a hand through his curly hair.  “I 
didn’t want to... I didn’t mean to run out on her that day.  It was just... instinct, or 
something.  It was like a knee-jerk reaction, and I was out of there.  I felt fucking awful 
about it, but what can I do?  How can I possibly make that up to her?” 

“Look, just apologize to her, for starters.  Let her know you’re sorry; show her you 
care,” Nick suggested, frowning at Jamie, who, in his mind, had reached a new low of 
patheticness himself.  “All you have to do is just be there for her and listen to her and 
talk to her, for crying out loud.  It ain’t that hard to do.  If you love her, you should be 
able to do that.” 

“I do love her.  I’ve always loved her,” Jamie murmured, bowing his head as he 
swiped at his eyes.  Nick felt a stabbing sensation in his heart; that was one, if not the 
only, thing he and Jamie had in common.  They both loved the same woman.  But in 
life’s usual unfairness, she had chosen the one who didn’t show it, rather than the one 
who would do anything to take away her pain.  But apparently love hadn’t been enough 
for Claire and Nick. 

“Then maybe you should start showing her that,” Nick said in disgust and stood 
abruptly. 

Jamie looked up, the anger gone from his eyes.  “Where are you going?” 
“I’m leaving,” replied Nick, who didn’t think he could sit across the desk from 

Claire’s sniveling husband for much longer.  “I said what I came to say; I just hope, for 
Claire’s sake, that you’ll think about it and start acting like a real husband to her.  ‘Cause 
if you don’t, I guarantee, those babies of yours are gonna be raised by a single mother.  
And I know Claire would do a damn good job of it on her own.” 

Jamie snorted, indignation returning to his features.  “Don’t get your hopes up, 
Carter.  I don’t believe in divorce, and neither does she.  She’s not gonna leave me.  Once 
I show her how much I love her, she and I will be just fine, the way we always were.” 

The way we always were.  With Jamie’s smug words echoing in his mind, Nick 
shook his head and walked out of the office without another word.  He’d thought it 
would give him a sense of triumph to confront Jamie and give him hell for treating 



 

Claire the way had been... but the triumph had already come and gone, leaving Nick 
feeling, instead, strangely defeated. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 154 
 
Back at the empty house in Clive, Claire sat and watched the clock as 5:30 came 

and went.  Jamie did not come home, and after nearly an hour of waiting and 
wondering, Claire picked up the phone and called him. 

“Hey.”  Her husband’s voice was dull as he answered. 
“Hi,” she replied.  Deciding not to bother with the usual pleasantries, she added 

bluntly, “Just thought I’d call and see if you’re planning on coming home tonight.” 
It took Jamie a few seconds to answer.  When he did, it was not the answer she 

had been hoping for.  “Actually, I’ve... I’ve got some stuff to do, and some stuff to think 
about.  I need to clear my head...” he mumbled vaguely, his voice still a toneless 
murmur.  “I’ll be home later, but it might not be till late.  Don’t wait up for me.” 

Wondering if Jamie’s idea of “clearing his head” meant drinking himself into 
oblivion again, Claire snapped “Fine!” and hung up on him in a rush of anger.  
Afterwards, she stared down at the phone in her hand, her vision starting to blur as tears 
of frustration and desperation filled her eyes.  How long was this pattern going to 
continue?   She wasn’t sure how much more of this she could take – the isolation... the 
resentment between her and her husband... the brief, angry exchanges that should have 
been long, honest conversations...  

She hated living this way and feeling like this.  It was a million times worse than 
the loneliness she’d felt living alone in Nick’s mansion when he was working in LA, and 
if it had not been for Nick himself being nearby in Des Moines, she might have seriously 
considered just packing her bags and flying home to Tampa to escape it. 

But instead, she clicked on the phone again and called Nick. 
 

*** 
 

Nick couldn’t deny it – the selfish side of him had been secretly pleased when 
Claire had called, upset again because Jamie had not come home after work. 

Of course, a part of him was also exasperated that Jamie, even after his 
melodramatic breakdown barely an hour earlier, hadn’t driven straight home to grovel 
at her feet and attempt to ease all of the pain he had caused her.  The lack of action on 
Jamie’s part made Nick feel more convinced than ever that Claire’s husband was 
nothing but a two-faced, cowardly, lying sack of shit – to put it kindly. 

And because of that, he had to smile when Claire asked humbly, “Do you wanna 
do something tonight?” 

“Yeah, totally.  I thought I was gonna be bored by myself all night,” he replied 
casually, though on the inside, he felt elated. 

He had put himself in a place of incredible power, he realized, simply by being in 
Des Moines for the weekend.  While Jamie was neglecting her, he was the only one 
around she could turn to, and the more Jamie stayed away, the more he unknowingly 
pushed her right back into Nick’s arms.  If this kept up, Nick felt confident that Claire 
would inevitably leave Jamie, marriage vows or not.  He knew how impulsive she got 
when there were hormones raging through her, and sooner or later, she would decide 
she’d have enough and end her whole mess of a marriage.  And when she did, Nick 
would be there for her, as he’d always been. 



 

And if something came out of it... well, Nick wasn’t counting on that part, but he 
couldn’t deny that the thought had crossed his mind... and if, if it did, he sure wouldn’t 
mind.  No matter how many times he tried to assure himself that he was over Claire, he 
would always feel the old tingling of feelings for her deep down inside him whenever he 
saw her face or heard her voice. 

He sent another taxi to pick her up, and when she got into town, he took her out 
to dinner.  She was quiet at first, Jamie on her mind, but as they ate, they both fell back 
into the comfortable aura that had surrounded them that morning and the night before, 
and she soon became more of her usual, talkative self.  Looking at her across the table, it 
wasn’t hard for Nick to imagine that they were eating at a restaurant in Tampa instead 
of Des Moines, that she wasn’t pregnant with Jamie’s babies but still dreaming about 
how she and Nick would be parents one day, that they were just as they had been three 
years ago, happy together and engaged to be married. 

Nick knew it wasn’t healthy to keep dwelling on the past, but his memories 
painted a much prettier picture than the reality of Claire starting a family with a man 
who abandoned her every time she needed him.  That picture had doom written all over 
it in slashes of stark, red paint, and, noticing Claire’s pale face and weary eyes as she 
glanced up from her plate, Nick got the impression that he wasn’t the only one who 
could see it.  Though Claire was trying to carry on a conversation and act like she was 
okay, she took on a look of worry and defeat every time there was a lull, her eyes glazing 
slightly as her mind inevitably wandered back to Jamie. 

Nick wished he could find a way to take her mind off of everything and cheer her 
up, if only temporarily, and so he suggested going to see a movie after dinner.  Claire 
seemed to contemplate it for a moment, then scrunched up her face and asked, “Would 
you mind if we just rented something instead?  I don’t think I can sit through a whole 
movie without having to get up and go to the bathroom, and I hate doing that in the 
middle of movie theaters.  But god, I feel like I have to pee every ten minutes, and I’m 
not even three months pregnant yet.  By the time I’m ready to push these kids out, I’m 
gonna be going every ten seconds.  Might as well just have myself cathed so I can pee 
into a bag and not worry about it at that point,” she laughed, as they stood on the 
sidewalk outside the restaurant, waiting for a cab. 

Nick made a face, though he was amused as ever by her brashness.  There wasn’t 
much Claire was embarrassed to talk about, especially in front of him.  She was 
exaggerating, but he had noticed that she had gone to the ladies room at the restaurant 
both before dinner and right before they’d left, and of course, he had teased her about it.  
Still, he understood why she wouldn’t want to go out to a movie, and so he replied, 
“Sure.  You wanna just head back to my hotel and see what’s on pay-per-view?” 

“Yeah, that sounds great.”  She smiled, as he turned and put out his hand to hail a 
taxi. 

When they got back to Nick’s hotel room, Claire immediately stretched out on the 
large bed, as she had the night before.  “My poor ankles,” she moaned, lifting one of her 
swollen feet into the air.  “Cankles, is more like it.  Gross.” 

Nick laughed as he climbed on next to her.  “Lemme see,” he said, motioning for 
her to move her foot towards him.  She twisted around on the bed so that she was now 
sprawled sideways across it and, of course, stuck her bare feet right in his face with a 
gleeful smile.  Nick made an exaggerated face.  “Well, they smell a little ripe,” he added, 



 

 

calmly pushing her feet down, “but other than that, they’re not too gross.  Not as gross 
as AJ’s feet anyway.” 

Claire giggled.  “AJ has gross feet?” 
Nick shrugged.  “All guys have gross feet, don’t they?  Well, except for me – I just 

have one gross foot.  The other one’s plastic.”  He cracked a smile, and she smiled back, 
sticking her tongue out at him. 

“At least plastic feet don’t puff up like goddamn marshmallows,” she replied, 
glaring comically at her feet, which were currently sitting in Nick’s lap.  “How am I 
gonna fit those things into my shoes when it’s too cold to wear flip-flops?” 

“If you come back to Florida, you won’t need to worry about it,” Nick said 
automatically, without even thinking.  When he realized what he’d said, he looked over 
at Claire, just in time to see a shadowy look flicker across her face. 

“I wish I could,” she said quietly, all humor cast out of her voice.  “I can’t say 
living here has been the best experience so far.  It’s been nothing but hell since we 
moved here.  I’m trying to have a good attitude about it, but how can I, when everything 
started going wrong as soon as we got here?” 

“I don’t blame ya,” replied Nick, rubbing the top of her left foot. 
Claire sighed and flopped her head dramatically back onto the mattress.  “I just 

hope things will be different once the babies are born,” she murmured, running her 
hand across her stomach.  “And I keep praying to God that nothing else will go wrong.  I 
just don’t think I can take one more thing, Nick.  Two healthy babies... that’s all I want.  
Otherwise, I will have sacrificed the third for nothing...” 

Nick squeezed her foot harder.  “You didn’t do it for nothing,” he reassured her 
firmly.  “It’ll all work out.  Everything happens for a reason, right?  That’s what you’ve 
always said.” 

Lifting her head, Claire offered him a thin smile.  “I hope so.” 
He returned the smile tightly and picked up her foot, starting to massage it 

gently, from her toes to her swollen ankle.  Claire giggled at first, as his fingers ran 
across her arch, but she was soon sighing in ecstasy.  “Oh my God, that feels so good,” 
she moaned.  “Why didn’t I ever make you give me foot rubs when we were-”   She cut 
herself off abruptly, but Nick smiled knowingly. 

“Together?” he supplied, and their eyes locked momentarily.  Then they both 
looked away.  They had beaten the odds and managed to maintain a close friendship 
after their engagement ended... but there would always be an awkwardness there.  And, 
for Nick at least, a wistfulness, a yearning for what had been.  Even though she had been 
the one to end it, he wondered if Claire ever felt the same way.  She was sure blushing 
now, but she tried to hide it. 

“Yeah,” she said, recovering quickly.  “How come I never got a foot massage from 
you then, mister?” 

“Cause I was too busy rubbing your back?” 
“Mmm...”  She smiled.  “You’re good at that too.” 
“So are you.” 
It happened again then – the meeting of eyes, followed by the quick diversion of 

gazes and, this time, a pair of awkward chuckles.  Nick looked back down, pretending to 
suddenly be very interested in her foot as he worked it between his hands.  Its bottom 
was rough, her sole thick and callused from years of walking around barefoot, but the 
top was surprisingly soft and smooth. 



 

“You’ve got a flip-flop line,” he laughed, running his fingers across two strips of 
skin that were paler white than the rest of her foot, exactly in the shape of flip-flop 
straps. 

“Still?” she joined in the laughter, sitting up to look.  “I’m surprised it’s still there 
– I haven’t exactly been out in the sun much the last couple of weeks.  Maybe it’s just 
permanent by now.” 

“Typical Florida girl,” Nick smiled.  “Maybe it’ll fade after you’ve been here all 
winter.” 

“Ugh, don’t remind me again,” she groaned, letting herself topple backwards onto 
the bed once more.  “I’m gonna have to find some big, roomy snow boots.” 

“You can make snow angels.” 
“I’d rather make sand angels.” 
They exchanged glances again, and Nick started laughing at her expression of 

defiance.  She soon joined in, and before long, she was laughing uncontrollably, the way 
girls sometimes did.  He wasn’t sure what was so funny, but it was nice to hear her 
laugh.  It must have been nice for her too, because when she was finally finished, there 
were tears streaming down the sides of her face.  At first, he was worried, but then he 
realized she was smiling. 

Letting out a sigh, she turned her face toward him and said, “Thank you for 
coming here.  I really needed this.  You can always make me laugh.” 

Nick returned her smile, feeling drawn to her bright eyes.  He wasn’t even sure 
what exactly he had done to make her feel better, but he was glad he had come too.   

 
*** 

 
The house in Clive was dark and empty when Claire returned to it later that night.  

She sighed as she entered, turning on lights and locking the door behind her.  Jamie 
wasn’t home, and she wondered why she had bothered coming back at all.  It had just 
seemed wrong to spend a second night in Nick’s hotel room, even if she did feel a hell of 
a lot happier there. 

She undressed and climbed into her own bed instead, the bed she shared with 
Jamie on a regular night.  But tonight, the bed was cold and empty, and as she slid 
beneath the cool sheets on her side, rolling away from the empty side and hugging a 
pillow to her chest, she couldn’t help but long for the familiar comfort of a strong pair of 
arms around her. 

Being pregnant – and, especially, being pregnant and living so far away from her 
family – had made her feel unusually vulnerable, and she envied the pregnant women 
who had doting husbands to share in their excitement.  This was supposed to be a happy 
time for her and Jamie... and instead, they were barely speaking, sleeping in different 
places, grieving privately over their loss and not together, the way they should have 
been.  It made her angry, but more than anything, it made her sad.  And whenever she 
went to bed alone and laid in the dark, quiet bedroom with only her own thoughts for 
company, the melancholy was at its worst. 

She had been hoping and dreaming for this for years – a husband, children on the 
way...  a family.   And now, the whole thing was turning into a disaster.  With each 
passing day, she hoped and prayed that things would get better, but so far they hadn’t.  
And the longer Jamie acted this way, the more afraid she became.  What was going to 



 

 

happen to them?  She loved Jamie... but she wasn’t happy, and she knew she could not 
stay in an unhappy marriage.  She owed herself more than that.  But the thought of 
divorce, when she had been married not even eight months, was depressing and 
terrifying. 

It wasn’t that she couldn’t stand to be alone again.  She could... she knew she 
could.  She was strong and independent, and if she had to leave Jamie for her own 
wellbeing, she would.  It would be hard, terribly hard, and crushing, to realize that her 
marriage had failed... but she would pick herself up and go on with her life. 

But it wasn’t just about her now.  There were children involved... two children 
who were not yet born, but whom Claire already loved unconditionally.  And though she 
loved them with all her heart, the thought of raising twins on her own was 
overwhelming.  It scared her.  How would she ever handle caring for and supporting two 
babies, all by herself?  She knew she wouldn’t be totally alone – if it came to that, she 
would move back to Florida in a heartbeat, to be near her family, and they would help 
her.  But her parents wouldn’t be around forever, and her own health was always a 
threat.  What if, God forbid, something happened to her?  Who would take care of the 
twins then? 

There in the darkness, Claire could feel her pulse quicken as her thoughts ran 
away from her.  Few people knew how she sometimes overreacted, letting herself 
become overwhelmed with thoughts and worries, because she was good at staying calm 
on the outside.  But on the inside, her heart thumped with the terror of what could 
happen if her marriage fell apart. 

Jamie had to come around.  He had to be there for her and their babies.  He had 
stood at her side before an altar and taken vows; he had sat next to her at all of her 
appointments at the fertility clinic, as they both hoped and prayed that she could 
conceive.  Sooner or later, he was going to come home and honor his commitments; he 
was going to see her through this pregnancy and be a father to his children.  He had to. 

The last thing she remembered doing before she drifted off to sleep was praying, 
praying that someone would get through to Jamie and send him home to her. 

 
*** 

 
When she awoke the next morning, Claire found that her prayers had been 

answered.  A lap tray sat poised on Jamie’s side of the bed, and it held all the makings of 
a perfect breakfast in bed.  A glass of orange juice sloshed precariously as she sat up, the 
mattress moving beneath her weight, and next to it sat a large plate lined with French 
toast sticks, strips of bacon, and three eggs sunny-side-up. 

The food had been arranged to spell out “I’M SORRY!” on her plate. 
The smell of the bacon and eggs, which would normally make her mouth water, 

made her feel sort of queasy, and she knew she would never be able to eat all of that 
food, but the message made her smile.  A little.  “I’m sorry” spelled out in greasy food 
wasn’t the sincerest apology Claire had ever received, but it was a nice, creative start. 

She looked around for any other sign of Jamie and smiled again when she spotted 
the large vase of fresh flowers perched on her night table.  The clear vase was crammed 
full of lavender roses and darker purple hyacinths, fifteen blossoms in all.  The small 
card tied to the vase read, again, I’m sorry. 



 

“Jamie?” she called, and within a minute, he appeared, looking sheepish, 
nervous, and hopeful, all at once. 

“Morning,” he said quietly and offered a very slight smile. 
She didn’t let herself smile back.  “What is all this?” she asked, motioning to the 

flowers and the breakfast tray. 
“Think of it as a peace offering,” said Jamie, looking wary as he came closer and 

perched on the edge of the bed.  “I’m sorry, Clairie.  I... I know I haven’t been there for 
you, the way I should have been.  I’m a crappy excuse for a husband.”   He looked at her 
cautiously, and when she didn’t argue his last point, his cheeks flushed slightly.  But he 
didn’t give up.  “I just wanna make it up to you,” he offered, leaning closer to her and 
giving her his well-practiced puppy dog face.  “Will you give me a chance to do that?” 

“Is this what you think it’s gonna take?  French toast and flowers?” she asked 
wryly, trying to keep a straight face. 

Jamie smirked.  “Have you seen this?” he asked, pulling a small envelope out 
from under her plate.  He handed it to her wordlessly, and she tore it open in curiosity.  
A small card fell out – a gift certificate for an expensive package at a local spa, she 
realized when she turned it over and read it. 

“Wow,” was all she could say. 
Jamie seemed to take this as a good sign.  “You deserve to be pampered.  I want 

you to go all out – massage, facial, mud bath, manicure, pedicure, and whatever else 
they do at that place,” he babbled in a rush.  “Get whatever you want.” 

Claire toyed with the card in her hand, not sure what to say.  She could tell that 
Jamie was pleased with himself; he must have thought that sending her for a spa 
treatment was the perfect way to make up for the way he had been treating her.  And it 
was nice, sure... but as she looked from the package listing on the card to the hopeful 
smile on his face, Claire couldn’t help but think that maybe her husband didn’t know her 
as well as she thought he should have.  If he did, he might have realized that she would 
have much rather just received a massage from him on a quiet, romantic night at home.  
He might have known that she didn’t care about fancy spas; all she really wanted was his 
love and compassion. 

But he didn’t seem to realize that.  And so, even though she thanked him, she felt 
oddly hollow inside, void of the kind of gratitude she should have had.  Some warmth 
filled that void when he hugged her, placing a gentle kiss on her forehead, but a part of 
her still felt cold towards him, even as she returned the hug. 

If Jamie wanted to make things up to her, he was going to have to do a hell of a 
lot better than that. 

 
*** 

 
Saturday morning found Nick lying on the bed in his hotel room, playing with his 

phone.  The weekend had only just begun, and already, his manager and publicist had 
been calling to find out when he would be coming back to LA.  “I don’t know yet,” he 
kept saying, much to their frustration.  “It might be tomorrow; it might be in a few more 
days.  It just depends.” 

“Depends on what?” they would ask, but he brushed their questions aside.  How 
could he really explain what was going on with Claire and why he felt like he had to be 
here for her?  The truth was, he had no intention of leaving Des Moines until he felt sure 



 

 

that she would be okay... but he knew that was not the answer they were looking for.  He 
didn’t care, though; Claire’s wellbeing was more important than whatever was going on 
in LA, and right now, he was worried about her. 

It wasn’t like her to be as overly emotional and needy as he had seen her these 
last two days, and though he chalked some of that up to pregnancy, he knew that Jamie 
was the real cause.  Remembering the other man’s tears in his office the previous 
afternoon, Nick wondered if Jamie was going to step it up and start taking care of his 
wife.    

He was still thinking of their conversation yesterday when his phone started to 
vibrate in his hand.  He glanced down in annoyance, expecting to see Johnny’s or 
Kenneth’s name again, but he found Claire’s blinking up at him instead.  “Hey,” he 
answered the phone cautiously, wondering if he was going to be greeted by a happy 
Claire or a crying, upset one.  He just never knew what to expect from her these days. 

“Hey, you,” Claire replied.  She didn’t exactly sound chipper, but she definitely 
wasn’t crying either, and for that, he was glad. 

“What’s goin’ on?” he asked casually.  “How are you?” 
“I’m okay.  Morning sickness is a bitch, but other than that, things are a little 

better.  Jamie came home.” 
“Oh,” said Nick, his brows lifting with interest.  “Uh, how’s that going?” 
“Okay.  He apologized, anyway.” 
“Yeah?” 
“Yeah.  Flowers, breakfast in bed, spa package – the works.  It was nice.  Sweet.  

Sincere?  We’ll see.  I hope so.” 
“I hope so too,” Nick replied, though his jaw clenched slightly in protest as he 

said it.  He did hope so, for Claire’s sake, but the same selfish part of him that had been 
happy when she’d come to him again last night was secretly enjoying the fact that Jamie 
was screwing up so badly.  He didn’t want Claire to be unhappy... but it was still hard to 
see her happy with him. 

Even so, he was glad that Jamie had taken his advice and was trying to make 
things up to her.  And, more importantly, he was glad that Claire seemed to be okay, at 
least for now.  By the time he got off the phone with her, he felt better about flying back 
to Los Angeles. 

Johnny sounded pleased when Nick called to tell him he would be back in LA by 
the following night. 

 
*** 

 
“You gonna be okay?” 
As he voiced the question, Nick’s eyes swept over Claire, who stood opposite him 

in the center of his large hotel room.  She had come straight over to the hotel after going 
to church with Jamie that morning to say goodbye, for it was Sunday, and Nick had a 
seat on a flight out of Des Moines early that afternoon.  Claire seemed calmer and 
happier and certainly looked more pulled-together than she had all weekend, dressed in 
her church clothes – a simple brown skirt and peasant blouse that draped gracefully 
over her growing stomach. 

Still, Nick felt uncertain about leaving. 



 

He knew it wasn’t his place to “take care” of her – Claire was an adult, and she 
could take care of herself.  But after witnessing the fragile emotional state she had been 
in lately, he hated to leave her with only Jamie nearby... Jamie, who had proven himself 
utterly worthless in times of crisis.  The guy may have taken Nick’s advice and 
apologized, but Nick certainly wasn’t convinced that he had changed in any way, and 
Claire didn’t seem to be either. 

Nonetheless, the two of them were back on speaking terms and sleeping side by 
side again, and Claire seemed to think they were going to be able to work things out.  
“I’ll be fine,” she told Nick now, offering a confident smile.  “It’s helped me so much just 
to be able to get away from the house and talk to someone else... and the time apart 
seems like it’s helped Jamie too.  We’re gonna be alright...” 

But as she spoke the words, her smile faded, and Nick could tell she didn’t feel as 
confident as she wanted him to believe.  He knew she wanted to believe it herself... but a 
part of her was still worried and full of doubts.   

He wanted to call her on it... but he didn’t.  Instead, he gave her a hug, whispering 
into her ear, “I know you will.”   He didn’t mean the plural “you”... but she didn’t have to 
know that.  She was the one he was concerned for – it didn’t matter to him if she and 
Jamie made it together or not, as long as Claire was okay.  And he knew she would be.  
Though he’d seen her at her weakest, he had no doubt that she was still as strong as 
she’d always been, deep down.  No matter what happened to her marriage, she would 
survive. 

“Thanks, Nick,” Claire murmured, squeezing him back.  As she pulled away, she 
looked up at him and offered a crooked smile.  “I wish you weren’t so far away.  I wish 
we could hang out more, like we used to.  It almost felt like old times this weekend, you 
know?  It was... nice.” 

“Nice break from the craziness, right?” Nick said knowingly, returning the smile.  
She had always been the same for him, the kind of friend who could take his mind off of 
all the other crap going on in his life.  When he was with her, nothing seemed quite as 
bad. 

“Exactly.  But hopefully... hopefully things won’t be so crazy now,” she went on, 
but as she did, her voice wavered.  She still had a lot on her mind; he could tell.  He 
could hear her struggling to keep her composure, but even as she tried to smile, her 
bottom lip quivered.  She pulled it between her teeth, biting down hard. 

Nick watched her in sympathy for a few seconds and then pulled her gently back 
into his arms.  He could feel her body stiffen and then relax limply against him, as the 
fight to keep control went out of her.  “Listen,” he said soothingly, rubbing her back, 
“things are gonna get better for you.  One way or the other, they have to, right?  And 
until they do, I’m here for you, anytime you need me.  Even if I’m not here here, you can 
call me whenever, and if you really need me, I’ll come to you, alright?  You’re not gonna 
be alone through this.” 

When Claire pulled back and looked at him this time, there were tears in her eyes, 
but her smile was genuine.  She nodded and brushed his arm as she let go of him.  “You 
know I don’t deserve to be treated this nicely by you, after everything I’ve put you 
through,” she said with a short, humorless laugh.  “But I hope you also know how much 
I appreciate it.”   Her shining eyes met his, and he felt himself being drawn into their 
light blue depths.  “Thank you, Nick,” she whispered. 



 

 

A few minutes later, she was gone.  Nick stood alone in the spot where she had 
stood, in the middle of a hotel room that seemed too big and too empty. 

Realizing he had only a short time to finish packing and check out of the hotel, he 
started to pull the shirt he had slept in over his head.  As the fabric passed over his face, 
he caught a whiff of coconut and was hit with déjà vu.  It was her scent, that of the 
shampoo she had been using since before they lived together and apparently still did, 
and it clung to the t-shirt, a lingering remnant of her hug. 

He closed his eyes, letting the memories wash over him for just a moment.  Then, 
forcing himself to snap out of his reverie, he yanked the shirt off and tossed it into his 
open suitcase.  The longer he stayed here, the longer he would keep dwelling on the past, 
secretly hoping that he and Claire could find their way back to those times together. 

It was time for him to leave. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 155 
 
Claire was not usually a pessimist, but she had expected things with Jamie to take 

a turn for the worse again as soon as Nick left town.  Her husband had been so moody 
and flaky lately that it would not have surprised her if he had gone out drinking again 
the very night Nick left, leaving her to survive another night in a dark, empty house, 
with only her confused thoughts for company. 

Sad as it was to admit, it did surprise her when things quickly started to get 
better. 

Generic as his apology had been, Claire had to give Jamie some credit – at least 
he was following through on trying to be a better husband to her.  In the weeks since 
Nick’s visit, the old Jamie – the one Claire had known since the age of fourteen and 
fallen in love with twice – had started to re-emerge, as their new life he had promised 
her in Des Moines finally started to take shape. 

The night Nick flew back to LA, Jamie had taken her out for an early dinner and 
an evening stroll through downtown Des Moines.  It had been a gorgeous fall day, the 
temperature dipping into the lower-sixties as the sun set, and as she walked hand-in-
hand with her husband down the sidewalk, watching the golden sun sink beneath the 
silhouettes of buildings, Claire had started to feel better about Iowa, her new home. 

That evening, they had done some shopping together, popping into various shops 
and stores along their walk, and Claire had finally starting buying maternity clothes.  
The awkwardness between her and Jamie took a back seat as she tried on flowing tops 
and roomy pants, marveling over how much better they felt than the too-tight confines 
of her old clothes.  When she came out of the dressing room, Jamie stood behind her in 
front of the mirror and, smiling at her reflection, wrapped his arms around her so that 
his hands rested against her growing baby bump.  And suddenly, for a moment, Claire 
felt like they were just another expectant couple again – two people who were deeply in 
love and incredibly excited about having children. 

Of course, it wasn’t that simple.  There were plenty of fresh wounds that still 
needed to heal before Jamie and Claire could be that kind of couple again, but as the 
days went by, Claire could feel those wounds scabbing over and starting to disappear.  
Jamie was attentive and courteous, calling from work to check up on her during the day, 
and spending time with her when he got home at night.  The weekend after their last 
blow-out, they finally went shopping for a new car, and Claire drove home in a used-but-
still-new-looking silver Toyota Rav4.  It was not the cute little yellow Beetle she’d sadly 
traded in back in Tampa, but she liked it, for an SUV.  At least it wasn’t a minivan. 

Once she had a car and could go out while Jamie was at work, Claire started to 
feel less stir-crazy, and that helped things a lot.  By the beginning of October, she was 
actually becoming quite content with her life in Clive with Jamie.  She began to 
appreciate the beauty of Iowa as the leaves of the trees around her began to change color 
for autumn – something she rarely saw in Florida. 

And as the trees took on rich shades of red, orange, and gold, her body continued 
to transform as well, as her pregnancy progressed.  Jamie came to all of her prenatal 
check-ups, and each time, they were both very relieved to hear that things were going 
well.  The two babies that were left seemed healthy and were developing normally, 
which made Claire feel both better and guiltier about the decision to selectively reduce 
the third.  A part of her thought that she made the right choice; who knew if she and the 



 

 

babies would still be doing well at this point if she were still carrying triplets?  But 
another part of her worried that maybe all three of the babies would have been fine, and 
she had sacrificed one for nothing.  The hard reality was, she would never know one way 
or the other. 

Most of her family and friends knew by now, and they had all been sympathetic 
and supportive.  Of course, the only one who was actually in the vicinity was Jamie’s 
mother... and though she was plenty sympathetic and supportive, she didn’t know the 
whole truth.  Jamie had told her that one of the triplets had died – spontaneously, 
rather than by an injection okayed by him and his wife.  “She’s a devout Catholic,” Jamie 
had explained to Claire in a grim voice.  “I don’t think she would condone our decision, 
no matter why we made it.  It’s better off that she doesn’t know.” 

Claire hated lying to her mother-in-law, but she also didn’t think she could face 
any kind of criticism about a decision she was struggling with enough on her own, and 
so she had gone along with the half-truth.  It didn’t really matter how it had happened, 
she reasoned – the end result was the same.  She and Jamie were now expecting twins.  
Two babies... not three. 

This was the same reasoning she had used when she had told Laureen the same 
thing – that one of the triplets had died inside the womb.  She felt almost worse about 
lying to one of her best friends than she had about letting Jamie fib to his mother, but 
yet, she could not bring herself to tell Laureen the real story.  It wasn’t because Laureen 
was overly religious, like Mrs. Turner.  It was because Laureen was a triplet herself. 

Claire had no idea how her friend would have reacted to her decision, had she 
known, and knowing Laureen, she would never have condemned Claire for what she had 
done.  But Claire could not help but think that Laureen’s own mother had been in a 
high-risk triplet pregnancy, the same as Claire, and she had given birth to all three of 
her babies.  If she had chosen to abort one of them, Laureen might never have been 
born.  And if Laureen thought of it that way, how could she not look down on Claire for 
what she had done?  She had killed her own baby.  One of those triplets would never get 
to experience life because she had chosen to sacrifice him or her. 

It was hard enough thinking these thoughts herself, but Claire could not bear the 
idea of one of her closest friends thinking them too, and so she had followed the old 
“What they don’t know can’t hurt them” logic when she had told Laureen the news.  
Laureen had been deeply sorry, of course, and the two women had talked over the phone 
late into the night.  Laureen had been calling several times a week since then, and as 
time went by, Claire started to feel better about all of the decisions she had made and 
questioned in recent months. 

But though she was twenty-eight years old and about to become a mother, Claire 
was not beyond having to learn life’s lessons the hard way, as she soon would, when the 
decisions she was justifying would come back to slap her in the face. 

 
*** 

 
A red wrinkle mark stained the side of Nick’s face as he staggered, slightly 

disoriented, off the plane, having slept through most of the flight from Los Angeles to 
Tampa.  Of course, he had been awake for takeoff, during which he sat clutching the 
armrests and silently praying the plane would make it safely into the air.  He would have 
liked to sleep right through the landing, but, as always, the flight attendant had woken 



 

him up to remind him to secure his tray table in the upright and locked position.  Still, 
he had enjoyed a nice nap in between, and he had the mark to prove it, a blotchy red 
souvenir of sleeping with his face smashed up against the window with only a thin 
airplane pillow in between for over three hours. 

Despite his grogginess, or maybe because of it, Nick was glad to be home in 
Florida.  He had a whole week to relax here before he had to travel again, and then it 
would be to embark on a two-week-long promotional tour in support of his album, 
which was just ten days away from being released.  Despite the months of work he’d 
already put into it, ten days seemed almost too long to wait – he wished the album could 
come out now.  The work was done; the record was ready, and he couldn’t wait for his 
music to be put out there for others to hear. 

He had a copy of the CD itself, and he had to admit, he was very proud of it.  It 
was not the experimental, pseudo-rocker album he’d produced with Now or Never, but 
the work of an artist who had finally come to know exactly who he was and was ready to 
share his true self with the world.  Many of the songs he’d written himself had made it 
onto the final cut, and though they ranged from heavily rock-influenced to bluesy 
ballads, each track came from his heart and soul and expressed something about him.  
He didn’t know if it would be any kind of commercial success or not, but found that he 
didn’t really care – he felt good about the record, and that was all that really mattered. 

He let himself space out during the cab ride to his house, staring absently out the 
window as familiar scenery flashed by.  When the taxi finally pulled up in the circle drive 
outside his house, the driver helped him unload his luggage, collected his fare and a 
generous tip, and then drove away, leaving Nick alone. 

It was quiet both outside and inside the house, as Nick unlocked the front door 
and began dragging his bags into the foyer.  The interior of the house carried a stagnant, 
musty smell from being closed up and un-lived in for so long, even though his cleaning 
lady had come by a few times during his absence.  The first thing Nick did was walk 
through the rooms, opening windows to let the fresh fall air in. 

Though he was used to coming home to an empty house, whether it was the 
house in Tampa or the house in LA or even the old place he’d had in the Keys, for some 
reason this house seemed lonelier than usual.  Wistfully, he wished there were someone 
home to greet him – a friend, a girl, even a pet.  But there was no one.  Maybe it’s time 
to get another dog, thought Nick ruefully, longing even for the familiar click of toenails 
on the hardwood that would sound every time he came home in the years that his dogs 
had been alive.  But more than that, he longed for the days when Claire had been here, 
when he had been able to walk off a plane and know that she would be right there, ready 
to throw her arms around him and drive him home for a long weekend together. 

But those days were long gone.  Claire wasn’t even in Tampa anymore; she was 
still in Des Moines with Jamie, and since his visit, the two of them had patched things 
up.  Nick had been talking to Claire often, making sure things were okay, and it seemed 
they were.  A part of him was glad to see her happy again... but the other part was, 
admittedly, disappointed.  That was the part of him that had secretly reveled in her 
needing of him and hoped that Jamie would drive her away and send her right back into 
his arms, where she belonged. 

But it hadn’t happened, and at this point, Nick knew it wasn’t going to.  Claire 
and Jamie had apparently worked things out over the past month and were excited 
about the babies they were expecting together, and Nick was not a part of their 



 

 

happiness.  He was still Claire’s friend and always would be, but he would never be as 
big a part of her life as Jamie would.  It was a hard fact to accept, but gradually, Nick 
had been trying to accept it and move on. 

He would be able to do that, he felt sure, if only he could find someone else with 
whom he could connect, that special someone he could share his life with.  It hadn’t 
happened with Veronica or any of the brief flings he’d had since, but Nick hadn’t given 
up.  He was still looking, and it was starting to seem like the one he had been looking for 
had been right under his nose for some time now. 

He had never really given her much thought until the night of Claire’s wedding... 
and even after that, she’d slipped right out of his mind again.  But ever since they had 
reconnected at Claire’s going away party at the end of August and started talking on the 
phone, Nick had felt himself growing closer to Laureen, despite the miles that had 
separated them. 

In the past month, he had talked to her often, every few days at first, and, lately, 
nearly every night.  He enjoyed the friendly, late-night chats they had in the hour or two 
after he got home for the night and before she went to bed.  She would always ask 
sweetly how his day had been and how things with the album were coming along, and he 
always knew that was genuinely interested in what he had to tell her.  He would fill her 
in on the progress, and she would tell him how her day had been, sharing the same kind 
of funny stories Claire had always come home from work with, stories involving patients 
and Tim and the new hygienist that had been hired to take Claire’s position.  Nick liked 
the normalcy of the conversations, the simple, easy way they flowed once the two of 
them started talking.  Laureen had grown less shy around him, and finally, through their 
conversations, he was picking up on her sense of humor, as well as her way of always 
seeming to understand him.  Not many people did really understand him, and he 
wondered if it was because she was friends with Claire that she could so well.  In any 
case, he was starting to think of her not just as “Claire’s friend,” but as his friend too.  He 
was looking forward to meeting up with her while he was in town. 

After he’d had a chance to settle in, Nick decided to give her a call. 
“Hey!” Laureen’s voice chirped after just a couple rings of her Sidekick. 
“Hey,” Nick echoed.  “What’s up?  You wanna do something?” 
“Are you back already?”  She sounded delighted.  “Sure, I wanna do something!  

What did you have in mind?” 
“Eh... something low-key.  You wanna just catch a movie, maybe grab some 

dinner before?” he suggested. 
“Sure!  What should we see?” 
“Um...”  Nick tried to think of what movies might be playing.  “You like horror 

movies?” 
“I love them!” 
Nick chuckled.  “Awesome...” 
An hour later, they were seated across from one another at a nearby Mexican 

restaurant.  “So is it good to be home?” asked Laureen, glancing up at Nick as she 
carefully picked up her soft-shell taco. 

“It’s always good to be home,” Nick replied, smiling.  “LA’s great, and so are most 
of the other cities I’ve been to, but nothing beats Florida, you know?” 

“I know.  I’ve only lived here a few years, but it’s home to me now too.”   She met 
his smile over the table. 



 

“You don’t miss Chicago?” 
Laureen chewed thoughtfully.  “Sometimes,” she answered, after swallowing.  

“But I needed to get away from there, get out on my own.  And I did.  So it’s good here.” 
Nick nodded, understanding.  Over the last month, he’d come to find that he had 

more in common with Laureen than he’d ever realized.  She, too, came from a broken 
family, the child of divorced parents and an alcoholic mother.  She and her brothers had 
been raised by their grandparents, but they had since passed away.  Even though she 
spoke of them with fond memories, he could tell she missed them a lot.  She hadn’t 
come right out and said so, but he guessed that they had been the only reason she had 
stayed in Chicago as long as had.  Once they were gone, and she had finished school, she 
broke away and moved to Tampa, much the same way Nick had escaped his mother’s 
clutches and moved out of his family’s home at eighteen.  Laureen seemed to handle her 
family problems better than he ever had, but deep inside, she had to feel the same way 
he did sometimes.  The realization made Nick feel a connection to her, as if they were 
kindred spirits in a way. 

“Well, Chicago’s definitely gonna be on the tour itinerary,” said Nick.  “So if 
you’re still planning to go home for a visit then...” 

Laureen smiled and nodded.  “Definitely.  I’ll be there.  Maybe Claire will drive up 
for that one too.  She’s only a state away.” 

Nick smiled too.  “She’s probably gonna be as big as a house by then, don’t you 
think?” he asked, suppressing a chuckle. 

“True,” Laureen laughed.  “I didn’t think about that.  But yeah, I’ve seen pictures 
of my mom when she was pregnant with my brothers and me, and she was huge.  I 
mean, even with... twins...”   She trailed off, and even in the dim lighting, Nick could see 
an awkward blush creep onto her cheeks.  He knew exactly what she was thinking, for he 
was thinking it too.  Claire would still probably be huge with two babies, but there 
should have been three.  Triplets, like Laureen’s mother, not twins.  That’s what Claire 
had been expecting, and though she’d made the decision to go through with the 
reduction to twins, Nick knew she would have kept all three if she could have. 

He offered Laureen an understanding smile.  “I know.  And, ya know, it’s 
probably for the best, for her health and everything.  Twins are hard enough, right?” 

Laureen gave him an odd look, before slowly nodding.  “I guess so...  I didn’t 
think of it that way before.” 

“Well, I just mean, I think she made the best decision for her,” added Nick, 
feeling as if he needed to explain himself better.  But Laureen just frowned, looking 
suddenly confused. 

“What decision?” 
Nick searched her eyes, feeling confused himself.  “Well, you know... the whole 

‘selective reduction’ thing.  I think that’s what she called it, right?” he tried to clarify. 
“Selective reduction thing?”  Laureen’s eyes widened.  “But isn’t that when...  I 

mean, isn’t that like... an abortion?” 
Nick suddenly felt an uncomfortable gnawing sensation in the pit of his stomach.  

Laureen didn’t know, he realized with a sinking feeling.  But she knew that Claire was no 
longer pregnant with triplets...  How could she not know about the selective reduction?   
“Um... what exactly did Claire tell you?” he asked, shifting awkwardly in his seat. 

Laureen’s brow furrowed.  “That she lost one of the babies.  That it died.  She 
didn’t say anything about a... a selective reduction.  Is that what...?” 



 

 

Nick nodded slowly, as she trailed off again.  “That’s what happened,” he 
answered in a low voice.  “She had to decide...  They told her she wouldn’t be able to 
carry triplets safely, so she had to decide to... you know... ‘reduce’ one.  That’s what she 
had been going through when I went to visit her at the beginning of September.  She was 
a mess.  Having to make that decision was horrible for her.” 

“Well, yeah... of course it would be,” Laureen said softly, still more creases 
forming in her brow.  “I just can’t believe....  Why didn’t she tell me?” 

Nick shook his head wordlessly.  “I don’t know,” was all he could offer. 
“I do,” Laureen murmured, after a few moments.  “I’m a triplet myself.  I bet...  I 

bet she thought maybe I’d be upset, if I knew what she’d done.” 
The realization suddenly sunk in for Nick too, and he nodded slowly.  “That 

makes sense,” he agreed, as it dawned on him.  He looked closely at Laureen.  “Are you 
upset?” he couldn’t help but ask. 

She took a few seconds to answer.  Finally, she said, “No.  I’m not upset about 
that.  She’s my friend, and she did what she had to do... of course, I couldn’t be upset at 
her for that.  I guess I’m just kinda hurt that she thought she couldn’t tell me.” 

Nick shrugged.  “Jamie didn’t take the whole thing very well.  Maybe she was just 
afraid of being judged by her friends too.” 

Laureen’s eyes widened.  “You mean he blamed her for it?” 
Realizing there was a lot Claire apparently had not told her, Nick filled her in on 

the way Jamie had been acting.  When he was finished, Laureen sat in stunned silence, 
gaping at him across the table.  “What an asshole!” she sputtered finally.  “I can’t 
believe...  wow.  How did I not know any of this??” 

Nick grimaced uncomfortably, worried he had let a cat out of the bag.  “I guess 
you better call her,” he said lamely. 

“Yeah...” 
Laureen was sort of quiet after that, and Nick noticed she didn’t eat much more 

of her dinner.  He decided they were probably both relieved to be going to the movies 
afterwards, where they could lose themselves in the story and not have to talk about this 
anymore. 

As it turned out, the movie they had chosen – the latest slasher flick to be 
released in the weeks before Halloween – didn’t have much of a story to it, but it was 
entertaining anyway.  To Nick’s amusement, Laureen practically ended up in his lap as 
the movie progressed, not because they were making out, but because every time she 
jumped at one of the scary parts, she ended up inching closer and closer to him.  By the 
movie’s climax, she was wedged against him and digging her nails into his arm, though 
she didn’t seem to notice. 

As they walked out of the dark theater, Nick grinned over at her.  “A little freaked 
out, were you?” he teased gently. 

Laureen blushed and offered a good-natured smile.  “It was good!” she insisted.  
“Just... gory.  That one part, near the end... eww!  I couldn’t watch.” 

Nick chuckled.  As far as he remembered, she hadn’t watched – her face had been 
buried in his shoulder for most of that part.  Not that he minded. 

“Are you gonna be too afraid to go home alone?” he asked, winking.  “Wanna 
come back to my place first and have a drink or something?” 

Even in the darkness, her whole face glowed.  “I would love to,” she said sweetly. 



 

They left the theater in his BMW and drove back to Nick’s house.  As he walked 
Laureen inside, Nick was glad he was more sober than he had been the last time she’d 
come home with him – the night of Claire and Jamie’s wedding. 

“What do you want to drink?” Nick asked, as she made herself comfortable on his 
couch. 

“What do you have?” 
“Um... beer?” guessed Nick, scrunching up his face as he thought.  He hadn’t been 

to the grocery store yet, but beer was a given – he was always pretty well-stocked on 
beer. 

“Then beer it is,” Laureen giggled.  Nick nodded, smiling to himself as he walked 
into the kitchen.  He liked a girl who was not above drinking beer.  He’d dated too many 
princesses who needed their fancy mixed drinks, margaritas, and wine coolers.  But 
Laureen was clearly not a princess.  She was a normal, down-to-Earth girl who would 
watch horror movies and drink beer with him.  She wasn’t Claire’s friend for no reason, 
thought Nick, grabbing two cold beers from the fridge. 

“Hope it tastes alright.  These are kinda old,” he realized, as he handed Laureen 
one.  “Alcohol’s about all I have in the house; I haven’t had a chance to go grocery 
shopping yet.” 

Laureen laughed.  “But you have your beer,” she said, popping open the top on 
hers.  “A must-have, right?” 

“Of course,” Nick played along, smirking before he took a long swig of his.  At 
least the beer was cold; that much made it taste good, no matter how old the cans were. 

The conversation faded after that, and, studying Laureen, Nick could tell she was 
nervous.  She kept looking around the room, and he tried to imagine what she must be 
thinking.  Ohmygod, I’m in Nick Carter’s house!!! ?   He hoped not, but he decided he 
couldn’t blame her for it.  Even though they had known each other for several years now, 
she was still a fan.  He hoped she would get over that soon – not the fan part, just the 
whole starstruck bit. 

The beer helped.  He could practically see it taking effect, causing her to relax.  As 
she worked on the beer, she went from sitting stiffly next to him on the edge of the 
couch, her legs tightly crossed, to lounging limply against the back, her legs stretched 
out in front of her. 

“Hey, nice tat,” Nick said suddenly, noticing the tattoo on her left calf – a treble 
clef in the midst of a shower of stars. 

“Oh, thanks!” Laureen beamed.  “I’ve got another one on my ankle.”  She turned 
towards him, showing him the outside of her right ankle, where there was a tattoo of a 
swirling music staff.  “It’s a song for my grandpa,” she explained, as Nick traced his 
finger over the colorful notes of the staff.  “I got this one not long after he died.” 

“That’s a cool idea,” Nick murmured.  “You must be a big music fan, huh?” 
“Oh, huge,” she emphasized.  “I used to work at a concert venue outside Chicago.  

The Tweeter Center - you guys have played there once.  Before I started working there, 
of course.  But I did see you there.”   She smiled. 

Nick returned the smile.  “I think I remember that place,” he said, though he 
really didn’t.  The venues all started to blur together after awhile, and the guys had 
played at a different venue in Chicago nearly every time they had toured there. 

“It was during the Black & Blue tour.  Awesome show,” she added. 



 

 

“Thanks.”  Looking back down at her music tattoo, he asked, “So, you play any 
instruments?” 

“Piano and guitar.  I used to play the flute and clarinet too.” 
Nick’s eyes widened.  “Wow.  You got me beat, girl.  I’m gettin’ better at guitar, 

but I can’t play any of that other stuff.”   Blushing, Laureen just smiled.  “Will you play 
something for me?” asked Nick, and her eyes went wide. 

“What??” 
“I’ve got a keyboard in my studio here,” said Nick, grinning at the look on her 

face.  “I can only pick stuff out on it though; I dunno how to play.  Will you play 
something on it?  I wanna see you play.” 

Laureen’s face was bright red now, and she had the deer-in-headlights look of 
someone who was being put on the spot, but Nick had to hand it to her – she was a good 
sport.  She was hesitant, but after a few seconds, she stammered, “Well, o-okay... but I 
have to warn you, I’m not really that-” 

“I’m not a harsh critic, don’t worry,” Nick assured her.  “I told you, I can’t really 
play at all.  I’m sure you’re great.” 

“We’ll see,” Laureen giggled nervously, as she set down her beer and followed 
him into his studio.  “This is really nice,” she commented, looking around in awe at his 
selection of instruments and sound equipment. 

“Thanks,” said Nick, turning on his keyboard for her and adjusting the sound 
levels.  He ran his fingers across the keys, tinkering out a random melody.  “It’s all 
yours,” he told her, pulling out the bench for her and stepping back. 

Laureen let out a deep breath as she sat down on the bench, nervously smoothing 
her clothes.  “I don’t know what to play,” she stalled. 

“Play whatever you want.  What kind of stuff do you like to play?” 
She thought for a minute, and then she turned to look at him over her shoulder, a 

coy smile on her face.  Her cheeks were flushed pink.  “I can play ‘I Need You Tonight,’” 
she offered shyly. 

A smile spread across Nick’s face.  “Play it,” he urged. 
“I might mess up.  I haven’t played it in awhile...” 
“That’s okay.  Go for it; I wanna hear you play it.” 
She took a deep breath.  “Okay...”   She positioned her hands carefully over the 

smooth black and white keys, and Nick stood back and watched, frozen, waiting for her 
to start.  At first, she seemed to hesitate, but then, the first two notes rang out, shakily.  
As she played the intro, he could hear the confidence building in her music, as the lilting 
notes steadied and grew louder, her hands falling into familiar chords with perfection. 

Acting more on instinct than thought, Nick sucked in a breath at the spot he 
always did and sang quietly, right on cue, “Open up your heart to me...” 

Laureen’s hands suddenly froze, and the music halted as her head spun around to 
look at him.  He gave her a sheepish smile, feeling himself start to blush now.  “Sorry.  I 
didn’t mean to mess you up.  I’ll shut up.” 

Her eyes widened.  “No, no, don’t stop!  I-I’m sorry; you just... caught me off-
guard.  Keep going!” 

“Only if you do,” he replied with a grin. 
“Oh!  Oh yeah...”   Smiling sheepishly, she spun back around, her hands 

appearing to tremble slightly as they found their place on the keyboard once again and 
picked up where she had left off. 



 

“... and say what’s on your mind,” he sang behind her.  This time, she kept going, 
and so did he, his voice accompanying her playing.  “I know that we have been through 
so much pain.  But I still need you in my life this time...” 

They fell into a groove, and as the song went on, it seemed to Nick as if they had 
been performing this song together for years.  Of course, he knew it like the back of his 
hand, and she had likely known it for years and years too, but it still came together like 
nothing else.  His voice occasionally cracked, and he heard her fingers trip over a few 
clinkers, but to his ears, it actually sounded good.  There was something so intimate and 
romantic about it too, standing behind her, singing along to only a keyboard, watching 
her fingers move nimbly across the ivory keys, creating sweet notes and harmonious 
chords that his voice could blend with perfectly. 

He let his voice grow husky on the last few notes, and her hands came to a stop as 
he sang softly, “... ‘Cause I see heaven...”    She turned to watch him, her expression 
transfixed, her green eyes wide and luminous.  He looked right into them, his smile 
devilish, as he finished, “... in your ey-es...” 

There were several more measures of accompaniment left in the song, but as their 
eyes met, he realized she had no more intention of playing them than he wanted her to 
play them.  Her lips had parted, her mouth falling open slightly as she gaze up at him, 
her cheeks flushed and her eyes radiant.  He could tell she wanted him, and right then, 
he wanted her too. 

Acting on impulse again – the very same impulse that had driven his actions the 
night of Claire’s wedding – he leaned down slowly, tipping his head, his lips drifting 
towards hers.  His hands found the keyboard behind her, and he used it to steady 
himself as he closed his eyes, inches from her upturned face.  As their lips connected, a 
dissonant chord rang out from the keyboard, as Nick’s hands pressed down on the keys. 

They both ignored it, lost in the harmony of their kiss. 
 

*** 
 
At the same time, fifteen-hundred miles away, Claire and Jamie were cuddled 

together on their couch, engrossed in a horror movie Jamie had rented on the way home 
from work that evening. 

“You know I hate these slasher flicks,” Claire had protested when she’d seen the 
cover of the DVD.  “If you wanna give me a heart attack, this is the way to do it.” 

“Oh, come on, babe, it’s the Halloween season.  Get into the spirit,” Jamie had 
ribbed her gleefully.  He had always enjoyed tormenting her with movies that would 
make her jump.  And as usual, she could not say no to them.  Everyone liked to be scared 
a little. 

“Fine, but only if all the doors are locked and all the curtains are closed.” 
After checking to make sure that these conditions were met, she had popped 

some popcorn and settled down with Jamie to watch.  Luckily, the movie was fairly 
stupid, more silly than truly scary, and they were both entertained by it. 

Halfway through, Claire suddenly jumped. 
Jamie looked over at her, his expression amused.  “That wasn’t even scary!” he 

laughed. 
But Claire wasn’t looking at the TV.  Her gaze was focused on her belly.  On the 

outside, its rounded form was just as still as could be, but inside, she could still feel what 



 

 

had made her jump in the first place – strange, fluttering sensations, like the wings of a 
butterfly, flapping around inside her.  She put her hand over her stomach and could feel 
the soft rumblings against her fingertips, almost as if her stomach were growling.  But it 
wasn’t.  It was hard to describe the peculiar, steady vibrations, like nothing she had 
quite felt before, but she knew, instinctively, what was causing them. 

“Claire?  Are you alright?”  Jamie had just noticed what she was doing and was 
looking at her in concern.  “Is something wrong with the babies??” he asked, panic 
jumping into his voice. 

“No,” answered Claire, a smile spreading over her face like warm butter.  “They’re 
moving.  The babies are moving!” 

Jamie’s eyebrows shot straight up, as his eyes went wide. 
“Feel!” Claire whispered ecstatically, grabbing his hand.  She pushed up her top 

and placed his hand on the bare skin of her stomach.  “Can you feel it?” she asked, after 
a few seconds. 

At first, Jamie frowned in deep concentration, and then, all of a sudden, his 
whole face lit up.  “Oh my God...  Oh my God,” he repeated, murmuring in awe.  “I feel 
it!  This is incredible...” 

Watching him react to the babies was almost more rewarding than feeling them 
herself.  Claire beamed as Jamie lowered his head to her stomach, putting his ear right 
up to her belly.  His head rose and fell, riding her belly as it went up and down every 
time she breathed. 

Trying her best to remain otherwise silent and still, she reached out and ran her 
hand through his curly hair, feeling suddenly overwhelmed with love for him and for 
their children.  They were starting to feel like a family, and for the first time since she 
and Jamie had moved in, Claire felt truly confident that they were all going to be okay – 
Jamie, her, and their two babies. 

When, finally, he raised his head, Jamie smiled broadly at her.  “C’mere, Mama,” 
he said, taking her chin in his hand.  Smiling back, Claire let him guide her lips to his, as 
they met for a tender, soul-soothing kiss. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 156 
 
“Welcome back to ‘Today.’  I’m Meredith Vieira, live from Rockefeller Plaza with 

Matt and Al, and let me just say... the weather may be a bit chilly on this October 
morning, but it is hot out here on the Plaza because joining us today is the man all the 
girls have come out to see – Backstreet Boy Nick Carter!  His second solo album, Back 
on the Right Foot, comes out today, and he’ll be performing right here on the Plaza in 
just a few minutes.  Nick Carter, welcome to ‘Today’!” 

The hordes of girls pressed against the barricades squealed, and Nick smiled 
around graciously at them before turning to Meredith.  “Thanks.  It’s great to be here,” 
he spoke into his microphone.  And it was great.  He couldn’t have been happier, for 
today was the day he had been looking forward to for weeks, the day of his album 
release.  He had been out on the road, making appearances and doing interviews, for 
several days now, but today was the big day, the day when he could finally say, “The CD’s 
on the shelves now.  Go check it out.”   It was always an incredible feeling. 

“I can’t say the same for Matt and Al here, but I know it’s been quite awhile since 
I’ve seen you,” said Meredith.  “If I’m not mistaken, the last time I talked to you was 
when you performed on ‘The View’ for your first solo album, Now or Never, back in 
2002.” 

Nick licked his lips and swallowed.  “Right, right... it has been awhile then.” 
Meredith laughed lightly.  “A lot’s changed for both of us since then.  I know 

you’ve had some serious issues in your personal life in the last few years, but it’s great to 
have you back with a new album.  Music is the constant in your life; is that right?” 

“Oh, absolutely,” Nick nodded.  “Most of the time, music is my life.  It’s great to 
be back to doing what I love.” 

“Well, I know it’s great for your fans too.  As you can see, quite a few of them 
turned out to see you perform today.”   Meredith made a sweeping gesture to the crowd 
again, and Nick smiled as two of the cameramen scurried to pan across them. 

“I appreciate it,” said Nick.  “Thanks for the support!” 
The girls squealed again.  A few of them had posters with Nick’s face or the album 

cover and things like “We ♥ you, Nick!” written all over them.  Some things never 
changed. 

“Now, Nick,” Matt Lauer jumped in, “I have to ask you about this title.  The new 
album is called Back on the Right Foot.  Can you tell us what the title means to you?” 

Nick did his best to suppress a smirk.  He had been asked about the name of his 
album in almost every interview he had done so far, mostly because people couldn’t 
believe he would give his own CD such a blunt title.  That was, if it really meant what 
they thought it meant.  Did it?  They all had to ask. 

“Well, it’s been six years since my last solo project, and, like Meredith said, I’ve 
been through some pretty rough patches in my life in those six years, and there were 
times when I wasn’t even sure I’d be able to do another Backstreet Boys album, let alone 
one of my own.  But, obviously, I’ve released a couple of BSB records since then, and 
now I’ve got another solo record coming out, and so I really feel like I’m back on track 
with where I wanna be in the music business... back on the right foot, you know?”    

That was the standard bullshit answer Nick had been feeding everyone.  The truth 
was, of course, that the album title had started out as a joke, a pun he’d made one day 
while he was still in the studio, and when he could not think of anything better, Nick had 



 

 

thought up a meaning to go along with it, besides its literal one, and decided, ‘What the 
hell?’   The joke title was now scrawled across millions of albums worldwide. 

He let his smile return as he saw the way Matt and Meredith were nodding, 
straight-faced, and then he added, “There’s also a more literal meaning.”   Pulling up his 
left pant-leg, he added with a smirk, “I’m always on the right foot these days.” 

Matt chuckled, while Meredith looked both amused and embarrassed at being 
amused.  Nick smiled easily, letting them know it was okay to laugh.  He and Kenneth 
had laughed a lot the day they’d made the title official. 

“Seriously, I think it’s a good move,” Kenneth had advised.  “It’ll let people know 
you still have a sense of humor, that you can laugh at yourself.  Then no one can laugh at 
you; they’ll be laughing with you... you know what I’m saying?” 

Nick had known what he was saying, and now, a month or so later, here he was, 
laughing along with the hosts of the Today show. 

“It’s always refreshing to talk with celebrities who have a sense of humor, and you 
obviously do,” Matt said to Nick.  “I’ve heard people say before that the only way they 
could get through certain trials in their life is to keep a sense of humor.  Would you say 
that’s true for you too?  As Meredith mentioned, you’ve certainly been through some 
trials in the last few years.” 

“Oh yeah, for sure,” replied Nick, swallowing again.  “A sense of humor’s always 
important.  It’s not always easy, but sometimes, I think you just need to learn how to 
laugh at yourself.  Don’t take yourself so seriously, you know?  I’ve tried to get myself to 
that point, where I can just laugh at myself and go, ‘You know, this is me.  Take it or 
leave it.’” 

“We’ll take you!” Meredith chimed in, playfully grabbing his shoulder.  “Right, 
girls??” 

A fresh chorus of squeals rose from the crowd, and Nick smiled again, a warm 
feeling rising inside of him. 

“Well, Nick, we’re going to let you go get warmed up for your performance in a 
few minutes, and before that happens, let’s turn it over to Al for a check with the 
weather.  Al?” 

On the other side of the Plaza, Al Roker jumped in with his weather report, and 
Nick was led to the stage he would be performing on, where his band was already set up, 
off-camera.  He had already done a sound check, and as soon as the live feed went to a 
commercial break, he got warmed up for the first song in his set, his single. 

The first performance went well, and when the show took another commercial 
break after “Bruised Not Broken,” Nick kept performing for the crowd outside as 
planned, though he changed the order of the songs.  Only one other performance would 
be televised, he had been told, and he had planned to sing the song that would probably 
end up being his second single.  But, in the course of his interview with Meredith and 
Matt, Nick had changed his mind.  There was another song, a different song, that he felt 
like singing today, not just for the people in the plaza, but for the television audience as 
well... just in case she was watching... 

“Welcome back to Today,” Meredith smiled into the camera when the show 
returned from the second commercial break.  “I’m Meredith Vieira, back on the Plaza, 
where Nick Carter is about to perform another song off his new album, Back on the 
Right Foot, in stores today.  Nick, would you like to introduce this one?” 



 

Standing on the stage next to a lone grand piano, Nick rested his hand on the 
piano’s sleek black top and pulled the microphone towards him.  “I wrote this song 
about three years ago, for the person who taught me how to keep my sense of humor 
through everything.  I dunno if you’re out there watching or not, Ren, but if you are... 
this one’s for you.  This is ‘Live for You.’” 
 

*** 
 

Sitting at home on her couch, in her pajamas, Claire’s mouth fell open as she 
stared at her TV screen. 

It was filled with the image of a grand piano, a man leaned over it, his fingers 
moving gracefully over the keys as he played a soft, mournful prelude, but a moment 
earlier, there had been Nick, his blue eyes seeming to stare right through the screen as 
he said, “This one’s for you.” 

For me, she thought, watching in wonder as the camera panned out to include 
Nick in the shot.  He had stepped away from the piano and put the mic back in its stand, 
ready to sing.  She listened intently, and when he finally opened his mouth, she drank 
up every word. 

 
“I thought I’d reached my breaking point, 
Every ounce of my strength gone, 
But when I thought I couldn’t walk any further, 
You’re the one who helped me carry on. 
 
“It would have been so easy 
To give into the pain, 
Let the walls close in around me 
And forfeit the game. 
 
“I wanted to give up, 
I just wanted it all to end; 
Who knew that in my darkest hour 
I would see the light again...” 

 
Tears filled Claire’s eyes as she watched Nick sing.  He looked so good, so fit and 

healthy, and he seemed happy, but she could remember the weeks and months when he 
had been anything but, when he had been so miserable and depressed that she had 
worried more about his emotional state than his physical health.  A part of her had been 
truly scared that he really would give up and try to end it all. 

But Nick was strong, stronger than even he thought he was, and of course he 
hadn’t tried anything.  He had gotten through everything on his own, through his own 
strength and will, not because of anything she had done.  And yet, here he was, singing 
to her, as if she were the reason he was alive... 

 
“You opened my eyes to everything I could be, 
And I would do it all again, 
If I knew when it was over, 



 

 

You would be the first person I would see. 
 
“Through all the lies I’ve been told, 
You’re the only thing in my life that stayed true...” 
And when I didn’t want to live for me, 
You made me live for you...” 

 
It’s not true, thought Claire sadly, stricken with guilt and shame.  I didn’t stay 

true to him.  I left him.  I hurt him... 
The camera zoomed in for a close-up shot of Nick’s face, and as it did, his eyes 

found its focus.  Suddenly, he was staring through the TV screen again, his blue eyes like 
tractor beams, slowly reeling her in.  She gazed back, unable to look away.   

 
“So the least I can do is return the favor. 
Know that I’ll always be by your side...” 

 
One corner of his mouth twitched upward as he sang, but Claire could tell that 

the smile was not genuine.  Not really.  She knew him too well; she could read him like a 
book, and she could see the heartbreak deep within his eyes. 
 

“The world can turn against us, 
But together... we’ll be alright...” 

 
Together, she thought, Nick’s image swimming before her eyes.  He had written 

these lyrics when they were together.  And if she had known, she would have agreed.  
They had been through it all together; it seemed nothing could break them, as long as 
they loved each other.  But something had broken them.  She had broken them.  She had 
destroyed the very thing Nick had thought he could always count on – their love. 

And yet, she had never fallen out of love with him.  Watching him sing, feeling 
her heart thumping against her ribs, Claire knew she would never completely fall out of 
love with Nick Carter.  He still had a piece of her pounding heart, and he always would.  
She knew he had to feel the same about her, or he wouldn’t have put this song on his 
album. 

After all this time, he was still in love with her.  She could see it in his eyes.  And if 
he had truly been able to look through her TV screen, he would have seen the same 
expression in hers.  But along with it was guilt.  Guilt, because she had a husband, whom 
she also loved, and it seemed almost adulterous to stare at her ex-fiancée on television 
and realize that she still had feelings for him.  Guilt, because she had moved on without 
Nick, and here he was singing to her in spite of it. 

Had he ever really moved on?  She thought he had, many times, but every once in 
awhile, when she looked closely at him, she started to wonder what he was really 
thinking and feeling. 

She thought of the women he had dated since her, and how none of them had 
worked out for him. 

Was he alright? 



 

Then her thoughts turned to Jamie, the only man she had been with since Nick, 
and the shaky marriage they’d been struggling to hold onto.  And she had to ask 
herself... 

Was she? 
 

*** 
 
Hours later, Claire sat alone in her SUV in a far corner of the local K-Mart 

parking lot, her mind filled with memories, her ears filled with the sweet sounds of 
Nick’s voice. 

In her lap sat his new CD, the plastic wrapping torn away, tossed haphazardly 
next to its receipt on the passenger seat next to her.  She’d gone to buy the new album 
and, after hearing Nick sing the song he’d written about her on TV that morning, she 
couldn’t resist tearing it open and popping it into the car’s stereo the minute she’d 
climbed inside. 

She was already on the fourth track, and she hadn’t yet made a move to put the 
car into gear.  It sat idling in its parking spot, while she poured over the album jacket, 
studying every picture of Nick, every lyric, every word of his liner notes.  There was no 
message to her in the thank-yous at the back of this album’s booklet, but it didn’t 
matter.  This time, the thank-you was in the lyrics, the lyrics of the song “Live for You,” 
the second-to-last track on the album.  The song was incredibly beautiful, and the lyrics 
were touching, though Claire felt she didn’t deserve the credit.  Nick had not lived just 
for her; he had lived for himself.  He was living his own life now, a life which she was 
hardly part of anymore. 

And as she listened to him sing and stared down at his picture, staring back at her 
from the album jacket, she regretted that.  She missed being able to see him every day, 
being able to spend time with him without feeling like she was doing something wrong.  
He had been such a big part of her life for so long, and now it seemed they only saw each 
other when one of them needed something.  She hadn’t seen Nick since he had come to 
be with her after the selective reduction, over a month ago. 

Yet, as she continued to flip through the album jacket, vivid memories from much 
further in the past took over her thoughts.  With a wave of déjà vu, she remembered how 
she had poured over every detail of his first solo album, Now or Never, a few months 
after she had met him.  It was the first time she’d really paid any attention to his music, 
and she had been surprised to find that she actually liked it.  She remembered listening 
to it while she was in the hospital for her bone marrow transplant.  Nick had teased her 
about it, but she knew he had been secretly pleased that she liked it.  And though the 
memory was foggy and dreamlike, she remembered him singing “Who Needs the World” 
at her bedside.  In her mind, his voice had sounded as beautiful then as it did on the 
studio-recorded track that was playing in her car now. 

Glancing up at the numbers on the face of her CD player, she realized the album 
was already almost half-over, and she’d been sitting in this parking spot for over twenty 
minutes now.  I need to get home, she realized, remembering she had groceries in the 
trunk.  But even as she went to set the album jacket aside, her eyes lingered on it, drawn 
to the picture on the last page. 

It was of Nick, and he was boxing, sparring an invisible partner in an old-
fashioned looking ring, his fists covered by a battered pair of boxing gloves, their leather 



 

 

worn and torn.  The photo was obviously staged, and yet, it was symbolic; Nick’s jaw set 
with determination, a steely look in his eyes, dressed in a grubby wifebeater and shorts 
that showed his flexed arm muscles and robotic leg. 

His face looked bloody and bruised, and she, like nearly everyone else who would 
see this picture, assumed it was makeup, not realizing that beneath the crusted fake 
blood lay the real injuries her own husband had inflicted on him.  The imprint of 
knuckles on his cheek matched the fist of Jamie, who had gotten in one good punch the 
night before he moved Claire to Des Moines.  Jamie, who had not been there for her 
during her transplant, nor the selective reduction.  Jamie, who would never write a song 
for her or sing to her when she was sick.  Jamie, who was expecting her to have dinner 
on the table when he got home from work. 

Sighing, she pushed the album jacket away and put the car into drive, pulling 
forward out of her parking space.  She had every intention of going home to put her 
groceries away and start on dinner, but she didn’t.  Instead, she drove around for over 
an hour, navigating winding country roads in circles as Nick’s album finished and 
started over again. 

Finally, when “Live for You” had played for a second time, and the sun had sunk 
low enough to glare right into her eyes, Claire turned the SUV around and headed for 
home. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 157 
 
“So how was your day?” asked Jamie that evening, as he and Claire sat down to 

the dinner she had hastily thrown together. 
“It was fine...”  Claire spoke carefully, knowing she could not tell him about the 

rollercoaster of emotions Nick’s new album had sent her on.  He wouldn’t have been 
surprised to hear how she had driven around aimlessly, wanting to both smile and cry as 
she listened to Nick’s music – after all, she was pregnant, and hormones would do that 
to a woman.  But he could never know how her heart was pulling her in all directions.  
He would never understand how she could love him and miss Nick at the same time. 

Jamie raised an eyebrow.  “Nothing happened, did it?  I mean, everything’s 
okay... with you, and with the babies... right?” 

Claire had to smile.  He was always asking about her and the babies, making sure 
she was feeling okay, as if she didn’t know how to take care of herself.  “Oh yeah, 
everything’s great!  You know, that pregnancy book I got was right – second trimester is 
awesome.  No more morning sickness, and I’m starting to feel them move more and 
more.  It’s amazing.” 

Watching her, Jamie’s eyes took on an extra sparkle.  He always lit up when they 
talked about the babies; Claire knew he was in love with the both of them already.  
“Good.  I just hope you’re taking it easy.” 

“I am,” she said patiently. 
“Just checking.”  Jamie smiled easily.  “So, what did you do today?” 
“Well...  I did some laundry...  I watched some TV...  I fixed dinner...  I went to K-

Mart...” 
“Ah, K-Mart.  Always an event.” 
“Oh, it was the highlight of my day,” Claire played along with a teasing smile.  

“They had a blue light special on cat food.” 
“Bright will appreciate that.”  Jamie grinned.  A few feet away, his gray cat’s ears 

twitched at the sound of her name.  “Yeah, that’s right; we’re talking about you, baby,” 
he cooed to the feline.  “Mommy picked you up some more food.” 

Claire wrinkled her nose.  “I am not that thing’s ‘mommy,’” she told Jamie, trying 
hard to keep a straight face.  “You better quit that when the babies come, or our kids are 
going to grow up thinking that cat is their sister.” 

“Well, of course she is,” Jamie cooed in the same sugary voice he always used 
with the cat.  “Bright can’t wait till her baby brothers get here.”  He gave Claire a playful 
wink. 

She smirked in amusement.  “Brothers, huh?  Do you know something I don’t?  
You think we’re gonna have twin boys?” 

“Just wishful thinking.”  He grinned again, and she laughed. 
“Well, personally, I’d love one of each.  Don’t you want a Daddy’s little girl?” 

asked Claire. 
“Of course, honey,” Jamie assured her.  “I’m just playing; you know I already love 

them, whether they’re girls or boys.” 
Claire smiled.  She knew it, but she also knew that Jamie was secretly hoping for 

a boy, at least one.  Typical guy; he wanted a son.  She also suspected that he was dying 
to know the sex of their twins, but she was old-fashioned and wanted to be surprised, so 
they had told her OB to keep it a secret until the babies were born. 



 

 

“If we do have a girl, maybe we could name her Patricia, after my dad.  You 
know... Patricia... Patrick.”  Jamie looked at her hopefully.  “We could call her Patti for 
short.  Or Tricia.” 

Claire wondered how best to hint at Jamie that she didn’t like the name Patricia, 
without hurting his feelings.  It was a sweet gesture, naming their daughter after his late 
father, but...  “Don’t you remember Patricia Barnes, from high school?  She was a 
Tricia.” 

“The cheerleader?  She was hot,” said Jamie with a smirk. 
Claire gave him a look.  “She was a bitch.  I could never call my daughter Tricia 

and not think of her.  Why don’t we just see if we have a son, and name him Patrick?” 
Jamie hesitated, making a face.  “Well...  I just think a kid called Patrick would 

get picked on nowadays.” 
“What?!  Why??” Claire laughed.  “Patrick is a common name!” 
“Not anymore.  When was the last time you met a kid named Patrick?  Anyway, 

what would we call him for short?  Pat?  That just makes me think of that SNL sketch... 
you know, Pat, the he-she.” 

Claire snorted.  “Jamie!  Pat was your dad’s name!” 
“I know, I know, but he was born way before SNL; his parents didn’t know any 

better,” said Jamie matter-of-factly.  “We do.” 
“Okay, okay, so no Patrick.  Well, maybe we could use one or the other as a 

middle name for one of them; how about that?” she suggested. 
“That sounds good,” Jamie agreed with a nod, and they exchanged a smile, 

pleased with the compromise. 
Beneath the table, Claire rested her hand on her belly, marveling over the fact 

that the child they were discussing was growing inside of her right now, along with its 
twin.  In a matter of months, there would be two highchairs at this table, and two more 
mouths to feed.  What would the twins, boys or girls, be like?  What would they name 
them?  She and Jamie didn’t yet have names, or highchairs, and with a start, she 
realized how much work there was left to do before the babies arrived. 

“You know, we really need to get to work on the babies’ room,” she mentioned to 
Jamie.  “We should go shopping and pick out some stuff we like so I can get us on some 
of those gift registries.  Things are gonna get so busy with the holidays coming up; I 
want to make sure we’re all ready once it gets closer to time.” 

Jamie smiled and nodded.  “We will be.  Let’s go shopping this weekend.  We’ll 
have to, cause next weekend I’m going to be busy packing...”   He trailed off, smirking at 
her in a way that told her his off-handed comment was actually quite significant. 

“Packing??” she repeated.  “Packing for what?” 
“I just found out today, I’m going on a business trip to Mississippi, the week after 

next.” 
“A business trip?”  Claire was surprised.  “You never take business trips...” 
“I do now,” Jamie said, smirking again.  “It’s a part of the new job, one of the 

reasons I’m being paid more than I was in Tampa.  Sometimes I have to travel.” 
Claire stared at him, wondering how she could have missed that detail of his new 

position.  “You didn’t tell me that...” 
“Sorry.  I wasn’t sure when I would start, but my boss thinks I’m doing great work 

around here, so he wants to send me to Biloxi, Mississippi.  There’s a new church going 
up there, and they need some good insurance.  It’s actually a rebuild of a church that 



 

was destroyed in Hurricane Katrina, and they’ve just now raised enough money to 
rebuild.” 

“And they’re going through a company in Des Moines?” 
“We’re the leading insurer of churches, sweetheart.  We’ve got clients all across 

the country.  This won’t be the first time I’ll have to travel to meet with one.” 
Claire frowned.  “Again, something you failed to mention to me when you took 

this job.” 
“I didn’t take the job; I was transferred,” Jamie said, none-too-patiently.  “Listen, 

this is a good thing for us, honey.  It means more money, and there are all kinds of 
perks.  I get reimbursed for all my travel expenses, and look how many frequent flier 
miles I’ll rack up.  That means we’ll be able to afford flying back to Tampa to visit your 
family more often.” 

He spoke in a patronizing tone, as if he was explaining concepts she’d never 
heard of before.  It was exasperating, but he’d known just what to say to keep her from 
getting too annoyed.  Tampa.  Her family.  The magic words.  He knew how much she 
missed them. 

“Okay, so you’re going to Mississippi in two weeks.  How long will you be there?” 
“Well, I don’t need to be in Biloxi until the Monday after Halloween, but I 

thought I’d leave that Thursday before and spend a long weekend in Biloxi.  I’ve got 
some buddies from college living in that area, and I thought it’d be good to catch up.  
Then I’ll be working Monday and Tuesday, and I’ll fly back Wednesday.  How does that 
sound?” 

Claire blinked.  “So you only need to be gone for three days, but instead you’re 
going to go for a week so you can party with your friends over Halloween and leave me 
here alone with nothing to do?  Yeah, that sounds just spectacular.” 

“Aww, come on, Clairie, don’t pout.  I don’t give you crap about wanting to hang 
out with your friends.” 

“What friends?  All my friends are in Florida,” Claire snapped. 
It was true; she had no real friends in Des Moines yet.  Though she’d met some of 

the neighbors, it wasn’t like they hung out – the other women in the neighborhood 
either worked or were occupied with their young children all day, and Claire, without a 
job and without small children – yet – fit in with neither group.  Besides Jamie, 
everyone she cared about was far away.  The only one she’d seen since they had moved 
was Nick.  And the thought of Nick brought something else to mind. 

“And by the way, that is bullshit!  You threw a fit when Nick came here to visit 
me, and the only reason he was here is because you weren’t.  So don’t you dare say that I 
give you crap and you don’t!” she went on hotly. 

“Fine, give me all the crap you want then.  But if you see nothing wrong with 
staying in your ex-boyfriend’s hotel room while he’s here, you sure as hell shouldn’t have 
a problem with me catching up with friends in Mississippi, Claire.”   Jamie glared at her, 
his eyes as stormy as his tone. 

“You’re right.  I don’t.  Go to Mississippi; do what you want, Jamie.”   Annoyed, 
Claire got up and went to the sink to rinse her plate.  Jamie sat at the table and stewed.   

Claire knew he had a point, but she was not about to pretend she was happy with 
the idea of him being out of town for a whole week when it could have just been three 
days.  To be honest, she wasn’t thrilled about the idea of him taking business trips all the 



 

 

time either, and she was bothered by the realization that he’d never told her he was 
going to have to travel for his new job. 

We really need to work on our communication, she thought, as she loaded the 
dishwasher.  Who knew the things they would find to argue about once the twins were 
born.  This constant arguing had to stop, before the babies arrived.  She didn’t want her 
children to grow up in a house full of bickering and resentment.  And sometimes, that’s 
how it seemed to be with Jamie and her.  She loved him, and she knew he loved her, but 
sometimes they had funny ways of showing it.  She worried that their problems were 
more deep-seeded than petty arguments about friends and business trips. 

After dinner, Jamie retreated to the basement to watch football, and Claire 
finished cleaning up the kitchen and then got on the computer.  She slipped Nick’s CD 
into the drive and listened to it on headphones as she checked her email and surfed 
through a few websites.  Then she glanced at her AIM buddy list and saw Nick’s screen 
name.  An0nym0us1980.  It had always amused her, because Nick was anything but 
anonymous. 

At first, she was surprised to see him online on the night of his album released, 
but then she realized he must be on his cell phone.  She hesitated, staring at the screen 
name for a moment, and then she decided to IM him.  What the hell, she thought, 
clicking on his name to pull up a new chat window.  Even if he couldn’t chat, he would 
always get her text later.  So she started typing a message. 

“Hey!  Don’t know if you’ll see this right away, but just wanted to tell you, I got 
the album...” 

 
*** 

 
It was nearing seven o’clock by the time Nick got to go back to his hotel room, 

after a full day of promotional appearances and album signings.  He enjoyed the 
publicity and the praise for his album, but the release day had been a long one, and he 
was tired and hungry and anxious for a break and some dinner.  Opting not to dine out, 
he had his driver take him straight back to his hotel, looking forward to ordering room 
service and just eating in, a temporary refuge from all the people and publicity.  He 
hoped that would be enough to refresh him for a night of partying to celebrate the album 
release. 

Once he got some food into his empty stomach, Nick’s mood rose again, right 
along with his blood sugar, and when Laureen called at 7:30, he was ready to talk to 
people again.  Not that Laureen was just anyone, anyway.  She was more than just 
“someone” or “anyone.”  She was... 

Well, he wasn’t exactly sure what she was.  But the last week had proven that she 
wasn’t just a fan, or Claire’s friend, or even purely his friend.  True, they’d been acting 
like friends, hanging out pretty much every night the week he’d been at home in Tampa.  
But there was something more there, something beyond just friendship.  He couldn’t get 
his mind off the kisses they’d shared, or how admired and cared about she made him 
feel. 

When he was with her, Nick didn’t feel alone, in any sense.  He knew he was with 
a person who truly cared about him, in the somewhat distanced way a fan would, and 
also in the much deeper, closer way a friend would.  Laureen was both of those things to 
him, and more.  She was also a woman, a woman who made him feel worthy of love and 



 

attraction, whenever she kissed him or blushed when he smiled at her.  When he’d lost 
Claire, a small part of him had feared he would never find another woman who would 
react that way to him, and all of his attempts at finding such a woman after her had 
ultimately failed.  He had no idea what would happen with Laureen and him, but right 
now, he was having fun and was willing to take a chance on her.  She was a sweet girl, 
and he’d enjoyed spending time with her the week before. 

So when he saw her name flashing on his phone, Nick found himself smiling.  He 
answered right away, drawling a flirtatious “Helloooo?” 

“Hi!” chirped Laureen.  Just the sound of her voice made Nick smile.  She was 
one of those people that was like the sun, beaming light onto whomever she talked to 
(and not in irritating way).  She just had a way about her that instantly made him feel 
better.  “Am I calling at a bad time?  I know today’s probably been crazy for you...” 

“Oh yeah, it’s been crazy, but in a good way.  And you actually caught me at a 
perfect time,” Nick replied. 

“Really?  Wow!  So what are you up to right now?” 
“Just got done eating, and now I’m just hangin’ out in my hotel room, chillin’ 

until it’s time to go out.” 
“Oh, awesome!”  Laureen paused for just a second, and then she started gushing.  

“I love the album!!  It’s amazing, just like I knew it would be!” 
Noting the sincerity in her voice, Nick smiled.  “Thank you.  That means a lot.” 
“Well, you’re welcome, but trust me, it won’t be the only time you hear it!  I know 

the rest of the fans will love it too.” 
Nick hoped she was right, but at the same time, it didn’t matter.  Not really.  He’d 

made the album more for himself than for anyone else, not even the fans, and he was 
proud of the work he’d done.  That was all that really mattered.  Still, he didn’t mind the 
compliments.  “You’re sweet,” he told Laureen, smiling again.  “So what are you doing 
right now?” 

“Not too much,” she answered with a giggle.  “Just hangin’ out... watching some 
show about ghosts on the Discovery Channel.  They’re having a marathon – you know, 
for Halloween.  It’s on a commercial though.” 

“Ah, that’s always cool.”   He tried to picture her, lounging on her bed or couch, 
though he’d never seen either, the remote in one hand and her phone in the other, her 
tousled auburn hair falling over her eyes... 

“I know; I love that stuff!” she went on.  “Halloween’s my favorite holiday.  I love 
ghosts and graveyards and scary stuff.” 

“Me too,” agreed Nick, realizing again how much they had in common.  It was 
unexpected; he’d never considered that he and Laureen would have anything in 
common, besides a mutual friendship with Claire. 

But as it turned out, they were alike in many ways, ways in which he and Claire 
had been quite opposites of one another.  Laureen was musical and loved the ocean; she 
had tattoos, and now, her favorite holiday was Halloween.  They were all small 
components of who she was, but combined together, they led Nick closer and closer to 
the conclusion that he and she might actually be quite compatible. 

“Halloween’s comin’ up... maybe we should do something together, huh?” he 
suggested casually. 

“I would love that!”  Laureen sounded thrilled.  “Will you be back in Tampa by 
then?” 



 

 

“Planning on it, yeah.  I should be home next week.” 
“Oh, cool!  We’ll have plenty of time to figure out what to do then.”  She giggled, 

the way she tended to do when she was nervous.  He smiled. 
“Absolutely,” he assured her.  That’s when his phone beeped, signaling that he 

had an instant message.  “Ah, hang on, Laureen, I got a text.” 
He heard her say “Okay” as he pulled the phone away from his ear, lowering it to 

look at the screen.  A message was flashing, and when he looked at the screen name, he 
saw that it was from Claire. 

 
Clairevoyance315:  hey!  Don’t know if you’ll see this right away, but just 
wanted to tell you, I got the album.  I love it, Nick – it’s fantastic!!!  Great songs, 
and your voice sounds amazing.  I especially love “Live For You”... it’s beautiful 
☺ 

 
Nick smiled at the words of praise.  Even now, they meant a lot, coming from her.  

Despite everything, she was still a close friend, and so in a way, it was just expected that 
she would buy his album and tell him it was good.  But Claire wasn’t one to throw out 
meaningless compliments or fake how she felt; he knew she was being sincere.    

He wanted to thank her, and maybe chat for just a few minutes, so he put the 
phone back to his ear and said, “Hey, Laureen?  Can I call you back in a few minutes?” 

It was probably a low thing to do, trading one “friend” for another, but Laureen, 
always understanding, chirped, “Sure!  I’ll be here,” and let him go. 

Closing the connection with her, he switched to his buddy list and started keying 
in a reply to Claire. 

 
An0nym0us1980:  hey thanks!  how u doin? 

 
Claire’s reply came quickly. 

 
Clairevoyance315:  wow, you’re actually there!  Thought you’d be busy 
partying.  It’s not exactly a party here, but I’m fine.  Fat and swollen and 
moody, but fine. ☺ 

 
When she IMed, he could always imagine her saying the words she typed.  He 

could just hear her bitching about her puffy ankles and raging hormones and the fact 
that she could barely fit into her clothes.  It would have been more charming if it had 
been his babies she was carrying, but he had to smile anyway. 
 

An0nym0us1980:  nah just hangin.... savin the parties 4 later tonite.  should 
be good times 
 
Clairevoyance315:  it better be good times! 
 
An0nym0us1980:  haha.. so what r u up too?   
 
Clairevoyance315:  eh, not much.  Same old crap going on here. 

 



 

Nick frowned, trying to read between the lines on that one.  It wasn’t too difficult. 
 

An0nym0us1980:  lemme guess.. by crap u mean jamie? 
 
Clairevoyance315:  found out tonight he’s going on a business trip to 
Mississippi in 2 weeks... and leaving 3 days early so he can party with some 
friends over Halloween.  He’ll be gone a week, and I’m just pissed cause I don’t 
wanna be stuck here alone with nothing to do for that long.  Especially over 
Halloween. 
 
An0nym0us1980:  that sux... im sorry.  u shouldnt be alone 4 that long 
anyway 

 
He was thinking of her pregnancy, and all the bad things that could happen.  

She’d had to terminate one of the pregnancies because of the threat of complications, 
and her doctor had still told her she was a high-risk case.  If I were her husband, he told 
himself, I would never leave her by herself for a whole week. 

Then he remembered all the times he had left her at his house in Tampa while he 
was working in LA.  But that was different... she hadn’t been his wife then either, and 
she certainly hadn’t been pregnant with twins.  And if she had wanted to come to LA, 
she could have.  She’d chosen to stay in Tampa and work. 
 

Clairevoyance315:  oh, I’ll be fine.  I’m just having a little pity party... don’t 
mind me.  See, we’re both going to party tonight. ☺ 

 
The comment made Nick smile, but he still felt bad for her.  She didn’t seem 

happy, and although he knew she was excited about the twins, she hadn’t seemed truly 
happy to him in a long time.  It was Jamie’s fault, he thought.  If only she would realize 
that and start changing things, for her own happiness and sanity.  

And then a sobering thought struck him, sending a jolt through his stomach.  Had 
she been this unhappy when she was with him?  Had she spent nights like this throwing 
“pity parties” for herself during the long weeks when he had been away?  He 
remembered how miserable she had sounded when she called him on the phone, close 
to tears, the day after her selective reduction procedure.  Had she felt that alone when 
she’d written the note she had left on his stairs and made the decision to move out of his 
house? 

Surely, the two situations were so different that she couldn’t possibly have felt 
that bad then... but still, Nick wondered.  He had always intended to treat her like a 
queen, but maybe he hadn’t done enough.  Maybe he hadn’t been there enough for her 
either.  She had hurt him terribly by leaving, but maybe he’d hurt her by not being there 
in the first place. 

For as strong and independent as she seemed, there was a side of Claire that 
longed for companionship.  When she was with someone, she wanted to be with them, 
not separated by days and miles.  Those were what had split them up... the days apart 
and the miles between them. 

Still miles away from her now, Nick sighed, staring down at her message.  Her 
usual light-heartedness was there in the text, but beyond it, he knew she wasn’t really 



 

 

smiling.  Not the kind of smile that reached her eyes and lit up her face, anyway.  He 
hadn’t seen her smile like that in a long time. 
 

An0nym0us1980:  i wish u could be here to party with me.  no offense but 
mine sounds more fun. 

 
He was joking and he wasn’t.  He really did wish she was here, so that he could 

take her mind off of Jamie and hopefully cheer her up.   
 

Clairevoyance315:  haha... me too.  Yours definitely sounds more fun. 
 

Nick smiled grimly, the wheels in his head starting to turn.  Maybe he could find 
a way to cheer her up while Jamie was away.  He could make up for not being there with 
her near the end of their relationship by being there for her now. 

He typed “brb” into the phone and pulled up his list of contacts over their 
messages.  Scrolling quickly through the long list, he found Laureen’s name and set the 
phone to dial her number. 

“Hey, it’s me again.  Sorry for the delay,” he said into the phone when Laureen 
answered. 

“Oh, no problem!” she replied earnestly.  “So what’s up?” 
“Actually...”  He smirked, pausing for dramatic effect.  “I think I’ve got an idea for 

what we can do for Halloween together.” 
“Ooh, really?  What??”  She sounded eager, and he hoped she’d be up for what he 

was currently plotting. 
Nick cleared his throat.  “Well... how would you feel about spending it in the 

Midwest?” 
“Home for Halloween?  That’s a new one, but hey, it works for me.  As long as I 

can get off work, I’m there!” Laureen exclaimed.  “Can I ask why you want to spend 
Halloween in the Midwest?” 

Grinning, Nick replied, “I’ll tell you,” and filled her in on the plan he’d thought up 
not five minutes earlier.  Lucky for him, Laureen liked spontaneity as much as he did. 

That was one more thing they had in common. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 158 
 

As darkness fell on the eve of October 31, the clouds that had hung over central 
Iowa all day long finally parted, exposing a glorious full moon that cast an eerie glow 
upon the trick-or-treaters starting to emerge from their houses. 

A perfect Halloween night, thought Claire as she flipped on the porch light and 
stepped outside, shivering at the chill that immediately accosted her.  She still didn’t like 
the cold of a Midwestern fall, but she had to admit, Halloween did seem more festive 
and fun here in Clive, where the trees changed colors and she could hand out candy 
from the front porch of her house, rather than the doorway of her apartment.  Trick-or-
treaters from outside her building had been rare back in Tampa, and there hadn’t been 
many children in the apartment complexes she’d lived in anyway. 

She was looking forward to seeing the trick-or-treaters this year, though that 
would be the only real highlight of her Halloween.  Once the clock struck nine, and trick-
or-treating hours ended in the neighborhood, she would be left with nothing to do but 
watch scary movies on TV and freak herself out in her dark house, all alone, her 
husband a thousand miles away in Biloxi. 

She was trying not to feel sorry for herself, but it was hard.  Jamie had only been 
gone a day, and she was already lonely.  It just wasn’t the same as when she had lived 
alone in Tampa.  There had always been things to do when she got bored there, friends 
to see when she got lonely.  Here in Clive, she just felt isolated and trapped. 

Once the babies are born, things will get better, she kept telling herself.  Once 
she had twins to take care of, there would always be something to do, and she would 
come to cherish her alone time again.  But right now, she hated it, and she couldn’t help 
but resent Jamie for dragging away from her friends and her job and every aspect of the 
life she had lived and loved back in Florida.  It was selfish, and she knew it, but she had 
a right to be self-centered now and again. 

Another chill ran through her as she knelt in front of the two jack-o-lanterns she 
and Jamie had carved the weekend before, her cold fingers fumbling with the lighter 
she’d brought out.  It had been she who’d insisted on carving pumpkins to set out on the 
porch of their very first house, on their very first Halloween as a married couple.  Even 
though Jamie wasn’t going to be around to spend the holiday with her, Claire wanted to 
at least honor the festivities.  Jamie had humored her, carving an evil-looking cat jack-o-
lantern, complete with pointed ears, to sit next to her silly-faced, cross-eyed one.  They 
looked good, Claire decided, once she’d lit the candles in both and stepped back to 
inspect their handiwork.  And in a few years, she thought, once the twins were old 
enough to help carve the pumpkins, there would be two more jack-o-lanterns in their 
midst. 

Smiling, she turned to go back into the house. 
It was not long before the doorbell started to ring.  Armed with a big bowl of 

Skittles and Snickers, Claire greeted group after group of trick-or-treaters, from herds of 
junior high kids in gruesome zombie makeup or spandex jungle cat costumes, to pint-
sized princesses, witches, and superheroes.  Especially adorable were a preschool-aged 
girl in a Snow White costume and her little brother, who was dressed as Dopey. 

“It’s his first time trick-or-treating,” explained their father, as he coaxed the 
toddler to hold out his plastic pumpkin pail.  “What do you say, Benjamin?” 



 

 

“Say trick-or-treat!” piped up the little girl, in a bossy, big sisterly voice.  “Come 
on, Benji... say trick-or-treat!” 

“Twick-oh-tweat,” the little boy finally mumbled, ducking his head shyly. 
Claire suppressed a giggle.  “He looks like more of a Bashful,” she said, smiling as 

she dropped a mini Snickers bar into the toddler’s pail.  “And what would you like, Snow 
White?” she asked, offering the candy bowl to his big sister. 

The little girl plucked a packet of Skittles from the bowl and chirped, “Thank 
you!”   Unlike her brother, she was not one bit bashful. 

“Thank you,” their father echoed, nodding to her, as he put a hand on each child’s 
shoulder and turned to lead them off the porch. 

“Happy Halloween!” Claire called, smiling as she watched the little Dopey toddle 
down the steps, clinging tightly to his daddy’s hand.  It wouldn’t be long, and she and 
Jamie would have a couple of little trick-or-treaters to take around the neighborhood.  
She couldn’t wait.  Now that she was nearing thirty and getting past the years of 
drunken costume parties, she had come to the conclusion that Halloween just wasn’t as 
much fun unless you had kids. 

Standing just inside the storm door, she rested her hand on her protruding 
stomach and wondered what her twins would be dressed as next year.  “If your daddy 
has anything to say about it, probably a pair of Brazilian soccer players,” she murmured 
to the babies, laughing as she rubbed her belly.  There was one good part about spending 
so much time home alone, playing housewife – her babies were going to be very familiar 
with their mama’s voice by the time they were born.  She talked to them all the time, 
because there was usually no one else to talk to but the cat. 

As the night wore on, the rush of trick-or-treaters slowed, and by eight-thirty, the 
doorbell rang only sporadically, as the last groups of kids trickled up and down the 
porch steps.  Finally, at five-till-nine, when no one had come for nearly ten minutes, 
Claire decided it was time to turn off the porch light and lock up for the night.  But when 
she turned to close the inside door, she suddenly gasped, nearly jumping out of her skin. 

There, standing just on the other side of the glass storm door, where there had 
been no one seconds earlier, were two large, cloaked figures.  One was very tall, a full 
head taller than her even, much too tall for someone of trick-or-treating age.  The other 
was shorter, but still adult-sized.  They both wore dark hoods and masks, so that she 
could not see their faces. 

Her heart pounding, she stood frozen in the entryway, a few feet from the door.  
She wanted to grab the wooden door and slam it shut, locking them out, but they were 
closer to it than she was.  If they wanted in, they could have the storm door open and 
block the threshold before she had a chance to close the inside door.   

She inched toward them, thinking it would be best not to act suspicious.  There 
was a lock on the inside of the storm door... if she stalled them at the door, she might be 
able to lock it without them noticing. 

As soon as she started toward the door, the taller figure called out in a very low, 
robotic voice, “Trick or treat!”   Upon closer look, she realized that his dark cloak was 
actually a Darth Vader costume.  His companion was dressed as the evil emperor from 
Star Wars. 

“Trick-or-treating hours are over now,” she called back through the closed door, 
dawdling behind it.  Don’t let them know you’re freaked out, she coached herself.  “And 
aren’t you two a little old to be out trick-or-treating anyway?” 



 

Neither of them responded, though the Darth Vader guy did his freaky breathing 
thing a few times.  Claire reached casually for the lock, trying to keep her hand from 
shaking.  She could feel their eyes on her from behind their masks; it made her feel 
incredibly vulnerable, knowing that they were just feet away, staring in at her, yet hiding 
their faces from her. 

Then Darth Vader spoke in his deep voice again, startling her.  “Claire... I am 
your father...” 

Claire stopped dead in her tracks, staring at him.  He knows my name.  Her mind 
began to race.  Who was he?? 

Then the emperor let out a muffled giggle... a very familiar giggle.  And, all of a 
sudden, Claire felt incredibly stupid.  Stupid... and confused... because surely that could 
not be... 

“Laureen??” she asked incredulously, her gaze now fixed on the person in the 
creepy emperor mask. 

The emperor burst into full-out laughter, while Claire continued to stare in 
astonishment.  Darth Vader remained completely silent, though, and her eyes quickly 
went back to him.  She looked him up and down, but even before she observed that his 
height and build were just right, she knew who it had to be.  Who else could have been 
responsible for randomly showing up with Laureen on her doorstep in a set of elaborate 
Star Wars costumes? 

“Nick?!” 
“God damn it,” Nick’s normal voice drifted out from behind the Darth Vader 

mask.  “You just had to laugh and give us away, didn’t you, Laureen?” 
Emperor Laureen giggled even harder, and Claire threw open the door she had 

been trying to lock for the last couple of minutes.  “Oh my god!  Get in here!!” she 
exclaimed, grabbing Nick’s black cape and practically dragging him into the house.  He 
stumbled in, and Laureen followed, and they both pulled off their masks to reveal 
flushed, gleeful faces. 

“Trick or treat,” Nick said again in his regular voice, flashing her an impish half-
smile. 

“This is a trick and a treat,” she said, looking at both of them in disbelief.  “What 
are you two doing here??” 

“We came to surprise you!” Laureen spoke up, grinning.  “Are you surprised?” 
“Hell yeah, I’m surprised!  A little freaked out too, if you couldn’t tell, but... wow!  

I can’t believe you guys came all this way!”   Still astonished, she looked between the two 
of them again and then said, “Come here!”   She grabbed Laureen first, giving her a big 
hug, and then she hugged Nick.  He seemed taller than ever in his Darth Vader gear, but 
he bent down to her height, giving her a hug that was more ginger than usual and less 
tight, as her belly was now starting to get in the way. 

“Ahh, Claire, you look so cute!” Laureen burst out once Nick let go of her, 
grinning as she looked at Claire’s large baby bump.  “I haven’t seen you in so long!” 

In other words, ‘You’re bigger than I thought you’d be!’ thought Claire, hiding a 
smirk.  “You’re gonna be shouting ‘Free Willy!’ by the time I’m ready to pop these kids 
out, but thanks,” she laughed. 

“Aww, no!  It’s okay!  Just think, this is the one time where you don’t have to 
worry about putting on weight, cause you’re supposed to!  Enjoy it!” Laureen urged. 



 

 

“Oh, don’t worry,” Claire assured her, grabbing a Snickers bar from her candy 
bowl.  “I am!”   Laureen and Nick both laughed, and Claire tossed a couple of candy bars 
at them, too.  When Nick’s bounced off the side of his Darth Vader helmet, she giggled.  
“There’s a treat for your little trick, Darth Carter.” 

“Aww, what, did I scare you with my awesome Vader voice?” he teased her 
playfully.  “Hey, we could have shown up wearing Scream costumes instead.  That was 
Laureen’s original idea.” 

“It was not!” Laureen exclaimed, smacking him in the shoulder. 
Claire snorted.  “You would have never gotten inside if you’d been wearing 

Scream masks,” she laughed. 
“I know; that’s what I told Laureen,” Nick said, straight-faced. 
“You did not!” Laureen cried, and Nick and Claire both laughed.  “The Star Wars 

costumes were Nick’s idea.  We’ll show you mine.” 
Claire watched in curiosity as Laureen and Nick exchanged glances and then 

started to strip off their costumes.  Laureen got her emperor’s robes off quickly, 
revealing red track pants and a red t-shirt with the Mounds candy bar logo on the front.  
Nick had a harder time getting out of his Darth Vader jumpsuit, but when he did, he was 
wearing similar blue track pants and a blue shirt that sported the Almond Joy logo. 

“Mounds and Almond Joy, huh?  That’s cute,” said Claire.  A little random, 
perhaps, but cute. 

“You haven’t seen the best part,” grinned Nick.  He looked over at Laureen again, 
who promptly blushed.  Then they both turned around, and Claire saw the backs of their 
t-shirts.  Nick’s said, ‘I’ve got nuts.’  Laureen’s said, ‘I don’t.’   At the first sign of giggling 
from Claire, they both about died laughing. 

“Isn’t that great?” Nick guffawed, turning back around.  He pointed at Laureen 
and added, “All her idea.  She’s a genius.” 

“I got the idea off the internet,” Laureen confessed, blushing again. 
“Still!  Genius!” 
Claire was laughing; it was funny.  But when she looked between Nick and 

Laureen, dressed in their coordinating Halloween costumes and giggling together, her 
laughter became more forced.  A strange sensation was tugging on her stomach, a 
feeling she had not felt in some time.  She felt... left out. 

It was stupid; she knew it was stupid, but that was it.  That was the feeling.  She 
felt left out.  Even though Nick and Laureen were both her friends, even though they had 
come all this way to see her, she got the impression there was something else going on, 
something going on with them that she was not a part of.  And, even though she hated 
herself for it, it made her a little envious. 

Since when had Nick and Laureen been such good friends anyway?  Sure, 
Laureen had always had a fantasy crush on him, and yeah, there had been that supposed 
kissing incident on her wedding night, and okay, so she could recall a conversation in 
which she’d sort of encouraged Nick to give Laureen a chance... but... but somehow, in 
that moment, she’d never realized how she would feel if she actually saw them 
together... wearing matching Halloween costumes that referenced Nick’s nuts... 

“We got one made for you too,” said Laureen, beaming.  “It’s in the car... I’ll go 
get it!” 

Before Claire could say anything, Laureen went back outside.  Claire watched her 
jog up to a car that was parked along the street, a rental car, no doubt.  Where were they 



 

staying? she suddenly wondered.  If they had flown together and rented a car together, 
had they gotten a hotel room together too?? 

She looked over at Nick.  “So... did you take me up on my advice about Laureen?”  
Might as well be frank and just ask, she figured. 

Nick seemed to hesitate, scrunching his face up as he searched for the right 
words.  “We’ve been hangin’ out,” was his final answer. 

“Hangin’ out?”  She raised an eyebrow. 
Nick nodded.  “Hangin’ out.  She’s a cool girl.” 
Claire nodded too.  “She’s a great girl,” she agreed, and decided to leave it at that.  

She couldn’t tell if he was being completely honest with her or not, but it didn’t matter.  
It wasn’t any of her business what Nick and Laureen had been doing, and it shouldn’t 
have had an effect on her either way.  She was married.  Nick was single.  He was free to 
date anyone he wanted, and, judging by his taste in the past, it would be a relief if he was 
interested in a girl who was actually nice and normal.  She should be happy for him. 

If there was one thing Claire was good at, it was acting happy-go-lucky, even 
when she didn’t feel that way.  But before long, she did start to feel that way again.  She 
was glad Nick and Laureen had decided to come North for the weekend to surprise her 
and keep her company; she really was.  After all, they were her friends, and as the night 
wore on, she realized that’s all they were.  Friends, the three of them. 

As it turned out, Nick and Laureen had had their candy bar shirts made by a 
graphics company in Tampa, and in addition to the Almond Joy and Mounds shirts, 
they had had a shirt made for Claire, too.  Hers was lime green and had the Doublemint 
gum logo on the front.  Below that, right in the place that covered her pregnant belly, 
there was the slogan, “Double the pleasure, Double the fun.”   When she pulled on the 
shirt, smoothing it down over her stomach, she found that the slogan stretched right 
across her baby bump (which was actually more of a “mound” itself.) 

“Get it?” said Nick, grinning.  “Double... as in twins.” 
Claire had gotten it right away, but Nick looked so pleased with himself that she 

could not help but smile and say again, “That’s so cute... and clever!  Thanks, you guys!!” 
“We figured it’d be perfect for... for the twins,” said Laureen, and at the word 

“twins,” a strange look passed across her face.  Claire didn’t think much of it; she knew 
that look.  For the last two months, almost, everyone close to her had hesitated on the 
word “twins,” knowing that she had once been pregnant with triplets.  It was hard for 
her to hear it too, but she was slowly getting used to the idea of two babies, instead of 
three. 

Thankfully, no one mentioned the fact that Claire had once been pregnant with 
three babies, and she was glad.  It was Halloween, Nick and Laureen had come all the 
way from Florida to make up for the fact that Jamie wasn’t there, and she was 
determined to enjoy herself and make it worth it, for them and her both. 

As she eventually found out, Laureen and Nick had already been traveling for 
several days.  Laureen had taken the week off from work, and she and Nick had flown 
into Chicago so that Laureen could spend a few days visiting her family and friends.  
Then they had hopped a flight to Des Moines late that afternoon, rented a car, and 
driven out to Clive.  They were both tired from the traveling, and no one felt much like 
going out. 

Luckily, Nick had brought entertainment, in the form of a plethora of his favorite 
horror movies, most of them of the ‘80s slasher variety, and a Ouija board.  “Oh my 



 

 

gosh!” Claire exclaimed, tearing off the lid of the Ouija board box.  “I haven’t seen one of 
these in years!” 

“I love these things,” said Nick, running his hand over the Ouija board fondly. 
“Me too!” chimed in Laureen.  “My friends and I used to play with Ouija boards 

all the time in high school.” 
“Oh yeah, same here,” Claire smiled, remembering countless sleepovers at which 

she and her girlfriends had crowded around the Ouija board, freaking themselves out as 
they tried to summon spirits and find out who they were each going to marry.  “Ah, the 
memories.” 

“Did you and the guys used to play Ouija on the tour bus, Nick?” asked Laureen 
with a giggle, and Claire joined in when she saw the look on Nick’s face. 

“No, our favorite was ‘Light as a Feather, Stiff as a Board,’” Nick joked in a 
lisping, effeminate voice. 

“Ahh, ‘Light as a Feather, Stiff as a Board’!!” Claire and Laureen both squealed, 
practically in unison.  Nick looked rather startled.  “How do you even know that game??” 
Claire wondered, smiling at him in amusement. 

“Hey, I’ve got three sisters.  I know what you chicks do at your parties.  I used to 
crash BJ’s and Leslie’s.” 

“Their friends probably loved that,” said Laureen, giving Nick a starry-eyed look, 
actually serious.  Claire suppressed a smile.  “We should play this though!” Laureen 
went on, taking the board out of its box.  “I mean, it is Halloween and all.  It’ll be fun!” 

“Hell yeah!” exclaimed Nick, pulling out the planchette and slapping it down on 
the board.  He looked up expectantly at Claire.  “Got any candles?” 

She laughed.  “Yeah, lemme round up some.”   As Nick and Laureen set up the 
board on the living room coffee table, Claire assembled a mismatched array of candles 
around them, on every hard surface she could find.  Within a few minutes, the living 
room lights were off, and the three of them sat in the flickering glow of candlelight, 
which was just bright enough for them to make out the letters and words on the Ouija 
board in front of them. 

The whole scenario was so ridiculous and funny, three adults huddled over a 
Ouija board like a trio of teenagers.  But it was fun, too, and Claire was immediately 
drawn in when she realized how into this Nick and Laureen were. 

Sitting in between the two women, Nick put his fingertips on the end of the 
planchette.  Laureen reached out and put hers on one side, and Claire rested hers on the 
other.  A rush of electricity seemed to surge up through her fingers as they brushed 
against Nick’s, and her pulse quickened. 

This wasn’t right, she thought.  Her husband was far away, and here she was, 
sitting at home next to her ex-boyfriend, her skin tingling at the lightest touch, just like a 
teenager on a first date.  Granted, the whole Ouija board thing was teenager-esque 
anyway, but she had to get past these old feelings she had for Nick.  They seemed to 
resurface every time he was near her, especially if things weren’t going well with Jamie, 
as they hadn’t been lately.  She wondered if it was just hormones.  Hormones... they 
were the cause for every other strange feeling and craving she’d had lately.  So maybe it 
wasn’t so odd that, instead of mandarin oranges on her tacos, she was craving Nick. 

“So what should we ask first?” asked Laureen with a nervous giggle, making the 
planchette move around the board. 

“Who will Laureen marry?” Claire chimed in, teasingly. 



 

Nick chuckled, but Laureen said, “Hey, I’m starting to wonder myself!  Okay, let’s 
do that – who will I marry?”   She giggled, and they waited, their fingertips poised on the 
planchette.  Slowly, it started to move, drifting downward toward the second row of 
letters.  For a moment, Claire’s stomach turned over with the thought that it was going 
to land on the letter ‘N.’  But then, the planchette made a turn, slowing down as it slid 
across ‘Q’ and ‘R’ and, finally, stopping at ‘S.’ 

“S,” Claire exhaled, and she was surprised at how relieved she felt.  ‘S’ for 
surprised... ‘S’ for stupid.  This whole thing was stupid.  It was just a game, the Ouija 
board; it wouldn’t have meant anything if it had tried to spell out ‘N-I-C-K.’  All that 
would have shown was that Laureen had a crush on him, which Claire already knew.  
She had to stop taking things so seriously. 

The pointer slid one letter over to ‘T’ next, then moved up to the top row and 
landed on ‘E.’   Claire glanced over at Laureen, wondering if the sequence of letters 
meant anything to her.  She was amused to find that, even in the candlelight, Laureen’s 
face was red with a blush. 

“S-T-E,” Claire spelled out, even as the planchette started to creep slowly across 
the board again.  “Could that be ‘Steve’?  ‘Steven’?  ‘Stefan’?  ‘Stewart’?”   She shuddered, 
remembering that guy Stew Jamie had set her up on a blind double date with.  Pretty 
much the worst date she’d ever been on. 

“Steve,” said Laureen in a low voice, as the planchette stopped on ‘V.’ 
“Oooh... who’s Steve??  Do you know a certain Steve?” 
Laureen giggled.  “I have a friend named Steve.  I guess I had kind of a crush on 

him, in high school.  I haven’t really seen him much since then, though.  I lost touch 
with him once I started college, and since I moved to Tampa, I don’t have any of his 
contact information anymore.” 

“Hm, well, you never know,” Claire said teasingly, giving her friend an 
exaggerated wink.  “I mean, look at me and Jamie.” 

“Yeah, aren’t you two the happy couple?” blurted Nick sarcastically, causing both 
women to look at him.  Despite the tug-of-war of feelings that had been going on inside 
her all evening, Claire immediately felt defensive of her marriage and was about to retort 
when Nick’s eyes widened. 

“I’m sorry... I shouldn’t have said that,” he apologized quickly, looking slightly 
embarrassed.  “It’s none of my business.  I just meant... well, you’re here, and he’s in 
Mississippi, and things haven’t exactly been smooth sailing for the two of you lately.” 

“I know,” Claire said shortly.  “Thanks for the reminder.” 
“Sorry,” Nick repeated, though he sounded less apologetic this time.  She looked 

away, but she could still feel his eyes on her, studying her.  He knew perfectly well that, 
despite her excitement over the babies, “happy” hadn’t exactly been the best adjective to 
describe her these last two months.  It was really no secret. 

“Hey, I’ve got another one,” Laureen spoke up, clearly anxious to change the 
subject.  “We could ask what Claire’s going to have.  You know... girls or boys?” 

“No, no, no, don’t ask!  I want it to be a surprise.” 
“Aw, come on,” said Nick, jabbing Claire lightly in the shoulder.  “You don’t really 

believe everything the Ouija says anyway, do you?” 
“No, but I still don’t want to know what it says,” Claire insisted firmly.  “Ask 

something else.” 
“Aww, fine.  Laureen?  Wanna know what the sex of your kids will be?” 



 

 

Laureen laughed.  “Uhhh, not ready to start thinking about kids yet.  Let’s 
summon spirits instead.” 

They all broke into laughter at how casually she said that last part.  Playing along, 
Claire replied, “Okay!  Who should we summon?” 

Silence fell, as they all thought. 
“Paris Hilton?” suggested Nick finally.  Claire and Laureen both gave him 

skeptical looks.  “What?!  She’s dead, isn’t she?” Nick added defensively.  “Come on, let’s 
do her!” 

“Let’s ‘do’ her?  Oh, I’m sure you’d like to ‘do’ her,” Claire teased, elbowing him. 
Nick made a face.  “What do you think I am, a necrophiliac?  She’s gotta be pretty 

decomposed by now.” 
“Not to mention the many STDs she must have had when she was alive,” Laureen 

added, snickering.  “That’s pretty nasty too.” 
“True.  But c’mon, it’ll be funny.  Let’s contact Paris Hilton,” Nick insisted, and 

reluctantly, the two women agreed. 
“You do the honors, Nick,” said Claire.  “Summon the slut.” 
Laureen giggled.  Nick smirked.  “Okay... lemme think.”   He paused, then closed 

his eyes and said in a lofty, exaggerated voice, “We are trying to summon... Par-”  He 
stopped, his words swallowed up by giggles.  Watching him crack himself up, Claire 
couldn’t help but laugh, and Laureen joined in too.  “Sorry, sorry,” Nick laughed, 
clearing his throat.  “Okay... lemme try again.”   Sobering, he said again in a normal 
voice, “We’re trying to contact Paris Hilton...  Paris-” 

The two women slumped as Nick snorted and started laughing again, his fingers 
falling off the planchette.  “I can’t do it,” he said breathlessly, wiping his eyes.  “I sound 
too retarded.” 

“I’ll do it,” Laureen volunteered, and when the three of them had gotten their 
laughter under control again and put their fingers back on the planchette, she managed 
to say, straight-faced, “We want to contact Paris Hilton... Paris, if you’re among us, give 
us a sign.” 

Claire fought hard not to laugh as the three of them sat there, perfectly still and 
silent, waiting for the planchette to move.  She closed her eyes, knowing that if she saw 
Nick’s face, she would lose it.  No one moved.  No one breathed.  Then, after a few long 
seconds, she felt the planchette jerk slightly beneath her fingertips.  Her eyes flew open 
just in time to see the planchette creep a few inches and then stop. 

“Paris, are you with us?” asked Laureen.  Claire could tell she had played with 
Ouija boards many times before; she knew the drill.  Sure enough, the planchette began 
drifting towards the “Yes” at the top of the board. 

Claire snickered.  “What should we ask?” she wondered, looking at Laureen and 
Nick. 

“When you were going to put out that album, did you really think you could 
sing?” Laureen asked.  Nick snorted, and Claire giggled.  The planchette moved off the 
“Yes” and hovered an inch or two away.  Then it kept on going, stopping directly over the 
“No.”  All three of them broke into loud laughter. 

“At least you’re honest with yourself,” Claire snickered.  “Okay, how about this 
one – Paris, exactly how many STDs did you have at the time of your death?” 

The planchette circled around again, finally landing on the number 6.  “Eww!!” 
Laureen and Claire screamed, giggling. 



 

“Good thing I never hooked up with her,” Nick said with a shudder.  “Okay, my 
turn.  Paris... what do you think of Nick Carter’s latest solo album?” 

Claire smiled, watching as the planchette moved slowly to the letter section and 
began spelling out an answer.  ‘T’... ‘H’... ‘A’... 

“That’s hot!” she burst out when it was done, cracking up.  “Nick, you are totally 
moving it, aren’t you?” 

“What??” Nick cried defensively.  “Are you saying my album isn’t hot?”   He 
looked totally serious at first, but then he offered her a cheeky grin. 

“Ahh, you did move it!” Laureen exclaimed.  “Don’t do that; it’s no fun if you 
move it on purpose!” 

“Yeah!” Claire agreed, giving Nick a playful smack. 
“Alright, alright...”  Smirking, Nick said, “Let’s not call back someone specific, like 

a dead celebrity.  It’s too funny.  Let’s just see who we can get and play around.” 
“Yeah, that’s more fun anyway,” Laureen agreed, smiling at him.  “Okay, let’s try 

this...”   She moved the planchette in a few sweeping circles across the board and then 
let it come to rest in the top center.  “From here on out, no one moves it on purpose – 
got it?” 

Nick and Claire both nodded their agreement. 
“Okay,” Laureen said again.  “Now... is there anyone here with us?” 
It took almost a full minute, but finally, the planchette began to move.  None of 

the three of them were moving it; at least Claire didn’t think they were.  She studied 
Nick and then Laureen, as the planchette crept across the board, stopping over ‘Yes.’  
Their faces were both set in concentration, their eyes fixed on the pointer, tracking its 
movement.  They looked as innocent as she was. 

“Someone’s here,” Laureen breathed, and Claire could tell she was getting into it.  
“To the person who moved the pointer... what is your name?” 

Rather than moving to the rows of letters, the planchette moved straight across 
the board to the word ‘No.’ 

Claire blinked.  They all stared. 
“Okay then,” said Laureen.  “You don’t want to tell us your name.  Well then, can 

you tell us if you’re someone who has passed on?” 
Very slowly, the planchette crept back across the board, landing squarely on ‘Yes.’   

A chill ran through Claire.  She wasn’t sure if she believed in this Ouija stuff or not, but 
she had to admit, it was downright freaky when she really thought about it. 

“How did you die?” probed Laureen, asking the very question they were probably 
all wondering. 

A long thirty seconds passed with no action, and they all sat perfectly still, waiting 
in suspense.  The hairs on the back of Claire’s neck stood on end.  When the planchette 
gave a jerk, she nearly jumped.  This game was way too nerve-wracking. 

Nick stifled a giggle, smirking across the board at her.  He had seen her jump.  
Claire shot him a dirty look in return, smiling beneath it. 

“Shh, watch... it’s spelling something,” Laureen hissed, pointing to the board.  
They all watched, stringing letters together in their heads.  ‘R’... ‘O’... ‘B’...   “Robbery?” 
Laureen asked, when the planchette stilled once more.  “They died in a robbery?” 

“That’s scary,” said Claire, and, indeed, another chill ran through her.  She wasn’t 
sure why, but one of her greatest fears had always been of someone breaking in.  Ever 
since she was young, she’d always taken care to shut doors, lock windows, close curtains.  



 

 

She hated the feeling that someone could be watching her, sneaking up on her, creeping 
in while she was asleep... 

“Yeah,” Laureen had just barely said, when the planchette started to move again.  
‘I’... ‘W’... ‘A’... ‘S’...   “I... I was...” Laureen read along as the planchette continued to 
spell.  ‘T’... ‘H’... ‘E’...   “I was the...”   ‘R’... ‘O’... 

Laureen gasped, as the planchette slid over the ‘R’ a second time.  “Robber??  He 
said, ‘I was the robber.’” 

Chills raced down Claire’s spine for the third time.  She glanced from Laureen, 
who appeared tremulously excited, to Nick, who simply looked unfazed.  “Nick, are you 
making it move again?” she asked, a note of desperation hanging from her words. 

“What, you think I’m trying to scare you?”  One corner of his mouth turned up in 
the usual smirk.  “I’m not.”   When Claire gave him a hard look, he took his hands off the 
planchette and held them up in defense.  “Honest to God, I haven’t been moving it.  Not 
since we called Paris back.”   He smirked again, seeming amused with the whole thing. 

Claire bit down on her bottom lip.  “Guys, I don’t wanna play anymore.  I know 
this is probably just bullshit, but... just in case, I don’t want my house getting broken 
into by any robber ghosts.” 

Nick snorted.  “Robber ghosts... that sounds like something from Scooby Doo.  
‘And I would have gotten away with it too, if it hadn’t been for you meddling kids!’”   He 
shook his fist cartoonishly. 

Laureen giggled.  Claire cracked a smile.  “I know, I know... I’m being stupid.  It’s 
just, this stuff freaks me out... you know that.” 

“I know,” Nick said, setting his joking air aside.  “I guess that’s enough Ouija-ing 
tonight.  Laureen, you’re the expert – how do we get rid of the robber ghost?” 

“We say goodbye and good riddance,” replied Laureen, moving the planchette to 
the word ‘Goodbye’ at the bottom of the board.  She waited a few seconds, and then she 
pulled the board right out from under the planchette and turned it over, setting it back 
on the coffee table upside down.  “Hopefully that will stop any robber ghosts from 
hitting your house tonight, Claire.”  

She gave Claire a playful smile, which Claire returned, feeling silly.  She was 
probably too old to take any of this seriously, but in a way, it was because she was older 
that she did take it more seriously.  She wasn’t just a little girl who could count on her 
parents and big brother to protect her from ghosts and burglars and monsters under the 
bed anymore.  She was the parent now – or soon-to-be – and it was up to her to protect 
herself, her unborn children, and their home while Jamie was away.  The thought of 
intruders did make her nervous.  She was extra glad Nick and Laureen were there now, 
being that it was now getting late on Halloween night. 

She would never forget how terrified she had been on the Halloween night she’d 
spent alone in Nick’s house, when the burglar alarm had gone off for no apparent 
reason.  The police and home security company had never figured out exactly who or 
what had triggered the alarm, and it still unnerved her when she thought about it.  What 
if someone had broken in? 

Here at the house in Clive, she and Jamie had no fancy security system.  No one 
expected to be burglarized in an ordinary, middle-class neighborhood in the suburbs.  
Sure, people still locked their doors when they went to bed at night, but in the summer, 
windows were left open, and anyone who really wanted to break in would be able to find 
a way.  Ransacking a few houses in the suburbs would surely be much easier than trying 



 

to break into Nick Carter’s mansion.  And at five foot, four inches and nineteen weeks 
pregnant, Claire had little hope of trying to defend herself or her home against an 
intruder. 

Shivering, she crossed her arms tightly over her chest, hugging herself a little, 
and looked again from Nick to Laureen, who was packing the Ouija board back into its 
box.  “I’m really glad you guys came,” she said sincerely, in case she had not said so 
before. 

“Anytime,” smiled Nick, resting a hand on her shoulder.  Laureen nodded 
emphatically. 

“We knew you wouldn’t want to be alone on Halloween.” 
Claire laughed.  “You know me too well.” 
“We sure do!” Nick agreed.  “Now, let’s watch Scream.” 
He gave her a devilish smile, and she slugged him playfully in the shoulder.  “Ass.  

Can’t we just watch, like, Hocus Pocus or something on the Disney Channel instead?” 
They all laughed.  In the end, they settled for Young Frankenstein, which Nick 

had brought among his stash of slasher flicks.  The movie’s end found the three of them 
close together on the couch, feet on the coffee table, a big blanket spread over their legs, 
and an empty bowl of popcorn resting on Nick’s lap.  As Claire reached for the DVD 
remote, Nick yawned loudly.  “Man, I’m tired.  And it’s only midnight.  Guess I’m getting 
old.” 

“I’m right behind ya, buddy.  I’m ready for bed too,” Claire agreed, turning off the 
DVD player.  “So... are you guys up for driving back to your hotel, or would you rather 
just crash here?  I’ve got room,” she offered, secretly hoping they would say yes to 
staying with her.  She would feel much better with two other people in the house... not to 
mention, she would rather not wonder what kind of hotel arrangements Nick had made 
for himself and Laureen.  (Two separate rooms?  One suite with two bedrooms?  One 
room with two beds?  Or just one room with one big bed?  Just how close had they 
gotten?) 

Nick and Laureen exchanged glances, coming to a silent consensus.  “We’d be 
happy to chill here, if you’ve got room,” said Nick. 

“I said I did,” Claire chirped, smiling.  “I can’t promise the accommodations will 
be as nice as a hotel, but... here’s what I’ve got to offer – the babies’ room has no 
furniture and lots of boxes in it, so that’s out, but there is a guest room with a bed that 
one of you can sleep in.  As for the other, there’s... a couch.  Either up here or downstairs 
in the basement.  Take your pick.” 

The decision was made quickly.  Ever the gentleman, Nick insisted that Laureen 
take the guest room and martyred himself upon the couch.  “I’ll stay in the living room,” 
he said.  “No stairs, and closer proximity to you two ladies, in case the robber ghost 
strikes.” 

Laureen and Claire both laughed, though Claire really was glad to know Nick 
would be nearby. 

“Are you sure you’re alright with sleeping on the couch?” she asked him, once 
Laureen had gone off to get ready for bed. 

Nick scoffed.  “Are you kidding?  I can sleep anywhere.  Don’t you remember, we 
used to crash on the couch all the time?” 



 

 

Claire smiled, remembering the many times they’d woken up on the couch 
together like a couple of college kids, hungover and surrounded by empty beer cans and 
greasy pizza boxes from the night before.  Those had been the days. 

“I know.  But you said yourself, you’re getting old.  Just making sure you’re not 
too arthritic for couches now,” she teased, jabbing him in the ribs. 

He poked her back.  “Remember now, you’re right behind me.” 
“Oh, you don’t have to tell me.  I’d never survive a night on the couch now; I’d 

stay awake just trying to keep my big ol’ belly from rolling off all night.  I need a big bed 
with room to sprawl... that’s the nice part about Jamie being gone.”   She smiled, looking 
forward to sliding beneath the sheets and sprawling to very center of the bed if she 
wanted to. 

Still, though she was tired, she knew sleep wouldn’t find her right away – it never 
did these days.  It was getting harder and harder to sleep, what with the trouble she had 
to go to to find a comfortable position, and all the worries that ran through her head at 
night, worries about the babies and her marriage and her life choices about... things... 
people... 

She looked up at Nick.  “Well, anyway, let me grab you some pillows and 
blankets.”   She went to rummage through the linen closet in the hallway and returned 
with an armload of spare blankets and quilts and a couple of pillows, which she 
arranged into a reasonably comfortable-looking bed for Nick.  “There you go,” she said.  
“Seem okay?” 

“Seems perfect,” said Nick with a smile. 
“Okay.  I set out extra toothbrushes in the bathroom, and there’s toothpaste on 

the counter.  Is there anything else you need that I’m forgetting?” 
“Nope, I think I’m good.  Everything’s great.  Now go to bed,” said Nick with a 

wink, giving her a teasing grin. 
She smiled back.  “Alright.  Well, feel free to knock if you need anything.  

Goodnight...” 
“’Night, Claire.”   Nick seemed to hesitate a moment, then reached out and pulled 

her into a quick, impulsive hug.  “Thanks for letting us stay.” 
“Thanks for coming,” she replied, smiling, as they released each other.  

“Seriously, I feel much better with you guys here.” 
“I figured you might.”  Nick winked again, reminding her how well he understood 

her.  Better than Jamie did most of the time, she realized again. 
Wanting to sigh, she told him goodnight one last time and retreated to her room, 

closing her door behind her.  She got ready for bed and slid beneath her sheets, planting 
herself in the very center of the bed, just as she’d wanted to.  But as she’d suspected, it 
took a long time for sleep to find her. 

Early into the morning, Claire lay awake, torn up with the knowledge that Nick 
was sleeping just a few rooms away and that, though she was legally and sacredly bound 
to someone else, she was still in love with him. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 159 
 
Two days later, Nick and Laureen sat side by side in a pair of first class seats, 

thirty thousand feet above... well, somewhere between Des Moines, Iowa and Tampa, 
Florida.  Illinois, maybe?  Looking out the small, ovular window, Nick could not tell.  All 
he could see was clouds.  That was just as well for him, as seeing the ground loom below 
him during takeoffs and landings tended to freak him out. 

Turning away from the window, he looked at Laureen instead.  “How’s your 
magazine?” he asked, glancing down at the Cosmo she’d bought at the airport.  “‘Ten 
Tips to Keep Him Coming Back for More?’” 

Laureen blushed bright red and hurriedly turned the magazine over in her lap.  
“It’s fine,” she replied curtly. 

Nick smirked.  “Learning any tips?” he teased. 
She shot him a nasty look, her cheeks scarlet.  He chuckled. 
“Wanna put ‘em to good use in the lavatory?” he asked, waggling his eyebrows 

and eyeing the tiny airplane bathrooms. 
“Nick!”  Laureen looked mortified. 
“Kidding!  Kidding.  I’m just playin’ with ya,” replied Nick, smiling good-

naturedly.  “Somehow, I don’t think that would work anyway.” 
She just giggled, embarrassed. 
“So,” said Nick, turning serious, “I was gonna ask you.  How did Claire seem to 

you?” 
“How did Claire seem?”  Laureen took her time before answering.  “Well... I 

dunno... she seemed happy enough, but at the same time... not.”  She paused, looking 
contemplative, and then screwed up her face.  “That made no sense, did it?” 

“No, it made perfect sense,” insisted Nick, leaning forward in his seat.  He had 
been hoping Laureen would say something like that.  “That’s exactly what I was gonna 
say.  I’m glad you see it too.  She’s not happy.  She’s puttin’ on a front; that’s what she’s 
doing.  She acts like everything is fine until she can’t take it anymore, and then she calls 
me.” 

Laureen pursed her lips, an expression of concern on her face.  “Yeah, she wasn’t 
exactly her old self.  Do you think it’s Jamie?” 

“I know it’s him.  He’s bringing her down.” 
“Well, she missed him this weekend...” 
Nick shook his head.  “No, she didn’t.  She was fine when we were there; she 

barely talked about him.  I think she just misses people.  She misses companionship – 
you know what I mean?  He’s got her so isolated up there... she misses her friends and 
her family.  She misses us.  All she’s got is him, and he’s not even there for her half the 
time.  No wonder she’s not happy.” 

“That makes sense,” Laureen said, nodding sadly.  “It is hard to move and meet 
people.  I wouldn’t have met anyone in Tampa at first if it hadn’t been for my job.  I 
mean, that’s how I met Claire in the first place.  And you.”   She smiled faintly. 

“I bet she misses that too.  Her job,” added Nick.  “She loved that job.  She was 
totally attached to it when I was with her; I think it’s part of the reason we broke up.  I 
had my career, and she had hers, and they weren’t compatible, you know?  Neither of us 
was willing to bend enough.” 

Laureen nodded.  “But she was happier when she was with you.” 



 

 

Nick pressed his lips together, watching her closely.  “You’re not supposed to say 
that,” he said playfully, winking at her, trying desperately to cover up the way his heart 
had wrenched with the memory of how happy he had been with Claire too.  “You’re 
supposed to say that Claire and I were wrong for each other from the start, or something 
like that.” 

Laureen smiled faintly, blushing.  “Probably.  But coming from a friend, it’s true.  
She did seem a lot happier.” 

Well, I was happier too, thought Nick sadly.  He wasn’t unhappy now, not by any 
means.  And his life had certainly been no picnic when he was with Claire.  And yet, 
nothing quite compared to the happiness you felt when you were deeply in love with 
someone who deeply loved you back, as Claire had loved him.  She had to have, or she 
would not have been by his side through all of the physical battles and emotional 
demons he’d faced over the years.  He had not been very loveable then, but she had 
found a way to love him anyway.  He’d never doubted her feelings then.  But had she 
been happy?  He’d thought so, until the day she left him, but that was not something he 
could really judge. 

“If she was really happy, though, she wouldn’t have left me,” he murmured, his 
jaw tightening as he glanced out the window again. 

“Maybe she made a mistake.  I mean, you think she made a mistake when she 
married Jamie, right?” 

Nick snorted.  “Do you really have to ask?” 
Laureen smiled awkwardly.  “Well... maybe she’s just full of mistakes then.” 
Nick nodded vaguely, staring out the window.  He wasn’t quite sure what to say to 

the woman who had made it clear she had a thing for him, spent all this time with him, 
made out with him on quite a few occasions, and was now telling him his ex-fiancée had 
made a mistake in leaving him.  What did Laureen want??  Women were confusing. 

“Lemme ask you this then,” he said after a long pause, turning to face her again.  
“If she is full of mistakes, would you like to see her try to fix them?  I mean, say she left 
Jamie... what then?  Are you saying you want her to work it out with me?” 

Laureen flushed red, and her eyes dropped.  She took a moment to respond.  “I... 
I don’t think I could answer that,” she stammered finally.  Still looking down, she added, 
“I don’t think I know what I want any more than she does.” 

 
*** 

 
“I want to go home for Thanksgiving.”   Looking across the kitchen island at 

Jamie, Claire’s eyes were firm and set.  She was determined to get her way on this one.  
“I haven’t seen my family since we moved here, and I’ve never spent a Thanksgiving 
without them.  I want to go to Tampa.” 

She didn’t think it was too much to ask.  In her mind, she wasn’t being 
unreasonable or selfish.  She hadn’t been home to Florida since she and Jamie had 
moved back to his hometown, and her family missed her as much as she missed them. 

“I know you do, honey, but how do you expect us to be able to afford a flight to 
Florida and back?  We just bought a house, and we’ve got twins on the way; we’ve got to 
save up for the babies.”   That was Jamie’s argument, and it was a good one.  But Claire 
had her own defenses. 



 

“If we’re so strapped for cash, how were you able to afford going to Mississippi 
three days early to party?  Maybe you should have thought of us and our babies before 
you did that,” she fired back. 

She was still annoyed at him for it, even if the long weekend had turned out 
alright.  Nick and Laureen had made it fun for her.  But Jamie didn’t know that, and as 
far as she was concerned, he didn’t have to and never would.  She had no idea what 
exactly he’d done in Biloxi for a week, so why should she tell him that Nick had been in 
Des Moines?  It would only piss him off. 

“Listen, the thing is, if we go back for Thanksgiving, you’re just going to want to 
go back again for Christmas.  Am I right?” asked Jamie, arching his dark eyebrows at 
her.  Before she could even answer, he added, “That’s what we can’t afford.  Flying to 
Florida twice in two months.  I thought if we stayed here for Thanksgiving with Mom, 
we could go to Florida for Christmas with your family.” 

“And your brother,” pointed out Claire.  “He still lives in Florida too, don’t forget.  
It would make more sense for your mom to just come to Florida with us; then we could 
all do the holidays together, like one big family.” 

It was a stretch, and to actually suggest the idea of traveling with Jamie’s mother 
meant that Claire was desperate.  But she was.  All her hopes were set on going to 
Florida, and she wasn’t taking Jamie’s logic very easily.  She felt like a little girl who was 
homesick.  And it was all true, except for the fact that she wasn’t a little girl.  She was a 
grown woman, and reason argued that she should act like one.  Suck it up, be an adult, 
and face the fact that she had moved far away from home and realistically couldn’t just 
fly home any old time she wanted. 

But the thing was, she hadn’t chosen to move so far away.  She had only chosen to 
support her husband, to go with him.  Staring hard at him now, she wondered, why 
couldn’t he grant her this one request?  Adult or not, she had every right to want to go 
home for Thanksgiving. 

But Jamie wasn’t budging.  And when he ran out of defenses or got sick of 
arguing about it, he just plain shut off and stopped responding to her, which annoyed 
her even more. 

“We’ve been fighting all night about whether or not to come home for 
Thanksgiving,” Claire ranted to her father on the phone that night.  “Jamie absolutely 
refuses; he keeps saying we don’t have the money, that we shouldn’t be spending it on 
plane tickets.  But it’s Thanksgiving!” 

“And he’s absolutely right,” said her father, stunning Claire into silence.  “You 
just got married, went on a nice honeymoon, bought a house, and are expecting two 
babies.  You shouldn’t be spending money on plane tickets right now.  You need to be 
saving up for things for the babies and a nice Christmas for each other.” 

Listening indignantly, Claire slumped over the kitchen table in frustration.  “But-
” 

“Now your mother and I... we’re set,” her father went on, not giving her the 
chance to argue.  “The house is paid off, we haven’t taken a trip in years, and the only 
things we’re saving for are our grandchildren, which we plan to spoil rotten.  I think we 
can afford to spare a few hundred on plane tickets.” 

Claire blinked.  “Wait, you mean-?” 
“We’ll fly you down, honey.” 
“Oh, but Dad, you don’t have to-” 



 

 

“Nonsense,” interrupted her father, and she could hear his smile in his voice.  “I 
don’t have to; I want to, and so does your mom.  Anything to get our girl home for the 
holidays.  We’ve been dying to see you.” 

Cradling the phone to her ear, Claire smiled.  “Thanks, Dad,” she murmured.  “I 
love you.” 

“I love you too, sweetie.  Now you better get off the phone and go tell Jamie so 
that the two of you can stop fighting about this.  It’s not worth it, alright?  Everything’s 
settled now.” 

Claire nodded.  “Okay.  Thanks, Dad,” she said again, knowing she could never 
thank him enough.  He would do anything for her. 

“Goodbye, hon.  We’ll see you in a few weeks.” 
“I can’t wait.  Bye, Dad,” echoed Claire, and left the kitchen with a smile on her 

face. 
 

*** 
 
Three weeks later, Claire entered a very different kitchen, the toasty, tasty-

smelling kitchen of her mother, Carrie, who was currently bent in front of the oven in a 
not-so-flattering position, checking on the green bean casserole. 

“I do believe it’s done,” commented Carrie to no one in particular, expertly sliding 
the casserole off the rack and setting it down on an empty burner.  Slamming the oven 
shut, she slipped off her heavy oven mitts and pushed her graying blonde hair out of her 
face. 

“The table’s set,” Claire announced.  “What can I do?” 
Her mother looked around the kitchen, which had been bustling with people all 

morning.  Her father stood at one end of the counter, carving the turkey, which was also 
fresh out of the oven.  Jamie’s mother was vigorously mashing the potatoes at the other.  
In between them was Claire’s grandmother, artfully arranging dinner rolls in the bread 
basket, while Kyle’s wife Amber spooned cranberry sauce into a china dish. 

“You can take these rolls in, dear,” Grandma Ryan piped up, passing the basket to 
Claire. 

Claire nodded, carrying the basket into the dining room, which looked too small 
for the long table that dominated it.  Her parents had had to slide the extra leaf into the 
table to make it big enough for all their Thanksgiving guests.  “We’ll never fit all these 
people,” her mother had fretted, but somehow, they had made it work.  Her mother and 
father, Kyle, Amber, and Kamden, Grandma and Grandpa Ryan, Mrs. Turner, Jamie’s 
brother Brad, Jamie, and she all had a place at the table, and though it would be 
crowded, Claire had no complaints. 

She was happy to be home, home and surrounded by family on both sides.  
Though Jamie’s mother occasionally drove her nuts, she was glad that Jamie’s family 
could join hers for the holiday.  She was even more glad to be with her own family, 
rather than just Jamie and his mother in Iowa.  She could never thank her parents 
enough for buying the plane tickets for all three of them.   

Everyone sat down around the table as Claire’s father came in carrying a big 
platter of turkey, her mother, Amber, Grandma Ryan, and Mrs. Turner trailing behind 
with the steaming side dishes, which they arranged in the center of the table. 



 

“Would you like to say grace, Dad?” Claire’s dad asked her grandfather, the oldest 
at the table. 

“Of course,” replied Grandpa Ryan, and they all looked away from the feast in 
front of them, bowing their heads and folding their hands.  Claire closed her eyes, 
listening to her grandpa’s words.  “Lord, we thank You for all the blessings You have 
given us this year.  We thank You for this wonderful meal we’re about to enjoy, and for 
all of the people present at this table today.  We’ve got two families and four generations 
here together today, and for that, we are grateful.  Thank You for being with us in our 
travels to get here, and thank You for Your blessings of good health that made it possible 
for us all to be here together.  We’ve had some scares in the past few years, but thanks to 
Your healing hand and the amazing medical technology that exists today, we’re all still 
here, and next year, there should be two more members of the family here at our 
Thanksgiving table, because of Your blessings.  We thank You for all that You have given 
our families.  Amen.” 

“Amen,” echoed Claire, accompanied by a chorus of voices. 
Unclasping her hands, she rested them on her belly, swollen with two of the 

blessings her grandfather had mentioned in his prayer, and looked up.  She offered her 
grandpa a smile, as her grandmother leaned over and commented, “That was lovely, 
Arthur.” 

“What was that?” 
“I said, that was lovely.  The grace,” Grandma Ryan spoke louder. 
“Oh!  Why, thank you.” 
Stifling a giggle, Claire exchanged a smile with Jamie.  “Time to get this feast 

going,” she whispered over to him.  “The twins are starving for some turkey.” 
“Well, you better feed them then.  I don’t want my babies going hungry,” Jamie 

smiled back and picked up the nearest dish to pass 
 

*** 
 
“Ugh,” groaned Claire hours later.  “Too much food.” 
“It was good though, huh?  Your mom’s an awesome cook,” said Jamie, patting 

his belly. 
Claire offered him a wry smile.  “Too bad I didn’t inherit that skill, huh?” 
“Aww, your cooking’s alright, Clairie.  At least you try, right?” 
“‘A’ for effort,” Claire smiled tiredly.  The tryptophan from the turkey hadn’t worn 

off yet; she still felt sleepy.  Though it was only eight o’clock in the evening, going to bed 
seemed like a great idea.  Her back ached, and try as she might, she couldn’t find a 
comfortable position on the couch. 

Her stomach wasn’t much better.  It burned with indigestion from the big meal, 
and every so often, she was racked with painful cramps.  I definitely ate too much, she 
thought, grimacing as she massaged her distended belly. 

“Are you alright?” asked Jamie, looking over at her in concern. 
“Yeah... just the usual Thanksgiving indigestion,” replied Claire, unfazed. 
He smiled.  “Guess the twins got their fill then, huh?” 
“They better have,” she laughed. 
She was sure everyone had gotten their fill, from the turkey and stuffing of the 

main course, to the three kinds of pie that followed for dessert.  Always a dessert lover, 



 

 

Claire had had a thin slice of each – pumpkin, chocolate, and cranapple – and now she 
was feeling the effects, though it had been over two hours since she and Jamie had left 
her parents’ house and followed Kyle, Amber, and Kamden back to their house in St. 
Petersburg.  With Claire’s grandparents staying at her parents’ house, there had been no 
room for Jamie and her, so they were staying with her brother’s family.  Jamie’s mother 
had ridden to Tampa with Jamie’s brother and would be sleeping at his place until they 
all flew back to Des Moines on Sunday. 

The sound of heavy footsteps coming up the hall cut into Claire’s laughter, and 
she looked up as her brother appeared in the living room.  “Well.  Who wants to help me 
get the tree out of the garage?” asked Kyle, looking around the room. 

Putting up the Christmas tree on Thanksgiving night had always been a tradition 
at Claire’s house growing up, and she was happy to see that Kyle was carrying it on for 
his own family. 

“I’m coming,” volunteered Jamie, standing up at once.  As the two men went out 
into the garage to wrestle down the large box for the artificial tree, Amber came into the 
living room with Kamden, who had just had his bath and gotten into his pajamas. 

“Wead me a stowy, Aunt Claiow!” shouted Kamden, tearing into the room and 
launching himself onto the couch next to Claire.  Bouncing a few times for good 
measure, the almost-three-year-old looked up at her hopefully. 

The bouncing did not agree with Claire’s stomach, which was cramped in knots 
again.  Shifting painfully, she swallowed back her discomfort and replied, “You want me 
to read you a story?  Okay, I will, in just a little bit.  I’m gonna use the bathroom first.” 

As she got up, she locked eyes with Amber, who gave her a smile of 
understanding.  “Come here, Kam,” she heard Amber say as she went down the hall to 
the bathroom, “Let’s hold the door for Daddy and Uncle Jamie.  They’re going to bring 
in the Christmas tree!” 

Their voices were muffled as Claire shut and locked the bathroom door behind 
her, grateful for a moment of privacy.  She didn’t feel well; the stomach cramps were 
getting worse.  Breathing in sharply, she sank down onto the toilet and leaned forward, 
doubled over in pain.  She squeezed her eyes shut, trying to block it out, willing it to go 
away. 

It wasn’t the worst pain she’d ever felt, but it certainly wasn’t pleasant either.  She 
was reminded of the crippling menstrual cramps that had plagued her as a teenager, a 
couple days a month, every month, without fail.  She hadn’t experienced those kinds of 
cramps in a long time, yet the way she felt now was rather reminiscent.  The thought 
alarmed her, causing her eyes to fly open in panic.  What if these cramps were not 
indigestion at all, but a sign that something was wrong with the babies? 

No, she thought, starting to relax, as the cramp eased away.  It has to be 
indigestion, after that big meal.  I just shouldn’t have eaten so much. 

Feeling better, she decided she would be fine after she was finished in the 
bathroom.  She let out a sigh, breathing in and out deeply, and then she happened to 
glance down. 

Panic gripped her again, tighter than the cramps, and she gasped aloud at the 
sight.  In the center of her ivory-colored panties, there was a big spot of pink. 

No, she thought, reaching frantically for the toilet paper.  It can’t be...    She 
ripped off a large wad and lowered it between her legs, swiping gently.  She was almost 
afraid to look, but she had to.  Bringing the clump of toilet paper up, she lowered her 



 

eyes to it, and her heart flipped and sank.  The white paper was tinged with streaks of 
bright crimson. 

...blood. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 160 
 

“Amber?”  Claire’s voice shook as she came back up the hall, calling for her sister-
in-law. 

Amber was in the living room, supervising as Kyle took a box knife to the large 
Christmas tree box he and Jamie had hauled in and sliced through the tape that had 
kept the box sealed for the past year.  When she heard Claire, she turned, giving her a 
questioning look. 

Not wanting to freak out the rest of the family all at once, Claire simply beckoned 
her into the hallway.  The look on her face must have been enough for Amber, who came 
at once, following her into the privacy of the hall. 

“Claire?  What’s wrong?  Are you alright?” 
Claire shook her head, her throat feeling so tight that she wasn’t sure she’d be 

able to get an explanation out.  “I’m bleeding,” she finally managed to choke out. 
“Bleeding?”  Amber looked momentarily confused.  “Wh-” 
“Down there,” Claire added meaningfully, and as Amber’s eyes met hers, she 

could see the comprehension click.  Her sister-in-law’s brown eyes went wide with 
concern. 

“How much?” she asked in a hushed voice, putting a hand on Claire’s shoulder 
and walking her slowly down the hall, further away from the others. 

“Not... not a lot,” Claire said slowly, “but I’m also cramping.  It’s been going on 
for awhile; I thought it was just indigestion.  But...” 

Amber nodded.  “We should get you to the hospital.”   Her voice was calm, but the 
look on her face was grave. 

“Oh God...”  Claire began to tremble all over.  She knew Amber was right, but she 
didn’t want to face the prospect that something could be very wrong with her pregnancy.  
“It’s too late for me to be having a miscarriage, isn’t it?” she asked desperately, keeping 
her voice low.  “I’m twenty-three weeks!” 

Amber squeezed her shoulder gently, her eyes filled with a blend of worry and 
sympathy.  “Sweetie, I think after twenty weeks, they just call it preterm labor.” 

Claire’s eyes widened, and she started to shake her head.  “No, no, I can’t be going 
into labor!  It’s too soon!!” 

“Come on,” Amber said, her voice soft, but firm, sliding her arm around Claire’s 
waist.  “We need to tell Jamie what’s going on and head to the hospital.  They’ll be able 
to tell us exactly what’s going on there.” 

Claire nodded miserably, letting Amber nudge her forward and walk her back up 
the hall.  Once they turned the corner into the living room, she also let Amber do the 
talking, trembling as she listened to Amber explain the situation to Jamie and Kyle in 
hushed tones. 

Jamie hurried over to her at once, pelting her with concerned questions.  “When 
did this start?  How long have you been having cramps?  Why didn’t you say anything??” 

“I... I didn’t know; I thought it was just indigestion.  And then I saw the blood...” 
Jamie paled, but at the same time, he seemed to steel himself for what had to be 

done.  Putting his arm around Claire, he said, “Okay, I guess that doesn’t matter now.  
Let’s just get to the hospital and find out what’s going on, alright?” 

“I’ll drive you,” Kyle volunteered quickly.  As he started to pat his pockets, 
looking for his keys, Amber jumped in. 



 

“Actually, honey, maybe I should go with them.”  Looking at Claire, she asked, 
“What do you think?” 

Claire looked between her brother and sister-in-law and realized quickly who she 
would rather have with her.  As much as she loved Kyle, she knew he wouldn’t be much 
calmer than Jamie would, and she didn’t need two men freaking out around her while 
she lay in a hospital bed, waiting to find out what was happening to her babies.  Amber 
was the level-headed one and the only other woman, the only one among them who had 
been through a pregnancy herself. 

Quickly, Claire nodded.  “Kyle, let Amber come.  I... I just think I want another 
woman with me, you know?” 

Kyle looked slightly hurt, but he took the disappointment well.  Nodding, he 
replied, “Alright.  I’ll stay here with Kam.  Call me as soon as you know anything though, 
okay?”  He directed the last question at his wife, giving her a meaningful look. 

Amber nodded.  “Of course I will.  And you should probably wait to call your 
parents until we know something... you don’t want to freak them out over nothing, and 
for all we know, this could be nothing.  We just need to make sure.” 

Please, please let it be nothing, Claire prayed silently, knowing how devastated 
she would be if something happened to her babies.  After all she had been through to 
conceive them and keep them, she couldn’t bear the thought of losing them now. 

Kyle pulled her into a hug before they left, whispering into her ear, “It’ll be 
alright, Claire-Bear.  Stay positive.” 

She nodded as he released her, but couldn’t find anything to say in return.  She 
couldn’t think of anything but getting to the hospital and finding out what was 
happening to her and the babies. 

“I guess we should just go to St. Petersburg General,” commented Amber as she 
started her car a few minutes later, glancing back at Jamie and Claire in the rear-view 
mirror.  Jamie had insisted on riding in the backseat with Claire.  “It’s the closest.” 

Claire was about to agree, wanting to get there quickly, but then she had a 
thought.  “No, let’s go to Tampa General.  My OB before we moved, Dr. Valerio, 
practices there.  I... I’d feel better if I could be seen by someone who knows me and my 
history.” 

Amber hesitated.  Jamie even protested.  But Claire was insistent, and finally, 
they agreed.  As Amber got on the interstate to head to Tampa, Jamie pulled out his cell 
phone and said, “I’m going to call ahead, make sure they can get Dr. Valerio there to 
meet us.” 

“Do you have the number?” asked Amber, glancing into her mirror again. 
“I think I’ve got it,” Claire remembered, reaching for her purse, which she would 

have forgotten, had it not been for Amber grabbing it for her on the way out of the 
house.  She got out her own cell phone, and sure enough, there was the number, stored 
in her contacts.  She’d programmed it in years ago, back when she’d visited Tampa 
General on a regular basis, in case of emergencies.  Passing her phone to Jamie, she 
said, “Just use mine.” 

As Amber sped down the interstate and Jamie demanded to be transferred to the 
obstetrics department at Tampa General, Claire slumped against the window and gazed 
out into the night.  The interstate was dark and practically deserted.  After all, it was 
Thanksgiving, remembered Claire.  Everyone else was at home with their families, 
relaxing and enjoying time together as they digested their dinners, as she had been just 



 

 

an hour ago, not a worry on her mind.  Why did it have to change?  Why did everything 
always seem to go wrong for her? 

The shadowy scenery blurred before her eyes as tears welled up into them.  She 
was so terrified of losing everything she had sacrificed so much to hold onto.  She had 
already lost one baby, in an effort to save the others.  She couldn’t bear the thought that 
she could be losing them too. 

“Thanks, Dr. Valerio.  Thank you so much.”  Jamie’s voice cut into Claire’s 
thoughts, and she turned away from the window, realizing she had tuned his entire 
conversation out.  He flipped her phone shut and handed it back to her, offering a grim 
smile.  “We’re in luck.  She’s on call tonight; she was already at the hospital.  I talked to 
her, and she said we were right to come in.  She’ll see us when we get there.” 

“Good,” murmured Claire, feeling slightly better, but not much. 
Jamie reached for her hand and held onto it the rest of the way to the hospital.  

The trip was mostly silent after that, and the half-hour drive seemed to take much 
longer, as Claire sat cradling her belly and worrying the entire time.  Beside her, Jamie 
was stiff and stoic, hiding his own worry inside.  She was waiting for the moment when 
he would flip out, but so far, he hadn’t. 

Before tonight, Claire had thought she would be excited to see the Tampa skyline 
looming in front of her, but under the circumstances, it meant nothing to her, nothing 
except that they were finally nearing the hospital.  When Amber finally pulled into the 
all-too-familiar hospital complex, Claire’s stomach flip-flopped with nerves and nausea.  
She had thought her next hospital stay would finally be for a good reason, the birth of 
her twins.  But even if the twins were to be born tonight, it wouldn’t be a good thing.  
She knew it was much too soon... they would never survive at twenty-three weeks. 

Stop it, she coached herself, as Amber parked the car outside the main entrance.  
That’s not going to happen.  Even if I am in labor, they’ll stop it.  They’ll know that it’s 
too early. 

She still didn’t feel like she was in labor.  As Jamie and Amber walked to the 
entrance, she wasn’t screaming with the pain of contractions; physically, she felt pretty 
good, except for the cramping, which came and went.  If those were contractions, they 
weren’t very strong. 

Following Kyle’s advice, she tried to stay positive as Jamie went up to talk to the 
woman at the admissions desk.  Soon after, a nurse dressed in scrubs with festive 
autumn leaves appeared with a wheelchair to take Claire up to the obstetrics floor.  
“You’ll be evaluated in labor and delivery,” the nurse told her as she whisked her off to 
an elevator.  “It’s standard procedure; they just have the best equipment to monitor you 
with there.” 

Claire nodded, fully grateful to be bypassing the emergency room. 
On the second floor of the hospital, the maternity ward, Claire was taken to a 

private room, given a gown to change into, and immediately hooked up to all of the 
standard equipment needed to track her vital signs, including a fetal monitor, which was 
strapped across her belly. 

“Your babies both have a nice, strong heartbeat,” observed her nurse, Jen, 
offering a reassuring smile.  “That’s a good sign at least.” 

Claire was encouraged by that news; at least nothing seemed to be wrong with the 
twins inside her womb.  But she was still terrified of what would happen if her body 
decided it was time for them to be born. 



 

Thankfully, Dr. Valerio was quick in coming to examine her.  Claire hadn’t seen 
her former obstetrician in nearly four months, so it took a few minutes to get her caught 
up.  The last time she had sat in Dr. Valerio’s office, Claire thought sadly, she had still 
been carrying triplets. 

“I’d like to do an ultrasound and then a pelvic exam.  We’ll get to the bottom of 
this, Claire,” promised Dr. Valerio, as Jen wheeled over the ultrasound equipment.  
Claire lay perfectly still, clutching Jamie’s hand, as the doctor poked and prodded.  The 
suspense was terrible, and she found herself focusing on a small pin of a winged horse 
the nurse, Jen, was wearing on the pocket of her scrub top, in an effort to keep herself 
from thinking too much about anything else. 

Pegasus, she thought, staring at the pin.  The flying horse from Greek mythology.  
He’d been mentioned in the myths she and Jamie had heard from tour guides on their 
honeymoon in Greece. 

At the thought of their honeymoon, unexpected tears sprang to her eyes.  She 
would never forget how happy they had been, as they’d traveled through the Greek 
islands together, relishing in their first few days and nights as husband and wife, talking 
and dreaming about all the days and years to come, as they planned for the future.  For 
many newlyweds, children were conceived on honeymoons.  For Jamie and Claire, the 
idea of their children had been conceived. 

 
“Hey, Jamie?” 
“Hey, Clairie?” he mimicked her. 
She smiled.  “I was just thinking... were you serious when you said you 

definitely want to have kids?” 
He shifted in bed, rolling over so that they were face to face.  “Of course,” he 

replied.  “I’ve always wanted kids; you know that.” 
 

He had always wanted kids, and so had she, and now, eight months later, they 
were so close.  But while they were on the verge of becoming parents, she feared they 
were also teetering on the brink of losing their babies, and that thought scared her more 
than any other ever had.  Lying in the hospital bed, her feet in stirrups, waiting for 
anything from Dr. Valerio, Claire felt more worried and terrified than she had even 
when she had been diagnosed with leukemia. 

Because it wasn’t just about her now.  It was about the twin babies growing inside 
of her.  And it was about Jamie.  She chanced a glance at her husband and found him 
staring down at his lap, his jaw tightly clenched, his complexion very pale.  He was 
struggling as much as she was, and she knew he wasn’t good at handling his emotions, 
at handling sadness or grief.  What would happen to the two of them, if they lost these 
babies? 

Our marriage would fall apart.   Uninvited, the thought entered her brain.  She 
didn’t want to think it, didn’t want to believe it, but there it was, and she could not deny 
the possibility of it being true.  She and Jamie had been on a rocky road these last few 
months.  Sometimes it seemed her pregnancy was the only thing holding them together.  
If she lost it, what would happen?  What would Jamie do?  What would he think?  
Would he blame her?  Or would he just lock himself up in his grief and shut her out? 

“Claire?”  Claire’s thoughts were interrupted as Jen’s voice cut in, Pegasus flying 
out of her line of sight as the nurse twisted towards one of the monitors.  “Are you 



 

 

alright, honey?  Your blood pressure’s spiking.  Try and calm down, alright, sweetie?  
Take a deep breath.” 

Claire obeyed, inhaling deeply, but as she exhaled, the tears began to slip out, 
sliding down her cheeks. 

Jamie’s grip tightened on her hand, and all of a sudden, he was standing over her, 
kissing the tears from her face, whispering urgently, “Don’t cry, Clairie... come on, don’t 
cry.” 

But the sudden show of emotion, of compassion, just made her want to cry more.  
Please, she begged God silently, bearing down on Jamie’s hand, please don’t take these 
babies away from Jamie and me. 

“Claire?”  Dr. Valerio spoke up from the foot of her bed.  “I know you’re upset, but 
you need to try and relax.  Go ahead and put your legs down.”   She helped Claire out of 
the stirrups and slid her stool around to the side of the bed, so that Claire could again 
see her face.  It looked very serious.  Taking Claire’s free hand, the doctor gave it a 
squeeze.  “Listen to me carefully now.  What you’re experiencing now is early labor.  It’s 
not a miscarriage.  It’s what we call preterm labor." 

“But it’s too soon!  You have to stop it!  Can you stop it??” she asked pleadingly, 
staring into the obstetrician’s deep brown eyes. 

“I will certainly try.  In most cases, it’s possible to stop preterm labor, especially 
as early as you are.  I’m going to have Jen start you on an IV of magnesium sulfate.  It’s a 
medication that stops contractions.  If we’re lucky, it will stop your labor altogether.  In 
the meantime, I’d also like to give you a steroid that will help your babies’ lungs mature 
faster, just in case.” 

“Just in case what?  They can’t be born now... they’re only twenty-three weeks!  
They’ll die, won’t they?  That’s so premature...”  Claire murmured, her voice shaking. 

Dr. Valerio pursed her lips.  “Twenty-four weeks is usually the earliest we declare 
babies to be viable... that is, able to survive outside the womb, yes.  That said, we’ll do 
everything we can to prevent your labor from progressing that far.  With any luck, we’ll 
be able to stop it.  But even if we do, you could go into labor again within a matter of 
days or weeks.  The steroids will help mature your babies’ lungs for if that happens.” 

“Okay,” said Claire, nodding.  “Give me the steroids then; give me whatever.  I’ll 
do anything to help them.”   She looked to Jamie for his approval, and he nodded 
wordlessly.  He looked stricken, in shock. 

“Jen, start the IV then.  Magnesium sulfate, 100 milliliters per hour, and 
dexamethasone, 6 megs,” ordered Dr. Valerio.  Then, turning back to Claire, she added, 
“We’re going to get you started on those drugs.  I’m going to go see some other patients, 
and I’ll be back to check on you soon.  In the meantime, try to relax.  I know it’s not easy, 
but you won’t be doing your babies any good by panicking.  They can sense when you’re 
upset.” 

Claire nodded, knowing her doctor was right, but it was hard to will her body into 
taking her advice.  Try to relax?  Yeah, right. 

 
*** 

 
Time passed slowly, slower, it seemed, than the sluggish drips of Claire’s IV, the 

only thing that could stop her body from forcing her twins out into the world months too 
soon.  She watched the drips and the clock; neither seemed to be moving very fast. 



 

Thankfully, neither was her labor.  That was the only good news Dr. Valerio had 
to offer, as she came by regularly to look between Claire’s legs.  Her cervix was dilated, 
but only slightly, and it hadn’t opened any more since she’d gotten there.  The bad news 
was that the contractions hadn’t yet stopped.  They came and went, one every ten 
minutes or so, not nearly as strong or as painful as she’d expected a contraction to be, 
but still noticeable.  They really did feel like menstrual cramps, and it was hard to 
believe that what she’d mistaken as indigestion was really labor. 

It was scary, really; if it hadn’t been for the blood, she might not have thought to 
go to the hospital until she was much further along and it was too late.  At least now, 
there was a chance of stopping her labor and saving her babies.  She kept praying and 
praying that the drugs dripping slowly into her vein would work. 

Jamie and Amber sat in the room with her, neither of them saying much.  Amber 
had called Kyle twice already, but no one had called her parents or Jamie’s mother.  
They had all agreed that it would be better to wait until they knew more, until it became 
clear which way this situation was going to go.  For now, it was just a waiting game.  
There was nothing anyone could do but that.  Wait. 

Amber, who, until she’d become a mother herself, had earned a living teaching 
six- and seven-year-olds, had the patience of a saint, but Jamie was getting restless.  He 
sat hunched in a chair next to Claire’s bed, tapping his foot against the tiled floor as a 
way of letting out his pent-up frustration.  After awhile, it got on Claire’s nerves, and she 
said, “Hey, honey?  Why don’t you go take a walk up and down the hall or something?” 

“What?”  Jamie looked over at her in confusion.  “No, I’m fine.  I want to stay 
with you.” 

“Well, that’s admirable, but seriously.  That foot-tapping is making me nervous.  
Go get a soda or something – just nothing caffeinated.  Alright?”   She offered him a thin 
smile, trying to lighten the mood. 

His attempt to smile back was feeble.  The worry in his eyes made it impossible.  
“Alright,” he muttered.  “I’ll be back.  Come find me if anything changes,” he added, 
looking at Amber. 

She nodded.  “Of course.” 
When he left, Claire let out a sigh.  “He’s being a trooper this time.  He has such a 

hard time dealing with all this stuff, and I know I’ve put him through a hell of a lot of it.  
He got more than he bargained for with that whole ‘in sickness and in health’ thing.” 

Amber offered her a sympathetic smile.  “That’s not your fault, sweetheart.  You’d 
been through a lot already, and he never stopped loving you.  And when you love 
someone, you stay with them through anything.  It’s just a given.  If he were in the 
hospital, you’d be there for him too.” 

“I know.  But with me, it seems like it’s always something.  Even an event as 
joyous as having a baby turns into a disaster for me.  I’m just waiting for him to decide 
he’s had enough.” 

“Aww, you don’t mean that, do you?”  Amber gave her a hard look.  “I mean, have 
you and Jamie really been having problems?” 

Claire sighed again.  “Yes and no.  I know he loves me, but we have been having 
problems, and all of this stuff isn’t helping anything.  Do you know what a strain it put 
on our marriage when we had to decide to reduce to twins?  We didn’t talk to each other 
for days... and sometimes I still worry that he resents me for it.  Amber, if we lose these 
babies too, I don’t know what’s going to happen to us.  It’s going to tear us apart.” 



 

 

“Oh, Claire, you can’t think like that,” Amber urged.  “You don’t know what’s 
going to happen.  Even if, God forbid, you did lose this pregnancy, it wouldn’t have to 
mean the end of your marriage.  You and Jamie would get through it together.  And you 
could always try again.” 

Claire shook her head slowly, tears filling her eyes.  “I don’t know if he would 
want to.  I don’t know if I would want to,” she confessed in a hushed voice, almost 
ashamed to admit it.  “When I think of how much we’ve had to go through just to get to 
this point... all the worry and the doubts and sacrifices... I don’t know if I’d feel like 
doing it all over again, if I knew that it had turned out to be for nothing.  Maybe we’d 
just try to adopt instead.  Only... only I don’t know if that’s what Jamie would want.  He 
wants kids of his own; he always has.  He wants a big family.  He was so excited about 
having triplets...” 

“Don’t do this,” Amber warned, leaning in to grip Claire’s shoulder.  “You can’t 
beat yourself up over all of this.  Nothing that has happened to you has been your fault.  
It’s all out of your control; it’s... it’s fate, I guess.  You can’t help it any more than Jamie 
can.  And if he can’t handle it, then he doesn’t deserve to be your husband.  Part of being 
married to someone is being willing to see them through the bad times, along with the 
good.  You can’t feel guilty if he’s not willing.  That’s his problem, not yours.” 

Claire nodded.  “You’re right.  I shouldn’t feel guilty about that.”   She paused, 
thinking about what Amber had said, about staying with the one you loved through 
anything.  And as a familiar face entered her mind’s eye, she rolled toward Amber and 
said, “You know what I do feel guilty about though?” 

“What?” 
Claire rubbed her stomach absently, collecting her thoughts.  “I love Jamie.  I 

have for a long time.  When I was in high school, I always saw myself being married to 
him, and when he proposed to me, I felt like all of my dreams were finally coming true, 
like the life I’d always wanted was going to be a reality.  But he’s not the only one I’ve 
ever loved.  There was someone else, who I know loved me unconditionally, who was 
there for me through anything and everything, and still would be.  And I loved him too.  
And... I think, deep down, I still do.” 

“Nick,” said Amber.  It was more of a statement than a question. 
Biting down on her bottom lip, Claire nodded.  “I’ve been thinking about him a 

lot lately,” she confessed.  “I feel guilty about the way I ended things with him.  I was so 
happy with him, and then, all of a sudden, I wasn’t.  And I got scared and started 
thinking the life I had with him wasn’t really the kind of life I’d always wanted.  And so I 
left.  I never wanted to hurt him, but it was unavoidable.  I still loved him, but I just 
thought he wasn’t the right person for me.  His life wasn’t my life; I wanted something 
different.  I was being stubborn.  And stupid.  Because here I am, with the life I thought I 
wanted... the husband with the 9 to 5 job, the cute little house in the suburbs... and I 
hate it.  I’m not happy.  I-I mean, I love Jamie, and I... I was so excited about having 
children...”   Her voice cracked, and she struggled to keep her composure.  “But... I don’t 
like living in Iowa, and I don’t like being stuck at home all day, and... I dunno...  I guess 
I’m just afraid that I’ve made some really bad decisions.  And now I’m second-guessing 
every one.  Isn’t that horrible??” 

Amber pursed her lips, looking at Claire intently.  “I don’t know.  I can see where 
you’re coming from.  It just sounds a lot like ‘grass is greener’ syndrome.  You know?  
The grass is always greener on the other side.  No one has the perfect life.  Most people 



 

would think being married to a celebrity and having lots of money and being able to 
travel all over the world would be the perfect life.  But you didn’t.  You saw past that.  So 
I’m not sure you’d be any happier with that life than you are now.  Do you see what I’m 
saying?” 

Claire nodded.  “Of course.  It’s just... it’s not about the money or fame or being 
able to travel or any of that.  It never was.  Those are just the things that got in the way.  
What I loved about being with Nick was Nick.  It was as simple as that.  With everything 
the two of us had been through, you’d think it would be complicated with us, but it 
wasn’t.  It really wasn’t.  He was always there for me, and I was always there for him, 
and we understood each other.  We had a bond like I’ve never had with anyone else... 
not even Jamie.  And we still do.  You wouldn’t think so, but we do.  Every time I’m with 
him, it’s like nothing has changed.  We just ‘get’ each other.  It’s different than it is with 
Jamie.  I’ve known Jamie longer, and he was always one of my best friends, but he 
doesn’t ‘get’ me like Nick does.  I’ve been through things that he just doesn’t understand 
and doesn’t want to.  And when shit like this happens to me, I’m always afraid he’s going 
to leave.  But Nick... Nick never would.  I could call Nick right now, and he would be 
here.  He would be here in a heartbeat.” 

Amber studied her, one eyebrow cocked.  “Do you want me to call him?” she 
offered. 

All of a sudden, Claire realized how adulterous she must sound.  Mortified, she 
shook her head.  “No.  No, I can’t call him; it would just cause more problems.  Jamie 
really would leave if Nick showed up.  They can’t stand each other.  And for good reason, 
I guess.  God, I can’t believe I just told you all that,” she murmured, closing her eyes, 
wishing she hadn’t.  “I’m so sorry...  I’ve never told anyone those things.  I never should 
have.  I don’t want you to get the wrong idea; I love Jamie, I really do,” she insisted, her 
eyes welling with tears again.  “It’s just... whenever I’m upset like this, I start to miss 
Nick.  He’s just... a comfort, I guess.  Like a teddy bear.”  She chuckled, and then 
instantly began to cry. 

Looking stricken, Amber stood at her side and rubbed her back, with soothing, 
gentle hands that were used to comforting crying children.  Claire felt almost like a 
child, a child who had no filter on her mouth.  How had she let all of that stuff pour out, 
when Jamie could walk back in at any minute?  If he ever left her, he would have every 
right, after the things she had said.  Sure, he hadn’t always upheld his vow to comfort 
her in sickness and in health, but how many vows was she breaking, talking about how 
she was still in love with her ex-boyfriend when Jamie was actually there, trying to help 
her through her worry and fear. 

“It’s alright, Claire,” Amber said softly.  “Like you said, you’re upset.  And scared.  
All that emotion brings out a lot in people.” 

Claire sniffed.  “Or maybe it’s the drugs,” she countered, wiping her eyes, trying 
to get her composure back. 

Amber stifled a giggle.  “Or maybe it’s that.” 
Claire was still struggling to get herself back together when Jamie returned.  

Thankfully, he looked almost as ragged.  He hadn’t been crying, but he looked as if he’d 
had some kind of emotional release.  The tension was gone from his face; instead, he 
just looked tired.  Tired and sad.  It was a feeling she could relate to.  Right now, he did 
“get” her. 



 

 

“You okay?” he asked warily, sinking into his spot next to her bed.  “You’ve been 
crying.” 

“I’m as okay as I was before,” she replied, shrugging.  “I just needed to have my 
meltdown.” 

He nodded, not questioning her.  “Me too,” he admitted.  “I called Di.  I just 
thought she should know what was going on.  I told her not to come up, though, unless 
you wanted her to.” 

“Oh.  That was thoughtful of you; thanks,” she said.  She hadn’t even thought of 
calling Dianna.  But it was probably good that Jamie had.  Maybe he’d needed someone 
to talk to as well.  Dianna was always good for a talk, and she and Jamie had been 
friends for as long as Claire had known him.  If anyone could give him the pep talk he 
needed to help her through this, Dianna could. 

“No problem,” he replied.  “She was worried, but she said to hang in there and 
that everything will be okay.” 

Claire smiled wryly; Dianna always thought everything would be okay.  It was 
easy to say that when you were just on the other end of the phone.  But sometimes, it 
wasn’t all okay.  Sometimes, bad things happened.  Sometimes, all she wanted to hear 
was, “I know it might not be okay, but either way, I’ll be here for you.  We’ll get through 
this together.” 

That was not the kind of thing she’d ever heard verbalized from Jamie’s mouth. 
It was the kind of thing she’d seen in Nick’s eyes, many times before, as he’d sat 

with her and held her hand, silently reassuring her that no matter what, he would never 
leave her side. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 161 
 
A million stars glittered above Nick’s head, their brightness juxtaposed against 

the inky black of the night sky.  A cool breeze ruffled his hair, leaving the smell of sea 
salt in its wake, and he thought to himself, This is the life.   Thanksgiving night, lying out 
on the beach, belly full of turkey, head void of worries.  Such contentment didn’t come 
his way often. 

Especially not when he was in the presence of his family. 
At least, not usually.  But it was different now.  Ever since his parents’ divorce, 

things had been more peaceful within the Carter clan, less bitter and resentful and 
divided.  There was still a divide, of course – Nick couldn’t exactly remember the last 
time he’d spoken to his mother, and as Leslie was still living with her, it had been awhile 
since he’d seen his middle sister too.  The last time he’d checked, BJ was living with a 
boyfriend in California, keeping her distance from the rest of the family.  But at least 
he’d grown closer to his father and the twins again. 

Though now practically adults themselves, Aaron and Angel still spent most of 
their time in the Florida Keys, which Bob Carter had called home for years.  Nick 
couldn’t blame them for wanting to stick around; in his mind, there was no place better 
than the Keys.  It hadn’t taken much for him to decide to come down for Thanksgiving.  
With Jane out of the picture, he could actually enjoy the holiday with his real family 
again.  Not his whole family, mind you... but half a family was better than none at all.  
Especially when it was the half that didn’t tend to erupt in fights across the dinner table 
or pass out face down in the gravy bowl from too much booze. 

Thanksgiving this year had actually been pleasant, and he was relieved.  Even 
though she had family issues of her own, he hadn’t wanted Laureen to witness the 
typical dysfunctional Carter holiday of years past. 

Glancing over at her, he smiled.  She looked totally relaxed herself – asleep, in 
fact.  Stretched out in a chaise lounge beside him, she had her arms folded behind her 
head, her ankles crossed, her eyes closed, and a hint of a smile upon her lips.  He 
couldn’t tell if she was really sleeping or not, but she looked cute either way.  He was 
glad he had brought her. 

He had never really intended to, until it became apparent that Laureen had no 
intention of going back to Chicago for Thanksgiving, having been there just a month 
ago, and that she also had no family in Tampa to celebrate it with.  He had no one either, 
and so, it had just sort of happened – he’d decided to go to the Keys, and he’d invited 
her to come with him. 

Aaron had immediately welcomed her, while Angel had been skeptical at first – 
but that was typical.  Angel was always suspicious of his girlfriends, and for good reason 
– he’d certainly dated enough rotten ones.  But Laureen’s genuineness had shone right 
through, and once they’d warmed up to each other, she and Angel had gotten along well.   

They’d had a good conversation over dinner, a normal, civil conversation for 
once, which was nice.  But after a full day of family, Nick was secretly glad his brother 
and sister were inside the house, leaving him and Laureen to some peace and privacy 
out on the beach.  Not that anything had happened... but he certainly wasn’t against the 
idea.  He was still testing the waters with Laureen, and like the sea in a storm, there was 
no predicting where fate might take them.  He never would have seen himself with 
Laureen, but at this point, he was open to anything. 



 

 

The thought made him smile again, and he sighed as he adjusted his weight on 
the chaise lounge, gazing up at the sky, as vast and endless as the possibilities. 

Their silence and solitude was broken when a distant screen glass door slid open, 
casting a small rectangle of light onto the shadowy sand, and Aaron’s voice bellowed out 
to the beach, “Yo, Nick!!” 

Groaning, Nick sat up, twisting with difficulty to squint up at the house.  
“What?!” he shouted back, annoyed at the disruption. 

Aaron’s voice drifted back to him.  “Who’s got your shitty-ass ‘Bad Boy’ song on 
their cell phone??” 

“What??” 
“If you want it to be good, girl, get yourself a... bad boy!” Aaron screeched, in a 

painful, yet dead-on impression, his shrill voice carrying in the breeze, probably killing 
manatees across the gulf coast. 

Before Nick could yell at him to shut up, Laureen sat bolt upright and exclaimed, 
“Oh!  That’s mine!”  

She scrambled out of her chair and tore up to the house, leaving Nick to stare 
after her, befuddled as to why anyone would choose that song as their ringtone.  It had 
to have been a joke.  He would tease her later. 

He stayed put in his lounge chair and waited for her to come back, making 
himself snicker with the memories of how god-awfully bad that song had been and 
thinking that, when he heard the screen door open again, he might call up to her and ask 
her to bring down a couple of Coronas.  He would go get one himself, but the walk back 
through the sand and up to the house was a long one, and the turkey had made him lazy.  
He was content to stay where he was and wait for Laureen. 

He expected her to be gone a lot longer than she was, so it surprised him when he 
heard the screen door bang open again a few minutes later.  Craning his neck, he looked 
to see Laureen flying down the steps of the deck (no Coronas in hand).  She was moving 
much too fast than someone should after a huge Thanksgiving dinner, he thought, but it 
didn’t occur to him that anything could be wrong... 

...Not until she got close, and he saw the look on her face in the silvery moonlight. 
“What’s up?” he asked, frowning at her in bewilderment.  “Who was on the 

phone?” 
Laureen was out of breath.  She leaned forward, putting her hands on her knees.  

“That was Dianna,” she gasped, “Claire’s friend.” 
Nick’s stomach dropped.  “Is something wrong with Claire?” 
“She’s at the hospital in Tampa,” said Laureen, her eyes wide.  “She’s in labor.” 
“Labor?!” Nick exclaimed.  “But... it’s way too soon, isn’t it?  She’s not supposed 

to have those babies till next year!” 
“I know.”  Even in the darkness, Laureen’s face looked paler than usual.  “Dianna 

said that Jamie called her and said Claire’s in preterm labor, and they’re trying to stop it, 
but if they can’t, the babies will have to be born, and they’re too little... they’re too little 
to survive.” 

Nick took a moment to process this.  It was almost unbelievable to think that 
while he was down her enjoying himself in paradise, Claire could be up in Tampa, her 
dreams crumbling around her.  “Oh my god,” he murmured, raking a hand through his 
hair.  He sat there for a moment, trying to collect his thoughts, and then he decided he 
couldn’t sit there any longer.  Looking back up, he said, “I wanna go back.” 



 

Laureen watched him warily.  “Now?” 
“Yeah.”   He stood up, shaking his head, and added, “I just can’t stand to sit down 

here and worry about her.  I wanna go up there...  I know her family will be with her, but 
I just feel like she’s alone, you know?  She shouldn’t be alone...” 

He didn’t know if he was even making sense; his thoughts were a jumbled mess.  
All that was clear to him was that he had to get to Tampa, tonight. 

A different girl might have put up a fuss about being dragged out of Marathon in 
the middle of the night, on Thanksgiving.  But not Laureen.  “I’m with you,” was all she 
said, and they started up to the house together, Nick cursing his leg as he slipped and 
tripped in the sand, pushing himself to move faster. 

They packed and said goodbye to Bob and Aaron in record time, while Angel 
graciously offered to drive them to the small Marathon airport.  “I hope Claire and her 
babies will be okay,” she offered awkwardly, when she hugged Nick goodbye outside the 
terminal. 

“Thanks,” Nick murmured, her words seeming to wash right over his head. 
He wouldn’t remember even doing it later, but somehow he managed to book two 

seats on a charter flight to St. Petersburg, the closest he could get to Tampa, and an hour 
later, he and Laureen were jetting up the Florida coastline on the little puddle-jumper.  
Normally, Nick hated small planes, terrified by the turbulence that accompanied them, 
but tonight, he didn’t notice it as much.  If anything, all of the bouncing and shuddering 
seemed to fit his state of mind.  His thoughts were creating so much turbulence inside 
his head that it sort of balanced out. 

Still, he was glad when they finally landed at the airport in St. Petersburg.  He 
wasted no time in hailing a cab to drive Laureen and him to Tampa.  Though he didn’t 
realize it, the taxi sped them along the same route Claire had taken to the hospital just a 
few hours earlier. 
 

*** 
 
It was midnight.  The witching hour, thought Claire with an odd chill, staring up 

at the wall clock in her hospital room.  She’d been watching that clock like a hawk for the 
past few hours, timing her contractions, once she’d realized that’s what they were.  They 
had been coming every ten minutes... but in the last hour, they’d slowed, only one every 
twenty.  She was hoping and praying that this meant the drugs were working; her labor 
was stopping.  But she didn’t know. 

The lack of answers was driving her crazy.  Why? she kept asking herself.  Why 
had this happened?  Why had she suddenly gone into labor, when she wasn’t even 
through her second trimester yet?  Had she done something wrong?  She knew her 
pregnancy was a high-risk one, both because she was carrying more than one baby and 
because of her heart damage.  But Dr. Valerio hadn’t said anything about her heart, or 
given her any other explanation.  The doctor had been in and out all night, checking on 
her often, but until now, Claire had been so caught up in panic that she hadn’t stopped 
to ask. 

Like a true sister, Amber had stayed at her bedside all night, comforting her, 
bringing her ice chips, squeezing her hand through the contractions.  Jamie had been 
there too, but ever since he’d left to call Dianna, he had been in and out of the room, 
with only vague, mumbled excuses as to where he was going.  Claire didn’t pry; she 



 

 

expected it was all just too much for him.  She wasn’t surprised.  She would have liked to 
leave too, to up and bail on the body that had betrayed her once again, trying to force 
her twins out of it too soon. 

The thought made her want to cry.  She felt guilty, guilty about everything.  Guilty 
about things she couldn’t control – like this – as well as guilty about things she could – 
like hurting Nick.  Combined with a set of hormones that were in overdrive and the 
terror over realizing she was in labor, the guilt had pushed her over the edge.  She was 
an emotional wreck.  She felt like a pane of glass that had splintered into a million 
cracks, but not yet fallen into shards.  One more strike, even the slightest tap, and she 
would shatter to pieces. 

Dr. Valerio was the one with the power to shatter or mend, and when she came in 
at five after the hour, Claire sucked in a deep breath, thinking that this had to be the 
moment of truth.  Either the doctor was going to confirm her hopes that the slowing 
contractions were a good sign, and that her labor was stopping... or she was going to 
find that it was too late.  At least that’s what she feared. 

“How are your contractions?” asked Dr. Valerio, as she dropped onto the rolling 
stool she used for examinations. 

Used to the drill by now, Claire eased her feet into the stirrups.  “They’re getting 
better,” she answered hopefully.  “They’ve been coming about twenty minutes apart, 
instead of ten.  And it seems like they’re not as strong as before.”   That last part might 
have just been wishful thinking; she wasn’t sure.  The original contractions hadn’t been 
all that strong to begin with. 

Dr. Valerio gave a short nod.  “That’s a good sign.  Let’s see what’s going on down 
here...” 

Claire bit down on her bottom lip and gripped Jamie’s hand tightly as Dr. Valerio 
examined her, waiting in suspense to hear the verdict. 

“Well...” said the doctor slowly, “the bad news is that your cervix is dilated to five 
centimeters, which is halfway to the point when women typically deliver.  The good 
news is that you were at five centimeters the last two times I checked, which means your 
labor hasn’t seemed to progress any since.  Hopefully, this means that the magnesium 
sulfate is working.” 

“Thank god,” Claire exhaled softly. 
“This is a good sign,” Dr. Valerio nodded, but her expression was still guarded.  

“However, you’re not in the clear yet.  Preterm labor is likely to recur, sometimes as 
soon as forty-eight hours later.  We’re going to need to keep you in the hospital for close 
observation for a few days at least... although given your medical history and the 
specifics of your pregnancy, it will probably be longer.   I definitely want you to stay on 
complete bed rest here in the hospital for the next couple of days... after that, we’ll see.” 

“Okay,” Claire nodded her agreement quickly.  At that moment, she didn’t care 
what she had to do, as long as her babies would be safe. 

“Is there anything we can do?” spoke up Jamie, who had been very silent.  “To 
make sure this doesn’t happen again, I mean?” 

Claire glanced at him briefly, then at Dr. Valerio.  It was the same thing she had 
been wondering.  What caused such a thing to happen? 

Seeming hesitant, Dr. Valerio shook her head.  “Unfortunately, in most cases we 
can’t determine what causes a woman to go into labor this early, especially in a 
pregnancy with two seemingly healthy babies.  Having twins or multiples does increase 



 

the risk of preterm labor, but to have it happen at twenty-three weeks is still a rarity.  It’s 
nothing you should feel guilty over, Claire.  You didn’t do anything wrong, and there’s 
really nothing you could have done to prevent this.  You did you and your babies a favor 
by getting to the hospital as quickly as you did.  It’s easiest to stop labor in the early 
stages; once it progresses to a certain point, there’s no turning back.” 

Claire nodded her understanding, her acknowledgement that she was not to 
blame.  But really, she understood nothing.  What was there to understand?  The way 
Dr. Valerio made it sound, this had been a fluke, a freak chance event that had occurred 
and could happen again at any time.  It scared her to death, the realization that there 
was really no rhyme or reason to it.  Why her?  Why now?  There was no good 
explanation, and that was frustrating. 

But at least, for now, it seemed the worst was over.  The labor was slowing... the 
babies were okay.  And as this sunk in, her relief was overpowering.  Once Dr. Valerio 
left, Jamie pulled her into a ginger, yet emotional hug, and tears filled her eyes again.  
This time, they were good tears, tears of relief, tears of emotional exhaustion from the 
ordeal she had just endured.  They could only hope that it was really over. 

“You should go home, Amber,” Claire said after awhile, once they’d all had a 
chance to breathe a sigh of relief.  “It’s late, and there’s really no reason to stay.  I’m 
alright... and Jamie’s here.” 

Jamie nodded.  “I’m staying.  You should go and get some sleep.” 
“Okay,” Amber agreed reluctantly, “but if you need anything, just call the house.  

You know Kyle or I won’t hesitate to come back.  And we’ll be back tomorrow for sure.” 
Claire managed an appreciative smile.  “Thanks,” she said, opening her arms to 

hug her sister-in-law.  She and Amber had always gotten along well, but she had a 
feeling that after the scare and the heart-to-heart they’d shared tonight, they would be 
even more like sisters from now on. 

Amber left, and with her went the conversation.  Jamie didn’t have much to say, 
which drove Claire nuts – she hated silence when she was trying to take her mind off 
something.  But after several attempts at making random conversation, Claire realized 
her efforts were in vain – Jamie just didn’t feel like talking.  He was the type who 
couldn’t pretend like everything was alright when it wasn’t, while Claire had that 
charade perfected.  Sometimes, it was the only way she could cope in situations like this.  
She hated just lying here... waiting... worrying... thinking too much. 

And Jamie almost made it worse when he was acting the way he was now, looking 
over at her every few seconds and then quickly looking away when she tried to meet his 
gaze.  She could feel his eyes on her, and it pissed her off.  He treated her like glass, like 
she was about to break at any second, and yet, he didn’t hesitate to hurl her against the 
wall and let her shatter when the going got rough.  That was, in essence, what he had 
done when he’d abandoned her in the middle of her abortion. 

She turned toward him, frowning as the memory of that horrible September day 
came back to her, and all of a sudden, she wanted very much just to be alone.  “Hey... 
maybe you should go call Dianna,” she suggested dully.  “I mean, now that we know 
something.  She’s probably wondering about me.” 

Jamie nodded.  “Good idea.”   He started to pull out his cell phone, but she held 
up her hand. 

“You’re not supposed to use that in here.  Go out in the hall and call her.  I... I 
kind of feel like sleeping anyway.” 



 

 

He looked at her strangely.  “Really?  I don’t think I can sleep at all.” 
She just shrugged.  “I’m just really tired.  My body’s exhausted... I’m emotionally 

drained... I think I’ll feel better after some sleep.” 
Jamie nodded.  “Alright.  Well, try and sleep then.  I’ll go call Di, and I’ll be back 

to check on you in a few minutes.” 
Don’t bother, she thought, barely acknowledging him as she rolled slowly onto 

her side, curling herself into a ball beneath the covers.  There, she ran her hand gingerly 
over her belly and waited until she heard him leave.  When the door finally closed with a 
quiet click, she sighed. 

 
*** 

 
“You know, I’ve lived in Tampa for, like, three-and-a-half years now, and I’ve 

never been to this hospital,” Laureen mused as the taxi pulled up in front of the main 
entrance of Tampa General. 

Nick cast her a dark look as he fished a wad of bills out of his wallet.  “Consider 
yourself lucky.” 

He paid the cabbie, tipping extra for the speed in which he’d gotten them there, 
and climbed out.  Laureen followed closely behind as he led the way into the hospital 
that was all-too-familiar to him. 

They stopped at the main desk, and Nick said, “We’re looking for a patient, Claire 
Ryan.” 

“Turner,” hissed Laureen, and Nick reddened. 
“Turner,” he corrected, wondering how he could have forgotten.  “Claire Turner.” 
The receptionist’s eyes narrowed at him.  “Are you sure about that?” 
“Yes, I’m sure,” Nick said firmly, staring evenly at her.  “But we’re not sure of her 

room number or anything.  She might be on the maternity floor, but... I don’t know.  She 
was in labor though.” 

“She’s probably in labor and delivery then,” the receptionist said curtly.  “Are you 
family?” 

“Yes,” answer Nick without hesitation.  He put his arm around Laureen, nudging 
her forward, and added, “This is her sister.  I’m her brother-in-law.  We just came in 
from out of town.” 

He prayed Laureen wouldn’t giggle and give them away, but luckily, she didn’t.  
They were both too somber to laugh, even if it was sort of funny.  Nick and Claire had 
posed as brother and sister before to see each other in the hospital, and no one was ever 
the wiser.  He figured Laureen had a closer resemblance to her, though, with her auburn 
hair, so he’d be the brother-in-law this time. 

Sure enough, the woman at the desk looked up Claire’s room number on her 
computer and gave it to them without any trouble.  “She’s in room 214.” 

“Thank you,” said Nick and quickly led Laureen toward the bank of elevators.  
They caught one up to the second floor and started down the hall of the maternity ward, 
checking room numbers as they went. 

They got as far as room 208, and then they came to a small waiting area with a 
couch, some chairs, a TV, and plenty of magazines.  Glancing into the room as they 
started to walk by, Nick saw that the TV was off, and there was only one person inside.  
Slumped in one of the chairs, he had his head down and a cell phone to his ear, but Nick 



 

recognized the dark, curly hair.  Stiffening, he stopped and stood there for a few 
seconds, staring in at Jamie.  When Jamie took no notice of him or Laureen, Nick 
cleared his throat. 

Finally, Jamie looked up. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 162 
 

Standing just inside the hospital waiting room, Nick watched the display of 
emotions run across Jamie’s face. 

First, recognition came to his cool blue eyes.  Almost instantaneously, it was 
replaced with anger, as his features contorted into an enraged glower.  He muttered 
something Nick could not decipher into his phone and then flipped it shut, tossing it 
down on the chair as he stood, glaring daggers at Nick. 

“You’ve got to be fucking kidding me,” he spat bitterly.  “What the hell do you 
think you’re doing here??” 

“We’re here for Claire,” Nick said evenly.  “How is she?” 
“None of your damn business, Carter.” 
“What about me?” spoke up Laureen, her voice challenging him.  “I’m her friend.  

Dianna called me.  I think I have a right to ask how she’s doing.” 
“Dianna can’t keep her big mouth shut.  She shouldn’t have called you,” Jamie 

replied.  “Claire doesn’t want anyone around.  She’s trying to sleep.” 
“What about the babies?” Laureen pressed. 
Jamie’s anger seemed to fade a notch.  “Everything’s alright now.  They stopped 

her labor.” 
“Thank god,” murmured Nick, feeling instantly relieved. 
Jamie was immediately back on the defensive.  “Oh, what do you care, Carter?  

They’re not your babies, and Claire’s not your wife.  You have no damn business being 
here.” 

“She’s my friend.  I care about her and her babies.” 
“Yeah, well, if you ask me, you’re a little too friendly with her.  I want you out of 

here, now, or I’ll call security and have them throw you out.” 
Nick didn’t take well to being threatened.  Deciding to bait Jamie back, he 

replied, “Oh, so now you call on the rent-a-cops who work here to do your dirty work for 
you?  If you really want me gone, why don’t you just throw me out yourself?  You should 
have no problem taking on a fucking gimp like me... but oh, wait?  Didn’t you try that 
once?” 

He was referring to the time when Jamie had gone after him on the beach, the 
night of Claire’s moving away party.  Clearly, by the way Jamie’s face reddened, he 
remembered that time too. 

“Your face is all you got left, Carter.  You really want me to fuck that up?” asked 
Jamie, his voice mocking. 

“I really wanna see you try,” Nick retorted, not skipping a beat.  “I’m not leaving 
without seeing Claire, so if you want me gone, you’re-” 

He didn’t get another word in, for apparently, Jamie had heard enough to know 
what he was going to have to do.  Without warning, he lunged at Nick, grabbing the 
collar of his shirt, and reeled back his fist.  But before he could get in a good punch, Nick 
jerked the stump of his left leg upward with as much force as he could muster, sending 
his titanium prosthesis straight up between Jamie’s legs.  As the durable metal made 
contact, Jamie choked out a gasp of pain and immediately crumpled to the ground, the 
fight instantly sucked out of him.  He writhed on the floor, cupping his bruised genitalia 
and moaning in pain.  Hoping he’d caused enough damage to prevent the prick from 



 

ever impregnating a woman again, through any means, Nick couldn’t help but smile in 
satisfaction. 

“That was a low blow, you fucking gimp,” Jamie coughed bitterly, glaring up at 
Nick from the floor with tears in his eyes. 

“I know it was below the belt.  Literally,” Nick cracked smugly.  He couldn’t feel 
sorry for the guy who had stolen Claire away, only to walk out on her whenever she 
needed him.  He was a pussy; he didn’t deserve to call himself a man. 

Laureen giggled, and Nick looked over at her appreciatively.  But in the moment 
he let his guard down, Jamie struck back.  Like a cat, he suddenly sprang out of his fetal 
position and pounced, grabbing the thin ankle of Nick’s prosthetic leg and tugging as 
hard as he could.  Nick’s plastic foot was pulled right out from under him, and he fell 
hard onto his ass, nearly cracking his tailbone.  Thankfully, his well-defined ass 
successfully cushioned his fall, and as soon as he got over his surprise, he reacted 
quickly, jerking the valve on the side of his socket which kept it suctioned to his stump.  
As soon the suction was released, the prosthetic leg slid off easily in Jamie’s hand. 

Jamie was so shocked that he let go quickly in disgust, and the leg banged to the 
floor with a dull thud.  Nick snatched it back and, using a nearby chair for support, rose 
back up and stood on his one good leg, holding the artificial one above his head. 

“Fucking gimp, huh?” he taunted, smirking down at Jamie.  “You wanna mess 
with a fucking gimp?  Fine.  Then prepare for pain.”   And, using the titanium leg like a 
baseball bat, he swung it down, colliding with Jamie’s head. 

Jamie cried out in pain and put his hands over his head, cowering as Nick raised 
the leg up again, his well-developed balance keeping him steady on his right leg.  All of 
the frustration and resentment he’d felt towards Jamie over the last few years starting 
pouring out, as he brought down the leg again and again, battering Jamie’s pathetic 
form.   

“Stop it,” Jamie sobbed, trying in vain to shield himself from the blows of the 
prosthetic leg.  “You can have her; just stop beating me!  Oww, that hurts!” 

Nick might have continued the beatdown as long as Jamie was conscious, but his 
high-pitched shrieks of pain and fear attracted the attention of a nurse, who, after 
getting over her bewilderment at seeing a one-legged man beating the living shit out of 
someone with his fake leg, ran to call security. 

The rent-a-cops Nick had spoken of earlier came quickly.  One of them dragged 
Nick away from Jamie, confiscating his prosthetic weapon, while the other pulled a 
whimpering Jamie up from the floor.  “You’re out of here, both of you,” one of them 
growled, as they hauled both men down the hall, into the elevator, and back to the main 
floor.  “And stay out!” he shouted, shoving them both out the door. 

“Hey, can I have my fake leg back?” Nick begged, teetering on his good one. 
They gave him back his prosthesis, and he couldn’t help but raise it menacingly at 

Jamie once more.  Jamie shrieked like a school girl and ran, not looking where he was 
going.  He ran right out into the street, oblivious to the silver Jaguar that was hurtling 
toward him. 

“Hey, watch-!” Nick started to call out and then thought, Hey, that silver Jag 
looks a lot like... 

But before he could finish that thought, there was a scream and a dull thud, and 
he watched in horror as Jamie’s body bounced off the hood of the Jag and landed in an 
awkward heap in the middle of the street. 



 

 

The Jaguar screeched to a stop, and a woman jumped out.  “Oh my god!” she 
screamed.  “He just ran out into the middle of the road!  I didn’t have time to stop!” 

“Meh, that’s okay.  He’s a douche anyway,” shrugged Nick, offering the woman a 
reassuring smile.  “So what’s your name?” 

“Christine,” answered the woman, eyeing Jamie’s still form warily. 
“I’m Nick, and I used to drive a car just like that.  When did you get it?” 
“Oh, earlier this year... middle of February, I think.” 
“Hm, just a couple weeks after I sold mine.  Interesting...” said Nick. 
“Hey!  He’s alive!” Christine exclaimed suddenly, pointing.  “Oh thank god, I 

didn’t kill him.” 
Nick looked over at Jamie, who was showing signs of movement, starting to pick 

himself up off the street.  “Hey, dude, are you okay?” he called. 
Just then, out of nowhere, a navy blue Escalade came along and barreled right 

over Jamie, its tires crushing his already contused body.   
“Stupid potholes,” muttered the driver of the Escalade, who looked an awful lot 

like Laureen, as she typed away on her Sidekick, completely unaware of the pedestrian 
she’d just flattened.  She zoomed on down the street, narrowly missing a fire hydrant, an 
old lady in a wheelchair, and a squirrel. 

“Oh my God!  She killed Jamie!” Nick cried. 
“You bastard!” yelled Laureen, coming up beside him.  Glaring at Jamie’s 

mangled body, lying in a crimson puddle in the middle of the street, she added, “I can’t 
believe you would pull someone’s fake leg right out from under him!  You deserve to rot 
in a leper colony!!” 

“Uh, Laureen?  I think he’s... dead...” said Nick, eyeing Jamie’s mutilated 
remains.  It was a gruesome sight; his left leg, which had taken most of the weight of the 
tires, actually looked almost flat.  All the bones inside were surely crushed, the tissues 
smeared against the asphalt. 

Then, suddenly, Jamie’s body began to twitch. 
“Look!  He’s not dead!” Laureen exclaimed. 
Behind her, the doors of the hospital suddenly burst open, and a team of medical 

personnel came rushing out with a stretcher.  “Move aside!” they shouted, pushing the 
curious onlookers out of the way.  As Nick was still holding his fake leg in his hand, he 
simply toppled over sideways when they pushed him and struck his head against the 
concrete. 

The last thing he remembered was Laureen screaming “You bastard!” again and 
everything going black... 

 
*** 

 
When he woke up, the first thing Nick saw was Claire’s face.  She was smiling 

down at him, and for a moment, he thought he’d died and gone to heaven.  His angel... 
she was there. 

“Claire?” he asked, and he was surprised at how raspy his voice sounded, as if 
he’d been sleeping for a long time.  “Are... are you okay?” 

“I’m fine,” she answered, sounding surprised.  “How are you feeling?” 



 

“Okay, I guess,” he said, also surprised because his head didn’t hurt nearly as 
much as he thought it would.  In fact, it didn’t really hurt at all.  But he wasn’t thinking 
of himself; he was more concerned about her.  “Are the babies still alright too?” 

“Oh, they’re great!” Claire exclaimed cheerfully.  “They’re starting to sit up!” 
“They’re... wait, what??” Nick asked, suddenly very confused. 
“Nick, the twins are four months old now.  You... you’ve been in a coma for over 

six.” 
“What?!” 
“That night I went into preterm labor, when Jamie had his accident, you fell and 

hit your head on some concrete.  The blow gave you a head injury and put you in a coma.  
You’ve been here in the hospital ever since.” 

Nick looked around in utter bewilderment and realized with a start that she was 
right.  He was in a hospital room... in a hospital bed.  He was the patient now, not her.  
She was... well, she was fine.  Looking more closely at her now, he realized that she was 
no longer pregnant, her body returned to its old figure (or close enough). 

“What the fuck... this is crazy,” he muttered, blinking up at her in shock. 
“I know... I knew you’d be in for a shock when you woke up.  I’m just glad you did 

finally wake up.  We weren’t sure, for awhile.  But you’re awake now, and that’s all that 
matters.”   She smiled and squeezed his hand.  “I love you, Nick.  I just want you to know 
that.  I’ve been whispering it in your ear for months, but I want to say it to you now, 
while you’re awake to hear it.” 

“I love you, to-” Nick stated to say automatically, and then he stopped.  “Wait... 
why did you say that??  How can you-?  Where’s Jamie??” 

He’d dead, he realized suddenly, before she could answer.  He got hit by a car – 
two cars, actually – and he died.  Why did I ask that?? 

Claire shrugged.  “Not sure.  I guess you have no idea what all happened to him.” 
“No... what??  He’s still alive??” Nick asked incredulously. 
“As far as I know, yeah.”  She sighed.  “This is a long story, but here goes.  It’s 

actually pretty freaking ironic, what happened to Jamie.  He was hurt really badly when 
the car hit him; he almost died.  He was in surgery for, like, ten hours, but they managed 
to repair his internal injuries.  The only thing they couldn’t save... was his leg.” 

“What?!” 
“Yeah, they had to amputate his leg.  His left leg.  Above the knee.  Just like you.” 
“What?!  No way!” 
“Yes way.  That’s what I mean about it being ironic,” Claire said, grinning.  “So 

Jamie lost his leg, and everything went downhill from there.  There was no saving our 
marriage at that point.  I was still pregnant and on bed rest, and he was recuperating, 
and neither one of us could be much help to each other.  All I could do was talk to him, 
but he didn’t want to hear anything I had to say.  As far as he was concerned, his life was 
over.” 

“I can relate to that,” admitted Nick, offering her a crooked smile. 
“I know, but you came out of that.  You went on with your life.  He didn’t.  He 

threw himself a pity party for the rest of our marriage.  A pity party with lots and lots of 
booze.  He turned to alcohol, and it got to the point where he was drunk all the time.  I 
didn’t want him around me anymore, and when the twins were born, I definitely didn’t 
want him around them.  So I filed for divorce.” 

Nick blinked at her hopefully, his heart soaring.  “You did??” 



 

 

She gave him a thin smile.  “Uh-huh.  It almost broke my heart to do it... I didn’t 
want to leave him... but he wasn’t even trying to get on with his life, and I couldn’t let 
him hurt me or my kids anymore.  I gave him an ultimatum, and in the end, he made me 
leave him.” 

“So... so you’re divorced now?” 
In response, she held up her left hand, and he could see that her wedding rings 

were gone.  “I’m Ms. Ryan again.  Just became official a few days ago.  So your timing’s 
perfect.” 

“My timing?” 
Claire nodded and smiled seductively.  Leaning over, she lowered her face to his 

and captured his lips in a long, tender kiss.  Nick drank it in, savoring it, feeling as if he 
were tasting something sweet he had not had in a long, long time.  In essence, he was. 

Man, he thought, when she finally eased away, allowing him to breathe, if she 
had done that a few months ago, I’m sure I would have woken up then.   He suddenly 
knew what it felt like to be Snow White, brought back from death by true love’s kiss. 

“I’m ready to be Mrs. Carter now,” Claire whispered, slipping her hand into his.  
“That is, if you’ll have me.” 

“Of course I’ll have you.  You’ve always had me,” Nick replied simply, bringing 
her hand to his lips.  “You’re the Ren to my Stumpy.” 

Claire giggled.  “And you’re the Stumpy to my Ren.  The one and only Stumpy.  
That’s what I told Jamie when I filed the divorce papers.” 

Nick burst out laughing.  “You did not.” 
“No.  I didn’t.” 
“You should have, though.  The guy’s a douche.” 
“Yeah.”  She grinned.  “I know that now.” 
What she didn’t know, and neither did Nick, was the current predicament Jamie 

was in. 
After losing Claire, Jamie had in turn lost himself, deeper and deeper into an 

alcohol addiction.  He spent his lonely nights in seedy bars, drinking his misery away, 
numbing the phantom pains and emotional pain with vodka and whiskey.  One night he 
got into a fight with a guy who was bigger and stronger and, ironically, also named Nick.  
The next night, he met a woman, the first woman who had shown any interest in him 
since Claire had left. 

Her name was Carmyn. 
She had coaxed him back her house that night, and it was then that he had 

discovered why she was attracted to him, when most other women weren’t.  After 
several more drinks and a few hits of GHB, he spent a night engaged in the kinkiest and 
most depraved sex acts he’d ever witnessed.  And when he woke up in the morning, he 
found himself chained to a bed in her basement. 

He’d been there ever since. 
He spent his days rocking back and forth in bed, wishing for death and trying to 

drown out the strains of Nick Carter’s song “Is It Saturday Yet?” which she kept playing 
on constant repeat while she was away at work.  He spent his nights letting her tease off 
the prosthetic leg he’d never quite learned to walk on properly and stick his stump in 
places he’d never dreamed it would fit, all while listening to a medley of Marvin Gaye’s 
“Let’s Get It On” and Nick’s song “Miss America.” 



 

The phrase “Take it off, take it off... let’s get it on, get it on” had never held such 
meaning. 

And never had Jamie believed in karma, until he met Carmyn. 
He paid the price for the way he had treated Nick and Claire, as they grew back 

together and went on with their lives without him, never knowing quite what had 
become of him.  Eventually, he escaped from Carmyn, but he would never see Claire 
again.  He embarked on a trip around the world, in an attempt to bring meaning to his 
life, but his plane crashed and left him stranded on a deserted island for several years, 
with only his fake leg Filson to keep him company.  Eventually he built a raft and sailed 
to Tanzania, where he would remain. 

Claire married Nick, just as she’d always meant to, and they raised her twins 
together as their own.  Laureen eventually found her own true love and married too.  
And, in the end, they all lived happily ever after... 

...except for Jamie, who died of leprosy two years later. 
 
The End. 

 
*** 

 
“Nick?” 
A firm poke caused Nick’s eyes to spring open. 
“Huh?  I thought the story was over...” he mumbled, disoriented. 
“What story?  We’re here,” said Laureen.  “At the hospital.  Come on, wake up.  

You wanna see Claire, don’t you?” 
All of a sudden, Nick was awake and alert again.  Looking around in confusion, he 

realized he was still in the taxi, which was parked in front of the main entrance of 
Tampa General.  He must have fallen asleep on the ride from St. Petersburg to Tampa.  
How had that happened?? 

“Yeah, yeah... sorry, I’m awake now,” he muttered and quickly fumbled for his 
wallet. 

He paid the cabbie, tipping extra for the speed in which he’d gotten them there, 
and climbed out.  Laureen followed closely behind as he led the way into the hospital 
that was all-too-familiar to him. 

“I can’t believe I fell asleep,” he mumbled, as they walked inside.  “I had one 
pretty whacked out dream, too.” 

“Did you?  You were pretty out of it,” said Laureen with a smile.  “You were 
smiling right before I woke you up though.  Must have been a good one.” 

Nick avoided looking her right in the eye as he answered, “Well, yeah... it ended 
good, anyway.” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 163 
 

Nick and Laureen were walking into the maternity ward when Laureen’s Sidekick 
suddenly sprang to life. 

“If you want it to be good girl, get yourself a-” 
Flushing flame red, Laureen slapped at a button on the phone, silencing Nick’s 

nasally, prepubescent screeching.  Cupping her hand over the mouthpiece, she 
whispered, “Wow, I should really change that ringtone.” 

“What?!”  Nick feigned innocence.  “Are you saying you’re embarrassed of my 
song?  That song almost won us a Grammy!” 

Not buying it for a second, Laureen just giggled and glanced down at her Sidekick 
again.  “It’s Dianna,” she realized and quickly put the phone to her ear.  “Hello?” 

His stomach knotting up, Nick stopped and positioned himself to listen to 
Laureen’s end of the conversation.  It was not a time to be joking around; Claire was 
somewhere in this hospital, in this very wing, possibly facing the loss of her children. 

And yet, a part of him felt less worried than he had when they’d touched down in 
St. Petersburg.  The dream he’d had in the cab, oddly enough, had relaxed him.  He had 
dreamed that Claire was alright, that her babies had survived.  It had to be a sign that 
she was really going to be okay. 

Then again, based on that logic, Jamie had a prosthetic beatdown, two car 
accidents, an amputation, a stint as a sex slave to a freak with a fetish, a plane crash, and 
leprosy to look forward to. 

Nick smirked and sighed at the same time, trying to focus on what Laureen was 
saying to Claire’s best friend. 

“... She is?  Really??  Oh, thank god... that’s good to know.”   Laureen paused, and 
Nick saw a smile spread across her face.  “Actually, we’re already here.  Yeah, in Tampa.  
We’re at the hospital; we just got here.  Yeah, Nick wanted to come.”   Laureen giggled.  
“Okay.  Alright, I will.  Thanks for calling.  Yeah, you too.  Bye.” 

She snapped her phone shut, dropped it into her bag, and smiled at Nick.  
“Claire’s okay,” she announced.  “Dianna said Jamie just called; they were able to stop 
her labor.  She’s going to be under observation for awhile, but this is good news.” 

Nick let out a breath of relief.  “Yeah, it is.  Thank god.  I thought Claire could 
handle anything, but with all the emotional shit he’s put her through lately, I honestly 
don’t think she could handle losing those babies.” 

Laureen nodded sadly, but then a smile crept to the corner of her mouth.  
“Dianna said that you’re sweet, for still caring about her as much as you do.  She 
admires you for that.” 

Nick arched an eyebrow skeptically.  “Really?  I didn’t think Dianna admired 
much of anything about me.” 

“She’s Claire’s friend, and so are you.  You’ve got mutual concerns.”   Shrugging, 
Laureen added, “And hey... maybe she’s realized what an asshole Jamie is too.  Even if 
she didn’t like you before, she’d have to realize that anyone looks good compared to that 
guy.” 

Nick laughed.  “Gee, thanks... I think.”   He smiled teasingly, realizing he felt a lot 
better already, just knowing that Claire was alright.  “So Jamie’s probably lurking 
around here somewhere then, isn’t he?  Should be interesting when he sees us.” 



 

Laureen rolled her eyes.  “He can’t control who she sees.  We’re her friends; we 
have a right to be here if she want us to be.” 

“Damn straight,” agreed Nick, and they kept walking, looking for the room 
number the receptionist downstairs had given them.  “If he tries to give us any crap, 
I’ma beat him down with my leg, alright?  It’s solid titanium.”   He thrust his artificial 
leg into the wall of the empty hallway for effect.  Unfortunately, the only effect it had was 
to throw him off balance.  As he stumbled and caught himself, Laureen giggled. 

“I would sure love to see that.” 
“Me too,” Nick smirked.  “But I guess it’ll only happen in my dreams.” 
Laureen smiled and slipped her hand into his as they continued down the hall. 
 

*** 
 

Claire wanted to feign sleep when Jamie came back into the room, but she knew 
it wouldn’t work; he hadn’t been gone long enough for her to fall into a deep, fitful sleep 
that would last until morning. 

“Dianna sounded relieved,” he announced, setting his phone down on her 
bedside table.  “She said to tell you she’s thinking about you.” 

Claire managed a smile.  “Thanks for calling her back.” 
“Sure.” 
He sank back down in his chair beside her bed, and she rolled slowly away from 

him, holding onto her stomach as she shifted positions.  All of her movements were 
ginger now, for she was terrified of doing anything to put the babies in distress and start 
up her labor again.  She found a comfortable position on her right side, lying with her 
back to Jamie, and pulled her covers up around her in what she thought was a pretty 
direct hint that she wanted to sleep.  She wasn’t really sure if she could, but she was 
tired of having Jamie hover over her, feeling his overprotective eyes on her as she lay 
helpless in bed, unable to stop what was happening to her anymore than he could.   

Now that the labor had stopped, she wished he would just go back to Kyle and 
Amber’s or over to his brother’s house to sleep.  But so far, she had not made this 
suggestion yet.  She didn’t want him to think she was pushing him away, even if she was.  
It wasn’t anything personal; she just wanted to be alone. 

After a few minutes of silence, Jamie seemed to take the hint.  Clearing his throat, 
he asked awkwardly, “Um, do you want me to go?  So you can sleep?” 

Rolling carefully onto her back, so that she could turn her head and look at him, 
Claire offered her husband a grateful smile.  “I could use some time alone,” she 
admitted.  “I don’t want you to sit up and keep a vigil while I sleep.  You should go back 
to Kyle and Amber’s and get some sleep.” 

Just as she’d expected, Jamie seemed to hesitate. 
“I’ll be fine,” she insisted, when he didn’t react immediately.  “And if anything 

isn’t fine, you know I’ll call you.  These are our babies; I don’t want to go through 
anything with them without you here.  It’s just, I can’t sleep with you hovering over me, 
and you need to rest too so you can keep me company in the morning.”   She flashed him 
a sweet smile, and he finally relented. 

“Alright,” he agreed, nodding.  Bending over her, he planted a soft kiss on her 
forehead and murmured, “Get some sleep then.  I’ll be back in the morning.” 



 

 

“You better be,” she replied with a teasing smile, briefly touching his cheek.  His 
dark stubble prickled against her fingertips as she let them trail lightly down his face.  “I 
love you,” she added, stressing the words with conviction, for herself as much as for him. 

“I love you too,” he returned, smiling down at her.  “Take it easy.” 
“I will.  I don’t think they’d like me doing jumping jacks on the hospital bed 

anyway,” she joked, winking. 
His smile was grim.  “See you in the morning,” he promised again, and he 

gathered his wallet and phone and got ready to leave. 
Claire started to roll over again, listening to his footsteps as he walked over to the 

door and opened it.  Then the footsteps stopped and didn’t start again.  And then she 
heard his voice say, “Ohhh no.  You are not here right now.  Don’t even tell me...” 

“Sorry,” said another voice, an equally familiar one, “but unless this is another 
dream, I am here.  What are you gonna do about it?” 

His tone was low and flat, but undeniably Nick.  Claire sat up more quickly than 
she had moved all evening, craning her neck to look over Jamie’s shoulder, out into the 
hall.  Sure enough, he was there, the one person who could always make her feel better 
in times of crisis. 

“Nick.”   She spoke his name, her voice projecting into the hallway. 
Jamie turned, his eyes cold.  He glanced back at Nick, then at Claire, and he took 

a step back into the room.  “You knew he was coming,” he accused.  “You called him, 
didn’t you?  When I was out of the room.  That’s why you wanted me to leave!  And I 
actually bought it too; I actually thought you just wanted to sleep.  Shows what I know, 
right?  I should have guessed, Claire.  Can’t turn my back without your beloved 
Backstreet Boy coming to the rescue.” 

Claire’s mouth dropped open, her eyes widening with anger, because it couldn’t 
have been further from the truth.  Well, okay, that Backstreet Boy coming to the rescue 
part had happened a few times recently, but other than that, it was bullshit.  She’d had 
no idea Nick was coming.  How had he even found out what was going on?  She wanted 
to ask, but first there was the matter of her husband basically accusing her of being an 
adulteress; at least that’s what he was making it sound like. 

“How dare you?!” she fired back, refusing to be treated like a sneak and a slut.  “I 
never called him; I had no idea he was coming here!  Shows how much faith you have in 
me, that you would think I did, Jamie!” 

“How do I know that?  How do I know you didn’t call him, just like you did the 
last time something went wrong?” 

“You can check my fucking cell phone records if you want; I didn’t call him,” 
Claire snapped.  “But I shouldn’t have to prove that to you.  You should have more trust 
in me than that!” 

“She didn’t call me,” Nick jumped in to her defense, taking a step into the room.  
He looked warily between Claire and Jamie.  “Dianna did,” he said, speaking to Jamie.  
“Actually, she called Laureen.  Laureen was with me.  We came together, because we 
both care about Claire.” 

He turned, glancing briefly over his shoulder, and then moved aside.  Behind 
him, Laureen appeared, stepping into the room.  Claire’s anger softened at the sight of 
two of her closest friends, and she offered Laureen a brief smile.  The smile was short-
lived, because before she could say anything to them, Jamie started in again. 

“Oh, I’ll bet you do, Carter.  I know how much you care about my wife.” 



 

“Don’t start in with that ‘my wife’ shit, Jamie,” Claire interjected before he could 
go further.  “You don’t have to act so goddamn possessive; you know I hate that!!  He 
meant he cares about me as a friend; that’s all it is!”   She looked to Nick for 
acknowledgment, and he nodded, returning with a thin smile. 

“Oh sure, that’s what you both say, but the truth is, he’d love to have you back as 
more than just his friend,” Jamie retorted accusingly, his eyes flashing dangerously at 
Nick. 

“I’ve got a girlfriend, thanks,” said Nick flatly, and he put his arm around 
Laureen, drawing her to him.  Claire didn’t miss the fleeting look of surprise pass across 
Laureen’s face and wondered if this was news to her, too.  But Nick looked sincere as he 
added, “But Claire is still my friend.  Accept that or don’t; I don’t give a shit.  But you’re 
not gonna push me out of her life as long as she wants me around.” 

He looked at Claire, and she could detect just a hint of uncertainty in his eyes.  He 
was looking for confirmation that she did, in fact, want him around.  A wry smile 
crossed her lips.  Hadn’t she just been spilling her guts to Amber about how much she 
still cared about Nick and wished she could call him? 

“Of course I want you around.  I want all of my friends around me,” said Claire, 
looking meaningfully from Nick to Laureen.  Then her eyes returned to her husband.  
“Jamie, do you realize we could have lost both of our babies tonight?  We need all the 
support and prayers we can get, alright?  So can’t you please just get over this thing with 
Nick, please?  For me, and for our children?” 

Jamie’s jaw tightened, and she could see the emotions working across his face as 
he struggled between his love for her and their unborn children and his loathing of Nick.  
If he doesn’t agree... she thought, if he won’t put us ahead of this thing with Nick... then 
that’s it.  It’s over.   She couldn’t stay with a man who cared more about hating someone 
than loving her. 

Thankfully, for the preservation of their marriage, Jamie gave a curt nod and 
extended a hand to Nick.  “If she wants you to stay, then okay, Carter.” 

Nick nodded his acknowledgement and briefly grasped Jamie’s hand.  His eyes 
held a steely look that gave off the impression he would rather give Jamie a nice, hard 
Indian burn, but he remained cordial. 

Jamie then glanced at Laureen.  “Thanks for coming,” he said to her (and her 
only, Claire suspected).  “We do appreciate your prayers.” 

“Sure,” said Laureen softly, and that was all she said.  Neither she, nor Nick, 
looked like they would have much else to say while Jamie was in the room. 

Claire couldn’t help but wish her husband would leave so that she could actually 
talk to her friends.  He was getting on her last nerve; she’d had enough of his 
possessiveness.  Why did he have to act like such a jackass when Nick was around? 

Finally, she couldn’t take the tension in the room any longer.  “Jamie,” she spoke 
up, “it’s really late.  You should go back to Kyle’s like you said you were going to and get 
some rest.  Nick and Laureen are just going to stay for a few minutes to visit, and then 
they’ll leave too.  A nurse will probably come along to kick them out soon anyway, since 
I’m sure visiting hours ended a long time ago.” 

Jamie gave her a dark look, but he was clearly tired of arguing with her.  
“Alright,” he muttered.  “Call if you need anything.” 

“I will.” 



 

 

He came back to her bedside and kissed her cheek.  Then he pulled back, stopped, 
hesitated, and leaned down again, taking her chin in his hand and kissing her deeply on 
the lips.  “I love you,” he made a point to say, and as horrible as it was, Claire couldn’t 
help but think that he’d only done it to smite Nick. 

“Love you too,” she replied quietly, and though she meant it in her heart, her 
brain, the sensible part of her, was asking, Why?  How could you love a man who tries 
to hurt people on purpose? 

As she watched him walk out the door, she felt a tug of sadness deep inside her, 
as what she had been slowly realizing over the last few months became startlingly clear:  
the man she had married was not the same man she had fallen in love with all those 
years ago.  The Jamie Turner that had been her high school sweetheart had never been 
so cruel, so biting and jealous and possessive. 

He had changed.  In the years they had been apart, before reuniting, life had 
changed him.  Adulthood had changed him. 

And she wondered, was she only in love with the person he had once been?  And 
did she even know the man she had married?  She thought she had, but it seemed she 
was only now being introduced to him, piece by ugly piece. 

 
*** 

 
Nick watched Claire’s face closely as Jamie kissed her and left.  It did not hold the 

expression of a woman who deeply loved her husband and was sad to see him go.  
Instead, Claire just looked... sad. 

“Are you okay?” he asked quietly, once a few seconds had passed since Jamie’s 
departure. 

Claire gave a dry chuckle.  “In what way?  Physically?  Well...”   She held up her 
left hand, into which an IV had been threaded, and gestured vaguely to all of the medical 
equipment that surrounded her, keeping track of everything... all of her vital signs and 
the babies’ too.  It was sort of sad, thought Nick, that he could now look at just about 
every one of those monitors and know exactly what it was tracking. 

“And emotionally?” she continued, without really answering her first question.  
“I’m beginning to realize that I married a jackass.  Does that answer your question?” 

With anyone else, Nick wouldn’t dare make a joke at a time like this, but even 
though her words were grim, he could hear a note of sarcastic humor in them.  Jumping 
on this, he replied, “You’re just now figuring out that Jamie’s a jackass?”   Next to him, 
Laureen stifled a giggle, and, encouraged, Nick went on, “All that chemo must have 
killed off more of your brain cells than I thought.” 

Claire smiled.  “That would be a convenient excuse.  Let’s go with that one, okay?” 
“Your call,” Nick agreed, grinning.  He was just happy to hear her admit it, that 

Jamie was a total jackass.  It was about freaking time she clued in to what he had known 
for years. 

He extended his grin to Laureen, who looked both amused and leery of seeming 
amused.  “Laureen’s not used to our hospital talk, Ren,” he said, winking at Claire.  The 
use of her nickname, bestowed upon her years ago by AJ, made the corners of Claire’s 
mouth twitch upwards. 



 

Claire shrugged apologetically at Laureen.  “Me and Stumpy over there talk about 
pretty much anything.  Don’t mind us.  It just comes with the territory.  After enough of 
this shit, you have to make jokes about it, or you’ll go crazy.” 

Laureen giggled good-naturedly, but Nick could see that she was feeling slightly 
awkward.  And who could blame her?  The whole situation was awkward.  Claire’s 
husband had left, at her request, leaving her with her ex and his new girlfriend – if, in 
fact, that’s what Laureen was now; he wasn’t sure – in a hospital room in the middle of 
the night. 

It wasn’t just awkward; it was downright weird.  And yet, somehow, for Nick and 
Claire, it didn’t seem that unusual. 

For Laureen’s sake, though, they quit the dark-humored banter and got down to 
the real reason he and Laureen had come.  How was she really?  What had the doctors 
said about her pregnancy and her babies?  What had caused her to go into labor this 
early?  And how were they going to keep it from happening again? 

Nick asked more questions than he probably should have, given the fact that he 
was just the “friend” and the “ex,” not her husband, nor the father of her babies, but he 
was genuinely concerned, knowing how much she had gone through to get pregnant in 
the first place and fearing how much it would wreck her to lose the pregnancy, after all 
of that.  Claire, never one to shy away from giving information, answered everything 
frankly and openly, though the truth was that there really weren’t many answers.  No 
one knew what had caused this to happen, and it sounded like no one really knew how to 
prevent it from happening again. 

“I’m afraid they’re going to put me on bed rest though,” sighed Claire.  “I’ve read 
the books, I’ve been to the pregnancy forums, and it seems like that’s usually the case 
when something goes wrong.  And seeing as how I’m technically not supposed to be due 
until March, that means...”   She counted wearily on her fingers.  “... four months stuck 
in bed.” 

“Fun,” Nick replied sarcastically.  “I laid around for, what, four weeks, after they 
chopped off my leg?  And I wasn’t even stuck in bed; I could at least crutch my ass 
around the house.  And it still blew.” 

“Gee, thanks for the words of encouragement,” Claire teased.  “Yeah, it’s gonna 
suck alright, if that’s what ends up happening.  But hey, for my babies, I’ll do whatever it 
takes.  I can’t lose this pregnancy, Nick.” 

He saw her hand reach beneath the covers to rest upon her belly, and he saw the 
look of fear in her eyes.  He wished there was something he could say to reassure her, 
but there was nothing.  This was something neither one of them had any control over. 

Perching on the edge of her mattress, he put his hand on her shoulder and looked 
down into her face.  “Keep the faith, alright?  You’ve been through scary stuff before, and 
you’ve always made it through.  You’re strong, Claire.  Your body is strong, and so is 
your spirit.  Just stay strong like that for your kids, and I think everything will be alright.  
You don’t deserve anything less.” 

“Sometimes bad things happen, whether we deserve them or not,” murmured 
Claire, and he saw her eyes fall upon his left leg.  “But thank you, Nick.  I hope you’re 
right.” 

“Claire, no matter what happens, we’ll be here for you,” spoke up Laureen 
earnestly. 



 

 

“Absolutely,” Nick agreed.  “If you do get put on bed rest, we’ll start up the 
Monopoly marathon, Round Two.  One of us will actually have a shot at winning without 
Howie around to take over all the good properties.” 

Claire cracked a smile.  “I dunno... it might end up being the Laureen Legion of... 
well, damn, I can’t think of another L-word.  But it would be like the Dorough Dominion 
of Doom.” 

Laureen laughed loudly, and Nick joined in, surprised that Claire still 
remembered the Monopoly games they’d played while he was sick in bed with a healing 
stump for a leg and a body pumped full of chemo.  He felt that if anyone could 
empathize with her being stuck in bed, he could.  And as she had helped to keep him 
entertained back then, he would gladly do the same for her, if she would let him. 

Everything was an “if” now.  They would just have to wait and see. 
The waiting game, thought Nick tiredly.  It was definitely not as enjoyable as 

Monopoly. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 164 
 
Claire’s suspicions were confirmed when she was indeed put on bed rest. 
According to her doctor’s orders, she was to spend most of her time in bed or on 

the couch, getting up only to use the bathroom, shower, or eat.  After a long hospital stay 
that had made her stir crazy already, she wasn’t happy about it, and Nick couldn’t blame 
her.  But secretly, a part of him was glad. 

Claire’s not being able to leave the house meant something else:  she also could 
not leave the state.  Flying back to Des Moines was completely out of the question, and 
her doctor wouldn’t even okay the long car ride north.  This had caused quite the 
interesting predicament, which Nick had watched unfold with amusement. 

Jamie had managed to get a few extra days past the holiday weekend off, but 
being new to his position, he had not accumulated enough sick days to take any kind of 
extended leave, and so, after only a week in Tampa, he was faced with only two options:  
fly home without Claire, or risk losing his job.  As his was the only income supporting 
his and Claire’s fledgling family, he opted for the former and left on a Sunday with a 
one-way ticket back to Des Moines. 

Nick couldn’t say he was sad to see him go, and he was even happier about 
Claire’s being stuck in Tampa.  She would be better off here, he reasoned, surrounded by 
her family and friends and away from her asshole husband.  Claire didn’t seem to see it 
that way at the beginning, but he had faith that she would eventually.  He knew how 
much she had missed Tampa.  Once she got used to the idea of being stuck here while 
Jamie worked back in Iowa, a part of her would be glad. 

She didn’t need Jamie anyway.  She had him, Nick, and he was bound and 
determined to do everything he could for her while she was here.  He saw it as a way of 
returning the favor, being there for her the way she had been there for him when he was 
at his lowest point, years ago.  And maybe, just maybe, through doing so, he would make 
her see that she didn’t need Jamie in her life anymore. 

 
*** 

 
Claire flipped aimlessly through a magazine, glancing at the pictures without 

really looking at them, not even bothering to read the articles.  She found it hard to care 
about the gossip and pettiness inside the pages of the crinkled US Weekly, though it had 
been a nice gesture for Dianna to bring her copy by.  There wasn’t much else to do in the 
hospital, but read, watch TV, count heart monitor blips, and time IV drips. 

It’s an exciting life I lead, thought Claire sarcastically, looking up at the ceiling in 
dismay.  Her eyes followed a long crack in the tile that was one forward and two to the 
left of her head.  She’d studied the crack often in the two weeks she’d been in the 
hospital; she knew every inch of it by now.  If someone put a blank piece of paper in 
front of her and told her to draw that crack, every branch and tributary, she was sure 
she’d be able to do it.  It was really quite sad. 

She never thought, when Amber had rushed her to the hospital on Thanksgiving, 
that she would be confined to a bed there for the next two weeks, but that was how it 
had ended up.  Dr. Valerio had wanted her under close observation for two weeks, just 
in case the twins decided it would be a good time to be born again.  Thankfully, that 
hadn’t happened, and after a blissfully uneventful hospital stay, she was being 



 

 

discharged.  But even after she went home, she would be on bed rest (or house arrest, as 
she and Nick had been joking), unable to get up and move around except for when it was 
necessary.  And as Dr. Valerio had insisted that she remain in Tampa, close to the 
hospital just in case she should go into labor again, the location of her “home” away 
from home had become an issue. 

Of course, her parents wanted her back with them in Gainesville, but as it was a 
two-hour drive from Tampa, that was out of the question.  At first, Claire had been 
relieved; her mom had a tendency to hover over her like a mother hen whenever she was 
sick, and the thought of having to put up with that for the next four months was a little 
overwhelming. 

The next option had been Kyle and Amber’s house in St. Petersburg, but even that 
was further away than Dr. Valerio wanted her. 

Dianna and Laureen had both offered up their apartments, which seemed like a 
good option, as they were both located right in Tampa, until her mother had pointed out 
that both Dianna and Laureen worked during the day and that Claire would be alone.  
“It’s not like I need babysitting; I can stay by myself.  If anything would happen, I could 
just call for an ambulance,” Claire had reasoned, but even Dr. Valerio had told her she 
would need a support person around to stay with her. 

“As your doctor, I won’t feel comfortable discharging you until I know you’ll have 
a place to stay and someone to stay with you,” she had told Claire, her eyes serious. 

In a way, Claire was glad for a good excuse not to stay with either of her two 
girlfriends.  As much as she loved both of them, she couldn’t help but worry that she 
would just be in the way.  Dianna was in a serious relationship, and Laureen seemed to 
be heading in that direction with Nick, and Claire hated the thought of lying in bed in 
the spare room while either one of them made out with her boyfriend in the next room 
over.  That would be almost as bad as sharing a dorm room in college, but without the 
booze and midnight pizza deliveries. 

Nick, too, had volunteered his house, and in many ways, it seemed the best 
choice.  It was right in Tampa, there was plenty of room, and as Nick would be home on 
break until his tour rehearsals began after the holidays, he could be around during the 
day in case she needed him. 

But then there was the fact that it was just too weird, the idea of her moving back 
into Nick’s house and staying with him while pregnant with Jamie’s children and, more 
importantly, while Jamie was a thousand miles away.  She hadn’t even run the idea by 
her husband because she knew he would never go along with it.  He would find it all too 
convenient and invent a scenario in which she and Nick had planned it all in order to 
carry out an illicit affair behind his back.  It was bad enough that she and Jamie had to 
be so far apart during all of this; she knew she could not torture him by staying with 
Nick. 

So in the end, her parents had booked a two-bedroom suite at the Chase Hotel 
and would be staying with her there for the time being.  It would do, for a temporary 
living situation; the hotel was nice, and there would be plenty of space for her and her 
family and Jamie, when he came back down.  But it wouldn’t be cheap, and Claire hated 
to burden her parents.  Of course, they had assured her that they were happy to pay the 
expenses and would have no problem affording it; they’d saved up plenty from her 
father’s dentist’s salary.  Still, Claire didn’t like feeling dependent on them, physically or 



 

financially.  She’d be turning twenty-nine in a few months, and here she was living with 
her parents again. 

She wished Jamie didn’t have to be so far away.  She wished they’d never moved 
out of Tampa.  She wished she could just stay in Jamie’s old apartment, with him as her 
support person, the way it should have been.  He was her husband, and even though 
they’d been on shaky ground lately, he was the one with whom she wanted to go through 
her pregnancy. 

But her wishes could not be a reality, and so she let her mother help her pack up 
her things at the hospital, in preparation of checking into the hotel.  A nurse brought the 
usual discharge papers and home care instructions with clear orders from Dr. Valerio 
about what kind of activities she could and couldn’t do.  Just as Claire had expected, the 
“couldn’t” list was a lot longer than the “could.” 

Assuming she could hold out until her due date, it was going to be a looong 
fifteen weeks. 

“Well...”  Her mother took a sweeping look around the room before her eyes 
settled upon Claire.  “Are you ready to go, hon?” 

“Yep.  Let’s blow this joint,” replied Claire.  She was eager to leave, even if she 
would just be moving from a hospital bed to a hotel one.  At least she’d be escaping the 
IVs and antiseptic smell. 

She carried her belongings in her lap while one of the nurses pushed her in a 
wheelchair downstairs, and her mom ran out to pull the car around.  It felt good to get 
out into the fresh air and ride in a car again, like a normal person.  That was always the 
best part of leaving the hospital after a long stay; she would know. 

Looking out the window as her mother drove, it occurred to her that she hadn’t 
actually seen her hometown since she and Jamie had moved in September.  It was nice 
to be home in Tampa, even if she wouldn’t get to be out and about in the city for awhile. 

“I brought a bunch of my books from home, in case you run out of reading 
material – you’ll probably be reading a lot,” her mom chattered as she drove.  “And I 
grabbed a few movies too, but I figured we can just rent some too.” 

“Nick’s got a huge collection; I can just borrow some from him,” Claire mumbled. 
“Oh, that’s a good idea.  I also picked up a crossword puzzle book and a Sudoku 

book at the grocery store, so you’ll have some puzzles to do.  And Dad’s got his laptop so 
you can use the computer.  And maybe Jamie can bring some of your scrapbook things 
down next time he comes to visit so you’ll be able to work on that.” 

“That sounds good.” 
“I think you’ll find plenty for you to do.  It won’t be as bad as you think.” 
“I know; it’ll be okay.  I’ll do whatever it takes to make sure the twins are 

healthy.” 
Her mother smiled over at her.  “Of course.  That’s what a mother does - whatever 

it takes to protect her children.” 
Claire returned the smile, swelling with maternal pride.  She understood why her 

parents were so willing to leave their home in Gainesville and come to stay with her in 
Tampa – they would do anything for her, just as she already knew she would do 
anything for her babies.  She loved them with all her heart already.  Bed rest was a 
sacrifice she was totally willing to make, for their sake, and it would be a small price to 
pay if it ensured they would be born fully-developed and healthy. 



 

 

Lost in thought, she didn’t notice her mother turn left when she should have 
turned right.  Only after a few minutes did Claire realize they were in the wrong part of 
town.  “Hey, Mom?  Isn’t the Chase closer to the airport?” she asked, confused.  “We’re 
heading the wrong way.” 

“No... you’ll see,” her mother replied vaguely and refused to say anything else.  
Claire watched out the window, perplexed, as she drove.  She seemed to know where she 
was going.  They drove down Bayshore Boulevard, along the perimeter of Tampa Bay, its 
waters steely-looking in the overcast December day.  Her mother passed the gated 
entrance to one of the ritzy neighborhoods, but swung into the turn lane at the next 
intersection. 

As she made the turn, Claire frowned, perplexed.  She knew vaguely where they 
were – a few blocks or so from one of the touristy parts of Tampa, where the many 
luxury waterfront condos began.  It was not a part of town she visited often; like most 
Florida natives, she tried to stay away from the tourist traps.  But they were not quite to 
the tourist part yet; this part of town was still inhabited by normal residents.  Okay, rich, 
normal residents. 

“This isn’t the Chase,” Claire said obviously, as her mother guided the car through 
the gated entry of what appeared to be a six-story condominium complex.  “What are we 
doing here?  You didn’t rent a condo, did you?  A condo right on the bay; are you 
kidding??  I don’t want you and dad’s life savings to go to this!” 

Her mom simply ignored her as she parked the car and got out.  Curious, Claire 
shut her mouth, unfastened her seatbelt, and carefully climbed out too.  As her mother 
led her up a nicely-landscaped walkway to the entrance of the building, Claire asked 
once more, “Mom?  Seriously, what are we doing here?” 

“We’re meeting someone,” her mom replied finally, and left it as vague as that. 
Claire gave up and simply followed. 
They walked into a lavish foyer, and Claire immediately looked around for 

someone she might know.  But there was no one.  And apparently that “someone” wasn’t 
meeting them in the foyer, because her mom headed straight for the elevator.  Once 
inside, she punched the highest number, and they traveled to the sixth floor. 

Upon walking out of the elevator, they found themselves on a long balcony.  They 
didn’t walk all the way down it, though, for her mother stopped at the second door.  And 
to Claire’s astonishment, she pulled out a key from her pocket, stuck it in the door, and 
turned.  Claire heard the door click, and before she knew it, it was open, and her mother 
was ushering her inside. 

She couldn’t help but look around in fascination.  The condo was beautiful, 
spacious and richly decorated, with walls painted in bold colors and trim of light, 
Sanibel wood.  They walked through an entryway which was adorned with some tropical 
plants and paintings and entered a kitchen with granite countertops and gleaming 
appliances.  Claire’s mind was full of questions, but for now, she could only look, as they 
passed through the kitchen, into the living room and dining room, which opened up to a 
balcony overlooking the bay. 

“This is amazing,” Claire murmured, shaking her head.  “But honestly, what is all 
of this?  Did you really rent it?” 

Her mother shook her head as well.  “No,” she said, then beckoned with a smile.  
“Come see the bedrooms.” 



 

Realizing she wasn’t going to get any real answers, at least not for now, Claire 
complied.  As it turned out, there were three bedrooms, all with walk-in closets and two 
of which had their own bathroom.  The master bedroom was huge, and its bathroom was 
even more impressive, with a built-in jacuzzi that made Claire practically weak in the 
knees with longing.     

“You haven’t seen the den yet,” said her mother as they left the master bedroom. 
“There’s even a den?” 
“Sure there is; we passed it on our way in.”   They walked back up the hall, and 

her mother stopped outside a door to their right, a door which had been closed.  Claire 
hadn’t even noticed it when they had first come in, but if she had, she would have 
guessed it was a closet. 

It wasn’t. 
“Check it out,” her mother urged, motioning for Claire to open the door and peek 

inside. 
Claire turned the knob slowly and inched the door open, wondering what she was 

going to find behind it.  She didn’t know what to expect, and yet, a part of her did.  
Because as soon as she saw what – or rather, who – was sitting inside the den, she 
understood.  Only one person could be responsible for all of this, and there he was, 
sitting in the executive chair behind a big, polished wood desk with a huge, shit-eating 
grin on his face. 

Nick, of course. 
 

*** 
 

Nick grinned at the look on Claire’s face as she inched into the den of her new 
condo.  She didn’t know it was her condo yet, at least not officially (though she had 
probably guessed by now), but of course, it was. 

“Nick!” she cried, “What is this?!” 
“Surprise,” he said, slapping his hands down on the slick desktop.  “Welcome 

home.” 
“Welcome home?” she repeated, raising her eyebrows as an astonished smile 

spread across her face.  “You’re serious, aren’t you?” 
“No, I’m just shitting you.”  Nick rolled his eyes.  “Of course I’m serious, dummy!  

The place is yours.” 
She just gaped.  “And by that, you mean...” 
“It’s yours,” Kris Ryan chimed in, emerging from his hiding place in the corner of 

the room.  Claire hadn’t even noticed him yet and gasped when she saw her father. 
“Dad!  What is going on?!” 
“Like they said... welcome to your new condo.  It’s yours,” her mother reaffirmed, 

joining them in the den.  Her face was shining, the very same way it had once Nick had 
finally convinced her to accept the condo on Claire’s behalf.  “Thanks to Nick.” 

“And no, that doesn’t mean I just paid the first month’s rent.  There is no rent,” 
Nick stressed.  “It’s yours.  All paid for, no strings attached.” 

“What?!  You mean, you bought this place??” 
Nick couldn’t help but smile; she sounded a lot like her mom had when he had 

told her, only louder and more blunt. 



 

 

“That was my reaction,” said Kris with a guffaw, and Nick’s smile grew.  Now he 
remembered where – or who, rather – the loudness and bluntness came from. 

“Yes,” Nick answered.  “Is it okay?  Do you like it?” 
“Oh my god, are you kidding??  I love it!!  But Nick!  You can’t just...  You bought 

me a condo?!”   Her voice was incredulous.  “Why would you do something like that?!” 
Because I love you.  Nick cleared his throat and forced the thought away.  

“Because you need a place to live, and I didn’t want you and your parents to have to stay 
in a hotel.  This place is bigger, nicer, and closer to the hospital.  And it’s all yours,” he 
answered, smiling benignly. 

Claire still looked stunned, as if even she, who had known him for almost six 
years and had even lived with him, could not quite believe that anyone would just buy a 
condo as a gift for a friend.  And the look didn’t quite disappear from her face, even as 
Nick and her parents explained how it had all come to be.  How he had taken it upon 
himself to find a place for her to live, a place that could be permanent if she wanted it to 
be, somewhere comfortable and spacious and with a good view, a place in which she 
could spend her bed rest and to which she could bring her babies home once they were 
born.  How he had bought this condo in her name, paid for it in full, and then told her 
parents. 

“It’s too late,” he had said to them with a smile on his face, when, in shock, they 
insisted they and their daughter could never accept such an extravagant gift.  “It’s in 
Claire’s name, so if she really doesn’t want it, she’ll have to sell it, I guess.” 

That had worked; there was really no way they could turn down his offer.  A 
beautiful condo, free of charge?  They were in, and together, the three of them had 
planned how they were going to surprise Claire with it. 

Standing in the den of the condo less than a week later, Claire was definitely 
surprised.  The word “surprised” was an understatement of the greatest kind.  She was 
completely floored, even flabbergasted. 

“I can’t believe this!” she gasped, and then she screamed.  “I can’t believe this!!!”    
Nick watched her shock and disbelief transform into giddy excitement, as reality seemed 
to set in, and she squealed and rushed – sort of waddled, actually, as she was supposed 
to take it slow – around the desk to hug him, throwing her arms around his neck and 
planting a smacker of a kiss on his cheek.  “You are amazing; did you know that?  I can’t 
believe you!” 

Nick offered her a toothy smile, flushing where she had kissed him.  “I know.  But 
I think you’re amazing too, and you deserve an amazing place to live.  I hope you like it.” 

“I told you, I don’t just like it; I love it!!!  Wow, I can’t wait to move in!!!” 
“Your dad’s already got some stuff in his car to bring up, and Kyle’s going to bring 

the rest of the things you brought from Des Moines over later this afternoon.  Jamie will 
have to bring some more things from your house next time he comes to visit, but until 
then, we’ll just buy whatever you need.” 

“Jamie!” exclaimed Claire, and her eyes went wide.  “Does he know about this 
yet??” 

A smirk spread across Nick’s lips, and he looked to Claire’s parents.  He wasn’t 
sure if Jamie had been told about the new living arrangements yet either. 

Carrie cleared her throat, giving her husband a furtive look.  “Well, no... we 
haven’t said anything to him.  We thought it’d be best if you called him today and 
explained.” 



 

Claire started to giggle.  “Oh-ho, that’s gonna be an interesting conversation.  
‘Guess what, Jamie?  Nick bought us a place to live!’”   She shot Nick a devilish grin.  
“He’s going to hate you forever for this.  But he’ll love the condo.  I mean, come on... 
how could he not?” 

Nick returned the evil grin, quite pleased with himself and, admittedly, a little 
eager for the fireworks that would surely be on for tonight.  Ignoring the awkward looks 
that passed between Claire’s parents, he and Claire laughed together. 

He watched her as she laughed; she looked radiant, happier than he had seen her 
in months.  For the moment, it seemed nothing could quell the good mood he had put 
her in, not even the promise of her husband’s wrath toward Nick and his infuriating 
level of generosity. 

And to Nick, that was more than worth the price he’d paid for he condo. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 165 
 
“I’m... dreaming of a white... Christmas... just like the ones I used to know...” 
As Bing Crosby’s smooth voice crooned through the condo, Claire looked out the 

window at the bay and the palm trees and laughed.  She could dream of a white 
Christmas all she wanted, but it was never going to happen here in Tampa.  She’d traded 
all hopes of a white Christmas for sand and sun, and except for the fact that her husband 
was still in blustery Iowa, she wasn’t sorry.  Here in Florida, she could be with her 
family. 

“Oh, Claire, was that the door?” 
Startling out of her reverie, Claire looked over at her mother, who was standing 

on a stepstool in front of the artificial Christmas tree, her arms full of colored lights.  She 
hadn’t even heard anything at the door, but suddenly, there it was, the distinct sound of 
someone knocking.  Instinctively, she started to get up from the couch, but her mom 
quickly dropped the lights, held up her hand to stop her, and jumped down from the 
stool. 

“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean for you to get up,” she said.  “Stay put; I’ve got this.” 
Sighing, Claire stayed put, watching as her mother hurried off to answer the door.  

This bed rest thing was getting on her nerves already. 
It wasn’t as boring as she thought it would be, for with Christmas less than two 

weeks away, there was plenty for her to do.  She’d been writing Christmas cards, 
shopping online, and working on her knitting while the rest of her family collaborated 
on the Christmas decorations, making the new condo look festive and homey with the 
old tree from Claire’s apartment, some wreaths and garland, and even a bit of mistletoe, 
for when Jamie came back. 

The hard part had been having to lie around and watch them put up the 
decorations.  In all her twenty-eight years, Claire could not remember a Christmas in 
which she had not at least helped trim the tree.  This year, she felt utterly useless 
because all she could do were things that involved lying down or sitting still.  And while 
she had spent enough time sick in bed to be used to it, she didn’t feel sick or overly tired 
now, and that made it frustrating.  She wanted to be up doing things, and she couldn’t.  
Doctor’s orders. 

But at least she’d taken up knitting again.  As she heard her mother unlock the 
door, she glanced down at the square of knitted yarn in her lap.  It wasn’t very big yet, or 
very good, but she was getting better.  She hadn’t knitted in a long time, not since she 
was twenty and too weak from chemo to do much else.  That was when Grandma Ryan 
had taught her; it was the first time she’d had enough patience to learn.  She’d come to 
enjoy it, although it was a hobby that fell by the wayside once she was back on her feet.  
She had decided that now would be a good time to pick it up again; she’d already 
decided she was going to knit some baby booties and a blanket for each of the twins.  But 
until she got good enough to tackle those, she’d work on her practice project:  a hat for 
Nick.  It was going to be part of his Christmas present, she’d decided, and he was going 
to laugh because it would surely turn out ghastly. 

Her smirk faded as she heard her mother say, “Well, hi, Nick!  Come on in!” and 
she quickly shoved her knitting under the couch, straightening up just in time for Nick 
to come in. 

“Hey!” she greeted him with a smile. 



 

“Hey,” Nick returned, smiling, before he took a look around the room.  “It looks 
great in here.  You guys have been busy.” 

“Still are,” said Claire’s mom, coming in behind him and immediately returning 
to her bundle of Christmas tree lights. 

“You need some help with those?” Nick asked, as she climbed back onto her 
stepstool, struggling to untangle the strands of lights she had dropped. 

“Well... sure, that would be wonderful!”  She handed the lights over to him, and 
he untangled them as he went along, feeding her a few feet of lights at a time to drape 
around the top branches of the tree. 

Claire smiled as she watched them work.  Nick wasn’t the most skilled in tree-
decorating – Claire wasn’t sure he’d ever put lights on a Christmas tree himself before – 
but he made up for it with his height, which came in quite handy for helping her mom 
get lights around the top of the tree.  And his voice added to the Christmas spirit by 
blending in quite beautifully with Bing’s, as he sang along, “May your days be merry 
and bright... and may all your Christmases be white.” 

She was still smiling at him when the song ended and he looked over at her, their 
eyes meeting.  “Sorry to have to say this, Claire, but I don’t think your Christmas is going 
to be white this year,” he said, winking. 

Claire giggled.  “No, somehow I don’t think so.  What a shame, missing out on all 
that lovely snow back up in Iowa.”   She snorted, and he smiled; neither one of them was 
much of a fan of snow or cold, which was why they were both in Florida.  But Claire had 
to admit, a part of her would have liked to see a white Christmas. 

Still, she would rather be here with her family and her friends. 
“I’ll be home for Christmas...”  Nick sang, contentedly stringing lights with her 

mother, as the CD changed. 
Claire smiled.  This was home. 
 

*** 
 
“You’re a mean one... Mr. Grinch...” 
The Christmas music had changed, but it was as familiar as ever.  It was her 

twenty-eighth Christmas, and Claire had still never missed seeing “How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas” on TV at least once per season.  As her parents told it, she had even watched 
it when she was a baby, because Kyle was seven then.  She hoped that Kyle had it on for 
his own son right now. 

It was incredible how much things had changed, Claire thought, as she watched 
the Grinch sew his Santa suit.  She had watched this same Christmas special every year 
of her life for almost a full three decades, yet in the course of only a year, just about 
everything else was different for her. 

A year ago, she had still been single... engaged, yes, but not yet married... still 
living in her old apartment... working her old job in Dr. Somers’ office... and planning 
her wedding. 

Now she was married to Jamie, living in Des Moines, Iowa but staying in this 
condo in Tampa, jobless, and pregnant with twins.  By this time next year, she would 
have two babies to turn on “The Grinch” for. 

It was incredible. 



 

 

She rested her hand on her belly and rubbed it contentedly.  Despite all the stress 
and worry and complications over the last few months, right now, she couldn’t have felt 
happier.  This Christmas was going to be one to remember, and in a good way.  It was 
going to be special. 

 
*** 

 
“You’re a vile one... Mr. Grinch... you have termites in your smile...” 
Across town, Nick sat on his couch with his arm around Laureen, smiling at the 

same Christmas special he, too, remembered watching as a child and thinking the very 
same thing as Claire. 

Well, not the very same thing... but just that, after years of less-than-spectacular 
Christmases, this one was going to be special. 

For one thing, it was the first time he’d had a girlfriend for the holidays since... 
Leah. 

He shuddered slightly, remembering the Christmas he’d spent thinking he was 
going to be fathering her child in the new year.  It had been a happy thought at the 
time... but now it just made him queasy. 

As his body tensed, Laureen looked over.  “You okay?” 
Nick coughed.  “Yeah, I’m fine.  Just a... chill...” 
“A chill?”  Laureen grinned at him in amusement.  “How could you be cold?  

We’re in Florida.  It’s never cold here.” 
“It gets cold here sometimes,” Nick said defensively. 
“Ha!  I’m from Chicago, Nick.  Trust me, it never gets cold here.  You don’t know 

cold until you’ve spent a winter in Chicago.” 
“Hey, I’ve been to Chicago in the winter.  And... it does suck; you’re right.”   He 

grinned, and she gave him a playful shove. 
“Don’t knock my homeland!  I love Chicago.  Don’t exactly love the cold and the 

snow, but I do kind of like it around Christmastime.  It’s going to be weird being here for 
Christmas...” 

Nick cocked his head.  “You aren’t going home?”   He wasn’t sure why they hadn’t 
talked about it yet, but for some reason, he’d assumed she’d want to fly home to Illinois 
for the holidays. 

She shook hers.  “No.  I usually do, but I was just there in October, and well... I 
thought maybe... since...”   She looked up at him, anxiously winding the drawstring of 
her hoodie around her finger, and then she finished quickly, “Well, I was just thinking 
it’d be better if I stayed here this year.  Christmas is never that great at home anyway; 
my mom always spends it in whatever bar stays open, and my dad’s got his own family 
to spend it with, my step-mom and my little half-sister and all, and I always just feel like 
I’m interfering when I spend it with them, you know?” 

“Aw, I’m sure you wouldn’t be interfering... but yeah, I know how that goes.  You 
know how awkward things with my family can be.”   He made a face. 

Laureen smiled.  “It wasn’t bad at Thanksgiving.  I liked meeting your dad and 
Aaron and Angel.” 

“I’m glad you had a good time.  Well, until our little red-eye back here,” laughed 
Nick, thinking of poor Claire.  “But yeah, Aaron and Angel are good kids.  And things 



 

with my dad have gotten better ever since he and my mom divorced.  I hate to say it, but 
things are just easier without her around.  Less drama.” 

“That’s... understandable.”  Laureen offered a tiny smile, and he nodded, 
chuckling. 

“So yeah... if you’re not flying home, maybe we should just spend Christmas 
together then, huh?” 

The tiny smile on Laureen’s lips grew into a big one that made her whole face 
light up.  He could tell that’s what she had been hoping for, and that made him smile.  “I 
would love that,” she said sweetly. 

“Me too,” he agreed, and pulled her closer to him again.  “My dad’ll probably 
invite us down to the Keys again... but I dunno... maybe we could just stay here and have 
a low-key holiday, just the two of us.  What do you think?” 

She rested her head on his shoulder, and her voice was muffed as she answered, 
“I would love that too.” 

“Then it’s settled,” Nick said, and planted a soft kiss on the top of her head.  
“We’re gonna have ourselves a merry little Florida Christmas, right here.” 

She giggled, and he smiled, suddenly realizing how much he was looking forward 
to it.  A quiet Christmas, just him and his... girlfriend?  He wasn’t sure if they’d really 
settled on that title yet or not, but he had called her that in front of Claire and Jamie, 
and, in this moment, that’s exactly what Laureen felt like to him.  His girlfriend.  And if 
she didn’t know it, then he’d just have to find a way to make it official, official. 

Spending Christmas together would surely be a way to do just that. 
 

*** 
 

Though she’d lived there for over three years, Laureen had never spent a 
Christmas in Florida before, and Nick was determined to show her a good one. 

He’d promised to pick her up on Christmas Eve, even though they’d just be going 
back to his house, and he showed up outside her apartment building in style.  The look 
on her face was priceless as she came outside and found him waiting for her in the back 
of an extravagant horse-drawn carriage.  The horses had reindeer antlers strapped to 
their heads (the two in front even had red Rudolph noses), and the driver was wearing a 
Santa hat – those were all touches that had come with the carriage deal. 

What had not been included was Nick in a Santa outfit of his own creation:  a 
bright red Hawaiian shirt printed with white flowers and trimmed with white faux fur 
along the collar, sleeves, and bottom hem.  He had a coordinating red, straw beach hat 
with the same white fur adornment.  Claire had helped him sew the fur trim on, after 
she’d told him it would be retarded to hire someone to do it.  She’d also sewn the sleigh 
bells onto the flowered lei around his neck, which he jingled proudly when Laureen 
walked up. 

“Merry Christmas!” he called, as he climbed carefully down from the ‘sleigh.’   
“This is how we roll here in Florida.”   Grinning, he dropped a matching lei around her 
neck. 

“Aww, Nick!  This is awesome!” she exclaimed, her face shining with excitement.  
She gave him a big hug, their jingle leis jangling as they brushed against each other.  
“Did I ever tell you I love horse-drawn carriages?” 



 

 

“No, but I’m glad you do, cause you’re about to go for a ride in one.  Only, tonight 
it’s not a horse-drawn carriage.  It’s a sleigh, alright?  Work with me here.” 

“Alright,” Laureen giggled, letting him take her hand and help her into the 
carriage.  She sort of had to help him back in after her; it wasn’t so easy trying to climb 
up into a sleigh with a fake leg. 

Once they were both in and the driver had started the horses – er, ‘reindeer’ – 
clip-clopping up the Tampa street, Nick started to sing.  “Dashing through downtown, 
in a four-horse open sleigh... o’er the streets we go... laughing all the way-” 

“Ha ha ha!” Laureen chimed in enthusiastically, and Nick grinned. 
“Bells on bobtails – hey, what the fuck is a bobtail anyway?  You don’t know?  Aw, 

hell, me neither... how about this?  Bells on lei-ays ring... making spirits bright... what 
fun it is to ride and sing a sleighing song tonight, oh-” 

Laureen was laughing hard, but she managed to join in again for the chorus, and 
they both sang loudly, “Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way... o what fun it is to 
ride in a four-horse open sleigh, hey!” 

Passersby in downtown Tampa gave them curious looks as they trundled through 
town in their outlandish get-ups, singing raucously, but neither one of them noticed or 
cared.  When they finished singing, Nick said, “Hey, I forgot!  I have a sleigh blanket, in 
case you get cold.”   He reached behind him and pulled out a large fleece blanket, made 
of a red-and-white Hawaiian pattern similar to his shirt.  That had also been Claire’s 
idea, and she had helped him make it as well, showing him how to cut snips around the 
perimeter of two pieces of fleece and tie them together to make a fringed blanket.  Claire 
got creative when she was laid up in bed with nothing better to do; he liked it. 

She’d sewn some small bells to some of the fringe too, and they jingled as Nick 
wrapped the thick blanket around Laureen and himself.  It wasn’t really cold outside – 
as Laureen had told him rather emphatically, it never got truly cold in Florida – but as it 
was dark and December, it wasn’t exactly sweltering either, and it felt good to have the 
blanket around him and Laureen’s warm body snuggled tight against his. 

“This is amazing, Nick,” she murmured, relaxing against him as they enjoyed the 
bouncing rhythm of the horses’ hoofsteps.  “I’ve never gone on a Christmas Eve carriage 
ride before... especially not like this.” 

He laughed, pleased with himself.  “I figured even if you had, it wouldn’t be quite 
like this.” 

“You got that right,” she giggled.  “I love it!” 
“Claire helped... but it was all my idea.” 
She kissed him on the cheek.  “You’re a genius.  I told you, I love it!” 
Nick swelled with pride, glad she was having a good time.  Christmas Eve was off 

on the right foot. 
After a long ride, the carriage took them back to the park where it normally 

circulated and dropped them off there, where Nick had left his car.  He and Laureen 
thanked the driver, and Nick slipped him an extra tip before he gathered their things 
and joined Laureen in the car.  He turned on the heat and some Christmas music, and 
they sang along as he drove them back to his place.  Laureen actually had a nice tone; 
her on-pitch voice blended well with his as they playfully sang with the radio.  Then that 
god-awful NSync Christmas song came on, and Nick turned off the radio, and they sang 
“Jingle Bells, Batman Smells” a capella instead until they reached Nick’s house. 



 

“We should record that as a single together, you know,” he teased her as he 
parked the car in the garage and shut off the engine. 

“Hey, it’d be better than that ‘Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays’ crap,” Laureen 
giggled.  He snickered, fumbling with his keys as he tried to unlock the door. 

They went inside, where the house had been decorated elegantly for the holidays, 
thanks to the interior decorator Nick had paid to put all the stuff up.  He hired her every 
year to do his dirty work; hanging tree ornaments and mistletoe wasn’t really his forte, 
although it wasn’t so bad when he’d helped Claire’s mom with it.  It was more fun when 
you actually had loved ones around to help you decorate, he supposed.  That was why he 
never bothered to do it himself; usually he was alone or with one of the guys’ families on 
Christmas.  There was never anyone but him around to admire the decorations. 

But this year, there was Laureen, and he was glad the house looked nice for her 
benefit. 

“Mistletoe!” he announced, nudging her into a spot in the center of the threshold 
that divided the kitchen and living room and turning her chin up to see the sprig of 
mistletoe that hung there.  Not letting go of her chin, he then used it to guide her face up 
to meet his, capturing her mouth in a long, festive kiss. 

Laureen smiled, licking her lips.  “I love mistletoe.” 
“Yeah, me too.  And I think after you’ve been standing under it for ten seconds, 

you have to kiss again.  It’s the rule.” 
“Well.  If it’s the rule...”   This time, she kissed him. 
 

*** 
 
When he finally arrived in Tampa on Christmas Eve, Claire greeted her husband 

with her own sprig of mistletoe and a long, hungry kiss to match.  Several, in fact.  
“Merry Christmas,” she managed to say in between.  “I missed you.” 

“I missed you too,” echoed Jamie, hugging her as best he could with her big belly 
in the way.  “So... this is the place, huh?” 

“This is it,” said Claire, smiling cautiously as she stepped back to let him look 
around the condo.  It was the first time he’d been in it, though she’d sent him pictures 
the week after she’d moved in. 

Jamie had been less than thrilled, of course, by Nick’s “gift” to her, but he had 
surprised her with his reaction.  There had been no fighting, no cursing, no name-
calling.  Only a couple of snide remarks, and then he had handled it with grace, telling 
her he was glad she would have a comfortable place to live in while she had to stay in 
Tampa.  It had come as a surprise, but also a huge relief, to Claire, who had expected a 
rampage of anger, bitterness, and jealousy. 

But Jamie seemed to be getting better, and their relationship was starting to heal 
as a result.  Maybe the time apart would do them good, Claire had thought, as they’d 
settled into a routine, talking on the phone for an hour or so every night so that he could 
hear about what was going on with her and the babies and she could ask him about work 
and how his day had been.  Things seemed almost normal, as normal as they could 
possibly be under these circumstances. 

Still, she was glad to have him here in person, not just on the phone.  There was 
no way she and Jamie could spend their first Christmas as a married couple in different 
states. 



 

 

“Come see the Christmas decorations we put up.  Well, Mom put them up, 
actually; I laid around and watched.  Bed rest sucks; it makes me feel so lazy and 
worthless...”  Chattering away, Claire took his hand and led him through the kitchen and 
into the living room, where the tree was ablaze with lights and “A Christmas Story” was 
showing on the TV and, for once, everything seemed just about perfect. 

 
*** 

 
“So I know that if you were up north for Christmas, where it’s cold, you’d 

probably hang up your stockings and then get cozy in front of the fireplace.  But since 
we’re in Florida and I don’t have a fireplace, I came up with an alternative,” Nick 
explained, as he led Laureen to the French doors that led out to his deck.  Down the 
steps they went, down to the beach, where, a safe distance away, Nick had assembled a 
small burn pile, just enough for the perfect bonfire, waiting to be lit. 

“I thought we could just take off our stockings, dig our toes in the sand, and get 
cozy together in front of a bonfire on the beach,” finished Nick.  “Whaddya say?” 

Laureen beamed.  “Sounds perfect to me!” 
Using liberal amounts of lighter fluid, Nick lit the bonfire, and, once it was safe to 

come near it, he and Laureen took off their shoes and socks and curled up on a blanket 
he had spread out over the sand.  He had brought the fleece sleigh blanket along too, 
and they draped that around their shoulders, just as they had in the carriage.  It really 
was quite cozy. 

“It is actually kinda chilly out here,” Laureen commented after awhile, pulling the 
blanket tighter around herself.  “We should make hot chocolate over the fire.” 

Nick laughed.  “That would be awesome!!  Will that work?” 
“Sure, why not?  All we need is water, heat, and hot chocolate mix.  Do you have 

some?” 
“I think so...” 
Half an hour later, they had rigged two mugs of water onto roasting sticks, which 

they held precariously over the fire.  It really didn’t work as well as they’d hoped; Nick’s 
mug slipped from its bindings and fell into the fire, and Laureen jostled hers so much 
that half the water sloshed out, and when she finally pulled the mug out, the bottom was 
so covered in ash that she didn’t really want to drink from it anyway. 

“Um, maybe we should just make some in the house,” suggested Laureen, 
admitting defeat. 

“Uh, yeah, that would probably be more... practical,” agreed Nick. 
“I’ll go make a pot of it.  You wait here,” Laureen offered. 
As she started to get up, Nick frowned at her.  “Is that really how you make hot 

chocolate in Chicago?” he asked. 
She burst out laughing.  “Uh... no, Nick.  No.” 
Still giggling, she walked back up to the house and returned shortly after with a 

hot thermos of cocoa and two fresh mugs.  The hot chocolate she’d made in the 
microwave was excellent and didn’t have the sooty aftertaste the bonfire cocoa probably 
would have had.  Together, they emptied the thermos and warmed themselves up from 
the inside out. 

“Hey, when this wears off,” said Nick, giving her a suggestive look, “I know 
another way we can get warm.” 



 

“Oh yeah?”  Laureen raised her eyebrows, her expression matching his.  “What’s 
that?” 

“Allow me to demonstrate.” 
Setting his empty mug aside, Nick took her in his arms and kissed her deeply, 

slipping his tongue into her mouth.  The heat of their bodies came together, and he 
found that he really did feel a lot warmer.  Hot, even.  Boiling, he thought, as he forced 
himself to pull away and looked her over, hungry for more. 

“That’s pretty effective,” admitted Laureen, her face close to his, her warm breath 
caressing his cheeks and forehead.  “You better let me try.”   She leaned in and followed 
his example, kissing him the way she had beneath the mistletoe.  For someone who had 
been as awkward and nervous around him as she had in the beginning, Laureen had 
become quite smooth.  She was learning just what it took to turn him on, and fast. 

He lay down on the blanket, pulling her on top of him, and the kisses came faster 
and hungrier.  Soon, her green top had ridden halfway up her back, pushed aside by his 
hands as they explored every curve, every dip, every inch of skin. 

“You know what I want for Christmas?” he murmured, his voice husky with 
building lust. 

She straightened, so that she was straddling his hips.  “What?” 
He took hold of her upper arms and pulled her back down to his chest for a kiss.  

His lips moved against hers as he whispered his answer.  “You.” 
She sat up again.  His eyes followed her, lingering over her thighs, her stomach, 

her breasts, her neck, her lips...   He stopped when he met her eyes and gave her a 
questioning look.   She seemed to hesitate, pulling the sleeves of her shirt down over her 
hands.  “I... me too,” she said, “but... there’s something I should tell you...” 

Nick had sensed there would be a “but.”  He frowned.  “Okay... what is it?” 
Laureen opened her mouth and then closed it.  She repeated this several more 

times before she finally closed her eyes and blurted, “Nick, I’m a virgin.” 
It took a few seconds for Nick to process what she’d said.  He blinked and 

suddenly realized he was surprised.  Not just that Laureen was a virgin, but that her 
confession was that and not something else.  Something worse.  Something like... genital 
warts, or (since he didn’t really think a girl like Laureen would have genital warts)... that 
she liked him, but couldn’t handle the idea of having sex with an amputee. 

Claire would tell him he was being ridiculous for still worrying about that, and 
Veronica, if he called her, would probably say the same.  So would all of the groupies 
he’d slept with on tour.  But the insecurity had never quite left him; it reared its ugly 
head every time he found himself in this predicament, on the cusp of getting laid, 
wanting very much to get laid, but fearing the reaction of the girl he was with. 

Yet, looking into Laureen’s eyes, which were open once again and fearful, he 
realized that his insecurities were nothing compared to hers.  She was afraid he wouldn’t 
want to be with her, because of her lack of experience.  He could see it in her eyes. 

In that instant, he realized how young she really was.  She had always had an 
innocence about her that he found endearing, but now she looked vulnerable, almost 
childlike.  It wasn’t like she was a teenager; she was twenty-four.  But that also made her 
almost five years his junior, and he suddenly worried he was pushing her into something 
she wasn’t ready for. 

“So you’ve never...?” 



 

 

“No,” Laureen said, her voice small.  “I-It’s not like I’ve never had the 
opportunity.  It’s just... it’s never felt right before.  I’ve never been with the right guy.  I 
wasn’t holding out for marriage or anything, just for... a guy I really like... and trust.  
And the perfect moment...” 

Nick raised an eyebrow.  “And now...?” 
Her voice dropped to barely a whisper.  “It feels right... but... but I...”   She 

lowered her face, and though it was too dark to tell, he could guess that her cheeks were 
flame red.  She was acting ashamed, and she had no reason to be.  No reason at all. 

“You won’t disappoint me, if that’s what you’re worried about,” Nick jumped in, 
sitting up.  He reached out and gently took her chin in his hand, tilting it up until her 
eyes were aligned with him again.  “It’s your call.  I don’t want to push you into anything 
you don’t wanna do.” 

“I do though,” she said, one corner of her mouth turning upwards into a smile.  “I 
do.  I just...” 

“You have nothing to worry about,” he promised her again.  “We’ll take things 
slow... nice and easy...” 

She nodded, with a full-on smile this time.  “Okay,” she said, and he realized that 
she did trust him.  And apparently really liked him, too. 

He was glad she had put it like that: “really like” as opposed to “love.”  Because, 
while he really liked her too, Nick couldn’t say he loved her, and that made him question 
himself and what he was about to do.  He hadn’t had sex in a long time, and he wanted 
her, badly.  But he knew how particular some girls were about their virginity, and he 
didn’t want to take something that was precious to her without meaning, without 
commitment. 

But then she kissed him, long and sweet, and he realized that there was meaning 
there.  Maybe he wasn’t ready for the L-word now, but Laureen was special to him, and 
he was ready for a commitment.  He was ready to make things official.  And who knew... 
maybe the commitment would lead to love. 

He took her in his arms, kissing her back, and when they finally slipped out of the 
kiss, he asked her again, “Are you sure?” 

She met his eyes once before leaning in for another kiss, grazing his lips with 
hers.  Her breath was warm and sensuous on his face as she whispered back, “I’m sure.” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 166 
 

On Christmas morning, Nick and Laureen woke up early and in varying states of 
undress.  A boxer-clad Nick pushed his half of the covers off of himself as he sat up in 
bed, stretching his arms above his head, yawning widely, scratching his bare chest, 
running his fingers through his matted hair.  Beside him, Laureen pulled her half of the 
covers tighter around her unclothed form and smiled sleepily up at him from her pillow. 

“Morning,” he said softly and returned the smile, thinking of last night and how 
they had made love on the beach.  He had tried to go slow and be gentle, wanting to 
make the experience sweet and enjoyable for her.  And it had been, from what he could 
tell.  It certainly had been for him anyway.  There was a certain romance to sex on the 
beach that even he could appreciate.  A soft cushion of sand beneath them, an endless 
sky of glittering stars above, and not a soul around but them, they had lain in each 
other’s arms for what had seemed like hours, the bonfire and the heat of their bodies 
warming them, their heavy breathing turning even and slow as the flames waned. 

Finally, when the fire had died and a chill was cemented firmly in the air, they 
had retreated to the house.  Nick could still picture Laureen flitting up the deck stairs, 
fleece blanket wrapped tightly around her naked body, the bells on the fringe jingling all 
the way.  His smile grew at the memory.  He had teased her about the bells, and she had 
complained that what other choice did she have – it was too cold to take the blanket off 
long enough to put her clothes back on.  She’d grabbed it and ran. 

It was now draped over a chair in his room, next to which her abandoned clothes 
were heaped.  Wondering if it was time to get up and get dressed, his eyed shifted from 
the clothes to the clock.  It was early, just after seven a.m. 

“What time is it?” Laureen asked, watching him, and he told her the time.  “Mm... 
it’s Christmas morning,” she murmured, smiling.  “Merry Christmas.” 

“Merry Christmas to you,” Nick returned with a grin.  “Think Santa’s gonna be 
good to you?” 

Laureen lifted her brows.  “I think he already has,” she replied, smirking, as her 
cheeks flushed a lovely shade of pink. 

“Ho, ho, I think someone’s on the naughty list,” Nick played along, giving her his 
most devilish grin.  “So it was good, was it?” 

Her smile grew, as did the red splotches on her cheeks.  “Yeah, it was good.  I’ve 
always heard the second time is better, but I dunno... Christmas Eve... the beach... you.  
Not much could top that combination.” 

“Really?  What about Christmas Day... the jacuzzi... and me?”   Nick ticked off the 
first two on his fingers and finished with his thumb in the center of his chest and the 
sexiest look he could muster on his face. 

Laureen giggled.  “Well, in that case... the second time could very well be better.” 
“Guess we’ll find out later, right?”  Nick waggled his eyebrows and grinned.   
“Definitely,” said Laureen, smiling seductively as she sat up, holding the sheet to 

her chest.  “Should we go see if Santa came?” 
“Oh,” Nick snickered, “Santa came alright.” 
Laureen giggled again, red-faced and shiny-eyed.  “Shame on you, Nick, being 

perverted on Christmas morning,” she teased. 
“I’m not being perverted.  I heard him last night, pounding... on the rooftop...” 



 

 

Still laughing, Laureen shook her head.  “Come on, Saint Nickolas; I want my 
present!” 

“I’ve got a present for you,” said Nick, sliding the covers slowly off of his lap, 
revealing his boxers inch by inch.  “Check out this package right here...” 

“Nick!” she shrieked in mock frustration, though her giggling ruined any glimmer 
of plausible seriousness.  “I saw that package last night; now I want what’s under the 
Christmas tree!” 

“I better see if I can squeeze under the Christmas tree then,” Nick grinned.  “Race 
you downstairs.”   He lunged, which sent Laureen leaping out of bed, pulling his sheet 
with her.  While she scrambled to get some clothes on, he leisurely swung his leg over 
the side of the bed and reached for his prosthetic one. 

“Oh,” said Laureen with a silly laugh, stopping when she realized she had no 
competition. 

Nick smiled over his shoulder at her before he went back to his business, 
suctioning the prosthesis to his stump as he did every morning. 

Behind him, Laureen picked up her shirt from the night before and coughed.  
“Ew, my clothes smell like bonfire.” 

“Just throw something of mine on,” said Nick without turning around, casually 
waving his hand in the direction of his closet.  He heard her open the closet door and 
rummage around inside.  Eventually, she emerged wearing a baggy pair of his sweats 
and a broad smile. 

“You ready?” he asked her, pulling a fresh t-shirt over his head. 
“Ready!”  She danced from foot to foot in anticipation, reminding of his sisters on 

the Christmas mornings of his childhood.  He caught her as she winced, though, and 
smiled in amusement. 

“Are you sore?” 
“A little,” Laureen admitted, blushing. 
He offered an apologetic grin.  “I’m sorry.” 
“It’s not your fault.  I guess you expect it your first time, right?” 
Nick shrugged.  “Guess so.  Come on, let’s go downstairs – we can take it slow.”  
Winking, he followed her down the stairs to the living room, where the massive, 

beautiful tree sat.  There were only a few presents under it – gifts from him to her, from 
her to him, and some things from the both of them to Claire, who, when she’d found out 
that neither of them would be spending the holiday with their own families, had invited 
them over to the condo for Christmas dinner with her family.  Nick had accepted, partly 
because he liked the traditional feel of holidays with her family (and it guaranteed him a 
good meal), and partly because he just couldn’t wait to see the look on Jamie’s face when 
he sat down across from him at the dinner table.  Maybe he’d even get away with a well-
placed kick under the table, on the basis that he couldn’t feel anything with a plastic foot 
and didn’t realize Jamie’s leg was there. 

Nick smirked in amusement, while Laureen gleefully sorted the packages.  There 
were more for him than for her, and as he looked down at the variety of boxes, both 
large and small, in front of him, he frowned and said, “What all did you get me??  You 
shouldn’t have done all of this...”   He eyed the two gifts sitting in her lap, one box 
medium-sized, the other very small, and felt inferior. 

Laureen blushed.  “It’s not as much as you think.  You have to open them all 
together; they kinda coordinate...” 



 

Nick was mystified, but nodded.  “Okay... well, why don’t you open yours first, 
then?” 

“Okay...”   Smiling, Laureen set a hand on each package.  “Which one?” 
“Start with the big one,” Nick replied with a wink.  The big one was kind of lame, 

in his mind, but he thought she might like it.  He watched in anticipation as she pulled 
off the wrapping paper, lifted the lid of the box, and started sifting through the tissue 
paper inside.  She quickly emerged with something flat and square – a CD. 

She turned it over, then held it up, crinkling her nose in confusion.  “It’s... your 
first CD,” she said, as if Nick didn’t recognize the red-covered original Backstreet Boys 
album he had given her.  “Which I love, don’t get me wrong, but I do already have it,” 
she added with a laugh. 

“Bet you don’t have one quite like this,” Nick winked. 
Suddenly eager, Laureen opened the case – the CD was already out of its 

packaging – and gasped.  “It’s autographed!” she squealed.  “By all of you!!” 
Nick smiled, pleased with himself.  She didn’t know it yet, but still left inside the 

box were six more Backstreet Boys CDs, every album they’d recorded, including the 
greatest hits, all autographed by Kevin, Howie, Brian, AJ, and himself.  It seemed like 
such a simple, obvious gift to give, but he’d known she would appreciate it, and she 
didn’t even know how much of a hassle it had been to get them all in his possession in 
time for Christmas.  It should have been easy, a Backstreet Boy acquiring the autographs 
of the other four members of his group, but with the Boys spread across the country, 
he’d had to Fed-Ex the box of CDs coast to coast and count on the guys to grant his 
favor.  In the end, they had come through, and Laureen now had a full collection of 
autographed BSB CDs. 

She squealed over each one, taking a moment to open it and intently study the 
liner, running her hands over the signatures.  It was cute to watch. 

When she was finally finished admiring the autographed collection, Nick referred 
her to the other gift, which was much smaller.  She took the wrapping paper off this one 
carefully, as if she already knew there was something valuable inside.  Nick supposed it 
wasn’t hard to guess that it was a jewelry box – girls could always tell. 

Laureen looked up at him for a moment when she unsheathed the flat, 
rectangular box, covered by navy blue velvet.  Then her eyes dropped again, as she 
slowly lifted the lid.  “Oh, Nick!” she gasped, when she saw what was inside.  “It’s 
gorgeous!!” 

Nick smiled as he watched her admire the necklace mounted inside the box.  He’d 
thought of her when he’d seen it at the jeweler’s – a three-stone pendant, it held a one-
carat princess cut diamond in the center, flanked by a smaller gemstone on either side, 
rare topaz of the most extraordinary shade of bright, turquoise blue.  He’d been 
attracted to the blue because it reminded him of the ocean on a cloudless day, but he 
also knew that Laureen liked blue and hoped she would find it pretty.  Judging by her 
reaction, she did. 

“I shouldn’t ask, but is... this a real diamond?” she asked, fingering the diamond 
in the middle of the setting. 

“Uh-huh.” 
Laureen’s eyes widened.  “Wow,” she breathed, “I’ve never owned a real diamond 

before.  But the blue is even prettier!  Thank you so much, Nick!!” 
“You’re welcome.  C’mere, lemme put it on you,” he offered, beckoning her over. 



 

 

Smiling, Laureen carefully removed the necklace from its box and positioned 
herself in front of him, her back to him.  She held her auburn hair out of the way while 
he unclasped the necklace and put it around her neck, fumbling to refasten the white 
gold chain. 

“How does it look?” she asked when he’d succeeded, turning around. 
To be honest, she looked a little silly wearing that necklace with one of his old 

sweatshirts, but he smiled broadly and replied, “Beautiful.” 
Laureen beamed.  “Thank you,” she said again.  “You really shouldn’t have...  A 

real diamond... wow.  But I do love it.” 
“Good.  I thought my girlfriend deserved to have some nice bling to wear when 

we go out,” he explained, winking. 
Her smile grew, and as their eyes met, the unspoken covenant was agreed upon.  

As if last night’s tryst hadn’t cemented it, it was official now, their boyfriend/girlfriend 
status. 

“Open yours now,” Laureen urged a few moments later, and Nick obeyed, but he 
noticed, while glancing up occasionally as he started unwrapping, that her eyes kept 
dropping to the necklace resting against her chest, her fingers gingerly rubbing it every 
few seconds or so.  He smiled, pleased that she liked it. 

He wasn’t sure what to expect from her gifts, but when he opened the first box, 
which was also the largest, he was more surprised than he’d imagined to pull out a stark 
white blazer and matching suit pants.  He couldn’t conceal the bewildered look he shot 
Laureen, who immediately stifled a giggle. 

“Don’t react yet,” she said, holding up her hand, while the other remained over 
her mouth.  “Open the other boxes.” 

Nick did and found a plain, bright teal-colored t-shirt (ironically, almost the same 
color as the gemstones on Laureen’s necklace) in one and a pair of used-looking white 
loafers in another.  He stared at his girlfriend.  Surely, she could not be serious.  Hadn’t 
the Miami Vice look gone out of fashion, like, two decades ago? 

“What are you thinking?” asked Laureen, a hopeful smile on her face. 
“I’m thinking you want me to dress like Don Johnson?”  Nick’s response was 

more of a question; he had no idea what this was all about.  He’d never had a girlfriend 
who couldn’t pick out clothes; usually, they were better at dressing him than he was. 

“Open the last one,” she urged. 
Nick went for the remaining box, a medium-sized one, and found inside... a 

dress?! 
It was a dress alright, a party dress straight out of the 80s, made of taffeta, with a 

strapless black bodice and a short, full skirt made of poofy ruffles in a shade of bright 
teal that matched the t-shirt he’d opened earlier. 

Holding the dress up, he eyed Laureen suspiciously.  “I hope this is for you to 
wear, not me.  I can’t wear short skirts – I don’t have the legs for it,” he lisped in a girly 
voice and then added, with a wink, “Literally.” 

She giggled.  “It is for me to wear.  But there’s one more thing,” she said, and 
handed him a card. 

Hoping the card would explain everything, Nick opened the envelope and pulled 
out not a Christmas card, but a certificate, printed on stiff paper, which read, Good for 
one dance at Club Nite-Glo. 



 

He looked at Laureen over the top of the coupon; suddenly, the clothes made 
sense.  Club Nite-Glo was an 80s themed nightclub in downtown Tampa, where they 
played 80s music, and people came dressed in outrageous 80s fashion. 

“So you’re asking me a on a date to Nite-Glo, huh?” asked Nick, waving the 
certificate. 

Laureen smiled brightly.  “A few years ago, you told me you don’t dance anymore, 
and I said I didn’t dance either.  Well, we’re gonna dance.  Dressed in this stuff,” she 
explained, fingering one of the ruffles on her dress. 

“I won’t feel self-conscious at all,” teased Nick, winking at her.  When she 
blushed, he added quickly, “I’m kidding; this is great.  It’ll be a blast.”   Really, it would 
be, to go out, dressed in gaudy 80s garb, and jam to hair bands and Debbie Gibson.  And 
he thought it was cute that she remembered a conversation they’d had three years ago; 
that made the gift more meaningful. 

“Really?  So you like it?” 
“I love it,” he replied, leaning over the pile of clothes to kiss her.  “Thank you.” 
She beamed.  “You’re welcome!” 
 

*** 
 
Claire stood in front of the full-length mirror in her bedroom and smoothed her 

red maternity top down over her belly, glad to be upright and dressed in something 
other than pajamas or sweats.  She’d unwrapped the new blouse, a gift from her mother, 
that morning and, wearing it, she felt more like a real person than she had in weeks.  In 
fact, she felt like a woman again, rather than an overstuffed sausage.  She smiled into 
the mirror, admiring the way the plunging neckline accentuated her swollen breasts 
(one of the perks of her pregnancy) and the flowing material that draped gracefully over 
her distended front.  Pausing to adjust the delicate string of pearls around her neck, an 
heirloom from her maternal grandmother, she left the bedroom and returned to the 
living room, where most of her family was dressed and waiting. 

Kyle, Amber, and Kamden, who had opened their presents to each other and 
from Santa Claus at home that morning, had arrived while Claire, Jamie, and her 
parents were still in their pajamas, finishing up their gift exchanges.  Now it was 
midday, and Nick and Laureen were due to arrive for their afternoon Christmas dinner 
anytime.  Claire had extended the offer once Nick revealed that neither of them would 
be with their families, and she was glad he had said yes.  She loved having a lot of people 
around at Christmas, especially if she didn’t have to cook and play hostess.  And as she 
was on bed rest, she was exempt from both this year.  This would be the most walking 
she’d probably do all day, much to her frustration. 

“You look nice, honey,” said Jamie sweetly as she came over to join him on the 
couch. 

Claire beamed at the compliment.  “Thanks!  I thought you’d be glad to see me 
not looking dumpy for once.” 

“Aww, housewives are supposed to be dumpy.  Unless they’re Eva Longoria.” 
Claire let out a snort.  “Well, even when I’m not pregnant, I have no hope of 

looking like her, so don’t set your expectations too high there, buddy.” 



 

 

“Never.”  Jamie winked.  “I love you just the way you are...”   Lowering his voice, 
he gave her a devilish smirk, pulled her close, and nuzzled her neck as he added, 
“Freckles and firecrotch and all.” 

Reddening, Claire gave him a smack and hissed back into his ear, “It’s Christmas, 
and my family is in the room; stop it!” 

“You love me too,” Jamie replied simply with a big grin, as he tried to pull her out 
of her spot next to him and onto his lap.  He ruined any hint of romance within the 
gesture by letting out an exaggerated “Oomph!” when she lowered her weight onto him. 

Claire twisted herself around to smack him again.  “Soon I’m going to outweigh 
you, and see how you like it when I beat you up then,” she retorted, poking him squarely 
in the chest.  She’d gained nearly forty pounds already with the twins, and with one 
trimester to go, she would easily pass 170 before they were born.  She found that she 
didn’t really care; it was fun to be pregnant and have an excuse to gain weight.  Much 
better than packing on twenty pounds from the side effects of chemo. 

“I don’t think beating me up is one of the activities your doctor will allow,” Jamie 
pointed out, poking her back. 

She was spared from an all-out poking war by a knock at the door.  “That’s 
probably them!” she said, immediately climbing off of Jamie and returning to her spot 
next to him.  “Wanna get the door?” she asked him, but Kyle had already gotten up to 
answer it.  The teasing, twinkly-eyed smile left Jamie’s face as they heard the door 
unlatch and open and Kyle’s voice say, “Hey, Merry Christmas!  Come on in.” 

Little Kamden ran out of the room to see who was there and returned with Kyle, 
Nick, and Laureen in tow.  Nick was wearing red (a good color on him, Claire had always 
thought); Laureen, dark, emerald green.  They were both carrying gifts and looking 
vibrant and happy. 

“Merry Christmas, guys,” Claire smiled up at them and invited them to sit down.  
She’d made Jamie bring some extra chairs in after they’d cleaned up the small mountain 
of wrapping paper from that morning’s festivities. 

They both sat down, but not before Laureen had flitted over to show Claire her 
gift from Nick, a gorgeous diamond and blue topaz necklace.  Nick told her all about his 
gift from Laureen too, and Claire smiled at the thought of him dressed like Don Johnson 
from “Miami Vice,” out dancing with Laureen, who would no doubt look adorable in her 
eighties dress.  It sounded like a lot of fun.  She’d never be able to convince Jamie to do 
something like that, unless she got him really drunk first. 

“I’ve got presents for you too!” Claire said brightly, motioning to the two packages 
that remained under the tree, next to the ones Nick and Laureen had brought over. 

And so, while her mother and Amber worked in the kitchen, her father and Kyle 
played with Kamden, and Jamie stewed, Claire, Nick, and Laureen had their own gift 
exchange. 

Claire was thrilled with the presents they gave her.  Nick surprised her with a 
bright, lime green iPod, which went perfectly with Laureen’s gift, a device called an iCrib 
which she’d be able to hook to one of the twins’ cribs and connect to the iPod to play 
music for the babies as they went to sleep.  They had clearly planned the gifts together, 
as they both also gave her a CD, “Rockabye Baby!  Lullaby Renditions of Led Zeppelin” 
from Laureen and, of course, its counterpart “Lullaby Renditions of Nirvana” from Nick.  
Claire didn’t hesitate to put them in the stereo so they could giggle over “Kashmir” and 
“Smells Like Teen Spirit” as soothing lullabies. 



 

She didn’t think her gifts to them were as clever or exciting, but they seemed to 
enjoy them and, as she’d expected, Nick laughed at the Dr. Seuss-esque red- and green-
striped stocking cap she’d knitted him, which had, amazingly, turned out less knobby 
than she’d imagined it would.  Other than the clashing Christmas colors, it looked pretty 
good.  The only problem was, it was too small. 

“Darn,” she pouted, when Nick tried and failed to get it to fit over his head.  “How 
big is your fat head, anyway??” 

“Bigger than your hat, apparently,” Nick teased. 
She was disappointed – not that she’d actually expected him to wear the thing – 

but he assured her that he would find some use for it.  “Maybe I’ll give it to Brian,” he 
mused.  “He has a small head.  Or his kid; I’m sure it would fit Baylee, even with all that 
curly hair.” 

“Aww, come on, it’s not that little!” she laughed. 
Nick stuck his hands inside the hat and tried to stretch it.  “It’s pretty little.” 
“Poo.  Well, at least I know I’ll be able to knit some baby hats.” 
“Do you need to keep this one as a model for how big to make them?” 
“Oh, be quiet!  I’m never making you anything again!” 
Nick just laughed. 
When they were done unwrapping presents, Laureen gathered the paper up to 

throw away, and Nick excused himself to the bathroom.  Jamie went to check on the rest 
of the women in the kitchen and returned, saying, “Dinner’s almost ready.” 

The Christmas dinner that followed was nice, with no unpleasantness and no 
disastrous events.  There were no oven fires, no preterm labor, and no snide remarks 
exchanged between Jamie and Nick.  Granted, the two of them didn’t really talk to each 
other at all, but at least they conducted themselves maturely.  It probably helped that 
they were sitting on the same side of the table, with Claire and Laureen in between them 
– a planned seating arrangement – so that they could hardly make eye contact enough 
to give each other looks. 

After dinner, Nick helped Jamie and Kyle clear the table and then excused 
himself again, while Claire and her father took Kamden back into the living room to 
play, leaving her mother, Amber, and Laureen to clean up and do the dishes. 

“Aunt Claiow, watch my song!” commanded Kamden, beating on the toy drum 
she’d given him, a gift which had received quite the dirty look from her brother, though 
Nick had approved. 

“Isn’t Kam a natural, Nick?” asked Claire with a smile, when Nick came back into 
the room. 

“He’s a regular Keith Moon,” replied Nick, grinning in return.  Shifting his eyes 
from the three-year-old to her, he asked, “Hey, Claire, can you come back here for a 
sec?” 

“Sure...”   Claire stood slowly, mystified, and followed him as he led her away 
from everyone else, down the hall, and into the spare bedroom, which would eventually 
become a temporary nursery for the babies once they were born and home from the 
hospital.  But for now, there was just a bed in the room, which had come with the 
furnished condo. 

“What’s up?” she asked Nick, when he eased the door partway shut behind them.  
He was making her just the slightest bit worried with the secrecy, whisking her off in 
private like this.  “Is everything okay?” 



 

 

“Yeah,” said Nick, grinning.  “I just wanted to show you:  I found a use for your 
hat.” 

As the striped hat was not on his head, or anywhere in sight, for that matter, 
Claire raised her eyes skeptically.  “Really.  What kind of use?” 

His eyes sparkling with amusement, Nick held up a finger.  “Close your eyes.” 
She did, and waited for him to say she could open them again.  In the meantime, 

she heard him shuffling around and the unmistakable sound of a zipper.  “Nick... what 
are you doing?” she asked suspiciously. 

“Hang on,” he insisted, his voice sounding slightly strained. 
More fumbling around, a soft thud or two, and then finally, he said, “Okay.” 
“I can open my eyes?” 
“You can open your eyes.” 
She did and was greeted with the sight of Nick standing next to the bed in his 

boxers.  His weight was on his good leg, and the fake one was lying on the floor with his 
jeans.  He was resting his stump on the bed, and when she looked, she immediately 
burst out laughing and buried her face in her hands. 

“I knitted you a stump sock?!” she cried through her laughter, shaking her head.  
Sure enough, he’d taken the hat was too small for his head and pulled it on over his 
stump instead, where it appeared to be a pretty good fit.  It looked pretty hilarious 
though, the cheerful red and green stripes poking out from his plaid boxers. 

“It’s quite cozy, actually,” Nick joked, grinning.  “Think you could make me 
another one in blue?” 

Giggling, Claire sank down on the bed.  “Oh my god.  I try to make you a hat, and 
it turns into a stump sock.  If I tried to knit you one of those, it’d probably end up fitting 
better as a mitten or something.” 

“Now that’s what I really need to get through a Florida winter: mittens.” 
“Just about as much as you need a knit stocking cap,” Claire laughed. 
Nick snickered.  “Yeah, not so much.  But hey, I do use these.  It actually works 

pretty well.  I’ll wear it every Christmas and think of you,” he said with a toothy grin. 
“How special,” said Claire, laughing, and without even really thinking about it, 

she reached out and touched the end of his stump, her fingers brushing across the soft, 
knitted yarn. 

It was at that moment that the door suddenly flew open, and there stood Jamie, 
glaring in at the sight of Nick standing in his boxers and Claire sitting on the bed, her 
hand on his thigh.  She immediately took it off in shock, but the look on Jamie’s face 
would not fade any faster than Nick could get his pants back on. 

Claire realized, after a few seconds’ recovery time, how the scene must have 
looked to Jamie, but by the time she began to explain, she could tell her husband had 
already drawn his own conclusions and that no explanation, no matter how true it was, 
was going to make him think any differently. 

 
*** 

 



 

Chapter 167 
 

Nick’s stomach dropped when Jamie burst in, and before either one of them had 
a chance to react, he knew they were in trouble. 

In a matter of seconds, Jamie’s face went white, except for two streaks of red high 
in his cheeks.  The contrast made his blue eyes appear sharper and colder than ever as 
they bugged out of his head, beneath his severe brows.  It was anger like Nick had never 
seen from him before – and Nick had seen Jamie plenty angry. 

“What... in the hell...” Jamie said, speaking in low, measured tones,  “... is going 
on in here?” 

His voice could have been mistaken for calm, but Nick knew better; it was merely 
the calm before the storm.  There was pent-up rage behind his words, and he knew it 
was about to explode, as Jamie’s frosty eyes flickered between Claire and him.  They 
lingered on him, and Nick felt his face getting warm and hot.  He knew it couldn’t look 
good, the fact that he was standing there next to the bed, in a t-shirt and boxers, a mere 
foot from Claire. 

And indeed, the hotter Nick’s cheeks burned, the colder Jamie’s eyes iced over. 
“Not what you think,” Claire spoke up in defense of them both.  “He was just 

trying on his Christmas present.” 
Nick shifted awkwardly as Jamie’s eyes now moved lower, to his decoratively 

swathed stump.  Thank god he still had the “sock” on, as proof. 
“His present?  That thing you knitted him?  You said that was a hat,” Jamie 

snarled.  “For your head, Carter.  How dare you defile my wife’s gift?” 
“Oh, for God’s sake, Jamie, stop it!  You saw; the hat didn’t even fit!” Claire 

retorted, throwing her hands up.  “Stop trying to make this into something it’s not!” 
“Something it’s not?  Well, what is it, Claire?  Cause I’d really like to know,” 

Jamie shot back, glaring at her now.  “You expect me to walk in on my wife and another 
man in his boxers and not question it?  Carter, you think if you found me with Laureen 
in her underwear, you wouldn’t wonder what the fuck was going on?” 

“I just told you what was going on!” Claire yelled, her voice rising above his.  “The 
damn hat was too small, so he found another use for it, and he had to take off his jeans 
to show me.  Big.  Deal.” 

“Maybe a nice dent would make his head smaller then, huh?”  Jamie said this 
very quickly, and all at once, the ice in his eyes exploded, and before Nick could move – 
not that he had far to go – Jamie’s fist was colliding with his jaw, catching him right 
under the chin.  As his head thwacked backward, Nick’s whole body was thrown back 
with the force; he hit the bed and tumbled on over the foot of it, landing hard in a heap 
on the floor with a thud that surely shook the entire condominium. 

It was surely enough to bring Laureen and the rest of Claire’s family running, 
though Nick wasn’t aware of this at first, for a white-hot burst of pain had erupted in his 
jaw and traveled like electricity throughout his entire body, making sparks flicker before 
his eyes.  With pain in the forefront, the voices he heard next sounded far away and 
hazy, but after a few seconds, he could start to pick them out. 

“Nick!  Nick... are you okay?”   It was Laureen, not Claire, Laureen, kneeling over 
him, her hands light on his back and shoulder. 



 

 

As he tried to figure out where the pain was coming from, he could hear Claire in 
the background, her voice high and near-hysterical, screaming, “How could you hit him 
like that?!  It’s Christmas!” 

And then Jamie’s response floated over...  “He had his goddamn pants off!” 
And then another voice, closer and motherly.  Claire’s mother.  “Nick, honey?  

Can you talk to us?”   Nick opened his eyes and saw Carrie kneeling in front of him.  
Actually, there were two Carries, floating in and out of one another.  He blinked rapidly, 
trying to clear his vision. 

“Shit,” he mumbled, “I’m seein’ double.” 
“Did he hit his head?  Claire?”  Carrie’s voice rose.  “Did he hit his head??” 
“Jamie hit his head,” Claire snapped bitterly. 
“It was a punch!  One punch!  I didn’t hit him any harder than he’s hit me!” 
“You attacked him!!” 
“Nick?”  Carrie’s voice sharpened, attracting his attention back to her.  “Can you 

see me alright, hon?” 
There were still two of her, but he wasn’t too concerned.  “Yeah,” he answered, 

unable to nod because he was still lying on the floor, and his chin felt too stiff to move. 
Trying to block out the pain, he focused again on the voices in the background.  

“Kyle, maybe you and Jamie should take a walk.  And make sure Amber keeps Kamden 
out of here.  Claire, you sit down,” he heard Claire’s dad direct, his voice gruff, and 
though it was perhaps irrational, Nick felt a fresh hot streak of humiliation at the 
thought of being knocked out on the ground in his boxers, without his leg, in front of 
Claire’s father.  What kind of man was he? 

The embarrassment propelled him to move, and he struggled to get up, despite 
Carrie and Laureen’s protests that he should stay down. 

“I’m alright,” he muttered as he sat up, though he swayed with wooziness.  The 
entire room was spinning, so much that he couldn’t focus on any one of the people 
around him.  “Shit, he got me good...” 

Though his entire body ached from hitting the floor, his hand went first to his 
jaw, gingerly holding his chin. 

Finally, Carrie’s face, an older, more lined version of Claire’s, came into focus, 
and he saw that she was staring directly at him, her blue eyes wide with concern.  “Is it 
your jaw?  How does it feel?  Kris, come here; do you think his jaw might be broken?”   
Like a typical overprotective mother, she asked too many questions all at once. 

Nick didn’t answer because Claire’s father was already coming over to look.  He 
wished he could sink through the floor and disappear. 

“Here, son, lemme have a look,” said Kris, kneeling on the floor in front of the 
spot where Nick was slumped against the bed, and for just a moment, Nick’s 
embarrassment faded with the realization that he had called him “son.”   But it came 
back in full force as Kris gently moved his hands out of the way and took his chin in his 
own.  They were rough, but dry and cool, the way Nick imagined a dentist’s hands would 
feel beneath his latex gloves.  He braced himself for pain as Kris’s fingers moved in 
measured increments along his jawline, gingerly pressing inward, feeling the bone.  It 
hurt a little, but thankfully, the worse of the pain seemed to be behind him; it was more 
an ache now. 

“It doesn’t seem to be dislocated; that’s a good sign,” Kris observed.  “Can you 
open and close your mouth?” 



 

Nick tried, and though his jaw felt stiff, like a hinge that needed to be oiled, he 
managed.  Kris put his hands on his cheeks, guiding his jaw open and closed again.  
“Yeah, I don’t think you’ve got a broken jaw.  Normally if that’s the case, it’s hard to 
close your mouth and the teeth don’t align.  Yours look okay.  I think you’re just going to 
have some swelling and stiffness and one hell of a bruise.” 

Nick nodded slightly, avoiding his gaze, too mortified by the whole situation to 
look him in the eye.  Still, he was grateful, and so he mumbled a, “Thanks.” 

“We should probably get you some ice for that, though.  Keep the swelling down,” 
Kris advised, and Carrie immediately jumped up. 

“I’ll get an ice pack ready!  Sit tight.”   Watching her scurry out of the room, Nick 
couldn’t help but smile a little, though it hurt.  He could see Claire in her movements 
and thought that Claire would be just as good of a mother. 

Mother hen in the making, Claire called down from the bed, “Hey, Nick, do you 
want to move up here?  Maybe lie down?  It’d be more comfortable than the floor.” 

The wooziness had faded, leaving nothing but stiffness in its wake, and Nick had 
to agree that it would feel good to lie on something soft.  The floor was carpeted, but as 
he’d learned, it didn’t provide much of a cushion.  “Okay, sure,” he agreed.  He slowly 
bent his knee, planting his good foot firmly on the floor in preparation of boosting 
himself off the floor, but his arms shook so much as he tried to push himself up that he 
quickly sank back down again, exhaling in frustration. 

“Here, Nick,” Laureen said quickly, jumping to his side.  She grabbed him under 
one arm, and Kris grabbed him under the other, and together, they helped pull him up.  
Nick felt more humiliated than ever as the two of them basically lifted him to a standing 
position. 

“I’ve got it from here.  Thanks,” he mumbled, sitting down on the foot of the bed 
and slowly scooting himself backwards, ignoring the dizziness that had returned.  Maybe 
his head had collided with the floor when he’d landed?  He couldn’t really remember; it 
had happened too fast. 

Claire was sitting on the edge of the bed again, much the same way she had been 
when Jamie had come in.  She twisted around to look at Nick, her face apologetic.  “I 
can’t believe he did that,” she said, shaking her head. 

Nick shrugged, wanting to play it off.  “It’s not like it hasn’t happened before.  I’ve 
hit him too,” he pointed out, noticing, out of the corner of his eye, the surprised looks 
Kris and Laureen both gave him. 

“I know, but... that was mutual.  He just knocked you off the bed with no warning, 
no reason, except... well, there was no reason; if he would just listen and trust me!” she 
ranted, her face reddening with frustration. 

Nick could find nothing to say in response to her.  He stared miserably down at 
the remnant of his left leg, which looked ridiculous in the green- and red-striped 
garment Claire had knitted.  He reached down, wanting to pull the stupid thing off, but 
then he thought of the ugly stump beneath it, with its long, raised scar, and he held 
back, preferring to keep it hidden.  Cheeks still blazing, he wished he could just pull on 
his leg and go, get away from this family whose Christmas he had interrupted. 

But then Carrie returned with his ice pack, wrapped in a soft towel to keep it from 
getting too cold or too hard, and he knew he couldn’t leave just yet.  He thanked her and 
dutifully held the bag of ice against his jaw, and he had to admit, it did feel good.  
Embarrassed as he was by the entire situation, he hadn’t had such TLC in a long time, 



 

 

and he was grateful to be among people who cared for him and didn’t seem to judge.  
Neither of Claire’s parents had even asked what exactly had happened, or why exactly he 
was wearing no pants and no leg.  Laureen hadn’t even asked, though she was no doubt 
wondering. 

Everyone was silent for a few seconds, no one knowing what to say.  Claire’s 
parents exchanged awkward looks, while Laureen just looked down, and Claire seemed 
to glare straight through the closed door.  Nick felt a small swelling of triumph over the 
way she was seething at Jamie, but it was quickly quashed by guilt.  After all, it was 
Christmas; he shouldn’t be glad that Claire was furious at her husband. 

Then again, it was all Jamie’s fault.  He was showing his true colors more and 
more, in front of her and her family. 

Behind the ice pack, Nick allowed himself a tiny smile of satisfaction. 
Just as he did, Claire looked over, and he quickly tried to sober his face.  She 

didn’t seem to notice though.  “How’s your jaw feel?” she asked. 
“Better.  This is helping,” he replied.  “Thanks, Carrie.” 
“Oh, sure, hon.  I’m glad it’s feeling better.”  Claire’s mother smiled briefly, but 

her eyes continued to look troubled.  “It looks like it would hurt a lot.  I just can’t believe 
Jamie would...”   She trailed off, shaking her head. 

Her words seemed to rile Claire up again.  “I can’t believe him either.  I don’t care 
what he thought was going on; he didn’t even stop to let me explain!  And like I said, 
there was nothing going on!” 

Laureen glanced up and then back down again.  Kris cleared his throat, and 
Nick’s stomach clenched, fearing some kind of lecture about what it might have looked 
like and how they shouldn’t have put themselves in such a situation to begin with.  He 
wasn’t sure why, but although Claire’s dad had always seemed kind, he found the man 
slightly intimidating.  Maybe it was because of the lecture he’d once given Nick about 
“stepping out of line” with his daughter, shortly before Claire had moved in with him, or 
maybe it was simply because of his size.  In any case, Nick’s stomach clenched. 

But Kris didn’t seem to care at all about Claire and Nick.  He was more concerned 
about Jamie. 

“Claire, I just need to know,” he began gravely.  “Has he raised a hand like that to 
you?  Or ever threatened to?”   His voice was very calm, almost too calm, and Nick could 
practically see the fury shielded behind his eyes, ready to come out if Claire answered 
yes, if it turned out that Jamie had “stepped out of line” with his daughter.  In that case, 
“stepping out of line” would have been putting it lightly. 

Nick watched Claire closely.  He couldn’t imagine that Jamie had ever struck her; 
Claire would never stand for such a thing.  She had tolerated him being an asshole for 
this long, but she was too strong to become one of those battered wives, afraid to leave 
her abusive husband.  He felt confident of that, but still, he watched her, waiting for her 
response. 

Thankfully, she looked shocked at the mere idea.  “No, no, of course not,” she 
answered quickly.  “He would never hit me.  I don’t think I’ve ever seen him hit anyone, 
except Nick...”   She shot Nick a sidelong glance, offering a crooked smile. 

Kris wasn’t smiling at all.  “Still,” he said, shaking his head, “I don’t like this.  He’s 
acting like a damn kid.  A real man doesn’t haul off and punch someone just because he 
doesn’t like him, or because he’s upset.  He’s got to grow up and start acting like a 
husband and a father.  You don’t need this kind of stress.” 



 

Claire nodded.  “I know, Dad.  Believe me, I know.  I can’t even look at him right 
now, I’m so mad.  Nick didn’t do anything; he attacked him for no reason.” 

Nick felt guilty that she was so upset on his behalf.  “Well, it wasn’t like he tried to 
knife me or something, Claire.  It’s not that big of a deal; I’m fine.” 

“He still hit you hard enough to throw you over the bed.  He could have broken 
your jaw,” Claire argued.  “Don’t make excuses for him, Nick, because there is no excuse 
for that.  There’s no excuse for any of the crap he’s pulled.  I’m sick of it, all of it.  Like 
my dad says, he needs to grow up and be a man.” 

It was wonderful to hear her say that, but still, Nick felt awkward.  He didn’t 
really belong here, in the midst of this conversation.  Claire should be saying these 
things to Jamie, not ranting them to him behind closed doors. 

Looking over at her, he nodded and said, “You’re right.  But you need to talk to 
him... not me.  I feel like I’m just causing trouble here; I should go.  Laureen...?” 

“Yeah, we should go,” Laureen agreed quickly.  She looked almost relieved, and 
Nick didn’t blame her, but then Claire stopped them. 

“No, wait, you guys, don’t go.  I don’t want this to ruin our Christmas.  You’re not 
the ones who need to leave.”   Pausing, Claire sighed deeply.  “I want Jamie to leave.” 

Her parents exchanged looks again; so did Nick and Laureen.  But no one 
protested. 

“I’ll tell him to pack his stuff and find a hotel,” Kris volunteered bluntly, starting 
for the door. 

“No, Dad, stop,” Claire said quickly, causing her father to pause.  “He’s my 
husband.  I need to talk to him.” 

She got up from the bed slowly, passing her father on the way to the door.  He put 
his hand on her shoulder briefly and stood back as she opened the door and slipped out 
of the room, closing it behind her. 

Inside the room, nobody spoke.  But soon they could hear muffled voices outside 
in the hallway, drifting under the door. 

“I can’t take any more of this shit,” Claire’s voice wavered.  “You don’t trust me; 
you hit my friend in the condo he bought for us, where he is supposed to be our guest.  I 
hate being around you when you act like that, and I don’t want to be with someone who 
doesn’t trust me, who won’t even give me the benefit of the doubt.  I can’t, Jamie.  I 
can’t.  It’s too much drama, too much stress, and it’s not good for the babies.” 

Then Jamie’s voice came, sullen and apologetic.  “I know... I’m sorry for making 
you upset.” 

“If you’re really sorry, you’ll grow up and start acting like a man.  You’ll be there 
for me when I need you, and you won’t harass my friends,” Claire said firmly.  “But until 
you do, I can’t be around you anymore.” 

“What are you saying??” Jamie’s voice rose.  “God, I’m sorry, Claire; I 
overreacted, alright?  Temper got the best of me.  It won’t happen again, I promise.  I’ll 
apologize to Carter if that’s what you want.” 

“That’s not what I want,” she replied.  “I don’t want your meaningless apologies 
or empty promises.  I want you to leave this condo.” 

“Oh, Claire, come on!  Don’t do that,” Jamie shouted, his voice forceful and 
angry. 

For as outraged as he sounded, she seemed almost unnaturally calm.  “I’m 
serious.  Get your things and go.” 



 

 

“Where do you expect me to go??  Back to Des Moines?  Is that what you want?” 
“I don’t care, Jamie.  Get a hotel... go to your brother’s... or fly back to Des 

Moines early.  I don’t care.  I just know that I need some time away from you.” 
“Time away?  Jesus, Claire, you’ve had plenty of time away from me now that 

you’re conveniently stuck here.” 
“And I guess it’s for the best, isn’t it?” Claire replied serenely.  “Now go.” 
Inside the bedroom, Kris moved closer to the door, as if ready to throw it open 

and collar Jamie if he refused again.  But to the relief of all who were eavesdropping 
inside, Jamie seemed to finally surrender, for the voices stopped, and within a matter of 
seconds, they heard the unmistakable sound of a door slamming. 

Moments later, Claire came quietly back in, her cheeks very pink, lips rather 
white.  She returned to her spot next to Nick on the bed and didn’t speak.  For a few 
minutes, no one did.  They just listened, the awkward silence broken only by the distant 
thumps and thuds of someone packing quickly and angrily in a room down the hall. 

Fifteen minutes later, Claire stood at the window, looking out over the parking 
lot, as Jamie drove away. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 168 
 
With the coming of midnight on New Year’s Eve came an overwhelming sense of 

déjà vu for Claire, who spent the evening on the couch in the condo, absently watching 
the Dick Clark special on TV and feeling her babies kick and squirm inside her.  She was 
surrounded by love, both inside and out, with her family around her and her unborn 
twins on the way, but a part of her still felt strangely empty and alone. 

She had felt this way all week, ever since Jamie had left. 
She was trying to be strong – and stubborn – and reassure herself that she had 

been right to kick him out.  He needed time to sort out his priorities and get his head on 
straight, and she needed space and time away from him.  But though she didn’t miss the 
conflict and drama of having him around, she did miss him.  Especially tonight.  They 
had spent the last two New Years together; last year, they’d been only weeks away from 
their wedding. 

It seemed strange that it had only been one year ago.  So much had changed since 
their wedding day. 

She felt completely removed from last year’s celebration, as if it had happened in 
another lifetime.  Instead, it was almost as if she were reliving the one from three years 
ago, when she’d watched the ball in Times Square drop from Kyle and Amber’s living 
room, cradling newborn Kamden in her arms and nursing a broken heart, less than a 
month after leaving Nick. 

That had been New Year’s Eve 2005.  Now, an hour away from ringing in 2009, 
she was married to, but separated from, a different man and expecting children of her 
own.  But just like then, she had no idea what to expect in the new year.  She had 
motherhood to look forward to... but what of Jamie?  What of her marriage?  Her life? 

As the rest of the world looked forward to the year to come, Claire almost wished 
she could go back, back to four years ago, when everything in her life had seemed almost 
startlingly clear.  That New Year’s was the first she and Nick had spent together... in fact, 
it was the night they’d made their “couple” status official.  It had been less than a month 
since she’d almost lost him, and she’d known then that he was the only one she wanted 
to be with.  They celebrated the new year together with conviction, both anxious for a 
new beginning, with fresh outlooks on life and all the hope in the world for the future 
and their relationship.  In their minds, he loved her, she loved him, and nothing else 
mattered.  In a way, they’d cheated death, and, perhaps naively, they’d felt they could 
conquer anything as long as they were together. 

What they hadn’t been able to conquer were the ordinary issues that ruined 
relationships, even one like theirs.  But that night, Claire hadn’t been thinking about 
anything ordinary.  She hadn’t foreseen any of the seemingly trivial arguments which 
would break them apart.  All she could see that night was Nick and how extraordinary 
he was in her eyes and how extraordinary their love for each other was. 

And now, remembering that night, she wished she could return to that brief 
period of innocence and lightheartedness in an adulthood that was otherwise marred 
with trials and anguish. 

They say the way you spend New Year’s is the way you’ll spend your year, and 
that year, it had been true.  She and Nick had spent most of the year together in 
happiness, before she’d left him in December, a decision part of her still regretted.  And 



 

 

now she’d separated herself from Jamie, and she wondered, what did the fact that they’d 
be spending New Year’s apart say about the prospects for saving their marriage? 

It was too late to change anything, though; there was just under an hour until 
midnight, two hours for Jamie because he was back in the central time zone.  He’d 
stayed at his brother’s place for a few days and then flown home early, when she’d made 
it clear she didn’t want to see him.  She had promised to stay in touch, in order to keep 
him involved with their unborn children, but aside from relaying updates on her 
pregnancy, she wanted little contact.  It would just make things easier for the both of 
them if they stayed away from each other, until they could figure out where to go from 
there. 

And so, she would ring in the new year in uncertainty. 
 

*** 
 

Across town, Nick and Laureen were enjoying a New Year’s Eve much more 
reminiscent of the happy, hopeful one that haunted Claire’s memory. 

It was their first New Year’s together, and they’d opted to make it intimate and 
low-key, with just the two of them.  Once again, Nick was not at his best, with a jaw that 
was still bruised, tender, and swollen from Jamie’s blow, so he’d treated Laureen to a 
candlelit dinner out and she’d happily agreed to spending the rest of the night in at his 
place, watching movies, and getting drunk. 

Halfway through the midnight hour found them halfway through Wayne’s World 
and halfway through a six-pack of Corona. 

“Wanna pause it?  I gotta pee,” Laureen giggled, getting up for the third time 
since they’d started the movie. 

Nick laughed too.  “Sure.  Actually...”   He paused to glance at the clock.  “Maybe 
we should just stop for now and watch the TV; it’s almost midnight.  Gotta watch the 
ball drop.” 

“Oh, of course!” Laureen agreed.  “Be back!” 
But once she had scurried off, Nick had a different idea.  He went to his stereo, 

flipped quickly through one of his rotating racks of CDs, and pulled a case from the 
collection.  Slipping a CD into the stereo, he cued it just in time. 

When Laureen came back into the room, the TV was on mute, and gentle strains 
of Elvis’s “Can’t Help Falling In Love With You” were playing softly.  She stopped dead 
in her tracks, listening, and he heard her gasp, her whole face lighting up as she 
recognized the music.  “I love this song!!” she cooed.  “Nick!” 

“Dance with me,” he said, reaching out to her and drawing her near. 
She floated obediently into his arms, and they began to rotate around the room, 

their heads light with alcohol, their hearts even lighter.  This was how a New Year’s Eve 
should be spent, Nick thought, dancing slowly with that special someone, not a care in 
the world or a soul to interrupt them.  Neither of them spoke; for once, it seemed that 
words would just get in the way of the moment.  So they just danced, her head on his 
shoulder, his arms tight around her. 

And as the clock struck midnight and the shimmering ball descended upon Times 
Square, Nick took Laureen’s face in his hands and lowered his lips to hers, ringing in 
2009 with a deep, lingering kiss. 
 



 

*** 
 
Two days into the New Year, the couple decided to put Nick’s Christmas present 

– everything they needed for a night out at Club Nite-Glo – to good use.  Nick dressed in 
the Don Johnson-esque white suit Laureen had given him, complete with the teal shirt 
underneath as an accent piece, and pulled the old loafers over his bare feet.  He wasn’t 
sure how well the loafer would stay on his artificial foot, but thankfully, it was a good fit, 
and he could walk in it without it flopping off. 

He wished he had a sweet 80s Ferrari to pick up Laureen in, but he settled for his 
Bentley convertible instead.  He drove to her apartment building with the top down, 
parked, and was about to go and get her when the door opened, and out she came.  A 
smile spread across his face as she approached, and he drank in the sight of her. 

The black-and-teal, taffeta dress she’d bought fit her like a glove, hugging her 
curves in all the right places.  He’d never seen her in something so form-fitting, and it 
was a pleasant surprise.  Her hair was crimped and teased so that it was huge, even with 
half of it up in a big, floppy bow, a la Madonna, on top of her head.  On her feet were teal 
pumps that matched her dress exactly, and on her wrists were many bangles and big, 
clunky bracelets in bright pinks and teals.  She had an equally big set of earrings and a 
string of huge, hot pink beads around her neck, and her face was made-up boldly with 
lavender eye shadow and bright pink lipstick.  Yet altogether, the result was not tacky.  
Nick thought she looked adorable. 

He kissed her a greeting, forgetting the pink lipstick, and came away with his lips 
tinted that shade as well.  Giggling, Laureen helped him wipe it off and then said, coyly, 
“You look hot in that outfit.” 

“Really.”  Nick swept a hand through his hair and struck a cheesy pose alongside 
his car.  “Well, you look bodacious, babe.” 

Laureen blushed, making her face even more colorful, and grinned.  “I had fun 
getting ready.” 

He chuckled, looking her over again.  “I bet you did.” 
They listened to an 80s mix he’d made on the way to the club, and when they got 

there, more 80s music was blaring out the front doors.  Nick handed his keys to the valet 
and walked around the car to get Laureen.  As they walked inside and paid the entrance 
fee, they passed many others who were dressed in the same fashion as Laureen, but 
none of them, Nick thought, looked as cute as her. 

One part of the club was a small restaurant that carried a variety of dishes named 
for eighties icons, and they decided to start with dinner there.  Laureen got the Top Gun 
burger, and Nick, in the mood for shrimp, grudgingly ordered the Swayze Seafood 
Soiree.  “I’m gonna need some fuel for all that dirty dancing we’re gonna do later,” he 
quipped, defending his choice with a wiggle of his brows. 

Laureen giggled. 
Once their plates had been cleared away, their bill paid, they made their way to 

the other side of the club, where strobe lights flashed, colored lights flickered and 
swirled, and people danced and drank.  Nick didn’t hesitate in buying drinks for himself 
and Laureen, and they sat off to the side and sipped for awhile, waiting for the right 
moment to hit the dance floor. 

There was an old-school DJ who spun the records there every night; he played his 
part well, dressed in parachute pants, big shades, and a backwards cap in Day-Glo 



 

 

yellow.  After a series of the upbeat staples of 80s music, he turned on his mic said in a 
cheesy DJ voice, “Alright, we’re gonna slow this place down for awhile, so grab your 
babe and make your way onto the dance floor.” 

This was most people’s excuse to leave the dance floor and get a drink, but as the 
crowd thinned, a few couples remained to slow dance. 

“How about that dance?” asked Laureen, offering Nick a sweet smile. 
He was about to agree, but then he heard the song that was starting.  The piano 

melody was almost haunting, and he instantly stiffened.  “Um, I can’t,” he said slowly.  
“Not this song, okay?” 

At first, Laureen looked confused, but quickly, the realization hit her.  “Ohh,” she 
murmured. “This was your song with Claire, wasn’t it?” 

A lump rose in Nick’s throat; he quickly cleared it away.  “‘Open Arms,’ yeah.  I 
know it’s been a long time since we were together and all, but... it just doesn’t feel right, 
you know?”  Forcing a smile, he added, “We need our own song anyway.” 

Laureen smiled back.  “I agree.  Next song that comes on, is ours.” 
“You got it, babe.” 
The waited the song out, and it was only slightly awkward, mostly because Nick 

kept lapsing into silence, remembering the time he had danced with Claire to this song 
in a club in Maui... 

 
He nearly spit out a mouthful of beer when he could have sworn he heard the 

familiar strains of “Open Arms” by Journey begin to play.  Swallowing quickly, he 
listened and quickly realized that the song was playing.  He looked over at Claire, 
unable to keep himself from smiling.  She met his eyes, her smile making hers sparkle 
in the dim, bluish light. 

“Let’s dance,” she said, slipping off of her stool and taking both of his hands.  
“Come on.” 

He let her pull him off of his stool... and followed her slowly out onto the dance 
floor. 

They made their way over to a darkened corner... and then Claire turned, 
drifting toward him.  He put his arms around her waist, pulling her close, and her 
arms rose to encircle his neck.  Slowly, they rocked back and forth in time to the music, 
gradually circling round and round. 

Nothing could beat the intimacy of dancing like this, with the woman he loved in 
his arms, her head nestled against his chest... 
 

Staring into the depths of his drink, Nick could almost see them now, shuffling 
around the dance floor of that club.  That dance had meant so much to him, partly 
because it had been his first since he’d lost his leg, and partly because it had been with 
her.  He’d been so in love with her then, and she had loved him, and they had been so 
happy and carefree there in Hawaii. 

But things had changed.  Claire was no longer the happy, carefree woman she had 
been then, and she was no longer in love with him.  And while he would always love her, 
he had moved on too.  Laureen was proof of that. 

Nick forced himself to look up at her now, just as the song was ending.  She 
offered him a tiny smile, looking expectant.  He smiled back, and when the next song 
started, he stood and extended his hand to her.  “How about that dance now?” 



 

Beaming, Laureen took his hand, and they walked out onto the dance floor, 
accompanied by the keyboard rift of the song that playing and surrounded by soft purple 
and blue lights.  Nick let go of Laureen’s left hand and put his right hand around her 
waist.  Her free hand found his shoulder, and they began to move together, side to side, 
forward and back. 

 
“How can I convince you 
What you see is real 
Who am I to blame you 
For doubting what you feel? 
 
“I was always reaching 
You were just a girl I knew 
I took for granted 
The friend I have in you...” 
 
Laureen leaned forward.  “I don’t know this song,” she confessed, whispering 

loudly into his ear. 
Nick listened to the chorus, trying to place it. 
 
“I was living for a dream 
Loving for a moment 
Taking on the world 
That was just my style 
 
“Now I look into your eyes 
I can see forever 
The search is over 
You were with me all the while...” 
 
“‘The Search is Over,’ he whispered back.  “I think Survivor sings it.” 
“Don’t they sing ‘Eye of the Tiger’?” 
“Yep.” 
“Hm.”  Laureen looked impressed.  “You’re good.” 
Nick shrugged, smiling. 
 
“Can we last forever? 
Will we fall apart? 
At times, it’s so confusing 
The questions of the heart 
 
“You followed me through changes 
And patiently you’d wait 
Till I came to my senses 
Through some miracle of fate...” 

 



 

 

“I like this song,” Laureen decided, snuggling against him.  “This can be our 
song.” 

Nick smiled close-lipped, afraid of inhaling a mouthful of her hair, which was 
dangerously close to attacking his face.  He ran his hand over her back, letting it drift 
low on her taffeta-covered hips.   

The song ended, but they stayed out on the dance floor through several more slow 
songs, power ballads by Bon Jovi and Foreigner, bands Nick had grown up with.  He was 
enjoying himself, and Laureen appeared to be too. 

That was, until Sariah.   
The last slow song in the set had finished, and Michael Jackson’s “Billy Jean” had 

started to play, and Laureen had squealed, “I love this song!” and insisted they stay out 
on the dance floor.  The alcohol had loosened her up, and she danced playfully alongside 
Nick, shimmying as he grinded, both having a good time.  And then, suddenly, there was 
another woman, shimmying and grinding her way into their space, right up to Nick. 

Caught off-guard, he looked from her to Laureen.  But Laureen was not looking at 
him.  She had stopped dancing and was staring at the other girl, looking simply 
appalled.  The other girl took the opportunity to move closer to Nick, slinking an arm 
around his waist and grinding against him. 

“Hey, wait – I’m with her,” Nick said, trying to get her to back off, but the music 
was too loud; she couldn’t hear him. 

“What?”  he saw her lips mouth.  She was wearing purple lipstick.  Bright purple 
lipstick, smeared in several layers over her huge lips.  The effect was not attractive, 
especially with the makeup-crusted, red sore at the corner of her mouth.  His own lip 
curling as he noticed this, Nick inched backwards, wanting to stay far away from her.  
But with purple-taloned hands, she came at him, wrapped her clawed fingers around his 
upper arm, and pulled him closer to her. 

“I’m sorry, I’m with my girlfriend,” he said quickly, loudly, squirming to get out of 
her grip. 

“I’m Sariah,” she purred in his ear.  Imagining that sore coming into contact with 
his skin, Nick pulled away, wrenching his arm out of her grasp. 

She let go abruptly, and the sudden change in force sent him backpedaling, nearly 
falling over in the crowd on the dance floor.  Thankfully, Laureen was still nearby and 
grabbed his other arm, helping him steady himself.  “Come on,” she said, turning him 
away from the purple woman, Sariah.  They started to leave the dance floor together 
when the purple talons came out again, digging into Nick’s shoulder as she tried to get 
him to turn around. 

He whirled around, prepared to tell her none-too-kindly to back off, but before he 
could get the words out, he heard Laureen’s voice rise next to him. 

“Leave him alone!  He’s with me!” 
Sariah’s haughty eyes narrowed, and even with the music, Nick couldn’t help but 

hear her response. 
“I can’t see why.” 
Nick expected Laureen to be hurt by that comment, but if she was, she wasn’t 

showing it.  Instead, he was surprised to hear his girlfriend fire back, “I can’t see why 
he’d wanna be with someone who looks like she’s been mackin’ on Barney!” 



 

Eyes flitting again to Sariah’s bright, purple lips, Nick snorted out loud.  He 
flashed Laureen a proud look that said “Good one,” and in the instant he looked away, 
Sariah lunged, claws outstretched, at Laureen. 

There was no time for Nick to jump in and defend his girlfriend; within a matter 
of seconds, Laureen was engaged in an all-out cat fight in the middle of the dance floor.  
And she was holding her own.  Sariah clawed and tore and pulled at Laureen’s hair, but 
Laureen fought back, knocking the other woman’s hands away, her fists trying wildly to 
get a punch in. 

They were quickly pulled apart, a club bouncer barreling in to grab Sariah while 
Nick held Laureen around the waist.  For a moment, he thought the bouncer was going 
to kick Sariah out and that would be the end of it, but a moment later, the tall black man 
was pointing at Laureen, as his voice boomed, “You – outta here!!” 

“Wait!” Laureen started to protest, eyes wide, but Nick pulled her away. 
“Don’t.  Come on, let’s just go,” he muttered into her ear, his arm tight around her 

waist as he walked her off the dance floor. 
He could tell Laureen was mad, but by the time they got outside into the fresh, 

night air, she was laughing.  “Oh my god, can you believe I got us kicked out of a club for 
getting into a cat fight?” she giggled hysterically. 

“Not really,” Nick confessed, raising his eyebrows at her.  “You were awesome!  
Booze does wonders on you, baby.” 

Laureen giggled, stumbling a little on her heels.  “I’m sorry for ruining our night 
though!” 

“Nah, you didn’t.  That was hilarious!  Most action I’ve seen since Christmas,” he 
chuckled and high-fived her.  She laughed, her face shining.  Her hair was an absolute 
mess from the havoc Sariah had wreaked on it with her fingernails, and her cheeks were 
flushed, her eye makeup starting to run, but even disheveled, she was endearing. 

“Come on,” he said, “let’s go back to my place and put on our own 80s power 
ballads.  We can lose these cheesy clothes though.”   He waggled his eyebrows at her.  “I 
can’t wait to slide that dress off of you,” he added, growling into her ear. 

She snickered.  “Good luck with that.  I had to squeeze myself into it just to get it 
on.  I don’t think it’s quite going to slide off.” 

“We’ll see about that.  Maybe we need a little lubricant...” 
Giggling, they climbed into Nick’s car when the valet brought it around, and 

headed for home. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 169 
 
On this side of New Year’s, the twins’ arrival seemed much closer than it had at 

Christmas.  At twenty-nine weeks, Claire was still over two months away from her due 
date, but Dr. Valerio had warned her at her last prenatal check-up that with two babies 
and an already high-risk pregnancy, it was very likely she would deliver early.  She’d 
already gone into preterm labor once. 

And so, Claire had begun to devote all of her time to preparing for the babies’ 
arrival.  All the work she and Jamie had done on the nursery back at their home in Iowa 
had proven futile, now that she was stuck in Tampa for the remainder of her pregnancy.  
Like it or not, the babies would be born here in Florida, and she needed to be ready for 
them. 

Thanks to the miracle of technology, it was easier than she’d thought to get 
everything one needed for a baby from the confinement of her own bed; she just ordered 
it all online.  She already had two cribs, one that had come from her parents’ attic, the 
very crib she and Kyle had both slept in as babies, and the other from Kyle and Amber – 
they had loaned her Kamden’s crib, which he had just outgrown a few months ago.  They 
gave her the changing table that went with it, and once her father and brother had 
moved it all into the spare room in the condo, she was pleased to see that she was doing 
pretty well on furniture.  But she still needed bedding and baby clothes and all kinds of 
things, and so, for days in a row, big packages full of baby items arrived at her door. 

Everything she didn’t order herself went on a gift registry, as Dianna had 
excitedly volunteered to throw her a baby shower later in the month.  Dianna’s original 
idea had been a couples shower, so that Jamie could attend too, as well as Claire’s 
father, Kyle, Nick, and so on.  But ever since the incident at Christmas, that had 
changed.  “It can still be a couples shower,” Claire had told Dianna, but in an effort to be 
sensitive, Dianna had switched it back to a purely traditional shower – just the women. 

So while Dianna planned for the shower, Claire did everything she could to plan 
for the babies and take her mind off of Jamie.  He called every evening after work, and 
every evening, she talked to him just long enough to assure him that she was fine, that 
the babies were kicking harder than ever, and that she’d bought this or that for the 
nursery there at her condo.  And when they said goodbye, she mumbled “I love you” 
after he said it first.  But she was trying to keep her distance from him, emotionally as 
well as physically. 

Distance, she’d decided, was what she needed right now.  It was exactly what she 
needed to clear her mind and her heart and figure out what to do about her marriage. 

Jamie apparently had realized this too, because he had stopped apologizing to 
her, stopped begging and pleading for her to let him come and see her.  Now when he 
called, he talked to her as if everything were okay, as if things were perfectly normal, 
even though they weren’t.  She played along, because it was easier than fighting the 
battle, the battle between wishing he’d come back and knowing she needed him to stay 
away.  That battle took place deep inside her heart every time he pleaded with her, and 
so she was glad when he stopped pleading. 

Yet when there was not a war raging on inside her heart, it just felt empty.  She 
tried to fill it with the joy and anticipation of her babies’ arrival, but even that was 
clouded with sorrow.  In the last year, her greatest desire had been to become a mother, 
and here she was, weeks away from motherhood.  But it was not without a heavy cost, 



 

the loss of one of her babies and, possibly, of her husband.  And sometimes, those things 
overshadowed the excitement she should be feeling.   

It was obvious to everyone who knew her that she was not happy.  She wasn’t 
herself, and though she tried to be the fun-loving, funny, optimistic person they were 
used to, she knew they could see through the façade.  Yet there was nothing they could 
do to help.  Right now, no one could fix things because no one knew what she really 
wanted or needed.  She didn’t even know. 

But they tried.  They tried their best to cheer her up and keep her sane.  Her 
parents were always there for her, providing a voice of comfort, an ear to listen, a 
shoulder to cry on.  Nick came over often to keep her company.  Sometimes they played 
board games or watched movies together; other times, they just talked.  It felt almost 
like old times with him, the times before they’d fallen in love and complicated 
everything, when they could just be there for each other without any of the sexual 
tension.  But then, things were a lot different now, and the sexual tension, though 
neither would acknowledge it, was still there. 

Laureen often dropped by after work, bringing stories about interesting patients 
and the weekly gossip around the office.  So did Dianna, though her visits usually turned 
into long rants about men – not that Claire minded.  Her boyfriend Todd, as it turned 
out, was a commitment-phobe, afraid of settling down, and on an almost daily basis, 
Claire listened to her debate with herself over the ultimatum she was going to give him. 

“I mean, a year ago, I thought we were ready to get engaged.  A year ago!!” 
Dianna would rant.  “You got married about a year ago, remember,” – as if Claire could 
forget – “and I thought going to your wedding would be the motivation Todd needed to 
propose.  But I think it scared him off or something, because he just won’t do it!  And I 
mean it, Claire, if I don’t see a ring by Valentine’s Day, we are through!  I can’t wait 
around forever for him to buck up and ask me to marry him!  My biological clock is 
ticking!  You know, you’re lucky, Claire – at least you had two men who weren’t afraid to 
propose.” 

Claire scoffed, rolling her eyes.  “Yeah, and look how well that worked out for me.  
Jamie and I haven’t even made it to our first anniversary, and we’re falling apart!  And 
Nick and I... psh, we never even got to the planning stages of a wedding.  It’s probably 
for the best that he’s taking his time.  At least when he proposes, you’ll know that you 
want to marry him.  And you won’t be rushing into it.” 

Dianna cocked her head at Claire.  “You think you and Jamie rushed into it?” 
“I don’t know,” Claire sighed after a moment.  “We’d been dating for almost a 

year when he proposed, but maybe a year wasn’t long enough.  It felt right at the time, 
cause we knew each other so well, or so I thought.  But now I’m not sure.  I don’t think I 
knew him as well as I should have.  He changed a lot after high school... and not for the 
better.  I didn’t realize it then, but I know now.” 

Pursing her lips, Dianna nodded slowly.  “You have a point.  I didn’t realize it 
either, but he has changed.  Jamie Turner was the best guy ever in high school... but 
now... he’s kind of an ass.” 

An ass.  Though she’d thought it herself, it hurt to hear those words, to know that 
they were true, that she’d married a jerk, a man who was condescending and jealous, 
and who would walk out on his wife in the middle of a heart-wrenching procedure, even 
as she cried out his name.  His betrayal still stung, just as much as the pain of losing the 
baby. 



 

 

And everyone could see it.  Everyone could see she was in pain. 
Even Dr. Valerio noticed.  When Claire went for her twenty-nine week check-up, 

the obstetrician commented, “You look sad today.  Is everything alright?” 
Not one to keep her feelings inside, Claire found herself telling her doctor a 

shortened version of the drama with Jamie and how torn and down she’d been feeling 
lately.  “If there was such a thing as pre-partum depression, I’d say I probably have it.  
This is supposed to be such a happy, exciting time for me, and I just feel like everything 
– except with the babies, thank god – is going wrong.” 

Dr. Valerio gave her an understanding smile.  “Well, you’re right about that last 
part – everything looks good with the babies, and you should be grateful for that.  But 
about how you’re feeling... some moms-to-be do experience depressive symptoms 
during pregnancy.  It’s a time of change and stress, and that causes different reactions 
from different people.  But I don’t think the feelings you’re experiencing are caused by 
any kind of clinical depression.  You’re dealing with the same kind of emotions anyone 
feels when their marriage is in balance, and with children on the way, it’s that much 
harder.  I wish there were a drug I could give you to make you feel better, but there’s 
not.”   Sympathetically, she patted Claire’s hand. 

Claire managed a smile back.  “I know.  And I know I’ll get through this, no 
matter how it turns out.  I’ve gotten through everything else, and I’m stronger for it, or 
at least that’s what everyone tells me.”   She sighed.  “As long as my babies are born 
healthy, it’ll all be worth it, even if Jamie and I don’t make it.” 

The doctor nodded.  “And speaking of their births, we do need to talk about a few 
things.” 

As she’d already said everything looked good with the babies, Claire wasn’t too 
worried.  “Okay...” 

“I just want to prepare you now for the fact that you’ll most likely have the twins 
through a C-section, rather than vaginal delivery.  Given your heart condition and the 
fact that there are two babies, I think trying to go through a regular labor and delivery 
would be too much for your body.  Labor can be very long and very hard, for a first-time 
mom especially, and bearing down and pushing during delivery puts a lot of strain on 
the heart.  Usually, if there is any cause for concern for the mother’s health, we opt for a 
C-section.  The recovery time afterwards is longer, but for someone like you, it’s really 
much safer.” 

Claire nodded; she had already guessed she would probably be having a Cesarean 
section for these reasons.  She didn’t like the thought of them cutting into her belly, 
having never really been under the knife before, but previous experience told her to trust 
the doctors.  Dr. Valerio was the expert, and if she thought a C-section was needed, then 
Claire would do it.  At least, she thought, there would be no 24-hour nightmare labor for 
her. 

When she told Dr. Valerio this, the obstetrician smiled.  “Very true.  I know many 
moms who delivered their firstborn vaginally and then had a C-section for their second, 
and almost all of them tell me they’d choose a C-section for their third.  Delivery can be 
very rough.” 

Of course, recuperating from a C-section could be rough too.  But as her mother 
drove her home from the clinic that day, Claire tried to keep positive thoughts in her 
head about the inevitable. 

The last thing she needed was more negativity. 



 

*** 
 

Nick, too, tried not to think negative thoughts as he sat slumped at his desk, 
studying the open planner spread out before him. 

The holidays had come and gone, too fast as always, and his break was coming to 
an end.  He was due back in LA in a week to begin rehearsals for his tour, which was 
slated to kick off February 6 in New York.  And while, three months ago, he couldn’t wait 
to get out on the road to promote his new album, the newness had since worn off, and 
many things had changed in his life.  Most of them for the better. 

He had more than music to think of now.  While music would always be a big part 
of his life, it wasn’t his whole life, as it sometimes became when he had nothing but it to 
throw his whole heart into.  But his heart had since been captured by the unlikeliest 
person.  By Laureen. 

He’d never really thought he and Laureen would turn into anything serious, but 
they’d had a lot of fun these last few months, and he really cared about her.  He wasn’t 
ready to leave her for the road just yet. 

And then there was Claire.  He didn’t want to leave her yet either, but for 
completely different reasons. 

Claire was a mess. 
It was hard to believe it, considering what they’d been through together, but he’d 

never seen her so down.  Even when her body had been ravaged by cancer, she had 
stayed in better spirits than she was now.  Or maybe she’d faked it better.  In any case, it 
was different now.  She’d stayed strong when her body was falling apart around her, but 
now, it was her heart that was broken.  And as Nick knew from experience, sometimes, 
the heart was harder to heal. 

He had been visiting her often, keeping her company, knowing how boring and 
frustrating it was to be trapped in bed all the time.  She rarely brought up Jamie, but he 
knew that had to be what was making her so sad.  The bed rest, while annoying, wasn’t 
enough to break her spirit.  But losing her husband... well, even if he couldn’t 
understand what she saw in Jamie in the first place, he figured that would do it.  There 
was no other explanation. 

And Nick understood.  Once again, he could empathize with how she was feeling, 
because he’d felt the same way after she had left him.   It was different with Jamie; she’d 
kicked him out, made him leave.  But he knew it still had to hurt. 

He knew, and so he tried his best to take her mind off the pain.  The more people 
she had around her, the more things she had to do, the less she would wallow and think 
of Jamie.  Nick knew that from experience too. 

He couldn’t just abandon her when she was like this. 
In a half-hearted attempt to get out of his obligation, he called his manager 

Kenneth.  But Kenneth’s answer was frank. 
“Nick, man, you can’t postpone this tour.  It’s already been almost three months 

since the record dropped; you wait any longer, and people are gonna forget.  You gotta 
get out there and build up the hype while there’s still some hype left.” 

Nick knew he was right, and he knew he had to get out to California to rehearse. 
He took Laureen out to a nice dinner that night to break the news. 
Her reaction was much better than he had expected.  She did not seem 

disappointed that he had to leave; instead, she was happy for him. 



 

 

“I knew you were gonna have to leave for the tour sooner or later,” she said 
lightly.  “It’s okay.  I wish I could go with you, but I guess I’ll have to settle for seeing you 
once here and once in Chicago.  Deep-dish pizza – don’t forget!” 

Nick smiled, remembering his promise to share a Chicago style pizza with her 
when he toured there.  “Absolutely.” 

Laureen beamed.  “This is so exciting!!  It’s gonna be so cool, like that time Claire 
and I went to see your concert with the guys, only better!  Cause this time, I won’t be 
about to pee my pants out of nervousness.  It’s different now.” 

“Yeah, it is,” Nick agreed, gazing at her across the table.  When he looked at her 
now, he didn’t just see Claire’s cute little coworker who happened to like his group.  He 
saw Laureen, a woman who was fun and funny and pretty and who made him happy.  
He was going to miss her when he left. 

He hoped she would miss him too, but after how well she had taken it, Nick found 
himself again more concerned about Claire.  It wasn’t that he thought she couldn’t 
handle her problems without him; his ego wasn’t that big, and she wasn’t that weak.  
But he still didn’t like the thought of traveling to the other side of the country while she 
was still here, far into a high-risk pregnancy, on bed rest, bored and depressed and 
missing Jamie. 

He shouldn’t have worried, though, for the old Claire emerged when he told her, 
regretfully, of his plans to fly to LA. 

“Why are you saying that like you’re apologizing for it?” she asked.  “You think I 
can’t handle my problems without you here?”  Her voice was teasing, and he let himself 
smile, relaxing a little.  “Nick, you don’t have to feel bad about doing your job,” she went 
on.  “You get on out to LA and have a blast.  You know it’ll be way more fun than sitting 
here with me playing Monopoly day after day.” 

“What, are you kidding?  I love playing Monopoly with you.  It brings back the 
good old days, you know?  Back when I was the one lying in bed cause I was too damn 
sick and weak to get up?” 

A wry smile crossed Claire’s face.  “Point taken.  I am grateful, you know.  I’m 
stuck here in this bed for a good reason, because of a miracle.  All I wanted was to have a 
baby, and now I’m having two, and I honestly couldn’t be more grateful to be here and 
not where I was six years ago.” 

“I wasn’t trying to make a point,” Nick chuckled.  “I was just being sarcastic 
about, you know... the ‘good old days’ and how much they sucked.  Things are definitely 
better now.” 

“Definitely,” she agreed, and her smile was genuine, though it seemed a little sad.  
“Thanks for reminding me of that, because you’re right.  Things have been much, much 
worse.  But we made it, and here we are as proof.  You’re about to go out on tour again, 
and I’m expecting twins.  Two things we weren’t sure we’d be able to do back then.  So 
we should be celebrating.” 

Nick smiled, nodding.  Even now, Claire always had the right things to say.  
Remembering the many days he had spent wallowing in a vat of self-pity, doubting he 
would ever get up on stage again, Nick felt the old familiar rush of excitement he always 
got when a tour was about to begin.  The stage was as much his home as Florida was, 
and so in a way, even though he was leaving, he was also going home.  Laureen and 
Claire both seemed happy for him, so why should he not be happy too? 



 

And so they did celebrate.  They celebrated as best they could, with big bowls of 
ice cream and a marathon of their favorite movies. 

Before he left for Los Angeles, Nick kissed her goodbye on her forehead, stroked 
her soft red hair as he hugged her, and whispered, “I know you’ve got plenty of good 
people around you, but if you need anything, day or night, just call me.  I’ll always be 
there for you.” 

Claire smiled and agreed, but after he left, she let him have his fun and did not 
call, other than to say a friendly hello. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 170 
 
For Claire, the weeks after Nick left passed as slowly as every week since 

Christmas had.  But at least now, there were distractions, pleasant interruptions. 
First, there was the baby shower.  Dianna had planned it to perfection, and it 

went off without a hitch right in Claire’s condo.  Dianna came over early to decorate the 
condo with crepe paper streamers and balloons and table cloths all in soft baby blue and 
green, to go with the turtle-themed nursery Claire had put together.  When the other 
girls arrived, there were hors d'oeuvres and games and, of course, gifts.  By the time the 
party was over, Claire had acquired a beautiful, pale green twin stroller, a pair of turtle 
mobiles, a baby monitor, and a variety of toys, stuffed animals, blankets, and newborn 
clothes. 

The shower and the support from all of her closest friends and family made her 
happy, though whenever she stopped to peer in at the nursery on her way back from the 
bathroom (a quite frequent occurrence), Claire grew overwhelmed.  It made her smile 
with excitement to look into the beautiful room, with its rocking chair and changing 
table and two cribs, adorned with the blue and green turtle-printed bedding, their 
mobiles already hung.  But when she stopped and realized that there were two of 
virtually everything, she began to think of all that babies required and wondered what 
she would do if she and Jamie didn’t make it.  How would she ever raise twins on her 
own? 

She knew that even if she never moved back to Iowa to be with Jamie, she 
wouldn’t be totally alone.  She would stay here in Florida, and her family would help her 
with the babies.  But still, the thought of going through parenthood without a husband 
to share it with, without Jamie, saddened her.  And yet, she was still too proud to call 
him and ask him to come visit her.  A part of her missed him... but she wasn’t quite 
ready to let him back in. 

From the sound of things, he had enough to do in Iowa anyway.  His job was 
keeping him busy, he always said when they talked, and Claire got the impression he 
had thrown himself into his work.  He had already taken one business trip that month, 
and he was going to Denver for another near the end of the month. 

“Denver in January; that’ll be fun,” Claire had joked over the phone. 
“Eh, maybe I’ll get some skiing in.  Sure can’t do that in Florida,” he’d replied.  

Then he’d added, on second thought, “But if you need me to come down for any reason, 
I can...” 

“I’m doing fine,” Claire had answered.  “Have fun on your trip, and maybe I’ll see 
you after you get back.” 

It was an empty promise, just said to close the conversation.  Jamie prepared for 
his business trip, and Claire went about her own business without him as she’d been 
doing all month, going to prenatal checkups, scrapbooking pictures from the baby 
shower, and talking to other expectant moms she’d met on one of the support forums 
she’d been visiting online. 

Amidst all of that, Laureen, who had been visiting more frequently since Nick had 
left, came to Claire with the idea of throwing Nick a birthday party. 

“He said he’s going to be home for a few days for his birthday, before his tour 
kicks off.  I want to have a surprise party for him, something big and elaborate and really 



 

cool,” Laureen explained eagerly.  “But the thing is, I don’t know what I’m doing.  I’ve 
never planned a big, cool party for a famous person before.” 

“I haven’t either, but you know, Howie lives in Orlando... maybe he could help 
you with all the arrangements,” Claire suggested. 

Laureen positively beamed.  “You read my mind.  I would love it if all the guys 
could be there, and he would be just the person to help me pull that off.  Do you have his 
number?” 

“As a matter of fact, I do...”   Claire had had both Howie’s and AJ’s numbers since 
the “good old days” Nick had referred to, when the two of them had been living with him 
and the flash of their names on her cell phone had made her stomach lurch with the fear 
that Nick was sick or hurt or had gone off the deep end.  That experience, the ordeal 
they’d all gone through with Nick, had given them a sort of bond, and Claire had no 
doubt that Howie would help give Nick a 29th birthday to remember. 

She put Laureen in touch with him, and plans for the party took off from there. 
Claire felt removed from most of it.  She wouldn’t even be able to go to the party, 

unless someone wanted to wheel her there on a stretcher, but she offered to help 
however she could.  And to her surprise, Laureen thought of something she could do. 

“You can baby-sit!” 
“Baby-sit Baylee?”   That would be fun, thought Claire.  She and Nick had babysat 

Brian’s son once before, when he was a baby.  But he was a lot older now.  She wasn’t 
sure how good of a babysitter she’d be if she was stuck in bed... 

“No, baby-sit Nick!  The club that Howie rented for the party is gonna let us in to 
decorate the night before.  That way, I can spend all day with Nick on his birthday, and 
he won’t suspect anything.  So I thought maybe he could hang out with you the night 
before, while we’re getting stuff set up.  Can you call him and insist that he comes over?” 

Claire laughed.  “Sure.  I’ll just say my parents are going out of town and want 
someone to stay with me, just in case – he knows my mom, so he’ll have no problem 
believing that.  Dianna and Todd will have plans that night, and you...” 

“I’ll fake sick!” Laureen burst excitedly.  “I’ll pretend I’m getting a cold and don’t 
want to get you sick.  Or him, for that matter.  Then you can keep him at your place, and 
I’ll go decorate.” 

“Sounds like a plan!” 
 

*** 
 

The “plan” went into effect two days before Nick’s birthday. 
Explaining what Laureen needed, Claire had convinced her parents to drive to 

Sarasota for the night.  “It’s only an hour away, just far enough to make Nick need to 
stay for awhile.  You guys can have a nice dinner out, see a movie or a play or the 
symphony or something, and come back late.  Nick and I will be fine here,” she had 
assured them.  She couldn’t believe that at twenty-eight, she was trying to convince her 
parents to go out of town and leave her home “alone,” but, the situation being what it 
was, here she was.  Thankfully, her mother fought against her overprotective nature and 
agreed, and Claire picked up the phone to call Nick. 

He had just gotten home from Los Angeles that day, and she hadn’t seen him yet.  
As she speed-dialed his cell phone, she realized she was looking forward to spending the 



 

 

evening with him.  She’d be able to ask him how his tour rehearsals had gone and give 
him his birthday present a day early, since she wouldn’t be able to attend the big party. 

Nick picked up after a couple of rings with a cheerful, “Hey!” 
“Hey yourself!  What’s goin’ on?” 
“Mm, making up excuses not to unpack my stuff.” 
Claire laughed.  “Why bother?  Aren’t you leaving again in a few days?” 
“Yeah, but I need to do laundry.” 
“Are you saying you brought a suitcase full of dirty clothes home from LA?” 
“Maybe...” 
“Why didn’t you just wash them there?  Weren’t you staying at your house out 

there?” 
“Yeah...” 
“So...?” Claire prompted, laughing. 
“Shut up; I hate doing laundry,” Nick huffed exaggeratedly.  “Enough about me 

and my dirty clothes.  What’s up with you?” 
“The ceiling?  That’s about all I have to look at when I’m lying flat on my back in 

bed.” 
“Don’t I know it,” Nick chuckled.  “So nothin’ new, huh?  The little squirts still 

alive and kicking in there?” 
“Oh yes... kicking hard,” Claire emphasized, smiling.  The twins had seemed 

especially restless lately, but she welcomed the squirming and kicking, even when it 
made her back, stomach, and ribs ache, because the movement meant the babies were 
alive, and she could reassure herself that everything was as it should be.  “I think 
Jamie’s right... they’re gonna take after their daddy and be soccer players.” 

Nick chuckled.  “Well, let’s hope they get their personality from mommy then.” 
Claire felt a broad smile stretching across her face at the compliment (or the dig 

at Jamie, whichever it was intended to be).  “Thanks.  So hey, I have a question for you.  
Actually, it’s more of a favor...” 

“Anything.  Just name it,” Nick agreed easily. 
“You wanna come over and hang out with me tomorrow night?  My parents have 

tickets for the symphony in Sarasota, and they won’t go unless I have someone to stay 
here with me.  You know how my mom is; she won’t leave me alone for more than a few 
minutes.  Drives me nuts, but with everything that could go wrong, I guess I can’t blame 
her.  Anyway, I would just call Dianna for a girls’ night in, but I know she’s already got 
plans with Todd, and Laureen said she thinks she’s getting a cold, so...” 

“Yeah, she did say she wasn’t feeling well,” Nick interjected.  “But hey, absolutely, 
I’d love to come hang out.  I haven’t seen you in a couple weeks.” 

“You just wanna see how much fatter I’ve gotten since you left,” Claire teased.  
“Trust me, I look like one of the walruses at Sea World; no need to gawk.” 

Nick laughed.  “Well, I think pregnancy suits you.  So when should I come over?” 
The off-handed compliment made her blush, which surprised her.  Smiling 

awkwardly, she collected her thoughts and replied, “Why don’t you come about five, and 
we can order some food.  Does that sound okay?” 

“Sure.  I’ll see ya then.  I’ll bring some movies and ice cream too.” 
“You know me too well,” Claire beamed, loving him for that.  “Thanks, Nick.  I’ll 

see ya tomorrow night.” 



 

Ending the call, Claire plugged her phone back into its charger and relaxed 
against her pillows, her eyes traveling back up to the ceiling.  Just talking to him had 
made her happy, almost giddy for some reason.  He was always so sweet and too good to 
her, better than she deserved.  But then, everything did seem better when he was 
around.  It always had.  That was what had made her realize she loved him in the first 
place.  It was what had made her start loving him. 

The sad realization now was, despite the fact that she was married and he was 
dating someone else, she had never stopped. 

 
*** 

 
The following evening, Nick showed up at Claire’s door, armed with two different 

flavors of ice cream and three DVDs.  After traveling and two weeks of rehearsals, he 
was looking forward to a quiet night in. 

Claire’s father Kris answered the door; he and her mother were on their way out.  
“Come on in, Nick,” said Kris with a smile, stepping back to hold the door for him.  
“Claire will be glad to see you; maybe you can help take her mind off things.  It’s been a 
rough day for her.” 

“Really?”  Nick cocked his head in concern.  “What’s been going on?”  Claire had 
sounded fine when she’d called him yesterday. 

“She’s just achy.  You know, her back and everything.  Can’t get comfortable.  
Typical stuff.  She never complains, but I can tell the grandkids are giving her hell 
today.”   He offered a stiff-lipped smile. 

Carrie looked wary, and, touching Nick’s arm, she said, “Just make sure she takes 
it easy, Nick, and don’t hesitate to call us if anything seems off.  I’m probably just 
paranoid, but I worry about her.” 

Nick nodded at Claire’s mother, offering her an understanding smile.  “Sure.  
We’ll take it easy.  You guys enjoy the symphony.” 

Kris turned to Carrie, smiling.  “Oh, I know this one will.  She’s the one who got 
us the tickets.  Come on, honey, we better get going.” 

Nick told them goodbye and heard them leave as he walked into the kitchen to 
put the ice cream away.  He crammed the two cartons in the freezer and then headed for 
the master bedroom.  The door was ajar, but he rapped his knuckles against the frame 
anyway before poking his head in.  “Knock, knock.” 

Claire was in bed, lying propped against many pillows on top of the covers.  When 
she saw him, she smiled and beckoned him in.  “Hey, Nick,” she said and patted the 
empty side of the bed. 

He came in and sat down, smiling back at her.  “Hey, how ya doin?” 
“Ugh... honestly?  I’m all achy and crampy.  I’ve been getting those Braxton-Hicks 

contractions, and I know they’re nothing to worry about cause I asked my doctor about 
them last time I saw her, but they’re a pain in the ass.” 

Nick knew only vaguely what she was talking about, but nodded, trying to look 
understanding.  “Anything I can do?” 

She shrugged her shoulders and offered him her hand.  “Just talk to me.” 
Taking her hand, he gave it a squeeze and smiled.  “Okay.  What should we talk 

about?” 
“Tell me about your rehearsals.  Is the tour shaping up to be a good one?” 



 

 

“I hope so,” said Nick and told her a little bit about what the show was going to be 
like.  “I can’t give away everything though.  Gotta leave some surprises for when you 
come and see it.” 

Claire smiled, but shook her head.  “Aww honey, I’d love to come see you, but I 
don’t know if I’m going to be able to.  How long are you gonna be touring?” 

“February and March.” 
“Well, my official due date is March 26... so unless I go early, I’m going to be 

either still pregnant or recovering from a C-section by the time the tour’s over,” Claire 
said regretfully. 

“You have to have a C-section?” asked Nick, feeling his stomach flip-flop. 
“Yeah... they tell me it’s too risky the other way.  Too much pushing.  I’m not too 

worried about it though.  Okay, I’m terrified, but... at least I don’t have to worry about 
forcing a couple of heads out of a small hole.  They’ll make a big hole and just pull them 
right out for me.” 

Nick squeezed his eyes shut, grimacing.  “Okay, let’s change the subject.” 
“Oh, don’t tell me you’re squeamish now,” Claire teased, poking him in the side.  

“You better not be like that when you’ve got a wife birthing your babies.” 
His eyes opened again, taking in the sight of her, her amused expression peeking 

over her rounded belly.  Her words sounded strange to him, and he realized that, even 
now, when he thought of a wife, the mother of his children, the only woman he could 
picture... was her. 

Upon that realization, he quickly looked away, somehow afraid that if she made 
eye contact with him, she’d be able to look right into his mind and read that thought.  He 
tried to hide it, but there it was, the realization that she was still the only woman he’d 
ever really loved.  And that included even Laureen, who he liked a lot but had never 
considered proposing to.  He just couldn’t see himself making that kind of commitment 
to anyone... except the one he’d already committed himself to once. 

Swallowing hard, he took a deep breath and tried his best to force that thought 
out of his brain.  It wasn’t good to keep dwelling on the past; how could he ever expect to 
move forward that way?  He’d only be cheating Laureen, and she deserved a fair chance.  
Maybe he didn’t love her now the way he had loved Claire, but that wasn’t to say he 
never would.  He hadn’t always loved Claire like that either. 

“Nick, are you okay?”  Her voice cut into his thoughts.  “I was just kidding.  I’ll 
stop talking about it now; I know you don’t really want to hear all the gory details.” 

She thought he really was just squeamish.  Okay, he could handle that.  “Thanks,” 
he said weakly, playing along. 

“Men,” Claire said with an exasperated smile.  “The human race would have died 
out a long time ago if you guys were expected to carry children.” 

“Aww, I dunno about that.  Give us some credit.  Give me some credit at least.  
Labor pains can’t be any worse than phantom pains.”   He touched the socket of his 
prosthesis gingerly, remembering the agonizing pain that had wrenched and twisted at 
the limb within it for months after the amputation.  Just thinking about them brought a 
dull ache to his stump. 

“Mm... well... I guess I can’t really judge that.  We need to find a woman who’s 
lost a limb and had a baby and ask her.  Do you have Heather Mills McCartney’s 
number?” 



 

Nick chuckled.  “Uh, no.  Hey, how come half our conversations lately end up 
being a contest between which one of us has been through the worst shit?” 

Claire laughed hard at that, snorting.  “Cause I’ve been feeling sorry for myself 
lately and need you to give me a kick in the ass and remind me that you’ve been through 
worse shit than me.” 

“Really?  Does that mean I win the contest?” 
“I think I already told you you did.  But I’m a close first runner-up, don’t you 

think?” 
“Yeah, that’s fair.” 
All of a sudden, he caught her eye, and they both burst out laughing.  “We are so 

weird,” Claire giggled.  “Can you imagine the look on Laureen’s face if she could hear 
us?” 

“Or Jamie’s?” 
Claire snorted again.  “Jamie!  Talk about squeamish!  Jamie would have fled the 

room by now.” 
Nick snickered; that was so true. 
“So, what movies did you bring?” asked Claire, changing the subject, her eyes on 

the short stack of DVDs sitting next to Nick on the bed. 
“Gremlins... Beetlejuice...” Nick held up the DVDs as he listed their titles, “... and 

the latest Bond movie.” 
“Bond... James Bond,” Claire quoted in a deep British accent. 
“You wanna watch it?” 
“Nah... let’s watch Beetlejuice.  I haven’t seen that in forever.” 
“Okay.  Want me to order us a pizza or pop some popcorn or something?” Nick 

offered. 
“You can if you want, but I don’t want anything.  My stomach’s been kind of upset 

all day,” replied Claire with a grimace. 
“Really?  Hope you’re not getting the stomach flu.” 
“Yuck, I hope not.” 
Nick nixed the food for now and popped the DVD in, settling down next to Claire 

to watch.  The bed was comfortable, and he easily relaxed against the pillows, but Claire 
was unusually fidgety.  Out of the corner of his eye, he watched her shift her weight 
every few minutes, trying to find a suitable position. 

“Are you okay?” he asked, twenty minutes into the movie. 
“Yeah...” said Claire, making a face, “I just can’t get comfortable.  My back and 

legs are killing me.” 
Nick gave her a sympathetic look.  “Could I rub your back?  Would that help?” he 

offered. 
She arched an eyebrow thoughtfully, and the corners of her mouth turned 

upwards.  “It might...” 
“Well, here, roll over on your side, and let’s give it a try.” 
Claire scooted lower on the bed and turned so that she was lying on her side, 

curled into the fetal position, her back to Nick.  He lay next to her, about a foot away 
from spooning her, and massaged her back as best he could.  “Is it helping?” he asked as 
he kneaded her flesh, trying to be gentle and firm at the same time. 

“A little.  It feels really good,” she sighed. 



 

 

Half-watching the movie, he made his way up and down her back, and he could 
feel her muscles start to relax beneath his fingertips.  But every so often, she would tense 
up again, and he could tell she was in pain. 

“Claire?” he asked, rubbing her shoulder.  “Are you okay?” 
“I’ll be fine,” she replied through gritted teeth.  “It’s just a cramp... or a Braxton-

Hicks... either way, it’ll be gone in a minute...” 
Nick was disconcerted, but Claire didn’t seem too worried, so he kept rubbing her 

back until the cramp went away and didn’t push the issue. 
Near the end of the movie, Claire said, “I’ll be right back,” and rolled carefully off 

the bed.  She stood up slowly and sort of waddled into the bathroom, holding her belly.  
Watching her, Nick decided he didn’t envy women any; she was probably right about the 
human race going extinct if men were the ones expected to bear children. 

He returned his attention back to the movie, but when the credits started to roll, 
he realized Claire wasn’t back yet.  Frowning, he shut off the movie and got up from the 
bed, walking over to knock lightly on the closed bathroom door.  “Claire?” he called in.  
“You alright?” 

The door suddenly flew open, and there stood Claire, looking pale.  “I think I just 
lost my mucus plug.” 

Nick stared, confused and revolted at the same time.  “Your what?” 
“Don’t make me explain.  Nick, I think I’m going into labor.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 171 
 
“What?  Are you serious??” Nick exclaimed. 
Claire bit down on her bottom lip.  “Um, yeah... I’m serious.  You need to take me 

to the hospital...” 
“Shit... shit, shit,” Nick cursed, feeling a rush of panic.  He patted his pocket 

frantically, searching for his keys, when a hand clamped down on his.  Looking up, he 
found his eyes locked with Claire’s. 

“Please don’t panic,” she said, her voice amazingly steady.  “You panic, and I’m 
gonna panic.  Don’t panic.  We don’t have to rush, but I do need to get there.  In one 
piece.  Okay?” 

“Okay,” Nick nodded quickly.  “Okay.”   He found his keys and sat down on the 
bed long enough to put his shoes on.  Claire just crammed her feet into a pair of slippers 
and grabbed her purse. 

“I don’t know what else to bring,” she said, looking around the room.  “I don’t 
have a bag packed yet.  You’re supposed to have a bag ready before you go into labor, but 
it’s so soon... I’m not due for another two months... oh god, Nick, it’s too early for this to 
be happening...” 

A minute ago, she had been calm, but he could see her starting to crumble before 
his eyes, as the reality of the situation set in.  He knew it was his turn to be the calm one, 
the voice of reason.  Quickly, he grabbed her hand and gave it a firm squeeze.  “Hey, 
listen... this happened before, and they stopped it, right?  So let’s just get you to the 
hospital, and they’ll stop it again.  It’ll be okay.  And don’t worry about a bag; I can get 
you anything you need while you’re there.” 

Claire nodded.  “Okay... thanks, Nick.” 
“Come on, let’s go.  Can you walk down to my car.” 
“Can you carry my fat ass down to your car?  I don’t think so,” Claire said with a 

shrill laugh.  “Yes, I can walk.” 
They left her condo, locking the door on their way out, and took the elevator 

down to the ground floor.  Nick kept an arm around Claire as he walked her out to his 
car, but she didn’t need the extra support until a few feet from the car, when she 
suddenly doubled over, expelling a soft cry of pain.  Nick tightened his hold on her just 
as her knees buckled and she nearly collapsed against him. 

“Claire?” he asked worriedly, struggling to hold her up.  “What is it?” 
“Contraction,” she choked out through gritted teeth, and he could hear the pain 

in her voice, if it wasn’t obvious from the way she was curled over. 
Not knowing what else to do, Nick just stood there with her, holding onto her 

with one hand and rubbing her shoulder with the other, praying it would end soon so 
that she could move again. 

Finally, after close to a minute, Claire let out a long sigh, releasing the tension in 
her body, and straightened slowly.  “Oh that was not fun,” she said miserably, breathing 
rapidly.  “Come on, let’s get to the car before another one hits.” 

Nick unlocked his car with his keyless entry remote and walked her around to the 
passenger side.  He helped her in, closing the door carefully once she was sitting inside, 
and hurried around to the driver’s seat.  Jamming his key into the ignition, he gave it a 
turn and the engine sprung to life.   



 

 

Claire buckled her seatbelt, but kept it loose, holding it away from her swollen 
stomach.  “Don’t crash, okay?” she warned Nick, giving the loose belt a shake. 

He laughed nervously.  “I won’t.”   He fought between driving carefully and 
driving fast the whole way to the hospital, knowing that, one on hand, he had precious 
cargo on board, but on the other, he needed to get her there as soon as possible. 

She had another contraction on the way, and though his first instinct was to pull 
over and try to comfort her, Nick kept driving with one hand on the wheel and offered 
her his other.  She gripped it tightly, bearing down as she fought through the pain. 

It was over by the time he pulled into the emergency entrance of Tampa General.  
Throwing his car into park right in front of the entrance, he switched on his hazard 
lights and jumped out, hurrying around to help Claire out. 

Someone from the hospital came running out immediately and said, “Sir, you 
can’t leave your car there; you need to find a parking space in the lot.” 

“I know,” said Nick, “but she’s in labor.” 
Right away, a nurse appeared with a wheelchair for Claire, and as she helped 

Claire into it, she told Nick, “I’ll take your wife inside and start the admit papers.  Go 
park your car, and you can meet us inside in a few minutes.” 

Both picking up on the word ‘wife,’ Nick and Claire met each other’s eyes.  She 
offered him a tiny smile, and his heart skipped a beat.  Suddenly, he wished she was.  
But it didn’t matter.  Wife or not, here she was, in labor, and here was he, the only one 
around to be with her, and somehow, even though it was all wrong, it felt oddly right. 

Acting on impulse, Nick bent and planted a kiss on her cheek, murmuring in her 
ear, “I’ll be right back.”   Then he jumped back into the car and hurried to park it. 

 
*** 

 
8:00 p.m. 

 
When they wheeled her into the emergency room, Claire found the whole 

experience surreal.  Was it really possible that she had gone into labor two months early, 
on the one night when the only one around to take her to the hospital was Nick? 

But when the nurse whisked her straight back to one of the exam rooms, helped 
her onto the gurney, and handed her a hospital gown to change into, Claire realized it 
was all really happening.  It terrified her, but then Nick turned up, keys in one hand, 
clipboard of paperwork in the other, looking flushed and disheveled and altogether 
endearing, and she instantly felt a little better, knowing that he was here for her.  At 
least she wouldn’t have to go through this alone. 

She fed him answers for the forms he had been given to fill out while the nurse 
got her hooked up to the monitors that would measure the babies’ and her vital signs.  “I 
hear two strong heartbeats,” smiled the nurse, whose name was Gozde, once she’d 
strapped on the fetal monitor. 

“That’s good,” murmured Claire, but she didn’t feel much relief.  The babies were 
okay now... but what if they had to be delivered too early?  Were they ready to be born 
yet?  Would their lungs be developed enough?  She felt a tremor of fear rumble through 
her.  “Am I definitely in labor?” she asked hopefully, wishing the nurse would tell her it 
was just a false alarm. 



 

“Based on your symptoms and history, it’s likely, but I can’t say for sure,” Gozde 
told her apologetically.  “Dr. Anchor, one of our residents, will be in to examine you 
soon, and she’ll be able to tell you more.  In the meantime, I’ll contact your OB.  What 
did you say her last name was?” 

“Valerio,” said Claire.  “Dr. Valerio.” 
The nurse smiled and nodded.  “I’ll have Dr. Valerio paged, and I’m sure she’ll be 

on her way as soon as she can get here.  Try to relax, and someone will be in to check on 
you soon.” 

They always said that, but it was damn near impossible to relax in a situation like 
this.  Claire sighed and looked up at Nick, who had been standing back, fiddling with his 
clipboard and pen. 

“Here, I can look at those now,” she offered, holding out her hand for the 
clipboard. 

Nick came over, but set the clipboard down on the bed and put his hand in hers 
instead.  “Don’t worry about it.  I got the important stuff down.” 

She squeezed his hand.  “Thank you.  I know this wasn’t in the bargain.  I’m 
gonna owe you big time.” 

She would have expected Nick to crack a joke in response, but he didn’t.  He just 
offered a tiny smile and replied, “No problem.” 

He was so good to her and so patient, letting her squeeze the life out of his hand 
as another contraction hit minutes later.  She thought she’d experienced pain before, but 
the labor pains hurt worse than she’d expected, and she couldn’t wait till someone came 
and offered her some drugs to ease them. 

When the ER resident, Dr. Anchor, arrived, Nick stayed up by the head of the bed 
and held Claire’s hand while the doctor stayed at the foot, pushing up Claire’s gown and 
spreading her legs for a pelvic exam.  Claire chewed her bottom lip while the doctor 
poked and prodded, waiting for the verdict. 

When Dr. Anchor’s head reappeared above the tops of her knees, her expression 
was serious.  “I’m afraid you’re definitely in early preterm labor,” she said.  “You’re four 
centimeters dilated.  How far apart did you say your contractions were?” 

“About ten, fifteen minutes,” replied Claire. 
Dr. Anchor nodded.  “If you were further along, I’d tell you to go back home at 

this point.  But since you’re not quite thirty-two weeks, I’m going to have you moved up 
to the obstetrics floor.  They’ll monitor you up there and decide where to go from here.” 

“Okay,” Claire agreed, but it worried her that this doctor wasn’t immediately 
jumping for the drugs that would stop her labor, the way Dr. Valerio had the last time.  
She hoped her OB would be waiting for her when she got upstairs; she would know what 
to do. 

“Do you want me to call your parents, Claire?” asked Nick, as the nurse Gozde 
returned to prepare her for the move. 

Her parents... why had she insisted they go to Sarasota tonight??  They were 
going to be so upset when they found out what was going on.  Claire sighed just thinking 
about it.  “Yeah, call them,” she told Nick.  “You can use my phone; my dad’s cell is 
number five on speed dial.” 

Nick got her phone out of her purse and left the room to make the call.  When she 
was pushed into the hall a minute later, he was there waiting for her, his expression 
grim.  “No answer,” he said apologetically.  “I tried your mom’s cell too.” 



 

 

“Aw, crap... they probably have them turned off for whatever they’re seeing,” she 
sighed.  “Oh well.  They’ll call back.  Thanks for trying.” 

“Sure,” replied Nick, taking her hand through the rails on the gurney.  He held it 
all the way up the maternity floor. 

“Good luck, Mrs. Turner,” Gozde said as she turned Claire over to the OB nurses, 
giving them a brief version of her medical history. 

One of the nurses came up to the gurney and gave Claire’s hand a reassuring pat.  
“Hi, Mrs. Turner; my name is Aidyn.  I’m going to get you settled in a room, and then I’ll 
let Dr. Valerio know you’re here.  She actually just finished delivering a healthy little 
boy.” 

Claire smiled.  The nurses on this floor were always so nice and patient and 
understanding; they had a way of making her feel better.  “Call me Claire, please,” she 
said to Aidyn as the nurse wheeled her to her new room.  She didn’t feel like being “Mrs. 
Turner” tonight, not when her Mr. Turner was so far away. 

“Sure, Claire!  I love that name, Claire.  It’s very classic,” smiled Aidyn as she 
parked Claire’s gurney next to the hospital bed in the new room, which was private and 
spacious and decorated in muted, soothing colors. 

“Thanks.  I love your name, too; it’s pretty,” Claire replied, studying the nurse’s 
name tag.  It looked like ‘Aiden,’ but she had pronounced it “Eye-deen.”  “Is it Irish or-?” 

“Spanish, actually.  It’s the backwards spelling of my mother’s name, which is 
Nydia.  She’s from Puerto Rico; I was born there,” explained Aidyn.  Looking at Nick, 
she added, “You must have some Irish heritage though, with a name like Turner.” 

Nick’s face reddened, and Claire smiled tightly.  “This is my friend Nick, but yes, 
my husband does,” she replied without skipping a beat.  “We both do, actually; my 
maiden name is Ryan.” 

“Ah... I’m sorry; I just assumed.  I should know by now never to do that,” said 
Aidyn with an apologetic smile.  “Nice to meet you, Nick.”   She shook his hand and 
added, “It’s awesome to see friends serving as labor coaches.”   At that, Nick’s head spun 
quickly to Claire, his eyes slightly bugged, but Aidyn didn’t notice.  Smiling at Claire, she 
commented, “We better scrounge up some ‘Kiss me, I’m Irish’ onesies for your twins 
then, huh?” 

Claire forced herself to laugh.  The small talk was helping her keep her nerves 
under control, but she couldn’t entirely relax.  Neither could Nick, she figured, now that 
the nurse had labeled him as her “labor coach,” a position he had certainly never signed 
up for. 

As Aidyn helped her slide off of the gurney and into bed, she looked up at him 
and said, “I should call Jamie.  He needs to know what’s going on.”   He should be here, 
she thought to herself.  He’s supposed to be my labor coach; he’s my husband.   But she 
had pushed him away, sent him back to Iowa, and if she did have to deliver these babies 
tonight, who knew if there would be enough time for him to get here. 

The thought left her sick to her stomach. 
“You can use the room phone,” Aidyn jumped in, handing her a big cordless 

phone.  “Let me just get your monitors adjusted here, and then I’ll give you some 
privacy.” 

“Do you want me to leave too?” asked Nick, once Aidyn had finished and left the 
room. 



 

Claire shook her head.  “Nah, it’s okay; you can stay.  If you want to, I mean.  You 
don’t have to.” 

“I don’t mind,” Nick replied and sank down into a chair a few feet away. 
As it was going on nine p.m., Claire dialed their home phone first, thinking Jamie 

would surely be there.  She was surprised when the phone only rang and rang, finally 
cuing the answering machine to come on.  She wasn’t sure why, but she let the full 
message play, taking in the sound of Jamie’s voice.  It sounded flat and emotionless... 
“Hi, you’ve reached the Turners.  Leave a message, and we’ll call you back...,” and she 
realized it had been recorded amid all the drama that had taken place right after she and 
Jamie had moved in.  Her hospitalization... the agonizing decision over whether or not 
to reduce her pregnancy to twins... the loss of the third triplet... 

A lump rose in her throat, and she quickly hung up before the machine beeped, 
afraid she would make a noise and have her cry recorded on the tape for him to hear. 

“Not home?” asked Nick, looking at her with a puzzled expression. 
“No.”  And suddenly she remembered.  “Crap... I think he’s in Denver.” 
“What’s he doing in Denver??” 
“Business trip.”  Claire sighed.  “I’ll try his cell.” 
She picked up the phone again and, this time, dialed the cell phone number she 

knew by heart.  The phone rang, once, twice... 
A pause.  Then... “Hello?” 
There was confusion in his voice. 
Claire took a deep breath.  “Jamie, it’s me.” 
Another pause.  More confusion, as he asked, “Clairie??” 
“Yeah...” 
“You okay?”  Confusion was now replaced with concern.  No beating around the 

bush; he knew she was not calling from home. 
“Uh... not really.  I’m in labor.” 
“What?!”  Now outright alarm, as the exclamation rang into her ear.  “Are you 

serious?  It’s too early!  Are you at the hospital?” 
“Yes; I know; and yes, I’m at the hospital.  I just got into a room.  I don’t know 

anything yet, other than I’m definitely in labor.  I... I don’t know if they can stop it 
again...”   She was trying to keep her voice calm, for his sake, knowing that he would be 
panicking in Denver, but it faltered at the end, and she was sure that he would pick up 
on her fear. 

“Oh god... oh my god... this can’t be happening right now...”  
Claire closed her eyes, picturing Jamie on the other end of the line.  He was 

probably pacing his hotel room now, anxiously tugging on his dark curls.  The thought 
made her stomach wrench; she wished she could reach out to him, take his hand, and 
reassure him that it would be okay.  Much the same way that she wished someone could 
do that for her. 

And then she opened her eyes and saw Nick, still sitting at her bedside, silent, but 
watching her closely.  Even though she knew he loathed Jamie, his expression was 
sympathetic, and she offered him a tiny smile, grateful for his presence.  Without saying 
anything, even in his sometimes awkward and clumsy way, Nick had a way of making 
her feel better.  He always had. 

And though she wished that Jamie, who was still freaking out over the phone, 
wasn’t so far away, and that her parents would call back soon, and that her family could 



 

 

be here with her, Claire found it ironically appropriate that, somehow, it was Nick who 
had wound up here with her instead. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 172 
 

10:00 p.m. 
 
It was all happening too fast and not fast enough. 
Claire had been started on a drip of magnesium sulfate not long after she’d been 

moved to the maternity floor, in a last-ditch effort to halt her labor.  It had worked the 
last time, but this time, there was no such luck.  As her labor continued to progress, with 
contractions that increased in their intensity every ten minutes, Dr. Valerio took her 
hand and explained to her that there was no stopping it.  “You’re going to deliver these 
babies tonight,” she said, her voice firmly optimistic.  Claire’s stomach somersaulted 
with a wild mix of excitement and terror. 

If she’d had a normal labor to look forward to, she would have had hours and 
hours to prepare.  But everyone had planned for the Cesarean section, and they didn’t 
want to wait to do it.  “We don’t want to put any unnecessary stress on your body or on 
the babies.  Why go through labor if you don’t have to?” Dr. Valerio explained. 

Claire agreed very much, but even as she nodded, she felt a sense of barely 
controlled panic.  They couldn’t operate yet, not when her parents were still an hour 
away and completely oblivious to what was going on. 

“Please,” she begged, “Can we wait just a couple of hours?  I need to get a hold of 
my family first... they would really want to be here...” 

Dr. Valerio hesitated a moment, then nodded.  “As long as you and the twins are 
stable, we can wait.  But you need to get them here as soon as possible.” 

“I will,” Claire promised, and as soon as the doctor left, she turned to Nick.  “Can 
you call my brother?  I’m going to try Mom and Dad again.” 

“Sure,” Nick agreed.  She gave him Kyle and Amber’s number, and he left the 
room to call.  Once he was gone, she picked up the phone in her room and, praying they 
would answer this time, dialed her parents. 

Her dad’s cell phone rang, once... twice... three times... and then, just when 
Claire, with a sinking feeling, realized his voicemail was going to turn on in just a 
second, she heard his voice say, “Hello?” 

Claire’s heart leapt.  “Dad, it’s me.” 
“Claire?  Hi, honey.  What’s going on?” 
She bit her bottom lip, hating to have to tell him the news.  “I went into labor,” 

she said slowly.  “I’m at the hospital.” 
Just as she’d expected, there was chaos over the phone, as her dad flipped and 

her mom freaked in the background.  Clutching the receiver, Claire chewed her lip and 
waited until they had calmed down enough to listen to her.  Then she explained what 
was going on.  “They want to do the C-section as soon as they can, so you need to get 
here,” she said, trying to keep her voice steady, trying not to let them know how scared 
she was and how much she wanted them to be there when the babies were born. 

But they knew.  Parents always do. 
“We’re leaving now,” her father assured her.  “We’ll be there in an hour.  Less if I 

speed.” 
Claire smiled.  “Just drive carefully,” she made him promise. 
“I will.  And you stay strong and tell those grandbabies to wait for us just a little 

longer.” 



 

 

“I’ll try to tell them.  Hopefully they’ll listen.” 
Her father chuckled.  “If they’re anything like you as a kid, they won’t.  But keep 

trying.  Is Nick there with you?” 
Just as he asked, Nick poked his head back into the room.  A smile stretched 

across Claire’s face.  “Yep, he’s here.” 
“Good.  Just as long as someone’s there.” 
“Don’t worry about me, Dad; I’ll be alright,” Claire assured him.  “Just pray for 

the twins.” 
“We’ll be praying, sweetheart.  See you in less than an hour.” 
Claire felt teary-eyed as she hung up the phone; cut off from her father, she felt 

like a little girl, wanting her daddy and mommy.  She prayed they would get here in time 
for the birth of their grandchildren. 

“Kyle and Amber are trying to find a neighbor to watch Kamden, and then they’ll 
be on the way,” Nick announced as he strode back into the room. 

“Oh, good.”   At least her brother and sister-in-law would make it in time.  “Dad 
and Mom are leaving now.  Then all we’ll be missing is Jamie.” 

Nick offered a sympathetic smile.  “I’m sorry... you know, that he can’t be here.” 
“It’s okay,” Claire replied with a listless shrug.  She was sorry too, but after their 

estrangement, it wasn’t the end of the world.  She’d be okay, as long as her family – and 
friends – were around her.  “He wouldn’t have made a very good birth coach anyway.  
You know him; he’s a pansy.  I’m sure he would have been one of those husbands that 
passes out during the delivery.” 

Nick chuckled.  “I won’t pass out,” he said. 
Surprised, Claire looked up and met his eyes, and an unspoken agreement passed 

between them.  Nick was going to stay with her.  He didn’t have to... but he was going to 
stay and see this through. 

Claire smiled, then grimaced, as another contraction hit.  Nick reached for her 
hand and held it tight. 

 
*** 

 
10:30 p.m. 

 
Claire was trying so hard not to cry out, but her pain was evident.  She had Nick’s 

hand in a death grip, squeezing so hard his fingertips were turning purple, and her face 
was all screwed up, red and covered with a sheen of perspiration. 

“Just breathe,” Nick urged her softly; it was the only thing he could think to say 
that sounded right.  But what did he know?  He’d never been around a woman in labor, 
not even his mother.  He’d stayed with his grandparents whenever one of his younger 
siblings had been born.  Aside from the melodramatic scenes he’d seen in movies and on 
TV, he was utterly and completely clueless.  It scared him a little. 

Claire panted through the contraction, her breath coming in shallow, rapid gasps.  
“I’m about ready for that epidural now,” she exhaled, once the contraction ended, and 
her body began to relax. 

Her nurse, Aidyn, had been coming in often to check on her, but no one had 
mentioned an epidural yet.  They were still saying she was early on in her labor, and 
since she had asked them to wait until her family arrived for the C-section, no one 



 

seemed in too much of a rush to do anything.  But even Nick could practically see her 
labor progressing before his eyes, as the contractions became more frequent and 
intense. 

Letting go of her hand, he stood up.  “I’m gonna go find your nurse and tell her 
you want it,” he said, anxious for her to get some relief for the pain.  He hated to see her 
suffer. 

Claire opened her eyes; they were bright and red-rimmed, watery with unshed 
tears from the pain.  “Okay,” she said breathlessly, nodding.  “Thanks.” 

“No problem.  I’ll be right back,” he replied with a tight smile, then crossed the 
room.  He had just reached the door when he heard a loud, high-pitched beep.  It was an 
alarm off one of the monitors and, recognizing it at once, Nick turned back, his stomach 
bottoming out. 

Terrified, he expected to see Claire slumped back against her pillows, passed out 
cold, or twitching uncontrollably on the bed.  But, to his relief, she looked just the same 
as she had a second ago. 

Still, he forgot about the epidural and hurried back to her bedside, looking from 
her to the monitors over her head and back to her in concern.  “What is it?  Are you 
feelin’ okay?” he asked nervously. 

“I’m fine... just light-headed,” she replied, twisting around in bed in an attempt to 
see the monitors.  “Something probably just got bumped.” 

She didn’t look concerned, but then Aidyn came rushing in, and she did.  Nick 
backed out of the way and let the young nurse in to inspect the monitors.  “Your sats are 
low,” she told Claire, checking the small device clipped to one of Claire’s fingers, which 
was wired to a monitor where a red number was flashing.  “That means your blood cells 
are not getting enough oxygen.” 

Nick actually knew that one, thanks to his battle with BOOP.  But that didn’t 
make him any less alarmed, especially when Aidyn hurried out of the room before either 
of them could ask questions. 

The nurse returned with Dr. Valerio, who said, “Claire, we’re going to start you on 
oxygen now.  If you’re not getting enough oxygen, then your babies aren’t either.  Their 
heart rates are a little low, but those should come up once we get your sats back up.  
However, I’m still concerned about the toll that labor is taking on your body.  You’re 
barely in active labor, and already, your sats are falling, and your blood pressure is high.  
I want to administer an epidural and then prep you for surgery.  I wouldn’t advise us 
waiting much longer.” 

“Claire, listen to her,” Nick jumped in, grabbing her hand and squeezing it, 
hoping he could squeeze some sense into her.  “You know your mom and dad wouldn’t 
want you to wait for them if it could be dangerous.” 

Claire nodded, swiping at her watery eyes.  “I know,” she sniffed.  “You’re right.  
Let’s do it.” 

“I’ll be right back to set up for the epidural.  Aidyn, get her into position.” 
The nurse had Claire sit up on the edge of the bed and lean over so that her back 

was curled.  Nick sat in front of her and held both of her hands as Dr. Valerio threaded a 
catheter into her spine to deliver the anesthetic.  He was glad he couldn’t see what was 
going on; he didn’t want to look.  It seemed like it would hurt, but Claire stayed calm 
and brave.  She squared her jaw, squeezed his hands, and insisted that it was no worse 
than a bone marrow.  That much was probably true. 



 

 

“You should be fully numb in about twenty minutes,” Dr. Valerio said.  “This will 
serve as your anesthetic for surgery, so that you’ll be awake for the births without feeling 
any pain.  I need you to sign this consent form, and then Aidyn here will start getting 
you prepped.” 

Claire nodded and signed the form she was given.  Once she handed the clipboard 
to the nurse, Aidyn looked over at Nick and said, “You’ll probably want to step out of the 
room while I get Claire prepped.  You can come back in before she goes to the OR.” 

“Okay,” said Nick and gave Claire a brief smile before he left, a smile that he 
hoped was reassuring.  He knew she was scared, though she tried to act brave. 

It was a bit of a relief to get out of the room for awhile.  In the quiet, empty 
hallway, he sank into a chair and exhaled slowly.  It felt like he’d been holding his breath 
for the last few hours, and it was nice to let go of some of the tension.  Some, but 
certainly not all.  He couldn’t relax knowing that Claire was on the other side of the wall 
getting prepped for a Cesarean section, two months before her babies were due. 

Though they weren’t his own, he couldn’t help but have a vested interest in the 
twins, partly because they were Claire’s children and partly because he’d been here with 
her all night, seeing her through labor when no one else was around.  If nothing else, 
that certainly warranted an interest. 

Just thinking of it twisted his stomach into knots.  He’d never expected to be 
thrust into this position, as Claire’s... birth coach?  The terminology sounded all wrong – 
he was not supposed to be a birth coach for anyone, let alone his pregnant ex-fiancée – 
but that was what Jamie should have been, and Jamie wasn’t here, and Nick was, doing 
what Jamie would have been doing, and so... Nick supposed he was basically, in theory, 
Claire’s birth coach. 

The realization made him squirm because he felt so unqualified and unprepared.  
What did he know about any of this?  Nothing, nothing at all.  Claire was counting on 
him, and he didn’t have a clue as to what he was doing, or what he was supposed to be 
doing.  He didn’t know how to coach her. 

But then, Claire knew that.  She knew he hadn’t asked for this, that it had just 
happened, his ending up in this position because no one else was here.  She understood, 
of course.  She always did.  He just hoped he wouldn’t let her down; he knew she needed 
him.  She needed someone, anyway, and right now, he was all she had. 

Kyle and Amber showed up before Nick was called back into Claire’s room, and 
he was grateful for the company, and for some of the weight of the situation to be lifted 
off of his shoulders.  He filled the two of them in as best he could, but when it came 
down to it, none of them knew what to expect. 

Ready or not, the babies were coming.  Nick just prayed that everything would be 
okay.  He wasn’t sure how much more tragedy Claire could take, what with everything 
she’d been through in the last few months.  These two unborn children were everything 
to her; they were the two bits of light at the end of an otherwise dark tunnel.  She’d 
made sacrifices to get as far as she had in this pregnancy, and for it all to go wrong 
now... 

Her grief would be unimaginable. 
Swallowing with difficulty, Nick closed his eyes, ducked his head, and really did 

pray, silently, begging God to watch over Claire and her babies.  Please... she doesn’t 
deserve any more pain.  Hasn’t she been through enough? 



 

Three heads bobbed upwards as the door to Claire’s room opened with a click, 
and the nurse, Aidyn, emerged, pristine white shoes squeaking against the gleaming 
floor tiles.  “Claire is prepped and ready to go,” she said, addressing Nick, as she hadn’t 
yet met Kyle and Amber.  She looked to the two of them now and asked, “Are you part of 
Claire’s family?” 

Kyle stood quickly, extending his hand.  “I’m Kyle Ryan, Claire’s brother.  This is 
my wife, Amber.” 

“Ah, soon to be aunt and uncle.”  Aidyn smiled, but quickly returned to 
seriousness.  “I’m afraid there’s only room for one of you to be in the OR with Claire.  
With twins, the room is going to be extra crowded – there will be a team of doctors and 
nurses for each baby, plus the one for Mom.” 

Nodding, Nick, Kyle, and Amber all looked at each other.  Nick’s first thought was 
that of the three of them, Kyle should go.  He was Claire’s blood, after all.  If her parents 
couldn’t be here, she would want him.  But then, maybe she would want another woman 
with her.  He knew she and Amber were close.  Maybe her sister-in-law should go in. 

But before he could suggest either one of them, Amber held her hand out towards 
Nick.  “You’ve been here with her all night, Nick.  It might as well be you.  I know she’ll 
feel better if you’re with her.” 

Even though he had been with Claire all night, Nick was caught off-guard.  He 
didn’t belong in that room with Claire; he had been there because there was no one else.  
But now Kyle and Amber were here, and they were family.  Surely, she would want one 
of them. 

He started to protest, but Amber insisted, “Just go, Nick.  Unless it’s too awkward 
for you, go.  She’ll appreciate it.  She told me that you were always a comfort to her, like 
a teddy bear.  So go be her teddy bear – she’s gonna need a hand to squeeze in there.” 

Nick felt his cheeks getting warm.  “A teddy bear, huh.” 
“Shh,” Amber said, putting a finger to her lips.  She blushed now too, smiling 

slyly.  “I probably wasn’t supposed to tell you that, but she said it.  Take it as a 
compliment.  You mean a lot to her.” 

The compliment made Nick feel awkward, as did this whole situation.  He knew 
he would do anything for Claire, but he didn’t belong here, and he certainly didn’t 
belong in an operating room holding her hand through a C-section.  That was her 
husband’s job. 

But as usual, Jamie wasn’t here, and it was up to one of them to take his place.  
And Kyle and Amber were still looking at him. 

“A-are you sure, man?” he asked Kyle nervously.  “You don’t want to go in?” 
Kyle grinned.  “That’s my sister in there.  I love her a lot, but I don’t wanna see all 

that.  You should go; you’re the makeshift birth coach.  Just no peeking down there, 
alright?  She’s still a married woman.”   He winked, and Nick flushed redder. 

Oh god, this was awkward... it was so awkward.  But it was Claire.  And he loved 
Claire.  And if she needed him, he would push the awkwardness aside and go. 

“Alright,” he said slowly, “if you’re sure.”   He gave them a few seconds to change 
their minds, but neither did, and within a few minutes, Aidyn was whisking him into a 
room to get gowned up in the sterile surgical garb he would need to wear in the 
operating room. 

As he was slipping the blue paper booties over his shoes and expertly tying the 
strings at the back of his gown, Nick was overcome with déjà vu, reminded of the times 



 

 

he’d gone to visit Claire in an isolated, sterile hospital room after her bone marrow 
transplant. 

Remembering how much they’d been through together in the last six years, Nick 
began to understand why Kyle and Amber had insisted that he stay with Claire.  They 
did have that bond.  It made sense that he was her teddy bear, for she was the girl who 
had held him tight and made him feel secure and loved even when he was tattered, 
spineless, and losing his stuffing. 

He knew she would be scared.  And so it was that he would be there for her to 
hold on to now. 

 
*** 

 
11:05 p.m. 

 
Shivering on a gurney with nothing but a thin blanket to cover her, Claire didn’t 

think she’d ever been so terrified.  Logic told her she should have been excited, and she 
would be, once the twins were scooped out of her and she knew that they were safe and 
healthy.  But right now she was just scared.  A C-section two months early was more 
frightening than anything she’d been through before because it wasn’t just her own life 
she feared for now; more than anything, she was afraid for the babies.  It was so early... 
they would be premature, and what if they didn’t make it?  What if their lungs were not 
mature enough?  What if there was brain damage? 

The worries were endless and certainly not unfounded, and even though she was 
normally a positive person, it was hard to keep from fearing the worst.  She tried to 
make herself feel better by praying, praying hard that God would cradle her babies in 
His arms and deliver them to her safe and sound and as healthy as they could be at 
thirty-two weeks. 

The evening had been such a whirlwind for her, from seeing the clumpy blood in 
the bathroom to finding out they could not stop her labor at the hospital this time and, 
now, to this moment, waiting to be taken to the OR for her C-section.  Once she was 
inside, there would be another flurry of activity, doctors and nurses scurrying all around 
as they cut and suctioned and monitored.  But for right now, at this particular moment, 
the whirlwind had ceased; she was in the eye of the storm, and it was a place she hated.  
The calm suspense of waiting gave her too much time to think.  And worry.  And pray. 

But the more she prayed, the most detailed and specific her prayers got, and she 
ended up near tears.  So she stopped praying, figuring God had heard enough from her 
to understand, and tried to distract herself instead by listing the names she and Jamie 
had once picked out for the twins. 

It seemed an eternity ago, when they had sat around in their living room in Iowa, 
tossing name ideas around.  After much debate, during which Claire had vetoed any 
kind of cutesy rhyming or alliterating twin names and Jamie had fervently refused her 
joking suggestion of Ike and Tina, they had decided to go with a pair of Irish names, as a 
way of honoring their shared heritage, and settled on two names for each gender.  For 
boys, Aidan and Shaine.  For girls, Caitlin and Delaine. 

Claire murmured the names silently in her head, repeating them over and over 
again in an effort to block out any other intruding thoughts. 



 

For a few minutes, it worked.  Thinking of naming the babies, of finally finding 
out what she’d had growing inside her the last seven months and being able to see them 
and touch them and hold them and call them by name, excited her in a good way, an 
encouraging way.  She was so caught up in the names that at first, she didn’t notice 
when Aidyn came back in to get her. 

Then she heard the nurse say, “It’s time to go the OR now, Claire.” 
She began to shiver again. 
Aidyn and another nurse wheeled her on her gurney, IVs and monitors attached, 

out of the room and into the hall.  Nick was there, and so were Kyle and Amber.  Seeing 
their faces immediately made her tear up; she was so relieved that, besides Nick, at least 
her brother and sister-in-law had made it in time. 

“I talked to Dad; he and Mom are just outside Tampa,” Kyle reassured her.  
“They’ll probably be here by the time you have any news to give us anyway.  They said to 
tell you they love you.” 

Claire nodded, managing a smile, though she was still trying to hold back tears.  
Even though she was now surrounded by family and friends, she felt very vulnerable, 
lying naked beneath a sheet, her lower half numb, knowing she was about to be sliced 
open in the next room.  She felt like she was floating, floating in a pool of ice water, 
craving a bit of sunlight to warm her. 

Nick appeared, smiling nervously.  “They said I can come with you... if you want 
me to...”   He looked hesitant, but even in his uncertainty, he was the ray of light she 
needed, and she reached out to him. 

“Thank you,” she whispered as he took her hand.  His hand was normally very 
warm, but right now it was cold and clammy, so slick with perspiration that her fingers 
nearly slipped from his grasp at first.  But she didn’t mind.  It made her feel warmer 
anyway. 

She held his sweaty hand in a firm grip as they wheeled her to the operating 
room, Nick walking alongside.  She hadn’t noticed at first, but he was now dressed like a 
doctor, in blue scrubs and a papery gown that swished as he walked.  In a brief mental 
flash, she saw her brother looking much the same way, an identical gown thrown over 
his clothes, proudly cradling a newborn Kamden to his chest in one of the waiting rooms 
down the hall. 

It should have been Jamie carrying the twins out to meet the rest of the family 
when the time came.  But Nick was here instead, dressed up like a father-to-be.  Nick 
would be the first to see her children. 

Looking up at his handsome profile, she smiled and squeezed his hand.  “Thanks 
again for doing this,” she whispered, as the OR doors loomed. 

He squeezed back and smiled down at her, though his smile wavered with 
apprehension.  He looked as scared as she felt, and it made her guilty, realizing the 
position she had put him in.  But he just said, “You don’t have to thank me.”  And he 
didn’t sound resentful.  Just nervous. 

They had that in common. 
Dr. Valerio was waiting inside the operating room, but Claire didn’t realize it 

right away.  Her first observation was that the OR was very bright and very cold.  She 
shivered some more and wondered why they couldn’t keep it a little warmer.  Her 
discomfort aside, what infant in its right mind would want to emerge from a warm, cozy 
womb and end up in this setting, all blinding fluorescence, icy antisepticity, and 



 

 

stainless steel sterility?  She felt sorry for her babies, who would be yanked from their 
little pods unexpectedly and two months too early. 

“How are you doing, Claire?” asked Dr. Valerio, her pretty brown eyes smiling 
warmly at Claire from above her surgical mask. 

Claire decided to keep things frank.  “I’m freezing and terrified.” 
A muffled chuckle echoed around the operating room.  “That’s normal,” the 

doctor assured her, patting her arm.  “Let’s get you moved over to the table, and Aidyn 
can get another blanket for your top half.  Then we’ll get this started and over with.” 

Claire nodded, and the nurses helped her slide from the gurney onto the 
operating table, which was – you guessed it – cold. 

Then the flurry of activity she had anticipated began. 
The nurses moved and adjusted her monitors, making sure they had everything 

properly tracked.  They hung a blue drape halfway down her chest so that she could see 
nothing past it.  A part of her was disappointed; she wanted to watch.  But she knew it 
was to keep her from freaking out when they cut into her. 

Aidyn stayed up near her head on one side.  “I’ll talk you through this,” she 
promised, and she did keep a running commentary going.  “They’re just splashing some 
betadine on your abdomen now to sterilize it...” 

Nick stayed on the other side.  One of the nurses brought a chair for him, in case 
he wanted to sit down, but for now, he stood, holding Claire’s hand.  He did not, 
however, chance a peek on the other side of the drape; he kept his eyes fixed firmly on 
her face. 

“Making the incision now...  Time?” Claire heard Dr. Valerio’s voice ring out. 
“23:19,” a nurse gave the time. 
Nick’s eyes darted to a clock, somewhere beyond where Claire could see.  “If this 

lasts about forty more minutes, your kids will be born on my birthday.” 
Claire gave a little gasp; she’d almost forgotten!  That was the whole reason Nick 

was here with her tonight – so that Laureen could set up for his birthday party 
tomorrow.  “Aww, Nick...”  She smiled.  “Just the place you wanted to be on the eve of 
your birthday, right?” 

“It’ll be a birthday to remember, that’s for sure,” replied Nick, smiling back. 
“You won’t have to worry about sharing a birthday,” Aidyn jumped in.  “Dr. 

Valerio should have both babies out in a matter of minutes.  You’re doing great, Claire.” 
A matter of minutes.  Claire couldn’t believe it was going to happen so fast.  It 

seemed, in a way, too fast.  That sounded ridiculous; it wasn’t like she wanted to lie here 
with her belly slashed open any longer than she had to.  But a part of her felt like she 
was missing out on something by having her babies this way instead of the way her 
mother had delivered her and Amber had delivered Kamden.  She would never get to 
experience true labor, the act of physically pushing, of delivering her babies herself, the 
old-fashioned way.  Instead, she just had to lie here, numb from the chest down, while 
the doctor cut her up and pulled them out behind the cover of a blue drape.  For 
someone who liked to do things on her own, in her own way, that was a little defeating. 

But then she thought about how far she had come; this time last year, she had 
been on her honeymoon with Jamie, talking about their future life together without any 
real promise of having their own children.  And now, thanks to the wonders of science 
and modern medicine, it was happening.  Two (surely) beautiful babies were about to be 
born, and a C-section seemed a small price to pay for that miracle. 



 

And then... suddenly... the miracle happened. 
Claire couldn’t see it, couldn’t feel it, but she heard it.  “Here comes Baby A,” Dr. 

Valerio announced, and then there was a high-pitched, surprisingly loud screech!  It was 
music to Claire’s ears, and her eyes filled instantly with tears. 

“Oh my god,” she said.  “That’s my baby?”   She wasn’t sure why she was asking it 
like a question; Of course it’s your baby, retard!  But a part of her just couldn’t believe 
that sound had been made by the little creature who had been kicking her from the 
inside for the last few months. 

She couldn’t see a thing, and no one had brought her a baby yet, so she looked 
over at Nick.  Could he see anything? 

Nick had apparently given up on avoiding looking past the drape.  His neck was 
now craned as he tried to look, his mouth hanging partway open. 

“It’s a girl!” Aidyn exclaimed. 
Claire let out the breath she’d been holding as she waited to hear the sex of the 

first baby.  A girl! 
“She’s tiny, but she came out crying, and that’s always a good sign, Claire,” Dr. 

Valerio spoke up, her voice carrying over the drape.  “I’ll just cut her cord... unless you 
want to do it?”   She made the offer to Nick, who instantly paled and backed away, 
shaking his hand.  Claire fought the urge to laugh.  Dr. Valerio apparently went ahead 
and cut the umbilical cord herself because a few moments later, she said, “I need to let 
the NICU team take her now, Claire, but if she’s okay, they’ll bring her back so you can 
meet her as soon as possible.” 

“Wait-” Claire started to protest, but one of the NICU nurses had already whisked 
away a tiny bundle of which she saw no more than a flash.  She was immediately 
disappointed.  Couldn’t she even have a second to look upon her newborn daughter?? 

The disappointment was short-lived; there was still another baby to be born.  Her 
attention was quickly drawn back to the drape, and she wished she could look through it 
as Dr. Valerio said, “And here comes Baby B...”   There was a pause... and then, “Another 
girl.” 

But there was less enthusiasm in the doctor’s voice this time... and no loud cry. 
Claire held her breath. 
A few seconds passed, and there was no cry at all. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 173 
 
Somehow, when Nick had been with Leah, the woman who – he’d thought at the 

time – was expecting his child, he’d never fully appreciated what it would be like to 
witness that child enter the world, to be in a delivery room, holding her hand, and watch 
it come out of her.  He’d never realized how slimy and disgusting it would be... or how 
utterly incredible. 

But standing there in the operating room with Claire, letting her clutch his hand 
as he peeked in curiosity over the drape and saw the doctor’s hands lift the first baby girl 
out of her, Nick understood that it was all of that.  Slimy, definitely... disgusting, 
slightly... but incredible.  Absolutely incredible, that something so tiny and alien-
looking, yet so very alive could emerge, kicking and screaming, from her body. 

It wasn’t even his baby, and yet, he was drawn to it, to the sticky, wet, 
unbelievably tiny, red-skinned little creature the doctor held in one of her cupped 
hands.  She was much smaller than he had imagined she would be, too tiny to be alive, 
but she was.  Her screechy cry about broke his heart, and yet, it was a beautiful sound. 

It was enough to make Claire weep, and, watching the tears of motherhood 
stream down her face, Nick felt like he could almost cry himself, the effect of the flood of 
emotions pouring through him. 

Incredible. 
He wanted to tell Claire so, knowing that she could not see a thing, but there was 

still another baby to be delivered, and when the doctor pulled this one out, everything 
changed. 

The second baby girl was equally tiny and equally slimy, but whereas the first had 
been red with agitation and life, her twin was a sickly gray, her miniature limbs, not 
quite as wide as Nick’s pinky, limp and unmoving. 

Nick stopped breathing, frozen with dread. 
The baby was dead. 
Whereas he had felt overheated a few moments ago, flushed with the excitement 

and momentum of the first twin’s arrival, he now felt very, very cold, numb and clammy, 
as if he were about to pass out. 

This couldn’t be happening.  Oh God, not now... after all this, please... she can’t 
be dead.  Please don’t let her be dead. 

Blackness was starting to close in at the corners of his vision, while static rang in 
his ears.  He felt as if he were in a twilight zone, but he fought the effects, knowing, 
somewhere in the back of his mind, that he had to stay there, had to be there and be 
strong for Claire. 

He squeezed her hand hard, hoping the contact would bring him back to where 
he needed to be.  At the same time, he heard her voice, sounding faraway, ask, “What’s 
wrong?  W-why isn’t she crying?” 

It felt like he was watching a movie in slow motion and on mute; all the sound in 
the room seemed to fade as he saw the doctor, barely speaking, pass the baby to 
someone else, probably one of the pediatricians, like the one who had taken away the 
first baby. 

“Why isn’t she crying??” 
Claire’s voice sounded louder now, more insistent, and the panic in it finally 

snapped Nick back into reality.  He was back in the scene playing out before him; he 



 

could see the doctors and nurses huddled around the gray baby on a little table, though 
he could no longer see the baby itself.  He only saw their backs and heard their muffled 
voices as they called out things he barely understood. 

“Claire, the second baby isn’t breathing,” said Dr. Valerio in a quiet, calm voice, 
and that much Nick did understand.  “This isn’t unexpected; it’s probably just because 
her lungs are immature.  The pediatrician is resuscitating her now.” 

On the table, Claire nodded, but her chin quivered, and her face contorted, and 
more tears slipped from her eyes.  They were no longer tears of joy, but of fear. 

Nick could feel what she was feeling, though he knew that within her, the feelings 
had to be a hundred times magnified.  That was her baby they were working on, trying 
to bring to life.  It was different for her. 

He rubbed the back of her hand with his thumb and wished he knew what to say 
to keep her calm as they waited for some sign from the pediatrician that the baby wasn’t 
dead, that she would be okay.  But he didn’t.  He felt helpless, as helpless as Claire, lying 
on an operating table with the doctor and nurses still poking around in her open belly, 
and the two newborns she had delivered.  He couldn’t do anything to help her or them, 
except stand there and pray.  It was all in God’s hands now. 

Please... please, don’t let the baby be dead. 
That couldn’t happen; it would kill Claire too.  She’d already lost one; she couldn’t 

lose another.  These babies were all she’d had to look forward to for the last few months.  
She’d done everything for them.  For her to lose one of them now, after all she’d been 
through for them... 

For a terrifying while, Nick thought it really was going to kill her. 
In the midst of all the tension, Dr. Valerio working on Claire while the 

pediatrician and his team worked on the baby, one of the monitors sounded an alarm.  
As it emitted the loud beep, which startled Nick, the blip of the heart monitor began to 
accelerate. 

“Her BP’s dropping, Dr. Valerio,” said Aidyn, and Nick realized she was talking 
about Claire.  “Pulse is 120.” 

He looked at Claire; she was suddenly very pale.  “I’m okay... just kind of 
woozy...” she murmured. 

“We’ve got some bleeding down here,” Dr. Valerio’s voice carried over the drape.  
“Aidyn, add another unit of blood to her IV.’ 

Watching the nurse hang the small bag of dark red blood on Claire’s IV stand, 
Nick felt his own heart start to race.  There’s nothing to worry about, he tried to assure 
himself.  They cut her open; of course she’s bleeding.  It seemed logical enough; they 
would give her more blood, and Claire would be fine.  It was the babies they all needed 
to worry about. 

As if their thoughts were the same, Claire asked, “How’s my baby?  Nick, find out 
how she is.  Is she breathing??” 

Nick looked over to where the doctors and nurses were still huddled around the 
second baby.  He could see their arms moving as they worked and heard their muffled 
voices, but he couldn’t make out exactly what they were saying.  He was afraid to leave 
Claire and walk over to them, not wanting to interfere.  Then he met Aidyn’s eyes across 
the operating table, and the nurse gave him a short nod of understanding before leaning 
down to Claire. 



 

 

“I’ll check on her, sweetie.  Just hang in there and breathe.”   She patted Claire’s 
shoulder and turned to go over to the other medical team.  Nick strained to hear her 
questions and their answers.  “How’s Baby B?” 

“One minute Apgar was only a 2.  We’re going to intubate.” 
Nick knew only what the last part meant and squeezed Claire’s hand 

encouragingly.  “They’re gonna get her breathing,” he said softly. 
Claire closed her eyes, and a few more tears slid out.  Her own breathing was 

shallow and quick, and he could tell she was getting upset.  He knew it wasn’t good for 
her, and so he kept on rubbing the back of her hand, wishing he knew what to say to 
keep her calm.  He was a horrible birth coach; what was he doing there in the first 
place?? 

Aidyn reappeared on Claire’s other side and glanced up at her monitors.  “Pulse is 
up to 150,” she observed.  “Claire, sweetheart, try and stay calm.  They’re doing 
everything they can to help your little girl.” 

Claire started to nod her head, but suddenly, her hand went limp in Nick’s.  He 
looked down just in time to see her eyes roll back into her head, and the monitors went 
haywire again. 

“Aidyn, hang another unit of blood,” Dr. Valerio’s voice came again, and this 
time, it was sharp.  “She’s losing it faster than we can give it to her.  We’ve got to get this 
bleeding stopped.” 

Nick’s heart skipped a beat, and he looked down at Claire, squeezing her hand 
hard, willing her to open her eyes again.  With her unconscious, he was terrified.  
“Claire,” he said her name firmly, clutching her hand, “c’mon, baby, hang on.  Open your 
eyes for me...” 

The others in the room must have heard the panic in his voice.  Another one of 
Dr. Valerio’s nurses suddenly put an arm around him and said, “You need to step 
outside so we can work on her.  We just need to get her bleeding under control, and then 
you can come back.” 

“No, please,” protested Nick, “I can’t leave-” 
But the nurse must have been used to this type of thing because she kindly 

ignored him, held him in her vice grip, and firmly dragged him out of the room.  The 
double doors swung shut when she walked back inside, and suddenly, Nick was left in 
the hallway alone, unable to see into the room where Claire lay bleeding. 

The isolation was almost as bad as the worry.  Back and forth he paced, 
practically wearing a hole into the line of tiles directly in front of the OR doors.  He felt 
stuck in between the operating room, where he wanted to be, and the waiting room, 
where he should have been, where Kyle and Amber sat, anxiously waiting for news.  He 
knew he should go there and tell them that Claire was a mother to twin girls.  But he 
couldn’t.  Not while her life and the second baby’s were hanging in balance.  How could 
he go into that room, look her big brother in the eye, and tell them that his sister was 
bleeding, and the doctors couldn’t stop it?  Or that his newborn niece still wasn’t 
breathing? 

He couldn’t bear the thought of having to give that kind of news, and so he stayed 
put, pacing, freaking out, fearing the worst. 

Claire would be okay, he tried to assure himself.  She was tough; she was a 
fighter; she could get through anything.  The doctors would fix her up, and she would be 
fine.  And so would her babies, if they were anything like their mother. 



 

But he couldn’t help but worry; it was impossible not to. 
Claire’s nurse Aidyn must have known this, for after some time (really, just a few 

minutes, though it seemed like an eternity to Nick), she came out of the operating room 
and said, “They’ve got the baby on a breathing tube now, and she’s looking much better.  
She’s just going to need some help from a ventilator for awhile, until her lungs mature.” 

“What about Claire?” Nick asked almost instantly.  He was relieved to hear the 
baby was finally breathing, but Claire was his main concern now.  If she wasn’t okay, 
then nothing could be. 

“She’s hanging in there.  They’re just having trouble getting her blood to clot so 
they can close her up.” 

“Can I please go back in there?” Nick pleaded.  “Maybe it’ll help her if I’m there, if 
she can hear me and feel me holding her hand.” 

“I think it would be better if you waited out here for now.  Take a break; get some 
water.  I’ll keep you informed about what’s going on.” 

Nick raked a hand through his hair; he wasn’t satisfied with that answer.  Looking 
at the young nurse, he wondered if maybe she was a Backstreet Boys fan.  Would a little 
flirting work on her?  He wasn’t much in the mood for that kind of thing, but for Claire, 
he’d do it.  It had worked before... 

But Aidyn didn’t give him the chance; her next question quickly distracted him 
from using his charms to get back in the OR.  “Does she have any other family here yet?” 

“Uh...”  Caught off-guard, Nick tried to think.  “Yeah, her brother’s here.” 
“Where is he?  Could I talk to him?” 
“They’re in the waiting room... I-I haven’t told them anything yet.”  Suddenly, 

Nick felt guilty.  Kyle would want to know what was going on with Claire, even if the 
news wasn’t good. 

“That’s alright.  I’d like to talk to him though, so could you show me where he is?” 
“Sure...” 
Nick walked with her down the hall to the waiting room where he’d last seen Kyle 

and Amber.  When he entered the room, the two of them looked up, their faces anxious 
and hopeful, and Nick felt sick to his stomach.  Still, he pasted a smile on his face and 
said, “Well... you have two nieces.” 

Amber’s eyes lit up.  “Both girls?!” she squealed.  “How did they look?  Are they 
alright?” 

Here was where Nick wasn’t sure what to say, and he looked to Aidyn for help.  
Thankfully, she took over quickly. 

“Baby A came out crying, and she seemed to be doing well, especially considering 
her age.  Baby B had some trouble breathing at first, but they’ve got her on a ventilator 
now.  They’ll both have to spend some time in the NICU, being so premature, but of 
course, we’re hopeful that they’ll both be just fine.” 

“How’s Claire?” Kyle asked immediately. 
Nick was wondering the same thing; it was making him nauseous, picturing her 

still bleeding in the OR, all alone.  He wanted to be with her, not here in this stifling 
waiting room. 

“She came through the births very well, but there has been some bleeding.  Dr. 
Valerio and her team are working on stopping that now so that they can finish the 
operation.” 



 

 

At the mention of bleeding, Kyle paled, even his freckles seeming to wash out.  
“How much bleeding?  She’s gonna be okay, right??” 

“This isn’t uncommon; it happens sometimes during a C-section, especially with 
multiple births.  And given her medical history, we anticipated there might be some 
complications.  But try not to worry; Dr. Valerio specializes in high-risk pregnancies, 
and she’s done many, many C-sections.  She’s one of our best.” 

Aidyn spoke with calmness and confidence, experienced at dancing around these 
kinds of questions, at putting a positive spin on things without coming right out and 
assuring them that Claire would be fine.  The truth was, there was never a guarantee, 
and thinking of all the worst possibilities scared Nick to death.  But he knew he had to 
stay strong, for Claire and her family. 

“Is there anything that we can do?” asked Kyle, seeming desperate.  “Can we at 
least see the babies?” 

“The NICU teams are still working on the babies, but there is something you can 
do.  You could donate blood,” replied Aidyn.  “Claire’s had a transfusion in the OR 
already, and she’s going to need more.  Our hospital blood bank is well stocked, but it’s 
always a help when people are willing donate more to replete our stores.  If your blood 
type matches, we might even be able to give your blood directly to Claire once it’s been 
properly screened.” 

“It matches,” Kyle said at once.  “We’re both A positive.  She’s got my bone 
marrow; she can have my blood.  What do I need to do?” 

Nick watched Claire’s brother in awe, admiring how quickly he had stepped up to 
help her.  The admiration struck a chord in him, and suddenly, he blurted, “I’ll donate 
too.  I’m an A too... A negative though.  Will that work?”   He didn’t know much about 
donating blood, but he had learned his blood type sometime over the course of his 
chemotherapy.  He was surprised he still remembered it... but some things just stick 
with you.  Most of those experiences, he would never be able to forget. 

“A negative can usually donate to A positive,” Aidyn nodded.  “We’ll still need to 
test your blood for antibodies, but even if Claire can’t receive it, we’d be grateful for your 
donation.” 

“I’ll do it then,” Nick agreed, glad he could do something to help.  He’d never 
donated blood before, but he figured it couldn’t be that bad, not after what he’d been 
through.  What was another stick in the arm anyway?  It was nothing compared to what 
Claire was having to endure behind the closed OR doors. 

“Excellent.  Come with me, and I’ll have another nurse get you set up right away.” 
Exchanging glances, the two men followed Aidyn out of the waiting room. 
 

*** 
 

Nick had always had a fairly good relationship with Claire’s older brother, but 
that night, the two shared a real bonding experience. 

Lying on a pair of cots, a few feet apart, in a small room, with matching IVs in 
their arms, he and Kyle raced to see who could pump a pint of blood out the fastest and 
couldn’t help but laugh together at how odd the situation seemed.  It was nervous 
laughter, spawned by the tension and worry they were both feeling, but it brought them 
together. 



 

“Great place to be at midnight, right?” Kyle joked wryly, eyes traveling to the 
clock on the wall. 

Nick followed his gaze and smirked when he saw that it was, indeed, past 
midnight.  “Even better.  It’s my birthday now.” 

“Really?”  Kyle’s dark red eyebrows shot up.  “Wow... happy birthday, man.  Way 
to ring it in.” 

Nick chuckled.  “It’s all good.  As long as Claire’s alright, it’ll be worth it.” 
Kyle smiled tightly.  “I think she’ll be okay,” he said.  “You know her; she’s tough.  

She just likes to scare us.  She’s always been difficult like that.” 
Returning the smile, Nick replied, “Think her daughters are going to be any 

different?” 
“Doubt it,” Kyle snorted, then grinned.  “Hey, they almost shared your birthday, 

then, huh?” 
“Almost.  Missed it by forty minutes.” 
They both laughed again.  How weird, thought Nick, that Claire’s babies would be 

born almost on his birthday.  Truly, the world worked in mysterious ways. 
“Hey man,” said Kyle after a pause, “in case I forget to say it later, I just wanna 

tell you... thanks for everything you’ve done for my sister tonight.  For being there for 
her, and for giving blood.  It means a lot... to me and to her.  And to our parents.” 

Nick brushed the compliment aside; it really wasn’t that big of a deal.  Of course 
he would do all of that; he would do anything for Claire.  Anything she needed.  “No 
problem,” he said.  “I’m glad I could help.” 

He was glad it had worked out; it almost hadn’t.  When the nurse had come to 
start the blood donation, she’d given Kyle and him each a consent form to sign and a 
piece of paper which listed all kinds of guidelines, things that could prevent a person 
from being allowed to donate.  Nick had skimmed over the mentions of recent tattoos 
and piercings, glad he hadn’t had any work done lately. 

But then he had come to the part about past health problems and seen the big C-
word.  Cancer. 

His stomach turned over, and he cleared his throat, holding the clipboard out 
towards the nurse.  “If I’ve had one of these medical problems, does it mean I can’t 
donate?” he asked. 

“It depends,” the nurse replied.  “Which problem?” 
“Cancer.” 
“What kind, and how long ago?” 
“Ewing’s Sarcoma, and it’s been... well, I was diagnosed with it like six years ago, 

but I’ve been in remission for four...”   Nick watched her face carefully as he answered, 
preparing to be disappointed.  It wasn’t that he wanted to be hooked up to an IV and 
drained of blood, but here he had the chance to do something really important for 
Claire, and he was going to be denied. 

The nurse pursed her lips, seeming to contemplate this.  “You haven’t had any 
treatment for it in the last four years?” 

“No.” 
“I’ll have to double check the Red Cross’s guidelines, but I think you’re clear to 

donate then.  I’ll go ahead and get you set up if you’d like to sign the consent.” 
Relieved, Nick had quickly scribbled his name at the bottom of the form. 



 

 

Now the small bag of dark, rich blood hooked to his IV pole was almost full, and 
he had a good feeling about it, imagining the possibility of it eventually going into 
Claire’s veins, helping to strengthen her weary body. 

The blood donation served another purpose, too:  while helping to save a life, it 
killed time.  By the time he and Kyle had donated a pint each, things had changed for the 
better. 

Claire’s parents had arrived, and when Nick and Kyle went back to the waiting 
room, cotton held against the crooks of their elbows with band-aids, they found them 
already there and caught up with what was going on, thanks to Amber.  There wasn’t any 
word on Claire, but after only a few minutes of tense waiting, her nurse Aidyn came 
again and told them that she was out of surgery. 

“We got her bleeding under control and were able to finish the operation without 
any other complications, and she came through just fine,” the nurse told them with a 
supportive smile.  “She’s resting now.  We did have to give her some more anesthesia 
during the surgery, so she’ll probably sleep for awhile.” 

“How are the twins?” was, of course, the next question out of Claire’s mother’s 
mouth.  It was the question on all of their minds.  After Claire, there were only the two 
babies to think of. 

“I spoke briefly with one of the NICU nurses, and she said that both baby girls are 
sleeping soundly in the NICU.  Their pediatricians will be able to tell you more once 
Claire is awake.  Unless the babies’ father is coming?” 

She glanced around the room, but Nick and the members of Claire’s family could 
only exchange glances and shake their heads. 

“Someone should call him,” said Kris.  “Claire did talk to him earlier, didn’t she?”   
He looked at Nick, who nodded. 

“Yeah, she called him.  He’s in Denver.” 
Nodding, Kris stood and pulled out his cell phone.  “I’ll give him a call back.  He 

should know that he’s got twin daughters.” 
He left to call Jamie, and Aidyn left to get back to her work.  The others remained 

sitting.  Amber leafed through a magazine, hardly stopping on the pages long enough to 
read them, while Carrie stared at the floor, her hands tightly clasped in her lap.  Kyle 
stared at the TV, eyes slightly glazed, the reflection playing off his irises, and Nick could 
only fidget in his seat. 

They were back to this, the waiting game.  For Claire to wake up... for Jamie to fly 
in... for word on their two newborns... 

All they could do was wait. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 174 
 
Two courses of chemotherapy, a bone marrow transplant, cataract surgery, a 

broken arm, needles in her arms, her thighs, her hips, her belly, and her spine... 
All of that, and this was the worst pain of Claire’s life. 
She awoke with the sensation that her belly was on fire.  It was so strong that, at 

first, it dominated all of her thoughts.  Her mind felt cloudy, and only when she could 
get a grip on the pain and focus did she remember where she was and why. 

It all came back to her in a stunning typhoon:  the labor, the C-section, the birth 
of her babies.  Two girls.  One had come out crying; the other had not.  She remembered 
the first baby’s cry vividly.  But that was all she knew.  She hadn’t seen either baby, and 
her memory went dark with the birth of the second. 

What had happened??  Where were they??  Where was Nick? 
She looked around and began to panic when she found herself in a hospital room 

all alone, no one in sight.  She needed answers, and she needed pain meds.  Fumbling 
for the nurse call button that she knew must be somewhere nearby, she found that her 
arm felt like concrete, so heavy she could barely lift it.  Frustration quickly accompanied 
her franticness, and tears started. 

She hated crying, but she was helpless to stop the rush of tears, driven by the 
raging hormones and frenzied emotions of giving birth and not knowing where her 
babies were. 

How long she lay there crying, she wasn’t sure, but suddenly, her mother was 
there by her bedside, holding her hand, rubbing her shoulder, whispering the soothing 
words only a mother could offer.  “Shh, sweetie, it’ll be alright,” she murmured.  “What’s 
the matter, baby?  Are you hurting?” 

Claire nodded, but when she opened her mouth, all that came out was, “Where 
are my babies?” 

“They’re both in the NICU.  No one has let us see them yet, but we talked to your 
nurse, and she said they’re both doing alright.  Let me hit your call button, and we’ll get 
someone in here to talk to you.” 

“I can’t even move, I’m so tired,” mumbled Claire.  “And it hurts...” 
“I know.  I know, honey.  Your body’s been through a lot.” 
“What happened?” she asked.  “I don’t remember much after the babies came 

out.” 
“The nurse said there was some bleeding.  The C-section took longer than they 

expected, and they had to knock you out.  But it’s okay now.  They got everything under 
control, and your brother and Nick both donated blood.” 

“Nick did?”  The thought made her smile.  “He was with me through the whole 
thing.  He’s amazing...” 

Her mother smiled too.  “He cares a lot about you.  He’s still here.” 
“He is?” 
“Uh-huh.  I’m sure he’d like to come in and see you when you’re up for it.” 
Claire nodded.  “I just want to see the twins,” she said. 
“I know, honey.” 
“Have you talked to Jamie?” 
“Your dad did.  He knows that he has two daughters and that you’re okay, but as 

soon as you’re feeling better, you should call him.  He’d rather hear from you.” 



 

 

“I will... in awhile.”   She was just so tired right now. 
Footsteps in the room attracted her attention, and she moved her head so that 

she could see who was coming in.  It was her nurse, Aidyn, who smiled gently.  “How are 
you feeling, Claire?” she asked. 

“Honestly, awful,” mumbled Claire.  “Can I have some pain meds?” 
“Of course.”  Aidyn injected her IV line with something and then said, 

reassuringly, “It’s normal to feel some pain after a C-section; people seem to forget it’s a 
major abdominal surgery.  But we’ll get you up and moving later on today, and you’ll be 
on the road to recovery.” 

Getting up and moving was the last thing Claire felt like doing at the moment, but 
she couldn’t help but ask, “When can I see my babies?  I still haven’t seen them yet.  I 
need to see them... and name them...” 

“I know.”  Aidyn patted her hand gently.  “It’s complicated in your situation 
because we can’t bring the girls to you.  Right now they’re in incubators in the NICU, 
and they need to stay there.  They’re both on ventilators to help their breathing, which is 
very normal for preemies this young, but because of that, we can’t move them.  You’ll 
have to go to them.” 

“Can I go then?”  She didn’t have a clue how she’d get there, seeing as she could 
barely lift her hand, let alone haul her body out of bed.  But the urge in her was so 
strong, she didn’t care.  Somehow, she would get there.  Her stubborn streak had flared, 
and she was determined. 

“Your body really needs time to rest and heal itself right now.  Try and get some 
sleep, and I promise I’ll take you to the NICU first thing in the morning.” 

“No, please,” Claire begged.  “I won’t be able to sleep until I see them, not unless 
you knock me out again, and I don’t want you to do that.  I need to see my babies.  
Please.” 

Aidyn must have been used to the power of maternal instinct, because it didn’t 
take much protesting to get her to agree.  “Alright,” she relented, “we can wheel your bed 
into the NICU for a few minutes, if you’re feeling up to it.” 

“Please, yes.  I’m up for it.”   She was starting to feel better already, less groggy 
and in less pain, although she did have the loopy sensation of floating one got from 
heavy pain medication.  But the determination to see her babies was keeping her 
coherent and focused. 

“All right.  Let me find an orderly to help me move the bed, and we’ll go to NICU,” 
Aidyn promised. 

When she left, Claire’s mother squeezed her hand and smiled.  Claire returned 
the smile.  “Will you come with me to see them?” she asked. 

“You know I would love to,” her mother beamed, delighted that she had offered.  
“After all, they’re my granddaughters.  I can’t wait to lay my eyes on them.” 

The anticipation looming, Claire inhaled slowly and exhaled, releasing an anxious 
sigh.  “Neither can I.” 
 

*** 
 
Claire could scarcely breathe as they wheeled her bed gently through the doors 

marked NICU.  Her heart had lodged in her throat, and her breath seemed trapped in 



 

her chest, making it tight with bottled anticipation.  She felt as if she would burst any 
second. 

Her head was almost too heavy to lift, yet when she did, she felt light-headed, so 
she tried to get a good look at the incubators that slowly passed by from her pillow.  
Which ones held her babies?  It was sad to think she wouldn’t recognize them, but she 
hadn’t even seen them yet, not once. 

But when she got within a few feet of the two incubators, even before the bed 
slowed to a stop, even before she saw the nametags that read Turner, Baby Girl A and 
Turner, Baby Girl B, she knew.  Call it maternal instinct, but she knew that these were 
her newborns. 

“Claire, meet your daughters,” Aidyn said sweetly as she parked the hospital bed 
between the pair of incubators and raised the head a bit more so that she could see 
inside them better. 

Claire took in a shaky breath as she peered into one of the incubators.  Inside was 
a baby so small, she could hardly believe it.  But this was her daughter, one of the 
creatures who had been growing inside of her for the last seven months.  It was the first 
time she had seen her in living color, and Claire relished in it, hardly blinking as she 
took in every detail.  Her daughter’s skin was not baby pink, but red and wrinkled and 
covered with a soft, downy layer of hair.  A pale pink stocking cap covered her tiny head.  
Her eyes were closed, her mouth and nose hidden behind the hose of the ventilator.  Her 
limbs were exposed, and Claire couldn’t believe how skinny they were.  Her arm was the 
size of Claire’s index finger, her tiny hand hardly bigger than Claire’s thumb.  And yet, 
even in its smallness, there was perfection – five little fingers on each hand, five round 
little toes on each foot.  The sight made her eyes well up with tears. 

It was with blurred vision that she turned painfully to the other incubator and 
looked inside.  Blinking her tears away, she found herself gazing at an almost identical 
sight.  Her second-born was just as tiny, if not more so, and looked no different than her 
twin – just as red and wrinkled and scrawny, and just as beautiful.  Wishing she could 
hold them both in her arms right now, Claire settled for kissing her own fingertips and 
pressing them against the plastic barrier of each incubator in turn. 

“They’re beautiful,” her mother finally spoke up, sounding tearful.  “Two little 
miracles.” 

And Claire nodded, remembering all that she had been through to have them.  
These two little girls had been a work in progress for six years, ever since she’d had the 
procedure to preserve the eggs from which they were conceived.  The odds had been 
against them through it all – the in-vitro fertilization, the selective reduction, her 
complicated pregnancy and premature labor.  But here they were.  Too small, too young, 
but alive nonetheless, both of them.  They were miracles. 

“Are you ready to name them yet?” her mother asked next.  “I don’t want my 
granddaughters to be referred to as ‘Baby A’ and ‘Baby B’ Turner.” 

Claire smiled, her mind again conjuring up the names she and Jamie had chosen 
weeks ago.  “Yes.  This is Caitlin,” she said, touching the incubator that held her 
firstborn, formerly ‘Baby A.’  “Caitlin Patrice... for Jamie’s dad.” 

Her mother nodded, a smile gracing her lips. 
“And this,” continued Claire, reaching out to the second incubator, the one in 

which her second baby slept, “is Delaine.  Delaine Ryann.” 
Her mother’s smile grew.  “Your dad will appreciate that.” 



 

 

Claire smiled too.  “We wanted them to represent both sides of their family,” she 
murmured.  And all of a sudden, the rush of longing came, as she thought back to the 
late-night talks she’d shared with Jamie, laying in bed with his head on her belly, feeling 
the babies kick and dreaming of the future.  “I wish Jamie was here...” 

Her mother pursed her lips tightly and nodded, taking her hand.  “I know.  But he 
will be.  Caitlin and Delaine just had poor timing.” 

Claire smiled sadly, looking between the two infants.  Poor timing indeed.  With 
their being so young, the deck was still stacked against it.  She only hoped they were 
strong enough to overcome all of the odds. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Chapter 175 
 

Nick woke up groggy, having slept like a rock, but not long enough.  As he rolled 
over in his bed to check the clock, hardly lifting his heavy head from his pillow, he 
remembered the night before. 

He’d spent it at the hospital with Claire, staying early into the morning to make 
sure she and her newborn twins were okay.  He hadn’t seen her, nor the babies, since 
he’d been shooed from the operating room during her C-section, but he remembered her 
mother coming into the waiting room around two a.m. to tell the men that Claire had 
woken from anesthesia and gone to see the twins, now named Caitlin and Delaine, in the 
NICU, but that she was asleep now and would stay that way until morning, with the help 
of the painkillers and sedatives she’d been given. 

“You should go home, Nick,” Carrie had told him kindly.  “There’s no point in 
staying here any longer tonight.  Go get some sleep.”  Knowing she was right and that it 
would do him no good to spend the night sleeping in a chair, Nick had obliged. 

Now it was nine a.m. and his twenty-ninth birthday, he remembered.  Caitlin and 
Delaine Turner had missed sharing it with him by less than an hour. 

He didn’t feel much like celebrating.  Instead, he found himself anxious to see 
Claire, to find out how the babies were doing after their first night.  Last night, there had 
been little news. 

As if on cue, the phone rang, and he sat up quickly, suddenly alert, thinking it 
might be Claire or someone in her family.  He hoped it wasn’t bad news. 

But when he checked the caller ID on his cell phone, he saw Laureen’s name 
instead, and his body sagged with relief.  “Hey, Lauree,” he greeted her, answering. 

“Happy Birthday!” Laureen’s voice chirped, bright as ever, as if she’d already 
been up a couple of hours. 

“Thanks,” he said. 
Before he could get anything else out, she said, “So I was thinking we could spend 

the day together!  I’ve got the whole day off work, and I have some stuff planned.  How 
does that sound?” 

Clearly, she hadn’t a clue what was going on with Claire.  And how would she?  
She’d been sick the night before, and he hadn’t thought to call her from the hospital.  
Funny, she didn’t sound sick at all on the phone... 

“Uhh, well, it sounds great, but... I actually was planning on heading to the 
hospital today.” 

“Hospital – what for??” Laureen’s voice rose with concern.  “Is everything okay?” 
“I shoulda called you last night.  Claire had her babies.” 
“What?!” 
“Yeah... I was hangin’ out with her, ya know, cause you weren’t feeling well and 

her parents were out of town, and she went into labor.  She had the twins at eleven-
something last night.” 

“Oh my gosh!  Is... is everyone okay??” 
“I guess so... I mean, I don’t really know.  The babies are in intensive care, cause 

they’re premature, you know.  But Claire’s alright.  She had a scare with some bleeding 
during her C-section, but she got through it alright.  I haven’t seen her since then, 
though, so I wanted to go up today.  You don’t mind, do you?” 



 

 

“Well no, of course not,” Laureen replied quickly.  “It’s your birthday; you do 
what you want.  We can do something tonight though, right?  I mean, we have to 
celebrate!” 

“Sure,” he agreed.  “Tonight would be fine.” 
They got off the phone shortly after, and only once they had, Nick realized he’d 

forgotten to ask if she wanted to come to the hospital to see Claire with him. 
Oh well, he thought to himself, as he climbed out of bed.  She can visit her on her 

own if she wants to. 
Maybe Claire wasn’t ready for a bunch of visitors yet anyway.  It would be a good 

idea to check with her first.  After all, he knew she wouldn’t mind if he visited.  Claire 
had never turned down a visit from him before. 

Smiling a little, he hobbled into the bathroom for his shower. 
 

*** 
 
In the hospital, Claire awoke to a grim reality that had not been there in her 

blinding fog of drugs and emotions the night before. 
She felt better than she had following surgery the night before, and though she 

was still on heavy pain medication, the loopy feeling had passed, and she felt much more 
lucid.  This meant that the doctors now felt comfortable sharing with her the facts they 
had sheltered her from the first time she had awoken. 

The pediatrician visited her early.  His name was Dr. Connor, and he was blonde 
and handsome, with just a few wrinkles of age starting to appear around his blue eyes.  
She liked him at once when he introduced himself and leaned over the bed to shake her 
hand.  But as soon as he started updating her on the twins, the good feeling was gone. 

He spoke at length about all the concerns he had, all the conditions they had or 
could develop, due to their prematurity, everything from heart and lung problems to 
blindness and mental retardation.  It made her upset, but she tried not to think the 
worst, remembering all the conversations she’d had in the past with doctors about side 
effects and possible complications that went along with the drugs she’d taken and 
procedures she’d had done.  And despite all the risks and worries, she was still alive, she 
reminded herself.  She knew better than to start freaking out just yet. 

And in the midst of the doom and gloom, there was some good news. 
“Caitlin seems to be doing well,” Dr. Connor said encouragingly.  “She’s a little 

jaundiced, and she showed some signs of respiratory distress last night, which is why 
she’s on a ventilator.  But I expect she’ll be ready to come off of that within the next few 
days.  We’re giving both babies artificial surfactant, which is a substance that helps the 
lungs expand.  Preemies don’t produce enough of it, compared to full-term infants, 
which is why they struggle.” 

But of course, the good news was followed by more bad, as the conversation 
turned to Claire’s second-born. 

“Delaine is struggling more than Caitlin.  Her RDS – respiratory distress 
syndrome – is much more severe, and she’s relying solely on the ventilator to breathe 
right now.  She’ll have to be on it for some time, which is a concern because too much 
dependence on a vent can cause problems later on.  We’ll try to wean her off of it as soon 
as possible, but it’s going to be awhile.  Her lungs are just too immature.  She’s also 
showing signs of Patent Ductus Arteriosus, which is a fancy name for a heart condition 



 

that’s often found in preemies.  There’s a blood vessel in the heart that stays open in 
unborn babies to allow blood to bypass the lungs, since they get oxygen for their blood 
from their mother.  The vessel is supposed to close once the baby is born and starts 
using its lungs; otherwise, it puts a strain on the heart and lungs.  The vessel fails to 
close in a lot of preemies.  It can’t be officially diagnosed until it’s been ten days since 
birth, but I just wanted you to know it was a concern.” 

Claire’s own heart was beating fast with the thought that something could be 
wrong with Delaine’s heart.  “What happens if she does have that?” she asked.  “How do 
you fix it?  Will she have to have surgery?” 

“Sometimes it can be corrected with medications alone, but in some cases, yes, it 
does require surgery.  Don’t worry about that for right now though.” 

Then why did you tell me? wondered Claire, but she supposed she was glad he 
had prepared her.  She didn’t like to be kept in the dark about things.  And yet, it had 
been more pleasant last night when she could look in at her sleeping twins without 
knowing all of the things that were and could be wrong with them.  In her eyes, they 
were perfect.  Small, but perfect. 

She thanked the pediatrician for the debriefing, but when Dr. Connor left, she 
broke down into tears, completely overwhelmed by all he had told her.  She hated 
crying, but with her hormones in a frenzy and her newborns in the NICU, she had a 
feeling she’d be doing a lot of it over the next few days. 

 
*** 

 
Nick was pretty sure he was familiar with just about every wing of Tampa General 

Hospital.  The ER... Oncology... and now this place, he mused as he entered the 
maternity ward. 

He stopped at the nurses station to tell them that he was a friend of Claire’s, so 
that no one would think he was just some creepy person stalking pregnant women and 
newborn babies.  Then he made his way down the pastel-wallpapered hallway to Claire’s 
room. 

The door was open just a crack, and he knocked lightly before looking in, not at 
all sure what to expect.  He was relieved when he heard Claire’s voice call, “Come in!” 

Pushing the door open further, he walked into the room and over to the bed, 
where Claire was lying.  She appeared weary, as if the last twelve hours had taken nearly 
every bit of life out of her.  Oddly enough, she looked as pregnant as she had been the 
night before; he could still see the bump of her belly beneath the blankets, but maybe 
that was just swelling.  However, the pregnant “glow” she’d had was gone; her skin was 
colorless, and her eyes were tearstained. 

Still, she cracked a smile and said, “Happy birthday,” as he approached. 
His own smile was brief.  “Thanks.  How are you doing?” he asked gently, 

frowning as he sat down next to her bed, instantly wrapping his hand around hers. 
“Oh, alright,” she sighed, but her voice broke, and her bloodshot eyes welled up 

with fresh tears.  This caught him off-guard. 
“What’s wrong?” he persisted, squeezing her hand.  “Tell me.  Is it something 

with the babies?”   His heart began to thud against his ribs; he prayed neither of the 
twins had taken a turn for the worse. 



 

 

“You just missed the pediatrician telling me everything that is wrong and could 
be wrong with them,” she replied, her voice wavering as she tried not to sob.  “They both 
have to be on ventilators because their lungs are too immature, and Delaine is really 
sick.” 

Feeling awkward, Nick searched for something to say to that.  “I know this is 
scary,” he said finally, “but you’ve got to believe that they’re both gonna be just fine 
eventually.  I do.  If they’re as strong as their mom, they’ll tough it out.” 

Claire smiled through her tears.  “Do I look strong to you?  Look at me, I’m a 
mess.” 

“You just gave birth to twins.  I think that makes you look very strong,” replied 
Nick, smiling back.  He bent and lightly kissed her forehead, whispering, as he pulled 
away, “And you’re a beautiful mess.” 

 
*** 

 
I don’t deserve you, thought Claire as she surveyed the handsome blonde man 

sitting placidly at her bedside, his eyes trained to the TV mounted on the wall.  Hers 
took in his profile, trailing along the lines of his nose and jawline.  She couldn’t focus on 
whatever he was watching, her mind too occupied by worry, but his mere presence was 
helping that.  He had a calming effect on her; he made her feel like everything would be 
okay and that, even if it wasn’t, he would still be there to get her through it. 

Here it was his birthday, and he was spending it here at the hospital with her.  
And she, hormonal and upset and in pain, could not be very good company.  But still, 
Nick was here for her. 

In that respect, he was everything that Jamie was not. 
She’d heard no word from her husband since last night, though her other friends 

and family had been calling her hospital room all morning.  Since Nick had arrived, she 
had told everyone else not to visit, that she needed some time alone.  In reality, she 
would rather be here with just Nick than be alone.  He provided a pair of listening ears 
to hear the concerns and complaints she just couldn’t help but voice, a smile to reassure 
her, and a warm hand to hold onto.  It was strange that she should prefer him over her 
mother, who had birthed two children of her own, but even now, Nick just seemed to get 
her better than anyone. 

Neither one of them paid attention to the pair of approaching footsteps in the 
hallway.  They were too used to the hustle and bustle of people coming and going in 
these halls – nurses and doctors, mothers in labor and soon-to-be fathers, gurneys 
holding patients, bassinets carrying newborns – all became familiar sounds after a night 
in this ward. 

But these footsteps were familiar in a different way.  They shuffled to a stop 
outside Claire’s door, and there was a pause, then a hesitant knock, and then, before she 
could call “Come in!” again, the door swung open.  And it was odd, for even though she 
had been wishing he was here, she could scarcely believe he really was.  But there he 
was, in living color, clothes rumpled, dark curls disheveled, blue eyes weighed down by 
heavy bags... her husband. 

“Jamie!” she burst with more energy than she’d felt like expelling all morning. 
A smile spread over his wan face, and he left the threshold and crossed the room, 

surprising her with a kiss on the lips.  Something inside of her that had been sleeping for 



 

a long while seemed to awake, and she felt like a woman again, not just a broken vessel 
who had failed in carrying two babies to term. 

“You’re here,” she breathed as he pulled away, looking up into his tired eyes.  
“When did you leave Denver?” 

“First thing this morning.  Earliest flight I could get,” he replied. 
“What about your business trip?” 
He shrugged.  “They’ll make do without me.  They had to let me off on family 

medical leave for something like this.  And I had to come and see you and our babies.  
How... how are they doing?”   His forehead creased with lines of worry, and she found 
herself thinking quickly, trying to filter out what she should tell him and leave behind 
the parts she should shelter him from for now.  If the pediatrician’s information this 
morning had upset her, there was no telling how he would react to it. 

“As well as can be expected, I guess.  They’re not in perfect health, being so 
premature, but... they are perfect.  Ten little fingers and ten little toes... they’re beautiful, 
Jamie.”   The emotion swelled within her again, and she fought off the tears that wanted 
to come.  “Wanna go see them?” 

“Y-yeah... I mean, is that okay?  Can you go?” 
“Sure.  Last night I made my nurse wheel my whole bed to the NICU, but maybe I 

can try a wheelchair today.  They’ll probably have my ass up and walking by tonight 
anyway, right, Nick?”   She had just realized that Nick was still there and probably 
feeling awkward, being in the midst of Jamie’s and her reunion.  The last time they had 
seen each other, Jamie had nearly broken his jaw. 

This plainly had not been forgotten, as Nick was now watching Jamie through 
narrowed eyes, his jaw clenched.  But all he said was, “Yep, you’ve got that to look 
forward to.” 

She offered him a smile.  Then she turned back to Jamie and said, “Hey, will you 
run down to the nurses’ station and tell them we’d like to go visit the NICU and could 
use some help?” 

“Can’t you just call them with that?” asked Jamie, pointing to the call button 
sitting off to the side of her bed. 

“It’s been acting up.  Just go ask,” she insisted, eager to get him out of the room 
for just a minute.  He left reluctantly, and she turned to Nick.  “I’m sorry, I had no idea 
he was coming today.  I didn’t know if he was coming at all.” 

Nick shrugged.  “Don’t apologize.  They’re his kids; he should be here.” 
She nodded.  “I want you to come see them too, if you want to, but would you 

mind if, just this first time, Jamie and I went alone?”   She didn’t want to exclude him; 
after all, he had been the one to see them born, not Jamie.  But a part of her was 
desperate for this moment with her husband, this chance to bring their new family back 
together. 

“Of course I don’t mind,” said Nick, and he looked sincere, surprised, even, that 
she would expect him to mind.  “I should probably get going anyway.” 

“You don’t have to, you know, just because he’s here.  But what am I saying – it’s 
your birthday; I’m sure you’ve got all kinds of plans.  Go enjoy your day!  I’ll be thinking 
about you.”   She smiled, hoping he wouldn’t think she was kicking him out. 

“I’ll be thinking about you too,” he promised and stood, leaning forward to kiss 
her forehead again before he walked away.  “Call me if you need anything,” were his last 
words before he left the room. 



 

 

He must have passed Jamie on the way out, because Jamie’s first words upon 
reentering the room were, “Has he been here all morning?” 

“Not all morning.  For about an hour,” she replied. 
“Just him?” 
“My family will be by later.  They were all here really late last night; I wanted to 

give them a break.”   She failed to mention that Nick had been here then, too.  Jamie 
didn’t need to know that just yet.  She could only imagine his resentment if he found out 
that Nick had been the only one around to coach her through her C-section. 

He nodded, sinking into the chair formerly occupied by Nick.  “I’m so sorry I 
wasn’t here.” 

“It’s alright.  No one could have predicted I would go into labor so soon.  Well, 
aside from the fact that I’d already been in preterm labor once.”   She let a wry smile 
pass over her lips. 

Jamie just shook his head.  “I feel like I missed out on so much.  I mean, the birth 
of my children... and I wasn’t there.” 

“It’s okay,” Claire reassured him.  “You probably would have passed out and 
missed it anyway.” 

“Hey,” Jamie said in offense, but he chuckled.  They exchanged tiny smiles, and 
Claire began to wonder if this day, this occasion, would be the one to heal their 
relationship.  After all, if the birth of their twins couldn’t bring them back together, what 
could? 

She had no chance to voice any of the thoughts in her heads, though, for at that 
moment, Claire’s day nurse, Anita, arrived with a wheelchair and an encouraging smile. 

Getting up and out of bed hurt a lot worse than Claire had expected.  The steady 
dosage of pain medication coursing through her veins had almost made her forget she’d 
had major surgery the night before, but she got a painful reminder as soon as Anita 
helped her sit up and ease her legs over the edge of the bed.  She moved gingerly, her 
hand held lightly over the dressings covering her belly.  As Anita and Jamie helped her 
to stand, supporting her on each side, she gasped aloud, not just from the pain, but the 
dropping sensation in her abdomen, the feeling that her incision was about to split open, 
spilling her insides onto the floor. 

Of course, this did not happen, and Anita assured her that the feeling was quite 
normal as she eased her into the wheelchair.  It wasn’t comfortable, but it was worth it 
to be sitting up and mobile, thought Claire as the nurse readied her IV pole and catheter 
bag for the trip down to the NICU. 

“I gave them the names we picked out,” Claire told Jamie softly, slipping her 
hand into his as he walked alongside her chair. 

He looked at her in surprise.  “You named them already?” 
She nodded.  “I wasn’t so keen on them being called ‘Baby Girl A’ and ‘Baby Girl 

B.’  So now they’re Caitlin Patrice and Delaine Ryann Turner.” 
She watched as he mouthed the names soundlessly, finally smiling.  “I love 

them.” 
Claire smiled too.  “I figure we can call them Cait and Lainey for short.  You 

know, when they’re old enough to want nicknames.” 
“Sounds perfect.” 
Jamie’s voice was light and casual, but he clammed up and stopped talking as 

soon as they were in sight of the NICU.  His silence was drowned out by the chorus of 



 

blips and beeps that greeted them when Anita escorted them inside, and, looking up, 
Claire could see him turn pale as he looked around at all of the heavily monitored 
incubators with tiny, tiny babies inside. 

“Our girls are back here,” said Claire, reaching to the depths of last night’s foggy 
memory to guide Anita to the right section of the ward, where her twin babies lay. 

A nurse stood beside Delaine’s incubator, scribbling notes on her chart as she 
checked the numbers on all of the monitors.  When she looked up and saw Claire and 
Jamie, she smiled.  “Are you Delaine and Caitlin’s parents?” 

The question made Claire swell with pride; she was a parent now.  “That’s us,” 
she said, weakly stretching out her hand to the nurse.  “Claire Turner.  This is my 
husband, Jamie.  It’s his first time seeing the girls.” 

“Nice to meet you both.  I’m Fernanda,” the nurse introduced herself, speaking 
with the faintest of Spanish accents.  The melodic accent gave her voice a soothing 
quality, perfect for working with babies.  “You have a beautiful set of twins here.” 

“Thank you,” said Claire and smiled over at Jamie.  But he was not looking back 
at her.  He was staring, transfixed, into the transparent incubator where Delaine slept, 
naked except for a diaper and a tiny pink stocking cap, her fragile body almost lost in a 
tangle of tubes and wires.  Whereas her skin was a jaundiced red-orange, Jamie’s was 
chalk white. 

Claire wasn’t the only one to notice.  Fernanda must have been used to such 
reactions because she smiled and said kindly, “I know it’s a little intimidating, seeing 
them hooked up to all these machines, but it’s not as bad as it looks.  If you’d like, you 
can reach in and touch her.  She won’t break.” 

Jamie didn’t respond at first, but in his silence, Claire asked eagerly, “Could I?” 
“Of course.  There’s two round panels here on the side that come off so that you 

can reach in and handle her.”  Fernanda showed her how to take the plastic circles out of 
the incubator and guided her hand through one of the holes.  And before she knew it, 
Claire was touching her baby for the first time. 

Delaine’s skin was unbelievably soft, made silkier by the fine layer of lanugo that 
covered it.  And yet, it was so thin, Claire could see all of her blood vessels and feel her 
tiny bones.  Skin and bones... that’s all she seemed to be.  She felt so frail that Claire was 
not entirely convinced she wouldn’t break if she pressed too hard.  And yet, just stroking 
her delicately with one finger was incredible.  She could feel herself bonding with the 
infant, her second-born. 

Anxious to do the same with Caitlin, she pulled her hand back out after a few 
minutes and turned to Jamie.  “Trade places with me,” she said.  “Put your hand in and 
touch her; it’s amazing.” 

But Jamie shook his head, close-lipped, wanting no part of it.  Claire frowned.  
“Come on,” she urged, repeating Fernanda’s words, “she won’t break.  It helps to touch 
her; it helps with the bonding process.  Isn’t that right?”  She directed the question to 
Fernanda, who was now recording Caitlin’s vital signs. 

“Yes, of course.  Touch is very important for preemies.” 
“See?  She needs you, Jamie; she needs her daddy.  Now come on.”   Claire 

needed him to do this.  Determined, she reached for his hand and guided it into the 
incubator, as Fernanda had done to her.  Stretching his index finger out, she moved it 
very gently over Delaine’s exposed chest, guiding his touch with her own.  “See?” she 
murmured softly, smiling over at him.  “Nothing to it.” 



 

 

A weak smile made its way onto Jamie’s face, though his hand shook as he 
stroked the baby’s chest.  Confident that he would warm up to it, Claire turned her 
attention to Caitlin.  A minute passed, and she became lost in the motion of caressing 
her baby, able to block out the sight and sounds of all the machinery and focus on just 
her daughter, her beautiful daughter. 

But she was jarred cruelly from her reverie by a shrill beep coming from Delaine’s 
incubator.  Gasping, she whirled around – too fast, she realized all too soon, as her 
abdomen ignited with pain – to find Jamie gaping, white-faced and horrorstruck, back 
at her. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 176 
 
“I... I didn’t do anything,” gasped Jamie, as the infant’s monitor sounded its 

alarm. 
Claire couldn’t speak; she felt like gagging.  Her heart racing, she turned to the 

monitors.  She had learned, through experience, what range of numbers was normal for 
herself, but not for a premature baby.  But when she saw a red light flashing on the pulse 
ox monitor, she knew what it meant – even with the ventilator, Delaine was not getting 
enough oxygen. 

Fernanda hurried over and flipped a switch on the monitor to silence it.  But the 
red light still flashed, even as she fumbled with the wires and probes hooked to the baby, 
and finally, she confirmed what Claire feared.  “Her oxygen saturation – that is, the 
amount of oxygen in her bloodstream – is lower than we would like it to be.  She’s on 
one hundred percent oxygen through the vent already, so I can’t increase that.  I’m going 
to page the doctor on call to find out why she’s suddenly having more trouble 
breathing.” 

“Dr. Connor?  He spoke with me earlier,” said Claire, feeling numb as she thought 
back to their conversation.  He had told her how Delaine was struggling... but she 
couldn’t believe that this could be it, that there might be nothing more they could do to 
help her baby. 

“Dr. Connor’s off now; he left about an hour ago.  Dr. Estrella is the neonatologist 
on call now, and I assure you, she’s very skilled.  I’ll page her, but I need to ask you to 
please go back to your room for the time being so she can examine Delaine and run 
some more tests.” 

Claire wanted to ask if she and Jamie could just wait off to the side, with Caitlin, 
but Jamie grabbed the handles of her wheelchair and pulled her out from between the 
twin incubators. 

“I wanna go back.  We can’t just leave her, Jamie,” Claire cried, as Jamie wheeled 
her back to her room, but she was still too weak to do much to stop him.  She hated 
feeling so helpless, like her whole life was out of her control.  She couldn’t stop her 
husband from taking her away from her daughters; she couldn’t help Delaine; she 
couldn’t even get a handle on her own emotions.  Instead, the tears poured freely from 
her eyes the whole way back to her room. 

“I hate feeling this way,” she sobbed, as Jamie dutifully helped her out of the 
wheelchair and back into bed. 

“Shh... you’re just tired.  You need to rest,” he said, patronizing her. 
She smacked his hands away as he tried to pull the covers up around her.  “Don’t 

do that,” she snapped, sniffling severely.  “Don’t treat me like I’m some fragile little girl.  
I’m fine.  It’s Cait and Lainey you need to be worrying about, not me.  I’m-” 

“Leaking.” 
Claire was in the midst of continuing her rant when she processed what he’d said 

and cocked her head.  “What??” 
Jamie made a gesture, his eyes traveling downward to her chest.  Glancing down, 

she groaned when she realized the front of her hospital gown was soaked through.  In all 
the excitement, she had failed to notice she was leaking breast milk.  “Damn it,” she 
cursed miserably, burying her face in her hands.  All she wanted was to hold her babies 
in her arms and nurse them, the way mothers of full-term newborns got to, but her 



 

 

infants were too young.  And it was all because of her, her and her stupid body, her 
crappy, leaky body, forcing them out two months too early because it couldn’t handle 
carrying them any longer. 

“Clairie?”  She felt Jamie’s hand on her shoulder, his breath near her face.  “Shh, 
don’t cry.  It’s okay; I’ll call your nurse.  I’m sure she can get you another gown to put 
on.” 

She snorted derisively at his pathetic attempts to console her.  “God, Jamie, that’s 
not it.  You think I’m crying over leaking milk?  I’m not!  It’s not that; it’s... it’s 
everything!  I feel like a failure as a mother, alright?  They’re not even a day old, and 
they’re sick, and it’s all because I couldn’t carry them long enough.” 

“Don’t say that.  It’s not your fault,” murmured Jamie, rubbing her shoulder. 
“Maybe it is.  I wanted this so bad... I ignored all of the risks.” 
“Because having a baby outweighed them all, right?” said Jamie firmly, taking her 

chin and tipping it upwards, so that she was forced to look into his face.  “Don’t tell me 
you regret it.” 

Her stomach gave a horrible jolt at his words; how could he think that?  “Of 
course I don’t,” she whispered.  “I love them more than anything.  I’d die if it meant 
saving either of them.” 

Jamie blanched.  “Well, don’t think that way.  It’s gonna be alright, Clairie; I 
think God’s with us on this one.  You got pregnant the very first time we tried the IVF.  
That has to mean something!  They’re going to be okay.  We just need to keep praying.” 

Claire couldn’t believe he was being the optimistic one, but he did have a point.  
She nodded and finally let him hug her, her stiff body going limp in his arms.  When he 
pulled away, the front of his shirt was moist with the leaked colostrum, and she allowed 
herself to crack a smile. 

Jamie chuckled weakly.  “Uhh, I’m gonna go towel off.  I’ll see if I can track down 
a nurse to bring you another top.” 

She nodded.  “Okay.  Thanks...” 
“You’re welcome.”  He kissed her cheek, which felt sticky with tears, and left the 

room quickly, leaving her to exhale the last of her emotions.  Grateful for a moment of 
solitude, she slumped back against her pillows, feeling utterly drained.  A nap might 
help her collect herself, she thought, but quickly nixed the idea.  How could she sleep, 
knowing that Delaine was having trouble breathing?  What if something happened while 
she was asleep? 

She would never forgive herself. 
Determined to stay awake until she knew her daughter was out of danger, she 

wiped her eyes and reached for a tissue to blow her nose.  This quickly proved to be a 
mistake, as her belly hurt way too much when she tightened it to blow, so she settled for 
wiping her streaming nostrils instead and balled the kleenex in her fist, hoping Jamie 
would be back soon with a fresh gown.  Maybe she would feel better once she was dry 
and clean. 

 
*** 

 
Stopped at a red light halfway home from the hospital, Nick dug into his pocket 

for his cell phone, intending to call Laureen and see what time she wanted to get 
together, only to realize the phone was gone. 



 

“Crap,” he cursed aloud, raking a hand through his hair as he did a mental 
inventory, trying to remember the last time he’d seen it.  Well, he’d had it this morning, 
when Laureen had called.  Knowing him, he’d walked into Claire’s hospital room with 
his keys and phone in hand.  The keys had somehow made it back into his pocket, but 
not the phone, and he was willing to bet that’s where it was. 

Too attached to his phone to leave it, especially on his birthday when friends 
might be calling, he jerked his car into the left turn lane and pulled a U-turn the first 
chance he got, heading back in the direction from which he had come. 

With a sense of déjà vu – and for good reason – he parked in the hospital lot and 
made the trek into the building, wishing, for once, that he had just swallowed his pride 
and gotten one of those handicapped stickers for his car so that he could park in the 
close spots. 

Slightly winded from some quick walking (though he wasn’t sure why he was in 
such a hurry), Nick pushed the button for the elevator and waited for it to carry him to 
the second floor.  He may have been too proud to label himself “handicapped,” but not 
to take the elevator over the stairs.  Stairs still weren’t his friends and never would be. 

He looked around as he walked through the maternity ward on his way to Claire’s 
room.  Of all the floors of the hospital he’d been on, this was by far the most pleasant.  In 
most cases, the people that came here did so for good reasons, happy reasons – for 
pregnancies, babies, new family members and new life.  He couldn’t help but smile as he 
caught glimpses of glowing mothers, excited fathers, nurses wheeling tiny babies in their 
clear bassinets. 

It once would have freaked him out to be around so many pregnant woman and 
crying babies, but these days, it filled him with a sort of yearning.  He was now twenty-
nine... getting close to the big thirty... and he wanted this for himself.  He was ready to 
settle down; he wanted a family, a wife and children, a big, close-knit clan like the one 
he’d grown up in, though without all the craziness. 

He’d come close several times... been engaged once, almost engaged before that, 
and, for a few months, an expectant father.  Yet here he was, years later, still unmarried 
and without children, his closest family four older guys that technically weren’t even 
related to him.  And with three of his “brothers” married, two with sons of their own, 
Nick was starting to wonder when it would finally happen for him.  He envied Brian, 
Kevin, and AJ for what they had, for what he’d tried to have several times and failed. 

His thoughts slowed him down, but he was not too lost in them to notice, out of 
the corner of his eye, an all-too-familiar figure slumped in one of the small family 
waiting rooms he passed on his way.  Stopping in his tracks, Nick did a double take, and, 
sure enough, there was Jamie, in the otherwise deserted waiting area, hunched over in a 
chair, his head bowed so that Nick could not see his face. 

At first, Nick, remembering the time they had all sat around the hospital together 
after Claire’s dad’s heart attack, thought he might be praying.  But Jamie’s hands were 
not clasped in front of him; they were in his hair, clawing big tufts of his dark curls.  
Recognizing this as a sign of stress, Nick felt an unexpected swell of empathy for the 
other man.   

Standing frozen in the doorway, he debated silently over whether or not to go into 
the room.  Jamie seemed lost in his own thoughts; he hadn’t looked up and noticed 
Nick.  It would be easy to just keep walking.  But an odd feeling was gnawing at Nick’s 



 

 

stomach, and before he knew it, he was stepping hesitantly into the room, knocking 
lightly against the wall to attract Jamie’s attention. 

The curly head flew up, and a pair of red-rimmed blue eyes flashed.  “I thought 
you left.”  His voice was as flat as always, yet it wavered slightly. 

Nick picked up on his vulnerability.  He had been crying; that much was obvious.  
With growing apprehension, Nick wondered why.  Had something happened to one of 
the babies?  Or Claire? 

He had to ask; if it was Claire or one of her children, he felt like it was enough of 
his business to know. 

“I forgot my phone,” he said.  “Did... did something happen?” 
Tight-lipped, Jamie shook his head once.  But Nick sensed that wasn’t the whole 

answer and waited to see if he would give anything more away.  If not, he would just go 
talk to Claire – she never kept much to herself. 

It took a long time for Jamie to say anything, but just when Nick was about to 
turn and leave, he did. 

“I don’t think I can handle this.” 
His voice shook, and Nick wasn’t sure he’d ever heard Jamie sound so weak – or 

admit weakness, for that matter.  He suddenly seemed very small, more boy than man.  
Were it in any other situation, Nick might have screamed “Pussy!” in his head, but 
maybe because he was so awed by Jamie’s candid confession, he didn’t.  Instead, he 
came over and sat down next to him. 

“What do you mean?  The babies?  The whole NICU thing?” he asked, leaning 
forward so that he could look Jamie in the eye.  He hadn’t yet been to the NICU to see 
Claire’s babies – he wasn’t sure if he’d even be allowed – but he had the image in his 
head of those plastic boxes with tiny, alien-looking babies inside, all hooked up to tubes 
and hoses, the sort of image of a preemie he saw on TV from time to time.  Though he’d 
never experienced it, he could understand how it would be unsettling, even 
overwhelming, to see your own baby that way. 

“That...  Everything...” mumbled Jamie miserably, putting his hands back over 
his eyes and drawing them slowly down his face.  “I mean, it’s not just the babies....  It’s 
Claire too.  She’s falling apart, man.  God help us if we lose one of them – she’s gonna 
blame herself.” 

“Why would she blame herself?” asked Nick slowly, frowning. 
“Cause she was s’posed to carry them nine months, and she couldn’t.  She thinks 

it’s her fault they’re sick.  She thinks we shouldn’t have even tried to get pregnant.” 
“What??”  Nick drew in a breath, shocked.  “She said that?” 
Jamie shrugged listlessly.  “She said something about the risks... how we ignored 

all the risks going into this.  And we did.  I wanted to do it too; I thought, if it’s meant to 
be, God will make it happen.  But maybe we were wrong to do it.  The Church is against 
in-vitro, you know.  They view it as playing God.  Maybe that’s all we were doing, and 
now we’re being punished for it.” 

Nick wasn’t sure how to respond to the God talk; he hardly knew a thing about 
the Catholic church.  But a thought popped into his head, and he voiced it.  “But people 
do that all the time, don’t they?  In-vitro?  And they have healthy babies from it... right?” 

“But do they sacrifice one baby for the life of another?  Maybe that’s what we’re 
being punished for.”  Jamie’s voice took on a sudden angry tone, and he jammed his fist 
into his palm.  “I let her go through with it... I let her kill our third child... and for what?  



 

For nothing.  Fucking nothing.  The other two are still sick.  How would one more have 
made it any worse?” 

Nick sat up, staring hard at the back of Jamie’s head.  He didn’t have to dig very 
deep into his memory to remember what Claire had told him about Jamie’s reaction to 
the mere thought of aborting one of their triplets.  That conversation was as vivid as 
ever, cemented into his memory with the sound of her crying, the emotion of her voice 
over the phone. 

 
“Claire?  Is Jamie there with you?” 
She sniffled loudly in response and gulped, “No!  He’s... he’s out with his friends.  

He won’t talk to me.  I’ve tried, but all he’ll say is that we’re not k-killing our baby, and 
then he goes back to avoiding me.  I don’t know what to do...” 

Nick’s temper flared.  “So you’re sitting at home crying, and he’s not even 
there?!” he asked in disbelief, his voice rising.  “What kind of man is he, leaving his wife 
alone to deal with all of this??  God, Claire... that’s just not right!  You shouldn’t be 
alone through this!  When I... when I was trying to decide about my leg, I had to call 
someone, or I would have gone fucking crazy!  If Brian hadn’t come to be with me, I 
don’t know what I would have done.  And this decision isn’t something you can make 
on your own... he’s the fucking father; he needs to talk it over with you!” 

“Oh, I wouldn’t call it ‘talking it over,’ but he got his point across, that’s for 
damn sure,” she sniffed bitterly.  “It’s like, because he is their father, he gets the final 
word.  He won’t even listen to me!  I didn’t tell him I wanted to go through with it, but 
he won’t even consider it.  It’s against our religion... abortion is a sin...” 
 

At the time, Nick had hated Jamie stronger than ever for saying those things to 
Claire.  Now, remembering them, hearing what he was saying now, Nick hated him even 
more. 

“So are you saying it is her fault?  Are you blaming her?  Are you making her 
blame herself?” he accused, his pulse accelerating. 

Jamie’s head snapped towards Nick, his eyes flashing again with anger.  “No,” he 
growled, and his cheeks reddened.  “It’s not just her; I don’t want her to blame herself.  I 
can’t stand to see her crying the way she just was.  She’s... God, she’s the strong one, 
emotionally.  She always has been.  She’s the one who talks about stuff; she doesn’t flip 
out and get upset.  She doesn’t cry... but when she does, it’s either cause of me, or in 
spite of me.  I dunno how to handle it!  I dunno what to say to... to make her feel better.  
And I can’t stand it... if she falls apart, then I can’t hold it together either.” 

“So that’s why you’re out here, and she’s in there,” said Nick through gritted 
teeth, not sure whether he should hug Jamie or hit him.  He definitely didn’t want to hug 
him.  The word “pussy” was coming back into his mind, as he pictured Claire alone, 
crying and upset, with no one to offer her comfort because her husband was sulking out 
here.  Get over yourself, he wanted to say to Jamie.  Buck up, get your shit together, be 
a man, and go be with your wife.  She needs you. 

But she didn’t.  Jamie was right about one thing:  Claire was the strong one.  She 
didn’t need a man to wipe her tears, and she certainly didn’t need Jamie.  All she 
needed, thought Nick, was a shoulder to cry on – forget wiping the tears away – and an 
ear to pour out her heart to.  That was all Claire had ever really needed, someone to talk 
to, someone who understood her.  She had mastered the concept he and Jamie both 



 

 

struggled with – that misery loves company, and it helps to talk your feelings out.  She’d 
done so with Nick many times, and he was convinced that if Jamie could not comfort 
her, he could.  He could be the friend she needed.  He wanted to be. 

Abruptly, he stood, causing Jamie to look up.  “Where are you going?” 
“To get my phone.  I’ll tell Claire you’re getting coffee.  Take all the time you 

need.” 
“Thanks, man,” mumbled Jamie, his voice again muffled by his hands, which 

were holding his face once again. 
Nick shook his head; what a pathetic case.  Jamie hadn’t even clued into the fact 

that he wanted him to take as much time as possible so that he could talk to Claire 
himself.  “Sure,” he muttered back and left the waiting area quickly. 

He walked at the fastest pace he could handle; now he really was in a hurry, 
anxious to get to Claire.  The anxiety got the better of him, and he pushed open her door 
without knocking this time, only to stumble to a stop, a blush creeping rapidly across his 
face. 

He’d walked in on her completely topless, her hospital gown lying in a heap on 
the floor next to her bed.  Her nurse from before stood next to her, unfolding a fresh 
gown for her to put on, and when she saw Nick, she quickly used it to cover Claire, but 
not before he saw her swollen breasts. 

“Oh god, I’m so-sorry,” he stammered, looking away, his cheeks burning. 
But in typical Claire fashion, her response was perfectly casual, unembarrassed.  

“Nothing you haven’t seen before,” she said, and when he chanced another look at her 
(the nurse had helped her slide the gown on by now, thankfully), there was a wry smile 
on her face. 

He gave a weak chuckle, still ashamed, not only because he’d walked in on her, 
but because the sight was actually arousing.  He didn’t want to admit him, but the old 
feelings he’d had for her, emotions he’d had while making love to her, were stirring in 
him.  Feeling like a teenage boy again, he fought hard to keep the emotions and physical 
responses at bay. 

Who knew that the mere sight of her body, looking lovelier and, er, larger than 
ever, could still do this to him.  But suddenly, even though she was pale and haggard, he 
couldn’t look at her without seeing the woman who had once filled his bed, lain on top of 
him in the sand and on the deck of his boat... 

He cleared his throat, trying to clear the thoughts from his head as well.  He 
couldn’t start doing this now.  He couldn’t have feelings for her beyond friendship; he 
was dating Laureen now, and she was married and in need of a friend – nothing more. 

“Thanks, Anita,” Claire said to the nurse, shifting her weight against her pillows. 
“You’re welcome.  Can I get you anything else before I go?” 
“No... I’m fine, thanks.” 
So the nurse went away, leaving an awkward silence in her wake.  Claire, of 

course, was the one to break it. 
“Sorry.  I leaked breast milk all over my other gown,” she said bluntly. 
“No, I’m sorry.  I should have knocked,” he apologized again, unable to meet her 

eye. 
She shrugged.  “No big deal.  Like I said... nothing you haven’t seen before, 

right?”   Smiling, she held the gown to her chest and leaned forward, grimacing 



 

painfully.  “That said, do you mind tying the back?  I hate feeling naked back there, 
though I guess I should be used to it by now.” 

“Sure,” Nick obliged, fumbling awkwardly with the thin ties that closed the gown 
in the back.  His fingers brushed against her skin as he tied them, and he thought of how 
they’d once memorized every curve, every freckle of her back as they’d massaged and 
caressed the creamy white skin that stretched across it.  Her skin was just as soft and 
smooth as ever.  She never went without some kind of lotion, usually in a sweet-
smelling, fruity or tropical scent.  He leaned down just a bit, pretending to concentrate 
on the laces, and tried to catch a whiff of that familiar lotion, but all he could smell on 
her now was hospital.  Antiseptic and latex.  Blah. 

“Thanks,” she said, once he had finished, relaxing against the pillows once more.  
“Ugh, moving sucks.” 

“I hear that.  How was the wheelchair?” he asked. 
“Mm, sucky.  But worth the pain, I guess, to see my little ones.”  Another faint 

smile crossed her lips. 
“How are they doing?” 
“Caitlin, pretty good.  Delaine... pretty bad.  She’s not getting enough oxygen, 

even though she’s on a hundred percent with the ventilator,” Claire sighed.  “They 
kicked us out so they could run more tests, try to find out if there’s anything they can do 
for her.” 

Nick nodded and put his hand on top of hers.  “I’d love to see them sometime, if 
they’d let me.” 

She managed to smile again.  “I want you to.  I’m sure they’ll let you as long as 
you’re with me.  Maybe we can go later this afternoon, when-”   She cut herself off 
suddenly, cocking her head at him as if she’d only just noticed him.  “Hey, what are you 
doing back anyway?  I thought you left.  You’re supposed to be out having fun, for your 
birthday!” 

“I forgot my phone,” he admitted, suddenly remembering the real reason he had 
come back.  He looked over to her bedside table, and there it was, right where he had 
apparently left it. 

She looked over too.  “Oh... I didn’t even see it there.  Whoops.” 
“It’s okay.”  He reached for it, tipping it up to glance at the screen before 

pocketing it.  “No missed calls.” 
“Well, I would have seen it if it had rang,” said Claire, sticking her tongue out. 
“Not if you were out of the room,” he replied, sticking his tongue out right back at 

her.  Then he stopped, suddenly wondering what they were doing.  She was supposed to 
be upset.  The way Jamie had made it sound, she was a wreck.  But she wasn’t acting 
much like a wreck.  Sure, he could tell she’d been put through the wringer – she looked 
tired and stressed, and her face was blotchy from crying.  But her eyes were dry now, 
and she seemed quite composed, almost like her normal self.  Maybe it was just Jamie 
that made her cry. 

He smirked, in spite of himself. 
“So... you know you don’t have to stay.  Not that I’m trying to kick you out,” Claire 

added quickly.  “I just meant, it’s okay to grab your phone and go.  Don’t feel like you’re 
stuck here with me now.” 

“Who said I was ‘stuck’?” Nick shot back, offering a smile.  “I don’t mind staying 
awhile, as long as you don’t mind.” 



 

 

“Of course not,” Claire smiled back.  “I like the company.  But it’s your birthday, 
and we’re at a hospital, and Jamie’s here, so if you wanted to leave, I wouldn’t blame you 
one bit.” 

“I already ran into Jamie in the hall.  He said he was gonna go get some coffee,” 
Nick said, using the excuse he’d invented.  It seemed believable; after all, Jamie had 
come on an early flight.  But when Claire didn’t look totally convinced, he added 
truthfully, “He looked a little upset.” 

She nodded.  “This is hard on him,” she murmured. 
Nick frowned.  “And what, it’s not hard on you?” he blurted, unable to stop 

himself.  As far as he was concerned, Jamie had no excuse to be out moping in the hall 
when his wife was worrying about their two babies and trying to recover from a C-
section at the same time.  If it was him, he told himself, he would be here by her side the 
whole time.  Jamie didn’t deserve to call himself her husband. 

“Of course it is,” answered Claire, “but-” 
What the ‘but’ was, Nick never found out.  She trailed off as the door opened, and 

he groaned inwardly, expecting it to be Jamie back already.  But it wasn’t.  It was Anita, 
back again and, this time, with a smile on her face.  “Claire, I took the breast milk you 
pumped down to the NICU, and they’d like to use it to tube-feed Caitlin.  They think 
she’s ready.  Would you like to be there for the feeding?” 

“Yes!” Claire gasped, her whole demeanor brightening.  “I would love to be!” 
Anita was still smiling.  “I thought so.  Let me get you a wheelchair.” 
She left the room, and Claire immediately turned to Nick.  “Do you want to 

come?” she offered. 
“Well, sure... if it’s okay with you,” replied Nick.  He didn’t want to impose on her, 

but he was curious to see how the babies were today. 
“Would I have asked if it wasn’t okay?”  Claire winked.  “Of course it’s okay.  Just 

do me one favor first...” 
“Sure.” 
“Would you take a walk up the hall and see if Jamie’s back yet?  If he is, tell him 

what’s going on.  I don’t want him to miss this if he’s around.  But if not, it’s okay... there 
will be more feedings.  I don’t want Cait to go hungry just cause her daddy’s off 
wandering somewhere.”   She smiled. 

“Alright,” Nick agreed, wondering if Jamie was still sulking where he’d left him.  
“I’ll be right back.” 

“Okay.  Make sure you wash you hands on the way back... I don’t want you 
spreading cooties to my kid.” 

Nick laughed at the playful grin on her face and nodded.  “Will do.”   He left the 
room and strode up the hall to the waiting area where he’d talked to Jamie earlier.  To 
his surprise (and a little to his relief), it was empty.  Maybe Jamie had gone for coffee. 

Shrugging, he turned and walked back to Claire’s room, figuring it was Jamie’s 
loss.  He ducked into the men’s room on the way, to wash his hands as she had 
requested, and when he returned, Anita was already back, waiting with a wheelchair.  
“Can’t find him,” he told Claire.  “He must still be in the cafeteria.” 

“Alright.  Well, I don’t want to wait too long, so let’s just go,” Claire decided, and 
Anita helped her back into the wheelchair.  Nick could tell, by the grimace on her face, 
that the movement hurt, but once she was in the chair, she set her jaw determinedly and 
folded her hands in her lap. 



 

“Comfortable?” asked the nurse. 
“Close enough,” replied Claire, and they set off for the NICU. 
 

*** 
 
With pride, Claire introduced to Nick the twin daughters he’d seen born the night 

before.  “This is Delaine Ryann,” she said, her hand lingering lovingly over Delaine’s 
incubator.  Delaine’s sats were still low, and Fernanda told her the lab was running tests 
on her blood and urine as they spoke.  Trying to keep her worry contained until the test 
results were back, Claire turned to the other incubator.  “And this is Caitlin Patrice.” 

“Beautiful,” said Nick, smiling into the incubator.  Glancing at Claire, he asked, 
“You think they’ll look like you, or Curly?” 

Claire laughed.  “I dunno...” she murmured, gazing into the incubator.  “Too early 
to tell, I guess.  I just hope they don’t get my complexion.  I want them to at least have a 
chance out in the sun.” 

“Do they get sun up there in Iowa?” Nick chuckled. 
“Ha ha,” Claire said, and sighed.  No one knew it yet, but she was dreading going 

back to Des Moines.  With the girls in the hospital, she knew it would be awhile before 
she had to, but still, she wished she could stay in Florida indefinitely.  Everything was 
better here – the weather, the people around her – and she’d been spoiled by the 
beautiful condo Nick had set her up in.  It depressed her to think of packing up and 
leaving, taking her little family back to the isolation of Iowa, with no one around but 
Jamie’s mother.  “I wonder if Jamie’s talked to his mom yet.” 

Nick didn’t reply, and she realized she was thinking out loud.  Shrugging, she 
finished, “He probably has; he’s a mama’s boy,” and Nick chuckled lightly. 

Fernanda came over then, carrying a bag of yellowish breast milk.  “Time for 
lunch,” she smiled, waving the bag a little.  She went about hooking the bag up to the 
thin feeding tube that ran into one of Caitlin’s tiny nostrils and all the way down to her 
stomach, explaining what she was doing as she went along.  Claire didn’t bother to tell 
her that she herself had had an NG tube in place at one point during her bone marrow 
transplant and already knew the drill.  She felt sorry for her baby, having to be fed this 
way, but there was no alternative – it would be another week or two before Caitlin was 
strong enough and coordinated enough to breastfeed, and for Delaine, it would be even 
longer.  With a sigh, she settled for watching as her pumped milk traveled slowly 
through the tube. 

“Not very exciting,” she said finally, to break the sudden silence, smiling over at 
Nick. 

He smiled back.  “I don’t mind.  Thanks for letting me come see them.” 
“No problem.”  A sudden thought made her giggle, though it was sort of sad.  

“Though, at this rate, if Jamie keeps going MIA, they’ll start to think you’re their daddy.” 
Nick reddened.  And then she heard an all-too-familiar voice behind her say, “Is 

that your plan, Claire?” 
Groaning inwardly, Claire turned her head to face Jamie. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 177 
 
Nick hadn’t seen Jamie come into the NICU, or he would have warned Claire 

before the need to stick her foot in her mouth arose.  But it was too late.  There her 
husband  was, glaring at them both. 

Claire’s cheeks were pink, but she kept her cool.  “There you are.  Where’d you 
go?” she asked in an innocent tone, acting as if she hadn’t heard his question at all. 

“I was getting coffee.  I thought he told you,” said Jamie through clenched teeth, 
turning his narrow eyes onto Nick. 

“He did... sorry.  Drugs make me loopy.  We tried to find you before we came 
down here, but we couldn’t.  Anita showed me how to pump breast milk, and they’re 
feeding Cait with it.  See?”  She gestured to Fernanda, who was still supervising the 
feeding.  Fernanda offered a faint smile. 

Jamie didn’t smile at all.  “I would rather not have a bunch of strangers around 
our babies, Claire,” he said stiffly. 

Nick felt his cheeks darken more, this time with anger.  Claire, too, seemed to feel 
some of his resentment.  “Excuse me?” she asked, her tone indignant.  “Nick’s not a 
stranger.” 

“Oh, that’s right,” Jamie shot back sarcastically.  “You want them to think he’s 
their father.  Would you like to pretend like he’s your husband too?” 

Now Claire’s face was bright red, a sharp contrast from the paleness she’d had 
since surgery.  “We are not going to do this here,” she hissed, eyes sliding to Fernanda.  
“So don’t you dare start.  I was kidding.” 

“Were you?” 
Sick of the derisive tone Jamie was using with Claire, Nick reeled around so that 

he was facing the other man directly.  “Man, give it a rest.  You wanna go outside and 
talk about this, fine – let’s go into the hall.  I’ll leave if you want me to.  But Claire’s 
right; this isn’t the place.” 

“Great, then leave,” was Jamie’s curt reply, as he pointed to the door with a 
hardened expression. 

Shrugging, Nick turned back to Claire.  “I should get going anyway.  Call me if you 
need anything,” he said, reaching down to give her shoulder a squeeze.  He hated to 
leave her here with the asshole, but in a way, Jamie was right – he shouldn’t be 
interfering with their family. 

Claire opened her mouth as if to protest, then seemed to change her mind.  
“Alright,” she said softly, offering a crooked smile.  “I’m sorry.” 

He returned the smile tightly, waving off her apology.  He started to weave his 
way through the rows of incubators to the door, but his path was blocked by a pair of 
doctors coming in.  As he stepped aside to let them pass, he realized he recognized one 
of them. 

“Samantha?” 
The one in pink scrubs turned to him, her face brightening.  “Nick!  Well, hi!” 
Nick smiled, put at ease by the lilting Southern accent of his favorite oncology 

nurse.  “Hey.  What are you doing down here?” 
“I could ask the same thing of you, but I guess I don’t need to.  You’re here seeing 

Claire, right?  And her little ones.  I’m on their case.  I’m doing my NICU rotation, for 
med school!” 



 

“Oh...”  Nick vaguely remembered a conversation in which she’d told him she was 
going to medical school, when he’d been in the hospital two years ago with BOOP.  
“Well, that’s really cool.  Caitlin and Delaine are in good hands then.” 

Samantha smiled tightly, blushing.  “That’s a sweet thing to say; thank you.” 
“You’re welcome.” 
“Well...”  Samantha turned; the dark-haired doctor she had been with was 

making her way over to Claire and Jamie.  “I should get over there; Dr. Estrella wanted 
to update them on Delaine.”   The light left her eyes, but she pasted a smile back on as 
she said, “It’s good to see you, Nick; you look great!” 

“Better than the last time you saw me, for sure,” joked Nick, smiling back, though 
he was studying her hard, trying to read her expression.  Was the news on Delaine bad? 

“Well, no offense, but – yes.”  She chuckled lightly. 
“None taken,” Nick replied.  “I’ll let ya get over there... catch you later.” 
They passed by one another, she heading to the spot Nick had formerly occupied, 

he leaving the NICU.  But as soon as he was outside the doors, he wheeled around and 
took a place at the large window, peering in.  He could see Claire and Jamie, and he 
watched them intently, trying to read their faces while studying the body language of the 
doctor from behind. 

Though he couldn’t hear a word of what was being said, he knew right away that 
the news wasn’t good.  Claire started out chewing on her bottom lip, and then her entire 
face crumbled, as her hand rose to her mouth.  Next to her, Jamie looked stoic, his face 
stony and unreadable. 

Unconsciously, Nick put his fingers to the glass, leaning closer.  It wasn’t long 
before Dr. Estrella and Samantha turned away.  They didn’t leave the NICU; instead, 
they moved to a different baby’s incubator, making rounds, he supposed.  His attention 
turned back to Claire and Jamie.  Her head was down, her hand shielding her eyes.  He 
was just standing there, hands in his pockets, looking lost. 

Nick wanted to go back inside, yet he knew he couldn’t.  Whatever they were 
dealing with, Claire and Jamie needed a chance to deal with it alone, together, just the 
two of them. 

And yet, he couldn’t will himself to turn away. 
 

*** 
 
Sitting in a wheelchair in between the two best things she’d ever created, Claire 

felt numb, from the tips of her fingers and toes to the depths of her soul.  The only thing 
she felt was an incredible, crushing pain in her chest, as if her very heart were being 
ripped apart. 

And, in a way, it was. 
Hope bled away from it, as the pediatrician’s words echoed in her memory.  “The 

labwork showed that Delaine has a very serious infection that has gotten into her 
bloodstream and settled in her lungs, causing pneumonia to develop.  That’s why she’s 
having more trouble breathing than her sister.  We’ve got her on the most powerful 
regimen of antibiotics her body can handle, but she’s a very sick baby, and I can’t make 
any promises about her condition.”   There had been a look of deep sorrow in Dr. Laura 
Estrella’s eyes when she’d leaned closer and added, “I want you to have hope, but I also 



 

 

want to prepare you for the worst.  The next twenty-four hours are going to be critical 
for her.” 

Critical. 
The word stabbed through Claire’s brain like a hot knife as she looked at her baby 

daughter, her eyes welling.  It was terrible knowing she’d brought this child in the world 
and was now helpless to do the one job she was meant to do:  protect her... take care of 
her. 

“Is there anything I can do for her?  Anything at all?”  she’d asked Dr. Estrella 
tearfully, already knowing what the answer would be. 

The doctor had looked between her and Jamie with compassion.  “Are you 
religious, Mr. and Mrs. Turner?” 

“Y-yes,” Claire had answered, while Jamie remained mute. 
“Then pray for her.  That’s all you can do now.” 
Pray... Claire would pray.  She would pray with all of her might, but her deepest 

fear was that all the prayers in the world might not be enough.  Still, she had to cry.  
They had to try.  Reaching for Jamie’s hand, she slipped hers into it and whispered, “We 
should say a prayer.” 

Jamie’s hand was ice cold when it closed around hers.  A moment passed, and he 
didn’t say anything, so she did.  Bowing her head, a few tears escaping as she squeezed 
her eyes shut, she murmured, “Heavenly Father, please watch over our baby girl... both 
of our baby girls.  Please help them to grow stronger.  And please... take Delaine in Your 
hands and heal her... help the antibiotics do their job.  Please... I’m not ready for her to 
be an angel yet.”   Choking on her words, she finished breathlessly, “In Your name, we 
pray.  Amen.” 

“Amen,” muttered Jamie, and he let go of her hand.  Opening her eyes, she 
looked up to see his Adam’s apple bob as he swallowed hard.  “I can’t stay in here 
anymore, Claire.  I need some air,” he whispered hoarsely, starting to back away. 

Watching him start to leave her, she wanted to protest.  But she stopped herself 
from saying the words that had risen to the back of her throat, knowing they would only 
cause a fight.  Instead, she nodded soundlessly, as he turned and left. 

But as soon as he was gone and she was alone, she let herself break down. 
 

*** 
 
Nick had moved from his watch post outside the window when he’d seen Jamie 

barrel towards the NICU doors and escape into the hall.  Tucked in a small alcove down 
the hall, he had watched Jamie disappear.  Then he had returned to the window and 
peered through to find Claire sobbing, hunched over in her wheelchair.  A brief war 
waged in his conscience:  should he go to her, or give her some time alone to process 
whatever she’d been told? 

In the end, it was too painful to stand there and watch her cry, and so he passed 
back through the NICU doors. 

If she was surprised to see him back already, or curious as to how he’d known to 
come back, she didn’t show it.  She just looked up at him with eyes of the saddest blue 
he’d ever seen.  He wanted to ask what it was, what was wrong, but he knew she couldn’t 
yet speak.  So he didn’t ask.  Really, he didn’t have to.  One look at her was enough to get 
the message across. 



 

Grunting in discomfort, he lowered himself to his good knee and knelt in front of 
her, taking her tightly clasped hands into his.  With as much tenderness as he could 
muster, he brought them to his lips and planted a soft kiss on her knuckles before 
drawing his own hands around them once more.  He wanted to hug her and hold her 
close, but as he was afraid of hurting her still-healing body, this would have to suffice. 

They stayed this way for a few minutes without speaking, yet even for Nick, it was 
not awkward.  In its intimacy, it was a tragically beautiful moment they shared together. 

But finally, Claire spoke.  “Delaine’s critical,” her voice cracked, as she looked up, 
her eyes red-rimmed and puffy.  “She has pneumonia from an infection, and D-Dr. 
Estrella isn’t sure the antibiotics will be enough to help her.” 

A block of ice slid down Nick’s throat and landed with a thud in the base of his 
stomach.  “I’m so sorry, Claire,” he whispered, squeezing her hands tighter.  “What can I 
do for you?” 

“Pray for her.  And Caitlin.  Pray for both of them.  That’s all we can do.” 
Nick nodded.  “I will pray.” 
Offering him the tiniest of smiles, she mouthed a soundless “Thank you.” 
 

*** 
 
“Laureen...”   His phone pressed to his ear, Nick paced the hallway outside the 

NICU as he spoke to his girlfriend.  “Listen, I need to ask for a rain check on whatever 
you wanted to do for my birthday.  I’m at the hospital, and Claire really needs me to be 
here right now.” 

It had been almost an hour since Jamie had left the NICU.  There had been no 
sign of him since, but Claire refused to leave.  “Don’t you want to call your parents?  Do 
you want me to call them?” Nick had offered, but she had refused that too. 

“I need to... but I’m not ready yet.  And I don’t want them hanging around her, 
smothering me.  I just need some time without my whole family around.” 

“Do you want me to go then?  Would you rather be alone?” he’d asked with 
sincerity. 

But she had shaken her head.  “No... I don’t want to be alone either.” 
So he’d stayed.  And he planned on staying for as long as she needed him. 
“What’s going on?” Laureen’s concerned voice rang into his ear. 
“One of the twins, Delaine, has pneumonia, and it’s not looking good.  Jamie 

bailed on her, and she really needs a shoulder to cry on right now.” 
“Where are Kris and Carrie?” 
“Not here.  She won’t call them.” 
“Oh.  Well, can I do anything?  Do you want me to come meet you?” 
“No.  She doesn’t want a lot of people around.  I’ll tell her you’re thinking about 

her though.” 
“Oh.  Okay...”  Laureen sighed, then, with hesitancy, asked, “When do you think 

you’ll be home?” 
“Honestly, I don’t know,” replied Nick, flattening his hair with his palm.  “At this 

point, I really can’t say.  I’m not leaving anytime soon though, not with her like this.  
She’s really upset, understandably.” 

“Well, sure... sure... but-”  Laureen let out a rattling breath.  “Nick, it’s your 
birthday.  You... you need to do something to celebrate.” 



 

 

“I don’t really feel like celebrating,” Nick admitted glumly.  And it was true.  He 
didn’t care that it was his birthday.  It wasn’t important.  All he could think of was Claire 
and her newborns. 

“But Nick... argh... I planned a party for you, alright?!” burst out Laureen 
suddenly, sounding incredibly frustrated.  “It was supposed to be a surprise party!  And 
everyone is coming!  The guys... the guys are gonna be there.  And people from LA... 
people you know... they’re all going to be there!” 

“What??”  Nick didn’t disguise his surprise well... or his exasperation.  “Aww, 
Laureen... that’s so cool of you, but... I just can’t.  I really don’t feel like partying 
tonight.” 

“Well, what am I supposed to do then??”  Her voice rose almost hysterically.  
“What am I going to tell all the people who will be there in a few hours??” 

“Who all did you invite?  I can call them... I’ll handle it,” he offered.  Why are you 
doing this to her? he asked himself.  He knew he was disappointing her, but the last 
thing he felt like doing was going to a birthday party, even if it was his own. 

“Don’t bother!  I’ve got it covered, Nick,” Laureen snapped, and before he knew it, 
the line was dead. 

Stopping in his tracks, he blinked in surprise.  It was the first time he’d heard 
Laureen sound truly angry.  And he’d sure as hell never been hung up on by her before.  
With a sigh, he flattened himself against the wall and jerked his hand through his hair 
again in frustration.  He hated not being able to please everyone.  But if he was left with 
the choice of disappointing a group of friends who were looking for a party or leaving 
Claire alone by her dying baby’s side, there was no choice at all. 

He would never abandon Claire.  Not now, or ever again. 
 

*** 
 
Claire kept a vigil over Delaine the entire afternoon, staying in the NICU until 

after dinnertime.  The nurses came to check on her often, first Anita and then Aidyn 
again, as the shifts changed.  They tried constantly to coax her back to her room, saying 
she really needed to rest, but Claire refused.  Her body may have been weak, but her 
stubborn streak was as strong as ever, and she was hell bent against leaving her babies. 

Nick stayed with her, not saying much, just being there, and for that, she was 
grateful.  She had called her parents only to tell them that Delaine wasn’t doing well and 
that she needed some time alone; she loved them to death, but they tended to smother 
her when they lingered around the hospital, and she didn’t want that.  Nick wasn’t like 
that; he was just a comfort, someone to make her feel she wasn’t alone. 

With all the worries and fears coursing through her – and maybe the drugs as 
well – she’d forgotten about the birthday party Laureen had been planning and didn’t 
ask why he didn’t leave.  Instead, she wondered about Jamie, where he was and when he 
might come back.  His break for “some air” had lasted hours, and it was making her 
mad.  Why wasn’t he with their daughters? 

She wanted to call his cell phone, but her usual stubbornness kept her from it.  If 
he wanted to stay away and waste these precious moments with his newborns, fine.  He 
could just regret it later.  She was done trying to keep him at her side. 

Instead, the chair next to her belonged to Nick, and he sat patiently as she went 
between Delaine and Caitlin, gently caressing them through the panels in the incubators 



 

and whispering soothing words.  Caitlin, though almost as tiny as her sister, seemed to 
be doing well, but Claire kept a wary eye on Delaine’s monitors.  The numbers weren’t 
good, and she was terrified of seeing them dip lower, as the infant deteriorated. 

“Claire?”  She felt Nick’s hand on her shoulder and turned slightly in her 
wheelchair, wincing in pain. 

Aidyn, her nurse, was standing behind Nick.  “Claire, you need to come back to 
your room now.  I know you want to stay with the babies, but I’m insisting on it.  I spoke 
with Dr. Valerio, and she agrees.  Your body needs rest in order to heal, and it would be 
good for you to eat some dinner.” 

Claire had had enough experience in hospitals to know that telling them she 
wasn’t hungry and felt fine, even if it was true (or mostly true, in the case of feeling fine), 
wouldn’t work.  She was a little surprised they had let her stay in the NICU this long, but 
she supposed maybe special exceptions were made in the case of mothers in her 
position. 

“Okay,” she sighed, hoping maybe if she went willingly now, they’d let her come 
back later.  “Can I just have another minute with them, to say goodbye?” 

“Of course,” said Aidyn, her smile understanding. 
“Thanks.”  Aidyn retreated, and Claire turned back to the pair of incubators.  

“Goodbye for now, Cait,” she whispered into Caitlin’s enclosure, stroking the sleeping 
baby lovingly.  “I’ll be back as soon as they’ll let me.”   And then she moved over to 
Delaine.  Reaching her hand in, she lightly brushed the newborn’s cheek with her 
fingertip and murmured, “You be strong for me, baby girl.  Fight as hard as you can, so I 
can take you home, alright?  I love you...” 

Her throat was starting to close up, and so she pulled her hand out, kissed her 
fingers, and placed them on the outside of each incubator in turn, longing for the 
moment when she’d be able to kiss her daughters directly. 

Leaving the NICU was harder than it had been any time before.  She was almost 
glad to be in a wheelchair and at the mercy of Nick and Aidyn, because if they hadn’t 
been able to wheel her out so easily, she wasn’t sure she would have budged on her own. 

As her chair passed over the threshold of the NICU doors, she looked up and said 
a silent prayer to God that both of her babies would still be there when she returned. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Chapter 178 
 

Sitting in a chair beside Claire’s bed, Nick felt his eyelids getting heavy, his body 
growing stiff.  It was just after ten o’clock, which meant he’d been there at the hospital 
for twelve hours now.  He was sure there were visiting hours, but no one on the floor had 
bothered to enforce them, either because they assumed he was Claire’s husband or knew 
exactly who he was and was giving him the celebrity treatment. 

Either way, he knew it was time to go home.  He didn’t mind being there with 
Claire, but he was exhausted, and so was she.  She had been in terrible pain by the time 
Aidyn had forced her back to bed (Nick had a suspicion the pain had been there all 
along, masked by the adrenaline coursing through her frenzied body), and so they’d 
upped her dosage of pain medication, which had dulled her senses and sent her drifting 
in and out.  Though he sympathized with the loopy feeling she was experiencing, Nick 
thought it was for the best – at least now Claire could relax and sleep for a time, too out 
of it to torture herself with worry for the twins. 

The TV had been droning in the background for a few hours now; they’d sat 
through “American Idol” (or rather, Nick had sat through it while Claire drifted off 
during commercial breaks) and now had on a rerun of “South Park.”  But when the 
episode began with a truck full of aborted fetuses crashing, Nick cringed and turned it 
off, figuring maybe that wasn’t the best thing for Claire to be watching right then. 

“Well,” he said, standing up and using this as his excuse for turning off the TV, “if 
it’s okay, I think I’m gonna get going for the night.  I’d offer to stay, but my back’s killing 
me in this chair, and I need to let my leg charge overnight.” 

“Oh, sure.  I didn’t expect you to stay overnight.  You didn’t have to stay this 
long,” said Claire, adding with a smile, “... but I’m glad you did.” 

“No problem.”  Bending down, Nick kissed her forehead.  “If you need anything 
or if something comes up, just call me.  Doesn’t matter what time it is.  I’ll have my 
phone nearby, okay?” 

“Okay.  Thank you so much, Nick.  You are too good to me,” she murmured, her 
words slightly slurred from the pain medication.  She was too out of it to remember that 
it was still his birthday and didn’t know he’d skipped out on his own birthday party.  
Cringing, he wondered if Laureen was still upset with him for that.  He would have to 
call her once he got out of here. 

“No, your husband just isn’t good enough,” Nick replied, thinking of Jamie and 
how he’d been MIA all night.  He must have left the hospital, but where he’d gone was a 
mystery.  Frankly, Nick didn’t care, but he knew Claire did, and that made it a shitty 
thing for Jamie to do, disappearing on her like that.  But it wasn’t the first time, and he 
was sure it wouldn’t be the last either. 

A dopey smile spread across Claire’s face.  “No... he’s just not strong, like you.  He 
doesn’t know how to handle grief...” 

Nick shrugged, fighting the urge to smile at the comparison.  “However you 
wanna put it,” he said.  “I’ll come back tomorrow, alright?  You get some sleep.” 

“Don’t think that will be hard,” she murmured, her eyes closing and opening. 
He smiled.  “Good...  ‘Night, Claire.” 
“’Night, Nick...”   Her eyelids drooped again, and this time, they stayed shut.  

Satisfied that she would be able to rest, Nick checked to make sure he had both his keys 
and his phone and then left the room. 



 

He really had intended to go straight home, completely worn out from the 
emotional toll of the day, but impulsively, he turned onto the road that led to Laureen’s 
apartment complex instead, anxious to talk to her and make sure she wasn’t too mad at 
him.  He knew he had let her down, but if she only knew what Claire was going through, 
he felt sure she would understand. 

Minutes later, he was outside her door, knocking lightly.  It was dark and quiet at 
her complex, but he knew she wouldn’t be in bed yet.  She was a night owl.  Sure enough, 
he soon heard footsteps, and the door swung open.  There Laureen stood, wearing 
pajama pants and an unreadable expression. 

“Hi,” he said, offering a sheepish smile.  “Are you mad?” 
Laureen stared at him for a few seconds, perhaps trying to decide if she was or 

not.  Finally, she answered, “No,” and stepped back, holding the door so that he could 
come into the dark apartment.  Closing it behind him, she asked, “How is everything 
with Claire and the babies?” 

“Not great,” Nick replied with a shrug.  “Delaine’s hanging on, but she’s really 
sick.  Jamie disappeared hours ago and never came back, and Claire really needed 
someone there with her.  I hope you understand.” 

Laureen nodded.  “I’m sorry if it sounded like I didn’t care, on the phone earlier.  
You know that’s not true; Claire’s one of my closest friends.  I’m so sorry this is 
happening to her.” 

“No, I know,” Nick said quickly.  “It didn’t sound like that.  I just know I let you 
down, that’s all.  I’m really sorry... I had no idea you were planning something...” 

She offered a crooked smile.  “That’s why I faked sick last night.  I wanted to get 
everything ready so that I could spend all of today with you.” 

It took Nick’s tired brain a moment to process this.  “Wait... you mean you were 
just faking last night?  You mean... aww, Laureen, you put that much effort into this?  
And I blew you off...?  I’m so sorry...” 

“It’s okay... really.  I called Howie first, cause he’s the one who helped me plan 
this, and he understood.  He called most of the other people for me to call it off, so it’s all 
taken care of.  No biggie,” she said, though her voice was glum.  He could tell the party 
really had been a big deal to her and realized he’d ruined the whole thing.  He felt 
incredibly ungrateful, though he hadn’t meant to be so. 

“I’ll make it up to you,” he promised, taking her by the arms and looking her 
straight in the face.  “I don’t know how yet, but... I will, okay?  Thanks for going to all of 
the trouble... it means a lot to me, even if it didn’t exactly work out,” he offered, knowing 
his words sounded lame. 

But Laureen smiled and nodded.  She seemed okay, almost back to her usual self, 
though her hazel eyes didn’t have their usual glimmer.  Hoping to bring some of that 
back, he kissed her and asked, “Mind if I stay for awhile?  I’ve still got a couple hours of 
birthday left.” 

Laureen’s smile grew, and this time, it looked more sincere.  “Of course I don’t 
mind.  Besides, I haven’t given your present yet.” 

Nick grinned back.  “After the day I had today, I don’t care about presents.  All I 
want,” he told her, “is a relaxing night with you.” 

“Well, you’ve got presents coming, whether you want them or not,” said Laureen 
with a giggle.  “But that last part... that can be arranged.” 



 

 

Flashing an impish smile over her shoulder, she flounced into the small living 
room, and he followed. 
 

*** 
 

Claire awoke in a fog.  She didn’t remember falling asleep, barely remembered 
Nick leaving, but instantly remembered Delaine and wondered how her babies were 
doing.  Sluggishly, she reached for her nurse call button, anxious to get an update, even 
if she could not leave her bed.  It must have been very late; her room was dark.  But 
suddenly, even before she hit the call button, a panel of light spilled in from the hallway, 
as her door inched open. 

She squinted against the unexpected burst of light, trying to make out the 
silhouette that was creeping into her room.  She could tell by the shape that he was a 
man, but not Nick – he was not big enough and moved without the slight unevenness of 
Nick’s gait. 

It was a little sad, she would muse later, that she knew Nick’s figure and walk 
better than that of her husband.  Still unable to see in the shadowy room, she identified 
Jamie by his smell – a foul mix of beer, cigarettes, and his Calvin Klein cologne. 

“Where have you been?” she asked quietly, breaking the stillness, and she could 
see Jamie’s form stiffen.  He hadn’t realized she was awake. 

He let out a shuddering breath and laughed, a loud chuckle.  “You scared me!” he 
exclaimed, his words slurring together. 

He was drunk. 
“Uh-huh.  Why’d I bother asking?  At a bar, weren’t you?  That’s a perfect place to 

go when your baby daughter is dying,” she spat, her voice growing thick with the rush of 
emotion his sudden appearance had conjured. 

Happy-go-lucky drunk Jamie instantly transformed into overemotional drunk 
Jamie, as he burst into tears.  “Don’t sssay it like that!” he cried, falling into the chair 
next to her bed.  “She’s... she’s not dying... is she?” 

Fueled by her anger, Claire’s sluggish mind was suddenly sharp, and the 
impassioned words came pouring out in a tirade.  “Why should you remember?  Your 
whole mission was to go out and forget,” she accused, cold and sarcastic.  “Forget you 
even have a family, right?  A wife who needs you... two babies in the NICU... what do 
they matter when you’re good and drunk?” 

“I’m not... I’m not drunk,” sniveled Jamie, who sounded more trashed than she’d 
seen him since college.  “I just had one drink...”  In the light of the open door, she could 
see him hold up one swaying finger.  “One... to settle my nerves.” 

Lying listlessly in her bed, staring over at her husband, Claire wanted to cry, but 
for the first time that day, the tears did not come.  Her eyes were dry; perhaps they were 
out of tears.  That, or she was just too angry to cry. 

“You disgust me,” she said flatly.  “You think I want our daughters around some 
blubbering alcoholic?  You think I want one around me?  Think again.  If this is how it’s 
gonna be, Jamie, then it’s not.  It’s not gonna be.”   She sat up just a little, shaking her 
head.  “You need to go, right now.  Get out of here.  Call a cab and get your drunk ass to 
a hotel, cause you’re sure as hell not gonna wake up my parents at the condo acting like 
this.” 



 

“Claire... I’m sorry,” Jamie sobbed, dropping his head to her mattress, his 
shoulders shaking pitifully. 

She was unmoved, too disgusted to feel any sort of empathy for him.  Pushing 
him away with one hand, she retorted, “Maybe I’ll let you apologize tomorrow, when 
you’re sober.  Don’t say it now because I know you don’t mean it.  You never mean it.” 

“I do mean it!” 
“No.  You don’t,” she snapped bitterly.  “Now go, or I’ll call and get security to 

drag you out.  And don’t think I won’t, cause you know I will.” 
As upset as she was right then, she would have made good on her threat.  Even 

Jamie, in his wasted state, could see this, and so he finally admitted defeat, breathing 
raggedly as he slouched out of the room, tail between his legs. 

Closing her eyes, she took a deep breath and tried to push the conversation she’d 
just had from her mind.  It was impossible, of course, and after a few minutes of trying, 
she did call for Aidyn and asked for three things:  an update from the NICU, a taxi for 
Jamie, and a sleeping pill for herself. 

When Aidyn left and returned again ten minutes later, Claire calmed herself with 
the news that Delaine was no better, but no worse and that a cab was on its way to pick 
up Jamie.  Then she took the pill and forgot it all as she drifted back into a deep sleep. 

 
*** 

 
All around her, there were flames, crackling and popping as they devoured 

everything in their path.  The heat was intense, and coupled with the putrid smell of 
burning plastic and gasoline that assaulted her nostrils, it was downright suffocating.  
She coughed and gagged, unable to inhale anything but smoke.  Get away! her brain 
screamed at her.  Danger!  No air!  Get away from here! 

But she ignored all the warning signals flaring in her head, went against logic, 
and crawled further inside, reaching out blindly through the smoke in hope of making 
contact with him.  “Nick!” she choked out his name, wondering if he could even hear 
her above the roar of the fire. 

Or maybe he was already beyond hearing. 
No... she refused to believe that.  He was here, and he was alive, and she would 

get to him, if it took her last breath to do so. 
“Nick!!” 
Suddenly, her desperate fingers made contact, finding an arm.  She had him 

now.  Gasping in relief and oxygen deprivation, she tightened her hand around his 
upper arm and pulled, trying to free him and drag him towards her.  But he didn’t 
budge.  She reached in with her other arm now and used both hands to pull, but it was 
no use.  He was either too heavy or lodged in too tight, and she could not move him. 

“Nick, help me out here!  I’m trying!  I’m trying!!” 
The flames, like her panic, were creeping up on her, bearing down on her now.  

She could feel the heat, stronger than ever, feel herself dripping sweat in its glow.  She 
was going to have to move, or the fire would consume her too.  But she couldn’t, 
wouldn’t, let go. 

As the first burst of flames leapt onto her pants and ignited them, she shrieked 
out in pain and terror, still pulling on him as she writhed and winced.  Tears and soot 



 

 

and pain blinded her, but the adrenaline coursing through her sharpened her senses, 
and she knew, in the back of her mind, that this was it.  They were both going to die. 

Her lungs screamed for air, her chest heaving with enormous effort as she tried 
to inhale, but all there was to breathe was smoke. 
 

With a gasp, Claire awoke and, for a few seconds, lay breathing hard in her bed, 
squeezing her eyes shut against the pain ignited in her belly by the sudden jerking 
movement.  When she opened them, the room was still dark, in sharp contrast from the 
brightness of the flames in her dream. 

Dream... only a dream. 
But it seemed so horrifyingly real, and even now, she found it difficult to breathe, 

remembering how she had sputtered and choked for oxygen in the midst of the fire.  
That was the only detail that stood out in her mind at first, but as she anxiously thought 
back to the dream, others returned to her. 

Someone had been trapped in the fire... someone she had been trying to save.  
One of her babies?  No... they seemed the likeliest choice, given the circumstances, but it 
had not been Delaine or Caitlin.  Yet, it was someone she loved.  A man.  Jamie? 

She closed her eyes, thinking hard, trying to replay the images in her mind. 
Not Jamie. 
Nick. 
It had been Nick in her dream, Nick in the fire. 
But... fire?  Why had she dreamed of fire?  And Nick? 
Though she tried to tell herself it was just a nightmare, a stress dream brought on 

by a combination of emotions and drugs, it left her feeling deeply unsettled and scared.  
And before she knew it, she was reaching for the room phone.  She hadn’t a clue what 
time it was, but she didn’t care.  Nick had told her to call any time, and she was going to 
take him up on the offer, if only to make sure he was okay... 

 
*** 

 
A cell phone ringer jarred Nick awake.  Alert enough to recognize it as his own, 

yet still disoriented, he reached for the phone in its usual place, charging on his bedside 
table, and collided with a head of hair instead. 

Blinking, he sat up quickly and looked around, trying to place his surroundings.  
This happened in a matter of seconds.  He was at Laureen’s apartment, in Laureen’s 
bedroom, in Laureen’s bed, next to Laureen, who was still sound asleep, despite being 
whacked in the head.  He wasn’t used to this sleeping arrangement yet – she had spent 
the night at his place before, but this was the first time he’d ever slept at hers. 

In the midst of the confusion, his phone was still ringing.  He found it on the 
other side of the bed, lying on the floor with his keys, wallet, clothes, and prosthesis, and 
grabbed it quickly.  Eager to silence it before it woke Laureen up, he flipped it open 
without bothering to squint at the caller ID and whispered, “Hello?” 

“Nick?”  It was Claire, though her voice sounded higher than normal. 
His heart started to beat fast, as he remembered telling her to call him any time 

in the night if she needed something or if something happened.  Fearing the worst, he 
asked, “Claire, what’s goin’ on?” 

“I just had to hear your voice and make sure you’re okay.” 



 

Nick frowned in confusion at this answer.  “Okay?  Sure I’m okay.  Why wouldn’t 
I be okay?” 

“It’s... it’s nothing.  I just had a bad dream,” she said, sounding sheepish now. 
But curiosity had the better of Nick, and he whispered, “Hang on for just a 

minute; I need to move to a different room.”   He set the phone down long enough to 
quickly put on his leg, and then he crept out of Laureen’s room, closing the door behind 
him. 

In the stillness of the dark living room, he sat down on the couch and put the 
phone back to his ear.  “Okay, I’m here.” 

“Where are you?” asked Claire. 
“Laureen’s place.  We fell asleep.” 
“Aww... I’m really sorry for waking you up.  I shouldn’t have called.  I just... had a 

bad feeling, I guess.” 
“No big deal; I told you to call.  How come you had a bad feeling?  What was your 

dream?” Nick pressed.  Now that she had him up and talking, he was alert and curious.  
He listened as Claire told him about her nightmare, in which he had been trapped in a 
fire, and she had been trying to pull him out. 

The description of the dream gave him chills...  He had had dreams before which 
turned out to be significant, like the recurring dreams in which his leg had been severed, 
albeit by a shark instead of cancer.  But of course, he didn’t tell Claire this.  Instead, he 
laughed it off. 

“Aw, I’m sure it’s just ‘cause you’re worried about the twins.  Maybe you’re, like, 
transferring your fear to... me,” he said with a chuckle. 

“I guess so,” Claire replied uncertainly.  “Sorry, I’m not usually a big baby about 
dreams, but this one really freaked me out.  I know I’m not psychic or anything, but 
still... I just had to call and make sure everything was okay.” 

Nick smiled.  “Well, I’m glad you cared enough to call.”   Switching the cell phone 
to his other ear, he asked, “So how are things?  Any news on Delaine?” 

“Not since earlier.  I asked about her after Jamie left, and there was no change, so 
I took a sleeping pill and crashed.  Maybe that’s what gave me freaky dreams...” 

Nick was glad that Delaine was still hanging in there and that Claire had gotten 
some sleep, but his ears had picked up on something else in the midst of that answer.  
“Jamie came back?” 

Claire exhaled darkly.  “Yes,” she huffed.  “Drunk off his ass.” 
Nick let out a low whistle.  “Ooh, not good.  Didja let him have it?” he asked 

hopefully.  He knew from experience that Claire did not tolerate going out and getting 
wasted as a means of coping with anxiety, especially when she was abandoned as a 
result.  He would never forget how much he had hurt her when he’d run out on her that 
night, distraught with the worry that she might be rejecting her transplant. 

 
“I had to see you.” 
“You had to see me, huh?” Claire remarked.  “That’s funny... you sure didn’t 

seem to want to see me last night.” 
Nick closed his eyes briefly.  “Claire... it wasn’t you, okay?  I love you so much... 

I never meant to hurt you.  I was just freaked out, and I thought it might help to take a 
drive, get some air, get a drink... you know, calm down.” 



 

 

“Well, why didn’t you wait for me?  I could have used all of those things last 
night too,” Claire said in a small voice. 

 
Nick would never forgive himself for that, for doing exactly what Jamie had done 

to her tonight.  She had forgiven him, but surely she hadn’t forgotten.  He had always 
wondered if she held a grudge over him for that... for leaving her and for kissing the girl 
in the bar.  Maybe that was a part of why she had left him, the fear that she could not 
trust him. 

But now the tables had turned, and it was Jamie she could not trust, Jamie who 
had betrayed her once again.  He hoped she could recognize this pattern of 
abandonment; it wasn’t like she was stupid. 

“Sure as hell did,” she answered his question.  “I kicked him out of my room.  I 
am not dealing with that crap on top of anything else.  If he’s going to act like an 
alcoholic, I don’t want him near me or our children.  I need a man who can hold it 
together.” 

“Good for you,” Nick encouraged her gently.  Inside his chest, his heart was 
speeding up.  I can be that man, the wistful thought entered his head.  I can hold it 
together for you.  I can be there for you; I’ll be by your side no matter what.  Haven’t I 
proven that to you by now? 

But he didn’t dare say anything like this, because what did it matter?  They 
couldn’t be together now, not without betraying the ones to which they were tied.  But if 
they were to sever those ties... 

He shook his head, silently forcing that thought away, as the picture of Laureen, 
sleeping a room away, entered his mind.  He could betray her in his thoughts, but never 
would he betray her for real.  Maybe he wasn’t in love with her yet, but he still cared.  He 
cared about her too much to hurt her like that. 

Yet as he sat up, talking to Claire for almost half an hour, Nick couldn’t help but 
yearn for the woman he did still love. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 179 
 
Nick felt like he had only just fallen back to sleep when the phone rang again.  

The ringtone projected into his dreams and yanked him out of them with the dull 
awareness that Claire must be calling again.  He was too groggy yet to grasp that it 
wasn’t his cell phone and was momentarily confused when he opened his eyes and saw 
Laureen reaching over her side of the bed.  Then he realized the ringtone that was still 
playing was not his. 

“Hello?” he heard Laureen answer hoarsely, obviously trying to keep her voice 
low. 

Nick settled back against his pillows, but stayed awake, wondering who was 
calling her in the middle of the night.  Probably a drunk friend or a wrong number.  
Some crank call. 

But then Laureen said sharply, “What happened??”  And then, “Oh shit...  Is she 
okay?”   And then, with a mix of exasperation and exhaustion, a simple, “God...” 

“What’s wrong?” Nick asked in a whisper, watching Laureen carefully.  Even if 
her words hadn’t given it away, her mannerisms made it clear that something bad had 
happened.  She was sitting up, but hunched over, her palm against her forehead, her 
fingers pulling at her hair.  He hoped whoever she was talking about was okay. 

She didn’t respond to him at first, but when he reached out and lightly ran his 
hand across her back, she looked over and offered a tiny smile.  One minute, she seemed 
to say, holding up her index finger before pointing to the phone. 

He waited anxiously while she finished her conversation, able to hear only her 
side of it.  It wasn’t enough for him to know what was going on, only that something bad 
had happened.  She was frowning, looking worried, and that worried him. 

When she finally said “Talk to you soon” and flipped her phone shut, he 
swallowed back the questions on his tongue and waited for her to talk first.  Thankfully, 
Laureen wasn’t one to hold back.  “That was my brother.  It’s our mom,” she said, setting 
her phone aside and turning towards him. 

Nick felt his stomach clench.  He knew Laureen wasn’t close with her mom, 
hardly closer than he was to his, but still, he hoped nothing too bad had happened to 
her, for Laureen’s sake.  He wanted to ask if she was all right, but again, he waited for 
Laureen to tell him, afraid of saying the wrong thing. 

“She’s okay, but she’s in some major trouble.  She wrecked her car driving home 
from a bar and is sitting in the Cook County jail on DUI charges.  And even worse, she 
hit someone else.  I guess the woman in the other car is going to be okay, but they took 
her to the hospital, and her car is totaled, so you know there’s going to be a lawsuit on 
top of everything else.”  Laureen heaved a deep sigh and looked down.  “She’s really 
done it now.” 

Nick found himself filled with not just sympathy, but empathy.  He knew it was 
like to go through this sort of thing with his mother, and he hated that she was having to 
deal with it now.  “I’m really sorry,” he offered, feeling sort of lame as he reached out to 
rub her shoulder.  “I’m glad your mom’s okay though.  Guess it could have been worse... 
right?” 

“True,” sighed Laureen.  “At least she didn’t kill anyone.  Or herself.” 
“Exactly.  And I’m sure everything will get worked out.” 



 

 

“Yeah... that’s the thing.  Eric and Brad want me to come home and help them 
take care of things.  It figures – I always was the one who had to deal with Mom’s issues 
when I was living there.  Why should it be any different now?”  She sounded resentful, 
but her tone changed slightly as she added, “I guess I really should go.”  He could tell 
she was concerned about her mom, even if she didn’t want to show it.  That feeling was a 
familiar one for him. 

“You probably should,” he agreed.  “Take a few days; I’m sure your work will 
understand.  You can say it’s a family emergency.” 

Laureen nodded.  “Yeah, it should be okay.”   She paused and glanced at the 
clock.  “I wish it wasn’t so early...  now I just want to go get this taken care of.  I wonder 
when I can get a flight out...” 

“Lemme get on the web; I can find you something,” offered Nick, feeling that this 
was the best way he could help for right now.  He put on his leg and limped to her 
computer, becoming more focused as he began to scour the airline sites for available 
tickets to Chicago. 

Within the hour, all the arrangements were made:  he’d booked a last-minute 
flight for Laureen that left at eight that morning, giving her a couple hours to pack, get 
ready, and get to the airport.  It couldn’t have worked out any better, and Laureen kept 
thanking him profusely as he drove her to the airport, arriving just after six. 

“It’s no problem,” he told her, holding onto her waist as the stood at the front of 
airport, getting ready to say goodbye.  “Call me when you get there so I know you made 
it safe, alright?” 

She smiled sweetly.  “I will.” 
“Okay... I guess I should let you go so you can go check in and get your luggage 

checked and all of that.” 
Laureen nodded.  “Okay...” 
“But c’mere first,” he grinned and opened his arms for a hug.  She let go of her 

suitcase, and he pulled her in for a crushing embrace, smothering her against his chest.  
“Let me know if I can do anything while you’re there, anything at all, okay?  I’ll miss ya,” 
he murmured into her ear, kissing her lightly on the cheek as he let her go. 

“I’ll miss you too.”  Smiling up at him, she opened her mouth as if to say 
something else, and for a moment, he thought it was going to come out, the ‘I love you’ 
he had feared hearing from her.  But either he misjudged her or she changed her mind 
at the last moment, because all she said was another, “Thanks, Nick.” 

“Welcome,” he said again and reached out to take her hand, giving it a squeeze 
before letting it go so she could grab her luggage again.  Finally, they said goodbye, and 
she turned, wheeling her suitcase behind her as she went to join the end of the check-in 
line at the counter. 

A strange feeling made its way into his throat as he watched her walk away, but 
he chalked it up to the emotion of saying goodbye and forced himself not to dwell on it 
as he, too, turned and walked out of the airport, knowing he could go no further. 

 
*** 

 
It was still early in the morning when Nick got back to his own house, too early to 

do much of anything, so he waited another two hours and then called Brian.  All of the 
guys were still in town, having come for his would-be birthday party the night before, 



 

which he still felt guilty about ruining.  Brian didn’t seem to mind, saying that he 
understood, but he did want to see Nick, so they arranged to meet the others for a nice 
breakfast out. 

For nearly two hours, they sat around an upscale café in downtown Tampa and 
talked over breakfast, catching each other up on the latest happenings in their lives.  It 
had been a long time, too long, since they’d all been together, but they had been busy 
with their own families and projects.  Howie had several real estate ventures in the 
works in Orlando, while Kevin was trying to balance his work with environmental 
charities with spending time with Kristin and their son Brayden, almost a year old now.  
AJ was still enjoying being a newlywed with Mary and mentioned that he’d been doing 
some writing for a possible solo project, something he’d always wanted to do.  Brian, 
who had more time on his hands now that Baylee was in full-day kindergarten, was also 
pursuing a solo career in the contemporary Christian genre.  It wasn’t the kind of music 
Nick listened to much, but he told Brian he was happy for him, and he meant it.  The 
guys had praised the hell out of his last album, and he had nothing but support for them 
in return. 

And yet, all of them, and certainly the fans as well, were wondering the million 
dollar question:  when would they head back to the studio as a group?   It didn’t feel like 
it, but it had been over two years since the release of their last album and the tour that 
had followed.  Yet, with Nick’s own solo tour set to start in a week, now didn’t seem like 
the best time to jump right into another Backstreet project. 

But even as he pointed this out, he assumed they would have this conversation in 
another few months and start work on a new album then, as they always did.  They still 
had two albums left on the five-album deal they’d signed with Jive a few months after 
Millennium’s release, so it came as a shock to Nick when Kevin said, “Guys, I dunno if 
it’s just me, but... I’m not really feelin’ the idea of doin’ another album.” 

Nick, who had just downed the last of his coffee, nearly dropped his mug, jerking 
his head up in surprise.  “What??” 

Kevin offered a crooked smile.  “Maybe it’s just me then.  Everything’s just 
different now, with the baby and all.  I wanna be around while Brayden’s young, you 
know?  I don’t wanna have to be gone all the time, out on the road and away from 
home.” 

“But... Brian did it with Baylee,” Nick protested automatically.  All he could think 
was, no... Kevin’s not thinking of quitting.  He can’t...   Though he’d always known, deep 
down, that the Backstreet Boys wouldn’t last forever, it seemed unthinkable that the end 
would come up so suddenly, in the midst of a casual breakfast conversation. 

He expected Brian to jump in and agree with him; after all, it was Brian who had 
proven he could balance pop stardom and family.  But Brian remained unusually silent, 
his mouth tightly shut as Kevin replied slowly, “Brian was a lot younger.  We all were.  
Maybe you haven’t realized it, cause you’re still young, Nicky, but I’m gonna be thirty-
eight this year.  I’m gettin’ a little old to be out there poplockin’ on stage, don’t ya think?  
Maybe it’s time to settle down.” 

Nick merely gaped at him, his surprise turning to anger.  “Are you fucking 
kidding me?  Yeah, you’re old, but you ain’t THAT old!  And you’re saying you can’t get 
up there and do some basic choreography when I did it with only one fucking leg?!  That 
is a bullshit excuse, Kevin, and you know it!” 



 

 

Kevin shrugged, hardly looking offended.  “Fine.  Forget that excuse.  Let’s just 
say I’m getting tired of it.  The last year at home with Kris and Brayden has been one of 
the best years of my adult life, and I’m not ready to give that up to do the Backstreet 
thing all over again.” 

“Well, we don’t have to do it right away,” Howie jumped in hopefully, and Nick 
could see that Howie was on his side in not wanting Kevin to leave.  “We can take as 
much time as you need and start working again when all of us are ready.  Right, guys?” 
he asked, looking around the table at the others.  The three of them nodded, but Kevin 
just shook his head. 

“That’s the thing.  I don’t think I’m gonna ever be ready again, fellas,” he said in 
his slow drawl, a sad smile creeping onto his face.  “Don’t get me wrong; I loved being in 
the group with you.  What we had... I wouldn’t trade it for the world.  I’ve had an 
incredible career because of you all.  But I just think it’s time for me to move on to the 
next phase of my life.” 

For a few long moments, everyone was very quiet.  The others looked stunned, 
even if they hadn’t shown it as much as Nick.  But in the end, no one protested.  They all 
understood... even Nick, when, in the tense silence, he really stopped to think about it.  
Hadn’t there been times when, despite his love for the music, he had just wished he 
could stay at home with Claire and forget it all? 

But it had never happened.  The music had always drawn him back to the studio 
for more, and now it was all he had.  All he could count on, anyway.  It was his life; he 
couldn’t imagine just giving it up. 

“Do you think you’ll do anything with music after this?” he asked Kevin quietly.  
“I mean, just writing?  Producing?  Broadway?  Anything?” 

“I hope so,” Kevin smiled.  “I don’t want this to be the end of my career.  I want it 
to mark a beginning, a beginning of the second chapter of it.  Look at it as a second 
chapter for all of us.” 

Nick nodded, but as he looked around the table again at his four brothers, a 
tremor of fear rippled through him.  He wasn’t ready for the second chapter.  Though 
he’d done two solo albums and enjoyed them thoroughly, he didn’t feel ready to 
continue the rest of his career totally on his own.  He wasn’t ready for the Backstreet 
Boys to be over.  In many ways, they were all he’d known; he’d grown up a Backstreet 
Boy.  These four men were not just his bandmates, but his family.  He felt like he was 
losing a family member. 

It seemed AJ wasn’t ready to let go either, for his next question was, “So... is this 
it for us then?”  He, too, looked around the table, his brow creased with deep frown 
lines. 

They all exchanged glances, trying to read the others’ thoughts, but no one spoke 
until Kevin said, “It doesn’t need to be.  I don’t want you guys to quit just because I’m 
leaving.  You’ll have my blessing if you keep makin’ music without me, and I hope you 
will.  I don’t want my decision to screw up your plans.” 

“It’s not Backstreet without you, Kev,” said Brian softly, and for the first time, he 
looked almost as lost as Nick felt inside.  “Don’t forget, you brought me into this group.  
I wouldn’t be here if it weren’t for you.” 

“Maybe it won’t be the same, but we were a vocal harmony group, and y’all can 
still have that without me.  Don’t let this be the end if you don’t want it to be,” Kevin 
said, with meaningful looks at AJ, Howie, and Nick in particular. 



 

AJ was the first one who worked up the balls to say, “Dunno about the rest of you, 
but I’m not ready to quit yet.” 

“Me neither,” Nick chimed in, and Howie quickly followed. 
All eyes turned upon Brian, who smiled thinly and said, “Hey, just cause one 

person stops, doesn’t mean that the train doesn’t keep going.  I’m in if you guys are.” 
The other three nodded their agreement, and Kevin merely smiled.  There was no 

more argument, no hurt feelings, but the conversation quickly died after that.  It was 
just too awkward.  In a span of just a few minutes, everything had changed, and Nick 
wasn’t sure how to react, how to begin to cope with it.  It wasn’t the end, and yet it was.  
It was the end of an era for him, as it was for Kevin.  Nothing would be the same. 

Hurt as he was by Kevin’s decision, he hugged his oldest brother tightly before he 
left, muttering “We’re gonna miss you, Train.  You were the engine on the Backstreet 
train.” 

Kevin laughed.  “No I wasn’t.  Just a car in the middle.  You’ll be alright without 
me, kid – just keep on rollin’.” 

Nick forced a smile which felt more like a grimace.  But Kevin had made up his 
mind, and there would be no turning back.  The timing couldn’t have been more perfect, 
in an imperfect way.  He didn’t realize it then, but a statement would be made in the 
next few days, as Kevin’s departure became official, and Nick would be bombarded with 
questions about it throughout his tour.  It was perfect only because of the extra publicity 
it brought to the tour and the fact that the Kevin questions took away from questions 
about Nick’s health, which had grown tiresome to talk about now that it was such a part 
of his past.  He was ready to move on.  A new chapter... 

Kevin left the café first that day; maybe he thought the others would want to talk 
about their future without him.  But Nick, Brian, AJ, and Howie found it difficult to talk 
then.  They all had some processing to do.  So Brian and Howie left too, wishing Nick a 
happy birthday for the second time, and then it was just Nick and AJ. 

They were just about to take off when Nick’s cell phone rang.  “Shit, it’s Claire,” 
he said, recognizing his “Fat-Bottomed Girls” ringtone. 

AJ started snickering.  “Does she know you’ve got that song as her ringer?” he 
snorted, but Nick couldn’t laugh.  His stomach had dropped to his knees with the fear of 
why she might be calling. 

Swallowing back the taste of bile in his throat, he flipped open the phone 
hesitantly, almost afraid to answer.  Please God, don’t let it be bad news about the baby, 
he prayed silently, closing his eyes as he put the phone to his ear.  “Claire?” 

“Hi, Nick!”  Nick opened his eyes again, releasing the breath he’d been holding.  
Thank God, she didn’t sound upset.  “I didn’t wake you up, did I?” 

“Nope, not at all.  I actually just got getting breakfast with the guys.” 
“Oh, the guys are in town??” 
“Yeah, they came for my b-” 
“Birthday!” Claire gasped at the same time.  “Oh my god, your party!  Wasn’t that 

supposed to be last night??” 
Nick cringed.  “Uh... yeah.”   Now he was going to make her feel guilty.  It wasn’t 

her fault he’d chosen to stay with her instead of go to his party. 
“And you didn’t go, did you?”  Her tone was accusatory, even scolding. 
“Nah.  I didn’t feel like it.” 



 

 

“Why, cause of me?  Nick Carter!  I can’t believe you didn’t go to your own 
birthday party!  Laureen did so much planning for that!  I can’t believe I didn’t make 
you go; I totally forgot!  Ugh, I need to call her and tell her how sorry I am...” 

“It’s not your fault; you were kinda out of it.  I didn’t want to go, and I know I 
pissed her off, but she’s okay now.  She said she understood anyway.  But don’t call her, 
cause she’s on her way to Chicago.” 

“She’s going home??  Why?” 
Nick told her briefly about what had happened to Laureen’s mother, and Claire 

was sympathetic.  But AJ was still standing there listening to his side of the 
conversation, and Nick was anxious to find out what was going on with her and why she 
was calling, so he interjected and asked, “So anyway, what’s happenin’?  How are the 
babies?” 

“They’re alright.  Cait’s doing real well, and Lainey’s hangin’ in there.  She’s still 
really sick, but she made it through the night, and Dr. Estrella’s a little more optimistic 
this morning.” 

“Oh good... thank god,” said Nick, and AJ smiled briefly, understanding that 
there was good news. 

“I know.  Anyway, I’m calling to ask a favor,” Claire continued.  “My mom and 
dad are here; they brought me some pajamas and stuff from home, but they forgot their 
address book, and my mom wanted to call our old pastor to see if he could come to the 
hospital and, you know, offer a blessing or something.  I think it’s a nice idea; they need 
all the prayers they can get.  But we don’t have his number; it’s in my mom’s address 
book at the condo.  I was just thinking, if you were planning on coming by to visit today 
– and you absolutely don’t have to; just if you were already thinking about it... - maybe 
you could stop by and grab it and bring it up when you come?” 

“Sure,” Nick agreed at once. 
“Oh thank you!  You still have a spare key, don’t you?” 
Nick did; he’d been given the original set when he bought the condo for Claire, 

and her mom had insisted he keep one of the keys, since he lived in town, in case 
anything happened.  “Yep,” he said. 

“Awesome.  Okay then, when you go, it should be in the top left desk drawer of 
the study.  It’s a little blue book.” 

“Okay, I should be able to find it.” 
“No hurry.  Just whenever you have a chance.” 
“I can head over now; it’s not a big deal.  The other guys just left; it’s just me and 

AJ now.” 
“Sup Claire?” AJ shouted, and, smiling, Nick relayed the message. 
Claire laughed.  “Tell him ‘sup back.” 
Nick turned to AJ.  “She says ‘wassup?’.”  AJ chuckled, and, to Claire, Nick said, 

“Alright, I’ll head over to the condo, and I’ll be up in a bit.  Sound good?” 
“Sounds awesome!  Thank you!!” she stressed, and they hung up. 
Sliding his phone back into his pocket, Nick looked up at AJ.  “She said the babies 

are doing better, and I’m supposed to go over to her condo and get her address book.  
Wanna come?” 

“To the condo or to the hospital?” 
“I dunno, what do you wanna do?” 



 

AJ thought for a minute.  “Well... I guess I could bring her a little gift, on behalf of 
the guys.  That’d be nice, right?” 

“Sure, that’d be real nice.  Whaddya gonna get, a pair of black onesies with skulls 
on ‘em?” Nick joked, snickering at the thought.  Claire would probably think they were 
cool. 

A mischievous gleam lit up AJ’s dark eyes.  “You know where I can find some?” 
“Not offhand.  Doubt the hospital gift shop sells those.  But you can probably find 

something there.” 
“Okay,” AJ decided.  “I’ll go.  I won’t stay long though.  I don’t wanna interfere.” 
“The nurses will probably think you’re some creep looking to steal a baby to sell 

or something,” Nick laughed. 
“Hey!  You think they won’t recognize me as AJ McLean, the hottest Backstreet 

Boy?” 
Nick scoffed exaggeratedly.  “Maybe in your prime – like when you actually had 

hair – but not anymore.” 
“Oh whatever,” AJ retorted, sticking out his tongue like an obnoxious kid.  “What 

I lack in hair, I make up for in limbs.”   He cackled, offering Nick a good-natured grin as 
he lightly kicked him in the prosthetic leg, just hard enough to make an impact and not 
hard enough to throw him off balance. 

“Hey, some chicks dig this,” said Nick, rolling his eyes.  “Come on, Boner, let’s go.  
You wanna ride together?” 

“Sure.  Let’s take my car.  Then I can leave when I want, and you can take a cab 
back.”  Snickering, AJ fished his keys out of his pocket, and Nick resignedly followed 
him to his rental. 

 
*** 

 
“Wow, nice place, Carter,” said AJ, edging his car through the gates that 

surrounded Claire’s condominium complex.  “She’s not even fucking you anymore, and 
you bought her this?  Or... is she?”  He waggled his eyebrows suggestively, and Nick, 
though he knew his friend was just joking, felt his face getting hot. 

“Nice, J.  Real classy,” he grumbled.  “I’m a lot of things, but not a homewrecker, 
alright?” 

“Alright, alright, my bad,” AJ apologized.  Two seconds later, his smile turned 
devilish again.  “But you’d like to be, wouldn’t you?” 

“No,” Nick said firmly.  “I’m dating Laureen.” 
“Laureen is cute,” admitted AJ.  “How are things going with her?” 
Nick shrugged.  “Okay.  Pretty good, I guess.” 
“You guess?” 
Another shrug.  For some reason, Nick didn’t feel like talking about Laureen.  “I 

dunno.  She’s a great girl...” 
“You’re just not that into her?” 
Nick cringed; it sounded so pathetic coming from AJ.  Was he leading Laureen 

on?  “I am into her though, just...” 
“Not as much as Claire?” 
Nick didn’t answer.  He didn’t want to admit that, but- 
“That was the problem with Veronica too, wasn’t it?” 



 

 

A long sigh escaped from Nick’s chest.  “What is wrong with me?  Why can’t I 
ever just completely get over her and move on, without looking back?  I’ve tried... but 
none of my relationships work out.  I didn’t break up with Veronica; she broke up with 
me.  Because of Claire.  But... I think I can make things work with Laureen,” he went on 
desperately, talking more to himself now than to AJ.  “I really do like her; she’s sweet 
and fun and damn sexy in that innocent way she’s got about her.” 

AJ eyed him skeptically.  “Sure, she’s sweet, and you like her, but do you love her, 
Nick?  Cause I’m tellin’ you now, you can’t force yourself to love someone.  Don’t even 
try, cause you’re only gonna hurt her in the long run.  Do you think she loves you?” 

“I dunno,” Nick sighed again.  “I thought she was gonna say it this morning when 
we said goodbye at the airport, but she didn’t.” 

“Well, you better figure out how you really feel before she does.  Cause if this is 
just a casual thing, that’s all fun and good, but once she starts busting out the L-word, 
you’re gonna have to think long and hard about what you really want out of this 
relationship.  You can’t string her along, man.  She’s too nice for that.” 

“I know.  But let’s just drop this for now, okay?” insisted Nick, as they got out of 
the car. 

AJ agreed, and they walked up to Claire’s building in silence. 
There was a teenage girl waiting in front of the elevator when they approached, 

and she glanced over at them, smiling politely.  Then she did a double take.  Nick 
suppressed an amused grin; this happened more times than he could count. 

The girl didn’t say anything at first, just avoided their eyes.  The elevator arrived, 
opening with a ding, and they climbed on after her.  “What floor?” she asked, blushing 
as she spoke. 

“Six.” 
“Me too,” she smiled as she punched the button.  The elevator doors closed, and 

as it started to rise, she blurted, “Okay, are you Nick and AJ?” 
The aforementioned Nick and AJ exchanged grins.  “Dang, she’s onto us, Carter,” 

said AJ, winking at the girl.  Short and brunette, she looked about sixteen, and the smile 
she flashed back at them was radiant.  The smile of a true fan. 

“I knew it!!  Oh my gosh, I can’t believe it!  I love you guys!” she burst, suddenly 
outgoing.  “Oh my- does one of you live here??” she asked incredulously as the elevator 
lurched to a stop, opening onto the sixth floor balcony. 

“Nah, a friend of mine does,” answered Nick.  “Do you?”   Stupid question, he 
thought as soon as he’d asked, but it turned out not to be. 

“No, I’m just visiting my great-grandma.  She lives here,” the girl replied.  As the 
got off the elevator, she turned and held out her hand politely.  “I’m Amy.” 

“Nice to meet you, Amy,” AJ said smoothly, taking her hand and shaking it.  “I’m 
AJ.” 

“Nick,” Nick added with a nod, feeling foolish.  They’d already established the fact 
that she knew who they were. 

“Wow, it’s so cool to meet you!  I’m such a huge fan,” Amy gushed, her eyes 
shining.  Nick didn’t doubt that she was. 

“Well, now we gotta ask – who’s your favorite?” AJ teased with another wink. 
Amy barely hesitated before she replied, with another million watt smile, “You.” 
“Ahh, see Carter?  I am still the hottest Backstreet Boy,” gloated AJ.  “Nicky and I 

were having a little debate about this earlier,” he added to Amy. 



 

She laughed.  “Oh, I bet.  Well, Nick, don’t feel too bad – I still know more people 
who love you best.” 

“Back at ya, Bone,” chuckled Nick, playing along. 
“So, if you don’t mind my asking, which condo is your friend in?” asked Amy 

curiously. 
Nick hesitated in giving this information, but seeing as how she would probably 

hang around and wait to see which condo they went to, he pointed to the second door 
and said, “Right here.” 

“Oh!”  Amy’s eyes lit up.  “Right next door to my great grandma!  She’s in the first 
one, right here.”   She motioned to the door they were standing in front of.  “I don’t 
know if she’s met your friend though.” 

“Probably not.  She just moved in not too long ago,” said Nick.  He didn’t bother 
to explain that Claire had been on bed rest and probably hadn’t set foot outside the 
condo since moving in, except to go to her doctor’s appointments. 

“Oh, cool.  Well, tell her welcome from me and my grandma.  If she needs 
anything, tell her to come over!” 

Amy seemed genuinely nice, and Nick smiled and told her thank you, that he 
would do that.  He would have agreed to an autograph or quick picture, but Amy didn’t 
ask for either, and they soon went their separate ways.  Telling them goodbye and that it 
had been nice to meet them, she disappeared into the first condo while Nick found the 
spare key on his ring and slid it into Claire’s door. 

He let AJ have a brief look around the place while he went into the study.  He felt 
a little weird poking around in someone else’s desk, but the address book was right 
where Claire had said it would be, so he didn’t have to dig too deep. 

“’Kay, J, let’s roll!” he called to AJ, and they left, locking the door again behind 
them. 

The drive to the hospital was quick, as they’d just missed the end of rush hour.  
On their way up to Claire’s floor, AJ insisted they stop in the gift shop, where he bought 
the biggest, most expensive bouquet in the flower case and wrote on the card, “Congrats 
and God bless you and your little ones.  Love, The Boys.” 

When they got to Claire’s room, AJ hardly able to see over the vase of flowers he 
was carrying, she wasn’t there.  “She’s probably in the NICU,” assumed Nick, looking 
around the empty room.  “Just set the flowers down here.” 

AJ left the flowers on the bedside table, next to a smaller bouquet, and they 
walked back out into the hallway.  On the way to the NICU, they ran into none other 
than Kris and Carrie, Claire’s parents. 

“Nick!” exclaimed Carrie, smiling broadly at the sight of him. 
“Hi,” Nick smiled back and held out the address book.  “I’ve got this...” 
“Oh, wonderful – thank you!” 
“How’s everyone doing?” he asked. 
“Okay,” said Carrie, nodding with a sort of guarded optimism.  “They won’t be out 

of the woods for awhile, but they’re hanging on.  This is putting such a strain on Claire, 
though.  She doesn’t want to leave their sides – not that I blame her – but I worry about 
her too.” 

Nick nodded.  “She’s stubborn,” he said with a chuckle, which Claire’s father 
quickly echoed. 

“Oh yeah she’s stubborn,” he laughed loudly. 



 

 

“Wonder where she gets that, huh?” teased Carrie, jabbing her husband playfully 
in the side.  “Well, come on, let’s go call Father Andrews.  Nick, she’s in the NICU if you 
want to go find her.  You and...”  She looked at AJ, faltering. 

“AJ,” AJ jumped in with a smile, extending his hand.  “Fellow Backstreet Boy,” he 
added with a wink.  “You must be Claire’s mom.  Same pretty blue eyes.” 
Nick rolled his own eyes, suppressing a smirk.  There went AJ again, always charming 
the ladies, no matter how old they were or if their husbands were standing right next to 
him.  And indeed, Claire’s mother looked charmed.  A faint blush rose in her cheeks as 
she smiled, giggling softly, and shook his hand.  “Nice to meet you, AJ,” she said, and 
Kris echoed the sentiments. 

They soon parted ways, Kris and Carrie going to use the phone while Nick and AJ 
continued to the NICU.  Stopping outside it, AJ hesitated and asked, “Is it really okay for 
us to go in there?” 

Nick shrugged.  “I was in there yesterday, and nobody except Jamie seemed to 
care.  ‘Course, since Jamie wasn’t really around, they probably assumed I was the baby 
daddy.”  He paused while AJ laughed.  “If we do get any crap, I know someone on the 
floor who’s a big fan and can be easily bribed by an autograph or randomly breaking into 
song.”  Thinking of Samantha, he grinned. 

AJ snickered.  “Okay, well, even so, I think I’m just gonna hang out here for right 
now and let you go in first.  I don’t wanna intrude.” 

“Alright,” Nick nodded.  “I’ll be back in a few then.” 
Quietly, he entered the NICU, leaving AJ in the hall.  It was like passing into 

another world, an alien world of cold-looking machines and tiny, tiny babies huddled 
inside warm incubators.  But he’d grown used to it, and he wove his way between the 
babies’ beds to the back wall where Claire’s twins lay. 

As he got nearer, he slowed.  Claire was there, in between the two incubators as 
always, out of her wheelchair this time.  She sat, instead, in a tall-backed rocking chair, 
which creaked as she rocked back and forth, very slowly.  Her back was to him, her hand 
inside Delaine’s incubator, and as he inched closer, unseen by her, he heard soft pitches 
coming from her lips. 

At first, he thought she was just talking to the baby, murmuring gentle words of 
encouragement.  But then, his heart squeezing, he realized she was singing. 

 
“Baby mine, don’t you cry... 
Baby mine, dry your eyes...” 
 
She sang quietly, almost under her breath, just loud enough for the babies and 

now him to hear.  It was a private moment, not meant to be shared by outsiders, and 
Nick knew better than to walk in on it, but now that he was here, just close enough to 
witness it, he couldn’t bear to turn away.  Instead, he froze, straining to listen. 
 

“Rest your head close to my heart, never to part, baby of mine...” 
 
Her voice, normally off-key when she sang along to the radio, actually sounded 

better without music, and was beautiful in its own way, the tender way of a mother 
singing her child to sleep.  Nick found himself entranced by it. 

 



 

“Little one, when you play, 
Don’t you mind what they say. 
Let those eyes sparkle and shine, 
Never a tear, baby of mine...” 
 
He recognized the song she was singing now; it was a song he hadn’t heard since 

he was a little boy, planted in front of his TV.  But now, the memory flooded back to him, 
that scene in Dumbo where Dumbo’s mother had rocked him in her trunk.  Sweet 
though it was, he would never know the true significance of what this song meant to 
Claire, but it was touching all the same. 

He felt his heart breaking for her, sensing how hard it must be for her to touch 
her sick, too-tiny baby only through a plastic enclosure, unable to hold her and rock her.  
Somehow, Claire’s voice expressed it all; even in the simple words and melody, the 
emotion was powerful. 

“From your head down to your toes,” she sang, and for the first time, her soft, 
high voice cracked and nearly broke.  “You’re not much, goodness knows...”   The words 
came out thickly now, and her voice quivered.  “But you’re so precious to me, cute as 
can be, baby of mine...” 

She trailed off, the creaking sounds of the rocker taking the place of her song, and 
for a few heartbeats, Nick just stood there and watched her rock, afraid to move.  He 
wanted to go to her and wrap his arms around her and kiss her deeply, deeply but 
sweetly.  Gazing at her in rapture, his heart clenched, and he wished more than ever that 
she could be his, the mother of his children someday.  But, of course, he couldn’t do 
that.  So he simply stood frozen. 

He was not sure how long he stayed, while she rocked on obliviously, but 
eventually the lump in his throat got to be too much, and a small cough escaped him as 
he tried to clear it.  He instantly tensed, as Claire stopped rocking and turned her head. 

With the guilty feeling of a kid caught with his hand in the cookie jar, Nick offered 
a sheepish smile.  “Hey,” he said softly. 

To his relief, Claire just smiled.  She looked slightly red-eyed, but calm.  “Hi.  
When did you come in?” 

“Just now,” fibbed Nick, but he felt his face growing hot as he said it, and sure 
enough, it gave him away.  He always had been a bad liar. 

“You did not.  You were listening to my singing,” Claire accused, but gently so.  It 
was clear from the wink she gave him that she didn’t mind, not really.  Sniffling, she 
added, “They say if you sing to babies, they’ll develop an early love for music.” 

Unable to resist the opportunity to tease her, Nick replied with a wink back, 
“Well, not if they hear you singing.  They’ll learn to run screaming from it.” 

“Ha ha,” said Claire sarcastically, with a long-suffering look.  “Fine then.  You 
sing to them.”   Her scowl turned to an impish smile, at the expression of what must 
have been bewilderment on Nick’s face. 

“What?  Me sing?” 
“Yes.  That’s what you do, isn’t it?  You’ve done it before,” she added with another 

wink.  “So sing.” 
He wasn’t sure, but she just might have been serious.  He had done it for her 

before.  Well, who was he to refuse what was clearly a challenge... or, at least, a request? 



 

 

Clearing his throat, he stepped forward, positioning himself on the other side of 
Delaine’s bed.  Looking through the incubator at her and her twin beyond, both so 
fragile and precious, he scrounged for a song that would fit. 

And then they came to him, not lyrics of his own, but of one of the great 
songwriters of the generation before him.  He swallowed hard and opened his mouth, 
and suddenly, out they came pouring, as if he’d rehearsed them. 

 
“I know it’s not much, but it’s the best I can do. 
My gift is my song, and... this one’s for you...” 
 
Growing more confident, he sang on, 
 
“And you can tell everybody, this is your song. 
It may be quite simple, but now that it’s done, 
I hope you don’t mind, I hope you don’t mind, 
That I put down in words... 
How wonderful life is, now you’re in the world...” 
 
Trailing off, he turned to chance a look at Claire.  The expression on her face was 

one he had seen before and remembered well, though it had been years ago.  
Swallowing, he took a breath and changed his tune on a whim. 

 
“I stare at your face, into your eyes. 
Outside there’s so much passing us by, 
All of the sounds and all of the sights, 
Over the earth and under the sky. 
 
“Too much cold and too much rain, 
Too much heartache to explain. 
Who needs the world when I’ve got you? 
Switch off the sun, the stars, and the moon. 
I have all I need inside of this room. 
Who needs the world when I’ve got you?” 
 
He stopped there, because he knew what was coming in the next verse, and he 

couldn’t sing it, not then.  “I open my arms, try to be true.  Seems like my only truth is 
you.  Am I wrong or am I right?  All I want is you tonight...” 

It was wrong, but true.  He wanted her.  She was his truth.  And when he met her 
eyes, which were now filled with tears, and looked into her soul, he thought he could see 
the same realization coming from her.  In that moment, if he had had the nerve to move 
forward and take her quivering chin in his fingers, he was sure he could have kissed her 
and gotten away with it.  She wouldn’t have pushed him away.  She likely would have 
melted, fallen forward right into his arms. 

But, perhaps because he knew it was wrong, he didn’t.  The moment ended as she 
broke her gaze and looked away, swiping at her eyes, and for a few seconds, there was 
silence, as neither of them spoke. 



 

Nick looked down into Delaine’s incubator, now afraid to meet Claire’s eyes 
again.  He was afraid of the power she held over him, the weakness that could make him 
take advantage of her vulnerability and make the wrong move, which would only 
complicate things further.  He was bound and determined not to let it happen, even 
though he wanted it to. 

“Thank you.”   Her words finally drifted over to him shakily, and he looked over 
again to find her smiling poignantly. 

Forcing a crooked smile back, he waved off the thanks and said, “It’s nothin’.  You 
asked me to, didn’t you?” 

“No, it is something, Nick,” Claire insisted, and her eyes brightened.  “If your 
voice can do for them what it did for me... then I know they’ll be okay.” 

The pesky lump rose back into his throat, as he peered into the incubators again.  
The silken hair on Delaine’s scalp was a dark contrast against her sallow skin, but 
beyond her lay her twin, with wisps of the finest red. 

Swallowing, Nick nodded slowly.  “They will be.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 180 
 
Claire fully expected Jamie to come groveling back to her sometime that day with 

a typical lame excuse for an apology to feed her.  An apology which she wouldn’t be 
swallowing – no way.  His apologies had become meaningless to her because every time 
he said he was sorry for something, he just went and did it again.  He was out of second 
chances from her... and third chances... 

Hell, Jamie was out of chances altogether. 
The way he’d acted yesterday was inexcusable.  Refusing to touch the babies, his 

own daughters... walking out on her again... and then having the nerve to show up 
drunk in the middle of the night... 

Even now, just thinking of it all left her seething with anger. 
And yet, beneath the fury was another emotion, one more difficult to explain in 

words.  Even though she was mad and resentful of Jamie, it hurt her to not have him 
here.  These were the days they had been looking forward to since their honeymoon, 
when they’d first talked of having children.  In some ways, it was hard to believe a full 
year had gone by since then, yet their first wedding anniversary had slipped by a few 
days ago with only a phone call to commemorate it.  A phone call which she had made.  
Occurrences like that made it seem as if their lovely honeymoon had happened in 
another lifetime. 

In any case, their children were here, earlier than planned, but here, and Jamie 
was not.  It was a moment they should have shared together, and instead, here she was, 
alone in her hospital room, and he was god-knows-where, doing god-knows-what.  And 
that hurt. 

Thankfully, it wasn’t like she had a lack of support from the other people in her 
life.  Her family had been coming during visiting hours without fail to keep her 
company, and Nick had been around a lot, well outside the constraints of regular visiting 
hours.  But no one had reprimanded him, perhaps because those who didn’t know him 
assumed he was her husband and the babies’ father, and those who did know the 
situation understood. 

It was nice having all of them around, but even so, it wasn’t the same as having 
her husband, her babies’ father, there to share in her concern and reassure her that 
everything would be alright, even if there was no guarantee it would. 

The feeling was worse now that Nick had gone home.  She would never forget the 
way he had sung to her daughters, his gentle voice soothing her as well, and she couldn’t 
understand how two men who, in some ways, were quite similar could be so completely 
different.  Nick had been there for their births and every day since, even though they 
weren’t his children and he owed her nothing, and Jamie, who was supposed to be there, 
hadn’t been. 

Maybe it’s karma, she thought grumpily, unable to keep from feeling sorry for 
herself.  I left a wonderful man and married an asshole, and this is what I get. 

It was not the best time to start questioning every decision she’d made over the 
last few years, but lying in her bed, with two sick newborns down the hall, that’s what 
Claire was doing. 

She was interrupted only by the sound of a knock at the door.  Instantly, she 
stiffened.  The hospital staff didn’t usually knock, or if they did, they didn’t wait for a 
response.  Nick had already been there, and as he had mentioned a shower and a nap on 



 

his afternoon agenda, she doubted he was back already.  Nor did she expect her family, 
who had taken off for the afternoon.  And since Dianna was working, Laureen was in 
Chicago, and Father Andrews had already stopped by to offer a blessing for her and her 
twins, that left only one person she could think of who might be knocking on her door. 

Jamie, of course. 
“Come in!” she called grudgingly, her response delayed.  The door pushed open at 

once, and when she looked into its threshold, she was surprised to find that it was not 
Jamie at all.  It was worse. 

It was Jamie’s mother. 
Claire could hardly hide her surprise.  “Mrs. Turner!” she choked, twisting her 

lips into what she hoped was a polite smile.  “I-I didn’t expect to see you down here... so 
soon.” 

“Well now, you didn’t expect me to stay up in Des Moines, half a country away 
from my new grandbabies either, did you?  I booked my flight yesterday, as soon as 
Jamie called me,” Mrs. Turner replied, flashing her lopsided smile. 

“Ah... well, I’m so glad you could make it,” said Claire, lying through her teeth.  
“Have you, uh... talked to Jamie since then?”   She wanted to know what his mother 
knew of the current situation... babies, last night’s drunken visit, and all. 

“Well, of course!  Who do you think picked me up from the airport?”  Laughing 
shortly, Mrs. Turner added, “Yes, I just got in about two hours ago, and Jamie picked me 
up and drove me over to Brad’s home just long enough to leave my luggage, and then we 
came straight here.” 

Claire arched her eyebrows.  “‘We’?” she echoed curiously. 
“Yes, Jamie’s here; he’s still in the neonatal ward.  I just insisted that we drop in 

and check up on my new grandchildren first.”  Mrs. Turner beamed.  “Jamie wasn’t so 
keen on it; he mentioned something about a little spat with you – but I told him all 
about hormones and how you were probably just feeling a little irritable and that he 
should at least go and spend time with his daughters.” 

Claire was still reeling with this twisted version of what had gone on between 
Jamie and her yesterday when his mother, lowering her loud voice a notch, added, “He’s 
not used to coping with these things, you know – illnesses and intensive care and those 
sorts of things.  Our family has always been very healthy; until his father died, he’d 
never had to experience anything like this.  But like I told him, he’ll just have to buck up 
and get used to it.”  She gave a short not and finished, “He should have known that 
going in.” 

Claire blinked, as Mrs. Turner’s words washed over her, absorbing slowly.  Did 
she really mean to sound as if the problems the twins had had come from her?  As if bad 
genes or something, inherited from the Ryan side of the family, had caused their 
prematurity?  Or was it just her fault?  Was that what she’d meant by “he should have 
known that going in”? 

She wanted to retort to that, wanted to put Mrs. Turner to the test and snap, “And 
what do you mean by that?”   But even with her “hormones” in the state they were in, 
she knew she needed to keep her cool around her mother-in-law, and so she fought to do 
so, holding her tongue. 

In her silence, Jamie’s mother just kept talking.   
“What darling babies, though!  They’re a little small, of course, and sickly, but... 

I’m sure they’ll grow.  You’ve been praying hard, haven’t you?” 



 

 

“Of course I have,” Claire nearly snapped, feeling stubborn and defensive, as if 
her children had been criticized.  She couldn’t say why it should upset her – they were 
small and sickly – but something about hearing it from Jamie’s mother, in her critical 
tone of voice, just made her mad. 

“Do the doctors have an explanation for what caused them to come so 
prematurely?” asked Mrs. Turner, her brow creasing.  “I asked Jamie, but he wasn’t very 
clear.  You know how he gets when he doesn’t want to talk about something.” 

At least they were on the same page with that, thought Claire – she definitely 
knew how Jamie got, how he completely shut down and tried to avoid difficult subjects.  
She could only imagine him mumbling non-answers to his mother over the phone or on 
the way back from the airport, as she grilled him for information. 

Then again, sometimes, like now, she could understand why.  She didn’t want to 
have to answer his mother, who was looking at her critically behind her wire-rimmed 
glasses.  Pangs of guilt jabbed at her stomach as she considered all the possible reasons 
for the premature labor.  It had likely been her heart condition, her body forcing the 
twins out in order to protect itself, knowing that it could not handle carrying them any 
longer.  Or maybe she had not kept still enough during her bed rest, not lain down 
enough, not followed her doctor’s orders as strictly as she should have.  Maybe she had 
done something wrong to trigger the latest round of preterm labor. 

Or maybe... her stomach turned over, wrenching in agony... maybe it all went 
back to the selective reduction of the third baby.  In the physical sense, the procedure 
was not without its complications, as she had been warned – sometimes it could 
stimulate premature labor or end in the termination of the entire pregnancy.  She was 
incredibly thankful the rare latter complication hadn’t happened; she wasn’t sure she 
would have been able to go on, knowing that she had mistakenly killed all three of her 
unborn children.  But in making the decision to terminate the one, had she doomed the 
other two to prematurity?  To weeks in an incubator, hooked up to tubes, isolated and 
sick?  To a potential lifetime of problems resulting from being born too soon? 

All of a sudden, she had the urge to vomit.  Thankfully, she’d gained good control 
over her gag reflex after months of throwing up from chemo, and she kept the sensation 
in check.  Swallowing back the bile that had risen in her throat, she forced herself to 
meet Mrs. Turner’s eyes. 

“They can’t say for sure,” she answered her question finally, hearing her own 
voice tremble just a little.  “It’s been a complicated pregnancy.  It could be a lot of 
things.”  Things having to do with her body, she reminded herself fiercely, things she 
wasn’t obligated to share with her mother-in-law. 

Claire had never been particularly reserved about sharing when it came to her 
health; she’d found that talking about it, showing that she was comfortable with it, really 
helped.  It helped put others at ease, knowing that she could be so candid in talking 
about things that were hard to talk about, and in doing so, made her feel better too.  But 
this... this was a subject that was still too fresh, and she didn’t think she was ready to be 
grilled about it by Jamie’s mother. 

“It has been difficult for you, hasn’t it?” murmured Mrs. Turner, studying her 
closely.  “First all the trouble just to conceive, and then... then the... the death... of the 
one...”   She trailed off in a faltering whisper, as if it was cursed just to speak of the third 
baby. 

And she didn’t even know the real story. 



 

 
At Jamie’s insistence, they had told his mother that the triplet had died, 

spontaneously, inside the womb.  She would think of it as a miscarriage, which 
sometimes happened to even the most devout Christian couples, and not as an abortion, 
a mortal sin to which, in her eyes, no decent Catholic woman would ever consent.  It 
made Claire feel even guiltier over the whole thing to have to lie about it, especially to 
her mother-in-law, her babies’ grandmother.  But Jamie was probably right in thinking 
that she would never understand, that she would blame Claire.  Claire could sense the 
blame radiating from those sharp eyes even now, without her knowing the whole truth. 

Claire cleared her throat loudly, fighting to keep her churning emotions 
contained.  “Yeah... well... I guess I should have known it would be complicated.  
Everything always is when it comes to my health – part of the curse of living through 
cancer, I guess,” she said stiffly and forced a very strained smile.  Mrs. Turner looked 
away from her face briefly, which gave Claire a slight triumph of satisfaction.  All of a 
sudden, she wanted to make Jamie’s mother uncomfortable, to get under her skin.  
Maybe she didn’t like Claire being blunt any more than Claire liked being grilled. 

She could have said more, but she knew she shouldn’t.  Like it or not, this was her 
husband’s mother, her daughters’ grandmother, and she had come to visit, something 
her own son had struggled with.  Claire knew that she should be appreciative.  “I’m just 
grateful to have two daughters who are alive,” she finished, and that much could not 
have been more sincere. 

Mrs. Turner nodded, putting on another lopsided smile.  “Of course,” she said 
softly.  “That’s all that really matters.  I just hate for you and Jamie to have to go through 
all this, and to see them like that.  A new mother should be able to hold her babies, not 
look at them through plastic.”  She paused to sigh.  “It’s just so unfortunate.  Why, when 
I had both Brad and Jamie, I was nursing them right off the bat.  Of course, I delivered 
naturally; I suppose that makes things easier too.  You poor thing, having to have a C-
section...”   She trailed off, her eyes traveling up and down Claire’s torso, which, 
thankfully, was hidden under the covers.  Claire didn’t feel like being scrutinized. 

Dr. Valerio had told her once during a prenatal check-up that some women who 
had C-sections felt a sense of grief afterwards, as if they’d been cheated out of the 
experience of giving birth naturally, or as if they were somehow inferior for having to 
deliver through Cesarean.  At the time, Claire had thought it silly, assuring herself that 
she would not feel that way.  Sure, if given the choice, she would have chosen to go 
through labor and deliver the twins the natural way, but there was nothing wrong with 
having a C-section, and she felt sure that she would not react that way. 

Logic had been able to drill this into her head at the time, but now that she was 
here, in a hospital bed, recovering from one and having to face the regretful face of Mrs. 
Turner, who was looking at her as if she were someone to be pitied for having a C-
section, Claire began to understand this sense of loss.  Maybe she had missed out on 
something... 

To make matters worse, Jamie’s mother broke the tense silence that had settled 
between them a moment later by reaching into her purse and exclaiming, “Oh, wait till 
you see what I brought!  I thought you might like to look at these...”   And she pulled out 
a thick envelope that was stuffed to the seams with photographs. 

Curious, Claire took the envelope from her, swung her bedside tray over her lap, 
and carefully slid the stack of pictures out onto it.  She could tell at once, by their size 



 

 

and somewhat faded, blurred quality, that they were old.  And, sure enough, smiling up 
at her from the photo on top was a much younger version of Mrs. Turner.  Claire 
recognized her at once, even though her frizzy gray hair was a mousy brown in the 
picture, her haggard face was smooth and shining, and the glasses over her eyes were 
much, much larger. 

The young Mrs. Turner was in a familiar position – sitting up in what was clearly 
a hospital bed, the covers drawn up over her knees, and wearing an ugly printed gown 
and a broad smile.  By the sheen of sweat that made her face glow and the large bulge 
visible beyond her knees, Claire guessed this was a picture of Jamie’s mother in labor. 

“I was pregnant with Jamie there,” confirmed Mrs. Turner, pointing to her 
swollen belly in the photo.  “Eight hours in labor, but not nearly as bad as when I had 
Brad – his labor lasted almost eighteen.” 

“Wow,” said Claire, forcing a humorless laugh, “at least I didn’t have to go 
through much of that.  It was pretty quick for me.” 

“Oh, you’ll make up for it in recovery time,” replied Mrs. Turner, patting her arm 
and smiling sympathetically again. 

Gee thanks, thought Claire with heavy sarcasm and annoyance.  Trying not to 
sigh out loud, she forced herself to turn to the next photo.  It was another one of Mrs. 
Turner in a hospital bed, but this time she looked even sweatier and happier and was 
holding in her arms a little bundle with a shock of dark hair.  A smile tugged at the 
corners of Claire’s lips as she realized it was a newborn Jamie she was holding. 

Claire was sure she had seen baby pictures of her husband before, but never quite 
like this.  As she flipped slowly through the next few photos, she found several close-up 
images of him, red-faced, but filled out and beautifully healthy-looking, with his pink 
skin and chubby cheeks and full head of hair. 

Leaning in to look at the picture she was holding, Mrs. Turner said, “Delaine 
especially looks a little like he did, doesn’t she?  With the darker hair, I mean.  Pat and I 
always joked that we never understood how both of our boys ended up with such 
beautiful dark curls, since we both had lighter brown hair, but it looks like at least one of 
your girls inherited those genes.” 

“Lucky,” Claire smiled faintly.  “If they both manage to escape the curse of white 
skin from my side of the family, I’ll be happy.”   The Doune skin, they called it in her 
family, as it had come from the side of her mother, who had been Caroline Doune before 
she had married Kris Ryan.  But then, the Ryan family’s Irish red hair and freckles didn’t 
help things much either.  Claire did hope her daughters’ looks would come mostly from 
their father, though a selfish part of her wanted to be told that they resembled their 
mother too. 

Right now, it was too difficult to tell, and although it was clear that Delaine’s hair 
was darker now, Claire didn’t think she really looked much like the infant Jamie in the 
pictures.  In fact, there was such a difference between the baby in the pictures and her 
own twins that it made her sad to look at them, for the photos were a powerful reminder 
of how tiny and sick her babies were.  It was hard, too, to look upon the photos of Mrs. 
Turner and Jamie’s father holding baby Jamie, all three of them looking healthy and 
content.  Together with Jamie’s older brother Brad, just a little boy in the pictures, they 
were the perfect, happy family.  Meanwhile, Claire and Jamie could barely speak 
without fighting, nor could they hold their frail twin daughters yet, and even if they 
could, Claire wasn’t sure Jamie would want to. 



 

Comparing their situation to the perfect little scenario presented in his mother’s 
photos, Claire felt more depressed than ever.  With each photo, she began to resent Mrs. 
Turner more and more for making her feel like this and wished that Jamie would come 
back from the NICU soon, more to take his mother off her hands than to visit her.  She 
still wasn’t sure she was up to talking to him yet, especially not after this uncomfortable 
visit with his mom. 

And indeed, when Jamie finally did show up a few minutes later, she found that it 
was hard to look at his face and even harder to hold her tongue, remembering how 
wasted he had been the night before.  She wasn’t ready to accept an apology from him, if 
he even had one to offer, though she could see herself chewing him out if his mother 
wasn’t around.  Lucky for him, Mrs. Turner showed no signs of budging to give them 
privacy, so Claire took the easy way out and pretended she was tired and in pain and 
that she wanted to take a nap. 

Jamie looked hurt, his mother suspicious, but Claire didn’t care.  She didn’t care 
what they would say when they left the hospital together, didn’t care one bit.  All she 
knew was that she was tired of making awkward small talk with Jamie’s mother and that 
she wasn’t ready to talk to Jamie at all, not the way they needed to.  Thankfully, Jamie 
seemed to understand this and didn’t protest. 

Only when he and his mother had gone did Claire realize Mrs. Turner had left her 
photos behind, perhaps intentionally.  Claire frowned at them a moment before pushing 
them aside and reaching for her digital camera from the bedside table.  Her parents had 
brought her the camera from home, since she’d forgotten it in her rush to leave for the 
hospital with Nick the night she’d gone into labor.  So there would be no pictures of her 
in a hospital bed, about to give birth, like there were of Jamie’s mother, but she’d taken 
tons of the twins. 

Flipping through them now, she noticed they all looked about the same – some 
close-up, some far away, and from different angles, but as Caitlin and Delaine didn’t do 
much, they looked no different from picture to picture.  Much different from the infant 
Jamie, though, she realized again, a lump rising in her throat as she looked at a close-up 
of Delaine. 

Tears threatened, but she quickly turned off the camera and set it aside, refusing 
to allow herself another meltdown right now.  She blamed Jamie’s mother for getting 
her upset and quickly turned on the TV in her room, determined to try and forget it all, 
even if for a mere half hour. 
 

*** 
 

Half an hour turned into two and a half, as Claire managed to doze a little to the 
drone of the TV.  She had apparently needed the nap, having not slept well the night 
before, because when she awoke from it, she felt much better. 

Wondering if there was any change in Delaine or Caitlin, she reached for her 
nurse call button, intending to get someone to walk with her down to the NICU.  
Although the nurses were encouraging her to get up and walk around, they didn’t want 
her roaming around by herself just yet, as she was still a little shaky and slow-moving 
from the surgery. 

Even so, they were talking of sending her home the next day, which was 
incredibly bittersweet for Claire.  Going home was usually a good thing, as no one liked 



 

 

being in the hospital, but in this case, she knew her daughters would not be coming 
home with her, and her leaving without them was hard to imagine.  It was another 
reason she wanted to go and see them now; she was determined to spend as much time 
as she could with them, knowing it would take a lot more effort to get up to the NICU 
once she was recovering at home. 

She was just about to hit the call button when another knock came at the door.  It 
was a cheerful “Shave and a Haircut” knock, and, knowing that could not be Jamie, 
Claire called “Come in!” with more enthusiasm than she had earlier. 

The door swung open, and in came Dianna, dressed in the stylish skirt and blouse 
she’d evidently worn to work, her tall heels click-clacking rapidly on the floor as she 
hurried over to Claire’s bedside for a ginger hug.  “Claire!  How ya feelin’, girl?” she cried 
animatedly, leaning back to give Claire a once-over. 

“Well... I’ve been better... but I’ve also been worse... so I guess I’m okay,” 
answered Claire, smiling up at her.  “It’s good to see you!  I didn’t know if you were 
going to come and visit or not.” 

“Surprise!” exclaimed Dianna, grinning.  “I wanted to come yesterday, but after I 
talked to your mom, I thought it might be better to give you some space.” 

“Aww... well, you know you’re always welcome, but yeah... yesterday was hard,” 
Claire admitted.  “Today’s been a little better.” 

“Really?  That’s good.  Does... does that mean the babies are doing better?” 
“Yeah... a little.  They’re not out of the woods yet, especially Delaine, but they’re 

hanging in there.”  Claire forced another smile. 
“Aww, well, good.  I can’t wait to see them!” 
“I’ve got pictures,” said Claire, handing Dianna her camera.  “I was just thinking 

about going to see them, though, so you can come with me if you want.” 
“Sure!  I’d love to!”  Excitedly, Dianna turned on the camera and started flipping 

through the pictures, cooing loudly.  “Awww!!  Poor little things... they’re so cute 
though!” she gushed, which Claire took as a compliment.  “So who do you think they 
look more like?” she asked, peering at Claire over the top of the camera. 

Claire laughed lightly.  “I can’t really tell, but Delaine does have darker hair, so 
according to Jamie’s mother, she looks like him.  She even brought me baby pictures of 
him to look at.”  Rolling her eyes, she motioned to the envelope she’d pushed away 
earlier. 

“Oh boy... a visit from Mrs. Turner, huh?” said Dianna in a tone of voice that 
exactly matched Claire’s own thoughts.  They both laughed.  Having gone to high school 
with Jamie, they were both familiar with his mother, who had always been a nice 
woman, but also an overprotective, opinionated, highly critical nag. 

“Yeah, that was almost as pleasant as the visit I got from Jamie himself in the 
middle of the night,” replied Claire, and all it took was Dianna’s dark eyes widening to 
trigger the rant that she hadn’t nearly gotten out of her system on the phone with Nick 
last night.  All the things she would have said to Jamie that afternoon came spewing out 
to Dianna instead, who merely looked appalled. 

“I can’t believe him!” she cried in shock, when Claire had finished.  “What an 
asshole!!  Want me to go kick his butt for you?  I bet these heels would a job on him; 
he’d never want to drink again,” Dianna threatened, jiggling her stiletto-heeled foot 
menacingly. 



 

Claire laughed, grateful her best friend was on her side.  She knew Dianna was 
often put in a difficult position when it came to spats between Claire and Jamie, as she 
was friends with both of them, but when it came down to it, Dianna almost always sided 
with Claire. 

“Seriously, do you want me to talk to him?” offered Dianna, her brown eyes wide 
with concern.  “Maybe he doesn’t realize how much he’s hurting you, acting like this.” 

“No,” sighed Claire.  “I mean, thanks, but... he’s my husband; I need to talk to 
him myself.  We’re too old to send a messenger to do our dirty work.  I’m just not ready 
to have that talk yet; I’m afraid I’ll just bite his head off if he’s in the same room with me 
for too long.  It’s probably a good thing he did bring his mom with him today.” 

Dianna nodded.  “Understandable.  Well, give it some time... you know he’ll come 
crawling back to you soon enough; he always does.” 

“Yeah... he always does,” Claire echoed.  “And I take him back.  Every time.  Every 
time this has happened... and how many times has it happened in the last year alone?  
Not counting the shit he pulled when I was sick.  Is it just me, or is that really messed 
up, Di?  I mean, why do I keep taking him back?  Why?” 

Offering a crooked smile, Dianna answered, “Because you love him?  Because he’s 
your husband?  Why else would you?” 

Yeah..., thought Claire, frowning.  Why else would I? 
Maybe it was because she loved him, deep down, as she had since high school.  

Maybe it was because he was her husband. 
Or maybe she just didn’t want to be alone.  

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 181 
 

Despite her worries of being alone, Claire thought she had handled her temporary 
separation from Jamie over the last month or so fairly well, maybe because Jamie had 
made it easy for her by acting the part of the asshole so well that she didn’t want to be 
around him.  In any case, being several states away from her husband turned out to be 
far easier than being a few miles away from her premature twin babies. 

Claire found this out the next morning, when she was discharged from the 
hospital and sent home without them. 

She cried in the NICU when she went to say goodbye, then cried the whole way 
home too, as her parents drove her back to the condo. 

“Sweetie, you’re not far from the hospital; we can be there in a matter of minutes 
if we need to be.  You’ll still be able to go and visit them all the time, especially once 
you’re all healed up,” her father tried to reassure her, smiling at her in the rearview 
mirror.  But her mother didn’t say much of anything, seeming to understand much 
better how hard this was for her.  Claire supposed it was a “mom” thing. 

Once back at the condo, her mom helped her into bed and made sure she was 
comfortable, tucking her in and fussing over her the way she always had when Claire 
was sick, whether it was the flu as a child or leukemia as an adult.  Now, Claire thought, 
she should be the one putting her own daughters to bed... but instead, the twin cribs lay 
empty, her babies slept in plastic boxes at the hospital, and she wouldn’t be up for taking 
care of anyone until she finished recovering from the C-section.  Dr. Valerio said it 
would take six to eight weeks, but Claire was hoping to be back to normal in a month. 

Even so, four weeks seemed like a long time – and even longer when she realized 
that Caitlin and Delaine might very well still be in the hospital a month from then.  After 
all, even then it would still be a month before their original due date, which had not 
been until the end of March. 

Sighing, as she lay uncomfortably in her bed, Claire wished it could be March 
now.  After having lain around this condo for the better part of two months already, the 
thought of another month or more of taking it easy was torturous.  Then again, she 
certainly didn’t feel like moving around much either; it still felt like her guts were going 
to come spilling out of her incision every time she got up or rolled over or laughed or 
coughed, even though Dr. Valerio had checked her over and removed the staples just 
that morning.  It was frustrating because if not for her need to heal, she would be able to 
spend time at the hospital with her babies as often as she liked. 

Determined to keep herself occupied, Claire tried reading, then watching TV.  
Neither one could hold her attention, so finally she adjusted her pillows and 
maneuvered herself so that she was sitting up more in bed, then called her mother to 
bring back her knitting gear.  At least, she thought, she would have plenty of time to 
finish the booties and blankets she had wanted to make for the twins. 

She knitted obsessively all afternoon and found that the activity, repetitive 
though still requiring her concentration, did help to keep her mind busy and off of the 
babies and Jamie and her pain and any of the other things that had been bothering her.  
She stopped only to take her pain medication, use the bathroom, and, in the early 
evening, to take a phone call. 

When the phone rang, she set down her skein of pale green yarn just long enough 
to reach for the cordless phone next to her bed and glance at the caller ID.  Not 



 

recognizing the name, she didn’t bother to answer it.  But it cut off after another ring, 
and, from a distance, she heard her mother’s muffled voice answer, “Hello?” 

Pausing, Claire listened to her mother’s side of the conversation. 
“No, he’s not.  I believe he’s staying with his brother right now, but I don’t have 

the number handy.  I’m sure Claire does though; would you like to talk to her?  Yes, 
she’s home, just got out this morning.  Oh sure, I think she’ll be up to it... let me see.” 

Someone for Jamie, thought Claire, as she heard her mother’s footsteps 
approaching. 

“Claire?”  Her mom’s head poked through the door; she had her hand cupped 
over the phone.  “There’s a young man on the phone, wanting to get a hold of Jamie.  
Can you give him the number?” 

“Sure,” agreed Claire.  She picked up the cordless again and punched the Talk 
button to turn it on.  “Hello?” 

She heard a click as her mom got off the other line, and her footsteps faded. 
On the other end, a vaguely familiar voice said, “Hi, Claire?  This is Bill 

MacLeod... I used to work with Jamie here in Tampa.” 
The words jarred her memory, and Claire pictured Jamie’s former coworker, a 

tall, dorky-looking guy with dark red hair and freckles.  She hadn’t known him well, but 
she’d met him a few times; she had once gone to a Fourth of July cookout as his house 
with Jamie, and he had been at their wedding as well.  She remembered him as being 
very nice.  “Oh, hi, Bill!” she said.  “How are you?” 

“I think I should be the one asking you that,” chuckled Bill.  “I’m fine, but how are 
you?  Congratulations, by the way.” 

“Thanks,” smiled Claire; apparently Bill had been in touch with Jamie recently.  
“I’m doing fine.” 

“Good.  Well, listen, I don’t mean to bother you, but I’ve been trying to get a hold 
of Jamie.  He called the other day and gave me this number to reach him at.” 

Claire frowned; that was presumptuous of Jamie, assuming she would let him 
stay here again after the way she’d kicked him out on Christmas.  Then again, if it hadn’t 
been for the way he’d acted at the hospital, she probably would have. 

“Oh,” she said, “well, he’s not staying here right now; his mom’s in town, and 
they’re both staying with his older brother, Brad.  Let me get you his number... hang on.”   
She picked up her cell phone as well and flipped through her contacts until she found 
Brad’s home number.  She read that off to Bill and gave him the number to Jamie’s cell 
too. 

“Thanks so much,” replied Bill graciously.  “I’m sure I used to have his cell phone 
number saved, but I must have lost track of it sometime since the two of you moved.  
Hey, how are you liking Des Moines, anyway?” 

“It’s... uh... it’s okay,” answered Claire, feeling awkward because she actually 
hadn’t been in Des Moines since before Thanksgiving.  “I can’t say I really miss it right 
now, though,” she added, as she thought about how hard it would be to go back once this 
was all over.  That was, if she went back. 

Bill chuckled.  “Understandable.  Your family’s all down here, right?  I think I 
remember Jamie telling me that.  He said you wouldn’t want to move that far from your 
family.  Not to mention, Iowa’s no Florida when it comes to weather – not so much sand 
and sun up there, right?” 



 

 

Claire laughed a little, then immediately regretted it as her incision twinged.  
Pressing her hand over it, she grimaced and tried to steady her voice before replying.  
“So true.  I’m not a big fan of winter.” 

“Me neither, me neither,” Bill agreed.  “I have to say, I was honestly a little 
surprised he convinced you.” 

“Ha,” said Claire dryly, not really laughing this time.  “It’s not like it was really a 
matter of convincing me.  I wasn’t gonna let him lose his job; I’m not that selfish.” 

“What?  Oh no, I didn’t mean you were selfish,” said Bill, sounding slightly 
confused.  “I just meant, when he talked about putting in for the transfer, the other guys 
at the office and I were joking around that a girl like you would never go for it.  Like I 
said, who but him would choose to move from Florida to Iowa, you know?” 

He laughed again, light-heartedly, but Claire’s heart had suddenly plunged into 
the pit of her stomach, which clenched around it.  “What did you say?” she asked, 
clutching the phone closer to her ear, hoping that she had somehow misunderstood him.  
“Are you saying that Jamie put in for the transfer to Des Moines?  That he requested it?” 

“Uh...”  Bill sounded very confused now.  “Did he, uh, not... tell you that?”   He 
sounded somewhat incredulous, as if he couldn’t believe a man would do that to his 
wife. 

Claire began to breathe faster, her heart pounding in the bottom of her stomach.  
She was about to see red.  She couldn’t believe it either, couldn’t believe that all this 
time, Jamie had been hiding a lie, a lie he had told to get her to move all the way to 
Iowa! 

“No,” she said, managing to sound much calmer than she felt, “he didn’t.” 
There was a brief silence on the other end of the line.  Then Bill said, “Wow... I 

am so sorry.  I... I guess I shouldn’t have said anything, but... I honestly didn’t know.  I 
assumed you knew... that he told you what he wanted to do...” 

“No, thank you,” she replied quickly, maintaining the same calmness, knowing 
she could not blow up at him, this man who had finally revealed the truth to her.  “I’m 
glad you said something.  This is something I should’ve known a long time ago...” 

She trailed off, and the conversation soon ended, very awkwardly so.  Claire 
couldn’t blame Bill for being in a hurry to get off the phone after that; so was she.  But as 
soon as she had hung up, she waited barely two seconds before punching the phone on 
again and dialing Jamie’s cell phone. 

As the phone rang, she seethed, too worked up to even begin to rehearse what she 
was going to say when he answered.  What did it matter?  Whatever came out would be a 
tribute to how she truly felt, and that was what Jamie needed to hear. 

After three rings, his voice cut in.  “Hey, Clairie... what’s up?”   He asked the 
question awkwardly, yet with almost his usual casualness, and the fact that he could be 
so calm, so unconcerned, as if nothing was wrong, as if he hadn’t been living a lie for the 
last however many months, threw her over the edge. 

“Here’s what’s up,” she retorted without missing a beat, the composure she had 
maintained with Bill gone.  “I’ve got a question for you, and you better damn well 
answer me honestly, James.”  Without waiting for him to agree, she fired off, “Did you 
or did you not request that job transfer to Des Moines?” 

There was a long pause, and for a moment, Claire was afraid he had hung up on 
her.  She was just about to pull the phone away to check, when his voice responded very 
quietly, “Who told you that?” 



 

That was good enough confirmation for Claire; if he hadn’t requested it, or if he’d 
wanted to lie to her again, he would have said no.  “It doesn’t matter!” she hissed back 
fiercely.  “You didn’t tell me, and that’s what matters!  You made me believe that you’d 
lose your job if we didn’t move!  You lied to me, just to get your fucking way!  You 
dragged me away from my home, my family, all for nothing!  All because it was what 
you wanted!  You didn’t even care about my feelings, what I wanted!” 

Jamie didn’t respond at first, didn’t even try to deny it or make excuses for his lie.  
And Claire was glad, because that made her decision all that much easier.  By the time 
he got around to uttering a weak “I’m sorry, Clairie,” she had her mind made up. 

“No, you’re not.  You’re never sorry, Jamie!  You always say that, but then you lie 
to me and abandon me!  You can’t possibly be that sorry... but you will be.  I’m through, 
Jamie.  And no fake apologies, no tears, no lies are going to make me take you back this 
time.  My mind’s made up.” 

“What?  Claire, no-” Jamie started, but she didn’t give him a chance to protest.  
She didn’t want to hear it, knew she couldn’t stand to hear it. 

She hung up. 
But just like before, acting quickly before she lost her nerve, she turned the phone 

right back on and dialed yet another familiar number. 
After two rings, Nick’s voice answered. 
Claire took a steadying breath to get a grip on herself, exhaled through her nose, 

and said, “Nick.  I need your help.” 
“Sure,” came Nick’s voice, sweet and concerned for her as always.  “Anything.  

What’s up?” 
Claire spoke loudly and clearly, returning to the same sort of calmness she’d kept 

while on the phone with Bill.  “I need you to put me in contact with a good lawyer, here 
in Tampa.”  She paused for a breath, then plunged ahead, voicing her decision out loud.  
“I’m getting a divorce.” 

There was a pause, as Nick seemed to be comprehending what he’d just heard.  
Then his voice returned to the line, sounding as if he, too, was trying hard to keep his 
emotion in check.  With him, though, she suspected the emotion was not rage, but total 
happiness. 

“Claire, baby...” he said, and she could even hear the grin in his voice, “I’ll get you 
the best lawyer money can offer.  But you don’t have to worry ‘bout the money, ‘cause if 
you’re serious about divorcing that prick, I’ll gladly pay your legal fees.” 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 182 
 

“Strawberries... bananas... pineapple...”   Mumbling to himself in the middle of 
the grocery store aisle, Nick read the items off the list Claire had written for him in her 
small, curvy print.  He circled the produce section once, making sure he got everything – 
a bunch of bananas with just the slightest tinge of green left, a big carton of 
strawberries, and, after eyeing the whole pineapples, a package of pre-sliced, fresh 
pineapple.  (He decided he didn’t feel like trying to cut a pineapple himself, knowing 
he’d just end up making a fool out of himself trying to get all that spiky stuff off.) 

It was the day after Claire had called him out of the blue to ask for his help in 
seeking a divorce lawyer, and Nick, hoping to celebrate (even though he wasn’t sure it 
was very tactful to call it a “celebration” around Claire), had shown up at her condo that 
afternoon with a carton of chocolate ice cream and a couple of DVDs.  “I thought maybe 
Claire could use a distraction,” he’d told her mother when she answered the door. 

Claire had seemed glad to see him; she had smiled even after he blurted, “So are 
you really serious about this whole divorce thing?” to which her answer had been yes. 

“I’m totally serious.  My parents aren’t thrilled,” she’d confessed, once he had 
shut the door to her bedroom behind him; “they think I shouldn’t be making such a big 
decision right now, when I’ve just had two babies and major surgery and am under the 
influence of hormones and painkillers.  But... in all honesty, I think I should have made 
it a long time ago.” 

“I think you’re right,” Nick had instantly agreed, nodding in encouragement.  “I 
mean, not trying to interfere, but... the guy’s been treating you like crap for months.  
This isn’t anything new, right?” 

“No, exactly!  That’s just it!  This has been building and building for months, and 
if it weren’t for me being pregnant, I might have decided this right after Christmas.  
But... I guess I just thought things would get better between us once the twins arrived.  
And so far they’ve just gotten worse.  My dad says it’s just because we’re going through 
so much right now, with Cait and Lainey being in the hospital, but I think stuff like this 
is the true test of a relationship, you know?  If you can’t get through the hard times 
together, then what’s the point?  It’s part of the vows – for better, for worse, in sickness 
and in health...  Jamie’s never held up that end of the bargain!  And I’m sick of it!  This 
is the last straw; I can’t give him another chance because I can’t take anymore!  I think 
I’m just better off without him, and I might as well start now.  At least I won’t be 
disappointed when he’s not there for me and our children.” 

Nick had tried not to seem too happy about her decision, but it was all he could 
do not to high-five her or something after that rant.  Finally, finally, she had seen the 
light.  He just hoped she would stick with it and not change her mind.  It wasn’t that he 
thought her wishy-washy, but... well... he knew Claire could be impulsive sometimes, 
which was probably the same reason her parents had concerns.  Still, he had faith in her 
when she said she’d had enough.  She was strong and independent-minded; she would 
see this through.  And he was more than willing to help.  He’d already given her the 
contact information for an attorney from Orlando whom he knew to be well worth his 
steep fees. 

But Claire hadn’t done anything about that yet.  “I already promised myself I 
would wait a few days before talking to a lawyer,” she had told him.  “I wanna make sure 
my head is on straight before I do.” 



 

Nick could understand that; he knew she had plenty to think about.  On top of her 
decision to end her marriage, she was trying to recover from surgery and deal with being 
separated from the twins, which he knew couldn’t be easy.  That was the real reason he 
had turned up on her doorstep today, intent on taking her mind off her troubles. 

“I know you’re not up for Leonardi’s, so I thought we could make our own 
milkshakes,” he’d announced, pleased with himself for this brainwave.  “Gotta be better 
than hospital food, right?” 

And Claire had sighed, “Ohh, that sounds like heaven!  I could use a milkshake 
right about now!”    

Of course, he was now back at the grocery store because she had decided seconds 
later that a shake full of milk and ice cream would not be good for her... ‘system.’  “I’ll 
probably get gassy from the dairy, and do you know how much it hurts to fart when 
you’ve just had a pair of hands rooting around in your belly?” she had vented.  Claire 
had never been one to hold back on details. 

“Uh, TMI, Claire,” he’d told her with a revolted face, and they had quickly agreed 
that non-dairy smoothies would be a much better option. 

He headed to the refrigerator cases for the last item on the list, orange juice, and 
then made his way up to the check-out counters.  While he stood in line, he let his eyes 
roam over the tabloids, smiling to himself at the headlines about Katie Holmes and Tom 
Cruise’s impending divorce.  The wrongs of the world seemed to be righting themselves:  
Katie had regained control of her mind and was escaping crazy Tom Cruise and his 
Scientology cronies, and Claire finally seemed like her old self, sick of taking crap and 
ready to ditch Jamie. 

As he drove back to her condo, one of his Journey albums playing loudly in the 
car, he rocked out to “Separate Ways” and had a flash of singing along to this song with 
Claire in the car during a road trip to Atlanta, when they’d gone to visit Brian and 
Leighanne once.  He had been treated to a rant about her boyfriend then too – though it 
had been Tim, and, as it turned out, she had only been dating him to spite Nick.  With a 
wry smile, Nick wondered if there was any chance she had pulled the same thing and 
married Jamie just to spite him somehow, for... well, for whatever reason she’d left him 
in the first place.  Maybe she would want him back now that she’d realized what a 
mistake she had made in marrying Jamie. 

But he knew that was just wishful thinking, and he shouldn’t be doing it, not 
while he was dating Laureen.  He would always have feelings for Claire, but he didn’t 
have any realistic expectations for the two of them getting back together.  Not anymore.  
Why would she want to go back to him when marrying her one-time ex had turned out 
to be a huge failure?  A failure which, nonetheless, had managed to last a year, not even 
counting the years she’d dated Jamie before marrying him.  She and Nick hadn’t made it 
a full year as a couple. 

One more month, and we would have... 
Nick swallowed a mouthful of stale regret and found that when “Open Arms” 

came on next, he could not listen to it.  He switched quickly to the next track and tried to 
focus on the road as he turned back onto Claire’s street. 

 
*** 

 



 

 

“I just got off the phone with Fernanda – you know, the girls’ NICU nurse at the 
hospital,” Claire announced when Nick got back. 

“Oh yeah?”  He raised an eyebrow, his stomach immediately clenching up with 
concern.  But Claire didn’t look upset, so the news couldn’t be too bad.  His stomach 
relaxed a little. 

“Yeah, I called to check in, and she said Delaine’s sats are much better and her 
white count is down, which means her pneumonia is starting to clear up.  So that’s one 
bullet dodged,” sighed Claire with obvious relief, “and Cait’s already gained an ounce!” 

“Wow... that’s great!” exclaimed Nick.  An ounce sure didn’t sound like much to 
him, but he supposed the baby couldn’t have weighed much to begin with, and Claire 
seemed really happy about it, so it must have been something to celebrate.  And the 
news about Delaine was definitely a relief. 

Soon after that, Claire’s parents left to go up to the hospital and see the babies – 
“since you’re here to baby-sit me,” Claire explained with a wink.  “Hope you don’t mind 
staying awhile...” 

“Not at all.  We’ve got smoothies to make, and I brought some movies,” Nick 
replied. 

“Oh cool... what did ya bring?” 
Nick showed her the two DVD boxes.  “Um, the newer King Kong and The 

Mummy 3.”   Then, feeling the need to justify his choices, he added, “I thought you 
could use something entertaining... and, you know, not like real life.” 

Claire laughed.  “Good idea.  Uh, how was The Mummy 3?  I didn’t see it...” 
“It was... okay,” shrugged Nick.  “You know, second sequel okay.” 
“Let’s go with King Kong then,” giggled Claire.  “I’ve seen it before, but hey, we 

never watched it together, did we?” 
“Nope.” 
“Okay, that sounds good then.  But first... smoothies.” 
Nick helped her out of bed, hating to see her wince as she was forced to move, 

and they made their way slowly to the kitchen, where he’d left the ingredients. 
“I hope you know how to use a blender, cause I don’t think I can’t stand up for 

very long,” said Claire apologetically. 
“Nah, it’s cool; I think I can handle it.  Um, where’s your blender?” 
Claire showed him the cupboard it was in, then sank down painfully into a 

kitchen chair to watch, smoothing her long dorm shirt over her knees.  Fleetingly, Nick 
wondered if she had anything on underneath it, then mentally smacked himself for 
thinking such a thing.  Did he really want to know??  She’d just had a C-section to 
deliver twins; it was probably a mess under there anyway. 

The thought made him grimace, and he was glad he had his back to her, as he set 
up the blender. 

“If you bring me the cutting board and a knife, I can slice some fruit here at the 
table,” offered Claire. 

“Okay...”  Nick let her cut the fruit, which he took from her by the bowlful and 
added to a mixture of crushed ice and orange juice.  It didn’t take long, and soon he was 
pouring a frothy, orange-ish liquid into two tall glasses.  “Strawberry pineapple banana 
orange smoothie,” he said as he presented Claire with hers.  “Hope it’s good.” 

She took a sip at the table, closing her eyes in bliss.  “Mmm, it’s awesome!” she 
said, giving him the thumbs up.  “You know me; I still would rather have a chocolate 



 

shake, but it’s really good.  And much healthier... though if I wasn’t pumping my breast 
milk for the babies, I would have made you add some rum to it,” she giggled. 

Nick laughed.  “Yeah, I bet you’re missing your alcohol.  I’ll have to get you nice 
and plastered once you’re done breastfeeding.”  He paused to take a drink of his own 
smoothie.  “Mm, this is pretty good!” 

“Oh yeah, make me sound like an alchy!  Give me a break; I’m just saying, I 
haven’t had a drink in months, and right about now it would be nice to take the edge 
off,” she defended herself, making a playful face at him. 

“Oh sure... gotta take the edge off... you want a Vicodin to go with it?  How about 
some weed?” 

“Nick!” laughed Claire.  “For your information, Vicodin makes me puke – found 
that out when I had my wisdom teeth out.  And I have never smoked pot... except for the 
one time I tried it in college,” she finished quickly with a cough.  “Ow...”  Apparently the 
cough had been a bad idea, as she was now holding her lower belly. 

Nick chuckled.  “Well, I’ve ‘tried’ it more than once, so no worries.  I won’t rat you 
out to your folks.”  He grinned.  “So what kind of painkillers are you on if you can’t take 
Vicodin?” 

“Tylenol with codeine.  It does a decent job,” she shrugged.  She still winced with 
pain again as she got up from her chair, though, and shuffled slowly alongside Nick back 
to her bedroom. 

He set down his smoothie on her dresser and helped her get back into bed.  It was 
very much a reversal of roles from when he’d been recovering from his lung lobectomy, 
and she had had to help him this way. 

“You comfy?” he asked her, handing her smoothie back. 
“Comfy as I’ll ever be,” she replied.  “Go ahead and stick the movie in, then you 

can sit on the bed with me.  Just try not to jostle it too much, okay?” 
Nick grinned mischievously, but, of course, promised not to.  It was easier said 

than done, trying to get himself and his metal leg into a comfortable position on the bed 
without moving the mattress much, but he tried his hardest, and Claire didn’t complain.  
Reaching for her remote, she turned on the movie, and they both settled back to watch. 

With his rather short attention span, Nick normally found it difficult to sit 
through any movie longer than two hours, but this one, once it got going (after the first 
hour of set-up), was action-packed and entertaining enough to keep his interest.  The T-
rex fight in the middle never got old, nor did the giant bug scene, though Claire didn’t 
care as much for the latter. 

“Ugh, I can hardly watch this part, and I’m not even afraid of bugs!” she cried, 
shuddering, and turned her head into his shoulder as one of the characters was sucked 
down the throat of the giant slug thing with a horrible squelching sound.  Nick just 
laughed and patted the top of her head. 

Remembering how she had cried watching the original version of King Kong at 
The Empress theater with him almost five years ago, Nick fully expected that Claire 
would cry at the end of this one too.  He just hadn’t counted on how early the tears 
would start.  Maybe it was the extra influence of hormones, or maybe the movie was just 
that much more emotional, but he heard the first sniffle out of her before they’d even 
gotten Kong to New York, and it was followed by sporadic sniffles for the entire next half 
hour, until an outright sob escaped her throat at the Central Park scene. 



 

 

Trying not to smile, Nick chanced a look at her and found that her eyes were 
welling with tears, her lower lip quivering.  She looked almost like a little girl, trying not 
to cry.  Pretending not to notice, he turned away and didn’t look back until the giant 
gorilla was plummeting from the Empire State Building, at which point the tears, too, 
were falling from her eyes in thick streams. 

He missed the last minute or so of the movie, for in his mind’s eye, he had 
traveled back nearly five years, to that night in The Empress, and a moment almost like 
this... 
 

As the movie ended, he glanced over at her again.  He was startled to see tears 
glistening on her cheeks, illuminated by the light of the flickering screen. 

“Are you crying?” he whispered through the darkness. 
Sniffling, she turned to face him, a sheepish smile on her face.  “It’s sad,” she said 

simply. 
“Why, cause he died?” 
“Yeah... and because he loved her.  He wasn’t trying to hurt her... he was in love 

with her,” she whimpered, smiling tearfully. 
Nick choked back a laugh.  “He’s a gorilla!” he whispered loudly.  “It’s a movie!”   

Dissolving into hushed snickers, he marveled at how strange the opposite sex could be.  
How she could turn King Kong into some kind of tragic love story was beyond him. 

“You’re laughing at me,” she said, playfully pushing his shoulder.  “Quit it.” 
“So stop being such a girl, sheesh!” 
“I am a girl,” she said with a smirk.  “Or maybe you didn’t realize.” 
Nick’s attention turned from the man in front row, who was now walking out of 

the theater, back to Claire.  The credits of the movie were still showing, and the screen 
provided just enough light in the dark, empty theater for him to see her face.  She was 
smiling, her eyes still sparkling with moisture, and all of a sudden, he felt his heart 
begin to pound with yearning.  Taking his hand out of hers, he gently reached out and 
touched her cheek, lightly brushing her tears away.  Her hand rose to take hold of his, 
and slowly, she guided it down her face, to her lips.  She pressed her lips to his fingers, 
kissing them tenderly and then slowly lowered them.  But his heart was racing now, 
and his tingling fingers longed to touch her again.  They went to her shoulder and 
crept around, his arm encircling her, gradually pulling her closer to him as he leaned 
forward, his head tipping to the side, his lips drifting toward hers as if there was a 
magnetic field between them, steadily drawing them nearer. 

“I am a girl.  Or maybe you didn’t realize.” 
Oh, I’ve realized, Nick thought as their lips connected.  You’re definitely a girl.   

And then... Shit, he cursed mentally as the kiss intensified, I hope I don’t have pizza 
breath.  But if he did, she didn’t seem to mind, her hands drifting up and around his 
neck as she kissed back.  Entranced by what he had not experienced in a long time, he 
opened his mouth slightly and captured her bottom lip between his.  He lightly ran his 
tongue across it, until her tongue found his and lured it into the sweet trove of her 
mouth. 

It was not a lustful, passionate kiss, like the many he had shared with Leah.  No, 
this kiss was different, unlike any other he had experienced.  Just like Claire was unlike 
any girl he had been with. 



 

Finally, they pulled apart, both breathless, staring at each other with wide eyes.  
The movie screen was blank now, and the lights were slowly coming up.  Nick exhaled 
a shuddering breath... 
 

Watching her now, Nick was hit with a strong rush of déjà vu.  The Claire crying 
next to him now was older, her face pale and weary from the stress she’d been under 
lately, dark circles hanging beneath her red-rimmed eyes, the first lines of age starting to 
form at their corners.  Yet in many ways, she looked exactly the same as she had then... a 
beautiful mess of tears. 

“Hm,” he couldn’t help but comment, “this feels familiar.  The two of us watching 
King Kong... you crying...” 

Claire smiled over at him and laughed sheepishly.  “I can’t help it; I’m such a sap 
for this stuff,” she sniffled. 

“Gee, I can tell,” Nick teased. 
“Aw, shut up.  This one’s even sadder than the old one!” 
Nick grinned.  “Need me to kiss your tears away?” 
Only teasing, he’d expected a sassy comeback from her in return.  But instead, 

Claire blushed and looked away.  Mystified, he watched the back of her head for a 
second, then leaned in close to her ear.  In his best, most exaggerated Enrique Iglesias 
impression, he sang, “I can be your hero, bayba...  I can keess away the pain...” 

Bursting into giggles, Claire turned back around, her lips nearly brushing his on 
accident.  “You dork,” she laughed, playfully pushing him away. 

Nick just leaned closer again, crooning, “You... can’t... take... my breath away...” 
“Go away, your breath stinks like bananas.” 
Nick stopped singing.  “Really?  Can you smell a hint of pineapple in there too?” 

he asked, blowing in her face. 
“Eww!  I detect a hint of ass!” she retorted, making a face.  It was a cute face, 

especially considering the fact that her mouth was fighting hard not to smile while her 
eyes were still wet with tears.  Nick remembered, again, why he’d fallen in love with her. 

He remembered why he’d looked over at her, while sitting in a bed together like 
this, taken her hand and whispered “Marry me.” 

And he remembered why he’d felt such a sense of loss when he’d seen her marry 
someone else. 

He’d lost his soulmate. 
But there she was, peering out at him through Claire’s glistening blue eyes, her 

pretty smile; revealing herself in her infectious laugh and her brisk voice, as she told 
him she was divorcing Jamie. 

Suddenly overcome with feelings he could not control, Nick took hold of her 
damp, tearstained face and held it gently as he brought his own down to meet it.  His 
lips found hers and enveloped them the way a man’s arms envelope his long lost love.  
And they kissed. 

Above every other flavor, she tasted most of strawberries. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 183 
 
It was Claire who broke the kiss, though not as quickly as Nick had expected. 
“Please,” she whispered, breathless, when she finally did, turning away from him.  

“We can’t do this, Nick...” 
“Why not?” he blurted, unable to stop himself.  “You’re divorcing Jamie; you’re 

practically a free woman.  You can do what you want, Claire!”  Do you not want this? he 
wondered, and was about to ask, when a thought occurred to him. 

She had kissed him back.  Sure, she’d broken it after awhile, but she had 
definitely kissed back.  She had enjoyed it too, whether she would admit it or not.  And if 
she wouldn’t, then it was just because she was stubborn. 

“Look me in the eye,” he burst suddenly, a fire erupting inside him, heating him 
up from the inside out.  He could feel his cheeks flush with it.  Reaching out, he took 
hold of her face again and turned it towards him, gently forcing her to look at him.  
“Look at me and tell me this isn’t what you want!” 

Claire blinked rapidly, and he couldn’t tell if the moisture in her eyes was left over 
from King Kong or if it was fresh.  “It’s not about what I want!” she cried.  “Even when I 
am a free woman, you’re not a free man – unless you broke up with Laureen and no one 
bothered to tell me.” 

Nick swallowed guiltily, Laureen’s innocent face flashing in his mind.  In kissing 
Claire, he was betraying her.  “No,” he mumbled quietly, “We’re not broken up.  But...”   
He trailed off, knowing it might be a bad move to say what he was thinking.  But she’s 
not you.  I like her, but she’s not you.  I’d break up with her if it meant us getting back 
together; I’d do it in a heartbeat... 

Claire could already tell what he was thinking; he could see it in her eyes, which 
seemed to flash as she said sharply, “Then you’re not a free man, and I will not be a part 
of you cheating on Laureen.  She’s been a good friend to me, and I’m a terrible friend 
already for letting what just happened happen!  It’s not gonna go any further.”  And she 
crossed her arms over her chest and turned away from him again. 

Nick didn’t respond at first, not sure what to say.  He hated himself for that; this 
was such a crucial moment, a big opportunity to get her back, and he was screwing it up. 

Then she spoke again, in a very small voice.  “I haven’t even talked to Jamie yet,” 
she murmured.  “Add that to the list of reasons why what just happened is wrong.” 

“Wrong?” Nick scoffed.  “Let’s forget about Laureen and Jamie for a minute.  If 
you take them out of the equation, is it still wrong?  Would it still feel wrong to you?” 

Claire didn’t answer, though her silence said it all to him.  Damn her for being so 
stubborn.  If only she’d just admit it - it had felt good to her too! 

“Well, fine!” Nick spat, jerking himself up off the bed, angry at her for suddenly 
being able to hold in her feelings like that when his were threatening to explode.  
“Maybe it is wrong to you, but to me, loving you’s the only thing that’s right!” 

Feeling his face flush hotter, he began to pace the room, stalking back and forth, 
unable to look at her.  He had the compulsion to just walk out, but her parents weren’t 
back yet, and concern for her kept him there. 

After a minute or so of watching him pace, Claire finally said, in a quiet voice, 
“I’m sorry, Nick...” 



 

When he looked over, there were tears in her eyes again, and this time, he knew 
they were fresh.  He kept pacing, unable to come up with a response to that.  What did 
she mean by that, anyway? 

“Listen, Nick...” she began, and Nick stopped pacing.  He stood near her door, his 
back to her, refusing to look at her again until he knew where this was going, but 
listening closely all the same.  “You know I love you,” she said, and his heart jumped 
hopefully.  “I’ll always love you... just like a part of me will always love Jamie.”  His heart 
plummeted again, and he fought the urge to resume pacing.  “But even if things were 
different,” she continued, “... and you weren’t dating Laureen... and Jamie and I were 
separated officially...  I couldn’t just throw myself into another relationship.  I’ve just got 
too much baggage right now, you know?” 

Nick rounded on her.  “Yeah,” he snapped, “I know!  You think I don’t have 
baggage?”   He scoffed at her.  “Every relationship I’ve had in the last three years has 
ended bad because of the baggage I’ve got.  Because of you!” 

He expected her to apologize again, for leaving him, for hurting him, but instead, 
her eyes flashed at his angry tone.  “So get over me!” she shouted back.  “Why do you 
keep dwelling on the past?  I’m not that fucking special, Nick, so you need to get the hell 
over me already and move on with your life!  Don’t make me responsible for your failed 
relationships; that’s not fair!” 

“Well, excuse me for being in love with you!” Nick raged, his heart beating rapidly 
in his chest, a vein in his neck pulsing along as his blood boiled.  “How’m I supposed to 
move on from that?  I can’t help who I love, and I don’t love Laureen!  I love you!  And 
you just said yourself that you still love me, so it’s not like you’ve really moved on either!  
Your idea of moving on was to marry your asshole ex-boyfriend from high school!  
That’s not moving on, Claire, that’s moving backwards!  No wonder you’re getting a 
divorce; did you really think that was a good idea?!” 

Claire surprised him again by bursting into tears.  Not just the kind that filled her 
eyes, but the kind that poured down her face and distorted her features.  “How dare 
you?!” she cried angrily, her cheeks bright red. 

Nick knew he should shut up, but now that he’d already opened the can of worms, 
he wanted to let them all out.  Get it over with.  “What, are you trying to say it’s not true?  
That it was a good idea?  That’s bullshit, and you know it.  If it was such a good decision 
on your part, you wouldn’t be divorcing his ass.” 

“You’re right!  It was a mistake!” she screamed, sobbing.  “And why would I 
wanna repeat it by getting back together with you?” 

“What?!” Nick cried in disbelief, suddenly feeling just as hurt and offended as she 
looked.  “Was it really that bad with me?” 

He wasn’t yelling anymore; he was just asking her, honestly.  He had never fully 
understood why she’d left him so unexpectedly, but somehow, all this time, he had 
thought – perhaps only wishfully – that she had made a mistake then too.  That she had 
acted impulsively and regretted it, even if she wouldn’t admit it.  Hadn’t she just said she 
still loved him? 

Claire stopped yelling too.  Her red eyes widened, and she stared at him for a 
moment before replying, her voice now hoarse, “No... no, you were never like Jamie.  
But... it wasn’t perfect either, Nick.  We had our share of problems.  You think those will 
all just be gone?” 

“What-?” Nick started to ask, but she cut him off. 



 

 

“Think, Nick.  Where are you going in a week?” 
Nick jerked as the realization hit him.  The tour kicked off in a week.  On Friday 

night, he’d be in New York performing.  The dates had been set for months, and he’d 
finished rehearsals less than a week ago, but all of a sudden, he didn’t feel ready. 

“On tour, aren’t you?” Claire answered for him, raising her eyebrows.  “And how 
long will you be gone?” 

“Few months,” he mumbled. 
“Yeah.  Do you see where this is going?”  Claire sighed.  “Listen... I’ve got nothing 

against your career; you are amazing at what you do.  But look at me... I’m a hormonal 
mess, I’ve got two sick preemies to worry about, I’m going to be going through a 
divorce...  What I need right now is some stability in my life.  And... no offense, Nick, but 
you’re not the person who can provide that for me.” 

When Nick started to protest, thinking that if he had to, if she needed him to, he 
would just cancel the whole damn tour to be here with her, Claire held up her hand to 
silence him. 

“I don’t think anyone can,” she went on honestly.  “I just need to be alone for 
awhile... take some time to myself and figure all of this out on my own.  You 
understand?  It’s not you, it’s me.  I won’t be ready for another relationship for a long 
time.” 

It’s not you, it’s me.  The words sounded jarringly familiar to Nick, and suddenly, 
as if from a past life, he remembered part of the letter she’d left on his stairs, explaining 
why she had left him.  “... But it’s not your fault.  It’s me, not you...” 

He sighed.  “Well, do me a favor then and figure it out this time.  I miss you... I 
miss the old Claire.  You used to be so sure of yourself.” 

A wry smile twisted her lips, and she let out a humorless chuckle.  “Sure of 
myself... right.  Maybe I act like it, but that’s usually all it is... an act.  I might be 
outspoken, and maybe I don’t give a shit what people think about me sometimes, but... 
I’m not sure of myself.  Who do you know that’s really sure of themselves all the time?  
We all have doubts, don’t we?  We all make mistakes.  But that’s exactly why I need to 
take some time and figure out who I really am now and what I really want... so I don’t 
keep on making mistakes.  I can’t afford to anymore; I’ve got two daughters to think of 
now...” 

Watching her closely, Nick couldn’t help but think that even if she wasn’t sure of 
herself, she was still wise.  Claire always had possessed way more logic than he had, and 
even if he didn’t want to admit it, he knew she was probably right.  Trying to convince 
her that they were meant to be together was useless right now.  Surely she had thought 
she and Jamie were meant to be together when she had married him, and now they were 
separating.  She was right to be wary of another relationship.  And in trying to push her, 
he was only pushing her away, making her more afraid.  What she needed, like she had 
said, was time. 

And in time, he hoped, she would realize what he had been convinced of all along. 
He and Claire were meant to be together. 

 
*** 

 
When Nick said goodbye to Claire that day, it was with some finality.  She had 

seemed to think it best that they not see each other again before he left for his tour, and 



 

while he didn’t agree, he would honor her wishes.  She’d promised to call him when 
there was news about the twins, good or bad, and he, in turn, had vowed to check up on 
her from time to time while he was gone. 

After all the screaming and the tears, they had made their peace, but still, Nick 
didn’t feel settled.  In truth, he felt incredibly let down.  For just a few, wonderful 
moments, he had imagined that Claire was his again and that, with Jamie out of the 
picture, they might be able to salvage the future they had once planned together. 

But now, that dream was back to just that: a dream.  A fantasy. 
Reality set in when Laureen came home the next day.  When he picked her up 

from the airport, she filled him in on what was going on with her mom back in Chicago.  
He was glad to hear that the accident had been a wakeup call to her and that Laureen 
and her brothers had intervened and convinced their mother to enter a rehab problem 
before the courts ordered it.  From his experience with AJ, Nick assured Laureen this 
would be a good thing, and she seemed optimistic. 

Even so, the car ride home was subdued, and the tension swelled in Nick’s 
stomach as he thought about the even more serious conversation they would have to 
have when they got back to Laureen’s apartment. 

He had debated over whether or not to tell her about what had happened with 
Claire, and in the end, though he knew it would hurt her, he felt too guilty not to.  If she 
didn’t hear it from him, she might from Claire, and he knew he needed to be the one to 
tell her.  Better to be honest and get it out in the open right away.  It didn’t even have to 
be the end of their relationship, he told himself, not with Claire’s feelings stuck in limbo.  
Why give up on a good thing for someone who wasn’t ready to be with him? 

“Hey, I know you’re probably tired from the flight and all, but do you mind if I 
come up for awhile?  I want to talk to you about something,” said Nick as he pulled his 
car into a parking space outside Laureen’s apartment complex. 

“Oh, not at all,” Laureen replied, sounding surprised that he would even ask.  “I 
want to talk to you too...” 

“Ah... perfect then.”  He forced a smile, trying to maintain the charade that 
everything was fine a little longer.  It lasted all the way up the steps, as Nick focused on 
helping her with her luggage (which he’d insisted on carrying, trying to bank some 
points with her before he lost them all) while trying not to fall, and into the apartment, 
which was humid and slightly musty because she’d had it closed up without the air 
conditioning on while she’d been gone. 

“Just set my stuff in my room; I’m gonna open some windows,” said Laureen 
distractedly, flitting around to open up the apartment and get the stale air out. 

Nick was waiting for her on the couch when she made it back out to the living 
room.  “Come sit,” he said with a tight smile, patting the cushion next to him. 

Laureen sat.  She turned to look at him.  “What’s up?” she asked, and though she 
smiled, he saw the first hints of suspicion in her expression. 

“Well...”   He took a deep breath.  “I’m gonna be honest with you.  Some stuff 
happened while you were gone.” 

“Like...?” 
“Claire’s divorcing Jamie.”   He figured he might as well start off with the good 

news... mostly because it made the bad news make a little more sense. 
Laureen’s eyes widened, and she bounced up from her cushion.  “Really?!  Wow... 

what brought that on??” 



 

 

“Well, aside from him showing up drunk in her hospital room the night before 
you left, she found out he totally lied about that whole job transfer.” 

“What?!” gasped Laureen, her eyes growing even larger.  “What do you mean, he 
lied??” 

“He had told her that it was the company’s decision to transfer him – that he 
didn’t have any say in the matter, and that if they didn’t go to Des Moines, he’d lose his 
job.  Well, come to find out... he requested it himself.” 

Laureen’s eyes were now bugging out of her head.  “Are you kidding me?!  Oh my 
god!”   She fell back against the couch to process this for a moment, then sprang forward 
again, exclaiming, “Well, good for her!!  It’s about time she kicked him to the curb!  I 
mean... even if they were only married, like... a year...”  She trailed off with an awkward 
giggle, with Nick matched with an awkward chuckle of his own. 

“Pretty long year though... especially for her, I’m sure.” 
“Oh, I’m sure,” Laureen agreed emphatically. 
The conversation seemed to be going well so far; at least Laureen was happy for 

Claire.  Though, Nick doubted she would be so happy once she heard what had 
happened after that. 

“So, anyway... um... she also got out of the hospital a couple days ago – that was 
before the divorce thing even came up – and, um... I went over there yesterday to hang 
out with her, and... well, I guess it’s my fault for bringing it, but we watched King Kong 
– the Peter Jackson one, not the original one – but see, the old one, it’s, like, kind of a 
‘thing’ with me and Claire.  We saw it together once, and...   Well, anyway... we were 
watching this movie yesterday, and she cried at the end, and I guess we both kinda let 
our emotions get out of hand, and...”   After the fumbling explanation thus far, Nick 
paused for a breath, then forced himself to finish clearly, “... and we kissed.” 

He stopped then to gauge Laureen’s reaction so far.  She hadn’t said a word, just 
sat back and watched him, which she was still doing now.  Something in her eyes 
flickered on the word ‘kissed,’ yet she didn’t look as surprised or horrified as he had 
expected. 

Nervous by this reaction, or lack thereof, he plunged ahead with the apology part, 
trying to spit it out before her real reaction came.  “It was just one kiss, you know, 
nothing else besides that, and if it helps, we had a huge argument afterwards.  She felt 
bad, and I felt bad, and she was really upset...”   He trailed off, knowing he could not tell 
her exactly what the argument was about, as he had spent most of it trying to convince 
Claire that he was still in love with her, not Laureen.  “Well, anyway, it didn’t really 
mean anything; it just happened, and... I just... I thought I should come clean and tell 
you.” 

He stopped again, and this time, he had nothing more to say, so he turned and 
waited for her to speak, trying to brace himself for whatever she might have to say. 

What came out of her mouth, though, was not at all what he’d been expecting.  “I 
have something to tell you too.” 

“What?” Nick couldn’t help but ask, wondering what she could possibly have to 
say that would top his confession.  As it turned out, something that was quite equal to it. 

“I kissed someone too.” 
Nick blinked, his insides seeming to deflate.  “You did?” 
Looking extremely guilty now, Laureen shifted her weight uncomfortably and 

nodded.  She could not quite look him in the eye.  “The second night in Chicago, after 



 

we’d gotten the major stuff taken care of with my mom, I went out with some old 
friends... you know, from high school.  They dragged me to a bar, and I admit, I drank 
more than I should have... and you know how I get when I drink.  Once I start to go, I’m 
gone, right?  Well, we met up with this guy Mark, who I always had kind of crush on in 
school... and I haven’t thought of him in years, really, but I was pretty trashed, and he 
was pretty loaded himself, and one thing led to another, and I ended up back at his 
apartment.” 

Nick’s eyes widened, and she went on hurriedly, “We didn’t sleep together or 
anything, but... if I remember right, we did do some making out.”   She seemed to cringe, 
ducking a little, and looked up at him with one eye squeezed shut, as though his instant 
reaction would be to hit her over the head or something. 

But Nick didn’t respond right away, letting this confession absorb for a few 
moments.  It surprised him more than he realized it would, seeing as how she’d been 
pretty forthcoming about it.  But, then, that was probably how she felt about him and 
Claire too.  They were on an even footing, but somehow that seemed to make it worse.  
Neither of them knew quite how to react or what to say to each other. 

Finally, he said, “So... I kissed my ex-girlfriend, and you made out with your high 
school crush.  What now?  I mean, do those, like, cancel each other out?  Should we be 
mad at each other?  Should we be okay with it?” 

Laureen crinkled her nose as she considered this.  “I don’t think it’s really okay...” 
she replied quietly.  “I know what I did was wrong... and what you did-” 

“Was wrong too,” finished Nick, hanging his head.  “I know.  I shouldn’t have let 
it happen.  We weren’t even drunk.  I’m sorry, Lauree.” 

Laureen pursed her lips.  “It’s alright,” she said after a moment.  “I mean, it’s not, 
but... I guess it’s kind of understandable.  I should have expected something like that to 
happen with you guys.  If I’d known she decided to get a divorce, I probably would 
have.” 

Nick’s head jerked over to look at her in surprise.  “What??” 
She offered him a half-smile.  “Well, you still love her, don’t you?  Don’t deny it... 

I always knew you did.  It’s kind of obvious, just the way you act around her... and how 
you talk about her.” 

Nick’s mouth fell open to protest, but he found that the words fumbling on the 
back of his tongue were insincere and downright dishonest.  When it came down to it, 
Laureen was right, and she knew she was.  He still loved Claire, and nothing he could 
say otherwise would even come close to the truth.  Why lie now, when he’d been honest 
so far? 

“I wish I didn’t,” he offered.  “Woulda saved me a few years of torture, trying to 
move on ‘cause she did and knowing that I can’t.” 

Laureen smiled sadly.  “Maybe she did move on, but don’t you think she still loves 
you?  I mean, I guess she doesn’t really love Jamie anymore, right?” 

Nick shrugged, deciding not to tell Laureen what Claire had said about that.  “I 
dunno... but we talked, and it’s not like we’re jumping to get back together or anything.  
She’s got too much stuff to get through first, with the twins and the divorce and all.” 

“But after that... you’re hoping to get back together with her, aren’t you?”   
Sounding almost like something Claire would say, Laureen’s question was casually 
blunt. 

Nick couldn’t answer.  He didn’t want to hurt her. 



 

 

“It’s okay,” Laureen said quietly.  “You know, when you first broke up, I was the 
one rooting for you guys to get back together.  You were always such a cute couple.  That 
was before I thought I had any kind of chance with you...” 

Nick swallowed hard.  In that moment, he could have tried to find the words that 
would reconcile their relationship, assuring her that the two of them had something and 
should let their fling carry on a little longer and see what happened.  But he chose not to.  
It wasn’t that he didn’t like being with Laureen, but he knew, somehow, that this was it.  
Their relationship was never going to go any further than it already had because he did 
not love her the way he loved Claire.  She would always be a friend, but they would never 
have what he’d had with Claire, and what he wanted to have with Claire again. 

“You’ll always be someone special to me,” Nick told her honestly, and he took 
hold of her shoulders, gently pulled her to him, and kissed her forehead.  “I really have 
had fun spending time with you.” 

“Me too,” she said sadly, forcing a smile that didn’t quite make it to her pretty 
green eyes. 

When he left her apartment that day, Nick was not quite sure who had done the 
actual breaking-up, him or Laureen.  He suspected that, this time, it had been him.  But 
either way, it was clear enough to both of them that it was over. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 184 
 
Claire still hadn’t told Jamie she wanted a divorce, but she tried to push that 

burden out of her mind as she shuffled slowly through the maternity ward alongside her 
mother.  She felt sore already without adding in the pain of her marital problems, and 
besides, she wasn’t here to dwell on Jamie.  She was here for her daughters, them and 
them only. 

“Should I come in, or do you want go alone?” asked her mom, outside the NICU 
doors. 

“Alone,” admitted Claire.  “For now, anyway.” 
“Sure, honey.”  Offering an understanding smile, her mother patted her shoulder.  

“I’ll just be down the hall in the waiting area then.” 
“Thanks, Mom.”  Claire offered a brief smile over her shoulder as she passed into 

the NICU.  Cut off from her mother, she instantly felt a flicker of relief.  She was grateful 
to have a supportive mom around, but at the same time, it was aggravating to be living 
under the same roof as her parents again.  She hated relying on her mother, but right 
now, she had no other choice.  The only way she could get out of the condominium was 
if someone drove and went with her, and even then, the exertion was almost too much 
this soon after surgery. 

It was all worth it, though, to see her babies. 
Looking into the two incubators, she drew in a slow breath.  They looked slightly 

bigger than she remembered, even Delaine.  It was a happy thought, but in a way, it 
almost saddened her.  In just two days, she felt like she’d missed out on precious 
moments of their young lives.  She wished she could bring them both home to the 
condo, where the cribs still lay empty, but it would still be weeks before they were ready. 

And yet, minor milestones were being reached every day. 
Something about Caitlin was different, and she realized it upon second glance.  

The ventilator, with its large, snakelike hose that had once connected to the breathing 
tube in her throat, was gone.  It had been replaced by thin tubes that ran into both of the 
baby’s nostrils, and for the first time, Claire could get a good look at her tiny, rosebud 
mouth, the soft pink lips pushed into a slight pout. 

It was hard to look away, but concern made Claire’s eyes drift to Caitlin’s 
monitors, anxious to make sure her daughter was still breathing well without the help of 
the ventilator.  The numbers for her oxygen level were right in the normal range, 
though, and a happy sigh passed through Claire’s lungs.  “That’s my girl,” she whispered, 
smiling into the incubator.  “I knew you were strong.” 

“She sure is,” said a sweet voice behind her, and Claire turned to find the girls’ 
nurse, Fernanda, coming over, a smile on her face.  “We took her off the vent last night, 
and she’s doing great without it.  She’ll be on oxygen for a little longer, just for some 
extra help, but her lungs are maturing, and her sats are excellent.” 

Claire grinned.  “That’s incredible.” 
“It is,” Fernanda nodded.  “And how are you doing?” 
“Oh, I’m... I’m pretty good.”  Claire was hesitant, unsure of how to answer that 

question.  This good news about Caitlin made her feel ecstatic, like she and her 
daughters could get through anything, but beneath the thrill of happiness, she still felt 
sore and weak, and then there was that minor detail about her ending her marriage... 



 

 

“That’s good to hear.  It’s not an easy recovery, but you’ll feel a little better every 
day.  In a way, it’s probably nice for you to not have to worry about caring for twins on 
top of everything else.” 

Claire forced a smile; she had tried to tell herself the same thing the day she’d 
come home from the hospital, but she still knew she would rather have Caitlin and 
Delaine at home with her than here in the NICU.  “I miss them, though,” she murmured, 
resting her hand on top of Caitlin’s incubator.  “I feel like I’m missing out on their first 
days of life, not being here...” 

Fernanda returned the smile sadly.  “I understand.  This is a hard thing for new 
moms to cope with.  You’re doing a great job, though.”  She patted Claire’s hand.  “Now 
that the vent’s out of the way... would you like to hold her?” 

Her heart leaping as she processed the question, Claire turned to look at the 
nurse with wide, hopeful eyes.  “Really??  I can hold her?” 

“I think she’s ready.  Let me get you a rocker...”   She dragged over one of the 
many rocking chairs, positioning it in between the two incubators.  Claire sat down 
carefully, hand pressed over her incision, and Fernanda opened up Caitlin’s incubator. 

Gently untangling the wires and IV lines still hooked to the tiny preemie, she 
picked up Caitlin with care.  The baby was small enough to be held in one hand, Claire 
observed, but Fernanda used two.  Drawing in a breath, Claire opened her arms to 
receive the infant, scarcely able to wrap her mind around the fact that the moment had 
finally come, the moment when she would hold her firstborn child for the very first time. 

It wasn’t as simple as she’d expected; Fernanda took her time in positioning 
Caitlin’s little body against Claire’s chest, showing her the right way to cradle the baby in 
order to make her feel safe and calm.  “Don’t talk to her much while you hold and rock 
her,” advised Fernanda in a low whisper.  “Too much can actually overstimulate her.” 

But Claire found that she didn’t need to talk.  Words could not express how she 
was feeling at the moment, anyway.  Sitting back in the rocking chair, with her tiny 
infant snuggled against her chest, she felt an overwhelming sense of peace.  Everything 
up to this point had been worth it, she decided, as she rocked slowly back and forth.  
From having her eggs extracted and fertilized with Jamie’s sperm, to her rocky 
pregnancy, weeks of bed rest, and a painful C-section; it had all been worth it for this 
moment.  This was the baby she’d dreamed of, prayed for, and fought to have, and for 
the first time, she truly felt like a mother.  This was her child, curled up against her 
breasts, her baby... her own flesh and blood... 

The feeling was incredible. 
She found it hard to take her eyes off the little bundle in her arms, but at one 

point, she did manage to glance up, absently so, her gaze drifting across the NICU. 
It was a mistake. 
Instantly, her eyes were drawn to him, standing out in the hallway, on the other 

side of the large, glass window.  A groan escaped her.  “Now he decides to show up,” she 
murmured to her daughter, cupping her a little more firmly, knowing she wouldn’t be 
able to hold her for much longer.  Jamie was here, and it was time she talked to him.  
She was already annoyed at him for interrupting this special moment and knew that it 
would never be any easier for her to drop the divorce bombshell on him than it was 
going to be right now. 



 

Waving Fernanda back over, she let the nurse take Caitlin from her and place the 
baby back in her incubator.  Then she rose from the rocker with difficulty, holding her 
incision, and forced herself to shuffle away from her babies and out of the NICU. 

“How are they?” Jamie asked, when she made it into the hall. 
Claire forced herself to answer him calmly.  “Better.  Cait’s off the ventilator.  

They let me hold her.” 
“I saw.” 
That was all he said, and she felt a flicker of anger which made staying calm even 

harder.  That was it?  He was their father, and all he could say in response to this 
wonderful news about his daughter was “I saw”? 

It was one of many reasons she was done with the marriage. 
“Your dad said you’d be here,” Jamie went on. 
Claire arched an eyebrow, distracted by the change in subject.  “You’ve been to 

the condo?”  She wondered what else her father had told him, but apparently not 
everything, because Jamie looked quite passive and subdued.  She had a feeling his 
reaction would be much different when she told him she wanted a divorce. 

“Yeah.  I wanted to see you... say goodbye before I left...” 
“You’re leaving?” she blurted, before she’d even had time to think about it.  Don’t 

tell me you’re leaving; I’m the one who’s supposed to be leaving you! 
His adam’s apple bobbed as he swallowed.  “I have to.  Work, you know.  I can 

only take off so many days; they need me back.” 
“Oh... right.”  In all the drama of the last few days, she had almost forgotten that 

he’d skirted out of his business trip early to come back and still had a job to go to in Des 
Moines.  Something as ordinary as work seemed far removed from her life as of late. 

“I’m sorry.  I’ll be back as soon as I can... next weekend, maybe?” 
She shook her head, jumping on the perfect moment to deliver the blow.  “Don’t 

bother.  Not for me, anyway.  If you want to come back for your daughters, that’s your 
prerogative, but... I don’t want to see you.” 

She expected him to question her, but Jamie just frowned, his dark eyebrows 
furrowed.  “I know you’re mad,” he offered after a moment’s pause.  “About the whole 
transfer thing.  I don’t blame you.  It was a shitty thing to do...” 

“Gee, that’s the understatement of the century,” Claire snapped, unable to resist 
the biting remark.  She could feel her blood pressure start to rise as the annoyance 
turned to anger and realized that the middle of a hospital hallway was not the place to 
have this conversation with him.  “Look, can we find a more private place to go?  I need 
to sit, and we need to talk.” 

Looking nervous, Jamie agreed, and they walked down the hall to an abandoned 
rest area with vending machines and a pay phone.  There were a couple of chairs there, 
and, slightly woozy from the walk, Claire instantly sank down into one of them.  Jamie 
perched next to her, turning his body to face her.  For a few seconds, they just sat in 
silence that was broken only by the low hum of the vending machines. 

Claire braced herself, working up the will to say what she needed to say.  But now 
that she was here, sitting so close to him, it was harder than she had imagined.  She was 
still angry at him, but he was her husband... her first love... her friend of fourteen years.  
He was Jamie, and even if she didn’t know him as well as she thought she had, she knew 
all too well the wounded expression his clear blue eyes would take on when she told him 
she was leaving him.  She hated to see that look on his face.  It angered her when it was 



 

 

all for show, the pathetic puppy dog face he made when he was trying to persuade her of 
something, but when it was genuine, it broke her heart.  She hated that she was about to 
put it there. 

But then she remembered all the reasons why – his lies about the job transfer, his 
selfishness, his jealousy and possessiveness when it came to Nick, his lack of 
compassion for her during the selective reduction ordeal, his abandonment and neglect 
– and she knew it was the right thing to do.  She had to do it. 

“I’m not gonna beat around the bush,” she told him bluntly, wanting to get it over 
with.  “I want a divorce.” 

His blue eyes grew wide, immediately taking on the sad basset hound look.  She 
looked away, trying to avoid them, but his voice chipped away at her defenses.  “Claire... 
no...” he murmured breathlessly.  “You can’t mean that.  I know we’ve got our problems, 
but we’ll... we’ll work through them.” 

“How?  You wanna do marriage counseling or something?”  Claire snorted, 
steeling herself against him.  “Like you’d actually go for that.  Jamie Turner, talk about 
his feelings?  Never.  You’d just sit there and scowl and not say a word.  It’d be all up to 
me to fix our problems myself.  And I can’t do that; it doesn’t work that way.” 

“I can do better.  Look, I know I haven’t been the best husband to you, but-” 
“No, you haven’t.  I’m sorry, Jamie, but I deserve better.  I thought I knew you; I 

thought I loved you, but you’ve only let me down.  I can’t keep going in this kind of 
marriage.  I want out, for my own sanity.” 

Jamie seemed to refuse to accept this.  “We took vows,” he practically 
whimpered, in a pitiful attempt to convince her.  “Before God!  How can you just 
renounce them?” 

“You’re the one who didn’t keep his vows, Jamie,” accused Claire, and now her 
voice shook just a little.  “Love, comfort, honor, and keep, in sickness and in health.  You 
didn’t do it, Jamie.  That makes them null and void, in my mind.  I think God will 
understand that I made a mistake... that you and I were never meant to get married.” 

“How can you say that, Claire?” Jamie’s voice rose with emotion.  “We’ve loved 
each other since high school!” 

“I did love you in high school,” replied Claire, finding that as his voice grew more 
impassioned, hers reached a dull calm.  It was becoming easier to come clean with him 
now, and even though she knew she was hurting him with every word, he needed to hear 
it.  “But you’ve changed.  I thought I was marrying the Jamie I fell in love with, but that 
was stupid.  We’re a lot older now... we’re both different people.  We don’t work as a 
couple, and if you think we do, you’re only kidding yourself.  Think of all the crap we’ve 
gone through this year.  A couple that was truly meant to be would be able to get 
through it a lot better than we have.  All we do anymore is fight, and I’m sick of it.  I 
can’t take it anymore.  Please understand that.  We’ll both be better off apart.” 

Jamie shook his head, but he didn’t argue this time.  He seemed at a loss for 
words. 

“I haven’t talked to a lawyer yet,” Claire said, and her voice quivered again, “but 
I’m going to.  I’ll take care of drafting up the papers and everything.  I’ll be fair.  I’m not 
out to ruin your life; I want you to be able to move on and find happiness without me.  
All I’m asking of you is your cooperation.  Please, don’t make this any more difficult 
than it already is for both of us.” 



 

He didn’t respond, not even a nod, but she was okay with that.  She knew he 
needed time to process this, and she was sure that once he had, he would come around.  
If he cared about her at all, he would let the divorce be amicable. 

“We can talk more after we’ve both had some time to think about this.  Not 
anytime soon though.  I need some time... we both need some time,” she stressed, as she 
started to stand up.  It was time to leave.  She couldn’t stand to stick around any longer, 
not now that the cat was out of the bag.  She was anxious to leave him to his thoughts. 

“Just like that?  You’re leaving?” Jamie mumbled, as she stood, not even looking 
at her. 

Claire hesitated.  Then she shrugged.  “I don’t know how else to do it.  This is new 
to me too.” 

She wanted to walk away, but his voice stopped her once more.  “What about the 
twins?” 

She swallowed hard, picturing the two beautiful babies they had created together.  
“They’re the best gift you’ve ever given me,” she said, the raw emotion returning to her 
voice, “and I’ll always be grateful.  You’re their father; you’ll always have a place in their 
lives if you want to be.  But I think they’ll appreciate growing up in a household without 
parents who argue and lie.” 

Jamie didn’t reply, and she knew she had said enough.  If she stayed any longer, 
the conversation would just keep going in circles, as he tried to convince her not to leave 
him, and she was not about to put up with it.  Her mind was made up.  Her will was 
strong. 

She used it to turn herself slowly around and walk away. 
He did not call out to her, and she never looked back. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 185 
 
Nick slouched in his seat with the side of his face smashed against the cool glass, 

watching the road rush by in a continuous blur out the corner of his eye.  Against his 
other cheek, his cell phone was pressed, and he held onto it loosely as he listened to the 
buzz that meant it was ringing on the other end of the line. 

The buzz cut short, there was a pause, and then a shrill voice exclaimed, “Hey!” 
A smile spread across Nick’s face, and he sat up straighter.  “Hey, Ren.  Bad 

time?”  He’d tried to time the call so that he could catch her at a moment when she 
wouldn’t be busy with the twins.  Surely, they would be put to bed by this hour. 

“Stumpster!  No, no, it’s fine, just-”   As Nick was wrinkling his nose at the 
variation on his nickname, he heard the unmistakable sound of a tiny infant’s cry in the 
background.  “I should know better than to have my phone sitting in the same room as 
the babies.  Apparently sudden bursts of Nickelback startle them – go figure, right?” 

“Nickelback?” he asked, listening to her fumble in the background, the baby’s 
cries growing louder. 

“Yeah, ‘Rockstar’ – figured it would be appropriate for your ringtone right now, 
with you out there living it up on tour.  ‘So how you gonna do it?’” she mimicked in a 
low drawl. 

He laughed.  “Good song.  Sorry if I woke them up.  Do you need to-?” 
“Yeah... hold on, lemme put you on speaker.  There we go,” she said, her voice 

taking on a projected quality.  “Yeah, we’re working on self-comforting, but it’ll be 
awhile before they’ve mastered that.”  Her voice faded, sounding more faraway, and the 
crying grew louder.  He pictured her moving around in the condo with one of the babies 
and felt guilty for increasing her stress. 

He’d made it a part of his routine to call her every other night or so in the month 
he’d been on tour.  The phone calls broke up the monotony for both of them; she always 
sounded glad to hear from him, though she never called him herself (“I don’t want to 
bother you if you’re out partying or something,” she’d explained), and talking to her 
made the long bus rides and nights in strange hotel rooms less lonely for him. 

Of course, her routine had completely changed now that Caitlin and Delaine were 
home from the hospital at last, and he’d forgotten that newborns didn’t exactly sleep just 
because it was nighttime.  He felt bad for waking one or both of them up, knowing she 
had to be exhausted after a full day of caring for two infants.  Not wanting to add to the 
chaos, he listened rather than talked as muffled noises drifted through the phone, and 
he heard her murmuring whispered words of consolation to the baby she, no doubt, was 
now holding in her arms. 

In the lull, his mind wandered, and he smiled again at her choice of ringtone for 
him.  Is that what she imagined his life on tour was like?  A tour bus full of old guitars, a 
large posse of bodyguards wherever he went, wild nights of clubbing and women...  He 
supposed he had come close to all of that back in the Backstreet heyday, but these days, 
touring was a much more subdued affair.  He spent most of his nights off hanging out in 
his hotel room or riding on a tour bus, just playing video games, listening to music, 
writing.  With no one on tour with him this time, it was all pretty boring and lonely, at 
least in the down time.  And he had plenty of down time. 

“You still there, Nick?” Claire’s voice drifted through the phone. 



 

“Yep, I’m not goin’ anywhere.  Take your time doin’ whatever you’re doin’,” 
replied Nick, sliding lower in his seat and stretching his good leg out on the empty seat 
facing him. 

His manager had shown mercy when scheduling this tour, giving him plenty of 
nights off in between shows.  In fact, he rarely was on stage two nights in a row.  He 
almost always had a day off in between to travel to the next city and relax, a fact for 
which he was grateful.  Touring took a lot out of him these days; his stamina just wasn’t 
what it used to be, not with the extra amounts of energy he had to burn to move around 
onstage on his artificial leg.  He was used to that from the last tour with the Boys, but 
doing an almost two-hour set by himself made the performing even more rigorous. 

His lungs, too, were feeling the strain, and that was something new.  He had 
noticed, in the recording of his album, that he fell short of breath while singing more 
quickly than he ever had in the past, a fact which he attributed to the BOOP which had, 
undoubtedly, damaged his lungs somewhat.  It was a lot more noticeable to him now, 
though, as singing live with few breaks was a lot different than singing in a studio.  By 
the end of his shows, he was nearly breathless, and it was all he could do to string 
enough words together to thank the audience for coming and say goodnight, then get 
through his encore.  If the fans noticed the quality of his singing diminish over the 
course of the show, they didn’t seem to mind; their screams and wild applause as he 
took his final bows were always astounding.  Still, he was more than aware of it, and it 
bothered him.  Singing was all he had, and if he physically couldn’t do it anymore, then 
what good was he for anything? 

But a good night’s sleep and a day of rest did wonders, and by the start of the next 
show, he was always back on his game, so he tried not to worry about it much.  He 
hadn’t forgotten the “cold” which had turned out to be a tumor in his lung four years 
ago, but he was sure that what he was experiencing now was completely different and 
unrelated.  He didn’t feel bad at all and only noticed the breathlessness after singing for 
so long, which, while annoying, was understandable to him.  He had to remind himself 
that along with the BOOP, he was missing half a lung – surely, that had to affect his lung 
capacity somewhat.  No wonder he couldn’t hold a note as long or get through some of 
the longer phrases in his songs without sneaking a breath.  It bugged him, but in the 
scheme of things, he supposed it was a small price to pay.  As least he was still here, 
touring, performing, able to do what he loved. 

“Okay... I think I’ve got Cait settled down.  We’re rocking,” Claire’s voice returned 
to him, and Nick realized that the crying had stopped. 

“Oh good,” he replied.  “Sorry for waking her up.” 
“It’s okay.  Like I said, my fault.  I put Delaine down and was just feeding Cait out 

in the living room, hoping she might fall asleep too, and I didn’t think about the phone.  
I should probably turn down the volume a little; maybe it’s too loud.  But hey, at least we 
know she can hear, right?  That’s something I was supposed to watch for... some of the 
drugs they have to give preemies can cause hearing loss.” 

“Oh,” said Nick, frowning.  Being a musician, he couldn’t imagine something 
much worse than being deaf, though he supposed being blind would suck a lot too.  “So 
how are they doing?” 

“Good, really good.  Not sleeping through the night yet, but if I’m lucky I can get 
them to sleep for a few hours at the same time; then I can get some sleep myself.  If I can 
get to sleep, that is.  I’m exhausted, but I worry...  Delaine’s got a machine she has to 



 

 

wear at night for sleep apnea; it forces air into her nose and makes sure she keeps 
breathing.  They’ve both got monitors that will go off if they go too long without 
breathing – you know, they worry about SIDS in preemies.  I just live in fear that one of 
those monitors is going to go off, and I won’t hear it.  I’ve got them both sleeping in 
bassinets in my room right now, but still... you know I’m a deep sleeper.” 

“You wouldn’t sleep through that though,” Nick tried to assure her, reassuring 
himself as much as her.  The thought of one of the infants suffocating while she slept 
was too horrible to imagine.  “You’d wake up.  It’d be one of those mother’s instinct 
things, wouldn’t it?” 

“I hope.  I’d like to think so, but it still scares me.” 
“What about your parents?  Can’t you sleep while they’re awake?” 
“Yeah,” she sighed, “they’ve been great, but I’m trying not to rely on them too 

much.  Sooner or later, I’m going to be on my own with this; I can’t depend on them for 
everything.  They help a lot during the day, but I’ve been doing night duty all by myself.  
When one of the girls wakes up – and usually it’s both – I get up.” 

“You must be exhausted,” Nick sympathized.  Frankly, he wasn’t sure how 
mothers did it.  How had his mother managed to take care of twin babies, especially 
with three older kids running around?  Granted, she’d had his father to help, but the way 
he saw it, three other kids and a dad cancelled each other out.  Either way he looked at 
it, Claire had a tough job ahead of her as a single mom raising twins.  The realization 
gave him some new respect of his own mother, and he hadn’t felt an ounce of respect 
towards her in many years. 

“It’s the best job there is, though,” said Claire, and he could hear her smile 
through her voice.  “I’m just so glad to have them both home that it’s all worth it.  Every 
time I have to get up in the middle of the night, I just remind myself that at least I don’t 
have to drive to Tampa General to see them anymore.  I just walk across the room.” 

Nick smiled too, feeling a little wistful.  The way she talked about her babies was 
enough to make anyone a little envious.  For her, motherhood was an incredible gift, a 
miracle even, and though he could detect the tiredness in her voice, he could also hear 
the love.  She was experiencing something he had never known, only come close to 
knowing when he had lived with a pregnant Leah.  He wondered, again, if he would ever 
know what it was like to be a father. 

“So,” Claire cut into his thoughts, and he could tell she was about to change the 
subject.  “How was your show last night?” 

 
*** 

 
“It was good,” Nick answered.  “Nice crowd, nice venue.  Intimate.”   
Cupping the phone to her ear with one hand while she cradled her baby in the 

other arm, Claire tried to remember where he had performed last night.  She’d been 
keeping up with his tour on the internet – sort of – but it was still hard to keep track of 
such things.  The days kept slipping by in a whirlwind of dirty diapers, feedings, and 
blessed naps, and she’d lost sense of time.  Sometimes it was hard to believe there was a 
whole world outside of her condo and that while she was there taking care of her twin 
infants, Nick was traveling the country.  She thought he was somewhere on the east 
coast, but had no idea what city. 

“Awesome!  And where did you play again?” 



 

“Charlotte.  North Carolina,” he added. 
“Ah, I remember now.  And where are you heading next?” 
“Atlanta.  I’ve got a couple days there, so I’ll be able to get together with Bri.” 
“Oh good!  Tell him hi for me.  And Leigh and Baylee.”  She hadn’t seen any of 

them in a long time, though Brian had been here back in January for Nick’s birthday.  
She had not seen any of the guys then because she’d been in the hospital with the babies, 
but they had sent her a huge bouquet of flowers.  She smiled, remembering. 

“Will do,” replied Nick.  “Hey, how’s Laureen?” 
“Oh, she’s pretty good.”   Before the babies had come home, Claire had seen a lot 

of Laureen.  They’d had a “girls’ night” right after Nick left on tour, which was when the 
whole story of the break-up had come spilling out.  Several more girls’ nights had 
followed, as they both tried to kid themselves into celebrating being single and free. 

“Oh, good.  I’ll have to call her... my Midwest dates are comin’ up in a couple 
weeks or something, and we always talked about meeting up in Chicago.  I don’t know if 
she’ll still want to, but...” 

“She’s okay, Nick.  She was a little down, but not completely heartbroken.  I think 
she’ll probably still want to go home to Chicago for your concert.” 

“Really?  Okay, great.”  Nick sounded relieved.  Claire smiled a little. 
“So where next, after Atlanta?” she asked.  “Will you keep heading south?”  She 

wanted to know if he was coming to Florida next. 
“Yep... I’ll be in Tampa March twelfth and thirteenth.  Concert’s the twelfth.  

Why, do you think you’ll be able to come?” 
“Well... I’m not on bed rest anymore, am I?  I thought I’d still be pregnant then.  

So if you’ve got a seat for me and if my parents are willing to baby-sit, which I’m sure 
they will, then sure, I’d love to come!”  She felt a rush of excitement as she realized how 
well the scheduling had worked out.  She’d never been to a solo show of Nick’s before.  
“It’ll be an early birthday present.” 

“Oh yeah, your birthday!  I won’t be in town by then; I’ll be... heading to Dallas, I 
think.  But yeah, I’ll get to see you a few days before.  Uh, what do you want?” 

Claire laughed.  “You don’t have to get me a thing.  Like I said, your concert will 
be my present.” 

“You’re easily pleased.” 
“Ha!”  Claire shook her head in disbelief at him, though she knew he couldn’t see 

her.  “I’ve got a friend who can put me in a front row seat at a concert he’s putting on, 
sing songs to me for an hour, play the guitar and the drums, and he thinks I’m ‘easily 
pleased’ to have that as my birthday present?  Have you always been this modest, Nick 
Carter?” 

“No,” Nick admitted, and somehow, she believed that.  She always had expected 
him to be an arrogant prick, before she’d gotten to know him, anyway, and even now, 
she wasn’t sure how far off the mark she had really been.  Maybe he had been a little 
arrogant, a little bit of an asshole, before he’d fallen from grace under the weight of 
cancer.  Maybe it was that experience that had humbled him.  It didn’t matter to her 
either way.  The Nick she knew, the Nick she had always known, was humble and sweet 
and truly believed he should buy her an actual birthday present because a ticket to his 
concert was simply not enough. 

She loved that about him.  Like Jamie, he was a completely different person than 
she’d always thought him to be, but unlike Jamie, the difference was a positive one.  



 

 

He’d been such a big part of her life these last six years that she couldn’t imagine how 
different it would be if she had never struck up a conversation with him that day in the 
chemo room. 

Remembering the strange way they’d met, she laughed out loud, causing Nick to 
ask, “What?” 

“Nothing.  Just thinking of how we met,” she replied. 
Nick chuckled.  “You mean when I was getting chemo for the first time, and I was 

pissed off and depressed and didn’t want to talk to anyone, but you starting blabbing at 
me anyway?” 

Claire giggled at his perspective on it.  “Yep!  I wanted to see if the famous Nick 
Carter thought he was too good to talk to me, even if we were in the exact same position.  
That’s why I started talking to you, you know.” 

Nick snorted.  “Nice.  Guess I’m glad I wasn’t too good for you, huh?  I woulda 
missed out on knowing you.” 

“Aww...”  She was surprised to feel herself blush a little at the compliment.  A 
little hokey, but endearingly sweet.  “Well, I’m glad I decided to talk to you, no matter 
the reason.  And I’m glad you proved me wrong.” 

“Me too.” 
There was a pause, in which she looked down at Caitlin.  The baby had fallen 

asleep, her small pink lips pursed into almost a smile, and the sight made Claire smile 
too.  Happiness bubbled inside her, warm and satisfying. 

What different lives they led, she and Nick.  He was a world famous popstar on 
tour, and she was now a mother at home with her new babies.  He’d been in a different 
part of the country every night that week, and she hadn’t left her condo since bringing 
Cait and Lainey home.  Yet, in a twist of fate, their paths had once crossed, and they 
would forever be a part of each other’s very different lives.  It was a comfort to know that 
she could always count on him, that she’d always have a friendship with the man she’d 
once thought too arrogant to give her the time of day. 

He made her feel calm and content even when she was most frazzled, and as she 
talked to him late into the night, continuing to rock Caitlin without waking her, Claire 
thanked fate for bringing him into her life... and not allowing her to push him out of it. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 186 
 
Claire felt strange sitting in the front row of Morsani Hall at the Performing Arts 

Center, wearing the cutest clothes she could find to fit her still-heavy body.  It had been 
months since she’d gone out and done anything normal.  For the last fifteen weeks, her 
entire life had seemed to revolve only around bed rest, pregnancy, and newborns. 

But for the first time since Thanksgiving, she was out and on her own, 
determined to push her worries about the twins aside and enjoy Nick’s concert.  She 
couldn’t deny that it had been hard to leave the condo, though.  She fully trusted her 
parents with the babies, but it was her first time leaving them since they had come home 
from the hospital, and she hadn’t counted on how emotional the separation would make 
her. 

Now that she was here, though, she felt better about it.  Everything would be fine, 
she assured herself.  She would call her parents when the show got over and check in, 
and, assuming things were fine, she might even be able to do something with Nick after 
the show.  She hadn’t seen him yet; he had only gotten into town that day, and knowing 
he needed time for his sound check at the concert hall, she hadn’t bothered to call. 

It was just a few minutes from start time, and the excitement in the room was 
building.  Claire could sense it now, remembering how it had been before the Backstreet 
Boys concert she’d gone to with Laureen.  She was only waiting for the chants of “Nick! 
Nick! Nick!” to begin.  Word was he had no opening act, so they wouldn’t have to wait 
long for him to grace the stage. 

There was quite a mix of people in the crowd; looking around, Claire saw plenty 
of teenagers and young women, but also middle-aged women, men, and quite a few 
children.  Off to one side, she spotted a mom with a couple of little girls who looked no 
older than seven or eight.  Smiling, she thought of Caitlin and Delaine and wondered if 
Nick would still be performing when they were old enough to come to a concert.  She 
hoped so. 

When the lights suddenly darkened, a scream rose to the rafters, and though she 
didn’t scream herself, Claire felt a bubbling of anticipation deep in her stomach.  She 
stood along with the others in her row as they waited for something to happen upon the 
lightless stage. 

Colored lights started to flash, giving off a dizzying strobe effect, and the back-up 
band began to play, and within a couple of minutes, Nick appeared, bounding to center 
stage with more energy than she’d seen him exert in a long time, his face shining in the 
spotlight as he slammed out chords on his guitar and belted one of the up-tempos from 
his latest album. 

Watching him in awe, Claire was struck by the difference in the stage presence he 
exuded while on his own, compared to with the Backstreet Boys.  He was charismatic 
with the Boys, goofy at times, melodramatic at others, depending on what sort of 
tortured facial expressions the lyrics called for, but now he was playing the part of the 
rock star – and playing it well, she thought, her eyes traveling down his body in 
admiration.  The music he was singing wasn’t exactly “rock,” but it did have a rock edge, 
which he brought out with an extra roughness in his voice.  He sounded good, and he 
looked great with that guitar. 

It suddenly hit Claire that for eleven months, she had lived out the fantasy of 
dating a rock star and never even appreciated it as such.  She had never really 



 

 

considered Nick a “rock star,” but now she appreciated that he was more versatile than 
she had given him credit for.  When had he learned to play the guitar like that?  He was 
no Jimi Hendrix, not even close, but he wasn’t bad.  Not bad at all... 

I’m totally checking him out, she realized, a smirk crossing her face, but she 
didn’t put much effort into stopping it.  Nick was hot; that’s all there was to it.  She had 
never denied it before, and she wasn’t about to start now.  She’d always had a thing for 
rockers, and here he was, her beautiful ex, blonde hair flying as he practically head-
banged over his electric guitar.  Of course she was turned on.  She had every right to be.  
She and Jamie were separated, so what did it really matter?  She let herself lust, winking 
at Nick when he caught her eye in the pause before the next song, smiling to herself at 
the knowledge of the feelings she was hiding, the secret desire fluttering in her stomach. 

She enjoyed herself immensely the rest of the concert, maybe even more than she 
had at the Backstreet Boys concert, and that had been a blast.  Maybe it was because 
Nick was so much less cheesy on his own.  There was no choreography, no scripted 
banter between songs, no overdone special effects or video.  It was just Nick, Nick and 
his band and his guitar and his voice, and when he stopped to address the audience, he 
spoke naturally, joking around and saying whatever came to mind.  It was the kind of 
concert she loved, and the fact that it was Nick up there onstage made her love it more 
than the best rock concert she’d ever been to.  He was just that endearing. 

Near the end of the show, the lights on stage went totally dark.  From her spot in 
the front row, Claire could hear people moving around onstage, though her poor night 
vision could barely make out their shadowy silhouettes.  When the stage lights came on 
again, they were all white and rose only enough to provide a softly glowing, romantic 
ambience.  In the middle of the stage gleamed a lovely, polished, black grand piano, and 
for a moment, a surprised Claire wondered if Nick had learned to play one of those too.  
But then one of the band members sat down on the bench instead, and Nick walked 
back to the front of the stage, where his microphone stand stood in a circle of light. 

Cheers rose and quickly fell, as, clearing his throat, Nick leaned into the mic and 
spoke.  “I wrote this next one about a dear friend of mine.  She’s here tonight, and her 
birthday is in a few days.  She knows who she is, so baby... this one’s for you.  This is 
‘Live for You.’” 

Claire’s throat tightened with the swelling of emotion that came as the pianist 
began the haunting rift of the song that had mesmerized her the first time she’d listened 
to his CD, and every time since. 

And then Nick sang. 
 
“I thought I’d reached my breaking point, 
Every ounce of my strength gone, 
But when I felt I couldn’t walk any further, 
You’re the one who helped me carry on...” 
 
Hearing him sing the familiar lyrics live, lyrics he’d penned about her, was far 

more incredible than listening to the song in her car.  Claire was quickly swept up in the 
performance, and tears rose in her eyes as he let the song slowly build to its bridge. 

 
“So the least I can do is return the favor; 
Know that I’ll always be by your side...” 



 

 
You have been, she thought, with a sentimental sniff, thinking of how Nick had 

been the first to see her newborn babies, even before she herself had seen them.  You’ve 
always been by my side. 

Maybe she depended on him too much, but to her, that was half the beauty of 
their relationship.  He was someone she could depend on, and vice versa.  She had his 
back, and he was, as promised, always by her side, even if only in spirit.  It had not been 
that way with Jamie. 

By the time the concert was over, she was so enthralled with Nick and his 
performance that it didn’t faze her when his voice cracked and cut out on the encore, 
and she screamed herself hoarse right along with the other fans as she left the stage.  As 
the lights came back on, brightening the concert hall, she let out a slow breath, a release 
of all the emotions built up in her during the show. 

She sank back into her seat and let others stream out around her, until someone 
from security came and offered to escort her backstage to see Nick, who had obviously 
sent for her.  The security guard led her out of the concert hall, away from the public, to 
the backstage hallway where the dressing rooms were situated.  This area was much less 
lavish than the rest of the performing arts center, but Nick’s dressing room was filled 
with goodies – most notably, a fabulous spread of food, more than he could ever eat 
himself (a fact which would make her grateful later, as she realized how hungry she’d 
gotten during the concert).  But Claire didn’t notice the food, nor the Nintendo Wii, nor 
even the miniature pinball machine at first.  She only had eyes for Nick. 

He was sprawled out on his back on the couch when she came in, but as soon as 
he saw her, he jumped up.  Well, he got up, anyway.  “Jumped” was a stretch, though 
she could tell he was excited to see her.  He looked completely worn out, drenched in 
sweat, his t-shirt clinging to his skin, but he beamed her a tired smile and quickly came 
over. 

She met him halfway.  “You were awesome!” she beamed back, holding out her 
arms for a hug. 

“You sure?” he laughed wheezily.  He was breathing hard.  “I’m pretty nasty,” he 
added, peeling his sticky t-shirt away from his chest. 

“Aw, a little Nick sweat never hurt a girl.  C’mere,” she invited, leaving her arms 
open.  The hug he gave her was ginger, but she quickly tightened it, teasing, “Hey now, 
you can hug me better than that!  I’m not preggers anymore, and I’m all healed up – 
you’re not gonna hurt anything.” 

And his arms embraced her more firmly.  He pulled away rather quickly, though, 
saying, “Man, no offense, but it’s too hot in here for long hugs.  I feel disgusting.” 

Claire sort of did too, now that she’d hugged the slimy guy, but she didn’t really 
mind.  “None taken.  C’mon, let’s sit.”  She joined him on the couch, where he continued 
to pant.  “Doing a whole show by yourself really takes it out of you, huh?” she asked, 
giving him a sidelong glance. 

He drew the back of his hand across his forehead, smearing away the sweat.  
“Yeah.  It’s different when you’re singing the entire time, and you have no idea how hot 
it gets under those lights.” 

She didn’t, but hot or not, he was breathing more shallowly than she thought 
someone who had really just been standing or sitting in front of a microphone singing 
should be, and it concerned her.  She hated to be a worrywart or a nag, but she couldn’t 



 

 

help but reply, in an offhanded way, “Do you always pant like a dog when you get 
offstage?” 

Nick gave her a look, and a few seconds passed before he responded.  “What, you 
sayin’ I’m out of shape or somethin’?” he asked, poking her in the side.  His tone was 
good-natured, and even she chuckled. 

“If I was, it’d be the pot calling the kettle black, wouldn’t it?  I mean, look at me.”   
She held her arms wide and slouched backward on the couch to make her gut more 
prominent.  To say she still had a few pounds of baby weight left to shed was a huge 
understatement; she felt like a whale. 

Nick looked perfectly in shape, though, and she told him so.  “It’s not that; it’s 
just, you’re breathing funny... aren’t you?”  She gave him a questioning look, wondering 
if she was just being paranoid. 

But she thought his already flushed face turned a little redder, and he looked 
away as he admitted, “I’ve been getting out of breath, more than I used to.  I mean, on 
stage.  I don’t notice it in everyday life at all, but by the end of a concert, I can barely get 
through a short phrase without sneaking a breath, and my voice shakes and gives out, 
and...”   He paused to clear his throat and shook his head, embarrassed.  “It’s awful.  I 
dunno what it is all of a sudden.” 

This rare admission on his behalf made her heart start to beat a little faster, and 
her worry was only increased instead of eased.  “Nick... that doesn’t sound right.  It’s not 
just that you’re out of practice, is it?  I mean, you rehearsed for weeks, didn’t you?  You 
warm up your voice before all your shows, right?” 

“Yeah,” he nodded.  “I do.  It’s not that.  I know what it feels like when my voice is 
just out of shape; this isn’t it.  I... I think it might just be... well, you know when I had 
that BOOP?”  Claire nodded, suppressing a smirk.  Such a low period in Nick’s life, and 
she still had the urge to laugh at the name.  She was terrible.  “Well, didn’t that doctor 
say it was chronic?  That, you know, I might have some shortness of breath and stuff for 
awhile after?  I think maybe that’s all it is.  It’s my first time touring since I had that, you 
know.” 

“It could be,” said Claire, thinking that Nick sounded more like he was trying to 
reassure himself than her.  “You don’t think it’s coming back, do you?” 

Again, it took Nick a long time to answer.  “I don’t think so,” he said finally, 
shaking his head, but it seemed like another weak attempt to convince himself.  She 
recognized denial when she saw it. 

“I think you should go see your doctor while you’re here in town, just to be sure,” 
she told him matter-of-factly.  Now she was being a nag, but she didn’t care.  His health 
was more important than what he thought of her and her opinions. 

“Aw, Claire, it’s not that big of a deal.  Like I said, I’m fine the rest of the day... 
and see, it’s already getting better.”   And he was breathing more normally now, though 
he was still red-faced and sweaty. 

“Nick,” she sighed, turning to look him right in the eye, “don’t play games with 
your health.  You know you’re taking a risk in not asking your doctor about even 
something that seems small.  Don’t do it.” 

He sheepishly met her gaze, and she could tell they were thinking of the same 
thing:  the “cold” he’d had for months that had turned out to be symptoms of a lung 
tumor that had nearly killed him. 

“I’m only in town another day; we leave first thing Saturday morning for Dallas.” 



 

“Then we’ll go tomorrow,” said Claire promptly.  “I’ll go with you.”   Anything to 
make sure that he went.  She could not forget the fact that it was a missed check-up that 
had led to the lung tumor getting so bad before they caught it.  She was not going to let 
him repeat that mistake, even if he was insistent on it. 

“You think I’ll be able to get an appointment on such short notice?” 
“You’re a celebrity.  You explain the circumstances, that you’re only in town 

tomorrow and desperately need to see your doctor, and I’m sure they’ll find a slot for 
you.  And if that doesn’t work, we both have some pull at General.  We’ll get you in,” she 
replied with a confident nod. 

Nick gave her a weak, crooked smile of submission.  “Alright, fine.  You’ll go with 
me?” 

“Absolutely.  You can come pick me up and see the babies.  You won’t even 
recognize them.” 

His smile grew bigger.  “Alright.  You win.  I’ll call in the morning and see what 
time I can get in.” 

“You do that.  And if all else fails, we’ll just go to the ER and fake some shortness 
of breath there.  They’ll have to take you.”   She beamed him a smile back, feeling pride 
at her persuasiveness. 

He nodded his agreement and quickly changed the subject.  She let it drop, still 
concerned about him, but feeling better now that he’d agreed to go to the doctor.  
Tomorrow, he would have answers, and she’d be able to stop worrying... or worry about 
him even more. 

 
*** 

 
 

Chapter 187 
 
“Brings back the good old days, doesn’t it?”  Claire smiled wryly, looking around 

the waiting room the following morning. 
Nick just grimaced in return.  She had been taking him down memory lane a lot 

lately, reminiscing on the “good old days,” as she so sarcastically put it, as if they 
actually held fond memories.  He did experience a sense of déjà vu, though, in the form 
of the nervousness he always felt when sitting in a hospital waiting room.  But he had to 
admit, having her there to joke around did help a little.  It had helped a little back then, 
too. 

He had awoken to the sound of her voice earlier that morning, after groggily 
flipping his ringing phone open, still half-asleep.  “Did you call that doctor yet, Carter?”  
God, she could be bossy when she wanted to be.  He decided later that all women must 
be born with the nagging gene, and pregnancy activated it.  She was gonna make a great 
mom, had that tone of voice and everything. 

After croaking that he would do so as soon as he woke up, Nick had forced 
himself to get up, hobble downstairs, and find the number for his pulmonologist while a 
pot of coffee boiled.  He had expected to have to use his famous name to pull some 
strings and get an appointment, knowing it was short notice, but the gods must have 
been smiling on him (or winking at Claire, probably) that day because Dr. Mahmood’s 



 

 

secretary told him that there had been a cancellation and that the doctor would be able 
to see him that morning if he came to her office at Tampa General. 

The window of opportunity was so short that Nick hardly had time to shower and 
dress himself, let alone give Claire time to get ready before he picked her up, but 
somehow, they’d done it, and here they were, a whole five minutes early. 

Claire shifted in her seat, smoothing the hem of her blouse over her jeans.  The 
black babydoll top, even with its loose material, was not enough to completely hide the 
belly she had left over from her pregnancy, and he could tell she was self-conscious.  He 
still thought she looked great in it.  Sure, she had baby weight left to lose; she was 
heavier all around, her face fuller, hips wider, more meat on her upper arms and thighs, 
but in a way, the look suited her.  It added curves to her figure, and he found it hard to 
keep his eyes from sneaking down to her rather “enhanced” breasts when he was looking 
at her.  He tried to resist the temptation, though, knowing she could catch it and call 
him on it for sure.  She wasn’t bad to look at from the neck up, anyway.  Even her hair 
seemed thicker, shinier.  He took a moment to admire it, remembering how she’d had 
none back in the “good old days.”  He was glad it was back now.  She had pretty hair; it 
added a lot to her appearance. 

Claire wasn’t looking at him anymore, but almost as if she could sense his eyes on 
her, she reached up and raked her fingers through the short red locks, tucking them 
behind her ear.  “They need a poster about BOOP in here,” she commented out of 
nowhere, staring across the room at a framed informational poster about organ 
donation.  “You know, like a cartoon of Betty Boop hacking up a lung, with ‘B.O.O.P.’ in 
ginormous letters above her head and then what it actually stands for in tiny, tiny print 
below.” 

Nick laughed at the visual.  “Why?” 
“’Cause... it’d be funnier than organ donation,” she shrugged, gesturing to the 

poster, which showed a child’s face in black and white next to the caption ‘I want to live 
every second.  Not fight for every breath.  I urgently need a lung transplant.’ 

“Yeah,” agreed Nick, “that one’s kind of a downer.”   She was nervous, he realized 
suddenly.  Cracking jokes, playing with her clothes and her hair...  Nervous habits.  It 
was a sign of how well he’d come to know her that he recognized them.  Back in the days 
when they had sat around waiting for their oncology appointments together, he had 
never dreamed she could be nervous.  Cool, calm, collected Claire – she could make 
anything into a joke.  He had only realized later that, much like AJ, this was her defense 
mechanism, a cover-up for nerves and insecurities.  She got nervous just like he did.  
She was just better at hiding it. 

The fact that she was nervous for him today didn’t make him feel any less so.  He 
hated being here, worrying, as he’d worried so many times before, that some small 
symptom was going to be an indicator of a much more significant problem, something 
that would turn his whole life upside down again.  It had happened too often in the last 
six years.  A minor fracture became bone cancer; aches and pains meant a relapse, 
stopped only by the amputation of his leg.  A cold turned to a lung tumor, the flu to 
BOOP, and here he was now, with shortness of breath that could be a sign of any 
number of horrific possibilities. 

By the time a nurse called him back to an exam room, he was thoroughly freaking 
out, if only on the inside.  When the nurse took his pulse and told him that his heart rate 
was a little fast, he didn’t even stop to consider that it might be due to a combination of 



 

caffeine and nerves.  Of course his heart was racing; so was his brain.  Was it the BOOP’s 
turn to relapse now?  Or, worse yet, had a tiny piece of the lung tumor that had nearly 
killed him four years ago gone unremoved, undetected, and slowly regenerated into 
another? 

“Nick, chill,” said Claire, one corner of her mouth curving into a crooked smile, 
once the nurse had left the room.  If he could tell that she was nervous, she could most 
definitely tell he was.  “It’s just a check-up... just so you can prove yourself right that you 
are, in fact, one-hundred percent fine and that I’m just a huge worrywart.” 

“I know,” he mumbled and rolled his eyes, pretending to be exasperated at her for 
dragging him here.  Knowing her, she saw right through it.  She was doing it again, 
joking around, and suddenly it wasn’t helping anymore.  He just wished Dr. Mahmood 
would hurry up and get in here so he could get this over with. 

 
*** 

 
As they sat in the exam room waiting for the pulmonologist to return with test 

results, Claire kept stealing sidelong glances at Nick.  He had been unusually jittery the 
whole appointment, and she knew he was nervous.  Whether he had any real reason to 
be, neither of them were sure. 

Dr. Mahmood’s expression hadn’t given away much as she’d listened to his lungs, 
had him breathe into a device that measured his lung capacity and function, and sent 
him for a chest x-ray.  She had promised to put a rush on the results, knowing he was 
due to leave town the next day and couldn’t wait, and now here they sat, waiting to see 
whether or not there was anything to worry about with Nick. 

Frankly, Claire hoped she was just being a worrywart.  For once in her life, she 
wanted Nick to be able to say “I told you so!” and rub it in her face and tease her about 
being a nag for the rest of her existence.  She prayed that’s all it was, because God knew 
Nick had already been through too much.  He didn’t need one more medical problem – 
or a recurrence of one of the former ones – to deal with now. 

“God, I hate waiting,” Nick groaned, dragging his fingers down his face so that his 
features were gruesomely distorted. 

“I know,” murmured Claire with a patience she didn’t feel.  She reached out and 
patted his knee, the only part of him she could really reach from her seat.  “She’ll be 
back soon.  It can’t take them that long to develop and read an x-ray.  If she did put a 
rush on it, it’s gotta be ready by now.” 

Nick nodded, and they fell back into silence as they continued to wait. 
Bored, Claire eyed the door to their room, and when it didn’t open, she sidled 

over to the counter of supplies on the other side of the room and snagged a latex glove 
from one of the boxes on the counter.  She felt Nick’s eyes on her as she took it back to 
her chair.  Winking, she stuck the open end in her mouth and started to blow, inflating 
the glove into a hand-shaped balloon.  Nick’s eyes twinkled with amusement as she 
pinched the end tight between her fingers, flashed a devilish smile, and let it go. 

The “balloon” squealed as it flew across the room, zigzagging and loop-de-looping 
in mid-air.  A girlish laugh burst out of her, and despite his nervousness, Nick cracked 
up too, as the deflated glove finally fell limp against the floor. 

“Jesus, you’re worse than I am,” Nick teased her, grinning. 



 

 

“Kid at heart,” Claire grinned back.  “I’m a pro with latex gloves – one of the 
perks of having a dentist for a dad.  He used to sneak boxes of ‘em home for me to use as 
water balloons.”   She had fond memories of water balloon fights with her brother and 
the neighbor kids, armed with heaps of the oddly-shaped, white water bombs. 

“That sounds like fun.  Brian and I used to make ‘em out of condoms when we 
were touring.  We’d pelt ‘em at Kevin and Howie as soon as they got off the bus.”  Nick 
snorted at his own memories.  “They’d get so pissed...  God, it was great.” 

Claire laughed, imagining the look on Kevin’s face when he realized he’d just been 
hit with a water-filled condom thrown by a teenage Nick.  “Sounds like something AJ 
would do, use condoms as water balloons.” 

Nick’s face gleamed with mischief.  “Yeah, well... they were his condoms.” 
He was still snickering when the door suddenly opened, and Dr. Mahmood came 

in.  Instantly, his face straightened, but Claire had to cover her mouth to stifle back a 
giggle as she eyed the random glove lying on the floor across the room.  She wasn’t sure 
why it was so funny; maybe it was because it was such an inappropriate time to laugh.  It 
made her want to bust out laughing even more. 

The compulsion quickly left her as Dr. Mahmood started to talk.  “Nick, 
everything looks and sounds all right.  Your chest x-ray didn’t show anything that has 
me concerned.  You do have some scar tissue built up from surgery and the BOOP, and 
that could be affecting your lung function enough that you’re getting out of breath more 
quickly than you used to.  Unfortunately, there’s not much that can be done about it.  I 
am going to write you a prescription for an inhaler; it might help to use it during or after 
your concerts.  The medication inside will open up your lungs more and make it easier 
for you to breathe, just like it would in a person with asthma.” 

Nick nodded, and Claire could see the relief spreading over his face.  She was sure 
he was thinking the same thing she was.  An inhaler?  What a simple solution.  She was 
glad that’s all he needed, that for once his symptoms weren’t a sign of something that 
would need a much more unpleasant treatment. 

They thanked Nick’s doctor profusely and left the hospital with a prescription for 
an inhaler to fill, which they did on the way back to Claire’s condo.  “I’ve never used one 
of these things before,” he remarked as they sat at a red light, turning the inhaler over in 
his hand. 

“Me neither, but they must not be hard to get used to – plenty of kids with 
asthma have them.” 

“True.” 
The light changed, and he sped up again, turning left at the next intersection. 
 

*** 
 
When they got back to the condo, Claire said, “You’re going to come up, aren’t 

you, and see the twins?” 
“Absolutely,” agreed Nick, turning off the ignition.  “I can’t wait to see them.  Last 

time I did, they were still in the NICU.” 
An emotional smile crossed Claire’s face.  “They’ve changed a lot already since 

then.” 



 

“I bet they have.”  He certainly hoped they were less fragile and scary-looking 
now.  Still, as he followed Claire up to the sixth floor of the condominium, he had no 
idea what to expect. 

The first thing he noticed when she opened the door to let them in was the smell.  
The condo had long since lost its “clean, new place” smell, taking on, instead, the 
familiar aroma he associated with Claire – her shampoo, her lotion, the detergent she 
used on her laundry, her scented candles, and a hint of the orange cleaning spray she 
used to wipe down everything.  But the smell was different now, camouflaged by an odor 
his nose recognized only as “baby.”   It was the smell of wipes and powder, which only 
made him think of dirty diapers.  With four younger siblings and a godson, Nick would 
never forget that odor. 

“How many diapers do you go through in a week with twins?” he asked Claire 
casually as he walked in, trying to adjust to this new assault on his senses. 

She laughed.  “Ohh, you don’t wanna know.  I’ll show you their room – the size of 
the Luvs box in there should give you a clue.  We buy ‘em in bulk.” 

But she didn’t take him to the twins’ nursery right away.  Instead, they walked 
through the kitchen and into the living room, where they found both of her parents.  
Each of them, Nick saw, was holding a baby. 

“Well, that was perfect timing,” said Kris cheerfully, smiling up at his daughter.  
“Your mom was just talking about warming up bottles for the girls; they’re starting to 
get hungry.” 

“I figured,” Claire replied.  “Don’t worry about the bottles; since I’m here, I’ll 
nurse them.” 

“The appointment didn’t take as long as you thought it might,” spoke up Carrie, 
looking between Claire and Nick.  “I take it everything went okay?” 

“Yep.  He’s fine.”  Claire’s hand swatted Nick playfully across the chest.  “I’m just 
a worrywart... you’re not gonna let me forget it either, are you?” she added, turning to 
stick her tongue out at him. 

He grinned back.  “Eh, I won’t hold it against you... moms are supposed to worry, 
right?” 

“Exactly,” stressed Carrie, amusement twinkling in her eyes as she looked from 
him back to Claire.  “She won’t be able to tease me about being overprotective anymore, 
now that she knows what it’s like to worry about her children.” 

Claire rolled her eyes, but underneath the sarcastic expression, she was beaming.  
“Okay, stop teasing me and hand me one of my kids.  Nick needs to be properly 
introduced.  He hasn’t seen them outside of an incubator yet.” 

Carrie passed the baby in her arms to Claire, who turned to show Nick.  “This 
here is Cait,” she said, stroking the baby’s head, which sported a fine layer of light, 
reddish-colored hair. 

“She’s gonna have your hair, isn’t she?” he observed, smiling.  Now that she was 
in her mother’s arms and not tangled in a mass of tubes in the hospital, Caitlin looked 
bigger than he remembered, albeit smaller than he expected babies to be.  She was less 
red and shriveled too, though she still had the slightly shrunken, wrinkled look of a 
preemie. 

“Yep, it looks like it.  It could always lighten to more of a strawberry blonde as she 
gets older, though; I’ve seen that happen.  Or she might be a ginger kid the rest of her 
life.  Poor thing,” Claire teased. 



 

 

“Aww, hey, I love your hair,” Nick replied kindly, reaching to give it a playful tug.  
“Does she have your eyes too?”   He looked down at the baby again; her eyes were open 
and, indeed, they were blue. 

“Could be.  I’m betting they’ll stay blue, ‘cause Jamie has blue eyes too.  Lainey’s 
eyes look the same, but her hair is darker.” 

She handed Cait back to her mother and took the other infant from her father.  
Delaine was just a little smaller than Caitlin, and her hair was indeed noticeably darker.  
Jamie’s hair, thought Nick.  He didn’t scowl, though, because Delaine was too beautiful.  
She was still wrinkled and drawn, like her twin, but looked much healthier than she had 
in the hospital, sick and jaundiced as she had been. 

“They’re both beautiful,” he told Claire with a smile, and she glowed with pride. 
“Thank you.  They had a rough start, but they’re both gonna turn out just fine.  I 

didn’t tell you, but they had a check-up on Tuesday, and the tests they did on Lainey 
showed that the blood vessel in her heart that was open is already starting to close.  
They’ve had her on medication to help with that since the second week, and it’s working, 
which means she probably won’t need surgery to fix it.” 

“That’s awesome news,” said Nick, who remembered Claire telling him about the 
heart defect Delaine had been born with on top of everything else.  She had said it was a 
common complication in premature babies, but still, it sounded scary, and he was 
relieved to know she wouldn’t have to deal with the stress of having her new baby 
operated on.  He put his hand on her shoulder, giving it a gentle squeeze, as he gazed 
down at the baby she was cradling. 

This could have been mine, the thought occurred to him.  My baby.   Had he and 
Claire actually gotten married, had they gone through with the same fertility treatments 
she and Jamie had used to get pregnant, he would have been father to Delaine and 
Caitlin.  Maybe not biologically, but legally and in every other sense, they would have 
been born his children.  It was a strange realization, and it made him feel somehow even 
closer to the tiny twins, knowing that, had circumstances been different, he would have 
viewed them as his own daughters. 

As it was, they were more like... goddaughters, he decided.  Not officially – he 
wasn’t sure if they would even have godparents – but that was how he felt about them, 
the same way he felt about his true godson, Baylee, and even Kevin’s son Brayden.  He 
vowed that he would do anything to look out for them, and for Claire. 

Just as that thought crossed his mind, Caitlin started to cry, and, as if on cue, 
Delaine quickly joined in. 

“Oops – definitely feeding time,” said Claire, eyes widening.  “Hey Dad, can you 
grab the nursing pillow?  It’s in my room.” 

Kris got up from his chair and disappeared into the master bedroom, while Claire 
went to sit next to her mom on the couch, holding a screaming Delaine in her lap.  Nick 
was amazed at how much noise such a small person could make.  Over the crying, Claire 
called, “Nick, take a load off,” and gestured for him to find a seat. 

When Kris came back, carrying a large, C-shaped pillow, he looked at Nick sitting 
down and stopped dead in his tracks in the center of the living room.  Turning his gaze 
upon his daughter, he said, “You’re doing this out here?”   His head turned ever so 
slightly back to Nick, with what was obviously a meaningful look. 

Nick, too, suddenly clued into the fact that she was getting ready to breastfeed 
right in front of him and couldn’t help but feel awkward, especially at her dad’s apparent 



 

disapproval.  Claire, on the other hand, appeared completely unfazed.  “Yeah, so?” she 
replied.  Looking around him to Nick, she asked, “It’s not a big deal, is it?  I mean, it’s 
nothing you haven’t-” 

“-Seen before, I know,” Nick finished for her quickly, feeling his face redden.  He 
supposed it wouldn’t have been a big deal, but the fact that she was still, technically, 
someone else’s wife and that her parents were right there in the room with them made it 
uncomfortable.  He wasn’t about to tell her that though, and be left making small talk 
with her parents while she took the babies into her room to do it, so he didn’t say 
anything else. 

“Exactly,” said Claire casually, and like a pro, she handed Delaine off to her 
mother, so that Carrie was now holding both her granddaughters, one in each arm, and 
took what was apparently known as a nursing pillow from her father.  The pillow fit 
nicely across her lap, wrapping around her waist like a large, cushy donut.  Impressed by 
this simple, yet ingenious design, Nick inadvertently forgot to look away, and a second 
later she was pushing up the bottom of her black top, revealing – thank god – a white 
bra.  At that point, he did look away... looked around the room, at the TV, out the 
window, into the dining room, pretty much any place he could look without accidentally 
setting eyes on her again.  He didn’t want her dad to think he was a total perv, watching 
his married daughter breastfeed. 

He heard some movement, and within a couple of minutes, the babies’ crying 
stopped.  Unable to contain his curiosity, he chanced a quick glance back at Claire, 
almost out of the corner of his eye.  She had a baby tucked under each arm, both 
supported by the large pillow and apparently latched onto a breast, though a 
combination of their heads and her shirt hid this from view.  Thank god, thought Nick, 
stifling a groan, feeling that it was okay to include her in his line of sight again.  At least 
she had some modesty, with her parents around. 

“Lainey’s getting better at this,” Claire murmured quietly, softly stroking the 
darker haired baby’s head.  She suddenly winced.  “And Cait... yeesh.  Caitlin takes after 
me; she’s a good eater.  It’s amazing how hard the kid can clamp down with no teeth.” 

Nick cringed, his own nipples actually seeming to ache at that comment, and he 
couldn’t help but look over at Kris, who gave him the same look in return – a knowing 
look that seemed to say, Yes, this is as uncomfortable for me as it is for you.  Nick 
smiled awkwardly, feeling a sense of camaraderie with the older man.  Neither of them 
knew or cared to know what it was like to nurse a baby, and neither of them really 
wanted to be there to witness Claire doing it, but they were both there anyway because 
they both loved her.  It was more than Nick could say about Jamie, he thought with 
some satisfaction.  If Jamie was around to help Claire out the way he should have been, 
none of them would need to be there. 

When Claire finished nursing, she said, “They’re gonna be ready for naps here in 
a minute, but do you want to hold one first, Nick?” 

Caught off-guard, Nick faltered, “Uh... sure!  Yeah!”   He got up from his chair, 
but Claire pointed him in the direction of the kitchen. 

“Just wash your hands first, if you don’t mind.” 
“Oh yeah... ‘course.  No problem.”   He went to the sink and took his time, making 

sure he washed his hands carefully.  He didn’t want to risk passing on any dangerous 
germs. 



 

 

When he came back, Carrie got up from her spot on the couch and said, “Here, 
we’ll trade places – come sit by Claire, Nick.”   She took his chair, and he sat down in the 
warm spot next to Claire on the couch.  While he was washing his hands, she had set the 
nursing pillow aside and pulled her shirt back down, and now she was simply holding a 
baby in each arm. 

“You wanna take Delaine?” she offered, as Delaine was in the arm closest to him. 
“Okay...”   Looking over at the baby, he was suddenly uncertain.  She looked so 

small and fragile; what if he did something wrong and hurt her?   He racked his brain, 
thinking quickly back to the days when he had been big brother to new babies – BJ, 
Leslie, and finally Angel and Aaron.  He had held all of them as newborns, even BJ (kind 
of – there were pictures of the two of them with her sort of propped in his lap, anyway), 
and never done any permanent damage.  All he had to do was remember to support the 
head, right? 

“Don’t look so nervous,” Claire laughed, though her smile was understanding.  
“Here... just kinda cup your hand under her head for now, until you get her situated, and 
then you can let it rest in the crook of your arm.  Don’t worry... she may be tiny, but 
she’s my little fighter.  She won’t break.” 

Nick appreciated her confidence in him.  Smiling back, he helped her ease 
Delaine from her arms into his.  The transition was smoother than he had anticipated; 
he was afraid the baby might start to cry, but she didn’t.  She just looked up at him 
through half-closed, sleepy eyes, smacking the lips of her tiny mouth a little in a satisfied 
way.  Nick adjusted her so that she was nestled in the crook of his arm.  She was almost 
too small, but she was warm and snuggly, and just the weight of her tiny body against 
his bare arm made him smile.  She was precious. 

I could get used to this, he thought, grinning down at her.  He hoped that one day 
he would have the chance to get used to it, that he would one day have a baby of his own 
to hold and feed, even diaper.  It was a scary thought, but surely, he would get used to it. 

“Claire, I’m going to grab your camera,” Carrie said quietly after a few minutes, 
standing up.  “This will make a cute picture.”   She disappeared and returned a moment 
later with a digital camera, and soon Nick was smiling into it, still holding Delaine, while 
Claire sat beside him, holding Caitlin.  “Very cute,” Carrie gushed, smiling as she 
pressed a button to view the picture. 

“Hang on, I’ll look at it in a minute.  I think it’s time to put them down; Cait’s 
almost asleep,” said Claire.  Turning to Nick, she asked, “You wanna carry Lainey back 
and help me put them to bed?” 

“Uh, su-” 
Nick was about to say “sure” when Carrie jumped in.  “Oh, honey, I’ll get her!  

Don’t make Nick carry her.”   Looking at Nick, she added, “I would think it’d be harder 
to stay steady on your feet with a load in your arms.” 

Nick realized what she was worried about at the same time Claire did.  “Mom,” 
said Claire warningly, “you’re being overprotective again.  She doesn’t even weigh four 
pounds; he’s not going to drop her.  Or trip.”   She met Nick’s eyes on the last word and 
must have seen the panic there.  What if he did stumble while carrying her baby?  It was 
a horrible thought, one he probably would not have even considered until her mom had 
said something.  But he knew she had a point...  

And yet, Claire, the one who was supposed to be the most protective, seemed to 
trust him.  She had spoken firmly, and the look in her eyes conveyed that trust.  There 



 

was a fierceness to it, perhaps inspired by her mother’s doubt.  She wanted him to prove 
Carrie wrong. 

“Come on, Nick,” she said, and she stood up.  Holding Caitlin in one arm, she 
offered her free hand to him, and he made sure Delaine was secured safely in his other 
arm before he took it, allowing her to help him up from the couch.  He walked more 
carefully than ever as he followed her slowly back to the master bedroom, holding 
Delaine tightly and looking down at the floor with each step forward on his artificial leg 
to make sure its toe did not catch and trip him up. 

His caution paid off, or maybe it was not really needed in the first place.  In a few 
moments, he was gently lowering Delaine into one of the two bassinets that had been 
placed in Claire’s bedroom.  Then he stood back to watch as she positioned the two 
babies on their backs and hooked them both up to what she explained were the apnea 
monitors.  Each consisted of special belt that strapped across the baby’s chest and was 
wired to a small box.  She also had to fit Delaine with her CPAP machine, a horrible-
looking, hose-like contraption that went over her nose and sent oxygen into her air 
passages to keep them open.  It made the poor baby look like she’d been crossed with 
some sort of robotic elephant, and the sight nearly broke Nick’s heart.  Naively, he’d 
expected the babies to be “okay” now that they were out of the hospital – still a little 
small, sure, but healthy.  Now it occurred to him that Claire’s worries for their health 
were far from over. 

She seemed to be taking it well, now that she had a few weeks’ experience under 
her belt and was stronger and less hormonal.  She bent and kissed Delaine gently on the 
head, as if the machine were not even there, then did the same to Caitlin.  The groggy 
babies had already drifted off to sleep by the time she and Nick left the room. 

Right outside the door, she stopped him and touched his forearm.  “Listen... don’t 
ever doubt yourself around my kids.  My mom may freak out over nothing, but I trust 
you.  You’re such an important person in my life... I want you to be that for them too.” 

Nick allowed himself to smile, feeling a peaceful warmness spreading through 
him.  “Thanks... that means a lot to me.” 

Claire returned the smile and gave him a one-armed hug.  “Well, it means a lot to 
me to have you here, even if it’s just for a couple of days,” she replied, and rested her 
head briefly on his shoulder before she straightened. 

There was no more contact between them as they walked back out to the living 
room, but Nick still felt warm all the way through. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 188 
 

Midway through April, Claire was at a strange new place in her life.  She was a 
twenty-nine-year-old, almost divorced, single mother of twin baby girls, living under the 
same roof as her parents again.  It was everything she’d wanted and everything she’d 
dreaded, all in one. 

Caitlin and Delaine were incredible; now eleven weeks old, they were gaining 
weight and doing the things one-month-old infants were supposed to do – lift and turn 
their heads, grasp fingers and toys, track objects with their eyes, and look at her when 
she talked to them.  They were behind in development for their actual age, but the 
pediatrician explained that because they had been born eight weeks early, their 
corrected age was only three weeks old, and that was the level at which they were 
expected to function.  “And they’re right on target,” he said, reassuring her that both 
girls were developing normally, given their prematurity.  Whether they were behind or 
not, Claire enjoyed every moment she spent with them, her two miracle babies. 

But the twins were the only thing in her life that seemed “right on target.”  She 
had never expected to be raising them by herself, in a condo Nick had bought for her, 
with her parents hovering over her.  The situation was so frustrating that it almost made 
her long for the house in Clive, Iowa that she and Jamie had purchased together and 
planned to raise their children in.  She loved being in Tampa, loved the condo, and loved 
her parents, but she knew this set-up couldn’t last for much longer.  She needed her 
independence... both needed it and feared it. 

How on earth was she going to raise and support twins on her own?  When the 
divorce was finalized, she would have child support money coming from Jamie, but she 
would still need to go back to work to take care of the rest of her finances, and that 
would mean finding and paying for child care for the babies.  Even though she had 
always planned to get another job eventually, it pained her to think of having to leave 
her children so soon.  She had intended to take at least two or three years off to spend 
with them, wanting to witness all of the important milestones of babyhood, but now that 
seemed impossible.  She had to work, had to find a way to support them, because there 
was no way she was going to mooch off her parents or Nick any longer.  It wasn’t right.  
She had gotten herself into this whole single mother/divorcee mess, and she would be 
the one to get herself and her children out of it.  She had always been self-reliant, and 
with two infants now relying on her too, she wasn’t going to stop now. 

It was a steep hole she would have to climb out of, but she’d already found a 
foothold.  She had talked to the lawyer Nick had recommended, who had then put her in 
touch with a reputable lawyer in Des Moines, advising her to file for divorce in Iowa 
rather than Florida because it was where she and Jamie had residency and marital 
property.  He seemed to think this would make the divorce proceedings easier, and 
although Claire found it to be much more of a hassle, dealing with an attorney in a 
completely different state, she had trusted the legal advice and done it anyway.  
Consulting with the Iowa attorney over the phone and online, she was in the process of 
drafting a petition with which to serve Jamie.  Her requests were simple:  he could have 
the house; all she wanted was custody of the twins and child support.  She didn’t expect 
him to contest; even if he did want custody of the children, he had to realize he would 
never get it, not with the way he had abandoned them.  She was prepared to fight if she 
had to, but wanted to avoid it. 



 

In the midst of all this stress and uncertainty, she had one thing to look forward 
to:  Nick was coming home.  The U.S. leg of his tour had just finished, and he would 
soon be back in Tampa for a break before heading to Europe for a few dates there. 

She couldn’t wait to see him. 
 

*** 
 

It felt good to be home, even if it was only for a few weeks, Nick thought as he 
drove his BMW along the familiar Tampa streets.  It felt good to be driving, too; he 
always missed the independence of having his own car nearby when he was out on the 
road. 

He made a sharp turn, veering the black sports car into a parking lot that was in 
desperate need of repaving.  Dodging potholes, he swung into an empty space and put 
the car in park, letting the engine idle while he looked around, wondering if Claire had 
beaten him there.  He realized then that he had no idea what kind of vehicle he was even 
looking for; as far as he knew, Claire didn’t have a car of her own here in Tampa 
anymore.  He would just go on inside. 

No sooner had he turned off the ignition than a beige Acura pulled into the space 
next to him.  He looked over and saw Claire waving at him, a big smile on her face.  She 
turned the car off and hopped out, coming around to meet him as he climbed out of his 
Beamer. 

“Hey!” she exclaimed, offering a big hug.  “Good to be back?” 
“Oh yeah... always,” he replied, pulling her in for a squeeze.  “This your car?” he 

asked, as he released her a moment later. 
Claire cast a disdainful expression at the car she’d just gotten out of, wrinkling 

her nose.  “You think I’d ever buy a beige car?  Psh... it’s my mom’s.  I still need to get 
my lovely minivan from Iowa.  And I think the first thing I’m gonna do is trade it in for 
something less ‘soccer mom,’” she laughed.  “As long as it can hold two car seats, I’m 
good.” 

“Gotcha,” Nick smiled.  She was in a good mood today.  He had noticed that ever 
since Jamie had left the picture, Claire had been a little more like her old self each time 
he’d seen her.  He knew motherhood was making her happy, but he had a feeling that 
the lack of Jamie drama was contributing to the change too. 

So much had changed, but it still felt like old times as they walked into the old 
pizzeria together.  “Hey, welcome to Leonardi’s,” a gum-chewing college girl greeted 
them off-handedly inside the door.  “Take a seat wherever, and someone’ll be over to get 
your drinks in a sec.” 

She didn’t give Nick a second glance – that was a change too, but he was grateful 
for it.  The teenagers of today didn’t recognize him or fawn over him in public like they 
had a decade ago, and on days like today, it didn’t bother him at all.  He didn’t want to 
be “Nick Carter, the Backstreet Boy” today; he just wanted to be Nick and be normal and 
hang out with Claire. 

“Hey, our booth’s empty,” he noticed, his eyes drifting back to the corner booth 
where they’d shared so many pizzas, milkshakes, laughs, and much-needed comfort.  
“You wanna grab it?” 

“Sure, let’s go for it,” said Claire, and they made a beeline for the wrap-around 
table. 



 

 

Nick let Claire slide into the booth first, watching as she scooted near the middle 
and smoothed her t-shirt down over her stomach.  “You look great, by the way,” he 
commented as he entered on the other side. 

“Eh... the baby weight’s starting to come off, slowly, but I’m still a good twenty 
pounds heavier than I was before.  Amber and I are supposed to start yoga again one of 
these days, but it’s hard to make it a priority when all I do is nurse babies and change 
diapers,” she said good-naturedly, smiling.  “Thanks, though.  You look great too.” 

Nick smiled in return.  “I hope you’re still gonna have some pizza,” he said, 
reaching for one of the menus, though he didn’t really need one. 

“Are you kidding?  When have you ever known me to turn down pizza?” 
“Good question,” Nick chuckled. 
Claire grinned.  “Damn right, I’m gonna eat some pizza.  I’m gonna cherish every 

bite, too – I haven’t been out to eat in months!” 
“Aww, well that is a calamity!” 
“Calamity, good word,” commented Claire, sounding impressed, though she 

winked to show she was teasing him.  “So are we just getting the usual, or what?” 
“Usual sounds good to me,” replied Nick, and they made it easy on their waitress, 

ordering their drinks and a large sausage and pepperoni (with extra cheese, of course) 
all in one shot. 

“So,” said Nick, as they waited for their pizza, “any headway with the divorce 
stuff?” 

Claire gave a short nod.  “My lawyer’s drafting papers to serve him.  He’s got a 
certain amount of time to respond and either agree to my requests or contest them.  
Then there’s a ninety day waiting period either way, but if he agrees with the terms, it 
should go quick after that.  I’m hoping he does... I don’t want it to get ugly.” 

Nick nodded.  “Have you talked to him at all?” 
“Sort of, yeah.  He calls me every now and then to check up on the twins.  I dunno 

if I was supposed to or not, but I basically told him what the papers would say – that all 
I really want is custody of the kids and child support.  He can have the house and 
everything else, except my personal stuff that’s still there.” 

“And what’d he say to that?” 
“Not much.  He kinda shuts down every time I bring it up.  I think maybe he’s still 

in denial that this is really happening, which is why I want to get the papers out to him 
as soon as possible.  I don’t want to give him false hope that we’re somehow going to get 
back together and be a family.”   She shook her head sadly.  “God knows I wish I wasn’t 
stuck raising twin girls on my own, but it’s just not gonna happen.  Jamie and I don’t 
work together like we used to.  I just wish I would have seen that earlier... but then I 
guess I wouldn’t have my girls.” 

“You could have still had them someday,” said Nick before he could stop himself, 
though he did hold back on what he was actually thinking.  You could have had them 
with me. 

Claire met his eyes across the table.  It was hard to read her expression.  “I could 
have, but ya know, I’m not gonna dwell on it now.  I made a choice to marry Jamie, and 
maybe it was the wrong choice, but I don’t wanna keep looking back on it.  I’ve got my 
kids, and I wanna move forward.  They’re all that really matter to me right now anyway.  
I just need to get this divorce worked out so that we can move on.  I feel stuck right 
now.” 



 

“Stuck how?” asked Nick with a frown, noticing the way her whole demeanor had 
changed.  “You’re a free woman.” 

Claire scoffed.  “Yeah... a free woman with two tiny babies and no job, who’s 
living with her parents in a condo paid for by someone else.” 

“So?  I told you, there’s no strings attached with the condo; don’t worry about it.  
And your parents are just around until you get on your feet, right?” 

“Right... and that’s just it.  Getting back on my feet...  How am I gonna do that?  
I’ve got no money; I’ve spent everything on the house and the in-vitro and the babies.  
Without you and my parents helping me out, there’s no way I’d be able to make ends 
meet right now.  I had counted on having Jamie to support us while I stayed home with 
the kids for a couple of years, but now it’s just me...”  She shook her head, sighing.  “It’s 
not that I don’t want to work – hell, maybe I can even get my old job back now that I’m 
home.  It’s just... I hate the thought of going back to work while they’re so young.  I’m 
going to worry about them constantly, and I’ll be missing out on so much...” 

Watching her face fall, Nick could read the frustration in her features and hear it 
in her voice.  His heart went out to her, knowing it couldn’t be easy to be in the 
predicament she was in.  Somehow, in his gladness that she was leaving Jamie, he’d 
never really thought about what a financial impact a divorce would have on her. 

But it didn’t have to be like that.  “Listen, I can help you out with money.  You 
shouldn’t have to worry about that on top of everything else right now... and you’re 
right; you shouldn’t have to go back to work right away either.” 

Claire was already shaking her head.  “Nick, I appreciate the offer, I really do, but 
I can’t take any more of your money.  You’ve already done way too much for me, and I 
can’t even pay you back for it; there’s no way I would accept more.  I’ll make this work.” 

“What about a loan, then?”  Nick should have known she would be too stubborn 
to let him help.  “You could pay me back later, once you get everything figured out and 
start getting your child support.” 

She smiled.  “You’re sweet.  I really appreciate it, but I don’t wanna mooch off you 
anymore.  There are plenty of single mothers who manage without help from their 
famous popstar friends; I can do the same.  Jamie won’t let us starve, and neither will 
my parents, and in all honesty, I’d feel better about letting them help out than you... 
they’re my family, you know?  When you do something amazing like buy me a freaking 
condo, it makes me feel like a gold-digger...” 

“Claire!”  For some reason, that stung, and Nick wasn’t sure why.  Of course she 
wasn’t a gold-digger, though he’d had plenty of experience with those.  Why couldn’t she 
understand that he wanted to help, that he liked being able to do something to make her 
life easier?  Why couldn’t she see how much he cared about her?  “What does it matter if 
I’m part of your family or not?  We’ve been friends for years... we were almost family 
once, in case you forgot.  What’s the big deal with letting me do you a favor once in 
awhile?” 

Claire laughed humorlessly.  “I haven’t forgotten.  Look, I know you’re offering 
out of the kindness of your heart, because you’re a good person.  I know that.  I love that 
about you.  But... you just don’t seem to understand.  It makes me feel inferior to take 
charity from you!  I’ve always worked for the things I’ve wanted out of life.  My dad 
could have bought me a car when I turned sixteen, but he didn’t; he told me to get a job, 
and I did, and I saved up some money, and then he helped me buy my own car.  My 
parents put me through college, but only so that I could have a career and be able to 



 

 

support myself.  I don’t expect to just have things handed to me on a silver platter, and I 
don’t want that – I want to make my own way and earn things, you know?” 

“Well, I’ve worked hard too,” Nick replied, feeling defensive.  “My family was 
poor when I was growing up; we didn’t have money.  Without the Backstreet Boys, I 
wouldn’t have had a car on my sixteenth birthday either; I still might not have gone to 
college because I wouldn’t have been able to afford it.  But I lucked out and ended up in 
a business where, if you actually manage to become successful, you make big bucks.  I’ve 
worked for what I have, but have I worked harder than you?  I don’t think I can say that; 
it’s not fair.  I know you, Claire; you do work for what you want.  It’s not fair that I’ve got 
money and you’re worried about how you’re going to support your babies on your own.  
Why won’t you let me help?” 

“Because... it’s not your place to help.  You’ve got your own future to think about, 
Nick.  Hang on to your money... you never know what might happen or when you’ll need 
it.  Someday you’ll have your own family to support.  Save it for them... start a college 
fund or something.” 

Nick shook his head; was she totally clueless?  Couldn’t she see that he could not 
even dream of a family that did not include her?  Relationship after failed relationship 
had proven to him what he’d felt all along:  that she was the one for him.  Hadn’t he 
made that clear to her before, in the aftermath of their forbidden kiss? 

“Claire...”   He stopped and looked around, remembering they were still sitting in 
Leonardi’s.  Not exactly the most private place for a conversation like this.  “Listen, can 
we go outside for a minute?” 

“Why?”  Claire looked suspicious. 
“I just... I feel awkward having a deep conversation in a pizza place.  Can we go 

out to the car or something?” 
Claire studied him for a minute, then nodded, slipping out of the booth.  “Fine,” 

she said as she stood up, “but don’t think we’re gonna go make out in your backseat or 
something.” 

Nick grinned as he followed her out of the restaurant. 
Once inside his Beamer, he turned on the air conditioning, shut off the radio, and 

twisted in his seat to face her.  “What if I told you that when I look into my own future, 
all I see is you?  What if I said that all I want in life is to marry you and help you raise 
those babies?” 

For a moment, they stared into each other’s eyes.  Claire seemed spellbound at 
first; he watched her eyes widen as she processed what he had said.  And then the spell 
was broken, as she looked away. 

“I’d say that I can’t answer that right now,” she muttered and reached for the 
door handle. 

Nick’s arm flailed out and caught hers, pulling her hand away.  “Wait.” 
“No.”  Claire twisted her hand out of his grip.  “I’m not having this conversation 

with you, Nick; I thought I made that clear before.  It’s too soon for me to even think 
about jumping into another relationship, even if it’s just hypothetical.  We tried it once, 
and it didn’t work...  If I ever decide to get married again, I need to be absolutely sure it’s 
right.” 

There wasn’t much Nick could say to that.  He wanted to say something, but 
nothing seemed likely to change her mind.  He would have to be the one to wait; it was 
as simple as that.  He would wait for her as long as it took. 



 

She reached for the door handle again, and the sunlight caught the diamond on 
her left hand, sending sparkles dancing across the roof of the car. 

“You’re still wearing your ring,” Nick observed. 
Claire froze, looking down at her hand.  “Oh.  Yeah...”   She pulled her hand back 

and gently fingered the Claddagh ring.  “Just this one... my engagement ring.  I took off 
my wedding band, but I haven’t managed to part with this one yet.  I’ve worn it on this 
finger for over two years; it feels weird not to have it on.  I turned it around though, you 
see?”   She held out her hand to him.  “The heart points out now, instead of towards me.  
It means my heart is open again, not taken.” 

Nick nodded, swallowing a lump in his throat.  “But is it really open?” he asked.  
“If it is, then why are you so afraid of giving it to someone else?” 

“Because hearts can be broken.  Mine’s still pretty banged up, Nick... I’m not 
ready to let anyone else get to it just yet,” she answered quietly. 

He frowned.  “What if I promised to be gentle with it?” 
A vague smile crossed her lips, then faded.  She looked up at him, seeming to 

study him for a moment.  Then she shook her head.  “I guess it’s not really open,” she 
said, and slid off the ring.  He watched as she turned it around and slipped it back on, so 
that the tip of the heart was now facing her own, the way it had been when she was with 
Jamie.  Then she reached for the car door again and climbed out. 

Nick watched her walk back into Leonardi’s, but didn’t move to follow her just 
yet.  He exhaled a sigh and leaned back against his seat, feeling weary.  He was tired of 
going back and forth with her, tired of building up this false hope, only to have it 
crushed.  It wasn’t her fault, he knew; maybe he was just pushing too hard, too fast.  Or 
maybe he was completely delusional in thinking there was still a chance of them getting 
back together. 

He closed his eyes for a moment and considered just leaving.  But he knew that 
wasn’t the answer.  They’d both done it to each other before, here at this very restaurant, 
and it hadn’t solved anything.  It had only made them mad at each other, and that would 
get them nowhere.  He just had to buck up, get over his disappointment, and go back in 
there with her.  Their pizza would probably be waiting. 

He wasn’t hungry anymore, but nonetheless, he took his key out of the ignition, 
dragged himself out of the car, and followed her tracks back inside. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 189 
 

Welcome, Clairevoyance315. 
You last visited:  May 28, 2009 at 9:42 p.m. 
Private Messages:  Unread 0, Total 0. 
 

Claire scrolled right past the welcome message on the Backstreet Boys forum and 
began skimming the threads.  With Nick gone on tour again, this time overseas in 
Europe, she had taken to checking this message board again to keep tabs on him when 
she was not busy with Cait and Lainey.  Those times were few and far between, but when 
it was night, and the condo was dark, and the two babies were sleeping soundly, she 
managed to find a few quiet minutes to sit at the computer and wonder what Nick was 
doing right then. 

Sleeping, most likely, at this hour.  He was in...  (She scrolled until she found a 
thread with the tour schedule and checked.)  ... Brussels tonight, Paris tomorrow night.  
That meant if it was eight p.m. in Florida, it was... (Again, she paused and did the math 
in her head.) ... two a.m. in Brussels.  She supposed he could still be out, checking out 
the Belgian nightlife. 

She smiled as she pictured Nick dressed in hot Euro fashion, sipping drinks in 
some posh club in the heart of Brussels, then looked down at herself, in her raggedy t-
shirt and pajama shorts.  She would rather be eating Belgian chocolate, if she were there 
with him.  A part of her wished she was. 

Clicking the ‘Back’ button on her browser, she returned to the main page of the 
forum and resumed her scrolling.  She passed a thread titled “Why Nick is still not as 
popular as Justin,” stopped, backtracked, and clicked.  Smirking, she read the original 
post. 

 
the dramabrewer:  After six years as a solo artist, Justin Timberlake still sells 

out arenas.  Nick Carter still does not sell out even small venues.  You people wonder 
why.  It’s not difficult.  Justin constantly reinvents himself with music that is unique 
and innovative.  Nick continues to sing whiny, generic ballads written for him by other 
people.  When you go to a Justin concert, you can expect be entertained with 
something new and exciting every time.  When you go to a Nick concert, you can 
expect to be bored by the same old thing – Nick sitting on a stool, grunting out 
meaningless lyrics and making tortured facial expressions.  That is not entertaining.  
Hence, why Nick is still not as popular as Justin. 
 

“Are you for real?” murmured Claire in disbelief, unable to stop herself from 
reading on. 
 

05Ebony:  Oh boy, here we go again.  Why are you here? 
 
the dramabrewer:  Why are you so obsessed with me? 
 
05Ebony:  Don’t flatter yourself.  I’m not obsessed with you. 
 



 

the dramabrewer:  Liar.  You constantly come into my threads and ask why 
I’m here.  Why are you here?  Not to discuss the topic.  You’re here because you’re 
obsessed with me. 

 
05Ebony:  Oooookay then.  Think whatever you want. 
 
the dramabrewer:  I will.  And you will continue to read my thoughts because 

you can’t ignore me. 
 
JustIgnoreMe:  I think Justin Timberlake’s “innovative” music sucks. 
 
the dramabrewer:  That’s because you are a teenybopper. 
 
05Ebony:  Why is everyone who disagrees with you suddenly a teenybopper? 
 
the dramabrewer:  Again, I ask, why are you so obsessed with me? 
 
05Ebony:  The only one who’s obsessed with you is YOU. 
 
the dramabrewer:  Lies.  All lies.  Stop making things up. 
 
05Ebony:  That doesn’t make any sense. 
 
the dramabrewer:  You make no sense. 

 
“Arguing with her is like fighting with a brick wall, girl,” muttered Claire.  “You’re 

not gonna get anywhere with it.” 
She scrolled until someone new joined the conversation. 

 
Dewfreak:  I think you’re forgetting that Nick CAN’T do all the dancing and 

stuff Justin does anymore.  He’s only got one leg.  Of course he sits on a stool to sing.  
It’s probably a lot easier for him that way.  It doesn’t matter to me anyway – it should 
be about the music, not all the other stuff. 

 
the dramabrewer:  No one has forgotten.  Nick won’t let us forget.  Instead of 

entertaining us, he bores us to tears with songs about all the trials and suffering he’s 
been through.  As if anyone wants to hear that.  People don’t go to a concert to be 
depressed; they go to have fun.  Justin’s shows are more fun than Nick’s. 

 
Dewfreak:  You are horrible. 
 
JustIgnoreMe:  Have you ever been to one of Nick’s shows, dramabrewer?  

He’s amazing!!  And like Dew said, it’s not about the dancing and pyro and all that 
stuff.  It’s about the music.  Nick could sit on a stool and sing about anything, and I 
would be entertained. 

 



 

 

the dramabrewer:  That’s because you have no standards.  You don’t want 
Nick to succeed. 

 
JustIgnoreMe:  Excuse me?  Just because I don’t want Nick to copy what 

Justin is doing does not mean I don’t want him to succeed. 
 
retardiefartie:  Drama’s right – why do you get on our cases when we talk 

about what the boys can do to improve?  You call US “bad fans,” yet you’re the ones 
who don’t seem to care how well they do.  We just want them to put out good music 
and be successful, and we’re not content to just settle for pathetic attempts at music, 
like the kind that’s on Nick’s album. 

 
EveryoneDoesHateMeNow:  Reps to Fartie and Drama.  Nick ain’t got 

nothin’ on JT.  If y’all honestly think Nick’s more talented and unique than JT, then 
y’all be in denial. 

 
cookie1fondler:  Whiterly!!  *squeezes*  *huggles*  *fondles*  Oh heavens to 

Betsy, my old geezer body can’t handle all this physical contact!  Brittle bones, you 
know?  *wheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeze* 
 

Claire stopped reading and briefly skimmed, until it became clear that any chance 
of a mature conversation had been lost.  As the posts became increasingly stupid, she 
clicked her ‘Back’ button again. 

She soon found herself in a thread titled “Post your favorite Nick performances!”   
She wondered if there would be any new footage from his concerts in Europe, but 
instead she found herself clicking a YouTube link to a performance that was very 
familiar.  In fact, she had a copy of it on DVD, a DVD which had been released to benefit 
cancer research.  Practically everyone she knew had a copy, at her urging. 

She hadn’t watched it in a long time, though, and now she wondered why.  Maybe 
it was all the memories it brought back, both good and bad.  As the piano melody to 
“Open Arms” drifted through her speakers, her head swam with them.  So many 
memories associated with this song... 

She closed her eyes briefly, remembering how she’d slow-danced with Nick in a 
club in Hawaii... and then how she had lain beside him at a time when dancing was out 
of the question, her hair still wet from the pool, his Journey CD playing softly in the 
background.  The memories were so strong, she could still taste the booze from that 
club, still smell the chlorine from his pool, still feel his big hands on her hips and his 
warm, soft sweats against her body. 

Then she opened her eyes and found herself looking at his pixilated face on her 
computer screen, an image which brought back the strongest memory of them all:  just 
sitting beside him, watching this performance for the first time. 

She ought to have seen it weeks before then, when he sang it live for a charity 
concert, his first one since the loss of his leg.  But she had been stuck at the airport in 
Des Moines, kept away by Jamie even then, and he had sang it without her in the 
audience, sang it for her even with the knowledge that she wouldn’t be there to see it. 

He had collapsed shortly afterwards. 



 

Nick could have died not long after this concert was filmed; it might have gone 
down in history as his last, if the surgery to take out the tumor in his lung had not been a 
success.  It had been difficult for her to watch this then, the first time, knowing that, and 
even now, it was no easier.  She would never forget the nightmarish flight back to 
Tampa, that sleepless night she’d spent sitting next to his hospital bed, wishing she had 
never left. 

The memory left her feeling unsettled, and knowing that Nick was so far away 
now didn’t comfort her any.  When the song finished playing, she closed out of the 
internet and got up.  She was tired, but she didn’t feel like sleeping yet.  Maybe a hot 
bath would relax her. 

A few minutes later, she was sliding through a layer of foam, into the steaming 
water of her jacuzzi.  As her butt found the seat hidden under the water, she relaxed 
against the sloping side of the tub and closed her eyes, inhaling and exhaling through 
her nose.  She had never been able to fully take advantage of this lovely feature of the 
condo while pregnant, but now she could make the water as scalding as she wanted and 
sit in it for as long as she wanted, without a care in the world.  Well, until one of the 
twins decided to wake up, anyway. 

She felt pretty safe for now, though; both girls were sleeping through the night 
and had a nice little routine of feedings and naps going.  They would wake up before the 
sun, and so would she, but at least now she had a few hours’ guaranteed solitude to rest 
and relax.  And dream. 

There in the warm bubbles, she slipped away from the condo and all of her 
worries about the babies and the divorce and money and escaped to a different hot tub, 
where she was suddenly not alone, but snuggled against another slick body beneath the 
foam.  

 
“This is nice,” she sighed, leaning her head back against the tub’s rim.  “This is 

very nice.” 
“You’ve never been in the one in my bathroom at home,” he murmured. 
She chuckled.  “No... I definitely haven’t.” 
“We’ll have to go in it sometime then when we get home,” he said lightly and 

leaned over to place a tender kiss on her cheek.  Smiling, she turned and returned the 
kiss, pressing her lips against his while her arms rose out of the water and slid around 
his neck, sending drips of warm water running down his back.  Beneath the water, his 
hands found the small of her back, and he pulled her closer to him, moaning softly as 
he felt her body press up against his. 

“Nick...” she breathed.  “... are you... are you ready for this?” 
 

And before she knew it, she was reminiscing on their first time, that awkward 
first foray into unknown territory, there in the beach house in Maui.  The sex hadn’t 
been amazing, but it had been special, almost as special as her very first time.  In a way, 
it had been like the very first, for both of them.  Of course, she was no virgin, and to 
think of Nick as one was laughable, but in a way, it had felt like they were.  She hadn’t 
given herself away in years before she gave all of herself to him.  And Nick, in his own 
mind, was a changed man, a new and different man.  For as much as experience as he, 
no doubt, had, he had seemed a little like a virgin that night.  And that had made it 
special, for both of them. 



 

 

Claire slid down lower in the tub, so that water flowed over her shoulders and 
sudsy bubbles clung to the wet ends of her short hair.  Without opening her eyes, she 
raised an arm out of the water, reached behind her, and felt around until she found her 
small bath pillow.  She adjusted it behind her neck, giving her head a more comfortable 
place to rest than the porcelain rim.  If she wasn’t careful, she could easily fall asleep this 
way. 

Totally relaxed now, she let her memories take her back to a different night, a 
night in which she’d soaked in a tub like this, surrounded by fragrant candles and a 
sense of romance, yet very much alone, like she was now.  She would never forget that 
first night she’d spent alone in Nick’s house after moving in, when he’d set her up with 
the princess package, complete with flowers and candles and lingerie, even from his 
hospital bed.  So not her, but he had put so much thought and planning into it that she 
would never forget it.  Even now, if she listened closely, she could practically hear the 
strains of “Unchained Melody” coming from the next room, when really there was only 
silence, broken by the occasional crackle from the baby monitor. 

Nick had always been ready to give her the world, then and even now.  It was for 
that reason she’d been trying to keep her distance from him ever since that lunch at 
Leonardi’s.  She didn’t want to dump all of her worries and woes on him, not only 
because he had more important things to focus on, but because she was not up for any 
more awkward conversations, offers of money and marriage that she could not and 
would not accept. 

And why not? a little voice deep down inside her seemed to taunt, and her eyes 
flew open, taking in the surroundings of the beautiful condo she was living in thanks to 
him.  She sighed.  She had no answers. 

Accepting would have been the easy way to solve her problems.  The way that 
didn’t require any work or true sacrifice on her part.  And that seemed wrong, even if it 
felt...  She squeezed her eyes shut, trying to block the rest of that thought from coming.  
It only felt “right” when she was lonely and horny and caught up in all these romantic 
memories she had of Nick.  She had to remember the other memories too – the 
arguments and the lack of privacy and the separation... all those nights apart while he 
was working in other parts of the country. 

She did remember, but could not deny that all of those issues seemed trivial 
compared to the ones that had ruined her marriage with Jamie.  Sure, she and Nick had 
argued, as all couples do, but hadn’t most of those fights been over stupid, ridiculous, 
petty things?  Hell, if she remembered right, Jamie had been the root of a lot of them.  
Even then, he had caused nothing but drama in her life. 

And the lack of privacy... was it really so bad?  She didn’t like having her picture 
taken in airports or her private conversations interrupted by outsiders, but then, neither 
did Nick.  He couldn’t help it, nor could he stop it.  Dealing with paparazzi and fans 
would always be a part of his life, and, thus, anyone in his life.  It was something a 
person could get used to, if they had to. 

As for the separation... well, as it turned out, distance had been a common 
element of both her relationships.  She’d married Jamie and moved with him to Iowa 
imagining a perfect little suburban life with a white picket fence and children and a 
husband who would be home for dinner every night.  What she’d gotten was a husband 
who was distant even when he wasn’t away on business, and in the end, all she had were 
the children.  They were really all that mattered anyway. 



 

Her life revolved around them and only them now; everything else seemed to be 
on hold.  She sure hadn’t made much headway on her living situation or her job status.  
Only the divorce settlement seemed to be going as planned.  Jamie had been served the 
divorce papers, and he had signed an agreement to her terms.  When the final 
documents were signed, she would have sole custody of the twins and receive child 
support and alimony payments from him, in exchange for the house and the other 
property they’d bought together, which she didn’t want anyway.  It seemed almost too 
good to be true, but she was praying it was, that as a testament to their long friendship, 
Jamie really was going to make things easy for the both of them. 

It was the light at the end of her tunnel, the knowledge that at least she would 
have some support, a way out of this hole she was in.  He could have taken the divorce 
suit to trial and drained the last of her savings with legal fees, but thankfully, there was 
mercy and understanding left in Jamie.  One day, when the bitterness had passed, she 
would thank him. 

She took a calming breath and tried to make her mind go blank.  She’d never 
sleep if she kept on thinking of Jamie and dwelling on her past with Nick. 

It worked for about a minute, until her cell phone rang.  She’d brought it into the 
bathroom with her, not expecting a call, but not wanting it to wake her parents or the 
babies if it went off either.  She knew without checking that it was Dianna; the Spice 
Girls ringtone was reserved only for her best friend, with whom she’d spent many a 
night driving around with “Wannabe” blaring back in high school.  Smiling, Claire 
flipped open the phone with a soapy hand and pressed the button for speakerphone.  
“Hey, Di!” she called from the tub. 

“Oh my god, Claire!” Dianna’s voice echoed through the bathroom.  “I just had to 
call you!  You’ll never guess what just happened!” 

“What?” wondered Claire, her curiosity piqued.  She hadn’t heard Dianna sound 
so excited in a long time.  Most of their conversations involved her lamenting how her 
life was going nowhere and threatening to break up with her boyfriend Todd, the 
commitment-phobe who was supposedly the root of the problem. 

“Todd proposed!  We’re engaged!!  I’m getting married, Claire – finally!” 
Claire gasped.  “Di!  That’s awesome!!  Congratulations!” 
Before she could even ask, Dianna launched into a full account of how the 

proposal had gone down, including every last detail, from the word-for-word transcript 
of exactly what he’d said to a jeweler’s description of the engagement ring.  She was so 
giddy that Claire could not stop from smiling as she listened.  Dianna had been yearning 
for this for a long time; by the time they hung up, she’d made Claire her matron of 
honor, set May as her optimal wedding month, and emphasized that she wanted her 
colors to be bright teal with accents of pink.  “Everyone looks good in teal, don’t you 
think?  I thought about dark pink for the bridesmaid dresses, but that would look 
horrible with your hair.  You’ll look awesome in teal, though,” Dianna babbled.  It may 
have sounded as if she was deciding these details on the spot, but knowing her friend, 
Claire had a feeling they had been planned even before her own wedding. 

Claire was genuinely excited for her, but after she got off the phone and slid lower 
into the water again, her emotions changed.  The warmth had seemed to evaporate from 
the water, and she suddenly felt cold and... empty.  She drew her arms around herself, 
but didn’t feel any comfort, only loneliness. 

Was she jealous? 



 

 

It seemed horrible that she, who had gotten married first with nothing but 
support from Dianna, should be jealous of her now that she was the bride-to-be.  
Quickly, she decided that she wasn’t.  She was happy for Dianna, truly happy.  Dianna’s 
only real ambition in life had been to find a man, and finally, she had.  And surely, Todd 
had to be the one.  Dianna had complained about how long it had taken him to propose, 
but their long courtship had given her a chance to do what Claire had taken for granted:  
really get to know him and decide, without a shadow of a doubt, that he was the man she 
was meant to marry. 

Claire wasn’t jealous of Dianna; she only envied what Dianna seemed to have – a 
committed, adult relationship, ready to enter the next phase.  It was something Claire 
had only kidded herself into believing she had with Jamie, when really, all they’d had 
was a rekindled high school relationship that had not been strong enough to stand the 
test of time and adulthood. 

Next year, she and Di would both turn thirty.  Dianna would be a bride, and she, a 
divorcee.  She wasn’t jealous... only bitter.  Bitter because what Dianna would soon have, 
she’d already lost. 

 
*** 

 
When the jacuzzi could satisfy no longer, Claire climbed out.  She let the tub 

drain while she patted her body dry, slathered on some coconut-scented lotion, and 
wrapped herself in a short robe.  All seemed quiet in the condo when she left the 
bathroom and stopped for a listen.  Even the baby monitor was silent; still, Claire 
couldn’t resist tiptoeing out of her bedroom and down the hall to the babies’ room to 
check on her daughters. 

They had finally made the move from bassinets in her room to the cribs in their 
own, and while they had adjusted with no trouble, Claire was taking longer.  The baby 
monitor was on constantly and would easily pick up the beep of the devices they wore 
that would signal her if they stopped breathing in the night, but Claire still poked her 
head in a few times each night to reassure herself that all was well. 

Turning the doorknob soundlessly, she eased open their door and stepped into 
the nursery.  With the help of her mother and father, Claire had taken advantage of the 
twins’ extended hospital stay to fix up this room as nice as she could afford to make it.  It 
was decorated in soft shades of blue, green, and yellow, the crib sets and matching 
curtains adorned with turtles.  There were even matching turtle mobiles over the head of 
each crib.  Claire gently touched the one over Delaine’s crib as she crept up to it, sending 
the turtles swaying through midair. 

Smiling, she looked down at her daughter.  The soft glow from the nightlight 
provided just enough light for her to see Delaine’s face, her features relaxed in sleep, her 
small chest and belly rising and falling steadily as she breathed along with the hiss from 
her CPAP machine.  Claire kissed her own fingertips, then pressed them lightly to the 
baby’s forehead, stroking her silken locks of dark hair.  Then she moved to Caitlin, who 
was sleeping just as restfully, and did the same, smoothing down her wisps of red. 

She left the room, closing the door silently behind her, and returned to her own, 
double-checking to make sure that the baby monitor was still on, the volume turned up.  
When she was satisfied, she sat down on her bed and absently turned on the TV.  It was 
now almost ten, her parents were in bed, and she still wasn’t sleepy.  Tired, but not 



 

sleepy.  It was a Friday night; maybe there would be an old horror movie on.  She flipped 
through the classic movie channels, but found nothing worth watching.  That wasn’t 
such a bad thing; knowing her luck, the old King Kong would be on, and she would be 
forced to relive even more memories of Nick, memories which tempted and confused 
her. 

Too late. 
The movie wasn’t on, but she’d done it to herself; just thinking of it made her 

remember the kiss, not only the one in the movie theater, but that time just a few 
months ago, when she’d let him kiss her right here on this very bed.  A mistake; she’d 
known it even then, but what a wonderful, pleasurable mistake it had been.  She couldn’t 
deny how good he had tasted or how good he’d made her feel, how loved and desirable 
she’d felt in the moment he had brought her lips to hers.  The forbidden kiss... it had 
been wrong, though it had felt so right.  She had wanted it then, even though she’d 
forced herself to break it off, and although she knew she shouldn’t, she craved more 
even now.  She craved Nick... the forbidden fruit... 

When she realized she was actually licking her lips, Claire snapped out of her 
reverie and got up, cross with herself.  She couldn’t keep doing this.  She walked over to 
her dresser, smeared on some lip gloss, and glared at her reflection in the mirror.  
Sometimes she felt like she didn’t know the woman frowning back at her.  This was a 
woman who had ended every relationship she’d ever been in, with the exception of 
Jamie in high school.  He had dumped her then, but she supposed she’d made up for it 
by divorcing him now.  Why was she always the one to push the other away? 

With Jamie, there had been a whole host of reasons... and most of the others, like 
Tim, she just hadn’t loved.  Hell, some she had hardly even liked.  But then there was 
Nick.  She’d already been over all the reasons she and Nick hadn’t worked.  Silly reasons.  
Petty reasons.  Reasons she might have been able to get over, had she actually tried.  
Had she not given up on him.  Why had she? 

Was it fear?  Impulsiveness?  What had driven her to pack up her things and 
drive away, without so much as a call?  A note... that was all she’d left behind.  A little 
ironic, it seemed, now that she’d been thinking about all the romantic little notes he’d 
left for her in their time together.  Scraps of paper tied to roses, with the lyrics to “Open 
Arms,” going all up her stairs...  A sweet little note to accompany the drawing he’d done 
for her on the day she moved in... and another with the lingerie he’d left for her to find 
that night.  All those lovely, romantic gestures, and she had thrown them back in his face 
with a note of her own, a rambling “Dear John” letter.  Not on purpose, of course... she 
hadn’t planned it to be that way.  Truth be told, she hadn’t planned it at all.  It had been 
hastily-written, that note, very spur-of-the-moment.  She couldn’t even remember what 
it said.  Not a word of it.  Writing it had been a blur, and she wasn’t sure she’d even read 
it over before signing her name.  All she remembered was leaving it on the step and 
forcing herself to leave too, knowing that if she stayed even another minute or two, she 
would lose her nerve. 

Maybe she should have stayed. 
All her life, she’d been told she was too impulsive, and maybe she was.  Her 

friends had always liked her for being spontaneous, and she liked being that way too.  It 
was fun to just do what she wanted, when she wanted, without a care in the world.  But 
she couldn’t afford to be that way anymore.  Too many mistakes are made by those who 
don’t think before they act or speak.  Claire was tired of making mistakes.  There was too 



 

 

much at stake.  She had to be a responsible adult now and think long and hard before 
she did anything that might affect her and her children. 

Staring hard at herself in the mirror, she saw the signs of maturity in her face.  
Her skin was not as smooth and youthful as it had once been.  Lines were starting to 
appear at the corners of her eyes.  Yet when she looked deep inside those eyes, she could 
still see the uncertainty of a teenager peeking back at her, the uncertainty that had 
always been there, usually hidden to those around her, but always visible in her mirror 
image.  Naïvely, she had once thought that when she was all “grown up,” on the verge of 
thirty, she would have her life together and suddenly know all the answers.  Now the 
thought was laughable.  Fifteen years or so older, she may have been fifteen years wiser, 
but she definitely didn’t have all the answers.  The ups and downs of the last year were 
enough to show that life was just as much an uncertainty as it had always been. 

She sighed and set down the tube of lip gloss, finally breaking her gaze with 
herself.  Turning away, she went back to her bed and flopped down, drawing the robe 
tighter around herself.  She picked up the remote again and flipped through a few more 
channels, not looking for anything in particular now, just something to distract her from 
her thoughts and hopefully lull her to sleep. 

What she found was The Wedding Singer, which made her groan.  It was one of 
her favorite movies, but like so many other things, it reminded her of Nick.  They’d 
watched it together... on the same night they’d lain in his bed listening to “Open Arms,” 
actually... 

All of a sudden, the memories came back so strongly Claire had no chance of 
forcing them out of her head.  On that particular night, at that time in her life, all she’d 
wanted was to show Nick how incredible a man he still was and how much she loved 
him.  Because she had loved him then, no doubt.  And she had suspected, by then, that 
he had feelings for her too, but he’d stubbornly kept on pushing her away, convinced he 
was not worthy of a woman’s love anymore. 

And now, it was almost the opposite.  He kept reaching out to her, telling her so 
many times, in so many words, that he still loved her, and instead of taking his hand, it 
was she who pushed him away.  And why?  Because she didn’t love him?  What a crock.  
She still loved him like she’d loved him then, and she was now being the stubborn one in 
not accepting it. 

And again, she asked herself why.  Because it was too soon?  Because letting 
herself fall back into his arms just a few months after leaving Jamie was impulsive and 
weak?  It was impulsiveness and weakness that had caused her to leave him in the first 
place. 

But impulsiveness wasn’t always a bad thing. 
It was impulsiveness that prompted a man to reach for his girlfriend’s hand as 

they lay together in bed, laughing through the end of a cheesy horror movie, and 
whisper, “Marry me.” 

It was impulsiveness that caused the girl to answer “Yes” a heartbeat later. 
It was impulsiveness that sparked couples to fly to Vegas to elope on a whim... 

and impulsiveness that drove Adam Sandler to board a plane to Vegas too and sing a 
song over the plane’s intercom to win Drew Barrymore’s heart. 

The movie had reached its climax, which was, in its simplicity and sweetness, one 
of the most romantic scenes Claire had ever seen, and as she paused to watch it now, her 
own heart began to staccato in her chest. 



 

Sometimes you had to be impulsive to make things happen.  Sometimes 
impulsiveness paid off.  Sometimes you just had to do things on a whim, a wild hair, or 
you’d never work up the nerve to do something that wild again. 

Claire’s mind raced along with her heart. 
Nick was in Brussels.  In a matter of hours, he’d be on his way to Paris.  Paris, the 

City of Love.  She’d never been there. 
Logic told her now was just about the most inopportune time to go.  Her beating 

heart cried that now was the perfect time.  There was only a short window of 
opportunity, and this was it.  Now was the time to do something impulsive, something 
crazy and romantic, something to rival all of those sweet little gestures of Nick’s.  Now 
was the time to show him she could still be spontaneous, show him she was willing to 
sacrifice for him, show him that she wanted to be with him.  Now was the time to make a 
move straight out of a chick flick... only not straight out of one, because this time, there 
was a twist. 

In chick flicks, it was always the man who did something uber-romantic to get the 
girl in the end.  But Nick had already done plenty of romantic things.  It was her turn.  
She was not going to sit back and wait for him to try again to win her back.  If she didn’t 
act soon, maybe he never would.  Maybe he would give up on her.  Maybe he already 
had.  She couldn’t let that happen. 

If she had learned one thing in her life, it was the simple fact that life is too short 
to wait.  Having cancer made it okay to be spontaneous.  You had to do things on a whim 
because you knew you may never get the chance again.  Even now, Claire knew it to be 
true:  if she didn’t do this, she may never have another chance. 

Now was the time to go get her man. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 190 
 
“Bon jour, and welcome to Paris, France.  Local time is 5:16 a.m.  Temperature 

outside is eighteen degrees Celsius, sixty-four degrees Fahrenheit.  Enjoy your stay in 
Paris or wherever your final destination may be.  If you are returning home, bienvenue à 
la maison, and thank you for flying Delta.” 

The intercom crackled as the pilot’s muffled voice abruptly cut off.  With a shiver, 
Claire clutched the handle of her bag tightly.  Her legs were screaming to move and 
stretch, but they were not nearly as restless as her insides.  I can’t believe I’m here, she 
thought, as the seatbelt lights overhead went off with a ding, and people all around her 
started to rise.  I can’t believe I’m doing this. 

The thought had been in her mind the entire time, from the red-eye to New York 
until now, the end of a seven-hour transatlantic flight.  She had thought to bring a book 
along, one of the few possessions she’d thrown into her carry-on, the only luggage she’d 
brought, but had found it impossible to concentrate enough to read it.  She’d gotten 
through the first three pages or so, re-reading every paragraph, some multiple times, 
after she realized she hadn’t comprehended a word of it, and given up halfway through 
the flight to Paris.  The rest of the time she’d spent listening to her mp3 player, her mind 
wandering so that she eventually tuned out the music, and fidgeting in her seat. 

Most everyone else on the plane, including the French businessman sitting next 
to her, had slept during the overnight flight, but not Claire.  Not only had it been 
impossible to trick herself into believing it was the early a.m. when, really, it was just 
now after eleven p.m. in Florida, but how could she sleep in the midst of a trip that was 
so impulsive and irresponsible and incredible? 

Even now, as people began to file up the aisles, anxious to get off the plane, she 
couldn’t believe she had actually gotten on, that in the course of a few hours in the 
middle of the night before, she had nearly maxed out her credit card booking herself a 
one-way ticket on a jet to New York and a connecting flight to Paris, packed a single bag 
with just a few articles of clothing and the necessities, called a taxi to take her to the 
airport, and actually boarded the plane.  She’d been traveling ever since and felt like she 
had missed a whole day of her life in the process – it had still been Friday night when 
she’d come up with this hair-brained idea, and now it was Sunday morning in Paris, 
even if it felt like it should still be Saturday night. 

She should have been exhausted, and she supposed she was, deep down, but the 
adrenaline pumping through her body kept it camouflaged for now.  She felt wide awake 
and clear-headed, and that was how she had been the whole time.  Even last night – 
Friday night, rather – when her mind had been racing the way it was now, it had also 
still been amazingly rational.  She’d taken the time not just to pack a bag, but to pump as 
much breast milk as she could get out to store for the twins, which her parents could 
supplement with formula when it ran out. 

The hardest part had been leaving them – in the middle of the night, nonetheless.  
It made her feel like a terrible mother, like she was abandoning them, though she knew 
it wasn’t true.  She wasn’t sure how long she’d be gone – it all depended on what 
happened when actually got there – but surely not more than a few days, and then she 
would be back, and hopefully it would mean the start of a new life for her and her girls, 
the life they would have had all along, if only she had not been so stupid as to leave Nick 
in the first place. 



 

They could have been his, the thought occurred to her, as, unbeknownst to her, it 
had occurred to him two months ago.  Maybe one day they would be.  They would 
always be Jamie’s daughters, of course, the two miracles created from his love for her, 
but if the future played out the way she now knew she wanted it to, they would become 
Nick’s as well.  Young as they were, Caitlin and Delaine would never remember that she 
had left them in the night to fly to France in a wild attempt to rekindle her romance with 
the man who had witnessed their births.  But one day, when they were old enough to 
understand, she would tell them.  Maybe they would be awed to hear that their mother 
had ever been so reckless and ballsy in her youth, and then she and Nick would look at 
each other and laugh.  Oh, the stories they would have to tell, Nick even more so than 
her. 

The fantasy carried her away for a few moments, while the other passengers 
streamed out around her, until a throaty voice rumbled, “Après vous, madame.”  Jarred 
out of her thoughts, Claire jumped in her seat and looked up to find an older man 
standing in the aisle behind her row, gesturing for her to go ahead of him. 

Nodding to him, she replied, “Merci,” and quickly gathered her things, sliding out 
into the aisle in front of the chivalrous Frenchmen.  She retrieved her small carry-on 
from the overhead compartment, the last bag left in it, and slung it over her shoulder, 
where it brushed against the empty seats as she made her way up the aisle.  The 
American flight attendants wished her a pleasant trip, as she left the plane and entered 
the Charles de Gaulle airport, where a stern-faced French customs officer checked her 
passport and asked her, in heavily-accented English, why she was visiting his country. 

This did not look like the type of person who would appreciate hearing a good 
love story, so she replied simply and politely, “I’m visiting a friend,” and left it at that.  It 
wasn’t even a white lie – besides Nick, she did have a friend who actually lived just 
outside Paris, Jenn, who had been a bridesmaid at her wedding.  Jenn had been telling 
her to come stay with her in France for years, ever since she’d moved there, and now, 
Claire thought with a laugh as she continued on to the baggage claim area, here I am.  
Wouldn’t Jenn be surprised if she showed up on her doorstep today? 

Having no checked baggage to pick up, Claire breezed on by the rotating 
carousels and stopped at an ATM to take out some money in Euros before she followed 
the signs to the airport exit.  She found that she didn’t need the little bit of French she 
remembered from high school, because the symbols made it easy enough to find her 
way, even without looking for English subtitles, and the driver of the taxi she climbed 
into outside the airport spoke decent enough English that she didn’t have to try to give 
him directions in French.  That was lucky, because she had no idea where she was going.  
All she had was a scrap of paper onto which she’d copied the name of a hotel and a room 
number. 

“I need to get to the Hôtel Des Mathurins, s'il vous plaît,” she told the cab driver, 
reading directly from that piece of paper, and he nodded his recognition. 

It was thanks to Howie that she had that information at all; once in New York, 
she had realized she would have no idea where to go to find Nick once she got to Paris.  
Thankfully, she had her cell phone with her and Howie’s number stored on it.  He had 
agreed to call Nick’s manager and find out, without it getting back to Nick, where exactly 
he was staying, and the answers were now clutched in her shaking hand. 

The driver seemed to know where he was going, and as his cab trundled into the 
city, Claire allowed herself to relax and look out the window, taking in the sights of 



 

 

Paris.  A part of her still couldn’t believe she was really here, and at first, the skyline 
looked like that of any other major city she’d been to.  But then she caught her first 
glimpse of the Eiffel Tower in the distance, and suddenly, it became real.  She was here, 
in Paris, France, on her way to the hotel where Nick would be waiting. 

Most likely, he would still be asleep, tired from his show the night before.  He 
would probably be annoyed at her knocking and wonder who could possibly be 
pestering him at six a.m.  No doubt, he would guess she was a fan.  But she would be 
persistent, call out to him if she had to, and when he finally got out of bed and came to 
his door, there she would be, a gleaming smile on her face, waiting for his reaction to 
play out.  First, the shock and surprise... then, the delight.  He would open his arms, and 
she would throw herself gladly into them, then lock his lips a kiss that would practically 
knock him off his feet. 

Once they’d had a chance to talk and catch up, they would order breakfast and 
enjoy the pleasure of eating it in each other’s company.  Eventually, Claire thought, she 
would demand he take her sightseeing, and they would spend a whirlwind day together, 
traveling to the most notable landmarks Paris had to offer.  The Eiffel Tower would be 
included on their agenda, of course, though maybe not at the top.  If she had her way, 
they would visit it at night, when it was all lit up.  They would go up to the top, look out 
on the gorgeous lights of the city below, and then, just maybe... 

She caught sight of the smile on her reflection in the car window, as she let 
herself get carried away in a fantasy where Nick knelt before her at the top of the Eiffel 
Tower, took her hand in his, and proposed to her.  It played out in her head like a scene 
from a movie, and it seemed to rewind and re-play several times before the cab lurched 
to a stop in front of a compact building constructed of ivory-colored stone and tucked 
into the downtown landscape around it.  Hôtel Des Mathurins, a circular plaque 
engraved in the front wall read, and she let her breath out in a rattling whoosh. 

She paid the driver and thanked him in French as she climbed out of the cab, 
looking up at the hotel in front of her.  Clutching the shoulder strap of her bag, she 
walked inside, nodding politely to the doorman who held the door for her.  Looking all 
around the exquisitely decorated lobby, she bypassed the front desk and headed for the 
elevators. 

The elevator came quickly, and she stepped inside, finding that she was the only 
passenger this early in the morning.  As she rode up to the second floor, she caught sight 
of her reflection in the mirrored wall panels, white and scared.  She looked haggard from 
her hours of traveling; there were bags under her dull eyes, and her hair hung limply 
around her face.  She could have used a shower and a chance to freshen up, but she had 
nowhere to stay and knew she could not rest until she saw Nick.  Her appearance 
wouldn’t matter to him anyway.  He’d certainly seen her looking worse. 

She stepped off the elevator and padded slowly down the richly carpeted corridor, 
checking room numbers on both sides.  According to Howie, Nick was staying in room 
314, and her heart rate increased exponentially as she neared it, watching the even 
numbers climb as she passed the doors on the right-hand side.  306, 308... 310, 312...  
The next door would be it. 

And there it was. 
Stopping in front of the door marked 314, Claire sucked in a deep breath, raised 

her shaking hand, and knocked. 



 

She didn’t expect him to answer right away, and indeed, it took several minutes.  
She tried to be patient, but her racing heart made it hard, and after fidgeting in the hall 
for nearly a minute, she knocked again.  She pictured him waking up on the other side of 
the door, wondering who could be outside it and whether or not that person was worth 
him getting out of bed to answer it.  He would probably need to put his leg on, and that 
would take him an extra minute or so.  Understanding this, she waited before knocking 
again. 

It seemed an eternity that she spent standing alone in the quiet hotel hallway, 
fully aware that only a door separated her from the man she’d flown nearly five 
thousand miles to see.  And then, the eternal wait ended.  The door unlocked with a click 
and slowly swung open.  There stood Nick, wearing only boxers and a wrinkled t-shirt 
he’d probably just pulled on, his hair disheveled and sticking up, his face both sleepy 
and shocked. 

“Claire?”  His voice was a croak, deepened by sleep.  He blinked a few times, as if 
trying to make sure he wasn’t still dreaming. 

Uncontrolled, an impish smile spread across her face.  “Morning, Nick.” 
His mouth fell open; he was stunned and seemingly speechless.  Beaming, she 

could offer no explanation just yet, only make the first move toward him.  He was stiff 
when she put her arms around him, offering the hug she had been longing for, but then 
his arms enveloped her in return.  Still, there was something awkward about the hug, 
something she couldn’t put her finger on, until he released her.  As she backed away, she 
caught a glimpse into the hotel room over his shoulder.  She saw the unmade bed... and 
the figure of a woman sitting up in it, the sheets pulled up to cover herself. 

Claire stumbled backwards. 
Nick’s head jerked around to look behind him, then back towards Claire, his face 

a mask of guilt.  It was a guilt neither of them could rightly justify; even so, it was met 
with a wounded and accusatory stare from Claire, whose mind was racing to process the 
sight her eyes had taken in.  There was a naked woman in Nick’s bed.  She’d spent a 
whole day traveling, only to find him with another woman. 

Suddenly, she felt like a fool. 
“Claire...” 
“I don’t know what I’m doing here,” she interrupted, before he could ask.  Her 

voice was quivery; in fact, her whole body had started to shake.  Her exhaustion, once 
disguised by her excitement and anticipation for this moment, returned, and instead of 
feeling exhilarated, she felt on the verge of tears, like a cranky child who has been hurt 
and embarrassed.  “What am I doing here?  This was stupid...” 

“No!  No, Claire... no, I’m just... shocked!  That you’re here!  When did you plan 
this??” 

Claire’s irritation flared; in truth, she was more disgusted with herself for being 
so careless, but in the heat of the moment, it was directed at him.  “That’s just it; I didn’t 
plan it all,” she spat.  “I didn’t think.  I just came.  And I shouldn’t have.  I’m 
interfering...”   She trailed off, gesturing vaguely over his shoulder, where the woman 
was still sitting there, just staring, the bedcovers drawn to her chest. 

Nick shook his head, his adam’s apple bobbing as he swallowed quickly.  “No, no, 
you’re not.  That... that’s nothing,” he said, lowering his voice, moving his head towards 
the interior of the room. 



 

 

“That?  That is a woman, Nick.  She’s a someone; you could at least acknowledge 
her as a person.  A person you obviously slept with.”   It was hard to keep the resentment 
out of her voice; she didn’t want to sound so bitter and spiteful, but she couldn’t help 
herself.  Such a monumental disappointment, coupled with such humiliation, will do 
that to a person.  Not that she was able to think clearly enough to rationalize that at the 
time.  She could only think of the woman, the woman who was clearly not ‘nothing,’ who 
had shared Nick’s bed while Claire was flying over the Atlantic to be with him. 

A mistake.  A foolish, irresponsible, expensive mistake.  She’d be paying for it in 
credit card bills for months, and in her own shame for even longer.  She couldn’t even 
look Nick in the eye now, not only because she was mortified, but because she knew 
those eyes would still make her weak in the knees, and she couldn’t afford to be weak 
anymore.  She’d been weak in coming here like she had; now she needed the strength to 
pick herself up and walk away. 

Nick’s face had reddened; he looked embarrassed too.  “Well, jeez, if I’d known 
you were just gonna show up outside my hotel room in France, I wouldn’t have,” he 
hissed.  “Just hang on a minute; I can get rid of her, and then-” 

“No.  Stop.  Don’t say that... just ‘get rid of her’ – that’s awful, Nick.  She 
obviously means something to you, to be sleeping in your bed, so don’t talk about her 
like she’s something you take out with the trash in the morning.”   Claire was taunting 
him now, keeping her voice low, but taunting him just the same.  She knew full well the 
girl, whoever she was, meant nothing to Nick.  She was a groupie, some poor European 
fan he’d probably hooked up with after last night’s show. 

Claire wasn’t jealous, but she was hurt.  Of course he couldn’t have known she 
was going to show up, but the fact that he was off banging groupies after he’d told her he 
still loved her stung.  If he really loved her, how could he sleep with other women? 

Nick studied her through narrowed eyes; he looked confused.  He licked his lips 
and swallowed, his nerves playing out on his face.  “What do you want me to do then?” 
he asked carefully. 

“Go back into your room and forget I was ever here.  Convince yourself it was all a 
dream.  If I’m lucky, I’ll be able to do the same thing,” said Claire, and she turned away 
from him.  Even as she started to walk, she had no idea where she was going to go once 
she left the hotel, but in that moment, she didn’t care.  She just needed to get away from 
here, get away from him, and clear her head.  Then she would plan her next move. 

Of course, Nick wasn’t going to let her go without a fight.  He grabbed her arm 
and pulled, spinning her back around towards him.  “Don’t you dare just walk away,” his 
voice rose.  “You fly all the way to Paris, show up at my hotel, and you want to leave 
without even talking to me?  Without any kind of explanation?  What are you doing 
here?” 

Claire shook her head; how could she explain herself?  The truth would just make 
her sound like an idiot; there was no way she was going to tell him all the thoughts that 
had gone through her head Friday night when, a few feet away, there was a naked girl in 
his bed, a naked girl who had beaten her here.  She still had some semblance of pride, 
more than that girl anyway.  No way was she going to throw herself at his feet now. 

“Well, I was just in the neighborhood and thought I’d swing by...” she replied 
airily, laying on the sarcasm.  “Jesus, Nick, what do you think?  I came to see you.  I 
didn’t realize you wouldn’t be here alone.  Guess I should have known, huh?” 



 

His face was still beet red, but now she couldn’t tell if it was from shame or anger.  
“What do you want me to say?  Was I supposed to know you were coming?  Was I 
supposed to wait for you?  The last time I was home, you made it pretty fucking clear 
that you weren’t ready for a relationship with me, and now you just show up and give me 
crap about sleeping with another girl.  How come?  Are you jealous?” 

Claire didn’t answer; what could she say?  That she was hurt? 
“How dare you pull the jealousy card over me and some groupie when I’m fucking 

single and you told me you don’t want to be with me?” Nick hissed, towering over her in 
a way that was quite intimidating. 

I do want to be with you, she thought miserably, but before she could work up 
the nerve to say it, he reached out and snatched up her left hand.  He looked at it for a 
moment, then let it drop. 

“Yep... I thought so.  Your heart’s still closed, is it?  Then what do you care if I let 
mine stay open?  You’re acting like a damn hypocrite,” he growled. 

The Claddagh ring.  Her heart sinking, Claire raised her hand and looked at it for 
herself.  Of course it was still turned the way it had been when she’d worn it for Jamie.  
She was so used to wearing it, she hadn’t even noticed it, hadn’t thought to turn it 
around.  She wanted to just yank it off and throw it at him, but if she did that, she might 
as well throw herself to the carpet and grovel at his bare feet.  Well, she wasn’t going to 
do it.  Still, she had some pride.  Maybe she was a hypocrite, expecting him to wait for 
her, but he was acting like an asshole. 

“You invited me to your fucking wedding, and I went, and you didn’t see me pitch 
a fit, did you?” Nick went on.  “Never mind the fact that my heart was fucking breaking 
the entire time.  But you made it clear that you didn’t want to be with me, then and a 
month ago, so I moved on.  Why should I sit around and waste my life moping over a 
woman who isn’t ready to be with me when there are plenty of ‘em out there who are?” 

I am ready, thought Claire desperately, but when she opened her mouth, what 
came out instead was, “And why would I want to be with a man who wastes his life 
fucking groupies who mean nothing to him?” 

Just as she said it, a door behind her opened.  She turned to look over her 
shoulder, as a young businessman in a suit walked out of his room, his briefcase in 
hand.  He slowed his brisk stride a little to look at them, the disheveled, angry woman 
with her traveling bag still hanging off one trembling shoulder, and the scowling man 
leaning against the door frame in his boxers, his mismatched legs exposed. 

Annoyed and embarrassed, Claire looked away, her eyes returning to Nick.  They 
glared at each other in silence while the businessman’s footsteps faded down the hall.  
Even when he was gone, Nick didn’t have an answer for her, nor did she have one for 
him.  Their unanswerable questions had led them to a draw, and all they could do was 
stare each other down, each waiting for the other to say something, until Claire finally 
did. 

“I’m an idiot.  I never should have come here, and I’m sorry that I did.  I’m sorry 
for spoiling what I’m sure would have been a relaxing morning for you.”   And then she 
turned again, and this time, she really did start to walk away. 

Nick followed her, of course, shouting, “Oh, come on, Claire, don’t be such a 
drama queen!  Come back here, and let’s talk.”   He reached out to grab her arm again, 
but this time, she lunged forward, out of the way, and he stumbled, catching the toe of 
his prosthetic foot on the carpet and nearly falling. 



 

 

She couldn’t say she was sorry.  In her impulsiveness, all she could think was that 
she needed to get away from him, and so she did.  Taking advantage of his disability, she 
walked faster down the hall, and when she heard him coming up behind her, she jogged, 
bypassing the elevator and running down the stairs.  She could hear him cursing after 
her, calling out her name, and it hurt, but she didn’t stop.  She was hurt too, damn it. 

With tears in her eyes, she pushed through the lobby doors and out onto the 
Parisian sidewalk.  She didn’t stop twice to think about where she was going next, just 
turned in a random direction and kept jogging.  She ducked into the nearest café and 
slumped tiredly into a seat in the far back corner, where she could see out the window if 
she turned around.  And she did, often, as she absently sipped her way through two 
lattes, both dreading and hoping to see a familiar tall, blonde figure on the street 
outside. 

But Nick never found her. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Chapter 191 
 

He made for a pathetic sight, he was sure.  Lying supine atop the hotel bed, his 
good knee drawn up, his legless stump laid flat, Nick held up his cell phone and dialed 
her number again. 

“Hey, it’s Claire...” 
As the phone connected to her voicemail, he sighed and shut it off, sick of being 

tortured by the sound of her cheerful voice.  He tossed the phone aside; it was a lost 
cause.  Either her phone didn’t have service in France, or she just wasn’t answering.  
Equally likely options, and both equally frustrating.  He had no way of knowing where 
she was, where she might have gone, or how to reach her while she was still in Paris, and 
he only had a matter of hours to try before he was set to leave for the next city, Munich.  
Once he crossed the border into Germany, he was shit out of luck.  She wasn’t going to 
follow him there. 

He still couldn’t believe she had shown up here, at his hotel in Paris.  Paris.  
When he had gone to the door, prepared to tell off whoever stood outside it for 
bothering him at six-fucking-a.m., squinted through the peephole and seen her, his 
heart had jumped into his throat, and then he’d thought he must have been dreaming.  
Or hallucinating.  But when he’d opened the door, there she was, in the flesh, his Claire, 
looking like hell and beautiful even so.  Beautiful because it was her, and she was there, 
in front of him, in France. 

For one perfect moment, the realization that he wasn’t dreaming had been 
wonderful enough to make him forget about the other woman in his bed. 

He had sworn off groupies after his last tour in Europe, but somehow, in going 
back, he’d fallen back into the old habit.  There was something incredibly sexy and 
sensual about European girls, the way they said his name in their accented voices.  They 
could drink with him without getting drunk and stupid, and expose themselves to him 
without seeming trashy and easy.  They didn’t want to talk as much as American girls 
did; they could play it cool and casual and just be with him.  The European fans were as 
crazy as any American, if not more so, but the ones he brought back to his hotel room at 
night were not like that at all. 

The brunette in his bed had been with him two nights.  He’d met her after the 
show in Brussels, and she’d come along with him to Paris.  He thought she’d said she 
was from Norway, but couldn’t remember for sure.  He got those Scandinavian countries 
confused, but her accent made it obvious she was from one of them.  He’d gotten good at 
accents. 

He supposed he should feel bad about how he had thrown her out of his room, 
with only enough time to put her clothes back on, and without any concern for how she 
was going to get back home or even back to Brussels.  But he found it impossible to 
concern himself over anyone but Claire... finding Claire before either one of them left 
the city. 

Unless she answered her phone or turned up again soon, he had a feeling it was 
going to be impossible.  Damn her.  As much as he loved her, sometimes he hated her 
for being the way she was.  How could she drop everything to fly to Paris and surprise 
him, only to turn around and run away from him once she got there, without even giving 
him a chance to talk?  How could she be so cool and casual one minute, only to fall into a 
fiery temper and burn him the next?  Why did she have to be so goddamn 



 

 

melodramatic?  She was an outright bitch sometimes, making it seem like he was the 
one to blame when she was the hypocrite. 

He could trash her all he wanted, but it didn’t change the fact that he was still 
desperate to find her.  Find her and tell her once and for all how he felt – and make her 
say the same.  That she did love him, that she wanted to be with him.  She wouldn’t have 
flown all the way to France if she didn’t, and they both knew it.  Bitch or not, he loved 
her too, and with every moment he wasted, this one chance of getting her back slipped 
another inch from his grasp. 

The problem was, he could reach all he wanted, but if Claire didn’t want to be 
found, he was never going to find her. 

 
*** 

 
The two women meandered down the Parisian sidewalk, their reflections walking 

along in unison in the store windows.  They made for a mismatched pair, one tall and 
dramatic-looking, with her black hair styled in a sleek, modern cut and her slender 
figure dressed in European high fashion; the other comparatively short and dumpy-
looking in her rumpled jeans and hoodie, her red hair limp and flattened.   

Yet Jenn Brooks, who had made a name for herself in France with her 
photography and lived a glamorous life vastly different from the one Claire led back 
home, was as good a friend as she had been in the days when she and Claire had done 
their shopping at Hyde Park Village, looking identically dumpy in their stovepipe jeans 
and University of Tampa sweatshirts.  During their UT days, she had shaved her head 
bald so that Claire wouldn’t be alone once chemo had taken her hair.  Today, she had 
given up her Sunday morning’s lie-in and taken the commuter train into Paris, so that 
Claire wouldn’t be alone again. 

They’d met in the small café where Claire had hidden out, eventually calling Jenn 
with the number she – thankfully – had stored in her cell phone, and waiting for her to 
arrive.  It had taken her almost two hours, but finally, there she had come, striding over 
in her clicking, high-heeled boots to embrace Claire and say, in a mix of exasperation 
and admiration, “Damn, you’ve got balls, girl.” 

Claire had laughed weakly.  “Maybe... but what good are balls without a brain?  I 
don’t know what I was thinking...” 

“Maybe you weren’t thinking, but hey, love’ll do that to you,” Jenn replied 
matter-of-factly.  “I think it’s très romantique.” 

“Très stupide, is more like it,” Claire scoffed, though she managed a wry smile. 
Jenn returned it.  “Well, if nothing else, it’s an excuse to visit me.  I just can’t 

believe you...   All these years I’ve been begging you to come to Paris, and you never 
have.  Then Nick Carter comes for two days, and you jet over here on a whim.  Shows me 
where I rank, huh?” 

Claire’s crooked smile turned apologetic.  “I know I suck.  Like you said, love’ll do 
that to you.  But it doesn’t matter now... I’m here, so let’s hang out.  I need something to 
make this trip worthwhile...” 

And Jenn had delivered.  She’d gotten Claire out of the café and taken her to the 
Louvre, arriving shortly after the art museum opened for the day.  It was already 
crowded with tourists, but Claire didn’t mind.  She enjoyed losing herself in the shuffle 
and the amazing works of art, ancient sculptures and famous paintings she had only 



 

seen in pictures.  For a few hours, they took her mind off of Nick; she could have stayed 
there all day. 

But they didn’t.  Jenn knew the Louvre well and made an efficient personal tour 
guide, making sure Claire saw all of the best rooms and most famous pieces before they 
left.  After stopping for some lunch, they went for what Jenn referred to as “shop 
therapy,” a form of rehabilitation Dianna would have definitely approved of. 

Now they walked along the Champs-Élysées, the “Fifth Avenue” of Paris.  Jenn 
had warned her that it was touristy, and Claire could tell what she meant.  Many of the 
stores were the same stores they had at home – The Disney Store, Nike, Gap, and Virgin 
– but it was fun to step into the luxury boutiques and department stores and oggle at the 
designer names and prices.  Jenn liked to try on clothes, even the most ridiculously 
expensive items, and Claire spent long stretches of time waiting outside the dressing 
rooms for her to come out, modeling evening gowns or €500 jeans.  “Try something on,” 
she urged Claire, who grimaced as she glanced around the store. 

“I don’t think I’d fit into any of these sizes right now,” she replied, slapping her 
hips.  Child-bearing hips, she called them now, and doubted if she’d ever get back the 
figure she’d had before she’d borne the girls. 

“Aww, come on, you don’t look bad for a woman with four-month-old twins,” 
Jenn said kindly.  “You will too fit into these clothes; find something to try on.  
Something that’ll make you feel sexy.” 

“Ha,” Claire snorted.  “Knowing my luck, my boobs will start to leak while I’m 
trying it on.  That’s not sexy.  There’s pretty much no chance of me feeling sexy right 
now.  But thanks anyway.” 

Jenn heaved a sigh and shook her head.  “Alright, fine.  But if you ask me, you’ve 
looked a million times worse than you do right now.  At least you look healthy, right?” 

“Yeah...” said Claire, stopping to look at her reflection in one of the mirrors.  She 
wasn’t crazy about what she saw, but she supposed Jenn was right.  She looked tired, but 
at least she had some color in her cheeks.  And hair.  So what if she was fatter now?  “At 
least there’s that.” 

They chit-chatted as they continued to shop, talking about Claire’s babies and 
Jenn’s photography, and carefully avoiding the topic of Nick, which they’d been 
sidestepping ever since Claire had spilled the whole story over the phone.  It was in the 
Louis Vuitton store that his name finally came up again. 

“So, what are you going to do about Nick?” Jenn asked bluntly, turning suddenly 
from a display of handbags to face Claire.  “I mean, you flew all this way to see him, 
found him with another girl, and had all your hopes crushed, but what now?  Is that it?  
Do you just let him go on with his life and fly back to Florida with your tail between your 
legs?” 

“What else am I supposed to do?  Go back and smack him in the face for being 
such a player?  Hope that I give him a black eye or knock out some teeth or something so 
he’ll have to cancel a show or two?”  Claire chuckled humorlessly. 

“No, you swallow your pride, and you go back and tell him that you still want to 
be with him, if he can show you that you’re the one he wants to be with too.  You do, 
don’t you?” 

“Want to be with him?”  Claire pretended to consider it, though there was really 
no need.  Deep down, she already knew the answer.  “Yeah, I do,” she sighed.  She 
almost wished she didn’t; it would have been simpler that way. 



 

 

“Then here’s what we need to do.  Find a store with clothes that are actually 
affordable, and get you something new to wear.  Something sexy; something that will 
knock him off his feet.  Er... foot?”  Jenn cleared her throat.  “Well, anyway... we’ll get 
you looking like the hot mama you are, and then you go back to that hotel and confront 
him again and just be honest with him.  Don’t be mad; be honest.  Got it?” 

Claire laughed.  “It’s a nice thought, but he probably won’t even still be there.  
He’s probably already left for the next city on the tour.  I don’t even remember where 
that is... somewhere in Germany, maybe?” 

“You say ‘probably,’ but you don’t know.  He might still be there.  You have to 
think positive – and why am I telling you this?  Usually you’re the positive one and I’m 
the cynic.  What’s up with you?” 

“I divorced my husband a year after I married him – guess that makes a person 
cynical,” replied Claire, rather... well, cynically.  “But you’re right... I should at least give 
it a try, right?  At least try to talk to him...” 

“There you go.  Come on, let’s find a normal store.”   Jenn grabbed her wrist in a 
death grip, pulled her away from the handbags, and off they marched. 

 
*** 

 
“Alright... I’m comin’.” 
Heaving a sigh, Nick slammed the phone down on its cradle and turned to survey 

the hotel room.  His shit was strewn everywhere, and he’d made no attempt to pick it up 
yet.  Never mind the fact that they were supposed to have left four hours ago.  Someone 
in his camp had probably had to pay extra for their still being there, and Nick was sure 
no one was very happy with him.  He didn’t really care.  But now, his manager was 
insistent – they were leaving.  Now.  Well, in ten minutes. 

Nick looked around again.  Ten minutes wasn’t long to get his stuff packed up 
again.  Yet he figured he might as well try.  There was no point in moping around this 
hotel room any longer.  He was sick of Paris. 

He got off the bed and limped around the room, stooping here and there to pick 
up articles of clothing.  He threw everything into his suitcase in a messy pile, not 
bothering to fold or organize, not caring that it would all be wrinkled when they arrived 
in Germany tomorrow.  Smashing the pile down to flatten it, he zipped up the suitcase 
around it and smiled with a satisfaction that wasn’t really satisfying at all. 

Checking that he had his wallet and his room key, he lifted the suitcase from the 
bed, pulled up its long handle, and wheeled it to the door.  Several other members of his 
crew were waiting in the hall for him when he emerged.  He offered a grimace, which 
they returned.  No one looked very happy.  Nick couldn’t blame them.  They had an eight 
hour drive to Munich ahead of them, and at this rate, they wouldn’t arrive until late at 
night. 

He wasn’t looking forward to the drive any more than anyone else.  Eight lonely 
hours to sit on his tour bus and think, think about Claire and how he was leaving her 
behind without hardly seeing her, without getting to talk to her, without saying goodbye.  
Mostly, without telling her how much he still loved her. 

 
*** 

 



 

Even as Claire walked back into the lobby of the hotel from which she’d fled early 
that morning, she knew she was too late.  There was no way Nick would still be here, not 
when he had a show in a completely different country the next night.  It was already 
near dusk; surely, he would have left by now. 

Still, as Jenn insisted, it was worth a shot.  Her friend was waiting for her in the 
café down the street, and Claire knew she had to at least go up and make sure.  The new 
outfit Jenn had bought her gave her a sense of confidence she didn’t really feel, but she 
faked it well as she strode across the lobby in a new pair of dainty, black flats.  “Think of 
them as souvenirs,” Jenn had said of the shoes and the new top, a low-cut blouse of 
satiny royal blue that accented the ample cleavage Claire had, courtesy of her nursing 
twins.  “You can buy the cheap, touristy shit yourself.” 

Outside room 314, she adjusted her top, smoothing its sleek fabric over her torso, 
and knocked.  She tried not to get her hopes up as she waited, knowing he wasn’t going 
to answer, yet wishing that, by some miracle of fate, he would. 

He didn’t.  A few minutes passed, and as she turned to leave, the door to room 
312 opened up, and a maid came out, pushing her cart of cleaning supplies.  Glancing at 
Claire, she asked something in French, something Claire did not understand.  Claire just 
shook her head, forcing a brief smile at the maid, and hurried past her, wanting to get 
out of the hotel as quickly as she could. 

Now that she knew she was too late, the disappointment was overwhelming.  Why 
had she wasted so much time flitting around Paris with Jenn when she should have gone 
straight back to that hotel and confronted Nick like a mature adult?  She was more upset 
with herself than anything else.  How stupid she had been.  All the money she’d thrown 
away to take this trip, and for nothing.  For absolutely nothing.  She had blown a 
thousand dollars and her chance to make things right with Nick, and now that she 
realized it, all she wanted to do was go back home, to her girls, and forget the whole 
thing. 

She trudged back to the café where Jenn waited, hardly wanting to face her.  But 
what else was she going to do?  Jenn was the only soul she knew in Paris, and she 
couldn’t ditch her too. 

When she walked in, Claire found she didn’t have to explain anything.  Her face 
must have given it all away, because Jenn just gave her a sympathetic smile and pulled 
her into a bony hug.  “If it’s meant to be, it’ll happen.  Just not this time,” she whispered 
in her ear, then pulled away.  “You know what we should do?” 

“What?” Claire asked dully.  She didn’t feel like doing much. 
“Hit the clubs and drink till you can’t even remember your name, let alone his.”  

Jenn’s elfin face gleamed with mischief. 
Claire grinned.  “Yeah, alright... but can we make one stop on the way?” 
“Sure.  Where to?” 
Claire glanced out the window of the café.  She couldn’t see the monument from 

there, but she knew that was where she wanted to go. 
“The Eiffel Tower.” 
 

*** 
 

It was like a scene out of a movie.  The view of the sun setting on Paris, across the 
sparkling, orange waters of the Seine River, was breathtaking.  Claire’s breath literally 



 

 

did catch in her throat as she stood beside Jenn in the observatory at the top of the 
Tower.  It was gorgeous, magical even, and a part of her couldn’t believe she was here. 

And yet, there was something missing. 
It wasn’t quite like a movie after all.  In a movie, the door to the observatory 

would suddenly fly open, and Nick would come running in, just in the nick of time – no 
pun intended – to sweep her off her feet and make things right for the happily-ever-after 
ending.  The crowds would part to make room for the reunion, and everyone would clap, 
caught up in the moment. 

But it wasn’t a movie, and there was no Nick, only herds of tourists who bumped 
and jostled and got in the way of each other’s pictures.  She felt removed from them, like 
she didn’t quite belong there.  And she didn’t.  What was she doing at the top of the 
Eiffel Tower?  Her family, her daughters, were back in Tampa.  Nick was on his way to 
Germany. 

She continued to look to the west, thinking of her home far across the Atlantic.  
Then she moved, with the current of the crowd, to the eastern side, where the sky was 
already fading to dusk.  Somewhere out there was Nick, getting further and further away 
from her while she stood still. 

 
*** 

 
Far beyond her eyes’ reach, just beyond the city limits, on a big, black bus 

trundling into the approaching darkness, a pair of blue eyes were fixed on the tower 
where she stood. 

As the Paris skyline began to fade onto the horizon, Nick watched the Eiffel 
Tower seem to shrink away and thought of Claire.  She was there, somewhere in the city 
he was leaving behind.  Was she still thinking about him... or would she go back home 
and try to forget? 

He slumped lower in his seat with a sigh, as the road curved and the Tower 
disappeared from his view.  He would never know that, for a moment, though they were 
miles apart and getting further so with each turn of the bus tires, they had been 
connected in thought. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

Chapter 192 
 
Claire drifted slowly into wakefulness, and as she became aware of her 

surroundings, her thoughts came one by one. 
I’m in France... in Jenn’s apartment... on Jenn’s couch.  My head hurts... ugh... 

what’s wrong with me?  Oh yeah... went out drinking last night.  Drank a lot.  No 
wonder.  I’m hungover.  Why’d I do that?  Oh yeah... Nick.  Nick... 

Nick’s in Germany.  Munich.  He’s performing there tonight.  And I’m going to 
be there. 

She sat up, ignoring the fact that her head was killing her and the morning light 
was too bright.  She couldn’t remember everything that had happened last night – not 
after a certain point, anyway – but she remembered most of the conversation that had 
led to that decision. 

“Look,” Jenn had said, on the sidewalk outside the club, “You just have to go 
after him again and find him.  He’s going to Munich?  Then you go to Munich.  Track 
him down and talk to the guy.  You’ve already chased him to Europe – why turn 
around now and go back home?  You’re already here.  You might never get this chance 
again.  You gotta make it count, girl.” 

In the fog of booze, it had made perfect sense.  It hadn’t worked out in Paris, so 
she had to go to Munich and catch him there.  She couldn’t leave Europe until she’d 
made things right. 

They’d toasted and drank to that decision... then drank some more.  Claire was 
regretting it now, now that it was morning and she had to get up and think about how 
she was going to get to Munich and how she was going to find Nick once she got there.  
She had no plan... but at the moment, she was unconcerned.  Who needed a plan?  She 
hadn’t had a plan when she’d hopped on a plane to come here either, and that had 
worked out... okay, not so well.  But she’d learned from her mistakes.  This time, it 
would go better.  It had to.  As Jenn said, this was her last shot. 

Her head was pounding, so she lay back down on the couch and closed her eyes.  
She could think better this way.  Think... think...  Nick’s face swam in her mind. 

And then it was Jenn’s face that was coming into focus, saying, “Claire... Claire...” 
Claire jerked awake, realizing she had let herself doze off again.  “I’m up,” she 

mumbled groggily, lifting her head from the throw pillow she’d slept on. 
“Claire, it’s your mom.  On the phone,” Jenn added, and as she thrust a cordless 

phone at Claire, it finally clicked.  The phone.  Her mom was on the phone?   She gave 
Jenn a confused look, and Jenn pushed the phone into her hand.  “Take it; it’s 
important.” 

Claire was still too out of it to read the sharp look in her friend’s green eyes, but 
when she raised the phone to her ear and murmured a sleepy hello, the urgency in her 
mother’s voice snapped her into alertness.  “Claire, thank God.  I wasn’t sure I’d be able 
to get a hold of you.  Your cell phone just goes straight to your voicemail.” 

“Yeah, it’s out of range.  What’s going on?” she asked, instinctively aware that 
something was wrong.  She hadn’t actually spoken with her mother since leaving in the 
middle of the night, but she had made sure her parents would know where she had gone.  
She’d left a note.  Ironic, she’d thought it at the time, for she had written a note when 
she’d left Nick, and now, she had written one before she left to get him back.  Maybe it 



 

 

wasn’t the best way to go about such things, but in her haste, it was easier than trying to 
explain herself in person, knowing she’d never be able to. 

Her parents knew vaguely where she was, and she’d only been gone a couple of 
days, so it couldn’t be able that.  Immediately, her mind jumped to the twins.  “Are Cait 
and Lainey o-” 

“They’re here with me,” her mom cut her off, her voice short and tense.  “We’re at 
the hospital.” 

In Claire’s mind, this confirmed her fear that something bad had happened to one 
of her daughters, and her blood ran cold.  But before she could find her voice to ask, her 
mother spoke again. 

“It’s your father.” 
 

*** 
 

Her plans to take a late morning train to Munich were immediately thrown aside, 
as Claire headed straight for Charles de Gaulle Airport instead. 

All through the seven-hour flight back to the States, she mentally abused herself 
for all the bad decisions that had gotten her here, thirty-six thousand feet in the air and 
thousands of miles away from both Nick and her family.  It was the worst possible place 
to be at that moment.  All she could do was gaze out at the endless clouds and think, 
wondering and worrying about what was happening at home. 

It was another heart attack, her mother’s tearful voice had crackled over the 
phone.  More severe than the last.  Her father’s heart had actually stopped in the 
emergency room.  Cardiac arrest.  Through the grace of God, the doctors had managed 
to resuscitate him.  Now he was undergoing bypass surgery, the last resort treatment 
they had managed to avoid the last time. 

Claire eyed the air phone tucked neatly into the back of the seat in front of her.  
She wondered if her dad was still in surgery.  The realization that she was so far away 
and had no idea what was going on at the hospital terrified her.  She kept thinking of 
Jamie and his father, who had been sent to the OR for the same procedure and died 
hours later.  A tear slipped down her cheek, mirroring the beads of moisture that clung 
to the outside of her window.  That couldn’t be her dad.  It couldn’t happen... it wasn’t 
his time yet.  His granddaughters barely knew him... 

She felt sick to her stomach, both from the fear and the homesickness.  More than 
anything, she wished she were by her father’s side right at that moment, holding his 
hand... or holding her daughters.  This was the longest she’d been away from them since 
they were in the NICU.  How thoughtless she had been, to leave them all like that. 

She clutched the flimsy airplane pillow she had been given, wishing it was the 
warm little body of Caitlin or Delaine, and thought to herself, I’ll never leave you 
again... 

 
*** 

 
Her carry-on bag smacking against her side in perfect cadence, Claire jogged 

through the hospital halls.  She turned her head right and left, keeping her eyes peeled 
for anyone she knew inside the various waiting areas.  When she saw a flash of red hair, 
she skidded to a stop and ducked into a room with a TV, magazine rack, couch, and 



 

chairs.  Typical hospital waiting room.  She’d spent too much time in these, though she 
knew the person in front of her had spent even more. 

“Hey, there you are...” he said when he noticed her, standing up to look her over. 
Claire dropped her bag and rushed into her brother’s arms.  “How’s Dad?” she 

asked breathlessly. 
Kyle released her.  “He’s out of surgery.  The doc said it went well; they cleared 

out the blockage.  He’s in recovery; Mom’s with him.” 
Claire nodded, weak with relief.  Now that her adrenaline had stopped pumping, 

she suddenly realized how exhausted she was and sunk wearily into the chair beside 
Kyle.  “Where are Cait and Lainey?” 

“Amber’s got them and Kamden back at the house.  She can watch them until 
you’re ready to take them.” 

“Thanks,” Claire murmured.  “I want to see Dad, and then I’ll go pick them up.  I 
miss them.” 

“I’ll bet,” said Kyle, though he gave her a strange look, and there was a definite 
tone in his voice.  “So... what happened with Nick?  Was it worth the trip?” 

Claire felt the pressure build in her temples as the emotion welled up again, 
making her headache worse.  She should have known that even in the midst of a family 
crisis, she wouldn’t get out of explaining herself. 

“No,” she said shortly, “it was a huge mistake.  I don’t really wanna talk about it 
now, though, if that’s okay.  I just wanna check on Dad, go home, and see my girls.” 

“Glad to hear it,” replied Kyle, and he left her alone.  She got the impression that 
no one was very happy with her for taking off the way she had, but she supposed she 
couldn’t blame them.  She was glad to drop the issue for now. 

They sat in an awkward silence for awhile, until Kyle finally said, “Well... maybe 
you should go find Mom and let her know you’re here.  Then you can pop in on Dad.” 

“Okay,” said Claire, eager to get out of that room.  Kyle told her how to get to the 
recovery room, though the directions were worthless because she forgot half of them 
once she was out of the waiting room.  Her short term memory sucked these days.  She 
asked a passing nurse which way to go, and the nurse escorted her all the way to a set of 
doors marked Recovery. 

She walked through the doors into the dimly-lit room, altogether eerie with its 
rows of motionless patients on gurneys adorned with monitors that beeped and flashed.  
And as she did, she was hit with an overwhelming sensation of déjà vu.  She had been 
here before, in this very recovery room, not for her father, but Nick.  It was here that she 
had stood next to his bed and held his hand, wishing silent thanks to God for bringing 
him through the delicate lung surgery that could have killed him. 

 
She touched his hand; it was like ice.  Feeling a surge of nurturing love for him, 

she picked his hand up and wrapped hers around it, trying to warm it.  “God, it feels so 
good just to hold his hand again.  I was so scared...” she whispered. 

Across the bed, Brian gave her a grim smile and a nod.  “We all were.  I still am.  
It’s so hard to see him like this.  I mean, to think not even two days ago, he was on 
stage, singing his heart out.  And now...”  He trailed off. 

A shiver ran through Claire as she pictured Nick collapsing back stage, only 
minutes after the show had ended.  He’d coughed up blood, they had told her.  She 
couldn’t imagine how terrifying it must have been, for the guys and especially for Nick 



 

 

himself.  He must have known that something was wrong, but no one had realized how 
bad it was. 

“I know.  Isn’t it scary to think how quickly your whole life can change?  All it 
takes is a few seconds... a few words... and suddenly, everything’s different.” 

This she knew from experience. 
“Don’t I know it,” said Brian, and she remembered that he’d had the experience 

too. 
They fell into a silence, albeit not an awkward one.  Claire was content to just 

stand there and drink in the sight of Nick.  In a way, it was an alarming sight; he was 
ghost pale, with dark circles under his eyes from the strain of the surgery, and the hose 
of a ventilator taped to his cheeks.  Tubes ran out from under his covers every which 
way, some draining, others filling him with painkillers and medicines.  His every 
bodily function was being monitored, yet the sight of the steadily peaking lines and 
unchanging numbers on the monitors were a comfort.  Nick was alive, and soon the 
machines would be gone, and he could go on with his life. 

His hand felt warmer now, as if her body heat had radiated through her skin 
and into his.  She wove her fingers in and out of his, ran her thumb gently across his 
knuckles.  She wished he could squeeze her hand back, but it remained limp and heavy 
in hers.  He was completely unconscious. 

And now that he was out of danger, she could bring up what had been on her 
mind since the day before.  “Bri, have you ever said anything out of haste...” 
 

Momentarily lost in the memory, Claire felt a lump rise in her throat.  In her 
haste, she’d told Nick she loved him when he’d said it to her, not completely sure how 
she really felt but caught up in the fear of losing him.  Now, five-and-a-half years later, 
she knew how she felt.  She knew her feelings were right.  So why had she acted out of 
haste again and run out of him?  Now she was worried of losing him again, not to death 
but to her own stupidity. 

She sighed.  Now was not the time to start thinking about this again.  Her father 
was somewhere in this room, and she had to focus all of her thoughts on him.  Her 
family was all that mattered now. 

Near the corner of the room, she spotted the silhouette of her mother, sitting in a 
chair beside her father’s gurney and holding his hand, much the way Claire had held 
Nick’s.  She approached them slowly, swallowing hard. 

“Mom?” 
Her mother turned, and the artificial twilight was enough to capture her relieved 

smile.  She stood up, motioned Claire over, and pulled her into a rib-crunching hug.  
“Thank God you’re here.” 

 
*** 

 
It was almost dark by the time Claire pulled into the driveway of Kyle and 

Amber’s small house in St. Petersburg.  She had borrowed her mother’s car to go pick up 
the twins; Kyle would drop their mom off at the condo when she was ready to leave their 
father’s side.  Claire suspected that wouldn’t be anytime soon; she’d probably stay until 
the hospital staff kicked her out. 



 

When Claire had left, her dad was awake and talking.  In a voice that was weak 
and gravely, he had told her how glad he was to see her, making her feel even guiltier for 
leaving than Kyle had in the waiting room. 

And now she had to face her sister-in-law, who probably thought her a horrible 
mother for running off on her infant daughters the way she had.  Steeling herself, Claire 
shut off the ignition and climbed out of the car.  She told herself it didn’t matter what 
Amber thought.  Who cared?  Not her.  All she cared about was seeing her girls. 

She walked up the path to the front stoop, her flip-flops slapping against the 
pavement, and knocked lightly on the door.  While she waited, she played with her 
mother’s keys, swatted at the mosquitoes swarming around the porch light, and 
wondered if the kids would all be asleep by now.  It was after eight. 

Finally, Amber came to the door, dressed in a pair of light, summer pajamas.  
“Hi, Claire, come on in,” she said, holding the door open.  “How’s your dad doing?” 

As they walked into the living room, Claire filled her in, all the while scanning the 
room for any sign of her daughters.  The three little ones must have all been in bed, but 
there were the twin infant seats and diaper bags and a blanket spread out with a few 
baby toys.  “Did everything go okay with Cait and Lainey?” she asked Amber. 

“They were alright.  Fussy, though, and they didn’t want to eat.  They’re having 
trouble feeding from the bottle.  Your mom said the same thing.  I think they missed 
their mother.”  Amber gave her a meaningful look and went on, “I finally got Cait to 
drink about half of hers, but Lainey hardly got anything in her, and it took me an hour to 
rock her to sleep.  I just finally got them put down in our room.” 

Feeling incredibly guilty, Claire followed her into the master bedroom, where 
both of her babies lay, side by side in the middle of Kyle and Amber’s bed.  Their heads 
were turned towards each other, and in their sound sleep, the twins formed such a 
beautiful picture that Claire couldn’t bring herself to disturb them.  She stood at the 
edge of the bed and just gazed at them, feeling herself relax for the first time in days. 

She had left them in the night three days ago, gone on a whirlwind trip across the 
Atlantic on a mission that had failed miserably, and now she was back, where she 
belonged.  With her daughters, with her family.  In the weeks to come, she would return 
to the feeling that something was missing from her life, but at that moment, she had all 
she needed and wanted right here. 

Reaching out, she stroked first Delaine, then Caitlin, on the cheek, much the way 
she had when they were both lying in incubators in the hospital, and whispered, “It’ll be 
alright.  Mama’s back now.” 

The mere sight of her babies had made her breasts grow hard with milk that 
desperately needed to be pumped, and it didn’t take long for Claire to settle into her old 
duties, fishing her breast pump out of her bag in the car, moving the car seats from 
Amber’s car to her mother’s, and strapping her daughters into them under the glow of 
moonlight. 

As she drove them home that night, she tried to pretend that her weekend in 
Paris had all been a dream, a dream she had awoken from and would not dwell on again. 

If only it could be that easy. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 193 
 

Claire welcomed the return to normalcy in her life.  As the days passed, she 
settled back into her old routine and the tasks of motherhood.  She enjoyed staying busy 
with the twins; taking care of two babies by herself gave her plenty to do and helped take 
her mind off of everything that caused her stress:  her dad’s health, the divorce, money, 
and, of course, Nick, whom she hadn’t spoken to since Paris. 

Once her father came home from the hospital, she and her mother found 
themselves in dual caretaker roles.  Her mom took care of her dad, while Claire handled 
everything to do with Caitlin and Delaine.  They took turns running errands and cooking 
dinner, and although having a recovering heart patient and two four-month-old babies 
in a condo together was difficult, they both agreed that they were better off together 
than apart. 

“I’m so glad we’re still living here,” her mother would say.  “I can’t imagine what 
I’d do if it was just me with your dad back in Gainesville.  I’m so afraid of leaving him 
alone, I’d never want to leave the house!” 

And, despite the differences they’d had over the years, Claire found that she 
agreed.  She couldn’t imagine having to take Cait and Lainey everywhere she went and 
enjoyed the freedom of being able to leave them with her mother while she ran to the 
grocery store or the pharmacy. 

Yet the living situation couldn’t last.  By the end of summer, her father had 
recovered, the twins were sleeping through the night, sitting up on their own, and 
bottle-feeding with no trouble, and Claire was in a financial crisis.  She’d been paying 
bills, insurance payments, legal fees, and supporting two babies without an income since 
February, and the money was running out.  Her parents had helped her out, but they 
had their own medical bills, and she wasn’t about to let them use her father’s retirement 
funds to dig her out of the hole she was in. 

Her only saving grace was that the divorce had been finalized, which meant the 
lawyer fees would soon be a thing of the past, and she would start receiving child 
support from Jamie.  Still, it would not be enough.  She needed to go back to work. 

On the last day of August, she found herself in Dr. Barry Somers’ dental office, 
interviewing to get her old hygienist job back.  The “interview” was a joke; Dr. Somers, 
an old friend of her father’s, assured her the position was hers and that they would be 
happy to have her back.  Laureen was thrilled, and even Tim stopped her on her way out 
to say, “Glad to see you gettin’ back in the saddle, C.”  The old, familiar cheesy smile and 
crooked glasses made her grin, and she told herself it would be fun to be working at the 
office again, ripping on Tim with Laureen on their lunch breaks and betting on which 
hygienist would get bitten the most times in a month. 

But actually going back was harder than just thinking of going back.  After 
months of spending most of her time with her daughters, being apart from them for a 
whole day was a difficult adjustment to make.  And coming home to take care of them 
after a day of cleaning teeth was almost harder.  She’d forgotten the physical rigors of 
her job – how her back would hurt after a long day of leaning over patients, and how her 
wrists would ache from the same probing and scraping and flossing motions over and 
over, and how tired her feet would get from standing all day.  Maybe it was because she 
had been out of work for a year, or maybe it was because her body was not twenty-one 
anymore, but the aches, pains, and overall fatigue were worse than she remembered.  



 

When she got home in the afternoon, all she wanted to do was put her feet up and relax, 
but instead, she had two growing babies to diaper and feed and play with.  Relaxation 
was not an option. 

It only got harder when her parents moved back to their home in Gainesville in 
October.  Claire had insisted that she needed to get used to the lifestyle of a single 
mother and not rely on them so much, but when she found herself completely on her 
own, a working mom of seven-month-old twins, she felt completely overwhelmed. 

Thank God for Amber.  Her sister-in-law, who wanted to wait until Kamden was 
in kindergarten to go back to her teaching job, had offered to take the twins each day.  “I 
don’t mind,” she’d said cheerfully.  “Sometimes it gets boring with just me and a three-
year-old, and Kam needs to learn how to interact with younger kids.  Kyle and I would 
like to give him a little sister or brother eventually.” 

Claire was eternally grateful for the option of childcare with someone she trusted.  
She paid Amber for her time and expenses, but doubted she was paying as much as a 
daycare would charge for two babies.  Other than the fact that it meant driving to St. 
Petersburg and back twice a day, it was a nice arrangement. 

As the end of October loomed and the Florida heat began to wane, Claire and her 
girls settled into a routine that was workable, if not exactly comfortable. 

But all it took were the two men who had not been a part of her life for the last 
few months to re-enter it and turn her routine on its head. 

 
*** 

 
Nick had spent the summer in Los Angeles.  After finishing the last of his 

overseas tour dates in Japan, he had flown into LA and never left.  There was nothing for 
him in Tampa right now but awkwardness, he’d decided.  LA was where the action was.  
Most of his friends were there, and the guys all had houses in the area.  There’d been no 
reason for him to go back to Florida. 

After about a month in California, he had started to get antsy.  It always 
happened to him on his breaks, once he’d had a chance to relax and recover from 
touring.  After a few weeks, he was ready to go again, to make music and be onstage.  
Counting on AJ, at least, to share in his suffering, he had reconnected with the guys, and 
they had tentatively begun working on their next album. 

It was slow going and awkward, at first, without Kevin in their midst.  Though 
they saw their oldest member from time to time, he was never with them in the 
recording studio or the meetings with various producers and songwriters.  It was a hard 
fact to get used to; weeks passed before Nick stopped making dinner reservations for 
five or wondering why Kevin was late when he didn’t show up. 

But eventually, the newness and the awkwardness of their situation faded, and 
work on the new album progressed.  It had the potential to be a great record, Nick 
thought.  They were taking advantage of the change in their line-up by experimenting 
with new sounds, new writers and producers, and new types of music.  The songs they 
had recorded were more upbeat than the tracks on the last album.  Fewer ballads, more 
dance tracks.  Nick was pleased with the change.  Quite frankly, he was sick of singing 
sappy songs about love. 

Summer passed without any love for Nick.  He sometimes went out and met cute 
girls at clubs, but they didn’t do much for him, and he never did anything with them.  



 

 

That last fling with the groupie in France had left a bad taste in his mouth – he would 
never forget the look of hurt and disappointment on Claire’s face.  It was because of her 
that he’d barely touched another woman since. 

But why? he sometimes asked himself.  What was he waiting for?  Did he 
honestly expect Claire to show up on his front porch like she had at the hotel in Paris? 

He didn’t really, and yet, he thought of her often.  What was she doing?  What 
was she thinking?  Had her feelings changed? 

He’d wanted to call her ever since he’d been back, but he had always fought 
against the temptation.  It would be only too easy to call her and beg for her to give him 
another chance.  Really, she was the one who should be asking for a second chance.  She 
was the one who had run away from him and disappeared, barely giving him a chance to 
speak.  She could call first. 

But for weeks, he heard nothing from her.  And then, just when he was starting to 
wonder if he should call just to make sure she was okay, an email. 

 
Hey Nick, 

I just wanted to say hi.  I hope the rest of the tour went well for you.  I’m sorry 
for not getting in touch earlier.  Things have been crazy lately.  My dad had to have 
bypass surgery, but he’s recovering.  The twins are doing great – getting bigger every 
day! 

I’m not sure where you are right now, but I hope you’re doing well. 
XOXOXO 

Claire 
 

The message was short and sweet, but left him perplexed.  It hurt a little to find 
out that she’d been going through things – a health scare with her dad among them – 
and not called him for moral support.  But after the way they’d left things in Paris, he 
supposed he couldn’t blame her.  It was awkward for both of them. 

And yet, when were they ever going to talk about it?  She’d danced right around 
the issue in that email and every message after it, as if she were trying to pretend the 
whole thing had never happened.  Nick played along, but it was hard not to just come 
out and ask her.  What were you doing there, Claire?  What did you come to say to me? 

He had his suspicions of course, but it was killing him not to know, for certain, if 
he’d been right.  The answers she refused to give him had the potential to change 
everything and make their complicated relationship simple again.  But instead, Claire 
continued to be an enigma. 

As summer turned to fall, the déjà vu of their post break-up awkwardness set in.  
It had been nearly four years since Claire had broken off their engagement, but to Nick, 
it felt as if she’d left him all over again.  They were back at square one, trying to maintain 
a casual friendship, yet blocked by the elephant in the room.  For the first time in the 
years he’d known her, Claire didn’t seem to want to acknowledge it.  She was always the 
blunt one, the one who brought up the hard topics without any trouble, yet for once, she 
was walking on eggshells around him. 

It was early October when he finally flew home to Tampa for the first time since 
the tour.  After weeks in the studio, the guys were taking a break, doing their own things.  
Brian, Leighanne, and Baylee were in Atlanta, Howie in Orlando, while AJ stayed with 



 

Mary in Malibu.  They didn’t speak to each other for two weeks, until Howie called about 
a Halloween party he was throwing in Orlando. 

“Sure I’ll come,” said Nick, who loved anything to do with Halloween.  “How big’s 
this thing gonna be?”  D may not have looked the part, but he could throw a good party. 

“Mm, maybe one tier below the Playboy Mansion party,” Howie 
“Ha ha, okay... I’m holdin’ you to that, man.”  Nick had been to Hugh Hefner’s 

annual Halloween bash once in recent years.  Claire had been with him, he remembered, 
with a sudden jolt.  He hadn’t thought of that night in a long time. 

The memory would not leave him, so when he got off the phone with Howie, he 
went into his office and started digging through drawers until he found a dusty CD 
among a collection he’d burned.  Sticking it into his computer’s drive, he pulled up a 
folder of digital pictures and started scrolling through them.  A grinning redhead 
appeared in many of them, for they were all from the year he and Claire had spent 
together.  There were photos from their trip to Hawaii, in Los Angeles, out on Nick’s 
boat, acting goofy in various places, and just hanging out around Tampa.  Among them 
were a set of pictures from that Halloween, with him smirking in his pirate costume and 
her foaming out of her colonial gown.   

He smiled a sad smile, filled with nostalgia.  That had been a good night.  A good 
year.  He missed having fun with her like they had that year. 

Scrolling through the pictures, he wondered if there was a way to recreate the 
magic. 

 
*** 

 
“Come on, Lainey... open up.”   Claire held the baby spoon full of applesauce to 

her daughter’s mouth, but Delaine kept her lips firmly shut, screwed up her face, and 
turned her head, letting out a muffled whine.  Sighing in frustration, Claire put the 
spoon down and picked up Caitlin’s spoon again. 

“Ready, Cait?”  She spooned up some more applesauce with Caitlin’s spoon, and, 
making airplane noises, zoomed the spoon straight into Cait’s open mouth.  Caitlin 
swallowed, smiled, and bounced in her high chair.  Delaine continued to fuss. 

Deciding to not force the issue with her youngest for right now, Claire focused on 
feeding Caitlin the rest of her applesauce.  As she looked from twin to twin in between 
bites, she marveled over how different her two babies were. 

Sometimes it alarmed her, how Delaine seemed behind Caitlin in every aspect of 
their development.  At eight months old, they were expected to be reaching the 
milestones of a six-month-old, being that they’d been born two months premature.  But 
while Caitlin was beginning to crawl and babble in a way that sounded like real speech, 
Delaine was usually stationary and silent.  Oh, she played, and she made noises, but not 
like Caitlin did.  And altogether, she was far less agreeable than her older twin.  
Sometimes Claire wondered if she was frustrated. 

The pediatrician assured her that it was normal, that even twins did not develop 
at the same rate, especially fraternal twins.  Delaine was within the normal ranges for 
her adjusted age, and in a few years, no one would be able to guess she had been a 
preemie. 

Claire was not convinced, but she tried not to dwell on it.  Still, it was frustrating 
sometimes.  Delaine weighed less than Caitlin, was at the lower end of the weight scale, 



 

 

even for a six-month-old, and still wouldn’t eat without a struggle.  And the fact that the 
doctor said there was nothing physically wrong with her made Claire feel even worse.  
What was she doing wrong? 

In the middle of the feeding, her phone rang, preventing Claire from wondering 
again whether her going back to work was only contributing to Delaine’s delays.  It was 
not a welcomed distraction, but she took a break from applesauce airplane anyway and 
got up to see who was calling. 

“Well, whaddya know... it’s your Uncle Nick,” she said aloud as she picked up the 
phone.  Flipping it open, she answered cheerfully, “Turner International Airport, 
applesauce terminal.” 

Behind her, both twins giggled, making her smile.  They couldn’t have 
understood the joke, bad as it was, but they must have liked the chipper tone of her crisp 
“phone voice.” 

Nick didn’t get it either.  “...Claire?” he asked after a few seconds’ pause, sounding 
confused. 

“Yeah, it’s me.  Sorry, you caught us in the middle of dinner.  We’re playing 
airplane.  You know... ‘open up for the plane, vroom vroom.’” 

“Ah... gotcha.”  Nick sounded amused; she could just picture him smirking on his 
end, fighting the urge to laugh at her.  “So is this a bad time?” 

“Nah, it’s okay.  Lainey’s not eating anyway, and Cait’s gotta be about full.”   Just 
as she said it, she turned to see Caitlin reaching hopefully for the Gerber jar set just out 
of her reach on the table.  She grinned; Cait was a girl after her own heart.  “I’ve got a 
few minutes.  What’s up?” 

“Well, I’ve got a question for ya.” 
“Okay, shoot.” 
“Howie’s having a Halloween party in Orlando on the thirty-first.  I don’t wanna 

be the only one there without a date.  Will you come with me?” 
Her own reaction surprised her.  She felt the corners of her mouth tugging 

upwards, as a strange, girlish glee she had not felt in a long time bubbled within her.  He 
was asking her out... wasn’t he?  Well, maybe it wasn’t like that... but either way, she 
hadn’t been to a party or out on a date in at least a year.  And she loved anything to do 
with Halloween. 

“Is it a costume party?” she asked. 
“Um, yeah.  So we’ll have to-” 
“You’ll have to put a costume together,” Claire interjected.  “I’ve already got one.” 
“Oh yeah?  What are you gonna be?” 
“Well, we’ve sorta got a theme going on, the twins and I.  They love watching The 

Little Mermaid, so Cait’s going as Flounder, Lainey’s going as Sebastian, and I’m going 
to be...” 

“The little mermaid?” asked Nick, his voice droll with amusement. 
“Yeah.  Ariel.”  Claire giggled.  “The costume is so not me, but I couldn’t resist 

when I found baby costumes for Flounder and Sebastian online.  They’re just too cute.  
Besides, I went as Ariel for Halloween when I was ten and that movie had just come out, 
so it’s kind of a blast from the past.” 

Nick laughed.  “You don’t have to explain yourself.  So are you saying you’ll come 
to the party, as long as you get to wear your mermaid costume?” 

 



 

“I’m saying if you want me to come to the party, you have to dress the theme.  
You have two options:  Prince Eric or King Triton.” 

“Uh... who’s King Triton?” 
“Ariel’s dad.  He has a long white beard, carries a triton, and is totally naked 

except for his fish tail,” described Claire, fighting hard to contain her laughter. 
“I’ll be Prince Eric,” Nick answered quickly. 
Claire smirked.  “I thought so.” 
 

*** 
 

“Trick-or-treat!” 
Claire’s voice was drowned out by a huge squeal as the door flew open.  “Oh my 

gosh, you guys look so cute!”   Her sister-in-law Amber practically bounced up and down 
on her own doorstep before beckoning them in.  “Come in, come in, and show 
everybody!” 

Claire walked in, carrying Caitlin in her yellow fish costume, and Nick clomped 
behind in his tall black boots, Delaine nestled snugly in his arms.  In her velour crab 
costume, she felt warm and extra cuddly.  As he carried her into the house, he stopped to 
look around. 

Kyle and Amber’s small living room was a full one that night.  In one corner, Kyle 
was knelt in front of what had to be his son Kamden, fastening the chinstrap of his 
football helmet.  The little boy was dressed in a miniature Miami Dolphins uniform.  
Smiling, Nick wondered if going as a football player had been Kamden’s idea or Kyle’s. 

Over on the couch were Claire’s parents, who were getting up to come over and 
see the babies.  They had driven all the way from Gainesville to be there for the twins’ 
first Halloween. 

“Oh, Claire, the costumes are adorable,” gushed Carrie.  She actually looked teary.  
“You all look just perfect.”   She beamed at Nick before scooping Caitlin out of Claire’s 
arms. 

“So Claire roped you into this Disney thing too, huh?” asked Kris as he came over, 
grinning at Nick.  “You’re a good man.”  He gave Nick a clap on the shoulder.  “How ya 
been?” 

“Really good,” Nick replied with a nod.  “Can’t complain.  How about you?” 
Kris smiled.  “Just fine,” he answered.  He looked older than Nick remembered, 

with deep lines etched into his face and most of his reddish hair lost to gray, and had 
lost enough weight to give him a slightly shrunken appearance.  He was still a large man, 
but not as powerful-looking as he had once been. 

Nick returned his easy smile.  “Good to hear.”   He passed Delaine off to her 
grandfather, and instantly, the baby began to cry.  The sound pierced at Nick’s heart, 
and instinctively, he reached out to take her back.  Then, realizing what he was doing, he 
stopped himself and put his arms down.  Kris hadn’t noticed; he was jiggling Delaine in 
his arms, trying to soothe her. 

“What do you think you’re cryin’ about, kiddo?” he cooed playfully to his 
granddaughter.  “You were fine just a minute ago.”   Smiling up at Nick, he said, “You 
must have a way with her.” 

Nick felt his face heat up.  He’d felt awkward at first, joining Claire and her 
children for Halloween, and not just because of the way he was dressed.  But after 



 

 

holding Caitlin and Delaine back at the condo and making silly faces at them in the 
backseat the whole way over to Kyle and Amber’s, he felt sort of an attachment to them.  
They were a part of Claire, and seeing the way she interacted with them hit a soft spot 
inside him. 

Hearing her daughter cry, Claire came over to see what was wrong.  She didn’t 
interfere, though, just let her dad go at it, and eventually, Delaine’s cries dissolved into 
hiccups.  “There you go, silly girl,” said Claire, squeezing the baby’s foot.  “See, it’s just 
Grandpa.  You threw a hissy fit for no reason.” 

She was going to be a cool mom, Nick had decided.  The kind of mom who could 
be nurturing without smothering, who could discipline but still kick back and have fun, 
and who could be her kids’ friend without letting them walk all over her.  He saw all of 
those qualities in her, as she talked to her baby. 

“Hey, let’s get some pictures, before you guys take off for Orlando,” said Amber, 
holding up a camera.  “Nick and Claire, just you two first.  Come over here.” 

She motioned them over to the front door, where she had some Halloween 
decorations on a table along with a big bowl of candy.  Nick went to stand beside Claire 
in front of the display.  At first he wondered how he should pose with her – was it wrong 
to put an arm around her when she was newly divorced, wearing a somewhat revealing 
mermaid dress, and in the same room as her parents?   No, that was silly.  They were 
friends, and they were costumed as a couple.  Hoping he wasn’t going to over-think 
every move he made that night, Nick slipped an arm around her waist, his hand sliding 
on the satiny fabric of her costume.  He felt Claire’s arm come around his back, and they 
both grinned for the camera. 

“Very cute,” smiled Amber as she previewed the picture on her camera. 
“Ooh, let me see,” said Claire, and Amber brought the camera over. 
Nick looked at the picture over Claire’s shoulder.  They did look good together, 

Claire in a lavender “seashell” bodice and shimmery, teal “fishtail” skirt, and he in a 
white dress shirt, blue pants, red sash, and black boots.  His costume wasn’t all that 
different from the pirate costume he’d worn four Halloweens ago; in fact, it was more 
simple and required no makeup.  He’d considered spraying his hair black, then decided 
against it.  Claire’s hair was natural but for a hairpiece she’d bought to add length to her 
red hair. 

“Perfect,” Claire agreed when she saw the picture.  “Let’s get some with the girls 
in it.  Maybe a couple with Nick and a couple of just the twins and me... I want to send 
some to Jamie,” she added hastily, “and I don’t think he needs to know Nick was in on 
this.  Talk about rubbing salt in the wounds...”   She gave Nick an awkward look, and he 
had to put a hand over his mouth to disguise the smile he couldn’t hold back.  Jamie 
would no doubt he fuming if he knew Nick was here, dressed in costume with Claire and 
their daughters. 

Amber took a number of pictures of the four of them together, Claire and the 
girls, just the twins, the three cousins together, and the kids with their grandparents.  
Finally, Claire checked the time and said, “Well, Nick and I should get going.  I’ll have 
my phone with me, so just call if you have any trouble with the twins.  I’ll be over to pick 
them up sometime in the morning.” 

“Sounds good.  Have fun, you two,” said Amber as she ushered them out the door. 
Claire was quiet as Nick drove them out of St. Petersburg and hopped on I-275 

for the two-hour drive to Orlando.  He suspected she was having a hard time leaving the 



 

twins behind, but didn’t press her.  He just hoped she would liven up once they got to 
Howie’s, and, thankfully, she did. 

The party was in full force by the time they arrived, and Howie’s place was 
hopping.  Nick took Claire around through the clusters of people, recognizing many he 
knew, some from years and years ago when the Boys had been based in Orlando, and 
many he didn’t.  He made introductions, and Claire kept up her end of the small talk, 
especially once she had a few drinks in her. 

After an hour or so of mingling, walking in his tall boots was becoming difficult, 
so Nick found a place to sit inside with Brian and Leighanne, who had come down from 
Atlanta for the weekend.  They sat there for another hour, sipping drinks while Nick 
talked music and sports with Brian, and Claire and Leighanne swapped baby stories.   

During lapses in his conversation with Brian, Nick would find himself just 
watching Claire.  He loved the animated way in which she talked, gesturing wildly with 
her hands as she raised her voice to be heard above the rest of the party.  She got loud 
when she was drunk, and she was definitely getting there now, judging by the way she 
kept throwing her head back as she laughed and touching Leighanne’s arm or knee.  She 
got touchy-feely when she drank too. 

The last year had beaten her down, and it was refreshing to see her like this again 
– carefree, laughing, having fun.  This was the Claire he’d fallen in love with, the Claire 
who could use her dark humor to get around her problems and make him forget his too.  
It was as if her soul had returned to the depressed shell Jamie had carved her into, 
bringing it back to life.  The marriage, divorce, and motherhood had changed her and 
matured her, but he could see the old Claire in her again. 

If only he could find out, for once and for certain, if her old feelings for him had 
come back too. 

 
*** 

 
“Shot through the heart, and you’re to blame... you give love a bad name!” 
She was full-out head-banging in the passenger seat as she sang Bon Jovi – at the 

top of her lungs and horribly out of tune.  As he drove, singing along, Nick couldn’t help 
but steal a glance at her every few lines.  He had to remind himself that she was only this 
lit because she was drunk, but she wasn’t yet sloppy drunk, just funny drunk, and he 
found her adorable.  Irresistible. 

It felt like old times, just the two of them, rocking out to one of his rock mix CDs 
as they sped down the interstate in his convertible.  The top was up, but Claire put it 
down during the guitar solo and belted the chorus to the clear night sky. 

He hadn’t seen her this lively in months, years even; she was almost manic.  But 
this was her, the old her, the Claire he had loved, lost, and missed for the last four years.  
He was enjoying this just as much as she was.  The music blaring, the cool breeze on his 
face, and hardly any traffic in sight.  He could drive like this for days. 

“Ohh... you gonna take me home tonight...”   A capella, the harmony of Queen 
came blasting through the speakers, as the song changed, and Claire quickly joined in 
singing along.  “Ohh... down beside that red firelight.  Ohh... you gonna let it all hang 
out.  Fat-bottomed girls, you make the rockin’ world go round...” 



 

 

A memory got Nick snickering, and he reached out to turn the volume down a 
notch.  Looking over at Claire with the biggest, most shit-eating grin he could muster, he 
said, “I had a ringtone of this song for when you called, back when you were preggers.” 

It took a moment for the meaning of this to sink in, but when it did, Claire’s 
mouth dropped open (the corners twitching the whole time), and she slugged him 
playfully in the shoulder.  “You ass!” 

“Hey now!” Nick protested, steadying the wheel with his left hand.  “I’m trying to 
drive here!  Stay on your own side... fatass,” he added, flashing another impish grin in 
her direction.  She was the only woman he dared to call a fatass, even jokingly. 

“Ohh-ho... you don’t know what you’re missing, Stumpy!  You know you want 
some of this...”   Before he knew what was happening, she’d unbuckled her seatbelt and 
hitched her mermaid skirt up high enough to free her legs.  He looked over, and she was 
on her knees on the seat, her head high above the open top, one hand holding onto the 
seat back while the other flailed above her in the air. 

His heart skipped a beat, not only because her ass was now inches from his face, 
but because they were going eighty down the interstate.  Instinctively, he reached out 
with his free hand, caught her arm, and tried to pull her down, but she just laughed and 
sang louder.  “I’ve been singing with my band, across the wire, across the land.  I seen 
every blue-eyed floozy along the way.  But their beauty and their style went kind of 
smooth after awhile.  Take me to them dirty ladies every time!  Ohh...” 

“Jesus, Claire...”   Completely flustered, Nick saw an exit coming and took it, 
holding onto her as he swerved the car into the right lane, braking as soon as he got onto 
the ramp.  As the car slowed to a safer speed, he let out a breath and turned onto a 
highway that appeared totally deserted.  There was nothing in sight, not even a gas 
station, and he had no idea what exit he’d taken.  That was just as well; he pulled over to 
the shoulder and stopped, jerking the car into park. 

He turned to Claire and got another full-on view of her ass, its curves hugged 
snugly by the teal taffeta of her costume.  “You want some tail?” she giggled, offering a 
wicked smile over her shoulder. 

He knew she was only messing with him, but in spite of that, he felt his pants 
grow tight as the desire that had burned and cooled to embers flared up again, searing 
deep down inside him.  His pulse quickened, and at first, he didn’t know how to react.  It 
was on impulse that he finally put both hands on her waist and pulled her down.  She 
came toppling backwards and landed in his lap, practically wedged between him and the 
steering wheel. 

“Fuck, Nick, your wheel about took out my kidney, and your damn fake leg is 
hard as hell!” she complained as she struggled to scoot back into her seat, massaging her 
lower back as she sat up.  But she was still giggling... until she suddenly stopped.  
“Damn.” 

“What?” 
“I have to pee.”  She looked around, wrinkling her nose.  “Couldn’t you have 

picked an exit that actually had, like, a McDonald’s or a gas station or somewhere in the 
vicinity?” 

“Sorry... I was more concerned about keeping you from flying out of my car,” 
Nick deadpanned.  “Put your seatbelt on, and I’ll find a rest stop.” 

“Forget it.  I gotta pee now.”   When he gave her an exasperated look, she 
shrugged and added, “I dunno, but ever since I was pregnant, I can’t hold it like I used 



 

to.  The feeling just kinda comes on really quick.  They musta clipped a nerve or 
something down there when they cut me open; who knows.” 

Nick tried in vain to contain his revulsion, but Claire just laughed at the look on 
his face and scrambled out over her door.  “Wait, where are you going?” he called after 
her, and she turned with a “Where do you think, Sherlock?” look. 

“Don’t tell me you’ve never peed by the side of the road.  All that traveling you 
do?  I wouldn’t believe it.” 

“We have bathrooms on the tour bus,” Nick pointed out, though he couldn’t 
honestly say he had never peed outdoors.  All guys did that. 

“True.  But no potty in your BMW, so... excuse me for a minute.”   She started to 
flounce off the side of the road, into the ditch, then stopped.  “Don’t watch!” she shouted 
back at him. 

“I don’t want to!” he shouted back, but he looked long enough to see her start to 
hitch up her skirt and squat; then he turned away.  Quickly. 

“I can’t believe I just did that,” she sighed when she climbed back into the car a 
minute or so later.  “I don’t think almost-thirty-year-olds are supposed to still be peeing 
in ditches.” 

Nick snickered.  “Why, did you piss in ditches often in your youth?” 
“Well, no... not often.  But, ya know... college... drinking...  I can’t say it never 

happened.”   She grinned, her tongue poking between her teeth. 
He shook his head.  “You are something tonight.” 
She smiled and relaxed against the seat, leaning her head back.  “I know,” she 

sighed, “but I needed this.  A night where I can just be Claire again and not ‘Mom’ or 
‘Mrs. Turner’ for awhile.” 

He offered a crooked smile back.  “Are you gonna stay ‘Mrs. Turner’ forever?  Or 
are you gonna take your maiden name back?” 

Her lips twisted as she made a face.  “I dunno... I thought about it, but it seems 
like it’d just be adding insult to injury to get rid of Jamie’s name.” 

“But you’re divorced.  Doesn’t it bug you to have to sign your name that way?  
Doesn’t it make you think of him?” 

“Yeah... but then... I did marry him.  He’s the father of my children; they have his 
last name too.  He’ll always be a part of our lives because of that.  I can’t just sever all 
ties with him.”  She paused thoughtfully.  “There was a time when I was proud to sign 
my name Turner.” 

“Yeah... a time when you were out of your mind,” Nick said wryly. 
She gave him a look, though the corner of her lips twitched.  “Don’t be mean.” 
“Sorry.” 
“It’s okay.  Besides, I won’t stay Mrs. Turner forever.  I’d like to get married 

again... someday.  When I know for sure I’m with the right person.” 
She didn’t look at him as she said this, so he studied her profile.  “How will you 

know for sure?” 
Claire glanced over at him once, then quickly looked away.  She didn’t answer at 

first, but the corners of her mouth twitched upwards again.  Then they sagged, as her 
quiet answer came.  “I don’t know...” 

He wanted to say something back to that, but the thoughts in his head were too 
jumbled for him to find the right words, so he said nothing instead. 



 

 

After a moment of silence, she reached out and turned up the music again.  “Fat-
Bottomed Girls” had ended, and Journey’s “Don’t Stop Believing” was playing.  “Good 
song,” she murmured, hitting a button to start the track over again. 

Nick took that as his cue to drive and put the car back into gear.  Pulling carefully 
back onto the road, he made a U-turn, unseen on the empty highway, and merged back 
onto I-4, in the direction of his Tampa exit. 

The rest of the ride was more subdued.  Claire’s buzz had apparently died down a 
bit, and she rode mostly in silence, singing softly under her breath now and then.  At 
first, Nick wasn’t sure how to read her sudden quietness – was she upset?  He worried 
that maybe he’d struck a nerve, bringing up Jamie, and mentally berated himself for 
doing so and killing her good mood.  Not that he wanted her half out his convertible 
again, but he much preferred the happy-go-lucky Claire to the sullen one. 

As he slowed to a stop for a red light in Tampa, the last track on his CD came on.  
The slow guitar and piano riff, accented by the tinkling of chimes, was familiar to Claire, 
and she drew in a breath beside him.  “’Bed of Roses’?  God, I loved this song when it 
came out.  It was a staple at our school dances in junior high.”   She laughed.  “My 
thirteen-year-old self thought that lying down on a bed of roses was just about the most 
romantic thing in the world.” 

“It’s pretty romantic,” Nick agreed. 
She shrugged.  “It is, but you can have romance without roses.  With the right 

person, even Cracklin’ Oat Bran can be romantic.” 
Nick had been watching the traffic light, but as her words sunk in, he turned to 

gaze at her instead.  She didn’t give him long to look.  As the song swelled to its chorus, 
she suddenly leaned over, slipped her hand around the back of his head, and brought his 
lips crashing down into hers. 

This kiss was awkward at first; it had been so unexpected.  But once he realized 
what was happening, Nick relaxed into it, and the old, familiar comfort of the sensation 
sank in.  He struggled to keep his foot on the brake as he kissed her, dimly aware of the 
fact that the light could change at any time.  But that was the fun of it, the magic. 

A car horn jarred them out of the kiss, and Nick straightened to find that the light 
was as green as grass.  “Shit,” he cursed, jerking his foot from the brake to the 
accelerator and pressing it to the floor.  The convertible shot forward, tires squealing. 

Once he was coasting at a reasonable speed, Nick dared to glance over at Claire.  
She had a mischievous grin on her face.  “Can we just, like, put that moment on pause 
until we get home?” he asked her, practically begged her. 

“Where’s home?” 
“My place?” he suggested, raising an inquisitive eyebrow.  She nodded her 

agreement, still smiling.  And so, he blew straight through the intersection he would 
have turned at to get to her condo and headed for his own home instead. 

It wasn’t far, but Claire made the drive difficult.  She kept messing with him, 
teasing him, making it even harder for him to concentrate on the road.  She’d snake her 
hand across the center console that separated them and rest it on his thigh.  His inner 
thigh.  When he turned to look at her, she’d wiggle her eyebrows or lick her lips.  She 
was killing him.  He forced himself not to look at her for the rest of the drive, though 
that about killed him too. 

Finally, in the safety solitude of his own driveway, he threw the car into park, 
shook off his seatbelt, and tossed his inhibitions aside.  Leaning over the console, he 



 

took Claire in his arms, pulled her closer to him, and kissed her again.  This time, the 
kiss lingered... slow, long, and deep, not erratic and rushed as the first had been.  But it 
was no less passionate.  Claire kissed back with a hunger that seemed to only have been 
whet by the first; she was ravenous, and so was he, and after a few minutes in the car, 
they both seemed to decide it was not enough. 

“Can we take this someplace more comfortable than your car?” Claire asked 
breathlessly, and all Nick could do was nod.  He was almost afraid to speak, even more 
afraid to move, terrified of doing anything that might interrupt this moment.  But he 
could do a lot better than make out in a car, and so he let go of her long enough to 
quickly climb out and met her again at the front bumper. 

Taking her hand, he led her up to the house and straight on through, stopping 
only for a couple of blankets.  “Here,” he said, spreading them out across the deck at the 
back of the house.  “Make yourself comfortable.  Wait for me here... for just a minute.”   
He held up his index finger, giving her a meaningful look.  Afraid to leave her for too 
long, for fear the mood would be ruined by the time he returned, he scrambled around 
the house and returned a few minutes later with a bottle of wine, two glasses, and a 
torch lighter.  He lit the tiki torches that lined the deck, bringing a warm, soft glow to the 
poolside area, and poured the wine. 

Settling down beside her on the nest of blankets, he let Claire take a sip of her 
wine, then moved his lips towards the place her glass had last been.  He could taste the 
wine on her lips as he kissed her, sucking gently, savoring each second.  Each one, he 
knew, could be the last, for he was expecting her to come to her senses and pull away at 
any moment.  She had resisted him for so long, he couldn’t believe she would really let 
him have her now.  She was just teasing him, offering a taste to tempt him, but only a 
taste. 

But Claire didn’t pull away.  She kissed and caressed the way she had in the car, 
with a thirst that couldn’t be quenched by wine, a lust only he could satisfy.  All it took 
were a few kisses to wash away the awkwardness and let drift in the old comfort of being 
in each other’s arms.  As he put his hands on her, his lips leaving hers and moving lower, 
down her neck and shoulders, Nick forgot all their years of separation.  His memory 
took over, and in it, he was twenty-five again and head over heels in love with the only 
woman who could complete him. 

All inhibition was forgotten, as her fingers moved to the buttons of his ruffled 
shirt, undoing them from the top down and letting the front fly open.  Nick slid out of 
the shirt and felt the hair rise on his bare skin as it met the October night air. 

“You have goosebumps,” she noticed with a smile, dragging her fingernails lightly 
down his upper arm to create more. 

“You do too,” he said, seeing the tiny bumps rise on her pale skin.  “Is it too cold 
out here?” 

“A little, but I’m not ready to go in yet.”  She glanced up at the sky, looking all 
around.  “It’s so pretty out here.” 

“You know, the pool’s heated.  The water should be warmer than the air is.”  He 
eyed her fishtail suggestively.  “You wanna give those fins a try?” 

The flickering torchlight caught the grin that spread across her face.  “Well, you 
know what they say... ‘Darling, it’s better down where it’s wetter.’”   Without another 
word, she got up from the blanket, stepped over her discarded shoes, and sauntered 
down the three steps that led to the lower level of the deck, where the pool gave off an 



 

 

enticing glow.  Watching the way her hips moved from side to side as she walked in the 
figure-hugging skirt, Nick scrambled up and followed as quickly as he could, leaving his 
shirt behind. 

Perching in a deck chair near the pool, he tugged off his boots and long stockings, 
then stood to pull down the knee-length, blue breeches.  “Sorry, I dunno if Prince Eric 
wore boxer briefs,” he joked, feeling slightly ridiculous standing there in the tight 
skivvies.  Glad to avoid having to make eye contact right then, he bent over to undo the 
suction valve on his prosthetic leg. 

Claire laughed.  “Ariel probably would have preferred him in a Speedo.” 
That got Nick to look up, as he gave her a revolted face.  “Uh, hell no – if that’s a 

fantasy of yours, it ain’t happening.” 
“Not mine.  I’m just saying... Ariel lives in a penis-shaped castle; the girl must like 

to look at a nice package.”  She grinned, and Nick smirked.  Nice package, eh? 
He hopped to the edge of the deep end and dove in, glad to be below the surface 

of the warm water.  It was indeed more comfortable than being out in the open air, and 
he took his time in surfacing.  The breeze felt chilly on his wet face when he did, and a 
shiver ran through him. 

“How’s the water?” Claire called. 
“It’s nice.  Come on, mermaid, flop your ass in here.” 
“I don’t have an ass; I have a tail.  Which I think I’m going to trade for some legs 

now, ’cause I think they’d actually serve me better for swimming.  So if you don’t 
mind...”   Without waiting for a response, Claire undid the zipper on the side of the skirt 
and slid the sleek, shimmery garment slowly down her hips and legs.  When she stepped 
neatly out of it, she was standing at the edge of the pool in nothing but her lavender 
seashell top and a pair of silky, purple panties.  They revealed the flaws that even the 
slinky fishtail had hidden – cellulite on her thighs, stretch marks across her stomach, 
and a slight pooch that had not been present before she’d had babies.  Nick noticed, but 
didn’t care, and Claire didn’t seem self-conscious now that she’d stripped down. 

He expected her to jump right into the pool with him, but instead, she made quite 
a show out of prancing around the edge, entering the water on the shallow end.  She 
descended the marble steps gradually, and only when the water was up to her shoulders 
did she begin a slow butterfly stroke across the pool.  As he watched her glide smoothly 
through the water towards him, her red hair floating all around her, Nick’s heart began 
to race in anticipation. 

Something was going to happen tonight.  He couldn’t count on it, and yet he 
knew it to be true.  He could sense it. 

It was meant to be. 
 

*** 
 

Claire knew it too. 
She’d been drinking, and not all of her thoughts were coherent ones; she was 

acting without thinking, but somewhere in the back of her mind, she knew.  She knew 
what was going to happen, what she wanted to happen, and she let fate take over, 
guiding her actions like the water carried her body.  She didn’t think... she didn’t 
worry... she didn’t second-guess herself.  She just let herself float.  Straight into Nick’s 
arms. 



 

Soon they were locked in a watery kiss, their toes brushing each other beneath 
the surface as they treaded the water.  She could taste faint hints of chlorine and alcohol 
as she drew his moist bottom lip in between hers, sucking gently, but most of all, she 
just tasted him.  Nick.  The old familiarity of the kiss returned, and rather than 
wondering what the hell she was doing, she relaxed into it and gave herself over to it all.  
To the water, to the kiss, and most of all, to Nick. 

Breaking apart only to breathe, they joined lips again and slipped beneath the 
surface of the water, their arms encircling one another as they sunk and spun freely.  
Claire shut her eyes against the sting of the chlorine, and her world beneath the water 
went dark and silent.  She relied on touch... the feel of Nick’s lips pressed tightly against 
hers, their bodies sliding against each other, her feet floating freely, her chest growing 
tight as her lungs began to crave oxygen.  Just when she knew she wasn’t going to be 
able to hold on much longer, she felt herself being thrust upwards, as Nick’s powerful 
arms propelled them back to the surface. 

They burst above the water and broke apart momentarily, gasping for breath.  
Claire sucked in a few mouthfuls of the cool, refreshing air, then pulled Nick to her again 
to continue where they’d left off.  His kisses were deep and frantic, as if he were a man 
dying of thirst, desperate to drink up every last drop of her.  And she felt the same.  She 
couldn’t get enough of him, and relished in the passion she hadn’t felt in so long. 

“I feel like we’re heading towards the porno version of ‘Kiss the Girl,’” she 
managed to say, breathlessly, as he spun them around in the water, one arm wrapped 
around her, the other treading water to keep them afloat. 

He snickered and let go of her, sliding lower in the water so that only his eyes 
could be seen above the surface.  They glimmered devilishly, as, below the water, she felt 
his hand take hers.  She was pulled through the water as he swam backwards in uneven 
strokes, whisking them back to the shallow side of the pool.  Her feet could touch the 
bottom again, but she didn’t want them to.  She liked the feeling of floating; she didn’t 
want to come down. 

Bouncing weightlessly on his one leg, he backed himself up against the deck side 
of the pool and pulled her to his bare chest.  She slid up against his slick skin and 
pressed her lips against his left shoulder, kissing away the beads of water that glistened 
along his collarbone and all the way over to his right shoulder.  Holding onto him, with 
both arms wrapped around the back of his broad neck, she hooked her legs around his 
waist.  As her body was drawn even closer to his, she felt him harden against her inner 
thigh. 

Their eyes met.  The desire radiating from his matched that of her palpitating 
heart, and instinctively, she knew they were about to cross over from playful kisses into 
something much deeper.  Leaning forward, she kissed his lips, giving her silent 
permission.  Moments later, she felt his hands caress the back of her neck, as his nimble 
fingers undid the plastic hook of her halter.  The thin straps tumbled down her front, 
and the seashell bodice started to slide.  Eager hands pulled them upwards instead, up 
and over her head.  As she shook her hair free of the top, the night air tickled her bare 
breasts, raising goosebumps upon the sensitive skin and hardening her nipples.  She 
shivered from the sudden cold, but Nick’s hands soon remedied that, and soon she was 
trembling from his touch instead. 

He slid lower down the side of the pool, submerging her further, so that only her 
shoulders were above the water.  Below, he caressed and squeezed until she felt so weak, 



 

 

she wasn’t sure her legs would even support her.  She closed her eyes, let her head loll 
back, and held onto Nick, enjoying the warm water lapping against her shoulders and 
the pure ecstasy his hands were giving her. 

But soon enough, they were both craving more.  As they rose out of the water, she 
pulled herself up against him again and slid slowly back down his chest, leaving a trail of 
kisses down the center of his dripping torso.  When she reached the waterline, she 
sucked in a deep breath and ducked below the surface, continuing her descent until she 
reached the waistband of his boxers.  In the freedom of the water, it only took a moment 
to slide off the shorts, and her panties as well.  She did both in one breath, then 
surfaced, panting with a mix of exertion and excitement. 

She brought her legs up and around him again, and his arms encircled her waist.  
Her fingers grasped the edge of the pool, and she threw her head back as he slipped 
inside of her beneath the water.  A new warmth filled her on the inside, as they quickly 
found their rhythm.  In and out, he pulsed, like the gentle lapping of waves on the beach, 
the endless rise and fall of the tide.  It was slow and sensual, yet it was enough to make 
her heart race and his breathing grow shallow. 

In that moment, she couldn’t help but think that it was the best sex she’d ever 
had.  Filled with the passion fueled by their long time apart, uninhibited in the water, 
they made love like they never had before.  Flushed and panting, Claire felt her whole 
body tremble as Nick thrust with new vigor.  Her fingertips clutched the marble ledge 
tighter, while his hands found a firm hold on her hips.  He led their dance, back and 
forth, in and out.  The tempo grew faster and faster, and finally, he let out a strangled 
groan, throwing his head backwards, and she felt a burst of molten warmth inside her. 

A sigh escaped her lips, as she relaxed back into the water, and he withdrew from 
her.  Panting and exhausted, they floated in a dreamlike state to the shallowest part of 
the pool, where the marble steps descended straight into the water.  There they rested, 
Nick letting his seat sink to the bottom step and pulling Claire onto his lap.  She let one 
arm drift lazily around him, while the other roamed his body, lingering on his chest, 
lovingly stroking his arm up and down, even venturing beneath the water to his stump. 

“I missed you,” she murmured, moving her hand away from his thigh and around 
his waist to embrace him.  A lump of emotion rose in her throat, surely brought on by 
alcohol and orgasm, and before she knew it, there were hot tears in her eyes.  She 
couldn’t find the words to explain them right then, not even in her own thoughts, but as 
a single teardrop slid down her cheek and mixed with the beads of chlorinated water on 
her skin, she buried her face in his chest and repeated the only thing she could think to 
say.  “God, Nick, I missed you so much.” 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Chapter 194 
 

Claire swam in her dreams all night, and when she awoke in the morning, she felt 
as peaceful as still water on a windless day.  She was smiling even before she opened her 
eyes, her mind filled with images from last night’s fantasy.  She hadn’t dreamed of Nick 
in so long, but now that she had, she realized how much she’d been missing out on.  Just 
the thought of making love to him in the dark water, illuminated only by torchlight, 
filled her with warmth and happiness. 

A few months ago, she would have felt guilty for finding such pleasure in being 
with another man in her dreams, but there was no longer a wedding band on her finger, 
so what did it matter now?  A girl could always dream. 

She opened her eyes, unprepared for the bright sunlight streaming in through the 
window.  Her first thought was that she must have slept in late; why else would the light 
be so bright?  Surprised that Caitlin or Delaine hadn’t cried and woken her up yet, she 
sat up, anxious to go and check on them.  As the sheets tumbled off her naked body, she 
froze... and suddenly remembered. 

This wasn’t her condo.  One look around confirmed it:  she was in Nick’s 
downstairs guest room.  And there, conked out next to her, the sheets twisted around his 
bare torso, was Nick. 

It hadn’t been a dream at all. 
“Holy shit,” she cursed under her breath, pulling the sheets back up around 

herself.  She stared at Nick through wide eyes, struggling to sort out the events of last 
night that had led up to this moment.  Waking up next to him... naked... 

Once she got her bearings, she remembered everything – the party, the drive 
home, the pool...  She hadn’t been that drunk.  Drunk enough to give it up to Nick 
though.  Did it count as a one-night stand if it was with a man she’d once been engaged 
to?  She would argue “no.”  A one-night stand sounded so... slutty.  And she was not a 
slut.  She’d only been with a few men in her entire life, and one of them was Nick.  And 
she had loved Nick.  She still loved Nick.  Where was the wrong in that? 

The thing was, while the situation of a newly-divorced mother getting drunk and 
hooking up with her old boyfriend had the word “WRONG!” stamped all over it, it felt 
so... right.  As Claire sat there in bed, watching Nick sleep, she couldn’t say she regretted 
last night.  She was a tad hungover and rather sore from all the exercise she’d gotten in 
the pool, but she felt oddly relaxed. 

If it were a one-night stand, she would be scrambling for her clothes right now, 
trying to get out without waking Nick, desperate to escape the embarrassment of having 
to face him, yet still facing the walk of shame home.  But instead, Claire just lay down 
again, snuggling back into the warm hollow her body had created the night before.  It 
was incredibly comfortable.  She rolled onto her side, facing Nick, her head very close to 
his bare shoulder.  With the sun to her back and the sound of his deep breathing to 
soothe her, she closed her eyes against her headache and drifted back into a tranquil 
sleep. 

 
*** 

 
When Nick awoke, his first thought was that he must still be dreaming.  Why else 

would Claire be there, sound asleep in his bed, her nude form swaddled in the covers. 



 

 

And then he remembered last night. 
That seemed like a dream too, but after contemplating it for a few seconds, he 

decided that, no, it had really happened.  He’d barely been buzzed the night before; he 
remembered everything, from the party to the pool, and it had most definitely not been 
a dream.  It only seemed like one. 

He reached over and, very lightly, touched her cheek.  She was as real as he was.  
A dream come true. 

Nick remembered Claire to be a deep sleeper, but she must have been on the 
brink of waking anyway, because she stirred at his touch.  Turning her face in his hand, 
she kissed his palm, and her blue eyes fluttered open. 

He withdrew his hand, still moist from her lips.  “Morning,” he whispered, unsure 
of what kind of reaction to expect from her, though the kiss left him hopeful. 

A smile stretched across her lips.  “Good morning.  Did you just wake up?” 
“Yeah.  Sleep well?” 
“Mm-hm, very.  Comfy bed, warm body, no crying babies to wake me up... best 

sleep I’ve had in months.”   She yawned contentedly, seemingly in no hurry to lift her 
head from the pillow. 

Nick didn’t blame her.  He could have lain there in bed with her for hours.  But a 
nagging question kept burning in his brain, and he had to get it out in the open.  Pillow 
talk was pointless if it didn’t mean anything.  And he needed to know... what did it 
mean? 

“So... this isn’t, like... weird to you?” he asked her. 
“Not really ‘weird,’ no.  If it was weird, I wouldn’t still be here.  I woke up two 

hours ago; I could have left then,” answered Claire matter-of-factly. 
“But you didn’t.” 
“No.”  Claire smiled.  “Because it’s not weird.  More, like... unexpected.  I didn’t 

expect to be waking up with you this morning.” 
“But now that you are...?” 
She shrugged her exposed shoulder, still smiling, and burrowed her cheek deeper 

into her pillow.  “It’s kinda nice.  Like old times.  It’s not weird when it’s you and me.  
Does it feel weird to you?” 

“No,” he murmured, in awe of the words coming from her lips.  “It feels right.” 
He felt her hand take his beneath the sheets, as she laced her fingers through his.  

“It feels right to me too.” 
And there they were.  The eggshells were smashed, the walls demolished, and all 

that separated them now was a wad of rumpled linen. 
But Nick knew it wasn’t that simple.  It could never be, even with them.  After 

everything that had happened in the last few years, how could they expect to just pick up 
where they’d left off?  And would she even want to?  Or was this still just a one-night 
thing?  A nice, but temporary fling? 

“So... where do we go from here?” he finally asked, not wanting to ruin the 
leisurely morning, but anxious to find out where they stood and what this meant.  He 
wasn’t about to get his hopes up if it turned out she wanted nothing of him. 

Claire sighed and closed her eyes.  “Honestly... I don’t know.”   She was silent for 
a moment, and then she added, “I guess it depends.” 

“On what?” Nick asked, trying not to be impatient.  He knew this was a delicate 
conversation; he needed to be gentle with her.  He couldn’t push. 



 

She opened her eyes and looked into his.  “On you.  On your feelings.  Do you 
want another try at a relationship?  And if you do, are you willing to wait for me?  To 
take things slow, until I know I’m ready?” 

He gazed back into her eyes, wishing they could penetrate into his soul and see 
his true feelings.  But for now, it would take words to tell her how he felt.  “Yes, and yes,” 
he answered quickly, but honestly.  “I would wait for you till... till the end of time, if I 
knew I could have you in eternity.  I love you, Claire.  I’ve never stopped.  I never will.”  
Though he was still lying down, his heart was pounding, and adrenaline was coursing 
through his body and mind, carrying his words.  If he’d had a pencil and paper handy, 
he felt he could have written amazing lyrics that morning, with her as his inspiration. 

The words seemed to touch her too; suddenly, her eyes seemed extra bright.  
Blinking a few times, she sniffed and said, “But you can’t say stuff like that.  It’s too 
soon.  If we’re going to do this, we have to start fresh and take it slow.  I don’t want to 
rush it this time.” 

“Rush it?  Last time, it took us four months just to have sex,” Nick said 
incredulously.  He didn’t think he could wait that long this time.  Especially after last 
night. 

“Well, gee, whose fault was that?” Claire teased, sticking out her tongue.  “I’m not 
talking about sex anyway.  Seems like we’ve already taken care of the sex part.  Casual 
sex is one thing.  I’m talking about the commitment part.  I want a relationship, but I 
don’t know if I’m ready for another serious commitment yet.  I just don’t want to move 
too fast and mess things up again.  This time, I want to be sure.  I need to be sure.” 

Her eyes bore into his, and he could still see the hurt in them, the scars left from 
Jamie and even, just maybe, from him.  But he had scars from her too.  And that was 
why he understood.  This was their last chance.  An unexpected opportunity to see if 
they could heal their relationship and make it work.  They couldn’t blow it this time.  If 
he lost her again, he would lose her forever. 

Like a butterfly, he had once let her go, and finally, she had come back to him.  
Now all he had to do was hold onto her and show her that what felt right was truly 
meant to be. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 195 
 

They’d promised to take things slow, and so they did.  Still, the month of 
November flew by, especially for Claire, who now had the added priority of “boyfriend” 
along with her family and job.  But even though she was busier than ever and had less 
time to herself, Nick filled the void that had been left in her life ever since she and Jamie 
had separated.  He took her out on the weekends, brought over dinner on weeknights 
when she was too tired to cook, played with her children, and made her feel like a 
woman again.  He was her friend, companion, and partner, and the love she’d felt for 
him all those years ago was stronger than ever. 

Still, she was determined not to get carried away with it.  She didn’t want to rush 
this time.  She wanted them to take it easy, just enjoy their time together, and let the 
relationship progress naturally.  She wasn’t looking for a new husband, or a father for 
Caitlin and Delaine; all she wanted was the fun and affection he gave her, and for now, 
that was enough. 

They didn’t spend all their time together, like they had the last time.  She saw him 
a few times during the week, and in the meantime, they went about their own lives.  She 
worked and took care of the twins, went out to lunch with Laureen and helped Dianna 
with wedding plans.  Nick had his own friends and his music and whatever else he did 
with his free time.  (Sleep?  Play video games?  She wasn’t really sure, and that suited 
her just fine.)  She wasn’t going to be clingy, and she didn’t want to feel smothered by 
him either. 

They weren’t even going to spend Thanksgiving together.  Nick had already 
accepted an invitation from the Littrells to spend the long weekend in Kentucky, and 
Claire was staying in Florida with her family.  Nick would have been invited, of course; 
they hadn’t said it in so many words, but she got the impression that her parents were 
pleased he was back in her life.  Her mother had always been fond of him, and even her 
dad had to admit that he certainly seemed to be a better man than Jamie had turned out 
to be. 

It was just as well that Nick would be gone for the weekend, mostly because of 
Jamie.  Now that the divorce was finalized, Claire had a house full of stuff in Iowa to 
take care of, and the holidays were the perfect time to fly back and pack her things.  At 
least, that was how Jamie’s mother saw it.  It had been Mrs. Turner, not her son, who 
had called Claire and begged her to come up after Thanksgiving... and bring the babies, 
of course.  Claire wasn’t excited about going, but it had been a year since she’d flown 
home to Florida for Thanksgiving and never gone back.  She did have business to take 
care of, and it wasn’t fair to Jamie to leave him with a house full of her things, most of 
which he probably didn’t want and which would only remind him of her.  Besides, Mrs. 
Turner hadn’t seen Caitlin and Delaine since they were in the NICU, aside from the 
emailed pictures Jamie surely showed her.  Despite her feelings for her former mother-
in-law, Claire wasn’t out to keep her daughters from their grandmother, and so she 
agreed to make the trip the Saturday after Thanksgiving. 

It was convenient that Nick would already be in Kentucky then because, 
otherwise, he might have volunteered to travel with her.  And while she could have used 
the help, flying with ten-month-old twins, there was no way she wanted Nick and Jamie 
within five miles of each other, let alone punching distance.  No, this was something she 
needed to take care of on her own. 



 

And so, they said their goodbyes at the airport the day before Thanksgiving, an 
hour before Nick’s plane to Lexington was scheduled to depart. 

“Have a safe trip,” said Claire, offering a smile. 
Nick returned it with a grimace that said, quite plainly, I can’t wait to get it over 

with.  She giggled; some things never changed.  Nick still hated flying and always would. 
“You be safe too,” he replied.  “The Midwest is supposed to get some snow this 

weekend, I heard.” 
“Jamie said they’ve already got some on the ground.  He was excited about it,” 

she scoffed, rolling her eyes.  “Oh well... I guess I missed out on the snow up there last 
year; I can take it for a couple of days... then return to sunny Florida and go to the 
beach.”   She beamed. 

Nick grinned back.  “It’s supposed to be in the 80s and sunny all next week.  
Bring the girls over to my place, and they can play in the sand.  Maybe we’ll take the boat 
out – whaddya say?” 

It sounded like heaven to Claire.  “Sounds great!” she exclaimed.  “Let’s plan on 
it.” 

He nodded his agreement.  “Cool.”   He was playing his part well, staying casual 
and cordial with her, not pushing to get closer.  Claire was grateful.  She liked the way 
their rekindled relationship was going so far, but she knew it would be only too easy to 
get swept up in their old feelings for another and move too fast.  She was terrified of 
making the same mistakes all over again, hurting Nick and losing her companion in the 
process. 

“Well,” said Nick, turning around to check the time on a large wall clock, “it’s 
gettin’ to be that time.  I better get through security and find my gate.” 

Claire nodded.  “Alright.  C’mere first.”   He obeyed, and she pulled him in for a 
hug, squeezing tightly. 

“Eat lots of turkey,” he commanded, as they pulled apart. 
“You too.  And cranberry sauce – my favorite,” she added with a grin. 
“And pumpkin pie-” 
“With lots of whipped cream,” she interjected. 
Nick gave her a look.  “Okay, you’re finishing my sentences.  Time to go, my 

darling.”   He flashed her a cheesy smile, pecked her on the cheek, and then he was off, 
weaving through the heavy crowds with his carry-on slung over his shoulder. 

She watched him join one of the lanes feeding through the metal detectors, 
behind a frazzled-looking woman trying to corral three cranky, young children.  Claire 
heaved a sigh, imagining what she would look like on Saturday, trying to get through 
security with a twin stroller.  She wasn’t sure anything she had at the house in Clive, 
including Jamie, was worth the trip. 

But come Saturday, she would find herself back here anyway, wrangling her 
babies through security to board a plane to Des Moines. 

And come Sunday, she would regret having ever gone. 
 

*** 
 

Sunday afternoon found Nick at the Blue Grass Airport in Lexington, his luggage 
at his feet, his plane ticket back to Tampa in his hand.  He took a moment to scan the 
flight information board.  There were lots of delayed flights, due to a combination of 



 

 

holiday traffic and the snowstorm that had dumped several feet on the Midwest and was 
moving eastward.  But Kentucky hadn’t gotten a lick of the snow received by its 
neighbors to the north, and the flight to Tampa was still on time. 

He sidled into the line to check his luggage, too lethargic from the turkey 
sandwich he’d had for lunch at Harold and Jackie’s to move quickly.  He’d had a 
pleasant Thanksgiving – holidays at the Littrells always were – and wasn’t in any real 
hurry to get home, not while Claire was still in Iowa.  She wasn’t flying out until 
tomorrow, and if the delays kept up, it might be even later than that. 

He turned around, squinting at the flight information again.  Sure enough, there 
was one flight to Des Moines, and it was delayed.  He wondered if he should call Claire 
and let her know.  If planes landing at the Des Moines airport were being delayed, surely 
planes taking off would be too. 

The baggage line didn’t seem to be moving, so he pulled his cell phone out of his 
pocket.   

“Hey!” Claire answered after four rings, sounding surprised to hear from him.  
“Where are you?” 

“Check-in line at the airport,” he replied.  “It’s not lookin’ too good up there, huh?  
There’s a flight to Des Moines from here that’s delayed, and it looks like most of the 
flights to Chicago, Detroit, all the major cities, are delayed or cancelled.” 

Claire sighed.  “Yeah, we got dumped on.  Jamie was out shoveling three feet of 
snow from the driveway when I got up this morning.” 

“When you got up this morning?”  Nick frowned, and his heart did a few staccato 
beats.  “You mean you spent the night there?” 

She sighed again, and he knew that this time, her annoyance was directed at him.  
“Yes, because the weather was so bad.  I got in right before the storm hit and brought the 
girls over to the house, and then it started snowing.  Jamie didn’t want me driving back 
to the hotel in a blizzard, especially not with his daughters in the car.  And I wasn’t so 
keen on driving in it either.  So yes, I stayed the night, in the guestroom with Cait and 
Lainey.  Now, are you going to get jealous and freak out about that, or are you going to 
be glad that we’re all safe and sound?” 

Well, she had him there, but Nick still wasn’t happy about it.  “Of course I’m glad 
you’re safe,” he grumbled.  “It’s just awfully convenient, if you know what I mean.  Every 
time you go to Iowa, you get snowed in with Jamie.  I bet he just loved that.” 

“Oh, please, Nick.  Don’t start this crap again.  This isn’t some secret plot against 
you, some torrid rendezvous behind your back.  Jamie blew his last chance with me; 
we’re over, divorced, end of story.  I’m only here now so I don’t have to go back anytime 
soon.” 

“Alright, alright, I’m sorry,” Nick made himself apologize, not wanting to fight 
with her.  “So how’s everything going?  What are you up to right now?” 

“Enjoying some alone time.  The girls are taking naps, and Jamie ran to Wal-Mart 
to get some lights for the Christmas tree.  I’m gonna help him put up decorations later.” 

Nick didn’t like that either.  “I thought you said the roads were bad.  Why’s he out 
driving?” 

“They’re not too bad now; the snow plows and salt trucks were out all night.  The 
main roads are fine; it’s just the back roads that are still a mess.” 

“Well then, why don’t you go back to your hotel and let him put up his own 
decorations?” 



 

“I’m still packing up stuff here.  Besides, he’s a guy; he doesn’t know anything 
about how to string lights on a tree.  He’d be helpless without me.” 

Nick rolled his eyes.  And you just love that, don’t you? he thought scornfully.  
Somehow, Claire always found an excuse to be needed.  Why couldn’t she just pack up 
her crap and leave?  He could picture Jamie turning on the old charm and trying to woo 
her back, making her forget all the reasons she’d left him in the first place.  It was like a 
silent movie playing in his head, distorted and tinged with angry red, and it made his 
blood boil. 

“Alright, well... you have fun with that.  I gotta go; the line’s moving,” he 
mumbled, even though it wasn’t.  She started to say goodbye, but he flipped his phone 
shut, fuming. 

He tried to tell himself that there was no way Claire was weak enough or stupid 
enough to let Jamie get to her, but the past had proven that when it came to Jamie 
Turner, her judgment was impaired.  And that scared him.  He’d waited so long for her 
to come back, and she finally had.  He couldn’t bear the thought, even the slightest 
possibility, of losing her again.  Especially not to him.  The paranoia of imagining what 
might happen with Jamie and Claire snowed in together, their little family reunited, was 
getting worse by the second, eating away at his insides.  He couldn’t take it. 

He turned around again, eyes zeroing in on the flight information.  The flight to 
Des Moines was still listed, and still delayed.  It should have already left, but it was now 
scheduled to depart twenty minutes after his plane to Tampa left the ground.  Not long 
to wait.  Not long at all... 

When he turned back, the baggage line had finally started to move, but Nick 
stepped out of it.  Hauling his luggage with him, he made a beeline for the American 
Airlines counter.  There was no line here; it seemed everyone already had their tickets 
and were just waiting to fly out.  Nick, however, crammed his boarding pass into his 
back pocket, slammed his wallet down on the counter, and told the clerk, “I want to 
book a seat on the next flight to Des Moines.” 
 

*** 
 

Claire was oblivious to the extent of Nick’s paranoia, as she sat in Jamie’s 
bedroom, once her bedroom too, pawing through the boxes she’d dug out of her side of 
the closet.  Jamie was still gone, the twins were still asleep, and she was still happily 
sorting. 

She’d already gone through all of the clothes she’d left behind, deciding what 
might still fit, what was worth keeping, and what was going straight to the Goodwill 
store.  She had no need for most of her pre-pregnancy clothes anymore; aside from her 
baggy sweats and t-shirts, most of them no longer fit well, and in the last year, she’d 
acquired more clothes to replace them.  It felt good to cut down on the amount of stuff 
she was going to be shipping back. 

Now she was tackling the rest of her closet, which was mostly boxes of keepsakes 
and other things she’d had no idea where to put.  These were her favorite boxes to go 
through because they brought back so many memories, the good along with the bad.  
The wedding box had been hard to look at; in it she’d put all the mementos from their 
wedding that weren’t in her scrapbook:  her garter; the pins from her hair; the “bouquet” 



 

 

she’d carried down the aisle at their rehearsal, made of a paper plate and bows from her 
bridal shower; the little satin pillow Kamden had carried their rings on; the guestbook...  

She’d opened the silk-covered book, skimmed the elegantly embossed pages, and 
read the names of family and friends, all the people who had turned up in support of her 
marriage to Jamie.  In a way, she felt like she’d let every one of them down by breaking 
her vows.  But not Nick.  His name appeared near the end, after all the others, and she 
knew that when he’d signed it, he hadn’t done so out of support for her marriage.  He’d 
done so because she had invited him, and he was her friend. 

You knew all along he wasn’t the one for me, she’d thought sadly, running her 
fingers across his signature.  You knew it was supposed to be you.  But you still came. 

She missed him, couldn’t wait till they were both back in Tampa.  They hadn’t 
been together for Thanksgiving, but maybe they’d spend Christmas with each other.  
And New Year’s.  Definitely New Year’s.  A new year... a fresh start.  It was what they 
both needed. 

He’d be turning thirty in January, and she not two months after him.  Thirty 
years old.  She couldn’t believe it.  Thirty had seemed so old to her when she was a child, 
and now here she was, in the last leg of her twenties, with two children of her own.  She 
didn’t feel old, not at all, and yet, she’d reached a new stage in her life. 

It was time to settle down and raise a family.  She had one of her own now, but it 
wasn’t complete.  She had her babies, two gifts from God, and if she never had another 
child, they would be enough.  But she wanted them to have a father... not just a sperm 
donor, but a real father, like her own.  And she herself wanted a husband, someone with 
whom she could grow old and share the rest of her life. 

Nick. 
Whether she wanted to admit it or not, he was the someone she had in mind 

when she imagined all of those things.  Father... husband... life companion.  There was 
no other. 

It scared her a little, because she was doing the exact thing she hadn’t wanted to 
do – fall head over heels for him all over again.  She had to be cautious... too fast, too 
hard, and the inertia would carry her forward into another commitment she wasn’t yet 
ready to make.  She couldn’t afford to blow another marriage.  The next time she said “I 
do,” it had to last forever.  And even with Nick, forever was a long time. 

She put the lid back on her wedding box and slid it aside, anxious to distract 
herself with something else.  But when she opened the next box, all she found were more 
mementos... of Nick. 

In this box were eleven months of her life, the eleven months she’d spent with 
him.  Like the wedding box, it held everything she couldn’t fit into her scrapbook, but 
had saved nonetheless.  Movie ticket stubs, framed pictures, cards he’d given her, 
pressed red and yellow roses from all his bouquets.  She found the comic he'd drawn for 
her on the day she'd moved in, the handwritten note left atop the lingerie he'd given her 
that night.  She leafed through a stack of slightly crumpled scraps of paper, tied together 
with red satin ribbon, each penned with a line from "Open Arms." 

Near the bottom of the box, her fingers brushed against something small and 
rough.  Mystified, she plucked it between her thumb and forefinger and pulled it out.  A 
long braid of yarn came with it, and when she finally got it loose and held it up to see 
what it was, her breath caught in her throat. 



 

It was the Cracklin' Oat Bran ring, the piece of cereal Nick had bestowed upon her 
the morning after his marriage proposal, lacquered with mod-podge and held on a chain 
of red and yellow yarn.  He had one just like it somewhere, or at least he once had, but 
she hadn't seen either of them in years. 

Holding the "necklace" up to the light, she started to laugh... and laugh and laugh.  
She laughed until tears sprung to her eyes, and then she cried.  How could she have ever 
let a man like Nick go?  She'd wasted years of her life on Jamie, years she could have 
spent with Nick, if only she had not been so self-centered and impulsive. 

I'm not going to be that way anymore, she told herself.  This time, I'm going to 
make it work.  I'm going to take my time... and compromise... and sacrifice... and give 
as much as I take.  I'm not going to let the little things get in the way of us again. 

After all, it was the little things that had broken them up.  Not the big things, like 
the trials that had shown her Jamie’s true nature.  She and Nick could handle the big 
stuff; they’d proven that time and time again over the years.  And now that they were 
both older and wiser, she knew they could deal with the rest too. 

Don’t sweat the small stuff, Claire.  Be grateful for every last, little thing.  
Cherish every moment you have with him. 

Oh, how she would soon wish she had taken her own advice all along. 
 

*** 
 

A light snow was falling, as Nick drove away from the Des Moines airport in his 
rental car, the GPS set to direct him to Jamie’s house in the suburb of Clive. 

He knew Claire was still there; he’d tried calling her hotel room and gotten no 
answer.  There was no excuse for her not to be at the hotel; it was getting dark, and 
despite the snow, the roads weren’t bad.  But she was still at Jamie’s, getting cozy as 
they decorated the house for Christmas.  He pictured them sitting on the couch with 
mugs of cocoa... the twins playing on the floor, before a crackling fire.  He couldn’t 
remember whether or not the house even had a fireplace, but it didn’t matter.  That was 
the visual he had in his head, and it was driving him crazy. 

He drove fast down the highway, trying to rehearse what he was going to say 
when he got there.  But he didn’t know.  What in the hell was he supposed to say?  How 
was he going to explain himself?  Did it really matter anyway?  No matter what he said, 
Claire was going to think he was either totally romantic or totally crazy for changing his 
flight plans at the last minute. 

At that particular moment, he himself was leaning more towards crazy. 
 

*** 
 
“You know Dasher and Dancer and Prancer and Vixen...” 
Hearing Jamie’s voice blend with Burl Ives’ on the CD, Claire turned around to 

find him kneeling in front of Cait and Lainey, his face at their level. 
“Comet and Cupid and Donner and Blitzen...” 
She forced herself to turn back around and continue hanging ornaments, while 

his singing went on in the background. 
“But do you recall... the most famous reindeer of all?  Rudolph the red-nosed 

reindeer... had a very shiny nose...” 



 

 

Cute as it was to see Jamie singing Christmas songs to the twins, Claire couldn’t 
bear to watch it.  It almost made her sick.  He had the potential to be such a good father 
to their children, but he hadn’t been.  He’d practically abandoned them from birth, 
afraid to touch them in the NICU, unable to stay with them the way she had.  And now 
that they were bigger and older and healthier, he was all set to be the jovial dad, 
bouncing them on his knee while he taught them Christmas songs. 

It wasn’t fair.  It wasn’t fair to the girls, to whom Jamie had been nothing but a 
stranger when they’d arrived at his door yesterday, and it wasn’t fair to her either.  And 
yet, she should have known it would be like this.  Jamie was doing what Jamie did best 
in an awkward situation:  pretend like nothing was wrong.  He hadn’t given up the act 
once the entire weekend.  He’d cuddled and played with the twins like a doting father 
should, he had joked around with her, and his charade was so good that an outside 
observer never would have guessed he was a divorced dad who hadn’t seen his children 
in person since they were less than a month old. 

It aggravated Claire that she would let him get away with it, but if given the 
choice between a hostile relationship with him and a friendly one, she would always 
choose friendly... even if it seemed fake.  And so she played along as best as she could, 
though not nearly as well as Jamie. 

“Then one foggy Christmas Eve, Santa came to say – ho, ho, ho!” 
Cait and Lainey both shrieked with giggles at Jamie’s belly laugh, and even Claire 

had to smile.  Sadly.  It was selfish of her, but she didn’t want to see the twins get too 
attached to him.  They’d be leaving for home tomorrow, and who knew when they would 
see Jamie again?  When the girls got older, it would only get harder and harder for them 
to be separated from their father.  She was trying to keep herself emotionally distanced 
from Jamie, and she wished she could do the same for them, to protect them. 

But for now, she supposed it wouldn’t hurt.  They were only ten months old.  
After a few days back in Florida, they would forget him anyway. 

Sometimes, she wished she could forget so easily, she thought as she picked up an 
ornament from the box.  It was a pair of silver bells, engraved with the inscription, 

 
Our First Christmas Together 

Jamie & Claire 
2008 

 
*** 

 
The snow was falling faster as Nick pulled into the driveway of the familiar, split-

level house he’d visited last Halloween.  Claire may have hated it, but it was actually 
quite pretty, thought Nick, as he turned off the ignition and sat still for a moment, 
watching the silvery flakes accumulate on his windshield.  They were large snowflakes, 
and each one was a work of art, its unique and perfect symmetry quite visible against the 
glass. 

For a moment, Nick found it hard to peel his eyes away.  But then his focus 
moved to the house in the background, and he remembered why he was there. 

Claire. 
She was definitely here; there was another rental car in the driveway, heaps of 

snow piled around its tires.  She hadn’t left the house since she’d arrived yesterday.  But 



 

at least she hadn’t been lying about the amount of snow; Clive had been half-buried in it.  
Not an inch of pavement, blade of grass, or shingle of roof was visible beneath the white 
powder.  It covered everything; even driveways and sidewalks which appeared to have 
been shoveled mere hours ago had a dusting of fresh snow. 

It was so beautiful that it had a calming effect on Nick.  What did it really matter 
if she had been here with Jamie all this time?  He trusted her.  He knew she wasn’t going 
to fall back into Jamie’s arms like some weak rag doll.  He had to give her some credit; 
she was too strong, too stubborn for that.  So what was he afraid of? 

Nothing, he decided, gazing towards the house.  He had nothing to be afraid of.  
He would just walk up to the front door, ring the bell, push Jamie aside, and tell Claire 
he had changed his flight because he couldn’t go another day without seeing her.  And, 
wouldn’t she like to have some help in getting her twins home safe and sound in all this 
snow? 

She would eat it up, he thought, a smile playing on his lips.  She wouldn’t think he 
was crazy.  She would love that he had come the extra miles, flown on a plane in these 
treacherous conditions, just to see her. 

Emboldened by that thought, he opened his door.  Upon stepping out of the car, 
he found himself in a world of white.  The snow seemed to have a muffling effect, for it 
was eerily quiet all around him.  No cars, no people, no animals, no wind.  Nothing but 
the faint whisperings of snowflakes falling upon snowflakes.  “Silent night, holy night,” 
he thought with a smile.  “All is calm, all is bright...” 

The silence was broken when he began crunching cautiously up to the front 
porch, careful to keep his footing in the wet snow.  He clung to the porch railing, taking 
the snow-covered steps slowly and one at a time.  The last thing he wanted to do was 
lose his balance and plant his ass in the snow right on Jamie’s doorstep. 

Finally, he made it onto the porch.  The bay window was shrouded with curtains, 
but the front door was flanked by narrow panes of clear glass.  They cast strips of golden 
light onto the snowy porch, and through them, Nick could see into the living room, 
where there was a modest-sized Christmas tree sparkling with lights.  Claire stepped 
into his view, her back to him, her arm poised above her head to hang an ornament high 
on the tree. 

Watching her, he let out his breath in a long cloud that swirled around him in the 
frigid night air. 

 
*** 

 
Caitlin and Delaine giggled and bounced with joy as they watched their father 

make a fool of himself, dancing spastically around Claire as she went on methodically 
hanging ornaments. 

“Rockin’ around the Christmas tree at the Christmas party hop,” he sang, raising 
his voice to the same octave as Brenda Lee’s and doing some dance move that resembled 
The Monkey.  “Mistletoe hung where you can see, every couple tries to stop.” 

And suddenly, his hand was around her wrist, and he was dragging her away 
from the tree, over to the doorway that opened into the kitchen.  And there was 
mistletoe, hung where she hadn’t seen it before.  She knew, instinctively, what he was 
about to do and tried to pull away, but he threw her backwards over his arm, dipping her 
low, leaned over her, and brought his lips crashing down onto hers. 



 

 

She tore away, sputtered “What the hell are you doing?!” and fell flat on her butt 
as his arm gave out beneath her. 

But out in the cold, Nick had only seen the kiss. 
 

*** 
 

Inside, Claire’s cheeks burned with humiliation.  Jamie’s eyes blazed with anger.  
But outside, Nick’s heart had frozen into a block of ice. 
He could not believe what he had just seen.  It was his worst fear, confirmed.  

Snowed in together, they’d found a way to rekindle their old feelings for each other.  
Jamie had gotten to her after all. 

And now what?  He had come all this way, only for this.  To have his frozen heart 
completely shattered out on Jamie’s porch. 

Why? 
He didn’t understand.  He could barely comprehend what he’d seen, but to try 

and understand why... it was impossible.  And yet, he needed to know.  He needed 
answers.  Claire was going to have to own up to this... here and now.  And Jamie... Lord 
help him if Jamie came to the door. 

Without hesitating, incapable of rational thought, he pummeled the doorbell.  He 
heard it ring from inside and steeled himself, his breath coming in and out in short 
puffs, like an angry bull, ready to charge the moment the door opened.  If Jamie 
answered, he was going to knock him flat on his ass. 

Sure enough, Jamie was coming; peering through the window, Nick could see 
him moving towards the door far better than Jamie could see him standing out in the 
darkness.  Jamie pulled the door open, and Nick didn’t hesitate.  The moment he could 
get through, he attacked, sending his cold fist straight into Jamie’s jaw. 

The collision snapped Jamie’s head backwards, and the force threw him off his 
feet.  As he was knocked down, Nick heard Claire scream from somewhere in the 
background.  Looking up, he saw her getting up from the floor and hurrying over. 

“Nick!” she cried, gaping at him in shock.  “What the hell?!” 
“I could ask you the same thing!” he spat, glaring between her and Jamie, who 

was now sitting on the floor in an apparent state of shock, massaging his jaw.  “I walk up 
here to surprise you, and I see the two of you making out under the mistletoe!  So yeah, 
what the hell, Claire?!” 

Behind her, the twins had started to cry, startled by all of the yelling and probably 
wondering why their Nick had just hurt their daddy. 

“Oh, you have got to be kidding me!” Claire laughed, high and humorlessly.  
“How’s that for perfect timing?” 

Nick missed the sarcasm, but was plenty sarcastic himself.  “Perfect timing, huh?” 
he snapped.  “Yeah, I bet... got you out of having to tell me anything, huh?  You just let 
me see it for myself.  Guess you’re off the hook.  Happy fucking holidays to you!” 

Humiliated and ravaged inside, he turned and skidded off the porch, half-wishing 
he could just throw himself into a snow drift and disappear. 

“No, Nick, wait!” he heard Claire yell from the porch, but he ignored her and 
stomped to his car.  She disappeared inside, but moments later, she was leaping off the 
porch after him, her tennis shoes sinking into the wet snow.  He jerked his key into the 



 

ignition and revved it to life, but just as he threw it into reverse, the passenger door flew 
open, and a disheveled Claire scrambled inside. 

“Get out,” Nick growled, his foot poised to come off the brake. 
“No.  Look, this is silly, Nick; you need to he-” 
“Fine,” he interrupted, and he yanked his foot off the brake and slammed it down 

on the accelerator.  The car shot backwards out of the driveway, spewing snow 
everywhere, and ricocheted onto the street.  He jerked the wheel just quickly enough to 
keep it from sliding right into the neighbor’s ditch and managed to keep it on the road, 
though the wheels spun without traction as he braked.  He ignored this, threw the car 
into drive, and accelerated up the street. 

“Jesus Christ, Nick!” Claire hissed, whatever explanation she had to offer 
momentarily lost in her shock.  “Slow down, or you’re gonna put your car in the ditch!” 

He said nothing, but slowed down.  A little.  He compensated by turning on the 
radio.  The rock station he’d found on his drive over came on, and he cranked up the 
volume until the music was blasting too loud for him to hear anything else, including 
Claire’s voice.  He didn’t want to hear the same old excuses from her, about how he was 
being paranoid, reading too much into it, about how she and Jamie were back to being 
“just friends,” nothing more. 

Fuck that.  He’d seen what he’d seen, and there was no way she could deny it. 
She was going to try though.  Claire was nothing if not determined.  She reached 

out to turn down the radio so that she could be heard, but as soon as she did, he turned 
it up again.  They played this game for several minutes, both too bullheaded to back 
down.  The car swerved a little every time Nick took his hand off the wheel; in the icy 
conditions, it required both hands to keep it straight.  But there was no other traffic on 
the road, and Nick was too angry to care about driving recklessly.  In that moment, he 
didn’t care about much of anything. 

He didn’t know where he was going, and neither did the GPS.  It kept trying to 
make him turn around and go back to Jamie’s house, which was exactly what Claire 
wanted too.  They were allies, Claire and the GPS, and he was against them both.  
Whichever way the GPS told him to turn, he turned in the opposite direction, the car 
skidding across the road each time, spewing snow in its wake. 

Claire silenced the radio again.  “For God’s sake, Nick, will you please just pull 
over?!” her voice rang out.  The pleading note in it struck a chord in him, but he kept 
driving.  He did not, however, turn the radio back up. 

“Why should I?” he replied finally.  “So you can give me all your excuses about 
how you and Jamie are ‘just friends’?  Friends who make out under the mistletoe when 
they’re supposed to be settling their divorce?” 

“No!  Pull over so you don’t fucking kill us, first of all, and then I’ll explain!  It’s 
stupid, Nick, it really is!” 

“No, what’s stupid was me coming here; that’s what’s stupid,” Nick spat bitterly, 
glaring out at the stretch of icy road that lay in front of him.  Somehow, in one of the 
crazed turns he’d taken, he’d gotten them away from the houses.  They were between 
Clive and the next town now, on a lonely, two-lane, country road, with barren farmland 
on one side and woods on the other.  Here and there, the road curved, as property lines 
changed.  The unsalted pavement was slick, and he finally took his foot off the 
accelerator, knowing he was in danger of spinning into the ditch if he kept speeding.  
Even if he’d wanted to pull over, there was really nowhere to do so now.  The road barely 



 

 

had a shoulder, at least not that he could see in all the snow, and there were ditches on 
both sides. 

So he just kept driving, and finally, Claire said, “You can choose whether to 
believe this or not, but I’m telling you the truth.  That kiss you saw?  He forced himself 
on me.  He dragged me under the mistletoe.  I pushed his ass away, but I bet you didn’t 
see that part.” 

Nick kept silent.  He didn’t know what to think.  No, he hadn’t seen her push him 
away, but then, he hadn’t seen much of anything right after.  It was as if the rage had 
literally blinded him. 

“Why would he force himself on you?” he finally asked.  “Doesn’t the fuckbag 
realize it’s over?” 

“Hell if I know.  I didn’t get a chance to ask him, ‘cause you hit him in the face.  
Maybe he was just playing around; I don’t know.  Either way, it was completely 
inappropriate, and you have every right to be mad, but believe me, Nick, I didn’t want 
it!” 

Her last few words hung in the air, as they rode on in silence, Nick struggling to 
figure out what he thought of her explanation. 

“Do you believe me?” she asked in a small voice, after a minute or so. 
Nick let up on the accelerator again and chanced a look over at her, trying to read 

her expression in the moonlight.  The sheen coming off the snow cast a silvery glow 
across her face, making her eyes extra bright, and although it was still hard to get a good 
look at her, he realized he didn’t need to.  She wasn’t lying to him.  Claire was a lot of 
things, but she wasn’t a liar.  She’d always been blunt and brutally honest with him.  If 
something had really happened with Jamie, she would have told him.  And she sure 
wouldn’t have jumped into the car with him, knowing how he drove when he was upset. 

“I believe you,” he replied quietly, turning his eyes back to the road. 
The curve came out of nowhere.  If there had been a sign warning him, he’d 

missed it.  The road veered sharply to the left, and with just seconds to adjust, he knew 
he’d never make it.  He jerked the wheel left anyway, then quickly back to the right, 
trying in vain to keep the car from sliding right into the cornfield.  But right away, he 
knew he’d overcorrected.  He could feel his tires spinning and, with sheer panic, realized 
he’d lost control. 

The car was fishtailing now, skidding from the left lane to the right.  As it slid off 
the blacktop, he heard Claire scream.  He caught a flash of the shadowy trees looming 
ahead a split second before the car struck a snow drift, sending a shower of snow over 
the hood and covering the windows in white.  He could no longer see where they were 
going, nor had he any chance of gaining control, but for another second or so, he was 
aware.  He knew they were spinning off the road; he knew they were about to crash.  He 
tried to brace himself. 

As they hurtled into the ditch, his last conscious thought was of Claire. 
Then the world seemed to implode on him, and the dim whiteness of the snow 

turned to black. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 196 
 

For a few seconds, she sat stock still, not breathing, in shock, unable to wrap her 
mind around what had just happened. 

Then, all at once, the air in her lungs came gusting out, and with rattling breaths, 
Claire took in fresh air.  She breathed in and out, and as she did, she returned to 
awareness.  They had crashed in the snow and trees.  Was anyone hurt? 

Still breathing shallowly, she surveyed her body.  She could feel everything, but 
nothing hurt.  Her heart was racing, her whole body was trembling, but no part of her 
was screaming out in pain.  She was shaken, she decided, but not injured. 

Her mind immediately flashed to Nick.  “Nick?” she called out, and was shocked 
at how frightened and little girlish her voice sounded.  It was deathly silent, and the 
single syllable of his name seemed to echo in the car, giving her the impression that she 
was very much alone.  She was almost afraid to look over at him, but she did, and 
discovered that she was, in fact, alone. 

Nick was there, thank god; he hadn’t been thrown from the car.  But he was 
unconscious, his eyes closed, his body slumped over the wheel.  He hadn’t been wearing 
his seat belt, she realized.  Oh my God...  Why hadn’t she told him to put on his seatbelt? 

The panic rose in her throat, as her heart pulsed rapidly in her carotid.  Her next 
thought was that he was dead.  She wanted to reach out and shake him, but she was so 
scared, terrified of touching him and feeling for a pulse and not finding one.  What 
would she do?  He couldn’t be dead... he couldn’t be dead... 

“Nick!” she screamed.  “Wake up!  C’mon, Nick, please wake up!”  Instinctively, 
she grabbed his shoulder, squeezing hard.  He didn’t even flinch.  She watched him 
unblinkingly, shaking all over, but he didn’t seem to be moving at all... not even 
breathing.  She stifled a sob, her trembling fingers hovering near the side of his neck, 
where she could feel her own heartbeat pounding.  But she withdrew them.  No matter 
what she might find, there was nothing she could do for him while he was slumped over 
in the car.  She had to get him out first. 

With a burst of adrenaline, she snapped into action, fumbling with her seatbelt 
until it unbuckled, then reaching for her door handle.  The door didn’t want to open 
right away, but she pushed hard, throwing her entire body weight against it, and finally, 
it flew open.  She toppled out into the snow and scrambled to her feet.  She was without 
gloves or coat, but she didn’t even notice the biting cold of the snow dripping from her 
hands or the twenty-degree air seeping through her worn hoodie. 

The car was practically buried in snow, covered completely except for her open 
car door.  Globs of the soppy white substance were already falling from the roof onto the 
passenger seat, but that didn’t matter now.  She left the door open and waded through 
the snow, around to the other side.  She couldn’t even see the door handle to grab it, so, 
using her sleeve as a scraper, she started brushing snow off the exterior in great, 
sweeping motions. 

With some of the snow off the car, she could start to see the damage.  It had 
plowed headfirst into a massive tree, striking mostly on the driver’s side.  The hood was 
crumpled, the fender smashed, and the entire front end seemed to have caved in with 
the tree’s impact.  The deathly silence was now permeated by the hiss of steam rising 
from the engine and the faint sound of dripping from somewhere beneath the car. 



 

 

It didn’t sound good, but Claire’s only concern was for Nick.  Finding his door 
handle, she took hold of it with both hands and tugged, trying to wrench the door open.  
But her effort was in vain.  The metal was so twisted, it wouldn’t budge.  She pulled until 
her arms were screaming in their sockets, and finally, she slumped against the car in 
exhaustion, icy tears stinging her cheeks. 

I need to call for help, she realized.  They were on a back road; there was no 
guarantee of anyone driving by to find them.  She would have to call... but she had no 
phone.  She’d run out of the house without her cell phone, without her purse, her coat, 
anything.  But Nick would have his phone with him.  He was never without it.  She just 
had to get to it. 

She gave the door one last tug, knowing it was useless.  She had no hope of 
getting it open, and so she scrambled back around to the other side, clawing her way 
through the deep snow.  Back into the car she climbed, headfirst, patting at Nick’s pants 
pockets.  She tried the right side first, in hopes that his phone would be there, easily 
accessible to her, but of course it wasn’t.  She knew he always kept it in the left side 
pocket, maybe as a way of filling the void left by his prosthesis. 

Leaving him slumped forward, she reached around his back and felt him up 
blindly, her hand pawing for his pockets.  Finally, her knuckles struck something hard, 
and she managed to find the opening of his pocket and cram her hand inside.  Her numb 
fingers emerged with his phone clutched tightly in them, and in her excitement, she 
nearly dropped it trying to bring it back around him. 

Finally, she had it in her grasp.  Holding it up, she punched the three numbers 
she’d been taught to dial as a small child, but had never actually had to use before.  The 
call went through, but the reception inside the car was so bad that all she heard were 
clicks and crackles. 

“Can you hear me?!” she cried into the phone, feeling the panic rise in her chest 
again.  “Please, I need help!”   She had no way of knowing if the 911 operator could 
understand her or not, and if not, her attempt was futile.  She had to get better 
reception.  Flipping the phone shut, she clambered out of the car again and moved away 
from it.  Out in the open, she saw two bars appear on the phone’s screen and dialed 
again. 

“Please work,” she begged, as the phone rang.   
“911.  What is your emergency?” came a woman’s voice, clear this time. 
Claire tried to keep her own voice as controlled as she could, knowing she needed 

the woman to hear her correctly the first time so that she could get back to Nick.  “I’ve 
been in a car accident; our car skidded off the road and hit a tree.  We’re on County Line 
Road, and my boyfriend’s still stuck in the car.  He’s hurt; he’s unconscious.  We need 
help as soon as possible, please.”   She made it until the last few words without breaking 
down, but then her voice grew thick with tears, and she could no longer speak. 

The operator was asking her questions, but her racing mind could barely 
comprehend them, let alone form answers.  The composure with which she’d made the 
call dissolved into panic again, and then, as a flash of something bright caught her 
attention, panic turned to all-out hysteria. 

The car was on fire. 
Flames had burst out from beneath the hood, and the crisp winter air was 

poisoned with the noxious black smoke rising out of them.  Claire gagged, more from 



 

her own dread than the fumes, and choked into the phone, “The car’s on fire!  Please 
send help!  County Line Road!” 

It was all the information she could give the woman, and she prayed it was 
enough.  It would have to be, because she couldn’t stay on the phone any longer.  She 
had to get to Nick.  She tossed his phone down without flipping it shut and tore back to 
the car.  The flames were already creeping up to the windshield, and there was smoke in 
the interior.  She sucked in a deep breath before she climbed inside and tried to hold it 
as she crawled in headfirst again.  Knowing she had to move quickly, she grabbed Nick 
from behind, sliding her arms under both armpits and around his chest, and pulled. 

Every bit of first aid she’d ever learned told her not to move someone who was 
seriously injured, but that information went out the window.  She was acting on instinct, 
nothing else, and instinct told her that if she didn’t get Nick out of the car in the next few 
minutes, he was going to die. 

If he wasn’t dead already. 
Refusing to believe she was doing this for nothing, she pulled and pulled, 

gradually hoisting his torso over the center console.  But then, her progress stopped.  
She kept tugging, but his body wasn’t budging.  He was stuck. 

Panting and coughing in the smoke, she leaned over into the driver’s side, trying 
to see where he was caught up.  Then she realized:  The whole front corner of the car had 
collapsed on him.  His legs were pinned. 

Maybe not, she hoped, her thoughts racing a mile a minute.  Maybe it was just his 
left leg.  His prosthesis.  That could come off.  If she could just get it off him, maybe she 
could pull the rest of him free. 

Flames were licking the dashboard, as she dove for the fly of his pants, undoing it 
and struggling to pull them down over the socket of his artificial leg.  If she remembered 
correctly, there was a valve on the side that released the suction.  She had seen him take 
off his leg more times than she could count.  She reached for the valve now, found it, and 
released it.  She could practically feel the socket loosen from his stump, and when she 
want back to pulling on his upper half, his body began to slide again. 

“Yes!  Yes!” she screamed frantically, throwing the last of her strength into 
hoisting him over the console and across the passenger seat.  “Come on!” 

She hit another snag with his jeans; the stump of his left leg was free, but his right 
leg was still in them, and the pants were not going anywhere as long as they were 
wedged in with his prosthesis.  “Rip,” she begged, yanking harder, “rip!”   Above the 
crackle of flames, she thought she heard the denim start to tear, but before it could truly 
split, his shoe must have slid on through the bottom cuff, because suddenly, the 
resistance was gone. 

Her muscles were exhausted, her lungs burning, her brain screaming for oxygen, 
but she knew she had to keep pulling if she wanted fresh air.  She wasn’t leaving the car 
without Nick in her arms. 

The smoke was rapidly sapping her of her endurance, but it was the flames that 
gave her the last burst of adrenaline she needed to get out.  Crackling and spitting, they 
suddenly leapt onto Nick’s body, catching his sweatshirt on fire. 

“No!” Claire screamed, and before she knew what she was doing, she was 
reaching into the flames, swatting at them with her bare hands in a desperate attempt to 
put them out.  She barely even felt the fire scorch her palms, but even so, she realized 



 

 

what she was doing was stupid.  Just get him out of the car... just get him out, she told 
herself, and she resumed pulling, with hands that were now raw and blistered. 

One more big pull did the trick, and soon, Nick was sliding out into the snow.  
She didn’t let go right away, but continued to drag him, as far away from the car as she 
could get him, until she collapsed in exhaustion, coughing and choking to clear the 
smoke from her lungs. 

Still gasping for air, she managed to roll Nick over onto his front, smothering the 
flames.  “I’m sorry,” she sobbed when she rolled him back over, thinking absurdly of his 
bare legs and his face full of snow, and how cold he must be. 

But that was the least of his problems, and she soon snapped back to some 
semblance of rational thought and realized it.  Now that she had him lying flat, out in 
the open, she could tell for sure that he wasn’t breathing.  All she could think to do was 
mouth-to-mouth, which she’d never been formally trained to do, but was willing to try 
anyway.  It was either that, or let him die, and she wasn’t about to do the latter.  Maybe 
those medical shows she’d been forced to watch with her freshman roommate in college 
would pay off. 

She tipped Nick’s head back, brushed the snow from his face, pinched his nose 
shut, and forced his mouth open.  Then she bent over him, as if to kiss him, and pressed 
her mouth down over his.  She blew quickly, forcing precious air out of her lungs and 
into his.  As she pulled away, she could taste the soot and smoke from his lips. She 
looked to see if his chest had risen with the breaths, but couldn’t tell.  He still wasn’t 
breathing on his own, so she tried again. 

This time, she leaned down and pressed her ear against his chest, listening 
desperately for even a faint heartbeat.  Above the increasing roar of the fire, she couldn’t 
hear anything, but then she felt it... a very light, fluttering vibration against her cheek. 

“Thank God... thank God,” she whispered, lifting her head.  He was alive... but 
barely.  He still wasn’t breathing, and if she didn’t keep giving him air, that precious 
heartbeat would stop. 

Trembling all over, she crawled through the snow back to his head and knelt 
there, lowering her face to breathe for him again.  “Come on, Nick,” she pleaded between 
breaths.  “Stay with me.  Breathe for me.  Come on...” 

But she was still breathing for them both when the ambulance arrived, and the 
EMTs hurried forth with a stretcher and pulled her off of him. 

 
*** 

 
In the emergency room, Claire shivered uncontrollably on a gurney, despite the 

warming blanket the nurses had wrapped her in.  She’d heard the words “hypothermia” 
and “shock” uttered from their lips, but that wasn’t it.  It was fear making her tremble, 
and she wouldn’t be able to stop until she knew Nick was alive. 

She’d asked about him over and over again, from the moment the paramedics 
had dragged her off of him and forced her into a separate ambulance, until now.  She 
wasn’t sure how long she’d been at the hospital, but each minute felt like an eternity.  
Nurses bustled around her, slipping an oxygen canula into her nostrils, starting an IV in 
her arm, taking her temperature, attaching leads to her chest. 

“I’m fine,” she tried to tell them.  “Please, help Nick instead.  He’s hurt; he wasn’t 
breathing...” 



 

“They’re helping him next door, honey; he’s in good hands,” one of the nurses 
tried to reassure her.  “Let’s take care of you first, alright?  We’ve gotta get you warmed 
up and dress those hands of yours.” 

“Hands?” Claire repeated blankly.  She held them up... and gasped.  Her palms 
were bright red and blistered, with sheets of grayish skin peeling away from them.  
Strangely enough, she hadn’t noticed until now. 

“You must have a high threshold of pain.  Those are second degree burns,” the 
nurse continued, gently taking both her wrists and laying her hands palm up on a tray 
draped with a sterile cloth.  “We’re giving you something for the pain through your IV, 
but this is still gonna sting a bit.” 

Claire knew they should have been hurting like a mother, but instead, they felt 
numb.  All of her felt numb. 

“I’m afraid I’m gonna have to cut your ring, honey,” the nurse broke into her 
thoughts apologetically.  Her voice sounded faraway. 

“What?” Claire asked vaguely.  She could hear her, but couldn’t comprehend.  
Even her brain had gone numb. 

“Your ring,” the nurse repeated, louder this time, and Claire realized she was 
talking about her Claddagh ring.  Her engagement ring.  It had once pointed towards her 
heart.  Now it pointed outward... towards the wall that separated her from Nick.  “Your 
fingers are swelling.  It’s gonna cut off your circulation,” the nurse was saying. 

Claire nodded without understanding.  “It’s fine... cut it,” she murmured.  
Through a fog, she watched the nurse clamp a metal ring cutter around the band, and 
with a crack, the white gold snapped in two.  The nurse dropped the severed pieces onto 
the tray with a clatter and went about carefully swaddling both of her hands in a soft 
layer of gauze. 

Eventually, the fog around her receded, time seemed to speed up again, and 
Claire became aware of the fiery pain in her hands, the liquid warmth spreading through 
her body, the tingling burn in her legs. 

“Frostnip,” her nurse told her, when she mentioned the sensation.  “When the 
EMTs found you, you were kneeling in the snow.  They said you’d probably been there 
for at least ten minutes before they got there, maybe longer.  Jeans ain’t enough to 
protect your legs from the snow seeping in.  You’re lucky it’s only mild.” 

“What about Nick?  He didn’t have jeans on.  I had to pull them off him...” 
The nurse gave her a sympathetic look, her brows furrowing above her dark, kind 

eyes.  “Want me to go check and see if I can find out how he’s doing?” she offered. 
Claire nodded frantically, the magic words snapping her back to alertness.  

“Please,” she begged. 
“Alright.  Sit tight,” said the nurse, rubbing her shoulder through the blanket, and 

she left the room. 
While she was gone, a doctor came in.  Claire thought he’d been in to examine her 

when she’d first been brought in, but the rush into the ER had been a blur, not like the 
vivid images from the crash, and she couldn’t remember his name or what he might 
have said to her then.  All she recalled was the frustration and panic she’d felt when no 
one would tell her anything about Nick.  Even now, she knew nothing.  She stared at the 
door as the doctor looked at her hands, hoping her nurse would come bustling back 
through it with news. 



 

 

“Your hands should heal on their own with time,” the doctor said.  “I don’t think 
you’ll need a graft.” 

He may as well have been talking to himself, because Claire was barely listening.  
She didn’t care about her hands.  All she cared about was Nick, and she couldn’t focus 
on anything else while his life was hanging in balance. 

“You might have some scarring,” the doctor was still rambling, “but no real 
deformation.  All in all, you’re lucky.  Smoke inhalation, hypothermia, frostbite, but 
none of it serious.  And no injuries except for your burns and a minor case of whiplash.  
I’d like to admit you for the night for observation, just to be on the safe side, but you’ll 
probably be able to go home tomorrow.” 

His words went over her head.  She didn’t feel lucky.  Sure, she was in a better 
state than Nick, but that only made her feel guilty.  How could he be hurt so badly, and 
she escape without a scratch?  Aside from her hands, she was unscathed, and the burns 
were her own fault.  She just kept praying the doctors would be able to call Nick lucky 
too.  Maybe he wouldn’t be as bad as she’d thought. 

But when her nurse returned, her eyes looked grim. 
“I’m not gonna lie to you, honey,” she said, her dark-skinned hand clamping 

down on Claire’s shoulder.  “He’s in bad shape.” 
Claire drew in a sharp breath and felt her body start to quiver again. 
“Our best attending and her team are still working on him, but he’s been 

unresponsive for a long time.  Dr. Wittig said, if you’d like to come and be with him, 
now’s the time.” 

“You mean I can go in?” Claire asked, her voice shaking to the point that it was 
hardly recognizable.  Something in her heart lifted, even though she knew, deep down, 
what this meant.  Nick was dying.  He was dying, and they were offering her the chance 
to say goodbye. 

 
*** 

 
Claire wanted to rip all the tubes out of her body and run to Nick’s side, but of 

course, they would not let her.  She was brought into the next room in a wheelchair, an 
IV pole on one side and an oxygen tank on the other, gowned in a pair of scrubs with the 
warming blanket still draped around her shoulders.  She cradled her bandaged hands in 
her lap; they were shaking violently.  All of her was trembling, but she knew she needed 
to get a grip.  If they sensed she was about to have a panic attack, they’d never let her 
stay. 

And yet, everything about the scene playing out in front of her warranted panic. 
The doctors and nurses in this room moved with a sense of urgency, one injecting 

something into an IV line, another squeezing a bag valve mask every few seconds, while 
a woman in a white coat pushed repeatedly on Nick’s chest.  The latter gave Claire a 
horrible sinking feeling, and for once, she was grateful for the wheelchair; without it, her 
knees surely would have buckled.  She didn’t have to be a doctor or even a former 
patient to know what it all meant.  Nick’s heart was no longer beating on its own.  Only 
the cupped hands of the doctor kept it pumping, and if they stopped, he would die. 

The “if” was about to become a “when,” Claire soon discovered, when the brown-
haired doctor stepped out of the way for a nurse to take over the chest compressions and 
walked over to her.  “I’m Dr. Wittig,” she said, and her voice held a hushed quality that 



 

made it impossible to identify the faint accent with which she spoke.  She paused to 
glance over her shoulder, and Claire followed her gaze back to Nick, taking in the 
chilling sight of his ashen skin, the tubes in his chest and arms, the mask forcing air into 
his lungs.  His body twitched every time the nurse’s muscular arms pushed down on his 
chest, but otherwise, it was lifeless.  Watching, she felt icy fingers take hold of her heart 
and squeeze, until her own chest threatened to burst. 

The doctor put a hand on her shoulder, a gesture meant to comfort, though it 
offered her no reassurance.  “They lost his pulse in the ambulance,” she explained 
quietly.  “We’ve been working to resuscitate him here for almost an hour, with chest 
compressions, oxygen, medications, and fluids.  He hasn’t responded to any of our 
efforts.  We’ve gone on longer than we normally would, but given his VIP status and the 
state of hypothermia he was in on the scene of the accident, we wanted to keep trying to 
revive him.  However...” 

Claire had sensed the “however” was coming, but in no way was she prepared for 
it.  What little composure she had left began to slip away, as Dr. Wittig went on. 

“... it’s time to face the reality that, at this point, we’re not going to get him back.” 
Claire heard her words as if spoken through water; they sounded garbled, 

faraway.  Her brain was shutting down, trying to block them out.  She comprehended 
what the doctor was trying to say, but she couldn’t accept it.  Nick couldn’t be dead.  
After everything... all that he’d been through, all that he’d survived... he just couldn’t be. 

She shook her head, tears making the room blur and sway.  “Please, no.  Please 
keep trying,” she choked.  “He’s beaten the odds before.” 

But not these odds.  She could hardly think clearly, but in the back of her mind, 
she knew the reality.  Nick had fought cancer and won; he was just days away from his 
five-year mark, five whole years since the risky lung surgery that had saved his life and 
removed the malignancy from his body for the last time.  He’d made it through so 
much... but not this.  Through it all, his heart, that powerful symbol of life, had never 
stopped beating.  And now, it had been still for over an hour. 

Dr. Wittig’s grip tightened on her shoulder, though she barely felt the added 
pressure.  She’d gone numb again.  “I know how hard this must be for you, and I’m so 
very sorry,” said the attending in a low voice.  “We’ll keep trying... until you’re ready to 
let him go.” 

Somehow, Claire managed to nod, though she knew she would never be ready. 
 

*** 
 

From the moment the snow-covered windshield had grayed into darkness, he’d 
been sinking in a black sea. 

The pressure on his chest was intense and unbearable.  His heart felt twisted, 
cramped, as if there wasn’t enough room for it to beat against his ribs.  He couldn’t 
breathe, and his deflated lungs were screaming for air.  Yet there was none.  There was 
only water. 

Once his friend, it was now his foe.  It was cold as ice, and it surrounded him, 
making his limbs feel heavy and sluggish.  In the beginning, he had struggled, but he 
could feel his strength and body heat leaving him.  There was just too much water, and it 
was so cold, so deep, so dark. 



 

 

And yet, miles above him, it seemed, there was suddenly light.  And warmth.  The 
surface.  It beckoned to him, promising relief from the pain and the pressure that only 
worsened the lower he sank. 

Get to the surface, he urged himself.  Get to the light. 
It seemed so far away, but one sweeping, downward motion of his arms was all he 

needed.  In the next moment, he was floating upward, as if carried in the arms of the 
water itself.  It propelled him gently, slowly, yet steadily, and as he rose, he felt the 
warmth seep in to his fingertips and toes, felt the pressure on his chest lighten, felt the 
pain in his body melt away. 

It was lighter now, and the water was no longer dark and impenetrable, but 
beautiful, translucent blue.  He could see the light waves streaming through it, 
illuminating the path he must take to reach the surface.  They were brighter than the 
sun’s rays, and yet, he could gaze straight up through the water without them hurting his 
eyes. 

In fact, nothing hurt anymore. 
The salt water didn’t sting.  His limbs felt light and free, and the burning pain in 

his lungs had lessened to a dull ache, a reminder of the relief the surface would offer.  
He was beginning to feel it already, even without air.  Suddenly, he didn’t need to 
breathe. 

He was nearly there, to the surface, the light, the heat, his journey complete. 
The struggle was almost over. 

 
*** 

 
A comforting scent, the clean smell of soap and lightly perfumed lotion, wafted 

into Claire’s nostrils as her nurse from before leaned down and murmured close to her 
ear, “Would you like to move closer to him?” 

Unable to speak, Claire just nodded.  She tried to brace herself for the shock of 
seeing Nick’s lifeless body up close as the nurse pushed her wheelchair forward.  There 
was room for her next to his gurney now; somehow, the room was less crowded.  She 
noticed that the flurry of activity had dwindled.  Now there were only Dr. Wittig and two 
of the nurses who’d been there before. 

Dr. Wittig stood back, watching the monitors, grim-faced, and after a moment, 
she whispered something to the female nurse who was still squeezing the bag attached 
to the oxygen mask.  She stopped bagging long enough to push another injection into 
one of the IV lines, then went back to it, the bag hissing each time it forced air down 
Nick’s windpipe.  And through it all, the male nurse kept up his steady, unyielding 
compressions, pushing vigorously on Nick’s chest.  Every time he did, the line on the 
heart monitor jumped, but in between, it fell flat again. 

“Can’t you shock him?” Claire found the voice to ask, watching the heart monitor 
desperately.  “Why aren’t you shocking him?” 

The doctor shook her head.  “There’s no rhythm to shock.  Defibrillation only 
works when the heart is fibrillating... fluttering.  Nick’s heart is past that state, and the 
chest compressions haven’t generated any kind of rhythm.  He’s in full cardiac arrest.” 

Her last hope snatched away, Claire could only cry.  The tears spilled from her 
eyes, and she swiped at them with the back of her bandaged hand.  Nick wouldn’t want 
me to cry, she thought.  Her crying was his cue to lose it too.  And she couldn’t have him 



 

losing it.  He needed to fight.  She had to hold it together and be strong for him so that 
he could be strong too. 

“You can talk to him,” her nurse urged gently in her ear, as if able to read her 
thoughts.  “I don’t know if he’ll be able to hear you or not... but most people find some 
comfort in being able to say goodbye.” 

I’m not ready to say goodbye, thought Claire, but, swallowing back her tears, she 
knew she had to say something.  She would never forgive herself if she didn’t.  “I’m here, 
Nick,” she murmured, her voice cracking hoarsely.  Ignoring her bandages, she clumsily 
took his hand in hers.  His skin felt dry and cold to her exposed fingertips, as if death 
had already claimed him.  She wasn’t sure if it was hypothermia or simply a lack of 
blood flow that made his hand feel so cold, but she felt the urge to warm it.  She 
wrapped his limp hand in both of her own and squeezed as best she could, though it 
stung terribly to do so. 

She welcomed the pain.  In some insane way, the burning in her hands made her 
feel as if she were doing something for him, taking away his hurt and channeling it into 
her own body.  Folding her hands around his stiff fingers, she prayed to God that 
wherever her Nick truly was, he wasn’t in any pain.  He’d been through too much of it 
already. 

They’re just torturing him now, she realized, watching the nurse’s strong arms 
keep pumping his chest, jostling his body each time.  She knew now that Nick was 
beyond feeling... but it still made her cringe to watch it. 

It was time for him to stop. 
It was time for them all to stop, she decided, fresh tears streaming down her face.  

This time, she did not try to brush them away.  To do so would mean letting go of Nick’s 
hand... and she wasn’t ready to release her grip on him just yet.  But let him go? 

It was time. 
Yet as she sat there, watching the heart monitor spike and fall with each false beat 

of Nick’s failing heart, she still couldn’t find the words to say goodbye. 
“Please, Nick,” she begged, her voice thick with phlegm and tears.  “Please don’t 

leave me.  I need you here with me.  I’ve always needed you.  What am I going to do 
without you?”  Ignoring the pain from her burnt palms, she bore down on his hand 
fiercely and leaned closer.  “I love you.  You’re... you’re the Stumpy to my Ren...”  Her 
voice broke.  The insane urge to laugh only brought more tears.  “Please... please come 
back to me.  We’re meant to be together, Nick.  Don’t leave me alone...” 

 
*** 

 
Mere feet from the surface, he tipped his head back, anxious to feel the warm 

glow of the light on his face.  It was so close... just with reach... another foot or so, and 
he’d be able to stretch his arm up and poke his fingertips through the water, into the 
open air.  He imagined a warm hand waiting there to grasp his own and help him the 
rest of the way.  He could almost hear its owner calling to him now, calling him home.  
The voice was like music, melodic and reassuring. 

And then, suddenly, there was another. 
Another voice was calling to him, not in harmony with the first, but in utter 

dissonance.  It came from below, from the darkness and the cold.  Looking down, he saw 



 

 

nothing but black.  Remembering the pain that had plagued him down there, he ignored 
the voice.  It would offer him no comfort, only hurt.  He was tired of hurting. 

He looked towards the light again, eager to hear his savior’s voice once more, but 
the second voice had gotten louder, stronger. 

“Please, Nick,” it begged, and as he dipped his head again, straining his eyes to 
see into the murky depths, he realized it sounded oddly familiar.  “Please don’t leave 
me...” 

Claire? he thought, and his body froze.  The water was still warm, but just below 
the surface, he hovered, not quite ready to break through.  He wanted to... but how 
could he ignore her voice?  Especially when she sounded so... desperate. 

He looked down again, and suddenly, there she was.  She was far below him, and 
in the dark water, he could only see her white face, wisps of red hair floating all around 
her.  She looked like a ghost, her mouth an open hole.  Out of it floated her distant pleas. 

“I need you here with me.  I’ve always needed you...” 
And he’d always been there for her when she needed him.  But going to her now 

would mean returning to the crushing pressure of the dark, icy water, and the feeling of 
drowning.  He wouldn’t wish that pain on anyone... 

“What am I going to do without you?” 
And yet... if he could take it away from her and bear it himself, wouldn’t he? 
“I love you.” 
That was love, wasn’t it?  Sacrificing for the sake of the other?  Doing anything in 

his power to keep her from hurting? 
He loved her; that much he knew was true.  The emotion was as strong as the 

sensation he got from the light on the surface, the feeling the comforting voice above 
gave him.  He tried to block them both out as he looked down at her again, focusing all 
of his concentration on her face. 

Emerging from the depths, he could now see her pale hand, stretching upwards 
like an apparition, the flailed fingers reaching for him. 

“Please... please come back to me.  We’re meant to be together, Nick,” her voice 
drifted up to him again.  “Don’t leave me alone...” 

Invisible bands seemed to tighten around his chest, as he let himself sink. 
 

*** 
 

The gurney rattled slightly with every chest compression, as Nick’s body was 
slammed relentlessly against it.  The bag valve mask hissed, pushing air out and re-
inflating after every squeeze.  In the eerie silence that had descended upon the trauma 
room, the rhythms of life support were muffled only by the sniffling sounds of Claire’s 
crying.   

She clung to Nick’s hand, her words dissolved into whimpers.  She couldn’t find 
the voice to say what she needed to.  Goodbye. 

The only other human sound in the room was the panting of the male nurse, who 
was beginning to tire.  Beads of sweat glistened on his forehead, yet he never stopped 
pumping on Nick’s chest, trying in vain to revive him.  Later, Claire would remember his 
unyielding effort with gratitude, but in that moment, the only emotion she felt was 
anguish. 



 

It was as if a part of her own heart were being ripped from her chest... and in a 
way, it was.  In losing Nick, she was losing her other half.  She knew that now.  If only 
she’d taken the opportunity to tell him so.  All of her earlier reservations about moving 
too fast with him seemed preposterous to her now, and her biggest regret was that the 
ring they’d cut off her swollen finger had been put on it by Jamie, and not Nick.  If she 
hadn’t been so stupid, they would have had more time.  They could have made the most 
of it, loved one another as if there was no tomorrow. 

As it was, tomorrow would come, but Nick’s eyes would never see another 
sunrise. 

Remembering the dawns they’d shared together, from lazy mornings in bed to 
sunrises on the boat, Claire began to sob.  And as she did, bowed over Nick’s limp arm, 
still clinging to his hand, something in the room changed. 

She didn’t know what it was right away, but an instinctive part of her sensed it.  It 
wasn’t just that the fatigued arms of the nurse began to slow... or that the gurney shook 
less... or that the bagging seemed to lag.  It was something else, something more, but she 
didn’t realize what until a sharp intake of breath drew her head upwards. 

“Hold compressions,” Dr. Wittig directed, speaking for the first time in minutes. 
It’s over, realized Claire, as the nurse stopped his pumping motion.  Her tear-

filled eyes drifted to the heart monitor, waiting for its signal to plummet for the last 
time. 

 
*** 

 
The pressure had returned, suffocating him, nearly crushing his ribs.  His lungs 

were crying out again, but then, so was Claire. 
In the depths of the water, he couldn’t see her tears, but he could hear her 

weeping.  Her hand was still outstretched, waiting for his fingers to grasp it.  He wanted 
to, desperately, but he was still feet above her, and the pain was almost unbearable. 

His thoughts went back to the surface, to the warmth and the light and the 
comforting voice that promised him relief from his agony.  He longed to swim upwards 
and leave the pain and the cold behind forever.  But that would mean leaving Claire 
behind too.  Somehow, he knew she would not follow him. 

Below him, she didn’t move, just floated, her hand reaching for his. 
I don’t think I can make it, he thought miserably, writhing with the wrenching 

pain in his heart.  It felt like someone had plunged a screwdriver into his chest and was 
twisting and twisting it, making it tighter and tighter. 

But from here, he could feel Claire’s pain too.  It seemed to radiate through the 
water in waves to him, not the same kind of crushing pain he felt, but an unbearable 
heartache just the same.  Instinctively, he knew he could end it for her, if he could just 
descend a few more feet and take her hand. 

Squeezing his eyes shut against the blinding pain, he let his body plummet. 
 

*** 
 
The line would stay flat now. 
Claire couldn’t bear to watch, and yet, she couldn’t turn away.  Subconsciously, 

she knew she needed affirmation before she could accept it. 



 

 

Time seemed to stand still.  The impending flatline hadn’t happened yet.   
Instead, the once steady series of peaks had transcended into turmoil.  The line jumped 
and dipped randomly, with no apparent pattern, and when the female nurse reached 
over to turn up the volume on the monitor, the room was filled not with the shrill whine 
of a flatline, but a series of rapid, chaotic beeps. 

The alarm seemed to energize Dr. Wittig, who suddenly snapped back into action.  
“V-fib... that’s a shockable rhythm!” she exclaimed, sounding utterly amazed.  “Charge 
the paddles!  Resume compressions!” 

With renewed strength, the male nurse went back to pushing on Nick’s chest, and 
the woman returned to bagging, while Claire’s nurse rushed for the crash cart.  Out 
came the defibrillator paddles, and a faint buzzing sound filled the room as they were 
charged with electricity. 

“Charging to two hundred...” 
The nurse placed large pads on Nick’s chest and left side and raised the paddles. 
“Clear!” 

 
*** 

 
He opened his eyes.  Though the water was dark, he could see her clearly now.  

She was right below him, her fingertips mere inches away.  Twisting his body in the icy 
water, he used the last of his strength to extend his sluggish arm towards her. 

As their hands joined, there was an explosion of electricity. 
 

*** 
 

Claire cried out as Nick’s body jumped violently with the surge of electrical 
current from the defibrillator.  He crashed back onto the gurney, and the nurse began 
compressions again.  Claire’s eyes flickered to the heart monitor, watching it intently 
between compressions, hoping for a peak of the line not induced by the nurse’s hands, a 
wave that signaled life. 

For two whole minutes, they waited.  The room was deathly silent again, the 
tension broken only by the rattling of the gurney, the hiss of the bag valve mask, and the 
forced blips of the heart monitor. 

Come on, Nick, Claire prayed silently, taking Nick’s hand again and squeezing 
with all her might, trying to give him the strength to pull through. 

 
*** 

 
Holding onto his hand, squeezing tightly, she pulled him through the dark water.  

Down, down, further into the depths, she pulled him.  There was still an uncomfortable 
pressure on his chest, but now that he was with her, it was no longer unbearable.  
Somehow, her touch had lessened the pain.  He could take it now, he thought. 

He could make it. 
 

*** 
 



 

He has to make it, Claire thought desperately, but there was still no sign of life 
from Nick. 

“Hold compressions,” Dr. Wittig said again, and everyone in the room stilled, 
their eyes turning to the heart monitor.  They waited, watching as the line leveled out... 
and then rose. 

Claire gasped and stared at the monitor unblinkingly. 
With a another blip, the signal descended and climbed again... and again... 

slowly, irregularly, at first, and then faster and steadier. 
“Normal sinus rhythm,” whispered the doctor, gazing at the monitor with a look 

of astonishment, as if she couldn’t quite believe it.  Then, seeming to snap to her senses, 
she turned to the nurse who had been giving Nick oxygen and barked, “Keep bagging!  
We don’t want him to arrest again.” 

They sprang back into action around her.  The doctor thrust her stethoscope into 
her ears and pressed it to Nick’s chest, calling out things to the male nurse as she 
listened.  He scribbled notes on Nick’s chart, while the female nurse went back to 
bagging. 

In their midst, Claire sat still, unable to take her eyes off of Nick.  A million 
thoughts ran through her head, a million things she wanted to say, but she could not yet 
find the voice to say them.  Overwhelmed with her relief and gratitude, she could only 
cry, his still form blurring before her eyes.  There was still no sign of consciousness from 
him, but his pale chest rose and fell steadily with the bursts of air being forced into his 
lungs, and inside it, his heart beat life into his body again.  He was alive... and to Claire 
at that moment, that was all that mattered. 

Still overcome by what she had seen in this room, she would stay there by his side 
for as long as she could, gripping his hand and refusing to let go. 
 

*** 
 
 



 

 

Chapter 197 
 
Nick was alive, and that was all that mattered to Claire.  But Dr. Wittig had other 

concerns. 
“He’s still not moving air on his own,” she heard the doctor say to her team of 

nurses.  “I’m going to intubate so that we can get him stabilized and sent for a CT and 
chest x-ray.” 

Sensing that she was about to be kicked out, Claire looked around at the doctor.  
“Can I go with him for the scans?” she asked, adding a hopeful “please?”  After nearly 
losing Nick, she wanted to cling to him; she couldn’t stand the thought of them taking 
him away from her.  What if he got worse again? 

Dr. Wittig shook her head.  “I’m sorry, but no.  In fact, I need to ask you to leave 
the room.  Nick’s heart is beating, but he’s still not breathing on his own, so I’m going to 
put in a breathing tube.  Once he’s stable, we can do the scans and find out the extent of 
his injuries.  I’ll talk to you when we know more.  Char, could you take her?” 

Claire hated the helplessness of being in a wheelchair.  “Come on, hon,” said her 
nurse, Char, as she took the handles of the chair and wheeled her back into the adjoining 
trauma room.  Without Nick, Claire felt very alone. 

Now that she could think straight again, her thoughts went to Jamie and the 
twins.  She realized she had run out on them all, leaving him on the floor and her babies 
with him.  He would have no idea where she was or what had happened.  She would 
have to call him. 

“Could I use a phone to call someone?” she asked Char. 
“Of course, honey.”  The nurse brought her the wall phone and told her what to 

dial to get an outside line.  Claire actually struggled to remember the home number for 
the house in Clive, but eventually, it came to her, and she dialed it.  Jamie answered 
quickly, a sign that he had been worried about her.  He’d stayed close to the phone. 

“Hello?” 
“Jamie, it’s me.  Claire.” 
“Hey... where are you?”  His voice was casual.  And why wouldn’t it be?  He didn’t 

have a clue what she’d just been through. 
Her throat closed up just thinking about it, but she cleared away the lump and 

forced the explanation out.  “I’m in the hospital.  We got into an accident.”   She heard 
Jamie’s intake of breath and pressed on quickly, “I’m okay, but... but Nick’s in pretty 
bad shape.  He almost didn’t make it, Jamie.”   Just talking about it put her on the verge 
of tears again, but she kept her emotions in check this time. 

“Oh my God,” she heard Jamie murmur.  “What do you want me to do?” 
“Just take care of Cait and Lainey, I guess.  They’re keeping me in overnight, but 

even if they weren’t, I couldn’t leave Nick.  Are you okay keeping them for awhile?” 
“Of course,” said Jamie quickly.  “As long as you need me to.” 
“Thanks.” 
“Anything else?  Do you want me to come to the hospital?  I could drop the twins 

off at Mom’s for the night,” he offered. 
“No... thanks, but that’s okay.  I don’t want you out driving in this, and under the 

circumstances, I think it would just be better if you stayed away for now.”   She wasn’t 
trying to be snide, but she couldn’t help but remember what had led to Nick taking off in 
such a rage in the first place.  If Jamie hadn’t tried to kiss her... if Nick hadn’t seen... 



 

they would never have been out on the road together, arguing in the car.  The crash 
wouldn’t have happened. 

Oh, the “what ifs.” 
She knew it wasn’t really Jamie’s fault; Nick was the one who had driven 

recklessly, and no one was to blame for the snow and ice.  Still, a part of her resented her 
ex-husband for his role in what had taken place that night.  She was grateful he was 
around to watch her girls... but she couldn’t say she wanted him with her now.  And she 
had a feeling that if Nick were aware, he wouldn’t want Jamie there either.  She was 
better off waiting alone. 

To pass the time, she stayed on the phone, calling her parents after she and Jamie 
hung up.  She talked to her father for almost twenty minutes, and he made her feel 
better, offering prayers and filling her with hope that Nick would pull through this.  
Again, she was reminded of how much he’d already survived:  cancer, an amputation, 
lung surgery, infections and illnesses serious enough to land him in the hospital.  He 
could survive this too, and he would. 

Still, as she thought of all the details of the crash and aftermath, she worried 
about what kind of condition he would be in.  He hadn’t been wearing a seatbelt... he 
could have internal injuries.  He hadn’t been breathing, and his heart had stopped... 
what if he’d suffered brain damage in the long time it had taken to resuscitate him?  On 
top of that, he could have hypothermia... burns... smoke inhalation... any number of 
problems. 

Altogether, she knew his condition was critical.  She was just waiting to find out 
how critical. 

It seemed like a long time before Dr. Wittig came back to talk to her, but late into 
the night, once Claire had been moved into a regular room, she reappeared. 

“Let’s talk,” the doctor said, pulling up a chair to sit at Claire’s bedside. 
“How’s Nick doing?” Claire asked right away.  She didn’t want to chitchat; she 

wanted to get straight to the point. 
“He’s resting comfortably in the intensive care unit.  He’s being kept sedated 

while on a ventilator, at least for now, and we’ve also got him on a medication for his 
pain,” Dr. Wittig began. 

Claire, normally an optimist, saw through the doctor’s warm bedside manner and 
processed the negative side of everything she’d said.  Nick was in the ICU, which meant 
he was in critical condition.  He was on a ventilator, which meant he still wasn’t able to 
breathe without support.  And his injuries were causing him enough pain to warrant a 
narcotic. 

It only got a little better from there. 
“In many ways, Nick was lucky.  The CT scan of his head showed no head injury, 

and an EEG revealed normal brain activity.  One thing we worry about with patients 
who are resuscitated after being down such a long time is brain damage or even brain 
death.  Nick may have some short term memory loss or personality changes when he 
wakes up, but hopefully no long-term effects.” 

“Thank God,” whispered Claire, unable to fathom the idea of Nick being brought 
back from the brink of death, only to be a vegetable the rest of his life.  That would have 
been worse than losing him now. 

“Your actions at the scene of the accident saved him more than you may realize,” 
Dr. Wittig added, smiling faintly.  “The EMTs told me that you had already pulled him 



 

 

from the car when they arrived and were giving him artificial respiration.  You kept 
oxygen flowing until they got there, so that even though he wasn’t breathing himself, he 
didn’t suffer a serious lack of oxygen.  And your laying him in the snow cooled his body 
to the point that it slowed his metabolism, making it possible for his body to go a longer 
time without proper circulation.  Had it not been for the hypothermia, I don’t think we 
would have been able to revive him after so long.” 

Claire offered a crooked smile, feeling anything but heroic.  “I didn’t even think 
about what I was doing when I was doing it,” she admitted.  “He wasn’t breathing, and 
then the car caught on fire, and I just knew I had to get him out.  Does he have frostbite 
from the snow?” 

“Some, yes, on his leg and residual limb.  It’s not too severe, and the hypothermia 
was mild too.  He has first-degree burns across his torso, where his clothing caught on 
fire, but they would have been much worse if you hadn’t gotten him out.” 

“I wouldn’t have been able to get him out, if it hadn’t been for his leg.  The fake 
one, I mean.  His left leg would have been crushed under the dashboard, but it was only 
the prosthesis.  I had to take it off him to pull him out.” 

Dr. Wittig smiled tightly.  “Another blessing in disguise.  He has some bruising on 
his right leg, apparently from the dashboard as well, but the X-rays showed no fractures.  
He does have several broken ribs, though; in fact, most of the trauma was to his chest, 
undoubtedly from hitting the steering wheel.  He was driving, correct?” 

Claire nodded, remembering Nick speeding down the icy roads, taking curves 
much too fast.  He had slowed down, though, before the accident... 

“The ribs will heal in time, but I’m concerned about his lungs,” Dr. Wittig went 
on.  There was no sign of a smile on her face now.  “Both of them were collapsed when 
he was brought in, which was why he wasn’t breathing.  We inserted tubes into his chest 
to drain air and fluid and re-inflate them.  But there’s been some damage.” 

Claire’s own lungs drew in a slow breath, as she tried to prepare herself for the 
worst.  This was where the news got bad. 

“The x-rays and scans showed a lot of scar tissue on his lungs already, and I could 
see that he’s had a lung lobectomy?” 

Claire nodded.  “Because of a tumor.  He had bone cancer, Ewing’s Sarcoma.  
They took his leg for it, but it had already spread to his lungs.  He had the surgery for 
that almost five years ago, and he’s been in remission ever since.” 

“I see.  Do you know of any other lung conditions he’s had?  With him 
unconscious and from out of state, I haven’t been able to get a full medical history yet.” 

Claire thought back, remembering other times when Nick had been in the 
hospital, on breathing machines.  “He’s had pneumonia before,” she replied.  “And a few 
years ago, he had something called BOOP.  Bronchio... something.”   She had never been 
able to remember the whole name for it; it was much easier and much more amusing 
just to call it “BOOP.” 

Dr. Wittig nodded slowly.  “I’ve heard of it.  It’s not common though.  He’s been 
through quite a lot...” 

That was the understatement of the night, Claire thought, as she nodded back 
emphatically.  “Yes, he has.  Too much.  But he’s always pulled through.  He’s going to 
pull through this too, right?” 

The doctor pursed her lips in a way that told Claire she was about to get more 
difficult news.  “I can’t make any promises,” she said.  “Of course, I’m not an expert... 



 

now that he’s out of the ER and in the ICU, he’ll be under the care of another doctor, Dr. 
Renck.  She specializes in pulmonology.  I’m sure you’ll meet her tomorrow.  I consulted 
with her before I came to talk to you, and we both have concerns about Nick’s lungs.  As 
I said, they had been affected previously from the lobectomy, pneumonia, BOOP, and so 
on.  Now, with the added damage from the blunt trauma and smoke inhalation, they’re 
in bad shape, quite frankly.  He’s relying on a ventilator to breathe; if we took him off of 
it right now, I don’t think his lungs would be able to carry out respiration on their own.  
We’re just hoping that, with time, they will heal.  He may never get back full lung 
function, but as long as they improve enough to be sufficient, he’ll be okay.  Right now, 
though, his condition is very serious.” 

Claire nodded to show she understood, though she wasn’t quite sure what to say.  
She was painfully aware of the slow breaths she was taking, in and out, and it suddenly 
occurred to her that she’d almost always taken them for granted.  Her lungs... despite 
her own colorful medical history, they had never been a concern to her.  They had kept 
on breathing through everything, even when the rest of her body was ready to shut 
down. 

But Nick... his body was surprisingly undamaged, given the intensity of the crash.  
It was his lungs that were failing him.  Each inhalation of air was forced; a machine was 
breathing for him.  Every breath she took for granted was precious to him now, whether 
he was aware of it or not.  She prayed his precious breath would not be taken away. 

 
*** 

 
The nurses on Claire’s new ward strictly refused to let her leave her room to go to 

Nick’s side that night, but in the morning, after breakfast, they allowed her to visit the 
ICU in a wheelchair. 

Dressed in a hospital gown and robe, with paper surgical booties on her feet and 
an IV line still in her arm, she was wheeled into the intensive care unit looking almost as 
if she belonged in one of the beds herself.  Granted, the patients here were much worse 
off than she was; she was conscious, first of all, and while most of them were tethered to 
ventilators, a breathing treatment last night had been enough to keep her from still 
needing oxygen.  She was slightly wheezy from the smoke she’d inhaled in the car, but it 
felt like a mild case of bronchitis, nothing she couldn’t handle. 

It was Nick she was worried about.  He was in the last cubicle of the ICU, the 
curtains drawn around his bed for privacy.  The nurse pushing Claire’s wheelchair 
pulled these back long enough to wheel her inside.  “I’ll just close these again,” she said 
on her way out.  “If you need anything, just holler.” 

Claire nodded, glad for the solitude.  Using her feet instead of her gauze-wrapped 
hands, she inched her chair closer to Nick’s bed, anxious to see him up close.  Her eyes 
roamed his body from head to foot, taking in every aspect of his appearance.  His face 
was still pale, though not as ashy gray as it had been last night.  The flow of warm blood 
had brought some color back to his skin.  He was covered by a loose hospital gown and 
blankets folded down over his torso.  Out from underneath them, she could see drainage 
tubes that emptied into plastic containers hooked to the end of his bed and thin wires 
that connected leads on his chest and limbs to a heart monitor.  Looking at the monitor, 
she was pleased to see that the waves were nice and steady today, the numbers 
measuring his heartbeat and blood pressure within the normal ranges. 



 

 

Only his oxygen saturation was low, even with the ventilator forcing pure oxygen 
into his lungs through a long hose.  The hose connected to the end of the breathing tube 
that protruded from his mouth, and it snaked away from his face like a freakish 
elephant’s trunk.  She could hear the flow of air hissing through it, forced by a pump 
which compressed and released with a steady, whooshing sound.  Every time it did, his 
chest rose and fell visibly. 

Between the sounds of the ventilator and the beeps from all of the monitor, it was 
so noisy in the small cubicle that it was a wonder anyone could sleep.  Yet Nick was 
completely out, his face relaxed and expressionless behind the obtrusive hose.   

She reached out with her bandaged hands and used her fingertips to touch his 
cheek, stroke his brow, smooth back his hair.  “I love you,” she whispered close to his 
ear, caressing the side of his face with a gentle touch.  “I hope you know that.” 

She found his hand amidst all of the tubes and wires and took hold of it gingerly.  
There was an IV line in the crook of his elbow, and clipped to his index finger was a 
pulse oxygen monitor, but she didn’t have the energy to shuffle around to his right side, 
so she held onto his left hand and tried not to jostle anything.  “Wouldn’t that be funny, 
if I accidentally knocked the pulse ox. thing off, and a bunch of people came rushing in 
for a code, thinking they’d lost your pulse?” she murmured with a giggle, stroking the 
back of his hand with her thumb.  “‘Oh no, Doctor, he’s fine; it’s just his stupid girlfriend 
fiddling with everything.’”  It wasn’t funny, considering she’d witnessed the real thing 
the night before, but she forced herself to laugh anyway, in case Nick could hear her.  
She had to stay upbeat and joke around with him; he couldn’t hear her sound upset. 

It was easy to talk to him once she got started, but she wished she could get a 
response out of him.  She reminded him of the time he’d pulled the leads off his chest 
while in the ICU for pneumonia and brought in the whole code team; he and Howie had 
once regaled her with that story.  She only wished he would open his eyes and flash her 
the same wicked smile he must have had then.  She told him that too. 

“Listen, Stumpy, you gotta get those lungs whipped back into shape so that your 
doctor will stop doping you up and take you off that breathing machine.  I like the sound 
of my own voice and all, but I feel like I’m talking to a cucumber here.”   She patted the 
stump of his leg beneath the covers.  “I miss you.  I was so scared I was gonna lose you 
last night... you just really need to open your eyes and let me know you’re still with me.” 

Until then, she hadn’t gotten any kind of response from him whatsoever, no 
indication that he could hear her, even while unconscious.  The nurses said he might be 
able to, but she was beginning to think that was a crock, just something they told the 
families of ICU patients to make them feel better. 

Then his eyelids fluttered. 
Her heartbeat accelerated as she stared, refusing to take her eyes off of his.  

“That’s it,” she encouraged him, squeezing his hand as best she could through the 
bandages.  “Come on, Nick, open your eyes.” 

And he did. 
It was just for a few seconds, but his blue eyes were definitely open.  At first, they 

darted around, taking in the sights around him in obvious confusion, but then they 
focused in on her face.  For a second or two, Claire and Nick locked eyes, and she knew 
then that he was really “all right,” that he would still be the same old Nick she loved 
when he came through this. 

Then his eyes fluttered shut again. 



 

Claire was disappointed, but tried to be understanding.  His body had been 
through so much, he had to be exhausted, and on top of that, he was drugged.  Of course 
he couldn’t keep his eyes open.  “Thanks, Nick.  That was good,” she murmured, 
stroking the back of his hand.  “You sleep now.  We’ll try again later.” 

She didn’t want to leave him, but she knew she couldn’t keep him all to herself 
either.  No one but Jamie and her parents knew what had happened to him the night 
before.  Nick’s family and friends were blissfully unaware.  She had to start making the 
phone calls that would bring their mornings crashing down. 

 
*** 

 
As it turned out, Claire only made one call.  She started with Brian, who, as Nick’s 

best friend and the one who had seen Nick last, deserved to know first.  Upset as he was, 
Brian had a way of staying calm and reassuring.  “Let me call everybody else,” he offered 
in his quiet, Kentucky drawl.  “There’s nothin’ else I can do for him from here, so I’ll do 
that.  You just go be with him, alright?  That’s what you can do.” 

So Claire went gratefully back to Nick’s bedside and let Brian make the rest of the 
calls. 

Around noon, her day nurse brought her back to her room so that her doctor 
could examine her.  He gave her a clean bill of health, instructions for how to take care 
of her hands, and a packet of discharge papers for her to sign.  “You can get dressed, 
sign these papers, and drop them off at the nurse’s station on your way out.  They’ll set 
you up with a follow-up appointment so I can check those burns,” the doctor told her, 
wishing her well. 

The nurse gave her a bag from the emergency room that held her clothes, but 
when she opened it, Claire found her jeans and hoodie in pieces.  They must have cut 
everything off her.  The ER had been such a blur, she hardly remembered. 

She called Jamie and asked him to bring her bag of clothes to the hospital, and 
when she got off the phone, she poked through the rest of the contents of the ER bag.  
There wasn’t much there – she hadn’t had anything with her that night but the clothes 
on her back – but at the bottom, she found the two pieces of her white gold Claddagh 
ring.  She picked them up gingerly and fit them together.  She supposed a jeweler could 
solder the ring back together, but was that what she wanted?  She had loved that ring, 
but it would forever be a symbol of her first, mistaken marriage.  Why keep it and be 
reminded of a time she wished she could forget? 

Making up her mind quickly, she got up and tossed both pieces of the ring into a 
biohazard container.  Now she couldn’t have it back, even if she did change her mind.  
But why would she?  The ring represented the past and Jamie.  Nick was her future, if 
only he could live to put a new ring on her finger. 

 
*** 

 
Jamie turned up with her bag and the twin stroller, Caitlin and Delaine packed 

into it like two fat sausages in their winter clothes.  The babies looked around at their 
new surroundings in bewilderment, taking in the bright fluorescent lights and strange 
sounds and smells, but when they saw their mother, they were all smiles. 



 

 

Claire, who had thought of no one but Nick since last night, felt her heart leap at 
the sight of her daughters.  “There’s my girls,” she murmured, sinking down to kiss the 
tops of their heads.  “Mama missed you.  I wish I could pick you up...”   She looked down 
at her bandaged hands helplessly. 

Jamie reached out and took her wrist gingerly, looking at the gauze.  “Your 
hands... what happened?” 

“Second degree burns,” she replied.  “I wish Cait and Lainey were old enough to 
understand; this could be a good lesson for them – never stick your hands into open 
flame.” 

“Open flame??”  Jamie’s eyes bugged.  “You mean, the car caught fire?”   Claire 
nodded grimly, and his eyes darted all over her body, looking for other signs of injury.  
“Are you all right??  I mean, other than-” 

“I’m fine,” she answered dully.  “I had already gotten out by the time the fire 
started; I was just trying to get Nick out.  His clothes were on fire, and I was trying to 
put it out.  I wasn’t thinking straight.  But they’ll heal.” 

Jamie nodded slowly, surveying her with his piercing eyes.  “How about Nick?  
How’s he doing?” he asked. 

“Not well.  But I guess it could always be worse.  Last night was worse.”  She 
swallowed hard, unable to get the image of that nurse doing chest compressions on 
Nick’s lifeless body out of her head. 

“I’m sorry,” Jamie offered, pressing his lips together grimly.  “I hope he’ll be 
okay... I really do.  If you want, I can pray for him.” 

“Thanks,” was all Claire said. 
Jamie nodded again.  “I’m just glad you’re alright,” he said, and he gave her a 

delicate hug.  “I’m really sorry,” he added, as he pulled away.  “About what happened 
last night, I mean.  Not just the accident, but back at the house... right before he showed 
up.” 

Claire understood, but she wasn’t willing to forgive just yet.  She couldn’t forget 
that Jamie’s little mistletoe stunt was what had set Nick off in the first place.  “You 
should be,” she replied, letting her voice frost over.  “That was completely inappropriate.  
You can’t let anything like that happen ever again... especially not in front of the girls.  
They’re too young to understand now, but when they get older, it will only confuse them, 
you acting like that with me.  They need to understand that we’re not together anymore, 
and we’re never going to get back together.  I think you need to understand that too.”   
She gave him a cold look, letting her message sink in. 

Jamie returned the look with a sheepish smile.  “I know... I do,” he said.  “I just... 
got carried away, I guess.”   He shrugged.  “It’s not easy, you know, just letting go of you.  
I’ll always love you...” 

“And you’ll always have a special place in my life.  But you can’t say things like 
that anymore,” chided Claire.  “I know it’s not easy... it isn’t for me either.  But we both 
need to move on.  It’ll get easier once we do.” 

Jamie studied her again, his icy blue eyes seeming to penetrate into her soul.  
“Have you moved on already?” he asked.  “Right back to Nick?  Is that why he showed 
up at our door last night?” 

She shrugged.  “I don’t know... I don’t want to say anything now.  Who knows 
what the future holds.  I... I just want him to make it through this, and then we’ll see.”  



 

But she knew by the scowl on Jamie’s face that he could see right through her half-assed 
attempt to stumble around the question.  And yet, she didn’t care. 

The twins’ fussing interrupted any retort he might have had for her; they were 
getting antsy, fidgeting in their stroller, reaching their chubby hands out for Claire to 
pick them up. 

“I’ll get them,” Jamie told her.  “Sit down on the bed.”   She did, and Jamie placed 
both babies carefully on her lap.  Balancing one on each knee, she brought her arms 
around them both and snuggled them close to her chest.  It felt good to be holding them 
again, after everything she’d been through last night.  She hadn’t really thought about it 
before now, but if the car had struck the tree on the passenger side, it could have been 
her on that gurney last night, moments away from death.  Her daughters could have lost 
their mother.  But thanks to Nick’s last, desperate actions or fate alone, the car had 
impacted on his side instead. 

Fate... 
What did fate have in store for Nick and her now?  It was the question she was 

dying to know the answer to.  She couldn’t take this waiting.  But, as she would find out, 
waiting was all she could do. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 198 
 
The waiting continued, but Claire was no longer alone. 
Jamie had gone back home, taking the twins with him, at her insistence.  He’d 

been surprised when she had told him she wasn’t going with him.  “I thought that was 
the whole point of me coming to the hospital,” he’d said in annoyance.  “To pick you up.” 

“The point was to bring me some clothes, so I don’t have to sit around in a 
hospital gown for no reason,” Claire corrected him gently.  “I’m not leaving.” 

He’d argued with her briefly, but had inevitably given up and packed the twins 
back into their stroller.  “Drive careful,” had been Claire’s last request as she watched 
him leave with her children. 

She spent a lonely afternoon by Nick’s side, keeping up a running conversation 
that was mostly one-sided, except when one of the nurses or Nick’s new physician, Dr. 
Renck, was around.  She tried to get friendly with all of the hospital staff, hoping that 
they would be candid with her and accommodating when she needed them to be.  It took 
a slight lack of honesty on her part, but by evening, she had the entire intensive care unit 
believing that she and Nick were practically engaged, which, combined with his VIP 
status, gave her some added benefits.  They allowed her to stay with him longer than 
most visitors would be allowed, and they kept her informed on his condition, answering 
whatever questions she asked.  Surely, it helped that she was the only one around to be 
his advocate. 

And then, suddenly, she wasn’t. 
She had gotten up to stretch her legs and was trying to force-feed the vending 

machine with a crinkled dollar bill when a raspy voice said, “Try this one,” and a 
tattooed hand extended a crisp, new bill. 

Claire gasped in surprise, her tattered dollar fluttering to the tiled floor as she 
whirled around and found herself face to face with AJ McLean.  “AJ!” she cried, and 
then she noticed Howie standing a few feet behind him.  “And Howie... what are you 
guys doing here??”  Well, duh, Claire, she thought immediately, and added, with a 
sheepish grin, “Well, I know why you’re here, but I... I didn’t expect you, that’s all.  At 
least not so soon.” 

AJ offered a grim smile.  “Well, D and I were both in Orlando for Thanksgiving 
and decided we couldn’t just sit on our asses down there knowing Nick was up here in 
God knows what kind of shape, so we tried our luck at the airport.  Had to charm a pair 
of tickets for an early flight off a couple of college girls – traded ‘em for autographs, 
pictures, and seats on a later flight – but after that, it was pretty smooth sailing.  The 
weather up here must be better than it was yesterday – O’Hare wasn’t nearly as backed 
up as we thought it’d be.  Orlando to Chicago, Chicago to Des Moines, and here we are.”  
He opened his arms, and she hugged him, then Howie. 

“What happened to your hands?” Howie asked as she pulled away, his smooth 
brow creasing with concern. 

She held up her bandaged paws and looked at them listlessly.  “Burns,” she 
answered,  “but they’ll heal.  The doctor assured me they won’t fuse into lobster claws, 
anyway.” 

The guys smiled weakly at her attempt to make a joke, but AJ looked a shade 
paler than he had before.  Perhaps the mention of burns had brought back the severity 



 

of the situation.  They couldn’t beat around the bush forever; they all knew this wasn’t 
intended to be a happy reunion. 

“How about Nicky?” was Howie’s next question, his voice dropping to a whisper.  
“How’s he doing?  Brian made it sound bad.” 

She wasn’t going to lie to him.  “It is.  He almost died last night, Howie.  But he’s 
alive now, and... you know Nick.  He’s stubborn as hell.  He’s not gonna go down without 
a fight... and he fought last night.  He’ll get through this.”   She nodded, forcing 
confidence into her voice, trying to reassure herself as much as them.  “You wanna see 
him?” 

“Can we?”  Howie glanced at his watch.  “I know regular visiting hours are 
probably over by now, aren’t they?” 

“Don’t worry... I spent the day wrapping the ICU nurses around my little finger,” 
replied Claire, wiggling her pinky through the gauze.  “They know Nick’s VIP, and I 
made them think I’m his almost-fiancée, which is really like his almost-wife.  I don’t 
think they’ll stop us.” 

“Nice,” said AJ, offering an appreciative smile. 
They got her the Diet Pepsi she’d been fighting the vending machine for, and she 

led them back up the hall to the ICU. 
“Brian and Kevin want to fly up too,” Howie explained as they walked, “but last 

time I talked to one of them, they were having a harder time getting a flight.  They’re 
both in Lexington for the holidays, and apparently Kentucky got ice overnight.  The 
airport’s practically shut down.” 

“I hate ice,” Claire sighed.  “I hate snow.  I hate the Midwest.  I hate the hospital.  
I hate all of this.”  Her frustration was setting back in, and now that she had someone 
conscious to vent to, she let it out.  “If we weren’t here, this never would have 
happened.” 

“Why were you and Nick here anyway?” asked AJ, and she saw him glance over at 
Howie.  This was apparently something the two of them had pondered as they’d made 
plans to fly there.  “We thought Nick was with the Kentucky clan for Thanksgiving.” 

“He was.  And I came here right after Thanksgiving to settle some things with 
Jamie and our house here.  Nick just kinda showed up last night, I guess to surprise me.  
I didn’t even really get a chance to ask him...”   She trailed off, as this sad fact dawned on 
her for the first time.  She and Nick hadn’t had the chance to just talk, to hug, to do 
anything.  Would they ever again? 

She swallowed hard, determined not to let her mind go to that place now, and 
forced herself to keep talking.  “It’s a long story, but something happened, and he was 
angry, and we were fighting in the car, and then...”  She shrugged, looking down at her 
bandaged hands, the rest playing out in her mind, a slideshow of horrific images that 
would stay with her for the rest of her life. 

She didn’t have to describe anymore; Howie and AJ knew what they needed to 
know of the rest, or could at least guess, and besides, they had reached Nick’s unit.  
“He’s unconscious,” she said before they went in, trying to prepare them for what they 
would find, “but he’s not in a coma.  I think he can hear you if you talk to him; I got him 
to open his eyes once earlier.  He’s just on a lot of painkillers and sedatives, because of 
the breathing tube.” 

“Breathing tube?” AJ asked, his eyes widening a little.  “So... does that mean... he 
can’t breathe on his own?”  His face was stricken, and Howie’s looked equally grim. 



 

 

“Not very well.  His lungs have been damaged.  Most of his injuries from the 
crash were to his chest.”  She relayed what Dr. Wittig had told her just that morning, 
though it seemed as if it had been a week since that conversation.  This had been one of 
the longest days of her life... and she’d spent many a long day in the hospital. 

When they seemed ready, Claire led Howie and AJ into the unit and over to 
Nick’s corner.  It wasn’t a room, just a cubicle made of glass partitions, which had 
curtains that could be drawn for privacy.  Most of the curtains in other cubicles had been 
left open, but the nurses had closed Nick’s that morning and left them that way all day.  
Claire supposed that, even in the ICU, there was the risk of him being recognized and 
the news getting out before his publicist had a chance to release it. 

She paused to wonder if any of the guys had thought to call such a person.  Was a 
press release being prepared at this very moment? 

She didn’t ask.  Now wasn’t the time.  AJ and Howie were just getting their first 
look at Nick, and she stayed out of their way, letting them have the moment to 
themselves to take it all in. 

Neither of them spoke at first, but after a minute or so, Howie put his hand over 
Nick’s and said, “Hey Nicky... it’s your big brothers, Howie D and AJ.  We’re here, man.” 

AJ’s adam’s apple bobbed as he swallowed hard.  Then he rasped, “Yeah, Prick, 
here we are, visiting you in the hospital yet again.  Did you think it had been too long, or 
what?  Thought you’d give us a fresh scare for the holidays?” 

Claire smiled at his sarcasm; she sensed it was the only thing holding him 
together.  She could empathize; that was pretty much how she operated too.  She could 
handle what she could joke about. 

The steady beeping of the heart monitor seemed to accelerate, and when she 
looked up at it, she saw that the number measuring Nick’s heart rate had climbed 
slightly.  “He’s listening,” she murmured.  “He knows it’s you guys.  Keep talking to 
him.” 

They did, and although Nick’s eyelids fluttered, he was still too sedated to wake.  
Soon, his heart rate fell again, and Claire knew he had drifted back into a deeper sleep.  
Disappointed, she said, “Well, I’ll let you two have some time with him.  I’ll be in the 
waiting room down the hall, by the vending machines.” 

“You sure?” Howie asked, turning to look at her. 
“Absolutely.  He’s probably sick of hearing my voice anyway; I’ve been here all 

day.” 
She had, but when AJ joined her in the waiting room twenty minutes later and 

offered to relieve her, Claire didn’t want to leave. 
“Come on, you’ve been here since, what, last night?” AJ asked, sinking down into 

the chair to her left.  When she nodded, he went on, “You should get out of this place for 
awhile.  Howie and I got a pair of adjoining suites at the Marriott.  Let me call you a cab, 
and you can head back there.  Have some dinner, take a shower, get some sleep in a real 
bed...”  Before she knew it, he was pulling his room key out of his back pocket. 

“AJ, no,” she protested, as he tried to hand the swipe card to her.  “I have a 
reservation at the Best Western if I want to do that...”   As she said it, though, she 
doubted her hotel room would still be available.  She was supposed to have had one 
reserved from Saturday until tomorrow, but she’d never checked in Saturday night.  If 
she had her days straight, today was Monday.  Which meant she and the twins had seats 
on a plane back to Tampa tomorrow morning.  She wondered if she should call the 



 

airline and get a refund for her tickets.  She wouldn’t be using them now.  There was no 
way she was flying back to Florida while Nick lay in a hospital in Iowa. 

As she trailed off, lost in her thoughts, AJ’s voice broke into them.  “A room at 
Best Western ain’t no suite at the Marriott, though, is it?”  He grinned and forced his key 
card into her hand.  “C’mon, babe, work with me – I’m trying to be a gentleman here.  So 
take advantage of my gentlemanly hospitality and go get some rest in my suite.  D and I 
will stay and keep an eye on Nick for ya.” 

He was being so sweet and so generous, she couldn’t resist.  A hot shower and a 
big bed did sound amazing, after the night and day she’d had.  She felt uncomfortable 
with the thought of leaving Nick, but logic told her it was pointless to stay, especially if 
AJ and Howie were going to. 

“Will you promise to call me, if anything changes?” 
“Of course.  Good or bad,” AJ vowed.  “Whaddya say?” 
“Alright,” she gave in with a sheepish smile, holding out her bandaged palm to 

receive his key.  “You really don’t have to do this, but I do appreciate it.” 
“It’s nothin.’  Now, let’s see... it’s room 724...” 
“724,” she repeated, trying to lock the number into her memory. 
“... and Howie’s right next door, 726.  Help yourself to whatever you want and put 

it on my tab – room service, pay per view, mini bar... I won’t be using that, but you 
might need it.”  He offered a grim smile and a knowing wink, and she let out a rueful 
chuckle. 

“I think I’ll be fine with a shower and some sleep.  Thank you so much, AJ.” 
“Not a problem.  Let me call for a cab...” 
She sat and watched him in amazement as he called information on his cell 

phone, got the number of a cab company, and ordered a car to be sent to the hospital to 
pick her up.  Then, as if it were no big deal at all, he pulled a wad of bills out of his wallet 
and gave them to her, saying, “This should be enough to cover the fare to the hotel and 
back here in the morning, when you’re ready... oh, and dinner, if you don’t want room 
service.” 

“AJ...”  She shook her head.  “I can’t take all this.  Really, you don’t have to-” 
But he refused to take back the money, even as her bandaged hands tried 

clumsily to push it back into his.  “It’s the least I can do.  I know I can’t give you what 
you really want... what we all really want:  for Nick to be all right.  That one’s on Nick 
and God, I guess.  But I can at least keep us all comfortable while we’re waiting, right?” 

She put her arms around his neck and hugged him, telling herself that when she 
said a prayer for Nick that night, she would include AJ in it.  He and Howie – all the 
guys, really – were better friends than most, to Nick and to her.  They’d welcomed her 
into their circle years ago, and despite all the ups and downs of her relationship with 
Nick, they’d never stopped being kind to her.  Even though she was the reason Nick was 
here in the first place, AJ embraced her like a sister. 

Humbled, she left the hospital in the taxi he had sent and was taken to the 
Marriott hotel.  A flash of déjà vu struck her as the cab pulled up in front of the large 
hotel, and as she paid the driver and climbed out, she remembered getting out of a 
similar taxi and walking into this same hotel... to meet Nick.  It was the one he’d stayed 
in when he had come to Des Moines last year to cheer her up. 

The déjà vu stuck with her all the way to AJ’s suite on the seventh floor.  She was 
almost positive this was the same floor Nick had stayed on, and when she unlocked the 



 

 

door to AJ’s room, she found herself walking into a luxurious suite that was practically 
identical to the one she’d spent the night in with Nick.  He had been so good to her that 
weekend, so loving and understanding.  Everything Jamie wasn’t.  She wished she had 
taken advantage of her impulsive nature and ended her marriage back then, instead of 
six months later.  She and Nick could have had so much more time together... time they 
might never be able to make up... 

Completely alone and exhausted, Claire sunk down onto the king-size bed, 
allowing her eyes to fill with tears for the first time since last night.  AJ had been 
generous to offer her his room, but she had no business staying here while Nick was 
fighting for his life in a hospital bed.  She wished she could hold him and heal him with 
hugs, the way he had comforted her back then.  She owed him so much, and yet, she felt 
completely powerless.  It was a frustrating feeling, as frustrating as all of the waiting and 
wondering and worrying in store for her that night. 

She didn’t think she’d be able to sleep, even in such a comfortable room, but 
when she burrowed into the center of the large bed and pulled the covers up around her, 
fatigue conquered fear, and she drifted off.  She slept deeply, but not peacefully.  Stress 
turned her dreams into nightmares, and she awoke in the middle of the night, covered in 
cold sweat, her heart palpitating fast against her ribs.  Thinking of Nick, she rolled over 
in bed and snatched up her cell phone from the bedside table.  But there were no missed 
calls, not even a text message from AJ or Howie. 

She let out her breath slowly, trying to calm her racing heart.  There was nothing 
to worry about, she tried to assure herself.  Nothing too bad, anyway, or one of them 
would have called.  The fact that they hadn’t meant that nothing had changed with Nick.  
And that, she supposed, was the best she could hope for now. 

It was that thread of reassurance that carried her back into a restless sleep. 
 

*** 
 
Claire awoke early the next morning.  She’d showered the night before – almost 

more of a hassle than it had been worth, with the effort it had taken her to wash without 
getting the bandages on her hands wet – and so she settled for running a brush through 
her hair and throwing on some clothes.  She called for a cab, swiped a danish from the 
complimentary breakfast downstairs to nibble as she waited, and took the taxi back to 
the hospital. 

She hadn’t heard from either AJ or Howie since she’d left them there last night.  
As far as she knew, neither of them had come back to the hotel; she hadn’t heard a peep 
from Howie’s room next door all night.  She worried about what state Nick might be in.  
Had they been afraid to leave him? 

When she got to his cubicle in the ICU, she was shocked to find Nick sitting up.  
Well, propped up was the better term; the head of his bed had been raised to a forty-five 
degree angle, and he lay slumped against it, pillows tucked around his body to help 
support him.  She was disappointed to find that he was sleeping, his head lolling to the 
side, still tethered to the hose of the ventilator.  Other than the change in position, he 
looked no different than he had when she’d left him the night before. 

AJ was nowhere in sight, but Howie was sitting at Nick’s bedside, and he greeted 
her with a smile when she came in.  “Get a good night’s sleep?” he asked. 



 

“Best I could hope for, I guess,” she replied, returning the smile.  “How about 
you?  Did you get any sleep?” 

“Yeah, I dozed.”  Howie shrugged.  “I can sleep pretty much anywhere.” 
“Sounds like Nick.”  Her gaze returned to him, and she gestured.  “How’s he 

doing?  I see they’ve got him sitting up a little.” 
Howie nodded.  “AJ and I met his doctor this morning when she was doing her 

rounds.  Nice woman.  She said he needed to be propped up to reduce the risk of 
pneumonia.” 

Pneumonia.  The word sent shivers down her spine.  She knew it was a 
possibility, and Nick had had it before, but it was a complication he definitely didn’t 
need now, not with his lungs already struggling.  Pneumonia could kill him. 

She tried not to think about it now and asked instead, “Has he been sleeping like 
this the whole time, or...?” 

“He’s been in and out,” answered Howie.  “There have been a few times where 
he’s actually been conscious, but he’s still pretty out of it when he is.  He recognized AJ 
and me, but he seemed confused about where he was and what was going on.  We tried 
to explain, but who knows how much he’ll remember.  He’s only been awake for a few 
minutes at a time, and then he drifts off again.  It must be the sedatives and stuff.  Dr. 
Renck said they need to keep him calm so that he won’t fight the ventilator.” 

Claire nodded.  “Any word on when he’ll be able to come off that?”   As she asked 
the question, her eyes roamed to Nick’s monitor, where his oxygen saturation level was 
displayed.  She knew from past experience that the normal range was in the nineties; 
any number below that meant a lack of oxygen.  Even with a ventilator breathing for 
him, Nick was only at a 92.  That answered her question before Howie could. 

“She didn’t really say.  I guess it’ll take some time for his lungs to heal...” 
Howie drifted off uneasily, and their eyes met briefly before they both looked 

away.  She hated the uncertainty of waiting, and not knowing what was going to happen. 
“Well, listen,” Howie said after a pause,  “AJ went down to the cafeteria to check 

out the breakfast options.  Since you’re here, I think I’ll go find him... give you some 
time alone with Nick.” 

“Alright... sounds good,” replied Claire with an appreciative smile. 
“You want anything?” 
“Nah, I’m good; I grabbed something at the hotel.” 
“Okay.  We’ll be back later then.” 
Howie left, and Claire sat down in his place, returning her attention to Nick.  

“Morning, Stumpy... it’s me.”  She gingerly picked up his limp hand and brought it to 
her lips, kissing his knuckles with tenderness. 

Just as it had last night, his heart rate quickened, either because of her voice or 
her touch.  She wasn’t sure which, so she kept on talking and kept on touching, her 
fingertips stroking the back of his hand.  “I wish you’d wake up for me,” she coaxed him, 
feeling oddly maternal, the way she did when she was trying to gently rouse the twins.  
But like the twins, when they were sleeping deeply, Nick didn’t respond.  “Those must be 
some good drugs they’ve got you on,” she added, reaching up to smooth his flattened 
hair away from his forehead.  “I just hope they’re keeping away the pain.” 

Beneath her hand, his brow furrowed.  She pulled away in surprise and watched 
hopefully as he made a face, much like her babies did seconds before they were about to 
wake up.  And sure enough, in the next second, his eyelids began to flutter. 



 

 

 
*** 

 
Images swam in Nick’s mind like some sort of movie montage that faded in and 

out.  He saw bright lights.  He saw Claire in the water, her ghostly hand reaching up to 
grasp his.  And then she was above him, her face leaning over his.  He saw Howie and AJ 
too, their faces appearing like strange flashes in the distance.  And there were others, 
but none familiar to him. 

There were sounds too, strange beeping noises and disjointed bits of conversation 
that he could not seem to follow or comprehend.  Voices he didn’t recognize would say 
his name, but among them, he would occasionally hear Howie or AJ or, most recently, 
Claire. 

“Morning, Stumpy,” her voice drifted into his dreams. 
Was it morning?  That meant it was time for him to get up.  He struggled to open 

his eyes.  He could feel her fingertips, light and gentle, on his forehead now, playing with 
his hair.  It felt good, yet he frowned.  Why did his eyelids feel like lead weights? 

He fought gravity for a few seconds, finally managing to force his eyes open, only 
to close them again.  Why was the light so bright?  He blinked and tried again.  As his 
eyes adjusted to the fluorescent lighting, Claire’s face blurred before them, gradually 
coming into focus. 

“Morning, Claire,” he tried to say, but the words did not come out.  There was 
something in his mouth, he realized.  His tongue felt thick and heavy, but he moved it 
around and felt the smooth, foreign something snaking to the back of his mouth.  It was 
a tube, he realized, and it extended all the way down his throat.  The intrusiveness of it 
made him gag, and he felt a sudden rush of panic.  He couldn’t breathe; the tube seemed 
to be choking him! 

“Nick,” he heard Claire’s voice say.  “Nick, calm down; it’s alright.  Look at me, 
Nick... Nick.” 

Her voice was firm, but soothing... reassuring.  He forced himself to listen, to 
focus on her face, while he struggled to take a breath. 

“You’re on a ventilator, Nick.  It’s helping you.  Don’t fight it, okay?  Just let it 
breathe for you.  Relax... let it do its job.”   Her face was right over his now, looking him 
in the eyes, and he could feel pressure on his shoulder, her hand caressing his upper 
arm. 

Her voice and her touch comforted him, and he managed to relax a little, 
adjusting to the sensation of air being forced into his lungs, outside of his control.  Still, 
he felt as if he weren’t getting enough air.  It was an oddly familiar sensation, one he’d 
experienced before.  But why now? 

Confused, he looked past Claire and all around at his surroundings.  He was in 
the hospital, he realized – that became clear quickly.  If the ventilator wasn’t enough of a 
dead giveaway, the sterile surroundings, fluorescent lights, and beeping monitors were.  
Even if he was groggy, he’d been in hospitals enough to put the pieces together.  But 
even that realization didn’t answer the question of why. 

He wanted to ask Claire, and it was frustrating that he couldn’t.  Thankfully, she’d 
always had a knack for reading his mind, and that power proved intact. 

“You’re in the hospital, in Des Moines,” she told him, still rubbing his arm in a 
reassuring way.  “We got into a car accident.  Do you remember?” 



 

Car accident?  As his mind slowly processed her words, he frowned in confusion.  
When had that happened? 

“Guess not,” Claire smiled.  “That’s okay.  It was two days ago.  You’ve been in 
and out ever since.  You broke some ribs, and your lungs took kind of a beating, which is 
why they’ve got you on the vent.  But I know you’re going to be okay.  Just hang in there, 
alright?” 

She took his hand, and he felt her give it a squeeze.  Some of what she’d said had 
gone right over his head, but he clung to her last words.  Just hang in there, alright? 

He would.  He would try to, anyway.  But God, he felt so drained.  The fog of sleep 
was creeping back up on him.  He tried to fight it, wanting to stay awake for Claire, 
wanting to know more, but his eyelids were growing heavy again, and soon, he just 
couldn’t keep them open. 

The hospital room, with its bright lights and unnatural noises, slid away again as 
he drifted back into a dark calm. 

 
*** 

 
 



 

 

Chapter 199 
 
At first, time had seemed to stand still.  But days passed, and before Claire knew 

it, a week had gone by. 
She was supposed to have gone back to Tampa, back to work, back to her life.  

But instead, she remained in Des Moines by Nick’s side, her life revolving only around 
him. 

Dr. Somers had been understanding as always when she’d called him to request 
time off work, and Laureen had offered to help cover her shifts.  It was all she could 
really do to help from Florida, she’d told Claire over the phone.  She had sent a card and 
her love to Nick, and it now sat with the many others that had been pouring in ever since 
word of Nick’s accident had gotten out. 

Brian and Kevin had arrived on the Tuesday following the crash, and a press 
release had gone out Tuesday night.  Since then, Claire had caught glimpses of news 
coverage of Nick’s condition, and the cards and flowers had started coming in mass.  
Nick’s ICU cubicle now looked less like a hospital room and more like a florist’s shop. 

The first to arrive had been beautiful arrangements sent by Leighanne and 
Kristin, and Brian’s mother had had flowers delivered on behalf of the Littrell family in 
Kentucky.  In the following days, Nick had received even more bouquets, including a 
sweet-smelling bundle of lavender roses and freesia from his old girlfriend Veronica and 
a cheerful mix of tropical flowers with a card attached that read, 

 
To our favorite patient, 

 
Hope you’re not giving those Iowa nurses too much grief. 

Wishing you a speedy recovery! 
 

Love, 
The 5th Floor Nursing Staff at TGH 

 
Oddly enough, of them all, Claire had found that one the most touching, and 

wondered which of the oncology nurses back in Tampa had arranged to send it.  She 
knew that doctors and nurses, as a rule, weren’t supposed to get too close to patients, 
but it was different with oncology; in their job, it was hard not to get to know someone 
on a more personal level.  Still, it was a testament to the effect Nick had on people that 
they had bothered to have flowers delivered to him in Des Moines. 

People all over the world were offering their well-wishes and prayers, but visitors 
to the hospital were kept to a minimum.  Only Claire, the guys, and, most recently, 
Nick’s family were allowed in and out of the ICU.  That was a great plenty for Nick, who 
was still hooked to a ventilator and IV lines that took care of his nourishment, fluid 
intake, anxiety, and pain.  He barely managed to stay awake when someone was in the 
room with him, but it was just as well.  With the breathing tube, he couldn’t talk, and 
Claire was sure that was frustrating. 

“Hang in there,” she would tell him as he drifted off, her slow-healing hands 
smoothing back his hair.  “You’ll get better soon, and this will all be over.” 

It was the hope she herself was clinging to. 



 

Nick was under the care of Dr. Renck, a pulmonologist with a lilting Portuguese 
accent and a warm bedside manner.  Claire found her both approachable and honest, 
and she had been wonderful at keeping them updated on his condition.  She knew, for 
instance, that while Nick’s lung function was gradually improving, Dr. Renck was still 
concerned about his ability to breathe without the help of the ventilator. 

“He’s in a difficult situation,” the physician had told her, “because while his lungs 
can’t yet support respiration on their own, there are side effects and complications that 
can arise from being on a ventilator – pneumonia, collapsed lungs, irreversible damage 
to the respiratory system.  Nick certainly can’t afford that.  I’d like to start weaning him 
from the ventilator as soon as possible.  Generally, we don’t like to keep patients on 
them for more than two weeks.  If he can’t be weaned by then, we’ll have to do a 
tracheotomy.” 

At her words, Claire had a sudden vision of Christopher Reeve, with a trach tube 
coming out of a hole in his neck, able to speak only in short spurts that were interrupted 
by the hiss of the ventilator forcing air directly into his windpipe.  She hated the thought 
of Nick in that state, though not as much as his mother did.  Jane Carter, whom Claire 
had tried to avoid ever since she’d stormed into the hospital three days late to be Nick’s 
advocate, protested the idea of a tracheotomy adamantly. 

“Absolutely not,” Claire heard her telling Dr. Renck outside Nick’s cubicle.  “What 
would it do to his voice?  He’s a singer; he can’t have a tube hanging out of his throat!” 

Claire found it hard to think about Nick’s singing career when he was struggling 
just to breathe. 

Thankfully, as the days passed, Dr. Renck decreased Nick’s dosage of sedatives, 
and he was able to make his own decisions.  No trake, he scribbled on a piece of paper 
for Claire to see.  Want all the tubes gone! 

And so, as his second week in the ICU loomed, they began the task of trying to get 
him off the ventilator.  A respiratory therapist named Kristy started coming daily to do 
breathing exercises with Nick, and Dr. Renck progressively lowered the pressure of the 
ventilator, forcing his lungs to do some of the work.  It wasn’t easy, though; with broken 
ribs, the breathing exercises were painful.  Claire hated to see Nick struggling and in 
pain, but she pushed him anyway, knowing he needed the encouragement to keep 
trying. 

“We’re gonna get through this together, Nick.  I love you,” she would say when 
there were no other words of comfort to offer him.  And the corners of his mouth would 
turn up around the ventilator hose, and he would form the sign for “love” with his hand, 
his thumb, index finger, and pinky pointing upwards.  He’d hold it up, then gesture to 
her, and in her mind, she could hear his voice whispering, “I love you too.” 

After everything they’d been through, Nick and Claire had come full circle.  
They’d met in a hospital, exchanged their first “I love you”s in a hospital, and now, as 
Nick fought for breath in a hospital bed once again, they could finally say those words to 
each other once more. 

If we can just get over this hurdle, thought Claire, we can have a future together.  
The future we always planned on... 

She’d had her doubts before, but she was doubtful no longer.  Nick was the one 
she loved, the one she wanted to be with.  The one she couldn’t bear to live without.  She 
knew that now, and it killed her to think she’d wasted so much time questioning it.  



 

 

She’d made so many mistakes, but it wasn’t too late to fix them, if only Nick would get 
better. 

Her love was all she could offer him at this point, though.  The rest was up to 
Nick. 
 

*** 
 

Sometimes to Nick, it seemed like Claire was the only thing keeping him going. 
Every time she told him that she loved him, he got the same rush, one that had 

nothing to do with pain meds.  And every time he opened his eyes and found her by his 
side, he remembered the reason he had to live.  She was his reason.  The realization that, 
after all this time, he’d finally gotten her back gave him the strength he needed to push 
through the pain and do everything the doctors, nurses, and therapists asked him to. 

Other than Claire’s presence, everything about his current situation sucked, and 
it was hard not to get depressed.  For over a week, he’d lain in a hospital bed, forced to 
lie propped up, even though it killed his ribs to do so.  Even if it didn’t hurt to move, he 
couldn’t for all of the tubes and wires.  He was pretty sure every single function of his 
body was being measured, and it seemed like every part was connected to some kind of 
device.  Tubes snaked every which way from beneath his hospital gown, some carrying 
fluids in, others draining them.  He hadn’t been able to get a good enough look at 
himself to know how many there were or what all they did, but he was probably the only 
one who didn’t.  There was no privacy in the ICU.  If it hadn’t been his first time, he 
would have been embarrassed, but by now, he knew that humiliation was pointless, a 
waste of precious energy. 

Still, he couldn’t be confident and upbeat like Claire either.  She kept telling him 
he was going to make it through this – actually, everyone told him that – but the truth 
was, he was scared. 

For nine days, a machine had breathed for him.  Now he was told that if he wasn’t 
ready to come off the ventilator in five more, he would be given a trach tube instead.  
That, Nick vowed, was not going to happen.  No way in hell.  He was going to get himself 
off the vent.  He was determined to; he wanted to more than anything.  But his lungs 
were crapping out on him. 

They’d collapsed with the impact of his chest against the steering wheel of the car, 
he’d been told.  He remembered nothing of the crash himself; he didn’t even remember 
driving with Claire.  His last memory was of flying to Des Moines to see her; he didn’t 
recall getting there, nor driving in the car he had apparently rented, the car he had 
crashed.  Claire had filled him in on the rest. 

Apparently the car had caught fire after the crash.  There was proof of that in the 
healing burns on his torso and Claire’s gauze-wrapped hands.  Smoke inhalation had 
further damaged his lungs, which were already scarred from cancer and BOOP.  They all 
said he was lucky even to be alive.  “You weren’t breathing when I first checked you,” 
Claire had told him, a few days after he’d first awoken in the hospital.  He found out 
later from Brian that she had given him mouth-to-mouth until the ambulance came. 

Too bad I wasn’t awake to enjoy it ☺, he’d written to her on the notepad they 
now kept by his bed, attempting to make light of it.  She had grinned and made some 
kind of crack at him in return, but looking into her eyes, he could tell how scared she 
had been at the time.  It scared him too, to think how close he had come to dying.  If he’d 



 

been alone in the car, he probably would have died before the EMTs had gotten there.  
Claire had saved his life. 

But now he was relying on the ventilator, and without it, he wouldn’t be in much 
better shape.  As much as he wanted to be rid of it, it terrified him to think that if it was 
turned off, his lungs might fail him.  Twice in his life, he’d experienced the fright of truly 
not being able to breathe, and those were the two instances that had put him in the 
predicament he was in now.  He didn’t want there to be a third time. 

That was why, when Kristy came in on the tenth day and said, “We’re going to do 
a little breathing trial, without the vent,” his first reaction was panic. 

“Don’t worry,” Kristy assured him.  “All I’m going to do is unplug the hose that 
hooks the ventilator to your endotracheal tube... the breathing tube in your throat.  That 
stays in place for now.  We’ll see how you do breathing on your own through the tube, 
without the help of the vent.  If you don’t tolerate it well, I can just hook you right back 
up to the vent.  With me so far?” 

Nick nodded, but the pressure was mounting in his chest. 
“We’ll try it for five minutes at first, and if you do okay, we’ll keep going.  If you 

can breathe on your own for an hour or so, then Dr. Renck will probably want to 
extubate you – take the tube out,” Kristy explained. 

Nick’s heart lifted; that was what he wanted.  He nodded to show that he 
understood, and that he was ready, and as Kristy and one of the nurses got him ready for 
the trial, he tried to prepare himself. 

Lord, please give me the strength to do this... 
 

*** 
 

Claire walked in just as they were setting Nick up for his breathing trial.  “Can I 
stay?” she asked, after his therapist, Kristy, explained what she was about to do. 

Kristy and Liane, his nurse, exchanged glances, and Kristy said, “I don’t see why 
not, as long as it’s okay with Nick.”  All three women looked to Nick, who nodded and 
raised his hand to form the “okay” sign. 

Claire smirked; he was getting pretty good at the whole sign language thing.  
Which was funny because, with her scorched hands, she couldn’t do many hand signals 
at all, so she talked, and he signed or wrote, and somehow, it worked.  She always had 
an idea of what he was thinking or trying to say. 

Right now, for instance, she could see the uncertainty in his eyes.  He was 
nervous about coming off the ventilator, even if he was trying not to show it. 

“You’re gonna do fine, Nick,” she told him, sitting down beside him and taking 
his hand.  “You can do this.” 

On his opposite side, Kristy said, “Okay, Nick, I’m going to disconnect the vent 
now.  Once I do, it’s going to get harder for you to breathe; it will feel a little like 
breathing through a straw at first.  Take as deep of breaths as you can, and if you need to 
cough, cough.  That will help clear your lungs and make it easier.” 

“Dr. Renck ordered your dosage of pain meds to be upped,” added Liane, “so you 
should be able to take deep breaths without too much pain from your ribs.  You can give 
me a thumbs down if it hurts too much.” 

Nick nodded again and gave the thumbs up.  Claire squeezed his hand.  She 
watched, feeling anxious, as Kristy unplugged the thick hose of the ventilator, leaving 



 

 

only a thin, clear tube sticking out of Nick’s mouth.  She imagined it would feel like 
breathing through a straw, with that down his airway. 

Almost immediately, Nick started to cough, and Liane leaned over him with a 
suction tube, not unlike the ones Claire used in her job, to clear the breathing tube. 

“That’s good, Nick; cough,” Kristy coached him, while Claire hung back, watching 
in trepidation.  “Now try and take a deep breath for me.  A good, deep breath...” 

Claire could see him trying; racked with coughs, his chest heaved, and he gasped 
and choked, bearing down on her hand.  The raw skin beneath the gauze on her palms 
screamed out in searing agony, but it hurt her almost more to see Nick fighting for 
breath.  As the coughing finally subsided, he began to wheeze, breathing in short, rapid 
gasps that hissed out through the tube in his throat. 

“That’s it... that’s it...” Kristy murmured, her voice encouraging.  “Don’t panic, 
Nick, just relax and breathe... relax and breathe...” 

But he couldn’t relax.  His grip on Claire’s hand was frantic, and it was obvious he 
was struggling.  A fine sweat had broken out on his forehead, and his hand was clammy. 

“He’s diaphoretic, and his sats are dropping,” Claire heard Liane say in a low 
voice.  She looked away from Nick long enough to check his monitor and saw that his 
oxygen saturation level had fallen to 88%.  Her eyes darted to Kristy, wondering what 
the therapist was going to do. 

Kristy was watching the monitor carefully.  “If he drops below 85, we’ll have to 
put him back on the vent.  But give him a minute and see if he can bring it back up.” 

“C’mon, Nick,” Claire said quietly, rubbing his forearm, trying to calm him down.  
“You can do it.  Suck and blow, baby; move that air.” 

He seemed to relax a little, but his sats continued to fall.  “He’s tachycardic... BP’s 
up,” Liane said to Kristy when the level was at 86, making note of the numbers on Nick’s 
chart.  As she did, Claire saw the oxygen level drop to 85. 

“Alright...”  Kristy looked disappointed.  “I’m re-connecting the vent.  Suction...”   
Liane moved to suction out the breathing tube again, and Kristy said, “Hang on, Nick, 
we’re gonna get you hooked back up.  Keep breathing; you’re doing fine.” 

Within a minute or so, the ventilator hose had been reattached, and its 
mechanical hiss resumed, pumping air into Nick’s tired lungs.  Claire watched his rigid 
body relax against the pillows, felt his grip on her hand loosen.  She ran her thumb over 
his knuckles, feeling them recede back into his flesh. 

“That was a good try, Nick,” said Kristy, patting him on the shoulder.  “I’m going 
to have you rest on the vent for the rest of the day, and we can try again tomorrow, 
alright?” 

Nick gave a short nod and closed his eyes, looking thoroughly exhausted.  His 
face was pale and clammy, and when Kristy packed up her equipment and left, Claire 
asked Liane for a wet washcloth.  “Oh, I can do that, hon,” she said when Claire took the 
damp cloth and started to sponge the perspiration from his forehead, but Claire shook 
her head. 

“It’s alright; I’ve got it,” she insisted. 
The nurse nodded, made one last note on Nick’s chart, and left the cubicle. 
“I’m sorry,” Claire said softly when they were alone, wiping Nick’s brow in slow, 

gentle strokes.  “I know you were trying.  I guess it’s just going to take more time than 
we thought.  You’ll do better the next time.” 

 



 

Nick didn’t respond to her at all; his eyes were still closed, but she knew he hadn’t 
drifted off to sleep that easily.  He was still awake... just disappointed.  She could tell, 
and she felt bad for him, knowing how frustrated he had to be. 

“I love you,” she offered, out of any other encouraging things to say.  Standing up, 
she leaned over him and planted a kiss on his forehead.  She could taste the salt of his 
sweat, feel the coolness of his damp skin. 

As she backed away, his eyebrows furrowed, and she caught sight of a single tear 
seeping out from beneath his lashes. 

It was enough to break her heart. 
 

*** 
 

After what had happened without the ventilator, Nick was nervous to try again 
the next day.  Sedated, he’d slept comfortably the rest of the past day and was not 
thrilled about being roused in the morning to repeat the breathing trial.  Foggy though 
his mind was, he would never forget the sheer desperation he’d felt as he fought for air, 
the panic of feeling like he was suffocating, which was exactly how he’d felt when they 
had unplugged the vent.  He never wanted to experience that again. 

But with Kristy and Claire’s encouragement and the threat of a tracheotomy still 
on his mind, he tried again anyway. 

This time, he was more prepared for what to expect, and although he still 
coughed when the vent was disconnected, jolting his ribs painfully, he was able to relax 
and focus on taking deep breaths, moving air in and out of his lungs slowly through the 
tube.  At first, each breath took all the effort and concentration he could muster, and his 
chest ached as his shattered ribs were forced to expand. 

But eventually, he adjusted, and the breathing became easier.  He still felt short 
of breath, but not as he had yesterday, and his sat level was much better. 

“You’re doing great, Nick,” said Kristy with a smile.  “I want to see you breathe on 
your own, without the vent, for another hour.  If you can do that, I think you’ll be ready 
to extubate.” 

An hour.  He could do it, he thought. 
Claire stayed with him for the hour, and the guys came and went.  The more they 

talked to him, the more he yearned to be rid of the breathing tube so that he could talk 
back.  It was a hassle to have to write everything down or try and communicate with 
only his head and hands.  Thankfully, he had Claire, Brian, and AJ to do enough talking 
for all of them. 

Howie was quieter about everything, but at least he was calm.  Kevin was so 
uptight and paranoid that he made Nick nervous with all his questioning and checking.  
And his family... just the thought of them being there exhausted Nick.  They meant well, 
but all of the bickering between his siblings and Bob and Jane, whom he hadn’t seen 
together in years, drove him nuts.  He was glad they’d chosen to stay away today; the 
thought of his neurotic mother hovering over him was more than he could bear.  If the 
breathing tube didn’t suffocate him, Jane Carter surely would. 

“How you doin’, Nick?” Kristy asked, when an hour had passed.  “Think you’re 
ready to have that tube gone?” 

Nick nodded as vigorously as he could, hoping that would get the point across.  
His throat itched to be rid of the tube; his lungs were aching to breathe freely. 



 

 

“Okay,” Kristy smiled.  “Let me call Dr. Renck.” 
When Dr. Renck came in, they raised the head of Nick’s bed all the way, so that 

he was sitting upright.  “I’m going to ask you to take a deep breath, Nick,” Dr. Renck 
instructed when she was gloved up and ready, “and when I say to, blow it out as hard as 
you can, like you’re blowing out birthday candles.” 

“Practice for the big 3-0 in another month,” Claire chimed in from the 
background, flashing Nick an impish grin. 

He just pointed at her, narrowing his eyes into a look that said, Won’t be long, 
and you’ll be thirty too. 

Dr. Renck smiled.  “Perfect then.  So you blow out your candles, and I’ll pull out 
the tube.  It won’t be a nice feeling, but I promise I’ll pull fast.” 

Nick nodded; he remembered the feeling of being extubated and wasn’t looking 
forward to it, especially with broken ribs.  But it would be worth it, he reminded himself, 
once the tube was out. 

As the doctor counted to three, Claire offered her arm for him to squeeze, and he 
sucked in the deepest breath he could get.  “Blow,” ordered Dr. Renck, and he blew out 
with all of his strength, squeezing the pain from his chest into Claire’s forearm.  He 
gagged and choked as the long tube came up his throat, and once it was out, he started 
coughing, pressing his hands to his chest in a vain attempt to cushion his tender ribcage. 

“Doin’ great, Nick,” said Kristy, putting an oxygen mask over his mouth and nose.  
“Just breathe.” 

He sucked in the oxygen, and after a minute or so, the urge to gag and cough was 
gone, and he could breathe more easily.  He slumped back against his pillows and took a 
few deep breaths.  Dr. Renck came forward with her stethoscope and listened to his 
lungs as he inhaled and exhaled.  “How are you feeling, Nick?” she asked when she’d 
taken the stethoscope out of her ears, watching him closely. 

Nick was still trying to decide how he felt.  There was a dull ache in his chest, and 
his throat felt scratchy and sore, but he’d certainly felt worse.  “Okay,” he rasped, his 
voice barely audible.  It hurt to try and speak. 

Dr. Renck nodded.  “Good.  Don’t try to do much more talking; your throat is 
irritated from the tube.  You’ll probably be hoarse for a few days, but it will get better 
after that.  Some ice chips will help the soreness a little for now.  Liane?” 

His nurse appeared with a small cup of ice chips, which she handed to Claire.  
“Some ice cream would be better, right?” Claire teased with a smile, perching on the 
edge of Nick’s bed.  She gently lifted the oxygen mask.  “Open up.”  Nick opened his 
mouth, and she placed an ice chip on his tongue.  He sucked slowly, savoring the cold 
relief as it slid down his sore throat. 

“When Nick feels ready, he can start with liquids and soft foods,” said the doctor, 
“but he’ll be on a restricted diet for at least a few days.  Your digestive system needs time 
to adjust to solid food again,” she added, speaking directly to Nick now. 

He suppressed a smirk, knowing that this was the subtle way of telling him that 
after being fed through an IV for ten days, an ice cream sundae would give him diarrhea 
the likes of which he’d never seen before.  But that was okay with him... he didn’t feel 
like eating anything now, not even ice cream.  He still felt slightly queasy from the tube 
being pulled out, and his throat burned too badly to swallow much anyway. 

After awhile, his room cleared out, and he and Claire found themselves alone.  He 
had been waiting days to talk to her, but his throat was too sore to say much.  Claire 



 

didn’t seem to mind.  She fed him another ice chip, and as he took it off her fingertip, 
she leaned forward and caught his lips with hers.  The kiss was brief, but intensified by 
the chill of the ice and the contrasting heat of her mouth against his.  It was a shock to 
his system, and when she pulled away, replacing the oxygen mask over his mouth, he 
could only stare at her. 

“Sorry,” she said impishly.  “I’ve been wanting to do that for days, but there was 
always a freaking tube in the way.”  She winked playfully. 

Pulling the mask away from his face again, he smiled.  He cleared his throat, 
wincing at the pain, and, with difficulty, managed to whisper, “You took my breath 
away.” 

“Take my breath away...” she sang, off-key as always. 
He cringed behind the mask and shook his head.  “Don’t sing.” 
Claire grinned widely.  “Sorry.  One of us had to, and I didn’t think you’d be up to 

it.” 
He opened his mouth to rasp a reply, but she reached out and held the oxygen 

mask firmly in place.  “Don’t.  Rest that voice of yours; you know I can talk enough for 
both of us,” she said good-naturedly.  Then, as a mischievous gleam lit up her eyes, she 
started singing, “Don’t speak... I know what you’re saying... so please stop explaining... 
don’t tell me ‘cause it hurts...” 

Nick’s groan was muffled by the oxygen mask.  His ribs twinged, and his throat 
was on fire, but what hurt more than anything now were his ears. 

 
*** 

 
The next day, life seemed a thousand percent better to Nick.  He’d been moved to 

a private room on a different floor, and as the sun streamed in through the slats of the 
mini-blinds on his window, made even brighter by their reflection against the snow-
covered ground, the cheerful sound of Claire’s laughter bounced off the walls. 

“...so I had to call down to the front desk and ask for a couple of gallon-sized 
Ziploc bags and big rubber bands.  Twenty minutes later,” she giggled, “one of the 
bellboys shows up in his fancy-pants uniform, carrying a whole box of Ziploc and a 
handful of rubber bands and looking at me like I’m insane.  So I somehow manage to get 
the bags over my hands and hold them on with rubber bands... but then I have to 
actually take a shower with my big blob hands.” 

“Blob hands?” Nick repeated, chuckling hoarsely. 
“Well... they seemed kinda squishy and slimy at the time, especially once I got the 

shower going,” shrugged Claire.  “So anyway... I’m trying to squirt shampoo out of one 
of those teeny little hotel bottles, and the bottle keeps sliding out of my hands, and once 
I actually do manage to get some shampoo out, it starts running right off the plastic...  It 
was a miracle I managed to get anything on my body at all.  So, yeah, until my hands are 
healed, I’m on, like, the once-every-three-days shower plan.” 

“What day is it now?” 
Claire grinned.  “Day three.” 
He wrinkled his nose.  “Ew.  Don’t come too close,” he joked. 
“Aww, c’mon, I don’t smell too bad.”  She raised her arm and sniffed her armpit 

exaggeratedly.  “Well... maybe I take that back...” 
“Gross, Ren,” Nick rasped, making a face. 



 

 

She beamed.  “Aww, Stumpy, you love me and you know it.” 
He couldn’t deny it.  He did love her, especially when she was so full of life and 

laughter.  She’d been extra cheerful ever since yesterday, when he’d come off the 
ventilator.  He supposed they had both taken that as a sign that he was finally out of 
danger and on the mend.  His road to recovery wouldn’t necessarily be easy – it never 
was – but at least he was on his way. 

Their fun was interrupted by a knock on his door.  They exchanged glances, and 
Claire’s voice rang out, “Come in!”  The door opened, and in came a large man dressed 
in green scrubs.  He was carrying a large, plastic bag, the kind emergency rooms used to 
hold patients’ clothes and other belongings.  In it was something big, long and thin. 

“Hi, Mr. Carter.  I’m Drew, from the ER,” the nurse introduced himself.  “The 
firefighters from the scene of your accident brought this in last week, and we thought 
you might like to have it, or at least see it.” 

Nick and Claire both watched, curious, as he opened the bag and pulled out what 
was inside.  At first, Nick didn’t even recognize the charred hunk of metal.  Then, with a 
jolt, he realized it was his C-Leg. 

The prosthesis’s titanium pylon, strong enough to have supported his weight over 
billions of steps, was mangled and twisted.  Its socket was blackened and misshapen; it 
looked as if parts of it had actually melted, the heat molding it into an unidentifiable 
shape.  It was hard to believe it had once been a perfect cast of his stump. 

So this was what had happened to his leg in the fiery crash, he realized, staring at 
it in awe.  Subconsciously, he had noticed the absence of his prosthesis, but hadn’t yet 
questioned it.  Until today, he hadn’t been able to leave his bed, so there had been no 
need for it.  Now he understood why he hadn’t even seen it in his room. 

“Oh my God...”  Claire was the first to speak.  As she, too, realized what she was 
looking at, her bandaged hand went to her mouth in shock. 

The nurse, Drew, gave a grim smile.  “That’s pretty much what we said in the ER.  
The guys who brought it in said it was completely jammed under the dashboard when 
they went to recover it from your car.  The fire damaged it, obviously, but they think the 
impact of the crash is what bent it all up in the first place.”  He shook his head and 
added, “I guess you could consider yourself lucky.  I mean, if that had been your real leg, 
the crush injuries would have been massive.  Excuse my candor, but... if that had been 
your real leg, you might have ended up losing it anyway.” 

Nick’s stomach turned over at the thought of having to go through the 
amputation of his leg all over again.  But before he could really even wrap his mind 
around that possibility, Claire shook her head and said, “Forget losing a leg.  If that had 
been your real leg, Nick, you’d be dead right now.” 

He turned to look at her, startled by that grim statement. 
“You were stuck in a burning car, Nick,” she spoke bluntly.  “The only reason I 

managed to get you out was because I took your leg off.  If that had been your actual leg, 
I never would have been able to pull you out.  You would have been wedged in.  The 
flames probably would have killed you before the fire trucks and ambulance got there.” 

Drew nodded and added, “Like I said, man... you’re a lucky guy.” 
Lucky... lucky to have lost his leg.  It seemed ludicrous, and yet, if what they were 

saying was true, they were right.  He was lucky. 
His eyes drifted down to the lump made by his stump beneath the covers, a sight 

he had awoken to and loathed every morning of the last five-and-a-half years of his life.  



 

Had the remnants of his severed leg, the stump he hated, really helped save his life?  It 
was an incredible thought, one he wasn’t quite sure how to process yet. 

“Do you, um... do you want to hold onto this, or should I have it thrown out?” 
asked Drew awkwardly, and Nick looked up to see him holding up the mangled 
prosthesis. 

Nick thought the first inclination of any normal person would be to throw the 
thing out; obviously, it was useless now.  But, strangely enough, he felt a lump of 
emotion rise in his throat as he looked upon the sad remnants of his C-Leg.  That robotic 
leg had been his lifeline; it had literally given him his life back.  Without it, he never 
would have left his house.  He would never have walked again, never jogged or danced 
or played football with the guys.  He owed a lot to that hunk of titanium, and deep down, 
he didn’t want to part with it. 

Yet it was Claire who first said, “Keep it.” 
He turned his head, and she was looking at him, her eyes blazing with 

devilishness.  “You think?” he croaked. 
“Yeah!  Hell yeah!  Come on, how cool is that for a souvenir?  You gotta keep it; 

it’s awesome and bizarre, and it comes with a good story.  You can’t beat that.  You can 
show it to your children someday.  And in the meantime, you can use it as a decorative 
sculpture or something... mount it on your wall; I dunno...” 

Nick shook his head, grinning.  “You are weird, you know that?” he told her.  But 
secretly, he was pleased. 

Drew put the leg back into its bag and stowed it away in the room with them.  
Before he left, he said to Nick, “Hey, it’s good to see you awake and talking, and... well, 
breathing.  You gave us quite a scare.”   His eyes shifted to Claire, and when Nick looked 
at her, he found her gazing back at the nurse, a crooked smile on her face. 

“I don’t think I got a chance to thank you,” she told him, “for everything you did.  
For not giving up.  So thank you... thank you so much.” 

“Thanks,” Nick echoed, but the conversation had left him confused.  He had no 
idea what he was thanking this person for. 

When Drew left his room, he turned to Claire and asked, “Did he work on me in 
the ER or something?” 

“Work on you??” she repeated, smiling the same, lopsided smile, and he got the 
impression that his question had been naïve.  “Nick, that man did CPR on you for at 
least half an hour.  He kept you alive, until they could get your heart beating again.” 

“What??”  Nick’s reaction was stunned disbelief.  At first, he didn’t think he’d 
understood her correctly; despite all the accounts of the accident he had heard, no one 
had told him this.  “My heart stopped beating?” 

At Claire’s grim nod, his mouth fell open, his mind going into warp speed.  His 
heart had stopped.  Never before had he come so close to death, and to think, he hadn’t 
even known.  He hadn’t been conscious, and thus, had had no reason to be frightened, 
but now, the knowledge was disturbing. 

“They told me it stopped in the ambulance, on your way here.  When I came into 
the room, they had already been doing CPR for an hour.  They were about to stop, but 
they kept going for me... so that I could have a chance to say goodbye...”  Her voice 
shook on the last few words, and he looked up at her to find tears sparkling in the 
corners of her eyes. 



 

 

Something about the sadness of those blue eyes jolted his memory, and all of a 
sudden, in his own mind’s eye, Nick saw her reaching up to him from the dark depths of 
the sea, beckoning to him and calling his name. 

“You were in the room?” he asked faintly, trying to sort through this new 
revelation, and Claire nodded wordlessly.  “You were talking to me,” he added, and this 
time, it was not a question.  “You said...”  Looking down, he thought back to the 
dreamlike picture in his mind.  “You said not to leave you.  Something like, you needed 
me, you couldn’t live without me.  And you told me you loved me.” 

He lifted his head and found Claire staring at him, her eyes round and huge.  Her 
mouth fell open, but it took a few seconds for her to speak.  “How... how did you know 
that?” she whispered finally. 

His eyes locked with hers.  “I heard you.” 
She didn’t speak.  Her hand moved to cover her mouth, and the tears that had 

filled her eyes began to trickle out.  As they streamed silently down her cheeks, Nick 
recounted, “It was like a dream...  I was in the water, in the ocean, and I was drowning.  
I kept trying to make it to the surface, and I was almost there, but then I heard your 
voice.  I... I looked down, and you were there... floating in the water, below me.  Only 
you weren’t drowning.  You were just hovering there, like a... a mermaid or something, 
and you were reaching up to me.  I didn’t want to go back to you at first, ‘cause I knew I 
would drown.  But you were calling to me... I could hear you calling to me... and you 
sounded so desperate, I had to swim back.  So I let myself sink... and you grabbed my 
hand... and then...”   He trailed off, shaking his head.  “That’s all I remember.  I’d 
forgotten it until now.” 

Claire’s face was a mess of tears.  “Oh god... Nick...” she managed to say, her voice 
thick with emotion, and before he knew it, she had risen from her chair and climbed 
onto the bed beside him, moving close to his side.  Careful not to jostle him, she hugged 
him around the neck and buried her face in his shoulder, and there she cried, letting out 
her emotion until he could feel the moisture of her tears seeping through his hospital 
gown. 

“Shh... it’s okay,” he whispered, running his hand up and down her back, not 
knowing what else to do or say or think.  He was in an emotional whirlwind himself, 
completely blown away by what he’d learned.  “I’m okay now,” he assured her.  “You 
saved me, Claire.  I heard you, and you saved me.” 
 

*** 
 
By the next morning, Nick was ready to try eating actual food again.  Of course, in 

typical hospital fashion, they started him out on jell-o. 
Claire arrived by herself early that morning, just in time for the orderly to bring 

his breakfast tray.  As the orderly set the tray out on Nick’s bedside table, she bent and 
kissed his cheek, murmuring her good morning into his ear in a way that only could 
have been more sensual if she’d said it from beneath the covers of his bed. 

As it was, Nick was the only one in a bed, and he was starting to get restless. 
“I can’t wait to get out of here,” he muttered, swinging the moveable table that 

held his breakfast closer to him. 
“Any idea when that will be?” Claire asked.  “I mean, has Dr. Renck said anything 

about discharging you?” 



 

Nick shrugged.  “Not yet.  Hopefully it’ll be soon.  I am getting better and all...”   
That was the truth; he felt loads better than he had in the ICU.  His ribs were still 
painful, but at least it was easier to breathe.  He was still on oxygen, but had traded the 
obtrusive mask for a thin nasal canula.  And yesterday afternoon, he had even gotten out 
of bed and hobbled a lap around the room with the help of a walker.  It had been an 
exhausting and painful feat, but maybe today, after another day’s rest and recovery, he 
would be able to try the hallway.  He was surprised to find that he actually looked 
forward to the challenge. 

The revelation of his near-death experience had given him a fresh outlook on life, 
and that morning, he had awoken in better spirits than ever.  He was going to get 
through this, just as Claire had been telling him, and when it was over, he would go on 
with his life... with her in it.  He wasn’t sure what the future held for their relationship, 
but never had it been more clear to him how much he loved her.  She was his one... his 
soul mate... and someday, when the time was right, he was going to make her his wife.  
He was sure of it this time, and if she wasn’t, then somehow, he was going to make her 
see that they were meant to be together. 

But the hospital didn’t seem the best place to discuss their relationship, and so he 
held off, trying to concentrate on the more immediate future and the task of healing. 

“You’re getting lots better,” Claire agreed with him cheerfully, and she perched on 
the edge of his bed as reached to uncover his breakfast tray.  Sure enough, there was a 
bowl of red jell-o jiggling up at him. 

He groaned.  “It’s not even green jell-o.  Why couldn’t it be green?” 
Claire laughed.  “What, you don’t like cherry?  Who doesn’t like cherry?  Besides, 

red is way more romantic.” 
“Romantic?”  He wrinkled his nose.  “Who said anything about being romantic?  

We’re in a hospital.  And it’s... jell-o.” 
“Hey, Stumpy, with us... even a hospital can be romantic.  Where were we when 

you told me you loved me for the first time, huh?” 
Nick chuckled, wincing as the motion jarred his ribs.  She had him there.  “A 

hospital,” he admitted grudgingly. 
“See?”  She beamed.  But then her smile faded, and her face turned serious.  

“Listen... before you dig into that jell-o, I want to tell you something.  I’ve said it before, 
but... I want to say it again, now, and I want you to know that I really mean it.  I really, 
truly do.” 

He gazed at her, mystified by this preface.  “Okay...” he said slowly.  “So... say it.  
What is it?” 

“I love you.” 
That was all she said, and his first instinct was to laugh.  Why all the build up?  

She’d been saying that to him for two weeks. 
“Well, I love you too,” he replied. 
He expected her to smile, but instead, she gave him a long and penetrating look.  

“Do you really?” she asked.  “I mean, after everything I’ve put you through, all the pain 
and the baggage I’ve caused you, do you really still love me?  Enough to want to be with 
me again?” 

Nick frowned, confused by her questions.  Why would she ask such a thing?  
Didn’t she know?  “Yeah,” he said emphatically.  “Of course I do.  I always have.  I never 
stopped loving you, Claire; I thought you knew that.” 



 

 

“But... with our break-up and then Jamie and all of that...” 
“I still love you,” Nick interrupted her.  “I loved you even through all of that.  

Can’t say I was always happy with you...”  He paused to shoot her an impish smirk.  “... 
but I always loved you.” 

Finally, she smiled, and he could see relief in her eyes.  “I always loved you too,” 
she said, a wistful expression softening her features.  “I don’t know if I was in denial or 
just kidding myself, but after I left you, and even when I was with Jamie, I always knew 
in the back of my mind that I still loved you.  A part of me always regretted leaving you.  
I just... I would never let myself go back to you.”  She frowned, looking away.  “I guess I 
was being stubborn... but I just kept thinking that we had broken up for a reason, that it 
never would have worked out.  Our lives were too different.” 

Nick nodded, but he wondered what she was getting at.  Why were they having 
this conversation again, about why they’d broken up?  He didn’t want to hear about that.  
He wanted to focus on their future, not the failures in their past. 

“But now I know that it doesn’t matter.  It never mattered,” she stressed, looking 
him directly in the eye again.  Her next words came pouring out in a rush that he didn’t 
dare interrupt.  “When you love someone, you make it work.  You compromise; you 
sacrifice if you have to.  That’s what love is all about... two lives, two souls, merging into 
one.  My life totally changed when I married Jamie... and even though it didn’t work out, 
I don’t regret everything about it.  I wouldn’t have Caitlin and Delaine without him.  My 
life has changed because of them.  And I’ve changed too.  I’m different now; I’m not the 
same person I was when I was with you.  I’m older now, and wiser.  Much wiser.  And 
less selfish.  And I think that, if we were to try it again now, we could make it work this 
time.” 

Nick nodded again, his heartbeat accelerating.  “I want us to try.” 
She smiled, and a strange look glossed over her eyes.  “Good.” 
A moment passed between them, in which neither of them spoke.  Then Claire 

seemed to snap out of it and said, “You better eat that jell-o now.” 
Nick blinked, shrugged, and picked up his spoon.  There was something going on 

with her, he thought as he dug in.  She was acting weird.  But it was too early to try and 
figure out what it could be now.  He’d work on that later, once he had some brain food in 
him.  Yeah... jell-o... the breakfast of champions. 

It may not have been his favorite, but the first bite of gelatin was surprisingly 
good – sweet on his tongue, cool and soothing as it slid down his sore throat.  Eager for 
more, he plunged his spoon back into the bowl.  It sank easily through the red jell-o, but 
this time, it hit something hard, something solid, in the center of the bowl.  His brow 
furrowing in bewilderment, he leaned forward, tipping the bowl towards him. 

There was something stuck in the middle of his jell-o.  It was dark and squarish, 
but through the dark red gelatin, he couldn’t tell what it was.  It didn’t look like a 
cockroach or anything, but... what could it be? 

“There’s something in my jell-o,” he said flatly to Claire, tipping the bowl to show 
her. 

“Hm... weird.  You better dig it out and find out what it is before you eat the rest.” 
“Yeah...”   He rammed his spoon back into the bowl, using it like a jackhammer to 

break the smooth gelatin up into little, jiggly bits.  He still couldn’t tell what the 
unidentified foreign object in his breakfast was, but when he got it on his spoon and 



 

lifted it up for closer inspection, he realized it was a piece of cereal.  A piece of Cracklin’ 
Oat Bran, the cereal that looked like a square-shaped ring.  The cereal that... 

He froze, the memory hitting him like a pillow to the face. 
 
She gasped and burst out laughing.  “Nick!” she cried breathlessly, laughing 

uncontrollably.  Nick only smiled sheepishly and admired his own creativity.  He’d 
sliced an egg three-quarters of the way through its middle, hollowed out the powdery 
yellow-gray yolk, and in its place, set a single piece of Cracklin’ Oat Bran.  As her 
laughter died, Claire plucked the square-shaped cereal loop out of its egg encasement 
and held it up.  It sort of resembled a ring, only thick and square-ish... and made of 
bran...  But she got the point.  Smiling, she set down the bottom of the egg “box” and 
slipped the cereal onto the ring finger of her left hand.  It only went halfway before 
getting stuck, and she giggled again. 

“Sorry,” Nick said, offering her a shrug. 
“No... no, it’s... it’s perfect,” she replied, grinning over at him.  “You are so cute!” 
He flashed her a toothy Crest smile.  “Nah, I’m just cheesy.  I wanted you to have 

a ring.” 
“And now I do.  And what a beautiful, crackling, oat-branny ring it is.”  She held 

her left hand up and turned it this way and that, as if the ring were sparkling in the 
light. 

 
Slowly, Nick turned his head to stare at Claire, as he was met with understanding. 
She had been watching him carefully, and now her cheeks were pink, and her 

bottom lip, red from her chewing on it, quivered ever so slightly.  Yet her blue eyes 
shone with unwavering intensity.  “That night, Nick,” she said shakily, “when I almost 
lost you... I realized again how short life is.  How fragile.  We’ve both been given second 
chances.  We can’t afford to waste them.” 

Nick nodded in agreement, but he couldn’t speak; he had no words.  He let her 
keep talking, just waiting to hear what she would say.  Did this mean what he thought it 
might mean? 

“I know I said I wanted to take things slow... but I don’t anymore.  I know what I 
want now... and that’s you, Nick.  I love you, and you love me, so why waste our time?  
Let’s just... go for it.  Carpe diem.  Seize the day.  Marry me, Stumpy.” 

Nick practically choked, an unexpected burst of laughter exploding from his 
chest.  His ribs seared, but this time, he didn’t to feel the pain.  “I’m sorry... what did 
you say?” he asked in disbelief.  “Did you just say-” 

“I said marry me.” 
He stared, his heart thudding against those fragile ribs.  “Are you serious?  

You’re... for real?”  He didn’t want to find out this was all just her idea of a joke, yet 
somehow, deep down, he knew it wasn’t.  He knew this was just her, just Claire, taking it 
upon herself to be spontaneous, seize the day, as she said, and propose to him. 

“I am totally for real, Nick.  I want to marry you.  Will you marry me?”  She raised 
her eyebrows, looking uncertain for a moment, as if she actually thought he might say 
no. 

Again, Nick laughed, laughed at the mere thought of turning her down.  “Claire...” 
he said, looking her in the eyes, seeing her as he had in the moment he’d first popped 



 

 

the question to her.  No, not a question.  Just a “marry me.”  Exactly as she’d said it to 
him. 

A grin split across his face, and his answer tumbled out effortlessly.  “Hell yeah, 
I’ll marry you, Ren.” 

Now it was her turn to laugh.  The sound filled him with warmth, soothing his 
aching chest.  She leaned forward to kiss him deeply, though the kiss was broken by her 
giggling.  As she pulled back from him, she reached into the pocket of her jeans and 
emerged with a long braid of yellow and red yarn.  “This goes with your engagement 
ring,” she giggled, holding up the long yarn chain. 

He had one identical to it back in Florida, one that held his own piece of cereal.  
She had made it for him, after braiding herself a chain to hold the cereal “ring” he’d first 
given her. 

Now his eyes dropped to the piece of cereal still sitting in the bottom of his spoon, 
and just as he started to wonder, before he could even begin to ask, Claire said, “Yes, it’s 
the same one.  It’s the one you gave me.” 

Nick’s eyes returned to her face in surprise, stunned that she had kept it, that she 
had saved such a stupid token all these years, even after their engagement had fallen 
apart, even while she’d been married to Jamie.  If there was no other proof of her lasting 
love for him, that was it. 

“It’s your turn to wear it now,” she said.  “At least until we get back to Florida.”  
And she wiped the bits of red jell-o off the piece of cereal, strung it onto the braid of 
yarn, and tied the necklace together around his neck.  It was a sign of his love for her 
that he didn’t protest, just slipped the cereal pendant underneath the neck of his 
hospital gown and let it rest against his chest, right next to his heart. 

“I love you,” Claire whispered, her lips caressing his neck.  “I can’t wait to be your 
bride.  I don’t want to wait.” 

His arms came around her, and he gingerly pulled her close, ignoring the 
pressure on his ribs.  It was a good kind of pressure, holding her near him.  “I can’t wait 
to make you my bride,” he whispered back; then, unable to resist, he added a teasing, 
“finally.” 

She grinned and bobbed her head up and down.  “Yeah... finally.” 
 

*** 
 
 



 

Chapter 200 
 
“Ahh, feels good to be home, doesn’t it?” Claire quipped, patting Nick’s knee. 
He made a face at her, looking around the small room in which they’d sat 

together so many times before.  It had undergone a renovation sometime in the last 
year, he could see.  New chairs, different colors; even the artwork on the walls had 
changed.  But it was still the same old waiting room, and through that door next to the 
receptionist’s cubicle lay the same old hallway, leading to the examining rooms where 
Nick had braved needles and bad news.  They could make it pleasant-looking, but the 
cancer clinic at Tampa General Hospital would always be a depressing place to Nick. 

“Yep,” he replied dryly.  “Home sweet home.” 
Another scan of the waiting room revealed people who were in the situation he’d 

been in more than six years ago, people with bald heads and bloated faces, looking 
nervous and nauseous.  The sight brought back bad memories, yet filled him with a 
gnawing sort of guilt. 

It had been five-and-a-half years since his last chemotherapy treatment, and 
about five since he’d achieved remission once more.  As of this month, he was five years 
removed from the hell these people were stuck in, and if today’s appointment with Dr. 
Kingsbury went well, he’d finally be able to say he was cured. 

Cured. 
For so long, the word had been a carrot on a string, dangled just out of his grasp.  

But now, he was close enough to reach out and grab it. 
Not without its cost, though. 
The cure had come at a high price, and as he sat there in a wheelchair, his leg 

gone, his lungs permanently damaged, his clothes hiding the scars of surgeries and 
biopsies, needles and catheters, Nick couldn’t forget how much he had paid for it.  But 
he had no regrets.  He knew how lucky he was to be there, alive, breathing on his own, 
and cleansed of the cancer cells that had wreaked such havoc on his body.  Every day 
was a gift. 

He’d spent just six of them at home since leaving the hospital in Des Moines and 
flying back to Tampa.  Six long days, made longer by the fact that, with broken ribs and 
no prosthesis, he was pretty much confined to bed or a wheelchair.  He’d been forced to 
move back into the downstairs guest bedroom, and he would stay there, until his new 
prosthesis was made or his ribs healed enough for crutches. 

But it really wasn’t so bad.  Every night he had spent in the guestroom, Claire had 
spent with him. 

They had all flown back together, Nick, Claire, and the twins, and they’d been 
staying in Nick’s house, living together there like a family, for the week since then.  It 
was a nice arrangement for all of them.  Nick had someone to keep him company and 
could occupy himself by playing with Caitlin and Delaine.  And Claire now had a 
partner, someone who could watch the babies for her while she took a shower or ran to 
the store.  She took care of him, he helped her take care of her kids, and together, they 
were as happy as they could have been. 

It wasn’t a perfect situation, but one day, it would be.  When she was ready, he 
would help Claire sell the condo, and she would bring the twins to live with him 
permanently.  Then he could finally make her his wife and be the kind of husband she 



 

 

hadn’t had in Jamie.  He would love her children as his own, and together, they would 
be a real family. 

He looked forward to that day more than anything... except, maybe, for being 
cured. 

Nick hadn’t had to look his cancer in the face in five years, yet even with it 
removed from his body, it had stayed with him, lingering in the back of his mind.  There 
was always the worry, the fear, of a relapse that kept him coming back to the oncology 
clinic for check-ups, first every six months, then once a year.  He hadn’t skipped one of 
them, not since the missed appointment that had nearly cost him his life.  He’d allowed 
a tumor to get out of control because he’d blown off a clinic visit to hang out with his 
brother.  He had vowed never to let that happen again. 

This particular check-up, hopefully his last, had been scheduled for early 
December, but as he’d been laid up in Des Moines at the time, he had rescheduled it for 
today, the Tuesday before Christmas.  If he got the news he was hoping for from Dr. 
Kingsbury, it would be the greatest Christmas present he’d ever received. 

“Nick?” 
Nick looked up, and there was a nurse, waiting to take him back.  Surprisingly, he 

didn’t recognize her.  A lot had changed in the last five years; sadly, he’d once been 
familiar with most of the nurses on the floor. 

“Hi, I’m Alison,” the nurse introduced herself.  “We’re heading to the third door 
on your right.” 

Claire pushed Nick down the hall and into the third room on the right-hand side.  
She helped him out of the wheelchair, onto the examining table, and into the hospital 
gown Alison had left for him.  Once he was changed, the nurse came back and took his 
vitals and a blood sample. 

“The doctor will be in to examine you in a few minutes,” she promised when she 
was finished, leaving the room. 

Poking at the cotton ball taped inside his elbow, Nick looked up and found Claire 
watching him.  “What?” 

She smiled.  “Back in the beginning, did you ever think you’d get to this point?  
Sitting here at your last check-up ever.” 

“Hey now, don’t jinx me, woman.  How’s that saying go, about counting chickens 
or something?” 

“Don’t count your chickens before they hatch?” Claire supplied. 
“Yeah, that’s the one.  We all think it’s gonna be the last, but I just don’t wanna 

get my hopes up if it’s not, you know?  There’s always surprises... shit happens.” 
“You’ve been through enough shit,” Claire replied firmly.  “You feel fine, right?  I 

mean, besides the accident stuff.” 
“Yeah...”  Nick shrugged.  “And I know that with all the tests and monitoring and 

everything they did in the hospital, they woulda caught it if something was weird with 
me.  But still... I just can’t relax here.  It’s like habit for me.  I always expect bad news.” 

“You’re a pessimist.”  Claire stood up, leaned in, and kissed the tip of his nose.  
Looking him right in the face, she added sternly, “You need to be more of an optimist.” 

He grinned.  “Sorry.” 
“I know how you feel though,” she admitted.  “I remember being that way too.  

You relapse once, and you’re always afraid it’s going to happen again.  When I finally hit 
that five-year mark last year, it felt so... surreal.” 



 

 
Nick nodded, knowing just what she meant.  “Back then, five years did seem like 

a long ways away.” 
“Oh yeah.  When you’re actually going through it, you have to just live one day at 

a time.  You have to.  You don’t know what you’re going to feel like tomorrow, let alone 
in five years.  But we made it there.”  She grinned, and the smile lit up her entire face.  
“We made it, baby.” 

This time, he was the one to lean in, capturing her upturned lips in a tender kiss 
that lingered, even as the door handle turned and the door to the room swung open.  
Nick chanced opening his eyes to look past her, and there was Dr. Kingsbury in the 
doorway, her brows arched into a blend of surprise and amusement.  He started 
snickering even before he broke the kiss, and when Claire followed his eyes and turned 
around, she giggled too, streaks of pink flaring high in her cheeks. 

The oncologist just smiled, showing more patience than most.  “Well, well,” she 
said in a rather sing-songy voice.  “A lot’s happened in a year, I see.  Are we back 
together?” 

She reminded Nick of a sane version of his mother.  He smirked, feeling his 
cheeks redden, but before he could say anything, Claire took his hand and answered 
proudly, “Yes we are.  We’re getting married, for real this time, and don’t you dare ruin 
our ‘happily ever after’ ending with bad news.”  She winked, and Dr. Kingsbury laughed, 
the crinkles around her eyes deepening. 

“I’ll certainly try not to.  But considering Nick just spent some time in the 
hospital, I don’t anticipate having to give any.  This check-up’s merely a formality at this 
point.”  Her pleasant smile became sympathetic as she turned her attention back to Nick 
and asked, “How have you been doing since your accident?  I heard a few details here 
and there, but not the whole scoop.” 

“I’m alright,” Nick replied, glad he could say that now.  “Got a few busted ribs 
that are still healing, but other than that, I’m pretty good.  Just waiting to get fitted for a 
new leg; my old one kinda got destroyed in the crash.”   He smiled despite himself, 
picturing the mangled hunk of titanium that was currently propped up in his home 
studio. 

“I’m glad to hear you’re doing well.”   She folded her hands professionally and 
said, “Well, let’s get down to business.  Before I start, if you don’t mind, I have a medical 
student under my wing right now.  Would it be okay with you if she was present for the 
exam today?” 

Caught by surprise, Nick nonetheless nodded.  “Um, sure.  That’s fine.” 
Dr. Kingsbury smiled.  “She might look familiar.”   As she stuck her head out into 

the hall, Nick heard her say, “Dr. Carbeth?  You can come in now.”  When she came back 
into the room, she was joined with a younger woman in a white lab coat.  Recognition 
struck Nick at once, and his mouth opened into a smile.  It was Samantha. 

“Hi, Nick,” said his favorite nurse.  She tucked a piece of her auburn hair behind 
her ear and beamed.  “Bet you didn’t expect it to be me.” 

Nick had always enjoyed the melodic way in which she spoke.  Her sweet, 
Carolinian drawl had been soothing while he was under her care in the hospital all those 
years ago.  Now, he returned her cheerful smile.  “No, I sure didn’t.  Last time I saw you, 
you were in the NICU.” 



 

 

“That’s right!”  Her eyes shifted to Claire.  “Speaking of the NICU... how are your 
girls doing?” 

“Oh, they’re amazing!” exclaimed Claire.  “Almost eleven months old now and 
crawling all over the place.  Want to see pictures?”  Samantha nodded eagerly, and 
Claire pulled her billfold out of her purse.  Nick watched in amusement while both 
doctors gathered around Claire to admire the baby photos she carried around with her. 

“Aww, they’re just too pretty for words!” Samantha cooed.  “They’ve grown like 
weeds since I last saw them, that’s for sure!” 

“They got off to a slow start, but they’re growing like crazy now,” Claire agreed.  
“They’re still a little behind, but hopefully in a couple years, you’ll never be able to tell 
they were preemies.” 

“Oh yeah,” Samantha nodded, “kids are just incredible, the way they’re so 
resilient.  I’ve seen some on this floor who have bounced back from death’s door and 
come back to us a year later for a check-up, looking like they’ve never been sick a day in 
their lives.  You guys know what I’m talking about,” she added, looking from Claire to 
Nick. 

Nick smiled.  “So are you thinking of going into oncology?” he asked. 
“Oh, I’m thinkin’.  You know, I used to think oncology would be kind of a 

depressing specialty to go into, but since I started nursing on this floor, I realized how 
much I enjoy it.  You really get to know patients here, more than you would in another 
field, and I like that.  But I guess, at the same time, that makes it harder too,” she 
mused. 

“The success stories are worth it,” Dr. Kingsbury chimed in, catching Nick’s eye.  
“And on that note... let’s get this over with so you can get out of here and go on with the 
rest of your life.” 

Yes, thought Nick with a grin.  That sounds wonderful. 
 

*** 
 

Dr. Kingsbury did a thorough exam and ordered a rush on Nick’s bloodwork.  
While he and Claire waited for her to come back with the results, he thought back to all 
of the other times he had sat around in one of these exam rooms, waiting... worrying... 

A doctor like Dr. K didn’t give good news often.  There was lots of bad news, and 
the good stuff was always conditional.  It came with warnings and provisions.  He 
couldn’t remember how many times he’d heard his oncologist say, “We don’t use the 
word ‘cured’ until you’ve been in remission for five years.”  Back then, five years had 
seemed like such a long time.  And it was, when you’d had a disease that you knew could 
reoccur at any time. 

But it hadn’t, not in five years, and here he was, waiting to hear those magic 
words from Dr. Kingsbury:  “You’re cured.” 

When she came in, carrying her usual clipboard, he saw her as he had nearly 
seven years ago, when she’d pursed her lips and, with a very serious look, told him, “You 
have cancer.”   But today, she was all smiles.  “Well, Nick,” she said.  “No surprises.  
Your bloodwork looks great.  I see no other reason to torture you with more tests.  Your 
sarcoma has been in remission for five years, and I think it’s safe to say...” 

She paused, perhaps for dramatic effect, and gave Nick a knowing smile.  She had 
to know what he was thinking, that he was remembering all of the times he’d asked 



 

hopefully about a cure, and all of the times she’d had to stifle his happiness just a little 
with the line about “five years.” 

And now, five long years since his bone cancer had spread to his lungs and nearly 
killed him, his oncologist spoke the words that could erase the three which had brought 
Nick Carter’s world crashing down.  The only words that could make his suffering 
through chemo, radiation, surgery, and physical therapy all worth it. 

“...you’re cured, Nick.” 
 

*** 
 
It was the best news they could ask for at Christmas, and on Christmas Eve, they 

were still reveling in it. 
Watching Nick play with Caitlin and Delaine on the floor beneath the Christmas 

tree, Claire realized that although it wasn’t yet morning, she’d already gotten everything 
she could have asked for that Christmas.  She had a pair of incredible daughters, the two 
little miracles she thought she may never have, and they were healthy.  The three of 
them had Nick... a father figure for the girls, and a companion for Claire.  After being 
apart from him for far too long, she cherished their relationship more than ever, and 
this time, she knew it was going to be forever.  And now, with Nick cured from the 
devastating disease that had brought them together, forever seemed likely. 

And to think, a year ago, she never could have guessed it would end up like this.  
She thought back to the previous Christmas, as she looked at Nick.  As a joke, he was 
wearing the red and green-striped “stump sock” she had knitted him, which was really 
supposed to have been a stocking hat, and the sight of it brought back memories of that 
Christmas Day, when she had felt like a beached whale, on bed rest for her pregnancy, 
and Jamie had nearly broken Nick’s jaw.  Even with divorce papers in her name and 
Nick fresh out of the hospital, Claire thought this Christmas was guaranteed to be better 
than the last. 

Caitlin’s shrieking laughter interrupted her thoughts, and Claire looked up to see 
Nick playing “airplane” with her.  Lying on his back, he’d balance Cait on her tummy 
against the sole of his foot and lift her into the air, holding onto her outstretched hands 
so that she wouldn’t fall.  She and Delaine both loved the game; even if they slid off his 
foot, they’d end up in a fit of giggles on the floor, ready to crawl back for more fun. 

“One of these times, you’re gonna launch one of them into the Christmas tree,” 
Claire remarked, but she was only playing.  She trusted Nick around her girls; he was 
wonderful with them.  She was glad they would grow up with a stepfather to roughhouse 
on the floor with them.  That was just such a “Dad” thing to do, and Nick did it well. 

“Well, then, they’d make two pretty ornaments, wouldn’t they?” Nick teased back, 
sitting up and scooping both girls into his lap.  “How the Grinch Stole Christmas” was on 
TV, and they both watched the cartoon in fascination for a few minutes, giving Nick 
some quiet time.  As they watched, Claire found herself unable to take her eyes off of 
them.  Caitlin was the spitting image of her as a baby, with huge blue eyes and fine, 
wispy red hair.  Her hair certainly had more curl to it than Claire ever remembered her 
own having, and she wondered if Cait would take after Jamie in that respect.  Delaine 
had definitely gotten her hair from Jamie; it was dark, almost black, dramatic-looking 
set against her pale pink skin and blue eyes.  She would grow up to be striking. 



 

 

Hair color aside, the girls’ faces looked nearly identical, but Claire figured this 
would change as they got older.  They were, after all, only fraternal twins – no more 
closely related than any two siblings.  And although they looked alike, she marveled at 
how different they were in personality, even now.  Caitlin was the more easygoing of the 
two, but she was also the loudest and most outgoing.  She had skipped right on through 
the fear of strangers phase, taking to Nick almost instantly.  Delaine had taken longer 
and still cried whenever Claire left the room.  She was a quieter baby, but fussier too.  
Sometimes Claire worried that she was sick or in pain, but she laughed and played quite 
a bit too, and the pediatrician assured her there was nothing wrong.  Lainey was just a 
different baby from Cait.  She imagined they would grow up to be quite different too. 

By the time the Whos down in Whoville were singing on Christmas Day, Cait was 
rubbing her eyes with her fists, and Delaine was already asleep, her head lolled in the 
crook of Nick’s arm.  Smiling, Claire said softly, “Looks like a couple of girls are ready to 
go to bed so Santa can come.” 

She knew her daughters didn’t really understand most of what she said yet and 
hadn’t a clue what “Santa” meant, but that hadn’t stopped her from talking about Santa 
Claus and Rudolph ever since they’d put up the tree at Nick’s house.  It was their first 
Christmas, and she wanted to do it right.  She and Nick had spent a lot of time singing 
Christmas carols, too – “Jingle Bells” had proven to be a favorite, whether it was the real 
version or Nick’s “Batman smells” rendition.  “Silent Night” and “Away in a Manger” 
made good lullabies. 

“They’re fading fast,” Nick agreed, returning the smile as he glanced down at the 
two babies. 

Claire got up from the couch and bent to pick up Cait.  She carried the baby into 
the bedroom, where she had set up both of their bassinets.  The sleeping situation wasn’t 
as ideal as it had been in the condo, where the two cribs were, but they could make do 
until she finished moving after the holidays.  For now, she lay Cait down in the bassinet 
and turned on the iCrib mp3 player Nick and Laureen had given her last Christmas, 
hoping the soft music would soothe her daughter to sleep.  Then she went back for 
Lainey. 

“’Night, baby girl,” Nick was murmuring when she returned, and she smiled as 
she watched him bend over and place a gentle kiss on Lainey’s forehead.  The baby 
stirred, but didn’t awaken, and somehow she managed to stay asleep as Claire carefully 
picked her up and carried her to her bassinet. 

With the twins quiet in their beds, Claire came back out to the living room.  Nick 
was still sitting on the floor by the tree, where a modest array of presents were piled.  
Most of them were for the girls, but Claire had bought a few things for Nick as well, and 
the almost daily stops by the FedEx truck over the past week ensured her that he had 
done some shopping of his own. 

“C’mere,” he said to her now, patting a spot on the carpet.  As she sank down 
beside him, he turned off the TV.  “Grinch is over... kids are asleep... time for you and 
me to get into the Christmas spirit ourselves, don’tcha think?”  He wriggled his 
eyebrows, and his tongue slipped out between his teeth, running smoothly over his top 
lip. 

“Why, Nick Carter, was that a sexual innuendo?” Claire asked sarcastically, 
playing dumb.  “Are you talking dirty to me on Christmas Eve?” 



 

“Darn... you caught me.”  He smirked, his eyes devilish.  “Guess I’m goin’ on the 
naughty list.” 

“Oh, you bad boy...  You’re gonna find a lump of coal with your name on it in the 
morning.” 

“Can’t you just spank me instead?” 
Claire couldn’t keep a straight face anymore; she burst out laughing.  The “bad 

boy,” “spank me” stuff just wasn’t a turn-on, although that sexy smirk he was doing, 
with the one eyebrow arched... well, that was just plain hot.  “C’mere, naughty boy,” she 
said, leaning in to kiss him.  Her lips soon wiped the smirk right off his face. 

They made out beneath the tree, but skipped the love-making and snuggled up in 
a big, fleece blanket instead.  Claire wished there was a fireplace to curl up in front of, 
but it was cozy enough with Nick’s arms and the warm blanket around her, the room 
dark but for the glow of the shimmering Christmas tree.  It was sixty degrees outside, 
but inside, they could pretend they were in a snowbound cabin, far up north.  After what 
had happened in Iowa, Claire was more than content to just pretend, and she was sure 
Nick would agree. 

In the multicolored light, she traced over the crescent-shaped bruise that 
extended across his bare chest, a perfect imprint of the steering wheel he’d collided into.  
It had been almost a month since the crash, and although the bruise had faded to a 
sickly gradient of yellow and purple, it was still quite visible.  So were the burns on his 
torso, but those had healed to the point where they only looked like sunburn now.  
Several small holes from chest tubes were still scabbed over; they would leave scars, to 
match the ones he already had from his last lung surgery.  Battle wounds, she called 
them. 

But the battles were over now.  The war had been won. 
She placed a kiss in the center of his chest, over his heart.  His skin felt warm 

against her mouth.  “I love you, Nick,” she murmured, lifting her head to meet his lips. 
“I love you too,” he whispered, kissing her sweetly.  “I’ve got something for you.  I 

think you should open it tonight... so you’ll have it when we see your family tomorrow.” 
“Really?”  She raised an eyebrow, intrigued.  “So is it something I can wear?” 
“May-be.” 
“Hm... but not sexy lingerie... because it’s something my family would want to 

see.  Is it clothes, or jewelry?” 
“It’s a pair of tube socks, alright?  Now stop guessing and let me find it.” 
She watched in amusement as he got on his hands and knee and started crawling 

painfully beneath the tree, shoving presents aside right and left.  “Here,” he grunted 
finally, emerging with a smallish-sized box.  Sadly, it did look the perfect size to hold a 
pair of tube socks.  And it was light, too, she realized when he handed it to her. 

“You were kidding about the socks, weren’t you?” she asked as tore off the silver 
wrapping paper.  “Are they at least Christmas socks?” 

She wasn’t really expecting socks of any kind, but inside the box she found... 
another box. 

It was a jewelry box.  A small, square-shaped, velvet-covered jewelry box.  Which 
could only mean one of two things:  earrings or a ring.  She already had a guess in her 
mind when she flipped open the box.  And sure enough... 

It was a ring. 



 

 

But not just any ring.  It was her ring.  Platinum milgrain band, adorned with 
sparkling, canary yellow diamonds, set with an oval-shaped, one-and-a-half carat 
diamond she had chosen herself.  It was her engagement ring, designed by Nick and her 
together, and she hadn’t set eyes upon it since she’d placed it on his doorstep four years 
ago.  She had never thought to ask what had become of it... but here he had kept it, all of 
this time, just waiting for the day when he could give it back to her. 

She looked up at him with tears in her eyes.  “Nick... I don’t know what to say.”  
All she could think of was another apology, for what she’d done to him back then, 

but before she could get one out, he replied, “Say you still like the ring, ‘cause I spent 
good money on that thing.” 

He grinned, and she burst out laughing.  “You know I love it!” she cried.  “It’s 
even more gorgeous than I remembered.  I hope it still fits... my fingers swelled when I 
was pregnant with the twins.” 

“Well, let’s find out.” 
Nick plucked the ring out of its box, and Claire held out her left hand.  It had felt 

rather naked after she’d first lost her bandages, used to holding the Claddagh ring Jamie 
had given her.  She was just starting to get used to going without a ring.  But when Nick 
slid the engagement ring onto her finger, she felt as if a missing piece of her had been 
put back into place.  It was a perfect fit. 

“It’s perfect,” she told Nick, admiring the way the diamonds twinkled in the 
colored lights of the tree.  “Absolutely beautiful.  Thank you, Nick.” 

“No.  Thank you.” 
“For what?” Claire asked, and Nick’s next words made her feel even guiltier. 
“For coming back to me.” 

 
*** 

 
That Christmas had been the best one Nick had had in at least five years.  Despite 

the fact that he was still recovering from the accident and was without his artificial leg, 
he had enjoyed himself, going with Claire and the twins over to Kyle and Amber’s house 
to spend Christmas Day with her family.  It was there that she announced their re-
engagement, flashing around the canary diamond ring he had saved for her. 

Nick had worried about their reaction.  He had always seen Claire’s parents as 
rather conservative Catholics who were very protective of her, and he wasn’t sure how 
they would react to her getting into another serious relationship so soon after her 
divorce, let alone remarrying.  But, to his relief, they took the news well, offering their 
congratulations and welcoming Nick into the family. 

That Christmas, he realized later, had just been a preview of what was to come.  
By the following Christmas, he and Claire would be married, and Cait and Lainey would 
be his stepdaughters.  Finally, he would join Brian, Kevin, and even AJ in having a 
family of his own. 

More than ever, the coming of the new year represented change, a second chance 
and a fresh start for them both.  It was 2010, the beginning of a new decade and a new 
life together.  Nick welcomed the changes the new year had in store for him. 

As he and Claire recovered from the holidays, Nick started to think more and 
more about those changes.  Claire and the twins would be moving in soon, and once they 
did, everything would be different.  He knew it wasn’t going to be just like it had been 



 

when Claire had lived there before.  Now there would be two babies in the house, and 
Nick wanted to share in the role of taking care of them.  Even if he wasn’t their biological 
father, he wanted Caitlin and Delaine to grow up viewing him as a parent.  He knew that 
Jamie, as their true father, would always be a part of their lives, but that didn’t mean he 
couldn’t be the best stepdad imaginable.  He wanted to be everything Jamie hadn’t been 
– caring, compassionate, and most of all, present.  He was going to be there for the girls 
when they needed him, and he didn’t want to miss a single moment of their lives. 

But it wouldn’t be easy.  Halfway into January, the guys started calling, with 
plans of getting back into the studio to finish up their next album.  It was almost done, 
and then they would begin the promotional work and, after that, the tour.  If all went as 
planned, this year would be a busy one.  Lots of time spent out of town and on the road, 
away from the house in Tampa.  Away from Claire and the girls.  As much as Nick loved 
performing, the thought left a bad taste in his mouth.  He would be absent while Claire 
made wedding plans, and while Cait and Lainey grew from babies into toddlers.  He 
would be missing so much.  And that would never really change.  Every two years or so, 
it would be the same. 

For the first time, he truly understood how Kevin had felt when he’d decided to 
leave the group.  Up until then, a part of Nick had resented their oldest member for 
deserting them, for choosing his new family over a fifteen-year career with his four 
brothers.  He’d actually thought Kevin was being selfish.  He had felt betrayed. 

Now he knew the battle that must have raged in Kevin’s mind.  Should he stick 
with his lucrative career, a career he had been lucky enough to have success in for so 
long, and miss out on some priceless moments with his family, or should he give it all up 
for the people he loved most and risk disappointing those who had supported his music?  
It was a hard decision, and Nick spent an hour on the phone with Kevin one night 
lamenting over it. 

“Nick, I’m not gonna tell you what you should do,” said Kevin in his patient 
drawl.  “It’s different for everyone.  Brian found the balance between a music career and 
his family, so you know it can work, if you and Claire make it work.  But I didn’t want 
that for Kris and me.  I didn’t want to have to constantly juggle my career and her and 
our son.  It was all or nothin’, I guess.  But that’s just me.  What you need to do, Nick, is 
figure out what’s gonna work for you.  What do you want?  Go with your gut, kid; that’s 
all the advice I can give ya.” 

And Nick appreciated it.  Even though it would have been easier to have Kevin 
tell him what he should do, it was enough just to have someone who understood the 
predicament he was in, the decision he was going to have to make.  He knew that if he 
decided to follow Kevin’s path and leave the group, that would be it for the Backstreet 
Boys.  They wouldn’t continue on with just three.  If he left them now, he’d be killing the 
group.  But if he stayed, what would he be doing to his family? 

His commitments as a Backstreet Boy had driven a wedge in between Claire and 
him once.  She swore she was different now, less selfish, but even so, he didn’t want to 
risk it happening again.  He couldn’t blame her for being upset when he’d been gone all 
the time.  And with twin babies to raise on her own, he would blame her even less now.  
She needed him... and he needed to be with her. 

And so he made a decision. 
 

*** 



 

 

 
Near the end of January, they took the twins to Leonardi’s for the first time.  Nick 

requested their old booth, the wrap-around in the back corner.  It had always seemed 
too big for just two people, really, but with a diaper bag to fill the space between Claire 
and Nick and two high chairs set up on the open side of the table, it was perfect. 

Cait and Lainey, having just celebrated their first birthday, gummed happily on 
breadsticks, while Nick and Claire shared their favorite – a large pepperoni and sausage 
with extra cheese, milkshakes on the side.  The pizza had proven too spicy for the babies, 
but they had taken a liking to the milkshakes.  Nick would hold his glass for Lainey and 
let her drink, laughing as he watched her pink lips working vigorously against the straw, 
her cheeks puckering inward as she tried to suck the thick shake.  Cait loved Claire’s 
shake so much that she had taken to squealing and reaching for it whenever Claire set it 
down. 

“No.  No more,” Claire finally had to say, with a touch of sternness in her voice.  
“You drink any more, and you’re gonna be puking milkshake in the car.  Besides... 
Mommy likes her shake too.”   Turning away from Cait, she took a lengthy sip, making 
an obnoxious sucking noise, and winked at Nick over the rim of her glass.  “What??” she 
asked, licking her lips, when she saw him shaking his head. 

“You’re cruel.  Just downright cruel,” he teased, trying hard to keep a straight 
face.  “Keeping a milkshake from your little girl.” 

“You tellin’ me you’re okay with chocolate vomit spewed all over your backseat?  
Yeah, I didn’t think so,” she added, when he wrinkled his nose. 

“Sorry, Lainey girl... your mom’s right,” Nick said, easing his shake away from 
Delaine.  He was thankful she didn’t shriek like Cait.  Setting his milkshake down out of 
her reach, he helped himself to another piece of pizza.  Between bites, he asked, “So... 
you workin’ tomorrow?” 

“Yeah...” 
Nick nodded; Claire had gone back to work at the dentist’s office after New 

Year’s, though he’d noticed her schedule had changed quite a bit from the one he 
remembered.  She only worked a few days a week now and could stay at home with the 
twins on her days off.  In the beginning, she had dropped the girls off at Amber’s house 
on her way to work, but now that Nick was more mobile, he had volunteered to watch 
them while she worked. 

“... it’s going to be my last day though.” 
Nick blinked; he’d been spacing out.  Had he heard her correctly?  “What?  Did 

you say it’s your last day?” 
“Yep.”  Claire smiled.  “I put in my two weeks’ notice two weeks ago.” 
“But why??”  Nick was surprised; after all the bickering they used to do over her 

working, the last thing he expected was for her to quit her job.  She had always talked of 
being a working mom, not a June Cleaver housewife. 

Claire sighed.  “You know... I used to love that job.  And it’s still a good job, as far 
as jobs go, but I just haven’t been as happy there ever since I went back last year.  I don’t 
think it’s the job, though.  It’s me.  It just kills me to have to leave Cait and Lainey with 
someone else all day, every day.  I feel like I’m missing out on so much.  They’re going to 
start walking soon, you know... and saying their first words... and I don’t wanna miss 
that!  Those are milestones!  These are my children, my only two children; I don’t want 
to miss the important parts of their lives.  When they get older, I want to be able to tell 



 

them what their first words were, the words I heard them say for myself.  I don’t want it 
to be hearsay from Amber.  Do you know what I mean?” 

“Of course,” said Nick, nodding.  “I get you.” 
She offered a tight smile.  “I always wanted to have a career – don’t get me wrong.  

I just didn’t expect to be a single mom, working through my kids’ first year of life.  When 
I was with Jamie, we had it all worked out – that he would support the family, and I 
would stay at home until they were a little older, and then I’d go back to work too.  But 
without him, I just couldn’t do that.” 

“But now...” Nick prompted, grinning. 
She returned the grin.  “Now I’m with you.  And before you say anything, I know 

that before, I always said that I wanted to work, that I liked making my own income and 
supporting myself and all of that.  And that’s still true.  But... I think I’ve got my 
priorities sorted out a little bit better now.”  Swallowing, she looked at him with 
sincerity.  “Life’s too short for me to spend my time working a job I don’t need just 
because I’m too self-righteous to live off a man’s income.  So I’m getting off the high 
horse, Nick, and I’m quitting my job, and I’m going to be there for you and Cait and 
Lainey, whenever you need me.  Whenever you want me.  When you go to LA, we’ll go 
with you.  When you go on tour, we’ll crowd your tour bus.  I don’t wanna deal with all 
of that separation shit again.  I wanna be with you, every step of the way.” 

She beamed, and Nick stared at her in shock.  At first, he was elated, but then a 
prickly feeling crept into his stomach.  Her timing was so, so wrong, it was almost funny.  
“Um, Claire?  That’s... that’s awesome, but... I think there’s something you should know 
first.” 

The smile dropped off her face.  “What?” 
Nick supplied a sheepish grin.  “I quit the Backstreet Boys.” 
“What?!”  Claire stared, her eyes wide.  “Are you for real?”  When he nodded, she 

shook her head.  “Why??” 
Nick cleared his throat.  “Well... I guess my priorities have changed too.  Like you 

said, life’s too short.  I don’t wanna spend it on a tour bus, thousands of miles from 
home.  I want to spend it with you.  So I talked to the guys, and we’re gonna finish this 
one last album together, do a short tour, and then... that’s it.  We’ve been together 
seventeen years, and it’s been an awesome ride, but we all have other things going on, 
and people who need us.  I’d rather just be a good husband and a dad than a Backstreet 
Boy the rest of my life.” 

The smile returned to her face.  “Aw, Nick... that’s so sweet.  But you don’t have to 
do that.  And I know you don’t really want to, do you?  I thought you loved touring!” 

“I do.  But not as much as I love you.” 
“Well, I love you too.  But I didn’t quit my job so you could quit yours.  I quit it so 

that I could be a part of yours.  If you quit too, then we’ll just be a pair of unemployed 
losers.” 

Nick laughed, and the prickling in his stomach subsided, as the stirrings of 
happiness began to bubble.  “So what are you saying?  That I should call the guys and 
say I changed my mind?” 

“No.  Here’s what I think you should say...”  Her eyes drifted towards the ceiling 
for a moment, as if she were searching for the right words.  Then she looked back into 
his face, her eyes sparkling mischievously, and said, in a voice that he somehow thought 
was mocking him, “Yo, this Backstreet’s back... if you’ll have me back.” 



 

 

He laughed, mostly because the joke was completely lame.  “I love you,” he 
grinned, gazing upon her fondly. 

She flashed a cheesy smile back.  “I know.” 
When they left the restaurant, it was still light outside, and though it was 

January, the weather was a pleasant seventy degrees.  “We should take a walk when we 
get home,” Nick suggested on the drive back to his place.  He had taken lots of walks 
since getting his new prosthesis, putting the twins in their stroller and taking them up 
and down the street or along the beach.  The girls both loved being outside, and it was 
good exercise for Nick, who had been going crazy without his leg.   

Gazing out the window, Claire nodded in agreement.  “Sure, let’s do it.” 
They drove quietly for a few minutes, listening to the radio and the sounds of the 

twins babbling in the backseat.  Then Claire said, “Hey, how about taking that walk 
now?” 

“Huh?” 
“Turn left here.” 
Nick had just enough time to swerve into the left turn lane.  He turned at the 

light, and Claire pointed.  “Now make a right.” 
“The cemetery??”   He had turned off the main road, but hesitated at the entrance 

to Oaklawn Cemetery.  “You want us to take a walk here?” 
Claire shrugged.  “Why not?  It’s pretty.  I think we should.” 
“Okay...”   He pulled on through the archway and followed the path into the 

cemetery, driving slowly.  “Anywhere in particular you want to go?”   He didn’t have a 
clue where he was going; he hadn’t been inside this cemetery’s gates in years.  Not since 
Casey Brenner had been buried there. 

Suddenly, Nick understood. 
“Casey, right?  You wanna go to Casey’s...” 
“Yeah,” Claire said shortly.  He glanced over and found her staring out the 

window, chewing on her bottom lip. 
Memory guided him to the section where Casey was buried.  He parked along the 

curb, and as he climbed out, taking a moment to get his footing on the grass, he 
remembered coming here for the funeral, four years ago.  The grounds had been packed 
with mourners that day, Casey’s young classmates among them.  But today, the burial 
plot was deserted. 

They hadn’t packed the stroller, so Claire and Nick each picked up one of the 
twins and carried them along a winding walkway that led them closer to Casey’s grave.  
As they walked, it occurred to Nick that he’d never actually seen Casey’s tombstone.  The 
last time he’d been in this place, he’d been looking at the casket instead. 

Claire, on the other hand, seemed to know right where to go.  She led them off the 
path, and they walked through the grass, passing rows of modest headstones.  Most 
were still sleek with newness, and a quick glance at some of the dates confirmed that 
these were fairly recent burials, people who had died in the last decade.  They came 
upon a small slab of white granite set into the ground, and it was there that Claire 
stopped. 

Looking down, Nick felt a hard lump swell in his throat as he read the engraved 
inscription. 
 

Casey Michael Brenner 



 

April 4, 1994 – January 10, 2006 
At peace in the arms of Jesus 

 
He held Delaine a little tighter, until wisps of her black hair tickled his cheek, and 

he thought of the dark-haired, dark-eyed little boy who had wanted to be a pilot and 
died before he turned twelve.  No words could express how he felt right then.  Yet when 
he chanced a glance at Claire, he found her on her knees beside him, among the flowers 
that had been left around the base of the headstone, murmuring something too soft to 
decipher.  A prayer, he thought, taking in the sight of her bowed head, her hair falling 
forward.  She was silent for a moment; then she made the sign of the cross and rose 
slowly. 

He set Delaine down in the soft grass next to Caitlin and put his hand on Claire’s 
shoulder.  When she turned towards him, he expected to see tears in her eyes, but they 
were surprisingly clear.  “You okay?” he asked in a low voice. 

She nodded, tucking her hair behind her ears.  “I’m okay.  Are you?” 
He shrugged.  “I guess so.  It’s just kinda weird, being here.” 
“I think it’s peaceful.  I’ve come here before when I’ve just needed to think.  It’s a 

good place to get your priorities straight.  When you see the headstones of all these 
people, especially young people like Casey, people who didn’t get a chance to live out a 
long life, you remember to live yours to the fullest.” 

Nick stared at her, in awe of both how reflective she was and how different they 
were.  He never would have dreamed of coming to a cemetery to sit and think.  Being 
here depressed him, and he told her so.  “Doesn’t it make you feel... I dunno, sort of... 
guilty... to stand here and think about how you’ve lived the last four years to the fullest 
when he’ll never get four more years?”  He wasn’t trying to make her feel guilty, but 
looking at the narrow scope of dates etched into the granite stone before him, that was 
how he felt. 

Casey had been a cancer victim, just like him.  They’d both gone into remission, 
they’d both relapsed, and yet Nick had been cured, and Casey had died.  It seemed so 
unfair, so cruel. 

“Survivor’s guilt,” Claire said knowingly, offering a tight smile.  “I know exactly 
what you mean.  I’ve felt that way too, especially right after he died.  But you know, 
Nick, no one resents you for living.  You know Casey wouldn’t.  It’s the survivors that 
give hope to the ones who are going through it.  And we are survivors, you and me.”  
With a strange intensity in her eyes, she took his hand and gave it a squeeze.  “We can’t 
feel guilty about living.  We just have to be grateful and go out there and make our lives 
worth it.”  She paused, then added, with a wink, “You can start by marrying me.” 

Nick grinned and squeezed her hand back.  “That’s a great place to start,” he 
agreed. 

They spent a few more minutes standing at Casey’s grave, while the twins played 
contentedly in the grass at their feet.  “I wish we’d thought to bring flowers,” said Claire, 
gesturing to the wilting bouquets others had left. 

“We will another time,” Nick vowed.  “Come on... we should go.” 
Claire nodded and bent to scoop up Cait.  Nick picked up Lainey, and they set off 

slowly in the direction they had come.  “I think I want tropical flowers at our wedding,” 
Claire commented off-handedly as they walked.  “You know, something with bright 
colors... yellows and oranges and pinks...” 



 

 

“Doesn’t surprise me,” Nick said with a smile. 
“... but then, just a bouquet of yellow roses would be nice too.  Beautiful, yet 

simple.  I like simple.” 
“I know.” 
“If it’s okay with you, I’d like the wedding to be simple too.  I’ve done the whole 

big Catholic church wedding, and looking back, I don’t think it was worth it.” 
Nick snorted.  “Well, no.  You didn’t even stay married to the guy for a year.” 
Claire smiled sheepishly.  “Yeah... but even if I had, I’d still think it was overrated.  

Don’t get me wrong, it was a beautiful wedding, and I enjoyed every minute of it, but 
when I think back to all of the planning and all of the money that went into it, just for 
one day, it seems ridiculous.  Especially for a marriage that was doomed to fail.  And 
hell, half of them do these days.” 

Nick nodded.  “We’re gonna beat those odds, just so you know,” he informed her 
with a wink.  “But seriously, Claire, we can have whatever kind of wedding you want.  
It’s not the wedding I care about.  It’s you.  As long as I’m marrying you, I’ll be happy 
with anything.” 

She beamed, but replied, “I want it to be perfect for both of us, though.  I was 
thinking maybe we could skip the whole church thing and just get married on the beach.  
A small, simple wedding, you know, with just our families and close friends there.  How 
would that sound?” 

Picturing the two of them saying their vows on a beach, with the sea breeze in 
their hair and the roar of the tide in the background, brought a huge smile to Nick’s face.  
Even though he could afford to go all out and give Claire a lavish, fairytale wedding that 
would grace the pages of Life & Style magazine, he knew, deep down, that it wouldn’t be 
them.  He’d fallen in love with Claire because she was down to earth, because she was 
laidback, and because she was real.  Forget all the fancies and formalities; they should 
have a ceremony that fit them.  Not a fairytale wedding, but a wedding that was real. 

Grinning, he boosted Delaine onto his hip and reached for her hand.  “That 
sounds perfect.” 

The sun was setting as they walked back to the car, hand in hand.  As he drove 
them home, Nick kept looking into the rearview mirror, catching glimpses of the twins 
in the backseat.  Caitlin had fallen asleep, her head lolling on her chest, while Delaine 
was content to play with her fingers.  He smiled, unable to imagine anything else so 
perfect.  Then he glanced over at their mother. 

“What?” Claire asked, giving him a suspicious look. 
Nick shook his head.  “Nothing,” he replied simply, returning his eyes to the road.  

As they headed down Bayshore Boulevard, the waters of Tampa Bay sparkling in the 
sunset outside Nick’s window, he reached out and laid his hand on top of hers.  
Moments later, he felt her thumb rubbing over his knuckles, and he smiled.  

The date was January 28, 2010, Nick Carter’s thirtieth birthday, and he felt on 
top of the world. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

Epilogue 
 
May 14, 2010 

 
The setting sun cast a golden hue through the white organza billowing in the 

costal breeze.  From his spot on the deck, Nick could see Kyle Ryan and his own brother 
Aaron kneeling in the sand to light each of the white luminaries that lined the aisle.  
Every one of the white chairs which formed a single row on either side of the aisle was 
filled.  He knew it was almost time to begin. 

He had always imagined he would be nervous on his wedding day, but as his eyes 
drifted to the white tent set up just a few yards away, Nick felt only tranquility.  His 
nerves were calm, his heart light.  In a few minutes, he would be standing at the altar, 
ready to take Claire’s hand when she came down the aisle and exchange the vows he had 
been waiting five years to say.  Every moment of the last five months had been leading 
up to this one, and now that it had finally arrived, there was no reason to be nervous.  
His other half was in that tent, and he couldn’t wait for her to join hands with him and 
make him whole. 

“Well, Nick,” said a voice from behind him, “you ready?” 
Nick turned to smile at Brian, who was rolling down the sleeves of his white dress 

shirt, fastening the buttons at this wrists.  “I think I’m more than ready.  Do I look 
okay?”  He stood still while the older man reached up to adjust his butter yellow tie, 
making sure it was tucked smoothly beneath the matching vest, and straightened the 
jacket of his black tuxedo. 

Once satisfied, Brian gave a nod of approval.  “You look great,” he grinned. 
Aaron came jogging up the deck steps in his matching white shirt and yellow vest 

and tie.  “Luminaries are lit,” he announced, breathless.  “The pastor said he’s all set.  
We ready to get this show on the road?” 

“Hold your horses there,” Kevin intervened, approaching with Aaron’s forgotten 
tuxedo jacket.  “Take a minute to get yourself together; we’ve got time.”  He handed the 
jacket to Aaron to put on, then turned to Nick.  “How are you feeling?” 

“I feel like a million bucks,” replied Nick, flashing a toothy smile.  “Seriously, I’m 
great.” 

Kevin returned the grin.  “Well, you’re getting one in a million, and so is she.”  He 
clapped Nick on the shoulder.  “I know the two of you are gonna be very happy together, 
and you deserve it.  You both deserve all the happiness in the world.” 

“Thanks, Kev.” 
“Okay, I’m ready,” Aaron announced.  He was more hyper about this than Nick 

had expected himself to be.  Then again, it was his first time being a best man.  Nick 
supposed it was a big day for him too.  “You ready, bro?” 

Nick grinned and nodded.  “Never been readier.”   He turned to his five 
groomsmen, surveying them all as they stood around him in their matching tuxes, each 
with a yellow rose pinned to his lapel.  Brian, Kevin, Howie, AJ, and Aaron... his five 
brothers, all smiling, all ready and waiting to escort him down to the beach, to the altar 
where he would await his bride.  They had been by his side through the worst days of his 
life; it only made sense that they should stand up with him on the best. 



 

 

Feeling an unexpected lump of emotion swell in his throat, he cleared it away and 
said, “Listen... before we go down there, I just wanna say thanks to you guys, for being 
here with me today-” 

“You think we’d let our little bro get married without us here?” Brian interrupted, 
with a cheesy grin.  “Not a chance.” 

Nick smiled.  “I know.  But, seriously, you guys have been there for me through 
everything, and I want you to know-” 

“Dude, Carter,” AJ interjected gruffly, “let’s save the corny stuff for the toast later, 
alright?  Now go get your girl!” 

Nick snorted.  “Alright, J,” he laughed.  “Let’s go get her.” 
 

*** 
 

It was almost time. 
The light had changed with the setting sun, and as her bridesmaids scrambled 

around her, lighting pillar candles to brighten the interior of the tent, Claire stood still in 
front of a full-length mirror, gazing at her reflection.  Though she appeared amazingly 
calm on the outside, she could feel the butterflies fluttering in full force in her stomach.  
Yet she was not nervous.  There was no reason to be this time.  This time, she had no 
doubts.  She was marrying the man she was going to spend forever with.  The tingling in 
her belly was excitement, pure and simple. 

Pure and simple.  Those were the words to describe today, her wedding day.  It 
was everything her first had not been.  She had spent months planning every detail of 
her wedding with Jamie, a fairytale beginning to a marriage that had been anything but.  
A scrapbook tucked away inside the house, bound in silver silk and adorned with white 
lace and purple ribbon, held the remnants of her lavish mistake.  She was intent on not 
repeating it. 

After nearly losing Nick in Des Moines, Claire would have been happy to marry 
him on New Year’s Day in her sweats.  She’d actually thrown the idea out there, when 
they had awoken together that first day of the year, but Nick had insisted on a ceremony.  
“You know your family would want you to have a wedding,” he’d told her rationally.  “It 
doesn’t have to be anything big or fancy.  It can be small and private, if you want.  But 
you owe it to your family, and I owe it to you to give you a real wedding.” 

And so, they had planned their wedding together in a mere four months. 
Her first wedding had been very traditional.  But Claire and Nick had cast 

tradition aside for their own ceremony, putting together a wedding that would fit their 
relationship.  They had known right away that they wanted to get married on the beach, 
right down by the ocean Nick so loved.  Claire had spent about an hour looking into 
beach weddings online before deciding she wanted nothing to do with the cheesy, 
generic, touristy packages offered by website after website.  She and Nick had 
coordinated all of the details themselves.  And they had come together beautifully. 

Outside, on the private strip of beach behind Nick’s house, an aisle had been 
combed into the sand and sprinkled with yellow and red rose petals.  Lined with white 
luminaries that would flicker with candlelight as the sun went down over the gulf, the 
aisle led to an altar with an arch of roses, before which she and Nick would stand, hand 
in hand, to say their vows to one another.  They would marry with only their families 
and closest friends as witnesses, but after the ceremony, more guests would arrive at the 



 

house for the reception.  While Claire had worked out most of the details of the wedding 
ceremony, Nick had organized the reception, hiring caterers and decorators to set it all 
up.  Everything would be ready for them once they said their “I do’s.” 

“I do,” Claire mouthed into the mirror, beaming at her reflection.  She reached 
behind her head and carefully brought the front of her veil up and over her face.  The 
short piece of sheer, white organza fluttered away from her lips as she took a deep 
breath in and out, her bare shoulders rising and falling.  She smoothed her white dress, 
a simple, strapless, tea-length gown with a full skirt that swished around her calves as 
she walked.  There was no train to worry about tripping on this time, no dainty white 
heels to walk in.  She and her bridesmaids were going barefoot in the sand. 

“Oh good, you look ready!” Laureen exclaimed, joining her in front of the mirror.  
“I just peeked out, and the guys are at the altar.  It’s about time.” 

Claire smiled through her veil at her maid of honor.  “I’m ready.” 
Dianna had already taken charge, getting the other bridesmaids lined up.  “Angel, 

you’re first,” she said, guiding Nick’s youngest sister to the entrance of the tent.  “Then 
Jenn.  I’ll be after Jenn, and then Amber with the kids following behind her.  Then 
Laureen, and then Claire, of course.” 

Claire watched as they all got into line.  Angel Carter, at the head of the line, 
swung her long curtain of sleek, black hair over her shoulder so that it trailed down the 
back, covering half of her pale yellow bridesmaid dress.  Jenn, tall and thin like Angel, 
complimented her perfectly from behind.  Dianna completed the trio of dark-haired 
bridesmaids, her tanned skin bringing a summery look to the strapless, tea-length 
gowns.  Blonde Amber stood behind her, looking over her shoulder to check on five-
year-old Kamden, who looked like a perfect gentleman in his miniature tuxedo, with a 
little girl holding his hand on each side. 

Claire’s nephew had been ring-bearer at her first wedding, but this time, she had 
given him the important title of escort to the flower girls.  Caitlin and Delaine had only 
just started walking, but Claire had dressed them both up in white dresses and given 
them each a small, white basket of yellow roses in hopes that they would toddle down 
the aisle with Kamden when the time came. 

Laureen took her place behind the twins and their cousin, and, taking a deep 
breath, Claire drifted to the rear.  “Angel, is my dad outside the tent?” she called up to 
the front of their line. 

Angel peeked out.  “Yep, he’s here,” she called back over her shoulder. 
“Then I think we’re ready.  Give your brother the signal.” 
Angel stuck her hand outside the tent, flashing a thumbs up to her twin, and 

Claire knew that Aaron, Nick’s best man, had passed the cue on to the pianist because, a 
moment later, she heard the music change to the song they had chosen together for her 
processional.  Angel stepped out of the tent as the notes of the Rascal Flatts song “Bless 
the Broken Road” flowed out of the white baby grand piano sitting in the sand near the 
altar. 

After listening to Claire agonize over classical choices for processional music, 
kicking herself for using her favorite piece, “Canon in D,” in her first wedding, Nick had 
been the one to suggest they not use a traditional piece at all, but a song that conveyed a 
special meaning for them.  And this one did.  Years after they had separated, dated other 
people, endured break-ups and failed marriages, this was the perfect song to accompany 
her up the aisle and back into his arms. 



 

 

Claire peeked out of the tent as, one by one, her bridesmaids walked barefoot 
through the sand of the flower-strewn aisle and took their places opposite Nick’s 
groomsmen.  Nick stood in front, waiting for her, and she grinned as she watched him 
bend down with difficulty and hold his hands out to her daughters as they toddled up 
the aisle with Kamden, just as she had hoped they would.  Delaine stumbled and fell flat 
on her bottom just a few feet from Nick, and although Claire couldn’t see her face, she 
could imagine it screwing up and turning red as the one-year-old began to howl.  It was 
Nick who picked her back up, before Claire’s mother snuck up and brought both twins 
back to the row of chairs to sit on her lap for the ceremony. 

Watching the way Nick interacted with her daughters, Claire knew without a 
doubt that she was not making a mistake today.  Everything about this wedding, this 
marriage, felt right, and when, at last, Laureen had taken her place at the altar, she 
glided out of the tent with a peaceful sense of confidence. 

Her father was there to offer her his arm, and as she took it, he offered her a 
smile that gleamed with fatherly pride.  She grinned back, then focused her eyes ahead, 
on her groom. 

Over the years, she had seen Nick without hair, without his leg, without pride and 
without hope.  But now he stood before her at the altar on two legs, tall, trim, and 
handsome in his black tuxedo.  His blonde hair was windswept, his skin golden in the 
fading sunlight, and his eyes sparkled the same deep shade of blue as the ocean behind 
him.  They were locked on her, and as she came slowly toward him, he smiled.  In his 
smile, she saw his pride for the present moment and hope for their future together, and 
she beamed the same back to him, hoping he could see the expression on her face 
through her thin veil. 

The warm, soft sand squished between her bare toes, and here and there, she felt 
the velvety texture of a rose petal, as she walked down the aisle on the arm of her father.  
But she didn’t look down, nor from side to side.  In her peripherals, she was aware of her 
grandparents and her brother, her mother and her daughters sitting off to her left, and 
of Nick’s family sitting to the right, but as she passed by them, she only had eyes for 
Nick. 

They reached the altar, and the spell was broken as she turned to her father.  
“Love you,” she mouthed through the veil, squeezing his arm before she let go.  He 
smiled broadly as he lifted her veil back over her head. 

“Love you too, baby,” he whispered as he pulled her in for a little hug.  When he 
released her, he turned and shook Nick’s hand, then retreated back to his seat beside her 
mother.  In his place, Claire stepped forward, taking both of Nick’s outstretched hands.  
They were very warm. 

Free of the veil that had been fluttering in front of her face, she offered Nick a 
radiant smile and squeezed his hands as they stood facing one another in front of the 
pastor. 

 
*** 

 
Nick’s breath caught in his throat as he looked down into the face of his bride.  

He’d seen Claire at her best and her worst:  bald, bed-headed... sallow, sunburned... 
gaunt with leukemia, swollen with pregnancy... nauseous after chemo, clammy after 
childbirth, and dewy after sex.  He’d seen her through it all.  Yet he’d never seen her look 



 

as beautiful as she did then, with the setting sun making her porcelain skin glow and 
adding a fiery sheen to her red hair. 

She beamed him a smile that was brighter than the sun itself and squeezed his 
hands, and as he squeezed hers back, feeling the raised, uneven texture of the scars on 
her palms, he remembered all the sacrifices they both had made to be standing there, 
together. 

Leaning forward, he returned her smile and whispered three words.  “We made 
it.” 

Still grinning, she winked.  Then they turned their attention to the pastor, who 
had asked their small gathering of guests to be seated. 

As the pastor began his brief sermon, Nick found his mind wandering.  He 
couldn’t take his eyes off Claire, couldn’t stop thinking about how incredible she looked 
and how incredible he felt.  For years, ever since he’d started seeing his friends marry 
off, one by one, Nick had wanted this.  A wife, a family, a life with substance and 
meaning.  In Claire, he had found all three.  She was his life, his companion, and with 
her, she brought a family.  Never had he felt so complete. 

Several times during the ceremony, she smiled at something the pastor said, or 
winked at Nick, or ran her thumb over his knuckles.  They got through the usual parts of 
a wedding:  a prayer, the Bible verse that goes “love is patient, love is kind,” and the part 
where the pastor asks if anyone knows a reason for the couple not to be married.  “Speak 
now, or forever hold your peace,” he said.  Of course, no one spoke.  (Nick was glad 
Claire hadn’t invited Jamie.) 

And then – quite suddenly, it seemed to Nick – it was time for the vows. 
Claire had put a lot of thought into the vows they were to say to each other at the 

wedding.  “I don’t want to use the exact traditional vows this time,” she’d explained to 
Nick and, later, to the pastor who had agreed to marry them.  “Jamie and I made those 
vows to each other, and we broke them.  It seems like bad luck or downright hypocrisy 
to say the exact same words again.” 

When the pastor asked, “Nick, will you repeat after me?” Nick was perfectly 
content not to repeat the lies Jamie had spoken at their wedding.  He held Claire’s 
hands, looked into her blue eyes, and spoke his vows with conviction, knowing that, 
unlike Jamie, he truly loved Claire, would never hurt her, and would be by her side 
always.  He meant those vows with all of his heart. 

“I, Nick,” he said, licking his lips nervously, “take you, Claire, as my friend and 
love, beside me and apart from me... in sickness and in health....”  He squeezed her 
hands, and she squeezed back, winking at him again.  “... in laughter and in tears... 
asking that you be no other than yourself... loving what I know of you... trusting what I 
do not know yet... in all the ways that life may find us.” 

And, gazing into his eyes, with a smile on her lips, Claire repeated them back.  “I, 
Claire, take you, Nick, as my friend and love, beside me and apart from me, in sickness 
and in health, in laughter and in tears, asking that you be no other than yourself, loving 
what I know of you, trusting what I do not know yet, in all the ways that life may find 
us.” 

All the ways life may find us.  They had been so many things to each other over 
the years.  Allies, comrades, friends, companions.  Romantic partners, exes, shoulders to 
lean on, hands to hold.  They’d seen each other through clinic visits and hospital stays, 
relapses and remissions, break-ups and new relationships, moves and homecomings.  



 

 

They had supported each other through concerts and album releases, the births of 
babies and sicknesses of loved ones.  Neither of them knew what the future might hold, 
but Nick did know one thing.  No matter what, he would stay by Claire’s side through 
anything, and when his life ran out, he would want her by his side in eternity. 

This he knew, as he slid a platinum wedding band, the symbol of his commitment 
to her, onto her finger, and watched her do the same.  The matching rings gleamed in 
the last traces of sunlight, as they held each other’s hands and listened to the pastor read 
a prayer for their marriage. 

“Now that Nick and Claire have given themselves to each other by solemn vow, 
with the joining of hands and exchanging of rings in the presence of this company, by 
the authority of the state of Florida and that almighty God, I pronounce that they are 
husband and wife.  Those whom God has joined together, let no one put asunder.  Nick,” 
said the pastor, and Nick turned to him with a grin, knowing what was coming next.  
“You may kiss your bride.” 

Squeezing her hands, Nick pulled Claire to him, dipped his head, and kissed her 
lips.  He heard people clap and, behind him, the unmistakable sounds of Aaron and AJ 
whooping.  Claire grinned as he released her, her cheeks as pink as the sky, and they 
turned to face their small audience.  Nick’s eyes drifted from his father, mother, and 
sisters to his beaming new in-laws, as the pastor professed, “Ladies and gentlemen, I am 
happy to present Mr. and Mrs. Nickolas Carter.” 

AJ and Aaron whooped louder, and as Nick escorted her back up the aisle, his 
barefoot bride joined in. 

 
*** 

 
Hours later, a party was in full swing up at the house.  Nick and Claire had 

skipped the fancy, sit-down dinner and instead had the caterers serve drinks and hors 
d’oeuvres while their guests, everyone from Claire’s former coworkers to Nick’s friends 
from the music biz, mingled on the deck.  The white lights and organza coiled around 
the railings and the roses floating in the pool gave it a romantic aura.  Below, a dance 
floor had been laid out on the lawn, and there was both a DJ and the set-up for a live 
band. 

When the DJ announced it was time for the first dance, most of the guests made 
their way down to the lawn, while a few gathered at the edge of the deck to watch.  Alone 
on the dance floor, Claire drifted into Nick’s arms, while the opening notes to “Open 
Arms” played.  As they turned and swayed, his arm tight around her waist, her hand in 
his, memories rushed through Claire’s mind.  She thought of Nick singing this song to 
her at his charity concert... of begging the DJ at a club in Hawaii to play it so they could 
slow-dance... and of her nightmarish first wedding dance with Jamie. 

She started to giggle.  “Remember when Jamie requested that god-awful ‘NSync 
song for our first dance?” she muttered to Nick, sticking out her tongue. 

He rolled his eyes and gave her a look.  “How could I forget?  That should have 
been your sign right there.” 

“I know,” she smiled, feeling sheepish.  “Will you ever forgive me?” 
Pulling her closer, he kissed her on her forehead.  “I already have.” 
After the ‘NSync fiasco, she had made a point to discuss with Nick ahead of time 

what their first dance song should be, but there had been no discussion needed.  The 



 

Journey song was it.  It had been “their song” since before they’d even started dating, 
and now, six years later, they danced to it in celebration of their marriage. 

When the song ended, everyone clapped, and the DJ, an old friend of Nick’s from 
Orlando, invited more couples out onto the dance floor.  “This next song is a dedication 
from the bride, Claire, to her new groom, Nick,” he announced, as a new song began. 

Claire looked up into Nick’s eyes and smiled, as his arm tightened around her 
waist again.  Instead of toasts, it had been Nick’s idea for both of them to dedicate a song 
to each other.  Maybe it was the musician in him, or maybe he just wasn’t comfortable 
pouring his heart out in a speech given in front of all his industry buddies and her 
friends too.  In any case, Claire had liked the idea. 

They had decided to keep the songs a secret from each other until the reception, 
and although Claire had thought about choosing something funny (she’d seriously 
considered a cheesy old Backstreet Boys song called “Anywhere for You” that Laureen 
had introduced her to, imagining the priceless look on Nick’s face when he heard his 
teenage self singing), she had eventually gone the sappy route and selected Vanessa 
Williams’s “Save the Best for Last.”  In her mind, its lyrics made it perfect for Nick’s and 
her story. 

 
“Cause there was a time when all I did was wish 
You’d tell me this was love. 
It’s not the way I hoped, or how I planned, 
But somehow, it’s enough.” 

 
As they danced, she thought of all the times she’d almost lost him, and all the 

times they’d been lost to each other, involved with other people, from Leah to Laureen, 
and Tim to Jamie.  Somehow they’d found their way back to each other, and here they 
were, on their wedding day. 
 

“And now we’re standing face to face. 
Isn’t this world a crazy place? 
Just when I thought our chance had passed, 
You go and save the best for last.” 

 
When the song ended, she rose on her tiptoes and kissed Nick’s lips.  “You’re my 

best...” she whispered, kissing him again, “... and my last...”  Kiss.  “... and my forever...”  
Kiss.  “... and I love you.”  Kiss again. 

Nick grinned broadly.  “Well, you’re my everything,” he murmured against her 
lips, returning her kisses.  “I love you too.” 

The DJ must have been done with the sappiness, because Billy Idol’s “White 
Wedding” revved up over the sound system next.  As the “Hey little sister...” part began, 
Kyle appeared out of nowhere and asked to cut in.  Nick disappeared, leaving Claire to 
dance with her brother, and the next time she caught a glimpse of him, he was dancing 
with his own little sister, Angel.  Soon, he disappeared again among the clusters of 
people who had flocked onto the dance floor. 

Claire was enjoying herself, dancing to the eighties music with her brother and 
her friends, not paying a bit of attention to the DJ or the band setup off to one side of 
him.  She didn’t, until the song ended and the DJ said, “Alright, ladies and gentlemen, 



 

 

it’s now time for a song from the groom, Nick, to his lovely bride, Claire.  Here’s the 
groom himself... Nickay!” 

There was silence at first, and then, she heard his voice. 
 
“I wanna make you smile, whenever you’re sad... carry you around when your 

arthritis is bad... oh, all I wanna do is grow old with you...” 
 
Claire gasped, her mouth stretching into a wide, open smile, as her guests cleared 

a path for her to see Nick, on the makeshift bandstand with an acoustic guitar, singing 
the song she’d once proclaimed “the sweetest thing ever,” Adam Sandler’s song from the 
end of “The Wedding Singer.” 

 
“I’ll get you medicine when your tummy aches, 
Build you a fire if the furnace breaks. 
Oh, it could be so nice, 
Growing old with you...” 
 
He looked up from his mic and grinned at her as she came forward, standing 

before him with what she was sure was a huge, dopey smile on her face and hearts in her 
eyes. 

 
“I’ll miss you, kiss you, 
Give you my coat when you are cold, 
Need you, feed you, 
Even let you hold the remote control, 
So let me do the dishes in our kitchen sink, 
Put you to bed when you’ve had too much to drink. 
Oh, I could be the man who grows old with you. 
I wanna grow old with you.” 
 
As he strummed the last chord, everyone went absolutely wild with applause for 

him, including Claire, but Nick was not done.  He began strumming a new, driving riff 
on the guitar, and as he did, he was joined by another guitarist, bassist, and drummer.  
The drummer immediately added cymbals to the guitar riff Nick was playing, and Claire 
narrowed her eyes.  She thought she recognized it, but she wasn’t positive until, grinning 
at her, Nick opened his mouth to sing. 

 
“When I wake up, well I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who wakes up next to you 
When I go out, yeah I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who goes along with you...” 
 
Bobbing her head to the beat of the music, Claire laughed in delight, recognizing 

the Proclaimers song as he sang it. 
 
“If I get drunk, well I know I’m gonna be 
I’m gonna be the man who gets drunk next to you 



 

And if I haver, yeah I know I’m gonna be 
I’m gonna be the man who’s havering to you...” 
 
Their eyes locked onto each other as he sang and strummed his guitar, keeping 

the rhythm with his right leg, and she danced, feeling the emotion swell in her throat.  
The sentiment hidden in the simplicity of this song fit their relationship perfectly, and 
when she thought of Nick and all that he had overcome in the time that she’d known 
him, the chorus seemed especially meaningful. 

 
“But I would walk five hundred miles, 
And I would walk five hundred more, 
Just to be the man who walks a thousand miles 
To fall down at your door...” 
 
Tears rose in her eyes, tears of pride and gratitude and utter joy, and she laughed 

through them as she danced, beaming up at him.  She could see the smile on his lips and 
his own elation shining in his eyes, as he sang, joined in harmony by his guitarist. 

 
“When I’m working, yes I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who’s working hard for you, 
And when the money comes in for the work I do, 
I’ll pass almost every penny onto you. 
When I come home, well I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who comes back home to you, 
And if I grow old, well I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who’s growing old with you 
 
“But I would walk five hundred miles, 
And I would walk five hundred more, 
Just to be the man who walks a thousand miles 
To fall down at your door...” 
  
Claire could hear people around her singing along now, and she joined in too, 

mouthing the words back up to Nick.  Even in his own backyard, he performed like a 
pro, working the crowd through the call and return section, his charisma shining 
through as he hammed it up in front of the mic. 

 
“When I’m lonely, well I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who’s lonely without you. 
And when I’m dreaming, well I know I’m gonna dream, 
I’m gonna dream about the time when I’m with you. 
When I go out, well I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who goes along with you, 
And when I come home, yes I know I’m gonna be, 
I’m gonna be the man who comes back home with you. 
I’m gonna be the man who’s coming home with you 
 



 

 

“But I would walk five hundred miles, 
And I would walk five hundred more, 
Just to be the man who walks a thousand miles 
To fall down at your door.” 
 
When the final chord rang out, Nick set his guitar down and jumped down from 

the raised platform, landing on his good leg.  Claire threw herself into his arms, too 
moved for words.  “That was... perfect,” she finally managed to say, beaming at him.  
“Just perfect.” 

That was their whole relationship, she realized.  It was unusual in many ways, 
their romance, born out of a friendship that had come from shared pain.  Some had 
thought it could never work, an average girl who was not particularly beautiful or 
talented or well-known dating an attractive popstar who was famous and rich, and at 
times, Claire had agreed.  All they had in common was a sense of humor, a love for 
eighties rock, and cancer.  Yet somehow, their quirky relationship had worked.  They 
were meant to be together. 

In its imperfection, it was perfect. 
“I want you to meet my old friend, Brent Pongetti,” Nick was saying, and Claire 

realized they had been joined by his guitarist.  “Brent, I’m proud to introduce my wife, 
Claire Carter.” 

Claire Carter...  She felt her heart swell with happiness over the way he 
introduced her, realizing that this was the way she would introduce herself for the rest of 
her life.  “Hi, I’m Claire Carter,” she imagined herself saying, as she stood at Nick’s side, 
meeting his fans backstage or mingling at some big celebrity party, “Nick’s wife.”   It was 
never a life she had pictured for herself, but it was the reality of Nick’s, and she was 
ready to be a part of it. 

It was just meant to be. 
 

*** 
 
Later in the evening, when Claire had finished her father/bride dance and gone to 

check on the twins, it was time for the traditional mother/groom dance.  Nick had 
debated whether or not to break tradition and leave out such a dance, but it had been 
Claire who’d convinced him to dance with his mother.  “If I’m going to have a dance with 
my dad, you should have one with your mom.  It would be a nice gesture,” she’d urged 
him. 

Nick had had his doubts, but he forced a smile onto his face and joined his 
mother on the dance floor anyway.  The well-known piano chords of the Beatles’ “Let It 
Be” played as he put his arm around her and took her hand in his.  Dressed in sparkly 
black, her hair freshly bleached, Jane Carter smiled awkwardly and patted his back. 

“You looked great out here with Claire,” she murmured, as they began to rock 
back and forth.  “You know, I’m glad you worked things out with her.  She does seem 
like a great girl.” 

“She is,” Nick nodded.  “I love her more than anything.” 
“I know.  I can tell.”  Jane offered another brief smile.  “I’m happy for you, Nick.” 
“Thanks, Mom.” 



 

They danced on in silence, rotating slowly around the dance floor.  After a few 
more bars of the song, Jane spoke again.  “I don’t think I’ve ever told you this, Nick, but 
I know now that you were right.  You were right to-”  She paused to swallow.  “-to let 
them take your leg.  I thought it would ruin your life, but I was wrong.  It saved your life 
instead.  And I’m grateful for that.” 

Nick, too, swallowed hard, feeling one of his now-rare phantom limb sensations 
as he thought back to the last few days he’d had his real leg, when Jane had pestered 
him about looking into alternative medicine and sworn that no one was going to cut off 
her son’s leg.  They had fought over it, and he had shut her out of his life for a year while 
he went through the amputation and recovery.  Now that five more had passed, she was 
finally admitting that his decision, albeit difficult, had been the right one to make. 

He nodded, but said, “No one could have known that at the time, though.  I didn’t 
know what was going to happen.  It just seemed like my best shot.  And I think it was.  
I’m alive, and I’m cured...  I don’t regret it.” 

There were still days when he awoke and, in the hassle of having to put on his 
prosthesis just to walk downstairs, wondered how it might have worked out differently, 
if he had sought other opinions and refused the amputation.  But then he would look at 
Claire, in bed next to him, or peek in on the twins, and realize that if he hadn’t given up 
his leg, he probably wouldn’t still be alive to enjoy his new life with them.  He had 
sacrificed a limb for a second chance at life, and the life he had now was worth it.  He 
had a wife, and step-children.  His music career was still going strong, and he was 
happy.  Maybe happier than he had ever been, even when he’d had his leg.  Truly, life 
worked in mysterious ways. 

“You shouldn’t,” replied Jane.  “You’ve still got your career and, now, a family... 
all the things I always wanted for you.  You have grown up to be a wonderful man who 
appreciates life and knows what’s important.  I’m proud of you, Nick.” 

Despite their battles over the years, Nick found that his mother’s words meant a 
lot to him.  There was still a childlike part of him that wanted her approval, and to know 
he had it gave him a feeling of contentment.  Maybe they would never have the kind of 
relationship most of the guys had with their mothers, or the kind Claire had with her 
mom, his new mother-in-law.  But he didn’t want Jane to be out of his life forever.  He 
was glad he had invited her to the wedding, glad he had agreed to this dance.  Claire had 
been right. 

As the song came to an end, he smiled genuinely and hugged her, murmuring 
into her ear, “Love you, Mom.” 

Jane squeezed him tightly and whispered the words back.  “I love you too.” 
 

*** 
 

When all of the traditional dances and toasts were out of the way, it was time for 
Nick and Claire to cut the cake.  Their wedding cake was a gorgeous, three-tiered affair 
with white buttercream frosting adorned with red and yellow fondant roses and 
featuring layers of lemon cake, white cake with raspberry filling, and chocolate cake with 
cookies and cream filling.  In later years, Claire’s favorite wedding pictures would be the 
ones of Nick and her laughing as they crammed cake into each other’s mouths, for these 
were the most genuine, showing them as the couple who loved to have fun and were not 
afraid to get a little sticky. 



 

 

After the cake plates had been cleared away, Claire threw her bouquet (Laureen 
caught it, much to Dianna’s chagrin, since her wedding was the following month), and 
Nick threw her garter (Howie caught that, which was all too perfect considering he was 
now the last unwed Backstreet Boy – Claire accused Nick of fixing it, and maybe he 
had), and they shared their last dance to “Bless the Broken Road,” bringing the evening 
full circle. 

With their wedding party committed to supervising the clean-up, they went 
inside to kiss the twins and left them in the care of Claire’s parents as they walked hand-
in-hand down to Nick’s boat dock.  There, his small yacht awaited them, already packed 
with their luggage and enough supplies for a few days at sea.  They had talked of 
traveling to Australia or Japan, some of Nick’s favorite places to tour, for their 
honeymoon, even laughed about giving France another try, but in the end, they had 
decided on a leisurely cruise down to the Keys, where they would check into a small, 
beachside resort and spend a relaxing week together. 

They waved up to the last of their guests as Nick guided the boat away from the 
port, but once they were out in the open water, too far to be seen by anyone on the 
shore, he dropped anchor and his pants along with it.  He helped Claire unzip her pretty, 
white wedding dress, and, within minutes, the garment was draped across one of the 
seats.  They consummated their marriage under the open night sky, and when their 
exhaustion finally caught up to them, they spooned beneath the stars, snuggled in a nest 
of blankets. 

Claire awoke with her head on Nick’s bare chest, comforted by the feel of his 
warm skin against her cheek and the steady thumping sound of his heart in her ear.  The 
sky was beginning to lighten when she opened her eyes.  She raised her left hand and 
could see her new wedding band gleaming next to her engagement ring.  Today’s a new 
day, she thought.  I’m not Claire Ryan anymore, or Claire Turner.  I’m Claire Carter. 

She lifted her head to look into the sleeping face of her husband.  In the dim 
morning light, she could see the shadows of the lines starting to form on his forehead 
and around his eyes, lines that told of the stress and struggles he’d been through in his 
young adult life.  But on his slightly parted lips lay a faint smile, and seeing this made 
her smile too.  She lowered her face to his and brushed his lips with hers. 

At her touch, his eyes opened, reflecting the exact color of the early morning sky.  
His smile grew.  “Morning,” he whispered. 

“Morning.” 
He sat up to kiss her, then pulled her back down into their warm nest.  As she 

relaxed against his chest again, he stroked her bare back, his hands running down and 
up her spine and into her hair, raising goosebumps of delight all over her body.  They lay 
that way for some time, perfectly relaxed, perfectly content, until Nick asked, his voice 
rumbling in her ear, “So... now that you’re Mrs. Carter and all... are you gonna be a 
dutiful wife and bring me some breakfast in bed?” 

Claire sat up quickly, so quickly that he laughed, and when she looked back down 
at him, she saw that he was smirking, his eyes dancing wickedly.  “Excuse me?  Now that 
I’m your beautiful wife, which is what I think you meant to say, I thought you would 
want to pamper me.” 

Nick cocked an eyebrow, seeming to consider this for a moment.  Then he 
wrinkled his nose and said, “Yeah... but you’ve got a leg up on me, so get up and go bring 
us some food.” 



 

“Oh fine,” Claire huffed, swatting him playfully before she scrambled up. 
He watched as she sashayed off into the cabin, one of the blankets draped around 

her like a toga.  The smile didn’t seem to want to leave his lips, even once she 
disappeared from his sight.  He rolled over and saw that the inky purple sky was turning 
pink at the edges. 

The sun was rising again. 
 

*** 
 

 



 

 

Post Epilogue 
 

The sanctuary of Bayview Christian Church was filled with roses.  The cheerful 
yellow blossoms lined the intricately molded pews and adorned the altar, where a little 
wooden box rested, its stained glass front turned towards her.  A red rose was set into 
the golden stained glass, and it stood out among the real yellow roses that framed it. 

Perfect, she thought, remembering the bouquets Nick had given her on each of 
their fifty anniversaries.  Always the same thing:  a mass of yellow roses with a single red 
blossom in the middle.  “Yellow roses represent friendship,” he’d once explained.  “And 
red means ‘I love you.’”  On their fiftieth anniversary, he had actually given her a 
bouquet of fifty-seven yellow roses, one for each year he’d known her, surrounding the 
biggest, most beautiful red rose she had ever seen.  One red rose, for his one and only. 

For years, Delaine, who had an artistic eye, had tried to convince him to bring in 
more variety, incorporating the brightly colored tropical flowers her mother loved.  But 
Nick never wavered on their anniversaries, always going back to the yellow and red 
roses they’d had at their wedding.  “Your mom’s always thought flowers are overrated.  
Why give them if they’re not meaningful?” he would say. 

She had always found the tradition endearing, and now, the sight of the altar 
practically overflowing with arrangements of sunny roses filled her eyes with tears.  She 
had known this day was coming, but that didn’t make it any easier.  Her throat felt tight, 
and her chest ached, not only with the grief of her own loss, but with the sad realization 
that two souls who had journeyed through life together for half a century were now 
parted by death.  She hadn’t felt this kind of pain, this crushing sadness, since her 
divorce, but now she understood. 

She was heartbroken. 
They all were.  She could see it in their faces as they filed into the sanctuary, 

heads bowed, looking up only to catch the eye of a friend or a loved one and offer a grim 
smile of condolence.  They were all mourning not only the death of a friend, or a family 
member, but the death of a beautiful relationship. 

In her younger years, while attending funerals for children she’d known through 
her work, she had thought the memorial service for an old person shouldn’t be a sad 
affair.  Eighty years was a long time to live, especially for someone whose life had almost 
been taken away far sooner.  They shouldn’t mourn, but celebrate a long, happy life. 

It was easy to think that way, until she was the one sitting in the pew, beside the 
broken soul death had left behind.  If her heart was aching this badly, she thought, 
pushing a strand of her graying red hair out of her eyes as she turned to look at him, she 
couldn’t imagine how much pain was in his. 

He’d remained stoic so far, giving a nod of acknowledgment to those who had 
come forward to offer their condolences, laying comforting hands upon his stooped 
shoulders.  And they had all come.  AJ, removing his hat to expose the bald head he’d 
been shaving clean since he was forty, whispering a few words in his old man’s rasp.  
Brian, bald but for the wisps of flyaway white hair around the sides of his skull, his 
normally cheerful face a mask of sadness as he bent and clasped his wrinkled hands 
around his friend’s.  Howie, his steel gray hair cropped close to his scalp, and Kevin, 
looking younger than his eighty-eight years with a full of head of hair left, offering hugs 
and their prayers. 



 

AJ, Brian, Howie, and Kevin.  They had been his closest friends for most of his 
lifetime, and they felt like family to her.  It meant a lot to her, as she knew it did to him, 
that they had made it here. 

But then, lots of people had.  The sanctuary was full when she turned around to 
look.  She could not see one empty pew, and there were still some stragglers coming in.  
Between the two of them, Nick and Claire Carter had a large family and even more 
friends.  As the last few guests took their seats in the back, she saw the pastor emerge 
through a side door and take his place at the altar. 

With a lump in her throat, she leaned into him, resting her hand lightly on his 
leg, or rather, the stump of it, which she’d never known to be anything different.  “I 
think it’s about to start, Dad,” she whispered into his ear. 

Nick, her stepfather, whom she’d regarded as “Dad” for as long as she’d known 
the word, gave a short nod of understanding.  He didn’t speak, but she saw his gnarled 
finger go into his ear to adjust his hearing aid and knew he wanted to hear every last 
word that was spoken about her mother, his beloved wife of fifty years. 

The sanctuary fell silent as the pastor began to speak.  “Before many of you were 
born,” he began, and she smiled, for he was probably younger than she was, “a movie 
called Braveheart was made.  Now regarded as one of Hollywood’s classics, it tells the 
story of the Scottish patriot William Wallace.  There are a lot of memorable lines in the 
film, likely none of which were actually spoken by Wallace in his lifetime, but one that I 
found especially fitting, after hearing family and friends tell about the life and spirit of 
the person we’re remembering today, is a line delivered by Mel Gibson near the end of 
the film, when his character, Wallace, is facing his execution.  The line is this:  ‘Every 
man dies.  Not every man really lives.’  Of course, the same can be said of a woman, and 
especially of a woman like Claire Carter.” 

At the mention of her mother’s name, Cait Breckenridge, born Caitlin Turner, 
Claire’s eldest daughter, who was like her both in looks and personality, felt her eyes 
mist over.  The pastor’s face blurred before them as she sat gazing up at him from the 
front pew, her stepfather on her right and her oldest son on her left.  Three generations, 
they represented, gathered on that day to say goodbye to a wife, a mother, and a 
grandmother. 

“Anyone who knew Claire, as you all did,” the pastor went on, “could attest to the 
fact that she was a woman who really lived, who took God’s greatest gift, the gift of life, 
and lived it to the fullest.  We’re here today to remember and celebrate that life, the life 
of Claire Aileen Carter.” 

With tears in her eyes, Cait listened to his brief sermon, in which he emphasized 
all that Claire had seen and done in her long life, calling death and the ascension to 
Heaven merely “a new adventure” for a woman who “wasn’t afraid to take risks.”  She 
smiled; that was true.  Her mother had been a brave, strong woman.  It had been Claire 
who had taught her how to water-ski as a kid, how to change a tire when she started 
driving, and how to file for divorce when she found out her first husband had been 
unfaithful.  Cait and her mother had battled over the years, too alike in personality for 
their own good, but to Cait, Claire had always been a hero.  In the last two decades, they 
had been especially close, with Cait as the only daughter still living in Florida.  She 
missed her mother already. 

“Claire’s last name was Ryan when I first met her,” said her mother’s childhood 
best friend, Dianna, when she got up to deliver the first eulogy.  At eighty years old and 



 

 

about eighty pounds heavier than she’d been when she first met Claire, Dianna still 
suntanned and still dyed her gray hair back to its natural black of her youth.  Her wide 
bosom heaved beneath her black dress, as she leaned against the podium, and her 
leathery hands trembled, but the quiver of emotion in her voice just added to the 
heartfelt message of her speech.  “She was my best friend in high school... graduated 
right alongside me in the Chamberlain High School class of 1998, probably with a much 
higher GPA than I had.”  She paused, wiping her sparkling brown eyes, while a few 
chuckles rang out through the sanctuary.  “Just a couple of years ago, she and I went to 
our sixtieth class reunion – I know, I couldn’t believe people actually had sixtieth 
reunions either, but apparently they do – and we looked at our old yearbooks.  There 
was a quote that was popular among us girls back then.  It went, ‘Work like you don’t 
need money, love like you’ve never been hurt, and dance like no one’s watching.’   A lot 
of girls included that as their senior quote in the yearbook, but Claire... she lived it.” 

Out of the corner of her eye, Cait saw Nick nod.  She looked over, and although 
his light blue eyes were filled with tears, he was smiling. 

“Even when life was cruel to her, Claire appreciated it.  She looked for the humor 
in any situation, and she didn’t care what other people thought of her.  If she was ever 
afraid, she rarely showed it.  She was brave in the face of every bad card life dealt her.  
When she got leukemia in college, what should have been some of the best years of her 
life, she fought it.  She went through all of the treatments, even though they made her 
sick, and when she lost her hair from the chemo, she had me take her shopping for 
bandanas – every bright color, every crazy pattern we could find – and she wore them 
around without being self-conscious.  I’m still the kind of woman who can’t leave the 
house if my hair’s not set, so I always admired her for that.  She had a great attitude 
about life.  She knew what really mattered, and she didn’t sweat the small stuff.  If she 
could see us now – and I think she can – she’d probably tell us all to dry our eyes, go 
back to her house, crank up the music, and dance like no one’s watching.  Except, 
knowing her, she would be up there watching and laughing her butt off at all us old farts 
trying to dance.”  Dianna laughed through her tears, blurted a choked “Thank you” into 
the microphone, and left the podium to appreciative laughter. 

Even Cait had to smile, knowing that if her mother was watching them somehow, 
she was surely smiling too. 

She let her mind wander through the readings and hymns that followed; she 
always had been a little attention-deficit.  She blamed it on her premature birth – not 
that she used it as an excuse.  School had always been hard for her, as it had been for 
Lainey, but Cait had enjoyed it.  What she’d lacked in academic ability, she had made up 
for in talent on the athletic field.  Sports were her thing; throughout her school years, 
she’d played soccer, volleyball, even done cheerleading.  The school teams required her 
to maintain good grades, so she had worked hard in her classes and gotten into the 
nursing program at the University of Tampa, where her mother had begun her degree a 
generation earlier.  After working as a nurse for a few years, and after a painful divorce 
from her husband, she had gone back to school and gotten a second degree in physical 
therapy.  Now she worked as the director of Camp Lucky Fin, the greatest legacy her 
parents would leave behind. 

The camp had been Nick’s brainchild.  On hiatus from the Backstreet Boys, he 
had developed the idea with Claire:  a camp and water park just for children with 
physical disabilities, everything from cerebral palsy to quadriplegia to amputations.  The 



 

idea had brought together his inherent love of the water with the feeling of freedom 
swimming had given him not long after the loss of his leg, along with a desire to help 
young people who were going through the same kind of struggles he’d once faced.  He 
had financed the project himself and broken ground in Tampa Bay when Cait and 
Lainey were still in high school.  Decades later, Camp Lucky Fin, named for Nemo’s 
“lucky fin” in the movie Finding Nemo and run through charity, was an astounding 
success.  The camp had been featured in news stories and magazine articles, and just a 
few weeks prior, Cait had been contacted about the demand for more camps in other 
parts of the country.  She had meant to discuss with Nick the possibility of a sister camp 
for children with cancer, but then Claire had gotten worse, and she hadn’t had the 
chance. 

For most of Cait’s life, her mother had been the picture of health and strength.  
She took good care of herself, and when the girls were young, she’d had seemingly 
endless reserves of energy to take them on their father’s tours across the country and 
around the world.  At thirty-five, with her twin daughters in the first grade, she had even 
begun to talk of having another child. 

Though Cait was oblivious to it at the time, Claire had known that, of course, 
having a child with Nick the natural way was an impossibility.  But that hadn’t stopped 
her from wanting to be a mother again, and wanting Nick to have a child of his own.  So 
they had explored their options, finally deciding to try for a child using donor eggs.  
Claire had insisted on carrying the child herself, but it hadn’t been as easy for her to get 
pregnant a second time around, using eggs that were not her own.  After months of 
trying, she’d finally achieved a pregnancy, only to miscarry a few weeks later.  
Devastated, she and Nick tried again, promising each other that if she lost another baby, 
they would adopt instead.  But, to their joy and relief, the next pregnancy was a success, 
and Claire carried a baby girl almost to term, giving birth to her third daughter and 
Nick’s first (in the biological sense) on April 18, 2019, just over a month after her thirty-
ninth birthday. 

Adrienne Rose Carter, Cait’s half-sister, was now forty-one years old and just as 
beautiful as she’d been in her twenties.  She had inherited Nick’s features – blonde hair, 
blue eyes, great eyebrows, and a smile that could drive men wild – and his singing talent 
as well.  Like Claire and Cait in personality, outgoing and fun-loving, Adrienne had had 
no trouble landing work on Broadway, even without Nick’s influence, though, surely, the 
last name had helped.  She had kept her name, Carter, even after marrying her husband, 
and won a Tony the following year for her performance as Glinda in the Broadway 
revival of the musical “Wicked.”  She’d ended her long run in the role just a few months 
ago and moved back to Los Angeles to do voiceover work while she was expecting her 
first child, a little girl.  Cait peeked down the pew at her and saw her younger sister’s 
hands clasped tightly across her six-months-pregnant belly in prayer, her curtains of 
long, blonde hair hiding her face. 

Next to her sat Delaine, so alike her in many ways, yet so different.  Lainey, too, 
had shown promise as a singer, a talent inherited from the twins’ biological father, 
Jamie.  (“Definitely not from your mother,” Nick had always joked, teasing his wife 
good-naturedly.)  But she had always been quieter, more reserved, than Cait and, later, 
Adrienne.  In high school, she’d designed costumes and lighting effects for the musicals, 
while Cait had hammed it up onstage.  For awhile, Lainey sang lead in a garage band 
with a sound similar to Evanescence.  Nick had helped them out as much as he could, 



 

 

even signing them to his record label and producing their first album, but the music 
venture had flopped.  Lainey had the talent, but not the charisma to be a performer, and 
so she got a degree in production design and landed a job designing costumes and sets 
for Broadway.  For a time, she and Adrienne had lived together in New York, even 
working on the same musical once.  Now she lived there with a boyfriend.  It was a 
shame that Cait rarely saw her either of her sisters, except for in cases like this. 

Oddly enough, of all her siblings, including her fraternal twin, Cait was closest to 
the youngest of them all, her brother, Casey.  He had completed their family in 2025, 
when she and Lainey were fifteen, adopted from Russia by Nick and Claire.  Claire had 
been forty-five at the time and knew that another pregnancy was not an option for her, 
but she and Nick had wanted one more child, a son.  Casey Ryan Carter had neither 
Ryan, nor Carter DNA, but he had all the love both sides of the family could offer.  As 
Claire joked with Nick, their family was finally complete... “yours, mine, and ours.”  
Caitlin and Delaine, born out of her eggs... Adrienne, born of Nick’s sperm... and Casey, 
adopted by the two of them.  They viewed it as the best possible solution to the dilemma 
of having children together. 

Just a few months old when they’d brought him over from Russia, Casey was now 
thirty-six, married with a seven-year-old daughter named Lara, and enjoying a 
successful career their parents took special pride in.  He was not a musician like Nick, 
nor an actress like Adrienne, a designer like Delaine, or even a physical therapist like 
Cait.  He did work in the medical field, though, as an oncologist at Tampa General 
Hospital.  In a way, he’d brought Nick and Claire’s story full circle. 

Now he sat between Delaine and his wife, Mackenzie, his hands folded in his lap, 
staring blankly past the altar in a way that made him look lost.  Cait’s heart went out to 
her younger brother.  It had been a rough few months for the both of them. 

The only two who had stayed in Tampa, Cait and Casey had been the ones left to 
watch their mother’s steady decline over the last few months.  Claire had suffered from 
congestive heart failure for years.  Her doctor told her it was likely a late complication of 
the heavy regimes of chemo and radiation she’d received in her young adulthood, as was 
the osteoporosis that left her aging body stooped and frail.  In the last year, her health 
had deteriorated. 

Nick had paid for home health care to avoid having to move her into a nursing 
home, for he wasn’t able to take care of her by himself.  His own health was failing, 
though not as rapidly as hers; still, he relied on oxygen much of the time to support his 
battle-weary lungs, and he had been wheelchair-bound for several years.  At eighty years 
old, he just didn’t have the stamina needed to walk on a prosthetic leg anymore. 

Cait knew that the loss of his mobility had been difficult for her father, but not 
nearly as hard as the loss of his wife.  He’d spent long hours, even whole nights, sitting 
in his chair by her side, holding her hand while she slept, drifting in and out of 
consciousness.  Even with her body slowing down, Claire’s mind had been as sharp as 
ever, right up until the end, and she had made her wishes clear.  No more hospitals, no 
breathing tubes, no resuscitation.  She had known her dying was inevitable, and as she’d 
made Nick promise, “When I finally kick the bucket, Stumpy, you’re to let me go.” 

She’d died on a Sunday afternoon, without any sappy deathbed speech, just 
closed her eyes for a nap and never opened them again.  Nick had been by her side, as 
always, stroking her hand as she drifted off to sleep... the sleep of eternity, it turned out 



 

to be.  He had nodded off too, and when he’d awoken, her hand was cold in his.  As he’d 
told Cait later, he had known right then that she was gone. 

The last few days had been a blur for Cait, trying to make the funeral 
arrangements while consoling her heartbroken father.  They had honored her mother’s 
wish to be cremated, and now the wooden box on the altar, set with a stained glass red 
rose, held her earthly remains. 

Nick reached out and touched the box as he was wheeled to the altar to deliver 
the final eulogy, laying a single, long-stemmed red over its cherry-finished top.  Then he 
put his trembling hands in his lap, steepling them tightly as he bowed his head, took a 
long drag of air from the oxygen tubes in his nostrils, and tried to collect himself. 

In the days after their mother’s death, the four siblings had debated over whether 
or not their father should go up to speak at her memorial service.  “I know he wants to, 
or thinks he should, but it’ll just be too hard for him,” Adrienne had told the others, her 
face twisted with grief.  “I just worry about the emotional strain it would put him under, 
having to deliver a eulogy for his wife in front of all those people.  One of us can get up 
and talk about Mom.” 

But the twins had jumped to Nick’s defense, overruling their younger sister.  “Let 
Dad do what he wants,” Cait insisted.  “She is his wife, and he deserves the chance to say 
goodbye the way he wants to.  If he wants to give a eulogy, then let him.  He’s not as frail 
as you think.” 

Nick did look frail, though, hunched in his wheelchair at the base of the altar.  His 
broad shoulders were slumped, and his once notable height seemed diminished in the 
chair.  He was hardly recognizable as the playful man shoving wedding cake into Claire’s 
laughing mouth in one of the photographs that lined the altar.  Over the years, the 
laughter lines had become entrenched, until his tanned face was as wrinkled as a prune.  
His once blonde hair was now a silvery gray, though he still had a full head of it.  The 
weight he’d always struggled to keep off had piled on in middle age, his youthful pop 
star’s body hidden behind a rounded beer belly.  The last prosthetic leg he’d owned no 
longer fit comfortably, and though he still had it, he never wore it, choosing instead to 
simply tuck his empty pant leg up under his stump as he rode in his chair.  There was a 
time, he’d once confessed to Cait, when he had been self-conscious to go without his leg, 
but those days were long gone.  In his old age, he no longer cared about how he looked 
or about what people thought.  And surely, no one was thinking about his missing leg 
today. 

It wasn’t just his leg that was missing, anyway.  Nick’s whole body looked 
deflated, as if all the life had been let out of him.  And in a way, it had.  Claire was his 
life.  She’d been his life for the last fifty years of it, and without her, Cait didn’t know 
how he could go on.  He would, somehow, she was sure, for she knew her stepfather was 
strong.  But it would be the hardest leg of his life’s journey, that final stretch without 
Claire by his side. 

In front of all of his family and friends, from a two-year-old great-granddaughter 
(Cait’s own grandbaby, Kristine), to his oldest “brother” Kevin, Nick seemed to gather 
the strength she knew he had in him and lifted his head to address them at last. 

“My wife...”  He croaked through his first words, his voice breaking, and he 
paused to clear his throat before trying again.  “My wife Claire and I watched a lot of 
movies in our time.  She loved ‘em.  She would always put on a dress and let me take her 
out to a fancy restaurant or some red carpet event, but that was never really her style.  



 

 

Her favorite way to spend an evening was just to order a pizza, put on her rattiest, 
comfiest sweats, curl up on the couch with a beer, and watch a movie.  Between the two 
of us, I think we had just about every DVD ever made... back when they made DVDs, 
that is.”  A genuine smile stretched across his lined face, and he added, “I bet my 
youngest granddaughter, Lara, doesn’t even know what a DVD is.” 

People chuckled, and Cait leaned forward to look down the pew again.  Casey’s 
daughter Lara giggled up at her grandfather and offered a baffled expression, shrugging 
her thin shoulders. 

“Yep... they’re as obsolete as records were in my day.  Bet you don’t know what 
those are either, Lara.” 

And Lara shook her head, grinning. 
Nick smiled again, seeming to relax into his eulogy.  He had a crinkled piece of 

paper clutched in one of his gnarled hands, but he didn’t refer to it at all.  He didn’t need 
to.  He’d always said he wasn’t good with words, but when it came to her mother, Cait 
thought his words were beautiful.  They were heartfelt, and that’s all anyone wanted to 
hear. 

“Anyway... one of her favorite movies was a romantic comedy called The Wedding 
Singer.  In the end of it, the wedding singer writes a song about wanting to grow old 
with the woman he loves, and he sings it to her on a plane.  Claire once told me she 
thought it was one of the sweetest gestures a guy could make, so when we finally got 
married, I sang the same song to her at our wedding reception.”  He paused again, and 
Cait could see him beginning to choke up, but he pressed on.  “On that day, my greatest 
wish was just that:  to grow old with her.  And here we are, fifty years later.  We made it, 
Ren.”  His voice broke as he used the pet name Cait had heard him call her mother for as 
long as she could remember, and he reached out and rested his hand upon the box that 
held her ashes. 

It took him a few moments to compose himself this time, and in his silence, Cait 
could hear sniffles behind her and on all sides.  Her own eyes were brimming with tears, 
but in a way, they were happy tears.  We made it, Ren.  Even though her father – all of 
them, really – had every reason to be sad, they should also be honoring a long and 
beautiful relationship, which had been broken only by death. 

No, she thought, watching her father finger the rose petals he’d lain upon her 
mother’s urn, not broken.  Only interrupted.   In time, he would die too, and his soul 
would reunite with Claire’s once again.  Cait was not a deeply religious person, but that 
much, she wanted to believe. 

“A lot of people don’t know this,” Nick finally continued, his voice tremulous, “but 
Claire and I shared our first kiss at the movies.  We went and saw King Kong.  And no,” 
he chuckled weakly, “not at its first release.  I ain’t that old.” 

Again, laughter throughout the sanctuary. 
“It was a favorite of hers, though... she liked those classic horror flicks, and so did 

I.  The end of that one always made her cry.  I used to make fun of her for it, ‘cause 
Claire hardly ever cried, yet she would let out the waterworks for a silly-looking giant 
gorilla.  The last line of the movie is one of those classic lines of cinema:  ‘It was beauty 
killed the beast.’  Claire... Claire was the beauty who killed the beast in me and made me 
the man I am today.  I know that sounds corny,” he said, swallowing hard, “but those of 
you who knew her best know that she had a beautiful spirit, and when she met me, there 
was a lot of ugliness inside me.  I viewed it as ugliness on the outside, but Claire helped 



 

me get through that, go on with my life, and learn to appreciate it for what it was.  She 
could always see life’s beauty, and to me, that was the most beautiful thing about her.  
She was one of a kind, the only woman I’ve ever been in love with, and I miss her more 
than life itself...” 

Nick’s voice faltered again, and he could barely get through the end of his eulogy.  
Yet somehow, he found the strength.  “I know she’s okay though,” he choked, stroking 
the top of the urn.  “That wherever she is, she’s at peace.  Like I said, she always was a 
homebody... and like ET, she’s finally gone home.” 

 
*** 

 
Back at her parents’ lovely, waterfront home, Cait and the rest of her family 

served food and mingled with the many friends who had come to offer their condolences 
after the service.  “We should just have the whole thing catered,” Adrienne had 
suggested impatiently, in the days of planning beforehand.  “The last thing we need to be 
worrying about now is being hostesses.” 

But Cait found that she didn’t mind; in fact, she enjoyed the task.  It gave her 
something to do, something to take her mind off of her mother.  She liked being able to 
flit among their guests, making sure everyone had enough to eat and drink, saying hello 
to people she hadn’t seen in ages, without having to stand and talk to any one of them 
too long.  She liked sharing happy memories of Claire, but, like Claire herself, she 
couldn’t stand all of the tears and sympathy.  Her mother wouldn’t have wanted that.  
Hell, if she’d had her say, they would probably be out on the beach by a huge bonfire, 
toasting her long life with bottles of Corona.  That was the kind of funeral reception 
more suited to Claire. 

But those who did have a say had seemed to think a beach party would be tacky, 
and so here they were, holding a quiet open house instead. 

She wondered, as she looked around, what would become of this house now that 
her mother had passed.  It seemed unreasonable for Nick to live there by himself, and 
she thought that maybe now, they would be able to convince him to sell the house and 
move into a retirement community, some place where he wouldn’t be alone.  Not only 
did she worry about him falling when there was no one around to call for help, but she 
thought he needed companionship.  She didn’t want to see him turn into a recluse now 
that Claire was gone. 

Looking over at him, she knew that’s all he felt like doing right then.  He had been 
sitting in his chair in the corner of the living room the whole afternoon, not saying 
much, although Kevin, Howie, Brian, and AJ had been with him most of the time, just 
staring into space, fiddling with his hands.  He looked lost, broken.  When people came 
up to him, as they had been doing all day, he would take their hands and nod at their 
words of sympathy, thanking them for coming, but when they retreated, his eyes would 
glaze over again, and he’d go back to looking lost. 

She stood and watched as Laureen, an old friend of her mother’s, went over with 
her husband to talk with Nick awhile, and when they left, an old woman named 
Veronica, who had introduced herself to Cait as “a friend of AJ’s ex-wife from way 
back... and I once dated your dad too,” took their place, hand in hand with her own 
companion. 



 

 

There were a surprising amount of little old couples present, from her mother’s 
girlfriends and their husbands, to Brian and Leighanne and Kevin and Kristin.  
Watching them, Cait couldn’t help but feel a pang of longing.  Even though her father 
was heartbroken now, he was really lucky, she thought, to have found his soulmate and 
stayed married fifty years.  She, herself, had been alone for twenty, ever since she’d 
divorced her husband.  Like her mother, she had married impulsively in her twenties, 
and it had been a mistake.  She didn’t regret being with her ex-husband, for without 
him, she wouldn’t have her two grown sons, Jordan and Nickolas, and her little 
granddaughter Kristine.  But she wished their relationship had worked out differently.  
She saw happy couples like her pregnant sister Adrienne and her husband, or Baylee 
Littrell, who had been like a big brother to her when they were kids, walking around 
with his wife, and secretly, she envied them. 

But then, not everyone was happy. 
“Caitlin?” said a low voice behind her, and she turned to look into the round, 

wrinkled face of her real father. 
“Hi...” she said, leaving the greeting at that.  She had never known what to call 

Jamie Turner, her mother’s first husband.  When she and Lainey were little, they’d 
called him “Dad” when they’d seen him, once or twice a year, but the older they got, the 
more they considered Nick to be their true father, and the more they resented Jamie.  
Claire had never kept it a secret from them that Jamie was their real father and that 
Nick, while much more of a father figure to them than Jamie, was legally their 
stepfather.  But they had been teenagers before they’d learned the whole story, how their 
biological father was really nothing more than a sperm donor who had been too afraid to 
hold them when they were preemies, and who had abandoned their mother when she 
needed him most. 

In defense of Claire, she had never set out to trash-talk Jamie; in fact, for as long 
as Cait could remember, her mother and father had been friendly with each other on the 
rare occasions they were together.  But like all children of divorce, Cait and Lainey had 
wanted to know why their parents had split up, and when they were old enough to 
understand, Claire had explained why. 

It was around that time that Cait had stopped calling Jamie “Dad.” 
She didn’t hate the man; he had given her life, and he had been her mother’s high 

school sweetheart.  She’d seen the pictures from their prom, along with the pictures of 
their wedding.  But that didn’t stop her from resenting him at times. 

Today, though, there was no room for resentment.  There were too many other 
emotions tugging at her soul already.  She offered her father a smile and a warm 
embrace. 

“How are you doing?” he asked, hugging her. 
She shrugged.  “Alright, I guess, considering.  You?” 
Jamie gave a noncommittal jerk of the shoulder as well. 
Life had been hard on him, these last few years especially.  He had fought a bout 

of prostate cancer, which would have been easily treatable, had he gone to a doctor 
sooner.  As it was, he had waited too long, and the cancer had spread to his rectum and 
colon.  Radiation and surgery had put it into remission, but he now wore a colostomy 
bag as a constant reminder of it. 

The unpleasantness of the cancer treatments had been too much for his third 
wife, who was only a few years older than Cait, and she had left him for a man in his 



 

fifties just a few months ago.  At eighty years old, Jamie Turner was alone again, with 
little hope of marrying a fourth time.  Cait felt for him, but not as badly as she felt for 
Nick.  Her mother, while sending a card with a few words of consolation, had muttered 
something about karma as she sealed the envelope. 

“How’s Nick handling everything?” Jamie asked, and Cait watched his eyes drift 
over to the quiet corner of the room where Nick had placed himself. 

“He’s heartbroken,” was her simple reply. 
Jamie nodded.  “Your mother was something else,” he said.  “I miss her too.  You 

think he’d mind if I walked over there?” 
“I think it would be a nice gesture,” said Cait, not at all sure what Nick would 

think.  She knew that in their younger days, the two men hadn’t cared for each other.  
They had always been civil to each other around Lainey and her, but it had never been 
any big secret that her biological father resented Nick, the man who had taken his place 
as their dad and Claire’s husband.  Nick, though, had gotten over it, she thought, and 
why shouldn’t he have?  He’d gotten the girl, in the end.  Whatever little duel they’d had 
with each other, he had won.  He had no reason to be bitter.  “I don’t think he’ll mind.” 

Jamie nodded, and she watched him slouch over to Nick and say a few words.  
The men shook hands and spoke for just a minute or so before Jamie shuffled away 
again.  There was no resentment between the two of them now.  They were just a pair of 
old men who were there to remember a woman they both, at one time or another, had 
loved. 
 

*** 
 

He had talked to everyone that day, it seemed.  Kevin and Kristin, Brian and 
Leighanne, AJ, Howie... they had all been there to support him on this, the hardest day 
of his life.  Even some of their children had come – Baylee Littrell, looking just like 
Brian had in middle age, and Brayden Richardson too, each with families of their own.  
He’d shared a few tears with his brother-in-law, Kyle, who thankfully hadn’t had far to 
travel with his wife, Amber, for they were both aging terribly.  His nephew Kamden had 
come as well, bringing his own wife and teenaged children. 

Then there were Claire’s friends... Dianna and Laureen, of course, each married, 
with husbands still living and families spread across the country.  Even Jamie, who had 
retired to Florida after the death of his mother, had made it over to pay his respects. 

He was the last one Nick spoke to before turning in for the evening.  “I’m just 
going to lie down in my room for awhile,” he told Caitlin, wheeling his chair slowly from 
the room.  Looking so much like Claire had in her early fifties, Cait just nodded, offering 
him a smile of understanding.  He hoped she would tell the others for him.  Delaine 
might worry about him – she always had been a worrier – and Adrienne would want to 
check on him, to see if he wanted to talk.  But Cait, who saw him at least once a week, 
would know that he wasn’t sick or in pain, unless one counted the pain in his heart, and 
that he didn’t want to talk.  He just needed to be alone for awhile. 

Alone.  He would have the rest of his life to be alone, now that Claire was gone. 
In the privacy of his bedroom, the thought came, and so did the tears he’d been 

trying hard to contain.  For the sake of his family, he hadn’t wanted to cry, and he knew 
that Claire wouldn’t want him to either.  But she would understand.  Even she had cried 
when things were really bad.  And for Nick, things had never been worse. 



 

 

He’d been through many ups and downs in his eighty years, but he’d gotten 
through the worst of them with Claire by his side.  Now that she was gone, he didn’t 
know how he could go on living.  He would, of course, because she would have wanted 
him to, but god, it was going to be hard.  Life would never be good again.  Its last real joy 
had been taken away from him. 

Well, maybe that wasn’t entirely true.  He still had a lot to live for.  This he knew, 
as he wheeled himself across the room to his bed, taking his time, looking at each of the 
pictures that lined the dresser and hung on the walls.  They were a visible reminder of 
each of his blessings. 

Caitlin and Delaine.  He’d had the privilege of raising them as his own daughters, 
and he took pride in the unique, accomplished women they had become.  Cait was 
continuing his dream of a place where young people like he’d once been could escape the 
confines of a physical disability and get back their freedom in the water.  Camp Lucky 
Fin was a success story, and with her in charge, he knew that it would continue on even 
after his life ended.  Lainey shared his love of music and art, and he was pleased to see 
her put her talents to use behind the scenes of Broadway.  He had a box of programs 
featuring her costume work tucked beneath the bed, and here was the framed playbill 
for the show on which she and Adrienne had worked together. 

Adrienne.  His own flesh and blood, she was everything he could have asked for 
in a daughter.  Beautiful and talented, with the kind of charisma that sparkled on stage, 
he had known she would find success in the business, even without his help.  And she 
had.  He was so proud of her and couldn’t wait for her to have her first baby.  He had 
three other grandchildren – Cait’s sons Jordan and Nicky (jokingly, they’d always called 
him Nick Jr.) and Casey’s daughter Lara – but Adrienne’s baby would be the first to 
share his DNA.  Not that he would love her any more than the others... but in his mind, 
she was already someone special. 

And then there was Casey.  His only son.  Tucked into the corner of the dresser 
mirror was the faded Polaroid taken by the adoption agency in Moscow on the day he 
and Claire had laid eyes upon their baby boy for the first time.  They had taken plenty of 
pictures of their own, and Claire had a scrapbook filled with them all, but this one had 
always been special to Nick, for it was the first one of the three of them together... Casey 
in her arms, and his arms around her.  Though the photo was old and blurry, he could 
still see the excitement and love shining in their faces as they beamed for the camera.  
He would never forget that moment, the moment his family had truly felt whole. 

Casey had seemed to complete the circle in every way.  Intelligent and driven, he 
had excelled in school and gone into medicine.  Whether he’d realized it or not, his 
choice to specialize in oncology had been a way of honoring not only Nick and Claire, 
but also his namesake.  Dr. Casey Ryan Carter was going to make a difference, Nick was 
convinced.  Maybe in his lifetime, a cure for cancer would finally be found, and no one 
would have to suffer like Nick, like Claire, like Casey Brenner, or like so many others 
before them had.  Maybe he would even be the one to find it. 

It was with that thought that Nick managed to smile, as he eased his wheelchair 
into place next to his bed.  Gripping the armrests, his wrists shook as he pushed himself 
up, his right leg bearing all of his weight momentarily, before he shifted it onto the edge 
of the bed.  Adjusting the tubing of the portable oxygen tank he was seldom without 
anymore, he scooted slowly into an acceptable position on the bed and lay his head 
down on his pillow, crossing his arms over his chest. 



 

He stared up at the ceiling for a few minutes, just thinking, remembering, and 
then he turned his head.  On his nightstand, among the prescription pill bottles and the 
albuterol inhaler for when his lungs got especially bad, was a picture of her, bound in a 
silver frame.  He had taken it on their silver wedding anniversary, the twenty-fifth.  At 
fifty-five years old, she’d looked so like the way Cait looked now... no longer a young 
woman, with streaks of silver in her fading red hair and wrinkles around her blue eyes, 
but not yet an old lady.  At fifty-five, she’d still been full of life, ready to travel around 
the world with Nick just for the fun of it now that the Backstreet Boys had retired and 
their youngest was in college. 

They had celebrated their anniversary in Australia that year, spent the whole 
month of May there, in fact.  In the temperate fall weather, they had toured the cities, 
played on the beach, scuba dived on the reefs, and explored the wildlife.  Just the two of 
them, with no kids, no bandmates, no shows, and no schedule.  It had been an amazing 
vacation, probably the best he’d ever been on, and as he stared at the photograph of his 
Claire, with the sunlight brightening her face, making her hair shine and her eyes dance, 
he wished he could go back to that place, to that time, and leave behind this coldness, 
this emptiness that filled his heart. 

Her image blurred before his old eyes as they filled with fresh tears, and he forced 
himself to turn away.  The tears squeezed out as he shut his eyelids, wishing for sleep as 
a reprieve from this reality, this life without Claire. 

It found him quickly, for he was exhausted.  Of course, he was always tired these 
days... that was just part of being eighty, he supposed.  But this was a different kind of 
exhaustion, an exhaustion of the body and the mind, the heart and the spirit, and only 
the gentle sea of sleep could carry him away from it for a time and offer some relief. 

Yet even in sleep, he dreamed of Claire. 
She was standing in his doorway when he awoke, and at first, he mistook her for 

Cait. 
Normally, it was the other way around; he would see Caitlin and call her Claire.  

It had been happening more and more often lately, and sometimes he wondered if his 
mind was starting to go, but then, Cait did look so much like her mother.  Same soft, red 
hair, which she’d worn long in her youth but now cut short.  Same blue eyes, lines of 
laughter crinkling the skin at their corners.  Even the same figure, naturally slim, but 
made wider through pregnancy and heavier with age. 

He saw her silhouette, the light shining around her into his darkened room, and 
thought she was Cait.  After all, he wasn’t senile yet; he knew Claire was dead. 

But then his aging eyes adjusted to the light, and Nick saw that he was wrong 
again. 

“Claire...” 
Whispering her name, he forgot all rational thought, forgot that she was dead, 

forgot that he was old and crippled.  He sat up slowly in his bed, unable to take his eyes 
off her, and swung his legs over the side.  He stood up without swaying or needing to 
reach out and grab the nightstand.  Pushing the wheelchair aside, stepping over the 
tangled oxygen tubes with ease, he walked across the room on his own two feet.  He 
wanted to run to her, but the part of him that was old and wise stifled the childlike 
impulse, and he approached her gradually, subconsciously afraid that if he moved too 
quickly, she would disappear. 

She didn’t. 



 

 

As he got closer to her, she reached out her hand, and he took it.  A strange surge 
of light and heat seemed to radiate from her palm as he grasped it.  It was warm again, 
and smooth, youthful and unblemished.  She squeezed his hand in that same, reassuring 
way she always had, and offered him a radiant smile, her eyes dancing in the light as she 
turned her face toward it. 

Feeling the warmth of the light on his own face, Nick smiled and squeezed her 
hand back.  She didn’t speak, and neither did he, for all the questions had faded from his 
mind.  Suddenly, it seemed, he had all the answers.  He knew where she was taking him, 
and he held his head high as he walked away by her side. 

 
*** 

 
At 6:04 that evening, when the house had been cleared of guests, the kitchen 

cleaned, and all the leftovers put away, Adrienne Carter announced to the family, “I’m 
gonna go check on Dad.” 

At 6:05, they heard her scream. 
“Cait!!  Lainey!  Casey!  Come quick!!” 
They all jumped up from their seats in the living room, where they’d been sitting 

together, wondering what to do next, and raced into Nick’s bedroom.  Adrienne was 
standing by the bed, her pretty features contorted with anguish, a shaking hand covering 
her mouth.  Their father lay in it, sleeping the way he normally did, flat on his back, with 
his arms crossed on top of his chest.  When they came in, Adrienne peeled her hand 
from her mouth and flailed it towards him. 

“Dad’s... I think he’s dead!” she burst, and they saw that her wide and fearful eyes 
were filled with tears.  “I don’t think he’s breathing...”   She wrung her hands and paced 
in a little circle, apparently lost as to what to do.  To Cait, her younger sister looked like 
a scared little girl again. 

Her own heart had leapt into her throat, but Cait stayed much calmer.  She 
dodged Adrienne and moved quickly to the bed, leaning closer to Nick.  She picked up 
his left arm, fearing the worst when he didn’t even stir in his sleep, and extended it, 
turning his hand palm side up.  With the expertise of a nurse, she pressed two fingers to 
the inside of his wrist and felt for a pulse in the radial artery beneath his wrinkled, 
papery skin.  She found nothing. 

Heart sinking, she turned and caught Casey’s eye.  He met her gaze, and the truth 
passed between them, but in his youth, he wasn’t ready to accept it.  He turned and ran 
from the room, returning a minute or so later with his stethoscope.  The three sisters 
stood around in shock, reality sinking in as their younger brother shoved the 
stethoscope into his ears and leaned over their father, pressing its end to his motionless 
chest.  He listened carefully, moving the stethoscope around to all the right places, but 
after a few moments, he sunk down onto the bed and pulled the scope from his ears, a 
defeated look upon his face. 

Adrienne began to sob, loud, racking sobs that filled the room.  She’d always been 
something of a drama queen, but Cait knew these weren’t just dramatics.  Feeling her 
own eyes fill, she went to her sister and took her in her arms.  Casey sat still on the edge 
of the bed, raking his hands through his hair in way that was reminiscent of Nick.  Her 
dad had always done that when he was upset. 



 

Lainey, the quietest of them all, was the first to speak, and the words that came 
out were not what they had expected. 

“Maybe it’s better this way,” she murmured. 
Adrienne jerked her face up off of Cait’s shoulder and shook her head wildly, but 

Cait nodded, understanding exactly what her twin sister meant. 
“We should have known this might happen,” Delaine went on.  “It happens a lot 

with couples who have been married as long as they were.  When one dies, the other dies 
soon after.  I think it’s kind of tragically romantic.”   She turned to look at Nick, lying 
still and peaceful on the bed, and offered a sad smile.  “He’s with Mom now.” 

 
*** 

 
Nine months later, they gathered on what would have been Nick and Claire 

Carter’s fifty-first wedding anniversary. 
They picnicked on the lawn of Myrtle Hill Memorial Park, near a bench made of 

blue pearl granite that looked like the waters of Tampa Bay in a thunderstorm.  The back 
of the bench was shaped like an abstract heart, whose sides rolled into flourishing 
waves.  In the center of the heart, the word Carter was engraved, and below, on the front 
edge of the bench, were the names of their parents, side by side. 

 
Nickolas Gene   Claire Aileen 

January 28, 1980 – August 18, 2060 March 15, 1980 – August 12, 2060 
 

On the back of the bench, off to one side of the heart, a pair of roses were 
engraved, and below them lay the date of their marriage, May 14, 2010, and an epitaph.  
“God could not have made earthly ties so strong to break them in eternity.” 

It was that thought which made Cait smile on this day, as she enjoyed the warm, 
Florida sunshine and the presence of her siblings’ company, watching Adrienne’s six-
month-old daughter, Claire Nicole, crawl in the soft grass.  She hoped her parents really 
were together somewhere in their own version of paradise, a place where there was no 
pain and no suffering, and where they could look down upon their beautiful new 
granddaughter from time to time. 

They sat upon the hill together for a long time, sharing laughs and memories 
until the sun sank low in the sky and the mosquitoes came out for their evening 
smorgasbord.  Then they packed up their picnic supplies and headed to their separate 
cars, leaving behind a simple bouquet of roses laid across the bench.  Five yellow 
blossoms, one for each decade their parents had been married, and in the middle, a 
single red rose for the undying love they had shared. 

Underneath the bouquet, the seat of the bench was inscribed with a line of lyrics 
that Nick Carter had once penned for his only true love.  It read, 
 

“When I felt I couldn’t walk any further, you’re the one who helped me carry on.” 
 

And beneath the seat of the marble bench sat a pair of wooden urns, set with 
stained glass, which held the ashes of the musician and his inspiration.  Those who had 
known them would walk by this place and smile, imagining their two souls dancing 
together in eternity.  Yet it was here their bodies could finally rest, side by side. 



 

 

The End 


